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When Elgins meet there's no doubt about the time.

Millions of Elgins are constantly meeting one another

and advertising Elgin accuracy.

(I Elgin Watches are made for people who want to knolv
the time. A sure timekeeper is a sure moneymaker for

the dealer who sells it.

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company.

l Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, " Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, II John Street

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

&B.

This is the name of one of our new patterns for this season, as suggested by the design.

The complete line of articles for the Toilet and Manicure will be made in this pattern, and it

has already been pronounced a

These goods are put up in

sets in handsome cases, or can

be bought in single pieces and

matched at any time; as we

shall always carry the full line

in stock, as we do now our

Washington, Jefferson, Victo-

ria, Lincoln, Bead, American

Beauty, Nightingale and Paul

and Virginia patterns.

This feature will be a great

aid to your retail customers in

selling the goods.

Our New Catalogue

will soon be ready. Send
for one.

sure seller for the Holiday season. It is finished in French Gray.

2386. Large Hair
Brush.

Ill' li '1111111111111''" ",11.,, livrigliimnom
6 . I. 1 i. 1 N11141111101

Cut 34 size.

2385. Ex. Large Hair
Brush.

Cut %size.

2382. Mirror, 5%". 1\1 irii, 5!„".

2-110. Knife

We also maKe fine seamiless gond filled Chains, Lockets, BlfaceRets, Brocoche,3,
Pim% Earrings, Lk Buttonsp Scarf Pin, Waist Sets and Hair Chain Mounting'E.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
MANUFACTURMG JEWELERS AND SllLVERSMIITEIS,

3100 Ritchlamond L ihrovildence EL 119
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4504 January Snowdrop.
4510 February -Pink.
4503 March Violet.

BIRTH FLOWER SIGNET RINGS.

4507 April—Easter Lily.
4508 May—Lily of Valley.
4509 June Rose.

4506 July Daisy. 4512 Octaber—Cosmus.4513 August Water Lily. 4511 November- Chrysanthemum.4502 September POPPY. 4505 December—Holly.
Keep up with the times by pushing new ideas ; no better seller than our New Floral, Birth-MonthSignet Ring ; absolutely perfect die-worh, both 10 K. and 14 K., put up in attractive silK box(velvet lined), of fine material.
Send for selection and prices. EXPRESS PAID BOTH WAYS, IF NOT PLEASED.Don't fail to see our splendid line of popular priced new patterns in Brooches, Buttons, ScarfPins, Lochets, Fobs, Rings, etc., etc.
We mals.e absolutely the largest assortment of patterns, and the most attractive line of fancyLocKets, Buttons and Signet Rings shown by any manufacturer to the retail trade at prices thatspeaki for themselves.
REMEMBER NO MIDDLEMAN'S PROFIT, DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY TO YOUR STORE.

The lieller Jewelry Mfg. Co., 64 Nassau St., New York.
Factory, 8 Lum St., Newark, N. J. Telephone, 3270 John.
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When in doubt as to where you would be

most likely to get the scarce thing (in

Watches), try

The Non-Retailing Co.,

Jobbers in Watches and Chains,

Lancaster, Pa.

This house devotes its capital and efforts

exclusively to Watches and Chains, and

can serve you in those lines best of all.

•\

2 Tulpstraat,
AMSTERDAM.

'\• S‘

‘A

■

LOOSE and MOUNTED

DIAMONDS. 

Gold and Filled Watch Cases.
Our imports of DIAMONDS are dircct from the cutters 

at Amsterdam,

and we can therefore offer you substantial induccmcnts.

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH 
OUR TRAVELERS.

\

ESTABLISHED 1866.

41)
A NS

12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up),

P. O. Box 1625. NEW YORK.

\\\ \ 
\\\ \\ \\ \ k\ \

Elgin and Waltham Movements.

Gold and Plated Jewelry.
Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers.

Our goods are insured while in transit.

SPECIAL NOTICE to Watch Buyers: NEW 
ENGLAND WATCHES (,1 ;111 grades and designs

have been idded to our watch stock, and we shall hereafter have on hand at 
all times

a full line of these goods. New England Watches have proven to be excellent sellers with the 
trade, and we desire to call

your attention to their merits and prices, soliciting your orders for same.
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is of the highest importance in the selection of tools, particularly Lathes
and Attachments.

If you send your orders to us, you make sure that they will be filled
in a manner which reflects the highest credit upon your own intelligence
and our facilities.

You will get perfect tools, and back of them a guarantee that means
something.

Webster=Whitcomb Lathe.
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.25
" 22 " 44.00
" 42 " 59.00

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete,

$21.15 net cash.
14 Chucks, 6 Cement Erasses and

Belting.

No. IS.
Swing Foot= Wheel.
Lach, $5.15 net.

Foot-Wheel No. I.
Each, $2.15 net.

Write
for
Cash

Discounts.
Moseley Lathe No. 2,

With 10 Chucks . . $37.00
" 17 " . . . 41.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete,

$15.00 net cash.
Packed in wood box same as Gem

Lathe.
14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brccces end

Belting.

Countershaft No. 9.
N. P., each, $2.58 net.

Tools and Materials.

Countershaft No. 12.
N. P., each, 94c. net.

The fall trade promises to be excellent, and you will need a good supply of
the best tools and materials you can get.

We assure you that there is no better place to come than here.
We have a full stock—everything of the best—and the facilities and equipment

to take prompt and accurate care of your orders.
Send us a trial order.

E. & J. SWIGARTI Cincinnati, Ohio.

YOU NEED THIS CATALOGUE.

Our special catalogue of Boxes and Jewelers' Findings will be ready August
5th. It will illustrate many new and attractiVe goods, and you really ought to

have it. Send us your name and address, and t wq will forward it as s9ou ready.

" New Money for Old Gold and Silver."
I 165

A MODERN STORY
9/ ALADDIN

HOW IT IS
DONE.

We pay the very highest prices for

old gold and silver immediately upon

receipt of your shipment. Returns for

sweepings within five days of receipt. All

shipments are kept intact, and if our

offer is not thoroughly satisfactory, the

consignment will be returned at

once, and we bear all the expense.

Could anything be fairer?

Goldmith B103.,
Office 6)-67 Washington St
Works 8TMeç Throop St

CHICAGO.
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Confidence *
is the foundation of success in the jewelry
business. To succce(1, YOU must have thc
confidence of the public ; WE, of the trade.
The growth of our business proves that we
hold the confidence of the Jewelers. They
believe in us because they know us
and know our product. The
bonds that bind them to us are
reliable goods—Chains
that sell, satisfy
your customers
and safeguard
your repu-
tation.

L. S. CI Co.
Chains mean a safe

business and a good profit.
The new designs for the

Fall of 1904 mean more than
this. They mean leadership

for your store in chain-selling, the
prestige that style and newness give

your stock, the profit that comes of
popular-priced goods of high quality.

Don't fail to see our new patterns.

LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Chainmakers and Silversmiths,

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

SIR:
When a clean-cut, intel-

ligent man talks to you,

he generally has some-

thing to say. It is good

business to listen ; chances

are you will learn some-

thing to your advantage.

We have a clean cut

line, selected and approved

by men of intelligence and

wide experience.

We make the oppor=

tunity—you profit by it.

Suppose you buy all

your Rings and Jewelry

from us this season. We

know from the experience

of other retail jewelers

that you will be pleased

and satisfied.

Don't throw our adver-

tising matter away—keep

it for reference. Send us

an order; no matter how

large ; we carry an enor-

mous stock. We can sup-

ply all your Jewelry needs.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer

Nineteen Maiden Lane

New York, U.S.A.

THE

FALL CAMPAIGN, 1904
finds us better prepared than

ever before

1167

An Enormous Line of
limml■!=•■F 

MODERATE PRICE

RINGS, JEWELRY
Sterling Novelties
Rich Cut Glass, Etc.

We have many items to show you at special
prices. Very unusual. We have a proposition
for one jeweler in each city. It is yours for the
asking if you are the proper candidate.

Visit New York this fall. Make our office
headquarters. If you cannot come, drop a postal
for our salesmen :

Mr. W. H. Bakh
Mr. J. M. Keller
Mr. Edson Adams
Mr. Chas. Welz=Miller
Mr. Irving Cone

Mr. A. Green
Mr. W. H. Dawson
Mr. Nelton Barr
Mr. John Dawson
Mr. Arthur Day

A11\' one of the above will call.

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER

Nineteen Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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AND

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR

YOUR
OLD GoLD,

SILVER.FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

When you think of sending away
your Old Gold and Silver, select an

Assayer who will unquestionably give you

I. The full value of your metal, less a fair cha
2. The ofiportunity to decline his estimate,

get back your shifiment al his exfiense.
3. Very 'romp refiort and _payment.

We take much pleasure and pride in referring to any Jeweler on
our long list of customers as to our deserts to your favor. We seem to

fulfill all the requirements of those who are looking for the best in our line.

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd., smelters, Refiners and Assayers. Office, 709 Sansom St., Phila.

rge.
and .

Works, Riverside, N. J.

The Den Clock

If You Want
To Stir Things
Up in August

put a dozen of these handsome little
clocks in your window and mark
them 75 cents. Maybe you'll find
that August isn't such a dull month
after all, providing you offer the right
kind of things.

Our price to you is

s6.6o the dozen. net cash.
Considerably less in case lots of 50.
Figure out the profit for yourself.
Ask for Den Clock folder if you want
to know more.

Cuckoo Clocks
We have been hard at work bettering our line of

medium-priced Cuckoo Clocks, and are now making fine,
showy clocks at lower prices than you would ever have
thought possible.

Have you our catalog?

American Cuckoo Clock Co., Philadelphia.

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY,
Full size.

Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers,

MEDALISTS,

203 Eddy St, Providence, R. I.

(Milk Design.

Crucifix No. 3221. Chalice No. 1811.
Sterling Silver, $1.00 each. ileight,9inches.

French gray finish; Sterling Silver, $50.00.

Catalogue on application.

ROSA RI ES. 
IN PURE ANIS IMITATION STONE.

In Pure Stone—Amethyst, topaz, gar-
net, crystal, onyx.

Prices—Mounted in solid gold, $20.00 each
and upwards. Mounted in rolled gold-
plate, $10.00 each and upwards.

In imitation Stone—Amethyst, topaz,
garnet, emerald, crystal, turquoise,
opal, moonstone.

Prices—From $1.50 each and upwards.

III

No. 2114.
Height, 60 inches.
Price, $18.00,

Worthy of Your Attention. Great Labor an Time-Saving. 
The W. Green & Co. No. 4 "IMPROVED" Combination Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling and Turn-

r 69

ing Electric Lathe Motors. (4 Lathes in one, at price of one.)
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, and for all trades and purposes.

I "Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust.proof, air and water tight,
and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
■ Speed, 1200 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired. ■

Made from
1-5 to 2 Horse-Power.

W. OREEN & CO., Manufacturers, 6 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A. * We solicit correspondence for priec-list. testimonials and particular.

IMPROVED ROLL-TOP WATCHMAKERS' BENCHES. No Extra Charge for Boxing or Cartage.
NO. 10. Solid Oak, Walnut or
Cherry, Highly French Polished.
Contains a total 'THIRTEEN (131

drawers and compartments ; also chalk
hole, sliding apron drawer and vise-rest.

The drawers are automat teeny locked,
IMP Of arranged lo elitteks.

They are well made, cabinet finished
and dovetail throughout, and have
fancy brass knobs.

They are far superior in appearance
than is represented by the cut.

Besides being VOI'y I((fIIl I hey are with-
out doubt the handsomest awl best-made
benches in the market.

Dimensions: 44 inches long, 40 inches
high, 26 inches wide.

The end pieces close down to give more
room, if desired.

They stand on casters and the curtain
raises 10 inches.

NOTE.—Nothing better can be made,
and we warrant them in every respect.

Net
Spot Cash.

'4

SPorliiced Oonakly, 1-7:25
8 00.' Cherry 

" Walnut 18.50 Cut represents Bench No. 10.
Net weight, 175 lbs. ; gross weight, 210 lbs.No. 12. MADE IN SOLID OAK ONLY.{

Contains a total of NINE .0.) drawers and compartments; also sliding apron drawer

Theyanadr e vwi fel 1 t. raelsidsubstantially made, and present an excellent appearance.
The curtain raises ten inches and the end pieces ehae down to give more room if desired.
Dimensions: 44 inches long, '26 inches wide and to incites high.

Price, only $16.00 Net Spot Cash.

No. 11. Solid Oak, Walnut or
Cherry Highly French Polished.
contains a total of ELEVEN (11)

drawers and compartments ; also slid-
ing apron drawer and vise-rest.

One of the drawers is arranged for
chucks.

They are well made, cabinet-finished
and dovetail throughout, and have
fancy brass knobs.

They are far superior in appearance
than is represented by I he vitt.

Besides being very ii.eftti and hand.
some in appearance, they are the hest
benches in the market.

Dimensions, 411 inch., long, 40 inches
high, and 21 inches wide.

They 81111111 III en.ter,. and liave a
parallel moulding armina

Norm—Not ling better can be made,
and we warrant them in every respect.

Price only
$10* 25

" Cherry 10.75

" Walnut I I .25

Net
Spot Cash.

4'

'4
Cut represents Bench No. I I.

Not weight, 120 lbs. ; gross weight, 135 lbs.

No. 13. MADE IN OAK FINISHED ONLY.
Contain, a total of EititiT (8) drawers and compartments, also sliding apron drawer.
They are well made and present a very nice appearance.
Dimensions: 40 inches long, 20 incites wide and :10 inches high.

Price, only $9.25 Net Spot Cash.

For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Electricians, Brass Workers, and for all trades and purposes.
Soft Solder with Acids and Fluids a thing of the past 111

The "IMPERIAL SOLDERENE0
is rapid, convenient, clean, economical, practical, easy to use, always ready, requires no acids of any

description, and is practically as good as Hard Soldering and without effort or expense.
A new, rapid and convenient condensed preparation for soldering, suitable for all .Tewelers, Dental, Electrical

and Mechanical purposes ;old Mr making and repairing all metal work where solder, soldering IMO, acids, pastes
and other paraphernalia would otherwise he required.

The " imperial Solderene" solders gold, silver, copper, brass, sine, Iron, steel and in fart anything and
everythitig the old soldering iron accomplishes %vitt' bar or wire solder, and by using which it is nec..ssary to put
on acids, rosin, pastes, etc.

Will not injure the most delicate work and is especially useful on the finest wires and hist ruments. For
small connections only four 6r five seconds are required for complete soldering. Otte stick is sitairient for It51 to
WO joints or connections. As only one operation is required, one-half the work and inconvenience is saved.

, `.. NW. -C..,•■1/4GiEt.. to c...0 S--K.A1Axt,v,AA, ,

WARNING
.

The IMPERIAL SOLDFRENP is manufactured and sold by the owner Mid patentee. Application for patents 'lave been tiled iind allowed for broad claims. Any
„ person, lirm, coriairat ion or others making, using or vending any other soldering composition will be proceeded against as infringers.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—See that each piece is wrapped separately In tin foil and stamped "IMPERIAL SOLDEtZENE.',

1 IMPERIAL SOLDERENE No. I. in sticks, for heavy work, expressly manufactured IMPFRIAL SOLIDERFNP No.2, in thin sticks, expressly manufactured for light
Price : for Machinists, Electricians, Brass, Steel, Iron, Bronze and Tin Workers ; also Jewelry, Optical, Dental and Fine Electrical Work of all kinds. Per bundle,

for Heavy Jewelry Work, etc. Per stick, 20e, Sample Stick by mail. 24e. 2()e. Sample bundle by mail, 24c.

= - -

'

W. GREEN 0 CO1,9 Manufacturers, 6 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.
Electrotypes furnished free of charge.For sale by all reliable wholesale and lobbing trade.



THE LEDOS MEG. ea
Manufacturers of

34-36 Pearl Street, Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

Watch Case Materials, Jewelers' Findings 
Crowns, Bezels, Bars and Sleeves, Bars, Snaps,
Pendants, Centers, Stems and Collets, Toggle Chains, Hooks,
Bows, Bushings, Swivels, Spring Rings, Solders,
Springs, Ears, Chains, Jump Rings, Etc.

The NOBS Safety Catch.

POINTS IN FAVOR OF

THE NOBS CATCH.

xst.-Can be applied to
Scarf, Clasp or Hat Pins
from the side without
looking for the point of
the pin.

2d.-Will not injure the
fingers from contact

with the point of the pin
as others do.

3d.-Will not scratch or
damage the pin.

The

Registered

rr

PIA

11,1- ■1:111:

ILLtIitcd JUI1C: 27, 1904.

ALL PINS CAN NOW BE WORN WITH NO FEAR OF LOSS I
Be sure you get the NOBS Catch. It has no equal.

Price, $1.50 per Dozen.

Combination Set of
Sleeve Drivers.

Most complete set
made, consisting of
9 drivers.

Price, 75;. per Set.

4th.-NO breaking of nails
In attaching or detach-

ing.

sth. -Is adjusted quick as
a wink.

6th.-No screw to get out
of order.

7th.-Durable and simple
in operation.

8th.-Solves the problem
of simplicity and se-

curity combined.

For Elgin, Waltham,
Keystone and Dueber
for 18, 16, 12, 6, o
and Jewel Series.
Sleeves. Each one
guaranteed.

Supplement to The Gustave Fox Co.'s Catalogue No. 23.

742E.
Silver, $3.70.

Red or green sets.

743E. 745K 746E. 747E. 748E.
Gold, S8.50. Gold, $4.20. Gold, $3.60. Gold, $8.60. Gold, $3.60.

On numbers 745E, 746E, 747E, 748E, 749E for-get-nie-nots are enameled.

751E. 752E. 753E. 75.1E. 755E. 756E.

Gold, 82.70. Gold, $2.70. Gold, 82.70. Gold, 1. . Gold, $2.70. Gold, $2.70.

17

Cut out and
paste in.

719E.
Gold, $4.40.

757E.
(Mid, $2.70.

750E.
Gold, 82.30.

70S F.
1;o1,1, 50.

744E.
Gold, $28.50.

Genuine Elk Tooth.
Any emblem on reverse side.

759E.
14 K. Gold, $22.00.

762E.
14 K. Gold, $24.00.

7011E.
14 K. Gold, $19.50.

763E.
10 K. Gold, $9.00. Emblem 14 K.

The above goods are manufactured by

701E.
11 K. Gt)ld, plain,   $15.00.

K. ( loltl, with diamond, ruby and sapphire, 44.00.

764E.
10 K. (Mid, 08.00. Emblem 14 K.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., 14=16 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati Ohio.
Send for our large Catalogue. The above prices are subject to our regular liberal discount.

For Melting Gold
in quantities up to Jo ozs.,

rapidly, with either illuminating

gas, natural gas or gasoline gas,

the No. 40A CRUCIBLE FUR-

IR

':'""T=5.\ 
NACE is highly recommended.

Price, $3.50. Catalogue "B-k"

tells about it and larger fur-

naces ; also Blowpipes, Foot

Blowers and other apparatus

used by the Jewelers. May we

mail you a copy?

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
Buffalo, N. V., U.S.A.

No. 10A Crucible Furnace.

N D 0

SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST,

not only for the consumer kit also for

the JEWELER to s(.11.

PAUL MEG. CO., Boston, Mass.

ROSARIES.
Gold Filled or Sterling
Silver, soldered links,
Stones of all colors.

$18.00

per dozen up (in fancy
Nixes). Write for

samples.

Wilseuhallsoll,
37-39 Maiden Lane,

New York.
Chicago,

405 Masonic Temple,

L. KATLINSKY.

AUGUST with insects on the wing;

You can't escape mosquito's sting.

Our RINGS will bring you better luck •
We guarantee you won't get stuck.

Up-to-date methods in the manufacture of Rings enable us to offer

exclusive styles and particularly good values. Signets a specialty. We

carry stock in Chicago office, and solicit memo. orders

Chicago,

405

Masonic Temple,

L. KATLINSKY.

aaatiw
m-atapaQx‘sv.t,,,•
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DO IT NOW.
Send for our circulars and find out what we have done for others. May we not do

the same for you?

In June Keystone advertisements from daily papers were shown, asking for the services of our students, thus proving

their popularity, and also that the demand on us must be greater than the supply (sometimes twenty-five to one).

In July Keystone we republished an open letter from The Trader; it showed what the father of one of our graduates, who is
himself a watchmaker, thinks of our school. It is as great a recommend as any school could have.

The reason why our school gets them is to be found in its merits, and no less, in its straightforward and honest dealing.

Here is another one:

MR. II R. PI.AN"INER, Philadelphia, October 9th, 1897.

Director Canadian Hotological Institute,
Toronto, Ontario.

DEAl SIR
I take much pleasure, I assure you, in complimenting vou On the \York done

by students at your Institute and submitted in the Faneuil Watch Tool Company's

Prize Competition, ill which the Philadelphi.t I I; woh■gicill tineirty iwted as judges., at
its regular monthly meeting on the 7th inst. Vont- pupils have been awarded first,

second and third prizes, lull their ktoork is highly creditable to their instructor in the

science and art of horology,
Respectfully l'ours,

IVILIJAM T. LEWIS,
President 'lite Philadelphia Horological Society.

The fifteenth year and opening of the new term begins on September 1st.

Send for circulars to=day.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
H. R. PLAVTNER, Director. 115 to 121 East King Street, TORONTO, ONT.

"South Ber Demagnetizers

ORDER FR.CM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSHAW & BAXTER
29 Goswell Road,London

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, In&

YOU
should stop and consider that it is now possible to mount your work

with 1111 absolutely perfect BALL JOINT, that with pin and catch

No Rivets.

A

pair of

pliers

does

It all.

Palenled.

costs less than the ordinary kind. This is the way it looks in use.

Send for samples and particulars, for you cannot afford to overlook it.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.,
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

103 State Street.

L. LIELONG & BROTHER

Flat Belcher ring as received with ClaWS
badly worn.

How the same ring looks when stone is
reset without new claws. Stone is not
secure and point is below inside of ring.

How we splice settings and s■-,Iticr iii

new claws seams do not 511,1,1 and rings
are as perfect as when originally made.

Ilow ring I %Alb new chives slut
stone seem el., ',set. Entire ring is
finished like new.

When we tell you that we have received as many as

75 diamond rings in one day for new claws and settings, you will

not think us extravagant for using a full page in THE KEYSTONE

to give publicity to this feature of our business, but will wonder if

you are getting your share of claw work.

99 out of every Too owners of diamond rings willingly pay

$1.50 to $3 for new claws or settings on their rings, but would

not buy new mountings for $5 to $15.

It is worth while to familiarize yourself and your employees

with this work as it is one of the important little things that

help make your business profitable.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
'The firm that did much to change the repair end of the Retail Jewelry Business from a source of worry

and dissatisfaction to one of pleasure and profit.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.
.93-95-97 William Street,

New York.

57 Washington Strcct,
Chicago.

Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS anV

SWEEP SMELTERS

II II

'17
III

_ 1111.11

.1

_

BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

/30utlyweist Corner

Halsey an Marshall Sts.

Newark, N. J.

Tiffany ring as received with worn ofl
claws. Stone cannot be reset, as it would
be too low to look well and the point
would come below the inner circle of ring.

(See cut No. 2 of flat beleher.)

How same ring looks with new claws
and stone securely reset. Entire ring
is finished like new.

tval Belchm ring as received with claws
badly worn. Stone cannot be reset, its
it W011111 be too low to look well and the
11Ohlt WOUld come below the inner circle
of ring.

(See cut No. 2 of flat belcher.)

110W Sallie ring looks with IleW claws
and stone securely reset. Entire ring
in finished like new.

THE PRICES QUOTED ABOVE FOR NEW CLAWS AND SETTINGS ARE SUBJECT TO OUR CATALOGUE D
ISCOUNT.

WE CAN PUT NEW CLAWS AND sETT1Nos (IN mouNTINos TAKEN IN TRADE AND REFINISH THEM SO THEY WILL BE AS GO
OD AS NEW.

RET11, CLAWS AND MAKE NEW SETTINGS FOR CLUSTER MOUNTINGS SO THEY A.RE AS GOOD AS WHEN ORIGINALLY MADE, Al
 PRICES THAT MAKES IT

4DVANIMAOPS t'OU THU OWNLIO TO liANP: THIS WORK P
ONE.
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New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
Nvill remove nil sizes of SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROLLERS from

balance sla ws with safe' y and certainty, and will remove all sizes of watch hands without
I njury to dials. Expert Nvatvlitnakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool of its kind
in the market.

INSTRUCTIONS.—The jaws ean he adjusted for small or large opening, just by turning
thumb nut. II has I Ivo exi ra plungers for band removing and one extra plunger for roller
rentoi II, wide!' are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in
the liaek with a stts•I sleeve to tit ore' plungers. IThen changing plungers, open the jaws,
hold t he les er dow 11, then unscrew plunger and put another in for hand removing, and
keep the others in handle

Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains a specialty.

WE ARE NOW SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector
For Scarf Pins, Studs
and Lace Pins. The
latest and best inven-
ted. Can be adjusted
to any size pin.

Price, $1.00 per
dozen.

For sale by all lead-
ing wholesalejewelry
and material houses.
Ask your Jobber.

for them.

Ask your Jobber for them.

MR MEM & Co., inc.
Importers of Watch Material,

60 John Street,
NEW YORK.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.

W: 18S.

r-
10,r4

2205
LAFAVETTE  

Expert Watchmakers slate that the

66 Lafayette Mainspring "
Is the Acme of Perfection. Its advantages above other Springs in the market are manifold ; we
name half a dozen
Ist.—It is guaranteed to he made of the Best Steel.
2d.—It is made by Skilled Hand Lahor.
3d.—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.
4th.—Eneh Spring hears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is intended for, which accuracy is

warranted.
Sth.—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th.—Tho finish of the " Lafayette Spring " is, like its quality, superior to any in the market. -

4ssunZ°•
'7 mit ■it''`'

ILLUMINATED
SHOW
CASE.

Jour; PETZ, Patentee.

When you buy show cases you want quality—that's certain,
lint you don't want to pay any more than you have to.

Our show cases are quality through and through. They
possess all the good features of all other show cases and many
features exclusive with us, an excellence which places them
beyond the reach of competition. We charge no more for our
show cases than they are worth.

Outside show cases are " the thing "—we make them.
Write to-day for illustrated descriptions and prices.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.,
Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants,

482 to 490 Fort Street, West, DETROIT, U.S.A.
Canadian Branch, WINDSOR, ONT.

JOHN PETZ, Pres. & Supt. HERBERT MALOTT, SeCy. & TEeD.%

10 •

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating
Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired ? Yes!

We Repair broken     articleor  mieltetideo7ilitvieierwsaamreelainser,iemwaking new parts to match the old ones,

we Reploa any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
LUAU old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave"
CHICAGO.A. N. SPERRY, Manager.

Partial View of the Main Room.

WILL YOU VISIT THIS WORLD'S FAIR'?
If so, pay us a visit, and we will show you how we are teaching our students to heroine successful
Watchmakers. Our mode of instructing is a system original with us. It comprises science,
accuracy, a saving of time and money to the students.

Results are: Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made so com-
prehensive by expert artisans as instructora that any live young man can thoroughty master un
from 6 to 12 months' time. Wrilefor our nem Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, Bata easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

No. 950. "Albex lenses.

9'
Guard used on these eyeglasses.

No. 960. Mi-coquille, smoke, blue and green.

How to obtain samples
of our New Rimless Eyeglasses.

We will send samples of styles 95o and 96o to the retail trade
when request is accompanied by ten cents in stamps for each
sample wanted.

When writing to us, please include your business card and
the name of your principal jobber.
We do not quote prices when submitting samples, as we fill

no retail orders direct from our factory.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians,

Established 1870. READING, PA.
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LeboIt & Co., West 23C1 Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY STORES.

If you are thinking of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we make the best that
money and brains can produce. We have our own architect and will furnish designs
and estimates, or estimates from your own architect's designs and specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

REFERENCES..
T. & E. Dickinson,,,Buffalo, N. Y.

• Tilden & Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.
Saks & Co. (jewelry department), New York City.
W. H. Mortimer, Pottsville, Pa.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa,
C. Willis 13ixier, aston, P.

Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.

Henry Oemisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass.
L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn.
Henry Kohn 4 Sons, Hartford? Conti,

'kO? •.:M?r%

HAVE YOU TRIED

The " Longeval "

This handsome Oak
Cabinet furnished gratis
with every order for
I gross of

Longeval"
mainsprings. The
cabinets are constructed
on the principle of the 
sectional bookcase—
you can build them to
any required size.

Mainspring
FOR AMERICAN WATCHES?

,T.
ka: Ivan ham ISS

N. M. lIuntilig

MADE IN SWITZERLARD:'

IF NOT, we want you to send for a sample dozen to your

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," as its name implies, has

long life ; it is made with unsparing pains, it • is impossible

to conceive of any methods which produce greater and

better safeguards and protection for mainsprings, than have

been adopted in putting this spring on the market.

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs are manu-

factured by the best maker in Europe, with years of successful

reputation, and an experience handed down from ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of whom excelled in the manu-

facture of springs. The " Longeval " springs are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper, then

packed in an individual paper box, which is in turn wrapped in lead

foil, as shown in the above illustration, which excludes all possibility of

dampness reaching the springs. Twelve boxes, each containing a spring are placed in a strong sliding

box, bearing a label describing the watch for which the springs are i
ntended.

The advantages are : No springs exposed to the air and endangered by 
moisture or climatic changes ;

only one spring has to be handled at a time, and not a full dozen, as he
retofore ; a guarantee accompanies

every dozen springs ; the " Longeval " spring is made of highest grade ste
el, fine in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, thp only method that will ens
ure a spring to stand up well

after years of daily use in a watch. Nothing has been left undone to make the " Longeval " mainspring

the finest possible.

NOTICe-
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring
in a separate box, thus protecting them against
rust and climatic changes, and to place a number
of these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive right to this manner of "dressing"
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this manner of "dressing" mainsprings
for the market will be vigorously prosecuted.

Get the Best—The " Longeval."

Order a sample dozen from your jobber ; if you cannot obtain them ther
e, write direct to

the importers, HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 
Maiden Lane, New York, who will

inform you of the nearest jobber who will supply you.

eas..004,2"1/74tft2N:.:,



LeboIt & Co., West 23d Street, New York City.

ONE OF OUR STORES.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELRY STORES.

If you .Li-c; think irp; of either Fixtures or Show Cases, we make thc hest that
moncy and brains can produce. We have our own architect and will furnish designs
and estimates, Or estimates from your own i.rchitect's (Icsigns and specifications.

JOHN HOFMAN CO.,
SLN ) FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

REFERENCES:
T. & Dickinson,.ltiffalo, N. Y.
Tilden & Thurber Co., Providence, R. I.
Saks & Co. (jewelry dcpartment), New York City.
W. II. 1Iortimer, Pottsville, Pa.
G. A. Schlechter, Readint;., Pa.
E. Keller & Sons, Allentown, Pa.
C. Willis Pi:der, Easton, Pa.

Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.

Henry Otanisch, Rochester, N. Y.
E. J. Scheer, Rochester, N. Y.
Ettenheimer & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred F. Mead & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Robbins, Springfield, Mass.
L. Lewis & Co., New London, Conn.
Henry Kohn & Sons, Hartford, Conn,

HAVE YOU TRIED

The "Longeval" Mainspring
FOR AMERICAN WATCHES -.0

.te.A3FP 
`;i

This nands,,rm. ()ak
cabin,t furnish,d grati,
with cverN• ordur for
I gross of

" Longeval"
mainspring s. 1l1C
cabinets are c( al,tructc(1

on the principle d the

sectional bookcase —
you can build them to

i.tny required size.

Wall liana ISS

N. M. Hunting

op MADE IN SWITZERLAND.';141

IF NOT, we NVallt you to send for a sample dozen to your

its name implies, has

pains, it is impossible

I roduce greater

have

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," as

long life ; it is made with unsparing

to conceive of any methods which

better safeguards and protection for mainsprings, than

been adopted in putting- this spring on the market.

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs arc manu-

factured by the best maker in Europe, with years uf successful

reputation, and an experience handed down from ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of whom excelled in the mmu-

facture of springs. The " Longeval " springs are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper, then

packed in an individual paper box, which is in turn wrapiwil in lead

foil, as shown in the above illustration, which excludes all possibility of

ilampness reaching- the springs. Twelve Loxes, each containing a spring are placed in a strong sliding

box, bearing a LW dcscribing the watch for which the springs are intended.

The advantages are : No springs exposed to the air and endangered by moisture or climatic changes ;

only one spring has to be handled at a time, and not a full dozen, as heretofore 
; a guarantee accompanies

very dozen springs ; the 4 Longeval " spring is made of highest grade steel, line in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, the only method that will ensure a 
spring to stand up \VC]]

;titer years of daily use in a watch. Nothing has been left undone to make the " Longeval " mainspring

the finest possible.

The importers ef these mainsprings are the first
to have empleyea the idea of putting each spring
in a ISVIlarale lax, Om, !initialing them against.
rust Mid 1.11111atii• Phatiw,,, and lir like, a number

of these small hove-, o II box or

They taken expert to their sole
and exclusive right to this 11:1111 ijil "Ilressing"

mainsprings, anti have laien vi,ed that they
have a preprietary Hell( therete.

The triele is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this manner "truug mainsprings
for the market Will be vigorously prosecuted.

Get the Best—The " Longeval."

Order a :-;1111ple dozen from your jobber ; if you cannot obtain them there, write direct to

the importers, HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden 
Lane, New York, who will

inform yl un of the nearest jobber who will supply you.
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We beg to advise the trade in general that we have purchased the complete stock of Watch Materials and sundries ofthe late firm of Fisher & Sons, 66 Nassau Street, New York, which, together with the recent purchase of the bankruptstock of the late firm of Tell A. Beguelin, of 61 Nassau Street, New York, has been incorporated into our alreadyenormous stock of everything pertaining to the trade.
The combined stocks now give us facilities unequaled elsewhere for filling orders promptly.We now possess the most complete stock in the line and can supply all parts, however complicated, without any delaywhatever. The trade will find it advantageous to send their orders to our house and try our services.

W. GREEN &  MPORTERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS Co.,.9 Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies
6 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN

We are manufacturers of Solid Oak Roll and Flat-Top
Benches.

Having just finished a new lot of both styles, we again offer
them to you as follows:

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches 
State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

are selling, and ours are the sellers. Let us send youSignet Rings a selection of our exclusive designs, and also some of
staple patterns—they will add to your line and willincrease your sales. It will cost you but one cent to find it out—the price of apostal card—as we pay expressage both ways.

Jewelry for the Jeweler J. ENGEL & COMPANY, Baltimore, Md.

Specifications: Solid Oak, Curtain Top,
paneled doors, sides and back ; fine cabinet finish. Drawers lock
automatically ; one drawer arranged for chucks. Brass trim-

mings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench. Both

top sides fastened with binges and turn down. Mounted on
castors. Dimensions : 44 inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inches

wide. Solid Oak throughout (no soft wood bottom and back,

as most other benches are made). Guaranteed in every respect.

Special Price (Cash must accompany every order)

No extra charge for
crating or cartage

Cut is a photo. reproduction. Every bench is exactly per above cut

Bench open top, solid oak throughout, paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinet finish. One drawer arranged

for chucks ; also apron drawer. Has fancy knobs. Size : 40 inches long, 40 inches high, eft en
20 inches wide, with a parallel moulding all around. Special price, cash with order. gru.uv Net
NO extru charge for Crating or Cartage

10 to 20 North Division Street

342 and 344 Washington Street KING ei EISELE
Manufacturers

BUFFALO, N. Y.

fit .011, 411' 40 •

4

On and after September ist the prices of Dale Chucks
and other goods as illustrated in this paper during
June and July will be sold at our Catalogue prices.

Write for Catalogue illustrating these Goods.

One of the disadvantages you are working under is that

you do not know what is required of watchmakers in the

best positions, and are satisfied with your ability when you

have no more than learned the " A B C " of your vocation.

Probably you have been told that " it is not necessary to

know more than to clean and fit factory-made material to

watches." Believe and follow that, if you are willing to

work for $12 a week all your life and to work in the dark, as

it were, but if you want to both find joy in your work and

to be well paid for it, make yourself competent by taking a

course of technical instruction in our school. We hold that

any man worthy of the name " watchmaker " is worth $18

to $25 per week. Superior ability cannot be " held down"

—no one wants to hold it down—it's being searched for

eagerly. We have heard from good authority that our

school is the best in the country. Our students certainly

are making remarkable progress. Write us for full

particulars.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

Our specialty,
THE BEATRICE.
Pat. Feb. To, 1903.

Invisible joint, guaranteed
wear, low price, stone-set and
plain, all sizes and shapes,
and we believe the best values
in market. Made in hundreds
of patterns.

Manicure and Stationery Sets,
Tooth Brushes, Files, Bells,
Darners and single pieces,
all kinds and sizes. Special
values in $18.00 per gross
lines.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

of Watchmaking and Engraving

The school whose students
are in greatest demand and
get the highest salaries.
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If you want to make your business a success
you want tips that will help you

Our tip to you this month will prove a valuable one for your fall business.
It is an old-acknowledged fact that the success of any house depends on
the character of their work, and this is especially true of the jewelry trade.

YOUR REPUTATION DEPENDS ON YOUR REPAIR WORK

We have one of the best-equipped shops in the city, and are
do your Repair Work better and cheaper than you have ever
before. Send us your work and your business will increase.

prepared to
had it done

Manqfireturers

726 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEW STORE FIXTURES.

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman
& Co. have

held the record
for High Art

jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT.

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York.
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World.

1 Established
185o

WRITING CASES
Choice Mountings

C. F. Rumpp C Sons
Manufacturers of

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS
JEWEL CASES

CIGAR CASES
DESK SETS

PHOTO. FRAMES
HAND BAGS, ETC.

SPECIALTIES FOR FINE JEWELRY TRADE

Fifth and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia

New York Salesroom, 683 and 685 Broadway

Chicago Salesroom, 35 Randolph Street, 509 Atlas Block

TRADE

1176e

R7 MARK

SKIRT BOOKS

Send for Special Lists

Established 1849 Incorporated 190

4380

The William C. Greene Co.
Manufacturers of

GOLD JEWELRY

101 Sabin St., Providence, R. I.

Scarf Pins, Links, Buttons,
Collar Buttons, Studs, Garters,

Brooches, Heart Charms,
Neck and Guard Chains,

Crosses, Rings

Our Line of Stone-Set Brooches and Scarf Pins
will build up your trade

One of
011f

'Mille
Sellers

Silver
and

Gold
Jewelry

TRADE MARR

Scofield & DeWyngaert
48 & 50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.

, Sales Office, 9-11-13 Malden Lane, New York

2942

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-

TICAL WATCHMAKER. 
_

Its essential points are It will hold true anything 
with conical pivots, such as balance

wheels, escape wheels, and pallets of 
high-grade watches; also all cylinder 

balances. It gives you

the entire length of the pivot to work 
on ; it protects the part held 

from any clumee injury.

The time saved by the USD of thiS to
ol will more than pay for it in a 

week, NO MOTO tronlrle

with chucks that won't hold true—my 
chuck must hal true No more twisted hairsprings, ne111

balances or cracked rollers. It is impossible to remove a 
hairspring or roller without getting the

balance out of true, which changes the 
rating Of the watch, and causes the l

oss 11111111 I hilt. to

true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the use 
of my chuck.

You can do a better Job with it in two 
minutes than you ever could in the old w

ay.

Once accustomed to il s use, you will 
never he without it, and you will use

 it oftener than any

other chuck you have. This tool is made by a practical 
watchmaker who has had ten years' ex-

perience working Mr the trade, and he 
guarantees it to do all that he claims for it. 

Price, $3.50.

PLEASE MENTION NAME OF LATHE 
WHEN ORDERING.

I reserve the right not, to make these chucks
 for obsolete lathes for whic

h there will be too

small a demand.
I rder from your material jobber or direct 

from the patentee and maker,

Co CULMAN, .3 
M7atelsrnak to the Trude

16 IN. Sixth St., ST. LOU
IS, MO.

er 

Jobbers supplied by C.Culman, St.Louis, and 
Hammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Maiden Lane, 

NewYork

450

B 
In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, Buck horn (de. The

0 e eners „,,,,,,y,,,:gti iier r.„., gi„,,, ,, I cilit:i (t,l,e(s,rsa;_ifust,bitsiile'..zi(n)01: bott I loti

be appreciatetl for the table. Sena for CaglioRgiu'el' I

Made by GOODNOW Sc JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, 
BOSTON

Who have obtained the sole right from patentee 
to !nano facture this article

.■■•■ 

Foot= Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lath
e, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of 
watch-

makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting L
athes for

Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
' 66o Ruby Street, Rockford III

.

Manufacturers Attention
Try my improved

PATENT SAND BLAST
For Cleanliness, Perfect Work and Rapidity

of Action, it is without equal

This in while new, has been readily

[tempted as a necessity by many leading manu-

facturing Jewelers and silversmiths.

We will ship on 10 days' trial.

Write us and we will furnish you a list of

manufacturers using our machine.

THEO. A. SIPPEL
205 McWhorter St., Newark, N. J.



All Aboard for the Fall Season
When coming to Chicago on your purchasing trip, you
are cordially invited to visit my showroom at 187-18c,
South Clark Street, and inspect my immense assortment
of Vines, Plants, Bushes and Flowers, which are Just
the Thing for your display windows and store.

iRvez

No. 91024. Ivy Vine. 18 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.25 ; per gross yards, $12.50. No. 91022. Ivy Vine. 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, 76e. ; per gross yards, $7.50

You are most cordially invited to call on us

when visiting St. Louis.

No. 91863. Sago Tree (Potted).
The Newest on the Market.

Same is made of the Imported Natural
Prepared Sago leaf ; far superior to the
domestic leaf.
No. 91863. 12 ft. high, 24 leaves, each $7.50

Sago Plants (Unpotted).
Inches
high. Leaves. Each. Doz.

91851 24 4 .40 $ 4.00
91855 35 5 .70 7.00
91857 36 6 • 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00
91862 60 15 3.50 35.00

No. 91834. Palm Tree (Potted)

Ft. high. Leaves. Each.
7 12 $3.00
9 18 4.00
12 24 6.00

are cornplete. Foreign and domestic An, Novelty

and St(We Goods in endless variety.

If you have not received our Directory Booklet,

"Guide to St. Louis World's Fair," we will be _pleased

91800
91805
91809
91814
91818
91822
91827

$ 1.75
2.50
4.00
11.00
6.50

12.50
20.00

No. 91842. Areca Plant
(Unpotted).

W
840 24 3 .20 $ 2.00
841 86 5 .75 7.50
842 42 6 .85 8.50
843 48 8 1.00 10.00
844 60 10 1.50 15.00

No. 91709. American Beauty
Rose Bush.

24 inches high, 3 roses and
buds to plant, each $1.00.
Can be had in white, tea,

pink, yellow or while.
No. 91702. 4 roses and 4
buds to plant, each $1.50
No. 91714. 5 roses and 5
buds to plant, each $2.50.

Can be Ii U it in a ii y
desired color.

My beautiful and complete Catalogue No. 9 is at your disposal.
It contains a complete line of Artificial Vines, Flowers and
Plants ; also Natural Prepared Palms, Sagos, etc.

No. 91034. Morning Glory Vine (very fine). Per
dozen yards, $2.40 ; per gross, $24.00.
No. 91035. Morning Glory Vine. Per dozen
yards, $1.50 ; per gross, $15.00.

187=189 South Clark Street
Between Adams & Monroe Streets

No. 91012. Grape Vine, finely autumn shaded
leaves, just the article for the season. Per dozen
yards, $1 25

' 
per gross yards $12.50.

No. 91011. Grape Vine, smalCleaf. Per dozen yards,
75e. ; per gross, $7.50.
No. 91014. Grape Vine, same as No. 91012, but with
2 hunches of grapes, in either red, green or blue to
yard. Per yard, 40e. ; per dozen yards, $4.00.
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Three Good Things

Raised
Gold

Initial

Signet
Rings

i'rl!III!.

11,11 •

INTERCHANGEABLE LETTERS OR EMBLEMS

Reverse View of
Bezel and

Retaining Pin

Patent Bezel
showing the

Vertical Flange
which lite into

the Ring

1111111111111$0,,

CARBON PHOTO. RINGS

Photo. Bezel
removed

from Ring

Reverse View of
Bezel and

lietaining Pin

INCRUSTED INITIAL RINGS

Send for

my

Catalogue

and you

will know

all about

the rest of

the good

things

Cat original size.

Clean to
Handle.

The
Best
Pen
in the
World.

Every
Pen

Unconditionally
Warranted.

All Pens
Shipped
Filled

Ready for
Use.

1100r/1(17/(/7/

WILL CARRY
ANY POSITION.

NEVER FAILS
TUMOR PASTANTIT.

ILLED MOMENTARILY
AnTwAll UTPAlawiroTT

ANA 15 INS Wily

LADIES PEN

OF MOT 881/1C; PlOORE'S
AMERICAN FousiAlrovomro,

monsum...r,P17.114
SINT rot 0,4on

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

American Fountain Pen Co.
168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, any size and weight of

wedding ring, Jo cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work.

Address

Catalogue on application.

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.

1■11.1mmig...........111111■11■•=111

ON
TOP SKILLED WATCHMAKERS

Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class of

artisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting 
them and

frequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS.
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,

carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We 
graduate

Watchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the inten
tion

is to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY.
There is always room at the top in this profession as in 'every other, and the

 one

who receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now and

look into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School,
Waltham, Mass.

L I

CASES AND TRAYS

FOR JEWELRY

AND SILVERWARE
<JAGS

A handsome case or tray is a silent salesman, a 
certificate of char-

acter, an eloquent pleader for the article or articles it 
contains. Hand-

some cases give tone to the goods, impress purchas
ers favorably and

make sales more profitable. Do you fully appreciate their value to

you ? We are the leading manufacturers of Boxes
, Cases, Trays,

Chests, for watches, jewelry and silverware. We have 
qualities and

grades to suit all jewelers. Write or call.

L. WEIL, & SONS,
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry a

nd Silverware,

Send for Catalogue. 
32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Prices and Quality Right.
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extr

a quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly, gaged ; made of the finest
 special

steel ; the tips are fitted 1,erfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.

net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring
 Cabi-

net, with (20) drawers, worth y8.00, with your f
irst order

for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, 
assorted to

suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor.
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90c. is jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per d
ozen, net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and 
Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery correctly 
gaged, special, per dozen,

90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Rolle

r Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per

bottles.
els;.special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including 

Oak Cabinet with 12
il 

" STAR " Brand American Long Case 
Screws that will fit properly, 21k.

per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak
 Cabinet with 12 bottles.

VW All the above prices are strictly NET 
CASH.

Orders filled in rotation as received.

roa way,H. B. Peters & Co., BI"d"1" New York

Aisenstein
Woronoch,

WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

22 Eldridge Street,

New York City, N. K

The lines we carry in

stock:

Watches.
Gold,

American, Gold Filled,
Swiss, Silver,
Ingersoll, Nickel

un detal,
Ansonia. 

(in
Plated.

Jewelry.
Rings,
Brooches,
Scarf Pins,
Lockets,
Chains,
Earrings,
Bracelets,
Links,
Eyeglass Chains,
Stud Sets,
Emblem Pins,
Crosses,
Knives,
Cigar Cutters,
Baby Sets.

Gold
and
Gold
Filled,

18 L. ox. P. S. watch, $1.85, net.

Silverware.
1847 Rogers Flatware,
Wm. "
Meriden Britannia Hollowware.

A full line of Sterling Novelties.

Movements.
Trenton,
Waltham,
Elgin,
New York Standard,
Omega,
Seth 'Thomas,
Swiss,
All Special Movements on hand.

Optical Goods.
Trial Cases,
R. B. Frames, f Nickel,
E. (1. " Filled,
E. fi Mountings, Gold.
Lenses.

Clocks.
Alarm,

Kitchen,
Porcelain,
Bronze,
Parlor,
Cuckoo,
Music and
Novelty,

In a II
makes
and
styles.

We carry a full line
o f Watchmakers'
and Jewelers' Ma-
terials and Tools.
A full line of Find-
ings in plate, filled
and gold.
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

r -
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as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit.

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRADE MARK. M. B. BRYANT & CO.,
7 /Vlaicien Lane, NVV YORK.

tick , •

'Iosevitst. eset4s1

, '1t .or

WINTER

MADE IT,

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

"Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.
If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

illtS;:061i1Sit'15RICAS

75T1RE 5g:•:11:11146

We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation
and our line. We do claim to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, not how
cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-
times fixtures, write us.

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865. SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS.
Finlay-Dicks A. Co.,. New Orelans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.
It. H. Birdsall, Room No. 7 Hamilton Building, 131 Third Street,

Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent for Oregon and Washington.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agent for Texas.

BEFORE.

111
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STATC CAP.ITOL

Engraved Souvenir Spoons.
Buildings engraved in bowls,

$4.00 per dozen. _

,TAVOf41104

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

Are you looking for a firm that will do your Repairs
andyour 

Special Order Work
WE ARE THE PEOPLE. Try us.

Cohen, Nickell & Weinman
Write for our
New Price-List on Repairs.

.■•• 

QUICK and at RIGHT PRICES'

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and DIAMOND SETTERS

Exclusively for the Trade.
Champlain
Building, 126 State Street, CHICAGO.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS
IN THE WORLD.

II 1111111111

111 110111111 I. 1111

-67e, r.,AriSuperf-ine-
WATCH OIL.I

NewiledfonliNouEGENolq
witdOulorm

ii.s.A. SI ,
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CLOCK OIL,
0,1,0EoG,EINoniutilNukwaBself.onliNw

U.S.A. my sI9"
17r
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CHRONOMETER OIL
NewBed1oritiOsE6ENtirkt.

vardouratne,
U.S.A. to MG"
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Used by all the leading watch factories and by all watchmakers
who value their work. Sold by all tool and material dealers.

Established 38 Years.

Watch Case Making, Repairing,
Remodeling and Reconstructing.
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST. MINIATURE PORTRAITS.

N. J. FELIX,
18 John Street, New York City.

ELECTED.
The great army of retail jewelers in the Middle West, South and Southwest has, by an overwhelming majority, elected 

us as their

- headquarters for everything in our line.
We were what the politicians call the " logical " and " available " candidate.

We have the goods—none better.
We have the right location. It is convenient and economical.
We can and do render the promptest sort of service—we can save our customers money, and are always prompt and fair in our 

treatment.

Consider us your headquarters for Watches, Clocks, Diamonds, Cut Glass, Silverware, etc.

We would particularly call attention to our Rogers 147 Silverware. Remember that it is 1847 Rogers, and not the other kind.

Let us have your orders for anything you may need, and be particularly careful to ask us for our handsome new catalogue 
for 1905,

which will be ready for you October 1st.

ALBERT BROTHERS,
VVholesale Jevveler.s, N. E. Cor. 4th ok Plum Sts., CifiChlrlati, Ohio.

AFTER.



COME TO THE
ST. LOUIS

WORLD'S FAIR.

And when you do come, make your headquarters
at our office, where you can receive your mail and
attend to your correspondence. You are welcome
here, and we will do all in our power to make
your visit a pleasant one.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.
Manufacturers Agents,

1:.,1le,enling NEW ENULAND WATCH CO.
NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
WATSON St NEWELL CO.

614 Loc..•ukst

ST. LOUIS, MO.

K. & D.
Manufacturers of

Staking fEtrld Other Tools
for Watchmakers and Jewelers.

Counterbores for
Watch Screws.

ciEZEIZZ;)

No. 308A.
Jewel Screw. Set

of 4.

No. 31!
Rivet Punch Set.

Send for new Catalogue No. 5.

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY,
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS.

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because-All jobs go back the

same day.

Because-Every job is done right.

Because-Every price is low.

Because -Every job is guaranteed.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

No. 308.
Movement Screw
Sizes. Set of 3.

KENDRICK & DAVIS,
LEBANON, N. H.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE Us. Some of our pupils are just finishing their Course and we will have room for

others. Now is the beat time to enter.
Correspondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, hum

Are Your Special Orders and Repairs
Being Done to Your Satisfaction

 IF NOT, WHY NOT
We are satisfying 500 retail jewelers. Why not you

We are filling Special Orders and doing Repair
Work every business day in the year and a few
nights and other days besides ; why shouldn't our
work be more satisfactory than the shop that at-
tends to Repairs and Special Orders as a side line

OUR PRICES WILL CAUSE MORE SATISFACTION.

A. P. CRAFT & CO.
312 Stevenson Building,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Send

•
for stickers.

American Waltham Watch Co.'s Materials.
WALTHAM ASSORTMENTS IN PATENT BOXES.

18 AND 14 SIZE, FULL PLATE, KEY AND STEM WIND,

WALTHAM STEEL HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS ON PATE
NT CARDS.

NET PRICES
PER GROSS

FIRST
QUALITY.
STEEL

HOUR
AND
MINUTE
HANDS

18 Size, Heavy Spade, Hour and Heavy Spade Minute Hands 
" " " Straight " (also 14 size Full Plate Key Wind) _ 

" " Medium Spade, Hour and Medium Spade Minute Hands 
ft it

El id

et if

de If

et de

Id It

Ad id

ft

It It

ft II

II II

et it

et 11

ft it

et if II

Id 61 it di Straight " " (also 14 size Full Plate Key Wind) 

Fine Spade, Hour and Minute Hands 
Medium Moon, Hour and Minute Hands 
Solid Morning Glory, Hour and Minute Hands 

Open Morning Glory, Hour and Minute Hands 

Diamond, Hour and Minute Hands 
Heavy Fleur de Lis, Hour and Minute Hands  

Fine Fleur de Lis, Hour and Minute Hands 

Extra Heavy Rail Road, Hour and Minute Hands 

Double Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands 

Heavy Spade, Hour and Heavy Spade Minute Hands. Extra Quality 

Heavy Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands. Extra Quality 

Broad Spade, Hour and Broad Spade Minute Hands. " "  

Broad Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands. 
d,

Assorted, Hour and Minute Hands. (Rail Road, Double Spade and 
Extra Quality omitted.) 

Louis XIV, Hour and Minute Hands 

SECOND
QUALITY.

STEEL
HOUR

AND
MINUTE
HANDS

$3.35 $3.00
3.35 3.00
3.67 3.00

3.67 3.00

4.67 3.00

4.67 3.00

5.50 3.00

0.50 4.00

5.5o  
7.35  
8.50  
10.50  

10.50  

10.50  

10.50  

10.50  

10.50  

6.00 3.00

12.00 

20 SIZE TO 10 LIGNE, Ai PLATE, KEY AND STEM W
IND.

WALTHAM STEEL HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS ON PATE
NT CARDS.

NET PRICES
PER GROSS

FIRST
QUALITY.

STEEL

H. AND M.

HANDS

Regular Hunting, Heavy Spade, Hour and Heavy Spade Minute IIands
 i6 and 14 size

., " • Fine Spade, Hour and Minute Hands 
Made in all staple sizes

" Solid Morning Glory, Hour and Minute Hands  
to-8 and 6 size

tti Open Morning Glory, Hour and Minute Hands  
16-xo-8 and 6 size

II Medium Moon, Hour and Minute Hands 
16-14-8-6-1 and o size

It Diamond, Hour and Minute Hands _ Made in 18 size, %t Plate only

El (I Fleur de Lis, Hour and Minute Hands Made in to size K. W. and Co size

4 f 'I Extra Heavy Rail Road, Hour and Minute Hands  
16-T4 and 12 size

If It Double Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands 
16-14-12-8-6-I and o size

I' if Fine Moon, Hour and Minute Hands, Extra Quality 
16-14-8-6-I-o and oo size

Whip Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands, Extra Quality 
16.14-12 and oo size

I' Broad Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands, Extra Quality. 
I6-x4-D2-Io-8 and 6 size

II Assorted, Hoar and Minute Hands (Rail Boad,Double Spade and Extra Quality 
omitted) - _Made in all staple sizes

Hand Finished, Hour and Minute Hands. for 16 size 1st Quality, 14 
size Complicated and Maximus Movements

Regular Hunting and Skylight, Louis XIV, Hour and Minute Hands  
16-14-12-6-0 and oo size

Skylight, Fine Spade, Hour and Minute Hands
It Fine Moon, Hour and Minute Hands

" Open Morning Glory, Hour and Minute Hands

_" 
Fleur de Lis Hour and Minute Hands 

At

 t-o-oo and Jewel Series size
 8-6 and oo size
  and o size

(Made in oo size only)

$10.50
4.67
5.5o
6.5o
4.67
5.5o
8.50
10.50

10.50

10.50

10.50

10.50

6 oo
6o .00
12.00

10.50

10.50

10.50

10.50

SECOND

QUAU TY.

STEEL
H. AND M.

HANDS

$3.00

3.00
4.00
300

3.00
30 .00

4.00

4.00

4.00

WALTHAM GOLD HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS.

NET PRICES PER GROSS

Gold, Heavy Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands 
Made in all staple sizes

" Medium Spade, Hour and Straight Minute Hands  it de lid Id

" Fine Spade, Hour and Minute Hands  
If

" Louis XIV, Hour and Minute Hands  
It II

SOLID IAKT. GOLD

H. & M. HANDS

$84.00
84.00
64.00
84.00

GOLD

DOUBLE STOCK

H. & M. HANDS

$24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

GILT HOUR AND

MINUTE HANDS

$12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

WALTHAM STEEL SECOND HANDS.

NET PRICES PER GROSS

FIRST QUALITY.

STEEL SECONDS

SECOND
QUALITY.

STEEL SECONDS

Steel, Ball, Second Hands 
" Extra Heavy Rail Road, Second Hands

" Spade 
It

" Fleur de Lis

Made in all staple sizes
 18-16-14 and 12 size
 Made in i8 size only
Made in r8 and to size

$2.34
2.34

2.34
4.67

$1.50

1.50

WALTHAM GOLD SECOND HANDS.

Gold, Ball, Second Hands  
" Spade
" Clover 

de et

" Louis XIV " 

Made in all staple sizes
/I 1t

44

NET PRICES PER GROSS

GOLD
SOLID IS KT.

GOLD SECONDS 
DOUBLE STOCK

SECONDS

$24.00

24.00

24.00

24.00

GILT

SECOND HANDS

$9.00
9.00

9.00

9.00

$6.00
6.00
6.00
6.co

NOTES.

The Minute Hands for 18 and 14 size, Full Plate, Ke
y Winding Movements, are made with square holes.

The Minute Hands for 20-113-i6-14-Io end 8 size, Ws 
Plats, Key Winding Movements, are made with small round 

holes.

Orders for Hour, Minute and Second Hands should st
ate the size, style, kind, model and quality required; 

also whether for Key or Stem Winding, Regular Hunt-

ing or Skylight Movements.
When in doubt as to the size, style, kind, model and 

quality of Hands wanted, please accompany your order 
with the samples to be duplicated.

I ISI
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Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied
customers that will be most convincing. Give us
a chance to add your name to our satisfied list.

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY,
102 and 104 Richmond Street,Gold and Silver Refiners. Providence, R. I.

1111111,111111111111111•1111111111111111

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish. Reasonable Prices.

Substantial Movements. Excellent Timekeepers.

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largely
increased our facilities.

We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY of
DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BEST
on the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.,
Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks,
Main Office and Factories,

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
Now York Salesrooms, 37 Malden Lane.

Successors to E. N. WELCH MFG. CO.,

r-The Latest War News-
The overwhelming force of our prices

caused our opponents to retire in con-
fusion and they left the field of trade
to us.
We want your repairing, and having

made the " Largest import shipment of
Doublets and Opals on record," we are
quoting them with other repairing at
15% less than other houses.

(i) All Repairing sent out same day as received.
(2) We give January 1st, 1905, terms on all

Repairing.

Drop us a postal to-day for the special
" Repair inducement " we are offering
this month.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Beecher Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Rivett Lathe No. 2,
for Watchmakers.

1183

Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles.

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.

with bed of Cast Iron, same as
other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it.
SEND FOR CATALOG.

1;.x tract from one of several letters of the same kind that 
we are continually receiving:

Norwich, Conn.

Gentlemen :—The jeweling Caliper Rest came all right and after grinding 
the cutter to suit my own fancy I adjusted it and gave it a trial. I removed it

from the lathe between each of six successive trial jobs and found 
it to go back again in the proper place every time, so I am well 

pleased with it and shall take

pleasure in recommending it as well as all the other Rivett attachments I have to my fri
ends in the trade. I had a — caliper rest and could never

make it work twice in the same way. Each time that I used it I had to readjust it or it would cut too lar
ge or too small, and did not seem to be rigid enough.

You can use my recommendation over my name if you wish 
at any time, all except the direct reference to the other tool, as

 I have no desire to injure

:mother's business. 
- Yours very truly,

STEPHEN W. HALL.

Brighton,

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Bo.ston, ]v1 ass., U.S.A.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

3. H.Wannidge & Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Front.) l'at'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Side View.

ELKS' BUTTON.
(Side.) l'at'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto,
Rooms I. 2 and 3. 17 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING.
Solid Gold. lard.

MONKEY RING.
solid Silver, Oxidized.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Indianapolis, Ind.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS 

TO ORDER.

MAIL, ORDERS Pillec.1 Promptly.

We keep in stock

English
German Hall Clock
Seth Thomas Movements

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
NIANILJIPACTIJIRE1FtS' ACIENTS,

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.



RELIABLE TRADE MARKS:
Plated Hollowware:

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
(Factory B, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and the line
made has always been salable and de-
sirable.

WORKS, DERBY, CONN.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)
BARBOUR SILVER CO. NICKEL SILVER

BARBOUR SILVER CO. QUADRUPLE SILVER
Formerly located in Hartford. One or the other of

these trade-marks appear on the plated hollowware made
by them. The Nickel Silver line in particular is well
known for its excellence in design and general attrac-
tiveness, WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

MADE AND The round trade-mark is
GUARANTEED BY used on their standard

grade of White Metal hol-
lowware, which has been
on the market. for half a
century. The Nickel Silver
White Metal Mounts trade-
mark is used on a new line
of hollowware, especially
designed for fine retail
trade. The Silver Soldered

1147 trade-mark is used on the
finest grade of Nickel Silver
hollowware that can be pro-
duced, and is especially
desirable for hotels, clubs
or family use, where the

best and most expensive grade of silver plate can be
afforded and used. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

INICKEL SILVERW. M. MOUNTS

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory F, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them. This brand
of Meriden Ware has been produced
for many years, and is handled by a
large number of dealers with great

success. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.
TRADE MARK

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This Company was established in New
Haven nearly fifty years ago, and the
trade-mark shown has always been looked
upon by the best trade as a guarantee of
unsurpassed reliability.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

coPRit,ras

ROGERS SMITH
—& ct-

41E/GoEN.0*

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has been
noted for years, from the fact that many
of the most beautiful designs brought
out have been produced by this com-
pany, and have borne this trade-mark.
The designs turned out at the present
time are up to their usual high standard.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

.441E104,
BY V2SIMPSON-jq

atitalM1
&CD.

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and haft had
a large sale in this country as well as
abroad. Their shapes, styles and finish
are always the best that it is possible to
produce.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Plated Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

)1( HOLMES & EDWARDS.

This trade-mark appears on plated flatware manu-
factured by them.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
(Factory H, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS
1565 WM. ROGERS MFG CO.

WM. ROGERS & SON.
One of these trade-marks appear on plated flat ware

made by them. For 38 years prior to 1903 at Hartford,
Conn., now made at WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

--•

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

1847 ROGERS BROS.
The above trade-mark appears on plated flatware

manufactured by them. This brand was first made by
Rogers Bros. in Hartford, established in the year 1847.
It has been recognized as the standard of quality ever
since it was first put upon the market.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them,
. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

JO WI ROGERS *
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them, and has met with a large sale for many years.
The dealers handling the " Eagle Brand " have always
been well satisfied with the result from its sale.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER.
(Factory J, International Silver Co., Successor.)

* ROGERS & BRO. A-I.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them. The " Star Brand " has been upon the
market for half a century, add is handled by many of
the most exclusive dealers as their leading line of
electro-plate. Its unsurpassed quality is well known.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
(Factory K, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS & HAMILTON

HAMILTON+
tarl

One or the other of these trade-marks appear on
the plated flatware made by them. These stamps have
been well known throughout the trade for many years,
and the fancy pieces in particular have meet with a
ready sale.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

Sterling Hollowware:
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.

(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)
Formerly located in Hartford. This
trade-mark appears on sterling hollow- B. S. C.
ware manufactured by them.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling Prhollowware made by them, and at the
present time the line made embraces
nearly everything that can be conceived
or thought of in the line of Sterling
Silver. The designs and finishes are
unsurpassed. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

FERLINGZ-fillf„

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling hol-
lowware made by them. Any article so
stamped can be safely looked upon as the
best of the kind it is possible to produce.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

Mal%
v

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on the sterling
hollowware made by them, and includes
a line of Band Wrought Silver, with ,ft
Floral Decorations, as well as many
beautiful designs in Toilet Ware.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. er0,

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.
(Factory P, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on
sterling hollowware made
by them, and includes a
large variety of Napkin
Rings, Cups and small arti- 925 

FINE.Oes, as well as a general 1000
line of the larger pieces.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

W STERLI144

Sterling Flatware:
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)
This trade-mark is on sterling TRADEXARK
silver flatware made by them, and
at the present time is being
stamped on a number of new,
desiraole and very salable patterns
In heavy and medium weights.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

STEKLINGSFINE

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling
flatware made by them, and includes epr
quite a variety of styles covering the 311
wants of nearly every first-class dealer.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Sterling, Inlaid Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

I: E 119 Vrs`e.,,,to "9Ztf1.1 FE I

This trade-mark appears on all sterling inlaid flat-
ware made by them. Spoons and forks bearing this
trade-mark are made by a patented process, each article
having a piece of pure silver inserted at the points most
exposed to wear. This brand is guaranteed in family
use to wear twenty-five years.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ORDER FROM THE FACTORY

CHICAGO:
State and Adams Streets.

MAKING THE CLASS OF GOODS YOU REQUIRE, OR
NEW YORK CITY:

9.15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue.
CANADA:

Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

•
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Necessity of Carefully Perusing

THE KEYSTONE

IN an appreciative letter before us a sub-scriber, H. B. Smith, of Logansport,

Ind., says : "Why don't you appeal to

Congress and have a national law passed

making it compulsory for every jeweler in

America to read from the first to the last

page of THE KEYSTONE ? It would be class

legislation, but it would be highly beneficial

to the class." There are times when we wish

that Mr. Smith's extravagant suggestion

could be put into practice. We have before

us at this moment several letters asking for

information on various subjects, which infor-

mation has been published in complete detail

in recent issues of our journal. For instance,

here is a subscriber, H. D. Jones, of Tren-

ton, Tenn., who wishes information in regard

to a concern known as The Retailers' Co-

operative Supply Co. He explains the nature

of the offer made by this concern and asks

as " a subscriber and reader of THE KEY-

STONE" that we give him what information

we can. Mr. Jones and not a few. other

"readers" evidently overlooked page 32 of

the January issue, where was published all

needful information in regard to this com-

pany. A Massachusetts subscriber asks for

some information in regard to a scheme

which was explained in detail on page 785

of our May issue by a brother jeweler, over

the suggestive nom-deftluote " Easy Mark."

Had this subscriber perused his copy of the

May issue more carefully, he would be a

gainer by many dollars and have saved him-

self much annoyance besides. One very

excellent reason for carefully perusing THE

KEYSTONE at this time is the great number

of schemes afloat, the apparently hypnotizing

powers of the promoters of them and the

apparently great number of " Easy Marks"

among the trade. One would naturally sup-

pose from the nature of their business that

jewelers would be exceptionally bright and

shrewd, and yet almost every day we hear

of some worthy member of the craft who

succumbed to the wiles of the tempter and

was repenting at leisure.

But keeping posted on schemes and

schemers is not the sole reason why we

would have our subscribers read our journal

carefully. T. G. Spike, of Laton, Cal.,writes :

" I have found THE KEYSTONE to be the

jeweler's friend and adviser, his dictionary

and directory, and if read and studied as it

should be, and the instructions followed out,

he will find it a good money maker. I con-

sider it the best invested dollar I have yet

put in my business, for one item in one copy

made $15 for me, and I always find some-

thing of profit in each number." So do

most of our subscribers, and so would all

who would read its pages carefully.

It is a misfortune that some subscribers

are interested in one particular department

and overlook all else. " Your technical de-

partment alone is worth many times the sub-

scription price to me," writes one jeweler.

We are glad to hear it, but would much

prefer it if our subscriber would devote a

portion of his time and attention to other

departments. We are living in an age when

a jeweler must be a merchant as well as a

mechanic, and he will be surprised to dis-

cover what a Correspondence School of Mod-

ern Merchandising he will unearth among

some of the departments of this journal.

Reassuring Statistics in the Jewelry
Business

FROM various sections of the country

come complaints of dull business, a not

unnatural condition at this season, though

the dullness is probably more pronounced

than the mere fact that it is summer would

account for. Presidential year is generally

given as the depressing factor, and this

%seems, in truth, to furnish the only available

explanation. The belief, however, that the

dullness is merely temporary has left confi-

dence unimpaired, and all are looking hope-

fully forward to a good fall and holiday trade.

The sustained strength of the jewelry business

is well evidenced in the statistics of failures

for the first half of the year just published

by the commercial agencies. From these

statistics we learn that while in business gene-

rally, there were more failures and greater

liabilities during the past six months of this

year than during the similar period ill former

years, the figures of the jewelry trade show

a few more failures, but much less liabilities
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than during any corresponding period since
1900. In other words, the number of failures
in the jewelry trade was about normal, while
the aggregate liabilities were considerably
below normal. According to Dun's Review,
the total liablities of all the faihires among
jewelers and clock dealers from January 1st
to June 30th amounted to $278,107 ; while
for the first half of 1903 the liabilities were
$318,219 ; in 1902, $867,341, and in 1901,
$290,586. These statistics evidence the pre-
sent financial soundness of the trade, and
account for the confident manner in which
the jewelers look forward to the fall revival.

Other statistics which reflect the finan-
cial strength of the trade, and perhaps of the
country also, are those dealing with the im-
portations of precious stones at the port of
New York. The total volume of imports
for the fiscal year ended June 30th amounted
to nearly $22,000,000, and this despite the
comparative scarcity of stones suited for the
American market, and also in spite of the
strike of the diamond workers in Holland.
The total was made up of nearly $14,000,000
worth of cut and nearly $8,000,000 worth of
uncut stones. It is suggestive of the pro-
gress of the diamond-cutting industry in this
country that the latter figure is the largest
amount of uncut stones ever imported into
the United States in one year.

Who Holds the Record for Watch
Repairing?

A PARAGRAPH in a Cleveland, Ohio,
journal has the interesting heading :

" Repaired Over 200,000 Watches." The
paragraph is an obituary notice of Jeweler
Otis G. Carter, the oldest resident of Nor-
walk, Ohio, who died recently, aged ninety-
three years. It is claimed for Mr. Carter
that at the time of his final retirement from
business he was the oldest active jeweler in
the United States, and that during his life-
time he had repaired over 200,000 watches !
It is not the custom of the newspaper para-
grapher to make calculations, or he would
have realized the utter impossibility of this
feat in a lifetime. Nevertheless the figures
suggest an interesting subject for investiga-
tion. Who at the present time is the oldest
working jeweler in the United States, and to
whom belongs the honor of having repaired
the greatest number of watches ? We would
like to hear of those sturdy old veterans of
the trade, and of their repairing achievements
at the bench. Sedentary employment, such
as a watchmaker's, is not regarded as con-
ducive to longevity, and yet we not infre-
quently record the death of old jewelers who
reached almost within hailing distance of the
century mark. They and their work are not
without interest for their younger brethren.

We find ourselves doubly interested in the
case of Mr. Carter, who is said to have begun
life as a printer and typesetter, having worked
at one time in an office owned by the distin-
guished poet, William Cullen Bryant.

The Democratic Nominees

OMMENTING in our last issue on the
personality of the nominees of the

Republican party for President and Vice-
President, we expressed the hope that those

who would be
named as stan-
dard bearers
for the oppos-
ing party
would be
equally ex-
cellent types
of American
manhood and
character.
This, at least,
can be said of
Judge Parker
and Henry G.

Davis, who well represent in different spheres
of activity the blessings of American citizen-
ship and opportunity.

Both men have the distinction of being
self-made in the best sense of the term.
J udge Parker, the nominee for President,
was born without any special opportunity
except what is given to most men, but
steadily worked his way upwards from
struggling young attorney to the highest
judicial position in the greatest State of the
Union. This argues a strong personality,
force of character and unusual legal ability
and attainment.

Henry G. Davis, the nominee for
Vice-President, is even a better type than
his colleague of the self-made American.
He was a boy
in his teens
when his father
died, and he
was forced not
only to sup-
port himself,
but also to
assist in sup-
porting his
mother. His
first employ-
ment was upon
a farm, but
when nineteen
years old he obtained a position as brake-
man on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
His services were so efficient that he was
soon promoted to be freight conductor and
afterwards to passenger conductor. The

Alton B. Parker

Henry G. Darla
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Baltimore and Ohio grew, and Mr. Davis
grew with it. He was quick to realize tlm
great possibilities of what was then Western
Virginia ; he foresaw its development and
realized its immense resources, its hidden
wealth of ore, oil and timber, and he invested
his savings in these rich lands. In the mean-
time he became interested in politics, and in
1871 he was elected United States Senator.
Six years later he was re-elected, and during
two years of the latter period he held tin.,
important position of chairman of the Corn
mittee on Appropriation. At the expiration
of his second term he declined to become a
candidate for re-election.

The Inventors and the Patent Office
FEW months ago we referred at some
length to certain charges of carelessness,

or worse, made against the patent office by
Thomas A. Edison, as a result of which
President Roosevelt promptly ordered an in-
vestigation. The initiative of Edison seems
to have given courage to many of his less
noted brethren, and these are now airing
their grievances with more force and freedom
than heretofore. There are said to be a full
half million inventors in this country, and
we doubt whether there is another half mil-
lion men, outside the medical profession,
whose life work is as important to the world
at large as the quiet achievements of these
industrious inventors. Their voice is cer-
tainly entitled to weight, and their recom-
mendations deserve careful consideration.
At a recent meeting of an organization of
inventors, the charge was reiterated that
certain rich companies have had their own
men among the employees of the patent
office, and also that final decision as to some
patents belonging to such companies have
been delayed in order to prolong the life of
a monopoly. It is difficult to believe that
there could be any foundation for such
charges, but as the patent office should be
like Cwsar's wife, " beyond suspicion," it
might be well to reassure the public by a
thorough investigation.

It appears from another statement made
at the meeting referred to, that reports in
favor of inventions are not always trust-
worthy as to originality, and it was suggested
that a court of patent judges made up of
experts should pass on inventions before
patents should issue. It is maintained that
with such an assurance of originality, the
Government could and should defend patents,
instead of leaving defense to be made at the
cost of patentees, some of whom are poor.
This sounds reasonable enough, yet the
opinion prevails that the Government goes
sufficiently far in giving its present measure
of protection.
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Labor Troubles Culminate in Big
Strikes

AT this writing, as a result of labor

troubles in two industries, there are

more men idle than at any time since the

settlement of the great anthracite coal strike.

The strike in the meat-packing industry has

put out of work over 100,000 men, while the

strike against the reduction of wages in the

Fall River cotton mills has added another

25,000 to the number. The struggle in both

cases is likely to be prolonged, and it is not

unlikely that the trouble in the meat-packing

industry will be felt in every home.

The strike in the cotton industry is an-

other evidence of the unreasonableness of

labor in its relation to capital. The cotton

industry has been notoriously unprofitable

for some time, and the reduction of wages

by the Fall River mills is said to have been

made imperative by the competition of

Southern mills, which have cheap labor.

The manufacturers state that they are forced

either to bring their expenses down to the

level of the Southern mills or go out of busi-

ness. The operatives, on the other hand,

declare it will be utterly impossible for them

to live on the wages which Southern opera,

tives receive, which is also a plausible con-

tention. In the Blackstone and Pawtuxet

Valleys of Rhode Island 10,000 cotton mill

operatives are working on short time. They

have declined to strike, recognizing the

straits to which the manufacturers are driven

by the competition, of the Southern mills.

This seems the reasonable way to make the

best of a bad situation, and it is regrettable

that the Fall River operatives did not take

the same common sense view of the local

industrial conditions.

Russian Raids on the High Seas

THE acts of Russia on the high seas,

during the past month, betray the des-

peration of her position in the Orient.

Apparently for the purpose of directing

attention from her continued disasters in the

neighborhood of Port Arthur, she delibe-

rately adopted a course of action well calcu-

lated to cause complications nearer home.

In open violation of international law, as laid

down by the treaty of Paris, three Russian

vessels, two of them described as auxiliary

cruisiers belonging to a so-called volunteer

fleet, and the third a guardship, were allowed

by the Turkish Government to pass through

the Bosphorous from the Black Sea. The

two cruisers are said to have been unarmed

during the passage through the straits, but

to have received their armaments later. The

third vessel entered the Bosphorus and

passed through with her full armament, thus

violating in the most flagrant manner the

treaty of Paris. The three powers con-

cerned, England, Germany and France,

regarded with amazement the bold departure

of Russia, but hesitated to take action, feel-

ing confident that satisfactory explanations

would soon be forthcoming. What was their

amazement, therefore, when they learned

that the auxiliary cruisers, so charitably

allowed to pass the straits, were doing police

duty on the Red Sea, seizing vessels, search-

ing them and actually sailing off with them

as prizes of war. Several English and Ger-

man vessels were thus unceremoniously cap-

tured, and, as it now appears, without any

justification, as neither of the captured ships

was " bringing aid to the enemy."

British and German pride was hit pro-

foundly by Russia's piracy, while Japan held

that Great Britain was bound, under the

terms of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, to pre-

vent Turkey lending any further assistance

to Russia by allowing steamers of the volun-

teer fleet to pass the Dardanelles. Here was

room for an international ruction of unprece-

dented dimensions, but the firmness of the

aggrieved powers soon convinced Russia of

the danger of her action, the captured ships

were released and satisfactory reparation will,

no doubt, be made. It was another case of

the gallant general who " marched straight

up the hill and marched right down again."

The explanation is offered that the St. Peters-

burg Government deliberately planned to

provoke such intervention on the part of

European, powers as would enable her to

make peace with some show of dignity, but

that the plan Was frustrated by the personal

interference of the czar. However this may

be, the world may again turn its eyes in the

direction of the Orient.

LATER, the Vladivostock squadron of

the Russian fleet overhauled and sunk

the British steamer Knight Commander on

the Japanese coast, about one hundred miles

from Yokohama. This, however, was proba-

bly a legitimate act of war, as the steamer

was laden with railroad material, which is

made contraband by proclamation of the

czar. If the Russian vessels caught a vessel

carrying contraband and were unable to pro-

vide her with a prize crew, or if she were too

slow to accomyany the squadron, or if for

any reason it was impracticable to send her

before a prize court, the Russians had a right

to sink her, according to the view of the

British authorities, but at the same time they

take the risk of having to pay for her if she

was not in the contraband trade. All such

acts, however, be they legitimate or other-
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wise, complicate the situation and add mate-

rially to the possibilities of an international

imbroglio.

Money in Proportion to Population

HEpI  United States Director of the Mint

has put forth some figures regarding the

gold production and money circulation of the

world that speak volumes for the prosperity

of this country. According to his estimates,

the annual production of gold in all the

world is at least $350,000,000. The popula-

tion of the world is estimated at 1,285,600,-

000 persons. The amout of gold money in

circulation is $5, 382, 600,00o ; silver, $3, 869,-

000,000, and uncovered paper, $2,933,500,-

000—a grand total of $12,185, t 00,00o. This

figure of $12,185,100,000 is all the money in

the world. Such a total was never reached

before.
Not only is the immense production of

gold and silver rapidly increasing the total

amount of money in existence, but the rate

of growth is also much faster than that of the

population. Measured by the money it has,

the human race is rapidly growing richer.

It is estimated that the increase in gold

money alone amounts to 25 cents a year for

each individual. The amount of silver and

paper money is also growing fast. But this

growth of money wealth is not being evenly

distributed. Some nations are growing

poorer in circulating medium while others

are gaining at a rapid rate. Apparently a

nation's rate of growth in general wealth

usually precedes or accompanies the increase

in circulating medium. That is taken as the

reason for the great increase of recent years

in the money of the Unites States.

Twenty years ago the United States

ranked far down among the more powerful

nations in the amount of money in circula-

tion. At the present time, according to the

latest estimates of the director of the mint,

this country is second only to France. The

per capita circulation in America is given as

$30.69 (recently above $31). In France it

is given as $39.22. England, Germany,

Spain, and Russia are all below $23 per

capita. Bulgaria is the lowest, with only

$1.32 per head of population. The Straits

Settlements, strangely enough, lead the en-

tire list of large and small nations with a per

capita circulation of $48.25. In France and

the United States, which are proportionately

the richest nations in the world, the per

capita circulation of gold is more than three

times the average of the rest of the world.

At the rate at which this country has been

developing in material and money wealth,

another decade or two will see it at the head

of the world in legitimate and sound per

capita circulation.



E. Howard & Co.

Xitches

Fine ruby
jewels in
raised gold
settings;
double roller

escapement; steel escape
wheel ; exposed pallets;
compensating balance ;
accurately adjusted to
temperature, isochron-

ism and five positions, and carefully timed;
patent Breguet hairspring ; micrometric
regulator ; exposed winding wheels and
gold train ; fine glass enamel hand-painted
dial.

Look at the accompanying illustration of
the new Howard Bridge Movement, note
the description of its mechanical construc-
tion, recall the reputation of its maker,
and show this watch to your customers as a sample of the latest and most
perfect watch now on the market.

It will fit any regular i 6-size case, but we show here a couple of our hand-
made cases to remind you that a Howard watch warrants a no less valuable
case than these.

Gold Case l8J.

Makers

Hayden kFlieeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New Tork

Ring
Makers

14 614K

Telephone, 8 Corllandt

Every ring you show should be stamped with our registered trade-mark. It is an
unqualified guarantee of quality, correct shape and perfect finish.

Made with specially constructed machinery, the rings we produce have a perfect
uniformity in shape—each ring being an exact duplicate of another.

Rings of the Wheeler standard will prove reputation makers for the jewelers
carrying them.

Order blanks, and booklet illustrating the shapes with _prices, furnished upon request.

Ole Seamless

Plain Gold Rings

These are our

registered

trade-marks

•2 2 (.1.1K

LiwiK

140)1(
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" Going to Law

DON'T "go to law," if you can possibly

avoid it. There is a better way to

settle most disputes—a way that costs less

and generally shows a greater net profit in

result. It may require some surrender of

the satisfaction of revenge; it may be disap-

pointing to your hopes if, like Pat, you are

" boffin' for a batin' ; " but it pays best—and

that is the main consideration, unless there is

a question of principle involved.

One must "go to law " once in a while:

say, to determine the equity of a 'position,

even with the best personal feeling toward

the man who has an opposite interest; or to

get information as to the right forms of pro-

cedure. But we are now arguing against

the folly of going to law for the mere sake of

fighting; for purpose of revenge, or grati-

fying malice, or exercising a hate; for the

gambling hope of chance success; or for the

determination of mere questions of fact, aside

from the question of law. A very consider-

able part of the profits of the legal profession

grows out of the disposition of men to

" scrap," legally, for the sake of the scrap.

It is an extravagant form of entertainment.

Even fists are cheaper, handier—and probably

fairer.

We have in mind a certain old jeweler

who was continually engaged in litigation of

some sort with some one. He quarreled

xvith his landlord and stood suit on a question

of repairs; he disputed a balance of twenty-

six cents in his account with a customer and

by bringing suit lost the furnishing of a house-

keeping outfit; he sued his next-door neigh-

bor for maintaining a nuisance which was

subsequently not visible to the eye of the

jiiry; he brought suit against a prominent

citizen for alleged slander and was promptly

laughed out of court; he sued a competitor

for libel and a jobber for false representations

on the same morning; he carried a damage

suit through two courts, expended over five

hundred dollars in fees and expenses and got

a verdict giving him fifteen dollars. He was

constantly in the courts and always on parade

with an inviting chip on his shoulder. He

was an example of the habitual litigant who

goes to law from motives of revenge or pique,

or for the mere sake of the scrimmage—

expending more in legal costs than he ever

gained in verdicts, neglecting his business in

these legal actions and establishing a repu-

tation as a quarrelsome and odious creature.

He worked himself out of the good-will of

the community and his business went to less

combative competitors.

There is a better way to settle disputes

and determine differences. The most highly

civilized nations are steadily moving in the

direction of arbitration and compromise. If
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such is the disposition of nations, why not of

individuals ? If the advantage holds in things

great, why not in things little?

The law is necessary, of course; codified

law underlies the whole social structure.

Law establishes limits of privilege; fixes

boundaries of rights; secures the honest man

in his possessions and personal dignities;

curbs the intent of the evil-disposed. But

the mere fact that the law exists is sufficient

for the average, normal citizen: it need not

be demonstrated—need not be exercised.

He regulates his comings and goings by its

decrees; but he " stands clear " of it insofar

as employing it in aggressive act. And he

gains thereby in many ways.
The Danish have a proverb, "Bedre er

el magert Forliig, end en fel Travette" —

that is, a meagre compromise is better than

a fat lawsuit. Call it to mind when you are

tempted to " go to law " for some real or

imagined grievance; and save your purse—

and your pride, perhaps.

The Two Ends of the Parade

UM-TA! Um-ta! R-r-r-r-r-um-ta! " Here

conies the parade! Hurry up!"

What a splendid creature—that drum-

major in front of the band, at the head of

the long line ! What a strut of six feet two,

with his towering plume, his gorgeous

raiment and his whirling baton! He

holds every eye and captures die general

admiration.

At the other end of the parade, bringing

up the rear, is a little, lame old darkey carry-

ing a water-bucket. He gets Only the

patronizing grin of those on the sidewalk.

But let us consider.

The drum-major is purely picturesque;

the darkey is distinctly useful. The man of

fuss-and-feathers is a success as a spectacle;

but the darkey makes the spectacle possible.

One can't drink gold braid; the men march-

ing in the heat need cool water. The drum-

major is not essential; the darkey is.

You, office-boy: you, apprentice: you,

book-keeper: you, clerk: Remember that

when the " boss " stands in dignified state at

the front of the store, " doing nothing " but

shake hands and say polite things and pose,

while you are either unseen by the customers

or seen only with a condescending eye, you

are doing an important work in sustaining

his pose by doing your own work the best

you know how.

Suppose the darkey should lose heart

because he does not receive a share of the

plaudits which go to the drum-major. Sup-

pose he should quit his job. Gradually

one after another of the paraders would fall
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out of the ranks from exhaustion ; the

parade would dwindle; the drum-major

would lose his importance by reason of a

decreased interest in the onlookers of th(..

pageant.
The little lame colored brother contri-

butes to the success of the show, even though

the crowd does not stop to measure the value

of his service while admiring the gorgeous

do-nothing at the head of the line.

You, office-boy, et cetera : Be not dis-

couraged and cast down because your faithful

work is not immediately observed of all men.

Continue to carry water while the other man

gets the applause—and see that the water is

always cool and clean, that there always is

enough of it, and that you are always on the

spot when the show-people need a drink.

Then some day—who knows ?—the parade

may head the other way and the water-carrier

find himself drum-major.

THERE is a certain German butcher in

Philadelphia with mercantile instincts

which qualify him for something better than

prodding around in the Interior Department

of a dead steer and dispensing livid livers

from behind a bloody apron. Given a larger

field this merchant might have developed

into at least a corporal, if not a " captain, of

industry "—as witness this verbatiill report

of a recent negotiation

" What's your price for sirloin steak? "

" Dwcndy cends a bound "

" Why, how's that? You asked me

twenty-five this morning."

" Yaw, dat vas vhen I had some. Now

I ain'd got none I sells him vor dwendy

cends. Dot makes me a rebudation for

selling cheab und I don.'d lose noddings."

THE labor-capital question will be helped

to a solution after rich men have found

out how poor men, live and after poor men

have found out how rich men work.

When the town is hot and dusty,

When there 're blisters in the air,.

When your dearest friend grows crusty

And yourself cross as a hear,

When there's no joy in a dinner,

When there's no rest in a snooze,

When there's every sort of sinner

Drinking every sort of booze,

When the flies are most aggressive,

When your trade is most minute,

When a thin coat is oppressive

And pajamas seem to suit,—

Then the healthy-minded human

Giveth to himself this tip :

"I'll just make myself a new man

On a good vacation trip I"
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Ethics of Competition Among Jewelers

IT is very evident from correspondenceoccasionally received, that a few jewelers
have still very antiquated and fallacious ideas
as to the real meaning of competition and
the ethics which should govern it. To some
of these, the very sound of the word " com-
petition " brings anxiety and vexation of
spirit ; for they rashly interpret it as an obsta-

cle deliberately placed in the path of their
business progress. From their point of view,
a horror of competition is not unnatural, for
it is really a manifestation of the instinct of
self-preservation. Yet the old truth remains,
that honorable competition is really the life
of trade.

Competition
Benefits Business

Let us use our imagination
for a moment, and try to con-
ceive of a business world
without competition. The

conception is impossible, for absence of compe-
tition means business decay. Entirely elimi-
nate competition and immediately stagnation
sets in. Activity on the part of one dealer is a
powerful stimulus to initiative and effort on the
part of another. If, for instance, one dealer
controlled all the jewelry business in a town,
retrogression would soon manifest itself. His
advertising would cease and his mercantile
strenuousness would give place to careless-
ness and indifference. His business faculties
would become rusted and enfeebled from
very disuse. In time, his store would abound
in corners dismal and crevices unexplored,
and the day of the moth, the dust and the
cobweb would eventuate. With the elimina-
tion of competition the volume of business,
too, would decline ; for as competition calls
for more trade, so it creates it. We now
speak of purely honorable competition, not
the pernicious variety that is inspired by
enmity or malice, which is, we regret to say,
all too prevalent even among the jewelers.

As competition, therefore, is necessary
to business life, we must not decry it too
much or greatly fear it. Every merchant is
privileged to get what trade he can, where
he can, provided he gets it honorably and
honestly. There is no ethical rule of compe-
tition that would limit either his territory or
his patronage, though there are jewelers who
think that such a rule exists.

A case in point is now before
A Jeweler with a us. An Ohio jeweler has
Grievance favored us with a copy of a

circular sent to people in
his town by a brother jeweler in a neighbor-
ing town, some twenty miles distant. Our
correspondent says, with a touch of bitter-
ness, "This will show you what this sup-
posed friend is trying to do." For the better
information of the reader we will reproduce
the circular-letter, which our correspondent

regards as an unjustifiable invasion of his
territory :

Dear ilfadain:—I write to advise you that I
am conducting a most thoroughly modern jewelry
store, and that I am therefore prepared to meet
your every want satisfactorily.

My stocks in each department are complete
and tastefully selected. The variety from which
you can make your selections is so great, that you
will find shopping at my store a real pleasure. No
matter how fastidious your tastes, you will, after
looking over my stock, be satisfied that I have de-
veloped my business to its present magnitude by
the ability to please the most exacting buyers in
my line.

My optical department deserves your attention,
as every scientific apparatus for the safe and correct
treatment of the eyes is in the hands of a graduated
optician. I have recently purchased the ophthalmo-
meter, an invaluable instrument of recent inven-
tion, that is of great worth in enabling me to
guarantee perfect fitting glasses. If your eyes are
in need of treatment you should consult me.

My department for the repairing of watches
and jewelry is superintended by experts, enabling
me to assure you the best work. I am also agent
for the well-known line of Eastern kodaks and
supplies, a complete stock of which I always keep
on hand. My stock of Rogers Bros. star brand
knives and forks, upon which I am in a position to
make you special prices, is well worthy of your
attention, if you are in need of any table ware at
this time.

During my business career of eight years, I
have established a reputation for reliability that
has made my business the largest in this district,
and I am satisfied that if you will call and see me,
when in need of anything, that you will find it to
your interest to become one of my patrons.

Awaiting the pleasure of a visit from you, I am,
Yours very truly, -

We do not think that anyA Well-Written
Circular KEYSTONE reader will find

much to criticise in the above
letter as far as form and phraseology are
concerned. It is simple, conservative and
forceful in statement, and its perusal would,
we think, leave a favorable impression on
most readers. There is no tendency to
exaggeration and there is no ill word for
competitors. It has thus the elements of a
good advertisement. But our correspondent
manifestly denies to his enterprising brother in
the neighboring town the right to invade his
territory. We cannot sustain our correspon-

dent in this objection. It may be an unplea-
sant fact for many merchants, but it is fact
nevertheless, that modern business-doing not

only justifies but commends such invasion.
In our last issue, in reply to a young jeweler

who was complaining that his small town
offered a too narrow field, we said :

Your field is just as wide as you wish to make
it. No store is so hemmed in, either by competition
or limitation of territory, that it will be found im-
possible to enlarge the business. Your town is a
good one and is surrounded by a well-to-do rural
population. Get in touch with this population,
cater to their wants, invite them to your store.
Appeal to their local pride, their pockets, their
common sense. They will appreciate your enter-
prise and absorb your arguments.

This is perfectly legitimate enterprise,

and there is no good reason why a competitor

should find fault with it. But there is every

reason why he should emulate it, and if the

outside invasion stimulates him to such emu-

lation he will one day be thankful for it.

The jeweler or other merchant who, in
this age, labors under the delusion that the
trade of a certain territory is his by right,
will quickly get undeceived. No store can ex-
pect a corner on popular patronage. There is
llittle sentiment in modern business and the
people, as a rule, will buy where they. can
obtain the best value for their money.
Aggressive competition, therefore, must be
fought with its own weapons—as attractive a
store, as good goods, as good value, as force-
ful advertising and as satisfying methods as
those for which the competitor is building up
a reputation.

From another subscriber we
The Competitor have received a circular, in
that Rile3 regard to which he says:

" This circular is a covert
attack on my business, and .was distributed in
this vicinity by a competitor of mine. What
would you advise me to do in regard to it ?"
This circular warned the people of the town
against " the sham pretentions of another
jeweler." Our advice in this case would be
to ignore the circular and its author. The
attack is not direct enough to have much
effect, and the references are very indefinite.
The good old rule in regard to competitors
who indulge in personal insinuations which
are not actually defamatory in the legal
sense, holds good in this case. Ignore him
altogether. Don't mention him in your con-
versation with customers or in your advertise-
ments. Leave him to the tender mercies of
a shrewd and discriminating public. Ransack
your brains, not for a means of vindictive
retaliation, but for ideas that will stimulate
public interest in your store.

You must outstrip the offender by your
enterprise, and to do this will require unre-
laxing attention to many things. Sustain
interest in your store by publicity, direct,
forceful and persistent. Let your system be
square in all particulars, and then throw on
it all the light possible. Master the art of
satisfying, so that when the public visit your
place in response to your advertising, there
will be no disparity between what you pro-
mise in print and perform in fact. Satisfy
them at all hazards.

Speak only of yourself—your own goods
and your own methods. Convince by your
earnestness that you are strong in the right ;
that you would not purchase success at the
cost of wrong to anyone. Prove to them
that you know your business, that you are at
least as shrewd a buyer and as expert an
economizer as any one in your line, and that
you can therefore meet competition on a fair
and square basis. Then you need scarcely
fear the underhand competitor. The formula
for meeting unfair competition is to show
superior intelligence and exceptional enter-
prise in the conduct of your own business.
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The Attraceion-in-Chief of .Che se. L©n Emposicnon--An Unprfecedented
Wealiffm of Wonders—Types and 5cenes from AAR Hations

T is a true saying that "the greatest study of mankind is man."
The people of any one nation are irresistibly interested in the
peoples of all other nations, and this explains why the motley
aggregation of humanity seen on " The Pike" or Midway, at the

exposition, is the attraction-in-chief for the visiting crowds. But it is not
the different nationalities and races alone that make "The Pike" inter-
esting. It is, indeed, no exaggeration to say that here you will find the
collected marvels of creation. The following list will whet the curiosity of
those of our readers who contemplate visiting the exposition:

Odd Things on the Pike
Voice of Creation and the man who utters it.
A flood of fifty thousand gallons of water every minute.
A ride hundreds of miles in a real train of Pullman cars.
Chorus of too talking birds at perfect liberty.
Fire engine and horses dash 500 feet under roof to fire.
Real waves break on a real beach one mile from spectators.
Man who carves images on a single grain of rice.
Submarine boat sinks under real water with people.
One show with 300 houses, 22 streets, on eleven acres.
Men of war run by electric motors on large water expanse.
Relics from the Golden Temples of Rangoon.
Theater of flowers, conception of a woman now dead.
Japanese roosters with tails to to 25 feet long.
Fire engine once pumped by George Washington.
Zuni Indians dance the mask, the flute and snake dances.
Eleven sections of arcaded bazaars of Stamboul.
Children ride giant tortoises with bridles and bits.
Devil dancers, the strange medicine men of Burmah.
Cabaret Braunt, the Parisian haunt of the Bohemians.
Gallery of famous Irish beauties.
Fashions from period of Roman Colonies to the present.
Zebrules, the new hybrid not found in natural history.
Battle history of America in mammoth cyclorama.
Gypsy Lane, of Barcelona, with genuine Romanys.
Boy fire brigade, Shetland ponies and complete apparatus.
Clouds in Creation are of steam controlled by vacuum.
Burros carry persons up trails into cliffs 6o feet high.
Geisha girls dance, sing and serve tea in native kiosk.
World re-created in shell 150 feet in diameter and 115 feet high.
Remove your shoes before entering the Mosque of Omar.
Temple with 500 Buddha idols of fourteenth century.
Knights in armor tilt in tournament lists.
Carmac's Chapel on the Rocks of Cashel.
Dadera, the annual sacrificial feast of India.
Transparent mirrors ; you dissolve into a masterpiece.
Adam's rib impersonated by a human being.
Street in Paris with architecture of all periods of France.
St. Lawrence's Gate at Drogheda.
Way of Sorrows, 800 feet long ; David Street, woo feet.
Fiesta on the Corso de Seville.
Japanese trees with human and animal shapes.
Wild animals, without bars between them and the public.
Chinese theater with troupe of Chinese actors in drama.
Dublin's famous band of "6o sober " musicians.
Rajah festival with elephants and golden cars.
Statue of awakening woman stands 42 feet high.
Famous rag-weaving girls of Japan, to to 12 years old.
History of the coiffure through all the centuries.
Battleship Texas shooting at swimming target on water.
Sunset effect with changing shadows and angles.
Atlantic liner 500 feet long and 8o feet wide.
Rides in jinrickshas, a jaunting car, a sampan, a kajavak, a sedan chair.
Russian theater with 40 actors in national productions.
Six thousand entertainers on the Pike, and 15oo animals.
Single chain of boats carrying t5oo passengers in one load.
Café Chantants, the elixir of Parisian fever.
Oxen of India draw curious cars of the wealthy caste.
Burmese village with houses of straw and strange people.
The Maine will be blown up in Havana Harbor.
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Celtic theater with Edward Harrigan in Hibernian drama.
Through centuries on a water canal to Genesis.
Bits of the Emperor's imperial gardens at Tokio.
Crowded market place of Triana, Spain.
Church of Holy Sepulcher, size of original at Jerusalem.
A Turkish cavalry patrol in the Holy City.
Japanese defense as practiced by President Roosevelt.
Jaffa Gate, Golden Gate, Zion Gate and St. Stephen Gate.
Whole street transplanted from Asakusa in tight Japan.
Moslem priests will cry the Muezzin from the minarets.
Jewish rabbis will intone the Talmud in synagogues.
Prehistoric monsters walk primeval earth in Creation.
Historic fire engine pumped by Benedict Arnold.
Flight over the ocean by airship.
Bagging game in a natural forest.
Discovery of the North Pole in 20 minutes.
Through the Alps on a swift tram car.

A Ballad of the Pike
You kin have yer marble buildin's and yer statoos set apart,
Yer Palaces of Industry and galleries of art.
You kin have yer architecture like a fairyland in white,
And yer furrin exhibitions, fer I reckon they're all right ;
But I'm lookin' fer my money's worth, so when I hit the hike
I'm a-goin' to St. Louis jest to see that chimed old Pike.

I want to see the zoo
And the panyrama, too.

I want to look at everything I like.
I've heard o' the Plaisance
And the Cairo girls that dance—

Say, I wonder if they'll have 'em on the Pike?
I want to see the furrin cities all along the track,
I want to go through Paris to Jerusalem and back,
I'd like_ to see the hull of it—I think I'd jest as soon
Take the submarine to Hades and the airship to the moon.
I don't care how I git there, friend, but when I make a strike
It's me fer old St. Louis jest to live along. the Pike.

It must be kind o' phoney,
Like an eddycated Coney,

Or a solid mile o' Barnum, if ye like ;
And I jest tell you, by jingo,
I'm a-hopin' that I kin go

Fer a week or so to rubber on the Pike.

Pd like to see the Zunis an' the Kunis an' the Japs,
The Moujiks an' the Moslems an' the Romanys an' Lapps ;
I don't much care about the names they have, but I must say
It'll be right smart instructive jest to see 'em anyway.
What's the use to cross the ocean and fer weeks or months to hike,
When the world in twenty minutes can be seen along the Pike?

You kin reach the Polar clime
Fer a quarter, while a dime

Takes you plumb to the equator, if ye like;
You can travel clean to Mars,
An' a ways beyond the stars,

Fer a dollar thirty-seven on the Pike.

I want to see the Filypinos livin' on the plain,
An' the dawnin' o' creation an' the sinkin' o' the Maine,
An' other great inventions, like the Chinese an' the Turks,
All' the men from France an' Borneo a-carryin' their dirks--
Then the cityful o' sideshows—there's the kind o' thing I like ;
I reckon I'll go busted when I travel clown the Pike.

I spend no golden gravel
On yer dinky furrin travel

Or bargain-sale excursions on a bike;
But the time is swiftly nearin'
When I'll be jest disappearin'—

And I reckon you can find me on the Pike.
—Wallace Irwin, in Collier's.
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and ready for distribution early in August—our fully

illustrated catalogue for season 1904-5.

Never in our thirty years of glass-cutting have

we been able to present, in any one year, such a

quantity of excellent and salable designs as is em-

braced in this season's offerings.

For the same money there is this year a disc

betterment in values. For but little more we now have

examples of the art which it was once our despair of

ever including in a popular-priced line.

For local advertising we furnish, free, wood-cut or

half-tone electrotypes.

AND WE NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF

THE RETAILER'S PROFITS!

Requests for Catalogues filled in order of their

receipt. A postal brings it and puts before you illus-

trations and prices of the

"Bea' All-Around Line in the Market"

The 1. Bercgen
Main Office and Showrooms : 3 Mu.rirmy 5q., New York

Chicat;o
Silversmiths' Bldg.

aIltimolre
In Clay St.

Phfiliadellphia 13o5toim
736 Sansom St. 146 Franklin St
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HANDICRAFT,
• t_Ol.NTS • IN •

OUR PROCESSES produce the finest glass. To the best process must
PROCESS pins WORKMANSHIPit.: /;:::iziiiitt/it: obfest workmanship.

A PERFECT ART.

OUR WORKMEN—all trained and experienced—know how to handle
the best glass, in the best way, to produce the best results.

That means perfrct cut glass.

ESTABLISHED 1852.

SONSC. DORFLINGER Sc. 36 Murray Street,
New York.

Pciñc Coast Agent : A. I. Hall & Son, Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts,
Temple Building, Montreal.645 Market St., San Francisco.

TRADE-MARK. No

I): 4.9.V/cc/ilk

 RICH CUT GLASS

"Look through the world,
'Tis ne'er met with elsewhere."

286. Jar and Plate, Mistletoe.

REPRESENTED

The conservativeness of the
spring season has passed, and the

fall trade opens with indications

of renewed confidence and activ-

ity, which we are meeting with

a line more complete than ever

before and at prices which are

right; the cuttings maintain, or,

if possible, surpass our former

standards, because good work-

manship has not been sacrificed.

for cheapness.

NEW YORK—J. D. Dithridge, 25 West Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—J. A. Young, 1 I 5 Kearny St.

BOSTON—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin St.

Round Plate, Kenmore.

T. B. Clark & Co., inc, Honesdale, Pa.
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on the exhibit of the QUAKER CITY CUT GLASS COMPANY at 
the

\\Todd's Fair. If .you buy, sell, or are in any way interested in cut glass, your

time \ill be well spent by a visit to their Crystal Palace.

They have on display by far the largest variety of cuttings and shapes ever

assembled, which are entirely new ideas of their own. Among these is the largest

cut glass vase in the world, measuring five feet seven inches, and weighing ne
arly

two hundred pounds.

REVOLVENG PUNCH BOWLS, -1

REVOLVENG VASES,
REVOLVEHG COMPORTS.

RocM. Crystail Cuttings.

Colloniali Cuttings.

QuczDselr Ckty Cut Gilla Company
45 Fifth Street, BRock 47 I-R p

Factory, Varied 'Industries fr,vointhat

YhirRacleiliphfia, Wm-helps Fir ° St. Louis.

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION,

Rich
Cut Glass
•■•■•••■•-",,•••■•••••-•••■-••••••■-•■■•••••■-'

Rich in Brilliancy.

Original in Design.

BRANCHES:

38 Murray St., New York City.
576 Temple Bldg., Montreal, P. Q.
220 Sutter St., San Francisco,

Factories, Etc.:

New Bedford, Mass.

New Bedford, Mass.

Superior
Silver Plate

Beautiful in Design.

Reliable in Quality.

No. 413. 3 Pt. Jug, " Idlewild,"

PHOTOGRAPH

BOOKS
of our complete line

loaned to the trade fo

inspection.

Hawkes
Cut
Glass

GRAND PRIZE AWARDED, PARIS EXPOSITION

A yellow diamond makes

a good show until com-

pared with a white one.

Examine Hawkes cut

glass and look for this

trade-mark engraved
HAWKES

on each piece, without

which none is genuine.

Cut glass and Hawkes cut

glass are different, Hawkes

cut glass is unique.

T. G. Hawkes & Co., Corning, N. Y.
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KNOWN
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FOR

\ickel iiid Silver Plate

Di .eJ (With Patent " Ivory"
— Enameled Food Pan)

No. 1993

"METEOR" CIRCULATING
COFFEE PERCOLATOR

Made in over fifty assorted
styles and sizes

Send for Circular 87K, illustrating
complete line.

No. 230. CHAFING DISH OUTFIT
Stag Horn Mountings

All of our Percolators are made with the latest up-to-date improvements. Globes have removable
strainers and are interchangeable. The Meteor Lamp can be instantly lighted or extinguished, and regu-
lates perfectly. From our long experience in the manufacture of these goods we are enabled to produce
the most desirable and attractive styles on the market.

If you want the BEST Percolator see that it is stamped " Meteor."

SOLID COPPER, English
Pewter Mountings.

Catalogue No. 38 shows
complete line.

(Establishe(l 1892.) NI:W YORK OFFICI:,

32 Park Place, Rooms 15 and 16.

If you have not received our Silver Catalogue,

let us know and we will send you one.

No. 2483' Comport,
Portia.

New and Original Patterns,
Superior Finish, Moderate Prices,
Promptness in Shipping.

A. large ti-1(1 well conceived
adaptud for your trade.

particulm-lv
TRY IT.

Salesroom, 726 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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A New Pattern in the

1835 R. Wallace" Silver Plate.
e llw
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WITH CROSS SECTIONS SHOWING THE WEIGHT AND THE EXQUISITE WORKMANSHIP, QUALITIES
WHICH WILL BE FOUND TO A PROPORTIONATE DEGREE IN EVERY PIECE OF THE" TROY "PATTERN

Purity of line )

Rounded edges

Perfection of )

Die-cutting

Strength where

it is needed

And Perfect

Balance

To our knowledge, there is no

other brand of plated flatware that

could submit to such a test as this

without disclosing serious defects in

craftsmanship. On the other hand,

the value of 1835 R. Illullare

ware is materially accentuated by

such a course, proving, as it does,

its vast superiority in all points of

execution ; such as depth and purity

of die-cutting backed by perfect

striking-up ; beauty of design so con-

sistently carried out as to cover ap-

parently unimportant details ; weight

so accurately distributed as to form

absolutely true balance.

.........

............. 111/1

........... ....... ........................ 
van

These diagrams are drawn
to the smallest fraction of an
inch, and their absolute accu-
racy may be ascertained by
the dissection of any "Troy"
table spoon.

Note the solidity and added

strength where it is most needed,
the graceful swell of the body, and
the rounded edges, virtues which the

1035111. UMW, Silver Plate pos-

sesses to such a marked extent that it

is just the same as the finest sterling

flatware, except of course as to basic

material.

R. WALLACE Ct SONS MFG. CO., Wallingford, Conn.
Branches New York,

226 Fifth Avenue.
Chicago, San Francisco,

131-137 Wabash Avenue. II() Sutter Street.

Send for catalogue and prices.

London, E.C.,
63 Basinghall Street.
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A Wonderful Timekeeper

Riefler Astronomical Dr. Charles Sumner Howe, president of the

Clock Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland,
Ohio, is proud of his school, but his special

pride is its clock. His pride is not without reason, for the clock
is said to be just a little bit the best timekeeper in the world. The
next best is an observatory in Berlin, but Prof. Howe's clock has it
beaten for accuracy by a margin of 1Am second a day.

The Case timepiece is a Riefler astronomical clock. Prof.
Howe bought it in Germany three years ago when he occupied the
chair of astronomy. It was made by the only man in the world who
makes such clocks, and it cost Poo° without any of its present
elaborate equipment. It was Prof.
Howe's pet while he was professor
of astronomy, and though his
executive duties compel him to
neglect it now, it is still his hobby.

The clock is kept in a dun-
geon. It is maintained in motion
by a weight that weighs one ounce
Troy. It is wound by electricity
every five minutes. It is seldom
looked at, especially when it is
most useful. It has many other
peculiarities, besides enjoying the
most equable climatic conditions
that science can afford. President
Howe explained them as follows :

" You see, the
The Professor's great trouble
Description with astronomi-

cal clocks is to
keep them in a temperature that
is absolutely constant," said the
president. " Here we control
the temperature automatically.
This has never been done before
that I know of. At one or two
observatories in the world they
have dug down into the earth
until they obtained practically
constant temperature, but such
clock rooms are damp. Our way
is better. We have built here a
brick room inside of a brick room,
with two brick walls and an air
space above, below and around the
clock room. Not only is the air
in the clock room perfectly dry
and automatically kept at an even
temperature, but the air in the
surrounding air space is regulated
just as carefully."

The president opened a little door into one of the air spaces.
He explained the operation of the gas stove, automatic burner and
electric device that regulates the temperature to within r° centi-
grade. The apparatus is actuated by a thermostat, consisting
principally of a strip of steel and one of hard rubber, each sixteen
inches long and half an inch wide, bound together and forming a
sort of electric switch. As the steel and rubber expand differently
in differing temperatures, the switch moves one way or the other
with rising or falling temperature and turns the gas in the stove
on or off as needed.

Dr. Howe showed the visitors a hole in the
double walls, stopped with several thicknesses of
glass, through which could be seen the face of the
clock with its big dial for minutes and two

smaller dials for hours and days. He explained that the clock was
being cleaned for the first time since its installation, in preparation
for Prof. Wilson's spring campaign among the stars. Then the
president led the way through four doors into the presence of his pet.

The clock is bolted to the brick wall. Thicknesses of felt
remove any possibility of jar. A great cylinder of glass

encloses the pendulum and lower works. A big bell glass of
equal diameter covers the dial. The glasses meet in a ground
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joint, made absolutely dust-proof with vaseline. Inside with
the clock, are a thermometer, barometer and hygrometer. The
last-named instrument has a sinecure. Its duty is to indicate
moisture, but there never is any. " Observe the three incandescent
lamps hanging from the ceiling," said the president. " They are
the heating plant. This little thermostat turns on the current
when it is needed. If the lamp burns two seconds the tempera-
ture in the whole room is raised one tenth of a degree. That is
enough, and the thermostat turns off the current."

Once in five minutes a little electro-magnet pulls
down a lever, raising about two inches a brass
weight about as big as four pennies in a pile.
The weight is what makes the clock go, and

raising it winds the clock. In a corner was another astronomical
clock, incased in mahogany and
glass. Dr. Howe said it was a
cheap clock, as it cost only $300.
This clock is regulated by adding
tiny weights to its pendulum rod.
This makes a difference of one-
tenth to one-half second a day.
That isn't fine enough for the
good clock. Besides the glass
cylinders can't be opened to put
in weights. So the fine clock is
regulated with an air pump. There
is always a partial vacuum in the
case, but if the clock goes a trifle
too slow more air is pumped out
and then the pendulum moves
faster, owing to the decreased
resistance.

Outside the clock room are
the clock's appurtenances. One
is a recording • apparatus, made
by Warner & Swasey, of Cleve-
land. It is electrically connected
with the clock, and its sounders
click with every beat of the clock's
pendulum. Electro-magnets mark
with pens on a paper-covered
cylinder. Every second is re-
corded by a mark half an inch
long. When an astronomer makes
an observation, a pen makes an
extra mark on the half-inch stroke.
With a scale the observer can
afterwards compute the time of the
observation to minute fractions of
a second.

But that is a good
Ingenious Printing dealthe i s her of work, so
Chronograph 

r

instrument called
the printing chronograph. There

are only four of these in the world, and Case School has the lastest
and best of the four. It cost $450, and is the invention of a
Northwestern University professor. It also is electrically connected
with the Riefler clock. When the star under observation passes
one of the cross wires of the telescope the astronomer in the
observatory touches a button and the printing chronograph stamps
three big numbers on a paper tape. One number represents the
minute of observation, another the second, and the third gives
the -i-tu second.
" Before this clock made its best record," said President Howe,

" the finest record for three months was a daily average change of
TUT second, with a maximum change of Th second in a day.
This was made by a clock in an underground chamber in Berlin.
This clock showed the same daily average ( 4-8-0. second) in a
period of three months, but its greatest variation was only Tih
second in a day, beating the Berlin clock by Tiy83T second.
" But don't go away with the impresssion that this clock keeps

perfect time. No clock does. As a matter of fact we don't want
a clock that does. The most we expect is a clock that changes
the same amount every hour. If it does that we know what to
count on and we can make allowances for the few odd thou-
sandths of a second."

Power That
Runs the Clock

Riefler Astronomical Clock

The Home
of the Clock
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AHEAD OF THE GAME 
Recent developments in the diamond

market vindicate our judgment of the

situation and the timely wisdom of the

many dealers who profited by our advice.

The latest phase is, perhaps, the most

suggestive yet. The strike at Antwerp

has been settled with an increase of io

per cent. in the cutters' wages and a

reduction in their working hours.

” Other things being normal, it would
seem that there is a good chance of an
increase in the price of cut stones to
make up for the increase in wages. The
tendency of the diamond market seems
to be ever upward."

Thus comments one authority.

you are aware, we forestalled these

As

ad-

vances by large anticipatory purchases

when prices were low. Our customers

are reaping the benefit and our stock is

not yet exhausted. Aak

The moral.—BUY NOW and

-A4-'144\

The law of supply and demand applies

to watches as to other merchandise.

Assuredly there will be a scarcity of

movements late this season, such as has

been for the past three or four years;

hence the importance of early ordering

for Fall needs. To fill these we are on

the tiptoe of preparedness. Watches

have always been our strong point, but

more so now than ever. Watches are

really the backbone of the jeweler's stock,

and he can't afford to sell any but those

whose quality he need not hesitate to

guarantee. We have them aplenty—

WALTHAMS, ELGINS and NEW

ENGLANDS, with the leading makes

of Cases. Besides, we have a reliable

service, a competent staff and a record

that speaks for itself.
0410

BUY FROM US.

N. II. WHITE CI CO.,
21 Maiden Lane, New York.

)h°a.7..
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According to the returns made
Precious Stone by the appraiser at the port of
Importations New York, the aggregate im-for Fiscal Year

portations of all kinds of pre-
cious stones for the fiscal year ended June 3oth,
amounted in value to $21,843,119.17, a showing
which compares very favorably with the average
total for the past six years. Business in precious
stones, therefore, must have been comparatively
vigorous for the past fiscal period, and this seems
especially significant in view of the strike in the
diamond industry abroad, which lasted for four
months and has only been settled within the past
few weeks. Last year's volume shows a deficiency
of only $75,934, as compared with the total for
1901, while it surpasses the totals of 1899 and i9oo
by $3,807,317 and $6,859,008 respectively. The
entire volume was made up of $13,885,952.72 worth
of cut and $7,957,266.45 of uncut stones, the latter
sum representing the largest amount of uncut
stones imported during any year on record. The
appended table shows the aggregate importations
for each of the past four fiscal years:

Year ended June 30, 1904 . . $21,843,119.17
46 46 

" " 1903 . . 27,318,642.13
611 14 46 

1902 . 22,938,531.62
6146

1901 . 21,919,053.86

Importations
for June

Nor was there any diminution
in the total importations for
June, 1904, from the average of
similar periods in past years.

The quantity for last June was $2,004,448, made up
of $950,766 worth of uncut and $1,053,682 worth of
cut stones, the volume of uncut being the largest
for any month of June on record. The following
table represents the classified June importations
for the past seven years:

June. Uncut. Cut. Total.
1904 . . $950,766 $1,053,682 $2,004,448
1903 . . 781,190 1,879,486 2,660,670
1902 . 568,399 1,786,626 2,355,026
1901 . . 149,097 1,943,922 2,093,019
1900 . 390,849 1,081,375 1472,24
1899 . • 576,732 1,523,718 2,100,450
1898 . . 265,549 421,191 686,730

The second meeting of the
Pottery Importers National Importers' Associa-
Hold Meeting tion, an organization of pottery

dealers, was held some weeks
ago at the Broadway Central Hotel. Lee Kohns,
of L. Straus & Sons, called the meeting to order.
A statement was adopted, expressing the purposes
of the association, which are : " To promote,
foster and aid in protecting the lawful rights and
commercial interests of our members ; to secure
a prompt and unbiased administration of the
customs laws ; to prevent undervaluations, to
endeavor to ascertain and establish correct market
values and to assure the proper classification or
rates of duty on imported merchandise ; to aid in
securing equitable tariff legislation consonant with
a proper consideration of the interest of the im-
porters of the country." Officers elected are :
President, William Meyer, of William Meyer &
Co.; first vice-president, Leopold Stern, of Stern

Bros. & Co.; second vice-president, Marcel Kahle,
president of George Borgfeldt & Co.; treasurer,
Edwin D. Flannery, of A. Steinhardt & Bro.;
secretary, Warner Sherwood. The directors are:
Henry Witte, of Bawo & Dotter ; Max Drey, of
Bendit, Drey & Co.; E. Koenig, of the Art Litho-
graphic Publishing Co.; Fedor Schmidt, of Remy,
Schmidt & Pleissner ; Bernhard Ulmann, of Bern-
hard Ulmann & Co.; Frank M. Prindle, of Frank
M. Prindle &Co., and H. K. Tetsuka, of Morimura
Bros. The directors were instructed to draw up a
constitution and by-laws. A letter was received
from Clarence Whitman, president of the Mer-
chants' Association, suggesting that as that associ-
ation is establishing a committee to deal with
customs matters, it might perhaps be possible to
effect some plan by which the associations could
co-operate. It.was announced that 190 firms have
signed the roll of the association, and that assur-
ances had been given from many more that if a
substantial organization should be effected they
would come in.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the executive committee of

the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, July 8th,

the following members being present : Chairman
Butts, Vice-Presidents Champenois and Wood,
Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs.
Bowden, Brown and Stern, of the committee.
The following were admitted to membership:

Security Alliance

J. NI. Blake Jewelry Co., Hot
Springs, Ark.

E. J. (Hering & Co., Bethle-
hem, Pa.

Gustav A. Illitinernialin, Pat-
erson, N. .1.

lieo. I,. Henderson, Coney
Island, N. Y.

Russel W. Parrish, Burling-
ton, Vt.

.1. W. Pittman, Cleburne,
Texas.

Chas. Haas & Sons, Stockton,

A. B. Macdonald, Chillicothe,
Mo.

S. S. Seucenbaugh Co. , A tt rora,

Item Walker, Si. Louis Mo.
J. II . Young, Fort Wayne

I nd.
Alex. Myers, Louisville, Ky.
A. Weiller & Co., Greenwood,

Miss.
Mrs. F. R. Jacks, Chicago, Ill.
Hall &Sayles, Jauesville,Wis.
Mather Bros., New Castle, l's.
Geo. Fyfe, Freeport, N. Y.

The ball team of Moore & Son,
Athletic Newark Newark, N. J., gave the club of

Durand & Co., also of that city,
their first defeat of the season

some weeks ago in a very one-sided contest by the
score of 38 to 8. As this was the Durand team's
first defeat and Moore & Son's first game, the
latter have visions of the jewelers' championship
of New York and vicinity. The features of the
game were the pitching of Manna], the hitting of
Arthur H. Moore and the good support in general
by Moore's team. Teams desiring a contest with
Moore & Son's club should address challenges to
"Manager," care I■loore & Son, Inc., Newark, N. J.

The sudden death, from apo-
Death of plexy, of James G. Wilkins,

who had been in the jewelry
business in this city for upwards

of twenty years, occurred recently at his home,
West Chester Avenue, Port Chester, N. Y. De-
ceased was one of those injured in the Park
Avenue tunnel disaster of 19or, when his back
and head were seriously hurt. He was subject to
hemorrhages in consequence. It is the belief of

his family that his death was primarily due to this
accident. In point of age he was practically in the
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James G. Wilkins

prime of life, for he had only attained his for-

tieth year. He started in the jewelry business as
manufacturers' agent in the year 1887, and met

with some difficulties nine years subsequently.

His wife continued the business, however, at the

office, 3 Union Square, this city, but the direction

of affairs lay chiefly with deceased. She and two
sons survive him.

Frederick Standinger, who
Death of was formerly engaged in the
Frederick Standinger jewelry manufacturing busi-

ness on Maiden Lane for a
period covering twenty-eight years, died last

month at his home, 243 Keap Street, Brooklyn,
after a brief illness. He was a native of Bavaria,
and had attained his seventy-fourth year. He
came to the United States in 1849, and in 1863
started in the jewelry business at a location on
Maiden Lane, and continued there until his retire-
ment about ten years ago. A widow and three
sons survive him.

The firm of F. W. Gesswein Co., 39 John
Street, recently purchased the firm name, good
will, trade marks, etc., of Fred. C. Steimann &
Co., the tool and supply firm, of 502-104 Fulton
Street. The purchasers will supply the trade with
the various specialties hitherto carried by F. C.
Steimann & Co., and consequently this enlarge-
ment of its activities will enable it to more com-
pletely fill the needs of its clients.

A. Davidoff, manufacturing jeweler, hitherto
located at 85 Nassau Street, has become estab-
lished in well-appointed and more commodious
quarters at I I r Nassau Street. His facilities for
the conduct of his business have also been gen-
erally increased.

Henry Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro.,
returned to New York on June 3oth, on board the
Deutschland, after a purchasing trip in Europe.

Among the public timepieces recently-supplied
by the Seth Thomas Clock Co., 51 Maiden Lane,
were a six-foot glass dial striking clock for the
City Hall, Brockville, Ont., and one for the
municipal building in Woodstock, Ont.

George L. Henderson, an erstwhile employee of
the Elgin National Watch Co.'s New York office, re-
cently opened a retail jewelry store at Coney Island.

David Belais, of H. & E. 0. Belais, 49 John
Street, takes an active interest in humane move-
ments. He is One of the founders of the Henry
Bergh Humane Society, an organization which, it
is hoped, will soon enjoy privileges similar to those
of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.

John Schrink, hitherto a member of Schrink
& Thevenet Co., Liberty and Lafayette Streets,
Newark, N. J., severed his connection with that
firm recently and has gone into business for himself
at 67 Hamilton Street, Newark, under the name
of John F. Schrink & Son.

Under the laws of the State of New York, the
Silvalusta Mfg. Co., of this city, was recently incor-
porated with a capital of $50oo. The object of
this company is to manufacture silver polish, and

its directors are as follows : F. R. Abbey, A. M.
Woodruff and J. K. Leslie, of Brooklyn.

(Continued on page 1205)
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ANNOUNCEMENT

CHART FOR THF
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

A . Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and alightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. flood color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
9. flood color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

We have just added a Diamond Departnient to our business, which
will be in charge of Mr. S. C. Scott, formerly of the S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.,
of this city, and we solicit from his old friends and customers a continu-
ance of their patronage in this line.

We have secured the exclusive control of the " Grading System"
shown herewith, which with our facilities and capital will enable us to offer
you very careful and prompt attention to your orders and at prices to
meet any competition.

Send to us for a selection for your next sale.

HENRY GINNEL, & CO.
DIAMONDS and VVATCHES

31 Maiden L,ctne NEW YORK

" I learned to do Script Engraving in one week from your five-dollar
course."—S. P. HALDEMAN, Watchmaker, Morrill, Kansas.

Our Home Course In
Engraving teaches you
to do letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, in rings, on
silverware, coffin plates,
souvenirs, etc. livery
trick of the trade ex.
plained clearly by an
expert. You can temper
and sharpen a graver
the first time you try it
In five minutes. You
can engrave straight and
curved- lines within a
half hour. We teach
you to design every
kind of monogram
quickly and well ; how
to engrave in rings,
on hard metals, trans-
ferring, pierced work
and seals. Besides the
Instruction book we send
fine gravers tempered

and sharpened,oil-stone,
leather pad, dividers,
t al lo w, tool-pollshing
papers, steel marker,
block to hold lockets,
bangles, spoon s, etc;
tool sharpener, alphabet
charts and book of 300
monograms, 12 practice
plates, 6 rings and
thimbles for practice.

A specimen illustration.

We answer questions about the work and criticise and correct plates anddesigns sent us by pupils free of charge.

00 pays for all. No extra charges.
Cash in advance to everybody. No outfits sent c. o. d.Testimonials from satisfied pupils for the asking.

AMERICAN

SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
Established 19 01 30 EAST 14TH Sr., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

Manufatured by

Originality of Design
Charaderistic

of

Egginton' s
Celebrated

Cut Glass.

Highest grade in every
rmpee 1. Sold by best

dealers everywhere.

The 0. F. Egginton Co.
111C, Oct. It, 1899.

Look for trade-mark
engraved on every piece,

Corning, N.Y.
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The Southern Pacific Railroad

Low Rates for Company has announced to the
Merchants' Association of New
York the granting of an indi-

vidual special rate from Texas to New York City

for the fall buying season. The special merchants'

fare of one and one-third for the round trip over

the Southern Pacific system in Texas was in effect

on July 3oth, and continued until August 3d,

inclusive, and is also operative from August 20th

to 24th, inclusive, via the New Orleans gateway,

on the certificate plan. The return limit on the

certificates is thirty days from date of issuance.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company also

agreed to make the same reduced rate from points

reached by its system in Texas in connection with

water trip to New York from New Orleans, on the

Southern Pacific new passenger steamships. The

special fare of one and one-third by rail and

steamer also covers meals and stateroom while on

board the boat. The Merchants' Association duly

sent to Texas merchants the circulars giving full

particulars as to rates, routes, dates, etc.
Friday, August 12th, is sched-

uled for the holding of the third
annual summer outing of the
Twenty-four Karat Club, of this

city. The reunion will take

place on the grounds of the Bath Beach, Brooklyn

and New York Marine and Field Club, at Bath

Beach, that organization having kindly given the

jewelers the exclusive freedom of its apartments

and grounds for the day. Thus far there is every

promise that it will be a most enjoyable event.

The present membership of the club is about

85, and the entire number of participants has been

limited to 125. The arrangements provide for a

departure from South Ferry for Thirty-ninth Street,

South Brooklyn, at about it A. M. From here the

party will journey by trolley to their destination.

The programme for the day includes an excellent

shore dinner and recreative exercises galore, such

as tennis, golf, baseball, billiards and sea bathing.

Participants will be given handsome souvenirs of

the occasion. C. F. Brinck, ex-president of the

club, W. H. Wheeler and W. I. Rosenfeld corn-

pose the commitee of arrangements.
An alleged attempt at swin-

dling through the mails was

Swindling by Mail discovered recently in the

jewelry trade of this city. A

firm of precious stone importers received an

order from New Orleans, La., reading and signed

as follows : " Please send me at once by Ameri-

can Express one gross of gems and genuine

diamonds, various kinds, sizes and grades ; hope

you make me the cheapest prices, and if this lot

proves satisfactory will give larger order in the

future. Your immediate attention will be appre-

ciated. Leonard Krower." The printed name on

the letter-head was " Leonhard Krower," while

the signature was " Leonard Krower," and the

address given was 633 Commercial Alley, whereas

there is no such number. These facts made the

recipients of the artless communication very sus-

picious as to its genuineness. The handwriting,

too, was that of a German, and the general char-

acter of the letter seemed very suggestive of a

clumsy attempt at imposition. The firm gave the

letter into the hands of the Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade, and one of the results of an

investigation, begun by that body, was the dis-

Southern Buyers

Twenty-four
Karat Club to
Hold Outing

Alleged Attempt at

KEYSTONE

covery that twenty-five of the principal diamond

concerns in the city had received similar requests.

It was also learned that Leonard Krower, the

well-known wholesale jeweler, of the Crescent

City, whose name it was thought was being used,

was in New York at the time the orders were

received. Upon learning of the affair Mr. Krower

telegraphed to the chief of police at New Orleans

and exerted himself in every possible way to run

down the suspected swindler. The man was sub-

sequently arrested at New Orleans. To the chief

of detectives he said that he was a broker, and

was capable of carrying on the business of selling

diamonds, for the reason that he had about $20,000

deposited in one of the local banks to his credit.

As for his name, he declared that he was really

Leonard Krower, and that could be proven by

inquiry in Tombstone, Ariz. He declined to say

in what bank the money was deposited. He

appeared before United States Commissioner

Craig on a charge of using the United States mails

for fraudulent purposes, and was held under Poo°

bonds as a dangerous and suspicious character.

The affidavit preferring the charge was sworn to

by Post Office Inspector Warren.
An Italian peddler was arrested

in this city last month on the

technical charge of peddling

without a license. The peddler

had with him a watch and chain

on the former of which was the stamp : " 14 Karat,

United States Sassay." The man was brought

before Magistrate Pool, who pronounced the stamp

a violation of the law and questioned the prisoner

as to where he got the timepiece. The peddler

gave the name of a down-town retail firm, and a

representative of this concern was subsequently

sent for, but an adjournment was made pending

the arrival of a representative of the Secret Service

Department. When this official appeared he stated

that the jeweler could not be held for stamping the

watch, and the dealer was accordingly discharged.

C. Dorflinger & Sons, the

C. Dorflinger 0 Sons well-known cut-glass firm,

of 36 Murray Street, this

city, and White Mills, Pa.,

were recently granted a charter under the laws of

Pennsylvania with a capital of $300,000, and another

under the laws of the State of New York, with a

capital of $25,000. The incorporators are Chris-

tian Dorflinger, William F. Dorflinger, Louis J.

Dorflinger, C. H. Dorflinger and C. L. Horning.

The New York corporation are the company's

selling agents in this city.
George Armstrong, who had

Six Years for been victimizing jewelers in

Paterson and Passaic, N. J., was

convicted last month in the

Passaic Sessions Court on the charges of larceny,

and sentenced to six years in the State Prison.

Armstrong's modus operandi was to obtain jewelry

by plausibly representing that his daughter had

graduated from the high school and that he wished

to make her an appropriate present. He was appa-

rently so ingenuous in his statements that he suc-

ceeded in imposing on a number of dealers. It is

stated that after he had been caught, a man and

woman of mysterious identity visited the jewelers

whom he had swindled and endeavored to intimi-

date them from proceeding against him.

The Knickerbocker Jewelry Co. has opened

another retail store in Brooklyn, situated at 479

Fulton Street, the chief business section of that

borough. This is the fourth store that is now

being operated by this company, two others being

in Pittsburg and one in the borough of Manhattan.

Alleged
False Mark on
Watch Case

Incorporated

Larceny
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W. Green, of the wholesale material firm of

W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, this city, has

just returned from a ten-weeks' tour of England,

France, Switzerland and Germany. Mr. Green

was accompanied by his wife and family, and the

trip was a combination of pleasure and business.

Mr. Green took over with him samples of several

of the specialties controlled by his house, and

established agencies for the sale of these in Great

Britain and the Continent, and brought back with

him several large orders for the specialties. Mr.

Green had a delightful trip, and saw a great many

things in the line of business that proved both

interesting and valuable. While abroad he picked
up a number of useful novelties in his line which

will be of interest to the trade here, as they will be

strictly new. The whole party had a very pleasant

trip and came back much invigorated.
Charles Glatz retired last month from the

presidency of the Roy Watch Case Co., of this
city, and disposed of his interest in that business to
Albert L. Stearns and Harry Canfield, the former

of whom succeeds to the office of president. Mr.
Glatz is a native of Switzerland, who came to the

United States in his sixteenth year. He has been

connected with the watch business practically from

his boyhood, and his retirement marks the end of

a business career stretching over half a century.
The death of Hiram Tarbox, at one time well-

known as a retail jeweler in this city, occurred on
Saturday, July 9th, at his late residence, 1883
Washington Avenue. He had reached the vener-

able age of eighty-seven years, and was a native of
West Greenwich, R. I. He established himself in
the watch business in New York in early life, and
was located for some time at 33 Maiden Lane. At

subsequent periods he occupied different locations,

being at 79 Nassau Street in 1873, where he carried

on business as a " springer " and " turner." He
had not been engaged in business, however, for
several years prior to his death.

The E. Howard Clock Co. recently installed a
clock containing four dials, each of which measures

six feet in diameter, on the court house at Live
Oak, Fla. The bell of this clock weighs woo

pounds. Another clock, recently installed by this

company, was one which is placed in the tower of

the Providence Savings Bank, Baltimore, Md.
Louis Steiner, importer of fans, at 520 Broad-

way, has been on a prolonged trip to Europe,

where he made extensive purchases of fan stock

for fall trade. Mr. Steiner is well-known as a
connoisseur on fans, and makes annual trips across

the ocean in search of novelties in this line.
Tiffany & Co. are about to erect, at 340 East

Forty-first Street, a handsome four-story building

with a frontage of thirty-one feet and a depth of
seventy-one feet. The first story of the facade will

be of granite and the upper portion of ornamented

brick. The cost will be about $20,000.
The Prentiss Equipment Co., Monticello,

N. Y., was recently incorporated with a capital of
$50,000. The object of the company is to manu-

facture clocks, and the directors are H. S. Prentiss,

of G. B. Prentiss, New York, and J. M. Lewis,
Elizabeth, N. J.

Luther Hyde, manager of the local office of

Reed & Barton, silversmiths, is convalescing after

a spell of ill-health. He recently visited the home

office of the firm, Taunton, Mass., accompanied

by his wife.
Sylvester Strong Battin, of East Orange, N. 3.,

who was formerly interested in the firm of Battin

& Co., Inc., jewelry manufacturers, of Newark,

N. J., and 33 Union Square, this city, died sud-

denly on Saturday, July 2d.

(continued on page 1207)
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Sample of 854-inch Plate, sent charges
paid. $1.25 each

We make this

offer to give the

trade a proof of

the quality of our

Hand-Painted

China—the larg-

est line in the

United States

L. W. LEVY & CO.
sin eessors to Levy, Dreyfus & Co.

194 Broadway, NEW YORK

ART NOVELTIES

FOR JEWELERS

Itecorated A rican Terra CottaSample Vie.e. i 1 inches high.No. 612. $1.75 each, boxed

Correspondence requested in
relation to our line. Full par-
ticulars on application. Orders
for samples must be accom-
panied by remittance.

ANOTHER SAMPLE
selected at random from our magnificent array of newstyles and patterns of

Solid Gold Cases

This pattern is an example of the

highest art in engraving, in that the cutting

produces a rich variety of permanent co/or.

Here is not a meaningless glitter of mere

bright-cut, but a product in color and

texture which can only be attained by

dexterous artists.

804

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample fitted withan Elgin or Waltham movement of any grade. You are free toreturn it if style and price fail to please. No mere illustration cando justice to the beauty of these goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVEIA

9-11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

1
A complete stock /
of V. T. F. Watch i
°lasses always on
hand 

colored German Stein. 9 inches high80 cents each. Large variety.

Our Special Offer A complete stock
of Optical Goods
always on hand

We send gratis with 6 dozen of our Reliance Brand Balance Staffs or Jewelsa handsome Cabinet with 12 bottles.

-$- 6 " C. & F. Jewels, " " 3.00 "

6 doz. Balance Staffs, with Cabinet, $3.60 net

-$-
Balance Staffs, per dozen
C. & F. Jewels, ' "

Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels are American-made and guar-anteed to fit. Made to fit all American movements.Send for sample dozen put up in small box with label designating nameand size of staffs or jewels enclosed.
A complete stock of Jewelers' Findings always on hand.

Moll Orders Promptly 1-1'illed

KORONES BROS.
38 chrystie Street, NEW YORK

We handle everything for the Wateinnaker,Jeweler, Optician and Engraver

Excelsior Brand
Mainsprings
7 2c. per dozen

_

Reliance Brand
Mainsprings

85c. per dozen

M11111171,01111,1.9P' 
NKr W3""' 

*Oilier. '111) 111EPTI' !:3 I 65 
3037 3024 :3014The :they() rings weigh 3 dwts. each, 10 K., and set with genuine doublets, at 82.25

210) 2087 2094The above rings weigh 2 dwts. each, 10 K. No. 2160 is set with genuine doublet, at $1.50All prices quoted are for 10 K. rings, finishedin polished or roman gold (except No. 1088,for which we charge in per doz.extra for roman.)We manufacture and sell direct to the retailer.SEND FOR OUR NEW I L LUST RATEDPA LI. CATALOG OF GOLD AND DIAMOND
JEWELRY. Selection packages sent to rateddealers.

signet
finished in l'OSI.
10 K., 4 dwis., 83.20

S. FRACKMAN
SI & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

1088. Signet ring,chascd
and polished
guido)) Si I.so; roman,
at 812.50

wAiiir EZRA KELLEY'S OIL

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR

EIGHTY YEARS

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has beenused by the master horologists of the world for nearlya century. The best workmen use no other. If youpride yourself on your repair work or the timepiecesyou sell, tie to it, It's best for the timepieces, for yourreputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co.
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America

31 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter
Sole European Agents

35 Goswell Street, London
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A lawsuit involving the re-

Steamship
sponsibity of steamship corn-

flies' Responsibility 
n bi 

ity panies for goods stolen from
for Theft passengers on board their

liners, and which, therefore,

has an interest for dealers who are in the habit of

bringing with them from abroad valuable packages

of jewelry and diamonds, was tried recently before

Judge Adams, in the United States District Court

at New York. The action was brought by Mrs.

F. M. Barnes against the Atlantic Transportation

steamship Minnetonka, and it arose out of the

theft of a $5000 pearl necklace belonging to the

complainant. Mrs. Barnes sailed from London

on October 3ist, of last year, and being unable to

find the purser, with whom she had intended to

deposit her valuables, sent a steward to summon

him. She put the necklace in a bag and lay down

ill her stateroom, when, it is alleged, a man in a

steward's uniform suddenly dashed in, snatched

the bag up and ran away. When the steamship

authorities were informed of the occurrence they

disclaimed responsibility, giving as a reason the

failure of Mrs. Barnes to comply with certain regu-

lations regarding the carrying of valuables. Judge

Adams held that these regulations were contrary

to public policy, and his decision would, therefore,

appear to establish the responsibility of steamship

companies for property stolen from passengers

while on board their liners.
Denis Shea, brother of John

P. Shea, vice-president of the

Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Corn-
pany, and of Michael Shea, fore-

man of that company's factory, died on July r9th.

Although deceased began life with the firm of

Mabie, Todd & Bard, manufacturers of gold pens,

130 Fulton Street, it was in the world of politics

that his career was mainly spent. When twenty-

five years old he severed his connection with that

concern, entered politics and thereafter occupied

various public offices. For more than thirty-three

years he was Republican leader of the Second

Assembly District.

Death of
Denis Shea

Death of George

The death of George Noyes

Miller, manager of the New

Noyes Miller York office of the Oneida
Community, Ltd., silverware

manufacturers, Oneida, N. Y., occurred at his

summer residence, Short Beach, Conn., on Mon-

day, July iith. Deceased had not been in vigorous

health for several months past, and his condition

became more aggravated by a severe cold, from

the effects of which he never rallied. Had he

lived until the 3d of September he would have at-

tained his sixtieth year. He was a native of Put-

ney, Vt., and the son of J. R. Miller, first treasurer

of the Oneida Community and chief lieutenant of

J. H. Noyes, by whom that enterprise was founded.

The subject of this obituary was connected with

the Community from his earliest days. With them

he received his early education, and to them he

returned after graduating from the scientific de-

partment of Yale University in 1872 with the degree

of Ph. B. He afterwards became conspicuously

identified with the selling branch of the business,

and he it was who inaugurated the firm's New

York City office for the sale of silver-plated ware

and other commodities. He was a man of intel-

lectual attainments, being the author of several

books, notably "The Strike of a Sex" and " Zu-

gassent's Discovery," besides a number of works

pertaining to the history and activities of the

Oneida Community. This distinction has passed

to the second generation, but in a more classic

phase, as the son and daughter, by whom, together

with a widow, deceased is survived, are artists.

Mr. Miller's remains were cremated, on Thursday,

July 24th, at Fresh Pond Crematory, Flushing,

L. I.; the ashes were subsequently conveyed to

Kenwod, N. Y., and there deposited with the re-

mains of his forbears.
The stock of watch materials and sundries of

the late material firm of Fisher & Sons, 66 Nassau

Street, was sold recently at bankrupt sale to W.

Green & Co., who incorporated this stock with

their own. The Fisher stock included a number

of desirable lines of Swiss and other foreign goods,

which will hereafter be handled by W. Green & Co-

W. H. Balch and Edson Adams, of the

traveling force of M. J. Averbeck, are proudly

displaying to their friends fine Swiss minute

repeaters, cased in solid gold. The watches are a

gift from Mr. Averbeck to mark ten years of faith-

ful and efficient service on the part of these young

men, and came as a complete surprise to them and

their associates. The whole working force of the

establishment had been invited to meet at a well-

known restaurant, and it was supposed that it

would merely be a jolly social affair. After justice

had been done to the eatables and drinkables,

Asher Green, the orator of the staff, on behalf of

Mr. Averbeck, made the presentation speeches.

The two lucky men were taken completely by
surprise, but managed to express their thanks in a

few words. After the dinner and presentation, the

whole party went on a trip to Coney Island, and

made a tour of the amusement places of the

resort.
Henry Ginnel & Co., well-known to the trade

as one of the oldest jobbers of watches in this city,

have decided to branch out and add diamonds to

their line, so hereafter will handle diamonds and

watches instead of watches alone, as they have for

so many years. The firm has secured the services

of S. C. Scott, who for the past six years has been

conducting a diamond business at 13 Maiden Lane,

this city, under the name of the S. C. Scott Mfg.

Co. Previous to the formation of the latter com-

pany, Mr. Scott was a member of the old jobbing

firm of J. T. Scott & Co., of this city. Owing to

his long connection with the jewelry and diamond

business, Mr. Scott has not only an extensive

acquaintance with the trade, but has acquired the

reputation of being an expert in the diamond

business. Some years ago he formulated a system

for grading diamonds, which was duly copyrighted,

and all his diamond sales in recent years have been

made under this system, which is no doubt familiar

to many of our readers. Mr. Scott will continue

to use this system in connection with the depart-

ment he will conduct for Henry Ginnel & Co.

With the large capital that this firm have at their

disposal, they are in a position to make the same

success in the diamond business that they have in

watches, in which line they have been leaders for

so many years.
The J. D. Bergen Co., manufacturers of cut

glass, 38 Murray Street, are distributing to the

trade a beautiful catalogue, for the season 1904-5,

illustrating and describing their new lines. The

susceptibility of articles of cut glass to effective

pictorial representation is admirably shown in this

handsome compilation. The illustrations are rich

and numerous, the descriptions concise but com-

prehensive, the prices clearly tabulated and the

general character of the book extremely useful as

a means of reference for the dealer.
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NEW
SPECIALTIES

Gold Waist Sets

Gold Hat Pins

Gold Bracelets

Gold Crosses

Seal Rings
in dainty

Novelty
effects

Send for Selection

Gold-Trimmed Real and Imitation Shell

Back and Side Combs

GOLD, SILVER AND FILLED

Brooches
Cuff Links
Scarf Pins
Lockets

Fobs
Hat Pins
Necks
Guards

Newest Designs, New Colorings.

Snappy, Up-to-Date Goods, Popular

Sellers and Popular-Priced Goods for

everyday business.

At 55 Maiden Lane can be seen our

Newest Line of NOVELTIES in

Ebony Gun Metal Silver

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
Office and Salesroom, 15 Maiden Lane

Manufacturers
Importers
Selling Agents

New York, N. Y.



E again desire to emphasize the
fact that we are a Watch House
first of all. We make Watches
our specialty.

Let us suggest that before you begin
your Fall watch selling this season,
you let us so equip you that you need
not turn away a single watch customer.

Our mail order service is of much
importance to our customers, especially
when some one of the "scarce" move=
ments is called for which is not in their
stock. We make it a point to fill these
special orders if what is called for is
to be found anywhere.

So many jewelers have been suc=
cessful with the aid of our mail order
system that there is no earthly reason
why you should not be on the music
wagon.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING
CHICAGO, July 25, 1904

As the months pass by the
Conditions in assurances of continued good
Western Trade. business conditions increase.

Yet it cannot be said that the
jewelry and optical trades are booming. It

seems to be a settled fact that trade has not, as
a whole, been as good as last year, although
some of our Western jobbers report an improve-
ment over that period. These are undoubtedly
exceptions to the rule, however; but it is not
saying anything very bad of business to say that
it is falling a little behind last year. It must be
remembered that 1903 was a great year for trade
in the West. One of the main troubles is that
nobody expected that this year would show up
as well as last, anyhow, and what everyone
thinks is pretty sure to come about. At this
writing there is nothing in sight, as far as the
West and South are concerned, to hinder a
prosperous year. The crop conditions are good
and everybody is busy. Except in a few in-
stances, there is no likelihood of record-breaking
crops, but there is every reason to expect both
a plentiful harvest and reasonably lucrative
prices for all cereal staples and fabric crops.
For this reason it is impossible to see why
there should not be an average trade through
the rest of summer and a big fall and holiday
business. Below we give a summary of present
crop conditions:

Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane Columbus Memorial Building

There can be no doubt that
Crop Conditions favorable crop conditions ex-
or 1904. a powerful influence on

business all over the West
and Northwest, the South and Southwest.
Good crops are always desirable, and with an-
other abundant harvest the business men in the
Chicago territory will be entirely satisfied. For
this reason we are all very much interested just
at this writing in the crop outlook for 1904.
Translated into bushels the last forecast which
the government's expert makes of the condi-
tion and the acreage of wheat, corn and oats
at this time is encouraging. The indications
are for a yield of 664,000,000 bushels of wheat,
2,537,000,000 bushels of corn and goo,000,000
bushels of oats. In every item this would be a
gain over 1903. In that year the crop was:
Wheat, 637,000t000 bushels; corn, 2,244,000,000,
and oats, 784,000,000. This would be above the
average acreage for wheat, would be the biggest

except in 1899, and
crop except in 1899

The great cereal crops do not
Crops and enter unto the sum total of

America's products quite so
largely as they did once.

Cotton has greater relative importance in re-
cent years than has corn or wheat. Manufact-
ures and mining now form a much larger aggre-
gate in the increase of the country's products
than do the great agricultural staples. In one
recent month the export in manufactures was
greater than in that of agriculture. This con-
dition will be frequent hereafter. The United
States is now far ahead of England or any
other country in the extent of its manufactures
and mining. The lead in these two fields will
undoubtedly be kept up. Nevertheless, the
prospects for a heavy cereal yield for 1904 are
encouraging. Good crops not only mean
heavy exports, but they mean moderate prices
for food for the American consumer. Under
such conditions the farmer and all his patrons
will be happy. In recent times the balance of
trade has been largely in favor of the United
States every year. There will be no change in
this condition, it is evident, in the fiscal year
which is only three weeks old. For the fiscal
year ended on June 30th, the country imported
nearly $18,00o,000 more gold than it exported,
despite the heavy outflow of the metal on ac-
count of the Panama canal purchase and other
reasons. This is so much better than anyone
expected that the figures are extremely satis-
factory. Not in many years has the industrial
and financial outlook been brighter than it is at
this tune.

Personal Mention.

Joseph T. Homan, president of the Homan
Silver Plate Company, Cincinnati, spent a few

busy days in town the early part of the month

at the Chicago office of the company.
Percy M. Smith, manager of the Des

Moines branch of the Geneva Optical Com-

pany, spent several days in town recently. Mr.

Smith tells us that crop prospects never were

better in Iowa at this season of the year and

that the outlook for fall business is excellent.
W. H. Kinna, New York agent of the Elgin

National Watch Company, spent a day or two at

local headquarters the early part of the month

en route to his old home in Wisconsin, where

he expects to have ten days of rest and repose
among familiar scenes.

Louis Manheimer, head of the house of
Louis Manheimer & Bros., Mrs. Manheimer
and their daughter, Miss Manheimer, are
spending the summer at Atlantic City, N. J.

Ernst M. Lunt, Chicago manager for the
Towle Manufacturing Company, is at his desk
again, after a three weeks' visit to the factory
at Newburyport, Mass.

Harry Farquharson, who represents the
lines of E. D. Gilmore & Co. and C. A. Smith
& Co., among the jobbing trade on the West-
ern Circuit, returned last week from a short trip
to factory headquarters at Attleboro.

Charles H. Higbee, well known from his
former connection with Potter & Buffington
as their Western representative, and lately with
the chain house of H. F. Barrows & Company
in the same position, has gone with the Unter-
meyer-Robbins Company as Chicago and West-
ern agent, succeeding Howard Rowbotham, who
has resigned.

A. B. Landeen, manager of the New York
office of F. H. Noble & Co., arrived at local
headquarters the early part of the month. His
visit here combines business with pleasure. He
is accompanied by Mrs. Landeen. They will
return to the East via St. Louis, where they will
spend a week looking over the great exposition.

John R. Lilja, the veteran manager of the
diamond department at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, is
spending a few weeks at Mt. Clemens, Michi-
gan, seeking a cure for rheumatism.

Harry J. Baby, buyer for Moore & Evans,
sailed for Europe July t9th on the Saxontia, to
be absent two months. Mr. Baby will visit the
diamond markets at Amsterdam to select his
firm's fall stock of precious stones. He will
then go on an extended pleasure trip through
Germany, Holland, France, Italy and Englana,
visiting the principal points of interest in those
countries.

H. F. Thompson, of the traveling force of

F. H. Noble & Co., has been temporarily in
charge of the firm's New York office for the
past month. He returns to Chicago headquar-
ters about August 1st.

F. A. Hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Co., and
family, left last week for their summer home at
Mackinac Island, where they will remain until
September.

Charles E. Freund, of Wm. Freund & Sons,
the engravers and stationers, has been enjoying
his usual summer outing the past three weeks
UP among the wilds of northern Wisconsin.

W. D. Fennimore, manager of the California
Optical Company, San Francisco, was in Chi-
cago for several days during the early part of
the month, calling on the wholesale and manu-
facturing optical trade. He was accompanied
by his family.

W. S. Willis, Western traveler for the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Company, spent a part of
July at the St. Louis World's Fair.

The C. Preusser Jewelry Company, of Mil-
waukee, were represented in this market last
week by Mr. Zedler, who was here on a buying
trip.

Jeweler John O'Donnell, of Melbourne,
Australia, spent a few days in Chicago last week,
en route on a trip around the world via San
Francisco, New York and London. Mr. O'Don-
nell spent a day at Elgin looking over the big
watch plant while in town. From here we went

(Continued on page 1211.)
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The B. A. 0 Co. 1904 Catalogue 

OUR CATALOGUE has long been the

standard jewelry book; it shows a wealth

of goods, and its pages are so arranged

that selections may be quickly made,

while all orders are shipped promptly.

OUR CATALOGUE SERVICE is good

service and offers to the jeweler an oppor-

tunity to get what he wants in the short-

est possible time. Be familiar with the

best book it pays to look it over.

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO.
Chicago, Ill.

August, 1904
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(Continued from Page 1209.)

to St. Louis to look over the World's Fair.

From there he will go to New York, stopping

at some of the larger cities en route. He ex-

pected to spend several months at his old home

In England and hoped to get back home again

by Thanksgiving time.
Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen

Company, is expected home from his European

diamond purchasing trip the first week in

August.
J. T. Brayton, manager of the Chicago

house of the Julius King Optical Company,

spent last week in St. Louis taking in the

World's Fair. He is enthusiastic over the big

show.
R. W. Barlow, the well-known traveler for

C. H. Knights & Company, came home last

week from a short trip, a very sick man. After

a week's tussle with what was first thought was

a case of appendicitus he is now out again look-

ing after business as usual.
M. N. Coe, well known from his connection

with the wholesale trade as traveling salesman,

is now doing watch repairing for the trade, in

room 710, Columbus Memorial Building.

W. R. Pratt, formerly with Joseph Nelson

& Sons, wholesale, Dunkirk, N. Y., has en-

gaged with Norris, Alister & Company, and

will travel for them in Ohio and Indiana terri-

tory. W. A. Johnson, until recently in the re-

tail jewelry business at Tuscola, Ill., is a new

traveler on the force over the above house. He

will cover the State of Michigan. Both these

gentlemen have already started out on the road

with their fall lines.
Ralph S. Hamilton, of the widely-known

chain house of Hamilton & Hamilton, has been

in town the past week calling on the wholesale

trade and renewing old acquaintances. This was

Mr. Hamilton's first visit to the Western metrop-

olis in six years. He remarked that he always

enjoyed coming here and that he rejoiced in

Chicago's continued and wonderful growth in

greatness.
B. F. Coffin, with Spaulding & Company,

will spend the month of August at New Lon-

don, Conn., where Mrs. Coffin is spending the

summer.
Miss Jean Kopp, office assistant to Presi-

dent Hulburd and General Agent Dickinson, of

the Elgin National Watch Company, has been

enjoying the past week in St. Lo.iis doing the

World's Fair in company with her mother.
Robert Abt, with H. W. Allen, of the

Columbus Memorial Building, has just returned
from a three weeks' vacation spent in visiting

New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Wash-

ington.
Announcements have been received by their

friends in the trade of the marriage of Miss
Janet Kirkwood McNulty and Carl John Kruse,
on Wednesday, July 20th. The wedding oc-

curred in this city and was a quiet home affair.

Both of these young people are quite well

known and popular in the trade from their long

connection with the house of Hymen, Berg &

Company. THE KEYSTONE tenders Mr. and
Mrs. Kruse its hearty congratulations and

wishes them a long and happy life in their new

relation.
James A. Lynch, manager of the optical de-

partment at Otto Young & Company's, ic-

THI KE,YSTONE,

cently returned from a week spent at the St.

Louis World's Fair.
J. W. Forsinger returned the early part of

the month from a two months' trip abroad,

which was entirely devoted to sight-seeing and

travel. Mr. Forsinger went direct to Italy;

from there he journeyed by easy stages through

France, Switzerland and England. He is look-

ing well and tells us that he had a delightful

trip.
Carl Netschert last week returned home from

a six weeks' trip to Europe, where he was com-

bining his fall buying with some pleasure and

travel. While abroad he visited Paris, Berlin,

Hamburg and the small German cities which

are known as seats of the cut flower industries.

Mr. Netschert was buying his stock of cut

flowers for the fall trade, and tells us that he

bought more liberally than usual, as he is an-

ticipating a good trade in his line this fall.

Arthur J. Perry, the well-known traveler

for J. W. Forsinger, after spending his vaca-

tion at his home in Chicago, left headquarters

to-day for his first trip of the fall season.

Lucas Hermann, son of Jeweler Joseph

Hermann, of Calumet, Michigan, was in Chicago

the early part of the month with his bride. Mr.

and Mrs. Hermann were married in Kansas

City, Kansas, July 7th, and were en route to

their future home in Calumet. They spent their

honeymoon in Chicago enjoying the sights and

scenes in the Western metropolis.

The death of George H. Laflin, for sixty-

seven years a resident of Chicago, a wealthy

real estate owner and a number of years a

director in the Elgin National Watch Company,

is announced. Death came suddenly to Mr.

Laflin, July 24th, at his summer home in Pitts-

field, Mass. The immediate cause was dropsy.

He was the son of Matthew Laflin, one of

Chicago's pioneer business men who was one

of the original stockholders and backers of the

Elgin National Watch Company. Before the

senior Laflin died, five years ago, it was said

that he owned the largest individual block of

Elgin stock. In the early days of the company

one of their movements was named the "Matt

Laflin," so that the name Laflin has always been

a familiar one in connection with the Elgin

National Watch Company from its beginning.

Arthur J. Perry, of the traveling force of

J. W. Forsinger, spent his vacation this year

in Chicago. He leaves this week for his early

fall trip.
J. H. Crawford, who travels in Western and

Southwestern territory for J. W. Forsinger, en-

joyed his vacation at his home in Chicago the

past month. He left this morning for his early

fall trip with his new fall lines.

L. Siligman, head of the L. Siligman Jew-

elry Company, returned from his trip to Europe

the early part of the month. He tells us that he

enjoyed a most delightful outing while abroad.

Frank Scott, of the Scott Bros. Company,

and Mrs. Scott, have just returned from a

month's outing spent at Delavan Lake, Wis.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager of the

International Silver Company, is at his desk

again after a pleasant two weeks' outing, spent

at Draper Hall, Oconomowoc, Wis.

Miss Arminta Clauer, cashier for the Calvin

Clauer Company, has just returned from a

pleasant week's vacation, spent at St. Louis

looking over the World's Fair.

M. A. Holland, of the Chicago office of the

Philadelphia Watch Case Company, has just re-
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turned from a two weeks' outing, spent at his

old home in Lansing, Mich. Mrs. Holland ac-

companied him.
Wm. Hirsch, of A. Hirsch & Company, has

recently returned from a three weeks' vacation,

spent at Elkhart Lake, Wis. He was ac-

companied by Mrs. Hirsch.

Wm. M. Alister, of Norris, Alister & Com-

pany, is at his desk again after a pleasant outing

of two weeks spent at Oconomowoc, Wis.,

where his family is spending the summer.

Geo. M. Landon, Chicago and Western

manager for the Holman Silver Plate Company,

has recently returned from a fishing excursion

up among the Wisconsin lakes.

Wm. H. Burton and Thomas J. Jewett, bot't

of whom travel from the local office of the

Gorham Manufacturing Company, have just re-

turned from a three weeks' visit to the factory

of this company at Providence, R. I. Both of

these gentlemen will start out on their fall cam-

paign of order getting early in August.

Julius Zeigler & Company, who have con-

ducted a wholesale jewelry and diamond busi-

ness at 78 State Street for a number of years

past, have removed to Room 710 of the Colum-

bus Memorial Building, where they will enlarge

their stock and facilities, devoting their energies

mainly to diamonds and precious stones. John

Tien Bieg, formerly confidential man with A. &

J. Plant, of Cincinnati, Ohio, is now associated

with J. Zeigler & Company, and will occupy the

same position as Ile did with the Cincinnati firm.

Thomas Rudd, of Chas. E. Graves & Corn-

pany, has recently returned from a ten-day visit

to the St. Louis World's Fair.

E. G. Allen, of the Carter-Allen Jewelry

Company, Shreveport, La., left for his home

yesterday after enjoying a week of life in the

Western metropolis. Mr. Allen is a mighty

pleasant gentleman to meet, and received a

warm welcome from the trade while here. He

was buying fairly liberally, remarking that the

fall trade outlook was quite promising in his

section.
L. J. Will, Harry Greenblatt, E. C. Wein-

berg and Frank S. Newcomb, of the traveling

force of M. S. Fleishman Company, left Chicago

headquarters for their respective territories the

early part of last week.

Samuel Dripps, well known in the trade

from his long connection with Benj. Allen &

Company as manager of their watch department,

died at his home in this city the early part of

July. Over three years ago, "Sam," as he was

familiarly called, was forced to relinquish his

position on account of his health failing him,

and since that time has not engaged in active

business. He has had an interesting career in the

jewelry business, beginning in 1867 as office boy

for the old Pittsburg wholesale house of Scott,

Hennegin & Company, remaining with them

until 1876, when he came to Chicago and asso-

ciated himself with Benj. Allen & Company.

Fred Dunn, of the traveling force of F. A.

Hardy and Company, will reoresent this house

at the annual convention of the American Asso-

ciation of Opticians, which convenes at Mil-

waukee, August 1st to 4th.

L. E. Winslow, repairer to the trade in the

Atlas Building, this city, has recently purchased

the retail jewelry business of H. L. Dow, at St.

Charles, Ill., and has already taken charge of

same. Mr. Dow has recently inherited $25,00o

(Continued on page 12(j)
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IS NOT THIS A FAIR ARGUMENT?
HE prestige which we enjoy in the diamond business is
the result of years of square dealing ; selling reliable

goods at right prices. The retail jeweler knows this

policy followed for years in any business always brings a

big trade. This is the only secret there is to our success
in diamonds. For this reason there is safety and satisfaction in

trying us with your orders for diamonds.

Our argument is this : We take charge of our diamonds from
the time they leave the market until they reach the dealer. We
import them in the " rough," cut them in our own cutting works,
see with our own eyes that the work is perfect, and give our

patrons the benefit of our economy in cutting and our knowledge
and experience in selection.

For this reason we can always furnish the particular kinds and
grades that the jeweler wants, at. bottom prices, because \ ve do all
the work ourselves, know the goods and are responsible for them.
Is not our argument a fair one? Give us a trial with your mail
orders and compare prices.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND CUTTERS,
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, C CHICAGO.
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from his uncle and expects to make his home

in California in the future.

John Hodgens, traveler for the Geneva

Optical Company, and Dr. Earl Brown, house

salesman for the same firm, will represent this

firm at the annual meeting of the American

Association of Opticians which convenes at

Milwaukee, August 1st to 4th.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brayton and A. G.

Larson expect to look after the interests of the

Julius King Optical Company at the convention

of the American Association of Opticians,

which meets at the Plankington House, Mil-

waukee, August 1st to 4th.
Fred G. Thearle, junior member of the firm

of C. H. Knights & Company, is at his desk

again after a three weeks' tour of the Yellow-

stone Park in company with his family and a

party of Englewood friends. Mr. Thearle re-
marked to us, in speaking of the scenic attrac-

tions of the park, that he had heard travelers

say that in the Yellowstone Park we had

national glories that are without a parallel in

the world. But now that he had seen these

glories with his own eyes he believed that the

travelers observations were entirely correct.
We found the most unique, the most fascinat-

ing sights that man ever beheld in exploring

the park, and our party, each and all, voted
that they would like to make the trip over again
every year as long as we lived to view them."

B. C. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., recently
returned from a European tour, on which he was
accompanied by his wife. They visited France,
Holland and England, and Mr. Allen states that
at the time of their sojourn in Amsterdam there
was a scarcity of diamonds owing to the labor
troubles. Now that these have been adjusted
he predicts a more plentiful supply in the
United States as a rational consequence.

M. N. Burchard has retired from active
participation in the business of Burchard & Chal-

len, and has accepted a position with R. Wal-
lace & Sons Manufacturing Co. and Wallace
Bros. to represent them in this territory. Mr.
Burchard was formerly a representative of Simp-
son, Hall & Miller, both prior and subsequent
to its amalgamation with the International
Silver Co. His partnership with Mr. Challen
was entered into about one year ago. The busi-
ness of Burchard & Challen will be continued
under the existing firm name and it will be
managed by Mr. Challen.

Gossip Among the Trade.

In the published appraisement of the stocks
and bonds belonging to the personal estate of
the late Levi Z. Leiter, the widely known and
wealthy Chicagoan who passed away recently,
one item appears that will interest the jewelry
trade. He was the owner of 3,090 shares of
capital stock of the retail jewelry firm of
Spaulding & Company. Incorporated, Chicago,
which has a market value of $309,000.00.

Harry E. Farquharson, the well known
manufacturer's agent, has added to his other
lines the chain line of M. J. Dunn & Company,
of Providence, and will hereafter represent this
house on the Western circuit.

The F. E. Morse Co. have moved from the
third floor of 163 State Street to the fifth floor
of the Thomas Church Building, 151 Wabash

Avenue, where they have installed a handsome

set of fixtures. The new quarters afford a good

deal of additional space.
Henry G. Lefort, of Newark, N. J., has

opened an office in this city at 153 Wabash

Avenue, where he will carry a line of watch-case

materials. The office will be in charge of

George Cureton, who will call on the local

trade and travel west as far as the Pacific.

News from the Trade.

John Spencer, of the retail firm of John

Spencer & Daughter, Edgerton, Wis., is spend-

ing the summer at his old home in England.

Christianson & Son, of Stoughton, Wis.,

have recently moved into a larger store, which

they have fitted up with new fixtures. The new

establishment is modern, attractive and credit-

able to the owners.
H. G. Anderson, son of Jeweler G. Ander-

son, Taylorville, Ill., has bought out the busi-

ness of H. D. Dunning, at Fremont, Neb., and

has removed to that town. Mr. Dunning is

still in Colorado for his health, which is improv-

ing slowly. He has as yet no settled plans for

the future and will rest until he recovers his

health.
Jeweler Henry Volkman, of Kankakee, Ill.,

is making extensive improvements in his store

by adding thirty feet and putting in new fixtures

throughout. When completed Mr. Volkman in-

tends that the improved establishment shall be

one of the swell stores of the State.

Out-of-Town Visitors.
Charles A. Loughman, a leading jeweler of

Braddock, Pa., has been spending the past two

weeks in Chicago, enjoying life in the Western

metropolis and visiting with relatives. During

his stay in town he visited Elgin, where he in-

spected the big watch-making plant of the Elgin

Watch Company.
V. D. Forlier, of St. Ann, Ill., was here last

week, looking over the market for the latest fall

novelties.
J. D. Mills and Mrs. Mills, of Brookville,

Ohio, were trade callers in this market early last

week.
C. A. Westerbaum, of St. James, Minn.,

was in Chicago for a few days the early part of

the month, combining business with pleasure.

J. Hirschfield, of Selma, Ala., was a wel-

come trade caller in this market the middle of

the month.
Brice W. Kennedy, of Waynesburg, Pa., is

in Chicago, pursuing a course of engraving. He

is the son of Jeweler Kennedy of the above

town.
H. B. Lund, of Morris, Minn., was in this

market for a day or two the early part of the

month, looking through our wholesale stocks.

B. J. Morey, jeweler-optician, of Corning,

Cal., has been in Chicago for the past few

weeks, pursuing a post-graduate course in optics

at the Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-

mology and Otology.
W. C. Boggs, formerly watchmaker for M.

A. Hurlbut, Fort Dodge, Iowa, but who em-

barked in the repairing business for himself in

the same town about a year ago, was in Chicago

recently for several days, selecting goods for his

new store, which he is just opening.

George Rigger, Baraboo, Wis., was in Chi-

cago recently on a purchasing trip.

Bernhardt Barnett, of New Orleans, spent

several days in Chicago last week, combining
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business with pleasure. He was accompanied by
his family.

L. L. Brasfield, of Topeka, Kans., was a
trade caller in Chicago the past week.

Jeweler C. W. Pixley, of Lowell, Ind., was
a visiting buyer in Chicago early last week.

C. C. Coe, of Cashtown, Wis., was in
Chicago last week selecting goods for his home
store.

F. J. Harle, of Durand, Ind. T., was a vis-
iting buyer in this market recently, looking over
the wholesale stocks.

John A. Walsh, of Delphos, Ohio, was
among the many jewelers in Chicago recently,
who were combining business with pleasure.

J. M. McGee and Mrs. McGee, of Cherokee,
Iowa, spent a couple of days in Chicago last
week, en route home from a two weeks' visit to
the St. Louis World's Fair.

Miss May Spencer, of the firm of John
Spencer & Daughter, of Edgerton, Wis., was
a welcome visitor in this market for a few days
last week.

Jeweler George M. Howe, of Witchita,
Kans., was in town for a day rcently, en route
to his old Wisconsin home.

Paul Nuffler and wife, of Olympia, Wash.,
are in town this week, en route home from a
week's visit to the St. Louis World's Fair.

W. C. Hesse, of Saginaw, Mich., accom-
panied by Mrs. Hesse, is in town to-day, look-
ing through our wholesale stocks. They will
remain in town several days, and combine some
pleasure with their buying.

J. H. Kienker, with W. J. Rowe, manu-
facturing jeweler and optician, Memphis, Tenn.,
is in Chicago to-day, en route home from his
vacation, spent among the Northern lakes and
doing the St. Louis World's Fair. He was a
pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters dur-
ing his stay in town.

The Lost Moments.

The little leaks count for much. The clerk
who always requires fifteen minutes to prepare
for her noon hour, and who takes fifteen min-
utes more after coming in before she can settle
down to her work, is not the one that it will
pay to retain, no matter how bright she is. It
would be better to employ a "plodder" who is
faithful and sufficiently honest to give all the
time she has sold, for influence counts, and ex-
ample is more contagious than measles.

A Business Man's Prayer.

Here is an invocation by Robert Louis
Stevenson that every merchant ought to place
where it will occasionally catch his eye: "The
day returns and brings us the petty round of
irritating concerns and duties. Help us to play
the man; help us to perform them with laughter
and kind faces. Let cheerfulness abound with
industry. Give us to go blithely on our busi-
ness all this day; bring us to our resting beds
weary and content and undishonored, and grant
us in the end the gift of sleep."

Waiting for Trade.

"All things may come to those who wait,
but when they do they're out of date." Never
a truer sentence. In the good old times which
some of the antiquated old fossils are always
talking about, we hear of sitting down and wait-
ing, but that kind of a habit is not known to
the successful, modern man. To achieve suc-
cess it is necessary to keep everlastingly at it,
to keep your eyes wide open and your ears
cocked, taking advantage of every opportunity
and pushing it to the extreme limit. There are
men who wait for business to come to them.
They are generally the class that cry hard
times and predict the ruination of the country
about every six months. They comprise men
who ought to get out of business for the gen-
eral good of the community, for a man who is
a croaker, who is always behind the times, is a
detriment to the progressive world. Don't
therefore. go into business with an idea of wait-
ing for things to come to you. If you are not
prepared to hustle, and that at a lively gait,
you had better sit on the fence and watch the
other fellow do business.
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GENUINE CUT STEEL
New importation of Finest Quality Ornaments. Highly polished. Each piece riveted. No jeweler's stock is now

complete without a line of Cut Steel Goods for Belt, Waist, Dress or Hat Ornaments.

No. 160. Buckle Ornament. $1.00
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No. 172. Belt Set Ornaments-Buckle and Slide. $8.88

No. 161. Buckle Ornament. $1.75

No. 165. Belt Set Ornaments-Buckle and Slide. 1.88
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No. 170. Belt Set Ornaments-Buckle and Slide. $2.75

No. 173. Belt Set Ornaments-Buckle and Slide. $8.50
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Business Quiet with Without any material reason

Fair Prospects there has been some slight

shaking of confidence in this

section, and the timidity is reflected in the purchas-

ing of stocks by the retailers. As the dull season

is now on, it is difficult to estimate the situation.

On all sides it is admitted that the outlook is not

as flattering as it was last year at this time. A

feature of the trade last summer was the great

volume of business in the month of August, quite

beyond precedent. It is taken for granted that

this year August will not show heavy buying, as

the dealers, who have been delaying their pur-

chases as much as possible, will not make up their

minds until September. Unless present signs fail,

September ought to be a satisfactory month in the

wholesale jewelry trade. The good crop reports

have sustained confidence in face of all depressing

factors, and their effect will soon be apparent.
Henry Copley and M. A. and

L. S. Reichenberg lost their

Pass Away fathers on the same day. Both

men were old citizens, having

come to Omaha in the same year, 1869. William

Copley was sixty-seven years of age at the time of

his death, and Samuel Reichenberg was sixty-two.

For thirty-four years Mr. Copley was connected

with the operating department of the Union Pacific

Railroad Company. He is survived by his wife,

by his daughter, Mrs. Rose Copley King, and by

his sons, Henry, Robert and Charles.

Samuel Reichenberg was born in Wurtem-

berg, Germany. He lived in New York two years

before coming to Omaha. He at first engaged in

the restaurant business, and later made a comfort-

able fortune in the real estate business. In 188o

he retired from business and for the remainder of

his days took life easy. His sons are members of

the jewelry jobbing firm of Reichenberg & Smith.

Three judges who heard the

testimony in the habeas corpus

proceedings brought by Toni

Dennison, the policy king, who

is wanted in Iowa on the charge of receiving stolen

property, denied the writ and ruled that he was a

fugitive from justice and must therefore submit to

trial in Harrison County, Iowa. The 'attorneys

for the Jewelers' Protective Association produced

some strong evidence as they had promised. The

case hinged on the question as to whether Denni-

son was a fugitive from justice. It was on this

ground that the governor's requisition was ques-

tioned. The attorneys for Dennison arguing that
he was not in Iowa during any of the three months
of 1892 involved in the case, held that he could not

therefore be a fugitive from justice. True to their

promise, the prosecution produced testimony to

contradict the testimony of Detectives Savage and

Dempsey of the local police force, who developed
the most remarkable cases of memory on record.
They recalled the most minute incidents with refer-
ence to a period of three months over a decade
ago. Unfortunately for this alibi, the prosecution

produced an affidavit from Pinkerton showing that
these detectives had not been detailed on the case
until two weeks after the time which they stated.
The Pinkerton affidavit was corroborated by former
Chief of Police Seavey, who testified as to the ex-
act time he detailed the detectives to shadow Den-
nison. The most damaging testimony, however,
was a hotel record brought from Davenport, Iowa.
This evidence, which was a surprise to Dennison,
is said to have been discovered only since the

Respected Citizens

Policy King
Dies Hard

habeas corpus proceedings were brought. The

hotel register bore the signature of Tom Dennison

on two dates in November, 1892. If it is his

signature, the alibi falls to the ground ; and that

it is his signature, was the belief of three or four

handwriting experts, who made comparisons with

signatures which Dennison admitted to be his. In

denying the writ, all the judges referred to this

evidence ; stating that had it not been for its in-

troduction they would have been compelled to ac-

cept Dennison's alibi as proved. As soon as the

writ was denied the defense made a motion for a

new trial, .which failed. An appeal to the State

Supreme Court was then taken, and Dennison

gave a supercedeas bond of M000.
In Colorado, stocks which have run low are

now being replenished. In the Northwest inquiries

have become more numerous as to when the sales-

men will be out that way. This is taken as a most

favorable indication.
The local retailers are divided in their opinion

as to the condition of trade. The consensus of

opinion, however, is that only by the most strenu-

ous pushing has the midsummer trade been kept

within hailing distance of last year's record.

C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manufacturing

Company, has gone to Oregon and Washington

for a two-months' business trip.

S. W. Lindsay, the jeweler, spent a week at

the World's Fair with his son.
G. E. Kierstead and Miss Hilda Lovegreene

were married here recently at the home of Mr. and

Mrs. Jack. Mr. Lovegreene is a jeweler of Neligh,

Nebr., and the son of J. H. Kierstead, who has

been in the mercantile business at that place for

many years.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hastings, of Arcadia,

Nebr., spent several days in the city recently. Mr.

Hastings is a jeweler.
C. W. Edwards, retailer, of Western, Nebr., has

returned from a trip he made in the northwestern

part of the State for the Shook Mfg. Co., of this

city.
New students at the Omaha Horological and

Optical Institute are : E. A. Scutt, Manning, Iowa;

E. L. Cheney, Portland, Ore.; E. P. Hatch, Ell-

wood, Kans.; A. B. McDorman, of Kansas, and

M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans. C. Wentworth, of

Hastings, Nebr., is also at the institute doing

watch work.
F. J. Schick, who was formerly a student at

the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute, has

taken a position with Jeweler Elder at Hebron,

Nebr. F. P. Young, also a former student, has

taken a position at Bennett's, in this city.

Watchmakers are in great demand by the out-

of-town dealers. Good watchmakers are decidedly

scarce, even in Omaha.
Jeweler Cunningham, who was located at Six-

teenth and Capitol Avenue, has located in Council

Bluffs.
Albert Edholm is enjoying an outing at Lake

Alexandria, Minn.
Ned. Keating, watchmaker for Copley, re

cently attended the wedding of his sister in Sioux

Falls, S. Dak.
A. Mandelberg, who was in ill health for seve-

ral weeks, is well again.
Arthur F. Smith, of the Reichenberg-Smith

Company is the happy father of a baby boy, who

arrived on July 4th.

Victor Snyder, superintendent of the St. Louis

Cut Glass Factory, was in Omaha recently, talking

up a factory for this city. His plan was to have

a number of the jewelers take stock in the

concern.
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" The Early Bird ! "

The early bird catches the early worm 1
True-perfectly true.
It is equally true that the early fisher-

man catches the most fish.

Industry, promptness-still count.

Good Goods
Reliable Goods
Substantial Goods

Honest Service
Conscientious Work
Courteous Treatment

still count. If with these is combined

Up-to-date methods

intelligent handling of one's business,

and always the " Early Bird" with new

styles-the early fisherman with tempt-

ing bait-the business builder by right

prices.

LARGEST ROAD LINES

in the United States

Gold Jewelry
Plated Jewelry
Silver Jewelry

Ebony Novelties
Gun Metal Novelties
Silver Novelties

Throughout ALL lines

Artistic Conceptions
Unique Coloring Application

Thorough Workmanship

Goods for " Everyday Business"

because

POPULAR-PRICED

.7=

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
OFFICE AND SALESROOM

15 Maiden Lane

MANUFACTURERS
IMPORTERS
SELLING AGENTS

New York, N. Y.
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Fall Outlook Just as Kansas City was con-
Fairly Promising gratulating-, herself that another

calamity was an impossibility
this year a genuine scare materialized, and what
was almost a repetition of last year's disaster
hovered over the city for days. The unprecedented
rains of this spring and summer not only were
detrimental to the crops, but the swollen streams
all but caused another flood in Kansas City and its
contiguous territory. The water this time lacked
about eight feet of approaching the height regis-
tered last year, so of course the damage was much
less. Besides, people have learned the folly of
staying too long in the flooded districts without
making preparation for the safety of their goods
and valuables. The situation throughout the
country is brightening up considerably, but the
damage done to crops by the continued rains is
enormous, and will probably have its effect upon
the commercial conditions of the early fall. In
many parts of Kansas, which were formerly
regarded as the " garden spots," water stands in
the furrows, and whole fields of wheat are unhar-
vested because water is on the ground. It will
take several weeks of heat and bright sunshine to
bring things out, and it seems that this sort of
weather is at last coming.

To those who follow closely the
proceedings of many of the

the Crops great banking concerns in the
city, there is always some inte-

rest manifested in the crop conditions in the West
and South. Possibly there are many also who do
not realize that the crop conditions have a very
great effect upon banking concerns that do a
country business. However, a good or bad crop
of wheat or cotton has much to do in a financial
way with Kansas City banking concerns as well as
with every branch of wholesale and retail trade.
It requires money to handle the shipment of great
crops, no matter what they may be, and the failure
of any one of those crops means that money will
be lying idle in the vaults of Kansas City banks,
and that business will be " dull " in nearly every
branch of trade. " The principal demand for
currency," said a Kansas City banker, " comes at
about the time that the shipping of a large crop
begins. When the wheat is harvested, the farmer
is naturally forced to ship, and he draws on his
bank for all available money. The country banks
in turn draw upon their Kansas City depositories
and in that way thousands of dollars are sent
through the South and West for such purposes.
Kansas City banks are now preparing for that
demand not only from the wheat belt of the West,
but from the cotton belt of Texas, where the cotton
is now almost ready to be baled and shipped. In
previous years the amount of money required for
the removal of these crops has been greater than
it will be this year. This is due in a great measure
to the fact that the wheat crop in Kansas this year
will probably be much less than formerly. But
even the minimum amount will call for consider-
able money from the Kansas City depositories.
The cotton crop in Texas will demand the greatest
attention from financial source this year."

Despite the unfavorable reports
upon conditions in the country

Satisfactory Kansas City wholesale jewelers
reports business " as good as

could be expected under the circumstances," and
most of them expect as good business as ever with

The Banks and

Wholesale Trade

KEYSTONE

the opening of the fall trade. The summer is
rarely lively, and this season it is quite up to the
usual mark. Most of the wholesale and retail
jewelry houses are closing earlier during July and
August, and many of them give half holidays on
Saturdays. A new arrangement has gone into
effect with the Meyer Manufacturing Company's
employees. The factory closes each afternoon at
5.30 during the week, and on Saturdays at 4.30.
In addition to this shortening of hours, everybody
is given two half holidays, Saturday's, on full pay,
during the hot weather.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company,
after waiting several months to get into their new
quarters, are now moving into the Gumbel Build-
ing. The building was delayed by untoward
weather and labor conditions, but now it is ready.
It will take nearly a month for the firm to get set-
tled, as new fixtures have to be installed through-
out, and it will take some time to put these in and
to get things to working smoothly. Edwards
& Sloane's new quarters comprise the entire second
floor of the building at the corner of Eighth and
Walnut Streets. The firm has for years been on
the sixth floor of the Keith & Perry Building.

F. E. Woodington and C. G. Chapman, of
Mercer's, are enjoying the hunting and fishing in
Northern Minnesota.

W. G. Glick, the Junction City jeweler, accom-
panied by his bride, passed through Kansas City a
few days ago en route to the World's Fair at
St. Louis on their wedding trip.

Reuben Goodholm, of Lindsborg, Kans., called
on Kansas City jewelers last month. He is en
route to Peoria, Ill., to take a course in watch-
making.

J. R. Mercer will leave August 14th for a trip
to San Francisco, where he will attend the grand
conclave of the Knights Templar.

Guy M. Shriner, of Gurney & Ware's, was
married July 6th to Miss Dorothy L. Hauserman.
They will be at home at 1214 Wyandotte Street.
Mr. Shriner has been associated with Gurney &
Ware for several years, and is one of the most
popular retail jewelry salesmen in Kansas City.
THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

A. G. Wahlenmaier, formerly at 201 Altman
Building, has taken up quarters in the store of
Gurney & Ware, on Walnut Street.

E. G. Rugg, formerly with Edwards & Sloane,
has returned to his original position with that firm
after several years' absence.

Will. Lewis, of Meyer's, is attending the annual
encampment of the Third Regiment, N. G. M., at
Nevada, Mo.

Arnold F. Megede, cashier of the Merry Optical
Company, has returned after ten days at the
World' Fair.

C. A. Clement, of Springfield, Mo., was a vis-
itor to the Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

Miss Emma Fricke, of Meyer's, is spending
her vacation in a trip to the World's Fair and to
Washington, D. C.

John Ernest Mansur, of Gurney & Ware's,
accompanied by Mrs. Mansur, is at the World's
Fair in St. Louis.

A new firm has entered the manufacturing
jewelry field in Kansas City. Dorst & Company,
of Cincinnati, have established a branch here, and
will open a general jewelry manufacturing business
August 1st. They are located in the third floor of
the Gumbel Building, the new fire-proof structure
which was especially designed to fit the needs of a
wholesale and manufacturing house. The hand-
some building at Eighth and Walnut Streets is
being rapidly finished, and Dorst & Company are
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among its first tenants to take possession. The •
work of fitting up the new manufacturing plant has,,,
progressed rapidly under the direction of Arno 1
Dorst, who will divide his time between the firm's
interests here and in Cincinnati. The quarters
are practically ideal for the accommodation of a
jewelry manufacturing business. Besides com-
modious office rooms, there is a large workroom
fitted with all of the latest inventions in the way of
machinery for jewelry manufacture. All of the
machinery is of the finest and most expensive kind,
and was selected by Mr. Dorst in the East soon
after it was decided to establish a factory here.
Each machine is run by an individual electric
motor. The installation of individual motors as ;
power will, of course, do away with much of the
noise and the dirt that is usually a feature of
jewelry manufacturing establishments. The north
side of the room is a series of enormous windows,
and facing these is a row of work benches which
have the advantage of a strong north light. All in
all the factory is admirably equipped. The coming
of Dorst & Company to Kansas City is quite in
line with the growth of the city as a manufacturing
center. Mr. Dorst came here several months ago
and, impressed with the possibilities of the city,
considered it a fine opening for another factory.
THE KEYSTONE wishes the new establishment a
full measure of success in the new venture.

Death of Robert Nelson, Toledo
Robert Nelson, founder of the wholesale

jewelry firm of Robert Nelson & Co., 520 Madison
Street, Toledo, Ohio, died suddenly from heart
disease some weeks ago. Although he had reached
the ripe old age of eighty-three years he had been
in comparatively good health up to the advent of
the heart attack which ended his life. Mr. Nelson
was born in Banbridge, County Down, Ireland,
and emigrated to this country at the age of thirty.
He opened a jewelry business in Dunkirk, N. Y.
He located in Toledo in 1874, and after remaining
in that city for about one year, returned to Dun-
kirk. In 1883 he removed his jewelry business
from the last-named town and settled in Toledo
for the second time, remaining their until his death.
He succeeded in building up a substantial trade,
and his high integrity and many sterling qualities
won him the esteem of numerous friends, both in
social and business circles. The active duties inci-
dent to the conduct of his business were performed
of late years by. his son, Robert G. Nelson, but
deceased continued to interest himself in the direc-
tion of affairs up to the time of his demise. He
was a deacon of the Ashland Avenue Baptist
Church, by whose pastor, Rev. Carey Chamberlain,
his funeral services were conducted. In addition
to the son already named, deceased is survived
by four daughters.

A Result of the War
The revival of the fashion of wearing coral

jewelry is one of the results attributed to the pres-
ent war of the East. It is said no coral is superior
to the Japanese coral, and the Japanese make
most artistic use of it. Japanese coral runs from
pure white and white mossed with red to an
exquisite flesh tint, resembling pink pearls, and a
very delightful rose color. The last two are very
beautiful and very expensive. A string of per-
fectly matched beads of rose coral is almost as
valuable as a string of good pearls of the same size
would be, and quite as beautiful.

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
 of the 

LOUISIANA PURCHASE TERRITORY

In Panorama, Viz : The Setting Sun ; The Buffalo and the Indian ; The

Lewis and Clark Expedition ; The Prospectors ; The Settlers in Prairie

Schooners and the Modern Locomotive.

In the Bowl is shown the Cabildo in which was signed the Treaty

ceding the Louisiana Territory by France to the United States.

The opposite side bears the official signature of W. B. Stevens,

Secretary of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

without which no spoon is official.

We have secured the contract from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company 
for the manu-

facture and sale of this spoon, which will be sold to the public by the RETAIL 
JEWELRY TRADE

only. The figures quoted above are the prices at retail. A suitable discount will be allowed to the

dealer, which, together with further details, will be disclosed for the asking. The design of this spoon

is not local, but historical, and will therefore sell in every section of the world. 
The spoon itself is pm-

nounced by everyone to be the most finely finished and artistic of any ever gotten 
out for this purpose.
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MERIDEN SILVER POLISH
No. 101.

The Handsomest Bracelets
on the Market.

The great advantage to the Jeweler in hand-
ling Carmen Bracelets is the fact that he is
relieved of all responsibility for repairs. If
a Carmen gets out of order, simply send it

direct to us and we will make all necessary
repairs, free of charge. This secures you
in selling the goods and your customer in
buying them.

cff
-44e60\

No. 113.

No. 104. Locket Open.

SRI
YOU
JO   &HER
TO

You
5110

r,ATEsPir sTYLES
IN

CARMEN
)83RA.CELETS

No. 130.

The
D. F. Briggs Co.,

Manufacturers of

(bold Filled Chains, Lorgnettes, Fobs,

Rings, Lockets and Bracelets,

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
IMO Broadway,

NEW YORK.
103 State Street,

CHICAGO, 11.1

"CARMEN"
Carmen " Bracelet, with enameled

(Colored) \\Tatch, Swiss Movement,

$18.00 net cash.
Keystone Key.

In ordering Watch Bracelets, please state what color
enamel is desired.

Comes only in Filled, one-half chased.

BRACELETS.
Same Movement in 20 Years, Plain
Polished, Guaranteed, American Alain!.
factured Case,

$20.00 net ca4
keystone

These Bracelets come in the "Carmen" Fili
Gold, half chased design only.

We also carry the largest line of

POPUILARATICED GOLD RINGS
in the United States. Over 3000 patterns to select from.

Have you our latest Emblem Ring Catalogue? If not, we will send
it on application.

Dir References must accompany orders.

L. W. RUBENSTEIN,
Telephone,

.3450 John. .54 Maiden Lane, New York

ILLUSTRATION

ACTUAL

SIZE OF

PACKAGE

()N DOZEN

PACKAGES

IN A

CARTON

The fact that we are putting on the market, and recommend for use on our goods, MERIDEN SILVER 
POLISH,

is a guarantee that we consider it the best preparation ever produced for the purpose intended.

It will remove tarnish quicker than anything heretofore prepared, other than a poisonous liquid solution no
t practical

for household purposes. It requires little friction to remove discolorations, will not scratch new goods fresh from stock,

and leaves a high lustre nearly equal in brilliancy to the original finish.

Other polishes can generally be divided in three classes :

First—Those that will remove tarnish quickly, injuring the goods, and leaving no lustre.

Second—Those that will leave a lustre by sacrificing the silver, and do not clean quickly.

Third—Those that will clean ordinary silver in regular use quickly, and spoil the lustre on new goods.

MERIDEN SILVER POLISH unlike any other is so balanced in its chemical mixture that it qu
ickly cleans, with-.

out damage, all classes of silverware, and in each case leave a beautiful lustre.

The preparation is neither a hard soap nor a loose powder, but instead is in a thick paste form
, holding an even

consistency, and always convenient for use.

It is put up in attractively decorated metal boxes and enclosed in handsomely printed 
wrappers embossed in gold.

RETAIL PRICE, 25 CENTS PER PACKAGE

International Silver Co., Successor to

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT

New York : 218 Fifth Avenue, i I Maiden Lane

Canada Works, Hamilton, Ontario

IF YOU ADVERTISE

in the newspapers, this cut
will be furnished for your use

without charge.

7Ftwoi:

0347 Fk.00NIERIS Bresia.

....... ... ;;. ..

"Silver PAin"i.... ;Ant Wears"

Chicago: 195 State Street

A FREE SAMPLE

will be furnished the trade for a

personal test on application—

if you mention The Keystone.
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1220 Write for our (4) New Art Catalogues
NEARLY 400 PAGES OF ILLUSTRATIONS

The most complete line shown by any one concern in the United States
Officers and Representatives of the

M. S. BENEDICT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, East Syracuse, N.Y.

Wm. G. it King, Minnesota; a a tak e, Toa and Nebraska; Orlando Porter, Western New York ; John Bailey, Pennsylvania; II. S. Osman, Indiana; E. H. 'Banker, lot Viec-Presi,lent
Manager Sales Department.

II. C. KcIley, North and South Dakota ; I 1. E. I tusk,:Sfanager Eastern Department East Syracuse office; IL L. Benedict, President nini Treasurer ; E, I I. Hough, Texas; E. E. Richards, 1:ansam
City ; 'I'. .t. ltIL, %ssistant Superintendent. East Syracuse Factory,

E. Kingsley, Superintendent ; %cm. Fpright, \tanager New York City Office; Geo, F. Yale, Illinois; C. II. Oxman, Nlieltigan ; F. J. Reynolds, laitager Western Department East. Syr:Winn.
Office; I. IL 1'riglit, Nev England ; Thos. Dunn, Manager Flatware Factory.

itrcaEsENTATIvEs N(El I scid.oi.:D IN ABOVE 1110T,I,■12A1.11 ---W. I, \nil, KIIII.41S: C. C. Graham, Pacific roast ; It. II. Beckley, City 01 'Boston and vicinity ; V. A'anpaiton, ohio;

Atiumr11, I it I i ILtILL N YanPatten, South .N thud ic ; E. A. Kane, Eastern pi,I.II4,n ■.r Now York State awl Massachusetts; A.W.Spottm, City ■.r (iii..:Ig..; NeWlon NI0.•

W. I■ilni1.11. and A. l. Gilmore, canadiati Itcpr,cmativcs ; E. ScHngcr, British Isles; R. .N lie, n. uti I•L•LigLL !{(IJIOoCILtLLI ire.

01,FICERS OF CoNIPANY Nol INCLUDED IN ABOVE PHOTOCiltAPII—r. \Vallee°, Secretary ; F. K. Stickle, 2,1 Vice-President and Manager of Ottawa (III.) Factory.

yr.
e":""i

AticIsummer employees of the East Syracuse plant. l'hott)graph taken June 12, 19,4. 11Ian3 additional hands a re employed during the busy fall numths.

No. 184 FRUIT BOWL
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The generally acknowledged term for the best and

most salable line of hollow-ware is

HOMAN PLATE
manufactured for nearly 6o years, and sold year after

year by the leading houses in the world's market.

A new general catalogue will be ready for distribu-

tion about September 1st.

Our full line is displayed at

where visiting buyers will be extended
every courtesy

The Homan Silver Plate Company

NEW YORK SALESROOM : 32 Park Place

CHICAGO SALESROOM ; The Silversmiths' Building

BOSTON SALESROOM : The Jewelers' Building

111‘1111MMIMINS■ 

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS IN CLOCKS

NEW HAVEN DESIGNS
Competitors requested not to copy.

Patents applied for.
height, 20,4 inches ; width, 11,x," inches.

n inches diameter.

List $5.55

Mantel Mission Clocks
The Santa Clara

- DESIGNS PUI...,LY PROTIECTED

This is the first mantel clock made in the pure Spanish mission style
and sold at a reasonable price. Its lines are simple and beautiful, and
it is especially ;tdapted to the demand for dark oak clocks suitable to the
study, den and hying room.

The case is made of heavy antique Oak, in dull finish, carefully and substantially built. It is
fitted With a durable eight-day American movement that is guaranteed to keep good time, and strikes
the hour and half-hour on a sweet-toned cathedral gong.

The figures and hands are of brass finish, polished, on a dark oak dial to match case.
The latch and hinges are of old-fashioned design in gun-metal finish.

The New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.
Sole Manufacturers TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

Commandery Badges 

MADE TO ORDER, any design, hard enameled in colors and heavily gold plated. Also. Souvenir
Badges and Pennies for the Triennial Conclave.

Send sketch and state quantity wanted and we will submit colored drawing and quote prices.

CHICAGO SALESROOM-103 State Street
NEW YORK SALESROOM-51-53 Maiden Lane

and 1 ..xchiti

F. It NOBLE & CO., 59th & Wallace St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Manufacturers of Special Emblems and Badges for the Trade

Jewelers' Findings and the Celebrated Gold and Silver Solders

#1■1 1 TO DO YOUR FALL BUYING

REDUCED FARES
during the months of August, September, October and November,

to the Great Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

PALL MEETINGS, 1904, of the

National Association of Merchants arid Travelers BJO
ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE• including the following states: Iowa, 'Wisconsin, Miss  ( both AVestern and South-

Special ExcurSion Rates In the territory of the Western Passenger 
Association,

11,414141 Passenger Territory), Kansas (bo
th Western and Southwestern Passenger Territo

ry), Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, on the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico an
d Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific; Wyoming (frosts 

Cheyenne only) ; also in 51r  ssota and North told South Dakota,

except on the fines of the Greta N
orthern, Northern Pacific and S011 System, and membe

rs on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest.

points on other lines; Northern 
Peninsula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. It'y ; 

Illinois in Western Passenger Associat' Territory.

In addition to the above the following ra
ilroads snake one and one-fifth fare from points on their 

lines in IVy lllll ing, Colorado and Utah: i'lle Colo.

Mid. R`y, D. & It. G. It. It., 0. & L. R. It., It. G. 
AV. It'y, and Union Pass. It. It.

Special Excursion Rates in Texas, Arkansas, Ok
lahoma and Indian Territoriee on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railwa

y;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Missouri, 
Kansas & Texas Railway; Frisco System.

Also On other lines from points in Oklahoma, Ttidian Ter
ritory and A iltansas, on and north of the line of the Choctaw

, Oklahoma A; I kilt' Railroad, from the Texas state lifle

east warilly to little Hock, including the Hot Springs Division,
 and on and north Of the St. Louis, Iron & Southern Railway, Litt le Hoek to Arkansas City, Ark., 

inclusive ;

and the St. Louis South %vestern Railway of Texas.

In addition to the alms(' railroads her of others have also granted one and one-fifth s 
fare, and the complete list of lines 11115% having filed notices

authorizing reduced rates is as follows: Atchiso
n, Topeka 8z Santa Fe It'y, Chicago, Rock Island & Gul

f It'y, Chicago, Bock & El Paso-

Northeastern system, Ft. Worth tic Denver City It'y, Frisco Sy
stems Lines-Ft. Worth & Rio Grande R'y, Red 

River, Texas 8z Southern It'y, St. Louis s&i,,,,Stahl_s

Francisco It R ; Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe It'', Housto
n & Texas Central R. It., Roust ttttt East & West Texas 

It'y, InteznAartikoannaslat PGaressatRIlyorstItt.eirn It'y, au-

sas City Southern R'y, Missouri, Kansas & Texas It'y System, Missouri 
Pacific-Iron Mountain System, San Ant 

western R'y S'ystem, Southern Pacific Co., Texarkana & 
Ft. Smith R'y, Texas & Pacific It'y, Texas Midlan

d It. R.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FIRST-CLASS FARE
Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula), and 

Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association Territor
y

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for Buying Tickets-August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

Dates for Returning Home-August 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 1
6, 17, 18, 19 and 20

Dates for Buying Tickets-August 20, 21, 22, 23,
 24, 25 and 26

Dates for Returning Home-August 24, 25, 26, 27
, 28, 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2 and 3

Dates for Buying Tickets-September 3, 4, 
15, 6, 7, 8 and 9

Dates for Returning Home-September 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17

Dates for 'Buying Tickets- October 29, 30, 
31, November 1, 2, 3 and 4

Dates for Returning Home-November 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

Make a note of the dates for buying tickets and r
eturning home. The railroads will positively permit 

no deviation from the (tales gi cii 1111u,..

rs must in all cases take certificates It a receipt] from
 the ticket, seller at the point of at

WARNING! The dates given above only are correct, and the 
Association cannot be responsible for any statements of railroad

employees to the contrary.

Write us for itItlitional particulars. Make our st Ires your headquarters. We are at your service.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. Silversmiths' Building

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry at Wholesale

OTTO YOUNG & CO. 149-153 State Street

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO. Columbus Memorial

Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers Building

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO. IQ State Street

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., 134-138 Wabash

F. A. HARDY & CO. Silversmiths' Building

Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

A. C. BECKEN Powers Building

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

PITKIN & BROOKS State and Lake Streets

Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY Powers Building

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

Ave., Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
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Our representatives are all on the road now, and

have reported some very gratifying sales. Our new

patterns of Jewelry have met with a great deal of

favor, as \yell as our stock of Watches, which is more

complete than ever. Our Diamond stock shows the

result of Mr. HENRY FREUND'S trip 'to the European markets. Wait

sentatives, it will be well worth your while.

ELK AND FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES lines have been largely increased.

We are headquarters for these goods. Send for

selection packages.

Louis Freuncl

for our repre-

Leo iioldsehmidt

Henley Fkoeund 33T00

Dka.mondo, Wa.achez eand jewellry
9 Maiden Lanle„ New IfoR-11S.

Chas. Danziger

The Watch House of Philadelphia
Akt-tsTo4t

G-1146

We are now ready with a complete line of
the new Fall styles and patterns of 18 K.
and 14 K. 0-old cases of Keystone and other
standard makes ; also of gold filled and silver
cases. The richest, daintiest and most beauti-
ful patterns ever shown.

ostsrolt,

G1272

Our preparations for early Fall purchasing are now complete, and all departments are equally perfect.
Jewelers Nvill find their every watch want in our vast new stocks of Elgin and Waltham movements.

Our silverware department merits special mention. We are agents for the Rogers & Bro. celebrated Star
brand of silver-plated flatware, and have a big array of the latest patterns in these goods.

Write for catalogue and discount of silver-plated ware. We safeguard the reputation of our patrons by
handling only reliable goods.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS7
14 South Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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St. Louis Letter

T KE YS T 0 NE

The Jewelers' World's Fair Bureau of Inform-

ation, which was established several months ago

by the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company for the

purpose of securing reasonable-priced accommo-

dations for such of the jewelry trade who desire to

visit St. Louis during the World's Fair season, has

already proved its usefulness. Manager Rodgers

tells us that many of the jewelers have availed

themselves of the bureau's advantages, but that

they were expecting a considerable increase in the

number of their visitors during the month of

August. The bureau will be glad to receive

communications from the jewelry trade in general

relative to accommodations in St. Louis during

the Fair, which should be addressed in care of the

Eisenstadt Company, Holland Building. Mr.

Rodgers says that they are prepared to take care

of as many as may come, so that intending World's

Fair visitors need not hesitate to put themselves in

touch with the Eisenstadt Bureau of Information

and learn of its advantages. They will be cordially

welcomed.Led..A 
Lehman has resigned his position as

secretary of the L. Bauman Jewelry Company, and

will engage in other lines of business in the future.

Mr. Lehman expects to spend a year in Europe

for the benefit of his health. He will be accom-

panied by his family and they expect to leave at

an early date.
H. L. Roberts, treasurer of The Keystone

Watch Case Company, Philadelphia, and Mrs.

Roberts, accompanied by their friend Mrs. Bos-

worth, of Brooklyn, N. Y., spent the last week in

June in St. Louis doing the World's Fair. They

were favored with delightful weather during their

stay, and said they enjoyed the week immensely.

Mr. Roberts thought our big exposition as a con-

tinuous show was exhaustless, illimitable, and that

some single one of fifty features gave the visitor

his money's worth. Take, for instance, the night

illumination, which is something so vastly marvel-

ous that to see it once will be a lifetime memory.

Nathan Stifft, son of Jeweler Stifft, of Little

Rock, Ark., spent some days last month in St.

Louis enjoying the delights of our World's Fair.

Mr. Stifft was much interested in the big show and

thought that he might be back later to do it more

thoroughly.
John A. Miller, the well-known jeweler, of

Cairo, Ill., was among the many trade callers who

were here doing the World's Fair last month.

H. S. Toynbee, manager of the Ohio Cut

Glass Company, Bowling Green, Ohio, was an

interested visitor at our World's Fair for a few

days last month.
R. A. Kettle, general Western agent for the

American Waltham Watch Company, accompanied

by Mrs. Kettle, spent a week the early part of July

doing the World's Fair. Mr. Kettle was a welcome

caller among the trade while here, and expressed

himself as highly pleased with our big show. He

thought it was reasonable to say that it was the

largest fair the world has yet known, and that in it

the American ambition for size and display is

being fully gratified.
A. B. Lindsay, of San Diego, Cal., spent a few

days in town last month looking over the St. Louis

World's Fair. Mr. Lindsay said that the big

to see 
show fully compensated him for the long journey

A. C. Fisher, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was in

St. Louis for a few clays during early July taking

In the sights at the World's Fair.

D. S. Ramage, of La Salle, Ill., was a World's

Fair visitor in St. Louis last month.

Jeweler L. N. Philbin, of La Fayette, Ind.,

was in town for several days last month doing the

big show at Forest Park.
J. M. Gibbs, of J. M. Gibbs' Sons, Hannibal,

Mo., accompanied by Mrs. Gibbs, spent a week in

town the early part of July taking in the sights at

the World's Fair.
Sidney L. Bauman, of the Sidney L. and

Morris Bauman Company, will return early in

the present month from a two-months' trip to

Europe. Mr. Bauman has been looking over the

European diamond markets selecting the firm's

fall stock.
The Calhoun Jewelry Company, of Birming-

ham, Ala., were represented in the market last

month by J. G. Thompson, who was here looking

over the World's Fair. Like all visitors who see

the " Ivory City," Mr. Thompson was warm in his

praises of the wonderful sights he saw there and

the educational advantages. of the Fair. He

regretted that he did not have more time to devote

to it.
Louis Nierman, foreman of the factory of the

Herschede Hall Clock Company, Cincinnati, spent

two weeks in July investigating the World's Fair.

Mr. Nierman was especially interested in the fine

wood work in the American and foreign sections.

He thought the rich cabinet work in the foreign

sections was particularly fine and noteworthy.

Among the many trans-Mississippi jewelers

who were in St. Louis last month doing some

buying and looking over the World's Fair was

W. G. Glick, of Junction City, Kans., who expressed

himself as much pleased with our big show.

G. F. Meier, of the house of Beinhorn & Meier,

Winona, Minn., was in St. Louis for several days

recently looking over the World's Fair. Mrs.

Meier accompanied him.

J. E. Mitchell, the well-known jeweler, of Fort

Worth, Texas, was here for a week last month

doing some buying and looking over our World's

Fair.
G. B. Hay, of Hay Brothers, St. Joseph, Mo.,

spent several days in town last month doing the

World's Fair.
John Copeland, with Jeweler Dan. Copeland,

Marshall, Texas, and Miss Mamie Copeland, Miss

A. L. Copeland and Miss Stella Copeland, also of

that town, were in St. Louis for ten days, last

month, looking over the World's Fair. The party

were delighted with the sights at the " Ivory City"

and enjoyed their visit highly.

J. W. Palmer, of Pagosa Springs, Colo., was

among the throng of jewelers here last month

doing some buying and looking over the World's

Fair.
Will. Manheimer, of the well-known Chicago

wholesale watch house of Louis Manheimer &

Bro., spent a week in town the early part of the

month looking over the Fair. Mr. Manheimer said

our exposition was a wonder and without doubt a

world-beater.
S. P. Schuessler &Co., the well-known jewelry

house of Baton Rouge, La., were represented in

this market last month by Chas. K. Fuqua, who

was spending a week looking over the World's

Fair.
Frank Herschede, the well-known jeweler, of

Cincinnati, and president of the Herschede Hall

Clock Co., of that city, spent ten days in town last

month, looking over the World's Fair accompanied

by his family. Mr. Herschede was delighted with

our big show and said he would be back again

later in the season.
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Henry Iversen, of Corsicana, Texas, was in

St. Louis last month for several days combining

business with pleasure. He was taking in

the Fair and felt amply repaid for his journey to

see it.
Emil Bichsel, of Bichel Bros., the well-known

jewelers, of Sedalia, Mo., was in town for a week

last month taking in our big Fair out at Forest

Park. Mr. Bichsel met with a warm welcome from

the trade, and said that he felt mighty proud of the

good showing grand Old Missouri was making at

our World's Fair.
John Graves, the veteran jeweler, of Rolla,

Mo., spent several days in town last month doing

some buying and visiting the World's Fair.

Homer C. Marshall, with Robert D. Worrell,

Mexico, Mo., was here for a few days last month

doing the World's Fair.

Jeweler Chas. G Bade, of Wahpeton, N. Dak.,

spent several days in St. Louis last month doing

the World's Fair. He was highly delighted with

the " Ivory City " and regretted he could not stay

longer and devote more time to it.

Hall's Gold and Silver Plating Works, of

Chicago, have an exhibit near the west end of the

Electricity Building, where they give a con-

tinuous exhibition of the process of gold and

silver plating.
The horological department of the Bradley

Polytechnic Institute, better known as the Peoria

school for watchmakers, have an interesting ex-

hibit for the jeweler and watchmaker in block 7, in

the Educational Building at the exposition. The

exhibition is made up of samples of the work of

their students, and they show many meritorious

specimens. Jewelers should not miss this exhibit

when doing the Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Campbell, of Kansas City,

were in town for a few days last month calling on

the trade and visiting the World's Fair.

F. A. Mason, of the Hamilton Watch Com-

pany, Lancaster, Pa., was in St. Louis a few days

in July doing our big show out at Forest Park.

Mr. Mason was greatly pleased with the Fair.

The annual meeting of the Eisenstadt Manu-

facturing Company occurred the last week in June.

The reports of the company's officers showed a

fairly prosperous year's business and a steadily

expanding trade. The following officers and direc-

tors were re-elected for another year : Samuel

Eisenstadt, president ; Joel M. Friede, first vice-

president ; Albert Frech, second vice-president;

J. Reed Elliott, third vice-president ; Morris Eisen-

stadt, secretary and treasurer ; George G. Gam-

brill, Benjamin Altheimer, Louis E. Gutfreund,

superintendent of factory. A banquet at the Mer-

cantile Club to the office force of the firm followed

the meeting. Director Benjamin Altheimer pre-

sided as toastmaster, and the occasion proved to

be a most enjoyable one. There were thirty-two

present and every man had a few remarks to

make extolling the good points of the house of

Eisenstadt.
C. J. Hafner, of Taylor, Texas, was among the

many jewelers here last month from the Lone Star

State spending a few days looking over the St.

Louis World's Fair.

The following opticians from various parts of

the country are among those now engaged with the

A. S. Aloe Company Concession at the World's

Fair : 0. G. Halliburton, formerly with Jeweler

T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.; T. H. P.

Duncan, of Marshall, Tex.; G. Sturm, of Hazle-

hurst, Miss.; Carl L. Camp, formerly optician with

Geo. T. Brodnax, of Memphis, Tenn., and Frank

J. Glasser, of Des Moines, Iowa.

(Continued on page 1227)
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The trade situation in the

World's Fair City is in a quite

satisfactory shape. Jul). has

been better than was expected.

The general business situation

in St. Louis territory is easily

described by stating that this is the dull season of

the year, and every one readily understands what

that 'means. Salesmen who have nearly all been

in off the road the past month or six weeks, looking

over the World's Fair and helping to entertain the

jewelers who have been visiting the Exposition in

large numbers, are now all out among their cus-

tomers doing a fairly good business. Crop condi-

tions are still fine. The wheat has been harvested,

the crop is large and the quantity well up to the

average. Corn and cotton are doing remarkably

well, and everything indicates that the fall business

in the West, South and Southwest will be equally

as large, if not ahead, of last year. The weather

recently has been about all that could be desired.

Corn and cotton, the main crops in the St. Louis

trade territory, have made a fine growth thus far.

There seems to be hardly any doubt among pro-

ducers but what there will be heavy crops harvested

in these two great staples. With good corn and

cotton crops almost assured, business men in

nearly all lines are not worrying about the outcome

f f the fall and winter trade, as it will take some-

thing besides the uncertainty of a presidential

election to stop a free movement of merchandise

with a heavy yield of corn and cotton in the farmers'

and planters' hands.
A large number of jewelers are

visiting the World's Fair. Few

are buying goods. Our sister

cities need not worry on this

account. Our jobbers are glad to meet their cus-

tomers and friends in the trade, and we are pleased

to note that they are showing them a good deal of

nice attention and creating a most favorable un-

pression among their guests. The Fair pleases

every one. It is now established as number one

in the history of international exhibitions—the

largest, the best and the most wonderful. Natur-

ally, those who think of coming to the Fair want

to have assurances as to the cost. The exhibition

has been open three months. Prices are practically

an optional matter with the traveler. He can find

accommodations here at as low rates as in any

American city. He will not be able to spend as

much as at some of the New York hotels, but in

case the tastes are extravagant almost any large

town can supply the facilities. Lodging can be

obtained in St. Louis from fifty cents upward. A

popular price for lodging is one dollar, and for a
meal twenty-five to fifty cents. The great majority
of restaurants are entirely reasonable in prices and
there is no deterioration in quality. At no time has
the city been uncomfortably crowded. The pro-

vision made for vast throngs is ample. That St.
Louis isciasn 

be
no 

doubt.
ngherpat fairly, fully and cheerfullyt 

D. S. Miller and Will. J. Kendall, of the Hoff-
man Jewelry Company, Columbus, Ohio, spent a
few 

 
a,ys 

F'
sitildSr. St. Louis, last month, looking over the

Ir d 
Col. John L. Shepherd, New York agent of

he Keystone Watch Case Co., spent several days
in St. Louis last month, doing our World's Fair.
Col. Shepherd was much impressed with our big

exposition, and thought it a wonder.

Trade Conditions
Fairly Good
and the Outlook
Encouraging

THE KE,YSTOINE:

Come to the
World's Fair

Davidson & Wardlow, of Oxford, Miss., N'ere

represented in this market last month by S. W.

Wardlow, who was doing sonic buying and looking

over the World's Fair.
Sidney L. Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Nlorris

Hannifin Co., returns from his European buying

trip early in August. Mr. Bauman has been visit-

ing the diamond marts of the old world for the

purpose of selecting goods for his firm's fall busi-

ness. This firm, which was established less than

three years ago to do an exclusive wholesale

diamond business, have made steady progress from

the very outset, until they now enjoy a fine trade.

S. W. Risien, until recently on the road for the

Reichenberg-Smith Co., of Omaha, Nebr., is now

with the St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co., and

for the latter firm will cover the Southern and

Southwestern territory, formerly traversed by H.M.

Hubbard. Mr. Risien is already out on his first

trip over this territory.
The F. J. Essig Lapidary Company, of Chi-

cago, have an exhibit of precious stones in Block 34

of the Varied Industries Building. They have an

especially fine display in turquoise and opals.

Professor Halsey C. I ves, chief of the art de-

partment, announced early in July that until further

notice the American section of the Art Palace will

he open Tuesday and Friday evenings of each

week from 7.30 to to o'clock. On the remaining

nights of the week the galleries will be closed.

Harry M. Aller, buyer for the L. Bauman

Jewelry Company, has just recently been elected

secretary of the firm to succeed A. L. Lehman,

resigned.
H. M. Berry, with Jeweler IV. W. Pearce, of

Witchita, Kans., was among the many Westerners

that were in this city last month, looking over the

World's Fair.
Charles Mosby, Robert C. Mosby and Charles

K. Mosby, Jr., all of Batesville, Ark., were in

St. Louis for a week last month, visiting the

World's Fair.
C. B. Pittman and Mrs. Pittman, of Ennis,

Texas, were here for a week last month, taking in

the exposition.
E. B. Cayce, Jr., of Frank:in, Tenn., was

among the many Southerners who were in St.

Louis last month, doing some buying and looking

over the World's Fair.
The following jewelers were here the early

part of July, doing some buying and looking over

the World's Fair : F. C. Hartleb, Belleville, Ill.;

Wm. Furth, Perryville, Mo.; R. D. Worrell,

Mexico, Mo.; Aug. \\Inkier, Poplar Bluff, Mo.;

F. Courvosier, Freeburg, Ill.; C. Gerupp, Green-

field, Ill., and Louis Bohling, Cole Camp, Mo.

M. C. Jensen, of Jensen, Herzer & Jeck, of

Nashville, Tenn., accompanied by Mrs. Jensen,

was in St. Louis for several days last month,

looking over the World's Fair.

C. A. Gehring, with Edward Vail & Company,

Witchita, Kans., and Lee Morgan, with the same

house, were here for several days last month,

doing the World's Fair.

Fred. A. Klein, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith,

Ark., spent a week in town last month, viewing

our World's Fair. Mr. Klein, like all of our

exposition visitors, was enthusiastic in his praise

of the wonderful " Ivory City."

Pfister Brothers, of New Iberia, La., were rep-

resented in this market for several days last month

by Edward Pfister, who was doing some buying

and looking over the World's Fair.

A. Scholandt, of Columbus, Texas, spent a

week in St. Louis last month, doing some pur-

chasing and seeing our big fair.
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Conventions, both political and fraternal, have

occupied the minds of the People in this section for

several weeks passed. Business, however, con-

tinues to improve and in a %.ery satisfactory way,

too. The feeling among the trade is one of con-

fidence and expectancy ; while it has been admitted

that a presidential year is always an off ,year, it

seems that 1904 will not be so markedly so as is

generally expected. The jobber is beginning to

feel the early effect of improving business condi-

tions and has prepared for the early fall rush

accordingly.
The Independent Order of Foresters have

placed a large order for special solid gold gent's

and ladies' watches, solid gold emblem rings and

special gold emblem charms. These goods formerly

were purchased in Toronto, Canada, where the

headquarters of the order is permanently located.

Through the efforts of several American competitors

the goods this time were purchased in this country.

W. F. King, of Adrian, Mich., was the successful

bidder in every instance.
Chas. Edwards, of Edwards & Adams, of

Carlton, Mich., leaves for California to attend the

K. T. Conclave to be held there in September.

J. Marquand, of Chatham, Ontario, paid a visit

to the States recently. Mr. Marquand is much

pleased with what he saw and bought well in our

markets.
W. W. Bridges and family, of Marine City,

Mich., visited Detroit recently in quest of rest and

recreation.
C. E. Chamberlain, a leading jeweler, of Far-

mington, Mich., visited the trade here while on a

visit to Detroit to attend the Republican State Con-

vention.
NI. Jennings, jeweler, of St. Clair, Mich., was

a delegate to the Republican State Convention,

held here last month.
NV. F. Walker, the popular traveler of Noack

& Gorenflo, spent his vacation on his farm, near

Saginaw, Mich. Mr. Walker spent a great part of

his time pitching hay and hoeing corn.

C. E. Marvin, of Howell, Mich., recently paid

the trade a visit and did some buying.

M. D. \Valton, of Armada, spent a few days

in Detroit last month.
Persistent rumors have reached our ears (and

Irons a reliable source) that W. F. King, Jr., of

Adrian, Mich., contemplates matrimony. Who the

lucky lady is we are unable to ascertain at this

writing. THE KEVSTONE differs congratulations.

C. N. Hetzner, of Peru, Indiana, paid us a

short visit recently.
D. E. Holland, of Lapeer, Mich., visited here

recently, attending the B. Y. P. Union, held here

last month.
Samuel Kidder, of New Baltimore, Mich., was

seen calling on the trade recently.

W. A. Sherwood, of Dundee, Mich., had a

pleasant visit ivith the trade last week, making a

number of purchases.
W. H. Heppinstall, of Leamington, Ontario,

was a welcome visitor among the trade here

recently.
W. W. Hicks, Tecumseh, Mich., and 0. H.

Lutz, of Ann Arbor, mich., made short calls upon

the trade last month.
George W. Griswold, connected with the

American Standard Jewelry Co., of Detroit, died

recently as the result of an operation.

V. H. Stahl, of Noack & Gorenflo, spent his

vacation visiting relatives in Chicago.
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The Crown Jewelry Co. have opened up a fine

jewelry establishment in the store formerly occu-

pied by the Roy Optical and Jewelry Co., at szto

Kearny Street, this city, and are doing a very

satisfactory business.

A. E. Morro, one of the enterprising retail

jewelers, of 342 South Spring Street, Los Angeles,

is putting in a new plate glass front to his store,

the old one having been broken recently. Jeweler

Morro's advertisements throughout the southern

section of the State are bringing him in very good

results, as his business is increasing very rapidly.

W. T. Harris, of First and Main Streets, Los

Angeles, finds he will be compelled to add two

more watchmakers to his staff in order that he

may catch up in his watch repairing department.

Newton Moore, formerly with J. Luckenbach,

of Los Angeles, and Adams & Co., of Riverside,

Cal., was among the visiting tradesmen in this city

recently, selecting a complete line of jewelry.

He is opening a store in the retail section of Broad-

way, Los Angeles. Mr. Moore is receiving the

best wishes of his many friends, both in and out of

the jewelry trade upon his new venture.

Hammersmith & Field, who are located on

Kearny and Post Streets, have had their entire

store repainted and walls tinted. Their new street

clock is a welcome addition to the busiest street

in town. It can be seen by the thousalids that

traverse this busy thoroughfare, standing as it does

upon a massive iron column thirty feet above the

pavement, thereby enabling the passing throng to

read the flight of time.
Harold Jacobs, the expert accountant in the

bookkeeping department of the Alphonse *Judis

Co., has returned from his honeymoon. The

wedding ceremony was performed in this city on

July loth, the bride being Miss Pearl Oppen-

heimer. THE KEYSTONE joins their many friends

in wishing the young couple a bright and prosperous

future.
J. Amann, of Sisson, who was burnt out

recently by the disastrous fire that swept that

mountain town, will reopen shortly with a fine,

new stock and will carry on business in almost the

same location as that of his old establishment.

The total loss to the merchants who suffered in

this fire was considerable, as the entire business

section was destroyed, but the town is rising

Pluenix-like and business is said to be better than

ever.
A. I. Hall & Son, of this city, have secured

the agency for a fine, new line of American hall

clocks, fitted up in Flemish oak and made in all

the up-to-date styles, including Mission, Old

English, Colonnial, etc.
A. Berg, formerly of Grass Valley, Cal., has

opened a new store in Reno, Nev., and is doing

very well. Most of his patrons consist of miners

returning from the gold fields of Tonopah.

H. S. Emmons, the retail jeweler, who was

recently burned out in the disastrous fire at Sisson,

Cal., is looking around for a suitable location at

which to supply the needs of his many customers

ill that community.
W. C. Lean, formerly traveling representative

for A. I. Hall & Son, has purchased the stock and

good-will in the store of Harry Morton, of San

Jose,' Cal., and will conduct that business in the

future at the same old stand. San Jose being Mr.

Lean's home town we feel safe in predicting a

bright and prosperous future for him, and THE

KEYSTONE wishes him success in his new venture.

KEYSTONE

M. Shirpser has fitted up a fine, new establish-

ment at 907 Market Street and will move into it

some time in the near future, when he will close

up his old stand on Grant Avenue. The new

location is much more desirable than the old, and

Mr. Shirpser will surely reap the benefits that

must naturally result from the change.

C. W. Muller, who has accepted a position as

traveling salesman with A. I. & Son, will call

upon the trade in the interest of that firm with a

line of staples in the near future.
H. Candy, who formerly conducted a retail

jewelry store in Wadsworth, Nev., has purchased

the stock and fixtures of A. Berg, of Grass Valley,

Cal., and will continue to run the business in that

booming mining center.
THE KEYSTONE representative called upon

W. '1'. Harris, of First and Main Streets, Los

Angeles, recently, and was greatly surprised at the

vast amount of watch work clone in this hustling

store. It is safe to assume that Mr. Harris has the

largest watch repairing trade on the Pacific coast.

Roland Jacobs, traveling representative for

the Alphonse Judis Co., jewelry jobbers, of San

Francisco, met with a somewhat serious accident

on the Fourth of July while driving from one town

to another, in the vicinity of Redding, Cal. It

seems he was leading a young horse behind his

buggy and at one portion of the road a tree grew

right in the center ; the buggy was driven on one

side and the led horse went around the opposite

side so that the rope became wound around Mr.

Jacobs' thigh and broke his leg above the knee.

The accident happened about six miles from the

nearest settlement and, owing to poor medical

attendance, the operation had to be gone over

again when the invalid finally reached San Fran-

cisco. His doctors now have hopes of getting

their patient around again in three or four months.

The trade are extending their sympathies to Mr.

Jacobs and wish him a complete and speedy

recovery.
Henry M. Abrams, Pacific coast representative

of Eastern jewelry manufacturers, is receiving the

congratulations of his many friends in the trade

upon his speedy recovery from a surgical operation

which he underwent last month in the Mount Zion

Hospital. Mr. Abrams will be able to call upon

his trade again in the near future. In order to do

justice to his increasing business Mr. Abrams has

found it necessary to enlarge his offices at 708

Market Street. He has taken the room next to

his old office that has just been vacated by 0. M.

Howard. The additional quarters are fitted up

with a new set of office fixtures in keeping with his
original outfit.

Leon Carrau, of Carrau & Green, while spend-

ing his vacation in Lake County last month, was

one of a party of three who tramped the dense

woods of that section in search of S. H. Seymour,

a prominent San Francisco capitalist, who was lost

while strolling over the hills. Mr. Carrau and his

party, after a search of a night and a day, found

the remains of the lost man in a small body of

water some distance from the summer hotel at

which he was staying. The coroner who made

the autopsy found that deceased had been drowned

at some time between I and 3 o'clock A. M.

W. H. Turick is the proprietor of the new

jewelry store recently opened in Napa, Cal. Mr.

Turick was formerly in the employ of Anderson

Bros., of Auburn and Sacramento.

J. C. Wahlon, retail jeweler, of Petaluma, Cal.,

was seen visiting the wholesale trade recently

selecting a fine line of goods to replenish his de-

pleted stock after a prosperous season.
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0. M. Howard, watch inspector for the South-

ern Pacific railroad, has moved his office from 708

Market Street to 824 Market Street, the quarters of

the San Francisco Jewelry Co. He will have

charge of the watch and repairing departments of

this concern, and will continue his railroad watch

business on a larger scale than heretofore.

Richard Radke, president of Radke & Co., of

Sutter Street, San Francisco, has returned from

the wholesale jewelry markets of the East, and his

store is displaying some fine specimens of the gold

and silversmiths' craft as a result of his tour.

I-. Ratcliffe, who was formerly in the employ

of R. Herz, of Reno, Nev., has opened a new store

in the latter city, and is doing very. His establish-

ment presents a very attractive, business-like

appearance.
W. Cummings, of Cummings Sons, located at

Montgomery, Cal., was among the out-of-town

buyers ill this market recently, selecting stock to

fill up for the fall.
Harry Kendall contemplates opening a new

store on Summit Avenue, Pasadena, Cal., in the

near future. He has been looking over the lines

of the leading wholesale jewelers' stocks in this

city. Mr. Kendall was formerly in the employ of

S. Conradi, the South Spring Street, Los Angeles,

jeweler. THE KEYSTONE joins his many friends

ill the trade in wishing him a prosperous future.

Warner Bros. are looking forward to opening

their store in the new building which is nearing

completion on the corner of Third and Jessie

Streets, this city. This should prove a very desir-

able location. They will continue to conduct

business at their old stand in conjunction with the

new establishment.
Lawrence H. Drucker, formerly in business in

Chicago, has accepted a position in the old-estab-

lished jewelry house of H. Wachhorst, of Sacra-

mento. He now has charge of this firm's growing

watch repairing department.

E. G. Capo, retail jeweler, of Tucson, Ariz.,

spent a very pleasant vacation calling upon his

friends in the jewelry trade of San Francisco

recently., He made his headquarters with A.

Eisenberg & Co. Mr. Capo reports the outlook

for business in his section as very bright, and he

looks forward to a good fall season.

E. Forrester, of Carrau & Green ; Gordon

Creyk, of Armer & Weinshenk, and L. Kline, of

Tuckey & Kline, spent two weeks in the mountains,

last month, indulging in deer shooting.

Showing Goods
Goods should always be shown in such a manner

as will make them appear to the best advantage.

This is very important in handling some lines of

goods. There is nothing dishonest about it, unless

the goods are manipulated so as to conceal defects,

for the buyer expects to see the article that is being

exhibited at its best. Some goods, such as silver-

ware or jewelry, appear to the best advantage when

shown with a suitable background. Other articles

may have their beauty enhanced or marred by the

juxtaposition of harmonious or inharmonious color.

In almost any line the manner in which the goods

are displayed and handled will affect their appear-

ance and have an influence on sales. It is evident,

then, that the clerk who shows goods to the best

advantage is the one who will make the most sales.

The faculty of making things appear at their best

is a natural gift with some, while to others it is

an art which must be learned. But it can be

acquired by any one with care and observation.
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Watches
TO SHOW THE LATEST FALL NOVELTIES IN
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Diamonds Cut Glass
Our salesmen are just starting out and will call on you
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Your trade will appre-
ciate the fact that you are
Showing something differ-
ent. We are better able
to supply you with an
exclusive line this year
than ever before, for we
have gathered together
from all parts of the world
the best of staple goods,
as well as the most unique
novelties.
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Jewelry
shortly

Our wa tch stock is

complete. We carry

everything in Elgin and

Waltham Movements and

a complete line of the

standard makes of gold

and gold filled cases, and

a special line of complete

watches,at very low prices

D-920.

We want a trial order just to convince you that we do as we agree

143 Main Street, East Morris Rosenbloom & Co. Rochester, N.V.

Our Motto: Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor.

ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY

„kg6I440

FLAN-rwA IP% IL,
P4Ovmt...Ttg.5, COT GLASVI,

ac-CILICARA„STiCAL, GoODS,IITC.

PICTURE FRAMES

ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS.

OUR PULL LINE IS NOW READY.
Every piece made heretofore has been discarded.

OUR NEW DESIGNS 1Z PRETTIEST MOST ARTISTIC ON THE MARKET
We have added a large line of Ai Silver-Plated Ware, inclu(hng Sterling-.

ANCHOR SILVER PLATE CO.
Main Office and Works, ST PAUL, MINN.

August, 100,1

Cincinnati Letter

Encouraging
Fall Outlook

T e

The eighteenth national reunion

of the Brotherhood of the Pro-

tective Order of Elks has come

and gone, and Cincinnati is just beginning to

recover from the plethora of business and
 excite-

ment which prevailed during 
reunion week. A

crowd of Elks and friends, ap
proximated at one

hundred thousand persons, was in the city during

reunion week, and left with local merchants,

hotels and amusement resorts almos
t a million and

a half dollars Of this sum a considerable portion

went to the wholesale and retail jewe
lers, thousands

of jewels and emblems of high 
class being sold to

the visitors, while loving cups and all kinds of

memorials and souvenirs were in heavy d
emand.

Among the visitors were many jewele
rs who put

in the greater portion of their time
 taking in the

sights of the city and suburbs, and ha
ving such a

good time that they forgot to pay m
ore than a

hasty call upon the trade. Aside from Elk week,

business has been gradually picking up. and m
ost

of the local manufacturers and jobber
s report an

encouraging outlook for the coming fall.

The wholesale firm of S. &. H.

Gilsey a short time ago recov-

ered a sample trunk at Laurin-

burg, N. C., after a ten-days'

search, in which Pinkerton detectives and rail
road

officers of the Seaboard Air Line and Atlantic 
Coast

Line assisted. The trunk was in the custody of

W. H. Cullum, a traveling representative
 of the

firm, who has been touring the Carolinas. 
He

shipped it at Fayetteville, N. C., for a neighboring

town, but on arriving at his destination the 
trunk

had disappeared and was supposed to have 
been

lost. A diligent search by two railroad co
mpanies

over which it had traveled failed to turn up 
any

trace of it, and the members of the firm her
e wired

the Jewelers' Security Alliance, with which c
om-

pany it was insured for $4000. The Pinkerton

men were then sent into the State, and a
fter ten

days had elapsed the trunk was located. 
Its con-

tents were intact, but the firm will bring suit
 for

damages for the loss of time and money spen
t in

recovering their property.
A post office robber who looted

a money order office at Minturn,

Ark., some weeks ago, recently

made his appearance in Cincin-

nati, and during his six-hours' stop-over in
 the

city, succeeded in passing off on the me
rchants

about twenty of the stolen money orders. Am
ong

the victims of the Westerner were several 
jewelers

and pawnbrokers, who were caught for var
ious

amounts. A week after his advent here he was

arrested at Mattoon, Ill., at the instance of l
ocal

post office inspectors, and has since been ta
ken

back to Arkansas for trial. The fellow proved to

he Arthur Smoot, son of a well-known post office

official at Indianapolis. He had been employed at

the Minturn Opera House several months as s
tage

manager, and soon after his advent, began 
making

himself familiar about the post office. Smoot

admitted his offense.
The Merchants' and Manufac-

turers' Association, in order to

realize better results from stop-

over privileges which have been

extended to Cincinnati by the railroads during the

World's Fair period, has sent out 15o,000 circular

letters to merchants all over the East and South,

calling attention to the local wholesale market.

The movement has had a very beneficial eff
ect

upon local business.

A Lost
Jewelry Trunk

A Swindler
Caught

Advertising
the City

Kevs-roNe

George Hazen, with the United

Clever States Secret Service of the

Pacific Coast, an old Cincinnati

boy, whose father for years was

chief of the detective department of this city, has

in his possesion a gold watch of almost matchless

workmanship, which was recently presented to

him by the Netherlands for the capture of an

absconder wanted by that Government. The cap-

ture was effected by means of a meagre descrip-

tion. Word was sent to the United States that the

man wanted was already here, or was on the way.

When the prisoner was arrested he presented

passports and made various threats at what he

alleged was an outrage. He was arrested, how-

ever, and taken to the office of the consul of the

Netherlands, who expressed his opinion that the

secret service official had made a mistake. The

suspect later on was obliged to strip for examina-

tion and was found to have concealed several thou-

sand dollars' worth of jewelry and valuables which

he had smuggled into the country. The prisoner

proved to be a Malay, and several weapons of the

Orient were found in his possession.

A. Lischkoff, a well-known jeweler, at Pensa-

cola, Fla., was in the city several days, making

purchases His call was a stop-over on an

eastward trip.
H. H. Harris, of Columbia, Tenn., was one of

the many buyers here last month.

Gustave Fox was one of the Elks' general

reunion committee which had charge of the pre-

liminary arrangements for the recent big national

reunion. To this committee much praise has been

extended by all the visiting lodges for the com-

plete manner in which they were provided for and

taken care of while in the city.

A new wholesale jewelry firm, known as

Lehr, Cantor & Co., recently opened up for b
usi-

ness in the Bell Block, at Sixth and Vine 
Streets.

Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, who

has been rusticating in California for two 
months

past, is back at his post, looking and feeling 
well.

August Neustedt, of Lindenberg, Strauss &

Co., returned a short time ago from a brief sojo
urn

at French Lick Springs, where he went in 
search

of better health.
George Doerr, for years a well-known watch

case maker, but more recently a promine
nt con-

fectioner, died a short time ago at his home 
1107

Vine Street. Among the pall bearers at 
the funeral

on June 27th, were J. Dorst, of the fir
m of Dorst

& Co., and Peter Henry.

Sol. Fox, of Fox Brothers & Co., is 
home

from an extended business trip in E
urope.

Hugo Lindenberg put in several weeks 
last

month at French Lick Springs.

The police are worked up over efforts to

secure a pardon for Walter Brown, wh
o was sent

up for a long term last month for the 
theft of goods

from F. Speth & Sons, opticians, at 
607 Walnut

Street. Neither Speti nor the police departme
nt

favors the release ot Brown, and a 
fight will be

made against it.
The marriage of Mrs. Lucelle Elstun 

Duhme

to Charles Whipple Hickok, of N
ew York, took

place early in July at the bride's home
 in Clifton.

The young couple have gone East for 
the summer.

Over two years after the death 
of William

Koch, recluse clockmaker, found de
ad amid scores

of clocks at 313 Sycamore Street,
 the mystery of

his identity is probably solved. H
e turns out to

be an uncle of Frank Cook, c
hief official steno-

grapher for Hamilton County and 
ex-legislator,

and a long-lost brother that Coo
k's father, Robert

Koch, sought up to the time of the 
father's death,

thirty-five years ago. Robert Koch's widow,

Detective Work
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Airs. Teresa Koch, 1045 Wesley Avenue, accident-

ally learned of the clockmaker's death, which

occurred February r, 19o2, while she was out of

the city.
A secret search was made among pawnbrokers'

shops in Cincinnati for a lot of stolen garnets taken

mysteriously from an exhibit from Germany at the

World's Fair a month ago. They were of all

sizes, and would be of small value but for the

extra tine cut. The garnets were put away for the

night, and the next day they were missing. Sus-

picion pointed to a person employed about the

exposition grounds, but there was no arrest. The

St. Louis police asked Cincinnati police to inves-

tigate a tip that the garnets had been disposed of

in Cincinnati, but no trace of the precious stones

was found in pawnshops or second-hand stores.

The marriage of George Krieger, son of City

Treasurer Edward Krieger, and Miss Mamie Brill,

a charming Alexandria, Ky., girl, took place in

June, in Covington, Ky. The groom has charge

of his father's gold-beating business. The happy

couple will take up their residence at 1123 Orchard

Street, Newport, Ky.

Waldo Wittlig, of the firm of Wittlig Sons, of

Marietta, Ohio, stopped over a few days to take in

the Elks' reunion, on his way home from a visit to

the World's Fair.

J. C. and W. L. Miller, of the Miller Bros.

Jewelry Co., put in several weeks last month fish-

ing at Indian Lake.
Wm. T. Eichelberger, of Jos. Noterman & Co.,

accompanied by his wife, spent several weeks at

Atlantic City. William Pflueger, of the same firm,

spent some days at the World's Fair, St. Louis.

Miss Dora Ochs, for a number of years con-

nected with the clerical department of A. & J.

Plant, was married to Louis Sherman the latter

part of the month. Mr. Sherman is connected with

local mercantile interests.

S. Lindenberg, of the well-known firm of

Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., recently spent several

weeks in New York, combining business and

pleasure.
E. G. Allen, of the Carter-Allen Jewelry Co.,

of Shreveport, La., was in the city recently, on his

way East.
Oscar Keck, with the Duhme Jewelry Co.,

will soon leave on a trip to Europe. His visit will

be partly in the interest of the firm and also as a

vacation.
Wm. Salzer, of Blattmer & Salzer, of Spring-

field, Ohio, recently spent several days in the city,

purchasing a fall stock.

Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Noterman last month spent

several months taking in the World's Fair, and

wound up with a week's stop at .French Lick

Springs.
F. Reisinger, the Lawrenceberg, Ind., jeweler,

was here several days.

H. H. Harris, Columbia, Tenn., stopped over

several days, on his way to St. Louis.

Among the visitors to the city before the Elks'

convention were : Kentucky—J. S. Sherwl,(41,

Ewing ; James Jones, Lexington ; M. Goldberg,

Cynthiana ; J. N. Pollock, Ashland ; M. A. Seibert,

Frankfort ; A. J. Winters, Paris ; Owen Sherwood,

Falmouth. Ohio—Chas. Hoffman, Springfield;

Wm. Salzer, of Blattmer & Salzer, Springfield;

Wm. Wittlig, of Wittlig Sons, Marietta ; 0. G.

Kelly, of Henne & Kelly, Troy ; A. C. Davis, ol

Coolville, and J. Bowers, Dayton. Tennessee—

H. H. Harris, Columbia ; J. R. Woodyard, Browns-

ville. Florida—A. Lischkoff, Pensacola. Louis-

iana—E. G. Allen, of the Carter-Allen Jewelry

Co., Shreveport.
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Do You Want This Protection?
Chains stamped R. & D. or R. S. Co. are manufactured

by us of 14 K. Solid Gold Tubes filled with composition metal,
and are thoroughly well made. Because they are so made we_are able to fully warrant them. This warrant, too, is a guar-
antee that IS a guarantee.

A guarantee for a gold filled chain is not unusual. It is its
manufacturer's advertising stock in trade. It is useful in con-
vincing the prospective customer, but a most vague and unsatis-
factory pledge to the purchaser.

We warrant our chains to wear TWENTY YEARS and
we make this pledge exactly as binding as any watch case guar-
antee. A registered CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE
is supplied with every chain.

The last link of each chain is stamped with a number which
corresponds with the number on the Certificate of Guarantee.
If the chain does not wear as warranted this certificate entitles
you to a new chain.

We make these 14 K. Gold Filled Chains in a large variety
of newest and most staple patterns. Such a line, backed by so
strong a guarantee, cannot but interest all chain purchasers and
chain wearers.

Sold only through Jobbers. Ask yours for an assortment.

RODENBERG-SMITH COMPANY,
(Successors to RODENBERG & DUNN and ALBRO & COMPANY),

NEW YORK OFFICE-9-11-13 Maiden Lane. 183 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Normal Hot-Weather
Conditions .

THE KEYSTONE

At this writing conditions in
the local jewelry trade con-
tinue normal, and those deal-

ers who are not away on their vacations are

making inventories and overhauling their stocks.

School commencements rounded out June with a

comparatively satisfactory . showing for dealers

making a specialty of class pins, prizes and gifts

being also in fair demand. 'A series of golf con-

tests, too, imparted a stimulus to the sale of

appropriate trophies, but of course factors such as

these can scarcely be said to benefit the trade in

general. Recent weddings, however, helped to

deplete stocks in nearly all sections of the trade,

so that on the whole there is little reason for com-

plaint. July trade, as a rule, is not vigorous,

neither is that of August, and while this year there

is unquestionably a falling off from the abnormal

volume of business done in recent past.seasons, the

deficiency is more in the nature of a partial tempo-

rary reaction inevitably following a wave of pros-

perity than an indication of a growing instability

in trade. Reports from traveling representatives

who are traversing Ohio and West Virginia in the

interests of some Pittsburg wholesalers, state that

conservative buying is the rule, this, of course,

proceeding more from sentiment and conjecture

than from any serious present cause. Among

those dealers, however, are many who bought

extensively last fall, and who have since been

carrying over more than the usual balance of

unsold stock. Those who are not so situated

prefer to await developments. This extreme cau-

tion is viewed by the jobbers without apprehen-

sion, for they are of the opinion that it must in the

natural course of things culminate in a relatively

brisk demand late in the fall, and this is a consum-

mation which all will welcome. One of the older

dealers, in discussing the matter, put it rather

tritely when he said : " We only hope to make a

living during the summer, and during the holiday

season we expect to make what money there is in

the jewelry business."
The Merchants' and Manufac-

turers' Association which has

undertaken the work of re-

claiming for the local trade,

business in the section of country generally known

as the Pittsburg district, including West Virginia,

Eastern Ohio and portions of Maryland and West-

ern Pennsylvania, have recently been out over this

field. A special train of Pullman cars and a diner

attached, carrying about eighty of the leading local

manufacturers and business men, made a journey

of 800 miles during the second week of July. They

went to all of this territory, calling upon merchants

in the towns and boroughs with whom they had

been dealing through agents for years, and after

personally meeting them urged more consideration

for Pittsburg as a market. Among those who

went out on this practical expedition was Otto

Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co. It was intended

that George Barrett should go also, but he was

unable to do so on account of ill-health, and has

since been resting at Cambridge Springs. The

results of this trip have been considered carefully,

and all of those who have made it believe that it

will result in much good to Pittsburg. The party

trip included not only representatives of the iron,

steel and hardware trades, but even the bankers

took an active interest in the movement and per-

sonally visited the merchants of the smaller towns

and also the country bankers. Other trips are

A Worthy
Organization

planned for other sections in the near future. In

the meantime the outlying towns are to have free

excursions into Pittsburg for the fall buying, and

this is to be followed by free trade excursions from

other portions of the territory later, as they are

canvassed.
The business operated under

Failure of a the name of Durbin & Fuhr, at
212 Sixth Street, went into the
hands of receivers during the

early portion of last month. The business was

the outgrowth of the old firm of Scheaffer & Lloyd,

which was closed out after a long and honorable

career on Fifth Avenue over a year ago. Durbin

& Fuhr was a partnership between two of the

veteran employees of Scheaffer & Lloyd, Mr.

Durbin being one of the oldest men in the jewelry

business in the city at the time of the change.

Unfortunately, Mr. Durbin was suffering from

ill-health, and in a few months he died. The

house originally started in the Horn Building, on

Penn Avenue, but moved one year ago last April

to the Sixth Street quarters. The store was a

handsome one, which had been specially fitted up

for the business, and the stock carried and class of

trade catered to was of a high order. The new

firm entered the business at an unfortunate period.

however, as trade and general business conditions

began to decline soon after, and it seemesl impossi-

ble for the house to get a firm footing. The death

of Mr. Durbin also had a depressing effect. The

assignment was made to the Land Title and Trust

Company, which is now acting as receiver for the

firm.

Jewelry Firm

The subject of forming a Pitts-

The Jewelers' burg Jewelers' Club will not

down, and the only thing that

seems to hold the matter back

is the lack of leadership. There are conflicting

elements in the trade, both socially and commer-

cially, and some of the veteran dealers fear that

this will injure the prospects of success, but when

those who, -it is thought, are not favorable to the

forming of such an organization, are talked to,

they profess interest in the movement and a will-

ingness to become identified with it. C. Hauch,

one of the veteran retailers, of Smithfield Street,

who has witnessed the growth of the trade for over

thirty years, said that he recalled the effort made

some fifteen years ago to form a jewelers' associa-

tion. He was one of the active spirits in the

project. A meeting was called, but the movement

failed because of the discouraging action of some

of the larger dealers and wholesalers. From that

time nothing definite has been done in this matter.

If it is difficult to get wholesalers and retailers into

one organization, it is argued that there would be

room for an association of each here, and particu-

larly for dealers in the latter category. The gen-

eral opinion of the trade is that jewelers of Pitts-

burg have always been backward in such things,

hence the meagre representation of the jewelry

trade in commercial bodies, for instance, in such

organizations as the Merchants' and Manufacturers'

Association. There is no reason for this, because

if there is any trade more than another that de-

pends on prosperous times and on the wise and

sagacious fostering of good business conditions, it

is that of the jeweler, hence the need of greater

activity on his part.
In our last letter we were in error in stating

that Harry Ward, formerly with W. J. Johnston

Company and now with Heeren Bros. & Co., was

treasurer of the former corporation. Mr. Ward

held no official position with W. J. Johnston Co.,

his duties being those of assistant bookkeeper.

Club Project
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The usual midsummer lethargy in business is
again with us. However, the volume of trade for

this period compares favorably with that of last

year. There is a small decrease, but not enough

to cause alarm. The character of the presidential

nominations has had a good effect. Local stocks

have shown a healthy advance on the strength of a

fixed policy on the financial situation whichever

side wins. The question of collections is giving

some trouble at present. Several causes can be

given for this. The exodus to the World's Fair,

the summer vacation period and the laxity in busi-

ness, all contribute to this unsatisfactory end.
A. T. Hubbard and family are spending a

month at their summer home on the St. Lawrence.

Mr. Hubbard reports fishing on the river as being

unusually good, and many fine catches are the rule.

Webb C. Ball has added two more railroads

to his string as chief time inspector. A circular

issued a few days ago announces his appointment

by the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Railroad.

Also another railroad running out from Terre

Haute has made a similar appointment.

Clarence Dickenson, of the Sigler Bros. Co.,

lost his life a week ago Sunday while rescuing a

boy from a similar fate.
The C. C. Sigler Co. have reorganized and

incorporated under the laws of Ohio. The former

incorporation was under the laws of Delaware.

Camillo Taussig, the manufacturing jeweler,

122 Euclid Avenue, has sold out to Deutsch &

Miller, who will continue the business in the same

location. Mr. Taussig will remove to Seattle, Wash.

Oakley D. Howland, jewelry buyer for Cowell

& Hubbard Co., will spend a few weeks on the

St. Clair River.
Geo. Moross, of the Sigler Bros. Co., is spend-

ing his vacation in New York and vicinity. Will.

Kennon and wife .are spending a couple of weeks

in St. Louis.
George W. Scribner, of the Scribner & Loehr

Co., has just returned from an extensive trip

through Pennsylvania and Eastern Ohio. Mrs.

Scribner accompanied him.

Jas. M. Buckle, East Liverpool, Ohio, filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the U. S. Court

here last month. Assets are given as $3126.75;

liabilities, $3232.
Chas. J. Kretchman, manufacturing jeweler,

has gone to St. Clair Flats for a two-weeks'

vacation.
Dill R. Young, Youngstown, Ohio, suffered

considerable damage to his stock and store last

month by an explosion.
Frank Hervath, 446 Pearl Street, filed a peti-

tion in voluntary bankruptcy in the U. S. Court

last month. The assets are about $464, and are
practically exempt under the law. Liabilities are
$2245, some of which were contracted in Europe.

Herbert Farron, designer for the jeu elry house

of Carter, Howe & Co., was in town last month on

a short pleasure trip. Mr. Farron had just returned

from a six-weeks' trip to Europe, where he went to

see what was new in the jewelry world abroad.

H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio, was a trade

caller in the city last month.
The following jewelers of the city have signed

a petition to close Saturday at noon during the

heated term : The Cowell & Hubbard Co., Webb

C. Ball Co., Bowler & Burdick Co., Scribner &

Loehr Co., Sigler Bros. Co., C. C. Sigler Co.,

Wingate-Nusbaum Co., Arnstein Bros. & Co. and

the Whittlesey Optical Co.
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The Giant
Of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of' Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world.

The Standard Collar Button.

WU?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read ' The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations,° which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

st

/4 V,

cME

'C

Patent 

Os'

Patent Sustained by 'United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

UMW & CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York,

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK. N.J.

JUWELERS' WALL CASE.

The Trade-Mark
of Quality.

The buying of Show Cases and other Fixtures is serious
business. There is satisfaction then in dealing with a long-
established, reliable house. When you buy a PHILLIPS' YAte
Show Case you can rest assured that it will be right in every detail
—materials, construction and finish. We've been making the
good kind for forty years—don't know how to make the other kind. Do you want a
catalogue and prices of the Best Show Cases built Just say so on a postal.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
Established 1864. Address Detroit Office. Branch—Windsor, Ont.

rzr.e..1ozr

E. W. BLISS CO.,
27 Adams Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A,

Builders and Designers of High-Grade

JEWELERS' MACHINERY,

POWER,

FOOT

AND

SCREW

PRESSES.

COINING

MACHINERY.

DROP

HAMMERS,

EMBOSSING

PRESSES
AND

SPECIAL

MACHINERY

"Stiles" Watch and Clockmakers' Press.

—orresfiondena
Solicited.

These Presses made in 6 sizes, weighing from 600 to
7500 lbs. Especially adapted for the manufacture of all kinds
of Watch and Clock Works, Jewelry and article o of similar
construction.

EUROPEAN OFFICE-Clichy pres Paris, France

Distributing Agents for Chicago and vicinity, Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St., Chicago,11
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Providence and Attleboro

Mrs. Bigney, wife of James A. Bigney, of

Regnell, Bigney & Co., Attleboro, has been

receiving the condolences of her friends upon the

death of her father which occurred a few weeks ago.

Clarence L. Watson, of the Watson & Newell

Co., Attleboro, accompanied by his wife, left last

month for an extended tour through the West.

They will visit the World's Fair at St. Louis

en route.
His many friends will be glad to learn that

William C. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co., Attle-

boro, who has been confined to his room by illness

for some time past was well enough to move about

in the open last month.

Owing to ill health John M. Fisher, of J. M.

Fisher & Co., Attleboro, was unable to attend the

National Prohibition Convention, to which gath-

ering he had been elected a delegate from

Massachusetts.
The plant of the Poole Silver Co., Taunton,

has been undergoing some improvements of late,

which include the erection of a new stairway that

connects the third and fourth floors.

G. H. Holmes, Thomas H. Moore and Philip

I ennings are the incorporators of a recently organ-

ized Providence firm known as the G. H. Holmes

Co. The object of this company is the manufacture

of jewelry and the transaction of business incident

thereto. The firm is capitalized at $25,000.

Samuel Einstein, of the Attleboro Mfg. Co.,

and Edward A. Sweeney, of the W. H. Wilmarth

Co., both firms of Attleboro, recently complained

to the local authorities regarding the condition of

the highways in the vicinity of the factories of these

companies.
A number of manufacturing jewelers and

other prominent business men of Attleboro held

a meeting in the office of the town clerk, some

weeks ago, with the object of arranging a means

by which financial inducements could he held out

to Upsola College, New Orange, N. J., with a view

to its removal to Attleboro.
An interesting event in the trade was the mar-

riage, some weeks ago, of William G. Bennett, of

the T. E. Bennett Co., Providence, to Miss Mary

E. Hickie, of that city. The ceremony was per-

formed in St. Michael's Catholic Church, Rev. J. F.

McDonough, pastor, officiating. The bride was

attended by her sister, Miss Martha L. Hickie, and

Arthur B. Bennett, brother of the groom, acted ns

best man. Following the marriage ceremony a

reception was given at the bride's home, 399

Prairie Avenue, to the relatives and friends of the

newly-married couple. Mr. and Mrs. Bennett

subsequently left for their honeymoon trip. They

will make their home in Providence.

Winthrop F. Barden, of Chapman & Barden,

Attleboro, has been elected treasurer and clerk of

the recently-incorporated Bronson Building Co.

This company will erect a number of handsome

dwellings on Mr. Barden's real estate.
Having won a Harvard fellowship in chemistry,

Arthur B. Lamb, son of Louis J. Lamb, of C. H.

Allen & Co., Attleboro, has gone to Germany to

study for one year.
The firm of Geo. H. Holmes & Co., of Provi-

dence, has been incorporated and is now known as
the Geo. H. Holmes Co. The authorized capital

stock of the company is $25,000, of which $2o,000

has been paid in.
A very unique function took place in the

Providence trade recently, the occasion being the

simultaneous celebration of their birthdays by
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Robert B. Macdonald, of R. B. Macdonald & Cu.,
and his son, Robert B. Macdonald, Jr. This happy

synchronism was availed of by the many friends of

both father and son to honor them by a surprise

party, and the event was such as befitted the

occasion.
Miss Jane Fisher, daughter of Clarence Wake-

field Fisher, of E. 1. Franklin & Co., North Attle-

boro, was married on Wednesday, July 6th, to

Donald Le Stage, Western manager for H. D.

Merritt & Co., another well-known concern, of

North Attleboro. A few days prior to his marriage,

Mr. Le Stage entertained his gentlemen friends

at a bachelor supper. The wedding ceremony

was performed in the Universalist Church by

Rev. Ralph E. Conner. The bride was attended

by Misses Beatrice Hixon, Mildred Codding and

Blanche Curtiss, of North Attleboro , Louise Arms,

of Youngstown, N. Y., and May Elliott, of Clinton,

Conn. Mrs. John E. Tweedy, sister of the bride,

acted as matron of honor, and Miss Harriet Tweedy

as flower girl. The marriage ceremony was fol-

lowed by a reception at the home of the bride's

parents. Mr. and Mrs. Le Stage afterwards left on

an extended honeymoon trip.

Philadelphia Letter

Good Work of
Merchants' and
Travelers' Asso-
ciation

The advantages offered by Phila-

delphia as a business and trading
center are presented in a forty-
eight-page pamphlet, copies of
which have been distributed

through the South and West by the Merchants'

and Travelers' Association of this city. A copy

was also placed in the hands of every Southern

buyer who came on the first Merchants' and Miners'

Line ocean excursion from Savannah. Statistical

and other information presented in the pamphlet,

and bearing upon the great and varied industrial

activity of this city, was prepared by the Philadel-

phia Commercial Museums, and can be absolutely

relied upon. The purpose is to present facts in

simple form, without attempt to distort them in

any way. Attractions offered by Philadelphia as a

center of historic interest, and as a city in which

there is much to be seen and learned, are also

dwelt upon in the pamphlet.
The following jewelers have

closed their stores at 7 o'clock

During Summer on Thursday evenings and at 9

o'clock on all other evenings

since June 20th, and shall continue to do so until

the end of August : Charles L. Conrad, 6o9 W.

Girard Avenue ; Fred. Sauter, 2713 XV. Girard

Avenue ; Robert W. King, 2614\V. Girard Avenue;

Charles Lindhorst, 1208 XV. Girard Avenue ; Peter

Schmitt, 1206 N. Fifth Street ; A. Schmidt, 625

Poplar Street ; Julius Kling, 501 \V. Girard Avenue.

This arrangement is the result of a circular sent

by Mr. Conrad to each jeweler in his section, em-

bodying an agreement to the closing hours above

mentioned.

Early Closing

Excursions of

The first excursion of Southern

buyers arrived in this city Toes-

Southern Buyers day morning, July 19th, from

Savannah, and, although the

number was not so large as on excursions later in the

season, it was very gratifying to the Merchants'

and Travelers' Association, under whose auspices

the excursions are being run. There will be two

more excursions during the summer, on August

6th and 20th. It is yet early in the season for

Scuthern buyers, as most of them come North in
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August. The excursions are being run via the

Merchants' and Miners' Line, and a low rate has

been made from Savannah. The regular fare is

$29, including berth and meals, but the rate for

Southern buyers has been placed at $17.50. The

tickets are good for thirty days, and during the

time the visitors are here they have been requested

to make their headquarters at the rooms of the

Merchants' and Travelers' Association, Thirteenth

and Market Streets. The visitors are being enter-

tamed by the various business houses with which

they deal.

Jewelers' Club

On Wednesday, August 3d, the
Philadelphia Jewelers' Club

Holds Clambake again added to its laurels as a
hospitable and jovial enter-

tainer, the occasion being the second annual clam-
bake. This function was held at Lincoln Park, on

the Delaware, and it was marked by many delight-

ful features. The place at which it was held was a

very appropriate one for such an event. A caterer

from Connecticut superintended the cooking opera-

tions, and the relish with which the diners dis-

posed of the feast, was an eloquent tribute to his

art. There was an abundance of music and an

array of theatrical talent.
H. J. Cook, of Knoxville, Tenn., was a visitor

and extensive purchaser among the wholesale

trade in this city last month. Mr. Cook is enlarg-
ing his store, installing new fixtures and making

other improvements. He says prospects are bright

for a good fall and winter trade in his section.

George Brown, who stole two diamond rings,

valued at $800, from George C. Childs, a jeweler,

on Ninth Street above Chestnut, a year ago, was, on

July 1st, sent to jail for three years by Judge Carr.

J. E. Strecker, for the past four years in the

optical business at Riverside, N. J., has removed
from that place and opened business in a similar

line at 3058 Kensington Avenue, this city. In his

new location he has a full equipment of optical
appurtenances, including wall bracket, ophthalmo-

meter, wall cabinet, ophthalmoscope, etc. He has

also a dark room and all other features of a corn

plete refracting establishment.
The convention of Mystic Shriners, recently

held at Atlantic City, was attended by the follow-

ing well-known members of the Philadelphia

jewelry trade : Henry Bodenheimer, L. P. White,

J. Warner Hutchins, Wm. FL Long, Frank S.

Wright, Charles Diesinger, Chas. Brechemin, Sol.

Sickles, Wm. G. Earle and M. W. Rudisill, while

another well-known jeweler in attendance was

Archie Rutherford, of New York, president of the

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club.
C. F. Rumpp & Sons, manufacturers of fine

leather goods and novelties, Fifth and Cherry

Streets, have issued three handsome booklets, one

dealing with imported art leather goods, another

with Vienna horn novelties, and a third with the

interesting line of pyrographic leather goods made

by the company itself. Each of these booklets is

illustrated by rich half-tones. That which deals

with novelties in horn is especially unique, by

reason of the ingenious character of the goods,
which include dinner gongs, stationery goods,

flower-holders, perfume stands, smokers' sets, etc.

The leather goods, too, which include a great

variety of useful articles, are exceptionally attrac-

tive ; while the illustrations, coloring and general

typography of all the booklets are of a high order.

"I can suggest nothing more than that I could
not keep house without The Keystone."—C 117.
Brandner, Jeweler, Ionia, Ofichigan.
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New Milestone in Chain Manufacture.
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Directions for Use.
With the bracelet on the left arm.

Draw the center of the handkerchief
between the wires of the bracelet
into the corrugations.
To remove the handkerchief, pull

the bulk of the handkerchief down
gently with the right hand.
Indispensable for holding ladies'

wrist-bags, purses, muffs, fans, etc.
Pass the purse-chain or muff-cord
between the wires of the bracelet.
Pass around twice, so weight of ar-
ticle will rest on both the wires.

Makers of Gold Filled Chains and Lockets

Be sure to see our new designs and patented Watch
Protector. It overcomes all fob fasteners.

HAMILTON 0 HAMILTON, JR.
BRANCH OFFICES:

New York City, 3 Maiden Lane.
Chicago, III.. 402 Stewart Building.
San Francisco, 307 Claus Spreckels.

Works : Providence, R. I.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Serious Labor Matters are beginning to assume
Troubles a troublesome shape so far as

business is concerned in the

Birmingham district. Nine thousand coal miners

are out on what may practically be termed a strike,

and, as a consequence, the bread eaters to the

number of at least four times that number have to

economize. It looks, too, as if there is going to

be a prolonged fight. The miners and companies

employing them failed to make a new contract

when the old one expired July 1st, and it is very

doubtful if the operators will do anything to hurry

up such agreement. The largest employers of

these men is the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad

Company, which has shown a spirit of fight from

the beginning. It has put non-union men in its

rolling mill at Bessemer, installed coal-cutting

machines and convicts at a number of the large

coal mines, and ordered free miners to get out of

its houses or get to work. The miners' union
officers assert that they are in position to make a
prolonged fight, and will do so if the companies

do not meet their terms. All this has had a bad

effect on business and will have until some definite

move is made. A strike will not do a greal deal

of real harm so long as it is confined to the miners,

but the fear is that it will be transmitted to other

workmen and the lay-off become so extended that

there will be loss of business.
Contrary to this condition is the

favorable outlook for the best

year in a quarter of a century

in the agricultural districts.

Crops are so good that even the skeptics say the

best yield of cotton and corn in twenty-five years

i3 in sight. This has had its effect in a wholesome

wily on all lines. In large mercantile centers like

Montgomery and Mobile there is a general air of

getting ready and expectation of large trade. This

is shown in the good business in the city of Mont-

gomery. C. L. Ruth & Son have increased their

force to take care of the business, and others re-

port a good volume of trade. Even in Birming-

ham, where the miners are Making trouble, this is

felt, and there is a general run of trade that is

profitable, and no evidences whatever of a slump.

This, of course, is attributed to the certainty of

generally good conditions that must follow this

good crop year.

Fine Crop
Outlook

Notes From
Montgomery

Montgomery is running to sou-

venirs of the State capital,

which was the first and only

capital of the Confederacy, and

every jeweler in the city has a line of these memen-

toes, some of which run well into money. The

newest seen is a set of drinking cups by Ike Loeb,

along with some heavy pin trays and ash receivers.

They were made by a German manufacturer for

Mr. Loeb, and he is finding a good demand for

them. Ruth & Son have a line of pretty trays and

spoons, with some attractive things for the cheaper

buyers. They have also a pretty line of souvenir

cards with typical scenes. J. Davidson has a spoon

of rare beauty, in which he takes pardonable pride.

It is heavy silver and highly finished. He is show-

ing a fine general stock of high-price goods. Pep-

perman has a pretty line of aluminum ware and

cards that are attractively displayed, he giving

much of his big window to them. Weiss has also

some of the same goods, though he makes his

Play mostly for the staples and usually keeps his

window full of watches and solid goods. Ruth also

runs to cameras, and has one of the best displays

in the city. Bromberg, in Birmingham, has a large
stock of cameras, and is pushing them energetic-
ally. He has found that they go well and is pleased
with the experiment of handling them. •

Hardwick Ruth, of the firm of C. L. Ruth &
Son, Montgomery, is devoting a lot of time to the
building of a new home for the Y. M. C. A. in his
town. He has on display at his store a lot of plans
and specifications of modern structures of the kind
needed.

J. Davidson, of Montgomery, has enlarged his
story and given himself more room to take care of
his growing business.

F. W. Bromberg, of Birmingham, was out of
the city for a few days recently, on a fishing trip.
He left affairs, in charge of Ed. Herzog, a thor-
oughly competent substitute.

John 'I'. Adams, Jr., had his store at Talladega
badly damaged by tire recently, his losses being
$3500, with $z000 insurance. He went East at
once to replenish his stock. He has made his
store more attractive than ever, and, no doubt, will
soon make-up for his losses.

S. A. Burgoyne has moved his Mobile business

to to Royal Street, where he has fitted up hand-

some quarters.
The Dothan Jewelry Co. has been incorporated

at Dothan by H. B. Crawford and J. N. Blaum,

with a capital of p000. They have fitted up a

handsome plate of business., one of the prettiest

in that part of the State.
Geo. A. Poetz, of Mobile, has fitted up new

optical quarters and given himself more room for

his growing business. The new store is at 155

Dauphin Street, opposite the Park.
Henry J. Rosenstihl, junior member of the firm

of William Rosenstihl & Son, Union Springs, was

in Birmingham recently. He is a member of the

Governor's military staff and will attend with him

at the brigade encampment of the Alabama Na-

tional Guard.
John P. Ross has taken charge of the stationery

department of the E. 0. Zadek Jewelry Company

at Mobile. He was formerly with the company in
charge of the piano department. This company

has added the following pianos to their lists : Stein-

way & Sons, William Knabe & Co., Jesse French,

Starr, Vose & Sons.
Gabriel & Friend, pawnbrokers and jewelers

at Mobile, announce that they are going to extend

the scope of their business along repair lines.

The miners at Warner Mines, near Birming-

ham, have given the retiring superintendent, H. A.

Lint, a handsome watch and his wife a handsome

silver service, the cost amounting to over poo.

The goods were furnished and engraving done by

F. W. Bromberg, of Birmingham.

Birmingham jewelers have on sale jewels of

different kinds fashioned after the immense statue

of Vulcan, composing the Alabama exhibit at the

St. Louis Exposition.

Friendship in Business

It is a good thing to have friends, but a bad

thing to depend on friendship for business. People

ill this era will ilot pay more in one place for goods

than they can be bought for in another, even for

friendship. It is well to bear this in mind in calcu-

lating upon friendship as a factor in business. A

man may join all the societies in existence, and may

be popular in all classes of society, but he must de.

pend upon the merits of his goods and his credit to

sell at a reasonable price, to retain the custom that

friendship brings.

for my
New Catalog

111/ / tilos t "ppropriate

IM4Ifts for

Weddings, Holidays
and Occasions



REMEMBER
that our prices are is 10\V as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, I-1 o, 5 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are 5, which is more

than 150 per cent. better than the qo ones floating on the market.
Our elegant new fall styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are ready
for jobbers' inspection.

1000 NEW STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECK

CHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.
Mr We make goods that will give the consumer satisfaction. —lig

C. A. MARSH & CO'7 ATTLEBORO MASS.

STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
We are making and SELLING carloads of

Why? Because quality and prices are right and we don't
sell department stores or price-cutters.
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News from the Northwest

The summer season has been on in full strength

the past month, and while the first half o
f the month

was cold and wet the average has been good

summer weather, with enough heat to suit even the

iceman. The rainy weather interfered with the

farmer in making hay just when he wanted to, but

there was only a week's delay and, from all reports,

the hay crop is safe—quality good and quant
ity

large. Other crop reports are also very favorable;

corn being the only crop that is backward, and

even this one will be all right if we have good, hot

weather and not too early a frost. So, all in all,

we feel that our crop will be above the average,

but not a bumper crop by any means. With a

continuance of present prices it will nevertheless

be a bumper crop in value. There has been a

decided improvement in business, both wholesale

and retail, and now that the political conventions

have been held, and good men nominated for the

presidency by both parties, the country feels very

safe. Jobbers report all travelers will be out

August ist with fine lines of goods to tempt sales.

Albert Goodman will represent Lewis Finkel-

stein, St. Paul, on the road for the fall season.

Paul Freeman, Stayton, Minn., took a short

trip to Mankato last month, and returned home a

fully developed Elk.

Geo. W. Cook, Madison, S. Dak., spent ten

days in Chicago last month.

A. L. Cantleberry has begun business at

Warroad, Minn.
H. D. \Vipperman has left the employ of T. J.

Thompson, Barron, Wis., and will start in business

for himself.
Chris. Rygh, Herman, Minn., is spending his

honeymoon taking in the sights at St. Louis.

F. H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn., was a dele-

gate to the State Republican Convention at St.

Paul last month.
0. M. Varnson, Valley City, N. Dak.; Chas.

G. Bade, Wahpeton, N. Dak.; E. McAyeal, Morris,

Minn.; F. C. Robins, Benson, Minn., and H. B.

Lund, Morris, Minn., have all returned from their

vacations spent at St. Louis, mostly on the " Pike."

W. J. Cole, Woonsocket, S. Dak., has moved

to Artesian, S. Dak.
Louis Gerken, Plankington, S. Dak., has com-

pleted a course of study at the MinneaPolis School

of Engraving, and is looking for a location to start

in business.
N. F. Lemire has quit business in St. Paul.

Ed. L. Lewis is now city clerk at Fairmont,

Minnesota.
Geo. E. Cunningham, Worthington, Minn.,

spent a week's vacation near Brainerd, Minn.,

fishing, and is now entertaining his friends with

wonderful fish stories.
Franklin Wells, Jr., Yankton, S. Dak., has

been selling his stock at auction. Mr. Wells will

spend some time in Michigan settling an estate.

H. Holmqead, Vernon Center, Minn., is back

from a two-months' trip in N. Dak.

A. Holmberg, Woonsocket, S. Dak., has

invented a new rotary engine which has been pro-

nounced by experts as really wonderful.

Ed. Borchardt, Sherburne, Minn., is spending

a few weeks on the road.
\Ve are pleased to hear that Mrs. F. G. Brace,

Worthington, Minn., who has been sick for several

months is recovering.
Martin A. Hagen, Fargo, N. Dak., has placed

an entire new line of fixtures in his store and now

has one of the finest stores west of Chicago.

KEYSTONE

H. Hulshoff, Rock Valley, Iowa, is now nicely

settled in his new store.
Chas. G. Conyne, Mandan, N. Dak., was

married last month. THE KEYSTONE extends

congratulations.
Chas. W. Heidbrink, Ellsworth, \Vis., spent a

short time on his claim in the Missouri Valley last

month.
John H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn., was a dele-

gate to the Republican State Convention at St.

Paul, June 30th.
Miss Mary Fargeman, Fergus Falls, Mimi.,

has returned from a visit to the World's IA'air.

T. E. Fairclough, Brown's Valley, Minn., was

a delegate to the I. 0. 0. F. Convention at Minne-

apolis last month.
Samuel Jacobs, senior member of the firm of

Jacobs & Co., Minneapolis, died July 7th. Mr.

Jacobs was seventy-eight years of age.

During the visit of a circus to Crookston,

Minn., July 6th, M. A. Bratrud's safe was robbed

of over p000 in cash and certificates of deposit,

the robbers leaving no clue. The loss is a severe

one to Mr. Bratrud, who had laid by his little

nest egg to help out in a rainy day. VVe can only

hope it will be a long time before that day comes.

E. A. Morse, Boyd, Minn., died last month.

His business will be confined by his widow.

Frank Lueck, Devil's Lake, N. Dak., had his

window broken into and suffered a small loss by

burglars last month.
Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, have their new tool

and material catalogue in the printer's hands.

From advance sheets seen it will certainly be one

that this progressive firm can be justly proud of.

They expect to have it ready for delivery September

1st, and any jeweler can have one for the asking.

E. Geist, St. Paul, has moved to his summer

home at White Bear Lake, Minn.

F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., has just launched

his new launch, and is enjoying the warm weather

on Lake St. Croix.
Edw. Pelant, a graduate of Stone's School,

St. Paul, has started in business at 378 Rice Street,

St. Paul, Minn.
E. C. Ernstine, Parker, S. Dak., has been

succeeded by Close & Ernstine, who will carry on

both the drug and jewelry business.

Albert L. Haman, the St. Paul watch jobber,

has returned from a three-weeks' trip on the road

and reports everything going nicely.

The following salesmen have gone out doing

missionary work for the Anchor Silver Plate Co.,

St. Paul, Minn.: R. E. Williams, C. P. Smith,

G. W. Shepardson, jas. T. Scott, J. J. Wo
lff ami

G. T. Shroyer. Several more sill start out next

month. This large staff of hustling representati
ves

evidences the progress made by this company since

its removal to St. Paul. In the plant there have

been continuous improvements and extensions 
and

a corresponding enlargement of product. 
The

traveling men started with high hopes that sugg
est

supreme confidence in themselves and the go
ods

they carry.
The following visitors to Twin City jobbers

were noticed the past month : Chas. L. P
roctor,

Bismarck, N. Dak.; C. A. Wilcox, \Vahpet
on,

N. Dak.; H. D. Wipperman, Barron, \Vis.; 
Frank

Lueck, Devil's Lake, N. Dak.; Fred. W
illman,

Stillwater, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham, Menomon
ie,

\Vis.; J. H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.; Chas. 
\V.

Heidbrink, Ellsworth, Wis.; L. W. Keyes, Ha
m-

mond, Wis.; Prof. J. W. Grainger, Roc
hester,

Minn.; W. M. Follett, Sandstone, Minn.; 
T. E.

Fairclough, Brown's Valley, Minn.; S. C. Ho
ne,

Osceola, Wis.; C. H. Anderson, Chatfield, 
Minn.;
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Dr. E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Minn.; L. J. Kurstad,

Zumbrota, Minn.; E. C. Nelson, Pepin, Wis.; Miss

Mary Fargeman, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Geo. VV.

I latienstein, Red Wing, lqinn.; J. F. Browne,

Enderlin, N. Dak.; 0. F. Jacobson, Colfax, Wis.;

Prof. Geo. \V. McFatrich, Chicago, Ill.; F. H.

Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn.; T. IV. Seaman,

St. Croix Falls, Wis.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

Trade Conditions Conditions are decidedly better

Satisfactory than they have been at any pre-

vious time this year. Business

for June and part of July was very good, being well

up to the volume transacted in the same months of

preceding years. June weddings had the custo-

mary stimulating effect and the warm weather has

likewise been a helpful factor. The cool weather

early in the season had its good as well as its bad

sides, the good so far offsetting the bad, however,

that crops were left in excellent condition : grain

is deep rooted, the cotton has a good stand and

looks fine. Although it is early to predict, it may

be taken for granted that, if there is no unfavorable

development within the next six weeks, the Lone

Star State will be in a very sound, if not pros-

perous, condition at the end of that time. This

should mean much money-spending in the fall, and

no doubt, the jewelers will get their share. We

must, of course, be prepared for unfavorable pos-

sibilities ; but, so far, the feeling among all classes

of dealers is one of hopefulness.

L. D. Wardin, optician and engraver for

Morgan & Hawley Co., has been on a vacation,

spending some time visiting his friends in Missouri.

He called at St. Louis, where he took in the sights

at the Fair, especially those on the Pike.

W. A. Brasfield, of Gainesville, was a recent

visitor to this market, buying some goods to fill up

for the fall.
Oscar Penn, with J. E. Mitchell Co., of Fort

Worth, was in Dallas recently.

C. Walter Smith, who for some time traveled

for the Rainshine Umbrella Co., of Kansas City,

has resigned and is going to travel for the Shuttles-

Mitchell Co., of this city.

J. M. Boyd, salesman for W. S. Shuttles & Son,

has been preparing to leave on a trip through his

territory.
F. E. Chase, after having taken about six

weeks' vacation, has settled down to work and is

on the road for Morgan & Hawley Co. While on

his vacation he had the rather unique experience of

acting best man at two weddings.

W. R. Thomas, of Celeste, was a visitor in

Dallas recently.
R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was a recent

visitor to Dallas, selecting some goods to fill in for

the fall.
D. A. Bruton, of Clarkesville, was in Dallas

recently, making a few purchases and taking a little

rest from the every-day routine of business.

J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, was a recent

visitor to our city. Mr. Greer was inspecting some

of the stores in Dallas with a view to deciding the

kind of fixtures he would install in his store, which

he is about to equip with a new outfit.

J. H. Benninger, with J. W. Pittman, of Cle-

burne, has left for the East to buy fall stock for

that firm.
The buyer for the G. A. Bahn Optical and

Diamond Co., of Austin, recently started for the

East to make his selections for the fall trade.
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Among the Trade

THEEE

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
nevus for this department

California

G. Stoesak, formerly in the jewelry business
at 511 S. Spring Street, Los Angeles, died recently
of heart disease at Santa Monica. He was a native
of Holland and was said to be a descendant of a
noble family in that country. He came to Los
Angeles in 1885, opened a repair shop and built up
a satisfactory business. His funeral services were
held under the auspices of the Knights of Pythias,
of which order he had been a member for many
years.

The jewelry establishment of 0. G. Tullis, of
Santa Monica, was recently the subject of a lauda-
tory notice in the Daily Outlook, of that place.
The workshop of this store is equipped to manu-
facture rings and do all manner of stone polishing,
gem mounting and gem setting. An electric motor
supplies the power and gas is used for heating.
The retorts and crucibles and all machinery and
tools are modern in character and are operated by
skilled workmen. T. J. Holwedle, who was for-
merly in the employ of Jeweler Tullis, recently
returned from New York and has rejoined the staff
of the Tullis establishment.

District of Columbia

A. 0. Hutterly, hitherto at 632 G Street, N.W.,
Washington, has moved to 732 Seventh Street, in
that city, where he is opening a handsomely ap-
pointed jewelry store equipped with mahogany
fixtures. Mr. Hutterly paid a visit to Philadel-
phia, Pa., recently, where he bought some season-
able lines of goods to install in his new location.

Georgia

A notable event in the business life of Atlanta
was the recent opening by Maier & Berkele of an
art department that is spacious in area, very artis-
tically decorated and unique in the character of the
art specimens which it contains. Some months ago
this enterprising firm obtained the storeroom at
33 Whitehall Street, adjoining their jewelry store.
They had the newly acquired quarters richly em-
bellished and equipped in admirable taste. The
mahogany fixtures, cornice work, moldings and
statuary stands are especially attractive in design ;
and the wall decorations, which are in green and
gold, make a pleasing contrast with the cherry fur-
nishings. Necessarily the illumination of a store of
this kind is elaborate. In addition to the reflectors,
there is in the front show window a twenty-four-
light electric dome chandelier, made of brush brass
and bent art glass. The different show rooms are
furnished with handsome brush brass chandeliers,
suspended from the celings with emergency gas
lights and with large French roughed balls, which
contain the electric lights. The Oriental rooms
are well lighted by means of large, round electric
ceiling fixtures with ground glass dish-shaped
globes, the lanterns and fancy pieces being attached
to silk electric cords, so that each piece can be
lighted at will. The stock includes beautiful pieces
of statuary, a Pompeiian amphora vase collection,
paintings on ivory and porcelain, fine examples of
Royal Bonn, Royal Vienna and Wedgwood pottery
and a collection of articles typical of Oriental life
and craftmanship.

Illinois

A bold attempt was recently made to force an
entrance into Charles Maurer's jewelry store,
Champaign, at 2.30 o'clock in the morning, but
the sound of falling glass attracted the attention of
officers, and the would-be burglars lost no time in
making their escape. The policemen were stand-
ing near the intersection of Hickory and Neil
Streets, and with the fall of the glass they started
on a run for the scene. The prowlers, in all proba-
bility, started at about the same time, escaping by
an adjoining alley. A large stone had been thrown
through the window and had fallen upon a glass
case filled with fountain pens. The police found
a piece of new gas pipe two feet in length near the
broken window.

KEYSTONE

Indiana

E. P. Stewart, hitherto located in Owensville,
where he conducted a jewelry, watchmaking and
optical business, recently removed his stock, etc.,
to Marion, Ky., where he is continuing business
and is making satisfactory progress.

Kentucky

J. A. Bagby has opened a neat, well-furnished
jewelry store in Mount Sterling, and conducts a
complete optical department in conjunction there-
with.

Maryland

The Samuel Kirk & Son Co., of Baltimore;
who had two tires within eight months, has begun
building again at 106 and io8 East Baltimore Street.
The firm will erect a structure double the size of
the one occupied before the conflagration of Feb-
ruary 7th and 8th. It will be five stories high, and
will be as near to being fireproof as it is possible
to make it. All of it will be utilized for the transac-
tion of the business of this company. The first story
of the front of this building will be of white marble,
trimmed with bronze. Above this will be white
and cream terra cotta. The ceiling of the store
will be 32 feet high. The floor will be of marble,
and an ornamental gallery will extend around the
room. There will be plenty of light from windows
front and back. The fixtures will be of Santo
Domingo mahogany, and will be the best cabinet-
makers' work. The building will embody all the
improved features of a high-class, modern store
building. The business of this concern was estab-
lished in 1817, on Market Street, by the late Samuel
Kirk, father of the present head of the firm, and
grandfather of H. C. Kirk, Jr. The firm of Samuel
Kirk & Son moved to 172 West Baltimore Street
in 1846 and went to 106 East Baltimore Street in
1892. The concern was incorporated in 1896. It
was burned out on June 30, 1903, and again in the
great conflagration of February 7th of the present
year. All the stock was saved on both occasions.
The firm expects to take possession of its new
quarters on January ist.

Minnesota

J. W. Brown, of Ortonville, recently completed
the erection of an exceptionally neat and well-
appointed jewelry store. It is a handsome two-story
building, architecturally attractive and equipped
with convenient and modern fixtures. The show
windows afford ample display facilities, and there
is an attractive sign consisting of a star and crescent,
from which a large dummy watch is suspended.
Jeweler Brown is to be congratulated upon the
possession of such a handsome establishment.

Missouri

The rumor to the effect that J. B. Ball, of Jop-
lin, has been selling his business at auction is erro-
neous. Jeweler Ball has been holding an auction
sale to stimulate business, which had been de-
pressed by a mine shut-down and other extraneous
causes. His auction, he states, was not, however,
as great a success as he had anticipated ; but he
is, nevertheless, doing business at the old stand
and hopes long to continue so.

Fuchs & Co., the well-known jewelers and
opticians, of Independence, are offering a reward
of MO for the arrest and conviction of the perpe-
trators of the robbery of goods from their store on
the night of Wednesday, July 6th, and for the re-
covery of the stolen property. The goods pur-
loined are of a miscellaneous character, including
a black optical instrument case ; two or three
hundred gold, gold filled and aluminco eyeglass
and spectacle frames ; about six dozen pairs of col-
ored spectacles, nickel lens testers, lens measures
and a number of optical and jewelry tools, ten
pairs of opera- glasses, and a large quantity of
babies' gold rings, cuff links, table-ware, etc.

New York

The police of Troy have been searching for
a man who recently attempted to swindle the
firm of Sim, Piersons & Co., of that city, by a
clever trick. According to the Troy Herald, the
firm was requested by telephone to send certain
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jewelry to the house of Thomas A. Knickerbacker,
86 First Street, for inspection. The jewelry was
taken in by a servant, Mr. Knickerbacker's family
being away from home. Soon a man called and
asked for the goods, claiming that they had been
left by mistake, and that he had been sent from
the Sim, Piersons & Co. store to get them. The
request was not granted. Mr. Knickerbacker sub-
sequently communicated with the jewelers, explain-
ing that he had not requested the goods sent to
his home. The property was restored to its owners.
When the stranger was refused the custody of the
jewelry at Mr. Knickerbacker's home he hurried
away and has not since been seen.

John T. Fox, the well-known jeweler of Roch-
ester, celebrated the sixty-fifth anniversary of his
start in the jewelry business on Saturday, July 5th.
Mr. Fox apprenticed himself in 1838 to C. A. Burr,
a jeweler, whose store was at Main and State
Streets, Rochester. Since that time Mr. Fox has
been in the business continuously, and in this
respect he believes he is the oldest jeweler in New
York State. He was born in Maine eighty-three
years ago, and while still a boy went to New
London, Conn. After leaving that place he came
to Rochester. He has for many years repaired
and regulated the depot clocks on the Western
Division of the New York Central, and for several
years had charge of the clocks in the public schools
of the city. He placed the marble clock in the
New York Central Station, fifty years ago, when
the station was in State Street. " It is just as good
a timekeeper as ever, too ; the wheels have become
acquainted with each other," said Mr. Fox to an
interviewer recently. Mr. Fox is the only surviving
member of Genesee Falls Lodge, F. and A. M.,
507, and the only surviving member of the old
Engine Company Six.

Ohio

Edward Thomas,who was with Fred.Rolshoven,
Detroit, Mich., for some time, has accepted a posi-
tion with Harry Downs, of Bellevue.

Pennsylvania

H. A. Leinbach has purchased the interest of
his brother, M. C. Leinbach, in the jewelry business
of Leinbach Bros., Lock Haven. For the present,
the firm-name of Leinbach Bros. remains un-
changed.

Wisconsin

A. H. Sikes, of Sharon, and H. J. Crook, of
Elgin, Ill., have formed a copartnership to carry
on a jewelry and watchmaking business in Madison.

Vermont

Fred. E. Burr, of F. E. Burr & Co., successors
to Perley Chandler, of Barre, was married on
Thursday, July 14th, to Miss Annie Chandler
Holden, the ceremony being performed at the
home of Eli Holden, father of the bride. Rev. Asa
M. Bradley, of the Universalist Church, officiated,
assisted by Rev. E. E. Reynolds. Following the
ceremony a lunch was served by the sisters of the
bride, after which the party left for a brief trip
through the White Mountains. Mr. Burr has been
in business in Barre for the past five years. He
was formerly located in Foxboro, Mass. THE
KEVETONE extends congratulations.

To Set Clocks by Wireless
The Navy Department at Washington proposes

to utilize wireless telegraphy to the fullest extent.
One of its latest projects is of great interest to
shipping. It is planned to send out from one of its
stations, probably Key West, at noon each day,
ball time as given at the Weather Bureau to points
throughout the United States.

Thus captains of ships in the Gulf of Mexico,
in the Caribbean and on the Atlantic, who are
within the projecting radius of the wireless station
at Key West, will be able to regulate their chrono-
meters quite as well as persons ashore,

of form and Oddity orcon-
ception characterize the beau-
ty of Ili Kin4s and ersbance

their selling quwlity --

Heintz Bros Ring' Makers
Buffalo N
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LARGEST ASSORTMENT

SINGLE STONE RINGS

SOLD BY WEIGHT

RINGS STAMPED WITH OUR TRADE-MARK ARE GUARANTEED 10 KT.

LO

qmummr—
,!.1m

507-515
WASHINGTON ST.

SOLE MAKERS OF

CLUSTER RINGS

BELCHER RINGS

SIGNET RINGS

GYPSIE RINGS

he Solid One Piece
Fancy Set Rings.

FILIFF la 0 N July 7, 1904.

14. IflAM.k.

Gentlemen,-

Enclosed you will find cur check for $8.10. This is to

cover the expense of having four of our rings tested at the United

States Assay Office, at different times during the coming year.

Our rings are strictly 10 kt. and these tests are to prove

to you this fact beyond the shadow of a doubt.

Should a test at any time show that one of our rings test

below 9 1/2 kt. fine, and the second test of another ring of the same

shipment not change the fact, we will refUnd to you of the whole amount

of all bills bought from us since the last satisfactory test, at the

rate of 10% for every karat that our rings tested below the

guaranteed quality. The tests must be made not more than four months

apart.
Yours truly,

Above is a copy of letters sent to the principal wholesale houses
canying our lines of rings.

Thu r reaping time of the current year is fast 
approaching, Mr. Retailer.

Nothing vill so positively assure you a bountiful harvest 
as a goodly supply

of New England Watches.

You know that they almost sell themselves, ysehe,eass,so why not work along the lines

of least resistance and make your lulu

New England Watch Co., Waterbury, Conn.
131 \\1 i1 A venne,

37 Maiden Lathe,Lno,
C 

s

New York. 
hicago. Son FraoNs.,
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This NO. 42,
5o in. high,
12 in. dial,

at

$ 1 2.5 , net,
until ioo

have been sold,
when the price goes back
to

$15, net.
(See July KEys-roNy )

This No. I a,
49 in. high,
12 in. dial,

at

5, net.

This No. 46,
47)1, in. high,
12 ill. dial,

ilt

$i 5, net.

'Standard' Electric Clocks.

The greatest values, at the reduced prices,
ever offered to Clock buyers.

This bargain opportunity will soon pass,
as the line has been discontinued.

Order direct of the Factory,

The mo are going
rapidly—do not
complain if you are
too late to "get in''
on the 100-price,
through your own
delay. ( )rder now.

This has been the
most popular pat-
tern, from the be-
ginning. More of
this style have been
sold than any other.
Will you join the
majority ?

We have fewer of
these left than any
other style. It will
be the next to dis-
appear. Order one
or more while you
can ,;.;-et them.

New York Standard Watch Co.,
Jersey City, N. J.

ACTUAL SIZE 14 K. GOLD ON STERLING SILVER.

I lard to distinguish from the genuine diamond pl
atinum-set bar pin.

When the most exclusive
jewelers take up an imita-
tion diamond pin and en-
thusiastically push it— it
means that the pin has
unusual merit.

Many of the high-class establishments which will not usually

consider imitation (roods at all, order our "BREAKLESS" liar 
Pins

on sight, and what is more significant, Repeat Their Ord
ers.

Samples mailed on ropicsi.

BAR,JOINT & HOOK

Has no s 

ONE PIECE,

PATENTED
harp /APRIL 12, 1904

corners to catch in
the material of a dress.

No, 12, No. IS,

•!:12.oll doz. 815.00 doz.
No. 24,

(11.

!:71s.uo

‘lo doz.

WARNING We hereby notify the trade in gen-
eral that a patent has been granted

• on our "BREAKLESS BAR PIN"

-No. 757,032, under date of April z2, 1904—which gives us
 the exclu-

sive right to manufacture and market this inventio
n.

We have learned that an imitation of this pin is now on 
the mar-

ket, and we are taking measures to put a stop to this in
fringement,

as we intend to protect our patent rights, and to this en
d have in-

structed our attorneys (Messrs. Dickerson, Brown, R
aegener &

Binney) to proceed against all who refuse to respect the
 validity of

our patent. Sellers and users of pins, not our make, are equally 
as

I 

liable as manufacturers.

FISHEL, NESSLER 6 COMPANY,
SILVERSMITHS AND JEWELERS,

New York.Office and Works,

79-85 Crosby Street.

ON BACK OF EACH

Salesroom,

556 Broadway.
S I Lcit.'

BREAKLESS BAR PIN

The Automatic
Eyeglass or Pencil

Holder.

CHNIK/OgicAPINI

I

ESTABLISHED 11C12.

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL,

MANUEALTUHLR,

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLE
S,

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS,

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, 
N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E."

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from burn-

ing out.
l'ortable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send f■ ir descriptive circular.

New Model, made in nold, Silver,
lioliod-Plale, (inn ■lei,d, I'\UI
Copper and Black Loam. I

Samples sent upon request.
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It is entirely within the limits of a conservative
statement to say that the present line of Kgstone Gold
Cases is in all ways the most attractive in the
market. This is the deliberate conclusion of many
careful buyers who have looked into the relative
merits of all Gold Cases now before the Trade.
They were not moved in the least by prejudice,
hut by self interest, only ; and their judgment
looked from the Retail Jeweler's point of vie w.

v\v," 5 T 0

-10 31
G.111-9 G.034 C-1202 G-1004

Whatever the basis of comparison—whether it

is the question of gold fineness, workmanship in the

construction, or beauty of finish and decoration—

the candid mind unquestionably decides in favor of

Keystone Gold Cases, this year. This is not brag ;

not bluster ; it is simply a statement of fact, the

truth of which cannot be disputed.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th & Brown Sts.,

R. 2035. G 1160
G.592 R. 2045. G 1033

G-1238
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L Ko" S horthand for Ring Superiority

The Kaufman Traveler, (Mt o evetywhereio 11'5
poi5ible you've neverseen our peerle55 line of iolid Gold
Ringslf tyou dont handle them we both lose money.
Thals all wrong! Write us and we'll try to make it right.

LOUIS KA_UFMAN & CO.,
RING MAKERS,

82 AND 84- FULTON ST.,
NEW YORK.

THE BEST

DESIGNS

WORKMANSHIP

FINISH

RINGS

OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION

ENDLESS VARIETY.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By Jumts Gnossii Director of Inc Horological School, of Lode. Switzerland, and
HERMANN liROSSMANN, Director of the llorological and Electro-MechanicalSchool, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston. S. C. Former pupii of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904. by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part VIII.)

When the elastic effort of this spring is nothing, that is to say,

when it is placed perfectly free on a table, it makes 5 turns. Coiled

ill the interior of the barrel and pressing against the drum, it 
makes

14. The development of this spring being 6 turns in the barrel, a

half turn is given for safety, and we will have, according to wh
at

has been said,
n 14 + 5.5 - 5 = 14.5

when the watch is completely wound up.

Let us take the coefficient of elasticity, E = 23000000. The

formula (7) can be written thus :

E he3 n
=  6L '

turns,

replacing the letters by their values, we have

F 23000000 x 3.6 X o.183 X 3.1416 X
6 X 650

Effecting the above calculations we find that

F = 5640 gr.

14.5

for n = 14.5 turns.
The simplest way of effecting the above calculation is by means

of logarithims. We give below the method of such a
n operation:

Log. E = log. 23000000 = 7.3617278

+ log. e3 = log. 0.183 = 0.7658175- 3

+ log. h = log. 3.6 = 0.5563025

+ log. w = log. 3.1416 0.4971499
Log. numerator 6. 1809977.

Log. L = log. 650 =
log. 6=

•

2.8129134
0.7781513

Log. denominator 3. 5910647.

Log. numerator 6.1809977

- log. denominator 3.5910647

-I- log. n = log. 14.5

2.5899330 = log. 388.985.

= 1.1613680
3.7513010 = log. 5640.

The preceding calculation shows that the mo
ment of the force

of the spring is 388.985 gr. for a numb
er n = I. For n = 14.5

it is 5640 gr. When, on account of the running of the watch, the

barrel has made one turn, n will have diminishe
d one unit and will

only have 13.5 as value ; the moment of the 
force of the spring

will have diminished 388.985 gr., or, in ro
und numbers, 389 gr.

We can then form the following table:

F for n =- 14.5 5640, the spring is entirely wound up.

F, " n = 13.5 5251, the barrel has made one turn.

• 

" n = 12.5 4862, the barrel has made two turns.

F2 " n = Ir. 5 4473, the barrel has made three turns.

F4 " n = 10.5 = 4084, the barrel has 
made four turns.

100. Inequality of the Elastic Force of the Spring. The

moment of the force of a spring is then greater w
hen the watch

is completely wound than when it is about 
to stop. This fact has

been already demonstrated to us by experiments
 (84).

It is necessary to confine this inequality 
of the motive force

within the narrowest limits possible. Let us note for this purpose

that in the numerical calculation of the formu
la (7) we have succes-

sively replaced n by it - i, n 2, n - 3, and 71-4 ; in this last

case the watch is at the instant when it is abo
ut to stop, if the barrel

is furnished with stop works. But the ratio between n and n - 4

(1241)

being greater as n is smaller, it will be pr, ver, in order to diminish

the inequality of the force, to give to the number of turns, n, of

the spring, as great a value as possible. The following demonstra-

tion will better explain this idea.
101. Since we can use springs producing the same initial moment

of force Fo, but whose dimensions and number of turns, n, are

different, we understand that F4 may vary in certain cases much

less than in others.
Let Let us suppose, for example, two springs producing, when

wound up, the same moment of force F = 4000 ; the first having a

number of turns n = zo, the second a number n = zo. For the

first we would have in the formula (7) the value

, E e3 h 2 ir
IT L 

=400,

and for the second this same value will be

E e3 h 2 /r1
T1   = 200.

When the two barrels will have executed one revolution, the num-

ber of turns of the first will be n1= 9 and that of second ni= 19.

We will then have successively:

First Case.

= 400 X io =4000 ro

Second Case.

200 X 20 =4000

.F1 -= 400 X 9=3600 200 X 19 3800

F2 = 400 X 8=3200 F2 200 X 18 -= 3600

Fs - 400 X 7=2800 F3 200 X 17 =3400

F4 = 400 X 6=2400 F4 200 X 16 =3200

It is thus easy to see that the moment of the force diminishes

in the first case much more rapidly than in the second, and that the

force of the second spring approaches much more a constant value

than that of the first.
It is best, then, to give to the number of turns, n, the greatest

value possible.
For a given spring this number cannot, however, exceed a cer-

tain value determined by the limit of perfect elasticity of the steel,

which cannot be exceeded without setting or breaking the spring.

This limit depends on the elongation per unit of length k of the
exterior fibre. We have had (94)

/ = V 0,
which can be written

___ V 0.

L L .

In the preceding numerical example we have had the following

v 0.09,
values :

0. = 2 n 14.5 X 2 vr, L=650 min.

We will then have
0.09 X r4.5 X 2 ir 

1; = 650

and on performing the calculations

-E. 0.012614 mm.1

We can admit this value of 4- as the limit allowing sufficient

security, and established by practice.

102. It must not be forgotten, however, that the nature of the

steel, the manner in which the springs are manufactured, hardened

and tempered, can materially modify this limit.

The springs are hardened and tempered in circular form, with

about too mm. radius ; they are then worked in a spring tool and

by this operation the fibres undergo quite an unequal elongation,

since. from the first circular form, they pass to a spiral form whose

radii of curvature for the interior coils are much smaller than those

for the exterior coils.
It follows, from this operation, that the exterior fibres are

elongated more in the inner coils than in the outer ones. It is

for this reason that the springs break more often interiorly than

exteriio3rly.
*0The form which a spring has on leaving the hands of the

maker is very variable and it can be with difficulty represented by

a general equation.
(Continued on page 1343)
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Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 1241

This primitive form is not preserved after the watch has run a

certain time : the spring " gives " a little at first and finally ends by

taking a form which it keeps permanently. This last form is the
 one

which should be taken as the starting point from which to d
etermine

the angle 2 w n giving the degree of flexion in
 the formula (7).

Starting from this position, we can admit that the elongation
 per

unit of weight 4- is much the same for the whole length
 of the spring.

104. Length of the Spring. Since we cannot unfold a spring,

in order to measure its length, without modi
fying its interior struc-

ture, it is convenient to have at our disposal a simple formul
a

enabling us to calculate the value L.
Supposing the spring coiled in the interior of the barrel ; we

will admit that the radius extending to the int
erior coils may be

equal to R in the position of the spring at rest, R being the

interior radius of the barrel. We can, without great erro
r, substi-

tute circumferences for coils and obtain the lengt
h of the spring by

multiplying the mean radius,

R+ R' R,

U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gob!
($ r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from I 5 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining-, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the lull market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

IA' 2 w N', on deciding to designate by N' the number
 of coils in the •

spring when it is pressed against the side of the barrel. 
To this value

must be added the length of the end of the spring 
which is detached

from the coils so as to be hooked to the hub, 
which is about

Let N', be the number of coils which the spring makes 
%%lien it

is pressed against the side of the barrel ; N" the nu
mber of coils

when wound around the hub. We will have then N= N" —
 N'.

In order to simplify the calculations, let us neglect the 
inner

and outer ends of the blade which are disengaged from the
 coils, and

admit that the space occupied by the spring in the two 
positions is

a cylindrical volume. Let us designate, moreover by

R, the interior radius of the barrel ;
r, the radius of the hub ;
, the radius extending to the interior coil of the spri

ng NdICI1

it is pressed against the side of the barrel ( Fig. 18) ;

r", the radius extending to the outer coil of the spring 
when it

is wound around the hub (Fig. 19) ;

e, the thickness of the spring.

We can write
— r R — r/

N"   and NI -
e

and consequently

(I) -V

We can find the value of r" in functions o f R, r' and 
r on

observing that the surfaces occupied by the spring in the two 
posi-

tions are equivalent.
When it is pressed against the side of the barrel, this surf

ace is

S s-- ()? 2

and when it is wound around the hub

S r//2 r2).

rI/2 r2 R 2 — 1/2,

li/ =-. R2 _ r/2

Substituting this value of r" in the equation (i ), we have

(2) N = - (NI R2 — 2 + r2 — r — R +
e ,

106. Let us note that when we obtain the value of e in t
he

equation

Therefore,

from whence

we would have, therefore, the length

L = 2 ir (,1- +

We have, for example, in the calculation of 
the length of a

spring for a watch of 43 mm. the following value
s

R = 8.8 mm. and N/ = 13 coils.

Replacing the values, we will have

L = 2 X 3.1416 X 8.8 ( X 13 + fl;

whence
626 mm.

Development of a Spring.

105. When a watch spring is put in the barre
l it is wound on

itself and forms a certain number of coils, the 
outside one of which

presses against the side of the barrel and the 
succeeding ones against

each other, taking the form of a spiral of 
Archimedes, with grada-

tion equal to the thickness of the spring. The inner end of the

blade is disengaged abruptly from the coils and 
is fastened to the

hub of the arbor.
In order to " wind " the spring, we can 

hold the barrel and

turn the arbor several turns until the spring 
may be entirely wound

around the hub, with the exception of its outer 
end, which remains

fastened to the side of the barrel.

It is evident that the number N of revo
lutions which the arbor

has been able to make is equal to the difference 
between the num-

ber of coils that the spring has in these two extr
eme positions.

we find that it differs from the real value, which i
s always less.

This difference arises from the fact that on account of certain

inequalities of the spring, the coils of the blade do not strictly

superpose.o.
Maximum of N in Terms of r'. The equation (2)

indicates that for a barrel whose interior radius A', the radius 
of the

hub r and the thickness of the spring e, are det
ermined, the num-

ber of turns of development N varies with the radiu
s Id extending

to the first inner coil of the spring in its state of r
est. This last

radius, r', depends on the length of the blade.

Let us apply, in the first place, this formula to a nume
rical

example and use the following data:

• Interior radius of the barrel .   R = 3

Radius of the hub   r =

Fraction = 13.

The equation (2) will become, after replacing the k
nown

quantities by their values,

57 Washington St.,

Chicago.

Fig 19

N 13 (.4 TO — 2 — 4 +

The smallest value that the radius r' can have is

I

and its greatest value may be
e — 3.

In the first case the spring has a number of coi
ls sufficient to

completely fill the space between the side of the barre
l and the hub,

and in the second this number of coils is n
othing. The reasoning

shows that in these two extreme cases the d
evelopment of the

spring would be nothing, which the applicat
ion of the formula (2)

also proves.
ITO BE CONTINUED]
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ESTABLISHED 1854.

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS,

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

92 TO 98 STATE STREET,

CHICAGO,

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND.

INCORPORA1 ED 1893.

Codding & Heilborn Co.
North Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK:
C. VAN NESS,

11 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO:

C. II. BRADY,
88 Monroe Street.

SAN FRANCISCO:
IL C. VAN NESS CO.,

115 Kearny Street.

Buckles and
Buckle Sets.

Send to us for samples of our NEW DE-
SIGNS IN PLATED AND STERLING
SILVER.

Large line of HAT PINS, SASH PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, Etc. All

low-priced, when quality is considered.

BRACELETS and BEAD NECK CHAINS
—Sterling and Gold Plate.

BACK COMBS AND SIDE COMBS--
Sterling, Gilt Trimmings.

CIGARETTE and CARD CASES, MATCH
BOXES, COIN HOLDERS, and full

line of Sterling Silver Novelties.

We are Headquarters for S 0 UVE N IR
SPOONS,

August, 1904

1 THE ART
OF

ENGRAVING.

KIEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 61.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XVIII. Begun in March, 
:903)

We often see in text-books looped or fancy script letters

of a style that no self-respecting engraver would think of

using. This fact is mentioned by way of warning the student wh
o

might be misled by text-books that contain alph
abets that are not

advisable for an engraver to adopt. There are a great many little

cuts, scrolls and curves that might be used in co
nnection with the

script letters which will add to the beauty of the l
etter, and many

of us will not agree possibly as to what constitutes t
he most artistic

of such curves, yet it is our opinion that the alph
abet which we will

show will contain the most simple and artistic of this
 class of letters.

Of course, any improvement that a student can m
ake, knowing that

he is correct, he may make, bearing in mind 
the fact that the

author is here suggesting what he deems to be the
 most practical

in this style of letter.
At Fig. 68 we show the first six letters of the 

alphabet in the

style of looped script. It will be noticed in the first letter of the

alphabet that the first loop of the letter is on mor
e of an angle than

the second loop, which is due to the fact that in 
the first stroke of

the letter the line of beauty is, as it should be, 
on more of an angle

than in the second stroke, which is a shade st
roke. This is made

necessary as the letter is pointed at the top, 
and as the two bars

gradually increase in distance apart as they n
ear the base line, and

it is for this reason that the second loop s
hould be on a less angle

than the first. Theoretically, the first loop should be on an ang
le

with its line, i. e., the line of beauty, and the 
second line should be

on an angle with its line—the main shade st
roke.

In the capital B the loop at the top should
 be shorter than in

the regular alphabet to allow for the loop a
t the end of the line of

Fig. 88

beauty. The loop at the top of the line of beaut
y should be very

delicate and very accurately made. The remaining portion of the

letter in its general formation is the same as
 in the plain script

;t1phabet.
It will be seen in the capital C that the 

general formation is the

same as the regular C, excepting the s
maller loop within the loop

at the top, and that the loop at the 
base of the line curves a little

more, thereby making it more artistic.

In the capital D the loop at the bott
om can be, but not neces-

sarily, fuller than in the plain alphabet, 
and the loop at the top can

curve around a little farther, and also the l
ine of beauty can curve

around at the top the same as in the B.

The looped capital E is the same a
s the plain E, with the

exception of the inner loop at the top, 
and also the little extra line

that curves around over into the top loop
, and the lower loop curves

upward farther than in the plain script.

In the capital F it will be noticed 
that at the top the line of

beauty connects with the stroke crossing 
the top and forms the loop,

and that the end of the line of beauty cu
rves around and forms a

loop and another loop within the loop, an
d thus continues around

and crosses the line of beauty exactly in 
the center and forms still

another loop.
Referring to Fig. 69 the first letter 

at the left, the capital G,

differs in formation from the plain letter 
only in the loop within the

top loop, and in the line at the upper lef
t portion of the letter

1245

curving over the main shade stroke at the top ; also i
n the loop at

the bottom of the line of beauty, which differs from 
the ending of

same in the plain script.
Capital H can be made in a great many different w

ays. The

style here shown is probably the most common. The first half of

the letter varies only from the plain script letter in 
the loop being

at the end of the line of beauty, the second half of th
e letter forming

Fig. 69

the loop terminating within itself at the top, and hav
ing an extra

line to cross the two bars.
There can be no change in the capital I with the exce

ption of

the loop at the bottom, and a slight continuation 
of the loop

forming the top of the latter. It must be remembered that the

lines of beauty in this alphabet can be curved more th
an in plain

script. This is also true of the capital J. The capital J, however,

in back hand and perpendicular script, and ciphers, is 
made exactly

the same as the I shown here.
The looped style of K varies from the regular style 

of script

only in the loop at the end of the line of beauty and an 
extra loop

at the top, and a slight continuation of the loop at the bo
ttom.

The L is changed very little, simply having a loop wi
thin the

loop at the top, and the line in the upper left portion 
of the letter

continuing over the line of beauty instead of stopping 
slightly at

the left of same.

Fig. 70

Referring to Fig. 70 the first letter at the left, capita
l M, is the

same in general construction as the plain M, with 
the exception of

the loop, which in this case should come up to 
the line drawn half

way between the top and bottom guide lines. It will also be noticed

that the top of this letter curves a little more tha
n in the plain style

of letters.
The looped N has a loop at the top and at the b

ottom, other-

wise it is generally constructed the same with poss
ibly the exception

of a slight shade near the top and near the bott
om of the two hair-

lines to enhance the beauty of the letter and fill
 in or balance up

the loops.
The general character of the capital 0 is such tha

t it is difficult

to make any change in it. The only change that can be made

consistently is a continuation of the beginning and
 ending of the

line forming it.
The capital P line of beauty continues around to th

e right and

forms a very delicate loop, also the regular style 
of a loop at the

end of the line of beauty at the bottom and a sli
ght continuation of

the loop at the top.
There is no change in the style of the Q except a slight

increase in the loop.
The capital R loop at the top is slightly shorter 

than in the

plain style and, with the addition of the loop at t
he bottom and top

of the line of beauty, and a slight continuation 
of the loop in the

lower right portions of the letter, it is the same a
s the plain style.

9,Krre,0
Fig. 71

Referring to Fig. 71 the capital S is made 
the same as the

plain style, with the exception of the inner
 loop at the top and the

main loop at the bottom, and a slight c
urve in around to the right

in the line and in the left portion of the 
letter.

The T differs in its construction the sa
me as the F, with the

,:xception of the crossing of the latter.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Something About American

Watchmaking

Article No. 41 of the serial ent
itled " Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue o
f TIIEICEYSTONE,

FTS(i7.11

HE recoil attending the breakin
g of

a mainspring led to the invention

of several devices to avoid this

calamity. About the first device of this

kind was Reed's attachmen
t, brought out

by the Howards. Shortly after this we had

a ratchet and click placed on the center

arbor by the Waltham Co. And almost

immediately following the ratchet ce
nter was

Fogg's patent loose center pinio
n, which has

been applied to almost all Americ
an watches

made since the invention was 
introduced.

About the time the Fogg pinio
n was pat-

ented N. P. Stratton, of the Waltham

Co., invented his winding barrel ; in this

plan the barrel was wound, 
carrying the

outer end of the mainspring around the

barrel arbor.

The Howard
Barrel

This was a very satisfactory

plan, and no doubt would

have been carried into

general use, if the Fogg

pinion had not been more easily
 and cheaply

constructed. The next plan introduced was

by the Howards, which was 
also a winding

barrel with the bearing in the plate. In

fact, the cylindrical part of th
e outside of

the barrel turned in a recess in the pillar

plate. This gave a very efficient prote
ction

against breaking over of the teeth in the

main wheel, but the mainspring h
ad unequal

frictions, as one side of the coils 
rubbed on

the main wheel and the other o
n the barrel

which rested in the plate.

This plan, while it emancipated th
e main

wheel teeth from being broken 
from the re-

coil of the mainspring, still did not per-

mit jeweling the main wheel 
arbor. The

theoretically perfect main wheel does not

Fig. 1

have a going barrel ; the bar
rel remains in

the position to which it was 
wound. In the

watch we propose to describe
 the construc-

tion of, we shall follow no la
id down rules or

any definite model, but seek 
to combine the

good points of all. We show at Fig. x a

diagram of a main wheel and barr
el of a

familiar type. The barrel, as shown at 
the

dotted outline D E, is, in esse
nce, the Strat-

ton barrel, having its bearings 
on the arbor

A A'.

KEYSTONE,

Such a barrel, while it in a sense saves

the teeth of the main wheel, is not free fr
om

shocks sufficient to break jewels to the

pivots a b. We hold that if it is important

to jewel the main wheel, we must protect

such jewels from the shock which results

from the breaking of the mainspring. At

first thought it would seem as if the barrel

shown at Fig. 2 would protect the main

wheel C from shocks, and so it would

probably in a large majority of instances ;

but in constructing such a piece of mechan-

ism, we must seek to avoid even the poss
i-

bility of an accident. We spoke just abo
ve

about unequal frictions in the Howard bar
rel.

It will be evident, on inspecting Fig. 2,

that the spring in the chamber F will r
ub

more or less on the inner surfaces n m, an
d

a 

d  an-e" 

it is to be borne in mind that the main w
heel

C is revolving, and the inner surface n ha
s to

slide or move over any friction of the 
main-

spring pressing against it ; while in the

barrel of the Stratton type, shown at Fig
. t,

the friction is constant. The true Stratton

barrel has its winding square on the 
arbor

where we have shown the pivot a, and 
winds

the outer end of the spring around the

arbor of the main wheel. We shall not

show the true construction of the Stra
tton

barrel, because we are not dealing with

curiosities of watchmaking, but merely
 using

such illustrations as serve the end of fur-

nishing the idea and materials for a 
better

barrel than has yet been put upon the

market.
Let us imagine we have constructed a

watch with a barrel like the one sho
wn at

Fig. I, and the mainspring breaks at the

instant it is fully wound. The barrel D E,

although free to recoil, is not free fro
m the

effects of shocks acquired through t
he bear-

ings U le in the barrel where the arbor
 A A'

passes through it. Again, in the case of the

barrel shown at Fig. 2, if a mainspring

placed in a barrel of this kind break
s, the

chief danger of the breaking of jewe
ls would

=KM=  ar k
T2

Fig. 3
a'

',ft.! I
• a

be from shocks received in the end 
thrust of

the arbor and main wheel C, from 
the recoil

of the broken spring.

1247

At Fig. 3 we show an im-

A New Safety proved form of main wheel,

which, as far as he knows,

was devised by the writer.

It consists of a barrel made entirely of steel

and shaped as shown separate and in vertical

section (through the axis of the winding

arbor) at Fig. 4. The general form is much

Main Wheel

AT iIs
"Id.:

Fig. 4

like the ordinary Swiss main wnee and

barrel, except the projecting flanges h h.

These flanges, instead of embracing the

arbor A A', do not touch it, but turn in the

main plate G on one side, and in an extra

plate G" on the other side, as shown at

Fig. 3.
In fact, the flanges h are the bearings

for the barrel. The idea is, the mainspring

is placed in the barrel If and the hub or nut

B placed loose in the barrel, and we place

the barrel in the recess in the lower plate G

as shown in Fig. 3 ; we then place the extra

plate G" on the barrel, and screw it fast

with the screws e e. The barrel If is now

free to turn on the flanges or bearings h h.

The arbor • of the main wheel C is now in-

serted in the arbor nut B, and screwed into

place. The flange g, of the barrel H,

is cut into teeth of the wolf teeth type

and serves the double purpose of a ratchet

and also for winding the barrel around the

arbor A.
E CONTINUED]

A New Clock System

"A German has invented a new clock system

which has some original features worthy of men-

tion," says The American Inventor. "The system

is that of a master clock which controls electrically

as many individual clock installations as may be

required. The clock, which is installed in the

house or place of business of the subscriber to the

system, is similar to the ordinary one, inasmuch as

it has a face and two hands ; but the works are

replaced by a couple of magnets and a balance-

wheel. The master clock is provided with a trans-

mitting apparatus, designed to be operated by the

movement of the hands. An impulse is sent from

the wires when the hands of the master clock ad-

vance one minute on the face of the dial. This

impulse affects the maknets in the small clocks in

such a way that the hands are advanced the same

amount as were the hands of the master clock.

This operation is kept up indefinitely, and, of

course, all of the small clocks keep exactly the

same time as the master clock. The small clocks

are inexpensive, and comparatively little current is

required to operate the system. The invention is

in successful operation in several towns in France

and Germany, and is at present being introduced

into England."
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardenedand tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screwbankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustband, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-gram " T. W. Cu." Price, $8.00.

ASK YOUR JOBBER for
Sample Line of

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS.

No. 130.
7 Jewels.

No. 135.
I I Jewels.

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."

Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

TRENTON
Moderate
in Price.

No. 318. "FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetyPinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quicktrain, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures.Stem wind and lever set. Price,$7.30.
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No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, I I Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line °scup,
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, harden,
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dui
band, depressed center and seconds, white enamel dial
with monogram "T. W. Co." Price, $9.30.

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished.

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels.
ARE TO BE HAL) IN HUNTING ONLY.

Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed seconds. Hunting lever set.

Price, $6.00.

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

PRICES ACCORDING TO KEYSTONE KEY.

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels.
Nickel damaskeened, out expansion balance, safetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dialwith depressed second and red marginal figures. Stemwind and lever set. 

Price, $5.00.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.
•■•••••11■11MINEwmin•ININ•lonammes

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made.
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes

desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.
The same bags neatly printed, at
111.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established 1900. JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

THOMAS McWILLIAMS
MANUFACTURES

Jewelers' Rolls, Presses, Shears,
Drops, Sand Blasts, Automatic
Solder Cutters, Ingot Moulds,
Patent Drop Lifts and Pearl

Workers' Machinery.

THOS. McWILLIAMS, Co.
237 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

I ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK DONE AND SPECIAL
TOOLS AND MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER.

•
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The above cut represents the Polishing Bench built by McWilliams Mtg. Co. in 1873.
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A Gasoline Assaying and Melt-

ing Furnace Described

Article No. 46 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," be
gun in

the November, 1900, issue of TIIE KEYSTONE.

E will now describe in detail a gaso-

line assaying or melting furnace,

which can also be used for enamel-

ing. It is different in principle from the

ordinary gasoline furnace, from the fact the

gasoline is thrown into the furnace in a jet

and is there converted into vapor and burned.

We will first describe the device in a general

way, and afterwards take up the details of

construction. The chief features of this de-

vice are the reservoir A, filter B, stand-

pipe a, discharge pipe b and jet c, as shown

at FiTglet.
reservoir Ais made of tin, to hold

perhaps two gallons of gasoline. A better

material for the reservoir

is tinned copper, in order

to avoid the danger of

rusting out. From the

same cause the stand-

pipe a should be of cop-

per, and about one-half

inch outside diameter,

and with a good, substan-

tial thickness of metal in

the tube. The filter chamber B should be

made to come apart, say on the line f f, in

order that the lower half of B may be packed

with long fiber cotton to serve as a filter for

the gasoline or kerosene used for fuel. The

hole for the jet at c should be very small,

not more than -A" in diameter, to guard

against explosion.
The idea of the device

shown at Fig. 2 is, the

e reservoir A is supposed

to be placed high enough

so the hydrostatic pressure will cause a

clean jet of the fluid to be thrown into the

furnace. Where a wind blast from a blowing

machine of any kind can be obtained to

force air into a

1h' 
better than petro-*SS tip A. 

.'0   
131

Is 1=04 leum can desired

a.    a

•
for heating it ; but

furnace, nothing

where only a chim

Lr / • 0 0 0 0 0• 
-

ney draft can be

u -1 3. 
bad, gasoline
seems to be the

best fuel ; but we

must arrange to burn it safely. To do this

we would suggest a careful study of the

theory of combustion.

Gasoline vapor will not explode or even

burn without a mixture of air. If it was

possible to introduce a lighted match into a

vessel of pure gasoline vapor, such vapor

A New Form of
Gasoline Burner

H E

rig. 2
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would extinguish it. What is required in

working such a furnace as we are describing,

is to have perfect control of both the air and

gasoline. Let us, as an experiment, take a

piece of asbestos felt 6" by 6" and lay it on

a flat plate of iron. On the asbestos pour,

say, a teaspoonful of gasoline and set fire to

it. It will flash into a blaze, but the fiber of

the asbestos will hold the gasoline by capil-

lary attraction, and it will be several seconds

before the gasoline will all be vaporized

and burned.
Let us make another experiment. We

take an iron dish—for instance, a small stew

pan—and after heating it up to, say, 300° or

400° F., pour a few drops of gasoline into it,

and then approach a lighted match to the

vessel, and a violent explosion will follow.

We have by these two experiments illus-

trated the difference between a slow combus-

tion and a very rapid one, which is all an

explosion is. Now, it. is evident that inas-

much as we have perfect control as to the

quantity of gasoline injected into the furnace,

and also the air admitted, we can produce

perfect combustion.
The ruling idea of the heat-

ing device is illustrated at

Fig. I, where the gasoline

jet of spray is shown at Z

and an asbestos pad at D. In construction

the discharge pipe C is inclosed in the wall

of the furnace up to the line y. It would

be well for the reader who anticipates making

such a furnace to make a temporary appa-

ratus like that shown at Fig. 1, and try it in

the open, letting the gasoline be thrown

on the asbestos pad D. Such experimenting

will aid one very much, both in making and

working the furnace shown at Fig. 2. This

furnace is, in most respects, like the one

shown and described in our article No. 45,

except in the mode of heating. There is

only one point to guard against in using such

a furnace and this is explosions from accumu-

lated gasoline vapor, but all this will be got

over after a little experience. The method

of using gasoline for assaying and melting,

which we have just described, is for natural

draft ; but a better device is one working

with an air blast.

The furnace as shown at Fig. 2 is built

of brick, with an iron front, as previously

described, the only marked change being

in placing grate bars as in the furnace at the

position indicated by the dotted circles g,

Fig. 2. The location of the asbestos pad on

which the gasoline is thrown is indicated at

D D, Fig. 2. The air draft holes are indi-

cated at G and H The draft hole at H

is in the brick hearth and admits a low-

down current of air, while the upper one

at G admits air higher up. It is to be

understood that any number of gasoline

How to Use
Gasoline for Fuel
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jets like Z, Fig. 1, can be admitted to the

furnace.
The iron front E El can be separated

on the line x when the furnace is to be em-

ployed for melting ; that is, the upper half

is removed, leaving the lower half E' to

serve as a front to the furnace. If it is

deemed desirable to do so, the asbestos pad

can be placed on top of the grate bars g.

Such change would be to advantage

when the muffle at F was used for enameling

or cupellation. Such a furnace as the above,

if well made and judiciously worked, will

melt ten pounds of brass in fifteen minutes,

and, of course, the same weight of the pre-

cious metals, that is, silver or gold.

(TO BE CONTINUED]

Knife Handle in One Piece

A pocket knife, in which no metal is used ex-

cept that required for the blades, is being placed

on the market by the American agent of a well-

known German manufacturer. The handles are

sawed from solid pieces of ivory, pearl or tortoise

shell. The pearl and shell are reserved for the

smaller implements, because it is impossible to

secure these materials of sufficient thickness to

accommodate two blades side by side, but four-

blade knives are made very readily of ivory. All

of these, the blades are necessarily located on the

same side, it being impossible to make use of the

back of the knife as is frequently done in those of

metal construction. These knives have a very neat

appearance.

Care in Burning Oil

In firing with petroleum, it the fire should go

out, as it sometimes does when water is mixed

with it, the oil continues to spray on to the hot

furnace, generating a gas. If you attempt to light

the fire the gas will explode with violence, says

the Mining and Scientific Press. First shut off

the flow of oil, then blow the gas up the smoke-

stack, then you can light the fire with safety.

Never venture near a barrel or other vessel which

has the petroleum in it, with a naked light, as it is

liable to have gas in it, and is more dangerous

than when full of petroleum.

Little Attentions Count

Did you ever notice how pleased a woman

shopper feels when you are able to remember her

name and address her as Mrs. Robinson or Mrs.
Smith ? It is really worth while cultivating the

memory in this direction. She's not only flattered

—somehow she gets an idea that as you have

remembered her name, you have also taken an

interest in her wants, and will know her require-

ments. She will at once have confidence in you

and rely on you to help her in making her pur-

chases. And how much easier you will find it to

sell her the goods I Here's where your work may

tell in the way of introducing novelties that have

just arrived. You may think that she has no need

of them and yet can very easily, in the course of

her shopping, introduce the subject by simply tell-

ing her that you thought she might like to see

them. Such courtesies often result in added sales

and grateful, confiding customers.
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LOOPING
THE GAP

•s•A

There's a gap in your loop of profit
unless you are sending your old gold and
silver scraps and filings here to be converted
into money.

We fill in the gap.
We pay the highest market prices, pay

at once and pay for full weight.
Let us repeat—full weight and careful

grading of your Oki Gold and Silver means
more than highest prices ; it's really what
fills in the gap.

We'll send you check as soon as your
shipment is received, and hold the consign-
ment subject to your acceptance. We'll pay
charges if you wish it returned.

Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K., 40c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 14 K., 56c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c. a dwt.

Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 35c. an ounce.

Old Silver (fluctuating),
Very highest market
price.

THOMAS J. DEE 0
COMPANY,

REFINERS AND SMELTERS,

67 and 69 Washington St., Chicago,

LEHRIDGE CC NI

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our "IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class, It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE.

Made and Sold by •

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 Inches high, 1 foot inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship In the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00.

Unio11 Show Case Co.  FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Alteration of the Size of Wed-

ding and Other Rings

!Translated for Tit E KEY wr,)NE from the Deutsche Uhrmacher-
Zeitung.]

HE jeweler who often has not a suffi-

cient assortment of rings, especially

of wedding rings, runs the risk of

1,,-;ing a sale if he cannot immediately fit the

size of the one desired. A sale lost may in-

volve the loss of a good customer ; it is

therefore quite important to know how to

increase or diminish the size of a ring well

and rapidly.

A wedding ring of half-round dimensions

may be readily increased a few numbers by

forging. This is accomplished on the triblet

by means of a hammer with rounded edges.

Care must be taken to strike light blows,

constantly turning the triblet and keeping

watch of the form of the ring. From time

to time it should be taken off the triblet and

turned in the other direction, in order that

the inside may not take the conical form of

the tool.
After a few attempts the wished-for

increase can be secured without damage.

Before commencing the forging, the ring

should be heated to a dark red on charcoal ;

the gold will be rendered more malleable,

and the formation of cracks will be avoided.

For cleaning, the ring should be im-

mersed in a weak bath of sulphuric acid,

I part of acid and 15 parts of water. On

heating the bath, perfect cleansing will be

readily obtained. Care must be taken not

to temper steel tools in this preparation.

The smoothing and repolishing will then

have to be done. The smoothing is with the

water stone or blue stone ; the file should be

previously used if the hammer has left too

prominent marks. The ring is polished with

fine tripoli, then with rouge. This is done

on the lathe by means of two wooden cones

covered with chamois skin, on which the

ring is placed. One of these cones serves

for the tripoli ; the other for the rouge.

The inside of the ring may be polished

directly by these cones, or by means of a

half round buff-stick.

If the ring is to be much enlarged, this

process must not be thought of. The best

method, then, is to add a piece. The ring

is cleft with a saw and opened to the desired

extent, a piece is cut from another ring of the

same size of wire, of length corresponding to

the open one, and fitted between the two

arms of the ring, then the soldering is to be

performed, ,as we will describe further on.

If, on the contrary, the ring is to be lessened

in size, a piece is removed by the saw and

the two ends pressed together, keeping it

round, on the triblet.

KEYSTONE

In both cases it is preferable to make

the ring slightly too small rather than too

large, for recourse can always be had to

forging.

The two ends to be united by soldering

should be filed very even and exactly joined.

If a piece is to be added, the adjustment

shown at e, e, in Fig. 2, is preferable ; this

gives more security, especially with a weak

ring.

For the soldering, the ring is fastened

together, as shown in Figs. and 2, taking

Fig-. I Fig. 2

care not to flatten it too much. The surfaces

to be united ought to be perfectly clean ;

after the last stroke of the file, touching with

the fingers should be avoided. Borax, di-

luted with water, a clear solution, should be

placed in the cleft and all around it, and a

few little bits of solder, previously dipped in

the borax, placed on the cleft. The heating

should be slow ; the flame ought not to be

applied directly on the part to be soldered.

When the borax is dry, and the solder well

set, a large flame is to be directed in such a

manner as to redden the whole ring ; then it

is to be heated intermittently, especially the

place soldered, until the solder is seen to flow.

If the solder appears in little balls, in-

stead of flowing, the attempt to melt it by

increasing the heat should not be made. The

operation should be commenced again, the

surfaces cleaned anew, and fresh solder applied.

When the soldering is completed, the

object should be cleaned in the bath spoken of,

the burrs of the solder filed off, and the ring

rounded with the hammer on the triblet and

then smoothed off and polished.
Rings having stones

may be soldered with-

0 u t removing the

stones by proceeding

as follows : Take half

of a raw potato of the

average size, make a

cavity for holding the

ornamented part of the

ring, after preparing

the places to be sol-

dered (Fig. 3). The

cavity should be corn-

pletely filled with scra-

pings of the potato ;

the other half placed on, and the whole

tied. To more readily secure a strong heat,

Fig. 3

a piece of charcoal

may be inserted in

the inside of the

ring under the

place to be sol-

dered (Fig. 4).
Fig. 5 shows

another method of

operating. T h e

ring is sunk in a

cavity, which is

afterwards filled

NV i t h scrapings

mostly, instead of

utilizing the other half of the raw potato.

In certain cases for thin rings, it is

sufficient to cover the stone with a little

1 ±-; I

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

moist tissue paper. The ring is placed as

in Fig. 5, but in the hollow of a piece of

charcoal.

The Incandescent Lamp

Thomas A. Edison, writing for the Electrical

World and Engineer, tells of his experiments with

the incandescent electric lamp, which will cele-

brate its twenty-fifth birthday this year. He began

trying to subdivide the electric light in the fall of

1877, and continued until July, 1878, when he broke

down under the strain of a number of years of

ceaseless work, and he took a rest. Little was

done with the lamp, however, in the first six

months of that year, owing to the exhibition and

trials of the completed phonograph. In August

Mr. Edison began again upon his experiments

with carbon filaments. Trials were continued

until October, 1879, when lamps were made of

paper carbon, and with carbons of common sewing

thread, placed in a receiver or bulb made of glass

with the leading-in wires sealed by fusion. The

whole thing was then exhausted by the Spreugel

ppmp to nearly one-millionth of an atmosphere.

Mr. Edison then continues : " These filaments of

carbon, although naturally quite fragile, owing to

their length and small mass, had a smaller radia-

ting surface and higher resistance than we dared

hope. We had virtually reached the position

where the carbons were stable. In other words,

the incandescent lamp as we still know it to-day,

in essentially all its particulars unchanged, had

been born." He then tells of his experiments

with bamboos and other vegetable sustances to

get the best carbon filaments, and the final use of

cellulose. He says in conclusion that upon a

moderate computation the production of incandes-

cent lamps in the country since his first success

has reached a total of 230,000,000 lamps, or not

less than ro,000,000 a year for each of the twenty-

five .years. The lamp has remained structurally

the same since 0879, in the elements then demon-

strated to be essentially vital and necessary to

commercial success.
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This is a good time
to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery.

We can furnish complete outfits for
Jewelry Manufacturing.

Send in your old rolls and have them

reground and polished.

( 
OUR

LATEST CATALOGUE
IS READY.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers,
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

I offer any young man
who vill place himself unreservedly in our hands, a chance to
step directly from his seat in our college to a position paying
him twice as much as he would ever get without the training
this college gives him. Our method of teaching is thorough,
practical and up-to-date. The kind of instruction we give, you
cannot be had at any other college. If you Avant a thorough,
practical knowledge of Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics,
come to us, we can give it to you in a short space of time ;
but September I, 1904, is the time to come, it is the
opening of our fall term. Better send to-day for our Prospectus,
it gives full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
Established 1899. road and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

August, 1904 THE; KE V S TOIN1E

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

"rder in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

riiailiflg questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

a I ph abeticall y, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Four Hundred." —Will you please Worm

me how to make one of those ioo-day clocks kee
p

time after pulling in a new suspension spring P

I have tried two of them, and have failed to mak
e

the pendulum rotate more than three-fourths th
e

way around.—The suspension spring that you ar
e

now using is too strong, which causes it not onl
y

to take a short arc but to gain time as well. 
The

suspension spring wants to be weak enough to

make the pendulum rotate eight times in on
e

minute, counting the pendulum as it rotates in

each direction.

"Wheel. "—In removing broken balance staff

from wheel when pulling in new staff, I find staffs

are hard to turn with graver. I turn away the hu
b

as you described in Keystone, but my gravers
'

points break off The staffs being so hard, is it

prbper to draw the temper on staff before turning
,

and can it be done without drawing temper of bal
-

ance wheel, and best method?—It would be ver
y

nearly impossible to draw the temper on the hu
b

of a balance staff without partly drawing the tempe
r

on the balance arms ; but there is no occasion t
o

draw the temper. What you want is a properly
-

tempered and sharpened graver. Get from your

druggist enough mercury to fill an 18-size move-

ment box, heat your graver to a cherry red 
and

plunge it into the mercury, then polish and draw 
it

to a very light straw color and sharpen. 
The

cutting angle should not be over 45°. This graver

should cut any American staff.

"Several."—(1) I have found several escape-

ments lately, and some of them . in high-grade

watches, that when I have the balance out and pus
h

the lever zip until it escapes, instead of locking 
on

the opposite side, it escapes on both sides and 
collies

back to silk from which it was lifted. This seems to

me to be wrong. Is it? And how am I going

to remedy it Y—This may be caused by two

things—first, the escapement may be too shallow;

second, the escapement may be in perfect condi
-

tion, but the fork being made long and thin c
auses

it to be springy, so when it goes over to the b
ank-

ing pin it strikes it with such a force as to cau
se it

to spring back again. In most fine Swiss watches

if you remove the balance and touch the fo
rk, it

will fly over to the banking pin and spring 
back.

It will continue to vibrate between the 
banking

pins until the watch runs down, and still the

escapement is in perfect condition, but is caused
,

as stated above, by the fork being thin and 
springy,

and the escapement adjusted very close. If you

have a watch that does this, and think the 
escape-

ment is shallow, place a piece of paper or 
pith

under the tail of the fork and move it just a 
very

little at a time until the tooth just escapes. 
See

if the tooth drops on the locking face of the 
pallet

stone, as it should.. This is the proper way to try

the escapement.
(2) Another thing—should a balance 

wheel

vibrate freely without catching, when only 
balance

and lever are in position if every part is adj
usted

properly ?—No. If you have no power on the

train, there is nothing to keep the fork over t
o the

banking pin, and allows the guard pin to rub

on the roller table, causing the balance to
 stop

vibrating.

"Bifocal. "—I have trouble cementing bifoc
al

lenses in that I cannot keep the cement from 
show-

ing between the glass. Please tell me how to pro-

ceed. I have tried a proprietaty preparatio
n for

cementing, but have never done much of
 it.—

The cementing of bifocal lenses is best done 
with

.•••

the aid of Canada balsam, the best kind of which
to use is that which has become solidified by age
or heat. First, assure yourself that the lenses are
clean, and that the concave surface of one is per-
fectly adapted to the convex surface of the other,
then apply the balsam by heating the lenses enough
to melt it. If this plan is carried out, you should
not experience any serious difficulty in cementing
such lenses, but if the surfaces are not perfectly
adapted to each other, air bubbles will probably
result and you will see the cement. When perfect
adaptability obtains, the balsam should not be
visible, as it is very transparent and has about the
same refractive power as glass.

"Dialer."—How can I erase the name froZ1
an enamel dial and substitute another one f—To
remove the name from an enamel dial, cut a peg-
wood flat oblique to rub the letters with putty

powder (oxide of tin) and
water. The idea will be
understood by inspecting
Fig r, where D represents
a dial, B the flattened peg-

Fig. 1 wood and c where the let-
ters are to be removed. A

little persistent rubbing will soon remove letters

and leave the dial highly polished. Names and

monograms can be placed indelibly on watch dials

by coating the dial with asphaltum varnish, and

scratching through the varnish with a steel point
the form of the letters or design ; after which the

dial is exposed to the vapor of fluoric acid. A
better and more detailed process is, prepare what

is termed etching ground or varnish, by melting

together two parts white wax, two parts mastic

tears (gtun mastic) and one part Trinidad asphal-

tum, pulverized very fine and sifted through mus-

lin. The compound is kept heated until all the

parts are thoroughly incorporated, when it is made

into balls about the size of chestnuts. One of these

balls is tied up in a piece of fine silk cicth, and the

dial heated carefully over a lamp. The ball of

etching ground is now applied to it. which the heat

of the dial melts and causes the new fluid compo-

sition to exude through the meshes of the silk and

cover the dial. A piece of kid glove is taken,

and three or four thicknesses of cot-
ton batting, cut to about the size of
a dime, are carefully tied up in it, as
shown in Fig. 2. This little cushion
is dabbed or patted on the melted
etching ground to even it. The coat-
ing of etching ground is now smoked
over a candle and allowed to cool.
The design or letters is now traced through this

coating, when it is ready for etching with fluoric

acid.

Fig. 2

"Lapping No. 2."— you kindly inform me

how a zinc or lead lap is made, such as jewelers

use to lap gold and other jewelry. Would also like

to know what material to use on such a lap and

where to get it.—See our reply to " Lapping,"

page 1733, November, 1903, issue.

" Firecoat"—How shall I remove discolor-

ations on articles after hard soldering them? Wha
t

is the best way to avoid the discoloration P—
This

question reaches us with the same regularity a
s

that pertaining to the soldering of stone-set g
oods

without removing the sets. For the benefit of new

subscribers, however, we will again answer it.

The true policy to pursue is to avoid firecoat a
s

much as possible by using some kind of anti
-

oxidizer. The artisan should master the chemistr
y

of the process of hard soldering. To get a 
good

understanding of gold hard-solder work we must

first understand thoroughly the effect a high 
tem-

perature has on gold. If gold is pure heat does

not affect it in the least, as can be demonstrate
d

by heating a piece of pure (.999 fine) gold red
 hot;

on cooling, if the piece of gold was polished 
it

would be polished still. But this is not the case if

the gold has been alloyed, because alloyed 
gold,

except the alloy is platinum, turns black. W
hy?

Not because the gold blackens, but the alloy
;

hence the black coat is an oxide of the metal
s
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employed to alloy the gold. If the alloy consists

entirely of copper, the cause of the blackening is

oxide of copper. If the alloy is a mixture of silver

and copper the black firecoat is a combination of

the oxides of copper and silver. Now let us try

and understand the chemical action attending the

operation of dissolving off the oxide or oxides of

the alloy formed on the surface. A moment's

thought will show us that most acids which would

dissolve out the oxide of the alloy would not dis-

solve the gold and we would have Roman color

on goods, which are really only alloyed gold arti-

cles on which the acid process has dissolved the

alloy out of the surface leaving one of pure gold.

We know of no acid which acts with equal energy

on both copper and silver, hence the operation of

pickeling always leaves a job which has been hard

soldered and subjected to its action with one of

the alloys dominating, which is usually the silver,

giving it a sickly green look, which is anything but

desirable. Let us suppose the pickle acted with

equal efficiency on all the alloys, we would still

have the trouble of the job coming out with a

Roman color. Here again is trouble, as we do

not want a Roman color any more than we did the

sickly green. What we want is the original color

of the article before we heated it. To obtain this

the true policy to pursue is to avoid the trouble of

firecoat by employing some kind of protection to

prevent the article from oxidizing ; such protective

substances are usually called anti-oxidizers, and

dozens of them are for sale on the market, or they

can be made up by the workman. A good pro-
tection against oxidizing is prepared from finest
charcoal dust and borax glass. To prepare this
" resist" heat common borax until it fuses to a
transparent glass. This borax glass is next

reduced to an impalable powder and mixed with

charcoal dust ground equally find. The two sub-

stances are mixed in equal proportions by measure,
and then with water made into a thick paint which
is painted over all the parts to be heated except
where the solder is to flow. Another good pro-
tection is made by dissolving boric acid in water
to saturation, and then adding ten pains of sal
ammoniac to each fluid ounce of solution. To use
this solution paint over the article to be heated
with it except where the solder is to flow. The
best protective coating to resist firecoat, which has

come to our notice, is formed by boiling together
a mixture of yellow ochre 4 parts, boric acid x part.
These substances are mixed with sufficient water
to form a thin paint and boiled for an hour. The

article to be protected is painted over with this

preparation except where the solder is to flow, and

after drying is ready for soldering. The flux to
employ for soldering is simply borax ground up

with water to a thin paste. This borax, applied as
a flux for soldering, prevents to a great extent the
action of the air in oxidizing. The trouble with
borax as a protective against oxidization is, that it
does not fuse at a temperature low enough to pre-
vent the metal on which it is spread from absorbing
oxygen, but the borax glass does this when it does
fuse and the metal is again bright, but not of the
true color, as fused borax has in a sense acted as
a pickle. All that portion of a job on which the
fused borax has acted as a flux for soldering will

be found after removing the fused borax to be
changed in color ; that is, in jewelers' gold work

the gold will be of a greenish cast as far as the
borax coating extended. The coating of boric
acid and yellow ochre, if well compounded and
skillfully applied, will hold the color through the
operation of hard soldering so it is next to impos-

sible to notice any change. The electrical method

of removing firecoat is the best, and this process
divested of all unnecessary verbiage can be said to
consist of placing the gold article to be treated so
it acts as an anode in a solution made by dissolving
two ounces of cyanide of potassium in a quart of
water. It is important in such " stripping " or

removal of firecoat that the electric current should

be tolerably high voltage—that the voltage should
be above twenty-five and not below ten. The true
policy, as stated above, is to avoid having firecoat
to remove, and thus obviate the necessity of using

a stripping process.

"The articles in The Keystone in which I am
mostly interested are Workshop Notes and repair-
ing."—John A. Saxton, Jeweler, Lakeview, Onta-
rio, Canada.
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United States
Movements

f()r those Regular jewelers who want to give hest

value to their customers; who want to sell accurate

timekeepers that vi 1l be sure to give satisfaction;

who want to handle goods not sold by all sorts

of irregular dealers who see extra profits on a

line in which competition is restricted and prices

not generally known.

United States Movements

are sold by many jewelers for the sole reason of

their superior qualities they are very reliable

timekeepers; and sold by many other jewelers

because of the profit-opportunities which they

afford. In either case, those jewelers who sell

this line demonstrate the true business instinct.

Made in two sizes-0 and 16 size.
For descriptions, see July KEYSTONE.

United States Watch Co.,
of Waltham, Mass.

August, 194 THE K EYSTONE

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departmest
must send name and address—not for publication, but all 1111
oyidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
stalling questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Minutes. —(1) What is the probable cause

of a watch gaining about one or two minutes in

h'n to twelve hours after winding full, and losing

.I/ont the same amount in following lapse of time,

and continuing to run slow until run down The

same in a clock.—A watch acting as you state, ca
n-

not be anywhere near in good order. It needs to

be put in good order, escapement adjusted, balan
ce

poised and trued in the round and flat ; in shor
t,

put in first-class order. A clock that gains when

first wound, and loses when half or very nearly r
un

down, may be caused by several things. If it has

a strong • mainspring and a short pendulum will

cause it to act this way, especially if it has a recoil

escapement. In this case the spring, when wound,

will retard the action of the pendulum, cau
s-

ing it to take a 'short action, and it will gain. A

weaker mainspring will no doubt lessen the erro
r.

(2) Please give accurate and quick method for

selecting a hairspring for balances—that is, 
to

ascertain where it should be pinned in stud.—This

matter has been quite fully discussed in this depar
t-

-Tient on several occasions. It is also fully covered

in " The Watch Adjuster's Manual." Price $2.50.

(3) Good way to true balances.—There nev
er

was a time in the history of watch repairing whe
n

the balance of the watch was more examined th
an

at the present day of railroad watch inspe
ction,

nor can we expect a watch to keep time and 
give

satisfaction with a balance running out of true in

the round and flat. But what causes a balance to

get in such a condition is nothing but the car
e-

less handling of it by inexperienced workmen, a
nd

just such workmen think all they have to do is 
to

find out the secret of how to true it and it c
an be

done in a minute. There are very few repair jobs

that workmen are called upon to do that 
take

more patience, practice and judgment than 
truing

a badly-bent balance wheel. The first thi
ng we

want is a pair of calipers that holds the ba
lance

staff by the cone of the pivots, then we want to 
be

sure that our staff or pivots are not bent ; n
ow

place the balance in the calipers and allo
w the

index finger to rest on the balance at the ar
m and

move balance to see if both arms are the 
same

height. If one should be lower than the other,

bend the low arm up or the high arm down
—the

direction will depend upon the watch—so that

the wheel will not rub on the plate or 
balance

bridge. To bend the arm you use the wrench 
that

comes with the calipers ; there are two slots 
in the

wrench, one wide and the other narrow, the n
arrow

slot being the one to take hold of the arm
 with.

Raise or lower the arm until both arms ar
e the

same height ; this is done without removin
g the

balance from the calipers. Now, to true the rest

of the segment, we start from the arm 
towards

the cut part of the wheel, truing it as we go 
along.

If when we move the balance and the index

finger comes to the fourth screw we find th
at the

rest of the segment is bent down, stop there, a
nd

by holding the balance in our fingers at t
he fourth

screw bend the rest of the segment up, the
n replace

the index finger and start again from the 
arm and

see if you have bent it too much or not 
enough.

Whichever the case may be, continue to ben
d the

wheel up or down, as explained above, unt
il the

segment of the balance is the same height fr
om the

arm to the cut end. Both sides are trued the

same way. For truing it in the round 
place the

Index finger so that the point touches t
he rim at

the arm, then turn the balance around and 
see if

both arms are the same length. If one arm should

be longer than the other you cannot true it 
in the

round until you make them the same leng
th. You

can stretch the short arm by using a punch 
from

the staking tool shaped like a chisel. Place the

arm to be stretched on a flat stump and 
give the

punch a light blow with a mallet ; cont
inue this

until both arms are the same length. 
Now, to

true the balance, start from the arm and 
place the

index finger, as explained above, then mov
e the

wheel slowly and a short distance at a time, noting

very carefully if the wheel leaves the index finger

or pushes it away. When you come to a place

where it leaves it or pushes it away, stop there and

remove the balance from the calipers, and by using

the wrench you bend the wheel in or out, as the

case may be, catching it with the wrench just

where it starts to leave the index finger. Do not

mind what position the rest of the segment of the

wheel takes after bending it. Replace the wheel

in the calipers and start from the arm again and

note well if you bent it too much or not enough.

You continue this from the arm to the end of the

segment, taking the bend out as you come to it

from the arm, both sides being trued in the same

way. In case the wheel is badly out of true, it is

advisable to remove the screws on one side at a

time while truing. As stated above, it requires

practice and patience to true balance wheels.

"Fancy."—Will you kindly give me informa-

tion as to how the fancy finish is put on a nickel
movement? Please stale materials and machineu

required.—The fancy finish and design you speak

of is called damaskeening. This work is done by

a special machine and attachments whereby a

variety of designs can be obtained. To give you

full information about these machines would make

too long an article for this department and, besides,

would be of no practical benefit.

"Grinding."—In the February number of THE

KEYSTONE, in "Letters from the Trade," in the

article "Putting Clocks in Beat," doesn' t it recom-

mend grinding down the wrong pallet?—No. The

object of grinding the pallet is this : If the clock

is in beat, but should sound out of beat, caused 
by

the pallets allowing the escape-wheel teeth to have

unequal drop, then one pallet is stoned off to

equalize the drop.

What do you consider the best mountants in

photographic work? I do considerable work 
in

this line, and thought there might be some 
later

and possibly better formula- than those I use.
 —

There are several different mountants in use, all
 of

which have their own particular merits. A cor
n-

plete list of these was given in a recent issue 
of

The Practical Photographer as follows:

I. Starch I part, cold water i part ; mix thor
-

oughly to a smooth cream. Then add 8 or 9 par
ts

of boiling water slowly and stirring the mixture 
all

the time. The mixture should change from a

chalk-and-water-like compound to a semi-
trans-

parent pasty jelly. Should this not take place, the

mixture must be put in a clean saucepan and ju
st

brought to the boiling point.
2. To the above some authorities advise th

e

addition of zo grains of powdered alum in ha
lf an

ounce of water added to io ounces of starch 
jelly,

as prepared by No. I formula. If it is desired

to keep this starch jelly more than twenty-four

hours, there should be added one drop of car
bolic

acid or oil of cloves to each ounce of jelly.

3. Arrowroot 15 parts, gelatine 15 parts, wate
r

150 parts, methylated spirits 15 parts, carboli
c acid

I part. Soak the gelatine in half the water, then

melt by gentle heat. Mix the arrowroot with the

remainder of the water and bring to the boili
ng

point, with constant stirring. Add the gelatine.

When cold add the spirit, a little at a time, st
irring

freely, and finally add the carbolic acid. 
This

keeps for some time.
4. Dextrine 2 parts, boiling water 6 parts. 

Stir

until clear from lumps. Strain through muslin.

When cold add slowly methylated spirit i par
t.

5. Pure masticated I part, chloroform or ben
-

zole 40 or 50 parts. Aid solution by keeping the

bottle in a warm place, or putting it in a 
jar of

warm water.
6. Bleached shellac I part, methylated spirit

 2

to 3 parts. This is apt to stain papers which are

not very thoroughly sized. A small piece of 
paper

should be used as a trial. The point in its favor is

that it is a damp-proof mountant.
GELATINE MOUNTANT.—One ounce of gelatine

dissolved in six ounces of water makes a ver
y use-

ful, strong mountant for general purposes, 
when it

is not desired to keep it for a long time, and 
when

" cockling " is not a matter of importa
nce. But
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if a non-cockling mountant that will keep well is
required, it should be made as follows : Select a

soft gelatine and let one ounce soak in water for

three or four hours. Pour off surplus water and

melt by placing the pot in boiling water. Add

water, if necessary, to make a bulk of about one

and a half ounces, then pour in methylated spirit

very slowly while the mixture is continually stirred.

The spirit will produce a cloudy precipitate, which,

for a time, will disappear with continued stirring

and heat. When, however, the precipitate will not

disappear, a little water must be added, and this

is followed by more spirit as soon as the solution

has cleared. The process should be continued

until a total bulk of about 64 ounces is reached,

but care must be taken not to add more water than

is absolutely necessary to keep the solution clear.

The result is somewhat dark in color, but it is an

excellent mountant. The softer the gelatine the

less water is required. Hard gelatines are not at

all suitable.

•
"Train."—I have had brought in for repair a

French clock with visible escapement. This clock

has given considerable trouble, as several other

watchmakers have been. unable to do anything with

it. I took the clock and thoroughly cleaned the

same, removing both springs, and seeing they were

not set, replaced them. I have tried end and side

shake in all wheels and barrels. Have examined

all teeth, and especially the escapement; have

examined both pallets and find evelything 0. K.

I have examined the pivots, tried each wheel sepa-

rately, but the clock still takes a sluggish motion;

in fact, just about escapes. Now, I have tried

altering the depth of the pallet, by altering screws

in the .bridge directly over, or the one that verge

swings in. I know the depth is 0. K. between the

escapement wheel and the connecting one. Have

done evelything I could, but clock runs with a short

stroke, consequently it has a "gaining rate." If

you could advise what correction to make I would

appreciate 11.—We do not believe the trouble lies

in the train of the clock, but in the escapement.

The tooth does not drop on the pallet stone prop-

erly, or in other words, the escapement is too

shallow, causing the pendulum to take a short

swing, thereby gaining time. Examine the tooth

just when it drops on the pallet. The point of the

tooth should drop on the center or a little beyond

the center of the pallet stone. The drop should be

equal on both stones. This can be changed by

twisting the stone. For a more thorough knowl-

edge of this escapement see answer to "Visible,"

March, 1904, KEYSTONE, page 423.

"Brass Pin."— I would like to know what

the actual damage is which comes from the u
se of

steel or brass pins in place of roller jewels in

medium-grade watches. I would like to know t
he

damage they may do, so as to explain it to m
y

customers.—It is only a question of a few months

when a watch that contains a steel or brass rol
ler

pin would require a new fork, for either o
ne of

these pins will wear a groove in the slot of 
the

fork by its constant pounding and the friction
 it

creates. Another objection is, steel or brass pins

require oil owing to the great friction, and when

oiled they become dry in a short time. A st
eel

pin will in time, by striking against the fork,
 mag-

netize both fork and roller. None of these faults

exist with a good garnet, ruby or sapphire 
roller

pin. You can examine some of the old watches

that have run for years, and you will find the slot

in the fork with no sign of wear whatever, but
 in

as good a condition as when it left the factor
y.

Jeweler's Opinion of Workshop Notes

ED. KEYSTONE :—I think THE KEYSTONE 
is

the best publication I ever saw. It is worth one

dollar a year to any jeweler. I would not be

without it in my shop. The Workshop Notes are

all right ; that part interests me more 
than any

other part of the book ; but THE KEYSTO
NE is

all good and I wish every jeweler would get

interested in it ; there would, I believe, be a

better class of workmen.
Yours truly,

Bartesville, Ind, Ter. E. M. HOSKINS.



To THE JEWELERS
A. WE Sell Jevvelems ONLY..

Whenever trade conditions require new goods and new ideas, be sure and write us—the LATEST
PRODUCTIONS ALWAYS ON HAND in DOMESTIC as well as IMPORTED GOODS.
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We are WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS of the WALTHAM and ELGIN WATCH CO'S,
THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO. All makes of RELIABLE GOLD and FILLED
CASES—ANSONIA, SETH THOMAS, INGRAHAM and SESSIONS CLOCK CO'S.

MON, 0) S. Anticipating an unprecedented rise in Diamonds, we made our purchases fully
six months ago, therefore, we are fully lc% BELOW the present market
value, an unexcelled opportunity which we hope you will take advantage of

LEONARD KROWER,
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Why Some Salespeople Succeed

THERE'S a firm in New York City, by

name White, Van Glahn & Co., which

has two successful hardware stores. These

stores are noted for their excellent manage-

ment and for the high average intelligence

of the employees. For this reason special

interest attaches to a code of "Dont's''

which is placed in the hands of each new

employee, and a copy of which is hung

where it can frequently be seen by all the

working force. Prominently at the head of

the code is the following :

Don't destroy, mislay, or fail to read

these " Store Dont's ;" preserve them, re-

read them, think about them, act upon them.

You'll never be out of employment if you do.

SOME of the " dont's" apply only to the

business of this particular firm, but the

following would seem to be especially appli-

cable to employees in jewelry stores :

Don't forget that no sales mean no

profit, or that upon the amount of your

sales, to a great extent, depends the amount

of your salary.
Don't fail to know what goods are in

your stock and where to find them quickly.

Don't permit a customer to leave the

store dissatisfied or offended before sending

for some one in higher authority.

Don't argue or contend with business

associates in the presence of customers.

Don't fail to remember that customers

frequently hand you a two-dollar bill, and,

when you hand them the change, declare

they gave you a five-dollar bill. Call back

the amount every time. It's easy when you

get used to it.
Don't take an address for goods to be

sent, a C. 0. D. order, or a charge, without

being positive that you take it correctly.

Don't stand in a listless manner while

customers are examining goods ; be attentive

and show an interest in your employer's

business.
Don't always show the cheapest goods

first. Sales are sometimes lost that way.

Don't allow a customer to look in vain

for somebody to wait upon him while you

are engaged in talking to your fellow clerk

about last evening's experiences.

Don't get excited in times of a rush or

any other time ; it shows the customers that

you are inexperienced and unaccustomed to

an active business.
Don't stand and stare at customers, or

make remarks or criticisms in regard to the

style or color of their dress.

IA NUMBER of others in relation to per-
h sonal habits in the store can be con-

densed in a few words : Keep away from beer,

tobacco, gum, onions, etc., in business hours ;

no slang phrases, no visiting in the store,be on

time, don't dress dowdily, gaudily or duclily,

but cleanly, neatly and nicely ; keep hands

and finger-nails clean ; allow no dirt or dis-

order in your stock ; don't try to substitute

anything for tact, push and principle.

Those that relate to the relations between

employer and employee are to the point:

Don't disregard instructions from those

holding superior positions. Don't be an

eye-servant. Be a faithful co-worker in sight

and out of sight. Don't expect an increased

salary from any source but faithful, valuable

service. Don't think you are not appre-

ciated if you are worthy. When business

justifies it, you will share in the benefit.

Don't say, " I was not hired to do that."

It might cost you your situation and refer-

ence to obtain another. Don't delude your-

self by thinking you are deluding your em-

ployer if he does not constantly call your

attention to your business faults. Don't lose

sight of the fact that your business record is

as much to you as your salary—sometimes

more. Don't provoke managers or misuse

privileges. There is some one who appre-

ciates fair treatment waiting for your situation.

Don't fail to show a customer anything

now that he speaks of buying later, lest when

he is ready to buy some one else should

make the sale.
Don' t cease your efforts to sell your stuff

because a customer calls for something you

haven't got, lest some one else should sell

something- of which you have plenty.

Don' t argue politics with your customer,

lest you should wake up the wrong passenger,

Don't claim to furnish more goods for the

money than anybody else, lest your customer

should find the same value somewhere else.

Don't believe everything "They say,"

lest you should sometimes believe a lie.

Don't claim anything to be so that you

can not prove, lest you should be weighed in

the balances and found wanting.

Don't think all things come to those who

wait, lest some one should beat you by going

after things.
Don't give a guarantee that you will not

make good, lest you be accused of being dis-

honest.
Don't abuse a competitor to a customer,

lest you should do so to his friend.

Don't quit a job because there are some

unpleasant things connected with it, lest you

should find others much worse.

A Jeweler's Dozen Dont's

THERE is an abundance of business

philosophy among the jewelry trade,

but it is somewhat difficult to elicit it. While

on the matter of " Dont's" for salespeople,

we take pleasure, therefore, in publishing a

few of these laconic injunctions ; for which

we are indebted to a subscriber, J. W. Wolff,

of Rural Hill, N. C.:

Don't sit out in front of your place of

business, lest people think you are doing

nothing.
Don't disagree with your customer if

you can help it, lest he should doubt your

judgment.

Treatment of Customers

WHENEVER possible call your cus-

tomer by name. It places you en

rapport with him at once and allows more

freedom in talking. He will feel that you

have studied his interests and that you have

divined his wishes, thus increasing your

chances of making a sale—increasing them

by fifty per cent. It inspires confidence. If

you have the faculty of doing this, you will

be sure to increase your personal following.

Personal magnetism is a gift of nature, which

we all possess in some degree. It can be

developed, but its value is much reduced if

not tempered by good sense and judgment.

Personal magnetism is really a personal in-

terest in another, a positive interest.

Don't make the mistake of asking your

customer what price he wants to pay. Go by

appearances, but remember that it is not

always the one with plain clothes who buys

the cheapest. Start high, for you can always

come down,
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Our new Kansas City factory is now in full operation. It is equipped with the most

improved machinery and is right up to date in every particular.

We have handsome quarters on the third floor of the new concrete, fire-proof Gumhul

Building, the most centrally-located point in Kansas City.

All of our workmen have a good north light to work by, which is quite essential for

fine work. Altogether we have the very best facilities for taking care of your

Special Order Work and Jewelry Repairing

ST Mho NY
The Special. Manufacturing' jewelers TOT q.he Retail! Trade

Cfmannza, Oh110 Nanan5 Cfigy, Mo.
Two Modern FactoriesLION BUILDING GUMBEL BUILDING
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COMBS
Plain and Fancy

Trimmed

I.11)1.:

Made by

M A I:1:

SADLER BROTHERS s( I)uta :.tt,cooro Massachusetts

We make a specialty of in-
laid stone, inlaid gold, silver
and bead top, rolled-plate
tube edge and fancy trim-
med combs in hundreds of
styles. We make combs in
white, shell, amber, bright
and mat black.
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Items of Interset

T H E

S. T. Morrison, of Iowa City, Iowa, has com-

pletely remodeled his jewelry store, installed new

show cases, shelving, etc., and executed general

improvements.

The firm of Heiland, Meiskey & Co.,. jobbers

nd importers of fine jewelry, watchmakers' tools

and material, Lancaster, Pa., has been dissolved

by mutual consent of the partners. Mr. Heiland

has retired and the business will be continued by

the H. S. Meiskey Company.

The Rees Engraving School, of Elmira, N. Y.,

has issued an illustrated booklet in which the scope

and usefulness of that institution are well exploited.

The office, schoolroom, groups of the students and

examples of work done form the subject of the

illustrations. Those who contemplate learning

engraving will find this booklet of especial interest.

The firm of H. C. Tripp, Binghamton, N. Y.,

enjoy a unique distinction in that the watchmaker

for the concern is Daniel Tripp, the octogenarian

father of H. C. Tripp, who runs the business. Mr.

Tripp, senior, has been sixty years at the bench

and was in business at Oswego, N. Y., years ago.

He is remarkably well preserved and rides a

bicycle to and from his business every day.

L. E. Hubbard, the jeweler, of Park City, Utah,

was recently elected a school trustee for a term of

three years. Five hundred and forty-five votes

were cast, of which number Jeweler Hubbard re-

ceived 256 and his two opponents 201 and 84

respectively. The Park Record states that the

result is satisfactory to the public generally, and

proves conclusively that the taxpayers have confi
-

dence in Mr. Hubbards ability as a trustee, fo
r

this is the third time they have elected him to the

position.

KEYSTONE

Wm. F. Nye, the well-known refiner of watch

and clock oils, New Bedford, Mass., has placed a

new Seth Thomas clock in the north gable of his

factory on Fish Island. Mr. Nye should be suffi-

ciently expert in the matter of clocks to make a

good selection, and he believes that in the new

clock he has a timekeeper which will give official

time to all the clocks in the neighborhood.

The Niagara Ring Mfg. Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.,

has issued an attractive advertisement in the form

of a map of the United States. This is so printed

that a margin is left at the top for the name of the

company in large letters, attractively studded with

rings, and another at the bottom, which contains

illustrations of some of the company's product,

together with reading matter relative to its activi-

ties. The map appears in the space between. It

is handsomely colored, very complete in detail,

and its type matter is clear, making cities, towns,

railroads, etc., easy of location. Advertising of

this kind is likely to be preserved kr its usefulnes
s.

What is claimed to be the largest single piece

of glass ever cut is the chief feature of the 
com-

prehensive cut-glass exhibit of the Quaker City Cu
t

Glass Co., Philadelphia, Pa., at the St. Louis

Exposition. Few of the thousands who daily

admire and marvel at this monster vase of 5 
feet

734 inches, have any idea of the 
labor, skill and

even physical strength called for in the mak
ing.

In the first place, the production of the enor
mous

blank for this vase was a task of extreme del
icacy

and difficulty. The crude blank weighed 200

pounds, and to make so much glass in one 
piece

without a bubble or imperfection of any kind,
 was

in itself a rare feat in the glass industry. 
The

manipulation of this immense blank dur
ing the

process of blowing, called for exceptional 
strength

as well as skill on the part of the blower, 
and the

extreme delicacy of the task of cutting may
 well

be imagined. The large vase and exhib
it, gen-

erally, are much admired by the exposition
 visitors.

Special Announcement

Hornikers Modern Text-Book
of Monograms, Inscriptions and

Alphabets.

On and after September 1, um, the 
price of above book will be as follows

:

" COPPER-PLATE EDITION," 
complete in to parts, $15.00, (former price, $15.00),

only to complete books left of this edition
.

" SHOP EDITION," exactly rep
roduced by lithogtaphy from the cop

per-plate edition.

6.) pages, $6.50, (former price, $5.00.)

If you are a jeweler and wish to 
increase your sales, or an engraver an

d do up-to-date

monograins, lettering and etching on 
watches, lockets, silverware, etc., y

ou must have

BURNIKEL'S MODERN TEXT-BOOK.

It is the best, most up-to-date an
d practical book forjewelry stores 

and engravers (for

I.eginners and advanced engravers.)

Read what subscribers have to say abo
ut the book :

. Muslim, Chicago,

Dear Sir :—The three copies of the Sho
p Edition of the Engravers' Text Book

 came duly to

hand, and to say that I am well pleased with 
them is putting it mildly. The work i

s well worth

the price, in fact many of the single sheets a
re worth the price alone. I can chee

rfully recommend

the work, and hope that It will soon be in 
the hands of every engraver in our l

and. It will have a

tendency to elevate the craft to a high stand
ard.

Wishing you success, I am, Yours truly, NV. H. BECKEN, Beaver Dam, Wis.

Mr. 110aNitom, Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sir :—Received the Shop Edit

ion by mail to-day. lwish to thank you for the book.

I think it worth its weight in gold. Yours truly, WILL ANDERSON, Portland, Ore.

Mn. E. F. MORNIKEL. 
M. E. Cross, with Chas. J. Dale Jew

eler.

Dear Sir :—I received a few days ago your
 Engravers' Text Book, and it is t

he best thing

al the best designs I ever saw, and have been 25
 years in the business. Each p

art is worth ten

, mes the price you ask. Very respectfully, M. E. CROSS, Plattsburgh, N.Y.

T. Musgrave & Co., Manufacturing 
Jewelers,

M Dons [KIM. 
2990 Sixteenth Street.

Dear Sir :—Both Mr. Schneider and mys
elf are pleased with the public

ation. We consider

it the most useful work for the practical engraver
 we have ever seen.

Yours, T. MUSGRAVE, San Francisco, Cal
.

All those who want the book before Augu
st 21st can purchase it for the old 

price:

" COPPER-PLATE EDITION," $15.00.

" SHOP EDITION " (Lithographed 
Edition), $5.00.

Upon receipt of money it will be sent to 
ally part of the country.

Columbus Memorial Building
Chicago E. F. Nornikel

I 29

The store of J. E. Miller, Glen Campbell, Pa.
,

was entered by burglars on the morning of July

14th, the safe blown open and goods taken to the

amount of $600. The goods consisted of watches,

rings, brooches, stick-pins, vest chains, gold pens,

etc. One of the supposed perpetrators visited the

store on the afternoon preceding the robbery an
d

asked the jeweler for a bill for some small chang
e,

saying he wanted to send money away. He was

a light-haired, smooth-faced man, of about t
hirty

years, 5 feet to inches in height, round shouldered

and wearing a dark suit. After robbing the jewelry

store the burglars stQle a horse and wagon, the

property of a local doctor, and drove away. A

reward will be given for the recovery of the goods

or for evidence leading to the conviction of th
e

robbers.

The traveling salesmen, special representatives

and a number of employees attached to the various

offices of the :\ I. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., recently

visited the factory of that concern at East Syra-

cuse, N. Y., and the company availed of the occa-

sion to tender them an appropriate entertainmen
t.

A banquet was given to them at the Vanderbil
t

House, Syracuse, and a trip was made to South

Bay, a popular watering place for Syracusians,

where another repast was served at the Sagamore

Inn. The gathering at this point was conceded b
y

those present to be a most delightful event. All

the participants returned to their respective terr
i-

tories with pleasant recollections of their visit 
to

East Syracuse. The reunion was the subject 
of

extended editorial notice in the East Syracuse

News, which paper published photographs of th
e

officers, representatives and other employees 
of

the company. Owing to the increase in the volum
e

of business done at the East Syracuse plant, t
he

company are now erecting a modern building,

measuring 4o x 4o, with a brick vault adjoining,

whose dimensions are tzt x 14, wholly for office

purposes. The part of the factory now used for

office purposes will be converted into a stock roo
m

as soon as the new offices have been complete
d.

AN EAGLE CHARM that sells at all sea
sons

of the year

No. 400. Crentline Eagle Claw

Made in 14 K. only

WRITE

FOR PRICES

Patented Aug. 18, 1993
No. 402

Genuine Eagle Claw ;

E. SCHMALZ 0 SON, Manufacturing 
Jewelers

501-502-503 Chamber of Commer
ce Bldg., ST. PAUL, MINN.

XII
For expert practical knowledge in

higher watch repairing the one
stmdard treatise is the

Watch Adjuster's Manual,
A complete and practical guide fo

r tvatchtnaker3 in adjusting

watches and chronometers for isochronis
m, position, heat

and cold. Sent postpaid to any part of the wo
rld on

receipt of $2.50 (I0s. 5d.)

THE KEYSTONE, oth& Brown Sta., Philadelphia,
 U.S.A.



The S. 0. BIGNEY CHAINS
have become the standard make of
the country.

Our reputation for continuously producing new
and original articles is unquestioned.

Our Chains sell and stay sold, which means
that they give entire satisfaction.

Inquire of your jobber for our Gents'
is a winner ; our Bigney Jr. Patent
Chains, Uncle Sams, Negligees, the
Secret Locket Chains, Neck Chains
and Bead Necks.

August, 1904 ICH1 KEYSTON
I :2 6 t

Advertising Aphorisms

Here are a few capsules of advertising

xvisdora from the wise man of Printers' Ink,

which, if swallowed and assimilated, will

prove healthful to the merchant who does his

own advertising :

Advertising is salesmanship multiplied.

Good advertising and good sense are

first cousins.

A business that is not worth advertising

is not worth running.

A good ad. sells goods to-day and makes

a good reputation for to-morrow.

Vest Chains ; our Swell Front Chain, which
Fob, Parisian and Oriental Crosses, Guard
Ladies' Jaunty, Dickens, Victors, Ponies,
Patent Bracelets, Lockets, Chatelaine Pins

New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane. S. Or BIGNEY CO.

HONEST
WATCHES

Factory, Attleboro, Mass.

WE ARE READY
With a Complete Line of New Goods for the Season of 1904, in

STERLING SILVER and STERLING SILVER FRONT GOODS.

TOILET WARE,

MANICURE

and DESK

FITTINGS,

MATCH BOXES,

CIGARETTE

CASES.

No. 3050.—HAIR BRUSH. One-half actual size.

BRACELETS,

FOBS,

CHATELAINES,

PINS of all kinds,

WAIST SETS,

GOLF

HAT PIN SETS.

TRY OUR NEW METAL: SILVEROIN. It looks and wears like Sterling Silver.

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
SILVERSMITHS,

New York Office: 3 Maiden Lane. Factory : Attleboro, Mass.
WE DO NOT SELL THE RETAIL TRADE.

A small price
is not money
saved when buying
a watch. The real
economy of honest
wear and correct
timekeeping is the
true test of value.
%Ve have built tip a
reputation fltr reli-
able watches, and
we intend to keep It
by selling only the
dependable kind.

Our stock com-
prises all the mile-
hie makes.

The STEWART
DAWSON COM-
PANY WATCHES
are known through-
out the world.

The we have the
ROTHERHAMS, in
high grade move-
men IS 011IV,
the WALTHAMS,
specially made to
our order.

Whatever may be
the price paid, you
are absolutely cer-
tain of a reliable
timekeeper.

One man's advertising medicine is 
an-

other man's destruction.

Advertising money, spent right, is an

investment, not an expense.

Anybody can cut prices, but it takes

salesmanship to sell goods at a profit.

Don't get up in meeting and talk unless

you have something to say.

Illustrations that illustrate are best.

Pictures don't do much good. 

Advertising done right, is buying busi-

ness—often future business.

Advertising is never any better than the

man or woman behind the pencil.

Every store ought to have a fad—some-

thing the other stores don't possess.

The time to stop advertising is when you

are ready to close up your business.

The selling talk of a good salesman is

mighty good gospel for the advertising man.

Cast your advertising money on the sea

of life and it will return to you after many

days—perhaps.

The man who doesn't know woman

doesn't know enough advertising to make

him worth while.

Advertising style that is natural is good.

Striving for effect is neither good style nor

good sense.
The merchant who can't think of any-

thing to advertise is a dead one and doesn't

know it is funeral time.

One robin doesn't make a summer,

neither will one good advertisement keep the

store full of customers.

Small words are the strongest words.

They are most easily understood and make

deepest impressions. It takes more skill to

use small words right than to use big words,

because the small words have got to mean

something.
The best " follow-up" is the one that

comes the nearest to doing what a good

salesman would do. It is the "call again"

theory scientifically arranged.

Advertising is the business news of the

store. When it stops the public have a right

to believe that there is "nothin' doin'."

The Vogue in

Engagement 

Rings.
Nothing but a DIA-

MOND will do when you
want an ENGAGEMENT
RING. The time has
gone by when any sort
of a set ring was correct
for an engagement ring.
Now nothing but a dia-
mond will do, and a pure
color, perfect stone at
that. The emblem of
your love must be as
pure, as spotless and as
perfect as you would
have that love to be.
Better a small diamond
that is true than a larger
stone that is not above
suspicion. There is one
store where you are sure
of perfect stones. That
one store is

'Memphis, Tenn.

Some people scold in their advertising.

The public take the hint and keep the

calamity at long range, keep cut of danger

and the ugly man's store.

Always leave something unsaid in your ad.

Telling the whole story is not wise. Judg-

ment is seldom influenced when you rob the

reader of his natural desire to find out more

about the article than is told in the ad. This

desire to find out more often produces a sale.

The public respects the man who stands

in front of his store and talks his wares, but

looks with suspicion upon similar efforts at

church, in the lodge or at the club.

We show on this page four sample

advertisements which will convey an idea

of how some of the jewelers are making use

of space in their local papers.

Every Second Counts
In these days of time clocks in offic

es

and factories, the home clock mus
t

keep correct time. A few minutes

late each morning will

spoil your reputation for
punctuality. We can sell

you a clock cheap that

will keep time with the

time clock. Call on us

before going elgewhere.

Watch and clock repair-

ing a specialty.

Engagement -Rins g
Are in Season, —

Can -we
Furnish yours?

J. L. Fortescue & Co.
44 mercer Street. Thls advertisement was designed by G. R. 

Neff, watchmaker for the firm.
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A NOVELTY FOR THE WEST, FROM INDIA.

Sterling Silver Indian "Swami" Ware.

Tea and Coffee
Sets.

Dessert Sets.

Salvers.

Tea Spoons.

Salt Cellars.

HA.

SEND FOR A

SAMPLE

PARCEL,

it set, richly chased repousse work, comprising 12-inches Salver, Coffee-nut, ligal• Basin and Tongs, mid Cream Jug complete, in best Morocco case.

111,1,111111 11111 JIJI ill 1111111011'i!

Handsome Toilet Set, beautifully hand eliased and einhosseci (rept.es,nt
1.11tuli nit, the Goddess of Fortun(). J pieces. 

jug

Caskets.

August, 1904

New Goods anD Inventions

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is

permanent feature of TOE KEYSTON
E, our twofold- object being to keep the mercha

nt jeweler

thoroughly posted on the very latest
 and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler e

qually

well posted on the newest inventio
ns and improvements in tools and applianc

es used at the

bench. For the benefit of the o
ptician, we also illustrate and describe n

ew optical goods and

instruments in this department.]

Prize Cups.

Cigar and

Cigarette

Boxes.

Inkstands.

Belts, Buckles.

Etc., Etc.

which will be

sent through

,0111- Junkers.

P. ORR 8z SONS, MADRAS, INDIA.

New Mission Clocks

The increasing popularity of

household articles made in the 
mis-

sion style gives an especial timeline
ss

to the production of a new missi
on

mantel clock by the New Haven

Clock Co., of New Haven, Co
nn.,

one of which is shown in the acc
om-

panying illustration. This clock is

named the "Santa Clara," and is t
he

first article of the kind ever made 
in

pure Spanish mission style. The 
case

is made of heavy antique oak, in du
ll

finish, carefully and substantially

built. It is fitted with a durable

eight-day American movement 
and

strikes the hour and half hour o
n it

sweet-toned cathedral gong. 
The

figures and hands are of brass fi
nish,

polished, on a dark oak dial to ma
tch

the case. The latch and hinges
 are

of old-fashioned design in gun
-metal

finish. In general outline it is simple

and artistic and will make a very

appropriate addition to the study, 
the

den or to the sitting room, for
 all of

which dark oak clocks are so 
much

in demand.

month, and there could scarcely be a m
ore appropriate decoration, especiall

y

in view of the growing tendency
 in art-craft to so utilize the beautiful pro

-

ducts of Dame Nature. Practically every well-known flower is 
symbolized

in these rings ; the execution is ve
ry artistic and the die work correspond-

ingly excellent. They are made i
n ro and 14 karat gold, and attractively

put up in a neat silk, velvet-lined b
ox.

New Safety Pin-Holder

Devices which, while neither c
umbrous nor obtrusive in themselves,

serve to insure personal jewelry 
from the evil dexterity of the thieving

fraternity and from being lost otherwi
se, are in demand at all seasons. One

of the latest of these is the Nobs 
safety catch, shown in the accompanying

illustration, attached to one of the 
articles which it is designed to protect.

This catch is one of the products of 
the Ledos Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

 It

can be applied to a scarf, catch or 
hat-pin from the side without looki

ng for

the pin point, so that there is no 
stabbing of the fingers in its adjus

tment.

Neither does it scratch or damage the
 pin, and it is so simple of cons

truc-

tion and manipulation and effective 
in its work that it must needs pr

ove

popular with all wearers of such art
icles as its fuction is to secure.

New Pattern in Silverware

The appropriateness of floral desi
gns- as an embellishment for articles

of silverware is strikingly shown in
 a new line of toilet and manicure art

icles

manufactured by M. Sickles & Sons,
 726 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

 Pa.

The pattern of these goods has be
en designated " The Bouquet," an

d the

manner in which the flowers are 
bunched together in pursuance of the i

dea,

is very skillful. The exection of the flowers from 
the lower portion of the

stem to the blossom, which is obvio
usly necessary in a design of this ch

arac-

ter, is done in a very artistic manner
, and the detail of bud and petal br

ought

out with great fidelity.

Improved Lens Clamp

An invention that con-

tributes to scientific accu-

racy in his work and saves

valuable time, will be wel-

comed by the optician. One

of the latest of these is an

improved lens clamp, the

inventor of which is George 
_I 3'

F. Applegate, of Trenton,

N. J. It is characteristic of fa a 
2

older devices of this kind .2
that the screw occupies a

certain invariable position

in the lens clamp, deter-

mined, of course, by that of the
 aperture to which it is fitted in the

clamp. The aperture in the lens,
 therefore, must be accurately dr

illed at

a certain distance from the edge of the lens, otherwise it must be
enlarged to correspond
with those in the clamp

44. straps. The latter ex-
pedient is frequently
necessary, and to ob-

viate it is the object of
the Applegate inven-
tion. This device may
be readily attached to a
lens, regardless of slight
variations in the loca-
tion of the lens aper-
ture. To this end, in-
stead of being provided
with an aperture to
hold the screw-threaded
member in invariable

relation to the clamp, it is provi
ded with an elongated ,notch in 

which this

member may be adjusted and en
gaged at different distances from t

he edge of

the lens to properly correspond 
with the lens position of the lens 

aperture.

A New Pattern of Flatware

The latest addition to the alre
ady comprehensive list of new 

patterns

in flatware for fall trade is k
nown as the " Troy," and is th

e product of

R. V'allace & Sons Mfg. Co.
, Wallingford, Conn. The Tr

oy represents

probably the greatest triumph o
f the company in artistic d

esigning. It is

free from the fault of over-
decoration, and is remarkable for

 its grace of

outline and beauty of execution.

Birth-flower Signet Rings

A unique idea in signet-ring 
designs is represented in a new 

line manu-

factured by the Keller Jewelry
 Mfg. Co., 64 Nassau Street,

 New York.

These rings are ornamented with
 the flowers that are associ

ated with each

New Chronograph
Watch

Our illustrations show a

new patented chronograph

watch with one-fifth second,

start, stop and fly-back attach-

ment operating from the stem.

This watch is very simple in

construction, and 1A,hile sold at

a popular price is said to be as

durable and accurate as the

highest price watch of this

character. It is made under

patents of Victor Nivois, 21-23

Maiden Lane, New York, who

is also the selling agent for these

watches. This watch will appeal

especially to physicians, nurses,

mechanics and professional peo-

ple of all kinds, besides being

used in all sorts of sports and

racing. Its low price, consid-

ering its merits as a timekeeper

and chronograph, is likely to

create a quick demand for it, a

fact which makes it especially

interesting to the jewelers.

A New Silver Polish

A silver polish which the

makers claim will remove tar-

nish quicker than any commod-

ity heretofore available, other

than a poisonous liquid solution

impracticable for household purposes, is 
the Meriden silver polish, placed

upon the market by the Meriden Brita
nnia Co., Meriden, Conn. The use

of this polish entails but little friction, a
nd it is claimed for it that it will not

scratch new goods fresh from stock. It leaves a high lustre almost equal

in brilliancy to the original finish. It is in the form of a thick paste, holdin
g

an even consistency and is ready for 
use, and is pia Up in attractively-

decorated metal boxes and enclosed i
n neat wrappers embossed in gold.



WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years. PROVIDENCE. R. I.

MANUFACTUREPS OF EVEPY STYLE OF

LOCKETS

None genuine , ii 10.111
rade-ma rI

stamped i

Ask your jobber for our beautiful
new and original styles of white-
stone and fancy colored lockets,
now ready kw fall trade.

Waltham Clock Co.
lanufacturors of

HALL CLOCKS,

MARBLE CLOCKS,

OFFICE CLOCKS
AND REGULATORS.

Hall Clocks that Chime on Tubes,
Bells or Gongs.

...11.4:41.1:-A, I 904 KEYSTONE

7426 7425

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

092

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208 & 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

The Show Window

T is more difficult to interest the passing throng during the warm

season, with its languor and oppression, than at any other time;

hence the necessity for greater exertion and more thorough planning

on the part of the window decorator. At this time of the year the

window must be pre-eminently seasonable in order to compensate for th
e

time and labor expended on it. It must be agreeable to look upon, grati-

fying in suggestion and, above all, strong in its appeal to the buying 
spirit.

The goods must be carefully selected so as to fit the times. It is the fault

of many jewelers that, unlike the department stores, they do not pe
rceive

seasonable opportunities, or, perceiving, do not take such advantage o
f

them as a sense of self-interest would naturally suggest.

It is not only of the season, however, that the department store tak
es

business advantage, but likewise of particular events such as conventi
ons of

all kinds, athletic contests, horse shows, school and college g
raduations

and re-openings, and the various other functions incidental to the
 life of the

place in which the business is located. At the present time their displays

and advertisements are dominated by goods that will conduce to t
he comfort

of the three main groups

into which their clientele

is divided, namely: those

who are going abroad,

those who will sojourn at

some American resort

and those whose circum-

stances do not permit

them to leave home at all.

It is opportune now

for the jeweler to profit

by examples of this kind.

He carries in his stock

sundry articles that will

enhance the comfort or

pleasure of traveling, and

are especially adapted to

its numerous exigencies.

The optical department

is prolific in goods that

can now be displayed to

excellent advantage. A

seasonable line of field

and marine glasses, cam-

eras, and all such articles

as have become indis-

pensable to the complete

enjoyment of outdoor

life should be attractively displayed in store and window in c
onjunction with

strong, persistent advertising that will catch the attention 
of all to whom

the goods are likely to commend themselves for their t
imeliness and utility.

Travelers' toilet sets, letter-writing outfits and other knick-k
nacks especially

convenient for holiday time should naturally find a ready sale if well

exhibited.
At this season, too, the functions of the show card may b

e profitably

enlarged. Always valuable as a factor that is at once interpretive and 
sug-

gestive, it should now lay special emphasis on the usefulness
 and opportune-

ness of the goods shown. The show card is the still, small vo
ice of a display,

and it sometimes speaks with an eloquent tongue.

1 Unique 
In the illustration on this page is shown a unique window

trim designed by a jeweler of Carbondale, Pa. All who

have visited the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania will

recognize the familiar coal breaker, an excellent type of

which is shown in this model. The breaker was the central
 attraction in an

imposing display of chains, though it probably would hav
e been a much

greater wonder in parts of the country where the coal breaker is less

familiar. Some will maintain that such displays do not pay 
for the time and

trouble necessary to their execution, but in the vast majority
 of cases results

have more than justified the effort and expense.

It is evident to everyone having expeHence in the matte
r

of window dressing that the jeweler sadly neglects 
that

important factor in a good trim, attractive price cards.

It will be noticed by a survey of the big stores that th
e

professional trimmer rarely falls into error in this partic
ular, but the smaller

merchant who must, perforce, arrange his own show wi
ndows and draft his

own cards, frequently makes the mistake of writing them
 carelessly, marking

Colonial Wall Case No. 123.
8 ft. long, 8 ft. high outside, upper part 18 in. deep inside.
Made of oak, golden oak finish, rubbed down by hand, doors slide up,glazed with heavy double-thick glass, inside of case lined with dark felt, upperPart made in K. D. to save freight.
This case can be made continuous by adding plate-glass mirror sectionbetween, thereby securing any length desired.

This is a high-grade Case sold at a very low price as an ad.
Write for illustrated circular. a. THE BEST OF EVERYTHING." Waltham, Mass., U.S.A.

them heavily or crudely, and spoiling the effect of the best-dressed windo
w

in consequence. It seems a pity that the money value of a large sheet of

plate glass, the care taken in finding the most attractive stock for di
splay,

the thought expended in arranging this in the most fetching manner in th
e

window and the general get-up of the entire display all should be totall
y

destroyed, or nearly so, by crude and, sometimes, repulsive looking price

cards.
The advisability of jewelers using price cards has been many times

discussed. There are jewelry stores, it is true, of such an exclusive char-

acter that the price card is superfluous, and might possibly be hurtful, bu
t

the most progressive jewelers of the day believe, with other merchants, tha
t

price cards may be beneficially used for even the most insignificant item i
n

a show window, save the purely decorative features. There is no doubt

that, after all, the value of a show window as a business-bringer depend
s

upon the values that it shows, and these cannot be indicated unless by price

cards. There are people, and many of them, who may want just what they

see in a window, but if the price is not indicated on the article displaye
d

they will not go within the store to ascertain it.

Taking for granted, then, that price cards are, generally speaking, an

essential factor of the window that will sell goods, the next thing is to make

them as attractive as pos-
sible. It is not well that

the price card be too

obtrusive. Like the

salesman within the store

itself, the price card in

the window should not

thrust itself upon the

notice of the observer

any more than tile sales-

man should irritate the

prospective customer.

But to continue the paral-

lel : It should always

be ready to convey its

information when .1- e -

quired. It is not neces-

sary to use an 8 x to card

to show that the very

pretty cut glass ink-stand

in the window can be

purchased for $ 2 . 5 o,

though the price is a re-

markably low one. If

the person stopping be-

fore the window is inter-

ested, is in the market

for ink-stands, he will be

just as surely informed by a little slip half the size of a visiting car
d, and

the attractiveness of the ink-stand itself gains thereby. Then it may be
 said,

for the inexpert in such matters, that it is an easier matter to write a
 small

card than a large one, or if there are faults in the workmanship they a
re not

so glaring.
A writer in one of the trade magazines recently gave a

Prettily Designed good illustration of what may be done by the merchant

Price Cards in devising pretty price cards. The cards, which were

used for a window containing outing goods, bicycles,

tennis sets, fishing tackle and the like, were about 3 x 4 inches in size,
 made

of a very dark shade of gray felt-surface cardboard, of the sort used fo
r

photographic mounts. On each of these was a small photograph occupyin
g

the upper half of the card ; under this was the price written or pain
ted in

white. The photographs were appropriate. Those marking the tennis sets

showed a game in progress, those under the guns were hunting scenes, o
r

still-lifes of game. The bicycles were marked with cards illustrating inci
-

dents of cycling, or pretty bits of scenery, and so on for the full windo
w.

In our occasional peregrinations among the trade we find that many

jewelers have good ideas for window trims, but are laboring under th
e

delusion that the display would not pay for the time necessary for its

execution. This, of course, is a matter for individual judgment, but it is

our experience that it is a poor trim, indeed, which will not bring retu
rns to

justify the labor, and we have never known of an elaborate or expensive

trim that did not prove satisfactory to the firm. The window must continu
e

to be the best and cheapest advertising medium, and it is deplorable how

many jewelers underestimate its importance as a factor in thei
r business.

A glance at the big department stores should unueceive them, f
or profit is

the sole consideration with these concerns.

A Unique Window Display, WI

Window Display

Price Cards
in Windows

th Chains as the Chief Feature
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NOTES ABOVT

Ti-I e K EYSTONE

OUR GOLD FILLED CHAINS ti-(t only made in the highest grades, and our gold goods will assay
as represented.

OUR DESIGNS are entirely original and up to date, and we do not copy from anybody.
FINISH is the best that can be produced.
Our lines comprise—GOLD FILLED Gents' and Ladies' Chains of all descriptions.
10 Karat GOLD CHAINS of all descriptions, and SCARF PINS, BROOCHES and LOCKETS.

Full line of BEAD NECK CHAINS and CHAIN BRACELETS
in Gold Filled and 10 Karat gold.

Also the famous adjustable MARGUERITE BRACELET
(Patented June 18, 1901) in a large variety of styles, made in ( ;uld
Filled, Sterling Silver and ic) Karat Gold. Plain, chased, with signet,
locket tops or jewels. Display cards and illustrations sent free on

{
New York Office, 11 Maiden Lane.

Salesrooms Chicago Office, 131 Wabash Ave.
San Francisco Office, 115 Kearny St.

SPECIAL VALUE. Revell No. 400 K Outfit.rRIcr,:s QUOTED uroN APPLICATION.

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. 8.r, Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

iL rmtlracture-rA

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One 10-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.

42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hot izontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches
high overall, paneled below, glass above.

Eugene Frommeyer and Charles Payne, of

the traveling force of L. Gutmann & Sons, Cincin-

nati, enjoyed their summer vacations in the moun-

tain country of Kentucky. Both these gentlemen

are already out among their customers on their'

early fall trips.
John P. Ryan, Northwestern traveler for the

Stein & Ellbogen Company, Chicago, spent his

vacation at his old home in Zanesville, Ohio. He

reported a jolly good time and then started out on

his fall campaign the middle of July.

E. R.. Lusk, Ohio and Indiana traveler for the

Towle Manufacturing Company, spent his vacation

in Chicago, leaving for his territory July 21st. Mr.

Lusk will cover his entire territory before he

returns to Chicago headquarters again.

M. Silverberg, western man for the Stein &

Ellbogen Company, Chicago, enjoyed a delightful

three-weeks' vacation last month at Brown's Lake,

Wis., in company with his family. Mr. Silverberg

is now out among his customers on his fall cam-

paign for trade.
Gus Weinfeld, of the traveling force of the

Stein & Ellbogen Company, Chicago, enjoyed his

usual summer vacation on a trip among eastern

pleasure resorts. Mrs. Weinfeld accompanied him.

L. J. Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,

Cincinnati, left headquarters the last of July for an

extended western trip, which will include the

Pacific Coast territory.

M. R. Peck and Will. Thorsen, of the traveling

force of M. A. Mead 8z Company, Chicago, visited

the St. Louis World's Fair for a few days last

month.
Mark Eiseman, southern man for the L. Bau-

man Jewelry Company, left headquarters in St.

Louis the middle of July for his early fall trip over

his territory. Mr. Eiseman is optimistic about

business in the south this fall and believes there

will be fully as good trade as in the fall season

of last year.
William Pfluger, the good-natured and jolly

roadman for Jos. Noterman & Company, Cincin-

nati, enjoyed his vacation last month on a fishing

excursion up in Michigan.

Julius Newman, in Missouri, Kansas and the

territories for the L. Bauman Company, St. Louis,

is already out among his customers on his early

fall trip.
Ed. C. Pfaffie, Soutwestern traveler for L.

Gutmann & Sons, enjoyed his vacation this season

on a fishing excursion up in the wilds of Northern

Michigan. He left Cincinnati headquarters the

middle of July for his early fall trip.

W. F. Wilmes, the veteran traveler in Western

Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska territory for the

Bauman-Massa Company, left St. Louis head-

quarters the middle of July for his home in Kansas

City, with the intention of starting out immediately

on his early fall trip.

John B. Osthoff, western traveler for Jos.
Noterman & Co., Cincinnati, went back to his old
New York estate home to spend his vacation. He
starts out on his early fall trip the early part of the
present month.

Leo Bauman, who covers Southern Illinois
and Missouri territory for the Bauman-Massa Com-
pany, St. Louis, left headquarters the middle of
July for his early fall trip.

L. S. Scooller, Indiana and Michigan traveler
for the Gustave Fox Company, Cincinnati, and B.
Ganz, who covers the eastern territory for the
same firm, spent two weeks together at St. Louis
last month doing the World's Fair.

J. C. Miller, and his brother Wallace, both
well-known road salesmen of the Miller Jewelry
Company, Cincinnati, spent their summer outing
delightfully at Indiana Lake, a Northern Indiana
resort.

Frank L. Murray, who covers Iowa, Nebraska
and Dakota territory for Despres, Bridges & Noel,
spent his vacation at his home in Chicago. He
left headquarters July 20th for his early fall trip.

Rufus E. Hawkins, the well-known Western
salesman, has just announced to the trade that he
has severed his collection with W. W. Hamilton
Company, of Denver, and associated himself with
Edward Lehman, the well-known Rocky Mountain

jobber under the name of the Edward Lehman
Jewelry Company at 1532 Stout Street, Denver.
Mr. Hawkins will be out among his old customers

this month with his new line and will continue to

call on them as heretofore.
Steve Leubusher, the well-known Northwest-

ern traveler for L. Gutmann & Sons, left Cincin-

nati, headquarters for his home in Minneapolis the

middle of July expecting to immediately start out

over his territory on his early fall trip. Steve is a

popular man with the trade and a hustler.

F. J. Bross, Missouri, Arkansas and Illinois

traveler for the L. Bauman Company, St. Louis,

after spending a month at headquarters assisting in

entertaining World's Fair visitors, started out on

his early fall trip the middle of last month.

Eli W. Horwitz, formerly in the Western

territory for A. & J. Plant, has engaged to travel

for L. Gutmann & Sons, Cincinnati, and will cover

the Southern territory.
H. M. Hubbard, Texas man for the L. Bau-

man Company, after spending six weeks at St.

Louis headquarters entertaining customers who

were visiting the World's Fair, left for his home at

Fort Worth the middle of last month. He expected

to start out immediately on his early fall trip.

Max Gluck, who represents H. F. Hahn &

Company, Chicago, in Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska

territory, spent his vacation doing the St. Louis

World's Fair. Mr. Gluck took three weeks to

look over the big show and says he enjoyed every

minute of the time. He is of the opinion that the

" Ivory City " has all expositions beatensand that

it will go down into history as the greatest of

World's Fairs.
Ed. B. Hoffman, of the traveling force of H.

F. Hahn & Company, Chicago, enjoyed a short

vacation down in Ohio with his family last month.

He is now out among his customers showing his

new fall lines.
W. A. Johnson, formerly in the retail jewelry

business at Tuscola, Ill., will hereafter cover

Michigan territory for Norris, Alister & Company,

Chicago, succeeding Sam Amberg.

L. R. Millar, southern representative for J. W.

Forsinger, the Chicago Watch jobber, spent his

vacation in the neighborhood of Birmingham,

Alabama, where he enjoyed a fine rest.
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E. K. McGillavary, the veteran watch sales-
man who covers the larger cities and towns of the
Atlantic seaboard states for New York office of J.
W. Forsinger, is still remembered by the trade in
Western territory, where he labored long and
faithfully, as one of the most clever and accom-
plished gentleman of the profession. He has the
best wishes of his many friends in the West for
continued success,

A. J. Wingblade, Michigan and Ohio traveler
for J. NV. Forsinger, spent his vacation in Chicago.
He left headquarters for his early fall trip the last
week in July.

Carl Weibezahn, who formerly covered the
Northwest territory for A. C. Beckett, of Chicago,
but who has been engaged in other lines for over
a year past, has made arrangements to again look
after the Beckett line in his old territory. He will
start out on his first trip early in August.

J. H. Crawford, Avho travels in 'Western and
Southwestern territory for J. W. Forsinger, the
watch jobber, spent his vacation in Chicago. He
is already out on his early fall trip doing a good
trade.

Arthur J. Perry, the well-known traveler for
J. W. Forsinger, Chicago, after spending his
vacation at home left headquarters the last week
in July for his early fall trip.

The following traveling representatives of the
Chas. L. Trout Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New York,
have entered upon the Fall campaign, with new
and seasonable lines in the territories named : A.
M. Mix, New York City ; J. B. Crawford, North
Middle States ; I. C. Jones, Northwestern States ;
C. H. Schlieker, Southwestern States ; A. C.
Fellencer, Northeastern States.

The E. II. Pudrith Company, of Detroit, Mich.,
tvill be represented in Michigan during the coming.
season by Wm. I Lorton, who has traversed that
territory in the interest of the Scribner & Loehr
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, for the past four years. In
Northern Indiana, Ohio and portion of Michigan it
will be represented by M. E. Rowley, formerly with
F. L. Shepardson & Co., North Attleboro, Mass.

J. W. Pembroke, one of the the traveling staff
of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, San Francisco, Cal.,
has been on an extensive trip East. He visited
the St. Louis Exposition en route, and made
pleasant calls on Eastern manufacturers. While
in Philadelphia he was a welcome visitor at this
office.

The ninth annual excursion of the Providence
Council No. 67, United Commercial Travelers of
America, was held on Saturday, July t6th. It was
a very successful affair, equaling, if not surpassing
all previous functions of the kind. There were
between 300 and 400 in attendance, many of whom
belonged to the Boston and Worcester Councils.
Bayden Heights was the scene of the day's festivity,
and a parade was held previous to the departure
for that place. The programme was well arranged,
and the various features of which it was made up
passed off with great harmony and punctuality.
The chief athletic event was a game of baseball
between the Providence and the Worcester Coun-
cils, resulting in a victory for the latter time. Need-
less to say the best of good humor prevailed, and
the event was in every respect worthy of the
reputation enjoyed by the drumming fraternity for
vivacity and optimism. The committee of arrange-
ments consisted of three members from each of the

three councils as follows : Providence Council—
C. F. Norman, Ira J. Champlin and R. G. Pearce.
Boston Council—H. L. Damon, G. E. Hunt and
W. B. Seignious. Worcester Council—A. H.
Parker, C. F. Aldrich and A. J. Hooper.



In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 3 A retails $2.00

st"ri•%I.

STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER.
The daintie,t and most useful pencil Milder Retail price—

yet made, and in the most convenient shape— Plain . . . $1.00nearly flat, i reality an oval flat. Chased . 1.50
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and
Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIES.

Clenernl Agents of RAUL, E. WIRT.

Get ready for the Fall trade with our Sample Sets, and thus you will prevent orders
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SlaHoneiry.

WM. FREUND (la SONS, )174-1176 Steute Street, CMCAGO.
Ei 1f:elusively Copper Plate Engraving and Steel DI Embossing.

The "MODEL"

Fountain Pen 4.4
THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with

and returned same day received.

a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for speci.il Imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. :\ II makes repaired
HERING & CO., 17-19 John Street, New York.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, 'JEWELS.
RINGS. BADGES
(..q, AND
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SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
The c.g.Braxmar Co.

ManufacturinzJewelers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES &MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.
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CATALOGUE
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FIRE POLICE
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Special Offer to Dealers.
If there is no wholesale dealer in your vicinity, on receipt of $1.00 in cash ()I money order, we will
send to any express office in the United States, all charges prepaid, 1 dozen boxes, regular size

SILVER

El°1831V
C°11POLISH

and 100 samples for free distribution. It's exceptional merit has made it famous around the world.
Used by owners and makers of Valuable Plate for more than a quarter century.

Electro-Silicon Silver Soap, $1.25 per dozen.
THE ELECTRO SILICON CO., 30 cliff Street, New York.
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Repairing Fountain Pens

H; many of our readers are, no doubt,

from time to time confronted with

the task of repairing fountain pens,

the following suggestions made by the Water-

man Company will be found interesting.

They state that, as we all know, " the bump

of curiosity, usually highly developed in the

average person, prompts an occasional cus-

tomer to remove the gold pen and dismantle

the holder. Once his curiosity is satisfied,

he commences to retrace the steps already

taken; but to do so is not the work of a

moment, and, after repeated attempts to

re-arrange the pen and the feed carefully

together in the point-section, he gives up in

despair, and, if wise, forwards the whole affair

to the maker. The nibs of a gold pen may

stand the strain of tinkering, but then, on

the other hand, they may not."

To reduce such occurrences to the mini-

mum, the company above mentioned print

on every one of their pen boxes: " Do not

take the gold pen out of the holder." It

cannot be too emphatically impressed on the

users of the pen that to obtain the most

efficient service from a fountain pen, it is

highly important for the adjustment of the

pen and the feed in the holder to remain as

originally fitted by the pen mechanics in the

shop.

We are told by the manufacturers

that much time and care have been devoted

to training a force of workmen who, by con-

stant practice, attain great skill in using the

tools necessary to successfully mould and

adjust the inner surface of each gold pen

closely to the feed, and fit the pen and the

feed snugly together in the exact position in

the pen-socket to avoid leakage of air within

the reservoir and straining of the nibs. Thus

the pen and the feeding apparatus are Com-

bined to afford an even, regular flow of ink.

A warning is therefore extended to those

who, for any reason, may be inclined to

attempt fitting or interchanging the gold

pens, of the risk they run of spoiling the

pens in doing so, and the manufacturers

suggest that the holders be sent to them in

all cases. In no other way, they say, can

the adjusting be completed, and the pens be

made to flow well, and afford the satisfaction

which is expected under the guarantee.

The Origin of Sealing Wax

As the use of sealing wax is now being

revived, the origin of the practice as well as

of the wax has renewed interest. The word

" sealing wax " owes its origin to the Italians.

Like many modern builders, Italian builders

of several centuries ago were not honest

enough to build their erections in a solid

manner, consequently cracks and fissures

often appeared in the fore of their buildings,

and tO cover up these defects the jerry build-

ers (as we now term them) filled up these

cracks with wax, the Italian name of which is

" cere." To distinguish their good work

from the bad buildings, honest builders dis-

tinguished their erections as " sine cera,"

i. e., without wax. By transmogrification of

these words by the Spanish, these words

eventually became identified with our term

" sealing wax." Wily this term was exclu-

sively confined eventually to the composition

with which we seal up our correspondence is

due to the following facts : Egyptian priests

bound to the horns of cattle, selected for

sacrifice, a piece of paper, and stuck upon it

some adhesive earth which they impressed

with their seal so that only such cattle could

be offered up as sacrificial victims. We

know that Pliny denies that the Egyptians

used seals, but Herodotus and other writers

proved the contrary. Even Moses speaks of

the seal rings of the Egyptians.

When first colored, red was the color

given to the wax, probably owing to the

abundance of red earths or ochres, but about

the fourteenth century the wax was colored

green, and afterwards black, blue wax not

appearing until a century ago. Charles V,

in 1524, granted to Dr. Stockamar the priv-

ilege of using blue wax for sealing, but the

doctor was unable to obtain it, for vegetable

dyes, when mixed with wax, became green

and caused the wax to resemble hip stone.

It is now colored by indigo, which had not

then been discovered.

On the authority of Scheuf, the modern

kind of sealing wax was invented by a

Frenchman, Rousseau, about the year 1640.

The inventor had traveled considerably in the

East Indies, Persia, Pegu, and afterwards

resided for some time at St. Domingo. It

appears that while trading as a merchant

during the latter part of the reign of Louis

XIII, he was practically ruined on account

of a fire which destroyed the whole of his

property. Driven to desperate straits how

to support his family, he bethought himself
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of preparing sealing wax from shellac, as he

had seen it prepared in India. A court lady,

named Longueville, introduced the wax at

court, and by her influence Louis XIII was

induced to use it, which act soon brought

the wax into prominent notice, and its use

became fashionable, not only at court but

throughout Paris. In twelve months the

inventor acquired 50,000 livres. To distin-

guish this wax from another wax known as

" cire de Portugal " (Portugal wax), which

was prepared from another kind of lac,

melted once only, and colored red, Rousseau

named his wax " circ d' Espagne " (Spanish

wax).

Paper Napkins Made in this Country

Up to Nvithin ten years all of the many

millions of paper napkins annually consumed

in the United States were imported from

Japan or China, but now a large proportion

of them are made here. This proportion is

constantly increasing, and now American

paper napkins are exported to Europe.

Some of the napkins produced in this

country are printed with designs Japanese in

character, but the great bulk are original in

every way. They include napkins printed

with various flowers, which are reproduced

with fidelity to nature, both in drawing and

in color, and which are also in many cases

arranged with most artistic effect upon the

paper.
And then there are napkins with repro-

ductions in color of playing cards, and others

with the flags of various nations. And then

there are napkins upon which are printed

yacht flags, and napkins printed with music,

and napkins with other designs.

There are still other napkins that are

plain white, without ornamentation, and then

there are napkins printed with some simple

design in one or in two colors, and there are

napkins with a pattern embossed, and nap-

kins with a border printed with a pattern in

gold or in silver; and gold and silver are

used also on some of the napkins printed in

colors to enhance the decorative effect.

These napkins are, in short, produced

in scores of styles, many of which are artistic.

In fact, to anybody who had never seen one,

the sample book of an American manufacturer

of paper napkins would be a surpise.

Some American napkins are sold for less

than any imported, while some of the finest

cost more. There is, for example, an Amer-

ican napkin of tissue paper and printed in

two colors that is sold at wholesale for as

little as thirty cents a thousand. This napkin

is printed from continuous rolls of paper on

presses similar to the fast presses on which

American newspapers are printed.
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WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
Craft is prepared to keep

your work during your sum-
mer vacation.

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1802

............ ......... ■• ............... ...... • ............... .................

Novelties in FANS
$uitable fur the Jewelry
Trade. The omput of our
American, EllE01101111 and
Japanese factories, consist-

*i log of Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly Span-
gled Gauze Fans, mounted
00 Ebony, Ivory, Pearl and L .
Pone Mountings. .,

IGNAZ STRAUSS 0 CO.li Repair Department
1.1Nry.s.e"rricEirs.Factories at Vienna, Paris, Robe, Japan, New York, N.Y. )'

Office, 621 Broadway, New York ..

J. B. Stone
Offiizt.t, 87 Malden Lan,..
Pacttlry, 19 Heckman St.

New York

Telephone No. 2641 John

victory Button Back

Artistic Die and 

Expert Tool Maker
Fifteen years' experience with the best

houses makes my work its
own' recommend

GEBHARDT BROS.
Makers of

Diamond Mountings

Class Pins and Badges

Victory Attachments

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAT'o.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty
,amples and New Price-List on application LI orv BLDG., CINCINNATI

A Book of Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Everyday Needs
A Catalogue of Tools,

Materials, Optical Goods,

Findings, Jobbing Stones,

etc.
FREE

Only such goods as we

know are of merit.

Your name on a postal

card will bring it.

Adtlres, JOS. HORNBACK, Everything in Tools, Materials, Etc.
No. 11 W. Fifth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

........... Yo ....... 41,040. ....... e4,4o4.,

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue
Factory, i6.345.38 Hutchinson street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

.t I

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUA LITIES OF 601.1. \ I 'l I,V1.1, it! Plate, Square and Round Wire,
1:,41,1 to All)

A 1.1. (tr.u.rriEs OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDERBUYERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Stop and Think
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity lust

PATENTED J. 213,19C4 because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this -
easy 10 4111144S1, LEW ool suil OE 51,011 EINIE En 0, ale strong and durable and look neat.ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR TH-EM. 1:t■l(! in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We alsomanufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in live countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F_ c. K.€ •. EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY
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NLWARK, N. J.
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Set Complete, 
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DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones
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,

CROUCH ei FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks anti Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and cases Always in Stock

161 Broadway 688 Broadway
Cori lainit Street Below Fourth St Iva

723 Sixth Avenue
Between lid and 421 Streets

NEW YORK

G.F.Wailsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

arid
Engine.

Turning
Changing OM

Ca,' to take
American EL W.
Movements my

9.15.557.
OLP CASEEI

NIDE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Light I5c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

Gas Lamps
(living lOO.Candle Gas

Li ght

If you ha Vo it 11S0(1
OE NEVII 111,111. Write
1141.ottr K. S.I atalog.
It tellsallabout them
and our 411 her lamps
111:.:(elasr)::tenis. Over

sold during the last
125,000 lint LLIANT8

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

100-1'101411e Power

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO

A Legitimate, Safe an Profitable Specialty

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
If you enjoy the best class of trade you cannot afford to handle any other than

the best pen and maintain an attractive and adequate assortment for the selection of

your customers. If you are not already equipped with this standard line of writing

instruments, we will make you the follow in

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
During the next thirty days we will furnish this handsome little oak show case with the assortments

as follows

ASSORTMENT No. I.-Complete stock of two dozen Waterman's

Ideal Fountain Pens and a liberal advertising equipment

2 No.

2 "
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2 "

2 "

2 "

24

Design.

22. Chased

12. Black .

12. Chased .

12. Mottled

13. Black  

13. Chased and Mottled

14. Chased and Black .

12. Filigree Silver

Gold Mounted

. • •

Nibs and Points. Retail Price.

Fine and Medium . 0.50 $5.00

. Medium and coarse 2.50 5.00

" Stub . 2.50 5.00

  Fine and Medium . 2.50 5 00

3.50 7.00

. Coarse and Stub 3.50 7.00

. Fine and Medium • 4.00 8.00

• 5.00 10.00

• 5.00 10.00

4.50 9.00

. 3.50 7.00

• 3.80 7.00
$85.00

Less 40% • • 34.00
$5I.00

14.

23.

12.

22.

4t

Net cash 30 days, or 2 lo days.

1 NO. 2 'al; Shell. I a-', with Trays
1-1 Boxes wit Ii
I b:trill,aelt l'en 'Ilse., Ne.
Ii tinily ('II'' II Nixes
1 Salesmanship Pool:
1 l'ilt -Out -Letb•rs Sign
I Vour-Tray Sign framed

:10 Booklets-Points riir
: IO - Diara.s of

Intinotitures

ASSORTMENT No. 2.-For Jewelers who must have a
low-priced pen. One dozen Waterman's Ideal Foun-
tain Pens and one dozen of our Remex, which is the
best low-priced Fountain Pen on the market

Design. Nib, awl Points.

Fine .
medium

  Fine . .
  Coarse
  Stub 

 Fine
. Medium

. Coarse

. Fine

I NO. 22. Chased

" 12.

" 12. Mottled

I " 12. Black

" 13.
1 " 13.

" 14.
" 12.

" 14.
" 23.

I 41 22.

" 12.

Chased  

Black . . .

Filigree Silver . •
Gold Mounted •

44 41

41
• . Medium

12 Remex Pens, assorted Points, net

Net cash 30 days, or 2X, iu day 5.

_

1de d' Foulire;;

Pri.e
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" The Perpendicular Pronoun"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The letter " I" is the narrowest of all
the twenty-six, but it fills much the largest

space in the alphabet of humanity. For

instance, it is vastly larger in every direction,

and a thousand-fold more important, than

the letter U—when one associates the U with

y-o-u. "I" is the center and pivot around

which revolve all the lesser letters.
The significance of "I," otherwise the

study of human vanity, is a profitable recrea-

tion for an idle ten minutes of August. •

This vanity, Eke space, is illimitable and.

all-surrounding. It is the one fundamental

and universal weakness in human character.

It exists in a thousand forms—self-conscious-

ness, undue estimate of one's abilities, a

proper estimate unduly blazoned, colossal

conceit of self, the ponderous egotism of

commonplace folk and the confessed presence

of genius by its possessor—these are a few

of its numberless types.
All of us subsist, more or less, on our

self-appreciation. Deprive us of that com-

fortable nourishment and the very capacity

for good would go out of most of us. Let

me know that Smith thinks me a blockhead,

and I shall never shine in conversation with

him. Let me be persuaded that Katie thinks

my squint intolerable, and I shall never be

able to fix her blandly with my disengaged

eyes again. Thank heaven for the illusions

that enable us to be useful and agreeable—

that we don't know exactly what our friends

think of us— that the world is not a looking-

glass to show us just the figure we are cut-

ting— that we cannot see behind our backs !

As it is, our faces wear a becoming air of

self-possession ; we are able to think that

other men admire our talents ; able to dream

that we are doing much good—and conse-

quently--we do—a little.
No one is too insignificant, none too high

and mighty, to be immune from the universal

disease. The naked negro leader of his

tribe, whom the Frenchman came upon on

the Guinea coast, asked anxiously, " Do

they talk much of me in France?" And as

these in the humblest ranks, so of the Im-

mortals—from Pindar to Dickens, from

Caesar to Bryan—all the distinguished ones

have been touched by the virus and the ob-

servant philosopher again declares, as of old,

" Vanity, vanity, all is vanity !"

There was Cicero—an amazing egotist.

His writings are all personal to himself. No

one has ever told the world so much about

another person as Cicero has told about

Cicero—he outdid Boswell as the chronicler

of minutim. Ovid, Horace, Lucretius, Vir-

gil—each wrote confidently of the certainty

EYST 0 N

of his own enduring fame. But for tremen-

dous vanity, contrund_xne to Dante. When

the prominent citizens of Florence came

together in 1301 to provide means for pre-
venting the entrance of Charles of Anjou,

they concluded to send an intercessor to

Pope Boniface. Dante was asked to under-
take the mission. " But if I go," he said,
" who will be left? Yet if I stay behind,
who is to go?"

Buffon complacently rated himself among

the five greatest naturalists in history. In

Gibbon's private diary, found after his death,

be had written, " I am the greatest historian,

assuredly, that ever lived." John Ruskin

said, in a public lecture, " There are five

men; only, in modern times, who have a full

sense of material beauty in inanimate nature;

namely, Rousseau, Shelley, Byron, Turner

and myself "—and he said this in the same

year that he wrote on the humility of great-

ness, in Arrows of the Chace ! Goethe and

Hans Andersen were childishly vain of their

reputations. Whistler, the artist, was once

praised to his face as " the equal of Velasquez

and therefore one of the two greatest painters

that ever lived." To which Whistler re-

plied, " Why drag in Velasquez ? " Richard

Wagner always saluted his own image in the

mirror by raising his hat to it with profound

respect.
Disraeli, " the dandy of diplomacy,"

both unconsciously and designedly made

himself the conspicuous figure in all his

novels ; Miss Phelps wrote her own heart-

troubles into •" Gates Ajar ;" Thomas Hughes

was " Tom Brown at Rugby;" Bulwer him-

self was " Ernest Maltravers," Dickens was

" David Copperfield," Thackeray wrote him-

self into all his novels.
Among the prodigiously vain were Vol-

taire, Dumas, Rousseau and Balzac, of the

French novelists ; the German philosophers

Schlegel and Schopenhauer ; the English

writers, Ben Jonson, Dryden, Pope, Southey

—and Tennyson, who pronounced his Bugle

Song "the grandest lyric utterance the world

has ever produced." Charles Dickens had an

enormous, many-sided, irrepressible vanity

that was worthy of the Olympian Jove him-

self. But Victor Hugo surpassed them all.

On his deathbed, Hugo announced that he

believed in God—with such an air of patron-

age as to impress those about him with the

conviction that the Almighty should be grate-

ful for the dying man's recognition. Ferdi-

nand de Lesseps seriously thought that he

deserved the congratulations of the Creator

for improving His handiwork by digging the

Suez Canal !
But vanity is not wholly a bad thing.

It may be a weakness, but it is undoubtedly

a consolation and a blessing. More than

that : A certain amount of conceit, or con-
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viction of capacity, is absolutely necessary
for success. The world is so hurried, so
occupied with its own affairs, that it cannot
stop to supply timid talent with props and
buttresses, or coax modest worth out of her
corner. " If you wish to have power, look
powerful," was Horne Tooke's advice. "One
must think well of himself," said the pious
Erasmus, " before lie can expect the good
opinion of others." A person is generally
taken at his own estimate of himself. Men
make their own inventories of their own
worth, and the world most frequently accepts
the valuation. Consistent self-appreciation
should not be condemned. Dr. Holmes
said, " Talk about conceit as much as you
like, it is to character what salt is to

the ocean : it keeps it sweet and renders it
endurable." And there is not much doubt

that the certain negative virtues in self-con-

ceit, which operate to keep a man in right

ways simply through a distorted self-respect,

easily offset in good the evil of a personal

vanity which is not so often mischievous as it

is ridiculous.

Concerning Four Words

. The word " competitor," now referring,
to one who strives with another to attain the

same object, originally meant just the oppo-

site and was used to describe one who assisted

in carrying out a joint intention. Thus

Shakespeare, in "Antony and Cleopatra,"

says:

" Thou my brother, my competitor
In top of all design, my mate in empire,
Friend and companion in the front of war."

When next your " competitor " does

something which seems not to be in your

own best interest, remind him that he is not

faithful to the meaning of the word.

The word " cheap " is from the Anglo-

Saxon ceapian, to buy. An article, if well

bought, was said to be good-cheap ; if too

much had been paid for it, it was said to be

bad-cheap. It is now used only for " good-

cheap," and the prefix "good " is dropped

as being superfluous.

The abbreviation dwt, familiar to jewelers

as standing for pennyweight, is a curious com-

position. In the symbol, d is the initial of

the Latin denarius, a penny, and wt are the

first and final letters of the word weight.

There is a very singular mixing of languages

in diet.

The word " burglary" is generally mis-

used. A thief who breaks into a store or

house by daylight is no burglar, but a house-

breaker ; the robbery at night is burglary.

Blackstone says, "In the daytime there is no
burglary." J. T.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Have the Eyes of Criminals any
Peculiarities of their Own

Lombroso and his pupils assert that
hereditary criminals always show peculiar
signs or stigmata of degeneration, not only
in their features in general, but also in the
eyes. That these conclusions, however,
must be accepted with some reserve is shown
by the late researches. of H. True, E. Delord
and P. Chavernac (Anna/es d' Ocutistique).
These scientists have examined 566 male
prisoners in the prison at Nimes, and from
their extensive researches come to the con-
clusion that the visual acuity, visual field and
the color sense do not present any especial
peculiarity. The ocular lesions observed
cannot be said to offer anything special ; so
that, in their opinion, real stigmata of crimi-
nality do not exist at least as far as the eyes
are concerned.

On the Use of Colored Glasses

The different opinions as to the best
color for spectacle lenses vary widely. Almost
any color of the spectrum has had its advo-
cate. Boehm recommended the blue glasses,
because in his opinion the blue light was the
most soothing to the eye and the red one the
most irritating. Galderini considers the yel-
low light especially irritating, and therefore
also recommends the complementary blue for
spectacles. Yellow glasses, however, are
recommended by Brachet and Gsell, because
glasses of this color preserve the heat rays
and diminish the chemical rays. For the
same reason Fieuzal recommends the yellow
glasses, whilst Javal is in favor of green
glasses, as they transmit only the medium
light of the spectrum. Most in use are the
London smoke glasses, because they are
supposed to diminish all rays of the spectrum
equally. (This, by the way, is not always
the case, for most glasses of this kind have a
slight bluish or reddish tint. Lately, the
well-known optical firm of Zeiss, of Ger-
many, manufactures smoke glasses which
reduce the different colors of the spectrum
to almost the same degree.) Pergens favors
glasses which transmit, as far as possible,
only blue rays ; because, according to him,
under the influence of blue light the contrac-
tion of the cones and the migration of the
retinal pigment is least. But van Stort chal-
lenges the general truth of these assertions.

The reader sees that there is no unan-
imity about the best color for spectacles.
Indeed, it is very questionable whether col-
ored glasses should be used at all. For
there can be no doubt that the human eye
has been gradually developed under the in-

fluence of all the rays of the spectrum, and
is therefore best adapted for light which gives
no undue preponderance to a special color.
If the light is too strong for the eye and
therefore must be reduced, it would seem
best to reduce all the rays of the spectrum
as equally as possible. This is done by a
good London smoke glass, and this there-
fore will be the best glass in all those cases
where the intensity of the light must be
diminished.

To Measure the Depth of the Anterior
Chamber

To determine the distance of the iris
from the anterior surface of the cornea, Dr.
V. Cronhohn 'proposes the following simple
means instead of the expensive apparatus.
He takes an eyecup, the handle of which is
cut off and the remaining surface ground
spherically, so that it may act like a con-
densing lens. That side of the cup which
lies in contact with the temple is ground
off and replaced by a plane glass plate, whilst
the opposite side of the cup is blackened.
The observer looks at the eye from the tem-
poral side, while the eye is illuminated from
the front and the condensing lens throws a
good light upon the iris. The cup is filled
with a warm salt solution. The observation
is made by compasses, which are placed in
contact with the plane glass and opened to
such an extent that the one point coincides
with the anterior surface of the cornea and
the other with the iris.

Diverging Prisms in the Treatment of
Myopia

In the Annales d' Oczdistique Dr. R.
Liebreich recommends the constant wearing
of diverging prisms ; that is, prisms base in,
in order to prevent the increase of myopia.
His reasoning is as follows : He has come to
the conviction that in many cases the pro-
gressive increase of myopia is caused by an
abnormally great distance between the orbits;
that is, of their nasal walls, and therefore,
also, of the eyeballs themselves. As under
these circumstances there is required an un-
usually great amount of convergence for every
distance of the object, and as, furthermore,
convergence and accommodation go hand in
hand, he argues that these eyes had to un-
dergo an extreme effort of accommodation,
which latter would soon lead to an increase of
myopia. Liebreich, therefore, by ordering
the diverging prisms, endeavors to prevent
an excessive convergence and thus an in-
crease of myopia.

This theory of Dr. Liebreich cannot be
said to be beyond criticism ; for there can be
no doubt that the connection between con-
vergence and accommodation is by no means
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so rigid as was formerly supposed. Never-
theless, it appears that the effect of such
diverging prisms in myopia is often favora-
ble. The diminution of convergence mostly
feels very agreeable to the patient, and theft
can be no doubt, as Ostwalt in a review of
Liebreich's article points out, that this dimi-
nution of convergence has a favorable influ-
ence on the myopic malformation of the eye-
ball, because the stronger pressure which is
exerted upon the eyeball during the higher
degrees of convergence is now avoided. The
prisms in this position have the same effect
as the concave glasses themselves, at least
during the near use of the eyes. There is,
however, this difficulty with the prisms, that
they increase the weight and price of the
spectacles, and that they have other annoy-
ing influences, as the appearance of double
images under certain circumstances, which
will never make their use very popular.

On the Influence of Over-Use and
Fatigue of the Eyes in Causing

Organic Disease of the
Retina and Chorioid

Nettleship, the well-known authority in
matters of ophthalmology, thinks that for
many organic diseases of the eye like a
hemorrhage, or even a detachment of the
retina, the influence of coughing, vomiting,
violent exercise, etc., has been overrated in
the past and that too little attention has been
bestowed on physiologic congestion and
overuse of the visual organ. He has found
in this experience that in elderly myopic
persons a hemorrhage into the chorioid or
vitreous is not uncommon as the result of
continued overuse of the eyes. But he has
come to attribute greater influence to fatigue
and overwork both local and general, espe-
cially since he has also seen organic lesions
in otherwise healthy eyes produced by over-
exertion in doing fine work.

The Effect on the Nervous System of
Children of Uncorrected Refractive
Errors and Muscular Imbalance

At the last meeting of the American
Medical Association, at Atlantic City, Dr.
J. H. Clairborne, of New York City, described
the various refractive and muscular errors
resulting in eyestrain. He alluded to the
fact that the face faithfully reflects the impres-
sions received from the outside world and
that the facial expression therefore was often
of the greatest importance for the diagnosis.
The speaker did not believe that eyestrain
alone was responsible for epilepsy and insanity,
an opinion which has been often expressed
in these columns when Dr. G. M. Gould's
articles were commented upon. The doctor

(conanusd 0n page 1277)
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gives his conclusions in the following ten
theses, to every one of which the reviewer
heartily agrees except the ninth, in which
atropine is considered absolutely necessary
for the determination of refraction. It is true
that to determine the refraction in children
without a mydriatic is not a very easy task,
but that it can be done even here there is
ample proof in the experience of many careful
refractionists:

1. Nervous symptoms of a variety of kind
occur as a result of eyestrain. 2. Eyestrain is due
to refractive errors, to imbalance of the external
ocular muscular system, or more frequently to a
combination of the two. 3. Of these two the
refractive errors are by far the most frequent cause.
4 Muscular imbalance alone may cause it. 5.
Headache is by far the most common nervous
symptom in children caused by eyestrain. 6. The
headache is chronic or induced directly by near
work, and is usually in forehead or temples. 7.
Migraine, or hemicrania, due to eyestrain is com-
paratively rare in children. 8. Any nervous symp-
tom in children should arouse suspicion of ocular
defects either as direct or contributing cause. 9.
Correction should be made under atropine. io.
Muscular defects are secondary to the refractive
errors and should be corrected only in certain cases.

Tscherning's Latest Views on the
Mechanism of Accommodation

In former years the views about the pro-
cess of accommodation have been greatly at
variance. Since the last fifty years, however,
all physiologists have agreed that accommo-
dation takes place only by changes in the
form of the lens, and that these changes in
the crystalline are caused by the ciliary
muscle. But there are two widely different
theories as to the mechanism by which the
ciliary muscle produces the. lenticular changes.
The one, the theory of Helmholtz, assumes
that the changes in the lens occur by a re-
laxation of its suspensory ligament, which
allows the lens to assume more highly curved
surfaces, by reason of its own elasticity. The
second, the theory of Tscherning, asserts
that the form changes in the lens are caused

by an active compression of the lens by
means of the ciliary muscle. Both sides
adduce many observations for their theories.

At first, Tscherning's theory found many
adherents, then the followers of Helmholtz
brought forward new observations, which
seemed to make the scales slightly incline
again to the Helmholtzian side. But lately
Tscherning has answered the new objections

in a manner which would seem to indicate
that his theory will finally carry oft the palm

of victory. His latest views, Tscherning has
given a few months ago in the Anna/as
d' Oculistique, from which are taken the
following extracts.

From his experiments, Tscherning has
come to the following conclusions :

The change in the anterior surface of the lens

produces about six-tenths of the accommodation ;

the change in the posterior surface four-tenths.

The lens increases in thickness during accom-

modation ; the anterior surface moved forward in

all our cases, while the posterior surface moved a
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little backward, except in the first case, where it
seemed to move rather slightly forward.

The anterior surface becomes flattened toward
the periphery. This flattening, already manifest
in the state of rest, becomes strongly marked
during accommodation, while at the same time the
curvature of the middle increases.

By comparing, in dioptries, the refractive value
of the changes in the anterior surface of the lens,
we find a difference of about three dioptries be-
tween the central and peripheral parts. In addition
to this, on examining the eye by skiascopy or
otherwise, we find a difference of five or six diop-
tries between the central and peripheral accommo-
dation ; from which we may infer that the poste-
rior surface of the lens must also become flattened
toward the periphery during accommodation.

Thus, with a precise information as to the form
of the lens in accommodation, it is more easy to
imagine the mechanism by which its change in
form may be brought about. The author then
continues :

I may be allowed here to give a short state-

I,r. M, TseheruIng

ment of my views concerning this mechanism.

There can be no doubt that accommodation is due

to a contraction of the ciliary muscle, for there are

no other muscles in the interior of the eye, except-

ing those of the iris, which have no role in accom-

modation. As to the action of the ciliary muscle,

Helmholtz makes the following statement (Physic)/

Oihfik., second edition, p. 23) :
" 13ruecke, der den Muskel entdeckte nal=

an, dass er die Anderhaut (und die mit dieser an

der ora serrata engverbundene Netzhaut und Glas-

haut) un den Glaskoerper auspanne, Donders

dagegen dass die Aderhaut sein fester Ansatz-

punkt sei, und er im Gegentheil den elastischen

Theft der inneren Wand des Schlemmschen Ka-

mils verlangere und so den Ansatz der Iris nach

hinten riicke. In Wahrheit verbinden sich beide

Wirktingen mit einander." This we translate as

follows : " Bruecke, who discovered the muscle,

assumed that it held the chorioid and retina as well

as the hyaloid membrane tightly to the vitreous.

Donders, however, thought that the chorioid was

its point of insertion and that it was a prolon-

gation of the elastic part of the inner wall of

Schlemm's canal and, therefore, pulled the root of

the iris backward. In reality, both effects occur

together."
There cannot be much doubt that contraction

of the ciliary muscle is followed by the effects here

described by Helmholtz, for we see the peripheral
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part of the posterior wall of the chamber move
backward slightly during accommodation, at the
place which corresponds to the anterior extremity
of the muscle, and, in addition to this, Hensen and
Voelkers have shown that the posterior extremity
of the muscle moved forward during accommoda-
tion. In their experiments (on dogs) the equato-
rial part of the chorioid was drawn forward about
one-half of a millimeter, and it follows that the
posterior extremity of the muscle must move for-
ward or rather inward an equivalent distance. But
I have never been able to understand how Helm-
holtz, holding the above-mentioned opinions as to
the effect of the contraction of the muscle, could
imagine this contraction could produce a relaxa-
tion of the zonula (the fibers, I mean, which pass
to the anterior surface of the lens). We should
distinguish between the free part of the zonula,
which passes from the lens to the ciliary body to
be inserted a little behind the summits of the
ciliary processes, and the adherent part, which is
continued on to the ora serrata. The latter part
of the zonula adheres on the one side to the ciliary
body, and on the other to the vitreous body in
such wise that they cannot be separated without
tearing. The place of insertion of the free zonula
is found to be well in front on the ciliary body,
nearly on a level with the insertion of the muscle
in the wall of Schlernm's canal.

Now, as the fibers of the zonula which pass to
the anterior surface of the lens take a direction
almost parallel to that of the muscle, it is obvious
that they must become tense when the muscle con-
tracts, while the fibers which go to the posterior
surface will be relaxed. I have shown that traction
made on the zonula of the dead lens produces a
deformation of its anterior surface, analogous to
that which we observe during accommodation, the
curvature increasing in the middle and lessening
toward the edges. This phenomenon, which is
due to the greater resistance of the central part of
the lens, has been verified by Dr. Crzellitzer at the
Heidelberg laboratory. There can, then, be no
difficulty in understanding the mechanism of the
changes in the anterior surface of the lens. But
how shall we explain the changes observed in the
posterior surface? In consequence of the contrac-
tion of the ciliary muscle, the peripheral anterior
parts of the vitreous body will, therefore, be
drawn forward toward the lens. If we bear in
mind that the zonula is attached not to the very
edge of the lens, but to parts on the anterior sur-
face, a little within the edge, it will not be difficult
to understand why the diameter of the lens dimin-
ishes during the accommodation. It is for the
same reason that the posterior surface becomes
flattened toward the edges ; the peripheral parts

of the lens are compressed between the anterior

capsule drawn backwards in consequence of the

traction on the zonula, and the posterior capsule

pushed forward by the vitreous body. We under-

stand also why, under these circumstances, there

is a protrusion at the posterior pole of the lens,

where the vitreous humor is not drawn forward

and where its resistance is further diminished by

the presence of Cloquet's canal. It is probable

that in most cases the lens is pushed a little for-

ward, but that this displacement is corrected or

overcorrected, in so far as the posterior surface is

concerned, by the protrusion of the posterior pole,

in such manner that the posterior surface, in the

middle, remains in its place or moves backward a

little, while the anterior surface moves forward.

The advancement of the lens stretches the anterior

zonula, so that we are not obliged to admit that

the anterior insertion of the ciliary muscle moves

(Continued on page 1279)
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backward. If I have, nevertheless, admitted a
slight backward movement of the anterior inser-

tion, it is because we see such a movement at the
angle of the anterior chamber, and because I have

observed cases in which there was little or no ad-
vancement of the anterior surface.

I believe that this way of explaining the mecha-

nism of accommodation may replace with advan-

tage the more or less mystical notions concerning

the nature of the elasticity of the lens with which

we have been satisfied up to the present time.

But there is still another series of phenomena to

be observed when the accommodation is to be

exerted to its maximum, which may, I think, fur-

nish a direct proof that I am right in admitting the

action of the ciliary muscle on the vitreous body

as the second factor in the mechanism of accom-

modation, besides the attraction exerted on the
anterior zonula.

In the first place, there is the so-called descent

of the lens toward the end of the accommodation.

I have found that the image reflected by the poste-

rior surface descends a little when the accommo-

dation reaches its maximum. Sometimes the

image of the anterior surface descends also at the

same time, but its displacement is much less than
that of the image of the posterior surface, and

there are persons in whom no such displacement

of the image of the anterior surface is to be ob-

served. Observation by the oblique illumination

and by the entoptic method shows that the lens

substance is really displaced a little in a downward

direction. Professor Hess has recently shown that

this displacement occurs under the influence of

weight ; it takes place toward the temple or toward

the nose, when the head is inclined toward one

shoulder or the other. According to the observa-

tion of Hess, of which there can be no doubt, this

displacement occurs under the influence of weight,

and, as I have shown in the foregoing remarks, the

vitreous body must partake in the movement. I

do not see how a relaxation of the zonula could

produce such an effect. But the phenomenon is

also capable or another explanation. The sub-

stance of the crystalline lens is, in fact, free in its

capsule, and the phenomenon can be quite as well

explained if we admit that the crystalline substance

is displaced a little downwards by reason of the

relexation of the posterior capsule. The pheno-

menon would thus indicate not a displacement,

but a deformation of the lens.
Another phenomena of the same order is the

trembling of the little image, and also of the len-

ticular mass observed in consequence of the move-

ment of the eye after an installation of eserin. It

is, in general, not to be seen during the physiologic

act of accommodation ; it may be because the

patient relaxes his accommodation a little when he

changes the direction of his glance, or it may be

that we have here to do with some special effect of

eserin ; we might, for instance, imagine that a very

prolonged accommodative effort would be required

to produce the effect in question.

It has been said that the lens trembles in con-

sequence of the relaxation of the zonula, admitted

by Helmholtz, but I do not believe that anyone

has seen the image of the anterior surface tremble;

I think also that most clinicians will agree with me

that generally no trembling is to be observed in

cases of subluxation of the lens. My own opinion

on this phenomenon is that it depends, like the
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preceding one, on the relaxation of the posterior

capsule. But there is an inference which seems to
me to force itself upon us by reason of these ob-

servations—an inference which will seem, perhaps,

surprising—namely, that the central parts of the

vitreous body become liquid when the accommo-
dation reaches its maximum. I do not believe it

possible to give any other satisfactory explanation

of the trembling of the little lenticular image. We

can also readily understand the slight deformation

of the lens under the influence of weight at the

moment when there is nothing more to keep the

protrusion at the posterior pole in its place.

In what way can this change be brought about?

Unhappily, our knowledge of the structure of the

vitreous body is far from perfect. Anatomists ap-

pear to be agreed as to the existence of Cloquet's

canal, which is said to be about two millimeters

in width and to traverse the vitreous body from the

papilla to the posterior pole of the lens. Certain

observers distinguish between a cortical portion

and a nucleus. The cortical portion of which is

said to fill the posterior half of the globe, is com-

posed of concentric layers ; while the nucleus, the

only part in contact with the ciliary body and the

lens, is said to be traversed by septa passing from

the ciliary body to the central canal. We must

not, however, consider these septa as membranes;

they are comparable rather to the network of a

sponge.
It appears to me probable that during accom-

modation the ciliary muscle draws upon the nucleus

or rather upon the network of the nucleus, and

thus produces a dilatation of Cloquet's canal,

together with the change in the posterior surface

of the lens. It may be said also that certain other

facts observed by anatomists seem here to find

their explanation. I may mention the radiating

fibers of the ciliary muscle, which terminate by

forming loops in front of the vitreous humor. The

function of these fibers has not been explained up

to the present time, but their direction shows that

they must necessarily exercise such a traction as I

have supposed. Anatomists have also noticed, as

it seems with a certain astonishment, that the fibers

of the zonula lose themselves, at least in part, in
the vitreous body.

Advocates Black Paper

At a recent meeting of the International Hahne-

mannian Society, Dr. Arthur Fisher, of Montreal,

presented what was thought to be a new idea as

to the kind of paper that gives the greatest ease to

the eye in reading print from it. The doctor, who

is eighty-nine years of age, claimed, according to a

newspaper report of the meeting, that " the retina

of the eye is exhausted by the white glare of the

paper while reading ordinary printed matter. He

made this discovery as a result of a cataract in one
of his eyes supposed to have been caused by too

much reading. Dr. Fisher's proposed remedy for

this is to have black paper and white printing in

reading matter. He has a watch with a black face

and white numerals and hands, which he says is a

rest for his eyes when engaged in ascertaining the

time of day. Dr. Fisher's idea was favorably com-

mented upon by the delegates and referred to a

committee for further investigation."

If, as the report says, Dr. Fisher proposed this

idea as his own, and as original with him, he is

much mistaken ; for several men, among them Dr.

G. M. Gould, of Philadelphia, have published the

idea before him and even had black test cards

made with white letters. This idea probably would
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have been adopted long ago if it was not for the
technical difficulties involved in the problem. But
on the other hand it must not be forgotten that the

assertions about the white paper are only partially

true. First of all the white paper never need have

a glare, as it can always be obtained with a dull
finish and, secondly, our pupil is not of a fixed size,
but very variable, and therefore will contract and
admit less light as soon as the white paper sends
too much light into tile eye. We therefore believe
that there will never come a time when all the
books will be printed in white type on black paper,

especially if people learn that they must never look
at the book continually, but that occasionally they

must rest their eyes by looking at a darker object.

An Attempt to Cure Blindness with
Radium

The German press announced in March last
that Professor London was occupied in St. Peters-
burg in studying the effects of radium rays on blind
eyes, and that he had hopes by this means of
restoring the power of sight. The Emperor
William became interested in these researches,
and the German Minister of Public Instruction
requested Professor Greeff, director of the eye
clinic at La Charite, to study the effects of radium
on healthy and diseased eyes and report thereon.
In the Deutsche medicinische Wochenschnft, Pro-
fessor Greeff describes his experiments as follows:
" As regards the effect of radium on healthy eyes,
he shows that this is first apparent when the radium
preparation is brought within about ro centimeters
[4 inches] of the eye. The eye then suddenly
becomes aware of a strange, faint, pale-green
luminosity which gets dimmer as the preparation
is withdrawn. The patient is unable to say whence
the rays proceed. At the beginning of the illumi-
nation the retina is not immediately affected by
the rays—the effect of light is created by the fact
that certain parts of the eye, especially the crystal-

line lens, are rendered fluorescent by the radium,
and of this the retina becomes conscious. In re-
gard to the action of radium rays on blind eyes,
says Professor Greeff, we must, before all, take
into consideration their condition—whether com-
pletely sightless or still in possession of some
remnant of vision. The latter are generally classed

as blind because their powers of sight are so
limited that they are, for all practical purposes,
the same. Physiologically, however, there is a
considerable difference in so far as in one case

there is a consciousness of light, in the other
none.
" Professor London neglected to test the

patient's consciousness of light in each case,
whence it followed that the blind persons whom
he tried with radium rays furnished negative or
contradictory data. If by chance he fell upon a
patient who still possessed a vestige of sight, the
patient was able to perceive the effect of the
radium. Professor London then tried, by pre-
senting shadow pictures, letters, etc., on a trans-

parent screen illuminated by radium to bring
these objects within comprehension of the blind
patient. By this means the eye of a blind man
still able to distinguish light from darkness gained
the sensation of being able to see large objects.
This sensation—and this is the decisive factor—
can be also obtained by the substitution for the
radium and the fluorescent screen of a petroleum
lamp and a dark shade. He has, therefore, came
to the conclusion that radium rays have no
specific effect."
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY
(Continued. Part IV)
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l'his serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of oplithalmoseopy and thepractical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of tile chapters in Dr. Tscherning's
celebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of the
price, $3.50 (14s. 741.)

The red color of the fundus of the eye is due to the vessels of
the chorioid; wherever the chorioid is defective we see the white
background of the sclera, in cases of coloboma for example. It is
curious that we never see a trace of the retinal purple with the
ophthalmoscope. In the normal state the retina is completely
transparent; we see only its vessels. Sometimes, we can, however
distinguish it as a grayish veil in the parts near the papilla. If the
black pigment is strongly developed, the fundus of the eye appears
of a uniform deep red. If it is but slightly developed, the fundus
has often a marble or spotted appearance due to the meshes of the
vascular network of the chorioid.

Most normal eyes have a physiologic excavation or cup of the
papilla which has the appearance of a whitish spot. It is then easy
to see, by the erect image, that the bottom is more myopic than
the border; we see indistinctly the vessels of the excavation when
those of the borders appear distinct and vice versa, at least when
the excavation is a little deep. The physiologic cup never reaches
the borders of the papilla. We can be certain that an excavation
is pathologic only when it reaches the borders everywhere.

We frequently perceive in the normal eye a.pulsation of one or
several of the large veins. During the systole the tension of the
globe increases enough to compress the large veins near their
starting place where the intra-venous tension is weakest. At the
moment of diastole the tension of the globe diminishes, the pressure
ceases and the veins empty themselves. (t)

The pulsation of the arteries is nearly always a sign of glau-
coma; the tension of the globe is so high that the arteries remain
empty, except at the moment of systole.

The papilla is generally limited by a very thin white border,
sometimes surrounded by an incomplete black border, formed by
the pigment of the chorioid. The white border is called the scleral
border; it is attributed to the visibility of the sclera between the
chorioid and the papilla. Sometimes it is larger and mistaken for
an incipient staphyloma.

One can see the red fundus of one's own eye by looking in a
mirror held before a flame. A luminous pencil passes through the
opening of the ophthalmoscope, enters the eye, is reflected by the
retina, emerges from the eye, meets the mirror, and is again
reflected towards the retina. If the course of the rays permit, for
example if the eye is emmetropic and the mirror plane, we may
even distinguish the details. We see at the same time the catoptric
image of the cornea as a large circle of diffusion.

Auto-ophthalmoscopes have been constructed as well as
ophthalmoscopes, by means of which several observers can see
simultaneously the fundus of the eye.

Another way of examining oneself consists in observing with

one eye the image of the other formed by a looking-glass; we can

in this way perform ophthalmoscopy of the left eye with the right

eye by the inverted image, and we can, with a small concave mirror

(1) [Lately Dr. S. TOrk has studied this question again In a number of persons with
Irregular heart-beat (arythmia).

These observations prove that the venous narrowing is independent of the entrance of
the arterial pulse wave into the eye, and he infers that the cardiac systole produces not Hui
narrowing, but the dilatation of the veins. He further shows that this venous pulsation cannot
be caused by a rhythmic interference with the exit of the blood from the cella cent rails retinae
because a dilatation, caused in this way, ought to be propagated opposite to the direction of
the blood-current. He, therefore, considers this phenomenon caused by a propagation of the
arterial pulse wave through the capillaries into the veins which is Recounted for by the rela-
tively high extravascular pressure in the eye (Engelinann' I Arc& Physic!., 1899).]-1K
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placed not far from the eye, observe the images of Purkinje, etc.
It was by working thus with my own eye that I observed for the
first time the conical deformity of the anterior surface of the crystal-
line lens during accommodation.

Examination by the Inverted Image.—This examination was
introduced into oculistic practice by .Ruete in 1852. It was
especially adopted and developed by the Berlin school (Graefe),
while the Vienna school (Jaeger) especially used the erect image.
As the Berlin school held for a long time a more influential position,
examination by the inverted image was for a long time more used
than the other. The two methods, however, merit a place side by
side. The inverted image gives a less magnification and a larger
field: it is, therefore, very useful for studying the general appear-
ance of the fundus of the eye, while the erect image serves espe-
cially for the study of the details and for the determination of
refraction.

Examination by the inverted image is made by holding a strong
convex lens (most frequently + 13) at a distance from the eye
almost equal to its focal distance. This lens forms a real and
inverted image of the fundus of the eye, situated on the other side
of the lens, in the vicinity of its second focus. It is this image that
the observing eye sees when accommodating, or, which is better,
by looking through a convex lens of about 4 D., placed behind the
mirror. If the examined eye is emmetropic, the rays leaving the
eye are parallel and the image is formed at the focus of the lens; if
it is myopic the image is a little nearer, if hypermetropic a little
farther than the focus. In the latter case the observer is fre-
quently obliged to move back a little in order to see the image
distinctly.

MAGNIFICATION.—If we use a lens of + 13, the magnification
is about five times for an emmetropic eye. Let a b = 0 (Fig. 132)

Fig. 132

be an object in the fundus of the observed eye. We draw the ray
b c parallel to the axis: it passes, after refraction, through the
anterior focus of the eye 4,„ and the other rays coming from b are
parallel to it, since the eye is emmetropic. One of these rays d 6'
passes without refraction through the optic center of the lens, and
it is on this ray d 6' that the image 6' of I, is formed, in the focal
plane of the lens. The two triangles /5 c and d f b' are similar:

bl f d f
we have, therefore — that is to say, the magnification isp c p
equal to the relation between the focal distance of the lens and the
anterior focal distance of the eye. The anterior focal distance of
the eye being 15 millimeters and that of the lens 77 millimeters, the
magnification is or about 5. We can increase the magnification
by using a weaker lens, but the image at the same time moves
away from the lens so that the observer is obliged to move back,
which makes this way of increasing the image of little practical
value. In cases of persons operated on for cataract it may be
useful to use a stronger lens (-I- 18) to obviate the necessity of
moving away.

[TO BIC CONTINUED]
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Address of President Eberhardt

Delivered before the Annual Convention of the American
Association of Opticians at Milwaukee.

Fellow Members, Ladies and Gentlemen:—
The year just closed will go down into the history
of optometry as a particularly eventful one, for
the reason that throughout the civilized world the

marked advance
made in objective
methods of diag-
nosing visual de-
fects has attracted
the attention of the
intelligent public
and awakened it
to the realization
that a new science
of much value to
humanity has firm-
ly planted its col-
ors upon the ram-
parts of the en-
trenched profes-
sions, and sent

forth its heralds proclaiming its independence and
demanding a place in the ranks of the recognized
sciences.

John C. Eberhardt

Already three States have
Recognition granted legislative recognition,

while in a number of others ap-
peals are pending. Nothing has more contri-
buted towards individualizing optometry than the
masterly, yet dignified, campaign waged by the
New York State Optical Association during the
last session of its Legislature ; which, while it
failed of success, has so firmly established the
validity of the claims for recognition that it is now
only a question of time until an effective and bene-
ficial law will be enacted.

Several significant has were made evident
during the discussions before this legislative body :
first, the presentation of a resolution endorsing
the optometry bill, signed by over 500 reputable
physicians ; and secondly, by that rather surprising
statement that the leading medical colleges devote
less than one month to the study of ophthalmology,
in the case of the Harvard Medical School this
course being limited to thirty-two hours ; while in
the well-known New York Post-Graduate School, of
which Dr. St. John Roosa is president, the course
is covered by four to five weeks, at a cost of $25.

Another pertinent feature were
Pertinent Queries the following questions pro-

pounded by our distinguished
fellow practitioner, Charles F. Prentice, M. E.,
whose works on optics have been translated into
practically every language, and whose system of
prism measurement has been adopted by the
medical association of the civilized world:

" Is it true that the practice of optometry in-
volves a knowledge of optics ?—Yes.
" Are physicians in general required to collegi-

ately qualify in optics in order to practice medi-
cine ?—No.
" Are physicians required to qualify in optics

before the regents ?—No.
" Therefore, physicians in general have no con-

cern in optometry.
" Do eye physicians (oculists) practice opto-

metry ?—Yes.
" Are oculists required by law to collegiately

qualify in optics before beginning the practice of
optometry ?—No.
" Are oculists required to qualify in optics be-

fore the regents ?—No.
" Therefore, as any physicians before the law

can practice optometry without qualifying, they are
amateurs in optical science."

In this struggle for legislative recognition
several important discoveries were made : first,
any appeal for recognition must come from a
clearly defined and individualized element. There-
fore, it was found necessary to give the applicants
a name, and in the case of the New York act the
name " optometrist " was inserted. But more
important than this, the very first clause in the
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application had to be the definition of the word
"optometry," clearly setting forth the tenets and
limitations of this science, as upon the facts em-
bodied therein must be based future claims for
recognition.

An investigation revealed the
Optometry fact that as yet only one dic-

tionary gives a definition, and
that a very indefinite one ; whereas, in the
laws enacted and the acts pending, none were
found to be exactly alike. The value, therefore,
of adopting a comprehensive definition and its
introduction into our language must be self-
evident for many reasons, a similarity of phrase-
ology in State laws being, of course, most desira-
ble ; but, above this, nothing will more contribute
towards individualizing optometry than the
dissemination of its significance amongst the
public at large, which the adoption of a definition
and its introduction into our language, aided by
personal efforts of its practitioners, will effect.

The following definition will therefore be pre-
sented for final action and adoption : Ofilomelry is
the science which treats of the physiology of the
visual functions, and the physical effect thereon by
lenses. This definition is sufficiently broad and
comprehensive to provide for future progress, for
it covers every possible phase of optometry, and
yet clearly limits its field to physical or rather
mechanical remedies—lenses, thus at once setting
at rest the claims made that optometry acts are
designed to open a back door of easy ingress to
medicine. The practitioner of optometry will
treat but one thing, and that is light ; in other
words, to repeat a phrase used last year, which
aptly defines his mission, he will be a " light
pilot," his ability to make soundings of unknown
depths enabling him to so guide rays of light as to
land them safely at the mooring place, the macula.

Having disposed of this impor-
Optometrist taut task, the next step is the

adoption of a name, which
should be a simple matter , for in the word opto-
metry we have no choice, as usage during the
past ten years has firmly established it. An analysis
of this word reveals the fact that it deals primarily
with physiology of the function of vision ; secondly,
with the physical effect thereon by lenses, and
thirdly, with the technique of the various means
of diagnosing visual conditions and the adapta-
tion of neutralizing agencies, meaning lenses ;
therefore, the practitioner of this science must be
a physiologist, physicist and technicist of vision,
and the term optometrist suggested is a logical one.

The adoption of this name and the foregoing
definition will, in a large degree, contribute towards
professionalizing the science of optometry, and fur-
nish a simple means of discriminating between
mercantile optics and professional optometry, time
and usage educating the public as it has in the
similar case of the druggist and pharmacist. These
facts seem to have intuitively impressed themselves
upon thinkers in this field of research, as evidenced
by the fact that scarcely a scientific article on opto-
metry has appeared in the past year in which this
name is not used, and that several States have
taken official action in its adoption, the State of
California being the first to change the name of its
association to conform to this new title, having
obtained a charter in the name of " The California
Association of Optometrists,"and it,in common with
two other States which have obtained legislation,
issue licenses to practitioners known as optometrists.

As frequently stated, the use of
The Title Dr. the title of Doctor is objection-

able for various reasons. By
common consent, a doctor is a practitioner of
medicine, and the public will always so consider
him. The assumption of this title, therefore, by
the non-medical man smacks of quackery, and is
certain to meet with criticism at the hands of the
intelligent public. Aside from this, practically all
the opposition of the medical profession emanates
from the fact that certain non-medical practitioners
not only pose as doctors, but pretend to deal with
pathology and evade the medical laws by prescrib-
ing proprietary remedies. The practitioner who
will so qualify himself as to be able to intelligently
deal with the many complex visual disturbances
due to abnormal anatomical conditions, remediable
by corrective lenses, will find the field so broad
and possibilities so great, that he will find neither
time nor desire to encroach upon the field of
pathology.

Within the past few months the great Javal,
of Paris, in conunenting on the future of optome-
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try, made the statement that it was now a well-
conceded fact that the practitioner of optometry
need not of necessity be a medical man, and that,
in fact, the diagnosis of refractive errors and their
correction involved that peculiar technical skill
acquired only by years of specific application, and
which the physician and surgeon, owing to his
demands along medical and surgical lines, is not
likely to attain, and that therefore the middle pro-
fession of optometry, as a purely technical one,
must prevail.

An evidence of the effect of our associated
efforts of the past year is shown in applications for
membership coming from every part of our vast
country, as well as from the British possessions,
Cuba and one recently admitted from Bahia, South
America, while the speaker is just in receipt of a
letter from Dr. Macleman, director of the medical
department of Tonga, South Sea, being east of the
Fejee Islands, making application for membership;
also a card of congratulation from the Hon. Matt.
Wm. Dunscombe, president of the British Optical
Association, conveying to the American Optical
Association assurances of good will. To those
who read these signs aright, the future holds out
rich promises, providing proper advantage is taken
of available opportunities.

Two years ago a plan of affili-
Affiliation ation was adopted which has

not entirely met with appro-
val. and at the last convention amendments
were offered, having for their purpose the estab-
lishment of a more liberal basis of affiliation.
These were filed for final action this year.

It has been generally conceded that a federa-
tion of State societies into one supreme body
would be of incalculable value in dealing with
questions pertaining to legislation, standards of
capacity, etc., which will of necessity present
themselves in the years to come. It is therefore
desirable that, if possible, a minimuni per capita
tax be decided upon, with a view of drawing all
State or local societies into this federation. If this
can be accomplished, even a small per capita will
be adequate to meet the expenditures involved in
its conduct, as the membership would naturally be
much increased.

The New England Optical Asso-
Standard of dation and the Pennsylvania
Capacity Optical Society have for some

years done excellent work
in the various courses of reading pursued by their
members, the Pennsylvania Society having this
year established a circulating library of text-books.

At the last annual meeting of the Ohio Optical
Society an optometrical section was organized for
the purpose of taking up a systematic series of read-
ing under the direction of the board of examiners.
Five of the best text-books on optometry and collat-
eral subjects were selected, and a sufficient num-
ber of each purchased to form the nucleus for a
circulating library available to members, by the
payment of postage only. Certain subjects will be
taken up with a view to having papers and discus-
sions thereon at the semi-annual meetings to be
held, and as progress is made studies will be
carried through the various branches ; those com-
pleting the course of reading being eligible for
examination before the board of examiners, and if
found well informed will be awarded a certificate
of merit, issued by the optrornetrical section of the
society, signed by the officers and examining board.

We are all agreed that the
Our Publications columns of optical publica-

tions have been strong factors
in carrying on the missionary work of opto-
metry. All of our periodicals have been unstint-
ing in their courtesies, and our progress during the
year, as well as the success of this meeting, have
largely depended upon their co-operation. Indi-
vidually, I am thoroughly cognizant of their in-
valuable assistance, and take this opportunity to
express to them my own appreciation and that of
this association as well. No student or practitioner
should under-estimate the value of these mediums,
which bring to his door the best and brightest
thoughts of those men who are devoting their lives
to the analysis of the problems encountered in con-
nection with that marvelous organ, the human eye. -

In closing, I desire to express to the members
of this organization my appreciation of their many
evidences of good will ; which to me will always
make my official connection with this organization
one of the pleasant epochs in my career, and to
the officers I extend sincere thanks for their loyal
support.
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Dynamic Phorometry

the Annual Convention of the American
of Opticians, at Milwaukee, Wis., by
C. EBERHARDT, Dllyl011, Ohio.

I I E vagaries of the extrinsic ocular muscles
have possibly proven to be to the analy-
tical student the most perplexing of the
many complex phenomena met with in

optometry. When some years ago prismometry
gained ascendency, the profession felt that a sped-
fic for this phase of ametropia had been provided,
and many and glowing were the accounts of cures
wrought ; but, alas, the fair promises of the prism
prophet, like the beautiful mirage, lacked mate-
rialism, and again the pilgrim traveling this unex-
plored region of optics sought in vain the oasis
where the panacea for heterophoric ills was
supposed to flourish.

To those who have for the past fifteen years
kept in touch with affairs optic, I am sure this will
bring vividly to mind the erratic and spasmodic
changes in refractive formulas brought by patients
from our foremost luminaries, in which the power,
and particularly the position of the base of the
prism, became as unstable as the Irishman's flea,
eventually disappearing altogether.

The student's natural query was:
The Mystery " Why is this thus?" Having
of the Muscles discovered a muscular imbalance

and found that a prism of a given
power and angle would restore equilibrium, it
seemed strange that the eyes should be so reluctant
to accept the relief offered ; in fact, why should
repugnant intolerance be manifested ? One could
thus run on ad infinitum, exhausting the visible

supply of interrogatives, and still the evasive echo
would fling back its answer, "

Then came the fabled Missourian who insisted

on being shown, and the nether extremities of a

poor, inoffensive frog must be sacrificed to this
doubting Thomas' credulity. Currents of elec-

tricity were pressed into service, and as these were
alternately turned on and Off, the strands of tendon

surrounding the diminutive bones tensed and

relaxed in response to the mysterious fluid being

sent into them. The muscle therefore was not the
offender in those cases where an insufficiency had

been found, but rather an inadequate or excessive

supply of energy to this member. An investigation

of the ocular muscles revealed the fact that certain

members of this group were closely inter-related

and performed given functions by a harmonious

action incited by currents of energy sent simul-

taneously to the parts involved ; any inadequate or

excessive innervation of one part producing abnor-

mal activity of its collateral branches, thus furnishing

the solution for the phenomenon involved in stra-

bismus, and opening the way for many excellent

contributions on the collateral functions of accom-

modation and convergence.
Unfortunately, all investigations

Methods of these phenomena have here-
tofore, perforce, been subjective
in character, and results ob-

tained, therefore, are unreliable and misleading;

the assumption that the disassociation of the eyes

at infinity would enforce relaxation of the ex-

trinsic muscles, and that any imbalance noted

under these conditions would indicate true con-

ditions being proven erroneous, for the reason that

if the ciliary or extrinsic muscles have for an ex-

tended period been forced to neutralize some re-

fractive error, force of habit will continue these

involuntary functions ; time and empirical methods

of Investigation
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being indispensable to the ultimate conquering of
existing spasmodic conditions.

The most complex of the functions involved

in binocular vision is the torsical action of the
oblique muscles enforced in those cases of oblique
astigmatism where binocular parallelism is de-
stroyed and these members are brought into
activity to so rotate the eyeballs as to re-establish
horizontal alignment and cause the ocular images
to be formed upon corresponding portions of the
retina.

The invaluable researches of Drs. Gould,
Stevens, Ranney, Prentice, Savage and others
have established the significant fact that certain
phases of facial neuralgia, termed " migraine," as
well as many other forms of nerve suffering known
to be reflex in character, are due either to a
depleted or disturbed condition of the ocular or
collateral nerve centers, traceable to some uncor-
rected visual abnormality. What seems to corro-
borate this hypothesis is the fact that persons thus
afflicted find relief in abstinence from use of eyes
for near work.

Some five years ago a case pre-
An Interesting sented itself for examination

where these various symptoms
were quite pronounced when

eyes were employed continuously at the near point,
abstinence therefrom resulting in the cessation of
discomfort. No refractive error could be located ;
numerous examinations by various operators
having, however, revealed three degrees of right
hyperphoria and nine degrees of esophoria, prism
and sphero-prism corrections of every conceivable
strength and combination having been experi-
mented with in vain, a searching investigation
proved this assumed hyperesophoria to be cyclo-
phoria, due to an insufficiency of the superior
obliques. The rhythmic exercises suggested by
Savage were systematically persevered in, but after
two years of intermittent effort, which rather
accentuated than relieved discomfort, these were
abandoned.

During an investigation of the eyes while em-
ployed at the near point, a unique idea suggested
itself, having in mind the old dot and line test.
The speaker constructed a vertical line formed of
No. 3 Suellen test letters placed singly, one under
the other ; a dot being placed at the bottom of this
line when the double prism was placed before one
eye, thus producing the two artificial images of the
dot. The real image was not only seen both
vertically and laterally 'displaced, but the letters
composing the line ceased to be legible ; whereas,
without the double prism, these were readily dis-
cerned with either eye singly or with both eyes
simultaneously. On placing a plus one and a half
sphere before each eye, the letters not only became
legible, but the vertical and lateral displacement
of the dot was neutralized, demonstrating that the

decrease of accomodative effort had apparently

corrected the cyclophoric tendency.
This experiment led to the

Results of this application of the same principle
along objective lines ; the ques-
tion being, how can accommo-

dation at the near point be enforced and, while the
angle of convergence of one eye is being observed

through some fixed object, intersect the visual line

of this eye by an opaque screen in such a manner as
to shut off vision to these test letters ; the eye, being

unconscious of the change, continuing its functions

in harmony with its mate, this eye being forced to
continue the visual effort alone, and thus enabling

the operator to note whether or not the angle of

convergence of the disassociated eye (which now

Case in Point

Experiment
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is that angle induced by the nerve supply being
sent to the recti internis in common with that sent
to the ciliary) continues to coincide with the
original binocular fixation angle ; or whether the
disassociated eye deviates either inward or out-
ward, thereby indicating either an excessive or
insufficient nerve supply, the remedy lying in
either increasing or decreasing the refractive cor-
rection before the eyes under observation until the
induced angle coincides with the fixation angle,
thereby establishing a condition of equipoise
between accommodation and convergence.

An instrument was constructed upon these
principles, consisting of a chin and temple rest
similar to that employed in the ophthalmometers
in use. A screen placed fourteen inches from this
rest, in which, through a small, vertical aperture,
the test letters are displayed in a line, one under
the other ; these letters being on a movable tape,
introducing constantly changing letters. In same
screen is fixed a telescope having a lateral adjust-
ment, and having within it vertical and horizontal
lines through which eye is observed. An opaque
screen is so attached that it can be introduced
vertically between the eyes of patient in such a
manner as to intersect the visual line of one eye to
these test letters. The patient with reading lenses
before both eyes is caused to read aloud the test
letters as they appear, thus enforcing accommo-
dation. The operator adjusts telescope so that the
central line accurately coincides with the scleral-
corneal margin of one eye. The opaque screen is
brought into position between the eyes of patient,
forcing vision to be continued with one eye only;
the operator observing disassociated eye through
telescope and noting any deviation inward or out-
ward, and neutralizing this tendency by either an
increase or decrease of reading lenses, thereby
establishing objectively a condition of equipoise
between accommodation and convergence.

The screen has also a second
What the Test aperture in which similar test

letters appear horizontally, ad-
mitting of investigation of the

vertical muscles under dynamic conditions. When
both lateral and vertical deviations are revealed,
a careful investigation of the oblique muscle is of
importance, and if these displacements are found
to be due to cyclophoria, refractive conditions
should again be exhaustively investigated for pos-
sible oblique astigmatic errors, and the maximum
correction the eyes can be forced to accept pro-
vided, thereby minimizing ocular strain and con-
tributing to the ultimate relaxation of these ex-
trinsic muscles.

The procedure here presented will enable the
operator to observe and study the action of the
ocular motor muscles under dynamic conditions,
and thereby possibly contribute another factor to
the group of objective methods employed in refrac-
tive diagnosis, which are rapidly placing optometry
in the ranks of the exact sciences.

Reveals

Got $18,500 for an Injured Eye
A verdict of $18,5oo against the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company was
given for personal injuries to Bessie M. Dresser.
She lost an eye by being struck by a piece of
casting from the tender of a passing train while
she was a passenger on another train between
Myrick and New Bedford on March 22, 3902. She
sued for $5o,000 damages, and the company denied
its liability. The piece of iron broke through the
window glass opposite her seat and lodged in
her eye.
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Practical Photography for
Beginners

Mounting Papers The art of mounting photo.
for Photographs graphs on various colored

papers requires some
thought and a good deal of practice. The
most important thing, undoubtedly, is to see
that the colors selected are complementary to
the prints, and also that they blend with
each other. For the securing of this second
condition it is a good plan to use two, or
even more, different shades of the same
color showing as lines of various width around
the photograph, rather than plunge into the
difficulty (and often disaster) of introducing
another color.

It is well, when first buying mounting
papers, not to get a stock of
every color of which we see
samples. Three-quarters of
them, viz. : the bright and
vivid ones, will, in all prob-
ability, be useless as photo-
graphic mounts; for we must
remember that extremes of
color, and even texture, are
not suitable as mounts for Our
black and white art.

Any number of varieties
of grays and browns are al-
ways useful, and Japanese
vellum, although somewhat
expensive, should be kept in
stock, as it will often suit a
print that has obstinately
refused to harmonize with
any other color.

With regard to the size of
mounts, there is considerable
latitude. Even quite a small
margin of two or more tones

will often very well suit a print. It is safe to
say that, providing we are not merely putting
a narrow edging only, there should always
be more space below than above the picture;
and should this rule be carried somewhat to
extreme, it does not often mar the effect.
Occasionally a print may seem to gain value
and distinction by being shifted a little out
of the center of the mount, to the right or
left. But unless it is a very one-sided photo-
graph, needing this movement to maintain
its balance, it is not a proceeding to be
advocated.

Dull prints may often be considerably
brightened by the addition of a narrow
white (in reality cream) edge close against
them.

A crowded print may sometimes be given
a feeling of space by having around it several
inches of paper that will in tone carry on
the general color of the photograph, beyond

Different Sizes
of Mounts
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which a line of another tint will suggest the
edge of the picture.

With regard to the actual making of the
mounts, absolute exactness in cutting the
paper is imperative for good results. The
only tools necessary are a large, flat board,
covered with zinc, a long, flat, metal ruler
and a sharp shoemaker's knife.

It is important to bear in mind that the
different papers of the mount must be stuck
together, and quite dry before the print is
added, or the latter will cockle. A small
dab of paste on each paper, rather high up,
and in the middle, is sufficient to hold them
together. A narrow strip of paste along the
top edge of the print is the best way of
attaching it. The whole thing must be put
under pressure for some hours.
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easiest and best plan is to trim them only
after the photograph has been affixed.

The novice cannot do better than to
stick to greens and browns in his mounts.
Photography is a monochrome art, and
photographers would do wisely to remember
the fact when selecting tinted supports for
their productions.

Smooth-surfaced prints should not be
placed against very rough-surfaced mounts,
hor vice versa. The lightness of a print may
be accentuated by a very dark mount, and
vice versa, but this must not be carried too
far, or a jarring note will be struck.

The mount which attracts attention
before the print—even by its beauty--is a
failure.

Ornamentations on the mount are to be
avoided, unless the photogra-
pher be a sufficiently skilled
artist to design and execute
them himself, and in that
case lie must still bear in
mind the fact that the print
is the main thing, and the or-
namentations are subordinate.

Broadly speaking, the
only ornamentations a photo-
graph should require are the
mount itself and the worker's
signature.

While prints may often
\\ kit advantage be put nearer
the top of the mount than
the bottom, few, if any, pic-
tures can bear being put nearer
the bottom than the top.

The mount should never
be very markedly different in shape from
the print. Thus a narrow " panel " up-
right print may not be placed on a quite
square or oblong mount.

Avoid incongruities. A print on very
stout paper should not be attached to a
mount of very flimsy paper. The incon-
gruities of " similarity " are equally bad;
thus, a brown print on a brown mount of
almost the same shade, so that it is difficult
to distinguish where the print ends and its
support begins.

Anything in the mount which arouses
curiosity is bad, though this is not necessarily
a defect in the print.

The mount precedes the frame in import-
ance, as much as the picture precedes the
mount. The worker who considers that the
frame is more important than the mount
should always frame his work close up,
without a mount at all.

The exhibitor who designs his frame
with an eye to making it sell the picture,
should be shot. So should the frame--
into the dustbin.

An Imposing View at St. Louis Exposition

Maxims About The mount is made for the
Mounting photograph, not the photo-

graph for the mount. Com-
position is of as much importance in the
placing of the print on the mount, as in
the placing of the principal object in the
picture. Even the size, design and where-
abouts of the artist's signature must be con-
sidered in relation to the picture, its position
on the mount, its color and its subject. In
this connection the signatures of Japanese
artists may be studied with profit. Their
placing is often a small lour de force of com-
position in itself, and is as truly the result of
study as the picture to which it is attached.

The signature must never be so obtru-
sive as to attract attention before it is looked
for; nor so bizarre as to be illegible. Its tint
must harmonize with that of the photograph,

as well as with that of the mount.

The careful worker will never accept
mounts cut to a uniform size. Every mount
should be cut for the particular picture which

it is intended to support. When paper
mounts are used, it will be found that the
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A Case in Practice with Hysterical Complication—
h Hysteria the Cause or the Result?

In our Questions and Answers Depart-
ment, page 1293, of this issue, we answered
a question asked by a subscriber, " G. H. D."
The answer was mailed to him and elicited
further important information in regard to
the case. As the Questions and Answers
page containing our reply had gone to press
in the meantime, and as the case is an inter-
esting one, we will here review it in detail in
the light of the further information since
furnished us by "G. H. D."

Young lady, sixteen years of age, com-
plains of headache. Applied for relief two
years ago, at which time she was wearing
+ .50 D. cyl. axis 90° over each eye. These
glasses were fitted by an oculist, and although
she returned to him twice, complaining, he
pronounced them correct.

She stated to " G. H. D." that in addi-
tion to the headache, her eyes always ached
more or less, and that artificial light was
extremely trying to them. These symptoms
were aggravated by close use of the eyes.

An intra-ocular examination showed the
fundus to be normal. Visual acuteness, 0.D.
0. S. InT. As subjective test was unsatisfactory,
reliance was placed upon the retinoscope, which
indicated a hypermetropia of .75 D. With
these lenses vision of each eye singly was
but binocular vision was I clearly.

These glasses were prescribed with in-
structions to wear constantly, and to report
in one month, at which time she returned
and said : " Head little better, but still
have trouble."

An examination at this time showed,
without glasses, 0. D. I?? 0. S. I?? 0. U.

I D. was indicated by the ophthal-
moscope, with which vision was 0. D. A-,
0. S. 11/9-, 0. U. fr.

Ophthalmometer showed an overlapping
in vertical meridian of about half step in both
eyes, which is only the normal amount of
excess of corneal curvature.

Muscle tests by Maddox rod and Maddox
double prism showed an exophoria of 4° at
distance, and of 8° at reading point.

I D. was prescribed for constant
wear. In two weeks she returned and said :
" Headache gone, but light still troubles me."

Muscles were retested with the same re-
sult as before,and as a partial correction for the
exophoria, a prism of t°, base in, over each
eye was combined with the spherical correc-
tion. These glasses afforded instant relief and
freed her from the asthenopic symptoms.

In six months she came back with the
following statement : She had been vac-
cinated, two weeks after which all her eye
symptoms returned in an aggravated form.
" G. H. D." made another examination, and
finding the eyes about as they were at the
previous visit, advised the lady to consult a

physician, who pronounced it a case of
hysteria, with various symptoms other than
ocular, for %vhich she was sent to the hospital
for treatment.

Her general health was much improved,
but she came out of the hospital still suffering
with the head trouble. She consulted our
correspondent again, and as another examina-
tion revealed nothing further, she was advised
to apply to a different oculist.

Nothing more was seen of her until Janu-
ary, 1904, when she again returned, wearing
the glasses last prescribed by " G. H. D.,"
complaining of headache and the glasses
seeming smoky. An examination at this
time showed 0. D. 0. S. Retinoscopy
+ .5o D., with which vision was same as
without glasses.

Our correspondent now was very much
surprised to find that the accommodation
was lacking, as it required a 2.75 D.
addition to distance correction to enable
patient to read at 14 inches, while with dis-
tance glasses alone could barely read 1.75 D.
type at 35 cm., and that for a moment only.

Muscle tests resulted as follows : At
20 feet, 3° exophoria ; at 13 inches, 7° exo-
phoria. Adduction 19°, abduction 12°. The
former prescription, + i D. S. ̂  I° prism,
base in, was continued for distance, and
extra fronts containing 2.75 D. given her
for near work.

As her head trouble was not relieved,
" G. H. D." concluded that the symptoms
originated from hysteria, and again referred
her to a medical specialist for treatment.
Atropine was prescribed, but as this did not
meet the sanction of our correspondent, she
was sent to another oculist, who said she did
not need glasses and advised her to leave
them off.

After two months she 'returned with the
statement that her headaches had grown
steadily worse. Vision now was only
refraction same as before, but the glasses
afforded no improvement in vision as they
previously did.
" G. H. D." is fully convinced that the

whole trouble is clue to hysteria, but that the
deterioration of vision revealed in the last
examination is in addition partly attributable
to the non-wearing of glasses.

We will study this case together as it
stands before us, and see if anything practical
can be learned from it.

We are not quite ready to agree with
our correspondent in his diagnosis, but
granting that this young lady is hysterical, is
the hysteria caused by the eyestrain, or to
reverse the question, are the ocular symp-
toms the result of the hysteria ? The one
proposition may be just as true as the other.
Our correspondent seems to think the eye
symptoms are caused by the hysteria, but he
offers no arguments to prove his position.
We ask why may not the hysteria (if such
exists), be due to the ocular conditions ? At
any rate, we think the proper plan of treat-
ment to be followed is a more determined
effort to correct the refractive and muscular
anomalies.

All that was done for the exophoria was
the prescription of a pair of 1° prisms. Was
this sufficient ? We think not. Let us turn
to the chapter on " Anomalies of the Ocular
Muscles," in the second volume of " The
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Optician's Manual," where on pages 352,
353, el seq., we have outlined the treatment
for exophoria.

The first step in the treatment should
be the correction of any existing error of
refraction. Now it must be remembered that
exophoria is usually associated with myopia,
in which case a correction of the latter
lessens the former. Therefore, if concave
lenses lessen exophoria, convex lenses will
increase it. Now the lesson to be deduced
from this fact, and applied in the case before
us, is to give the convex lenses as weak as
possible, because the stronger the convex
lenses that are worn, the greater will be the
exophoria.

This fact brings out another feature of
this case, viz.: that the functions of accom-
modation and convergence do not bear their
normal relation to each other. If hyper-
metropia was present, as the tests show, and
if accommodation and convergence bore their
customary close relation, the accommodation
that would be used to overcome the hyper-
metropia would call the convergence into
action and produce an esophoria. Instead,
in this case, we find exophoria, which com-
plicates the case—makes it more difficult of
correction, and helps to account for the
asthenopic symptoms.

Therefore, in this case, we would not
prescribe convex lenses stronger than .50 D.

The next step in the treatment is to
make an effort to increase the power of con-
vergence, which in this case is relatively
weak. This is to be accomplished by pris-
matic exercise of the internal recti muscles.
The strongest prisms, bases out, which the
patient can overcome, and maintain single-
ness of vision, should be placed in a frame
and worn for several minutes, lifting them
from the eyes occasionally during this period
while gazing at a light across the room.
The length of the exercise should not exceed
five minutes, and it may be repeated daily.
The record of the adduction in this case is
19°, but it can probably in the course of a
month or two be trained to 400 or 300, by a
gradual increase in the strength of the
exercising prisms.

This exercise should be conducted in
the optometrist's office, in connection with
which we would give the patient a pair of
50 prisms, bases out, set in a spectacle frame
for home use, with instructions to wear from
fifteen minutes to a half hour each day while
going about the house.

We seldom find it necessary to order
prisms for constant wear in exophoria unless
of much higher degree than this case; how-
ever, as the I° prisms, bases in, afforded so
much relief in general vision, our corre-
spondent was quite justified in prescribing
them. But as exophoria is always greater at
the reading distance, and as it is always
increased by stronger convex lenses (-1- 3.75
being now required for close use), it follows
that stronger prisms are indicated for the
reading glasses, and therefore the extra
fronts should contain not only convex spheres
hut prisms as well; perhaps + 3 D. sph. C
prism 2°, base in, to be placed over the
+ .50 D. sphere, and I° prism worn for
general vision.

After our correspondent has done all
this, that is, got the young lady started on

(continued on page 1291)
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this line of optometric treatment, she may be
referred to the medical man for supplemental
treatment, which would probably consist of
general or nerve tonics.

If, under the influence of this combined
treatment, the power of convergence is
increased, as we have reason to expect, we
may reasonably look for relief from the symp-
toms complained of, in which case we will be
able to reduce the reading prisms.

The effect of the exercise with prisms,
bases out, which calls the convergence so
strongly into action, will also through their
close nervous correction, have a stimulating and
beneficial action on the accommodation, which
seems to be too weak to perform its function.

Let us for a moment consider what
ocular symptoms usually result from hysteria.

There may be twitching and spasmodic
closure of the lids with spasm of accommo-
dation ; in our case the accommodation is
relaxed, or perhaps paralyzed; therefore
there is nothing in this symptom to indicate
hysteria; in fact, it rather tends to contra-
indicate it.

The visual disorders that are found in
connection with hysteria vary from a slight
impairment of vision to total blindness.
Hysterical amblyopia comes on suddenly,
the ophthalmoscopic appearances being nega-
tive. Both eyes may be affected, but more
frequently the trouble is monocular. The
vision is unexpectedly improved by any kind
of lenses—convex, concave or even pris-
matic—acting in all probability through the
imagination. Hysterical amblyopia does not
usually last long, and disappears as suddenly
as it came.

These symptoms do not correspond very
closely with those of the case under consider-
ation, and therefore we conclude that this is
not a typical case of hysteria, and that the
nervous symptoms are more likely the result
of the eye troubles than the cause of them.

This young lady should be advised to
disregard and ignore her eye symptoms:
not to allow her mind to dwell on them, but
to keep it occupied with other things to the
exclusion of her eyes. In other words, her
eye symptoms will never improve as long as
her mind dwells on them ; while they are
much more likely to disappear if she can
forget them.

A Query Answered

ED. KEYSTONE :—Referring to article in the
clinic entitled " Hyperopic Astigmatism Simulating
Myopia," I should like to ask the author to give a
reason why he did not think it wise to give the full
correction after the correction was found and veri-
fied. If the finding was plus, don't it stand to
reason that there was fully as much, if not more,
there without any doubt ? You can't find plus if it
is not there, can you? Such being the case, why
didn't you give patient benefit of the full correction
at once? Or did you think you would find less
later on?
Madison, Ind. JOHN J. CHAPMAN, Oph. D.

[In the practice of optometry common sense
and good judgment are necessary to successful
results. It does not by any means follow that even
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though we know the exact condition of refraction,
it can be fully corrected. There are many cases
where a careful consideration of all the conditions
leads us to modify the glasses that represent the
total error. In this lady's case the first acceptance
of concave cylinders, followed by a later accept-
ance of convex cylinders, positively showed a
spasm of accommodation. If, in spite of this, we
had prescribed the full convex correction, the
glasses would in all probability have produced
discomfort and dissatisfaction, because they would
have called for a complete relaxation of the spasm.
It is a well-known fact that such spasm seems
disinclined to relax, and we can accomplish better
results by coaxing than by trying to force the
accommodation to do our bidding. Therefore if
at first we give a partial correction, the ciliary muscle
can adapt itself to a partial relaxation and then,
after a time, the full correction will be borne.—ED.]

Electric Treatment of Muscular
Insufficiencies

ED. KEYSTONE :—In fitting glasses it is custo-
mary to ignore muscular insufficiencies up to a
certain number of degrees. Hyperphoria is given
no consideration, and exophoria is considered a
hard proposition. In either case dependence is
Placed upon the sphericals doing the correcting in
time. In ciliary muscle trouble do the best you
can and strike an average. From my experience
in the past six or eight months I have come to the
conclusion that dissatisfaction to patients, in a large
measure, arises from failure to correct muscular
errors before correcting refraction, which, with
prisms, is somewhat uncertain in results and takes
more time and patience than the average optician
is willing to devote to it. I believe there is a new
era dawning upon the optical world in this direc-
tion that will result in satisfaction to both patient
and optician. The time is not far distant when a
patient will no longer be required to load his face
with prism, spherical and cylinder, to enjoy the
blessing of good vision, and when the correction
of muscular insufficiencies with prisms will be
relegated to the past.

Last fall, when in Pueblo, Colo., I purchased
an electric battery that produces what is known to
the medical fraternity as the " sinusoidal current."
I reasoned that if this form of electricity is so effec-
tive in restoring different parts of the body to a
normal condition, why should it not be equally
effective in restoring the ocular muscles to a normal
state. I tried a case and the result was a surprise.
I found that a single treatment showed marked
improvement in exophoria and hyperphoria. In a
case of exophoria of to° (accommodative), in a
child of eleven years, after three treatments of six
minutes each, three minutes to each weak muscle,
the test showed 3°. After five treatments the mus-
cles were normal. To insure permanency of im-
provement I gave ten treatments in all, and then
corrected the refractive errors. Three months after
treatment the muscles are still normal. I treated
every other day.

Another case was that of a young lady with
I2 ° exophoria, the red light wandering. At test,
the second day after first treatment, the red light
started at 8°, moved up to 3° snd remained sta-
tionary. After third treatment, muscles were
normal and remained so. Before treatment I could
not get a satisfactory correction ; after treatment it
was easy. I treated a gentleman of over fifty-
five years, who had 5° exophoria and 2° hyper-
phoria. Three treatments restored the muscles to
normal, and they remained so. I met with similar
success in treating spasm of accommodation. I
could quote a number of cases equally interesting.
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The treatment is so simple, so little time of patient
and optician is consumed and the results are so
extremely satisfactory, that I believe it will soon
be universally adopted. The optician that adopts
Win his practice will find the mystery that so often
stands between him and a satisfactory correction
of the errors of refraction no longer in his way, and
he will also find that the number of patients
returning to say " the glasses do not quite suit"
will be reduced to a minimum.

If other opticians have tried this means ot
correcting the ocular muscles, I should be pleased
to learn their experience.

Respectfully yours,
Missoula, Mont. J. W. SHRYOCK.

[Our correspondent's letter is interesting
enough for publication. We would add, however,
that the different refractive errors depend upon an
anatomical deviation from the normal, and this, of
course, cannot be changed by electricity—though
it be the " sinusoidal current." That temporary
improvement in the symptoms may be obtained by
this form of electricity seems to be established by
the practice of our correspondent. But six or eight
months is too short a time to really test a method
fully, and we are afraid that the troublesome
symptoms will return in due time.—ED.]

The Effect of Radium Rays upon the
Visual Apparatus

In consideration of the claim, still re-
peated here and there, that the radium rays
could make the blind see, it is well to give
here the conclusions of a scientist, E. S.
London, of Petersburg, who lately published
the result of his labor in the Grarfr s
Archives. He states:

I. Radium rays excite within the eye the
Perception of light, even when at a considerable
distance from it. They act upon the retina, from
either side of the membrane, or through many
more or less penetrable interposed obstacles.

2. Radium and light rays which differ in their
physical attributes, likewise differ in their physio-
logical action upon the visual apparatus. Radium
rays, in themselves, do not increase the visual
power of the eye.

3. Radium rays without being reflected or
refracted by the media of the eye, are at the same
time, in a measure, absorbed by them.

4. By sufficiently long and energetic influence
upon the eye, radium rays can excite in the differ-
ent sections of the eye, inflammatory conditions
(e.g., inflammation of the cornea and retina and,
by prolonged action, even phthisis bulbi).

5. It is very probable that radium rays are
capable of acting directly upon the visual appa-
ratus in the brain.

6. Bandaged eyes are capable after some
practice of detecting the source of the rays and of
recognizing simple figures written, with the rays,
in space.

7. By their action upon the barium platino
shade the radium rays excite diffused light rays of
certain wave lengths admixed with heat rays. The
latter being only to a slight degree appreciable to
the eye. In a dark room this light is easily percep-
tible to the retinal elements in eyes not afflicted
with atrophy of the optic nerve.

Does the Eyeball Protrude when the
Lids are Opened?

In conformation of other methods, Dr.
Ludwig has shown by means of flashlight,
photographs that our eyeballs protrude about
o.8 mm. when our lids are opened from Io
15 mm.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and stddress—not for publieatioli, hot
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will h. uss.i ! in
the order in which they are received. No at tetitkoi will be
paid to attollymotts commllnications.

To enable us to answer questions salisfacterily and give
proper adviee in the otatoogentent of eases subtailted to its, it
is essential that we be furnished with :t complete history of
each case and accurate information out t he following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exavt age, always approsi-
matet.

2. Have glasses been previously worn? lies' long and what
another?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses Mittel].

4. Runge of accommodation (without glasses and Willi

them).
h. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for tuusettlar insufficiency.

V A. 1-1"—Hotel man, age forty-two. Eyes water
a great deal, never wore glasses. A'. V
— 1.25 = Tow L. V T62-, — .75 = Pin-hole
disk R. V. ; L. V * ; coil/ d find no traces
of astigmatism ; neglected to try the muscle
test R. E., P. P 21 CM., with correction 39cm.
L. E. 31cm., with correction 39 cm. With The
comer/ran 0. U. is *, and vision is satislirclory
in dark room ; have not prescribed them for
wear yet. Give your opinion on this ; he also
wants reading glasses. What would you advise?

The result of our correspondent's examination
of this case would show simple myopia of low
degree, and yet we are inclined to suspect some-
thing more than this. In low myopia the distant
vision is somewhat impaired, but as a rule there
are no other symptoms, and especially none of
discomfort. The fact that eyes water a great deal
would indicate the presence of a strain that does
not occur in mild cases of myopia. We are told
there are " no traces of astigmatism," but we are
not informed what methods were used to deter-
mine this fact. The history of the case justifies us
in suspecting astigmatism, and we feel that it must
be sought for by every method at the command of
the optometrist, and its presence or absence deter-
mined without a shadow of doubt. If astigmatism
is absolutely excluded and cylinders positively
rejected, it may be allowable to give concave
spheres for general wear, but they must be the
weakest that afford satisfactory vision. These
glasses would not be suitable for reading ; in fact,
if myopia is present, no glasses would be needed
for close work at this age, unless there was an
insufficiency of convergence, in which case prisms
bases in might be prescribed for temporary use.
This can be determined by dot and line test.

"N. C. 11."—I will kindly ask you to give me your
best advice on Me following case Young man,
age twenty-seven years, laborer in factory,
could not read much for the last seven years,
never wore glasses. I-fis vision without glas.ws :
R. E. la, but soon blurs ; L. E. 22,1°0- faint.
With glasses: R. E. + 2 = ; L. E.
C + .75 ax. 1800 ig clear, faint Readm g
R. E. + 4, L. E. + 5.75 + .75 cyl. a.r.
1800, can read with each eye separately of
15 inches, but blurs with both. To get
binocular vision fuse 12° prism base out, which
brings the streak of fight through the real
light by using Maddox rod and red lens. 1
can bring streak to the light by using- 7° prism,
but could not fuse with less than 12° prism.
What strength prism would you advise? Ile
says he could not wear glasses of work, as it is
too steamy and dirty. I did not give him any
prism yet, but gave him correction for reading,
and to use a card to cut one eye off and change
off from one eye to the oMer.

This is a complicated case that presents many
difficulties in its correction. In the first place, we
think that this young man should wear glasses con-
stantly and that he will never have satisfaction with
his eyes unless he does, notwithstanding his state-
ment that he could not wear them at work. Our
correspondent should wash his hands of the respon-
sibility if patient is unwilling to follow this advice.
Reading glasses only have been prescribed. in con-
nection with which we are asked what prisms should
be ordered. We are told that there is 12° of eso-
phoria, but this is at a distance : we are not given
the amount that shows itself at reading point.

The latter is usually considerably less than the
former. This patient undoubtedly should have
two pairs of glasses : the distance glasses should
be the weakest in refractive but strongest in pris-
matic power (perhaps 8° divided between the two
eyes) : while the reading glasses should be the
strongest in refractive but the weakest in prismatic
power (perhaps 4° divided between the two eyes).
The amount of prisms to be given must be deter-
mined by further tests, but they should be the
weakest that will answer the purpose.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, It is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

ii. D." — )iumg lady, age sixteen years, came
Ii, me about Iwo years ago complaining of
headache. Examination made and this pre-
scription ,{riven, 0. D. i° prism base
; 0. -I- I C.' e° prism base in. Gave relief

immediately. 4fler about six months, re-
turned, complaining of Sallie trouble. Erarn-
ination rt,vealed nothing further. Inquiry
made, .found Mal she had been vaccinated,
after 7eh1ch lime the headaches rellIrned.
sent her to family physician for /rot/well/ ;
the case developed info one of hysteria, am/
limbic continued. E.ramination of eyes,
January, /904, shon,ed hard!), a + .50 by

• skiascopy, and I was surprised to find that
evidently the nerve supply to ciliaty muscles
was warding, as it required a -I-- 2.75 D. added
to distance correction to enable pa/rent to read
at near point, Mere being almost no accommo-
dation. l'ision with distant correction, 0. D.
*, 0. S. *. Requesting her to report in one
week, at which lime I found that my former
lenses would be accepted, so prescribed the
former prescription, viz., 0. U. ± jC jO

prism base in, and the same fronts. Inshwc-
lions to rtport in one more week. She did, but
head still troubled her. I was convinced the
whole hyulde WITS hysteria, as there was no
organic trouble present. However, to give the
bene/if of a doubt, I referred her to a specialist,
advising- her to consul/ me before taking any
treatment. Vie re/or/ed, showing me a bottle
of atropia 7,,ith usual inshwctions. I thought
Ma/ rather reild fin- a medical man, so advised
her to consult another ; he advised her to lea7,e
off glasses, and said they were not Needed.
After two months she returned to me, as her
headaches grew steadily worse. Vision,
0. D. 11,1, 0. S. 411 ; refraction same as btfore
but ,1,,17Ve no improvement in vision. 0f course,
I flat), realize this is due to hysteria, but Me
point I wish information on is: II 'lad has
generally been Me on/come of such cases under
your observation? What  could have been the
oculist's idea in advising discontinuance
of glasses? I firmly believe Me vision de-
teriorated more on that account; don't you?

The eye symptoms of hysteria are many and
various, the more characteristic being contraction
of the visual field, amblyopia or even complete
blindness, strabismus, variation in size of pupils,
diplopia, asthenopia, etc. Whether the trouble in
this case is entirely hysterical, we are not prepared
to say. In our experience the prognosis in hysteri-
cal troubles of the eye is favorable, but, of course,
much depends upon the surroundings and the
general management of the case.

We have no means of knowing what was the
idea of the oculist who advised a discontinuance of
glasses, any more than we have of our correspon-
dent %vim characterizes as " wild " the action of
the other oculist who prescribed atropine. We
can see no objection to the use of the drug in this
lady's eyes, because this case really comes more
in the domain of the oculist than the optometrist.

The eyes certainly seem to call for glasses, but
the history of the case is not full enough to enable
us to decide as to the correctness of those pre-
scribed. We have no record of the visual acuity
of the naked eye, a knowledge of which is essential
in a case of hypermetropia where we are estimating
the failure of accommodation. Neither have we any
record of the muscle tests, in order that we may
judge as to the advisability of ordering prisms.
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"H. M. H."—Lady, age about thirty. She com-
plains of frequent headaches, and thinks they
are caused by her eyes. She never wore glasses.
Her vision in both eyes is pelfect for reading.
as well as distance. The astigmatic chart
showed no astigmatism. I tried the fogging
inc/hod, would not accept any + lenses, either
spherical or cylinder, or — lenses. I tried Me
Maddox rod, which showed no muscular insuf-
ficiency. I then tried the retinoscope and
found the following correction for each eye:

— 2.50 a X. /So°. But she couhl not wear
them, made r,ision worse. .Now who/ I .'an/ to
know is who/ makes Me retinoseope .chow— 2.50
of astigmatism when there is mme manifest?
I have seen lots of eases where the retinoscope
would show hypermetropia which I could not at
all, or only partly, correct. But I never saw a
case where the retinoscope would show—astig-
matism that could not be corrected with lenses.

Without knowing more about our corre-
spondent's method of using the retinoscope, we
are unable to say why he should find myopic astig-
matism in a case where there is none. The various
methods of examination of the eye must be used,
one to verify the other, or one as a check on the
other. The history of the case states that vision is
perfect for distance, from which we infer that it
equals lg. Such being the case myopia and
myopic astigmatism are both excluded, and if the
retinoscope shows 2.50 D. of the latter it is undoubt-
edly in error. Now, then, our friend must care-
fully consider the principles of retinoscopy in
general, and as they apply to this case in particular,
in order, if possible, to discover where his mistake
lies. If the retinoscope shows a condition of
refraction which is not verified by other tests, the
question at once occurs : " which is right?" In
this particular instance the retinoscope is at fault,
which we must conclude is in the way it is used
and not in the instrument itself.

"WIZ JIICQ. "—Please refer me in your next issue
to reliable table for decentering lens. Some of
my competitors advise patients to have concave
lenses changed every twenty-seven months to
correct progressive myopia. I find no authority
for this in optical works. Can you tell me if
this is a good plan, and if so what is to be
gained by it?

In 1890 C. F. Prentice, of New York, intro-
duced a new system of numbering prisms, according
to their refractive powers, based upon a deflection
of i cm. at a distance of i m., calling it the prism
diopter. The law of this system is that a lens
decentered i cm. will produce as many prism
diopters as it possesses diopters of refraction.
For example:

I D. lens decentered i c.m. equals i prism diopters.
2 D. " II 2 41

2D. " 41 y2, 11 It I 11

I D. " • 2 " ‘‘ 2 11 14

It is evident that the amount of prism power
that can be obtained depends upon two factors:
the strength of the lens or the curvature of its sur-
faces, and the amount of decentration that can be
ordered, which latter is limited by the size of the
uncut lenses. On this account the lenses that are
usually supplied by manufacturers are capable of
decentration of only X cm. Therefore, if it was
desired to combine a prism of 1° with a + D. it
would be necessary to grind I I). sph. upon a
prism of 1°, because the amount of decentration
being limited to X cm., only one-third prism
diopter can be produced. But if it was desired to
combine a 10 prism with a + 3 D. sphere the law
of decentration becomes applicable, because such
sphere if decentered i cm. gives 3°, while if
decentered to the limit of X cm. gives I°, which
is the amount of prismatic effect desired.

No one can fix an arbitrary limit of twenty-
seven months when lenses should be changed in
myopia or any other refractive error. In myopia
of the progressive variety the eyes should be
examined front time to time—once a year would
not be too often. It does not follow that the
glasses need to be changed every time the eyes
are examined, but it is well to keep such eyes
under observation in order to note the progress of
the defect, and thus be in a position to keep it in
check as far as it lies in the power of the optometrist
by changes of lenses and by careful advice.
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42 N. Broad

Street JOHN L. MOORE 0 SONS Atlanta

Georgia

Wholesale, Manufacturing and Importing Opticians

Just as we have been first in every optical improve-

ment in this section, we are first to install a Toric

Lens grinding machine.

Write for our new catalogue. It it handsomely

illustrated with half-tone cuts from photographs of

goods. It will safeguard your optical stock.

We've The Only Toric Lens Machine South

The Toric Lens is a giant stride in the advancement

of lens grinding.

It is lighter.

It is neater.

The Toric Lens gives a wide angle vision-3o to 50

per cent. larger field.

Other reasons, too.

Write us why.

TRY THE

MAYER TRIANGLE GUARDS
and you will learn why they are selling rapidly

10 K. Gold, per doz. pairs, $7.50
to K. Gold Filled, 44 44 2.00
German Silver, 44 1.00

Less 6 per cent.
In gross lots

less 20 per cent. net.

Sample pairs postpaid :

Gold, 75c. ; Gold Filled, 30c. ; German Silver, 15c.

Geo. Mayer & Co., Manufacturing Opticians
134 S. Eighth St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOVEL,TI ES
Imitation VIENNA BRONZES

The styles here shown are truly
artistic, being handpainted in
natural colors, and close imita-
tions of the genuine Vienna
Bronzes, which cost many times
as much.

11004
List, $4.00 per dozen

List
15601 $12.00 per dozen

These illustrations, being crude and so much reduced in size, and lacking
coloring, do not give an adequate impression of the line. It will be to your
interest to call upon us, or write for a sample line of our hest sellers from whichlo make up your order.

The R. Hoehn Co.
1. MAYER 6c CO., Proprietors

Manufacturers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, Etc.

80 and 82 Chambers St., New- York
Write for our Novelty Catalogue "A"

August, 1904

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
E. I.. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Milwatt
kee, August 1 to 4, 1904.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1620)

HON. ALBAN G. II. Gums, M. P., Master.
Cul.. '1'. DA VIES SEWELL, It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

118. W. Dumscomum, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, }.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
JOHN LAMONT, Secretary, 514 Victoria Road, Glasgow.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EBEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 %Inter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July andAug 

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. RoummTs, Secretary, Red 1Ving, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LomnsTakTit, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa,

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 450 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ErtisstAm, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

E. W. E. PAIrEnsozt, President, Grand Rapids, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Next meeting, August 18, 1904, at Battle Creek.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
J. G. MCNIASTERS, Secretary, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. ItoomIts, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALInt, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. 11. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. HESS, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNICS, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Oranite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLICMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

.1. M. CIIALmsAts, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 1;08 Nieollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

II. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WENNING, President, Nashville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

KEYSTONE

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. Futca, President, Denver, Colo.
It. H. HIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.Cit SPMASI, Cor.Secy.,1655 Welton St., Denver,('olo.

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurcr, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. H. HATot, President, Jefferson City, Mo.
ELMAR H. SCUM IDT, Secy. and Treas., NV ashington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

A. F. JAHNKE, JR., President, Richmond, Va.
.T. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va,

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLis, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. M. IRMEN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBERG, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grano'', N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

GEO. F. APPLEGATE, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dalt.
D. 0. CIALLHTT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Disk.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

W. W. CITAstBERLI:4, President, Houston, Texas.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, 325 Live Oak St., Dallas, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. 1.
FREDERICK LEWIS BLAIR, Secretary, care O'Gorman Com-

pany, Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday a each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, PreSidohl, Colombia, S. I.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, c6litnibia, S. 1.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. Kittrell, Secretary, Dublin, Ga,

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)

(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. 1'.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LERov RYER, President.
R.M.LOCKWOOD, Rec. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. BESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
11ENRY C. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)
RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EvAms, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F.NEWCOMB, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 001 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
P. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCHER, President.
(1900) Roe F.R F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, lIiiflaio,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CIIARLES 0. Ilotuomn, President.
LEANDN:R Burr, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETM ERA, PreSideIlt
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

ORES H. HENRY, President, Pueblo, C010.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Cob.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. HICKS, President.
J. A. McAvov, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.
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The Question of Minimum Prices

pRICE-CUTTING is recognized as one
of the most demoralizing factors in

retail trade and one of the most difficult to
regulate. There is little, however, that is
impossible to organization, and if the opti-
cians were thoroughly organized, even
locally, it would be quite possible, if not to
suppress price-cutting altogether, to at least
curtail its power for mischief. Already in a
number of cities in which the opticians are
organized, minimum prices have been estab-
lished, and the system is working smoothly
and to the great benefit of the trade. The
prices fixed by these opticians are very fair
—never exorbitant—and allow at least a
moderate return for the optician's knowl-
edge, skill and invested capital. Competition
is thus, in a measure, equalized, and each
optician has the assurance in making a deal
with a customer that he will not be at the
mercy of a price-cutting competitor. The
advantages of such a minimum price agree-
ment are so evident, that it is surprising that
the innovation has not spread more rapidly.

ANOTHER plan for the restriction of price-
cutting can be instituted by agreement be-

tween the manufacturer and those who handle
his products. In all such cases the manufac-
turer runs considerable risk, and the success
of the plan must always be dependent on the
co-operation and loyal support of the trade.
It is possible for a manufacturer to draw up a
contract that will legally bind the retailer
signing it not to sell any specified article of
his product under the price fixed on in the
contract. Where this policy is adopted, the
goods are sold only to those signing the
contract, and the penalty of breaking it
would be that the retailer could no longer
procure or handle this particular line of
goods. In the case of an article of recognized
merit, for which a general demand has been
created, this penalty would, no doubt, be
sufficiently severe to keep the contracting
parties faithful to their agreement.

A restricted price plan of this character
has many advantages. To the small dealer
it would seem to be especially beneficial, be-
cause it would place him on a level with the
larger dealer in the matter of selling price, at
least. Then the elimination of underselling
would cultivate confidence all around, as well
in the honesty of the goods as of the optician.
While the refractionist is striding towards pro-
.fessionalism, it is pleasant to note the deeper
interest he is taking in the mercantile end of his
specialty and the advanced ideas which he is
evolving in regard to the management thereof.
He is certainly showing a most creditable
degree of intelligence in his profession and
of enterprise in his business.
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I use the "Neverwiggle" Eyeglass. I must itet a pair, can't stand these.

"NEVERWIGGLE."
The "Neverwiggle Eyeglass has new patent " I Iridle Studs," which lock the screws, and is guaranteed never to wiggleor wabble. Our guarantee is good for a new pair if Stud Screw loosens. Any style of guards can be attached, and the" Bridle Stud " locks them all. The guards and spring are more easily changed than on any other style. Send for a samplepair at dozen rates.

No szooda *sold at retail.
JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO., Detroit, Mich.

SUMMERTIME IN THE SOUTH
CALLS FOR

SMOKED GLASSES. 

We've been telling about our R department,
and while we know that department to be the
best of the kind in the South, we don't want
our customers to lose sight of the fact that we
have a large stock of all kinds of Optical Goods,
and just now want to call their attention par-
ticularly to our full assortment of SMOKED
GLASSES.

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDERS FOR
WHAT YOU NEED IN THIS LINE.

F. A. HARDY 0 CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.Send for Catalog.

YNEL
L.

,0111.

" I find it indispensable."—Emil Riis, Philadelphia, Pa.
" I foutol almost instant relief.' —Miss E. Lynch, Bridge-

port, conn.
" I ICVQI had anything help me as it has."—John Brophy,

Belvidere, N. Y.
" Your eye remedy is all you claim for it."—Dr. A. W.

Collins, North Porte, \% Is.
" It is a wonderful remetly."—Fredrick Selcox, with Otis

Skinner.

A large bottle of a better remedy that retails
for 50 cents, and costs you even less than a mere
eye water. Recommended by Oculists every-

where. Money refunded if it does not prove to be better than anything you
have ever used before. Sample and testimonials sent free. $3.00 per dozen,
sent prepaid. Eyneed makes weak eyes strong—makes dull eyes sparkle—
cures sore eyes and eyelids.

NI. E. STERN, Manufacturing Optician,
QUICK PRESCRIPTION WORK. 36=38 John St., New York.

Rochester School of Optometry.
A Thorough and Practical Optical School.

It teaches not only the theory, but how to practice, and how to con-
duct the practice. It considers the profession of Optometry one that is
worth while to spend sufficient time and study to master it, and believes
that there is a large field of usefulness for the successful practitioner.
The aim of the Rochester School is to make the student understand his
limitations, as well as his opportunities and possibilities.

If interested, write for terms and outline of
Course.A. H. BOWEN, M. D.,

President. Becty.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
B. B. CLARK,

August, r904 THE K T 0 IN

Muscular Asthenopia

Paper read by HARRY P. Hot.mtrs, lies Moines, Iowa, beforethe American Association of Opticians.

Every profession or calling should have for its
fundamental object two great principles : a desire
to do somebody good and a laudable ambition to
provide an honest profit for its votaries.

That the practice
of ophthalmology
has accomplished
the former, no one
will deny. Whether
or not its practice
will prove to be a
permanently remu-
nerative one, de-
pends wholly upon
t h e practitioners
themselves. The
relief of accommo-
dative asthenopia
has been the source
of unalloyed bappi-

former sufferers. In localities
workers and judicious adver-
the people, a vast amount of
and the work has been fairly

flurry I. ['ohms

ness to thousands of
where conscientious
tisers have educated
good has been done
profitable.

Unless the practice of a profession yields a
reasonable profit, it soon becomes deserted by
men and women of intelligence who are able to
make good incomes in other walks of life, and is
left to the indolent and ignorant who are satisfied
to do inferior work at a small profit, and to the
grafter, whose only desire is to get all he can and
give as little as possible in return.

The public ought to prefer a fair price to a
man who commands its respect, for intelligent ser-
vice, than to be maltreated or buncoed.

The correction of refraction errors alone is
hardly sufficient to justify men of brains and integ-
rity in devoting their entire time and energy to its
practice. This is particularly true in States where
no restrictions are laid down, and where grafters
who know nothing of the profession and care less,
are in direct competition with those who are striv-
ing to furnish the highest degree of proficiency ob-
tainable, at a fair price.

Asthenopia, or painful vision, comprises two
grand divisions—accommodative asthenopia, the
result of over-work or lack of innervation to the
ciliary muscle ; and muscular asthenopia, which
is caused by the working of sore or poorly
nourished extrinsic muscles.

Muscular asthenopia and its treatment and
relief, opens to the ophthalmologist a new field of
usefulness and a legitimate opportunity for greater
profit. We have been taught to say that when the
errors of refraction have been corrected, the ex-
trinsic muscular system will readjust itself, muscu-
lar equilibrium will be established, and comfort
and happiness will be the result. We all know
that in most cases this is true, but it is qually true
that we have from time to time, cases whose errors
of refraction are properly corrected and whose
asthenopic condition is only partially relieved.

The muscular system of some sufferers is
found to be in perfect balance, while still others
are said by careful observers to be wholly emmetro-
pic. The ametrope who wears his correction con-
stantly, and whose muscles may or may not be
in perfect balance, and the emmetrope with muscles
in or out of balance, are all subject to muscular
asthenopia as will be proven, I hope, as we proceed.

A few words on the extrinsic muscles and the
philosophy of their action, may assist us here and
will not come amiss.

When all the extrinsic muscles are in perfect
balance they are at rest when their owner looks at
an object placed at infinity. This condition is
called orthophoria. When there is a tendency of
the eyes to deviate in any direction from parallel-
ism when looking at infinity, the condition iscalled
heterophoria.

When the external recti muscles are insuffi-
cient, we call the condition esophoria, the tendency
of the eye being to turn in. When the desire for
binocular single virion is removed, they do actually
turn in. In such cases the vertical bar of light
seen by the right eye through the Maddox rod,
will appear to the right of the actual light seen by
the left eye. We must remember that the streak
or bar seen by the right eye is nothing but the light
disguised, so the eye does not recognize it as such.
The rays of light that form this bar on the retina
of the right eye come from the candle flame and not
from a position on the wall where the bar or streak
appears to be. When we look at some object
directly in front of us with one or both eyes (with-
out the Maddox rod), we also see other objects to
the right and left of the object to which our atten-
tion is directed, and others above and below. The
objects which are on the right of the object on
which we are fixing our gaze, must be, and are
pictured on the left side of our retina. Those on
the left side of the fixing object are pictured on
the right side of the retina. Those above are pic-
tured on the lower part of the retina, and those
below, on the upper portion.

Now, if we place the Maddox rod before the
right eye and direct our gaze toward the candle
flame and the bar seen by the right eye appears to
the right of the candle, the bar must be pictured
on the nasal side of the right retina. If the bar is
pictured on the nasal side of the right retina, that
eye must have turned in, "which was to be proved."
By the same line of reasoning, we will see that with
the Maddox rod over the right eye, when the verti-
cal streak or bar is to the left of the candle, the
right eye has turned out. The internal recti
muscles are weak. This is exophoria. We place
the Maddox rod in a vertical position before the
right eye, and that eye sees the candle flame as a
horizontal bar or streak. If the streak appears in
the flame, the superior and inferior recti muscles
are in balance. If the streak appears below
the light, the streak must be pictured on the upper
portion of the right retina ; hence, the retina must
have been depressed, the right eye turned up, in-
sufficiency of the inferior rectus of the right, or
superior rectus of the left, or both. A tendency
of the right eye above the left. This is right
hyperphoria.

If the streak appears above the light, the reti-
nal image of same must be on a lower portion of
the retina of the right eye, than the image of the
flame occupies on the left, an elevation of the
retina must have taken place. The right eye has
turned down ; an insufficiency of the superior
rectus of the right eye, or the inferior of the left,
or both. A tendency of the left eye above the
right. This is left hyperphoria.

Those who prescribe prisms for constant wear,
place them with their bases over the insufficient
muscles. For example, in exophoria where the
internal recti muscles are insufficient, the amount
of prism to be used is divided equally between
both eyes and both bases placed in, or toward the
nose. In esophoria both bases are out. In right
hyperphoria, where the insufficiency is in the ink-
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nor rectus of the right, or superior rectus of the
left, or in both, half of the amount of prism is
placed base down over the right eye and the other
half base up over the left.

I mention these seemingly trivial things for the
simple reason that most text-books do not. In my
early study of the subject of muscles, it was a con-
stant source of regret to me that authors had the
idea that their readers knew all about these little
details, and that it was not necessary to set them
forth. For the same reason let me explain the
seeming incongruity in the placing of both prisms
base in, or both out, for vertical equilibrium, and
one up and one down for horizontal.

This apparent lack of consistency is easily ex-
plained by placing a prism in each cell of the trial
frame, both bases in or out, and standing the
frame on end, as it would be if you had it in posi-
tion on your face and you were lying on your side.
You will readily see that one base is up and one
down, and that the principle is exactly the same in
both cases. Always remember that the bases must
be in opposite directions, otherwise the object will
be displaced in the same direction for both eyes and
the position of each eye With relation to its fellow,
will be exactly the same as without the prisms.

The prescribing of prisms for constant wear,
except in cases of paralysis of one or more of the
extrinsic muscles, should be a last resort.

The constant wearing of the correction of all
errors of refraction and the treatment of muscular
asthenopia, which I shall endeavor to arrive at ere
long, should, in the order above given, be thor-
oughly and intelligently applied. Rest should be
advised and, if necessary, a change of habits and
of diet should be urged before the constant wearing
of prisms should be resorted to. The dentist should
be called into consultation, and if the conditions
appear to warrant it, the medical doctor as well.

Prisms furnish only temporary relief at best,
and their use too often creates a demand for
stronger ones.

You may have cases that you think prove the
contrary, but it is quite probable that the correc-
tion of their refractive condition prescribed with
the prism, has caused an improvement in spite of
the prism, and that a full correction of the refractive
errors alone would have accomplished better results.

The conditions which cause accommodative
asthenopia are much more thoroughly understood
now than in former years, and authorities are prac-
tically united as to the conditions producing them
and the general mode of procedure in their correc-
tion. In muscular asthenopia, however, the condi-
tions are different. The theory advanced by Dr.
Stevens appears to be that if the extrinsic muscles
are out of balance they should be brought into
harmony.

Dr. Savage concurs in this and prescribes a
system of muscular gymnastics in lieu of opera-
tions where feasible. His method is thorough,
scientific and practical. No stereotyped mode of
procedure can be laid down for every case, but the
muscular treatment laid down by Dr. Savage will
reach a fair percentage of cases, that no other known
treatment will relieve. In his " New Truths," and
his later and more extended work, Dr. Savage
gives his method of muscular gymnastics in detail,
not only the exercise of all the recti muscles with
prisms, but the rotary muscles, the development
of which is accomplished by the use of cylinders.

In a brief paper of this character it will be
possible to simply touch upon the general modus
ofierandi of muscular discipline.

We have outlined briefly the inethocl of
prescribing prisms for constant wear. It will be

(Continued on page 1299)
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Muscular Asthenopia

(Cunlinued from Oage )aw)

THEE

remembered that the prisms are prescribed with
their bases over the weak muscles.

In muscular exercise the exact reverse is ob-
served, and it so essential that the bases be placed
in just the proper position, that round-trial case
prisms are undesirable and are liable to defeat the
object contemplated.

Great thinkers have been thinking and great
writers have been writing for several years on the
subject of muscular imbalance, the pain and dis-
tress which often accompanies it, and the best
mahod for its correction.

One feature, however, and in my opinion one
of the most important of all, has not been touched
upon until a few months ago, when Dr. E. H.
Hazen, of Des Moines., issued his little volume on
this subject, under the title "New Findings in
Ophthalmology and Otology." I had the pleasure
of going over this subject with Dr. Hazen prior to
the publication of his book, and I claim no credit
except that I have proven the correctness of this
theory in my own practice and have carried it a
little further, applying it to cases of heterotropia
with gratifying results.

The suffix " tropia," it will be remembered,
applies to an actual deviation from parallelism,
while " phoria " means a tendency to deviate.

The theory advanced by Dr. Hazen differs
from that of Stevens, Savage and others in this—
that when they find muscles out of balance they
exercise the weak ones to bring about a condition
of balance. If they find the muscles in balance
they sometimes put on prism for constant wear,
and if it produces imbalance they call it latent
" phoria " and operate, then they exercise. This
reminds one of the doctor who threw all his patients
into fits because he was successful in curing that
malady.

The new system pays less attention to the
"phoria" feature and far more to the "dynamic."
In fact, our examination is not complete until the
amount of abduction, adduction and circumduction
is measured and recorded. Case after case has
come to my notice and to the notice of Dr. Hazen,
where all the extrinsic muscles were in perfect
balance and where all refractive errors are prop-
erly corrected, and, still the asthenopic condition
remains. He reports several cases in which no
refractive error was present, and where all extrinsic
muscles were orthophoric, yet the patient suffered
at all times, and more particularly when close work
was attempted. In all these cases the duction test
showed weak muscles, sometimes one set, some-
times all the extrinsic muscles.

The new system prescribes muscular disci-
pline for these, and the results are wonderful. The
fact that such cases are speedily and permanently
benefited by this exercise, and the further facts
that imbalance does not always cause painful
vision, and that the exercise often leaves the
muscles farther out of balance then they were pre-
viously, while the asthenopic symptoms disappear,

prove beyond a doubt that the system is a grand
success.

If a patient comes to you complaining of
painful vision, and you find his refractive errors
properly corrected, you make the " phoria " test.
If you find the extrinsic muscles out of balance,
you proceed to put them in balance. The results
are usually encouraging and often highly satisfac-
tory, but when you find a condition of perfect
balance, what do you do? If you are progressive
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you apply the adduction test, knowing that the
internal recti should overcome 500, the external
8, the superior and inferior 3%. If you find the
power of any or all of the extrinsic muscles de-
cidedly below normal, you have found the cause
of the asthenopia ; you tell your patient so, and
that ends it. Perhaps you go further, and by
careful and systematic exercise develop the weak
muscles. If you do, you are ahead of the proces-
sion, for herein lies the difference between the old
system and the new.

The most satisfactory method of development
is to fix the vision on the light twenty feet or more
distant, and then apply the load to the weak
muscles, increasing it until binocular single vision
is no longer passible. After a moment's rest
repeat the operation, continue this for fifteen to
twenty-five minutes every day until all asthenopic
symptoms disappear and the muscles are practi-
cally up to the standard in strength.

The internal recti are most likely to be found
weak, though it may be the external or superior or
inferior, or even the oblique, and it might be all
of them.

In applying this exercise or discipline to eyes
that actually deviate (and it can be used in cases of
strabismus, where the deviating eye is not perma-
nently fixed in its position), I place before the eyes
a sufficient amount of prism to produce binocular
single vision, then reduce the prism little by little
until binocular single vision can no longer be main-
tained. As soon as two lights appear, replace the
prisms, and after a short rest proceed as before,
repeating the operation several times at a sitting,
and continuing it from day to day until binocular
single vision can be maintained without prisms.
When this has been accomplished the wearing of
the refractive correction will keep the eyes in line.

Different instruments have been devised to
assist in this work, and you may judge something
of the necessity for accuracy in the position of the
prisms when you notice that they are all provided
with a spirit level to insure proper adjustment.

I use the Wilson phorometer with the revolv-
ing prisms, which apply the load gradually and
evenly.

Dr. Hazen has invented an instrument which
he calls the keratometer, and which he considers
superior to all others. In his book previously
referred to, he explains its working and tells why
he thinks it better than others.

It is not an uncommon thing for a patient to
experience quite a marked degree of relief after the
second treatment. This fact and the fact that the
development proceeds steadily and rapidly, has
given rise to the theory that the weakness is in the
innervation. That the nerve is not performing its
function properly, or that the force generated in
the brain is not being manufactured in sufficient
quantities, and that the ordinary demands of the
eye are just enough to exhaust the supply and not
enough to stimulate the organ to produce a reserve
supply of this force or energy that we call inner-
vation.

New theories have been advanced from time
to time along refractive lines, and they have been
threshed over and established as true or discarded
as false. We may look for new ideas and
theories.

Regarding the extrinsic muscles and their nerve
supply at any time. It has already been suggested
that the so-called muscular insufficiency may not

be in the muscles at all. To substantiate this, it is
claimed that the development and relief obtained
by the exercise or discipline is too sudden. The
development of the muscles of limbs and body is a
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long and tedious process, and one often feels
worse from soreness of the muscles for some time
after beginning the work than he did before taking
it up.

In disciplining the eye muscles we find the
results quite different. The term " insufficiency,"
for instance, is now belived to be in a measure
incorrect. A man may have 3° of hypherphoria
and never know it. There is a tendency to devi-
ate, but the muscle is not insufficient, as it keeps
the eye in line without pain or inconvenience.

This muscular or nerve discipline should always
be given at the office of the operator. Never allow
the patient to think he can do the work himself at
home, and never take a case unless accompanied
by a good fee. Things that can be had for nothing
are usually considered worth nothing.

People sometimes tell you that if you will
make a reduction in the price they will send you
all kinds of patients. These people are usually
liars. It is the people who pay full price who
come leading their friends into your office. If we
want the respect of the community in which we
live we must combine with a thorough, up-to-date
knowledge of our profession, a head for business
in its broadest, truest sense.

One or two cases by way of demonstration will,
I hope, prove interesting and profitable.

Mrs. C., age about fifty, came complaining of
constant headache, watering of the eyes and an
inability to read or sew. Had been making trips
at intervals to her oculist for tenyears. He finally
told her she could not be fitted.

I found .5o D. hyperopia and 1.5o D. presby-
opia. Vision ig each eye. Phoria test showed i°
esophoria. The duction test, however, showed
only 9° of adduction. It will be noticed that the
phoria test in this instance was actually misleading.
It gave the impression that the intervals were over-
strong where, as a matter of fact, they had less
than 20 per cent. of the power they should possess.
Twelve treatments developed 500 of adduc-
tion. She now wears her glasses with perfect
comfort and does a moderate amount of close work.
She is highly pleased with the results.

Case 2. W. B. A. Gentleman, age thirty-five.
Has been bookkeeper for years until recently.
Vision R. E. H minus ; L. E. :4 . Has low degree
hyperopia and astigmatism. I have verified my
correction and Dr. Pearson, of Des Moines, has
pronounced it correct.

Patient stated in my office, before beginning
treatment, that he knew he would be blind inside
of five years. I questioned him and found him
sincere. He suffered constantly. The vision was
there, but it was confused. Said he could not
follow a golf ball with his eyes. I found his muscles
in perfect balance, but he had just 2° of adduction.
He should have 45 to 50°. I have given him
thirty-six treatments and have developed only 18°
of adduction. All asthenopic symptoms have dis-
appeared and he concentrates his vision without
difficulty. He says muscular discipline saved
his eyes.

Virginia State .Optical Association

The next annual meeting of the Virginia State
Optical Association will be held in Richmond, Va.,
Friday, September 9th. It is expected that this
gathering will surpass in interest any previously
held by this association. The programme em-
braces such practical features as are vital to the
business of the legitimate optician, and it is hoped
that the attendance will be representative of the
refractionists in every part of the State.
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Uses of the Pin-Hole in Subjec-
tive sight Testing

Read at the Annual Convention of the American Association of
Opal:Aaiun by GUSTAVUS KAI1N

Scope of the Considering the number of val-
Pine-Hole Test uable essays that have already

been written on the pin-hole
test, it would naturally seem as if the subject had
been exhausted. This, however, is by no means
the case, and that many valuable features in con-
nection with it have not yet been brought out, and
remain up to the present writing unapplied, owing
to the want of publicity and general information in
regard to it, is a sad fact.

No doubt the cause is due, in a great measure,
to increased attention given in late years to retino-
scopy, the subject having absorbed attention to
such an extent as to cause neglect in progressive
research to improve means and modes of sight
testing with the trial lenses.

That this wanton neglect of the test case is
deplorable there cannot be the least doubt, when
we consider how valuable this mode of sight
testing is ; for notwithstanding all the improved
methods of the shadow test, it still is, and always
must remain the final court of appeal.

That subjective sight testing by
Testing by Trial the test case lenses whenever it

can be applied to advantage, is
by itself more complete than

any one other method singly, is self-evident be-
cause the test case lenses are very nearly the same
as the lenses to be prescribed and worn in most
cases and identical with them in many others, and
consequently for the purpose of verifying retino-
scopy and other objective findings it has no equal
among all the other modes of sight testing.

We apply the pin-hole disk in every case of
subnormal vision in order to ascertain it the imper-
fect sight is from error of refraction or not. Should
vision be materially cleared through the pin-hole,
it naturally proves an imperfect focus of the eye
tested owing to an error of the refraction present.
This may be hyperopia, myopia, astigmatism,
regular or irregular ; it matters not, for the pin-

hole does not discriminate in that regard when

placed stationary before the eyes. But a slight

movement of the disk up or down or horizontally,

at once discloses the nature and kind of refractive

error present. For instance, should a very small
hut bright object at a distance be observed through

the pin-hole, such as a point of light, the latter

will apparently move with the motion of the disk

in myopia, and against it in hyperopia, while in
astigmatism there will be a meridian of motion at

right angles to the one where there is no motion of

the light point, while in compound astigmatism

there will be a meridian of least at right angles to

the greatest motion. In myopic astigmatism when
compound, both meridians will move the light

object with the pin-hole disk only at different

rates of motion, while the opposite movement is

true in compound hyperopic astigmatism. In all

kinds of simple astigmatism the whole motion will

be in one meridian only ; in mixed astigmatism

there will be but one meridian in which the light

point moves against and at right angles to the

latter with the motion of the disk.
In this way we are able to tell, even before

having taken out a single lens of the test case

(I) That there is a regular refraction error. (2)

Whether the error is myopia, or hyperopia, or

astigmatism? (3) The probable kind and amount

Case Lenses
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of astigmatism—the amount, however, only ap-
proximately as judged by the ratio of the move-
ment of the distant light point.

We are also able to tell if it be a case of regu-
lar or irregular astigmatism by the irregularity of
any motion present. Having ascertained the
nature of the refraction error, we know just what

kind of test lenses to commence with in the trial
frame, but afterwards all spherical and cylindrical
changes that could possibly be made to improve
sight still leaves vision below normal ; we place
the pin-hole disk again, but this time before the
lens, and if vision is still materially improved
through pin-hole, there cannot yet be a perfect
focus on the retina. If by the motion test it then
shows which meridian should have additional
changes made in the refraction, either plus or
minus as the case may be, the changes should be
made ; and then if the pin-hole still improves
vision, the sight being somewhat better with the
changed lenses, but, yet far from perfect, in that
case the remaining refraction error will be found
to be rather irregular, and not further correctible
or improved by a change of lenses. In some such
cases where the irregularity in refraction is quite
marked, the movement of the pin-hole before the
lenses in trial frame will easily speak of the irregu-
larity of the refraction present ; but often, how-
ever, after the most careful and painstaking work
in refracting by retinoscopy, test case and other
methods the pin-hole test properly applied will
show that after all an error had been made or
overlooked, which may with great advantage be
corrected by a change in lens power as indicated
by the pin-hole.

Thoroughness of

No findings by any method,
no matter whether retinosco-

Pin-Hole Test pic or otherwise, are correct;
if the pin-hole test as indi-

cated gives improvement of vision through the
latter when placed before the lenses in trial frame,
and even when no improvement takes place, a
motion with or against the pin-hole proves error in
lens power, provided there is no irregular astig-
matism, and provided further the plus lenses used
are not stronger, although correct otherwise, than
patient's accommodation will for the time being
allow of relaxation.

But in myopia we will have greater ease to
discover if the lenses are either too strong or too
weak, especially too weak, by the pin-hole both
stationary and in motion before the correcting
lenses. It has been my experience in myopia, in
cases where the lenses are suspected to be too
strong, that the motion test with the pin-hole disk
often gives wonderful results, because the accom-
modation is not able to remain in perfect adjust-
ment in order to keep pace with the motion of the
pin hole, consequently the light point will be found
to have motion against the movement of the disk,
which proves the concave lens too strong.

In the fogging method, applied where perfect
vision is present without any lenses, as in many
cases of simple hyperopia, the pin-hole is still of
value for the purpose of detecting movements of
the light point through the fogging lenses, but
where vision is subnormal and not improved by
the pin-hole, in that case the lenses should give
at least as good vision as without them in all hyper-

opic cases, while the movements, if any, of the
light point, will tell of a slight under or over-cor-
rection of the lenses.

There are many cases of amblyopia, which are
also ametropic without having any improvement of
vision with their glasses, especially for distant use.
Now, if it be a case of hyperopia or hyperopic
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astigmatism, we would pile on plus lens power
until strong enough without making distant sight
worse. Even in such a case the pin hole may be
somewhat of help in deciding quickly on the
strength of the lenses with the motion. But in
myopia and myopic astigmatism, or for the refrac-
tion of the myopic meridian in mixed astigmatism
cases, which are at the same time amblyopic
sufficiently, so that there is distant vision, in such
cases the pin-hole is of the greatest help when
applied dynamically, that thus, when moved be-
fore the eyes when the latter are looking at small
light point twenty or more feet away.

Incipient cataract, hardly ri-
Diagnosing pened sufficiently to be recog-

nized by the naked eye of the
observer, and very difficult to

diagnose by the use of the ophthalmoscope with-
out dilation of the pupil, may quite conveniently be
located subjectively with the pin-hole. For this
purpose we let client look through the pin-hole at
the midday sky, or at a broad open flame of a gas
jet situated at any desirable distance ; if the cataract
is present to the very least degree, the patient will
see a dark black dot, or several of them of varying
shape and size floating on the bright flame or sky
through the pin hole, which greatly magnifies them
in that way. Even by oblique illumination, or by
transmitted light by the ophthalmoscope, such
minute opacities will remain quite invisible with
the objective examination in the dark room.

It must, however, be remarked that those
dark spots should be stationary ones, always visi-
ble to the patient in the same identical place. If
not stationary they may arise from small particles
of dead blood cells floating either in the vitreous or
aqueous humor, which go under the name of nuance
mil/antes, or floating spots. If moving very fast
and quite large in size, the trouble is with the
aqueous humor, otherwise it is a sign of a liquified
vitreous, in which the floating spots may be little
clots of blood.

The stationary fine opaque spots are either on
the exterior or posterior center or very near it on
the surface of the crystalline lens within the pupil
area. With the naked eye they are invisible to
patient, but manifest their presence by a foggy
haziness when looking at a distant object, while
near by no haziness will be noted, only a sort of
blurring of the print.

A weak concave lens often dispels the haze
somewhat at a distance, but unless myopia is pre-
sent will also blur vision considerably, or task the
accommodation in doing so ; a dark glass may also
clear up the fog materially, by throwing a shadow
over the diffraction caused by the opaque spots on
the crystalline lens surface. Some patients com-
plain that by twilight and on dark days sight is
much clearer than in bright sunshiny weather.
This is caused partly by a dilation of the pupil in
dim light, partly by the weaker light, these giving
clearer sight owing to the location of the incipient
cataract in the center of the pupil ; therefore,
when the pupil is contracted, as in broad daylight,
the clear margin of the lens free from cataract is
covered by the iris. In such cataracts, which are
not in the center, but at the marginal part of the
lens surface, the opposite takes place ; the sight is
clearer by bright light than at dusk.

The above phenomena have
been taken advantage of by

Without Operation unscrupulous advertising eye
doctors, who sell expensive

medicines to clear up cataract without operation.
The medicine is either a mild mydriatic, which
enlarges the pupil, or a myotic or drug which

(Continued on page 1303)

Incipient Cataract

Curing Cataract
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Use of the Pin-Hole in Subjec-
tive sight Testing

(Continued from page 130t)

contracts it, and which will clear up vision tempora-
rily. It is, therefore, well to be on guard against
such swindle. No doubt many a poor suffering
patient has been hoodwinked by such sharp prac-
tice, with the hope of having the cataract gradu-
ally absorbed and cleared away, when in reality,
however, it is their hard earned money which was
absorbed without the least benefit being derived
from such expenditures.

If those opaque little fine spots are not very
many and too close together, the patient's vision
may be improved through pin-hole somewhat, if
there should be a refractive error present ; and it
may happen that the spot will be visible to the
patient through pin-hole, but on each side of it
sight may be quite clear through the increase in
size of the hole sufficiently. This gives a large
field and makes the spots invisible, also, when the
slight haze remaining is cleaned up by a smoked
Piano lens back of the pin-hole disk which gives
much clearer vision in such cases, but it is doubtful
if such glasses can be used with any degree of
comfort constantly. But in case it should be pos-
sible to use them with benefit, the question arises,
how long will they be good ? Certainly only until
the cataract has passed the incipient stage and pro-
gressed on its way towards a more mature condi-
tion, when all such contrivances will prove of no
avail to clear up vision in the least degree.

The pin-hole test in many such instances will
P1' e of great value in subjective eye examination
in regard to the existence or non-existence of cer-
tain kinds of cataract, for which clients usually call
to consult the optometrist in order to get glasses

• to correct a supposed refractive error, which, if one
really existed, could not be materially helped by
lenses to improve the vision owing to the diseased
state of the crystalline lens present.

Should, however, the cataract
When. Glasses May cover the lens margin only,

with the center of the latter
clear. In that case the dimmed

vision will mostly be felt at dusk, or on a (lark
cloudy day, while with bright and strong artificial
illutnination, or in sun-shining weather no diffi-
culty will arise in regard to the light owing to the
contraction of the pupil by bright light. Such
cases will present themselves also for glasses, but
there vill be no obstacles in the way of preventing
good results with the latter, provided the cataract
has not matured sufficiently to cover the whole or
greater part of the lens surface. In the latter con-
dition the cataract may very easily be seen with
the naked eye by the optometrist, and easily shown
to the client by the pin-hole test. Objective ex-
amination, however, will in such cases also be
very successfully performed and give additional
weight to the subjective test.

But to the optometrist who is mainly interested
whether a. given case is for the surgeon or for
glasses, the subjective pin-hole test is quite suffi-
cient for all practical uses, because with the objec-
tive test the optometrist could not gain any addi-
tional knowledge pertinent to his purpose and the
client's present benefit, unless such test is per-

. formed with a view to future purposes, or for the
moral effect on client's mind in regard to the
superior knowledge of the optometrist.

It is also well to have in the test case an
opaque black disk with a number of pin-holes in

the center, which should be quite close together

Be of Service

and their united area should not exceed the size of
a medium contracted pupil, in order that all the
minute perforations should be inside of client's
open pupil.

Should it, therefore, be an error of the refrac-
tion which causes the dim and foggy vision, such
error must be considerably great, consequently
client when looking through the multitude of pin-
holes at a light point twenty feet or more away,
will see every pin-hole opening a separate light
point, while in back an artificial polopia will be
created. This absolutely proves the error in re-
fraction to be present even should the amblyopia
or cataract which may also co-exist with it, prevent
a marked improvement of distant vision with the
lenses correcting the refraction error.

The above test should be made, however,
without any lenses in trial frame, and when the
latter are placed behind the disk the multiple light
images must all unite together into one single light
point, the same as if no error of refraction existed.

Should no multiple light points be seen through
the pin-hole in the disk, it proves conclusively that
no error in the refraction sufficiently great to cause
the dim vision is present ; and such eyes must be
diseased organically or constitutionally or both,
titcl are, therefore, not a case for the optometrist
but for the eye surgeon or physician.

Any refraction error in connection with any
existing amblyopia should be fully corrected by
lenses. If patient is young the amblyopia may
only be a case of temporary incapacity from want
of proper exercise ; with old people this may be
the case also, but a hope of recovery from the
amblyopia is then hardly to be expected, but nev-
ertheless glasses may be of benefit especially at
working distance, provided there is no real patho-
logical condition present which would interfere.
It is, therefore, a good rule for the optometrist to
refer all doubtful cases, both old and young, to the
oculist ; this has been the practice of the writer for
years with the best results.

There is no reason why for the paltry remu-
neration from the sale of a pair of glasses, we
should risk our reputation and the eyesight of the
patient by taking upon ourselves the responsibility
in such cases, where there is neither money nor
glory in it for us.

N,Yhen subnormal vision is much improved
with the correcting lenses for distance, and there is
a normal amount of accommodation present for a
given age, and both vision and accommodative
power are also in harmony in amount for the kind
and quantity of ametropia present, such eyes, as a
rule, are only in need of glasses.

All other kinds which do not conform closely
to this rule should be directed by the optometrist
to the oculist without regard to any other consider-
ation, even though many of them finally prove to
be a case for lenses only.

The field of vision which is so easy to measure
with the self-registering perimeter is an art quickly
learned and applied, and no optometrist should
undertake to refract doubtful cases without ascer-
taining the extent of client's visual field for light,
form and color. If this is neglected in such cases
all his knowledge of ophthalmoscopy will not pre-
vent him from making the great error of assuming
a responsibility which he should not, because a
healthy looking fundus, or one which to the novice
may by mistake be easily taken as such, is no
guarantee in every case that in reality such eyes
are always free from internal organic diseases in
their incipient stages. In these cases, therefore,
ophthalmoscopy is of secondary value only, al-
though the exact nature and kind of disease may
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be ascertained by it. And it behooves the opto-
metrist not to attempt the latter until he is master
of the former, because to the practitioner of opto-
metry the knowledge whether disease is present or
not is of the most vital importance, while a strict
diagnosis of the nature and kind is to him of sec-
ondary consideration only. It is a case for the
oculist and not for the optometrist.

In introducing the above subject to my fellow-
optometrists I want it to be distinctly understood
that it is not my purpose to discourage objective
methods of eye examination, neither for measure-
ment of refraction errors or in making an ophthal-
moscopic examination for the purpose of differen-
tiating between healthy and diseased conditions of
the eyes ; on the contrary, all such studies should
be encouraged and fostered to the greatest extent
possible for obvious reasons, but since a smattering
knowledge may often be dangerous and few opto-
metrists or physicians have the time, inclination or
opportunity to make ophthalmoscopy a thorough
study, it behooves me to say that unless we are
perfectly familiar with the symptoms and ophthal-
moscopic appearance of the fundus in all phases
of eye diseases and other diseases as well which
may be diagnosed through the eye by means of
that instrument, we had better abstain from giving
our clients a detailed description of the nature of
their ailing, because, notwithstanding our seeming
familiarity with its aspects, we are naturally liable
to err in the diagnosis, owing to a superficial
knowledge of eye diseases in general and a total
ignorance of pathology in particular.

American Association of Opticians
The following members of the Texas Optical

Society have become affiliated members of the
American Association of Opticians : W. W.
Chamberlain and L. C. Allen, Houston ; R. Bes-
kon, Greenville ; W. B. Ragland, Waco ; F. M.
Taylor, Dallas ; J. R. Ragall, Beaumont ; T. J.
Williams, Ft. Worth ; J. M. Crawford, Dennison ;
R. A. Terrill, Simpson Tabor and T. V. Murry,
Dallas ; Geo. T. Flynt, Mineola ; W. B. Man,
Decatur ; Robt. H. Austin, Jacksboro ; Theodore
Oebel, Comanche ; Mollie Armstrong, Brown-
wood ; W. D. McFarlin, Plano ; F. H. Schurman,
El Paso ; F. J. Anderson, Beaumont ; A. E. Self,
Kerville ; C. Adolph Baha, Austin ; J. H. Atkins,
Naples.

The following new members of the Ohio
Optical Society have also become affiliated mem-
bers of the American Association of Opticians :
S. C. Freeman, Akron ; P. C. Curtiss, Norwalk ;
Frederick King, Cleveland ; V. Dean Reece, Colum-
bus ; J. M. McKinney, East Liverpool ; J. Zengers,
Cincianati ; Guy C. Fritz, Zanesville ; Fred. A.
Clough, Mt. Vernon ; F. J. Hallenburg, Corning;
Irwin H. Pohl, Columbus ; Thoma Brothers, Cin-
cinnati ; Otta Bauer, Zanesville.

Other members recently admitted to the Ameri-
can Association include Dr. Ribero dos Santos,
Bahia, Brazil, S. A.; Rev. B. Brunning, Mansfield,
Pa.; E. W. Kostenbader, Groten, N. Y.; Miss
Carrie Jonas, Galena, Ill.; T. R. Jones, Tempe,
Ariz.; W. 0. Wold, Langdon, N. Dak.; James E.
Mhrsey, Troy, Ill.; Albert E. Richmond, Rayne,
La.; Henry G. Early, Northville, N.Y.; Herbert W.
Ward, Detroil, Mich.; J. W. Hall, Cazenovia, N. Y.

"I am interested in everything in the Optical
Department of The Keystone."—Gassendi Cox,
Optician, Flop-in, California.
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Testimonials from Every
State in America

An Optical College with More Graduates than Any Two

Other Colleges in the World Combined

In eleven years we have built up the largest and best known optical college in the

Avorld.

We have graduates in every state and territory and province in the United States

and Canada.

Our students are practicing in Mexico, Central America, South America, Europe,

New Zealand, Australia and in every English-speaking country on the globe.

There is only one reason why we have been able to accomplish these results.

There is only one reason why any college or business instutition of any kind can

build up a lasting and wide-spread reputation.

We have given satisfaction.

That is all there is to it. We have given our students all and more than we have

promised them and made them feel that they got their money's worth.

We have made the study of optics so plain and comprehensive and drilled our

students so thoroughly upon every point that they have been enthusiastic in recom-

mending our course to every one who was interested.

We do not want you to take our word for all this.

We have printed a handsome 64-page prospectus which contains particulars of

our college and testimonials from every state and territory in America.

We would like to send you this prospectus free and have you write to as many of

our students as you wish and get their opinions of our course.

If you are interested in a thorough optical education write us to-day.

A postal will do.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. I McDonald Building, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Annual Meeting of the Optical Society
of the State of New York

The ninth annual meeting of this society,
which was held at Syracuse on June 28th, was at-
tended by about fifty members. Two business
sessions were held, morning and afternoon, and a
banquet in the evening. The morning session was
devoted to reports of officers and committees, and
a-discussion as to the advisablility of adopting the
new name "Optometrist." Nearly every one
present was called upon to express their views,
and the general sentiment was that the time was
not ripe for the change, and that a great deal of
educational 1,,ork would have to be done to ac-
quaint the public with the meaning of the new
term before it could be used to advantage. There
was no objection to the name itself, and every one
seemed to think it a good one, and it was simply a
question of expediency as to its use. A suggestion
was made, which seemed to meet with favor, that
the name " optician " might be continued, and the
new name " optometrist " used also, and a little
later when the public became acquainted with the
new term, the old one might be dropped. It was
also pointed out, that the new society of Dispensing
Opticians, lately formed in New York, would likely
hasten the adoption of some term to distinguish
the " refracting" optician from those who did a
" dispensing " business.

The afternoon session was taken up with a
reading of papers and a discussion on legislation,
followed by an election of new officers. The dis-
cussion on " Legislation " was led by E. E. Arring-
ton, of Rochester, who was one of the principal
workers at the last session of the Legislature, try-
ing to pass the optometry bill. Mr. Arrington
described the work that had been done and also
outlined a working programme for the coming
year. On motion, it was decided to continue the
agitation and go ahead and try and secure the
passage of an optometry bill at the next session.
Special blank forms were passed around, and quite
a sum was pledged towards carrying on this work.
These blanks are to be mailed to opticians through-
out the State, and all are urged to begin work at
once.

The list of officers recommended by the nomi-
nating committee were elected without opposition,
as follows : President, 13. B. Clark, Rochester ;
vice-president, 1'. A. Dilworth, New York City ;
secretary, Roger F. Williams, Buffalo ; treasurer,
F. E. Robbins, Elmira. Executive committee—
Chairman, W. W. Bissell, Rochester ; L. L. Fergu-
son, New York ; E. R. Mason, Binghamton ; F. L.
Swart, Auburn ; A. M. Kenney, Utica, and H. C.
Watts, Syracuse. The board of directors elected
included : B. B. Clark, P. A. Dilworth, R. F.
Williams, F. E. Robbins, W. W. Bissell, L. L.
Ferguson, E. R. Mason; F. L. Swart, A. M. Ken-
ney, H. C. Watts, F. B. Marchant, W. D. Oertel,
R. Perlen, M. L. Failing and E. LeRoy Ryer.
B. 13. Clark was elected as a delegate and F. L.
Swart alternate from the society to attend the
coming convention of the American Association
of Opticians, in Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. est to 4th.

Later, the chair announced the following
members on the legislative committee for the
ensuing year : Chairman, E. E. Arrington, Roches-
ter ; Chas. F. Prentice, New York City ; A. Jay
Cross, New York ; Ben B. Smith, Albany, New
York ; S. Stern, Kingston ; G. R. Bausch, Roches-
ter ; A. Martin, New York ; W. B. Guy, Saratoga.

The banquet in the evening was served in the
large dining room of the Yates Hotel, and was a
very enjoyable affair. After justice had been done
to the menu, President Clark, who acted as toast-

master, called upon H. C. Watts, of Syracuse,
who extended a welcome on behalf of the local
society. Addresses were also made by F. L.
Swart, of Auburn ; Wm. J. Bean, Philadelphia ; S.
Stern, Rondout ; Roger F. Williams, Buffalo ;
R. Perlen, Utica ; Dr. Bull and W. T: Ortell; of
Syracuse.

Iowa State Association of Opticians
The following oficers were elected at the

meeting of the Iowa State Association of Opticians,
lately held at Des Moines, Ia.: President, W. B.
Ankeny, Corning, la.; vice-president, A. F.
Thompson, Adel, Ia.; secretary, J. G. McMasters,
Cedar Rapids, Ia., treasurer, Ezra Nuckolls, Eldo-
ra, Ia. ; new director, H. P. Holmes, Des Moines,
Ia.; new member of the examining board, J. A.
Ryon, Charles City, Ia. The preskicin appointed
I I. P. H(ilmes, A. J. Fairburn aial I ). A. Curtis as
an entertainment cominitee for Ow next meeting,
which will be held in Des Moines, June, 19o5.

Texas Optical Association
The first annual meeting of the Texas Optical

Association WaS held at Greenville, Tex., on
Thursday, July 14th. Dr. R. Beskow, vice-presi-
dent, presided and made an appropriate address.
Hon. B. F. Looney delivered an address of wel-
come, to which Dr. S. W. Lane, Kansas City, re-
sponded. F. E. Foster, of Sherman, was appointed
secretary. Those in attendance included : Nat. C.
Matthewson, Marshall ; J. H. Atkins, Naples ; John
Wyche, Houston ; S. W. Lane, Kansas City, Mo.;
I.,. D. Everhart, Hillsboro ; W. Allen, Hughes
Springs ; W. B. Man, Decatur ; T. E. Foster,
Sherman ; J. N. Crawford, Denison ; W. D.
McFarlin, Plano ; George C. Graves, Kaufman ;
Mrs. Luella J. Moore, Denison.

The Worshipful Company of Spectacle
Makers

The first examination in sight testing was re-
cently held by the Worshipful Company of
Spectacle Makers ot England, with 106 candi-
dates, among them being two young ladies, Miss
E. C. Mackinney, of London, and Miss F. S.
Troulan, of Torquay. Of this number 76 were
recommended by the examiners to the court
for the award of a diploma. Both the lady candi-
dates successfully passed the examination.
The candidates submitted written examination
papers to a list of questions previously sub-
mitted to them, and in addition were practically
examined in operating the various inEtruments and
test charts commonly used in refracting work, as
well as diagnosing refractive errors of patients who
had been provided for the tests. The candidates
spent 75 minutes in the tests of instruments and
charts. Lionel Laurance, the official instructor of
the company, who is known to many of our
readers, gained the highest number of marks in
the examination.

A Serviceable Optical Catalogue

One of the roost conveniently arranged and
handsomest optical catalogues that have come
under our notice is that of the Julius King Optical
Co., which has just been issued. The cover is a
strikingly realistic imitation of burnt wood, deco-
rated with a handsome ornamental design. The
most notable feature in the arrangement of con-
tents is a side index, the several departments being
separated by .a stiff leaf of colored paper and
indexed separately. This greatly facilitates the
work of reference. The contents cover the entire
gamut of optical paraphernalia—goods, equipment,
advertising cuts and signs. The book is divided
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into eleven departments in the following order:
R ionless mountings, frames, lenses, prescription
work, goggles, material, cases, trial sets, opera
and field glasses, readers, magnifiers, thermome-
ters, tools and signs. The paper, cuts and printing
are of the highest grade and the entire compilation
faultless. The book merits a place of honor in the
reference library of every optician.

Optical Notes

„A Dr. A. S. Miller. of Steele City, Nebr.,
accompanied by his wife and son, spent a week at
the St. Louis World's Fair during the early part
of July.

,t4 We omitted to mention in the article on
page 1125 of our last issue, describing a new lumi-
nous test cabinet, that the cabinet is manufactured
by F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago.

01 W. P. Brush, hitherto located at Sheak-
leyville, Pa., recently became established at Fre-
donia, Pa., where he has equipped a handsome
office, replete with every modern device for the
conduct of a first-class refractive business.

„A After fourteen years of continuous service
with E. Kirstein Sons Company, Rochester, N. Y„
Chas. D. Waugh has resigned his position to open
a retail optical business of his own at 320 Grand
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Wzugh represented
the Kirstein Company in New England, and will
be succeeded in that territory by Mr. Stockwell.
He starts his new venture with the best wishes of
his old employers.

os E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
recently celebrated the fortieth anniversary of the
birth of that concern. In 1864 the founder of this
xvell-known firm began to sell goods on commis-
sion for the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.; after the
lapse of a few y( ars he installed a stock of his
own and by zeal and perseverance built up a sub-
stantial trade. This firm has always kept pace
with scientific and mechanical developments in the
sphere of optics, its policy being to identify itself
with all that is new and improved in refractive
apparatus. Since its inception its growth has been
uniform, necessitating a continuous enlargement
of trading facilities. The company has just added
another patent, known as the Bailey, to the already
long list of Shur-On patents.

ote Geo. T. McVey, manager of F. A. Hardy
& Co.'s Southern branch, at Atlanta, Ga., was
married on June 29th, to Miss Martha Alma
Millican, also of Atlanta. Following the wedding
an informal reception was held at the home of
Rev. A. F. Ellington, an intimate friend of the
young couple, after which Mr. McVey and bride
departed for St. Louis, en route to Chicago, where
they will spend some weeks with friends of the
groom. Mr. McVey has long been connected
with manufacturing interests in optical lines. He
started with the American Optical Co., at South-
bridge, Mass., in early boyhood, and later became
connected with F. A. Hardy & Co., at Chicago.
Four years ago he went to Atlanta and established
their branch house at that place.

jS 
Mrs. Anna Chambers Morck, wife of

August Morck, the wel 1-k flown optician, of Oil City,
Pa., has equipped a sewing and dressmaking de-
partment, a department of domestic science and a
manual training school and presented them to the
school board of that city. The principal condition
stipulated was that the school board should main-
tain these departments, and this it readily agreed
to do, expressing at the same time its appreciation
of Mrs. Morck's munificence and public spirit. A
feature of the presentation was the entertainment
of the members of the school board ancl other
prominent business and professional men by
Dr. Morck, at the Venango Club, where Professor
MacGowan, superintendent of the Warren, Pa.,
public schools, gave a lecture, embracing the
subjects, for the teaching of which Mrs. Morck's'
presentation provides.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be mailed
to readers of TliE KEYSTONE on application to
The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for summer rates. —Adv.
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KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
'The only optical School in the world where

students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent mu rses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

EBEN HARDY
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician.

our improved and up-to-date workshop
enables us to return work more promptly
han ',et'. Give us a trial on yottr pre-

,scri ptien work. Also makers of the
Improved Hardy Optical Work Bench.
Made any size and style. Write for prices
before ordering elsewbete.

1EBEN HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

e Mtn — 3 it.

Do you know I
department in the
filled same day as 1
plant is complete i
the best assorted.
in my line write
before buying elsew

have the best equipped IR
country—all orders can be
peeire■I. My case lettering

y Yay. My stock is
:-,le■uld you need anything

101 iiipks and prices
I ,te it will pay you.

13. MAYER
Importer, Manufacturer and Jobbing

Optician
21 1 %Vest Baltimore St., BALTIMORE, MD.

ION BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
Manurndierer Of Hut. siGN

Watch & Spectacle
Elprirly 111.10.1ed and

N'"-111""""""I' Durable, Elegant and .111raci i o

ESEST SU3NS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

The ambition to excel for the sake of re-
ward is commendable when coupled with a
sincere desire to contribute something toward
the success and happiness of others ; and the
fail that so lofty a sentiment is seldom, if ever,
at to melt following commercial mu-
:Wills, is no proof that they are without it No
doubt then' are auctioneers who concern them-
selves hut little with the real interest of the
jeweler but I have bound that the retail jeweler
getter:illy ;Imo...Hates his responsibility and
I refers I he ',Erie,. of an auctioneer that will
give Sat lie end. And I am proud
to say it has been toy privilege to serve for
'natty years a very large Htiler of this class of
retail jewelers.

A. W. THOMA
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Inventor and all of the "Jewelers'
Friend" Polish. Awarded Silver Medal and
Diploma at the International Exposition Cam
pionaria, Home, Italy, in July, 1902. Sold by
all leading jobbers. 25C. the cake.

Home Office—Mineral Point, Wisconsin

Chicago Office—Room 3 I 2
131-137 Wabash Avenue

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

3510 K. of C.

J. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

NOTICE

'411111111111i
3514 Initial

RING MANUFACTURERS

U, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

3510 Photo.

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings

We can furnish you with anv pattern formerly sold by ODENSEIMER
& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

Globe Lever end Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

branches.
At the Set 1 whose graduates are always in demand.
At a Sol 1 where instructions are given by and under tlte per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Kandler, who is recognized as
foremost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the best
masters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the first.
exelukive Engraving Sul 1 in this country, and is still at the
head of the Jewelers' School of Engraving, established in 1880.
Terms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solkile(t.
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The Jewelers' School of Engraving Suite illaltsnido Temple

PLATE ENGRAVING, STEEL DIES,CRESTS,COAT-ARMS.
FINE STATIONARY

P RINTING,EMSOSSING,ILLUMINATING
WEIDDING INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS

SENO 25CENTS
Fon

ARTISTIC K ETCH
or vou

MONOGRAM

CALI-1,40,AT HOME,BUSINE 65 CARDS ETC.

'RICHARD  0.KANDLER  SO TEMpiEVry.1CAGOT Asomc 

BANKRUPT STOCKS A SPECIALTY

Have a system of closing the above stocks out
which is better than the best.

BEST OF REFERENCES

All correspondence private

F. s IARKW E AT 11IA:1( Niles, Michigan

RUDDICK. REALIZER.

1)0 YOU REALIZE that an Auction Sale will

Ist.—Clean up your stock and turn your slow sellers and undesirable goods into money?
211.—Stimulate your trade and arouse public interest in your stock and store ?
3d.—Furnish you with the cash to purchase new and attractive goods at right prices?
4th.—Draw to you many new friends and customers and retain all the old ones ?

DO YOU CONTEMPLATE reducing your stock or retiring from business?
DO YOU WISH TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES and employ the latest and most approved methods

in conducting your business?
DO YOU NEED THE MONEY ? Write for my new and original plan of conducting sales. It has never

failed to attract and hold an audience, to arouse public interest and spirited competition and to REAP RESULTS.
I guarantee a net profit at the close of each day's sale.

If you want a legitimate reduction or closing-out sale, honestly conducted, write me.
All correspondence confidential. The best of references furnished.

B. S. Ruddick, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Waverly, Iowa.
RED=HEADED.

"Engage Martin At Once"
Such was the telegraphic advice sent two weeks ago by

a Jeweler to a friend in another State who was arranging for

an auction sale. Every Jeweler for whom I have ever made

a sale (and I have made a half dozen for some) would send

the same telegram to a brother Jeweler in whom be is

interested.

Are you considering the question of an auction sale—

such a sale as will ensure you working capital, relieve you

of lingering stock, help your business and uphold your

reputation ?

If so take the advice of your brother who knows, and

" Engage Martin at once. " I can conduct your sale in a

way that will safeguard your good name. No other sale

can bring a real, enduring profit to you or me. If you

wire or write to-day I may be able to help you.

S. MARTIN,
Jewelers' Auctioneer,

784 Pir.iAt Stret,

Long Distance Telephone, Milwaukee, Wis.Number North 245.

i‘tWtN What I lack in art I make

up in salesmanship

One can't be good at everything.

But when it comes to selling

jewelry at Auction you will find I

know my business. Jewelers

sometimes ask how I sell expen-

sive, high-grade goods at auction

without loss—sometimes I do

lose a few dollars on some ex-

ceptionally fine article which does

not show its value to the average

buyer, but I have always managed to make up on the collar

button what I lose on the suspenders, so upon the whole I

am able to guarantee the jeweler .a 'reasonable profit above

my commission at the close of each day's sale—this I guar-

antee without furnishing a single piece of new goods or asking

the jeweler to do so. Every salesman who comes along can't

do it—it's in the man.

JOHN H. RAVEN
Holland, Mich.

THE ORIGINAL
Col. Moody has made three sales for

no and 1 consider he is the best man in
the business. Thoroughly reliable' in
311 of his dealings ; soon wins his audi-
ences and success.

W. A. PECK
Denison, Tex.

Cal. Moody is the best of them all.
Ile is a thorough gentleman, absolutel y
temperate. Its made two sales for us.

J. H. LEYSON JEWELRY Co.
Butte anti Salt Lake City.

Col. Moody has made three sales for
ns and we consider him the best sales-
man and money-getter in the business.
An entertainer and a winner.

ROY A LEFFLER
Gainesville and Ft. Worth, Tex.

Col. Moody has not an equal as an
auctioneer, and we know what we are
talking about. Ile has made two sales
for us, is absolutely honest and tem-
perate.

MURCHART & COOK
Sherman, Tex.

These are the last sales T made,
°losing the season June 20th. Will open
again September 15th, and am now
arranging sales for next season. I have
two assistants, one aceompanying me
all the time arid capable of handling
Its of business.

E. S.--Will pay cash for any size
stock of jewelry.

COL. T. P. MOODY, the Winner

Respectfully yours

COL. T. P. MOODY
4610 Indiana Avenue CHICAGO

Jewelers' Auctioneer
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JUST OUT! Wells Perfect Self-Conformln

Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 K.
gold tilled stoek. Gold in front
t w tee hiek as on back. Ask
yoar j.E.ber lor them, or I will
send prepaid at 0111.4. (only on
reci•ipt of pric(), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled. $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.7 5:1 doz. metaLastd sizes.

85c. For samples, one S111/111 :11111 elle medium
larav size gold tilled and .81.. 1110111 11.1jUS11.1., 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE.
MT. LION. LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on ,:eleetion to reliable

niannfitetitring jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota.

FOR SALE at a very low price
and on easy terms,

Dies and Speeial 'feels for manufacturing and
lilting to m :Itches
Abbott's Patent Stem-Winding Attachments.
Also stock on hand and good will, over 100,000
are now in use and t here is still a steady demand.

Owner is now President and Manager of the
Caletilagraph rempany which requires all his
time and intent
Henry Abbott, 9-11-13 Malden Lane, New York.

I CARRY THE MOST EXCLUSIVE LINE
OF. FRENCH AND VIENNA

FANS
AND NOVELTIES

FOR THE JEWELRY TRADE IN THIS

COUNTRY

LOUIS STEINER
IMPORTER

520=522 Broadway, NEW YORK

GET

J. & H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles an Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and Nia■wfa!l o n•rs ef
Polishing Materials 

Ipsb 
say
b s ma rpnrao cvsesd

95 John Street, NEW YORK

WATCH REPAIRING FOR
THE TRADE

I want your watch work—a tri;i1
will make you a regular cusionicr.

WM. J• ARNIEL, BUFFALO, N.Y.
Item 8, Ilueney-BrIttbane !balding

B. ROBERT & CO.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, FinIshinK, Polishing
EngineTurning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-tewn customers
7577 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Fi.ont, Building. Top Floor

REMO'
Spoon

of any locality.
lasilmses esp.:moll In
honk. (0.80 poor do,

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Permanent Si
Photographs
on Watches
Ivory Miniatures

$7.50 up
All nod goorooh,d

CHAS. ROSE
108 Fulton Street

New York

LOUIS GOTTHOI.D
Alaker ef Eine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

s,rol fur catalogue. NEW YORK

The Crohn Patent Safety Cuard

IN LINE!

004

131f1
For Scarf Pins, studs and Lace
l'ius. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price.$1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale .jewelersand materiallietise.
sale pleby mai I,25e; ill 111K. gol(1,$1.0ti ;14 K .$1 .2
M.CBOHNdikr.A; Ittv1,4 & 50 Maiden Lane.N.Y.

What School?
We teach Watchmaking, Engrav-

ing and Optics. Positions obtained
for graduates. Students may cutter at
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, III. SCHOOL

Jewelers' Show Cases

'11111111111111111111 11111111111111111111U

=—

The Rees
Engraving School

I oder the personal direction of F. IL
1:ees, author of "Modern Letter En-
graving," "The Art of Engraving," etc.

Steele Memorial Building

ELMIRA, N.Y.

The largest and finest equipped
school in the country. Write -2

E for new catalogue, showi ng _=
= students' art work.

F11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110—
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SOLDERSGOLD AND
SILVER

All grades of Eold ,;older from low karat to
22 karat. Used for 4( Years in our Factory.
(The largest and olde.1 h iding, yule-
tory in the United stale...)

If it is good enongli for Its why not for any
repairer of jewelry w ho is looking for Cl solder
that flows easily, has good color 81111 11..11IS tul I.

Order from your Jobber and Insist on
(Jetting the Brand.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Factory 103 State St.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island CHICAGG

our Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the W011.1 I u Prmlace
Better 'ase

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208=210 West Lake St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
IVrite for illustrated circular

it112 MOTTO: The Best of Everything

tr"
The Only Collar Button

Hell makes Cl man happy. Easily adjusted,
I Irlel ems the button hole.

The Only Button
Eor !lie ti :e of celluloid alai rubber vt■Ilars.

Mal le in I wo totalities,

R. P. Gold and Silver
All ...Miters handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to us and we will give you the
names of t1118.1. WII0 do.

is the hderest of every Jeweler to send
our proposi I ion.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
126 State Street, Chicago

MAN! IFACTURERS

LOWS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor ) (Established 18oa )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Sge. Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders

x-

_(1. Rudolph Noel &
Company

In,
-( 

of

1 P""̀
1,1 Viaillotlbs

Precionil
%clitidPrecton anb
Imitation 5.5tono

_,_•
37 and 39 Malden Lane 14.

Ir̀
NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver

Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Sp0.../11 efISPF1 made to order in Gold and Sil ver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price•List

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN

Will sorely lop interested tll "The
Artisan," a magazine of fact and good
fiction, filled with valuable suggestions
for anyone an ximis to improve their
condition. Its influence IS helpful and
inspiring. Get it free. Write to

STONE'S SCHOOL of WATCHMAKING
Top floor, (Hobe Bldg., St. Paul

See What We Offer
young men who desire

to become thorough,

practical Watchmakers,

Eng-ravers and Opti-

cians on page 1252,

this issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology

Broad and Somerset Streets

F. W. Schuler Philadelphia, Pa.
Prim ipal

SOMETHING NEW

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

iniallt re,

blind ill on
v it rill. I
enaIll l.

Absolti;ely indestruc-
tible. Will last,

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. send live two-, eid
stamps tor beautiful sample dial :Old lil'icto-lo.1

CARMAN ART COMPANY

1 15 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILI..

EMILE DREYER
Formerly wit h '1'ell Peguelin

71 Nassau Si, New York City
NEW IIOUSE—Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

Eine E. D. Swiss and A merican Main-
spring's

Fine Clocic Catgut
Fill0 Lille a Swiss and AIIIMiCall Crowns,

Stems, Bows and Case Springs

A TEl AL WI I.L CONVINCE YOU

tiro wrerrc oc,
TO OS FOR PRICES E.,

SAMPLES OF ()1JA

EN.GRA.VIZAG 1)P1
AlTRAGTIVEDESIGNING

PRIATING

NPARKEN6MIN6

PIZIMPIN(i CO.
MILWAUKEE.

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS!

Bought from ElOcks. Nets' as front fac-
tories. Send Ill eatalegue

A btegwoomortonvoll tor a I.1.11111 II ord IlIlll Ill Ill'

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Hest merica -outdo Jewels, 50 eta. a dozen.
Watches and lewelry Repaired tor the Trade

All A eierie,in Stall's titled at, 50 emits.

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

New York

Small Advertisements
No advertiseinent inserted for lees

tinin U 12ige ereliiittog'id i lig "Sit uat ions Wanted,"
ONE CEN'1' per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, 'I'll ItEE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Si t nations
%Vaulted," 'i I I HEE CENTS ner word.

Naille, 71 11 11 1.1.1.04, illitill1S and abbre-
viations If I ii \words, anti are charged
for ;IS part of the advert isement. No
display other than t vvo-line initial letter.

insure insertion ..... ney nitist ac-
e pally all 01.11 14.8 for MI VI.1.4
atm! eopy most reitelt Is not litter than
the 2.1t hi of each month for insert'  ill
II. following  tills issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
111 elosed.

1.'11e real 110111e and address of every
advertiser I 11 1181 :ICC Imlay the copy of
the advert iseunent.

Advert isers 5l ho are not mubscribers
must send I 5 I.1.11I.S (special issues 25
cents) if t lies; 11 eSil.f. /11 copy of t he paper
III Which advertisement appears.

A d d
THE KEYSTONE,

1911i & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ender llolo lolosollsit,IINE CENT poor norol, roe find

twenty-1110 word, .411.1111osool lllll 5. ;eel sitiertki•so•irai,
THREE CENTS pis. sorol. No 101 0...11.1.80ost Instorleol
Ill,' Ie.. 1 lulu 25 

1,'N1 ;I: \ EA:, lady, Ilsills loolsil /011 excellent
(( 511,11 exp. awl window decorator,
W I I I ing lu start at first with small compensation.
" )1. S.," 1606 N. Twelfth Street., Philadelphia.

I/Y watchmaker and opt IillI, vf•r 26 years'
exp., competent to take .°11;11'g1.111 W;11(111

repairing or optieal flop:Himont, or both. 1 lave
II:111111151 line alai eoinplicalet1 %%awl( and given
satisfaction. Served one house s years, ;mot her
5 years. Can begin work Sept. Isl. Will give
pat Oculars and ref's. by letter. " (_Iptician,"
II. 11'. Aloof' stt !fro., Toledo, Ohio.

Ilr.VI'CIIMAKEII wants position Sept. 191.11,
TI Can do ordinary watch work, jewelry re-
I■airing ; also engraving. Own balm;  ill rictly
templo itt. " W. J. It.," box 96, I laytield, Alinn.

TRA VEL1 NI I salesman for wholesale jewelry;
I experienced. Address, J. C. Stimmel, 1332
lItinter Street, Columbus, Ohio.

1
1'X1'E1{IENCED watchmakerjoweler and opt!-
0 ciuttt woidd like steady position. Have own
10018. I Iyole McKelvey, Demos, Ohio.

lif AYE haul A months' exp., desire 26 Ji week to
II start and inen•ased as I progress, lor further
particulars, lIeo. F.. Stover, Warsaw, Ohio.

(.10()I), all-around man ; watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver, stene-setter anti optician. Will

take desirable place Sept. 1st.; California pref.
.kuldress, " W 2 III, sIll. Keystone.

IX l'EB I ENcEi I wateltitialfer, salesman and
Ii engraver desires 111151 11111. roomis.11.111 W1111.11-
maker, lirst -class salesman and good, ordinary
engraver; age it. $11111 salary. " Watchmaker,'
;57 I irand Inver AV..., 1 h.. lull,, Mich.

11, NGRAVER, young man, good script hand,
1.1 desires place. Would be willing to assist. In
shire.; hest of refs. " W 218," care Keystone.

fly thorough watchmaker, engraver, jeweler
" and stone-setter ; 25 years' exp.; of pleasant
address. Good set of tools; refs. "N 243,"
rare Keystone.

HY experienced watchmaker and jeweler.
0 Address, C. E. Campbell, Scranton, Iowa.

VolINO man, age 23, wants position as optician
I and assistant, watchmaker. Can also do
plain engraving; also speak I l l nian. Can
furnish good retlf. Ad.," t; 42," care Keystone,

IT (owe, permanent position in jewelry store
us 115 W1111•11111111Wr and engraver ; Nebraska or
Colorado pref. Own tools if desired. F. 'I'.
.11,hns.al, Newman I :rove, Nebr.

II"C.1 'ITO \watchmaker and optician W111115
1. ..11:11141. 01. (lepartment. Sktttftll 111)
;01jitslosl IV01 I. Teehnieal training ; complete
III tfit. ge 33; onmarried. I ood house only
Heel! ans \ver. Address," A 251," care 1:eystone.

IfY young man as assistant wat(hmaker, or
I, Hoek and jewelry repairer ; 5 years' CX1).
Fir-t-ela, %vertu man of good habits. "M 276,"
care 1:eystoile.

VNI ‘' Eli and diamond setter will take de-
" Sil'ollolo. 1.110.1. Sept. 1st. Can do jewelry re-
pairing and refraeling. South or M'est only.
Address, "11' 250," care Keystone.

Y voting man as watchmaker, jeweler and
Plain engraver. Owe hsuls and can speak

th.entatti ; ean give ref. Age 23 ; prefer Middle
I1'est. Address, 313 Howland Street, Charles
'it y, Iowa.

III' Oct. 1st, or before, permanent, position
1 loy first-class watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver; 15 years' exp. Learned the
trade in A11511'ill .1101 ill 1101141 States. Speak
German and Eituilish, and (am take full eltarge
of Ole repair department. Good and reliable ;
am 30 yearS 0111 and married. Wages es Issied,
$75 per month. herne, Elkader, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Ai IV A'ICIIMA K Eit, will; all lie modern otols,
al wants position where first-class Work is re-
quired and appreciated. Lock box 464, Hope-
dale, Ill.

HY experienced watchmaker and engraver.
11 Address, "Id 274," care Keystone.

Ely middle-aged man, aingle; 25 years' exp. At

• 

clock and watch repairing. Good rel.; $8
per week. Address, Box 526, Walton, N. Y.

Al WATCHMAKER, engraver desires perma-nent position first-class Ionise who appre-
ciate tinit-class man not afraid of work. Wages
to start, $22.50 per week. 1'. O. box 110, Shreve-
port, La.

Y watch, clock, jewelry repairer and salesman.
Have good set of tools, good habits ; wages

$15. Nebraska pref. " Watchmaker," lock
box 7, Bradshaw, Nebr.

QTRICI'LY first-class jewelry salesman, ac-
k) untainted with the business in all its details
and hill and kindred lillea, who is also an
efficient and thoroughly practical optician,
wants to make a change in present position.
Can give very best ref. as to strict honesty,
ability, inh.grity and push. " AI 234," care
Keystone.

WATCH AIA K ER, optician, salesman; own tools
111115 trial ease. Pennsylvania, New Jersey

pref. Address, John J. Curry, 26 E. Bacon St.,
Pottsville, l's.

ABOUT Sept. 15th, by first-class watchmaker,
optician and salesman. Good habits and

competent to take charge of business. Address,
" K 273," care Keystone.

QITUATION wanted as watchmaker, or a good
U bench location in healthful town. New York
State pref. " 1) 270," care Keystone.

Al WATCHMAKER, optician, wants steady
position as second watchmaker in good

store; Iowa or adjoining States. $18 per week ;
married, sober. " It 267," care Keystone.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, optician, sales-
It man ; drug exp.; speak German ; good refs.;
have all tools. trial case. Competent to take
charge of stock. IL L. Fischer, Hubbard, Iowa.

QTRICTLY first-class jeweler, expert on clock
1..1 work ; does plain manufacturing, stone
setting, goofl wale!' work. Best refs.; years of
exp. " S 266," ea re Kt.\ stone.

RY watchmaker, jeweler, plain engraver, grati-
n nate opl ; 5 years' exp. ToO18, trial
1111Se. Want permanent position. Good habits,
11111.11Tied ; III II lake charge of repairs. "C
care Keystone.

1100D engraver and second watchmaker wants
II position in a State near Michigan Sept. 1st.
Best refs.; salary, $15. Write Landis School of
Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

VOTING lady engraver desires position, in good
store, by Sept. 1st. Engraver and saleslady.

Central States; age 24. Write Landis School
of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

flOMPETENT watch repairer, jeweler and (11111-
U clan desires position North-central Ohio.
Married; good tools and ref.; will work reason-
able. Address, P. 0. box 203, Greenwich, Ohio.

JEWELER, engraver, registered pharmacist
Ii (Iowa); 11 years at bench. Must be good
position ; prefer good-sized town ; best ref.
Lock box 408, Shell Rock, Iowa.

YOUNG man, 25, watchmaker, jeweler and
11- optician, wants a position after Sept. 1st or
later. Not an engraver ; otherwise a good, all-
around man. Northwest or West pref. Good,
refs. "S 261," care Keystone.

REFRACTIONIST, good salesman, capable
of taking complete charge of optical depart-

ment, desires to make change. Ad., "E 260,"
care Keystone.

yOUNG man, having lathe and all small tools,
I 11151 IS steady position as watchmaker and
plain engraver en or about September 1st ; New •
Jersey pref. " II 239," care Keystone.

LIIRST‘CLASS optician, engraver, assistant
I Ill ill a I: er ; Sept. 1st. Own optical case,
engras i lug look ; hest reL Slate wages. E. B.
Prouty, 609 Northwestern Buildiug, Minue-
apolis, Al i II II.

postTioN with large, tirst-class firm who need

• 

a good refracting optician. Good salesman.
Wages at start no object. " Al 255," care
Keystone.

WA'rCIIMA KER, 40 years, acquainted with
" any kind of ordinary and complicated
repairings, sober, wishes steady position. Best
of refs. 118 10 character and ability. "0 256,"
care Keystone.

DY Al engraver, salesman with a reliable con-
" cern. Can cut monogram dies and under-
stand optics. Married ; 9 years' exp., best refs.
" 272," care Keystone.

(1001) watchmaker, engraver ; all-around man.
111 Can go at once. Own lathe, bench and tools.
Wages, $18 to start, with chance to advance.
Ref. from present, employer. Give working
hours and all particulars first letter. "L 293,"
care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS atilesinan, wholesale or retail;
I college education ; speak German. Al ref.
Address, "S 299," care Keystone.

1309
SITUATIONS WANTED.

IlY experieneed engraver, jeweler and clock
Ii repairer. Married, good habits, hest of refs.
State salary paid. also hours. Will go West.
Address, " L 271," care Keystone.

IJY young man, 2-1, in jewelry store as watch-
" maker, jeweler, plain. engraver ; 3 years'
exp. Tools, refs. Address, "Jeweler," box
106, Mt. Lake Park, Md.

fly competent clock repairer: good mechanic.
IS Owns full set tools, including American
lathe ; best refs Address, D. Franklin, '234
Third Avenue, New York City.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician, 12
'I years' exp. Age 36 ; married. Would like
position in the Eastern States. "G 262," care
Keystone.

YOUNG lady engraver, and saleslady of exp.,
1 desires position at once. Best of refs.
Address, " W 258," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and engraver, experienced in
A the liner adjustments. Has had charge of
department ill large city house. Al refs.
" C 280," care Keystone.

A MAN, 40, having acted for some tinie as
superintendent in watch factories, good

business man and acquainted with the manu-
facturing of complicated watches, wishes posi-
tion. "G 287," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician, 12
years' exp., would like position. 1Vould

work on a per 11•111. at furnish tile optical
goods. Age 36 ; good ref. "G 263," cure
Keystone.

AS watchmaker, weekly salary ; privilege of
11 doing glass fittiug on shares. Will furnish
stock for optical work. Have tools and instru-
ments. " It 288," care Keystone.

IIY watchmaker and graduate refracting opti-
I; elan, 18 years' exp., with first-class house.
Own tools, etc. State salary in first letter.
Address, "C 156," care Keystone.

I ETTER and monogram engraver, 21 years'
11 exp., wishes permanent position—manufac-
turing or retail. " X 211," care Keystone.

It,  plain engraver, practical re-
" fractionist, 15 years' exp., good salesman,
wishes to locate with party having good optical
littsiness ; Pennsylvania pref. '•D 283," care
Keystone.

RY first-class watchmaker ; rapid workman.
IP Have the skill and exp. for all complicated
work. Permanent place desired ; ref. Address,
" I) 278," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, optician ;
" young man. Tools. Work reasonable ffir
store exp.; Ohio pref. Ref.; good habits.
" 51 282," care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker jeweler, tine en-
" graver, graduate optician ; own tools, fair
salesman. 1Villing to start moderate salary; ref.
"A. W. K.," 16 Belmont Ave., AILVernon, Ohio.

PIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler and diamond-setter
I and repairer, 30 years at the bench. State
salary in first reply. "L 132," care Keystone.

RY young lady watchmaker, 7 years' exp.
11 Have workbeneli and tools ; best ref. Ad.,
"S 285," care Keystone.

JEWELER, die-setter and assistant salesman.
61 Can give Al ref. " w 292," care Keystone.
ALL-AROUND young man, strictly reliable,
/1 will do' watch work as an assistant in New
York State—prefer central ; 12 years' exp.
"H 279," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS jeweler and diamond-setter, at
✓ present employed, desires to change. Do
not wish to go to Chicago or Aurora. "1? 297,"
care Keystone.

RY steady. careful, young watchmaker of 4
11 years' exp.; (10 lordinary jewelry work.
Have tools and recommendation. Fair-sized
city in Central States pref. "E. W.," box 426,
Greenville, Ill.

RY young lady, 10 years' exp. in retail jewelry
L' store. Could take charge of office or depart-
meat—material, jewelry or silverware. "B 301,"
care Keystone.

POSITION in first-class store as engraver and
1 salesman, 17 years' exp. Can engrave fast
nod as good am the best. "A 247," care Keystone.

if A RRIED man, age 34; watchmaker, jeweler,
01 engraver, all-around man, 15 years' exp.
Good appearance, sober, Al refs. Middle States
pref. E. Wysong, box 89, Corydon, Iowa.

A WATCHMAKER, fine engraver, wish per-
! maneut place. Do railroad work ; have
diploma /IS optician. Not less than $23 a week.
"F 296," care Keystone.

RY a jeweler, stone-setter, clock repairer and
salesman ; good at man. \% II go

anywhere ; refs. Alvin Tresselt, Deer Creek,
Worth Co., Iowa.

VINE wateliniaker, fine engraver ; all-around

• 

man ; graduate optician. 11'111 go anywhere
for good, permanent place. $22.50 to $24 a week.
"5205," care Keystone.

WANTED, position as engraver, about sept.tst,
tt hy young man with store exp. Address,
"B 308," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 1158)
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SITUATIONS WANTED.

(Continued from page 109)
RERMANENT position. Watehmaker, en-
* graver, graduate optician. 1Iave passed the
Minnesota State Board. own tools, good work-
man. Address, "Optoinetrist," care Lewis
Finkelstein, St. Paul, Nihon.

VXPERT watchmaker wants good position with
" gine] house. Married man, good habits and
good refs. Don't answer unless you have a
good position and wan1 a good man. I do not
engrave._ Cif Lyre( Ittari eare Keystone.

ItY experienced, all-around man in retail store;
good salesman, w atelenaker and re rract leftist

opt it•iitio, and &flit:tilt hard soldering. "I.' 117,"
care Keystone.

111' first-class, all-around engraver; fancy en-
u graving a speeialty. Taken a 6 months'
course at Phibelelphia renege of Horology.
R. IV. Emermen, 1.3)•rents:, Mass.

HELP WANTED.
unnrn THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER wont,.

are mane ra••■ tire's: of per:folios n•I poek et s
" for behling silt eryyttre. Liberal • ••••••••:—.),,,,
paid to jewe.lry :attesting] with est:doll:4es! 1 ol 1 i-
tory. Oood side line—samples weigh ••»ty
ounces. Address

' 
Charles L. 'Truster ce., 630

Law Building, iiIdittnapolis, Ind.

IV 
ATC1111tA K ER, good habits ; .steady employ-

: latent ; $15 M..laflit, Birmingham, Ala.

A N Al refrat.tionist and anlesenon willing to
It make himself generally useful. Atust be
able to.pass St at o. exam in ai in ; give refs., tottery
emitted in fits! ht ter. .Iddress, C. A. Hoffman,
opt k.hot,_111i itit..apolis, NI in it.

WATCIIM A K,Elt, for 1.•entral Texas, plena
;1- Oct. 1st salary, $80 per month. !diddle-
aged, married, Swede pref. Requirements :

wot.k,q., sober Is:dolts Position po.r
neut. Anmy) et. ill OW11 handwriting. Address,
" l'iguet," care Baunian-Nlassa, St. Loonis, 71e.

VIRST-CL.I.SS inamifitet tiring jeireter ; perma-

▪ 

nent position - store. Clive refs.; stale
Salary wanted. .1, I lerhert unit, Pasadena, cal.

EFRACTION 1ST ; permanent , j, it i• on to
1' good, competent nut& oho: Eel,. and satin.).
wanted. J. Herbert 111111Pasadelta, cal.

49 A week. At once, watelimaher, jeweler
‘114.10 - and engraver. None but first-el:is,: men
need apply ; permanent position. SO111t 1,110111.
end sample of engraving. Batt i.t ii mg Jewelry
Co:, liattiemburg, Miss.

TWO mfg. jewelers for new work and repairing
at once. Steady job ; state Hillery expecte&

'Memphis .lewelry eo., 17 Court Street, Memphis,
Tennessee. •

At s..% I, ES 71 AN on commission. Territory
-it I Seeth and Southwest for one of the leading
oil glass factories. Very elaborate catalogue.
." II 21;1," care Keystone.

.itT ence, good watchmaker, jeweler and en-graver, all-around 1111111, atble•to act as sales-
titan. Refs. and sample engraving first it.tter.
Permanent, pleasant posit ion; $20 week. Gordon
Jewelry Co., Shreveport La.

,VIRST-CLASS watchmaker in fine store in
1.• Minnesota. None but. competent workmen
heed answer. Good wages. "S 277," care
Keystone.

A SS IS•I'ANT watchmaker, good engraver,
It ,tosely position ; increase to right man ; $10
I e start. Box 36, Knoxville, Iowa.

WATt'ilMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; refs.
. 11 .1. Seidensticker, Hamilton, Ohio.

'TR:\ V ltl NO salesman • to take n side line—
I niekelwasell postal scale. Liberal eemmission.
C. _W. NOV1'11 CO., IVallingford,

• ASsIS•I'ANT Wnlelimaker, single ; steady place,
/1 IOW Who would like to advance 111111OO a We
workman. Spe.ak (termini or Danish pref. $12
per week to start with. City of 14,000, 50 miles
north of Chicago. T. J. Dale, Kenosha, Wis.

Al WATCHMAKER, one who can repair jew-
it I miry and engrave. University town, 10,000
pop. Steady job for a reliable man. State
salary and give refs. Keith & AlcCheaney, Iowa

bowa. 

I; X PEItIENCED watehmaker, graduate opti-
It elan, fine workman ; :71 eptician, ge.el
1110.11, WilltIOW Ill'o,•1•1. -only hr,1 111•1',1 ;111111). ;
permanent Give age, exp., refs.; ;‘,75 nientli.
Eddy Drug Co., Ca rIsload, N. it.

YOUNG man wanting to improve in watchrepairing can Mid an opportunity by ad-
dressing Lock ilex 271, Spring Valley, Minn.

•A FIRST-CLASS jeweler and watchmaker who
11 thoroughly understands optical work ; good
salesman, good appearance. Large department
store in the Middle West *, town 30,000. State
age, exp., salary ;. :refac Address, " h 248," care
Keystone. 

, 

VOUNG man, neat appearanee, gond on (Jocks
• I arid jewelry, that wisle.s Ti, finish trade
' under good writelimaker. C. S. Leonine&
• Washington, Iowa.

IMMEDIATELY, In Eastern Vermont, a work-
• I man to do engraving. elock work and jewelry
• repairing, in/dueling herd solder work. Must
be a good workman and fir ridsh first-class refs.
Address, " II 245," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

flOOD watchmaker, jeweler wanted ; young
U man pref. Good place. Must send rel.
M. K Grimes, Statesboro, Ga.

A FIRST-CLASS refractionist and edge-grinder,
single man pref. Must be neat and with

good ref. State lowest salatry and all particu-
lars in first letter. Hines Optical Co., Savannah,
Georgia.
WATCHMAKER and engraver for large city
11 in Texas. Permanent position and good
salary for first-class nian. Address, "1, 291,"
care Kershaw.
III:ACIICA I. watelt and jewelry repairer, (Oi-
1 .•iall and jeweler, salesman. Good salary ;
permanent position to right man. Address,
' C 289," care Keystone. 

THOROUGH watchmaker and plain engraver.

▪ 

Send ref's. and state salary wanted. Frank
Kelly, Moseew,

AVANT reliable man to do watch, elte.k and
11 jewelry r.•pairillg: young man pref. Ref.
and age first leiter ; gut per week to start with.
W. W. Dorrah, At hens, Ala.

WAN•11".1 a, gxpert sio.fiece grimier to establish
11 a manulactliring plant. Have to work for
a short time iii prescription departnient, and
should he capable 111 (10 bench work,. Low
wages to start, but as soon us plant is complete
wages no 1.1doet. Only such men alto want
steady position and is a good mechanic need
apply. State wages to start with and refs.
0 At 2t31," care Keyatete.

AT mice, first-class ii iii•Ii,iiikii•, jeweler and
it engraver, num :old able to wait
on trade when necessary. Must he well recom-
mended,. permanent I" •"i to the right man.
Ras. Redwine, lIenderson, Texas.

AT once, a young men, lit ween the age ool 18
u and 21 years, with seine exp., to assi,t in
watch work, jewelry, engraving, it,., 1111iler
good workman. No bad halal,. ref. :Hal
not afraid of work ; must owe tools. Salary,

per week to start with. Address, I.. Ituben-
stein, Selienectiely, N. Y.

AV.\ NTED, at ono., an .11 watehmakerieweler
" and good (.11cl:tier, AI all-oriumil man.
None hut tirst-class nom need apply. Send
samples of engraving and let's , and state salary
iii lust. letter; th.rinan pre( I'll& Harris,
leading jeweler, A ilia ny I

AVATCJIMA K ER and jelober ; one capable. of
11 wailing on customers. Permauent positiou
for good man. V. 'i. Stettber, i.e Roy, N. Y. 

(100D wateloniako.r and engraver wanted.
LI Goodman Ai, ',nutter, No. 383 Main Street,
Memphis, Tenn.

YOUNG man to finish or learn jewelry or tele-
, 1111,111e tiii st tiess. NV. II. Barker, Sanborn,lowa.

Vi Os'r-ci,ASs wateloinaker and fair engraver,
I Willi I cm's ; Single iii'i'l Seniil photo., recom-
neselatiens, sample of engraving and state
salary in first letter. Fritz Heeler, Aurora,Nebr.
NGLE, young man of good fatuity, with
ellanet. of becoming partner, if suitable,

in first-chasm jewelry store in Nebraska doing
$12,000 business ; stock and fixt res $6000. Sa.nd
iallotograph, also refs.; confidential. Address,
" II 307," care Keystone.

El..1A111,1., young man, of neat appocai.atice, on
jewel  iy repairs. Must be is hr ii and

thereughly competent. Appl■• by letter to
"Superintendent," care Stewart A (••.., !toward
and Lex Ingle]) Streets, Baltimore, Md.
yx.i.i.:1; I Esci..o (.1.4: maker ziffil a,sistant
II wato.limaker. Geed sit iii Mr bright,
young man ; must be gowl mei Millie. Start $10
per week. City in NOW York State. Give refs.,
etc., in answer. "S 254," care Keystone.
1/1113S1'-CLASS watchmaker. Must be expe-
l: rienced to handlo line trade, do lieW and
perfect repairs ; also wool salesman. Position
permanent. Large city in New York State.
Mention refs., exit , salary and photo. with
application. "S 253," care Keystone.

WANTED.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

WANTED, trial 1.118O. Mato price, kind and
00 condition._ I i  Winston, chester, S. C.
WANTED, large se:motel-hand jeweler's safe.
11 Write ilex 22, Washburn, N. Dak.
PARTNER in good-paying jewelry business ;
I North TOX1118• town of 7000 pop. " It 275," '
care Keystone. •
pEwmity store wanted, or am interest in one.
If Pay $500 down, Address, " W 302," care
Keystone.
TO buy, or place to establish, a small jewelry
I store. Illinois or Indiana pref. George
Webster, care S. M. Strain, Nokomis, Ilf.
ipivErr lathe, good coudition ; cash. W. K.
. IL Martin, Cooper, Iowa.
WANTED, by established jeweler, watches and
11 jewelry on C011111118111111) for fall and holiday
trade. J. J. Kline, Sioux City, Iowa.
VVERY kind ()1' gold and silverware, jewelry.. 
1.1 
 

watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
' by express or registered ninth. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and SWeepsntelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansone "ii., i'tiulndetphla. 
1.:COND-HAND Goers-Trieder, Zeiss or other
high-power prismatic field glass. Must be a

bargain. S. A. Weaver, Northville, N. Y.

WANTED.
IVA NTED, jewelry Intsitiess in lively town
11 within 200 miles from Chicago. Address,
James Wilkins, room 601 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago.

(APHTHALM0311•71'Elt, dry battery or oil lamp.

• 

Slate make, how long used and price first
letter. Box 2$, Lebanon Junction, Ky.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

V I .I \ NT store; long letter ; booming town ;
Western Pennsylvania, investigate this.

Address, "A 45," cure Keystone.
A STOCK of drugs and jewelry at a bargain.

Free rent if needed. F. Loos, St. James, Mo.
DA RTN ER wanted, or will sell well-establialied
I optical business ; city of 200,000. newtons,
too many other business interests requiring hie
at [milieu. Applicant must lie good refract ion let.
Address, C. A, Ilellbetn, 624 Nicollet Avenue,
Atinneapolis, Minn.
11P-TO-DATE jewelry store in city of 60,000
U inhabitants near New York ; established
over 20 years. Sleek and fixtures will invoice
about $8000. Cash or bankable paper. Best
location in city. Repairs last year alone
anaounted to $3000. Address, "It 252," care
Keystone.
1 / RS' established jewelry and old teal
L business, including railroad walch inspect-
orship, in the best S■ailliern Nebraska county
seat town ; pop. 2uolt. Bench work neta.li mere
than pays all e xlielISCS. $1000 Will 1111114UP it.

Fine layout for some one watitiug a business.
Thos. Penman, lied Cloud, Nebr.
AN old-established retail pawn broking busittess
it in a prosperous (.il) in Pennsylvania, of
100,000 Imp. 1 i nnuirarrtee to clear a5o00 per annum,
net, above all expenses. Stock and pledges can
be reduced to $10,000. emelt only considered,
Reason for selling, ill health and other interests.
Those who mean business will address, "C 235,"
care Keystone.

$1500 RilOYti.‘ivorilaii-1"111'llinis")'•loa,113.20 
lumpiness

()1t( 
store in town. Itare ehance for young man.
(;•••al reasons for selling. Address, "II 236,"
ear,. Keystone.
VI I:ST-Cl/ASS jewelry store, Kentucky town of
I. 5300. Will invoice about 1:8000 : did $14,000
lousiness last year—will do more this year. Up-
to-date fixtures. Splendid reason for selling.
Address, " Al 237," care Keystone.

$30flii JEWELRY stock in Idaho. Cleared,
uu in 1903, $150 per month. Address,

"M. 232," care NOVNi0110.

$3000 cAsll. „ ill buy one of the finest up-to-date jeselry, eptical business in 17 is-
consin. Invoice shs•I: and fixtures $3700 : 251/0
inhabitants ; 8111.101111111A by number of matter
towns to draw trade from. Last year's annual
gross sales $6000, with good profit ; good not of
benell work. Reiman selling, must attend to
real estate in Seattle, Wash. No auct bower
iessl apply. Bank ref. to accompany first letter.
store and dwelling can be had at once at $20
per neeith. Don't investigate unless you have
ready (.asli. Address, "B '242," care Keystone.
VTOCK and fixtures for ante ; will invoice about
11 $1600. Good Iowa town of 2500 pop. None
need write but what mean business. "H 217,"
care Keystone.
(1001) huminess chance at invoice price. Stock
U and fixtures invoice $3400; can reduce.
Northern Illinois county seat ; very rich town.
Splendid opportunity for single man. Address,
"3 241," care Keystone.
IEWELRY stock, fixtu res, optical depart men t
II and sewing machines. North Missouri
county sent town of 100U; no opposition. Stock
invoice $1500. Pays well. Address, " G 239,"
care Keystone.
IEWELRY Morel; clean stock, invoice about
10 $1000. In very prosperous district. Emil
Schwenk, New Riehlatel, Minn.
A 0001)-PAYINO jewelry store for sale in
it Northern Mist:o'er( A good opportunity for
right nian. None bet those meaning best nese
need apply. .1. W. oxley, Browning, Mo. 

$3511/1 WILL buy established jewelry business
uu Good, clean, stock, good run of bench

work; bench, tools, Rivett lathes, fine regulator,
new cherry show cases, wall ease, large double-
door safe and test case. A bargain. Ni, op-
positiaon ; cheap rent. Trillerat need not apply.
Eyesight (ailing. 0. D. Wareheim, 1309 Penn-
ay Ivania Baltimore., NFL
(1( I, 1.3k act watchmaker's heals, $200 ; in-
u eluding roll-top beneh, 10 yeti lathe, face-
plate, safe, material cabinet. (Jood local loll 111
large shoe store in I I I i ii i s ; pep. 5000. "J 268,"
care Kevaleme.
RETIRING from business. Rare chance to
IL purchase a well-established, paying jewelry
business to make money in good town. Central
Texas, of 7000 pop., county seat; railroade,
electric light ; only one othet*jeweler. Will sell
part cash, $2000, and balance on payment.
° L. B.," box 106, Brenham, Texas.
IEWELRY store. Stock and fixtures, $500.
0 Pays POO to 010110 net profits ; no competit ion.
Town and suburbs 3000 pop. Reason for selling,
other blisilless. Investigate. Allen A Upchurch,
Alvin, Texas.
REST bleated jewelry, optieal store in city;
I) pop, 15,111)0 ; only 2 other jewelry stores.
About $2300. Phil Levy, Henderson, ky.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A SPLENDID opportunity to step into a first-
class  jewelry arid optical business in North-

western Iowa town of 3000. Established 13
years. Stock and fixtures in first-class condi-
tion, invoice about $3000; terms cash. Town
building; heated with steam ; will rent or sell.
We have railway ehopm and watch inspection.
Only one other store an town anti competition
light. Best reasons for selling. For particulars
address, " F '269," care Keystone.

fi0013 business opportunity. Half or whole
U interest in jewelry business ; new Northern
Minnesota town. Only stock, small ; best water
power in North will be developed August.
13uyer of half interest can Inane management ;
first store in town ; In camp territory ;
prices good. ()tiler business. Correspond
quickly; particulars. "O. K.," care J. II. Purdy
& Co., 126 Slate Street, Chicago.

THE leading jewelry and optical busite.ss
L located in the center of the best dairy and
timber section of Oregon ; county seat ; tine
climate—no blizzards, floods or cyclonere—greett
grass the year anoint'. A good stand, well-
est aldished and pay i lig. Buy now,get acquainted
and tlitch the holiday trade. If von have in
little cash, and moos busluess, oddress, with
stamp, Box 97, Coquille, Coes Co., Oregon.

AN established jewelry store situated in the
Li business center of a town of nearly 10,000
inhabitants. Very low rent. Good reasons fur
mailing. Address, " A '246," mere Keystone.
EADINt) jewelt y business in town of 3000 in

Li Northern linnets. Will invoice about $2500;
only one other /thick jewelry. Best location,
steam heat ; gas plant. Business has cleaned
up over $1000 a year hoe the last 10 years; watch
inspector. Health broken. “K 257," care
Keystone.
ItIVELRI' store in Northern Iowa; invoice
about $2200. " 11 233," care Keystone. 

A J EIV ELI( Y store in town of 2000 pop. in Iowa.
It Steek and fixtures w ill iiiiiiice about $1500;
best lecat ion in lion. " 71 168,' earl, Keystone.
W ELL-PA Y 1 jewelry, opliea s nil 111 1 eon
11 s■ tviiiji mtg. town, 8000; monthly pay-roll
$70,000. Tome thoroughly lip to date. $1000
required ; balance notes. Must sell at once—
other business. ".1 ;103," care Keystone. 

$611t1 BUYS long established jewelry husineas.
uu Bench work, $90 monthly ; sales good.

Any good watchmaker and optician can clear
$150 monthly. We are druggists and will rent
you space and fixtures Clean staple stock
only, for sale at $600—or invoice. Best oppor-
tunity in America. Town 3000. P. 0. hex 302,
Alorganfield, Ky. 
RARE chance to purchase best store. Clean

• 

stock, room and location : good town ; pop
1200-1200 to thaw from. Several coal mi nes,
large glass factory steel, tin, bar and 2 planing
lii hi Is ; pottery, chair, bake-board and building
atone factories ; ice Olin( railroad, machine
repair shops, gas and electric lights. Have
patent want to handle. IV. 0. 111e/dale&
Cambridge, Ohio

pROSPEROUS jewelry and optical cash bust-
I mass in Kansas. Pop. 35,000. growing rapidly.
Good climate, ',Jodie& prices, prospects and
reputation. Only reason for selling, necessity
of elninge for wife. Splendid opportunity ; laity
now and get acquaiiited before holidays. 84000,
will pay to enlarge or can be reduced. "D964,"
care Keystone.

IEWELRY and notion beisittess in Illinois;
u town of 8000 Good reason for selling.
Address, I.% N. Fugate, Mt. Vernon, Ill. 
QMALL, but well-paying jewelry business.
10 Selling for no fault of 'madness. Nearest
jeweler 14 miles. Geo. Lowell, Kingfield, Me. 
IN Wisconsin. Drug and jewelry business,
I $3000. Will sell separately or together.
"T 294," care Keystone.
/IC/OD-PAYING liminess on account of failing

• 

eyesight Will bear investigation ; Central
Illinois. " W 284," care Keystone.
1EWELRY stock and fixtures in good Iowa
us town of 800. Will invoice about $1200. Rent,
$100 year. Address, "I.' 286," care KeyStoue. 
I1NLY jewelry store in town •, pop. 1200. Re-
'I pairs $60 month ; sales $110 ; rent $10; in-
voice $1500, stock and fixtures Southeastern
Indiana. "3. II.," care Savlesrt, 17 W. Fifth
Street, Cinchinnti, Ohio. 
flOOD-PA 'VI NO jewelry and optical business,
u town of '2500 pop., in one of the richest
farm and dairy countleat in Wisconsin. Fine
store, low rent. Good reasons for selling.
" F 290," care Keystone.

ELL-ESTA BUSHED jewelry business in fine
11 grain and fruit section ; b factories. Ad-
dress, S. S. Rowley, Brockport, N. Y.
WELL-ESTA131,ISHED jewelry business. 344
11 Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio.
1EWELRY, optical, China store ; heart oil and
0 agriculture belt. Beat corner city of 8001.
Annual sales $16,000 to $18,000. Repairing pays
expenses. Invol(.(t about $8000. Other busi-
nesa. .1. 1). Rowland, Van Wert, Ohio,
1/111tST-CLASS jewelry store ; count) seat, 4500;
I Northwest, tine climate; expenses low ;
watch inspectors. New fixtures, $600; reduce
Meek to stilt. Plenty railroad work. Last year's
business $7000. Alma be sold quick ; other busi-
ness. Spot cash. "1.300," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

ONLY jewelry, optical store, Davis it v, Iowa.
Pays ; work for ,olle man. Bargain, if bought

before October. II alstead.

RARGAIN. $2500 Kaye the fixtures, material
u and $1000 of stock (will reduce stock to that
if taken before Sept. 101h). Located on the
principal street of the best mfg. city in Penn-
sylvania. Pop. 42,000. Established 18 years.
II. H. Rebert, York, Pa.

BUYS8t0re 8gosathrile, jewelryiva r;, 1701801181 eses40; stock$1300
summer resort ; town of 1400 pop.; no compe-
tition, '20 miles from any other jewelry store.
Get ail the repair work one man can do ; good
chance for any one. 'lemon for wiling, other
business requires all my time. S. J. Shuping,
Marion, N C. 

(AN account of sickness will sell ley well-estab.
u jewelry business in Indianapolia, Ind. Fine
location, elicap rent, big run of repair work.
In fact, it lousiness that will make you money
front the start. Will make good terms with
right parties, and arrange the investment to
suit purchaser. If you are looking for an
opening, look up what I have to offer. "11244,"
care Keystone.

$1700 BUYS only jewelry store in rich farm-ing,lumbering and mantafact taring town.
No opposition for 20 miles Reason for selling,
poor health. Must be sold at once. A. Wagner,
Edgar, Win 

uocK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass,
u musical instruments and bicycles, cheap.
Want to go West. F. E. Lenhart, Argyle, Alin&

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

1411tANCIS engraver, $10 lakes it. Box 220,
I Rio, Wis. 
ill'TICIAN'S trial case cheap for cash. Also
u list of watchmaker's tools. All good an new.
Send stamp for Hat and full particulars. S. A.
Weaver, Northville, N. Y.
DENNY slot Regina music box, 14 steel tune

disks, $25; cost $50. Address, G. II. Damon,
Victor, N. Y.
WEIV model Genova retinoscope, good as new ;
1' gas, oil and electric attachment. First
check for $35 takes it. F. IV. llunt, Burlingame,
Kansas.
VINE A. Lange Dresden movement, 16 size,

▪ 

gilt, $10. Fine A. Lange movement, 10 size,
gilt, $$0. Very fine SW188 1110V1.1111.111, Ph. Dame.
Lode 18 size, single fly back, eh nomograph, full
ruby jeweled, center hole je weled, etc., $10. All
the above stem-winders. W. IV. Enhaus, 22
Maiden Lane, N. Y.
VEW safe ; outside doors fire-proof, inside steel;
11 both locks 3 tumblers; inside space, 25x 24%
x 13%; tray space, 163/ x 154x 134 Beautiful
safe; got 2; sell cheap. Ilenney et Cooper,
McComb, Ohio.

4000-POUND burglar and lire-proof jeweler'ssafe. Good as new ; cheap. U. It.
Rhoades, El Dorado, Kans.
(WE 5x 7 Pony Prelim camera and case, 3 plate
U holders, 1 metal tripod and ease. A. G. Alder,
Brunswick, Md. 
IIEWELER'S safe; 72 inches high, 61 iuches
wide, 37 inches deep outside ; 2 burglar-proof

chests, made by E. It. !doors() A Co., Boston,
Mass. Also lot of jewelry store fixtures, in-
cluding chronometer, regulator, lathe and
boleti, etc. Edmund Little, Laconia, N. IL 
11 El NIIARD1"S—refittelonieter, cheap; the adm-
it ',lest and best, most rapid refraction instru-
ment in the market. Address, Win. Penn,
Felten, III.
111,1 V Ell t y pew] Het , new; best made. Will sell
11 cheap. .Albert Ward, New Lexington, Ohio.

N-ENt 1.E engraving winch i nit', complete,
IA with 6 or 7 sets of letters, Cl c.; 027 takes it.
Mutual Loan Co., 323 II igh St., Ilamilton, Ohio.
I AliGE fire-proof safe, nearly new ; in Wil-
54 mington, Del. Dr. W. Arlo Moore, Louisa,
Kentucky.
FIRST-CLASS jeweler's foot-lathe, $45; wire

it draw bench, $20; ring stretcher, $12. Make
ofil.r. 53 Euclid Avenue, (second floor), Cleve-
land, Ohio.
VATON-ENGLE engraving machine, almost
IA new, $40. Otto Winterlialter, Lake Charles,l(a.
AN Oliver rolling mill, with ring roller ; very

little used, as good an new. Cost $40; will
take 122 cash for it. T. C. Mode, Canton,
ALMOST new, $65 Francis engraving machine ;
It It sets type, scrolls, etc.; 125. W. II. Yates,
Blandinsville, III.
(WE nickel-plated double watch rack, will hold

• 

between 75 and 100 watches. Cost new, 86.80;
Is in good condition. Price, $2.50. T. J. Ellis
& Co., Jonesboro, Ark.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

IIARDY ophthalmometer, satne as new, model20th Century, except fitted for gas. Will
trade for Geneva retinoscope, Cross reline-
ekiameter or sell cheap for cash. Address,
"K 306," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

RUFFALI I ••• I r and tither property for watches,
silverwao: and kindred goods. harry

Brattier, Attica, N. Y. 

50,000 SHARIS of gold mine stock. Box 54,Salida, Colo. 
WA LTHA AI, 14 size, 15jewels ; start, atop, fly-
" m back horse-tier, new ; coin silver case.
IVant typewriter or watch sign. What have
you? "S.," 1026 N. Water Street, I/Pc:dor, Ill.
WAN'PED to exchange surplus watch material.
" Rabbit I, Derry, N. II.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE i.rnrg. PER WORD.

A LIFE il,iilanstiiii in our college, including di-
it plow» and highest degree, homily $7.50. See
our nth ma iseinent, loge 1304, and write fun' new
prospeet South Betel College of Optics.

lifoN laanol te jewelers. Write for informit-
ion. The Colhiteral Loan awl Bank ing Co.,

143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

QT0I,EN. Waltham movenuest Ni. 5,764,246 ;
u 6 81741. A. P. Ives, Afton, N. Y.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

IIAVE you an old English watch ease roil want
II changed into American stern-wind If so,
Need it tome, awl I will guarantee satisfaction.
(1.1".Wadsweri 11,Si I versmiths'Eldg.,Ch icage,111.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
11 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Pine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. tu. Clark (established
1870), 727 S111180111 Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail er express ; prompt attention given.

NTI,. ) jewelers to send for H1111111111 (10%1.11 of
11  Elgin balance staffs or jewt•ls, mad,. in
Omaha by it factory expert. Tarbox Gordon. 

nOLD and silver-plating, sat in finish,engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. 0.10. Wadsworth, Silver-
amitlia' Building, Chicago.
VIAHN llorological School, the oldest and most
11 practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin liorological School, Elgin,111. 
AVIIY not send me your watch cases that need
11 repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G. F. Wadswort versm that' Bldg. ,1'11

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Opt jotl institute is known as the hest, and

the training received het•ei it i.i ehops in the
student all the mechanical ability he possesses.
This institute is at thoroughly high-grade school
(of watch repairing, engraving and optical wm•k.
Its material equipment is tin. lasi nod its in-
structors experts. Its course of ,vork compre-
hensi it, practical. Its grailiiates :ire Dior-
toughly qualified to meet all 11.1111il'ollIO111s. The
demand for competent ivorkitimi i n I his busi-
ness is far greater than we Pall supply. Every
young man who Oilitelliplates taking a course ill
1i11;1)Tk Will Ivrite us. Dr. larbox110..,1 111.  ik

pEA.RLS FB0ORUGcHATsH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry lir any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to !my them yourself, send them to
CIIAS. S. CROSSMAN t'Ve• CO.
a MHIGICI1 L,tinta, New York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.

Established 1880

Repairing
for the Trade.

Our work is the k iod you call your own.

L. E. WINSLOW,
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Repairing
For the Trade
of l'omplicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, I temagnet izing, etc., care-
fir Ily mid prompt/1/ done by an
e.r.Peri. A. JETTE,

.mtabfi.sh, d 1899. Lancaster, Pa.

Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
If you deal with us, your customer will be

more pleased and your profits will loe larger.
We appreciate a small fob and are capable

of doing the largest one in first-class metier.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
W. Court St. . Memphis, Tenn.
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TheMeasure ("Success

In a great measure,
our success in selling

diamonds, we believe, lies
in our reputation for honesty.

A great many thousand retail jewelers
in this country know we do not mis-
represent, and when we make a state-
ment it's the truth.

The fact is, we cut the diamonds we
offer for sale, in our own cutting works;
market them in the least expensive way
(no salesmen); naturally others who have
not these advantages have to charge
more than we do for similar stones.

J. R. WOOD (SC SONS,
Cutting Works:

;327-1329 Atlantic Avenue,

Brooklyn.

2 Maiden Lane,

New York.

The Holiday Season is Drawing Closer Every Minute 

You are going to need a NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING

MACHINE in your business this fall.

And on account of the increased demand for engraving you Nvi I 1

need it more than ever.
You can better aiThrd the NEW CENTURY than you can afii)rd

to be without it.
The present month is a good one to order it in the longer you

use it before the holiday rush, the lighter your work and the shorter

your hours.
NOW is the time to order.

THE EATON & GLOVER CO.
Have you had our Catalogue?

If not, write for it to=day
Sayre, Pa. Export Office

lo6=108 Sixth Ave., New York

If you visit the World's Fair come and see us at the Varied Industries Bldg., Block 47, Expo
sition Orounds

wILLIAm s. EAD)N, President GABRIEL IL 111-NIAN, Vice-President MIN II. WHITE, tirretary FRANI: It. tilirtVLIL Treasurer

Aational Steel Plate Engraving Company
Irkorporated

CAPITAL. $1,5(X).(XX).00

SpeQialist.s iii High-Grade Engraved Stationery

Bigelow Building, 106-108 Sixth Avenue, Near Eighth Street, NEW YORK CITY

During the month of July we heard from so many jewelers

who became interested in our proposition that we had a hard time

to keep up with our correspondence.

But we didn't hear from you.

We offer every live Jeweler in the United States an oppor-

tunity such as seldom comes to one more than once in a lifetime.

Ask us about it drop us a postal to-day.



A better advertisement for the Keystone product

than this editorial (from the organ of the Men's

Furnishings trade) couldn't be written : We there-

fore appropriate it.
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Quality
The successes that have been won on a

foundation of cheapness are as scarce as

torrid days in Iceland and as unsatisfactory

as soap bubbles. Real success only follows

worth, and worth commands its price. You

know collars and shirts and hats and gloves

and cravats and other things whose brand

or maker's name suffices to sell them. No

need to tell folks that such and such an

article is good. Just name the name of the

man who made it, and all you've got to do

is wrap up the parcel and tie the string.

Queer thing, this reputation. It takes

toiling and moiling to get it—takes single-

ness of purpose and capacity to resist

temptations to cheapen, but once you've

got it its value is transcendent and can't

be computed in dollars and cents. How

infinitely better it is to build on a founda-

tion of quality and worth than to chase the

will-o'-the-wisp of cheapness, which leads

you into bogs and.swamps. " But my trade

won't pay the price !" wails some timorous

soul. Your trade, dear man, is what you

make it ! If you insistently talk quarter

cravats, and ten cent collars, and half-dollar

shirts, and ninety-eight cent gloves, and

dollar hats, and thirty-five cent undershirts,

how in the name of sense can you expect

your trade to ask for anything else? Try

the other ! Talk quality, emphasize worth,.

lay stress on inherent goodness and watch

the result. Cut loose from cheapness, for

you are leaning on a broken reed that will

give you a bad fall one of these days.

Profit and prestige lie in selling good goods.

Is any feeling so all-satisfying as the con- .

sciousness that your name stands for the

best ?—for quality ?—for blown-in-the-bottle

goodness ?— for stamped- on - the -bottom

worth ? I guess not !— The Haberdasher.

The Keystone Watch Case Co., 19th Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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A better advertisement for the Keystone product
than this editorial (from the organ of the Men's
Furnishings trade) couldn't be written : We there-
fore appropriate it.
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EL6IN
Railroad
Watches
are better
than they
have to be.

..tibitione 110 M.. ,OktIL .1. a 'o0Oth.

The Railroad Man's Watch.

Prom the Loitiovilie Courier-Journal.
"The adjustment of railroad men's watches

is a science all by itself," said J. B. Coy of
Chicago last night. "The variation of only
thirty seconds a week is allowed in the
watches, which have to be adjusted to tem-
perature, isochronism and five positIona.

The watches must run equally well with
either face or back up, or with the "12,"O,"
or "3" at the top. The standard watch has
seventeen jewels, and Is a model of the watch-
maker's craft. In the early days of rail-
roading five minutes were allowed for the
variation of watches. If a trainman were
ordered to wait at a certain station until
10:30 Welock to meet another train, he would
wait until 10:35. The time has now been re-
duced to such a tine division that the engi-
neers steam out of the station at the moment
called for by their orders. Between the orig-
inal allowance of five minutes and the present
system there was only one step. which was
three minutes.

The strict rules which are observed In
regard to the timepieces of railroad men
were originated from a 'disastrous wreck
that occurred in the East a number of years
ago-4 should not like to say on what road.
When the fact became known that the ac-
cident. was due to the variation of watches.
almost every road in ' the country began
to make stricter requirements, and now all
good railroads look after the watches of
their men with the same care that they at-
tend to rolling stock and motive power."

\ ER IT A s MODEL
No. 214

Open face, lever set. Nickel. Twenty-three extra line
,nby Jewels (raised gold settings); adjusted to temperature.
..-■■■•hroinsin and positions; quiek train with gold wheels:
,raight line double-roller escapement with steel escape
s, heel ; poised pallet and fork; pallet arbor and escape
Hffl TI cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled; exposed pallets; com-
i,osattng balance; Itreguet hairspring, micrometric rept-
;dor ; patent safety barrel, with spring box rigidly mounted

bridge; barrel a ric r pivots running in jewels: display
winding Ivork oalcut roiling click ; patent self-locking
setting dwil■lesmik glass-enarnol dial ; dust ring;
plates Ilea n t lull y dam:IA.441Ni: ..,krefully timed, and parts
finely finished 11::14111,4:t. Win 11111 about forty two hours
with one olechog.

This is
but one

Elgin model.
Others are
described

in our book
Timemakers

and

Timekeepers"
an illustrated

joint history of
the

locomotive
and the watch.

Sent free.

ELOIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.,

Elgin, III.
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AN ETCHED PATTERN
Brought out after our Catalogue had gone to press

Mirror, 2530 Ladies' Comb, 2533
Hair Brush, 2531 Gentlemen's " 2534
Military 2532

HAS EVERYBODY SEEN OUR CATALOGUE ? IF NOT,

SEND FOR ONE

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS ON A LARGE SCALE of Sterling

Silver Toilet, Manicure and Desk Articles and Sets, also Fine Gold Filled

Chains, Lockets, Bracelets, Pins, Earrings, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins and

Hair Chain Mountings.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.



ELWIN
Railroad
Watches
are better
than they
have to be,

..abitiona he gt..•

The Railroad Mares Watch.

From th e Louisville Courier-Journai.
The adjustment of railroad men's watches

is a science all by itself," said J. S. Coy of
Chicago last night. "The variation of only
thirty seconds a week is allowed in the
watches, which have to be acljusted to tem-
perature, isochrontsm and five positions.

The watches must run equally well with
either face or back up, or with the "12,• "9,"
or "3" at the top. The standard watch has
seventeen jewels, and Is a model of the watch-
maker's craft. In the early days of rail-
roading five minutes were allowed for the
variation of watches. If a trainman were
ordered to wait at a certain station until
10:30 Welock to meet another train, he would
wait until 10:35. The time has now been re-
duced to such a fine division that the engi-
neers steam out of the station at the moment
,ailed for by their orders. Between the orig-
inal allowance of five minutes and the present
system there was only one step, which was
three minutes.
"The strict rules which are observed In

regard to the timepieces of railroad men
were originated from a 'disastrous wreck
that occurred in the East a number of years
ago—I should not like to say on what road.
When the fact became known that the ac-
cident was due to the variation of watches.
almost every road in the country began
to make stricter requirements, and now a 11
good railroads look after the watches of
their men with the same care that they at-
tend to rolling stock and motive power."
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This is

hut one

Elgin model.

Others are

described

in our book

'Timemakers

and

Timekeepers
an illustrated

.Hint history of

the

locomotive

and the Nva ch

Sent free.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.,
Elgin, III.
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Mirror, 2530 ladies' Comb, 2533
Hair Brush, 2 5 3 I Gentlemen 's " 2534
Military " 2532

HAS EVERYBODY SEEN OUR C.V1‘. \ 1.0( "E IF NOT,

SEND F)1: ONE

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS ON A LARGE SCALE of Sterling

Silver Toilet, I nicure ;Hid I 'sk Articles and Sets, also Fine Gold Filled

Chains, Lockets, Bracelets, Pins, Earrings, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins and

Hair Chain Mountings.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.



No sleight-of-hand nec-
essary to make money out
of Keller Jewelry Mfg.
Co.'s goods. The superb
designs and clever work-
manship are patent to
every prospective purcha-
ser. The dealer doesn't
have to guarantee the

quality with mental reser-
vations and if Ile does add
a little extra profit on goods
of this brand, they're worth
it.
So, you see; the handling

and selling. of Keller Fine
Gold Jewelry is" neither the
doing of penance nor the
committing of crime."

Brooches, Cuff B Mons, Scarf
Pins, Lockets, Fob; , Tie Clasps,
Rings, Neck Chairs and Lorg-
nette Chains, Etc.

The new line of Rose Colored goods is replete with spark-
ling specimens of 20th Century jeweling. Selection packages
to responsible parties where our representatives cannot call.

13r5
The Non-Retailing Company, Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa., _ desires to call the

attention of that part of The Trade which is visited by its traveling salesmen to the surpassing
excellence and variety of the stocks displayed by these salesmen. We invite comfiarison

of these stocks with those shown by the representatives of other houses. We take
much pride in the results of our selections of patterns, as well as in the scope and

range of assortments. Confining ourselves entirely to Watches and Chains, we
enjoy the advantages of spec/a/ism—the stocks show the result of devoting

all of our capital and thought to only two lines. The judgment of
those jewelers who have made critical comparison is that The

Non-Retailing Co.'s provision for the fall of 1904 shows the
best taste and widest range. The office stock .dupli-

cates the traveling stocks, and our mail-order custom-
ers in The Trade are expressing their great

satisfaction with our goods and . our ser-
vice. We invite a trial Order from

jewelers N'ho have not heretofore
•: dealt with us, and believe

that they kill thus estab-
lish a relationship

which will prove
profitable

in every'
way

\\
2 Tulpstraat

AMSTERDAM

4t, c4.4
A NS

MANUF=7,14..;TURIE.328

ESTABLISHED 1866

Gold and Filled Watch Cases
Gold and Plated Jewelry

1
r
k

11■11.(11.Z -Il

DIAMONDS AND

\\

12 MAIDEN LANE ,„ne flight up)
P. 0. Box 1625 NEW YORK

•

1120eALER3 IN

Elgin and Waltham Movements
New England Watches

S CH,pEARLS I- I.00se

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELF,RS

Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers Our goods are insured while in transit
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TRATION
By confining our energies in one

channel and putting forth our very best
efforts, we gain advantages in taking
care of tool, material and optical
orders that are obvious and important
to our customers. Our stock is always
large and complete in every particular,
and we have a force that is competent
to handle your orders promptly and
properly.

You gain in money and time by
patronizing us.

On Lathes, Attachments, Benches, etc., we are always glad to quote
prices and give information that may be desired by prospective purchasers.
Write us before you buy, not after.

Webster=Whitcomb Lathe.
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.25
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

From these prices there is a cash discount
which we will quote on request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
over.

Moseley Lathe No. 2.
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 41.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
further reduction in list price. 'rhe name
" Moseley" stands for the very highest
grade iu watchmakers' tools.

awn Lathe Outfit Complete.
$21.15 net cash.

14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and
Belting.

There is no better lathe sold for the price
than our " Gem," Every one is warranted
true or you can have your money back.

IITIIWII
Cieneva Lathe Outfit Complete,

$15.00 net cash.
Packed in wood box same as Clem Lathe.

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting.

Our Geneva lathes are strictly first qualily
and have Index and latch.

Foot-Wheel No. I. Countershaft No. 9.
Each, $2.15 net. N. P., each, $2.58 net.

Our Box and Findings Supplement 
for 1904 and 1905 is now ready for distribution. We send it on

request with card to the legitimate jewelry trade. This supplement
illustrates many new goods in Boxes, Trays and articles suitable for
display purposes.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

1.“

" New Money for Old Gold and Silver"

A MODERN STORY
d ALADDIN

HOW IT IS
DONE

We pay the very highest prices for

old gold and silver immediately upon

receipt of your shipment. Returns for

sweepings within five days of receipt. All

shipments are kept intact, and if our

offer is not thoroughly satisfactory, the

consignment will be returned at

once, and we bear all the expense.

Could anything be fairer?

Go1d3mith Bros.
Office 6)-65 Washington St
Works 58'18( Throop St

CHICAGO
We will pay so cents per ounce for Old Silver shipments received up 

to and including September 20, 1o04
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1904
No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

• _
' I

n 4f-s

as a prominent part of his stock. They are \ always of standard qualityand desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

TRADE

Don't

MARK

wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.

i::114114tilkilfftPitt.
i

WC_

WINTER

MADE IT

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

" Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.
If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate tixt tiles, eases, counters, l or eases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 26 cents
We do 7101 clai in tObl! the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation

and our it. We 11.1•Ial111 to 11E11, the best, at isires that are right. Not how much, not how
cheap, but I I Ask I P a r Isseis. If you want good, m'actical, substantial, alleadmf-the-
times fixture-, rite o,

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865 SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

AtlENTS,
Finlay-Dicks ‘t„ Co., New lirelans, La., Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana anil Alalgona.
C. D. Smith Drug (M., St. Joseph, to., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Tor. and Ind. Ter.
It II. Birdsall, Room No. 7 Hamilton Building, 1:11 Third Street,

Portland, Oregon, Sales A ,eid for Oregon and Washington.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, :•••111.., :Agent for Texas.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Engraved Souvenir Spoonti;
Buildings engraved in bowls

$4.00 per dozen

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, 6.1.

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, Ion Columbia Avenue
Factory, 1636=38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved incl guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS
IN THE WORLD

1111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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WATCH
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CHRONOMETER OIL
(mBed1brdNosE ENUrk

'Maals1..S.A. Nil 0°41
M6174 Ai-57e)

".111,6.1ULiestrI

Used by all the leading watch factories and by all watchmakers
who value their work. Sold by all tool and matsrial dealers

BEFORE

Established 38 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-.

Wind Movements.
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City

■•11

AFTER

Sample Pages from our New Fall Catalogue
Cl/AIWOMNAI ION RINGS
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Perfect Reproductions

of the most salable line of
(Toads we have ever dis-z7,
played.

We can show you

many advantages in buying
our line. Our 6(roods thc
advanced styles. No shop-
keepers. Our goods sell.
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We are now preparing

the most complete and use-
ful book of

PHOTOGRAPHS
we have ever issued.

"I: SCARP P/N5
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We want you

for a customer, and we are
confident if you scc our line

you will want our ,t2:00ds.

'5217.'?1??'?(2?.!1"

T'ef'TIVH??1,

?Set' 'T I

Drop us a line and any

one of our ten salesmen will

be pleased to call.

Come and see us
We want to know you

' int11111/21AM`
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It will be ready

on or before October 1st.
Be sure that you receive a
copy. Every up-to-date
jeweler should have one.
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We are after

the progressive jeweler,
the man who advertises and
pushes his business. We have
a splendid offer to make hint

M. J. AVERBECK, 
Manufacturer
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK



AN AGE OF EVOLUTION
Aluminum Ring Boxes, indestructible, workmanship perfect,
price $21.00 per gross, lettered in gold ; io per cent. discount
Jo days, net 30 days. Ask your jobber or write us direct.

ORIENT Eyeglass, Riding Bow and Straight Temple
CASES in six styles and sizes, made in steel and aluminum.
Get out of that Rut

Orient Manufacturing Company
New York Office—Room 508, 13 Maiden Lane
Boston Office—Room 1109, 141 Milk Street East Weymouth, Mass.

CLEANER AND NEATER THAN CHARCOAL
For fine soldering, No. 124
Prepared Magnesium Sold=
ering Block is superior, be-
cause it reflects heat better
than the ordinary soldering
block, and is loose enough to
admit of work being pinned
to it. Very popular. Ask
your dealer, or we will mail
it on receipt of 15 cents.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.
Makers of Jewelers Furnaces and Blowpipes

Wait Catalogue " B=k " and Free Trial Package of Electric Flux Paste for Soldering?

BANKRUPT SALE ! !
We desire to advise the trade in general that we have purchased the

complete stock of Watch Materials and sundries of the late firm of
Fisher ec Sons, 66 Nassau Street, New York, which, together with
the recent purchase of the bankrupt stock of the late firm of Tell A.
Beguelin, of 61 Nassau Street, New York, has been incorporated
into our already enormous stock of everything pertaining to the trade.

The combined stocks now give us facilities unequaled elsewhere for
filling orders promptly.

We now possess the most complete stock in the line and can supply
all parts, however complicated, without any delay whatever. The trade
will find it advantageous to send their orders to our house and try our
service.

W. GREEN SE CO
Importers
Jobbers Watch Materials, Tools,Jewel-

•f Manufacturers ers' and Engravers' Supplies

6 Ntutidn Lane, NEW YORK

20th Century Food
For Thought

1—We size our Rings ana
replace all stones except
diamonds, 'whether lost
or broken, for two years
after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any
of our Rings for any
styles of gents' or
ladies' stone-set Rings
at any time.

The

Is the privilege, which our cus-

tomers enjoy, of exchanging any

of our Rings for new styles at

any time. WRITE FOR A

MEMORANDUM PACKAGE.

We carry 1000 different styles of

10 K. Solid Gold Stone-Set Rings.

We pay express charges both

ways and give you one-half

January 1st, and one-half May

1st, 1905, net, terms on all

goods selected.

Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
913t(ffalo, N. Y.Ellicott and

South Division Streets

Showing W. Green & Co.'s No. 6, 3. to 1 h. p. Direct-Current Motor, with Buffing, Grinding and Turning
.Ittachments in position. Also Drill Chock and various spindles, etc., used in coijuettlon with our Dire,
and Alternating-Currtint

Showing W. Green & Co.'s N. 7, I , to
1 h. p. Alternat lug-Current mot', wit It
Buffing, Grinding and Turning Attach-
ments in position.

Type No. 7

Showing IV. Green & Co.'s No. 4, 1-5 h. p. Direct-Current Motor, with
Butting and Polishing Attachments in position. Also Drilling, Emery and
I finding Chucks and Spindles used in connect ion with our 1-5 II. p. Ifotors.

Type No. 4

Showing W. Green &
Co.'s No. 5, 1-5 h. p.
Alternating Niot or, w itl;
Grinding Attachment
In position.

Also Drilling,tirind-
lug Chucks,Spindles
and Pulley Attach-
ments used in con-
nection with our 1-5
b. p. Motors.

Typo No. 5

021

Save Your Time, Patience and
Money and Purchase the
W. Green Co. Electric Lathe
Motor for $30.50, worth $100.00
r Don't wait, but buy it now. Money willingly refunded if not as

represented and found unsatisfactory

For general use, our Motors have no equal at any price

Portgotion in Hun motor tames!!
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists.

Electricians, Brass Workers,Glass Cutters, Model Makers, Cutlery Mfrs.,
and for all other trades and purposes.

"  Nothing better can be made ; absolutely dust=proof, air and water tight,
and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
(Speed, 1200 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired.)

The W. Green & Co.'s " IMPROVED " Combination
Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling and Turning Elec-
tric Lathe Motors. (4 Lathes in one, at price of one.)

NET PRICE-LIST OF LATEST MODEL MOTORS

Voltage.
'fors°
l'ower.

Direct
Current

Alternating
Current.

52t() 110 1-5, including 5 new-style adjustable chucks . . . . $30.50 —$ 42.50
n5 " 220 1-5, " 5 " " 44 

. . . 35.00 —47.00
32 " 110 1-4, with long adjustable spindles, grinding and tool-

rest attachment 4   50.00  73.50
115 " 220 1-4, same description 55.50 —78.00
52 " 110 1-3, "   60.00 —85.00
115 "220 1-3, " II 65.30 --95.00
52 " 110 1-2, " 0   75.00 — 115.00
115 " 220 1-2, " 44 80.50 — 120.00
52 " 110 3=4, " 46

  85.00 — 130.00
115 " 220 3-4, " 44 90.50 — 135.00
52 " 110 1 

it 1 I 5.00 — 165.00
115 " 220 1, " ,ii   125.00 - 185.00

500 1-4, "   65.00
500 1-3, " if 72.50
500 1-2, " n   88.00
500 3=4, " 14 95.00
500 I, " It

  125.00
Automatic underload release starting box No. 10 for X to 1 h. p. Direct-Current

Stators,  price, $4.00
Latest automatic underload release starting box and controller No. 12, for X to

1 h. p., with combination speed regulator attached for seven variable speeds, to
enable the operator to regulate the motor to any speed desired, . price, $10.00
NOTE. —WC supply a specially prepared compound for use as a lubricator on the

W. Omen & Co.'s Nos. 4 and 5 Motors. One tilling of the grease cups will last
for 6 months. "Do not use N'asel hie." Price, 50c. per can.

EXTRA ATTACHMENTS
Special Adjustable Solid Brass Single Motor Pulley with Lathe

attachment, for Watch or Dental 14atIte, Dynamo, Fan, etc.

For p.

$1.75

For 1-4 to 1 h.p.

$44477.....0000000000
Ditto, three (3) Cone Pulley  3.50
Adjustable Chuck, with Lathe attachment, for cleaning grind-

ing or butting inside of rings, tubes, etc.  1.50
Adjustable Drill Chuck, with Lathe attachment  3.00
Spare Chucks, with lathe attachment  1.50
Extra tool rest., complete  5.00
Set of extra hangers and nuts for grindstone, etc.  1.00

WITH' electric power circuit now in almost every community the trade have an opportunity to
use, much to their advantage an electric motor, for grinding, buffing, polisl hug, etc. They

will consequently he interested in the motors here illustrated, which are specially made for this
purpose and fully warranted in every respect. In the construction of the motors all possible

J 
recautions for the durability of the machine and the protection of the operator have been taken.

The wearing parts arc well made and are interchangeable. The chucks are held by a lock nut,
Whiell is quickly adjusted. A Litton:1de lo brie:Won is provided for. The motor consumes antler
average working conditions about as nitwit eurrent as one 16-candle power lamp. The direct-
current motors are supplied for any volt:tee from 6 to 250 ; while the alternating-current motors
for any voltage from 52 to 220, and for :my frequency from 6 to 125 cycles per second.

NOTE,—In ordering be sure and state horse power, current, voltage, and cycles
required. All our alternating-current motors are self starting. Alternating-
current motors are only made with one speed, but we supply It Three 3) Cone Pulley

6.r variable speeds, speeial I y adapted to our Alternating-Current Motors for attachments to lathes,
1 ,y tianlos, Fans, ete., it here more than one speed is required.

The strength of our directS-erriE'enCt lItAntt"ors 
NOTE
en 1)e instaMly reduced by aid of the

adjusttible switch or regulator attached to the motor to any reasonable power desired.
They tan be attached in one minute to any ordinary electric-light socket, and are abso-
utely guaranteed, therefore do not hesitate to place your order. '' Our motors are
always ready fin. immediate use, no further adjustment being required.''

With all 1-5 It. p. direct-current motors, we include a starting bcoi or regulator, no
extra charge, which starting box or regulator is attached to the motor. For regulator
anti starting box, etc., absolutely necessary for to 1 h. p. direct-current motors, see
1,t,riiit;e-,10iiset.speAmlitertiating-current motors do not require starting boxes, being only made

We supply either light or heavy chucks and spindles for our 1-5 h. p. motors. The
heavy chucks, etc., are best for general use, excepting for Dental work.

Our 1-5 h. p. motors are powerful enough for the work of any ordinary size workshop,
and the 1-3, 1-2, 3-4 and 1 h, p, for the largest and heaviest work usually required—such as,
large Silver Water Pitchers, Waiters, Tca Service, etc.; also for heavy Polishing, Grinding,
!trilling, Buffing, Turning, etc.

Direct-current motors are absolutely noiseless, and the alternating as near noiseless
as it is possible to make them.

W. GREEN 0 CO Manufacturers
" an Exporters

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
N. B. --We solicit correspondence for further particulars if necessary, and list of reliable

unsolicited testimonials.



1. Jai ',kb, ring as receivt I with claws
badly s1.0 Ell

How the same ring looks when stone is
reset without new claws. Stone is not
secure and point is below inside of ring.

How we splice settings and solth•r iii
new claws; seams do not show and rings
are as perfect as when originally made.

How ring looks s ith new claws and
stone securely r tot Entire ring is
finished like new

When we tell you that we have received as many as

75 diamond rings in one day for new claws and settings, you will

not think us extravagant for using a full page in THE KEYSTONE

to give publicity to this feature of our business, but will wonder if

you are getting your share of claw work.

99 out of every ioo owners of diamond rings willingly pay

$1.50 to $3 for new claws or settings on their rings, but would

not buy new mountings for $5 to $15.

It is worth while to familiarize yourself and your employees

with this work as it is one of the important little things that

help make your business profitable.

WENDELL •Sz- COMPANY
The firm that did much to change the repair end of the Retail Jewelry Business from a source of worry

and dissatisfaction to one of pleasure and profit

TWO -WONDERFUL SHOPS
93-95-97 'William Street

New York
57 Washington Street

Chicago

Titfany ring as reeei veil with worn oft Dow same ring looks with new claws Oval Belcher ring as received with claws
views. Slone cannot be reset, as it would and stone securely reset. Entire ring badly worn. Stone cannot be reset, as

be too low to look well and the point is finished like new% it would be too low to look well and the

Would come below the inner cirele I If Hug. point would come below the Lauer cirele
(See cut No. 2 of fiat beicher.) of ring.

(See cut No. 2 of flat belcher.) •

THE PRICES QUOTED ABOVE FOR NEW CLAWS AND SETTINGS ARE SUBJECT TO OUR CATALOGUE; DISCOUNT.

WE CAN PUT NEW CLAWS AND SETTINGS ON MOUNTINGS TAKEN IN TRADE AND REFINISH THEM SO THEY WILL BE AS GOOD AS NEW.

WE RETIT CLAWS AND MAKE NEW SETTINGS FOR CLUSTER MOUNTINGS SO THEY ARE AS GOOD AS WHEN ORIGINALLY MADE, AT PRICES THAT MAKES IT

. ADVANTAGEOUS FOR THE OWNERS TO HAVE THIS WORK DONE.

How same ring looks with new claws
and stone securely reset. Entire ring
Is finished like new.

(

A Line of Unexcelled Emblem Jewelry MASONIC

WE MAKE THEM A1,1_,

We use only genuine Elk Teeth and Eagle Claws in all charms

EAGLE

If you do not carry our goods

in stock, put them in at once,

as every day you miss carry-

ing them you are losing money.

Tit ■io: M

"ELK

E

l'at. May 27, '90 '

4 E

487 E

1,4
580
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A better-selling, quicker-selling

and q-- )1'( emblem

line of jewelry never before

put on the market. Get our

1904-5 Catalog-ue.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers Makers of all kinds of Emblem Jewelry

14=16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL
ON EARTH
  NO SOLDER TO BREAK

Made in two sizes, ladies and gents. Just
the thing. for cheap Campaign Badges.
Price for either size in one hundred gr oss
lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots of
less than one hundred gross, 85c. per
gross, net, F. O. B. Pawtucket.

GEO, H. FULLER 6 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

Write for new art catalogue
It is free and will interest you

FRED. HOLMES REES
Author of

The Art of Engraving,
Modern Letter Engraving,

Jewelry Designing and
Engraving, Etc.

Proprietor and instructor

Rees
Engraving School

Steele Memorial Building

ELMIRA, N.Y.

ROSARIES
Gold Filled or
Sterling Silver,
Stones of all colors.

$18.00

per dozen up (in fancy
boxes). Write for

samples.

WIISODIESen
37-39 Maiden Lane

New York
Chicago

405 Masonic Temple
L. KATLINSKV

SEPTEMBER, when the leaves turn brown,
Old and young rush back to town.

Trust you have come home feeling fine,

Now hasten to inspect our much improved line.

 MMINI■•=1.

Up-to-date methods in the manufacture cf Rings and Gold Jewelry
enable us to offer exclusive styles and particularly good values. Signets
a specialty. We carry stock in Chicago office, and solicit memo. orders.

Chicago

405

Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKV Wt—

Wsaastit
%)%eti,*449a
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From you : Through our furnaces : Back to you

No middle-man charges ; no "rake-off" for an intermediary. You get all the

value of your Old Gold and Silver when you send it to us, less only the assayer's

charge; for we do flee work. Our charge represents the work of only one handler.

Small lots receive as much attention as big lots ; small customers are treated

with the same promptness and "squareness" as big customers. Small and big

alike are given the opportunity to decline our offer and get back their old metal

intact, at our expense.

Honest returns : prompt returns : there's our practice.

Office 7. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd. Works

709 Sansom Si. Riverside

Philadelphia .S.mellers, AVI /UV'S a tittl .. -.1 ssayerS N. j

'THE LEDOS MFG. CO. 
The NOBS Safety Catch

I dulled June 27, 19OI

34-36 Pearl Street, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials
Jewelers' Findings

The

Crowns

Pendants

Bows

Springs

Registered

Bezels

Centers

Bushings

Ears

rad -10 a I k

Combination Set
of Sleeve Drivers
Most complete set made,

consisting of 9 drivers.
For Elgin, Waltham, Key-

stone and Dueber for 18, 16,
12, 6, o and Jewel Series
Sleeves. Each one guar-
anteed.

Bars and Sleeves

Stems and Collets

Swivels

Chains

Bars

Toggle Chains

Spring Rings

Jump Rings

Snaps

Hooks

Solders

Etc.

Price, 75c. per Set

POINTS IN FAVOR OF

THE NOBS CATCH

ist.—Can be applied to Scarf,
Clasp or 1-let Pins from the side
without looking for the point
of the pin.

2d.—Will not injure the fingers
from contact with the point of
the pin as others do.

3d.—Will not scratch or damage
the pin.

4th.—No breaking of nails in
attaching or detaching.

3th.—is adjusted quick as a wink.
6th.—No screw to get out of order.
7th.—Durable and s I in p 1 e in

peration.
8th.—Solves the problem of sim-

plicity and'security combined.

ALL PINS CAN NOW BE WORN
WITH NO FEAR OF LOSS

Be sure you get the NOBS Catch. It has

no equal

Price, $1.50 per dozen

PERFECIri'
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS

BEWARE

OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE Eiv ALL JOBBERS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

1,cc'•
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This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

Ask your jobber for
this label

The True Blue
Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
imitations

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD7

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK: 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier
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REPAIRER'S NEEDS AT EASY PRICES

aLL01111

Flat Top Bench, Solid Oak, $11.50

Regent Foot Wheel

$5.50

  — _

Roller Top Bench, Solid Oak, $20.00

. WARM
16 Aro -
tlaa.203_
EVERYMAIN5FRIMIINTIO

Op'

$ 1.00 Dozen
" 10.50 Oros

, OCES1;1-
1(`-L7 A -\

7111111t;101 

'

Price, $ .75 Dozen
" 7.50 Gross

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
Is gh en FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings.

1-4 Size

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe

$29.00

THE CELEBRATED V & P WATCH GLASSES

PARALLELHeight 3

Height 4

Height 5

Height 6

Height 7

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

Fac-Simile of Our Label

nenevos, • • . $2.00 per gross
6Thick Mi=Concayes, . 2.75 "

Parallels, . . 4.50 " "
Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

LENTI LLE

400/1111111.011m•IMIMMOMINN

PATENT GENEVA

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE

Appo■NIMMInumw

THICK MI-CONCAVE

Patent Geneva, . . $4.50 per gross
Extra Thick Mi.Concayes, 5.50 " "
Lentilles, . . . 7.50
High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION

CASH DISCOUNT, 6 PER CENT.

Importers. Exporters and Manufacturers

Cros. s Beguelin, Watches. Diamonds, Jewelry
Silver-Plated Ware. Etc.

Lifk/
'S-

4=2 0

Price, $ .15 Dozen
" 1 . 50 Gross

Price, $ .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

17 Maiden Lane, New York

No. 950. "Albex " lenses

Guard used on these eyeglasses

No. 96o. Mi-coquille, smoke, blue and green

How to obtain samples
of our New Rimless Eyeglasses

We will send samples of styles 950 and g6o to the retail trade
when request is accompanied by ten cents in stamps for each
sample wanted.

When writing to us, please include your business card and
the name of your principal jobber.
We do not quote prices when submitting samples, as we fill

no retail orders direct from our factory.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
Manufacturing Opticians

Established 1870 READING, PA.

1327
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Where '1Do'You Say

PROFIT
DEPENDS
UPON
IT

132

Swartchild & Company, Jewelers' Building,
 Chicago, Ill.134-136 Wabash Ave.,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES

In these modern days of

merchandising the most success-

ful are those who make their

money at the buying end of

their business instead of the

selling end.
You can make your watch

profit at the buying end by

sending your orders to us.

We have at all times
a full and comprehensive
line of Waltham Move-
ments, Elgin Movements,
New England Watches,
and the leading makes of
Gold Filled and Solid 14
K. Gold Cases.

No matter where you go you can find no more

desirable line than ours, and, as is quite natural, out

location, facilities and buying capacity make it certain

that you can get the lowest possible prices.

A trial order will convince you that this is the place

to buy watches.
October ist is the date when our 1905 Catalogue

will be ready. Don't fail to ask us for it.

ALBERT BROTHERS
Wholesale Jewelers

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Plum Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO

— -
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I COLD SHELL PENDANT BOWS i
i SWARTCHILD & COMPANY, CHICAGO

LIMMAMAPAM MMIWAIMWARMAWMWMPMWMAMIWAMWMANNAMMANAWMA

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Round Size, 18

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Round Size, 6

"OUR

TRADE MARK

Perfect" "OUR

GOLD SHELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Antique Size, 18

TRADE MARK

Perfect"

GOLD SHELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Antique Size, 6

SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Round Size, 16

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style. Round Size, 0

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Antique Size, 16

SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO

/ N.1

"OUR

TRADE MARK

Perfect"

GOLD SHELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style. Antique Size. 0

SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SHELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Round Size, 12

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style, Round Size, Chat.

"OUR

TRADE MARK

Perfect"

GOLD SHELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style. Antique Size, 12

"OUR Perfect"

TRADE MARK

GOLD SH ELL
PENDANT BOWS

Style. Antique Size, Chat.

SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILD & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCHILLI & CO., CHICAGO SWARTCH I LD & CO., CHICAGO

Pegi.ttation in Patent ()ffice applied for.

Prices of ,, Sensible" Combinations of Gold Shell Pendant Bows
No. 0 II. Fonthination of 6 dozen Gold Shell Hews, consisting of 1,4 dozen of each size and style   $20.00
" (_i I2. I sittilltination of 8 dozen Gold Shell Bows, consisting of 14 dozen of each size and style   I 0.50
" (1 13. remiiiiiatien or '2, dozen tiold Shell Bows, consisting of 1.4 dozen of each size and style   7.25

Fac-simile of 2 of the 12 Sinaii boxes
of bows.

Prices Per Dozen of

" Our Perfect " (bid Shell

Pendant Bows,

in separate sizes

Round or Antique.

18 Size   $5.00

16 Size 4  so
12 Size 4  00
6 Size 3  50
o Size   3.00

Chat. Size 2  50

Do you remember the

numerous CLt1Uh)lti n ts

from your customers

ibout, some cheap gold

Idled bows?

"fry our ( ;old Shell

Bows. They are posi-

tively the best.

They are practically

gold bows, the name

"Gold Shell " implying a

14 K. goki shell and a

core of base metal.

Being properly shaped

and perfectly milled they

call be instantly fitted to

any case.

A box, containing 19

small boxes, which we

give free with any of the

3 outfits, will enable you

to keep your stock in per-

fect condition by reorder-

ing when needed.

e,.te ca
:6?
fa, Sent upon et•

application w
with

IL— Supplements
No. Li

te■ and F.



N. 01014. Grape Vine, composed of 12 finely autumn shad. gnu e

leaves, and 2 bunches of grapes in either red, green or blue a mor to

yard. l'er yard, 40c.; per dozen yards, 84.00.
No. 91012. Grape Vine, same as No. 91014, but without grapes. Per

dozen yards, 81.25 ; per gross yards, $12.50.
No. 91011. Grape Vine, small leaf. Per dozen yards, 75c.; per gross
yards, 87.50.

91814. Palm Plant (Pupated).

..te • '6 4.  g
et il)-V
:4 1-44 1.4 14 PoT1

91800 24 3 .18 $ 1.75
91805 36 4 .25 2.50
91809 36 5 .40 4.00
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
9181Ft 42 7 .65 6.50
91822 48 10 1.25 12.50
91827 60 12 2.00 20.00

No. 91512. Alyea Plant
(Uupotted).

91810
91841
91842
91843
91841

.m.za 1:1
.4.;
1-1

24 3
36 5
42 6
48 8
60 10

tl

.20

.75

.85
1.00
1.50

2.00
7.59
8.50
10.09
15.00

No. t4i0.1(1. Wild Vine, 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.00 ; per
en., yards, 810.00.

No. 91121. Chrysanthemum
Spray.

Per doz.
01 I ..!4. 18 inches long . . 82..10
• 0 122. 24 " " . 3.o4*
0;151 14 " " . L5n

Chrysanthemums can he bad in
any of their natural colors.

No. 91042. Smilax,
No. Mole. smilax.
No. 945:;9.

•

No. 41, high Leaves
01s:5a 7 12
94832 9 1*4
91834 12 24

No. 91187. American Beall ty
Rose Spray, per dozen, 82.25

Per dozen yards, P1.00 ; per gross yards, 810.00. No. 91186. Per dozen . . 1.50
Per dozen pirds, 75e.; per gross yards, 87.50. No. 91179. " " . 1.25
Per dozen yards, lane.; per gross yards, $6.00. No. 91171. " " . . .80

No. 91482. Chrysant I emum
Bush.

No. 91482. 30 in. high, each 81.75
Each Pair No. 91481. SO " " " 1.21
$3.00 $ 5.50 No. 91483. 39 " " " 2.00

4.00 7.00 Chrysanthemums are the reign-
6.00 11.00 tog fall and winter flowers.

Anything and Everything in the line of Artificial
Flowers and Natural Prepared Plants, for decor-
ative purposes, on hand and made to order by

Carl Netschert
187-189 S. Clark Street

My
Catalogue

No. 9
is at your
disposal

CH ICAGO

tilstio. I vos Sill ks, from
I. l I et. high and over ; very

line 1). • wall and pillar decor-
ation. Per dozen, 82.00.

No, 91866. Grass Plant,
24 in. high, each 75e.

No. 91865. 18 " " " 35e.
This grass is very soft, and

makes a very neat plant for
decorative purposes.
Not the cheap, stiff grass

offered by eompeti t

No. 01000. Clematis Vine, 4 flowers and 15 leaves to yard. l'er dozen
y:tr,ls, 81.80 ; per gross yards, 818.00.
No. 01001. Twelve leaves and 2 flowers to yard. Per dozen yards, 81.20;
14.1. gross yards, $12.00.

Flowers can be had In white, pink or blue,

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
Established 48 Years PROVIDENCE. R. I.

MANUFACTUPEPS OF EVEPY STYLE OF

LOCKETS
Ask your jobber for our beautiful

new and original styles of white-

stone and fancy colored lockets,

now ready for fall trade.

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'al.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated.

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
NVorkmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I. 2 and 3, 174 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Gold. l'at'd.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler.

Indianapolis, Ind

None genuine without
trade-mark

stamped inside.

7,12S 7425

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATF.D BOOKLET

Gessoart Statuary
A Composition resembling Terra Cotta

Price of this vase No. Oo (17 inches) is $1.75, boxed

Cash with order

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF FULL LINE

Best selling novelties for fall

Made by L. W. LEVY 0 CO.
ART NOVELTIES

194 Broadway, New York

HAVE YOU TRIED

The "Longeval" Mainspring

This handsome Oak
Cabinet furnished gratis
with every order for
I gross of

" Longeval"
mainsprin,t,Es. The
cabinets are constructed
on the principle of the

sectional bookcase -
you can build them to
any required size.

FOR AMERICAN WATCHES?

N FOR

W11116111 ISS

N. M. limiting

1  MADE IN SVV1TZ

dampness reaching the springs.

IF NOT, we want you to send for a sample dozen to your

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," as its name implies, has

long life ; it is made with unsparing pains, it is impossible

to conceive of any methods which produce greater and

better safeguards and protection for mainsprings, than have

been adopted in putting this spring on the market:

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs are manu-

factured by the best maker in Europe, with years of successful

reputation, and an experience handed clown from ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of whom excelled in the manu-

facture of springs. The " Longeval " springs are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust 'paper, then

packed in an individual paper box, Ivhich is in turn wrapped in lead

foil, as shown in the above illustration, which excludes all possibility of

Twelve boxes, each containing a spring are placed in a strong sliding

box, bearing a label describing the watch for which the springs are intended.

The advantages are : No springs exposed to the air and endangered by moisture or climatic changes ;

only one spring has to be handled at a time, and not a full dozen, as heretofore ; a guarantee accompanies

every dozen springs ; the " Longeval " spring is made of highest grade steel, fine in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, the only method that will ensure a spring to stand up well

after years of daily use in a watch. Nothing has been left undone to make the " Longeval " mainspring

the finest possible.

NOTICE
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring
in a separate box, thus protecting them against
rust and climatic changes, and to place a number
of these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive right to this manner of "dressing "
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this manner of " dressing" mainsprings
for the market will be vigorously prosecuted.

Get the Best-The " Longeval"

Order a sample dozen from your jobber ; if you cannot obtain thcm thurr, write direct to

the importers, HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York, who will

inform you of the nearest jobber who will supply you.

tir r



Confidence
is the foundation of success in the jewelry
business. 'fo succeed, YOU must have the
confidence of the public WE, of the trade.
The growth of our business proves that we
hold the confidence of the Jewelers. They
believe in us because they knoNv us
and knoW our product. The
bonds that bind them to us arc
reliable goods—Chains
that sell, satisfy
your customers
and safeguard
your repu-
tation.

•

L.S.0 Co.
Chains mean a safe

business and a good profit.
iThe new desi(ri s for the

Fall of 1904 mean more than
this. They mean leadership

for your store in chain-selling, the
prestige that style and newness give

your stock, the profit that comes of
popular-priced goods of high quality.

Don't fail to see our new patterns.

LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Chainmakers and Silversmiths

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

ON
TOP SKILLED WATCHMAKERS

Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class of
artisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting them and
frequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,

carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We graduate
Watchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting- the pLipil in all three, vhere the intention
is to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the one

who receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now and
look into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School
Waltham, Mass.

Eo l

333

9:1

A handsome case or tray is a silent salesman, a certificate of char-
acter, an eloquent pleader for the article or articles it contains. Hand-
some cases give tone to the goods, impress purchasers favorably and
make sales more profitable. Do you fully appreciate their value to
you ? We are the leading manufacturers of Boxes, Cases, Trays,
Chests, for watches, jewelry and silverware. We have qualities and
grades to suit all jewelers. Write or call.

L. VVEIL & SONS
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry and Silverware

Send for Catalogue 32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Prices and Quality Right
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; matte of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20) drawers, worth 16.00, with your first order
for 1 gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90e. 15 Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $I.35 per dozen, net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-
tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, per dozen,

90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per

dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.
" STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.

per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

splr. All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Brjaini7y, New York

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
s■i,e

Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

MEDALISTS

203 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Desihn.

Crucifix No. 3221 Chalice No. 1811

Sterling Silver, $1.00 each I leight, if hula,

French gray finish sterling Silver, $50.00

Catalogue on application.

ROSARIES.
IN PURE AND IMITATION STONE.

In Pure Stone—Amethyst, topaz, gar-
net, crystal, onyx.

Prices—Mounted in solid gold, $20.00 each
and upwards. Mounted in rolled gold-
plate, $10.00 each and upwards.

I n imitation Stone—Amethyst, topaz,
garnet, emerald, crystal, turquoise,
opal, moonstone.

Prices—From $1.50 each and upwards.

111

o1713,,,,t/

1,

No. 2114
Height, 60 inclies
Price. $18.00



Mirror

Nil, 0210-10 List, $c).F,0

Plateau

Best French Plate Mirrors
Mounted on Quadruple=Plated Hard White Metal Frames

We are tli Originators of this Novelty, and have the finest and most extensive line in the market
Prices and styles to meet all demands. Write for Catalogue No. 4

THL BIGGINS=RODGERS CO. Main Office and Factory, Wallingford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
ManufacAurers of Medium-Priced Silver-Plitted 1-101lowvvttre

THE "PELTON°
Jeweler's Electric Guaranteed Furnace

!Co burn (mts. Rheostat enables operator to
retain tlw same beat indefinitely. In use and highly
reconiniended by the leading jewelers and manufac-
turers iu the United States and Canada.

Size of Mullle or Oven ;
No. 1, 2% inches wide ; 3 inches deep; 1% inches

high ; price, ett
No. 2, 4 inches wide ; 5 inches deep; 2 inches

high ; price, . ..... . . . . 1170.00
Terms, 2:i 10 days, net 30 days.

Tlte above prices are where voltage is front 100
to 130. Special wives quoted when voltage is less
than 100 or 'sore than 130. Be sure and stato
voltage when ordering and avoid delay. Cost of
opera t ion from two to four cents an hour.

This furnace is not only good for enameling
hot it can he used for tempering smull si,,•1 tools and dies used by watchmakers and

toiitmmuttirtm; jewelers.

What the Trade thinks of the "Pelton" Electric Furnaces
BUNDE & UPMEYER, Milwaukee, Wis.

.■iilwitukee, Wis., June 24, 1004.
r. Litton E. KIN(i, 230 Adams St.

Dear Sir :—The Reno!' enamel furnace I hat we bought of you some time ago we have now
given a very thorough t rial and tind it to w,,rk lel ter than we expected it would. We now cannot
understand how we got along without it before, We have used the furnace for till kinds of work,
and everything has turned out most satisfactory. We have it in use nine hours every day.

Yours respectfully,
RUNDE de. CPMEYER Co.

MERMOD & JACCARD JEWELRY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, June 27, 1904.

Mr. II Itoh E. K i :t0 AdaniS St., Chieago, Ill.
Dear Sir We are pleased lil inform you that the Jeweler's Electrie Enameling FIE rt nice,

which we purchased from you, meets ■■111 requirements for the high-grade enamel work of hien
we make it specialty. and We do not hesitate to recommend it.

Very truly yours,
MERISIOD J ACCA RD JEWELRY CO., Per R. 0. Bolt.

SPECIAL, OPFER

This furnace is so genendly satisfactory that in order to give every one interested a chance
to try the same, I have dectilial to send it on ten days' trial to such parties as are in the market
for a furnace of this kind. It being understood that they will keep the sgmelf it does all 1 claim
for it as per circulars, which will be -c it on applicat ion. Address

HUGH E. KING
Sole Agent for the United States

230-236 Adams St. CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

ITIGH_GRADE
Jewelers' Machinery

The Bliss
Inclinable
Power Presses
always give

satisfaction
to the
manufacturer.
It is an
excellent
machine for
small
blank cutting
or forming
dies, so

"BLISS" INCLINABLE POWER PRESS

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 Adams Street

indispensable
by the

manufacturer
of up-to-date

jewelry.
Our prices

are
very low.

Write for full
particulars

and circulars
describing

these
presses

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

EUROPEAN OFFICE—Clichy pres Paris

Insist Upon Getting

The Special Year Long
with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

The Just as good won't do

J. B. BECHTEL, ec CO., importer.
725 Sat-Esc-3m Sti-tet, Philadelphia, Pa.

1905

Thirteenth
Annual Catalogue

TRADE MARK.

St. L. C. & S. W. Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Wholesale
Only

Reduced Fac-simile Front Cover Page of our Enlarged and Revised 1905 Catalogue that will be mailed 
September 15th to zoth

If you do not get a Copy, write for ii

St. Louis Clock and Silver Ware Co.
No. 6th Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

If you have not received our Direchny Rook/el, "GUIDE TO ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR," Ashlar it

r335
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New Patent Roller and Hand Remover
This combination tool will remove all sizes of SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROLLERS from

balance stank with safety and certainty, and will remove all sizes of watch hands without
injury to dials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool of its kini
in the market..

INSTRUCTIONS.—The jaws can be adjusted for small or large opening, just. by turning
thumb it. It has two extra plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for roller
leIImoveI, \VII iii ue kept inside of handle when not. in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in
the hack h t steel sleeve to lit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the Jaws,
hold the I. N■•r ■hovn, the!) unscrew plunger and put ano her in for i11111(1 removing, atnl
keep the oilier, in handle

Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains a specialty

WE ARE NOW SOLE AGENTS FOR

The Sherman Safety Pin Protector

Pat
May

For Scarf Pins, Studs
and Lace Pins. The
latest and best.inven-
ted. Can he adjusted
to any size pin.

, p Price, $1 .00 per
dozen

iv For sale by all lead-
ing wholesalepoxelry
and material houses.
Ask your Jobber

for them

Ask your Jobber for them

}ion Mem & Co., Inc.
Importers of Watch Material

60 John Street

NEW YORK

THE BEST IS THE HEAPEST

Expert Watchmakers state that the

" Lafayette Mainspring"
is the Acme of Perfection. Its advantages above other Springs in the market are manifold ; we
name half a dozen
Ist.—It is guaranteed to he made of the Rest Steel.
2d.—Tt Is made by Skilled Hand T,ahor.
3d.—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which parking positively avoids

exposure to the mob:hire of air, amid therefore ill danger of rust is ilreveffiell.
4th.—Ettell Spring hears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is intended for, winch accuracy is

warranted.
5th.—Each dozen is put in a neat TIox, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so the

handling of several springs at on. time is avoided.
6th.—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring " is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

LIQUIDT_„
fUMentlItcr Im.
And Pallet Je
CE MURPHY.
ORILLIA, C ARAD

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Mass, (Una, etc. It mm same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Mass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other jot e here u strong,
clean macill is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Lo
A complete stock
f V. T. F. Watch
Glasses always on
hand 

Our Special Offer A complete stock
of Optical Hoods
Always on hand
— —

We send gratis with 6 dozen of our Reliance Brand Balance Staffs or Jewels
a handsome Cabinet with 12 bottles.

-4"100- (;0 6 doz. Balance Staffs, with Cabinet, $3.60 net
6 " C. de P. Jewels, " 3.00
Balance Staffs, per dozen
C. & F. Jewels, • " . . . .50 "

Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels are American-made and guar-
anteed to fit. Made to fit all American movements.

Send for sample dozen put up in small box with label designating name
and size of staffs or jewels enclosed.

A complete stock of Jewelers' Findings always on hand.
Mail Orders Promptly Pilled

KORONES BROS.
38 Chrystie Street, NEW YORK

We handle everything for the Watchmaker
Jeweler, Optician und Engraver

LI:xcelsior Brand 1

72c. per dozen
Mainqprings

I Reliance Brand
Mainsprings

85c. per dozen

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

Can this be Repaired?

we 
Repair

 any article in the Silverware line, making new
n broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replata any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
1111u Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes!
parts to match the old ones,

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company
CH CAGO

1429 W

I

'bash Ave.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

Partial iew of the Main Room.

WILL, YOU VISIT TI-IE WORLD'S FAIL?
If so, pay us a visit, and we will show you how we are teaching our students to heroine successful
Watchmakers. Our mode of instructing is a system original with us. It comprises science,
accuracy, a saving of time and money to the students.

Results are : Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made so com-
prehensive by expert art kilns as instructors that ally live young man can thoroughty master it in

from C to 1'2 months' time. Write for our ooze illaloyele.

ST. LOUIS WATCIIMAKINO SCHOOL, stits Easton Ave.. ST 1.0U1S, MO.

Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied

customers that will be most convincing. Give us

a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
102 and 104 Richmond Street

Gold and Silver Refiners Providence, R. I.

MINIIIIMIIII1111111!1111111111■111E1111111111111111111111111111111i11111111

7$7.71774lif

K. & D.
ivlantilacturers of

Staking and Other Tools
for Watchmakers and Jewelers

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish Reasonable Prices

Substantial Movements Excellent Timekeepers

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largely

increased our facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY of

DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BEST

on the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.
Successors to E. N. WEI.CH MFG. CO.

Manufacturers ot

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks
Main Office and Factories

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane

No. 311
Rivet Punch Set

Counterbores for
Watch Screws

No. 3o8A.
jewel Screw. S, •t

of 4

Send for new Catalogue No. 5

No. 308
Movement Screw
Sizes. Set of 3

KENDRICK & DAVIS
LEBANON, N. H.



This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome
for a jeweler's counter (not large and cumbersome), but
stylish, which we furnish free to our customers.

ornament
neat and

WE PUT el.111D0 UP UNDER SPECIAL LABELS FOR
JEWELERS WHEN DESIRED

CINDO Silver Polish
is THE BEST in the world, it being
composed of Diatomaclous Silicious In-
fusoria, which is procured from a lake,
being forced up out of the earth by boil-
ing springs. It is absolutely free from
grit or any injurious substance. Don't
be deceived by any polish that is recom-
mended to be just as good as CINDO
There are several imitations on the market.
Some claim they have special devices for
separating infusorial earth from the grit
which it contains, etc. (all old methods).

Recommend and sell to your custo-
mers a polish that never has any grit,
but a reputation. The Patent Top Jar
used for C_I4D6 is an up-to-date package,
and can be resealed after being opened,
which is important.

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to orderingJEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to he gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 yews
Wm. Kleeman
0 Co. have

held the rec( )rd
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade jewelers' Store Fixtures. Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

0,11%, DIAMOND MOUNTINGS AND %ea
SPECIAL ORDER WORK

JEWELRY AND WATCH CASE REPAIRING

Our two modern factories are equipped

Give us a trial

to do all kinds of work

RIGHT

AT LOWEST PRICES AND

PROMPTLY

DORST & COMPANY
Cincinnati, Ohio The Special

Manufacturing Jewelers
S. E. Cur. Fifth and Elm for the S. E. Cor. Eighth Lthl Walnut

tip 
Retail Jewelry Trade

101411111a

Kansas City, Mo.
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A FEW FACTS

It k a fact that we make " THE

BEST" Fobs.

It is a fact that for style, finish and

quality they lead.

It is a fact that they are great sellers.

We also wish you to remember the

fact that we make a line of fine

Seamless Gold Filled Vest, Guard

and Neck Chains, Chatelaine Pins,

Bracelets and Lockets.

BATES Sc. BACON
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office Chicago Office

9 Maiden Lane 103 State Street
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COME TO THE

ST. LOUIS
WORLD'S FAIR

And when you do come, make your headquarters
at our office, where you can receive your mail and
attend to your correspondence. You are welcome
here, and we will do all in our power to make
your visit a pleasant one.

Weidlich & Bro.
Manufacturers' Agents

Ruptt,enting NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
WATSON 6c NEWELL CO.

614 Loc.:.u.st

"South Bong" Domapolliors

ORDER FROM

YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
ORIMSHAW 6c BAXTER,
29 Closwell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

L. LELONG d BROTHER
—  

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

ttlaii„,

7 111
, II W ' 

4TilIwrimmIll'
rgwori0

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets,

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED,
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express.

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS

REASONS why we
are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

(Because-All jobs go back the

same day.

Because-Every job is done right.

Because-Every price is low.

Because-Everyjob is guaranteed.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE US. Some of our pupils are just finishing their Course and we will have room for

others. Now is the best tinie to enter.
Correspondence sot felted. .M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

We Have Succeeded A. P. Craft 6c. Co.
AND

removed to our new and handsome quarters at the Corner of Washington and Pennsylvania Streets, with
entrance at No. to North Pennsylvania Street, occupying- the entire third floor, with 2000 feet of floor space.
We have put in an entire 11CW plant, modern in every respect, and are prepared to turn out a higher class of work
than ever before. We take this occasion to thank our many patrons for the generous amount of business they have
given us in the past. And to the retail jeweler who has not yet become acquainted with us and our up-to-date
methods of handling special orders and difficult repairs, we would suggest that a trial order will produce that satisfied
feeling which our customers always have.

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
I'. S.—We have stickers to give away

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
4 e 6 6 6 with bed of Cast Iron, -;;inl(!

other makers use, at a 1( )w yr

Ask Your Dealer for it
SEND FOR CATALOG

Extract from one of several letters of the same kind that we are continually receiving :
Norwich, Conn.

Gentlemen :—.-The Jeweling Caliper Rest came all right and after grinding- the cutter to suit my own fancy I adjusted it and gave it a trial. I removed it

from the lathe between each of six successive trial jobs and found it to go back again in the proper place every time, so I am well pleased with it and shall take

pleasure in recommending it as ve 1 I as all the other Rivett attachments I have to my friends in the trade. I had a  caliper rest and could never

make it work twice in the same way. Each time that I used it I had to readjust it or it would cut too large or too small, and did not seem to be rigid enough.

You can use my recommendation over my name if you wish at any time, all except the direct reference to the other tool, as I have no desire to injure

;Inother's business.

Brig-I-start

Yours very truly,

STEPHEN W. HALL.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S. A.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
M ANUF•CTURE RS OF METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

4/ .I. H.Wathridge &Co., 337 Broad,
4," way, New York City,agents for Twee.

'''Z' zers, manicures, Key Rings, etc.

✓ Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers

42-85'
VS Siti.n.dNreiews.York, agents for Bicycle

Sundries.

B
In Sterling Silver, Si1V01. Plate, Mick I lora, etc. Tho

0 tt  C C ners 1;()tl\.::;,,i:..,i?,;iiiirli,in:iii,..:mi,2(1,:iiii:zi:v:v,i,•:,1
be appreciated for t he 1:11111... Send for Catalogue.

Made by GOODNOW Sc JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTON
Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to Illa/Ill facture this article

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
We keep in stock

and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER

_MAIL ORDERS Filled Prcu-nptly

English
German Hall Clock
Seth Thomas Movements

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia
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It will
pay you
to spend
a few
dollars

to
increase
your

ability

Your Salary Depends Upon Your Bifilo
As far as ability goes there is not an institution in this country
that can give you the ability in a shorter time than we can.

We Are Expert Teachers in

Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics. These branches we

teach thoroughly and practically. After you have taken our

course you will be able to Command and earn a good salary,

and we will find the position for you; better start now.

Send for our Prospectus anyway, it will tell you all about

our College; a postal Nv ill do it. WRITE TO-DAY.

The Philadelphia College of Horology

1"i:tat-dished Sod

Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
F. W. SCHUI.F.R, Principal

Mir

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our (*IDEAL° CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. s feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth 2170.00

Made and Sold by

Unl'on Show Case C
ww

0 • FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St-105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

.;•i 3

VERY IMPORTANT
Please Read Carefully

Our New Annual Illustrated Catalogue
_

will be sent to you about October I st next. We have spared neither labor nor expense to make it

The Best and Most Complete Book for the Retail Jeweler

ever published. It will contain a COMPLETE LINE, at rock-bottom prices, of everything NEW

and DESIRABLE.

In .Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Novelties, Silverware, Clocks, Optical Goods, etc., we honestly

believe THAT IT WILL PAY YOU to consult its pages before ordering elsewhere.

We aim to send our book only to legitimate dealers iri watches, jewelry, etc., who are either them-

selves watchmakers or employ a watchmaker. We send it PREPAID in SEALED envelope, by

express or mail, and it should reach you FREE OF ALL CHARGES. If it does not, advise us, and

we will see to it that any payment you make is refunded to you.

If you know of any jeweler in your city who has recently gone out of business, or any firm or

individual who has been receiving catalogues from wholesale jewelers, who is not entitled to same, please

send us their names and addresses at once, so that if they appear upon our lists we can erase their names

before sending out our books.

If there are any NEW JEWELERS in your vicinity, we \multi ireatly appreciate it if you sent

Its their names and addresses.

In making comparison of prices, etc., please remember that we guarantee the quality of everything

sold by us to be exactly as represented.

,
WE HAVE RECENTLY ISSUED

...71 New Tool and Material Catalogue
conceded to be the best book of the kind ever published. Have you received it ? If not, advise us.

Hoping that you are having a prosperous business, and that your holiday trade will be all

you desire,
We remain, respectfully

OTTO YOUNG 0 CO.
Please send us your orders. Chicago Ill9 •

Visit us when in Chicago
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The Trade Are
Cordially Invited

to our Warerooms, 9, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York
to inspect our Fall line of

Choice Sterling Silver 

Fine Silver Plate and Rich Cut Glass

We are showing unusually attractive designs in our reg-
ular Hollowware line, including several new and particularly
attractive Toilet Sets in both Sterling and Plate.

We shall be pleased to have you make our offices your
headquarters while in New York, whether you purchase
largely or not—that is your privilege and our wish—and we
offer you the freedom of our establishment.

Our facilities for producing in the best possible manner
anything that can be made in Sterling Silver, Silver Plate or
Cut Glass, which Have been largely increased the past few
months are unsurpassed, and our combined force of several
thousand experienced silver and cut glass workers are at your
service.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9, II, 13 mid

Wareroonis
15 Maiden Lane, New York

FACTORIES

THE HARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT CiLASS CO.
1847 ROOERS BROS.
ROGERS & BRO.
ROGERS, SMITH & CO.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
TIM -MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFO. CO.
THE RIMERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
THE WATROUS MEM CO.

OENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

ME ICEYSTONE
Vol. 25
Copyright, 1904, by B. THORPE, Publisher. All rights reserved

Philadelphia,September, 1904 No. 9
Entered at the Philadelphia Post-office as second-class matter January 14, 1887

THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada

' (except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
15 cents; special issues

' 
25 cents. To Foreign Countries

10 Shillings (02.44) per year; single copies,
1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be made by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check
or Draft, or an Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter, All Retnittances should be made payable
to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new address.

- AdvertisementS—Advertiming rates furnished on application.
I No advertisements but those of a reputable character will

be inserted.
To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach us by4 the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the issue of

the following month. Notices of changes in advertise-
-I ments should reach us not later than the 20th of the previous

month.
All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE,
CHICAGO OFFICE : 19TH & BROWN STREETS,

103 STATE ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS:

GREAT BRITAIN—ANGLO-AMERICAN OPT. CO., 94 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, S.C.
BOTWRIGHT A GREY, IS SPENCER ST., CLEMENT/ELL, LONDON, E. C.
RAPHAEL, WHEWAY A REDFERN, 51 CLERNENWELL ROAD, LoNooN, E. C.
HIRST BROS. O. CO., LIT., 8 CORzoN ST., OLOHAN, LANCASHIRE.

SCOTLAND—JOHN BAIRD, 88 MITCHELL STREET, GLASUOW.

Index to Advertisers on page 1503
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Hall Marking of Foreign Silverware

CONSIDERABLE misunderstanding has
been created in this country by news-

paper despatches which announced that the
hall marking law of England had been so
amended as to exclude American-made silver-
ware from the British market. The amend-
ment to the law, as we understand it, will have
no such effect. It must be remembered in the
first place that hall marking has to do solely
with sterling silverware, technically known in
England as " plate," and has nothing what-
ever to do with silver-plated ware. The
confusion arising from the use of the English
term plate meaning " sterling," and our
" silver-plated," an entirely different thing,
is no doubt responsible for the inaccuracy of
the newspaper despatches.

NOW let us consider the hall marking
law in its relation to American sterling

ware imported into the British market. The
old law iirovided that all foreign-made sterling
ware imported into the British Isles for sale
therein must be taken to an assay office and
there stamped with the regular hall mark
with the addition of the letter " F," to de-
note that the ware was imported from
foreign parts and not made in England,
Scotland or Ireland. British manufacturers,
however, claimed that the mere placing
of the letter " F " in conjunction with
the regular hall mark on foreign goods, was
not sufficiently distinctive of their foreign
origin. Consequently the law has been so
amended that in future sterling silverware of
foreign manufacture if offered at the British
assay offices, shall be stamped, not as hereto-
fore with the regular hall mark and the letter
" F " in addition, but with an entirely differ-
ent and distinctive stamp from that used on
ware of British manufacture. In other words,
the present hall mark will in future be used
on goods of British manufacture only, and a
new and entirely different hall mark will be
used on goods of foreign manufacture denot-
ing that these goods are the same in quality
as the hall-marked domestic product, but are
made in a foreign country. The amended
law also imposes'a severe penalty upon any-
one who will not state accurately when the

article is presented for stamping at the assay
offices, whether it is imported from foreign
parts or not. In its course through Parlia-
ment the new law met with considerable
opposition from some of the British members.
One contended that the change would only
tend to confuse the public mind, and another
denounced the entire system of hall marking as
" an absurd and an antiquated proceeding."
If abolished, he said, manufacturers could
use their own trade-mark and give a guaran-
tee, as in the case of other goods. There is
nothing, „however, ill the new law which
would in any way interfere with the impor-
tation of American silverware into England.
Its object seems to be the prevention of
possible deception and the better protection
of the British manufacturer, without intention
of interference with any legitimate outside
interest. The design of the new hall mark
for foreign sterling ware will be decided under
the supervision of the Privy Council.

Diamond Stories in the Newspapers
A JEWELER of Cleveland, Ohio, sends

us an editorial entitled " Diamonds
Getting Cheap," clipped from one of the
daily papers of that city. This article is a
good illustration of the tendency to exagge-
ration and sensationalism of the daily press,
even when such sensationalism may very
well affect detrimentally the business of some
of their advertising patrons. It will be news
to the trade to discover that " diamonds are
getting cheap," yet this journal in its leading
editorial informs its readers that " the output
of the Premier mine in South Africa promises
to knock the foundation from under the dia-
mond market and bring the precious ' stones
within reach of people who cannot even afford
to buy meat." No doubt the writer of the
editorial was so carried away with the mod-
em newspaper man's mania for sensation,
that he never thought of the possible demor-
alization such statements are liable to cause
in an important branch of the jewelry
industry, for, as is well known, America is
the world's greatest diamond market, the
imports last year being nearly $25,000,000.

To further emphasize the probability of
the early passing of the diamond, he tells
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the public of Sir William Crookes' alleged
discovery " that inferior diamonds may be
improved by the action of radium," and
having given editorial publicity to these
startling developments, he caps the climax
with this thrilling prediction : " With a flush
supply from both the De Beers and the Pre-
mier mines, and with even the commonest
diamonds being given color by radium, the
time seems near at hand when maid can deck
herself out as gorgeously as mistress."

1:' 
HE jeweler who sent us this clipping
says : " Anticipating some inquiries on

the part of friends and patrons regarding the
truth of the matter, I turn to you for infor-
mation." We do not think that many will
be mislead by such manifest sensationalism.
The Premier mine is, in truth, a won-
der. Its owners expect to make big
fortunes on its product, and the Transvaal
government believes that its wealth will go
far to redeem that war-despoiled country ;
but both of these anticipations argue convin-
cingly against dirt-cheap diamonds. On the
contrary they imply and, in fact, assure a
continuation of big prices for the product.
That the Premier people would pursue a
course that would lessen the value of their
own property is, of course, too silly for belief.

As to Sir William Crookes' discovery,
the latest information is to the effect that
diamonds blacken when exposed to the
impact of radium matter in a vacuum, but
that this blackening is only superficial and
disappears when the stone is repolished
with diamond powder. To appreciate the
importance of this " wonderful discovery,"
we may add that dirt will also blacken the
surface of a diamond. The possessors of the
sparklers read the many fairy tales in regard
to diamonds with suggestive placidity, and
show no disposition to get rid of their pre-
cious property. There need be no misgiving
as to the diamond market. In an industry
governed as this one is, the past is a good
guide to the future, and while at this writing
there is no intimation of any further advance,
there seem no prospect whatever of a decline.

Anti-Trading Stamp Law Uncon
stitutional

TN the June issue of THE KEYSTONE we
4. gave the provisions of a law for the sup-
pression of trading stamps which went into
effect in New York State on June 1st. As
the measure was drawn up at the instance of
the Merchants' Association of New York by
some of the most eminent lawyers of that
city, it was taken for granted that its pro-
visions would stand the constitutional test of
the 'courts. It was a grievous disappointment
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therefore to retail interests everywhere when
the New York Supreme Court, at Rochester,
a few weeks ago, not only declared the law
unconstitutional, but gave it as his opinion
that it is not within the legislature's power
to regulate the issuing or sale of trading
stamps. This sweeping decision would seem
to destroy all hope of suppressing the trading
stamp nuisance by legislation, and in so
doing it emphasizes the necessity for local
organizations. It would seem as if the only
effective remedy for the stamp affliction now
feasible lies in mutual agreement among local
merchants. We know of many of the smaller
cities in which the stamp-giving system has
been suppressed in this way, much to the
benefit of all concerned. Of course, the
decision above quoted may be revised or
reversed by the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, but not much hope is now
entertained of this possibility.

Popularity of a Business Career
Pr HE statistics bearing on the choice of

occupation by this year's graduates of
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and Columbia uni-
versities reveal some interesting facts. One
is that the majority of the students had
already, while in college, made up their
minds as to their future calling and adopted
the line of education that best fitted them for
their chosen career. But probably the most
interesting revelation of the figures is the
growing number of students who select a
business in preference to a professional career.
Law, medicine, teaching and the ministry
are no longer the irresistible magnets they
once were to educated youth. The variety
of occupations and opportunities for wealth-
making in the modern world of finance, com-
merce and industry seem to be attracting
college and university men in greater num-
bers each year. The list of occupations
chosen by the graduates of the four universi-
ties referred to include : Business, civil,
mining and electrical engineering, banking,
architecture, railroading, journalism, chem-
istry, real estate, brokerage, the diplomatic
service, art and music. The law was chosen
by 255 men in the four institutions, teaching
by i io, medicine by 49, and the ministry by
28. Compared with these are : Business,
396 ; civil engineering, 48 ; banking, 32;
mining engineering, 19 ; electrical engineer-
ing, 20 ; architecture, 15 ; railroading, 15 ;
journalism, 15, and chemistry, io.

THIS gradual dethroning of the so-called
learned professions in university life is

easily explained by modern conditions. One
of the things which most • impressed the
Moseley Education Commission which came
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from England last year to study our educa-
tional methods, was the increasing prefer-
ence for college and technical school gradu-
ates.shown by our American railroad compa-
nies and large mechanical establishments of
all kinds. They were surprised to find that
the old prejudice among employers against
college-bred men, still prevalent in England,
had, in this country, given place during the
last ten or twenty years to a decided prefer-
ence for the generally educated and the tech-
nically trained man. One member of the
commission fortified himself with statistics
which are interesting to all ambitious young
men. He found that in the Westinghouse
shops and offices there were i6o college-bred
men. In the Carnegie steel works he found
wo technically-trained men, and was told
that seven of the twenty-three leading officers
were college graduates. Of 118 engineers
on the staff of the Rapid Transit Railroad
Commissioners of New York City, who are
constructing the underground railway, 84
per cent. are college students ; of 75 petty
officers, 58 per cent. are college-trained. In
the railroad offices and locomotive works he
also found impressive percentages. The
moral of this for our young men is that they
should get all the education they can ; that
whatever their prospective career a few years
spent in acquiring a higher education will be
well spent because it brings prestige and
opportunity and, as a rule, makes success
surer and quicker.

Swindlers Victimize the Trade
NoTwiTHsTAN DING repeated warn-

ings and object lessons innumerable,
the accomplished swindlers of the time still
find frequent victims among the jewelers.
Even such hoary-headed tricks as bogus
checks, substitution, decoying the jeweler to
some remote part of the store while the con-
federate " gets busy "—these and many
other time-honored schemes are still worked
with occasional success. In New York City
last month the telephone and telegraph were
used by the miscreants to aid in an attempted
swindle of wholesale houses, and even a few
traveling men, as a result of a moment of
negligence, found themselves minus their
satchels. These happenings teach anew the
necessity of extreme care and circumspection.

In the art of swindling, as in all else,
there is continuous evolution towards greater
perfection of method, and new schemes are
being continually evolved by the perverted
geniuses who devote their talents to pur-
poses of fraud. Yet, knowing this, some
jewelers are so careless that show cases are
often left unlocked and even the most ordi-
nary precautions overlooked.

THE

The Art of Jewelry Designing

WE have recently noticed with much
gratification the increasing interest

taken in jewelry designing by the aspiring
young artists of the country. In the past
few months we have received quite a number
of designs from students of art with the
request that we give an opinion as to their
merit, and some advice as to the prospects in
this field of artistic effort. Generally speak-
ing, the designs showed care and good taste ;
although a lack of originality in conception
was very noticeable. It is unfortunate for the
young designers, although probably fortunate
for art itself that Lalique, Wolfers and
others have made such a high standard in
this class of work. These men of the new
school are so accomplished in art and so
skilled as metal workers, that their products
show a degree of genius which it would be
very hard, if not impossible, to imitate. And
again, the extensive advertising which these
beautiful designs have had in the past few
years, has so. educated the public that they
naturally expect something very fine in all
manner of jewelry designs.

We wish, however, to give our young
artist friends all the encouragement possible,
and would suggest that they aim a little more

, at originality in subjects. We do so because
we notice a tendency to a too-close imitation
of some of the most familiar new school
patterns, and while imitations are flattering
to the things imitated, they are not always
profitable to the imitators. Reptiles, flowers,
fishes, insects, etc., have been portrayed over
and over again in jewelry designs, and no
doubt the time is at band when a departure
from this class of subjects will be appreciated.
To attempt a butterfly design, for instance,
as one of our correspondents did, and did
very creditably, is a very ambitious effort
in view of the fact that this very idea has
been worked in numberless beautiful ways
by some of the great luminaries. Clyde
Fitch is a good playwright in his own line,
but an attempted imitation of Shakespeare
or Moliere might well make him very ridicu-
lous, and the same would likely be true of
the average imitator of Lalique. But this
is not said by way of discouragement of our
young friends. There is an excellent field
for effort in jewelry designing, and all the
designs submitted to us give promise of better
things. Hitching one's wagon to a star of
Lalique brilliancy may be impracticable, but
uitpslhifotiNnygs. ambition and its effect is necessarily

Those who visit the St. Louis Exposi-
tion will have an excellent opportunity of
examining beautiful samples of new art de-
signing. Lalique himself has a comprehen-
sive display, which is shown in the Fine Arts
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Palace, as befits its ultra-artistic character.
Here the visitor may feast his eyes on some
marvelous combinations of precious gems
and metals, and get acquainted with a kind
of jewelry as novel as it is remarkable. The
ambitious young designer will find much to
interest and improve him in this unique
treasure display.

A European View of America's
Greatness

A DISTINGUISHED French statesman
and member of the French Academy,

M. Hanotaux, is the author of an article
entitled " The Future and Power of the
United States," recently published in an
influential Russian newspaper, the Journal,
of St. Petersburg. " To see ourselves as
idlers see us " is not always an agreeable
vision, but a glance at this sturdy young
republic of ours through the spectacles of
M. Hanotaux is certainly not calculated to
lessen our pride or our patriotism. Follow-
ing is a brief portion of what the eminent
Frenchman revealed to Russian readers
who might not have been so observant or
well-informed:
" The great American republic is already

high above the horizon of the commercial
world. All eyes are turned toward it. One
word will express its position, ' power,' and
one word will justify it, organization.'
Power is shown nowhere so much as in a
mere enumeration of the elements which
make up the present and future greatness of

the United States. Its territory is as large

as that of Europe. It has 8o,000,000 inhabi-
tants. It touches the world's two great
oceans. Its climatic conditions range from
tropical to artic. All kinds of minerals, from
gold to coal, are found in its mines, along its
rivers and in alluvial deposits. All kinds of
plants, from the cedar to the hyssop, are

there; so, too, are all kinds of animal wealth,

from the whale to the bird of paradise. The
articles of primary importance, iron, coal,
cotton, cereals; all kinds of machines, from

those harnessed to Niagara Falls to rhose

which dress a hog in five minutes, are there.

Above and over all, permeating the life of

the people, is an active and fertile genius, a

spirit of enterprise and assiduity of labor,

perfect liberty and equality of all the citizens.

If these are not the elements of a people's
progress and prosperity, what are? Here

there is a vast army armed to the teeth for

the arts of peace, and even for the arts of

war, lifting itself beyond the oceans, not a

month from the ports of the Old World, but

a week. If one considers the question of

freight, the United States is nearer to the

Mediterranean than Liverpool is to Marseilles.
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To-morrow, this colossal empire, master of
the Panama Canal, will control the commerce
of the world."

Could any pre-election spell-binder glor-
ify his country in finer phraseology than this?
Compliments or even facts seldom come to
us from Europe, and for this reason, if for
no other, the accurate and candid pronounce-
ment of M. Hanotaux is refreshing. It is
worth much to this country that the nations of
the world should have a proper realization of
its power, resources and international status.

Death of John Lowber Welsh

JOHM LOWBER ELSH, president of
The Keystone Watch Case Co., and one

of the most notable figures in the financial
and industrial life of Philadelphia, died at his
home at Chestnut Hill, on August 23d,
after an illness of some six months' duration.
The deceased was born and educated in
Philadelphia, where his family has been
prominent in financial affairs for over a cen-
tury. His father, John Welsh, was one of
the most respected men of his day, and was
honored during his life with such important
positions as minister to England, chairman
of the Board of Finance of the Centennial
Exposition and president of the Philadelphia
Board of Trade. The son inherited the
financial ability and sterling character of the
father, and lived to attain a like prominence
in the affairs of his native city. While yet a
young man he had built up a reputation as
a financier, and his ability in this line made
him a chief factor in the management of some
of the leading business interests in the city
and State. He was president of The Key-
stone Watch Case Co., and of the Penn
Traffic Company of Johnstown, Pa., chairman
of the Finance Committee of the Reading
Railroad Company, and director of its various
boards, a director of the Erie Railway,
Cambria and Pennsylvania Steel Companies,
Central Railroad of New Jersey, Mutual
Assurance Company, Philadelphia Ware-
house Company and the Central Coal and
Coke Company. As a stockholder he was
connected with many banking, mining and
other interests. His fortune is estimated at
many millions.

The deceased was a man of unusual
physical strength and strict habits of life,
but his thoroughness in all that he did and
his unremitting attention to his many interests
may well explain his breakdown at the corn-
paratively early age of sixty-two years. His
death will be a very material loss to the
financial life of Philadelphia, where his great
ability, rigid integrity and fine character
were best known and appreciated.

•
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Fe Howard & Co. Watches

Fine ruby jewels in raised gold settings ; double rollerescapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensat-ing balance ; accurately adjusted to temperature, isochronismand five positions, and carefully timed •, patent Breguet hair-spring ; micrometric regulator ; exposed winding wheels andgold train ; fine glass enamel hand-painted dial.

In describing the new Howard
movement it is unnecessary to
dwell on its timekeeping quality
--because it is a Howard.
Long experience in the manu-

facture of only fine watches en-
ables the Howard Company to
make this latest product the
most perfect type of a modern
high-grade watch.

14 0,4K

It fits regular 16-size
cases. On application

we will send a book-
let showing it fitted

into our handsome

hand=made cases that
are alone suitable for
such a fine timepiece.

Ring
Makers

Hayden

frrbeeler
Co.

No. 2

Maiden Lane

New Tork
Telephone, 8 Cortlandt

Watch Case

Makers

The jeweler who carries the

Wheeler line of seamless rings

can stake his reputation on al-

ways giving full value to his

customer. Assays for years

show uniformly plump quality.

Made in our own factory with

improved machinery, which en-

ables us to produce rings uni-

form in shape, each and every

part being turned alike.

226141(

All our rings are
guaranteed by these
registered trade-
marks, which are
stamped in them.

Send for booklet giv-
ing prices, widths and
weights.

1404K

Seamless Plain Gold Rings
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If There's Another as Good

A CORRESPONDENT takes exception
to our article, "Here's an Easy One,"

in the July number, in which we answered
an optician-correspondent as to the question
of rent and advertising on an appropriation
of $12oo, in a city of too,000 population.
We said that he would do better to spend
$400 in rent on a side street and spend $800
in advertising, rather than to pay $12oo
rent on the main street and nothing for
advertising.

Our present correspondent says :

Suppose another optician of equal
merit was to have a main-street location
at Stzoo and was spending poo a year
advertising, where would the side-street
fellow with a $400 store and $800 adver-
tising come in?

If the man of "equal merit" on the
main street was expending $800 in advertis-
ing, same as the side-street man, he would
"get there" first, of course. But this condi-
tion was not embraced in our original corre-
spondent's inquiry ; and we answered what
he asked, without lengthening our reply by
inventing and answering new difficulties.

Our latest correspondent, speaking of
the earlier one, says :

His questions indicate lack of knowl-
edge of the present strenuous life a busi-
ness man has in a city of too,000 people,
and he should consider not only which is
better of two ideas but which is best of
many.

We cannot answer as to the first corre-
spondent's "lack of knowledge," but we
agree that one "should consider which is
best of many ideas." However, we were
not asked to suggest other ideas but to
answer the specific inquiry ; and as our first
correspondent's inquiry did not reveal such
" lack of knowledge" as to lead us to think
he did not know what he wanted, we
supposed he would desire that we should
withhold any gratuitous and unasked-for
information.

The optician on the side-street might
exist if all the other opticians of the
vicinity were suddenly stricken with
cholera, but an enterprising fellow of
equal merit from a neighboring city would
soon open up on main street and the
talent on the side-street would soon be
forgotten.

Here we must dissent. If the optician
on the side-street is the kind of optician
described in our July article, and advertises
in the way therein asssumed, he will not
"soon be forgotten," and a dozen other
"enterprising fellows" cannot dislodge him
from the confidence and patronage of the
community. He will get and keep his share;
and "if he is the best (see July article),
though the main street be crowded from end
to end with "enterprising fellows," this
"best" one who "lets everybody know it"
(see July article), will do the optical business
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of his town, even on his side street. When
some better optician comes along, this better
one will get the business (all conditions being
the same as to advertising), though this
better one is ufi an alley off of the side street.

Emerson said : " If a man can preach
a better sermon, write a better book, or
make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor,
though he build his house in the woods, the
world will make a beaten path to his door."
And this is especially true of the doctor, the
surgeon and the optician—if the optician
knows how to advertise.

The "Bluff," in Trade

LUFFING, as an art or trick, is as old
as humanity. It has been practiced in

all ages and in all manner of ways. It is the
first thought in high diplomacy and the last
resource of the curb-stone fakir. Nations
have had recourse to it, rival cities have
tested its value, the professions have ha-1 to
do with it ; but the chief field for its exercise
is in the domain of trade.

In the Far East, where human history
began, the bluffer is still at his best in barter
and exchange. In all Oriental countries no
trade is consummated without an extraordi-
nary amount of bluffing and haggling on the
part of both buyer and seller. The Eastern
merchant, sitting cross-legged on his mat,
with his wares in easy reach of his hand, will
swear by the beard of the Prophet that he
cannot take less for his string of coral beads,
or his brass ewer, or his rug ; be vows he
must starve to death then and there if he
would sell at less than the cost price which
he offers. The buyer offers one-tenth of the
asking price. The merchant tears his hair
and sheds real tears—he has learned how.
At the end of an hour's fencing the article is
sold at a little more than the practiced buyer
first offered. It was a game of "bluff,"
pure and simple, on both sides ; and this is
a sample of its daily use, for ages, among
five hundred millions of the race.

We have refined the method of the Ori-
entals but we still employ the principle. The
"one-price" idea now obtains with all mer-
chants except those of crudest intelligence,
and so bluffing is eliminated in the actual
sale, at the point where buyer and seller
stand face to face on the question of price at
the close of the deal ; but at the buying end
the merchant often exhibits the bluffer at his
best—or worst. When the price is named
he says, " Why, I was offered this for ten
per cent. less " ; and too often the weak
salesman falls into the trap and" meets the
price " : the lie wins.

For, after all, the bluff is a lie, in nine
cases out of ten ; and, as in the way with
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lying, it will not win in the long run. The
bluffer eventually pays the price. He is
found out in time, and a readjustment of
relations with the seller takes place. The
real " bargain " is not afterwards offered to
the bluffer ; past losses are charged into
present prices ; the bluffer finds that his
game doesn't pay.

And the bluff is especially unprofitable
when it is employed against a whole commu-
nity, or a whole trade, in the foolish ways of
advertising. You may bully one salesman,
or two, or a half-dozen, when buying from
him face to face, and the lies you speak are
only in witness of the one victim ; your denial
of the transaction may be as convincing as
his assertion of it. But when you try to bluff
the whole body of the people, or the whole
body of a trade, through a printed advertise-
ment to which your name is affixed in imper-
ishable record, woe unto you! " The big-
gest stock in Smithville '' either is or is not
in your store. If you say in print that
it is, when those who have eyes can see
that it is not, your last state is worse
than your first. "A $15.00 watch for
$ct. 98 " simply removes you from the
bounds of respect and confidence of most
of your people—though the bait may catch a
few gudgeons here and there. And one who
brazenly offers a plated or filled article
"guaranteed to wear forever," is carrying
his bluff so far that the appreciation of
sensible readers will never quite catch up
with him•

The bluffer exhibits his art in countless
directions ; in displaying a champagne appe-
tite on a beer income ; in ostentatious charity
and hypocritical churchliness ; in pretense
and insincerity of various kinds. He often
succeeds in bullying his community ; the
bluffer must succeed, for the bluff that fails is
utter disaster. It makes a laughing stock of
the bluffer ; and no other calamity is quite
so fatal to his hopes as that which makes
him laughed at.

The bluffer may be suspected of being a
cheat ; he may be proved to be a fraud ; and
he will be.found to flourish in spite of these
revelations. But when once he demonstrates
that he is a fool, " his occupation's gone"—
there is no possible future for him once a grin
starts at the mention of his name.

And he must assume the constant risk
that some day some clear-eyed man may
" call " his bluff and require him to " make
good." There's the danger-line. There's
the point where many a bluffer has digged
his social or business grave.

It requires a genius to know just when
to venture a bluff and when to avoid it. The
great majority, which is not composed exclu-
sively of geniuses, had best stop short of
the practice.
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EVERY JEWELER will want to make additions to his
stock to meet the special demands of the

HOLIDAY SEASON
Now is the best time to make selections.
The GORHAM Co. have provided for every want,
large and small.

THE GORHAM M'PO CO. MANUFACTURE FOR THE LEGITIMATE
JEWELRY TRADE ONLY, AND DO NOT DISTRIBUTE THEIR
WARES THROUGH THE DRY GOODS OR DEPARTMENT STORES,
EITHER SURREPTITIOUSLY OR OTHERWISE

The GORHAM name needs no introduction to the
most exacting customers.

GRAND PRIX, PARIS, 1900
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Considerations for the Buying Season

TIIE month of September may be said to
inaugurate the buying season, and as

right buying is the first requisite in successful
retailing this important task merits special
consideration at this time. To begin with,
it is self-evident that the proper selection of
stock implies comprehensive and carefully
assorted stocks to select from, and keeping
this in view it is gratifying to find the retailers
visiting the big jewelry markets in greater
numbers each year. It was a happy thought
of the merchants' associations in the large
cities to arrange buyers' excursions, thus
offering jewelers at a distance the induce-
ments of cheap transportation, a hearty wel-
come and pleasant sojourn while in the city.
A few minutes' earnest cogitation will con-
vince any jeweler of the many advantages of
a personal visit to the buying centers. There's
the physical recreation and mental relaxation
of the trip, the opportunity of seeing the
very latest offerings of wholesalers and manu-
facturers, and of comparing qualities and
prices, the pleasure of acquaintanceship with
the heads of the firms which he patronizes
and freedom to concentrate all his attention
on buying to the temporary exclusion of all
other considerations. No number of visits
by itinerant travelers can equal in purchasing
opportunity a personal visit to supply head-
quarters in the big cities.

Nor is the benefit of such a trip alto-
gether in buying or recreation. Its educative
influence ' is most valuable. Contact with
people more progressive than ourselves is a
most effective tonic to our energy and ambi-
tion. If the jeweler away from home keeps
his eyes wide open, as he should, he will
find at every turn object lessons on all the
sub-divisions of retail merchandising—the
study of styles, the selection and display of
stock, window display, store arrangement
and decoration, polite treatment of customers,
every one of the aggregate agencies that
make successful retailing.

In the wholesale center, too, he will be
free to a great extent from the importunities
of the competing traveling men, who natur-
ally concentrate their efforts on making sales.
In buying stock there are two important con-
siderations—one, to buy the goods suited to
your trade; the other, to buy only in such
quantity as you can dispose of in a reasonable
time. Over-buying is a possibility to beware
of, for it is responsible for many of the fail-
ures and most of the discontent found among
the trade. "rwere much better to err on
the safe side, for any shortage can easily be
made up later in this age of quick service
and frequent visitation by traveling men.

As we have used the phrase " importu-
nities of traveling men," it must be said in

justice to the sturdy knights of the grip that
very few of them exercise their persuasive
powers recklessly or unwisely. The mission
of the representative of reputable jobbing
houses is not so much to make sales as to
make the right kind of sales. The valuable
traveler is the one who knows what is wanted
in his district, who can gage the needs of the
season and induce the retailers to buy the
kind and quantity of goods best suited to his
needs and resources. By loading on a new
or inexperienced jeweler an excessive or un-
suitable stock the traveler does a grave
injustice to the dealer and a graver injustice
to the firm he represents.

The Question of Credit
CHIEF consideration in the purchase
of stock is the question of credit. While

cash payments, or payments within such
period as will secure the cash discount, is
the ideal method in stock purchasing, com-
paratively few are so situated as to pay cash
on all their purchases. Credit, therefore, is
necessary, and it is no disparagement to a
jeweler's business qualifications or honesty to
ask for credit. But the conservative and
honest merchant never buys on credit without
at least a moral certainty that he will have
the money to meet his bill when due, and
before asking credit he should be able to
convince the wholesaler of this certainty.
Jewelers, sometimes, knowing their own
honesty, think the credit man unreasonably
exacting. When such a jeweler is asked for
a financial statement showing in detail the
amount of his capital, the nature of property
owned by him, whether real estate or per-
sonal, the amount of his indebtedness, the
amount of business he does, and whether he
limits himself to an exclusive mercantile busi-
ness, or whether in addition he is involved
in any other business and to what extent,
and whether he is doing business on a cash
or credit basis, and many other questions
essential to enable the wholesaler to decide
whether or not he should extend credit to
him, he (the retailer) may feel hurt and think
the wholesaler is inquisitorial.

This is a wrong conclusion. The request
for such information is no reflection on the
honesty of the retailer, for honesty does not
always imply business capability or freedom
from unforseen adversity, and it is the duty
of the wholesaler to safeguard his interests
as far as he can against all possibilities of
loss. The wise and thinking merchant
readily gives such a statement knowing that
the wholesaler will help him all the more
when he knows how much he can help him-
self, and knowing also that the wholesaler's
precaution will eliminate the unscrupulous
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competitor by revealing his unworthiness of
credit.

Perfect candor is the most effective aid
in obtaining credit. In this age of mercantile
agencies, merchants' and credit mens' asso-
ciations, etc., any attempted deception is
almost certain of discovery, and the record
will be preserved to plague the misguided
retailer.

Poetry and Business

THERE has never been established any
well-defined connection between poetry

and business. Even the audacious Kipling,
whose strenuous muse would rather grapple
with a gun or locomotive than with love or
landscape, has so far neglected the bank and
grocery store. It is suggestive of the ad-
vancement of business philosophy, therefore,
to find a fully-fledged poetess treat of it in a
practical, interested way. Ella Wheeler Wil-
cox, the " poetess of passion," recently dis-
missed her muse long enough to get delivered
of the following unpoetical pronouncement
in regard to modern merchandising:

If you are a merchant waste no time or breath
in talking about the dishonesty and unworthiness
of your rivals in business.

Each time you indulge in criticism and back-
biting, or in open denunciation of the methods of
some competitor, you are losing ground yourself.You alone can injure or interfere with your
affairs, and the surest way to do it is to interfere
with the affairs of another.

Wish every man god-speed. No matter if he
opens a place of business next door to you in
direct competition with you, wish him god-speed.

It may be hard to bring yourself into this state
of mind, but once you arrive there you will be
conscious of new power, new force.

If your competitor is on a lower plane, and
opened his business merely to injure you, rest
assured that this attitude of mind will have tenfold
the power to overcome his efforts than a resentful
and defiant one.

Think about your own splendid possibilities
and let your mind reach up and out for new ideas
and new developments in what you are doing, not
back and down, seeking flaws in what your corn-
petitors are doing.

We agree with the poetess that it is
somewhat difficult to wish god-speed to a
new competitor next door, keeping a straight-
face the while, and we think the congratula-
tion might with good grace be omitted. We
should, however, live at peace with him ;
greet him pleasantly and treat him likewise.
It was the optimistic Ella, we think, who said :

'Tis easy enough to be pleasant
When life goes by like a song,

But the man worth while
Is the man who will smile
When everything goes dead wrong.

The human phenomenon who could
smile under such circumstances is, of course,
not very numerous, and anyhow in business
it is doubtfully desirable to meet adversity
with such complacency. It is probably more
a la mode to forego the smile, take off the
coat and start in to set the "wrong things"
right. Otherwise the business views of the
poetess are sufficiently orthodox.
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The Art of Enameling

TrO'CIM'

NAMELING is one of the most
interesting of the arts. Its early
history is lost in antiquity, but all

down the ages there have been revivals which

have given it prominence among the most

noted of the forms and methods of decora-

tion. Once again, in our own day, enam-

eling is in high favor, and the fact that it is

extensively used by the most noted metal

workers of the time gives it renewed interest
for every jeweler. For the following inter-
esting article and illustrations we are indebted
to a recent issue of the Craftsman:

Metals and
Enamel

All metals do not receive enamel
with equal susceptibility ; cer-
tain ones of them cannot be

submitted to the process. Gold, silver and copper,
with their various defects and qualities, will alone
constitute the subject of our study. Platinum, bronze
and iron are of more difficult and less frequent

Necklace 

• Translueent Enamel upon Gold.
Executed by Feuillatre

use. Gold is the metal best adapted to the purposes
of the worker in enamels. It provides him with a

medium brilliant and beautiful. Whatever may

be its alloy—that is to say, its degree of purity—
gold easily receives enamel, but the proportion of
nine hundred and twenty parts of pure gold in one
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thousand of metal is the most usual combination.
It is evident that with gold, as with the other
metals, the degree at which enamels are fusible
must be considerably lower than that peculiar to
the metal upon which they are employed. The
paste is usually produced at about Boo°.

In the process of enameling the presence of an
oxidizable element, like copper or silver, is much
to be regretted, since reactions between such
element and the enamels are always to be feared
at the moment of the fusion of the latter. One of
two results follows—either the enamel dissolves
the metallic oxide produced in the metal by the
rise of temperature, this oxide coloring the enamel,
or modifying its original color combination ; or

again, the enamel oxidizes the metal itself, and the

oxide thus formed acts upon the enameling sub-

stance. For this reason gold enamels the more

easily as it becomes purer.
We have just learned what action occurs when

enamels are brought into contact with oxidizable
metals. This is the case with silver and with

copper. But the color effect is often limited to
the portion touching the metal. Therefore, opaque
enamels are less influenced by these chemical facts
than are the transparent pastes. Furthermore, the
oxidizable metal can be isolated from the coloring
enamel, and the latter be made to retain all its
qualities.

Definition
of Enamel

Enamel is a vitreous substance,
colored or colorless, opaque or
transparent, which being applied
to metal and heated with the

latter to a fixed degree, adheres perfectly to it.
Enamel offers to the sight three different aspects.
It may be transparent, translucent or opaque.
When it is transparent the metal beneath it can be
wrought with excellent artistic effect. It is then
that its employment becomes a task of extreme
delicacy, especially upon silver, the defects and
the stains resulting from oxidation being plainly
visible. Translucent enamel is traversed by light,
without, however, being made to reveal its interior
substance. Finally, opaque enamel refuses all
entrance to light, and its surface alone is visible.
Each of these qualities may be employed by the
artist according to the effect which he desires.

Let us now pass on to consider the composi-
tion of enamels. First of all, it may be said that
the flux is nothing else than a colorless glass,
serving as a common basis to all enamels, and to
which the addition of certain substances commu-

nicates various color effects, or even opacity.
Enamel, pure and simple—that is, the flux,

the colorless glass—can be produced in various
ways, the proportion of the constituent elements
varying. We present several formula : Silex,
three parts ; red lead, two parts ; azotate of potas-
sium, two and one-half parts. Or again, silex,
three parts ; red lead, five parts ; azotate of potas-
sium, one part. Still a third formula ; Silex, two
parts ; red lead, three parts ; azotate of potassium,

ten parts. Or a fourth formula : Silex, two parts;
red lead, two parts ; carbonate of sodium or of
potassium, one part. These proportions are for

copper and gold, but if silver be employed the
susceptibility to fusion should be increased.

It is seen that the proportions differ according
to the result sought. But it cannot be too often
repeated that the beauty of a work in enamel
depends upon the correct constituency of the
paste itself.

According to its constituency, an enamel is
hard or soft—that is to say, it fuses at a tempera-
ture more or less high. Of the two qualities,
hardness is preferable, since the enamel possessing
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it, although more difficult of treatment, resists more
perfectly the destructive action of the atmosphere.

But it is plain that there is no necessity of using in

the same work any but such enamels as fuse at
approximate temperatures, just as it is evident

also that as far as possible we should combine

Vase: CloisonnO Enamel. Executed by Tourrette

only those enamels which have a common base.
We have now procured our transparent enamel,
our flux. We can color it at will by the addition
in suitable quantities of metallic oxides, which we
fuse with it. It is easily understood that in propor-
tion as the oxide is strong, the color effect of the
enamel is intense.

We here give a very brief table of the combina-
tion of various oxides with the flux, together with a
statement of the colors which they produce:

Yellow—Flux, ten parts ; chloride of silver,
one to two parts. Or again, -flux, four parts;
oxide of antimony, one part. The oxide of
uranium also gives a beautiful golden yellow.

Crimson—Flux, twelve parts ; Cassian purple,
one to two parts. Oxide of copper and chloride of
gold also produce fine qualities of red.

Blue—Flux, ten parts ; protoxide of cobalt,
one to two. parts. A combination of oxides of
copper and cobalt in suitable proportions gives a
turquoise blue.

Green—Flux, ten parts ; sesquioxide of chro-
mium, one or two parts. Or again, flux, thirty
parts ; black oxide of copper, one to two parts.
The oxide of iron produces also a fine bottle green.

Violet—Flux, thirty parts ; peroxide of man-
ganese, one to two parts.

A combination of the oxides of iron and man.
ganese gives black or brown, according to the
proportions used. Other substances,other oxides are
also employed which we shall not here mention.

It is well to note that the opacity
of enamels is often desirable. It
is easily obtained by adding a
suitable quantity of stannic acid

in the form of calcine. This form is obtained by
fusing a mixture of one hundred parts of pure lead
with twenty parts of equally pure tin. The mix-
ture is continually stirred until the whole is changed
into a dull yellow oxide, or stannate of lead. The

(Continued on page x361)
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The Art of Enameling

(Continued from tate 1352)

oxide is then pulverized, washed and
purified-from the non-oxidized metallic
parts. It is now ready for use.

To render the flyx opaque it is
only necessary to replace the red lead
by a suitable quantity of calcine. Thus,
for example, to every three parts of
silex must be added five parts of the
calcine obtained as we have just de-
scribed, and also two parts of azotate
of potassium. The flux thus obtained
is afterward colored by the addition of
metallic oxides.

As it issues from the crucible the
enameling substance is molded into
cakes, and in this state it is procured by
artists. It now becomes necessary to
reduce these masses of paste to a form
in which they can be used—that is to
say, they must be subjected to grinding. For this
purpose an agate or porcelain mortar is used, in
which vessel the enamel, covered with water, is
placed. The mortar stands upon a piece of thick
leather, and the enamel is ground by means of an
agate pestle, struck by a small mallet.

The enamel must be brought to a .very fine,
but not an impalpable, state of powder, and when
finished it should offer the appearance of fine
sand. The process of grinding should not be
carried to excess, for in this case devitrification
ensues. Devitrified enamel cannot be employed
for the reason that it will not glaze under fire.

The enameling substance brought, as de-
scribed, to a suitable pulverization, is now copi-
ously washed. It is decanted and then washed
anew in water tempered by azotic acid. This
double process is repeated until the water rejected
is absolutely pure. A final washing with distilled
water is very desirable. The enamel thus thor-
oughly prepared for use is now stored in flasks
filled with water.

THL K YS T ON le

Metal Walls Before the Application of Enamel. Executed by Ilottillon

Using the
Enamel

It now remains to review the
different manners of employing
the prepared substance. Accord-
ing to the effect desired and the

result to be reached, the worker in enamel has at
his disposition several widely-different processes.
These are : The champleve, the cloisonné (cellular
structure), the perforated cloisonné, and the basse
faille methods, and the means of pro-
ducing painted enamels. We shall here
consider the first three of these pro-
cesses, which is the one most used in
present-day enameling.

The champleve method consists in
excavating in a sheet of metal small
cavities, which, when filled with enamels
of selected colors, form the design, the
remaining metallic parts—gold, silver or
copper—forming the outlines and the
details of the composition.

Following is the description of the
process : The design having been
traced upon the metal, and the thick-
ness of the parts to be retained being
precisely determined, the artist, by means
of a graving tool, surrounds these parts
by a fine line incised in the metal.
Then with the aid of the gouging chisel,
or burin, in the case of more extensive
parts, he excavates to the desired depth
the cavities which are to receive the

enamels. It is needless to say that the deeper the
cavities the deeper will be the color of the
enamel there inserted, since the paste will be
thicker. This statement applies only to trans-
parent compositions.

Often, in order to rough draft
Rough Drafting the work, the artist has recourse

to corrosions made by diluted
azotic acid. To effect this result

the metallic areas to be reserved are covered with
a protecting varnish, as are also the under surface
and the edges of the sheet of metal. The acid
corrodes the copper or the silver ; subsequently
the piece, having been rinsed thoroughly and freed
from the varnish, is finished with the burin or the
gouging chisel.

The metal is now ready to receive the enamel,
the entire design reserved in relief. The following
is the method of procedure : The metal is first
heated in the oven, care being taken not to render
it red hot, which temperature would destroy the
life of the work and leave it without accent. Then
follows the process of freeing it from grit, effected
by diluted azotic acid ; finally come soaping,
rinsing and drying in the oven. Beginning with
this moment the enamel can be safely applied,
provided that the piece does not suffer the least
contact of the fingers.

Using small spatulas he fills the cavities with
moist enamels and selected colors. He fixes thin

the Work
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and successive layers so as to obviate
the bubbles which may occur. Each
layer, thoroughly dried, is passed
through the oven before the application
of the one following. We shall learn
later how these firings are operated.
Those layers which have a somewhat
extended area must be pressed and
leveled carefully by means of the spat-
ula. Three or four layers are usually
sufficient,the last being somewhat heavy,
so that after the final firing the enamel
slightly projects and overflows. This
thickness is given to avoid the cavities
which might appear after the polishing
of the piece.

At this point we must occupy our-
selves with the most important process
— that of firing — which is often the
source of disappointment and failure
for the most skillful and careful artists.
The methods of firing, or rather the
combustibles employed, are different,

although all of them aim at the same result ; char-
coal, coke, petroleum and gas have all their strong
partisans. But while the agents of firing vary,
the process of firing itself remains always the same.
It may be described as follows :

The furnace of the enameler is
The Enameler's made from fireproof clay and

provided with a muffle of the
same material. For the muffles

designed for the firing of large pieces brick ovens
are constructed. The muffles are opened or closed
acording to preference. In the furnaces heated by
coal or coke, they are open, and Usually intended
to form a simple chamber, in which the piece to be
fired is introduced. On the contrary, in the fur-
naces heated by petroleum or gas, these chambers
are tightly closed, in order to protect the objects
against the direct action of the long tongues of
flame. Lastly, whatever may be the mode of
heating, the furnace is ready for use when the
muffle is uniformly red hot.

The piece to be fired is first thoroughly dried
by means of a worn cloth having absorbent quali-
ties ; then it is placed near the furnace and turned
frevently in order that evaporation may be com-
plete. The piece is mounted upon a very thin
cake of fireproof clay. At the proper moment the
clay is seized by pincers and slowly forced into the
furnace. It is then that the enameler must follow
his work with a watchful eye. The slightest inat-

tention may be productive of fatal con-
sequences, the least of which can easily
annihilate the long-cherished work. The
piece is turned upon its mounting so
that its different parts receive an equal
degree of heat. Then when glazing has
occurred it is withdrawn carefully and
cooling ensues gradually.

The firing is usually accomplished
at a temperature of Soo° approximately.
If it be necessary again to apply the
enamel and to re-fire, the same opera-
tion is repeated the required number of
times.

After the successive applications the
enamel is finally deposited in the desired
quantity, or even in excess. It then re-
mains to form and polish the surface.
For this process files are used, together
with emery powder growing finer and
finer in grain. At last the piece is again
fired in order to glaze it, and the inter-
esting process is thus completed.

Furnace

The C1oisonn6 Finishod. Executed by Dimino],
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and favor of manufacturers, and this means a sufficient supply

under all circumstances. Watch scarcity never applies to us. Our

Diamond Stock

for Fall and Holiday trade has been selected with the greatest
care by experts who are equally well posted on the goods, your
wants and the wants of your trade.

Otn- stock, experience, knowledge and good

faith arc at the service of every buyer.

N. H. WHITE 0 CO. 21 Maiden Lane

New York

New York Letter

Diamond Cutters'

An advance in wages from 20
to 25 per cent. has been conce-

Wages Advanced ded to the diamond polishers
and cutters of this city, which

is practically the only diamond-cutting center in

the United States. It affects about 500 workmen.

The advance followed demands made several

weeks ago by the American Machine Diamond

Cutters' Union, simultaneously with the strike . of

the cutters and polishers at Amsterdam, Antwerp

and other European centers of the trade. The

conditions generally governing the wage rate of

diamond cutters are the amount of business on

hand, and the character of the stone and conse-

quent degree of skill required in the operation.

The cutters are paid by the piece and the remune-

ration varies ; namely, from $50 to $75 per week.

According to the local press,

Frederick Gutter, a jeweler, at

Rings Missing 218 East 114th Street, got on a
Third Avenue trolley car, Au-

gust 9th, with two packages of diamond rings and

pins, worth $6000, in his pockets for exhibition to

down-town customers. One package containing

$2000 worth of diamond rings he put in a trousers

pocket ; the other, containing $40oo of sparklers,

was in an inside waistcoat pocket. Mr. Gutter got

off the car at Delancey Street and Third Avenue,

near which he had an appointment with some

prospective buyers. He put his hand to his breast,

felt the package in his vest pocket, dropped his

hand to the trousers pocket to find that the pack-

age containing $2000 worth of rings was gone. He

went to his lawyer, David Goldfarb, of 132 Nassau

Street, and asked what to do. The lawyer reported

the loss to police headquarters and inserted an ad-

vertisement in a morning paper. Then they went

to the lost-property room of the trolley line, but

there were no lost diamonds there. The jeweler

told the police he couldn't remember being pushed

or shoved about on the trolley car, and said he

hardly believed he had been robbed. He had the

diamonds when he got on the car, he was sure,

and he didn't leave the car until Delancey Street

was reached. Then they were gone.

George W. Shiebler, of Geo.

W. Shiebler & Co., silver-

smiths, 5 and 7 Maiden Lane,

has been rejoicing upon the

recent recovery of a valuable

autograph album, which had been lost for over a

year and a half, and whose disappearance was duly

noted in these columns. Through the medium of

a medical friend, the owner of the book sent it to

Dr. Lorenz, the famous Viennese surgeon, who

was visiting the United States at the time, in the

hope of obtaining his autograph. Dr. Lorenz was

then at the Yale Club ; he gave the book in charge

of his assistant, Dr. Mueller, and the latter was

supposed to have inadvertently left it in a carriage.

Dr. Lorenz wrote his regrets to the owner over the

loss of the unique volume. A thorough search

was instituted and detectives were called in, but in

Package of

Jeweler Recovers
Valuable
Autograph Book

vain. To Mr. Shiebler's delight, however, the

book was lately discovered by the superintendent

of the Yale Club in one of the member's lockers,

which had not been opened for a long time. The

beautiful Russian binding had been torn off, but

otherwise the album was in good condition.

Among the signatures which it contains are those

of King Edward VII, the late Queen Victoria,

Sarah Bernhardt and many other notable people.

According to the statistical

report of Gen. Geo. W. Min-

Importations dil, jewelry examiner, the im-

portations of pearls and pre-

cious stones for the recent month of July amounted

in value to $2,179,948.36, or $15,192.76 more than

those for the corresponding month of last year.

The increase was in the value of uncut stones,

which amounted to $811,797.22, as against $700,-

6o8 for July, 1903. There was an actual decrease

in imported cut stones, the value of which was

$1,464,147.60 in July, 1903, and $1,368,154.14 in

July, 1904. The volume of uncut stones, however,

is the largest for any month of July on record, and

the aggregate compares favorably with the average

importations for the past six or seven years. It

would have been above that standard were it not

that the labor troubles in the European diamond

industry, which have only recently been adjusted,

had caused a scarcity of cut stones abroad, with

the natural result that for months past there has

been a uniform shrinkage in the importations of

this class of goods from the figures of previous

corresponding periods. Now, however, it is reason-

able to anticipate a proportional increase. In the

appended table the classified importations are

given for the month of July of the past five fiscal

years:

Increasing Diamond

July. rat. rneut. Total.

1904 . . $1,368,154.14 $811,797.22 $2,179,948.36

1903 1,464,147.60 700,608.00 2,164,795.60

1902 . .. 2,143,805.58 511,071.07 2,654,806.65

1901 . .. 2,355,389.61 189,010.43 2,544,400.04

1900 . . 1,482,781.05 618,043.57 2,100,824.62

Rigorous Penalty
for Attempted
Smuggling

Jewelry merchants and manu-

facturers will be interested in

the decision rendered recently

by the United States District

Court in the case of the gov-

ernment against a man named Harts. The suit

arose out of the defendant's alleged attempt to

smuggle goods from Japan into this country via

the port of San Francisco. It appears that Harts

arrived on the transport Thomas. He refused to

fill out entirely the form of baggage declaration

furnished by the customs authorities, but gave a

general statement to the effect that he had certain

trunks, bags and valises full of goods, all for the

use of his family and not intended for others or for

sale. A search of the baggage was then made,

and dutiable articles were discovered and appraised

in the aggregate at $657. The government entered

suit for $1971, or three times the amount at which

the goods were appraised. When the case was

brought before the Judge, he decided that the

testimony did not sustain the government's con-

tention, that section 3082 of the revised statutes

had been violated ; nevertheless, he held that the

defendant's failure to comply with the require-
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ments of section 2802, in other words, to mention

to the collector, prior to the making of the entry,

that his baggage contained dutiable articles, was

intentional and this, the Judge affirmed, was all

the government required to prove to entitle it to

the full penalty. However, the Court reduced the

appraised value from $657 to $552, and awarded

the government three times the latter sum. Not-

withstanding that the statutes provide such sharp

punishment for offences of this character, prosecu-

tions are, or have so far been comparatively rare.

The reason advanced for this is the difficulty of

finding a jury that will bring in a conviction.

Hence, not only can the reputable tourist, who

deems his offence a venial one, if indeed he deems

it an offence at all, hoodwink the authorities and

risk the possibility of detection with consequent

confiscation of the goods ; but, up to recent years,

the professional smugglers could ply their voca-

tions with comparative freedom. If, however, the

attitude of the goverment in the Harts case is a

true indication of its future policy in such matters,

the misdemeanors of both of these classes will

receive a salutary check, and the legitimate jewelry

trade should be the gainer.

The Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade issued a warn-

ing to the trade of this city,

some weeks ago, against a man

who is alleged to have been

endeavoring to purchase from Maiden Lane firms

diamonds and jewelry for worthless checks drawn

on the Greenwich Bank. He tendered a check for

a $140 diamond to one retailer, who declined to

accept payment in that way. The man is alleged to

have then asked the jeweler to make any inquiry he

deemed advisable regarding the value of the

check, and deliver the diamond that evening to

Fred. Holz, 52 W. Eighty-second Street. The

dealer took the check to the bank and discovered

that no such man as Holz had an account there.

The bank officials stated that another jeweler had

presented a similar bogus check for certification.

Upon going subsequently to the address on Eighty-

second Street given by the stranger, the dealer

found that the house was barred and shuttered and

its tenants gone to the country. No such man as

Holz was known in the neighborhood. The man

who is trying to work this scheme is about thirty

years old, five feet seven inches high, smooth-faced

and weighs about 160 pounds. He speaks with a

German accent.

The engagement of Aaron A. Anzelewitz, of

Anzelewitz Bros., watch, jewelry and material

dealers, 128 Canal Street, to Miss Etta Jacobson,

of Jersey City, has been announced.

Julius Caesar, importer and dealer in pearls,

68 Nassau Street, has admitted Hugo Wild and

F.O. Caesar to partnership in that firm, which is now

conducted under the name of Julius Caesar & Co.

M. 0. Doering, of Chas. Ahrenfeldt & Son,

52 Murray Street, sailed for Europe some weeks

ago. His tour abroad will occupy a few months;

he will make his headquarters at the company's

pottery works in Limoges, France, and will also

probably visit its German factory.

(Continued on page 1365)

Jewelers Warned
Against Alleged
Swindler
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ANNOUNCEMENT

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS
A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
BI. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly Imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
.3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
S. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly Imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

We have just added a Diamond Department to our business, which
will be in charge of Mr. S. C. Scott, formerly of the S. C. Scott Mfg. Co.,
of this city, and we solicit from his old friends and customers a continuance
of their patronage in this line.

We have secured the exclusive control of the " Grading System "
shown herewith, which with our facilities and capital will enable us to offer
you very careful and prompt attention to your orders and at prices to
meet any competition.

If you are in need of any Diamonds, either for special orders or for
your stock, send for our special-offer circular for September. We invite
a comparison of prices.

HENRY GINNEL, eic CO.
DIAMONDS and WATCH

31 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

V110118011&CONST11111111
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in /

E Roa.
4‹

IYSTAtis
TRADE-MAHK.

Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

September, 1904

17-7.44tEsbli.silici 1898

We will send this assortment for an even $5o.00
to get you started. If you have never handled our
glass you will not stop till you have our complete
line. Privilege to return all or part within 10 clays
if not satisfied.

7-inch Bowl   $2.50
8 I. 41 
  3.00

9 " " . . . .   4.50
Fancy Bon-Bon . . .   1.75
Sugar and Cream . . .   2.75
Oil or Vinegar 1  50
7-inch Nappy   2.508 o o 300
2 Pt. Water Jug . . . . 5.00
Qt, Water Bottle . . . . 2.50
3/ Doz. Tumblers . . . 2.50
2l Pt. Claret Jug . . . 5.50
Celery Tray   2.75
Cream " 530
Cologne Bottle 2  50
Powder Jar, Glass Cover, 2.50
5-inch 11Pd Nappy . . . 1.256 II It 

" . . . 1.60
833.00 on every piece

A fine 12-inch footed Punch Bowl $22.00

60 & 62 Arlington Street

Newark, N. J.

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1363)

A number of important real

estate transactions were con-

summated in the jewelry dis-

trict of this city last month. A

purchaser, of as yet unknown identity, secured

the valuable plots and buildings at 15, 17 and

19 Maiden Lane and 18 and 22 John Street,

which aggregate in area about 10,00o square

feet. On this site the purchaser is said to inten
d

erecting a twenty-story building. According to a

statement attributed to Herbert A.

Sherman, the real estate agent

who negotiated these sales, nearly

$1,000,000 were paid for the prop-

erty, and by the time the projected

building has been completed the

expenditure involved will amount

to twice that sum. The new

structure will extend from Maiden

Lane through to John Street and

will be specially designed to suit the

needs of jewelers. Such a massive

and handsome structure should con-

siderably enhance the appearance

of that section. The time for com-

mencing operations depends upon

the facility with which arrangements

can be made with the tenants pres-

ently located on its proposed site.

If no obstacle arises, work will

probably begin on May 1, 1905;

otherwise a delay may have to be

made until 1907. One of the firms

presently located in this section is

Cross & Beguelin, diamond, jewelry

and material dealers, 17 Maiden

Lane, whose lease extends two years

from May next, while a number of

tenants occupying upper apart-

ments in the building are said to

hold leases extending one year or

more. The occupants of these apart-

ments include Byron L. Strasburger,

David Ullman & Co., John C. Nordt,

Vogel, Corboy & Wesche, George

Schofield, B. Friedman, and Joseph

A. Straub, plater. Aikin, Lambert

& Co. and the Aikin - Lambert

Jewelry Co. hold a lease until next

May of the store at No. 19, in the

upper stories, of which are J. J. Cohn, Way & Co.,

Robert S. Gatter, M. J. Averbeck, Wm. I. Rosen-

feld and Hugo Baer. In the upper apartments of

the building at 15 Maiden Lane, the store in which

was vacated last spring by the Spencer Optical Co.,

which removed to the opposite side of the street,

are Charles L. Trout & Co., Tarant & Gismond

and William Fischer, a diamond setter. In the

upper stories of the building at 18 John Street are

several members of the trade, including N. J. Felix,

Morris Kaplan and J. H. Johnston & Son. The

store at No. 22 is occupied by J. W. Johnson,

Fox & Co. and John R. Greason & Son. The

building at No. 20, which, it will be noted, is not

included in the sale, is occupied by the Adelphi

Silver Plate Co. and Bergstein & Son. The six-

story building on the north side of Maiden Lane

and on the east side of Nassau Street was sold by

Charles Knapp to ex-Mayor Hugh J. Grant.

Nearly all the tenants in this edifice are in the

jewelry and diamond business and are much inter-

ested in the prospective changes.

Retail Estate
Dealers in the
Jewelry District

KEYSi'OINIE

Louis Kaufman & Co., the ring manufacturers,

of this city, have about completed work on their

new catalogue, and expect to .have it ready to

mail to the trade during September. It will contain

illustrations of 500 gold set rings in almost as many

styles and designs. Dealers can secure a copy of

this book by writing to the firm.

The appraisement of jewelry, precious stones,

glassware and earthenware has been delegated to

Board No. 1, consisting of General Appraisers

Sharrets, Lunt and McClelland, according to the

new assignment of subjects to the sub-boards of

the Board of United States General Appraisers, as

recently approved by the Treasury Department.
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Death of N. H. White

In the death of N. H. White, which occurred

last month, the trade has lost one of the most

prominent wholesalers in the Eastern States. The

deceased was senior member of the firm of N. H.

White & Co., 21 Maiden Lane, who have for a

number of years been one of the largest distributors

of watches in this country. In late years the firm

have divided their efforts between the sale of

watches and diamonds, but are still recog-

nized as one of the leading watch distributors.

Nathaniel Hart White was born

at Stanhope, Sussex County, N. J.,

sixty-eight years ago last March.

He had been in ill health for a num-

ber of years, but for about a week

previous to his death, which occurred

on August 57th, he had suffered

from an acute attack of peritonitis,

which was the immediate cause of

his death.
Mr. White's business career

began in Newark, N. J., in 1870,
and he remained there for eleven

years, when, at the suggestion of

the American Waltham Watch Co.,

he moved to New York City and

engaged in the wholesale jewelry

business, making watches a spe-

cialty. In 1890 he admitted into

partnership two men who had ren-

dered him faithful service for a num-

ber of years past, M. D. Mason and

A. V. Huyler, and the firm-name

was changed to N. H. White & Co.

Both of these men have been en-

gaged with Mr. White in business

for the past twenty years. A few

years later W. L. Ward, another

employee of many years' standing,

was admitted to the firm, which

will now be continued by the re-

maining partners under the old

firm-name.
The funeral took place on Au-

gust 20th. The services were held

at the Eighth Avenue Methodist

Church, of Newark, N. J., and were

largely attended by former business

associates and friends, of whom

Mr. White had a very large circle.

Mr. White was a member of the Masonic

Order, having advanced to the thirty-second de-

gree. He leaves a son and daughter, Chas. T.

1Vhite and Mrs. Ida Polhemus. He was noted as

being one of the kindest and most popular men in

the jewelry trade of this city. He had a good

word and a pleasant greating for all, and was

never known to speak disparagingly of any one.

Referring to these traits of character, one of his

partners feelingly mentioned the many kindly acts

he had been recipient of at the hands of Mr.White.

and also stated that during the twenty years en-

gaged with him he had never known him to lose

his composure but once in all that time. Deceased

was a keen judge of human nature, and was noted

for his integrity ; as one of his close friends ex-

pressed it, " his word was his bond." The trade

have indeed suffered a great loss in his death, and

THE KEYSTONE shares with his associates and

many friends in their great loss.

N. H. White

C. Dorflinger & Sons have issued a beautiful

illustrated price-list of their standard sets of table

service. This is an exceptionally tasteful compila-

tion printed on rich enameled paper, and on one

side of the paper only. The names, prices and

character of the articles are given at one portion

of each page, and the remainder is devoted to

illustrations. These latter are very fine, portraying

with great fidelity the decorative detail and general

richness of the goods. As a source of reference

for dealers handling cut glass the book will b
e

found convenient and helpful, especially at the

present buying season.

William Cooper, of Cooper & Forman, 3

Maiden Lane, ring manufacturers, has been ap-

pointed to serve on the Democratic campaign

committee and on the committee on speakers of

the Brooklyn Democratic Club. Mr. Cooper was

also a member of the committee of this club,

which, by special appointment, visited Judge

Parker, Democratic nominee for President, at

Esopus, on August 20th.

(Continued on page 13671
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SIGNET RINGS
with Raised Gold Interchangeable Letters or Emblems

enameled in their respective colors

Something new
for the Fall

trade

Send
for selection

Reverse view
showing screw-pin
running through

the posts of
initial or emblem.

Send for

my

Catalogue of

Rings

and Lockets

CHARLES M. LEVY 90 William Street
Manufacturer of

Fine Gold Rings and Lockets

(near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK

ONE OF HUNDREDS 
A study of our stock will make you acquainted with all that
is newest, most stylish and best in

Solid Gold Cases

Here is a very bold conception in which

strength is joined with delicacy in the en-

graving design. None but an artist of the

highest class will venture such an attempt

and produce the surpassingly beautiful re-

sult. The cut does not show the force and

grace of the design as it appears on the gold.

904
We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one

of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of

any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVELY

9-11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

1113011310111 & W010110Ck
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

22 Eldridge street

New York City, N. Y.

We beg to notify you that owing to the
coming holidays, and in order to be enabled to
till all our orders promptly and accurately, we
are compelled to keep our store open during
the months of September, October, November
and December until 10 c. a.

This will give you an opportunity to get any-
thing you may need in our line at the quickest
possible time and to your entire satisfaction.
Thanking you in advance for your favors,

We are, Respectfully yours,
AISENSTEIN it WORONOOK.

The lines we carry in stock :

Watches
Gold,American, Gold Filled,

Swiss, Silver,
Ingersoll, Nickel,

Gun Metal,Ansonia. Gold Plated.

Jewelry
Rings,
Brooches,
Scarf Pins,
Lockets,
Chains,
Earrings,
Bracelets,
Links,
Eyeglass Chains,
Stud Sets,
Emblem Pins,
Crosses,
Knives,
Cigar Cutters,
Baby Sets.

Gold
and
Gold
Filled.

18 I.. ox. P. S. watch, $1.85, net

Silverware
1847 Rogers Flatware,
Wm. " •

Meriden Britannia Hollowware.

A full line of Sterling Novelties.

Movements
Trenton,
Waltham,
Elgin,
New York Standard,
Omega,
Seth Thomas,
Swiss,
All Special Movements on hand.

Optical Goods
Trial Cases,
R. B. Frames, ) Nickel,
E. 0. " - Filled,
E. 0 Mountings, Gold.
Lenses.

Clocks
Alarm,
Gilt,
Kitchen,
Porcelain,
Bronze,
Parlor,
Cuckoo,
Music and
Novelty,

Tri all
makes
and
sty lea.

We carry a full line
o f Watchmakers'
and Jewelers' Ma-
terials and Tools.
A full line of Find-
ings in plate, filled
and gold.

September, 1904

New York Letter

Outing of the
Twenty-four
Karat Club

(Continued from page 1565 )

The midsummer outing of the
Twenty-four Karat Club, which
was held at the grounds of the
Marine and Field Club, Bath
Beach, on Saturday, August

13th, sustained in all its features the high standard

of social enjoyment for which the functions of this

club have become deservedly notable. The attend-

ance was large and representative, the weather
favorable and the programme such as provided an

ideal day's amusement. At II A. M. the members

boarded the Thirty-ninth Street (Brooklyn) ferry

at Whitehall Street and afterwards journeyed by
special trolley car to the place appointed. Upon
arrival at the grounds many of the party indulged

in tennis games, baseball, pitching, running and
jumping, while the less strenuous enjoyed them-
selves at billiards, pool or in viewing the pleasant
scenery of the bay. Hence, when dinner was an-

nounced the appetites of the members were well
stimulated, but the feast was well calculated to
gratify them. An orchestra discoursed selections
of popular music, and the piazza in which the din-
ner was served was prettily decorated. James R.
Gleason, president of the club, occupied the place
of honor at the table, and beside him sat Archie
Rutherford, president of the Philadelphia Jewelers'
Club. A number of brief speeches were delivered,
and the occasion being solely one of enjoyment,
these were, of course, impromptu and informal.
President Gleason suitably acknowledged the cour-
tesy of the Marine and Field Club in giving the
jewelers the freedom of its grounds, and a unani-
mous vote of thanks was passed in recognition of
the compliment. Mr. Rutherford, in responding
to the toast of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club,
said that 225 members of that body desired to ex-
tend through him its fraternal greeting to the
members of the Twenty-four Karat Club. He
gave it as his opinion that the New York jewelers
should build up this organization until it becomes
representative of the entire country. He also re-
ferred to the educative and broadening influence
of such functions as they were then enjoying.
Col. John L. Shepherd expressed his satisfaction
at seeing so many representative men present and
at the growth of the club. In his opinion these
outings and meetings cannot be held too frequently

THE KEYSTONE

rn order to obtain the greatest benefits. Brief re-
marks by one or two other speakers, after which
President Gleason paid a warm tribute to C. F.
Brinck, chairman of the board of governors, who
had charge of the arrangements for the day, and
by whose efforts, he said, more than by those of
any other man, the outing had been made success-
ful. He asked all to rise and drink to the health
of Mr. Brinck, and this was responded to with an
enthusiasm which vented itself in the popular re-
frain, "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow." Upon
reassembling on the lawn a group photograph
of the party was taken, and soon afterwards a
regular game of baseball began, which evoked
considerable interest. A train trip to Coney Island
brought the day's proceedings to a close.

While V. L. Kurtz, a jewelry
salesman for Jules Ascheim,
37 Maiden Lane, New York,
was showing some goods to a
jeweler in Philadelphia, re-

cently, a large sample case which he left in his
wagon, in front of the store, was stolen. The case
contained eleven trays of miscellanous jewelry
articles and diamonds said to be valued in all at
Poop. The authorities were put to work on the
case, with the result that a man named George
Gill, of Philadelphia, was subsequently arrested in
Newark, N. J., where he is alleged to have endea-
vored to dispose of the missing goods to a second-
hand dealer. He was afterwards taken to Phila-
delphia, where he is said to have admitted the
theft, and to have stated that he was intoxicated

when he committed it. He was sentenced to one
year's imprisonment. The goods were all re-

covered.
Lissauer & Co., 12 Maiden Lane, have decided

to carry in addition to their large stock of diamonds,

pearls, gold and filled cases, gold and plated

jewelry and Elgin and Waltham movements, a

complete line of New England watches, and are

now soliciting orders from the trade for these

watches as for their other goods.
Robert E. Corbett is now representing the ring

line of Allsopp Brothers, Newark, in this market.

Corbett for many years was the New York salesman

of the Jas. E. Blake Co., and more recently with

the chain house of Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr. He

believes he will like and will make a success of the

new line, as it is an extensive one.
Zimmern, Rees & Co., 13 Maiden Lane, made

an interesting purchase from a prominent London

Jewelry Case
Stolen from Sales-
man's Wagon
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dealer, recently, consisting of eight diamonds, of
one to two carats each, which had been worn in a
brooch by the assassinated Queen Draga. The
regicidal association, no doubt, gives them an
especial value in the eyes of historical relic
collectors.

A baseball team has been formed among the
employees of G. Borgfeldt & Co., that is open for
contests with other teams in the jewelry trade.
Teams desiring to try conclusions on the diamond
with the Borgfeldt nine, should address C. H.
Norton, 48 W. Fourth Street.

Nathan & Hayes, silversmiths, of Birmingham,
England, have opened an office at 427 Fourth

Avenue, this city, which is under the management
of C. H. E. Griffith.

The Thomas F. Brogan Co., manufacturers of
jewelry, hitherto of 26 Union Square, now occupy
the entire upper apartment of the new building at
7 W. Thirty-eighth Street.

The lawsuit for infringement of patent, brought
by Henry Fishel and Theodore H. Fishel against
H. L. Green Co., and which had been pending
since May 9th, was decided in .favor of the com-
plainants by judge Lacombe, in the United States
Circuit Court, New York, on August 4th. The
patent involved in this suit consisted of an improve-
ment in clasp pins. The court held that the defend-
ants had infringed upon United States letters patent
757,032, granted on April 12, 1904, to Henry Fishel,

and it therefore directed that a perpetual injunction

be issued enjoining and restricting them as prayed

for by complainants from making or vending the

said invention. The parties to the suit, however,

mutually agreed between themselves upon the

matter of costs.
M. J. Averbeck, jewelry manufacturer, 19

Maiden Lane, will issue in a few weeks a copi-

ously-illustrated catalogue of their various lines of

chains, lockets, brooches, rings, etc. This com-

pilation will consist of roo pages, each containing

reproductions of a particular line. The illustra-

tions will be handsomely executed and the general

arrangement such as will give the catalogue a

special value as a reference book for the jeweler.

At the venerable age of eighty-nine Edmund

B. Bailey died recently at his home in East Orange,

N. J. For nearly half a century he was a manu-

facturer of jewelry in New 'York and Jersey City.

In the early forties he had a factory at To Cortlanclt

Street, and about twenty years later he removed

to 15 John Street and again to 30 Cortlandt. Street.

Croup Pieture of the Twenty-four Karat ( lob, of New York, on their Recent Outing
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NE of the chief inducements
for you to buy your watches

from us is that we have one of the
largest and most comprehensive
lines of watches in America

We furnish everything in reliable watches,
and have so systematized our 'business that, no
matter what may be the character or dimensions
of your requirements, satisfactory selections can
be promptly made, or, if ordered by mail, will be
shipped with like promptness.

We have every essential for a strong watch
department. Then we wait on you pleasantly and
quickly when you call, and when you favor us
with your mail orders we take good care of them.

J. W. FORSINGER
Wholesale Watches

Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane Columbus Memorial Building
New York Chicago
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WESTERN BUREAU
Roost 601 COLUMBUS

OF THE KEYSTONE
MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, August 25, 1904.
Business conditions in the

Conditions and jewelry and optical trades in
State of Trade Chicago and her trade territory

are in a decidedly waiting stage
at this writing. The usual midsummer dullness has
been emphasized this year, and sales, as a rule, will
fall below August of last year. This statement
applies to the wholesaler, manufacturer and re-
tailer as well. The jewelers are buying steadily,
not rashly, but in the same conservative manners
that has characterized this year from its very
beginning. The outlook for trade in the coming
months, however, seems to lose nothing in force
by the lapse of another month, notwithstanding
the crop scares that have been afloat. This is one
of those years that, until the wheat harvest is over
and the corn crop is reaped, no one will know
what the yield will be. Reports are plentiful
enough, and some of them bad enough, but after
the first scare the trade is much inclined to take
nothing for granted and to wait until it finds out
for certain how things are. Conditions in the
wheat country are admittedly bad in some places.
Returning travelers from the Dakotas say that it
is "gone" in that section, and dealers from Kansas
say that it has turned out rather poorly in that
State. But none of these people seem greatly
alarmed over these conditions. Corn in Minnesota
and the Dakotas is late and will have to hurry
to get out of the way of frost. In Iowa, corn
prospects never were better ; Nebraska promises a
banner crop of corn; in Kansas there will be a
fairly good crop of corn; likewise Oklahoma. In
Missouri corn promises well, and in the re-
mainder of the States in the corn belt the same
can be said. The Southern States have made
large crops of corn, wheat, oats and hay. Pros-
pects are bright for a record-breaking cotton
crop. Every section of the Northwest reports an
increased yield of barley and oats, potatoes, cab-
bage and those many items in the vegetable list, all
of which bring in money. Then there is the live
stock. This is a short summary of the crop con-
ditions in the West, South and Northwest. These
sections of the country will be good buyers of
merchandise this fall and winter.

The large crops of corn and
An Encouraging cotton which are now prom-
Outlook ised will be of the highest im-

portance to the business inter-
ests of the country and the railroads. While it
is evident that the volume of sales in nearly

every line of merchandise, and especially those
represented by this journal, will not break the
record established during the recent years of
wonderful crop yields and exceedingly prosper-
ous business conditions, at the same time the
situation is full of encouragement to the true
business man. As a whole, the Great West—
and the same may be said of the South—was
never before so well prepared to experience crop
failures and dull times. But this is not a year
of crop failures and hard times as these terms
are understood in the West. Wheat is about
the only crop that is short, and it is only when
making comparisons with the bumper yields of
recent years that any shortage can be detected
in that. Farmers are in a good condition finan-
cially. There is less indebtedness than ever be-
fore, and nearly every product of the farm com-
mands a profitable price. No uneasiness is any
longer felt over the Presidential campaign seri-
ously disturbing business. But the impression
prevailing in some quarters that the remainder
of the present year must be a dull period in the
West is not based either on the crop situation
or the financial condition of the people. How-
ever, there is a strong disposition among the
men engaged in the jewelry and optical trades
to follow a conservative course in making pur-
chases and granting credits. This is especially
true of retailers, and they are endeavoring to
reduce stocks and dispose of "stickers" and
"slow sellers." This is unquestionably a wise
course on their part. The spirit of conservatism
is extending even to the consumers, who are
not buying as freely as they have for several
seasons past. One reason for this is the desire.
of the average citizen in the West and South to
offset the expense of his family to the World's
Fair at St. Louis. Who can say that in the end
the trade will not be better off for just such an
experience as this? Dealers will have their
stocks cleaned out, and will have their business
affairs well in hand. The people will require
more jewelry, watches and optic E: goods next
year, which the manufacturer must supply
through the jobber and dealer. Every season
cannot be a record-breaker, and when stocks
can be cleaned up and trade placed on a better
footing occasionally, the opportunity should be
welcomed. With the general good crop and
equally good prices assured to the farmer, upon
whom the prosperity of this country must
always rest, we believe there must come a re-
vival of business in all lines as soon as the crops
begin to move.
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Personal Mention

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., moves.
to Evanston two years ago from the South Side
in Chicago, where he had resided a greater part
of the time since coming to this city. In the
two years they have lived in this beautiful suburb,
the family have become so attached to the place
that Mr. Mead has recently purchased a home in
the older and most aristocratic part of the town
overlooking Lake Michigan, on which he will
invest $io,000 on improvements before occupy-
ing. The property and improvements will rep-
resent an investment of about $30,000.

Willard Hyde, president of Geo. E.
Marshall, incorporated, has returned from an
enjoyable vacation spent at Mackinac.

Sol Kaiser, of the house of Lewis Straus-
berger's Son & Co.., has just returned from a
three weeks' outing, spent at Mackinac Island
in company with his family.

F. M. Drummond, credit man for the Towle
Manufacturing Company, Chicago office, re-
turned recently from a very enjoyable vacation
spent at Mackinac Island.

Edmund Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., and
Mrs. Hahn, are enjoying a two weeks' outing
among the Northern Michigan resorts.

President Samuel Eisenstadt and Director
Ben Altheimer, of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis, were in town for a day the
early part of the month en route to Lake Harbor,
where they expected to enjoy a month's outing
together. They were welcome callers among
the manufacturing trade while in the city.

R. J. Hillinger, of R. J. Hillinger & Co.,
and Mrs. Hillinger, have recently enjoyed a
pleasant vacation among Canadian resorts.

J. M. Tuttle, buyer for the silverware de-
partment of Hymen, Berg & Co., and Mrs. Tut-
tle, have recently returned from a pleasant vaca-
tion spent in St. Louis, where they were doing
the World's Fair.

William Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.,
leaves on an extended trip over his southern ter-
ritory early in September. He will be absent
six weeks.

M. F. Barger, of M. F. Barger & Co., is at
his desk again this week after a mighty pleasant
outing enjoyed with his family at Sylvan Beach,
Mich.

G. V. Dickinson, general agent of the Elgin
National Watch Company, and Mrs. Dickinson,
returned to the city this week after enjoying a
two weeks' stay at the Elgin Club, Lake Geneva.

A. L. Wiffin, of Benj. Allen & Co., accom-
panied by Mrs. Wiffin, has gone to Boston and
other New England points to enjoy a three
weeks' vacation.

Ed. S. Hyman of Hyman, Berg &
spent a few days in St. Louis the early part of
the month doing the World's Fair.

Percy M. Smith, for several years past man-
ager of the Des Moines branch of the Geneva
Optical Company, has returned to Chicago as
the superintendent of the Geneva Company's
factory in this city. A. J. Fairbairn succeeds
Mr. Smith as manager of the Des Moines
branch.

Edward E. Swadener, with F. A. Hardy &
Co., with his family, is enjoying a three weeks'
outing at his old home in Dayton, Ohio.

L. R. Millar, Southern traveler for J. W.
Forsinger, was called to Toronto, Canada, last
week by the serious illness of his father.

(Continued on page 137.r.)
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Forerunners e*
of the beauty that
will be offered you
in the new catalog

that we are now
compiling. Our fall stock will be the best
that was ever offered,
arrived for
ing, we feel
will be yours
to visit our.

and as the time has now
Holiday buy-
that the loss
should you fail
store. The

leading makes of Solid Gold
and Gold Filled Cases, in all
new designs, may be found in our stock.
We are prepared to render quick service
when Railroad Watches are wanted.

Benj. Allen & Co.
The Silversmiths' Building

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue

Chicago
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Mrs. Fred Wile, wife of the well-known for-
eign newspaper correspondent who has been in
charge of the Berlin office of the Chicago "Daily
News" for the past two years, arrived at Chicago
this week on a visit to her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Adolph Shackman. Mrs. Wile and her
husband are on a two months' furlough, and will
spend most of their time in Chicago.

Emil Despres, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
returned this week from a two weeks' trip over
Steve Bridges' territory while his partner is en-
joying his annual outing with his family up
among the Michigan resorts. Mr. Despres tells
us that it seemed good to get back among his
old customers once again, and that he enjoyed
the trip.

William C. Robyn, house salesman with
Benj. Allen & Co., has gone to California on his
vacation, joining the Knights Templar excur-
sion.

Almer Coe, the well-known State street op-
tician, is at his desk again after a month's outing
enjoyed among the Eastern pleasure resorts.
Mr. Coe spent most of his time at Block Island
while away.

B. T. Roberts, in charge of the optical de-
partment at Norris, Alister & Co.'s, has re-
cently returned from a two weeks' vacation,
spent looking over the St. Louis World's Fair.

Robert F. Clark, Western traveler from the
Chicago office of the Towle Manufacturing Com-
pany, spent a few days at headquarters last week
and was off for an extended Western trip.

William C. Sommer, the well-known practic-
ing optician with Hyman, Berg & Co., returned
this week from a week's visit to the St. Louis
World's Fair. He was accompanied on the
jaunt by Mrs. Sommer, and tells us that they
enjoyed the Fair immensely, and that it is un-
questionably a great show.

Mr. Goldsmith, of Goldsmith Brothers, the
refiners, whose long illness has been mentioned
in THE KEYSTONE, iS now able to be up and
about again, but his physician has ordered him
to seek a milder climate for his complete re-
covery. On this account Mr. Goldsmith and
family will leave some time in September for
Southern California, where they will remain for
six months or longer, making their headquarters
at Los Angeles. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr.
Goldsmith's many friends in the trade in wish-
ing him good luck and complete recovery to
health.

C. A. Davidson, traveler for Otto Young &
Co., in Indiana, Illinois and Michigan territory,
is out again after a three weeks' sickness, and
starts on one of his regular trips over his terri-
tory this week.

John A. Cox, manager at Benj. Allen &
Co.'s, is at his desk again after spending a pleas-
ant vacation at his old home in Canada. He was
accompanied by his family.

John B. Warren. who has been assisting
Manager Kinna in the New York office of the
Elgin National Watch Company for several
months past, has recently returned permanently
to his old position in the general office of this
company in this city.

James A. Lynch, manager of the optical de-
partment at Otto Young & Co.'s, was married
July 20 to Miss M. A. Mallon at the home of
the bride's parents in this city. The wedding
was a quiet affair, only the immediate families
of the contracting parties being present. Mr.
and Mrs. Lynch started the same evening for
St. Louis, where they spent a week looking over
the World's Fair, much to their delight and
pleasure. TIIE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Lynch's
many friends in the trade in wishing he and his
bride a bright and happy future in their new re.
lations.

Herbert E. Cobb, Chicago, and Western
representative of the Daggett & Clap Company,
Attleboro, leaves this week for his usual fall
trip to the Pacific Coast. Mr. Cobb is a promi-
nent Knight Templar, and will join the Itinerary
of the Grand Commandery of Knights Templar
of Illinois and go with them to San Francisco
to the Twenty-ninth Triennial Conclave of the
order, which meets at 'Frisco September 6th to
Toth. He is one of the Committee of Arrange-

ments for the Itinerary, and is much interested
in the trip. Mr. Cobb will leave the Knights
Templar excursion at San Francisco and con-
tinue on his regular trip.

Charles S. Groves, who has been a member
of the sales force at Spaulding & Co. for several
years past, has resigned to go to Berlin, Wis.,
where he will engage in the dry goods business
with his father-in-law.

Charles D. Peacock, of C. D. Peacock, In-
corporated, is enjoying his annual summer vaca-
tion this month with his family, who are sum-
mering at Green Lake, Wis.

A. J. Volk, with Spaulding & Co., who has
been spending the past six months at the Paris
house of the firm, has just returned home and
resumed his old duties.

Harry Kohn, of the Stein & Ellbogen Com-
pany, returned to town this week from a ten
days' trip in the interests of the diamond de-
partment of his house.

Lloyd Milner, president of Spaulding & Co.,
who has been abroad for several months, re-
turned to Chicago early in August looking well
and feeling much better than he did when he
left for Europe.

Charles Lester, manager of the Chicago and
Western office of the New England Watch Com-
pany, accompanied by Mrs. Lester, is enjoying
a month's outing in the vicinity of Mackinac.

Gossip Among the Trade
Guy S. Caldwell, of Paris, Texas, is a re-

cent addition to the fall class of the Northern
Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology.
He is perfecting himself for the practice of optics.
Other late additions to this class are R. A. Pal-
mer, Cleveland, Ohio; A. J. Orr, of Cumber-
land, Md.; N. B. Blish, Keewanee, Ill.; Oscar J.
Haas, of Dubuque. Iowa; Frank L. Brockway,
also from Iowa; Sidney Klein, Cleveland; Frank
R. Bridges, of Glenwood, Iowa; W. G. Linn, of
Chicago; James A. Heney, of Cresco, Iowa, and J.
J. Palmer, of Redwood Falls, Minn.

A. B. Markwick, of Natural Bridge, N. Y.,
has recently graduated in optics at the Northern
Illinois College, of Chicago. Likewise Chas. E.
Cole, of Prairie du Chien, Wis., and M. L. White,
of Austin, Texas.

Cohen & Weinman have succeeded Cohen,
Nickell & Weinman, manufacturing jewelers, in
the Champlain Building; John H. Nickell with-
drawing from the firm entirely.

0. C. Jacquith, formerly well known in the
trade here from his long connection with some
of our wholesale houses, committed suicide early
in the present month by jumping overboard from
a Long Island Sound steamer. At the time of his
death he was working at his trade as watchmaker
in Hartford, Conn.

Otto Young & Co. have but recently sent
out to the trade their new 760-page tool and
material catalogue. It is a handsome, well-
printed book, copiously illustrated. It lists and
describes every tool used by the watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver and optician, as well as every
piece of material used in the construction of all
the different watches now on the market. In the
hands of any jeweler and watchmaker this cata-
logue will prove a hand-book of most valuable
information in the conduct of the repair depart-
ment of his business. The collection of goods
shown is most complete and modern with right
prices quoted thereon. Two hundred and thir-
teen pages of this catalogue are devoted to tools
alone. But watch materials occupy the most
prominent place in the new book, as 376 pages
are devoted to this department. Following this
comes 33 pages for watch case materials, and
this is followed by 49 pages given over to job-
bing material and jewelers' findings. The re-
mainder of this catalogue is devoted to clock
materials, music-box materials, technical books,
jewelry boxes, trays, cards, cases, display signs
and cases and everything else that should be
found in a jeweler's hand-book of tools and ma-
terials. If you have not already received this
interesting book, it will be wise for you to write
Messrs. Young & Co. for a copy of their new
tool and material catalogue, mentioning TII E
KEYSTONE when so applying.

News from the Trade
Livingston Bros., of Yankton, S. D., report

a remarkable run on souvenir spoons the past
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month on account of the rush of settlers during
the opening of the Rosebud Reservation. They
found it necessary to wire their orders in for the
South Dakota spoons three times in as many
weeks in order to keep up with the demand. This
may be explained when we state that 57,434 per-
sons registered at the Yankton land office in
eighteen days.

Albertson Bros., Luverne, Minn., have bought
out the drug and jewelry business of Putnam &
Dunn, of that place. Will Putnam will remain
with the new firm to manage their jewelry de-
partment.

A. Imig & Sons, of Sheboygan, Wis., the
well-known and pioneer jewelry house of that
flourishing young city, are making extensive im-
provements in their store. They are changing its
appearance entirely by putting in a new steel
ceiling and tile floor, as well as an entirely new
outfit of mahogany fixtures. It is the firm's inten-
tion to make their establishment modern in every
respect and a credit to their town and State.

Miss Mary J. Clugston, of Seattle, Wash., has
been pursuing a course in optics the past month
at the Northern Illinois College, this city.

James W. Pembroke, traveler for Rothchild
& Hadenfeldt, wholesale, San Francisco, was in
Chicago for several days last week, en route home
from an Eastern trip. Mr. Pembroke was a
pleasant caller among the manufacturing trade,
and found time to drop in at KEYSTONE head-
quarters and pay his respects.

Jeweler Frank Asquith, of Waterloo, Iowa, and
wife, both of whom were seriously injured in the
terrible wreck on the Wabash Railroad early in
July at Litchfield, Ill., we are glad to state have
entirely recovered from their injuries.

H. L. Chase & Co., of Cedar Falls, Iowa, held
a successful auction sale for one week the early
part of August.

Jeweler Ben Overstreet, of Farmer City, Ill.,
reports that he recently sold to a single customer
ten ladies' watches—one for each of ten daugh-
ters. Certainly a remarkably good sale for these
times.

S. R. King, Western traveler for C. H.
Knights & Co., and family, spent their summer
outing at Detroit, Mich. He tells us that he be-
lieves the Michigan metropolis to be the cleanest
and prettiest city in America.

Jeweler H. A. Kamps, of Appleton, Wis.,
has been the victim here recently of a diamond
robbery that was worked on him so smoothly
and quietly that he did not discover it until two
or three hours after it occurred. It was circus
day in Appleton, and two men happened in Mr.
Kamps' establishment and engaged the attention
of the clerk in the front part of the store. It
became necessary for the salesman to speak to
Mr. Kamps, who was engaged in the rear part
of the store. One of the callers followed the
clerk to the rear of the store and engaged both
him and Mr. Kamps in conversation, and held
them long enough for his confederate to open
the front show case and help himself to a tray of
diamond rings which would invoice at $1,500.
Of course, the light-fingered gentleman got out
of the store quickly, and quietly disappeared.
The would-be customer argued matters for a few
minutes and then left the store without making
a purchase. More than two hours afterward
Mr. Kamps made the discovery that the dia-
mond-ring tray was missing from their front
show case. Instantly he thought of the stranger
customer who did so much talking but failed to
buy. It was all clear, in a second of time, where
the diamond rings had gone. It was too late—
the thieves had gotten too much of a start, and
are still at liberty. Mr. Kamps feels his loss
keenly, for the reason that he blames himself
with it all. He says that his misfortune should
be a warning to jewelers everywhere to never
leave valuable goods in a show case without it
is locked. This was his mistake, and he feels
that he is paying dear for it.

Albert Zoelner, the well-known jeweler of
Portsmouth, Ohio, will shortly move into his
new store, which will be one of the handsomest
estabishments of the Buckeye State.

Jeweler M. H. Bell, of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
passed through Chicago this week en route to
San Francisco to attend the Triennial Knights
Templar Conclave. His lodge is one of the old-

(Continued on page 1m.)
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EWELER

At no time in the long career of this house have
C. H. Knights & Company been in a better position
to give their customers the very best service from
every standpoint.

The stock is complete in every respect, and such
as suits the progressive and reputable jewelers who
constitute the patronage of the firm.

Our experience as well as our stock is at the
service of every patron. We consult his interest no
less than our own, and try to make his every purchase
a profitable one.

Our aggregation for the Fall trade is the greatest
yet. When you come to Chicago don't fail to visit us

in the Columbus Memorial Building. A welcome
and a jewelry education awaits you.

C. II. Knights 0 Co.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS

CHICAGO
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est commanderies in the State, and is the only
lodge that ran a special train from Michigan.

Harry Watson, jeweler-optician, of Brandon,
Miss., is in Chicago this month pursuing an
advanced course in optics at one of our optical
schools. Mr. Watson was a pleasant caller at
KEYSTONE headquarters recently.

Joe E. Reagan, of the Baldwin-Miller Com-
pany, wholesale, Indianapolis, accompanied by
his family, is enjoying a month's vacation dur-
ing August at Happy Hollow, Epworth Heights,
Ludington, Mich.

A. U. Potter, watchmaker and engraver,
with Jeweler H. Kistenmacher, Tampa, Fla., is
spending three months in this city in perfecting
himself in engraving at the Illinois College of
Engraving. Mr. Potter was a pleasant caller at
KEYSTONE headquarters recently, and tells us
that Tampa is wonderfully prosperous the past
few years, having more than doubled her pop-
ulation in ten years.

Henry Rank, well known among the trade
from his long connection with the Bunde &
Upmeyer Company, Milwaukee, as head of their
silverware department, is being congratulated
upon the announcement of his early marriage
to a charming young lady f that city. The
wedding will occur September 8th, and will be
quite a society event.

Will Anderson, son of Jeweler G. Anderson,
Taylorville, Ill., is spending the summer in
Chicago pursuing a course in engraving at one
of our schools.

John L. Teeters, of J. L. Teeters & Co.,
wholesale, Lincoln, Neb., and Mrs. Teeters, were
in town for a few days last week, combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

S. Lindenberg, of the well-known Cincinnati
wholesale house of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,
spent two days in Chicago this week calling on
his friends in the manufacturing trade.

George H. Edwards, of the Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Company, wholesale, Kansas City,
Mo., was here this week accompanied by Mrs.
Edwards and their younger children. They were
en route home from a delightful outing spent at
Sylvan Beach, Mich. While in Chicago they were
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Barger.

A. G. Schwab, head of the house of A. G.
Schwab & Bro., wholesale, Cincinnati, spent a
day in Chicago recently calling on his friends in
the manufacturing trade, coming here from
Ottawa Beach, Mich., where he is spending the
summer with his family.

W. J. Graff, of Boscobel, Wis., was suddenly
called to North Manchester, Ind., the early part
of this month by the serious illness of his wife
who was visiting relatives at that point. Mrs.
Graff died August 2, and was buried from her
late home in Bosccibel August 5. Mr. Graff will
have the sympathy of the entire trade in his sad
and sudden bereavement.

News reaches this office that Miss Alice Kirk-
patrick, daughter of A. J. Kirkpatrick, well known
in this market as the proprietor of the Model
Drug and Jewelry Store, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
has been chosen as one of five of that town's
fairest young ladies to represent Oklahoma City
at the St. Louis World's Fair on Oklahoma Day,
which is September 5. Oklahoma City will cele-
brate the sixteenth anniversay of her founding
on that day also.

Calvin W. Pixley, practicing optician at
Lowell, Ind., has been in Chicago of late, looking
after W. C. Sommer's office during his absence
at Milwaukee and St. Louis.

Will Wagner, the popular Western rep-
resentative of the Sigler Bros. Company, Cleve-
land, has been laid up the past month by sickness.
Geo, A. Bain, of the house force of this firm is
out in his place and was met in Chicago last week
on his way West. He tells us that Mr. Wagner
expects to resume the road about September r.

Out-of-Town Visitors.

Jeweler E. M. Klein, of Muncie, Ind., was in
town on his return home from an extended vaca-
tion spent among the wilds of Canada and the
Northern Lakes. Mr. Klein reported a most en-
joyable trip.

George J. Preston, well known in the retail

optical trade in Minneapolis, Minn., was in Chi-
cago recently calling on the wholesale and manu-
facturing optical trade.

J. J. Lewis, of Waugami, New Zealand, has
been spending the past month in Chicago pur-
suing a course of optics at the Northern Illinois
College.

R. H. Herrick, of R. Herrick St Co., Ed-
more, Mich., was in Chicago recently en route
home from a trip to the Pacific Northwest
country. He expressed himself as much pleased
with the State of Washington, and said that the
jewelers where he had been seemed to be doing
fairly well, with bright prospects for the future.

Howard Thomas, jeweler-optician, of Inde-
pendence, Iowa, was in Chicago the early part of
August looking over the new fall lines. Mr.
Thomas was en route home from attending the
annual convention of the American Association
of Opticians, which met in Milwaukee, August
1-4. When met in one of our wholesale offices
he said, in reply to inquiry about present condi-
tions and prospects for fall and holiday busi-
ness in central Iowa, that just at present trade
was quiet but that crop prospects never were
better, and there was every assurance of a good
trade later on.

Herman F. Mueller, jeweler-optician, of Elk-
port, Iowa, accompanied by Mrs. Mueller, was in
town for two days last week. They were en
route home from a week's visit to the St. Louis
World's Fair.

W. F. Kemper, a well-known St. Louis re-
tailer, spent several days in town the early part
of the month, called here by the death of an
uncle. Mr. Kemper was a congenial caller at
KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay in town.

Walter H. Mellar, of Michigan City, Ind.,
spent a day in this market this week doing some
fall buying.

H. A. Roberts, of Vedersburg, Ind., was in
Chicago recently on a buying trip, and found
time to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters and
pay his respects.

Geo. A. Montgomery, of Montgomery Bros.,
the widely known and successful jewelers of
Los Angeles, was in Chicago for several days
recently. When met in one of our wholesale
offices, where he was doing some buying, he said
to THE KEYSTONE man: "I do not want to com-
pliment you too much, but I cannot refrain from
saying that yours is a great trade journal—the
greatest I know. At our store we subscribe and
pay for all the jewelry papers that we think are
worth paying for, and a few trade journals in
other lines, and we can say intelligently that THE
KEYSTONE is different from all the rest—that it
is unique in its position. We do not see how
any jeweler or optician can question the fact
that you do not honestly and fearlessly try to be
useful and helpful to them in their business and
that you are succeeding magnificently in this
good work. We have been subscribers to your
journal from its beginning and have noted its
continuous growth with genuine pleasure. We
are glad of this opportunity to express our ap-
preciation of a journal of so much practical
value to the trade."

W. J. Graff, of Boscobel and Spring Green,
Wis., was met in one of our wholesale offices
this morning, where he was doing some buying.
Mr. Graff reports trade quiet just at present and
prospects most encouraging for a late fall and
holiday business.

E. J. Pixley, of Lowell, Ind., was a trade
caller in this market to-day, who found time to
drop in and pay his respects at KEYSTONE head-
quarters.

The J. C. Herkner Jewelry Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., was represented in this
market recently by G. E. Willey, who was here
combining business with pleasure.

Carl T. Johnston, of Ringsted, Iowa, was
among the visiting buyers looking over the new
fall novelties in this market recently.

Richard Weitlich, of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., was
in Chicago for a few days last week on a pur-
chasing trip.

J. Leo Clement, with M. H. Bell, of Kalama-
zoo, Mich., spent a few days in Chicago calling
among the trade.

Mrs. Speidel, wife of Jeweler Charles Speidel,
of Richland Center, Wis., was in Chicago for a
few days, combining business with pleasure.
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S. T. Morrison, of Iowa City, Iowa, was a
visiting buyer in this market recently, selecting his
fall bills.

W. P. Bailey, of Onargo, Ill., was a trade
caller in this market, last week, looking over the
new fall line.

Jeweler W. W. Appel, of Lancaster, Pa., was
in Chicago recently for a few days on his way
to California. While here he visited Elgin to
look over the big watch plant.

C. E. Wardin, of Topeka, Kans., was met in
one of our wholesale offices last week. Mr.
Wardin was in Chicago combining some buying
with a few days' rest and pleasure. In reply to
the inquiry as to how crops and conditions were
in Kansas, Mr. Wardin said that when he left
home crop conditions were quite discouraging in
the Central and Eastern part of the State. The
wheat harvest had proved a partial failure on
account of too much wet weather; for the same
reason, a good deal of the corn had been
drowned out, so that there would be hardly more
than half a crop of corn harvested. This situa-
tion made conditions rather discouraging. How-
ever, Mr. Wardin thought that the good prices
that the farmers would receive for their products
this fall and the good condition they were in
financially, would make trade about as good as
usual in Kansas this fall and winter.

Miss McKee, daughter of Jeweler Roy
McKee, Tipton, Iowa, has been in Chicago the
past week on a pleasure trip. Miss McKee was
a welcome caller among the wholesale and
manufacturing trade.

Martin & Hoerr, the well-known jewelers of
Mankato, Minn., have been represented in this
market the past few days by Mr. Hoerr, who was
here looking through the new fall lines.

F. H. Reid, of Perry, Iowa, has been spend-
ing a few days in town this week, combining
some buying with the pleasure of a visit to the
Western metropolis.

C. W. Lindsay, of Anthom, Iowa, has been
in town this week, making liberal purchases for
his fall trade.

D. Doering, of Wakarusa, Ind., was among
the visiting buyers in this market last week,
selecting his fall bills.

H. P. Proctor, the well and favorably known
pioneer jeweler of Grinnell, Iowa, was in Chi-
cago for a few days last week, combining busi-
ness with pleasure. He was a welcome caller
among our wholesale people.

C. H. Cole, of Sandwich, Ill., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week.

F. E. Stevens, with H. M. Stevenson. of
Escanaba, Mich., was a trade caller in the Chi-
cago market recently.

Ingersoll & Sheperd, of Carbondale, Ill.,
were represented in this market recently by E. J.
Ingersoll, who was here on a purchasing trip.

H. P. Crane, of Ithaca, Mich., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week on a lookout for
early fall novelties.

M. L. Bowen, of Fort Madison, Iowa, was
in Chicago recently on a buying trip.

F. H. Bozehardt, of Kirkland, Ill., was a
visiting buyer in this market recently, selecting
his fall goods.

Elmer Hall, with G. F. Johnston, Paxton, III.,
was a trade caller in this market recently.

A. F. Trobe & Co., of Terre Haute, Ind., were
represented in this market last week by Mr. Trobe,
the head of the firm, who was here on a buying
trip.

Jeweler John M. Kennedy, of Waynesburg,
Pa., spent several days in Chicago recently, visit-
ing his son, who is a student in one of our en-
graving schools. While here Mr. Kennedy
visited Elgin, where he spent a day looking over
the factory of the Elgin Watch Company.

H. A. Hamilton, of St. Joseph, Mich., was
here last week on a purchasing trip.

F. E. Shortess, of Traer, Iowa, was in town
several days last week buying his fall bills. Mr.
Shortess reports prospects fine in his section of
the country for a good late fall and winter
business.

J. E. Duschl, of Mapleton, Iowa, N'as a
visiting buyer in this market last week, selecting
his fall hills of latest novelties.

C. K. Linden, of Kankakee, Ill., spent a day
in this market recently on the lookout for late
fall novelties.



REGULAR PRICES will be RESTORED

On and after September ist the prices of Dale Chucks
and other goods as illustrated in this paper during

June and July will be sold at our Catalogue prices

Write for Catalogue illustrating these Goods

liARDINGE BROS., 1034-1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago

Cut is a photo. reproduction. Every bench is exactly per above cut

Watchmaker's Bench

How About a New Bench
We are manufacturers of Solid Oak Roll and Flat-Tof

Benches.
Having just finished a new lot of both styles, we again ofiCr

them to you as follows :

Solid Oak Roll-Top Benches
Specifications: Solid Oak, Curtain Top,

paneled doors, sides and back ; fine cabinet finish. Drawers lock
automatically ; one drawer arranged for chucks. Brass trim-
mings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench. Both
top sides fastened with hinges and turn down. Mounted on
castors. Dimensions: 44 inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inchcs
wide. Solid Oak throughout (no soft wood bottom and back,
as most other benches are made). Guaranteed in every respect.

Special Price (Cash must accompany every order)
NET
No extra charge for
crating or cartage

open top, solid oak throughout, paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinet finish. One drawer arranged
for chucks ; also apron drawer. Has fancy knobs. Size : 40 inches long, 40 inches high, (212 12„
20 inches wide, with a parallel moulding all around. Special price, cash with order, gru•uv Net
No extra charge for Crating or Cartage

10 to 20 North Division Street
342 and 344 Washington Street KING & EISELE Manufacturers

BUFFALO, N.Y.

BIRTHDAY SIGNET RINGS
A Flower for Every Month

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY ,NATER AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER. NOVEMBER DECEMBER

SNOWDROP PRIMROSE ■noLET ENGLISH 0515Y HAWTHORNE HONEYSUCKLE WHITE LILY PUPPY MORNING GLORY GOLDEN ROD CHRYSANTHEMUM HOLLY

The Harbinger of Good Luck

The above cut represents the newest and best Signet Ring

on the market for the money.
They are guaranteed io karat. The flowers are of the finest

die work, rose finish. The tops come Roman or polished as de-

sired. Sizes 4 to 7%. Will duplicate any single month which

you. re-order tt the price per dozen.
Price $15.00 per dozen, less 6 per cent for cash.

Diamond Repairs
We desire to call the attention of the trade to the fact that

we give special attention to the repairs of diamonds. Estimates

cheerfully given on the recutting of " bad-shaped," " chipped " or

" burned " stones.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND CUTTERS

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING oe CHICAGO
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Alabama

E. 0. Zadek, of the E. 0. Zadek Jewelry Co.,
Mobile, has been made the recipient of a unique
honor by the Emperor of Germany for services ren-
dered to the Fatherland. On Monday, August 1st,
D. E. Holzborn, the German consul at Mobile, re-
ceived from Baron Von Sternberg, the German
ambassador at Washington, a letter stating that
Emperor William had ordered conferred upon
Mr. Zadek the medal of honor (Allgemeines
Ehrenzeichen). The ambassador enclosed the in-
signia in his letter and requested the consul to deliver
it to Mr. Zadek. The particular services of which
this honor is a recognition were not specified, but
it is inferred that the decoration was evoked by
the cordial reception to the crew of the German
cruiser Falke, who were at Mobile last January, by
the German citizens, and especially by the Mobile
Frohsinn, of which Mr. Zadek is president. The
decoration consists of a medal bearing on the
front side the initials of the founder of the medal,
Friedrich Wilhelm III (King of Prussia), and on
the back the inscription : " Verdienst um den
Staat."

California

Thomas Matthew Fry, the well-known jeweler,
of Oakland, died quite suddenly on August 5th.
He had been ill only a few days, and it was
believed that he was about to suffer an attack of
typhoid fever. Suddenly, while in his room, he
declared that he was choking, and at the same
time demanded that the windows be thrown open.
His request was complied with, but before the
family physician could arrive, Mr. Fry breathed
his last. He was a native of Roncoverato, W. Va.,
and had reached his sixty-second year.

Colorado

M. F. Warren, of the Warren Jewelry and
Optical Co., Colorado Springs, who has been
watch inspector for the Colorado Springs and
Cripple Creek district railway ever since it started,
has recently been appointed chief inspector.

Iowa

S. C. Dickinson and family, of Cherokee, re-
cently enjoyed a trip to Avoca in their automobile.
Mr. Dickinson reports a delightful trip and fine
roads in that section of the State.

Kentucky

J. M. Biggs, the hustling retail jeweler, of
Glasgow, recently bought a fine Hall safe, a hand-
some show case and other nice fixtures, and has
greatly increased his stock of watches, jewelry and
novelties. He expects a good trade during the
coming fall.

Louisiana

According to a New Orleans newspaper, con-
siderable information has been unearthed concern-
ing the history of the man calling himself "Leonard
Krower," who, over a month ago, sent large
orders to various jewelers in New York City, with
the evident purpose of securing goods in the name
of Leonard Krower, the well-known dealer, of the
Crescent City. Since the arrest of Mr. Krower's
impersonator, which was related in the August
issue of'THE KEYSTONE, the authorities have dis-
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covered that the fellow has heretofore been ope-
rating in more than one State of the Union, and
among the names hitherto used by him, besides
that of Leonard Krower, are William Thompson,
L. Kruver and I,. Krower. The paper states that
under the name of William Thompson he appeared
in Los Angeles, Cal., last September and opened a
grocery store. He made debts right and left,
ordered a big bill of goods, received them, did not
pay for them, sold them for cash and skipped to
San Diego, Cal. There he played the same game,
and next migrated to Tucson, Ariz., where, under
the name of Leonard Krower, he repeated his
former exploits. He was soon after a temporary
resident of Douglas, Ariz., and there, under the
name of L. Krower, opened a grocery, restaurant
and fruit store and contracted large debts. He
put up a building worth about poo, did not pay
the carpenters and builders, and after a few
days he mortgaged the property, and going over
to the town of Bisbee, sold the property, not-
withstanding the fact that there was a mortgage
upon it. For that act " Krower " was arrested,
convicted and sentenced to jail for sixty days. He
served his term and went to El Paso, Texas.
There he rented a place, fitted it up in princely
style and pretended to be a man of large capital.
He had a stock of goods sent to him on approval,
and he deferred payment until he should be ready
to begin business. He then skipped, after having
sold the goods for cash, and he was next heard of
in New Orleans, where, as has been reported, his
operations were not so successful.

Maryland

After a career of twenty-nine years John W.
Morris, the well-known jeweler, of North Market
Street, Frederick, has retired from business.
James E. Doll, who has been connected with Mr.
Morris in business for twenty-five years and is
well-known and popular in the community, suc-
ceeds him as owner of the store. Mr. Morris will
continue to reside in Frederick.

New York

Joseph A. Field, of Graubard & Field, pro-
prietors of the Mohawk Loan and Jewelry Com-
pany, Schenectady, was married recently to Miss
Lula J. Levi. The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. Mr. Chapman, rabbi of the Jewish Syna-
gogue in College Street, and was witnessed only
by the immediate relatives of the couple, among
whom were Joseph Goodman and M. Gross,
of New York, uncles of the bridegroom. The
newly-wedded couple afterwards left for an ex-
tended trip to Chicago, the World's Fair and other
points West. THE KEYSTONE extends congratu-
lations.

Chas. B. Pike, Whitehall, is selling out his
retail jewelry and sporting goods business, and
expects to have his stock disposed of by Novem-
ber 1st. He has a manufacturing business that
requires all his attention, and this it was that
necessitated the sale.

W. B. Joseph, the well-known Hudson jeweler,
recently removed from 561 to 535 Warren Street.
In his new location he enjoys the increased space
which the growth of his business necessitated, and
his fixtures are modern and handsome. Jeweler
Joseph has added a china and a stationery depart-
ment in his new store.

The jewelry store of the C. J. Fisher estate
was one of the establishments that were destroyed
in the disastrous fire which recently reduced the
handsome business edifice known as the Glenny
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Building, Main Street, Buffalo, to ruins. Accord-
ing to the Buffalo Times, the injury wrought to
this concern by the flames amounts to $4o,000,
nearly all of which, however, is covered by insur-
ance. The entire damage resulting from the fire
has been estimated at $400.000,

John R. Stadlinger, of 7 West Chippewa Street,
Buffalo, has offered a reward of $25 for the arrest
of a man named J. Johnson; alias Merill, alias
Strauss, a watchmaker, who is alleged to be guilty
of the larceny of a number of watches. He is
fifty-five years old, about five feet three inches,
with a heavy gray moustache ; he is near-sighted,
has large protruding eyes and wore a gray suit of
clothes. Communications regarding him should
be sent to Wni. S. Bull, superintendent of police,
Buffalo.

Joseph F. Rieser, of F. Rieser, 119 Main Street,
Poughkeepsie, recently constructed an ingenious
working model of the lever escapement, and placed
it in the show window of the store where it attracted
a good deal of attention. This interesting model
measures ten inches in diameter, and its construc-
tion and finish show a high order of workmanship.
Mr. Rieser recently graduated from the Waltham
Horological School.

North Carolina

The firm hitherto conducted by M. H. Jones,
at Durham, has been incorporated, and is now
known as that of Jones & Frazier. This business
was established in Durham eighteen years ago and
since that time has been doing a prosperous and
progressive trade. Mr. Jones, its erstwhile sole
proprietor, is well known in the trade. His partner,
Mr. Frazier, has been a workman in the store for
four years. He is secretary and treasurer of the
corporation. Mr. Jones being president and Mrs.
B. McL. Jones, vice-president.

Pennsylvania

Early on the morning of August 3d an attempt
to burglarize the store of A. S. Jacoby, Bradford,
was frustrated. Editor David A. Dennison, of
The Morning Era, was passing through an alley
leading to Main Street. An open window in the
rear of Jeweler Jacoby's store, at the corner of the
alley and the street, attracted his attention, and he
stopped. A hand containing a tray of jewelry was
extended through the window a moment later, and
the editor took the tray and laid it down on the
sidewalk. The burglar had mistaken him for a
" look-out," and he followed the tray. Mr.
Dennison seized the burglar, and the next instant
the men were engaged in a terrible struggle.
Police Captain Foust arrived at this juncture, and
the officer and editor landed the burglar in the
police station—the latter struggling and fighting
all the way. Twenty-seven watches and other
plunder were found on his person.

The well-known firm of Rothstein & Lippman
Bros., Altoona, was dissolved on August loth by
mutual consent. Meyer Rothstein retains the
Johnstown store, paying all the bills of that estab-
lishment that remain unpaid up to date. Louis
Lippman retains and will pay all the unpaid bills
of the Altoona store to date and Jacob Lippman
retires.

A press dispatch states that W. E. Lameroud,
a prominent jeweler, of Oil City, was the victim of
a peculiar accident, on August 9th, that will prob-
ably destroy the sight of one eye. He was solder-
ing a link of a hollow gold cuff button when the
heat from his lamp caused the button to explode,
and a piece of the metal entered one of his eyes.

Patented

This pattern will be furnished in the usual complete assortment of Spoons, Forks, Serving Pieces and
Hollow-Handle Cutlery. It will be finished in French gray with burnished bowls, blades and tines. The
" Vintage " is entirely different from anything heretofore produced and advance sales prove it will be extremely
popular. A representative line is now ready for delivery. Leading jobbers will supply you.

Internntional Silver Co. Meriden Britannia Co.9Successor to M Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CHICA00 HAMILTON, CANADA
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1 32 Park Place, New York

1 37

MeridenManning, Bowman & Company, Connecticut
THE
BEST

KNOWN
METHOD
FOR

MAKING
COFFEE
OR
TEA

No. 1993
" METEOR " CIRCULATING
COFFEE PERCOLATOR
Made in over fifty assorted

Styles and Sizes
Circular 87K illustrates complete line

of Percolators

Nickel inc.1 Silver Plate New York
Chicago

San FranciscoNew and Original Designs Quality Guaranteed
Chafing Dishes (With Patent " Ivory"

Enameled Food Pan) Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.
Baking Dishes, Table Kettles, Etc.

No. 1158. PRIZE CUP
Solid Copper, English Pewter Mountings

No. 267. CHAFING DISH
Nickel or Silver Plated

All of our Percolators are made with the latest up-to-date improvements. Globes have removable strainers and are interchangeable. TliMeteor Lamp can be instantly lighted or extinguished, and regulates perfectly. If you want theBEST Percolator, see that it is stamped " Meteor."
NEW CATALOGUE NO. 40, ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE LINE, READY SEPTEMBER ITH

Everr Piece of Quarter
Centurr Zitverware Bears

This
"Trade-Mark." h is significant of
Design, Finish, Workmanship and
Wear, found only in Solid Silver, and
at the price of plate. Every piece
Guaranteed absolutely for twenty-five
(25) years. Write for free booklet,
"Use and Care of Silverware."

M.S.113enebict Manufacturing Co.
Works and Main Office, EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.NEW YORK TORONTO CHICAGO

The generally acknowledged term for the best and
most salable line of hollow-ware is

HOMAN PLATE
manufactured for nearly 6o years, and sold year after
year by the leading houses in the world's market.
A new general catalogue will be ready for distribu-
tion about September 1st.

Our full line is displayed at

where visiting buyers will be extended
every courtesy

The Homan Silver Plate Company
NEW YORK SALESROOM : 32 Park Place
CHICAGO SALESROOM ; The Silversmiths' Building
BOSTON SALESROOM : The Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.



Catalog showing hundreds
of the most elegant pieces,

suitable for Wedding, Holiday and

Occasion Gifts. Special attention given to Special Order Work. Designs

and estimates furnished

Address all orders Manufacturing Departmcnt



This double-page advertisement is one of several that will appear
in some of the leading magazines in October

TO THE TRADE-

Twenty pieces of " Flower-
de-Luce," our new design in
Community Silver, are now
ready for delivery.

Its remarkable beauty, to-
gether with its great simplicity, is
not an accident. It is due to our
strong belief in the importance
of correct and artistic design.
Women buy most of the
silverware sold. They are now
thoroughly awake to the advan-
tages of surrounding themselves
with objects of real beauty.
Formerly the design and beauty
of all house furnishings was of
small importance. If the quality
was good and the price low the
housewife was satisfied. Now,
she insists on beauty and correct
design as well.

The enormous success of our
Avalon pattern shows the truth

.of this. Here, for the first time,
buyers of plated ware would get
the style, the beauty and the
correct design of the best Ster-
ling. Housewives were quick to
recognize its merits, and the
success of the ware has been far
beyond our expectations.

The new Flower-de-Luce, we
are confident, will meet with
even greater success than the
Avalon. It is absolutely in a
class by itself as regards simpli-
city, beauty and the correct work-
ing out of a truly artistic concep-
tion. No maker of flatware—
plated or sterling—has ever car-
ried out a design with such minute
attention to detail and close adher-
ence to the correct principles of
art. All of these qualtities com-
bined make the design one of

COMMUNITY
SILVER

W e announce the completion
of the “Flower-de-Luce,- our
latest Community Silver design.
This ware has a dignity and a
lasting beauty in marked contrast
to the over-ornamentation of
other plated ware.
Boldly applying the best

ideas of modern art, and keeping
close to the graceful lines of the
growing Flower-de-Luce, we
have obtained unusual simplicity
without sacrificing beauty.
The ware has the style and

appearance of Sterling. On sale
at the best shops and jewelers.
We solicit for it your careful
inspection.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD
ONEIDA, N

Fonn,1■•■I 1848

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
General 016...ces:

ONEIDA, N. Y.
Branch Offices and Showrooms:

NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.
Founded In 1848.

Silverware Office and Factory:
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

A series of double-page and full-page advertisements will appear
in various prominent publications this Fall

COMMUNITY
SILVER

great lasting beauty. Whatever

the prevailing style, the Flower-

de-Luce will always please. The
pattern will always sell.

So much for the theory. The
practical aspect is this : We have
such confidence in the pattern

and in our entire Community
Silver line that we are going to
force every housewife in the
country to at least consider the
line this fall. Our advertising
will be very much more exten-
sive than has ever been attempted
before in Silverware. It will be
compelling. No woman can
escape it. We are advertising
for her, and have taken full
pages for all the late months in
the Ladies' Home Journal, Wo-
man's Home Companion, and
large space in the Delineator,
with double pages in leading mag-
azines, like the Century, Har-
per's, Scribner's, etc. In addi-
tion to this extensive magazine
advertising we will have many
other forms of advertising the
ware, such as newspaper adver-
tisements, display-hangers, cir-
culars, catalogues, etc.

Furthermore, the prices of
the ware are such as to give you
a good margin, much more than
you ordinarily get on plated ware.
Everything considered, we are
confident that whoever puts in
the line will find it an easy mat-
ter to sell the goods at prices that
will yield him a profit much bet-
ter than the average.

We have placed the line with
representative jobbers through-

out the country, and we presume

you have already had a chance

to examine the goods. If not,
kindly let us know and we will

see that you do see them.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
General Offices:

ONEIDA, N. Y.
Branch Offices and Showrooms : Silverware Office and Factory:

NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.
CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg. NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Founded to 1848.
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A dainty spread of the exquisite "1835 R. WALLACE" Silver Plate on the
snowy linen of the breakfast table makes the morning meal delightful. The
exclusive patterns and beautiful finish of the best sterling silver at one-half
the cost. Ask your dealer for the "Floral Pattern."

R. WALLACE Ci SONS MFG. COMPANY
New York Store 226 Fifth Ave. DEPT. F. WALLINGFORD. CONN.

THE above advertisement appears very prominently in the September Ladies' Home Journal,

Delineator, Ladies' World, Harpers' Bazaar, Good Housekeeping, Metropolitan Alagazine,

Everybody's Magazine and Boston Cooking School Magazine, a list of advertising mediums read
by over twenty-five million well-to-do people, most of them housekeepers. Many of these people live

in your town, and you will get them for customers if you carry " 1835—R. WALLACE " Silver Plate.

This is part of a most aggressive fall advertising campaign to the consumer, and the above

design is the first of a series of four to appear respectively in September, October, November

and December.

If you do not carry the Floral or other patterns in the " 1835—R. WALLACE"
Silver Plate, write us for catalog and prices

R. WALLACE & SONS MFG. CO.
WALLINGFORD, CONNECTICUT

N.EW YORK
at 226 Fifth Avenue

I

 BRANCIIES IN 
CIIICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

at 131-137 Wabash Avenue at no Sutter Street at 63 Basinghall Street
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Cincinnati Letter

The midsummer dullness in this section was

less intense than many had expected. While trade
has been quiet, there has been enough activity in

the line of staple goods to keep most of the jobbers

and manufacturers going almost full time. The
makers of special pieces and trophies have done

an unusual amount of high-class work. Salesmen

for nearly all of the houses are now out, making

their fall trips, and report a fair amount of imme-

diate business, with prospects for a heavy winter
trade.

S. H. Nordlinger, of the firm of Nordlinger &
Mamluck, of New York City, was here some weeks
ago adjusting a claim which his house held against

the local firm of Lehr, Cantor & Co. As a result

of civil action against the latter, its business was
placed temporarily in the hands of a constable
from the magisterial court of Justice Roebling.
The firm has a rating of $75,000, and was enabled
to adjust the claim of the New York house to the
satisfaction of all concerned. They deplored the

441 newspaper publicity and made the statement that
the whole affair was the outcome of a misunder-
ing. Mr. Lehr was for years a well-known trav-
eling jewelry salesman, while Mr. Cantor was
connected with the Cincinnati Southern Railroad
before the present firm was organized last spring.

Frank Fullilove, jeweler, of Owenton, Ky.,
accompanied by his wife, stopped over in the
city while en route to St. Louis to take in the fair.

Although having dealt extensively with the
Cincinnati trade for a number of years, Joseph
Wikstrom, of Chattanooga, Tenn., made his first
visit here about the middle of August. He was
much pleased with the city and the friendly recep-
tion of the jobbers. From here he journeyed to
St. Louis, where he will remain two weeks and
then return to Tennessee.

B. J. Jackowsky, Dayton, Ohio, is making
improvements in his store, and was in the city
looking for fixtures and the latest in the novelty line.

I. N. Pollock, Ashland, Ky., called on the
jobbers and left liberal orders for fall stock.

S. G. Hansgen and wife, of Bethel, Ohio,
recently passed through the city, on their return
from a visit of several weeks to relatives in another
State.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Swigart, of the well-
known jobbing firm of E. & J. Swigart, are
rejoicing over the arrival of a fine boy at their
home. The young heir arrived the day following
the arrival of the new Czarowitch of Russia, and the
father says he believes his son is the better man of
the two, although younger.

Jobbers report an active demand for opera
glasses and watch chains, the call for holiday goods
of this class being larger than usual at this time of
the year.

William Pflueger, of Jos. Noterman & Co., went
recently on a Western trip, and while in that sec-
tion of the country took a run over to St. Louis to
visit the fair.

Joseph Sarphie, of Woodville, Miss., was
among the latest visitors in this city who ordered a
nice line of holiday goods.

Abraham Steinau, for many years a familiar
figure in jewelry circles, and at one time one of the
most prominent of the Fourth Street jewelers, died
August Toth, at his home at 3123 Woodburn Ave-
nue, Walnut Hills, after a protracted illness.

Oscar Keck, of the Duhme Jewelry Company,
is en route to Europe, where he g6es in the interest
of the firm. He will remain abroad some months.

Window smashers made a raid on the down-
town store of George Newstedt, 404 Walnut Street,
one Sunday morning before daylight, early in the
month, and after smashing one of the large plate-
glass windows, made away with a tray containing
a dozen gold watches. Three young men were
seen at the place by pedestrians, who it is thought
frightened them away before they had completed
their work, as a lot of valuable jewelry was left
undisturbed.

Samuel B. Kerl, bookkeeper for the Gustave
Fox Co., recently celebrated with his wife, the fifth
anniversary of their wedding at their home, at
Fifth and Kenton Avenues, Dayton, Ky.

Ground was broken a short time ago for the
new Jewish Tabernacle, which is to be erected at
Rockdale and Harvey Avenues, at a cost of about
$200,000, at which Sol. Fox, the wholesale jeweler,
officiated as master of ceremonies. In breaking
the ground Mr. Fox used a silver spade, and then
concluded with an address commemorative of the
religious event.

W. L. and J. C. Miller, of the firm of Miller
Jewelry Co., have both started out on the road
on their fall trips. W. L. Miller will take in
Ohio and Kentucky, and J. C. Miller will cover
Pennsylvania and Northeastern Ohio. They will
be out for about six weeks.

The ball team, composed of employees of
A. & J. Plant, known as Plaits' " Diamonds,"
recently defeated a team from the Crenitz works,
in a game of ball played at Coney Island.

John Seibert, the Frankfort, Ky., jeweler, was
in the city several days and left a number of orders
for goods.

Ira Lehr, of Lehr, Cantor & Co., has gone to
the Southwest, in the interest of his firm.

George H. Newstedt, the Walnut Street
jeweler, was some time ago appointed the official
watch inspector for the Chicago, Cincinnati &
Louisville Railroad, which road has become a
part of the new C., H. & D. system.

Mayo Loeb, of Herman & Loeb, devoted a
two-weeks' vacation to taking in the sights of the
St. Louis big fair.

The family of A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab
& Bro., is rusticating in the vicinity of Ottawa
Beach, Mich., for the summer.

John Herschede was in St. Louis, looking

after the exhibits of the Herschede Hall Clock
Company at the fair.

Oscar Schmidt, Southern representative of the

John Holland Gold Pen Co., is spending his vaca-

tion in the vicinity of Asbury Park, N. J.
A. Boiarsky, jeweler, of Charleston, W. Va.,

was among the jobbers, and left several orders for

novelties and holiday goods.
Mrs. M. C. Motch, wife of the former promi-

nent pioneer jeweler, of Covington, Ky., accompa-

nied by Mrs. Cora Thomas and Charles Motch

Ewan, recently left for an extended visit to Atlantic

City and other Eastern watering places.

A number of young people, connected in vari-

ous capacities with the trade, visited the World's

Fair during August. Among them were Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Lucius, Lawrence J. Herschede and

the Misses Ratterman, Herschede, Timmoner and

Stoffregen, of Frank Herschede's store.

Louis Loeb, of Herman & Loeb, leaves the

latter part of August on a Western trip for his

health, which will include the Pacific Coast. He

expects to be gone a month or more.

Miss Hellebush, a daughter of Clemens Helle-

bush, the down-town jeweler, was married to Dr.

Wm. Emminger, a dentist, at the parental home

on East Walnut Hills, August 1st.
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D. Jacobs, of Jacobs & Co., is home from
French Lick Springs, where he went because of
his health.

Joseph T. Homan, of the Homan Silver Plate
Co., spent a vacation of some weeks at Eastern
watering resorts.

The wedding of Eli Gutmann and Mrs. Unter-
meyer, which had been previously announced, was
solemnized at the Hotel Alms, August 1st. The
happy couple departed shortly afterward on their
honeymoon, and before returning will visit several
of the notable points of interest in Europe. Friends
of the groom played a joke on him when he called
at the court house to get the marriage license, by
making him sign an order for a wedding dinner,
he being under the impression that he was signing
one of the necessary documents. He took the
affair in good part and was given a lively send-off
with his bride.

Arno Dorst, who has been in Kansas City sev-
eral months, opening a branch factory for the
firm of Dorst & Co., was home for a week during
the middle of August. He will in the future divide
his time between the two branches.

0. P. Rowley, representing the Bowler &
Burdick Co., of Cleveland, was in this section sev-
eral clays and left for Kentucky on a business trip.
Bowler's territory includes Southern Ohio, Indiana
and Kentucky. He states that Captain R. E.
Burdick, of the firm, who has been in Amsterdam
during the summer, has sailed for home with a fine
line of diamonds.

I 1. Lindenberg, of the firm of Lindenberg &
Fox, spent part of August in the Southern States
in the interest of his firm.

Alvin Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss &
Co., was laid up several weeks with a badly-
sprained ankle, but is now able to be out.

Herman Smith, of Parkersburg, W. 'Va., was
here to purchase new fixtures and lay in a holiday
supply of goods.

The following were among the visiting mem-
bers of the trade who were in the city during the
past month : Ohio—M. Kaelin, Nelsonville ; R. T.
Kleckner, Circleville ; Albert Schlegel, Chilli-
cothe ; 0. L. Anderson, Byesville ; William Gasser,
Jr., Fremont ; F. A. Schweeting, Oxford ; H. C.
Reed, Blanchester ; Norman Schweeting, Oxford;
Anton Wohlend, Dayton ; George F. Ireland,
West Milton ; Miss Ada Fordyce, Hamilton ; J. B.
Hesselbrock, College Corner ; J. E. Zitnnierman,
New Holland ; Jacob Frame, Toledo ; Thomas
Joseph, Akron ; L. T. Ott, Mansfield ; A. J.
Heesen, William A. Thorp and A. R. Baldwin,
Toledo ; V. J. Miller, Blanchester ; J. M. Runyan,
Sabine ; J. H. Drake, Lebanon ; G. H. Hansgen,
Bethel ; Dr. H. W. 0. Bryant, Troy ; B. Jackow-
sky, Dayton. Kentucky—J. W. Keller, George-
town ; J. A. Simpson, Williamstown ; Fred. J.
Heintz, Lexington ; H. H. Rohs, Cynthiana ; W.
C. Ward, Winchester ; H. Clooney, Maysville ; C.
Keller, Frankfort ; Frank Fullilove, Owenton, and
I. N. Pollock, Ashland. West Virginia—Herman
Smith, Parkersburg ; A. Boiarsky, Charleston;
J. F. Krohme, Clarksburg ; J. H. Grubbs, Thur-
mond ; Charles J. Kinzer, Bluefield. Alabama—
F. T. Parker, Mobile ; Geo. F. Whitlock, Eufala ;
J. T. Douglas, Brewton ; C. L. Schweitzer, Mobile;
Julius Joffee, Bessemer. Indiana—Geo. Greyer,
Anderson ; C. Steinhauser, Shelbyville ; A. B.
Swift, Macy ; E. G. Trinkley, Fort Wayne ; H. B.
Hunter, Wabash ; James F. West, Brookville,
Mississippi—Joseph Sarphie, Woodville ; H. G.
Meyer and C. W. Chambers, Meridian. Louisiana—
Geo. P. Keeler, Shreveport. Illinois—Nat. March,
Grayville,
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Trade Conditions The wholesale trade in St. Louis

and Prospects continues to enjoy a fairly satis-

factory measure of activity.

August is holding its own in comparison with the

same month last year with most of our jobbers.

The retailers, especially those in the down-town

district, report a steady improvement in their busi-

ness over that of August a year ago, owing, no

doubt, to the large number of World's Fair visitors

within our ,gates. Crop conditions still .continue

good in most sections tributary to this market.

The Southern States have large crops of corn,

wheat, oats and hay. Prospects for a large cotton

crop are excellent but, of course, it will be fully

thirty days before the amount of the cotton crop is

absolutely certain. Many visiting Southern jewelers

state that prospects at this time are better than for

many years past. General prospects for all South-

ern crops are also excellent. Conditions have

improved very much in the past thirty days.

Unless there is a great change we expect this year

to have the unusual condition of bountiful crops in

the Northern and Southern States the same season.

Notwithstanding these conditions buying by the

retail trade in the country is not brisk. Jewelers

are not buying large bills as yet. The fact is they

have not yet realized any benefit from the fine

crop prospect, and as buyers are pursuing a con-

servative course they are not disposed to anticipate

their wants until they know that good crops are a

certainty.

Crowds of
World's Fair
Visitors Increasing

The crowds attending the

World's Fair are increasing.

The " spending class" is now

coming, and the cheap lunch

box is not so much in evidence.

The down-town theaters are open, an,' the high-

class cafes and restaurants are beginning to reap

their harvest. The weather has been ideal—some-

times too cool for actual comfort. The stream of.

visiting jewelers continues. They are now buying

more goods. Southern dealers have been espec-

ially numerous and are liberal buyers.

A. S. Roberts, of Eureka Springs, Ark., was

among the many Southern jewelers who visited

St. Louis last month to do some buying and look

over the World's Fair.
R. H. Emerson, of Fort Worth, Texas, was

among the many visitors in this market last month

selecting fall goods and looking over our World's

Fair.
F. W. Pilcher, of Mezico, Mo., was in the city

for several days last month, combining business

with a visit to the World's Fair.

C. Irion, of Harper, Kans., was doing the

World's Fair as well as attending to some buying

here for several days last month.

C. L. Glines, of Harrison, Ark., a familiar

figure in this market, was here for several days

last month taking in the Fair and doing some fall

buying.
E. J. Hays, of Wakenda, Mo., was a trade

caller here last month. He was doing the World's

Fair and looking over the new fall lines of our

wholesale houses.
H. C. Leach, of Beaumont, .Texas, spent a

week in St. Louis last month looking over the

\Vorld's Fair. He was very much taken with the
big show and thought it a wonder.

W. Koen, of Daiches & Koen, Laredo, Texas,

was among the throng of Southern jewelers in St.

Louis last month doing the Fair and looking over

the new fall lines.

KEYSTONE

Henry Remy, of Demopolis, Ala., was among

the large number of Southern jewelers who visited

St. Louis last month to investigate our World's

Fair. Mr. Remy was delighted with the "Ivory

City," and was sorry that he could not take more

time to see it more thoroughly.

W. B. Elliott, of Camden, Ark., spent a week

in St. Louis last month looking over the World's

Fair and doing some fall buying.

A. Stuffier, of Brookhaven, Miss., was among

the many Southern jewelers who visited St. Louis

last month. Mr. Staffler spent about a week

taking in the sights at the World's Fair and doing

some buying for the home market.

W. E. Graves, of the A. Graves Company,

Memphis, Tenn., was here for several days last

month looking over our World's Fair.

I. T. Dreyfus, with Chas. S. Stifft, of Little

Rock, Ark., was here for a week last month doing

the Fair.
J. Petersen, of Rock Island, Ill., was in St.

Louis for several days last month taking in the

sights at the Fair and calling on our wholesale

people.
I... H. Florshein, of Shreveport, La., spent a

number of days in town last month looking over

the St. Louis World's Fair.

Jeweler B. H. Broer, of Toledo, Ohio, spent

several days in St. Louis last month looking over

the World's Fair. Mr. Broer was very much

delighted with the big show and regretted that he

did not have the time to see it more thoroughly.

J. H. Pohlmann, of Rock Island, Ill., spent

several days here last month viewing the sights at

the World's Fair and doing some fall buying.

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Futrall, of Fayetteville,

Ark., were in St. Louis for a week last month

doing the Fair. Mr. Futrall is connected with the

J. L. Duke Jewelry Company.

Jacob L. Thuman, of Evansville, Ind., was

among the big throng of visiting jewelers in St.

Louis last month looking over the sights at the

World's Fair, as well as doing some buying.

Edward E. Buder, the well-known Southern

jeweler, of Columbus, Miss., was here for several

days last month looking over the World's Fair and

doing some fall buying. Mr. Buder expressed

himself as highly delighted with our wonderful big

show, and thought that it was well worth a long

trip to see.
A. L. Webb, of South Charleston, Ohio, was

among the throng of visiting jewelers who were

here last month looking over the World's Fair.

N. A. Bixler, of Berne, Ind., spent several

days here last month doing the World's Fair.

Nelson Frank, of Little Rock, Ark., was in

St. Louis for a week last month visiting the World's

Fair and doing some fall buying.

H. C. Price, George Price and C. D. Price, of

Wesson, Miss., composed a jolly party here last

month looking over our World's Fair.

W. E. Price, of Brookhaven, Miss., joined the

throng of Southern jewelers who were in the city

last month doing the World's Fair, as well as

looking over the new fall lines.

J. G. Mines, of Wayne, Nebr., was in St. Louis

for several days last month taking in our World's

Fair.
M. F. Kohler, a leading and well-known

jeweler, of Parsons, Kans., spent several days in

St. Louis last month viewing the sights of our

World's Fair. ,

E. C. Grass, Of 'Litchfield, Minn., was in St.

Louis several days the early part of August, inves-

tigating our World's Fair. He expressed himself

as mighty well pleased with our'big show.
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R. J. Hill, of Elyria, Ohio, was here for a

number of days last month visiting the World's Fair.

W. M. Kidd, with Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, of

Dallas, Texas, was among the many visitors here

from the Lone Star State last month doing the

World's Fair.
1'. U. Bonfield, of Warren, Ind., and Mrs.

Bonfield spent some little time here last month,

investigating the World's Fair. They were pleased

with the big exposition and thought it well worth

the trip to see.
P. M. Fith, of M. H. Fith & Son, Martin,

Tenn., was among the many Southern visitors

here last month, looking over our World's Fair.

J. 0. DeGaugh, of DeGaugh Bros., Terrill,

Texas, was here for a week last month, seeing the

fair.
Edward S. Hymen, of Hymen, Berg & Com-

pany, Chicago, spent several days in St. Louis the

early part of August, visiting our big exposition.

Mr. Hymen said our fair was a surprising wonder

and that he enjoyed it greatly.

John Fink, of Klein & Fink, Fort Smith,

Ark., spent a few days here early in August, look-

ing over the fair and doing some fall buying.

F. K. Harthaus, of Huntsville, Ala., joined

the throng of Southern jewelers last month .who

were here looking over the World's Fair..

J. S. Trepagnier, of F. L. Trepagnier & Bro.,

Plaquemine, La., was here ten days in August,

looking over our World's Fair, much to his delight

and pleasure.
J. H. Hill, Jr., of Rockdale, Texas, was in St.

Louis for a week last month looking over the

World's Fair and doing some fall buying.

M. J. Johnson, of Winn, Ark., visited St. Louis

for several days last month looking over the

World's Fair and selecting goods for bis fall

trade.
Lawrence B. Herschede and Walter J. Her-

schede, sons of Frank Herschede, the well-known

Cincinnati jeweler, spent two weeks in St. Louis

last month looking over the World's Fair. Both

young gentleman were much interested in the big

show and believed it was a great education. They

were especially pleased with the foreign exhibits.

Jeweler Herman F. Mueller and Mrs. Mueller,

of Elkport, Iowa, spent a week in this city last

month viewing our World's Fair. Mr. Mueller's

only criticism of the Fair was that it was too large,

and that they found it impossible to do it justice.

However, he expressed himself as greatly pleased

with the big Exposition.

William C. Sommer, a former well-known

jeweler of Springfield, Ill., but at present a prac-

ticing optician in Chicago, accompanied by Mrs.

Sommer, were visiting friends in St. Louis for a

week last month and looking over our big Expo-

sition. These good people thought the Fair great,

and were only sorry that they could not stay longer

and see it more thoroughly.

President Samuel Eisenstadt, of the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing Company, enjoyed a month's outing

during August at Lake Harbor, Mich. Mr.

Eisenstadt is looking well and feeling better after

his few weeks' rest.

Loren Boyle, Western representative of THE

KEYSTONE, Mrs. Boyle and their daughter, Miss

Allys, spent a week early in August in St. Louis,

doing the World's Fair, much to their delight and

pleasure.
Fred. 14. Smith, manager, and W. W. Coup,

treasurer, of the Geneva Optical Company, Chi-

cago, spent a few days in town last month, looking

over the business of their St. Louis branch and

viewing the World's Fair.

(Continued on page 1389)



REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, - o, i-i 5 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are 5 , which is more

than I so per cent. better than the 1-40 ones floating on the market.
Our elegant new fall styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are ready

for jobbers' inspection.

1000 NEW STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECK

CHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.

lir We make goods that will give the consumer satisfaction 111112

C. A. MARSH & CO., ATTLEBOR01 MASS.

STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU
We are making and SELLING carloads of

Finest Silverware
Why ? Because quality and prices are right and we don%

sell department stores or price-cutters.

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.
Rockford, Ill.
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(Continued from page 1387)

The. exhibit of the agricultural

products of Missouri in the State

display in the Agricultural

Building, at the World's Fair,

is considered the best of its

kind ever seen. Fifty per cent. of the space is

taken up by corn, thirty-five per cent. b
y wheat,

oats and similar grains, and the 
remainder by

grasses. Three pyramids made entirely of corn

are striking features of the exhibit. 
One of these,

fifty feet high, stands in the center ; 
the others,

smaller, are at the ends. Forming a border about

the exhibit is a series of pictures made e
ntirely of

agricultural products, showing the evolution of

agricultural processes. The first of these shows a

stick plow drawn by camels, the reaping hoo
k and

the threshing flail, all of the time of Jos
eph ; the

last picture shows the modern steam plow at 
work

in Northwestern Missouri, and the modern ma-

chinery for reaping and threshing. The 
exhibit

was prepared under the direction of Dr. 
H. J.

Waters, dean of the Missouri Agricultural Co
llege

at Columbia.
A corporation with a capital of

To Encourage $500,00o has been organized for

Immigration the purpose of aiding and en-

couraging immigration to the

Southwest. The company, which is composed 
of

twenty of the leading immigration agents of 
the

'Frisco System Land and Immigration Associa
tion,

propose to colonize large sections of country 
by

aiding those who have not the means to pa
y for

their land at once. The land will be bought b
y

the company, laid out in small farms and the
n

sold upon easy terms.

Geo. W. Hardway, of Fort Smith, Ark., was

among the many jewelers from the South an
d

Southwest who were in St. Louis last month, com
-

bining some business with several days of lookin
g

over our World's Fair.

The following jewelers were here last month,

combining business with pleasure : John Roark,

Winchester, Ill.; E. G. Bersche, Columbia, Ill.;

M. J. Johnson, Wynne, Ark.; I. M. Hawley, Green-

ville, Ill.; F. Spurgeon, Cale Camp, Mo.; H. W.

Foerste, Okawville, Ill.; T. H. Vineyard, Pied-

mont, Mo.; E. Rickmus, New Melte, Mo.

Jeweler B. M. Wiard, of Concordia, Kans.,

and Mrs. Wiard, were among the Many Western

jewelry people in the city last month who were

doing our big show at Forest Park. They were

charmed with the " Ivory City," and regretted that

they could not see it more thoroughly.

S. B. Frank, of S. B. Frank & Co., Helena,

Ark., was among the many visiting jewelers here

last month doing some buying and spending a few

days looking over the World's Fair.

Fred. Eyssell, of Eyssell & Hickman, Kansas

City, was in town for a few days last month

attending to some buying and looking over the

World's Fair.
Will. Drexmit, of the Chicago office of The

Keystone Watch Case Company, and Mrs. Drexmit,

spent ten days in St. Louis last month looking

over the World's Falr.
Mrs. Otto Burklund, wife of Jeweler Burklund,

Osawatomie, Kans., spent a week in town last

month visiting our World's Fair. She expressed

herself as highly pleased with the big show.

D. J. Lochman, of Lochman Bros., Springfield,

Ill., spent a number of days in town last month

doing the Fair.

Missouri's
Splendid Agri-
cultural Exhibits

THE KEYSTONE

In the Arkansas Building is a clock made for

the Duke of Saxony in 1763. The clock is in

splendid condition, and shows but little wear and

tear, and even now keeps splendid time. The

timepiece is the property of Nathan Dreyfus, of

Little Rock, and came to him from his brother,

who was quite a relic hunter.

R. P. Williams, with Geo. R. Calhoun & Com-

pany, Nashville, Tenn., spent a number of days in

St. Louis the early part of August looking over

our big Exposition.
B. F. Jackson, of Caldwell, Texas, was among

the many World's Fair visitors here last month

who was delighted with our big show.

Fred. Studer, the well-known jeweler, of Waco,

Texas, was here for ten days last month looking

over the World's Fair and doing some buying.

Mr. Studer said it was a wonderful show, really

too big, but that he enjoyed every minute of his

stay. He reports trade prospects as good for the

fall and winter in his section of the Lone Star State.

The Pelton jewelers' electric furnace, made by

Pelton & Crane, Detroit, Mich., a most useful and

economical furnace for the jeweler who does some

manufacturing, can be seen by visiting jewelers at

the World's Fair at this firm's exhibit in the Elec-

tricity Building, section 39. The exhibit is in

charge of Mrs. King, wife of Hugh E. King, the

well-known manufacturers' agent, of Chicago, who

is the sole agent for this furnace.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

The past month has shown considerable ac-

tivity in all branches of trade in this section.

While it is a little premature to endeavor to fore-

cast what the fall trade will amount to, indications

point to very satisfactory conditions. While it is

generally admitted that a presidential year is an

" off year" for business, still, judging from the

manner in which a large portion of the retailers

are placing fall orders and making early fall selec-

tions, it seems safe to infer that trade conditions

will not be affected to any great extent by the

elections this year. More interest seems to be

manifested in the general condition of crops than

in the election, and as it is now almost certai
n

that the cereal crop will be at least normal, we ca
n

see no valid reason why our fall trade should no
t

be a satisfactory one. The past month has brough
t

many visitors to Detroit who have been attracted

by the numerous conventions and other gather
-

ings. These latter further attest to growing popu-

larity which Detroit enjoys as a summer resort an
d

convention city.
W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, Mich., has

built up a fine substantial, well-paying bus
iness

during the twelve years he has been located there
.

Arriving in Marine City without any capital, hi
s

progress speaks well for his ability and stra
ight-

forward business methods. Mr. Bridges was here

last month and took an active part in the 
meetings

of the A. R. J. A.

Wm. H. Finch, of Seattle, Wash., spent a few

days here recently on his way to New York.
 Mr.

Finch has a large and finely-stocked jewelry 
store

in the far western metropolis, and spo
ke very

entertainingly of his early efforts to " get star
ted."

His father, who resides in Leamington, 
Canada,

sent his boy West some twenty-five ye
ars ago.

After drifting about considerably in the 
West he

finally located as mentioned above. During this

period Mr. Finch has made only one trip E
ast, and

that was about sixteen years ago. He sp
eaks very
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highly of the West, but thinks " down East" the

place to buy.
A. G. Zimmerman, of Milan, Mich., it is re-

ported, enjoys the distinction of being the oldest

jeweler in active business in these parts. He

claims to have started in business over fifty years

ago. Mr. Zimmerman attended the A. R. J. A.

and enjoyed the proceedings and entertainments

immensely.
A. F. Patterson, an old jeweler of Hkksville,

Ohio, visiting here recently had this to say regard-

ing A. R. J. A.: "A law should be passed which

would compel all watchmakers and jewelers to

pass a rigid examination as to their qualifications

and fitness to repair watches or jewelry."

H. C. Walton and wife were visitors here

recently, spending a few days in and around De-

troit enjoying the beautiful scenery and places of

interest surrounding us. Mr. Walton represents

The Keystone Watch Case Co., with offices in

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fred. Wagner, of Wagner Bros., of Monroe,

Mich., spent a few days here recently attending the

Blue Ribbon trotting meeting.

John Stuetzer, of Sebewaing, Mich., visited

relatives in Detroit recently and also attended the

meeting of the A. R. J. A.

V. C. Morse and wife, of Ithaca, Mich., spent

a pleasant time here while on a trip to Godrich

and Chatham, in Canada.

B. D. Robinson, of Robinson & Co., Albion,

Mich., had a pleasant visit among the trade during

the A. R. J. A. meeting.

F. H. Buxton and family, of Granville, Ohio,

spent their vacations enjoying the beauties of

Detroit and its environments.

John Cox, manager for Benj. Allen & Co., of

Chicago, paid his respects to the trade here re-

cently. Mr. Cox and family had been spending

their vacations at Godrich, Canada.

A. K. C. Pike, formerly of Leonidas, Mich.,

has removed to Athens, Mich.

J. B. Schaefer, of Sandusky, Ohio, spent his

vacation in and around Detroit.

A satchel containing a large quantity of solid

gold chains and rings was recently stolen from

Fred. A. Wheeler, traveling representative for the

Non-Retailing Co., of Lancaster, Pa., while in

Detroit. The satchel was taken from the carrier's

cart while standing in front of Roehm & Sons'

store. A large portion of the stolen property was

subsequently found in a second-hand store in

Windsor, Ont. The thief has not been appre-

hended as far as known.

E. A. McLeod, of Kingsville, Ont., paid his

respects to the trade here recently.

B. F. Watts, of Ann Arbor, Mich., spent a

few days here last month.

F. L. Stone, of Caro, Mich., made a short stay

among the trade recently.

The following jewelers visited Detroit recently:

Wm. Gribben, Carsonville, Mich.; F. A. Patterson,

Hicksville, Ohio ; E. S. Barnes, Rochester, Mich.;

C. F. Fischer, Cleveland, Ohio ; R. G. Baker,

Richmond, Mich.; J. P. Walton, Durand, Mich.;

M. D. Walton, Armada, Mich.; Leo Kerbs,Wayne,

Mich.; Samuel Kidder, Jr., New Baltimore, Mich.;

S. L. Rowe, Milford, Mich.; Sandy MacKay, V4est

Branch, Mich.; C. G. Draper, Plymouth, Mich.;

W. L. Blashill, Oxford, Mich.; R. Herrick, Ed-

more, Mich.; John Turck, Wayne, Mich.; A. W.

Snyder, Stoney Ridge, Ohio.

"The Keystone is interesting from cover to

cover."— W. J. Howard, Jeweler,Gutdings, Texas.
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Be the First in Your Locality
to show the Latest Fall Novelties in

WATCHES DIAMONDS -CUT GLASS JEWELRY

Our men are now among the trade
with their lines. Hold your orders
until you have seen their samples; as we
know it will be to our mutual benefit.

Write for price on special 0 Size,
20-year, Htg., hand-engraved, 7 jewel,
lever, pendant-set watch.

Sample of one of our many Toilet Sets

143 Main Street, East Morris Rosenbloom dc Co. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
io Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF TliF_AR mciars
SEND FOR PRICE–LIST

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1. SELLING / CROSS & BEGUELINAGENTS3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 
j 

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Providence and Attleboro

Henry Tilden, senior member

Retailing for of the Tilden - Thurber Co.,
Providence, has a record of fifty
years of continuous activity in

the business life of that city. Mr. Tilden started

in business at 3 Westminster Street in 1854. Four-

teen year later he entered the employ of Gorham
Company and Brown, retail silversmiths, in the

Franklin Lyceum Building. In a laudatory review

of. his career, the Providence Journal says that

when the store was opened in 1858 it was the

largest and most important in New England.

Those who assisted at the opening were John

Gorham, Gorham Thurber, George Wilkinson and

Henry Brown. Mr. Brown had entire charge of

the business, and, by his careful management, it

proved so successful that in a few years he pur-

chased the interest of the Gorham Company and

continued under his own name. He soon after-

ward admitted Charles M. Rogers and changed

the name to Brown & Rogers. During the Civil

War he added a department for the sale of military
articles—swords and belts, field glasses and other

things needed by officers. About x866 he added
jewelry and a few clocks, and about that time also

began to handle diamond jewelry. In 1868 Mr.

Rogers went to Europe, and at the same time a

department was established for the sale of bronzes,

Clocks and all varieties of art productions. It was

in 1868 that Mr. Tilden was asked to join forces at

the Brown store. One of the special lines of which

he took charge was diamonds, and he still has the

record book in which he has entered the description

of every piece of diamond jewelry sold in the store

since that time. When Mr. Rogers retired a new

firm was organized, consisting of Henry T. Brown,
Gorham Thurber and Henry Tilden, under the

firm-name of Henry 'I'. Brown & Co. In 1872 Mr.

Tilden began making regular trips to Europe for

the selection of paintings and other objects of art,

continuing those trips until three years ago. When

Mr. Brown retired from the firm it became Tilden,

Thurber & Co., composed of Henry Tilden,

Gorham Thurber and William H. Thurber. Dur-

ing the eighties the quarters In the Franklin Lyceum

Building having been outgrown, the firm went to

the opposite side of the street and took the new
half of the Wheaton & Anthony Building, now

occupied by the Manufacturers' Trust Company,

opening a new and larger store. As business

increased, more of the building was occupied and,

finally, eight years ago, the new Tilden-Thurber

Building at Westminster and Mathewson Streets,

was erected for the company and has since been

exclusively occupied by them.

Col. Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0.
Bigney & Co., Attleboro, acted
as the host to ex-Governor
Sprague, of Rhode Island,
upon the recent visit of the

latter to Attleboro, en route to Boston. The dis-
tinguished visitor was given an enthusiastic recep-
tion by a delegation of the associate members of
Streeter Post, and Horton Camp, Sons of Veterans,
members of the town and State government, busi-
ness men and the public generally. Drawn by a
handsome pair of horses, hitched to a new car-
riage, Gov. Sprague and his host were driven
about the town and afterwards to Col. Bigney's
residence on County Street. Gov. Sprague was
informed that the keys of Attleboro were his, as
long as he cared to retain them. He was also
presented a large bouquet of American Beauties,

Half a Century

Col. Bigney
ex-War Governor's
Host
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by a daughter of one of the soldiers who went to
war from Rhode Island. At 6 o'clock at Colonel
Bigney's residence a dinner was given in the visi-
tor's honor. There were present Fred. G. Mason,
treasurer of the First National Bank ; Maj. Wm.
H. Goff, chairman of the board of selectmen;
Capt. George F. Bicknell, commander of the Bris-
tol County (Massachusetts) Grand Army Associa-
tion ; Rev. Dr. 1). J. Lee Mitchell, pastor of the

'Second Congregational Church ; Peter Nerney, a
war veteran and manufacturer ; Edward A. Swee-
ney, of the associate membership of Streeter Post
and a manufacturer. The dinner was concluded
at 7.30 and then the doors of the residence were
thrown open to the public. Gov. Sprague received
until 9 o'clock.

H. D. Merritt & Co., North
Found Missing Attleboro, recently recovered a

quantity of chains valued at
$220, which had been stolen

last June, while in transit between that town and
Chicago. The recovery came about in a rather
curious way. A number of boys were fishing in a
stream that flows near the railroad station at Mans-
field, Mass., on the main line between Providence
and Boston. One of them hooked up a chain and
exultingly displayed the "catch" to his compan-
ions. The water being shallow, the boys waded
in, made a search and found a number of other
chains. Some men, who had been attracted to the
scene, then joined in the search and fifty chains
were soon recovered. They were evidently in the
water for some time for the swivels had begun to
tarnish. The stamp " I I. D. M. & Co." was
recognized and the makers notified. One member
of this firm is reported as saying : " The package
reached Attleboro all right, but never reached its
destination. In fact, it never reached Boston. We
notified the express company, and the package

was traced but could not be located. It is our
opinion that the goods were stolen from the train,

and the thief fearing detection, threw them into

the water."

Chains in Stream

Death of

Theodore Peiter, a well-known
stone engraver in the employ of

Theodore Peiter S. & B. Lederer, Providence,
died some weeks ago. He had

been suffering for the past three years from bron-

chial trouble. Deceased was born in Berkenfeldt,
Germany, in 1852, and upon attaining to manhood

went to Paris and there learned the trade of pre-

cious stone engraving. He afterwards came to

America and opened a business of his own at

to Maiden Lane, subsequently removing to 25

Maiden Lane. Here he remained for thirteen

years when he removed to Elizabeth, N. J. Three

years ago he removed from there to Providence.

He enjoyed a high reputation for his proficiency in

the art of carving on ivory, pearl and other

materials.
William A. Saart, who, up to a short time ago,

had been superintendent of the Bristol Mfg. Co.,

and who, previous to forming that connection, was

foreman for the James E. Blake Co., both firms of

Attleboro, recently purchased the emblem and

novelty business of Walter E. Sanford, County

Street, Attleboro ; Mr. Sanford, in turn, purchas-

ing and assuming charge of a retail jewelry store

at Cottage City. Mr. Saart had been president of

the Gesang-Verein Frohsinn, the largest German

musical society in the State, and retired from this

office in order to devote himself to his new enter-

prise the more exclusively.

E. Ira Richards, of E.• Ira Richards & Co.,

North Attleboro, has recently written a number of

papers on local antiquities. Mr. Ricnards enjoys
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a quiet fame as the historian of his town and an
authority on its unique associations, historical,
archmological and artistic. His latest work has
won for the author numerous encomiums from
those who are acquainted with the place whose
antiquarian features it treats of. This contribution
is notable no less for its engaging quality of style
than its exhaustive collection and intelligent assimi-
lation of interesting facts.

The athletic proclivities of the younger element
in the Providence jewelry trade were well evi-
denced in the baseball contest which took place
some weeks ago between the Gorham Mfg. Co.
nine and the All Stars of Cory & Reynolds. This
event evoked considerable interest, developing is it
did into a fine exhibition of batting, in which both
teams did creditable work. The Gorham players
were the victors, however, by the significant score
of 26 to 16. This team was composed of Allen,
H. Beaton, Johnson, A. Beaton, Shirley, Bur-
roughs, Walley, Spanberge, J. Beaton. The Cory
& Reynolds team comprised F. Vaughn, A.
Vaughn, Bixby, Gay, Tourtelot, Baxter, Branagan,
Church, Metcalfe, Courney.

The death of George Potter Tew, which
occurred at the Home for the Aged, Providence,
August 6th, removed one who had been well
known in the jewelry trade of that city for a long
time. He had reached his seventy-third year and
his death was due to heart failure. For several
years he was a member of the firm of Sackett,
Davis & Co., and was widely known in the manu-
facturing trade. He had not been engaged in busi-
ness, however, for many years prior to his demise.
He was a Democrat in politics and always took an
active interest in political matters. He was an
alderman for the Seventh Ward at two separate
periods of his career, besides being president of
the ward for two years. He was elected a mem-
ber of the board of tax assessors in June, 1883, and
had also served in the General Assembly. A
widow, one son and four daughters survive him.

The Watson & Newell Co., of Attleboro,
treated its employees on August 6th to an enjoy-
able outing and shore dinner at Fields Point. The
participants numbered about 300, and the day was
pleasantly spent in field sports and other recreating
amusements.

According to the announcement made recently
by the assessors, the valuation of Attleboro for
1904 is $10,094,770,• representing an increase of
$1,038,455. This increase, however, cannot be
considered as wholly a growth from last year, as
the assessors say that in addition to the new jewelry
factory of C. H. Eden & Co., the enlargement of
the silver works of the Watson & Newell Co. and
the extension of the local trolley system, new
property belonging to certain corporations, has
been discovered, which has hitherto escaped
assessment.

The employees of rooms 0 0 and P P, of the
factory of the Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence, held
an enjoyable outing on Saturday, August 13th, at
the grounds of the Warwick Club. The chief fea-
tures of the day were a luncheon and a series of
athletic contests, while the many local attractions
of the place were also freely availed of. The
event, however, which evoked the greatest interest
was a baseball game, which was won by Room 00
by a score of r to 8. At the conclusion of the
athletics a clam dinner was partaken of.

"A Mlle more about watchmaking would be a
good suggestion, otherwise The Keystone is 0. K"
Edward E. Petri, Jeweler, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

WHY?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story

of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be

had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-

gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily

determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
lir that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
cometoPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this

booklet to Increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-

tity of them.

The several qualities of

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality tand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS.BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

lilling A.gsnU to Jobbing Traits

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N. J.
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in the
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE

American Fountain Pen Co.
168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, any size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $i a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work. Catalogue on application.

Address

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

L. Friedman, formerly of Dallas,
 but who has

been traveling for some time, is 
now located at

1505 Main Street, Fort Worth.

J. S. Owsley, hitherto watchmaker fo
r J. E.

Mitchell Co., Fort Worth, recently 
resigned that

position and acccepted a similar one in 
Chickasha,

Ind. Territory.

G. B. Moffitt, who has been working fo
r some

time for E. Elmore, has purchased 
a stock of

jewelry and is about to open business in Pilot

Point, 'Texas. Mr. Elmore recently returned to

business after undergoing a surgical o
peration at

Dallas.
J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, has purchased

 the

bankrupt stock of Roy & Leffler, who 
failed in

that town a short time ago.

Mr. Crawford. of Nilson, Crawford Co.
, of

Denison, is at this writing in the East bu
ying his

fall stock and incidentally enjoying the 
pleasurable

features afforded by the trip.

A. M. Sidwell, with Saunders-Martin & C
o.,

Bonham, recently returned from the St. Lou
is Fair.

While he was out driving at about 11.45 o'clock

one night in the early part of August, an
 unsuccess-

ful attempt was made to hold up and ro
b H. W.

Bounds, jewelry repairer, Main Street, Dallas.

Mr. Bounds says that at the corner of Eakins 
Street

a man seized the bridle of his horse and 
tried to

stop the animal. Mr. Bounds used his whip on

the man, however, forcing him to loosen his 
grip.

The fellow then fled. The jeweler says he had

about $t000 worth of diamonds with him, p
si

worth of which were wrapped in a cloth and 
carried

ill his coat pocket.

F. H. Fry, who had been in the repair busi
ness

in Fort Worth for some years, recently accep
ted a

position with N. C. Hall of that place.

N. Hearne, of Shreveport, La., has accepted a

position with the J. E. Mitchell Co., of Fort Wo
rth,

as watchmaker.

L. L. Brasfield, son of W. A. Brasfield, of

Gainesville, has recently returned from Cincinnat
i,

where he took a course in engraving. He show
s

creditable proficiency in this art and is now

engaged with his father.

S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, has added t
o

his fixtures and moved into larger quarters. He

has increased his stock and has quite a nice store.

Sanders Bros., of Paris, have secured the

services of a watchmaker named Farley, who be-

gins with that firm on September Ht.

A. T. Odeneal, of Paris, recently returned

from the fair and expressed himself as highly

pleased with its myriad wonders.

Capt. Leffler, hitherto of Roy & Leffler, Fort

Worth, who failed recently, has accepted a position

with Noyes & Huber, of Paris. Watchmaker Cald-

well, of the last-named firm, has gone east to take

a course in optics, at the conclusion of which he

will resume his regular duties.

At this writing, A. Weatherford, of Plano, is

awaiting the arrival of a handsome set of fixtures,

to be installed in his new store. This latter is

much more commodious than the former one, and

will also be more attractively furnished.

D. A. Bruton, of Clarksville, has removed into

new quarters, where he enjoys extra facilities for

carrying on his business. He hopes that he will

have a good fall trade.
G. K. Smith, formerly located at Calvert, is

much pleased with his position with Murray &

Evans, jewelers and druggists, Honey Grove, of

whose jewelry department he has charge.
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Jeweler Schuttze, of Schuttze & Gordon, of

Fort Worth, was in Dallas recently.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, was in Dallas re-

cently buying his fall stock ; he is expecting a

satisfactory business during the coming months.

Largent & White, of McKinney, are enlarging

their store and are putting in a new plate-glass

front and some handsome fixtures.

F. E. Chase, with Morgan & Hawley Co.,

recently returned from a successful trip in South-

west Texas, in which section he reports conditions

to be very encouraging.

C. A. Randolph, of Huntsville, was in this

city last month on his way to the St. Louis fair.

Tilman Butler, of Granbury, %'as in this city

recently, purchasing his fall stock of goods.

Jesse Smith, of Canton, Texas, was a recent

purchaser in this city.

P. Cooley, of VanAlstyne, visited Dallas re-

cently and made some purchases.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

There has been somewhat of a change in com-

mercial and industrial conditions since the last

Alabama letter was written for THE KEYSTONE
.

While the strike of the miners in the north part o
f

the State continues, there has been so successfu
l

an effort made to break it that business, so far Os

it had been hurt by the lay-off, has begun to re
-

cover. On the other hand, there have been two

weeks of excessive rains, far above the Augus
t

average, which have done untold injury to th
e

crops, especially cotton. It is estimated that cotto
n

has been injured fully zo per cent. in many lo
cali-

ties by the great amount of moisture. The 
plant

had good weather at the beginning of its growth
,

though late about two weeks, and rooted well an
d

fruited generously. So much is the latter a 
fact,

that the plants are weighted down and many 
bolls

lie close to the earth. As a consequence, they 
have

been under water and many of them rotted. 
The

moisture also encouraged rust, which is now
 get-

ting in its work and helped along what damag
e the

insects are inclined to do. Corn and minor crops

have not felt the damage so much, though all 
have

been materially injured.

Industrially, the State is coming back to its

own. The miners strike in the Birmingham
 dis-

trict has had a bad effect, both actually a
nd in a

sentimental way. The stoppage of work by
 4000

men naturally created a fear as to busines
s pros-

pects, and a policy of extreme caution in 
buying

resulted. The prospect seems fair now, h
owever,

for the miners to lose their fight. The companies

have begun filling their places and it lo
oks as if

they will soon have as many workers as are

needed. Union and non-union men have been in-

vited to come back to work, but there is t
o be no

more unionism, the companies say. The 
response

to the call of men to get back to service 
has been

so generous, that the business inter
ests show im-

provement. Birmingham merchants report more

activity in all lines of trade and a general
 tone of

confidence not in evidence for some tim
e. The

lack of work among the miners has wo
rked espe-

cial hardship on the jewelers of Bir
mingham, who

get large trade from them. Several of the Bir-

mingham houses keep traveling men 
all the time

in the mining districts and get much
 trade from

the people there. In fact, some of th
e local dealers

have made considerable wealth on
 the trade re-

ceived from the miners, who are big 
money makers

and spend their wages freely.

•
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Trade in plate has been rather dull for

a time all over the State, and the same may
 be said

of cut glass. This is partly explained by the

paucity of marriages for the past few 
months.

Most of the people are at the springs, and 
while

they may be paving the way for weddings late
r on,

they are contenting themselves just now with 
single

blessedness, which is anything else but bless
ed to

the men who have to make a living sellin
g silver-

ware and cut glass, which enter largely into
 the

wedding presents. The demand for diamond 
rings

is also suggestive, for a number of the 
jewelers

are reporting good sales in the sparklers.
 There

is also some demand for other lines of
 staple

nature, especially watches. The country has 
more

money than it has had since the Civil War,
 and the

crop prospect is so good, even with the 
recent

damage, as to lead to the belief that there wi
ll be

the best business this fall the State has enj
oyed for

twenty years. All this is making the tradespeople

busy getting ready for it.

That Alabamians are getting weak-eyed is

shown by the advance in all matters pertaini
ng to

optical practice. At this time there is hardly a

jewelry store in the South that has not some f
acili-

ties for handling glasses and fitting them. 
The

arrangements of Abbott Bros., in Birmingham,

and C. L. Ruth & Son, in Montgomery, c
ould

hardly be improved on. The same is so to a large

extent of almost every other store of the two citie
s,

and Mobile. An employee of Ruth & Son 
tells

the correspondent of THE KEYSTONE that 
they

have been getting a large trade in this line 
for

some time and that it is increasing right alon
g.

Expert men are now kept in all the stores of 
these

three cities and they have found enough to do 
to

keep them busy.
A. W. LeBron, of the LeBron Jewelry Com-

pany, of Montgomery, has gone to New York to

buy stock. He is accompanied by his brothe
r,

Otto LeBron, of Chattanooga, who will also buy

for his house. They traveled via Savannah an
d

the steamers and will spend several days in th
e

Eastern markets. Mr. LeBron reports business

good, especially in staple lines.

Harry Daniel, a former jewekr of Huntsville,

Ala., will begin the publication of a daily news-

paper at Huntsville soon, it is rt ported.

J. H. Steinberger has opened a handsome

place at Florence. He will make a specialty 
of

repair work.
Through the good offices of the police and

the E. 0. Zadek Jewelry Company, at Mobile, 
a

handsome diamond ring lost some time since b
y

F. A. Hervey, of that city, has been restored. Th
e

ring was discovered in the possession of a negr
o

and taken to the Zadek store and examined.

Though efforts to eliminate the engraving ha
d

been made, the jeweler soon deciphered the nam
e

of Mr. Hervey. The ring had been lost for som
e

time, presumably in New Orleans, and was value
d

at over $zoo, because of its Masonic setting. 
The

negro gave some unsatisfactory account of the
 find

and was locked up.

Paul Battier and a woman named Chester have

been arrested at Vicksburg, Miss., charged 
with

stealing jewelry. It is said they got a number of

fine pieces from Robert Just, Ben. Guider and

Henry Yoste. They were arrested at Harri
son,

Miss. The woman is said to have made a c
lean

breast of the affair, saying that the man gave 
her

the jewels, many of which she returned. It is said

the man went about the city looking at the good
s

and succeeded in slipping pieces from the trays. 
A

diamond brooch, diamond earrings and a diamond

heart were among the things stolen and recovere
d.
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A FEAST FOR FALL BUYERS

We handle
only reliable
goods—such

as will
help your

business and
safeguard

your
reputation

We invite the attention of all Jewelers to our magnifi-
cent new fall stocks in

WATCHES
DIA M ONDS
JEWELRY
5 ILVERWARE

Everything the Jeweler needs for fall and holiday trade

Our central
location
means

easy access,
prompt
service,

economy in
freight
charges,

satisfaction in
everything

‘

347GEO. B. BARRETT & CO. FIFTH

WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS PITTSBURG,
AVENUE

PA.
Jr

5FE M__13

Open

0

The New Novelty
Automobile
Cigar Cutters

Sterling and German Silver

Complete line of Cigarette and Card Cases, Match Boxes, Coin Holders, Needle
Cases, Purses, Pocket Knives, Cigar Cutters, and all the
novelties in Sterling and German Silver

Full line Sterling Handle Scissors, all shape blades
Bracelets, Bead Necks, Back Combs, Hat Pins, Sash Pins,
Brooches, Etc., Etc.

Headquarters for Souvenir Spoons

Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York
C. Van Ness

11 Maiden Lane

Chicago
C. 11. Brady
88 Monroe St.

_

San Francisco
11. C. Van Ness & Co.

115 Kearny St.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

August, usually a dull month with the jewelers
of Pittsburg, has maintained its reputation this
year. The trade have felt the effect of the absence
from home of the wealthier class of local patrons,
and also the unusually quiet business conditions
that have permeated all commercial circles. Inter-
views with retailers and wholesalers during the
month showed, however, a wonderful confidence
in the future. There was noticeable on every hand
unmistakable evidence of preparation for a health-
ful fall trade and an active holiday season. The
dullness of the jewelry trade has, in a measure,
been offset by activity in the optical trade, which
has been unusually well treated by the buying
public during the past month. Heeren Bros. & Co.
have had to place extra help in their optical
department, and all of the local optical stores have
been having a good season. There is also a fair
demand for fine tools for jewelry work.

The early-closing movement of
Early-Closing the retailers will come to an end

with August clays. For the
summer months many of the

larger stores closed at noon on Saturdays, and
nearly all of them closed at five o'clock on other
days of the week. During August, too, the vaca-
tion fever among the dealers and their force of
clerks was at its full height and all stores were
running short-handed.

The outgrowth of the unfortu-
Peculiar nate assignment of Durbin &

Furr, the Sixth Street house,
has been the purchase of the

stock and the lease of that business and store from
the receivers, by J. S. Murphy, a well-known jeweler
in Greensburg, who expects to continue the busi-
ness as soon as he has completed all the details of
the deal. Mr. Furr is to remain as manager of the
Pittsburg enterprise, and after a bankruptcy sale
of two weeks, the store is being inventoried by the
new owner. Discussing his experiences recently,
Mr. Furr said that there were some peculiar
features in Pittsburg jewelry trade that he had dis-
covered after years of active life, but particularly
within recent times: His business experience be-
gan many years ago with the firm of Sheaffer &
Lloyd, in Fifth Avenue, and he said that goods
sold in that location were dead stock when removed
to the Horn Building in Penn Avenue, where Dur-
bin & Furr first removed the Sheaffer & Lloyd
stock.. The stock that was finally found suitable
for Penn Avenue proved dead timber for the Sixth
Street store, as again an entirely different trade
was confronted. All these locations were less
than three squares removed from each other. He
had also learned that a jeweler in Smithfield Street
would find a wide variance between the notions of
the customers that patronized that locality and
those of other sections. Other members of the
trade who heard of this opinion coincided most
emphatically. The differences are laid to the pecu-
liar conditions of Pittsburg geographically, each of
its principal business streets leading to some dis-
tinct resident district where the class and type of
people differ as widely as the nations they come
from.

Season Over

Trade Conditions

Activity in
Badge Work

Among the contracts secured
by Heeren Bros. & Co. the
past month has been one for
conductors' and motormen's

hat badges and all other uniformed employees of
the new subway traction lines of New York. This
contract was secured in a lively competition and

calls for 8000 badges of the composite metal of the
Heeren badge type. The same company has
orders for railroad hat badges from electric lines in
Brazil and Argentine, South America, and is nego-
tiating besides for an order for traction lines in
Egypt. The Merchants' and Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation of Pittsburg has placed large „orders for
badges also in connection with its newly-inaugu-
rated trades excursions to Pittsburg. An interest-
ing sale made by this same house during the past
month, which has attracted much notice, was the
four magnificent bronzes with electrolier attach-
ments, which were placed in the lobby of the new
Hotel Antler, in Fifth Avenue. They are imported
from Messe-Guiano, Italy, and represent Bavelle's
beautiful types of Spring, Autumn, Nuphar and
Mate.

Abraham Schmidt, a Braddock jeweler, was
one of the latest to receive a visit from the unwel-
come class of criminals that have been making
many nervous in this district of late. His store
was entered August loth by two hien, and while
being shown some rings, one started to grab a
tray full of them. The plucky clerk fought until
he was felled by a blow, but by that time the
thieves were. forced to drop everything and run.
They were captured, however, and were held. The
feature of this case is that the police caught the
robbers, for in most cases they get away and are
never heard of again.

Prospective changes in the loca-
Changes of tions of stores next season are

already being heard of. The
A. M. Andrews Company,which

began business in the Farmers' Bank Building, as
a second-floor store, has leased a fine ground-floor
store on Penn Avenue, near Sixth Street, in the
center of one of the best shopping districts of the
city, and will take possession next March. The
lease is for live years. The place has unusually
fine show windows, a frontage of forty-seven feet
and a depth of thirty feet. It was sought for by
several jewelers, and has only been known to be
leasable for the past few weeks. Some of the
local trade are watching the future with some mis-
giving as to locations. The increase in rents has
discouraged many from making improvements in
their stores that would come otherwise. There is
never-ending complaint on this question, and it
has spread to all branches of trade in this city.

Some of the Pittsburg dealers
who have been in Europe in
quest of new stock have re-
turned during the past month.

Otto Heeren came back and will be followed by
a new stock of foreign bronzes and other ware,
and P. C. Gillespie, of the Park Building firm of
Gillespie Bros., has also returned, having secured
a large stock of diamonds from Amsterdam. He
reports that there was a good selection there, and
that he had no difficulty in getting a stock sufficient
for all needs. The prices, he says, are firm but
not advancing any at this time.

Alfred Watson, the Monongahela jeweler,
accompanied by his daughter, has been making a
pleasure trip and calling on friends in Boston,
Philadelphia and other Eastern cities.

A. E. M. Covert, formerly of the firm of
Covert & Hogel, manufacturing jewelers, which
dissolved recently, is continuing the business in
the same place.

Walter Strouse, who is wanted here for swind-
ling a diamond broker out of several thousand
dollars' worth of diamonds, was recently arrested
in Indianapolis and made confession as to how he
spent the money. He will be brought here for trial.

Store Locations

Imported
Attractions
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Philadelphia Letter

During the past month numer-
Excursions of ous excursions arrived in Phila-

delphia from the South. The
number of buyers who availed

of the special transportation facilities was quite
large. Gustav Daniel, chairman of the Passenger
Committee of the Merchants' and Travelers' Asso-
ciation, arranged with a steamship company for
one excursion from Savannah each Saturday during
August. The first big influx was on August 9th
when the officers of the Merchants' and Travelers'
Association spent a busy day looking after the
Southern merchants who came to Philadelphia on
the preceding Monday night on the Savannah line
steamer Merrimac. The visitors made their wants
known to the association's representatives, and
were promptly escorted to the establishments car-
rying the lines they were in search of. While
some of the visitors purchased goods, others of the
party left early in the morning for the seashore.
After several days spent in recreation, the latter
returned to the city and did their buying, and all
were pleased with the reception accorded them.

A noticeable feature of Phila-
Philadelphia as a delphia's business development

in recent years has been . the
growth of the cut-glass industry.

Asked regarding the outlook in this line, one of the
local manufacturers recently said : " For many
years New York State has been noted for its cut
glass ware, but Philadelphia is rapidly earning a
reputation in the same line and bids fair in the near
future to outstrip its neighboring competitors. On
a recent business trip through the South I was
surprised to find among the buyers a fondness for
the Philadelphia market generally, and that feeling
confirmed an idea long in my mind that our city
has a brilliant business future. It shows what
energy and a reaching out for trade will do. Dur-
ing the last few years a number of cut-glass facto-
ries have located here, and it would not surprise
me to see Philadelphia a center of the cut-glass
trade at a not far distant date."

Louis A. Breitinger, of the American Cuckoo
Clock Co., this city, recently returned from an
extended trip through the West. He visited the
principal cities in that section and shook hands
with many of the company's friends and customers.
His sojourn in Chicago was a particularly pleasant
one ; he met many members of the Chicago
Jewelers' Club and speaks enthusiastically of that
organization and especially of the cordial manner
in which he was treated at a smoker given under
its auspices. His one regret was that he could
not have remained for the annual picnic of the
club, which was held on July 30th. From Chicago
he went to St. Louis and spent some time seeing
the wonders of the exposition. While on this
tour Mr. Breitinger secured some large orders
which, in addition to the company's regular
business, will keep its factory busy for some
months.

Raphael Brunswick, who was formerly a
jeweler at Second and Green Streets, died recently
at his home, 2234 North Twentieth Street. He
had attained his eighty-third year, and during his
career had been connected with the Swiss Benevo-
lent Society, besides being a director of the
American Trust Co., and of the Northern National
Bank. He began business in 1852 and relinquished
in 1887. A son and a daughter survive him.

John Smyth, 1711 South Street, is taking an
extended vacation through Canada.

Southern Buyers

Cut-Glass Center
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OUR INITIAL BOW

SF_VERAL months ago the foundation was laid for the ONLY

EXCLUSIVE WATCH HOUSE in the Northwest.

A Watch House which will, not issue any catalogue, sell to

Jewelers only, and supply their wants promptly for the newest

" up-to-date" goods of reliable makers at lowest prices.

Do not wait for our travelers. Your mail orders for any make,

grade or size will be appreciated., Remember, we are headquarters

for Railroad Grades.

ALBERT L. HAMAN
WATCHES AT WHOLESALE

281-282 Endicott Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

No. 202. $8.00, net

height, 12". Width, 7"

Anniversary

Clocks
TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

A substantial decrease
in cost of manufactur-
ing our 400-day Anni-
versary Clocks enables
us to offer a liberal re-

duction in prices to the Trade. Send
for our revised price-list and catalogue.
Eighteen patterns. All beautiful. Prices
from $8.00 up.

The Bowler 0 Burdick Co.

Sep,. 1, 1904

Sole Agents for the "Anniversary" Clocks

Cleveland, Ohio

AN EAGLE CHARM that sells at
all seasons of the year

Made in

14 K. only

WRITE

FOR

PRICES

Patented
Aug. 18, 1903

No. 400. Genuine Eagle Claw 
No. 403. Genuine Elle Claw

17 Diamonds in %Inge

E. SCHMALZ 0 SON, Manufacturing Jewelers
501-502-503 Chamber of Commerce slag., ST. PAUL, MINN.

THREE GOOD SELLERS

2351
(i098

2351, Clover and Crescent Brooch and Pendant or Chatelaine, set with
59 genuine half pearls, with diamond center $7  50 10 K., $ 8.50 14 IL

6098. Sunburst Brooch and Pendant, set with 98 genuine half pearls,
with diamond center . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . 9.50 10 K., 11.00 14

2151, Sunburst Brooch and ......... set with 50 genuine half pearls,
with diamond center

2151

7  60 10 K., 8.3014K

Brooches without diamond centers, $1.50 less for each of the above. We will furnish von with
center setting for any size stone without extra charge. WRITE FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOOUE OF RINGS AND PENDANTS. Send in your orders before the rush commences

S. FRACKMAN, 61-53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORO
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Omaha and the West

Good Prospects

THE

Talks with the traveling men

in the West who have visited Omaha within

the past two weeks indicate a

more satisfactory condition of affairs in the Wes
t

than in the East. They have observed a larger

volume of trade in the agricultural centers of the

West than in the .manufacturing districts of the

East, hi proportion to population. While busines
s

in the West is still below the high averag
es of for-

mer years it is steadily growing, and the de
alers

anticipate most gratifying conditions this fall.

The only dubious feature of the present situa-

tion is the damage which has been done t
o the

wheat by the rust, but the loAs will not be nearly

so great in Nebraska and Iowa as in M
innesota

and the Dakotas. All other 'crops have succeeded

splendidly, especially the corn crop, which started •

under the favorable auspices of cold weather and '

excessive moisture. The hot August days, supple-

mented by an adequate amount of rain, put the

finishing touches on the corn and it is now in the

most thriving condition, with one of the biggest

harvests on record in prospect.

Further west business is steadily growing

better. Mr. Shook, of this city, who is traveling

in Washington and Oregon, has written that the

prospects for fall trade are exceedingly bright.

In the rush for Bonesteel lands the jewelers

are not to be outdone. Fred. Brodegard, the popu-

lar retail jeweler, filed early, and when the draw
-

ings were made he did not draw a blank. Indeed,

he managed to get a fairly good number and is

thinking of becoming a farmer.
The trade excursions of the

Omaha Commercial Club have

been very pleasant and profit-

able this year. The first trip

was along the main lines and branches of the Union

Pacific in June. The second was along the North-

western early in August, and the third was along

the line of the Burlington early in September. A

number of the jewelers, retailers and jobbers

joined these excursions, which have become annual

events and are considered excellent advertising.

G. W. Ryan, of the firm of Mawhinney &

Ryan, spent his vacation at Lake Okiboji, Iowa.

H. S. Knapp, a prominent retail jeweler, of

Bertrand, Nebr., was married to Miss Stella Met-

calfe at the bride's home in Pasadena, Cal., on

August 31st. The wedding tour included the most

inttaetreess.ting points in California and other Westerns 

John Hausman, of Manning, Iowa, recently a

student at the Omaha Horological and Optical

Institute, has taken a position at Mrs. Godfrey's

jewelry store, South Omaha. Clinton Wentworth,

also a recent student in the institute, has accepted

a position in Malvern, Iowa.

New students admitted to the optical course of

the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute, are :

Harry Greenberg, Omaha ; Thomas R. McNair,

Omaha ; Edward Cheney, San Francisco ; Edward

H. Deming, McMurray, Wash.; I. L. Morgan, Mal-

vern, Iowa ; B. C. Martin, St. Paul, Nebr. W. C.

Smith, of St. Joseph, Mo., a brother of Mr. Smith,

course 
uRrseeicahtele ibergnstu-Stimitteh. Co., of this city, is taking a

G
Shenandoah, Iowa, have bought a jewelry store at

Norfolk, 

Offenhouse and Fred. Catnon, of

Nebr.
Reichenberg-Smith Co. are endeavoring to

rent for retail purposes the first floor of their

handsome building, which they now entirely

Trade
Excursions
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occupy with their wholesale stock. Although the

building was constructed only a few years ago, the

retail portion of the city has grown rapidly in that

direction.
Among the jewelers from out-of-town who re-

cently visited the trade here were : 0. C. Zim,

Hastings, Nebr.; William Hiles, Sioux City, Iowa ;

H. 1'. Sutton, McCook, Nebr.; B. F. Griffin, Teka-

; H. Nielson, Harlan, Iowa ; C. F. Collins,

Dunbar, Nebr., and Mr. Peterson, of Peterson &

McEllhinney, Lyons, Nebr.

News from the Northwest

The past month has been one of considerable

anxiety to the residents of this section, and all eyes

have been turned in our direction, as August is the

most critical month for Northwestern crops, which

help so largely to feed the world. Reports, favor-

able and unfavorable, regarding the outcome have

been received ; but a careful examination leads us

to believe that while some damage has been done

by rust, in the aggregate the crops in Minnesota,

North and South Dakota will average very favor-

ably with any other year. Some sections suffering

more damage than others will fall behind, while

other sections report the best crop in years. One

fortunate thing is that there have been no heavy

hail or rain storms to clean out some counties

entirely, as often happens. We think that with

favorable weather until September loth, all crops

considered, the harvest will prove better than the

average. That there will be a grand fall business

is not doubted by any one conversant with condi-

tions here.
Jobbers report all travelers out and business

moving nicely. A goodly number of advance

orders are being placed, showing confidence and

at the same time thoughtful foresight on the part

of retail dealers who may not be able to get goods

when wanted later on. Collections have been coming

in rather slowly, but they will soon come more freel
y

as the dull summer season is now over and matters

naturally will brighten up. Beginning September

ist, Twin City jobbers will abolish the Saturday

half holidays and work their forces six days a week.

The store building of J. R. Alexander, Tracy,

Minn., was gutted by fire July 21st. The stock wa
s

a total loss and the building was badly damaged
.

We trust Mr. Alexander will soon get a fresh 
start.

Northwestern optometrists are elated over

securing the next meeting of the American Asso
-

ciation of Opticians at Minneapolis, Minn., 
next

year. Much credit was due to J. K. Martin, Min-

neapolis, for his 'endeavors, and he admits he 
had

several able assistants in tl e Minnesota contingen
t

present.
Wm. R. Crandall, Mankato, Minn., reports the

arrival of an eight-pound boy at home, August
 roth.

THE KEYSTONE trusts the new watchmaker
 will

live to reward his parents in proper style.

L. B. Wheeler, Dassel, Minn., has sold ou
t

to G. I..Breieg, who will continue at the o
ld stand.

Karl Steckel, Menomonie, Wis., is now at th
e

bench for W. E. Mowrey, St. Paul, Minn.

H. D. Seastrand, for several years with Ed
.

Caster, Waseca, Minn., has gone to Wa
tertown,

S. Dak., to work for A. Duffner.

H. Britzius, Faulkton, S. Dak., has impr
oved

his store.
Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St

.

Paul, spent fair week in the home office. 
Frank

says there is no use being on the road w
hen most

of his customers are taking in the big fair
.
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F. C.Arns, a graduate of the Minneapolis School

of Engraving, has begun business at Clark, S. Dak.

Fred. J. Baker, Huron, S. D., and Carl R.

Damuth, Redfield, S. Dak., have returned from a

trip to the World's Fair at St. Louis.

C. J. Solum, Minneapolis, has gone to Roches-

ter, Minn., to work for the Reid & Keller Co., a

new jewelry store there.

Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., spent his

vacation at Afton, Minn., ill company with his

family. Lake St. Croix and that new naptha launch

made it very pleasant.
Ralph Siegrist, formerly at Green Bay, Wis.,

is the new material clerk at Sischo & Beard's, St.

Paul, Minn.
Rentz Bros., Minneapolis, have purchased the.

business of the Minneapolis Jewelry Co., and will

continue the business, making one of the most

complete plants in the Northwest.

Theo. Schaal, Hastings, was a buyer in the

Twin City markets last month.

Edw. Pelaut has begun business at Rothsay,

Minnesota.
H. Erickson is a new jeweler at Clarissa, Minn.

Will. C. Vandewort, Duluth, is now at the

bench for Emil Geist, St. Paul, Minn.

Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul, Minn., has added a

new safe. " We need all the security we can get,"

is his reason for it.
A. W. Voedisch, Aberdeen, S. Dak., has

moved into his new store and now feels more con-

tented and comfortable.

Louis Greats has left the employ of A. Duffner,

Watertown, S. Dak.,. and gone in business for

himself.
Albert J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn., has

sold his store there to his brother, W. J. Krueger,

and will start a new store at Shotley, Minn.

H. T. Segerstrom, Rhinelander, Wis., spent a

few days in the Twin Cities in search of a little

recreation.
G. W. Stuart, a graduate of Stone's School,

has begun business at Gray Eagle, Minn.

0. H. Hansen, with W. H. Booth, Sioux Falls,

S. Dak., spent his vacation rusticating in the Twin

Cities.
J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, is spending a de-

served vacation visiting his old home in Canada.

N. R. Giles, Lake Preston, S. Dak., attended

the G. A. R. reunion at Boston last month.

Arvid Osterberg, of A. I. Shapiro & Bro., St.

Paul, spent a week's vacation fishing, and a good

fisherman he proved to be.

Chris. Rygh, Herman, Minn., has opened a

branch store at Donnelly, Minn.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers the past month

were : I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; Mrs.

Agnes Sawyer, Stillwater, Minn.; E. J. Swedlund,

Atwater, Minn.; C. C. Maxwell, Arlington, S. Dak.;

Wm. Zimmermann, Morristown, Minn.; H. T.

Segerstrom, Rhinelander, Wis.; Theo. Schaal,

Hastings, Minn.; G. W. Stuart, Gray Eagle, Minn.;

Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton, Minn.; W. C. Van-

dervoort, Duluth, Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle

Plaine, Minn.; 0. H. Hansen, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.;

L. R. Barnett, Glendive, Mont.

The Prestige of Prettiness

Most people like pretty things, and some who

are not conspicuously neat themselves appreciate

neatness in others. The prettier and neater a store

is, the better chance it has of attracting and secur-

ing customers, and this is especially true in the

case of a jewelry store.
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Three Simmons Specialties

1- ERE are three products of the
-I Simmons factory, each of which

ought to be vell represented in your
stock this fall.

The Security Fob
The neatest, most attractive and most ihradical

of all the safety fob devices which have been offered
the trade. It has no prongs, springs or loose chains;
just a little lever that is simplicity itself and which
is as secure and convenient of operation as simple.

It may be had with any of the Simmons patterns
in ribbon or metal fobs.

See the two examples here shown.

The Security Hook
If you haven't a line of Simmons Lorgnette

Chains Avith the security hook attachment, your
jobber lms. A trial assortment will quickly prove
their selling qualities. •

Any woman will recognize the convenience and
practicability of this little device at a glance.

It can be had only with Simmons Lorgnette
Chains.

Simmons Eyeglass Chains
Combining all essential selling qualities- sim-

plicity, security, daintiness and beauty of fihish---
their durability and wearing qualities are positively
guaran teed.

They are gold filled and gold soldered, and
the making and finish are perfect to the last detail.

All leading jobbers carry full lines of the
Simmons goods

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK ORRICE

9-I3 MAIDEN LANE
CIIICAGO OFFICE

103 STATE STREET
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Business conditions are not much improved

over last month. With some small dealers it has

been a hard struggle to meet obligations, and

there have been a few failures in t
his part of the

State as a result. Among other indu
stries, such as

steel, there has been some improv
ement ; due as

much to a lower price market as to 
any other

cause. No farther away than the presen
t week has

seen a slash in prices of wire p
roducts, which

means a loss in profits in this city alon
e of about

a million dollars the coming thr
ee months.

Captain R. E. Burdick, of Bowler & Burdick

Co., returned recently from his ann
ual trip to the

European markets and is showing the trade a

wealth of tempting goods as a result.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain a
nd

art department of the Cowell & Hubbard
 Co.,

returned from an extensive trip over the continent

in search of the latest novelties for the f
all trade.

J. H. Danforth spent the greater part of the

past month s at Chautaqua Lake and vicinity
. Mr.

Danforth was accompanied by his family.

Dr. W. W. Alderdyce, the oculist and optician,

is spending a few weeks at the other end 
of the

lake and will also visit the exposition.

Charles Ramp, of the Scribner & Loehr Co.,

is at the Muskokos for a few weeks. Will. Strath

is also up the lakes.

L. F. Boyer, manager of the jewelry depart-

ment of the Solomonson Optical Co., has return
ed

from an extended trip up the lakes. Mrs. Boyer

accompanied him.

Webb C. Ball, of the Webb C. Ball Co., has

been appointed general time inspector for the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co., an
d

the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Railway 
Co.,

with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Ball succeeds

J. W. Forsinger, of Chicago.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. have had in their

show windows recently, the solid silver loving cups

which were contested for last month. About

twenty-five cups were awarded winners, costing

from $20 to $23o apiece.

The most important change in jewelry circles

that has occurred in several years is the breaking

up of the jewelry- house of C. C. Sigler Co.; C. C.

Sigler having bought the interest of U. R. Sigler,

of Sigler Bros. Co., 29 Euclid Avenue. U. R.

Sigler will retire from active business. The C. C.

Sigler Co. will close out their fixtures, etc., and

the storeroom is for rent. Mr. Chandler, of the

C. C. Sigler Co., has not as yet made any definite

plans for the future.
Henry Welf Jewelry Co. have closed their

auction and vacated their storeroom. The firm

will start again at 43 Sheriff Street. Alex. Lauscher

is still with the company and will go with them to

their new store.
Sol. Nusbaum, of the Wingate-Nusbaum Co.,

is in New York on a tour of inspection of the new

things for fall and holiday trade.

A peculiar question of law was opened up here

recently by a suit begun by Scribner & Loehr Co.

to recover the value of a watch sold to a customer

who "forgot" to pay for it. The defense offered

the contention that a watch was a necessity, and

that under the law of necessities the plaintiffs could

not attach the watch. The decision of the Court

was adverse to this line of argument.

J. H. Heiman, r44 Euclid Avenue, is on the

stool of repentance, as the result of parting with

good gold jewelry for a check at a time when the

banks were closed—same could not be verified.
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There died recently at Norwalk, Ohio, at the

advanced age of ninety-two years, Otis G. Carter,

who was without doubt the oldest watchmaker and

jeweler in this country. He died in the harness

after spending over seventy-five years at active

work at the bench. He began as a mere boy at

the trade and worked continuously at it during this

long period. One son is in the jewelry business at

New London, Ohio, and a grandson is in the same

line of trade in this city.

The jewelry crooks have been working this

State the past month. Jeweler G. C. .Rengalle,

Sandusky, Ohio, had a diamond purloined last

month, and F. T. Jeannot, Youngstown, lost

twelve diamond rings. One or two firms in this city

have also suffered the past month by substitution.

Geo. W. Hook, with the Webb C. Ball Co.,

has been spending a month at the St. Louis Ex-

position.
The following jewelers of this State were here

during the past month : W. G. Gilger, Norwalk ;

R. L. Deming, Garrettsville ; J. 0. McClintock,

Chagrin Falls ; W. J. Higgins, Shelby ; W. R.

Brooks, Salem ; D. Leonheiser, Huron ; E. N.

Davis, Kent ; 0. H. Pitkin, Galion ; F. D. Cram-

ton, Burton.

Kansas City and the Great

Southwest

Trade Dull. but Trade, which is usually expected

Looking up to be dull during the summer

months, has been duller than

usual in Kansas City, but the last few days have

seen something of a reversal of conditions. For

some reason there was a noticeable picking up of

trade, and most of the wholesale houses, which

had been practically idle, became busy all at once.

It is to be hoped that business will continue picki
ng

up during the fall, for there has been a material

falling off in many branches of trade during the

summer.

Presidential Year
and the
Jewelry Business

" Presidential year is never a

had one for us," said the head

of a big Kansas City jobbing

house recently. " It is usually

regarded as a bad year for busi-

ness, but in looking over our books for the pa
st

few years I have discovered that the percen
tage of

increase during election year has been greater than

at any time. I believe that the chief damage

which business suffers at such a time comes at t
he

very beginning of the policial turmoil, when 
con-

ventions are meeting and everybody is in a buzz 
of

political anxiety. After the nominations things

seem to settle down, and in our business 
trade

becomes normal again. In spite of the cry of poor

business our customers continue to buy the 
best of

everything, and trade has been particularly goo
d

in diamonds. Our sales, even in the dull 
season

just past, have exceeded those of any 
previous

years, and this regardless of the fact that 
diamonds

are higher than ever, and still advancing. 
Cheap

stuff continues to be a drug on the market,
 and it

is jewelry of the best material and wo
rkmanship

that finds the readiest sale.
The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Handsome Company is occupying its new

quarters on the second floor of

the Gumbel Building, at Eighth

and Walnut Streets, after several months 
of waiting

for the building to be completed. The 
building is

not yet entirely finished, but its upper 
floors are

occupied while the lower ones are still a ske
leton.

New Quarters

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company have

the entire second floor, and it is doubtful if another

jobbing firm in the West has such large, convenient

and handsome quarters. The front portion of the

floor is occupied by the material and jewelry

departments and the executive offices. A wall

separates this portion from the rear—where a

model factory has been installed. There is a fine

north light for the watchmakers, and plenty of

room for the great amount of machinery used.

The shipping department takes up its portion of

the space, and in the rear is also located the big

steel vault, which is the pride of the firm. Every

fitting within the vault is of steel, and the walls are

covered with steel cabinets, drawers and pigeon

holes. All in all, the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Company is installed in a place ideally suited

foi the needs of its business. Representatives of

Eastern firms who have visited' them since their

move, have agreed that the firm's new home is

one of the handsomest in the country.

The Meyer Jewelry Company is

Another Pro. looking for larger quarters,

which have been necessitated

by the growth of the company's

business. It is quite likely that the Meyer Jewelry

Company will move within the next three months.

The company has occupied its present quarters on

Main Street for eleven years, and now the factory

is so full of workmen that there is no room for

additional growth. The factory now employs

fifty-eight people, and as soon as a move is made

this number will probably be increased.

C. L. Merry, of the Merry Optical Company,

is occupying a new private office adjacent to the

big salesroom of the firm.

W. R. Baker, a negro, who shot and wounded

P. S. Harris, a manufacturing jeweler at 307

East Twelfth Street, on July 2d, was caught by

the police after a chase of over six weeks. To

Detective Greenlee, who made the arrest, Baker

confessed to the shooting and also to the forging

of a number of checks. Baker attempted to pass a

bogus check on Harris, and when it was refused

by the jeweler the negro shot him without inflicting

any very serious injury. Mr. Harris offered a

reward of poo for the the capture of the negro.

The second of the fall merchants' meetings

will take place in Kansas City August 20th, when

tickets to the city will be sold at reduced rates.

The final meeting will take place September 17th,

with the final return limit on the tickets Octo-

ber 4th.
G. H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Company, with his family, is spending

some time at Sylvan Beach, Mich.

Frank Nevin, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,

has gone to Colorado for his vacation.

N. R. Fuller, of Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Company, left the middle of last month for St.

Louis to spend some time at the exposition.

E. A. Church, of Claremore, Ind. Ter., was a

visitor to the Kansas City wholesale houses last

month.
J. F. Lisher, of Morristown, Ind., visited the

Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

The Meyer Jewelry Company was recently

notified that its claim relative to the duty on

cameos had been sustained by the United States

general appraisers. The company claimed that

cameos which it imported should be assessed as

manufactures of shell and not as parts of jewelry.

The duty on the later is sixty per cent., and on

manufactures of shell only thirty-five per cent.

The decision of the appraisers will thus reduce the

duties on cameos to thirty-five per cent.

spective Removal
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San Francisco Letter

Knights Templar

Conclave

The twenty-ninth triennial con-
clave of Knights Templar will
be held in San Francisco from

September 4th to loth, and the city and State•com-
manderies are making every possible effort to
make the event an historic one. There will be at
least 8o,000 visitors within our gates, and from far-
distant England come the right honorable the Earl
of Euston and a party who left home on July 26th.
The jewelry trades are deeply interested in con-
claves such as this, and the stores will be decorated
to surpass some of their previous efforts. While
all of the trophies are of exceptional value, the
one shown on this page elicits special admiration
even from those who are connoisseurs on
the best and mostartistic productions of this
kind. It represents the figure of a knight
armed cap-a-pie, holding aloft a laurel wreath
of victory. The figure is a beautiful em-
bodiment of knighthood's spirit, dignified,
strong and gentle. The knight stands upon
a silver globe, on which are deeply engraved
the hemispheres of the earth. From the
silvery softness California stands out in
golden prominence, being entirely repre-
sented in gold, alike appropriate and sug-
gestive of the staple chief product and the
cause of its early fame. The earth, which
the knight surmounts, lies between the
spears and shields of the order, and these
have for their foundation battlementecl
towers, upon which stand four mounte.d
knights at guard, facing the north, south,
east and west, significant of the range and
possibilities of the knightly order. The
towers and battlements are entirely of
quartz, and made of the choicest speci-
mens found in California. The entrance
gates are of pure gold, signifying the " gates
of gold." It is very difficult to convey an
adequate impression of this trophy so fully
embodying the true spirit of the order and

so consistently suggesting the wealth and
glories of this great State of California.
The trophy is massively proportioned, be-
ing thirty-two inches high, and measures
twenty inches at the base. This trophy

was designed and executed by Shreve & Co.,

retail jewelers, of this city.
Jim Pembroke, who represents Rothschild &

Hadenfeldt, is back in harness again, after spend-
ing two months visiting the jewelry and watch-
manufacturing plants of the East. At this writing

he is calling upon the trade here and in the bay
cities. It is needless to say that these educating
trips East are developing our coast salesmen up to
the standard. The coast jobbers are reaping the
benefits of these pilgrimages, as every season some
one of the several houses sends at least one of its

travelers upon a mission of this kind.

A. Feldenheimer, traveling representative of
the California Jewelry Co., of 134 Slitter Street,

San Francisco, recently returned from a very suc-
cessful business trip through the Southern part of
California, and reports the outlook for future busi-

ness as very promising.
Nordman Bros., of Sutter Street, had to en-

large the floor space in their wholesale clock room
to enable them to handle their growing business in
this staple line.

A. A. Handle's new store at 2154 Center Street,
Berkeley, Cal., presents a very attractive appear-
ance and shows evidences of business progress.

KEYSTONE

We regret to announce the death of Emil
Feuillard, the retail jeweler, of San Jose, who
passed away recently, leaving a widow and seven
children to mourn his loss.

A. Hoffman, the Third Street jeweler, is re-
ceiving the congratulations of his many friends in
the trade upon his recovery from a serious illness
of several weeks' duration. We trust he has by
this time sufficiently recuperated to take care of
his business.

Joe Abrams, of Col. Andrews' force, returned
from the Mystic Shriners' conclave, held in Atlantic
City, N. J., last month, with a very glowing account
of the treatment tendered to the nobles who crossed
the hot sands from the far West. Joe claims that
the Eastern Shriners dined and wined the delegates
from Islam in a truly fraternal fashion,
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H. Wachhorst Co., the oldest retail jewelry firm
in Sacramento, have moved into their new store on
K Street, that city. In the new premises the com-
pany have installed an abundance of choice goods
and an admirable set of fixtures.

W. E. Larsen, the retail jeweler, of Truckee,
closed his place of business recently to attend the
funeral of his uncle, E. Lundquist, an old retired
jeweler, who died in Auburn, Cal., on July 21st,
aged seventy-four.

We are pleased to report that A. Eisenberg, Jr.,
of A. Eisenberg & Co., is rapidly recovering from
his recent serious illness, and his friends in the
trade may expect him to call upon them in the
near future.

Walter A. Green, of Carrau 8z Green, whole-
sale jewelry jobbers, of San Francisco, is on the

list to join the home guard of benedicts.
The formal announcement will be made
some time in the near future. Walter's
friends have been wondering why he omitted
his semi-annual diamond-purchasing trip to
Europe this fall, but they will doubtless agree
that for this he had an excellent reason.

Jos. Schwartz, of Honolulu, H. T.,
was a visitor to this market last month,
after an absence of five years. Mr. Schwartz's
trip was solely for rest, and to enable him
to recuperate in our mild climate, after
many years of hard work. The outlook for
business, he reports, is very fair throughout
the islands.

Jos. Leudan, traveling representative
for A. Eisenberg & Co., has returned to
business, after spending a vacation at
Byron Springs, recuperating from an attack
of rheumatism, and is taking up the route
he was forced to relinquish owing to the
above malady.

Harold Jacobs, who met with a serious
accident on the Fourth of July, while traveling
in the interests of the wholesale jewelry
incorporation of A. Judis Co., is improv-
ing slowly, and his friends throughout his
territory will be pleased to learn that his
physicians hope for a complete recovery.
It will be some time, however, before he
xvill be able to resume his labors.

Jos. Nordman, of the wholesale jewelry
firm of Norchnan Bros., 134 Sutter Street,
San Francisco, is back from his four-

months' trip to Europe. His tour also included a
visit to the St. Louis Fair. He looks the picture of
health, and is in excellent form for the approaching
fall season.

Emile Hirschfeld, who recently retired from
the wholesale jewelry business, owing to failing
eyesight and ill health, was returning home from
Europe on board a French liner recently, when in
a fit of despondency he cut his throat with a razor.
He had been consulting eminent specialists abroad
and had previously cabled to his brother in San
Francisco to meet him at New York. It was on the
day of the steamer's arrival that the fatal alterna-
tive was resorted to, and every effort was made to
save his life, but without avail. He died in the
Presbyterian Hospital in New York City, after
being removed from the steamer.

Charles'Niner, the retail jeweler, of Pleasanton,
Cal., was among the visiting tradesmen to town
last month.

George F. Blakeslee, who recently opened a
retail jewelry establishment in Tonopah, Nev., has
taken W. G. Doane into partnership. Mr. Doane
for a number of years managed the Reno, Nev ,
store of the Frank Golden Jewelry Co.

A Beautiful Trophy

Col. A. A. Andrews, proprietor of the Dia-
mond Palace, situated on Montgomery Street, this
city, manufactured the handsome diamond decora-
tion that was presented to ex-Commander-in-Chief
Black, of the Grand Army of the Republic, in
Boston last month. The colonel subsequently
received the following congratulatory telegram :
" You have produced a veritable work of art in the
diamond badge for Commander-in-Chief Black,
the best ever presented. Hearty congratulations.
Charles H. McConnell, chief of staff."

Henry W. Copp, watch inspector of the South-
ern Pacific Railroad, whose office is located at
134 Sutter Street, is at this writing away on a five
weeks' sight-seeing tour, which includes points of
interest in Montreal, New York, Chicago and
St. Louis.

Samuel Bayles, who conducts a retail jewelry
establishment in Reno, Nev., was among the visit-
ing tradesmen in town recently. He was accom-
panied by Master Bayles, who remained here to
study for a musical career. He was put under the
care of one of the foremost violinists upon the
coast, as he has progressed beyond the powers of
the professors of his native place.

TO DO YOUR FALL BUYING ■■••••••■Is
REDUCED FARES during the months of August, September, October and November,to the (ireat Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1904, of the

National Association of Merchants arid Travelers
Divisions

ONE AND ONE-FIFTI-1 FARE• including the following. states : Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri ( both W'estern and South-
Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association,

western  Ternitory', liansas (both IVestern and Southwestern Passenger Territory), Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, on the At chison, Topeka
Santa lee proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific; Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and south Dakota,
except on the lines of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and inem hers on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest
points on other lines; Northern Peninsula of Nlichigat it on the C. M. & St. 1'. and C. & N W It'y , Ill' in Westet n Passenger Associat • Territory.

Iii add iti (((( to the above the following railroads make one and one-fifth fare from points on their lines in Wyoming, Colorado and Utah: The Colo.
It'y, I). & R. G. R. R., 0. & L. It. R., It. G. W. R'y, and Union Pac. It. It.
Special Excursion Rates in Texas. Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territoriee on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway; Frisco System.
Also on other lines from !mints in Oklahoma, 'Indian Territory anti Arkansas, on and north of the line of the rhoetaw, Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad, from the Texas state line

eastwardly to Lit Ile Nock, including the I lot Springs Division, and on anti north or the St. Louis, I 1.(111 )101111taill t SOl11110111 Railway, Little Rock to Arkansas City, Ark., inclusive;
and the St. Lou k soot h western Rail way of Texas.

In ad dil i41111 to the above in a number of others have also granted one and one-fifth fare, and the complete list of lines now having filed notices
authorizing reduced rates is as follows: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R'y, Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf It'y. Chicago, 'Rock Island & Pacific It, El Paso-
Northeastern System, It. 1Vorth & Denver City R'y, Frisco System Lines-Ft. Worth &: Rio Grande IC'', Red River, Texam Sz Southern R'y, St. Louis & Saii
Francisco It. R.; Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe Wy, Houston & Texas Central It. it., Houst ))))) East & West Texas R'y, International & Great Northern It'y, Kan-
sas City Southern R'y, Missouri, Kansas & Texas It'y System, Dlissouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System, San Antonio & Arkansas Pass R'y, St. Louis South-
western R'y System, Southern Pacific Co., Texarkana 8; Ft. Smith R'y, Texas & Pacific R'y, Texas Midland R. It.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FIRST-CLASS FARE
Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula), and Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association Territory

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETINU

THIRD MEETINU

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for Buying Tickets-August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II and 12
Dates for Returning Home-August 10, II, 12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19 and 20
Dates for Buying. Tickets-August 20, 21, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 26
Dates for Returning Home-August 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2 and 3

Dates for Buying Tickets-September 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
Dates for Returning Home-September 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17

Dates for Buying Tickets- October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3 and 4
Dates for Returning Home-November 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

make ii lime or OW flail, 611'1111011g ii,kets and rooming Ileum% The railroads will positively pertnil 11,0 d.s atioi from the dates given above.
Members inns' in all eases take certificates Hifi rorviptl frent the ticket seller at the point of starting.

WA RN IN C ! The dates given above only are correct, and the Association cannot be responsible for any statements of railroad
employees to the contrary.

Write us for additional particulars. Make our St ires

OTTO YOUNG & CO. 149=153 State Street
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. Silversmiths' Building
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry at Wholesale

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO. Columbus Memorial
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers Building

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO. 103 State Street
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., 134-138 Wabash

your headquarters. We are at your service.

F. A. HARDY & CO. Silversmiths' Building
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

A. C. BECKEN Powers Building
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

PITKIN & BROOKS State and Lake Streets
Cut Wass, Fine China and Lamps

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY Powers Building
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

Ave., Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
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IENUPDAR
The American Silver Company

New York

Bristol, Conn.
SALESROOMS

Chicago St. Louis

As the FALL WEDDINGS and the HOL-
IDAY SEASON will soon be here, no first-
class dealer in SILVERWARE can af-
ford to be without that which is stamped

BECAUSE we " GUARANTEE" it to
carry a FIFTY PER CENT. (50%) heavier plate
than any standard goods on the market.

The demand for this pattern is unprecedented, indicating an appreciation of the excellency of diework by which this truly ARTISTIC DESIGN is brought calt,
and without this line your stock will be decidedly incomplete. To insure delivery with reasonable promptness we should have your order at once.

/00

105'

MADE BY

106

103

THE MILLER JEWELRY CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Address all communications to

INAvrloYcY Meicneen, Conn..

7,Vmve Ci©t
made a great hit, and is still selling.

.1Lelvm

Manufactu.rers

is our latest. It is GREAT, having a

distinctive style and artistic merit that is

making it a winner for the Wedding and

Holiday Trade.

New iforR SELearrooma
2E§ IB3sva-climy Siiree.a

An immense tild beautiful line.

Steizo:Ing SLvez1
New and entirely original goods.

Write us, we have something interesting to say.

When in Hew York, Pay an means stop at OUT store, 'round
floor, 28 BARCLAY 5.-rnx,ET



THE STANDARD OF
EXCELLENCE

TWENTIETH CENTURY HALL CLOCKS,
BRACKET and WILLIARD CLOCKS excel
in mechanism, construction and finish.

New Fall line now ready for delivery.
Catalogue upon request.
World's Fair visitors may inspect our full line at our
display, Block 36, Varied Industries Building.

GEO. W. SMITH & COMPANY, Inc.
3907-19 Powelton Ave., PHILADELPHIA

OUR FALL LINE OF

Crown Hall Clock Cases
and Movements

now ready for prompt delivery. We show more than fifty patter'of fine cases, and our selection of highest grade CROWN TUBELAR CHIME and strike movements is exceptionally complete anthe most extensive in the country.

711111111111110.1er

CROWN HALL CLOCKS
" The Finest and Most Salable Line

Manufactured by

The Herschede Hall Clock Co.
""ksemaet,„„,, 1011-1015 Plum St., Cincinnati, 01110

Ywr

CHARMS THE
SENSES OF THE. CON-

NOISSEUR AS DO THE
SPIRITS OF ALL RARE GEMS
SET IN THCRING OF BUFFALO':

(TRADE 1-E3 MARK)
THE. CONNOISSEUR KNOWS BEST
HAT CHARMS RING PATRONS.

ARE you A CONNOISSEUR?

HEINTZ BROTHERS,
RI G MAKERS.



ON GUARD!
It is not only the soldier who must be on guard, but themerchant also. The latter must guard his established reputa-tion and watch his stock. We have established the former byforty years of fair dealing with jewelers throughout the UnitedStates, and guard the reputation which we have established ascarefully as the soldier watches his post. It is valuable to usand we always strive to live up to it. Equally so do we watchour stock to keep it replete with new goods and be able at alltimes to furnish the trade with the best that the market affordsin Diamonds, Watches and jewelry, at the right prices.If you are one of those who have dealt with us in the past,these facts are well known to you ; if not, we would like tocome in communication with you for our mutual advantage.Let us send you a selection of Elk or Eagle jewelry ; one ofour specialties. We think this will lead to further businesslater on.

Henry Freund 6 Bro.
Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry

The Jewelry
House 9 Maiden Lane, New York

'1'1-1E1 66 BREAKLESS"
Patented April 12, '01

ACTUAL SIZE

No. 12 No. 15 No, 18 No. 21$12.00 per doz. $15.00 per doz. $18.00 per doz. $21.00 per doz.No. 24 No. 27 No. 30$24.00 per doz. 627.00 per (Ioz. $30.00 per doz.

OUR BAR PINS SELL AT SIGHT
14 K. Gold on Sterling Silver

Order an assortment to-day. The results will ast()nisll v()11
THE "Sil....ANTENO 9'

Patent Pending

ACTUALSIZt\

7,E*7.4alkiE

.;:37- .4st t

134$it ictet.wocles 3, It

";■1;fi,raitalifria

,,i:7,00cLiAX,14.011441:*4

,

No. 31 No. :12 No. 33 No. 3488.50 per doz. $10.50 per doz. $12.00 per doz. $13.50 per doz.No. 35 No. 36 No. 37$15.00 per doz. $16.50 per doz. $18.00 per doz.

These Bar Pins are sold by the best Jewelers in every city, and are wornby the most fashionable people.
The stones, which are exceptionally hard and brilliant, are set in Sterling

Office and Works
Silver mountings with the same care as the genuine goods, and in every respecthave the appearance and character of the costly thainond plat ino to-set liar Pins. 79, 81. 83, 85 Crosby St.This class of Jewelry is entirely separate and distinct from the so-called imitations heretofore offered to the public

THE STRAI(IFITI "

ACTUAL SIZE

39

40

17FY:
:

'jw"3"9'1111014fr§"".s •

No. :19
$3.00 per doz.

No. 42
$7.75 per doz.

No. 40
$4.50 per doz.

No. 43
$9.00 per doz.

FISHEL, NESSLER 0 CO.
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(Continued. Part IX.)

Replacing successively in this same formula r' by 1.1,

1.3, etc., up to 2.9, we can form the following table :

We see that the maximum of occurs when one has

(4) r' = r" = NIR2 r2'
2

Since it is the custom, in practice, to make the radius of the hub equal

to one-third of the interior radius of the barrel, we can place

I? = 3 and r
and we will have

r/ r1/ ..,\J  9 + 
2
- is= 2.236.

I 2 
109. In order to represent graphically, the equation (2), let us

. , refer it to two rectangular coordinate axes (Fig. 20) and lay off on

the axis of the abscissa the values of r', and on the axis of the

r' r' • r'

0 1.7 4.76 2.4 5.96

I. 0.84 1.8 5.2 2.5 5.67

1.2 I.63 1.9 5.56 2.6 5.2

1.3 2.37 2 5.84 2.7 4.5

1.4 3.06 2.1 6.03 2.8 3.5

1.5 3 69 2.2 6.13 2.9 2.09

I. 6 4.26 2.3 6.11 3

One sees that the maximum number of coils in the
 develop-

ment of the spring is given by a radius r' equal to ab
out 2.2.

In practice, of R has been adopted as the value of r' for the

reason that the regularity of the power from beginning to end

increases wid- the length of the spring.

108. The calculus enables one to determine the
 exact value of the

maximum of N in function of 2-1.

Let us take up again the equation (2) :

N = 7 (i/ R2 - Y/2 + rz - r - R. + r/),

in which the two variables are N and Let us differentiate this equation

by placing

we will have

and

R2 - r" = z,

d z = - 2 r" d

d N =- :7 (&;4 a' z + d rl ).

Replacing z and d z by their values, it becomes

d N ---= 71,- (    + dr),
1 R2 -r/2 + r2

d N I f r/
.or , T

- --  
+ 1 ) ;

a ?-• e. 1 R2 _ r/2 ± r2

equating this derivative to zero :

%%hid) gives

r/
-I- I = o,

p R2 r/2 r2

r/

/R2 - r" f. ,2
r,

and
r/ =-- ± v" - r" 24.

Raising to the square we have
r/2 - R2 r /2 + r2

and

(3) r 
2 I

Substituting this value of r' in the equation

we will have

R2 r /2 +.

R2 + r2

2 

 r2 = \iR2 ri
2

'Y

6

. . . .

I
I

.1 .D..1
en

er •

81.

94 tra cot
ee,

.. 

I 

.........

per

6

It 1,1t 1,6 4,9 t,84

Values of ri.

.2, 2,8

The maximum of coils occurs %%Iwo 2.2:16, the corresponding value
of N is then 6.137S.

3 X

Fig. 20

ordinate the corresponding values of N, and connect the points

thus obtained by a curved line.
One sees that on making the unoccupied space of the barrel

equal to the part occupied by the spring one does not obtain the

maximum turns of development of the spring.

110. If one divides the interior of the barrel, giving

R to the part occupied by the spring,

R for the empty space,
R for the radius of the hub,

one has
N (v' 32 - 22 ± I - I - 3 + 2)

and
N 

Consequently, if

1;(2.44 - 2) -= X 0.44.*

7 = 13 one will have N= 5.7 turns

7 = I 4 " " " N = 6.1 "

7 = 5 '' " " N= 6.6 "

111. Diameter of the Hub. The custom of making the radius

of the hub equal to one-third of the interior radius of the barrel has

been established by long practice. When one leaves. the hub

greater than this value, one does not obtain a sufficient number of

turns of development of the spring., and when one makes it smaller

the spring is apt to break, or if it is too much reduced in temper it

may "set." Cases present themselves, however, where, in a given

barrel, one desires to introduce a thinner spring than that which one

*n is best not to extend the figures of the square root. of 6, because on account of the
interior part a the spring being attached to the Inib, one therefore loses more readily a little
of the developmeu

(14c9)
(Continued on page 1411)
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has been in the habit of using and it may then be asked if one
 could

not reduce the diameter of the hub, in order to obtain a g
reater

development of the spring. Let us then examine this question.

It is known that when one submits a rod of steel to a tension,

the transverse section being equal to one square millimeter
, this

rod lengthens, and that when the load which produces this e
longa-

tion reaches a certain value, a rupture is produced. Now, expe-

riments made with spring wire have demonstrated that 
the wire

breaks if the weight reaches a value of 135 kilogrammes.

Let us note that the wire which was used for this experiment

was not hardened.
Let us first seek again the elongation / per unit of length 

which

the rod underwent at the instant immediately prece
ding the rupture.

We have (88)

P=

Taking E 23000000, P == i 35000 gr., L 1, we will place

El

1
135000 135--

23000000 23000

whence
1 = 0.0058695 nun.

On the other hand, let us calculate the elongation of th
e exterior

fibre of a barrel spring as it is admitted in practice and
 compare the

two results. For this purpose let us take the spring of a watch of

43 mm. (19 lines) which has furnished proof of being ab
le to bear

the desired flexion.
We will have the elongation per unit of length from the

formula (94)
, v a

—

The thickness of this spring is 0.18 miii , consequently

--==. 0.09 mm.

In the interior of the barrel and pressed against she d
rum this

spring had r3 turns and 5 outside of the barrel ; mo
reover, after

being wound, it was set up 5.5 turns. With this inform
ation we find

a = — 5 + 5.5) X 2 1r = 27W.

The length of the spring is 600 mm. ; one will have 
consequently

0.09 x 27 X 3.1416
1

600
0.01272.

Comparing the above figures,

elongation by tension, 1 =-- 0.0058695,
elongation by flexion, 1 =-- 0.05272,

we can establish the astonishing result that the ex
terior fibres of a

spring can sustain an elongatidn per unit of length 
twice as great as

that which produces a rupture by tension.

This fact cannot be explained by the supposition 
of a superior

quality of steel to that of the metal composing the 
rod which broke

under the action of a weight of 135 kilog.; because 
this last steel

was certainly of the first quality. It must then be admitted that

the exterior fibre of a spring does not break, when t
he elongation

that it acquires is equal to that which produces 
rupture by tension,

for the reason that it is retained by the interior fibres.

In the presence of this fact one can admit
 as the limit of

elongation that the exterior fibre of a spring can bear without

breaking, the value 1 =-- 0.012 111111.

One remains within this limit in making the dia
meter of the hub

equal to one-third of the interior diameter of the 
barrel and in using

a spring making 1 3 turns in one-third of the interio
r radius of this

same barrel.
When one desires to use a thicker or thinner 

spring, one must

in.this case determine the diameter of the hub with 
relation to the

thickness chosen. Thus the interior diameter of the bar
rel which

we have used in the preceding experiment .bein
g 17.4 mill. , the

diameter of the hub was then

17.4— 5.8 mm.
3

Dividing this diameter by the thickness of the spring o.18 one

arrives at the conclusion that the diameter of the hub should be 32

times the thickness of the spring, in round numbers. If the

diameter of the hub is smaller than this proportion, the spring runs

the risk of breaking or, if it is too soft, of setting.

Work Produced by a Spring.

112. One determines the mechanical work which a spring pro-

duces at each oscillation of the balance wheel, by dividing the work

displayed by the spring during one turn of the barrel, by the num-

ber of oscillations made by the balance wheel during this time.

Let F = 4800 be the moment of the force of the spring of a

watch whose balance executes 18000 oscillations an hour ; we will

obtain the mechanical work effected by the spring during one turn

of the barrel by the product

If' 4800 X 2 IT.

If the barrel of 80 teeth gears into the center pinion of to leaves,

the number of corresponding oscillations will be

8o
- X 18000 ;

10

the mechanical work during one oscillation will then be

4800 X 2 Ir
= 80 18000 

0.2094. gr.mm.
0 

If, on the other hand, the watch only beats 162oo oscillations

per hour, one would have in this case

4800 x  2 IT
11im = 80 s • - 0.2327 gr. mm.

fo. A 10200

One sees then that the work of the force received by the balance

wheel at each oscillation is increased by diminishing the number of

these oscillations. Let us suppose again that the balance wheel

executes 18000 oscillations, but that the pinion of the center wheel

has 12 leaves in place of to, one would then have

Ow X 2 IF
1171a = so X 18000

One, consequently, also increases the force by diminishing the

duration of a revolution of the barrel.

= C/.251328 granni.

The Fusee

113. We know that the law of the variations in the action of a

spring which unwinds, is complex, and that the force developed has

widely separated limits, for a spring of the same thitkness its

whole length.
In order to remedy this defect, the ingenious arrangement of

the fusee was conceived long ago, consisting of a solid body whose

imam
■Ilmi

",.7111.11.

....

I;
In AIN

Fig. 21

uslownnilito,

Wasegommilitri.

Muhl

sectional revolution is very nearly parabolic, and whose 
surface is

grooved with a helicoidal curve. This piece is mounted on the

axis of a toothed wheel A (Fig. 21) gearing with the pinion 
of the

center wheel. The teeth of the barrel are, in this case, suppressed,

and its arbor remains constantly fixed.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

wrIMP!t=titi.*

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

Jjf
1' • 

57 Washington St.,
Chicagd,

TN I<IrSTON

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technics.,

Instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, hound in silk cloth, con-

taming over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 61.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XIX, Begun in March, 1903)

The capital U can be changed by making a loop at t
he top of

the second main stroke of the letters, inst
ead of beginning it square

on topT haes etahpei ttaop of a D orl vs 
simply 

yh 
has an an additional loop at the top on the

right upper portion of the letter and a slight 
increase in the loop in

the left portion of the letter.
The W, being practically the same in general 

construction as

the V, has only the same changes. We wou
ld add, however, that

these letters can be curved more than in the 
regular style of script.

There is no radical change that can be made in the X,
 with the

exception of elaborating the loops if possible and advi
sable.

Fig. 72

Referring to Fig. 72, the looped Y is made the same as in the

plain script alphabet, excepting the loop at the e
nd of the line of

beauty.
There is no change that can be made in the Z, exce

pt elabo-

rating the loops.
The correct & is made the same in general c

onstruction, with

the exception of a slight continuation of the l
oops.

At Fig. 73 you will notice that the curves run t
o the right at

the bottom, and that the little hair line formi
ng the top has a slight

loop at the end.

V-241.4,
Fig. 73

In the case of the 2 the loop is increased a little at the t
op and

at the bottom. There is also an extra loop at the lower left 
portion

of the figure at the bottom.
In the 3 there is a loop in the center and a ful

l loop at the

bottom and at the top.
The 4 is practically the same with the exception 

of the down

stroke curving around to the right as in the figure 
T.

The figure 5 has a loop in the center and a loo
p at the top.

The remaining portion of the figure is the same as the
 plain figures.

Referring to Fig. 74, the 6 is practically the sam
e as plain 6,

except that there is more of a loop
at the top.

The 7 differs only in its main
stroke, the same as figures i and 4,
with a loop at the top.

It is equally difficult to make Fig. 74

any change in the 8, unless the lines
are broken or severed at the top and bottom, a

s here shown, in

which case they can curve around as the case may
 require.

The 9 simply has an extra loop at the bottom.

The o cannot be changed, as the letter, by vi
rtue of its shape,

gives no opportunity for making loops.

In Fig. 75 we show the style of letters we have 
above described,

forming the initials B, G, H, made back-hand. The student

will observe that it will be impractical

to make the plain script letters back-

hand artistically. In Fig. 76 we show

the word " Rose " engraved perpen- 
.

dicularly, using the style of capital R

we have just described, it being nec-

essary in this case to change the loop at the lower 
right portion of

the letter, allowing it to drop below the guide li
ne and gracefully

loop into the base of the R. It will be noticed that there is no

change in the lower-case letters, with pos-

sibly the exception that the letters are

more the style of the round-hand script.

At A, Fig. 77, we illustrate the word

" Roseline," the capital of which is formed

from the looped style of script. There

are many pieces of silver that come to the

engraver to be engraved where a word

running up on an angle, after the manner

of this word, is by far the best form of

laying out the work. The pieces in question are too numerous to

mention here, but the student will readily observ
e where a word of

such a form can be used to best advantage.

At B, Fig. 77, we illustrate the word " Flo
rence," running

down on an angle, with a few scrolls above and 
below and at the

end of the word. Of course, the scrolls are not necessary, but

they very often fill in the space advantageously. This style of

script is what is known as the round-hand st
yle. The method of

Fig. 75

1413

.43

1/12-1;ii let/M/

Fig. 77

cutting the letter running down on an angle,
 as here illustrated, is

exactly the same as for cutting the regular 
script, with the excep-

tion of squaring up the top of the I, T, U, 
D, etc., and the bottom

of the M? N, H and K, in which case the squaring
 up is done from

the opposite direction. In the case of the bottom of the N in the

word " Florence," the graver would be 
inserted at the lower right

corner of the base of the first down stroke of
 N, in order to square

it up ; whereas, in case of the regular scr
ipt, it would be placed at

the lower left corner.
At C we illustrate the word " Burmingham

," the capital of

which is formed after the style of the loop
ed script and the lower-

case letters after the style of the round-ha
nd script. It will be

noticed here that there is an inner loop in th
e lower-case G and an

inner loop in the top of the H, which add to the 
artistic features of

the letters. A few scrolls placed above and below the letter, as.

here illustrated, add to the artistic elements
 of the article to be

engraved. In showing these words, we are very cautious to avoid

any ornamental work other than loops and 
scrolls, which we have

sufficiently described to make the method of cuttin
g them intelli-

gible to the student. Many will undoubtedly desire to ornament

the letters in addition to ornamenting above 
and below the letters.

The ornamenting of such letters will be tak
en up under the head

of ciphers or script monograms, and th
e student who desires to

ornament the letters can learn how to do so und
er

that head.
At A, Fig. 78, we illustrate the figures " 1902

"

in an appropriate style for the style of letters 
illus-

trated at Fig. 77. These figures should be en-

graved on an angle of about to° back from 
a ver-

tical line.
At B, same figure, is illustrated " 1900," show

-

ing a style of drooping or running the let
ters down.

Figures engraved in this style are very appro
priate

for the back of teaspoons or small match or stamp boxes.

The lines above and below the figures can be added or not,

as the artist prefers.

(J90%
ti
20o
Fig. 7

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Safety Mainspring Barrels

Article NO. 42 Of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of THE 
KEYSTONE.

kV&

N describing our new mainspring bar-

rel, we will first deal with it in a

general way to get at principles, and

then go about constructing the se
veral parts

to best serve our purpose. 
The require-

ments imposed upon us are (a) a ma
in wheel

so constructed as to be directly p
ropelled by

the mainspring ; (b) such main 
wheel to be

entirely free of all shocks from the bre
aking

of a mainspring. In constructing our move-

ment, we have it at our option to tak
e the

driving power of the mainspring either 
from

the inner or outer end of such spr
ing.

The main wheel A, as shown

The Perfected in Fig. is firmly attached

Main Wheel to the arbor D, and the

mainspring used is attached

at the inner end to the arbor nut C. 
For a

mainspring chamber we provide a barrel

shaped as

shown at

the dotted   _kV 
V 4

I ine B,  ;1,1-;,IL 

Now,  if •
.......... ic.,..

n 112 67 ,at
F igure I . P 

this barrel Fig. 1

was fitted 

to closely embrace the main wheel ar
ber at

D and D", let us consider what the 
result

would be of a mainspring breaking in 
the

barrel B. All practical workmen must have

observed, especially in watches employin
g

both barrel and fusee, that in breaking, 
the

barrel is quickly reversed ; such reversal

being attended with a powerful blow, suffi
-

cient in most cases to enlarge the barrel.

If we jewel the holes for the pivots a b,

such recoil would be extremely likely to

break one or even both the jewels. If, how-

ever, we make the holes in the barrel wher
e

the arbor passes, larger than the arbor, and

provide separate bearings for the barrel a
s

shown at m it, we emancipate the arbor D

from all shocks emanating

from the breakage of main-

springs. In our last pre-

ceding article we gave in

essence, the same drawings

as we show at Fig. I, and

also much of the descrip-

tion just used, but we make

no apology for repetition, for the reason that

the problem in consideration is a very 
diffi-

cult 

o

As regards the details of providing prac-

tical bearings for parts m n, we leave 
this

matter for subsequent consideration. It is to

be understood that the watch we are 
de-

scribing is to be a stem-winder, the barre
l B

:4

being revolved by the stem-wind work, which

turns it around the arbor D, drawing the

mainspring up by the outer end. The ordi-

nary hooks now in use for mainsprings can

be used for this barrel ; that is, T ends or

double side brace. The nut C is very similar

to those in every-day use, the only important

change being in providing an arrangement

for holding the arbor nut temporarily in place

until the arbor of the main wheel is in proper

position for service.

The idea will be gotten from inspecting

Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 being a view of the

arbor nut C, enlarged, and

seen in the direction of the

arrow e, Fig. r. Fig. 4 is a

vertical section of Fig. 3, on

the line i i.

The barrel

B has an-

other flange

at s, similar to n, except it extends inward

into the channel f, which is turned into the

barrel nut C This flange (s) does not touch

the arbor nut C, except to hold said arbor

nut in nearly the proper place, until the

screw D' is firmly in position, after which

the flange s of the barrel B turns free and

without contact in the channel or groove f

While it is practicable to use stop works with

such a barrel, still it is hardly advisable to

do so. A safety action such as is emplo
yed

in some of the Patek Philippe watches, wil
l do

well. The safety action we refer to, is one

in which the outer end of the mainspring 
is

made much thicker and holds by friction

against the inside of the cylindrical hole 
of

the barrel.

Fig. 3

I cluflo'lel-kr

Fig. 4

We show at Fig. 2 a very

A New Safety efficient safety action for a

stem-wind barrel. It con-

sists of a bit of flat spring,

of the same width as the mains
pring, but

much thicker. This bit of spring is of a

length nearly equal the interior 
circumference

of the barrel. We show at F, Fig.
 2, such bit

of spring, the ends coming nearly 
together

at g. It is not to be understood tha
t in

making such a safety action the 
spring F

would take the form shown. When 
removed

from the barrel, the ends at g would 
be widely

separated, and F would only assume
 the

form shown when in the barrel. 
The dotted

line at G shows the position of 
the main-

spring, which, instead of being 
attached at /

as in the Philippe spring, is 
attached at a',

which causes the hoop F to hug 
the barrel

with much greater force. About the best

fastening or hook for the outer en
d of the

spring is a screw with a bevel hea
d, which is

tapped into F at d. The hole in the end of

the spring is bevel countersunk to fit the

head of the screw.
[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Clocks Regulated by Wireless

Telegraphy

Several months ago we referred to the propo-

sals of Nikola Tesla for the distribution of energy

through space by means of magnetic waves, and

noted his suggestion that any number of clocks

might be operated in precise synchronism over a

large area in this manner. It now appears that

this has already been accomplished, and in a paper

recently communicated to the French academy by

M. G. Bigourdan, published in Comptes Rendus,

and translated in the Engineering Magazine, the

experiments are described as follows:

The electrical distribution of time is by no

means new, and both in Europe and America

standard time is transmitted from the official ob-

servatories by means of master clocks fitted with

electro-magnetic devices and connected by wire
s

to receiving instruments in various cities. In the

United States this metbod of synchronizing clock
s

is also used in large manufacturing establishme
nts,

in connection with mechanical time-recording de
-

vices for workmen, this preventing any suspi
cion

of irregularities or tampering with the mechan
ical

timekeepers in the different departments. 
The

applicability of space telegraphy for this purpos
e

extends its scope immensely, and since the

object is attained simply by the transmissio
n of

uniform impulses, it is really one of the simp
lest

applications of the method which can well be

imagined.
The experiments described by M. Bigourdan

were conducted by him in connection with
 appa-

ratus made for the purpose by Ducretet, the wh
ole

being very simple in design and action. A mas
ter

clock was arranged to make and break an electr
ical

contact every second. This operated a relay,

which in turn discharged current into the prim
ary

circuit of an induction coil provided with an 
oscil-

lator.
The secondary circuit of the coil thus gave

an oscillating discharge of very brief duratio
n at

regular intervals of one second. The two p
oles

of the coil were connected, one with the earth 
and

the other with an antenna of several meter
s in

height, and by this means the electric waves a
cted

upon a number of receivers, these latter bea
ting

regularly at intervals of one second in accord
ance

with the action of the master clock. Two 
forms

of receivers were employed, one being si
mply a

radio-telephone of the Popoff-Ducretet sys
tem, in

which the seconds beaten by the master cloc
k were

very clearly heard_ The other form of recei
ver was

similar to that of a space telegraph system,
 the

Morse receiver being replaced by a recording

chronograph with pen and traveling slip of 
paper.

These operated in a very satisfactory manne
r, and

with the paper moving at the rate of 
one centi-

meter per second, the time could be record
ed with

a precision of 0.02 to 0.03 second.

Although the apparatus employed by M. Bi-

gourdan in his experiments was very modest i
n its

proportions, it gave excellent results over distance
s

of two kilometers, and would doubtless have
 served

for greater distances had opportunity off
ered to in-

stall the receivers. There appears to be no doubt

that such a device as it was would answer 
perfectly

for the electric distribution of accurate 
time over

the entire area of Paris, and even in the subu
rbs.

"I cannot suggest anything that will ivOrove

The Keystone, but The Keystone will improve 
any

watchmaker or jeweler who will read it. "-1. C

.9nith, Jeweler, Richmond, Virginia.
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A New Gasoline Vapor Gene-

rator Described

Article No. 47 of the serial entitled "
 Gold Working," begun in

the November, MO, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

HERE are many ways by which air

can be impregnated with gasoline

vapor so as to be employed for the

furnace described in our article No.• 46.

Such devices are mostly based on the idea

of strips of cotton flannel suspended so as to

dip into a shallow vessel of gasoline in order

that such wicks will carry, by capillary

attraction, the gasoline from the fluid in the

bottom of the vessel up into the chamber

through which the air passes. A vessel of

this kind is best made of tinned copper, and

for a small plant the size of such a chamber

should be about to" high, to" wide and 15"
0'

long, We show at A A' A" B, Fig. t, the

general outline of such a vapor generator, as

if seen on one of the long sides, or in other

words, a longitudinal side elevation.

In the construction we make the tinned-

copper vessel of the size named, and around

the top a flange is extended about 34" wide,

as shown at n, Figs. i and 2, said figure

??

.A

6 6 6 6
it ,...•

a
4—t Jr

0

A

I'

Fig.

H

being a view of Fig. t, seen from above.

The object of this flange is to readily permit

soldering the top on to the box Or chamber

A. It is imperative that this chamber should

be air tight, not only to save gasoline vapor

but also to prevent accidents from explosion.

At Fig. 2 it will be seen there are four wires

6, extending across the chamber ; these wires

are to suspend the cotton flannel strips,

which serve as wicks.

o.

These wires

Fig. 3

the chamber, and
are soldered fast

are bent at the ends, as

shown at b' 6",

Fig. 3, the ends

b' b" extending

downward inside

are inserted in loops, which

with soft solder inside the

1 „
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chamber. The cotton flannel strips are got

out as wide as the chamber A, so that they

a extend quite across

A.oe o
o 0

0

Ao eo

000100 00 0 
00 00 0 o o o
00 0 0 0 e0

Fig. 4

it. We show at

wicks, as if seen in
of one of these wide
Fig. 4 a side view

ofthe direction the

arrow d. The cot-

ton flannel is hung

over the wires like

a sheet over a clothesline, and should be

sewed to the wire as indicated at the dotted

line k, Fig. 4. We show at Fig. 5

enlarged top view of one of

the loops, into which the bent

ends b' 6”, of the wire b, Fig.

3, are inserted.
After the cotton flannel is sewed to the

wire 6, it is well to punch with a hollow

punch (gun-wad cutter) several holes (shown

at e) through the two thicknesses of cotton

flannel which forms a wick, to permit a more

free passage of air than would be the case if

the air had to pass through and around the

cotton flannel ; we could also call them

screens as well as wicks. The cover of the

chamber A is simply a sheet of tinned-copper

of the proper size to reach about half way

across the flanges n of the chamber A. The

reason for the cover extending only half

across the flanges n is to facilitate- the opera-

tion of soldering, which should be done with

a tinsmith's soldering copper.

The gasoline should stand in the chamber

A up to the dotted line c, Fig. t. To insure

filling to this height a stop-cock should be

inserted into the chamber A, as shown at

k. For filling the chamber A the tube and

stop-cock G should be inserted in the top of

A, as shown at G, Fig. t. .A funnel G' can

be permanently attached to the tube G if

desired. The short tubes and stop-cock

C E are inserted in the ends of the chamber

A, as shown, and serve to allow the entrance

and exit of the air passed through the cham-

ber A. All the stop-cocks should be well

made and none omitted. We would warn

the reader against trying to substitute corks

for stop-cocks in k and G, as the risk of an

explosion should never be encountered for

the saving of half a dollar or so.

The tubes C and E should be filled with

pieces of fine wire, as shown at E, Fig. 6.

The object of placing fine wire in

these tubes is to prevent fire from

following through the tubes in

Fig. 6 case of accident. It is a well-

established fact that flame will not

pass through an aperture less than -
,4" in

diameter. The point of insertion of the tubes

C, .E, G and k should be reinforced by
 brass

plates securely soldered both to the 
tubes

and the metal of which the vessel A is 
made.

Fig. 5

an

1417

For using such a device we should have a

pressure blast equal to from three to seven

pounds to the square inch. Such pressure

should not be put upon the chamber A, but

only enough to give a rapid current of air

through it to carry forward the air charged

with gasoline vapor.

Two such chambers as we have described

will supply all the gasoline vapor required

for melting ten or fifteen pounds of brass, or

heating a steel die, containing six or eight

cubic inches, red hot. It is to be understood

that only a small portion of the-air which

feeds the furnace goes through the vaporizer

or chamber A. The main volume of the air

from the blower passes direct to the furnace,

and the vapor fed in as the condition of the

furnace demands. For a forge for tempering

tools such a vaporizer is of great value, as

the flame is intensely hot and almost totally

free of sulphur. A gallon of gasoline will

last for a long time in such a vaporizer.

'Religious care should be taken not to let the

full pressure of a blast of three or four pounds

per square inch accrue in the chamber while

the cock E is closed, as it would inevitably

cause a rupture of said chamber, and very

likely an explosion follow. There is really

but little danger if ordinary care is observed.

The richness in gasoline vapor of the air

which passes through the chamber A will

depend much on the arrangements of the

wicks or screens F, and also on the tempera-

ture of the chamber. How the vapor for

this generator is used will be fully described

in our next article.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Chinese Business Usages

A Russian traveler who recently made a tour

through Manchuria in the interest of a scientific

association gives a very interesting account of the

business usages in that province, says United States

Consul Schumann, of Mainz, Germany.

According to this traveler there are in a Chi-

nese business house neither proprietors nor em-

ployees. All persons employed in a business house

are partners, who share in the profits of the under-

taking. During the course of the year each mem-

ber receives, at certain established intervals, a kind

of salary, which, however, is meted out so sparingly

as to be hardly sufficient to supply the necessit
ies

of life. At the close of the year, however, the

accumulated profits are divided.

Very noteworthy, according to the statements

of this traveler, is the exceptional honesty of Ch
i-

nese merchants, who always and most promptly

fulfill the engagements they have entered into.

Thus, for instance, the ten branches of the Russo-

Chinese Bank located in China have since their

establishment no record of a single protested note.

" You ask, 'Are you interested in TheKeysfone P'

Sure! If/lien a Mall can get dollars fin- dimes, why

shouldn't he be inleresIed ?"—Oliver C /finch/life,

Jeweler, Beverly, .Ilassachusetls.
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Safety Mainspring Barrels

article No. 42 of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of
 THE -KEYSTONE.

N describing our new mainspring bar-

rel, we will first deal with it in a

general way to get at principles, and

then go about constructing the several 
parts

to best serve our purpose. 
The require-

ments imposed upon us are (a) a main 
wheel

so constructed as to be directly 
propelled by

the mainspring ; (b) such main 
wheel to be

entirely free of all shocks from the b
reaking

of a mainspring. In constructing our move-

ment, we have it at our option to take the

driving power of the mainspring either 
from

the inner or outer end of such spri
ng.

The main wheel A, as shown

The Perfected in Fig. 1, is firmly attached

to the arbor D, and the

mainspring used is attached

at the inner end to the arbor nut C.
 For a

mainspring chamber we provide a barrel

shaped as

shown at

the dotted

line .B,

Figure I.

Now, if

this barrel

was fitted

to closely embrace the

Main Wheel

Fig. 1

main wheel arbcr at

D and D", let us consider what the 
result

would be of a mainspring breaking i
n the

barrel B. All practical workmen must have

observed, especially in watches emplo
ying

both barrel and fusee, that in breaking, t
he

barrel is quickly reversed ; such reversal

being attended with a powerful blow, 
suffi-

cient in most cases to enlarge the barrel
.

If we jewel the holes for the pivots a 
b,

such recoil would be extremely likely to

break one or even both the jewels. If, how-

ever, we make the holes in the barrel w
here

the arbor passes, larger than the arbor, a
nd

provide separate bearings for the barrel
 as

shown at m n, we emancipate the 
arbor D

from all shocks emanating

from the breakage of main-

springs. In our last pre-

ceding article we gave in

essence, the same drawings

as we show at Fig. 1, and

also much otothe descrip-

tion just used, but we make

no apology for repetition, for the reason 
that

the problem in consideration is a very 
diffi-

cult one.
As regards the details of providing

 prac-

tical bearings for parts m n, we leave
 this

matter for subsequent consideration. 
It is to

be understood that the watch we are
 de-

scribing is to be a stem-winder, the 
barrel B

being revolved by the stem-wind work, which

turns it around the arbor D, drawing the

mainspring up by the outer end. The ordi-

nary hooks now in use for mainsprings can

be used for this barrel ; that is, T ends or

double side brace. The nut C is very similar

to those in every-day use, the only important

change being in providing an arrangement

for holding the arbor nut temporarily in place

until the arbor of the main wheel is in proper

position for service.

The idea will be gotten from inspecting

Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 being a view of the

arbor nut C, enlarged, and

seen in the direction of the

arrow e, Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a

vertical section of Fig. 3, on

the line i i.

The barrel

B has an- Fig. 4

other flange

at s, similar to it, except it extends inward

into the channel f, which is turned into the

barrel nut C This flange (s) does not touch

the arbor nut C, except to hold said arbor

nut in nearly the proper place, until the

screw D' is firmly in position, after whi
ch

the flange s of the barrel B turns free a
nd

without contact in the channel or groove 
f.

While it is practicable to use stop works wi
th

such a barrel, still it is hardly advisable to

do so. A safety action such as is em
ployed

in some of the Patek Philippe watches, 
will do

well. • The safety action we refer to, is one

in which the outer end of the mainspr
ing is

made much thicker and holds by friction

against the inside of the cylindrical ho
le of

the barrel.

cuil-dIckr 

We show at Fig. 2 a very

A New Safety efficient safety action for a

stem-wind barrel. It con-

sists of a bit of flat spring,

of the same width as the mai
nspring, but

much thicker. This bit of spring is of a

length nearly equal the interior 
circumference

of the barrel. We show at F, Fi
g. 2, such bit

of spring, the ends coming nearl
y together

at g. It is not to be understood th
at in

making such a safety action the
 spring F

would take the form shown. When
 removed

from the barrel, the ends at g wo
uld be widely

separated, and F would only 
assume the

form shown when in the barrel. 
"Fhe dotted

line at G shows the position 
of the main-

spring, which, instead of being 
attached at /

as in the Philippe spring, is 
attached at a',

which causes the hoop I; to h
ug the barrel

with much greater force. 
About the best

fastening or hook for the outer 
end of the

spring is a screw with a bevel 
head, which is

tapped into F at d. The hole in the end of

the spring is bevel counter
sunk to fit the

head of the .screw.
[TO BE CONTINUED1
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Clocks Regulated by Wireless

Telegraphy

Several months ago we referred to the propo-

sals of Nikola Tesla for the distribution of ener
gy

through space by means of magnetic waves, and

noted his suggestion that any number of clocks

might be operated in precise synchronism over a

large area in this manner. It now appears that

this has already been accomplished, and in a paper

recently communicated to the French academy by

M. G. Bigourdan, published in Comptes Rendus,

and translated in the Engineering Magazine, the

experiments are described as follows:

The electrical distribution of time is by no

means new, and both in Europe and Ameri
ca

standard time is transmitted from the official o
b-

servatories by means of master clocks fitted w
ith

electro-magnetic devices and connected by 
wires

to receiving instruments in various cities. In the

United States this metbod of synchronizing c
locks

is also used in large manufacturing establi
shments,

in connection with mechanical time-recording 
de-

vices for workmen, this preventing any susp
icion

of irregularities or tampering with the me
chanical

timekeepers in the different departments. 
The

applicability of space telegraphy for this pu
rpose

extends its scope immensely, and since the

object is attained simply by the transmission
 of

uniform impulses, it is really one of the 
simplest

applications of the method which can well be

imagined.
The experiments described by M. Bigou

rdan

were conducted by him in connection wi
th appa-

ratus made for the purpose by Ducretet. t
he whole

being very simple in design and action. A 
master

clock was arranged to make and break an 
electrical

contact every second. This operated a relay,

which in turn discharged current into the 
primary

circuit of an induction coil provided with
 an oscil-

lator.
The secondary circuit of the coil thus 

gave

an oscillating discharge of very brief dur
ation at

regular intervals of one second. The two
 poles

of the coil were connected, one with the e
arth and

the other with an antenna of several 
meters in

height, and by this means the electric waves
 acted

upon a number of receivers, these latter
 beating

regularly at intervals of one second in ac
cordance

with the action of the master clock. Tw
o forms

of receivers were employed, one being 
simply a

radio-telephone of the Popoff-Ducretet s
ystem, in

which the seconds beaten by the master cl
ock were

very clearly heard. The other form of rece
iver was

similar to that of a space telegraph sy
stem, the

Morse receiver being replaced by a recording

chronograph with pen and traveling slip o
f paper.

These operated in a very satisfactory m
anner, and

with the paper moving at the rate of
 one centi-

meter per second, the time could be 
recorded with

a precision of 0.02 to 0.03 second.

Although the apparatus employed by M
. Hi-

gourdan in his experiments was very mod
est in its

proportions, it gave excellent results over dis
tances

of two kilometers, and would doubtless 
have served

for greater distances had opportunity o
ffered to in-

stall the receivers. There appears to be no doubt

that such a device as it was would answ
er perfectly

for the electric distribution of accurat
e time over

the entire area of Paris, and even in t
he suburbs.

"I cannot suggest anything that will i
mprove

The Keystone, but The Keystone will 
improve any

watchmaker or jeweler who will read it. "—L
. C:

Smith, Jeweler, Richmond, Virginia.
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A New Gasoline Vapor Gene-

rator Described

Article No. 47 of the serial entitled "
 Gold Wiii k lug," begun in

the November, WOO, issue of THE K
 E l'STON E.

HERE are many ways by which air

can be impregnated with gasoline

vapor so as to be employed for the

furnace described in our article No. 46.

Such devices are mostly based on the idea

of strips of cotton flannel suspended so as 
to

dip into a shallow vessel of gasoline in order

that such wicks will carry, by capillary

attraction, the gasoline from the fluid in the

bottom of the vessel up into the chamber

through NVIliCh the air passes. A vessel of

this kind is best made of tinned copper, and

for a small plant the size of such a chamber

should be about to" high, to" wide and 15"
6/

Fig. 1

long. We show at A A' A" B, Fig. r, the

general outline of such a vapor generator, as

if seen on one of the long sides, or in other

words, a longitudinal side elevation.

In the construction we make the tinned-

copper vessel of the size named, and around

the top a flange is extended about 3%." wide,

as shown at n, Figs. i and 2, said figure

A
I 

7E

1/

1, b
R ‘..L 4.---S

e

0

lt

Fig. 2

H

being a view of Fig. I, seen from above.

The object of this flange is to readily permit

soldering the top on to the box or chamber

A. It is imperative that this chamber should

be air tight, not only to save gasoline vapor

hut also to prevent accidents from explosion.

At Fig. 2 it will be seen there are four wires

b, extending across the chamber ; these wires

are to suspend the cotton flannel strips,

which serve as wicks.

These wires

Fig. 3

the chamber, and
are soldered fast
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are bent at the ends, as

shown at b' b",

Fig. 3, the ends

b' b" extending

downward inside

are inserted in loops, which

with soft solder inside the

1‘. YSTONe

chamber. The cotton flannel strips are got

out as wide as the chamber A, so that they

extend quite across

it. We show at3

0,0 0 0 0 (.0

o 0 0 0 0 o

0 0 06 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

00
I.

0 0 0 0

Fig. 4

Fig. 4 a side view

of one of these wide

wicks, as if seen in

the direction of the

arrow d. The cot-

ton flannel is hung

over the wires like

a sheet over a clothesline, and should be

sewed to the wire as indicated at the dotted

line h, Fig. 4. We show at Fig. 5 an

enlarged top view of one of

the loops, into which the bent

ends b' b", of the wire b, Fig.

3, are inserted.
After the cotton flannel is sewed to the

wire b, it is well to punch with a hollow

punch (gun-wad cutter) several holes (shown

at e) through the two thicknesses of cotton

flannel which forms a wick, to permit a more

free passage of air than would be the case if

the air had to pass through and around the

cotton flannel ; we could also call them

screens as well as wicks. The cover of the

chamber A is simply a sheet of tinned-copper

of the proper size to reach about half way

across the flanges n of the chamber A. The

reason for the cover extending only half

across the flanges n is to facilitate the opera-

tion of soldering, which should be done with

a tinsmith's soldering copper.

The gasoline should stand in the chamber

A up to the dotted line c, Fig. I. To insure

filling to this height a stop-cock should be

inserted into the chamber A, as shown at

k. For filling the chamber A the tube and

stop-cock G should be inserted .in the top of

A, as shown at G, Fig. 1. .A funnel G' can

be permanently attached to the tube G if

desired. The short tubes and stop-cock

C Bare inserted in the ends of the chamber

A, as shown, and serve to allow the entrance

and exit of the air passed through the cham-

ber A. All the stop-cocks should be well

made and none omitted. We would warn

the reader against trying to substitute corks

for stop-cocks in k and G, as the risk of 
an

explosion should never be encountered for

the saving of half a dollar or so.

The tubes C and E should be filled with

pieces of fine wire, as shown at E, Fig. 6.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

The object of placing fine wire in

these tubes is to prevent fire from

following through the tubes in

case of accident. It is a well-

established fact that flame will not

pass through an aperture less than A" in

diameter. The point of insertion of the tubes

C, E, G and k should be reinforced 
by brass

plates securely soldered both to the 
tubes

and the metal of which the vessel A is 
made.
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For using such a device we should have a

pressure blast equal to from three to seven

pounds to the square inch. Such pressure

should not be put upon the chamber A, but

only enough to give a rapid current of air

through it to carry forward the air charged

with gasoline vapor.
Two such chambers as we have described

will supply all the gasoline vapor required

for melting ten or fifteen pounds of brass, or

heating a steel die, containing six or eight

cubic inches, red hot. It is to be understood

that only a small portion of the air which

feeds the furnace goes through the vaporizer

or chamber A. The main volume of the air

from the blower passes direct to the furnace,

and the vapor fed in as the condition of the

furnace demands. For a forge for tempering

tools such a vaporizer is of great value, as

the flame is intensely hot and almost totally

free of sulphur. A gallon of gasoline will

last for a long time in such a vaporizer.

'Religious care should be taken not to let the

full pressure of a blast of three or four pounds

per square inch accrue in the chamber while

the cock E is closed, as it would inevitably

cause a rupture of said chamber, and very

likely an explosion follow. There is really

but little danger if ordinary care is observed.

The richness in gasoline vapor of the air

which passes through the chamber A will

depend much on the arrangements of the

wicks or screens F, and also on the tempera-

ture of the chamber. How the vapor for

this generator is used will be fully described

in our next article.

[TO DE CONTINUED]

Chinese Business Usages

A Russian traveler who recently made a tour

through Manchuria in the interest of a scientific

association gives a very interesting account of the

business usages in that province, says United States

Consul Schumann, of Mainz, Germany.

According to this traveler there are in a Chi-

nese business house neither proprietors nor em-

ployees. All persons employed in a business house

are partners, who share in the profits of the under-

taking. During the course of the year each mem-

ber receives, at certain established intervals, a ki
nd

of salary, which, however, is meted out so sparing
ly

as to be hardly sufficient to supply the necessit
ies

of life. At the close of the year, however, the

accumulated profits are divided.

Very noteworthy, according to the statements

of this traveler, is the exceptional honesty o
f Chi-

nese merchants, who always and most pr
omptly

fulfill the engagements they have entered in
to.

Thus, for instance, the ten branches of the 
Russo-

Chinese Bank located in China have since the
ir

establishment no record of a single protested note.

" You ask, ' Are you interested in The keyslone 7'

Sure 1! 7/('), II man eon gel dollar s for dimes, why

shall-NW l he be interested ?"—Oliver C. Hbrchliffe,

Jeweler, Beverly, Massachusetts.



No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed- polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-
gram "T, W. Co." Price, $7.00

REVISED PRICES

TRENTON

No. 315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel dantaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and red marginal figures.
Stem-wind and lever set. Price, $6.00

TRENTON

According to Keystone Key

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS

No.135
II Jewels

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."

Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

No.130
7 Jewels

Moderate
in Price

No. 133. Bridge Model, 16 Size, II Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape.
meta, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel- winding wheels, dust
band, depressed center and seconds, white enamel dialwith monogram "T, W. Co." Price, $8.50

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut ex pansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapetuent,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed seconds. Lever setting.

Hunting only. Price, $6.00

Price-List furnished on application
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

WATCH COMPANY, Trenton,

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial
with depressed second and red marginal figures. Stem.
wind and lever set. Price, $5.00

N. J., U.S.A.

Arid the

Bassett Chain Led all the Rest!
The following, was the result of the July assays as shown in " The Ooldsmith and Silversmith "

1-10 Gold Filled Watch Chains, Minus Bar and Swivel
No.

162

163
161

164
175

173
174

Cost

$2. 54

2.411/2

2.50
2.35
2.59
3.58

Gross Weight Fineness
Decimal Ounces Gold 1000ths Value of Oold

.53
.68
.6f
.81
.65
.89
.63

6o
4934
4o-
34
30*
221
45

$.66
.70
.51
.58

•40A-

.59

The above list of United States Government assays was made, of course, without reference to who it would hit or benefit.
NUMBER 163 WAS A CHAIN MADE BY THE BASSETT JEWELRY COMPANY, and the figures show that it contained
more gold than the chains of any of the other half dozen makes that were tested, while the price was less than that of all except
one on the list, and that was the chain containing the least gold of any in the bunch.

DO WE NEED TO SAY ANY MORE TO ANY LEVEL-HEADED RETAIL JEWELER?

Manufacturers of Chains and
Jewelry

THE BASSETT JEWELRY COMPANY
The Manufacturers Building, Providence, R. I. We sell direct to the Retail

Trade

September, 1904 . T H E

Cleaning and Repairing Watches

Paper read before the Retai
l Jewelers' Association of Minne-

sota, by Emit. GEIST, St. Paul, Minn,

0 say something new in this branch is 
not

easy, as the subject has been discoursed

upon by so many competent men. How-

ever, as all things are subject to change

from time to time it may be that I shall 
touch upon

some points which have not previou
sly received

the attention of the trade, or which, a
t least, have

not so far been generally discussed. I 
shall confine

myself to two specific but comprehensive que
stions:

Firstly, I would ask how should watches be re-

paired? and, secondly, what should be the re
pairer's

remuneration?
Watches are delicate pieces of mechanism,

made in divers kinds, sizes, and constructions, 
and

to infuse life into them very often requi
res no small

amount of intelligence. For this reason I like to

see a watchmaker proud of his occupatio
n. But

only if he succeeds in bringing all the dead thin
gs,

that look like watches, which are brought to 
his

shop back to life and proper motion again, w
ith

the conviction in his breast that the watch is 
really

in order and will keep time—accidents such
 as

falls, breakage of mainsprings, etc., excepted.

When you take a watch apart that is the time

to put in your " best licks," so to say, as the more

watchful you are then, the more faults you will

discover which, perhaps, might escape your atten-

tion later.

Preliminary
Examination

Before you take the movement

out of the case, look at the case

first and see if it is tight ; if the

case springs and case screws

are in order, the movement does not shake in the

case, and how the winding and setting parts work,

etc. When the movement is out of the case you

will first look at the hands and dial before removing

the latter, and see if a dial washer is wanted and

save yourself the trouble and time of putting the

dial and hands on twice after the watch is together

again. The next thing you will naturally look at

is the balance wheel, hairspring and escapement

to size it up and see what shape these important

parts of the watch are in. By doing this you will

often save yourself much time afterwards, as your

experience tells you how to make certain alter-

ations before you, later on, put back the escape-

ment to pass in final review.

Unless you see that the watch is in order and

only needs cleaning, a new staff, or a new main-

spring, it is always the safest and most time-saving

way after the watch is apart to test all the wheels,

depths and the escapement in the following manner:

First put in center wheel and make it spin between

the plates ; then put on the cannon pinion and the

two wheels under the dial and see if they are in

order ; then do the same with the mainspring

barrel ; see if the lid is on tight and if it spins true ;

then insert it with center wheel and test the depth

of the two. Do likewise with the center and first

wheels, first and second wheel, and then with the

second and escape wheel. As soon as a fault or

an impediment is discovered, it is best, after cor-

recting it, to let the wheel spin alone before trying

the depth, and it goes without saying that all

wheels must be tested to ascertain if tight on the

pinion, if true, if end shake is all right, and if

pivots and pinions are not worn out.

After the train is attended to, the escapement

is tested by first inserting the second wheel, the

escape wheel and the lever, and to make sure that

the escapement is safe I fasten the second hand
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and feel it through the fifteen teeth, or thirty beats.

If it does not catch and lock properly this must be

corrected, otherwise the watch will not give service.

Certainly, the teeth of the escape wheel and the

lever pallets must be carefully examined before

making this locking test.

Before putting the balance wheel in place,

together with the other parts already mentioned,

it is well to carefully examine the staff pivots and

the hole and cap jewels, and make the balance

wheel spin separately ; otherwise your test will

not be satisfactory. This will reveal if the balance

wheel is out of poise or magnetic, and will show

even the slighest impediment must be corrected

before the entire escapement can be tested. It is

impossible to test an escapement with the hair-

spring on the balance wheel. Although with good

watches, which are in order and only require

cleaning, repairing on the train, etc., the hair-

spring is better left undisturbed in the balance

wheel ; the same is the case with mainsprings ;

they should be left undisturbed also, unless they

are found to be full of old, gummy oil.

As to the question, what should

Remuneration we get for our work ? It is at

present advisable to do no more

to a watch than is necessary,

but to exactly determine the necessary repairs is

something which requires experience. I have seen

men who called themselves good workmen in this

line spend too much time in a very useless manner.

No longer have people that pride in their watches

which they formerly had, and a large bill for watch

repairing is generally resented unless a customer is

shown the defective parts and told the price before-

hand. I have heard many complaints of this kind ;

they certainly were not just, as the workman corn-

plained of probably spent his time and did the

work, but in an injudicious manner, and instead of

reaping praise for his labors he reaps blame. Gen-

erally speaking, we must consider it as praise if

we do not see any more of the watches we repair

and sell, as we have not a sufficiently appreciative

public. However, I would rather see them pay

well and scold than not pay and praise. As 
to

prices for watch repairs, I will not give you any in

this discourse, assuming that everyone should

know the value of his work. I may refer to a

celebrated doctor who was visited by a patient

wishing to know his price. The doctor answered:

" If you want me it will cost you much more 
than

the service of my assistant who may do as 
well for

you." And this covers the case. If you are told

Mr. So-and-so will do work for less, rigidly 
abstain

from making any comments upon your op
ponent,

but impress upon your customer what you t
hink

of yourself and he will think all the more 
of you.

Never try to lower another man in people's 
estima-

tion ; it is a boomerang that strikes back.

The cleaning of a watch is most

The Cleaning quickly done by stringing all

parts on a thin wire and im-

mersing the whole in a deep cup

or glass filled with purified benzine (the 
glass or

cup must, of course, be covered), and the
n drying

in boxwood sawdust, always leaving the 
parts on

the wire string. This will remove the loose oil,

dust, etc., thoroughly and is preferable to 
alcohol

or ether, either of which fluids dissolve 
the shellac

and may loosen the lever pallets and 
the ruby

roller pin. The gummy and hardened oil 
must be

removed by again dipping the affected pa
rts and

loosening the gum and oil which often clin
gs to

the points of the escape wheel, lever 
pellets, hole

and cap jewels and all pivots, and by 
rubbing with

the point of a sharpened pegwood pith 
and gently

for Work Done

Process

brushing while the parts are yet wet with benzine.

The cap and hole jewels must in every case be

removed and carefully cleaned. If the bridges or

plates are also in need of reimmersing, subject

them to it and wipe them dry with a clean piece of

linen ; then brush every piece gently, and clean all

the holes and pinions, using the same care and

looking at every part, as defects in such small parts

are frequently found only during and after cleaning.

One frequent occurrence is the rusting of the

hairsprings ; when this is at an early stage of devel-

opment and a new hairspring is not yet necessary,

boiling the hairspring in a small oil cup will clean

off the rust effectually and prevent the after rusting.

The hairspring should be boiled thoroughly sev-

eral times, then immersed in benzine and sawdust

to clean.

Testing for
Magnetism

All watches, but especially

men's, should be tested for

magnetism by placing a small

compass on the moving balance

wheel, and if any is found it should be wholly

eliminated. In conclusion, allow me to say that

the better the work which we do for our customers,

even if they do pay us well for it, and the better

the class of goods which we sell to them the more

we will raise ourselves in public esteem.

I consider it a great mistake to do inferior

work. If a customer is not willing to pay for good

work let him or her go elsewhere. I think it more

profitable not to accept poor jobs at all. Another

and greater mistake is to sell a customer a cheap

watch when you can sell him a good one. One-

dollar watches should not be seen in a legitimate

jeweler's stock. It lowers the tone of the trade in

general and puts us on a plane with department

stores and bazaars. This should be avoided care-

fully, as our patrons expect from the regular

jewelry trade a higher class of goods and better

work than are available elsewhere.

You are Watched, Mr. Proprietor

Your clerks are watching you just as carefull■
as you are watching them. If you are careless or

negligent in any way, your example will go a great

way toward making them the same. If they see

that you are discourteous to customers, they will

follow suit. If you are in the habit of observing

irregular hours in your work in the store, they will

avail themselves of the same privilege. If you

violate any of the principles of business ethics,

they will soon do likewise. Of course, all this is

wrong on their part, but it is human nature, and

you will find it easier to reform your habits than to

reform theirs first. If you are careful, courteous

and punctual, you will find that your clerks will be

influenced by it.

Magnetism of Enthusiasm

Have you ever noticed that the man who loses

interest in his work soon misses his customers and

trade falls off? It's a fact. The spirit of enthusi-

asm for that in which one is engaged is certainly

catching. Patrons take much greater interest in

your business if they are imbued with this spirit.

It's the old saying illustrated that " nothing suc-

ceeds like success " and that he who loses heart is

on the down-grade.

"The Keystone is black and while and red
(read) all over with me."-111. I. Eastwood,
Jeweler, Cowlesville, New York.
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Where Do You Send
Your Scraps and Sweepings?

It's of little interest to y( )11 \\ 1 - 1\ 0 110 it or how
we can pay the highest prices i r Old Gold and Silver.

We pay it!
That's the point for you to consider.
What's more, we pay it promptly. It only takes

from three to five days for our check to reach you.
Any jeweler who sells to us will vouch for our

reliability.
Do these prices interest you?

Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, io K., 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., 48c.
Old Gold, i4 K., 56c.
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c.
Gold-Plated Scraps, 20 to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating), "cry highest market price

All consignments held subject to your :ipproval uf our offer
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Thomas J. Dee & Company
REFINERS AND SMELTERS

67 RE 69 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

TRADE
MARK

"A REVOLUTION IN COMPUTING TIME."
From the Sun Dial, Hour Glass and Present Dial Clock,

VERatihe O 

Famous

m Plato Clock
AN IDEAL TIME=TELLER WITHOUT

HANDS OR DIAL.

The Plato Clock tells the time at a glance, and, as the
hour and minutes are shown in figures, no mistake is possible.
It is wound, set and adjusted like any other clock, keeps
perfect time and will last indefinitely.

Only the highest class of material and workmanship is
employed in their manufacture, and the works are protected
by a neat glass globe. The frame is highly artistic and
ornamental and in fine gold finish.

A few of these clocks with the motto " Watch the Time
Fly" make

AN IRRESISTIBLE WINDOW ATTRACTION
for the jeweler and sell as quickly as shown. The upper plate in the illustrations shows the hour and the lower plate the minutes.of the figure every minute on the lower plate is very catchy and impressively suggestive of the flight of time.The plates can be had in any color—white, red, blue or dark green. In ordering, specify the colors desired,

Retail Price, $6.00. VVrite for Discount

The chang,.

American Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co. 304-314 Hudson Street, New York City
Chicago Address, 184 Lake Street

September, 1904

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answc:ed in th
is department

must send name and 
address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No 
attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. 
Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are re
ceived.

An INDEX to the questi
ons answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies 
each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve t
hese indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,
as similar questions may have

been answered in previous 
issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject cov
ered in each answer, and

tell the Issue and page on 
which the information may be found.

" Rouge."—(1)What is used wit
h rouge for pol-

ishing, and is there anything to use
 to prevent dust

while polishing P—It is the 
usual practice among

experienced polishers to use a so
lution of one-third

alcohol and two-thirds water, 
with rouge. This

is the solution used in the
 factories, and will keep

down the dust about as well as 
anything, although

a certain amount of dust is a
 necessary evil in the

operation of polishing. Grain alcohol—not wood

—should be used in the solution.

(2) What is the best book on the 
manufacturing

ofgold jewelry—one that treats on 
melting, casting,

annealing, etc. Y—In the selection of 
the " best"

book on a given subject, perso
nal opinion enters

into the consideration to such an
 extent that we

would not like to express our
selves too freely.

Among the standard works are Gees
' "Goldsmith's

Hand-book," price $1.20 ; Wig
ley's " Art of the

Goldsmith and Jeweler," price $
2.75 ; Wilson's

"Silverwork and Jewelry," price 
$1.40. Any of

these can be had from this office on 
receipt of price.

H E

"Orange."—Will you publish a recipe 
for a

good gold-plating solution 
(orange color) ?—To

obtain an orange color, the ord
inary roman gold

solution (formula for making 
which have fre-

quently appeared in this depar
tment) is used, as

follows : The solution must be ri
ch in gold, and

must be worked hot—about 
1600 F., and no mo-

tion should be allowed in the bath,
 both the anode

and cathode to be perfectly qu
iet before current,

which should be rather vigorous, 
is put in play.

After removing articles from bath 
they are scratch-

brushed, when they will be found of 
a rich orange

color.

"Flashlight. "—Can you.tell me what 
the pow-

der used by photographers for 
flashlight is com-

posed of? I presume each 
manufacturer has his

own formula, but I would like to 
have information

on the subject —We do not thin
k it would be advi-

sable for us to publish formula 
for making flash-

light powder. This is one of the most danger
ous

explosives known, a fact that is 
recognized by the

authorities of the larger cities, in w
hich its manu-

facture is prohibited by law. An experienced

worker in explosives recently 
remarked in our

presence, that it would be better 
for novices to ex-

periment with nitro-glycerine than
 with flashlight

powder, and past experiences fully
 sustain him in

his opinion.

"Celebrated."—Will you kindly give me 
what

information you can regarding the fo
llowing dia-

monds: the Koh-i-noor, the Star of/h
e .South, the

Imperial or Victoria, the Jagersiont
ein Excelsior?

—The origin of the Koh-i-noor is a matter of specu-

lation, but leading authorities ass
ert that it is a

large cleavage from the Great Mo
gul, which, ac-

cording to Tavernier, was found in 
Kollur about

164o. At the time of the Sikh mutiny it 
fell into

the hands of the British, and was 
presented to

queen Victoria on July 3, 1850, at that
 time weigh-

ing 186 carats. It was afterwards recut to to6M.

carats. The Star of the South was 
found in the

western part of Minas Geraes, Brazi
l, in July, 1853,

and weighed in the rough 2544 
carats. It was

afterwards cut in Amsterdam to a 
brilliant of

carats and was sold to the Gaikwar of
 Baroda for

‘8o,000 ($400,000). It is not known by whom or

where the Victoria was found, but t
he fact is estab-

lished that it came to Europe from 
the Cape in

1884, weighing, as a rough 
stone, 4573's carats. It

was cut to a brilliant of 18o carats.
 The lagers-

fontein Excelesior was found by a 
Kaffir on June
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30, 1893, and weighs in the rough 97I34 carats.

This is probably the largest known diamond. The

present value of these stones is problematical, for

with the multi-millionaire so plentiful, it seems that

the value of a famous diamond (or, in fact, of most

anything) is only limited by the extent of the de-

sire to obtain it.

"Grandfather."—I have an old grandfather's

clock, and it is out of order in the striking part. 
I

can set or bend the lever that falls in the notches 
at

striking time to strike right at one, and as you tu
lm

it ahead the lever does not fall in far enough up
 to

eleven, and at twelve it only strikes eleven. Then

I can bend the same lever to strike right at twelv
e,

and then it strikes two at one, and as you tu
rn the

clock ahead it strikes right at about five or s
even.

Now, can you tell me, from this explanation, w
here

the trouble lies. The lever that falls in the notches

to regulate striking lime has been broken off, b
ut

I have tied it there, that is, put shorter and 
longer

levers on there, andit strikes just the same.—The
re

is no doubt but that the trouble lies in the 
shape

and length of the new lever. In Fig. i the lever 
A

Fig. 1

is the proper length and shape ; you
 will notice

that when it drops into the slot of the count 
wheel,

it drops towards the center and the be
nd is made

at about 45°. B, Fig. i, is too lon
g, and the bend

is not at the right angle. C, Fig. I, IS too short.

The count wheels in old grandfath
ers' clocks are

not divided as correctly as they could b
e, and if

the lever is not bent just so (A, Fig. 
t), it will at

times strike one more or less.

"Brass."—Kindly let me know how to impart

a gun-metal finish to brass.—The 
true gun-metal

finish can only be placed on articles of st
eel. We

find a few methods for coloring bra
ss in "The

Metalworker's Handy-book :" As a pickle for t
he

production of a Lustrous Black on Brass, th
e fol-

lowing solution serves : Dissolve fres
hly precipi-

tated carbonate of copper while still mo
ist in strong

liquid ammonia, using sufficient of the 
copper salt

that a small excess remains undissolved
, or in other

words, that the ammonia is saturated w
ith copper.

The carbonate of copper is prepared 
by mixing

the hot solutions of equal parts of cup
ric sulphate

(blue vitriol) and of soda, and filte
ring off and

washing the precipitate. Dilute the solution of the

copper salt in ammonia with one-fourt
h its volume

of water, add 31 to 46 grains of gra
phite, and heat

to 95° or 104° F. Place the clean and pickled

objects in this pickle for a few minutes, 
until they

show a full black shade, then rinse in 
water, dip in

hot water, and dry in sawdust. The 
solution soon

spoils, and hence no more than require
d for imme•

diate use should be prepared. Steel-gr
ay on Brass

is obtained by the use of a mixture 
of i pound of

strong hydrochloric acid with i pint 
of water, to

which is added 5( ounces of iron-filings and a like
quantity of pulverized antimonic sulph

ide. Hydro-

chloric acid compounded with arsen
ious acid is

also recommended for this purpose. 
The mixture
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is brought into a lead vessel, and the objects d
ipped

into it should come in contact with the lead.of t
he

vessel, or be wrapped around with a strip ot lead.

Gray color with a bluish lint upon brass is pr
o-

duced with solution of antimonious chloride (bu
t-

ter of antimony), while a pure steel-gray is ob-

tained with a hot solution of arsenious chlori
de

with a little water. Straw-color to Brown through

Golden Yellow and Tombac Color on Brass ma
y

be obtained with a solution of carbonate of copper

in caustic soda lye. Dissolve 5.29 ounces of caus-

tic soda in i quart of water and add x gt ounces 
of

carbonate of copper. By using the solution cold a

dark-golden yellow is first formed, which finally

passes through pale brown into dark brown with a

green lustre ; with the hot solution the coloration

is more rapidly effected. Color Resembling Gold

on Brass.—According to Dr. Kayser a color 
re-

sembling gold is obtained as follows : Dissolve 81%

drams of sodium hyposulphite in 17 drams of wat
er

and add 5.64 drams of solution of antimonious

chloride (liquor stibii chlorati). Heat the mixture

to boiling for some time, then filter off the red pre-

cipitate formed, and after washing it several times

upon the filter with vinegar, suspend it in 2 or 3

quarts of hot water ; then heat and add concen-

trated soda lye until solution is complete. In this

hot solution dip the clean and pickled brass o
b-

jects, removing them frequently to see wheth
er

they have acquired the desired coloration. The

articles become gray by allowing them to remain

too long in the bath. Brown Color, called Bronze

Barbedienne, on Brass.—This beautiful color may

be produced as follows : Dissolve by vigorous

shaking in a bottle freshly precipitated arsenious

sulphide in spirit of sal-ammoniac, and compound

the solution with antimonious sulphide until a

slight permanent turpidity shows itself and the

fluid has acquired a deep yellow color. Heat the

solution to 95° F. and suspend the brass objects in

it. They become at first golden-yellow and then

brown, but as they come from the bath with a dark,

dirty shade they must be several times scratch-

brushed to bring out the color. If after using it

several times the solution does not work satisfac-

torily, add some antimonious sulphide. The solu-

tion decomposes rapidly and should be prepared

fresh every time it is to be used. Bronze Barbe-

dienne on Massive Brass or brassed articles of zinc

or iron may be produced as follows : Mix 3 parts

of pentasulphide of antimony with i part of finely

pulverized blood-stone, and triturate the mixture

with ammonium sulphide to a not too thickly fluid

pigment. Apply this pigment to the objects with

a brush, and, after allowing it to dry in a drying

chamber, remove the powder by brushing with

a soft brush. To Color Brass Violet and Corn-

fiower Blue.—Dissolve in i quart of water 4>4
ounces of sodium hyposulphite, and in another

quart of water i ounce 3( drams of crystallized
sugar of lead, and mix the solutions. Heat the

mixture to 176° F. and then immerse the articles,

moving them constantly. First a gold coloration

appears which, however, soon passes into violet

and blue, and, if the bath be allowed to act further,

into green. The action is based upon the fact that

in an excess of sodium hyposulphite a solution of

hyposulphite of lead is formed which decomposes

slowly and separates sulphite of lead, which pre-

cipitates upon the brass objects and produces the

various lustrous colors. Similar lustrous colors

are obtained by dissolving 2.11 ounces of pulverized

tartar in z quart of water and i ounce of chloride

of tin in 34 pint of water, mixing the solutions,

heating and pouring the clear mixture into a solu-

tion of 6.34 ounces of sodium hyposulphite in

pint of water. Heat this mixture to 176° F. and

immerse the pickled brass objects. Deep Black-

blue Stain on Brass.—A stain which produces 
a

deep black-blue layer on brass, and does not re-

quire coating with lacquer, is prepared as follows:

Dissolve by shaking in a tightly closed vessel

about 334 ounces of copper carbonate in i34 
pints

of strong spirits of sal-ammoniac. The quantity

of copper carbonate used must be sufficiently large

that a precipitate (hydrated oxide of -copper) is

formed. The solution thus obtained is diluted

with about >4 pint of water, and is immed
iately

ready for use ; but, as a rule, produces after a few

days a darker and finer color than at the start.

The articles cleaned by filing or turning remain in

the fluid until they show the desired color. The

foregoing processes will, no doubt, be found suf-

ficient to meet your requirements, as they cover a

wide range of colors and effects.
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Original size of the

well-known large size
movement, 4 x 4 in.
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The best Cuckoo Clock Movement on the market. Every piece of it is guaranteed

A perfect timekeeper

GEO. KUEHL & CO.
178 E. Randolph St. Chicago, 111

Manufacturers and Importers of

&intim Vlach forest

Cuckoo Cloch

TRADE

NN ith

MARK

Our aim has always been to furnish our patrons
with high-grade Cuckoo Clocks. That we have suc-
ceeded is evidenced by the high favor in which these
Cuckoo Clocks are held. Their success is assured from
the fact that the jewelers everywhere admit their superior
construction and correct timekeeping qualities, and pro-
nounce them the most satisfactory Cuckoo Clocks on the
market.

YOUR JORRER will supply you

Our Insurance Proposition
is in several ways the best thing offered. You make
a small investment in a course at our school, and
immediately thereafter and for your entire lifetime
you realize a percentage of increase which no other
manner of investment will afford.

This is really " life insurance." You benefit
by it during your life, and while you are able to
enjoy life's good things. The cost of instruction
seems nothing when compared with the increase of
earnings ever after.

Write us, telling what your experience has been.
We will have something of practical benefit to say
to you in return, and will be glad to send you our
prospectus.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving

A school with a record—no dis-
appointed students. We advise
inquirers to their advantage.

LANCASTER, PA.

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

arE1-'ugunget

Its essential points are: It will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance
wheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches ; also all cylinder balances. It gives you
the entire length of the pivot to work on ; it protects the part held from any chance injury.

No more twisted hairsprings, bent balances or cracked rollers. It is impossible to remove 0
hairspring or roller without getting the balance out of true, which changes the rating of the
watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the
use of my chuck.

You can do a better fob with it in two minutes than you ever could in the old way.
Once accustomed to its use, you will never i without it, and you will use it oftener that: any

other chuck you have.

PLEASE MENTION NAME OF LATHE WHEN ORDERING.
I reserve the right not to make these chucks for obsolete lathes for which there will be too

small a demand.
Is your time worth anything? Then save it. Read these letters from satisfied customers:

DIA
A. K. Joac

  WATCHES AND ART WARES

Jackson, Tenn., July 11, 1904.
M. C. CULMAN, St. Louis.

Dear Sir :—I take pleasure in paying for the
Balance Chuck you sent, me June 15th. I find
it is in use almost daily in my watch repair-
ing department and saves lots of time.

Very truly yours, A. K. Joni.

As.rpico H. KENT
JEWELER, STATIONER AND OPTICIAN

Mt. Clemens, Mich., July 30, 1904.
MR. C. CULMAN St. LOUIS, MO.

Dear Sir :—I have pleasure in informing
you that the chuck which I purchased of you
some time ago is very satisfactory ; I find Its
great time and labor saver.

Respectfully,
ALFRED H. RENT.

T. A. MAUCH
WATCHMAKER. JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Yazoo City, Miss., July 31, 1904.
C. CULMAN, St. LOUIS, MO.

Dear Sir :—Enclosed find check for $3.50 in
payment for one of your Balance Chucks, and
will say that as a time saver and an all-together
practical tool, I think It one of the best in use
on the bench, and I don't see how any watch-
maker would do without it. Hoping it will
meet with the sales it surely deserves, remain

YOUTS truly, r. A. MAucir.

Wm. MR AAAAAA
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

Hit C. CULATAN. Pacific, Mo., July 27, 1904.
Dear Sir :—In reply to yours would say the

chuck is all right and gives good satisfaction.
Would not be without it for twice the price.

Yours very truly, WM. BRAZEALE.

Price, $3.50. Your money back if not satisfied—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial.
Order from your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CUIL,MA
T1/41, VVatehrrinker to the Trude,
'19 .3l6 N. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, NIO.

Jobbers supplied by C.Culman, St.Louis, and Hammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Maiden Lane, NewYort

September, 1904

Workshop Notes
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depar
tment

must send name and address—
not for publication, but as an

e% idence of good faith. No att
ention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order to which they are received.

"Burnish."—I have lately been called upon to

do quite a little bu
rnishing, and while I have done

creditable work, I think I could do bette
r if you

would give me a few pointe
rs on the subject.—

iTo burnish an article s to polish it, by
 removing

the small roughness upon its surface ; 
and this is

performed by a burnisher. This mode of polishing

is the most expeditious, and gives th
e greatest

lustre to a polished body. It removes the marks

left by the emery, putty, or other polishing
 mate-

rials ; and gives to the burnished articles a 
black

lustre, resembling that of looking-glass. The form

and construction of the burnisher is 
extremely

variable, according to the respective trades ; and

it must be adapted to the various kinds 
of work in

the same art. In general, this tool is only in
tended

to efface inequalities. Whatever substance the

burnisher is made of, is of little consequence to the

article burnished ; provided only that it is of a

harder substance than that article. The burnishe
rs

used are of two kinds, of steel and of hard ston
e.

They are either curved or straight, round
ed or

pointed, and made so as to suit the projecting

parts, or the hollows of the piece. Stone burnishe
rs

are made of blood-stone, cut and eithe
r rounded

with the grindstone, or rubbed, so that they pr
e-

sent at the bottom a very blunt edge, or some
times

a rounded surface. These are polished with e
mery,

like steel burnishers, and are finished by bei
ng

rubbed upon a leather, covered with rouge.

The stone is mounted in a wooden handle, an
d

firmly fixed by a copper ferrule, which encircl
es

both the stone and the wood. The best bloo
d

stones are those which contain the most iron, an
d

which, when polished, present a steel color. The

operation of burnishing is very simple ; take hold

of the tool very near to the stone and lean ve
ry

hard with it on those parts which are to be bur-

nished, causing it to glide by a backward and for-

ward movement, without taking it off the piece.

When it is requisite that the hand should pass over

a large surface at once, without losing its point 
of

support on the workbench, in taking hold of the

burnisher be careful to place it just underneath the

little finger. By this means thd work is done

quicker, and the tool is more solidly fixed in the

hand. During the whole process, the tool must be

constantly moistened with black soapsuds. The

water with which it is frequently wetted causes it

to glide more easily over the work, prevents 
it

from heating and facilitates its action. The bla
ck

soap, containing more alkali than the common

soap, acts with greater strength in cleansing off

any greasiness which might still remain on t
he

surface ; it also more readily detaches the spots

which would spoil the beauty of the burnishing.

In consequence of the friction the burnisher soon

loses its bite, and slips over the surface of the arti-

cle as if it were oily. In order to restore its action,

it must be rubbed from time to time on the leather.

The leather is fixed on a piece of hard wood, with

shallow furrows along it. There are generally two

leathers—one made of sole leather and the other

of buff leather. The first is impregnated with a

little oil and rouge, and is particularly used

for the blood-stone burnishers ; the other has only

a little putty powder scattered in the furrows, and is

intended exclusively for rubbing steel burnishers,

as they are not so hard as the blood-stones. Blood-

stone being very hard, the workman uses it when-

ever he can in preference to the steel burnisher.

It is only in small articles, and in difficult places,

that steel burnishers are used, as they, by their

variety of form, are adapted to all kinds of work.

In general, the blood-stone greatly reduces the

labor. When the articles, , on account of their

minuteness or from any other cause, cannot be

conveniently held in the hand, they are fixed in a

convenient frame on the bench ; but under a
ll

circumstances be very careful to manage the bur-

nisher, so as to leave untouched those parts of the

work which are intended to remain dull. When in

burnishing an article which is plated or lined wi
th

silver, there is any place where the layer of pre-

cious metal is removed, restore it by silvering

these places with one of the argentiferous
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silver pastes, which is easily applied, rubbing the
part well and wiping it afterward with an old linen
cloth. The burnishing being finished, remove the
soapsuds which still adhere to the surface of the
work ; this is effected by rubbing it with a piece of
old linen cloth. But when there are a great num-
ber of small pieces to finish, to throw them into
soapsuds and dry them afterwards with sawdust is
expeditious. The ordinary plate engravers' bur-

nisher is a blade of steel, made thin at one end, to
fit into a small handle to hold it by. The part in
the middle of the blade is rounded on the convex
side, and is also a little curved. The rounded part
must be well polished, and the tool be very hard.
This burnisher is used to give the last polish to
such parts of copper and steel plates as may have
been accidentally scratched, or specked, where
false lines are to be removed, and also to lighten
in a small degree such parts as have been too
deeply etched or engraved. In clockmaking, those
pieces or parts are burnished which, on account of
their size or form, cannot be conveniently polished.
The burnishers are of various forms and sizes ;

they are all made of cast steel, very hard and well

polished ; some are formed like sage-leaf files,

others like common files—the first are used to bur-

nish screws and pieces of brass ; the others are
used for flat pieces.

"Fly Pinion."—(i) How to find pitch of end-

less screw of music box in order to make suitable

wheel to gear with dr—The pitch of an endless

screw or worm is measured just the same as the
pitch of any wheel, from the
center of one tooth to the
center of the next. See

A 
Fig. 2.

(2) Should the par/ of

screw in contact with wheel

be oiled?—The endless
screw or worm and the
wheel that gears into it
should be oiled.

Fig. 2 (3) For whal,and how,

did the old watchmakers

use a freeing tool P—The tool that the old watch-

makers used and called a freeing tool is nothing

more than a rounding-up tool—a tool by which

they made a wheel and pinion free.

"Stone IVeight."—Please give me a few .
ftoint-

ers on the methods of weighing ston
es and how

prices are fixed.—You can obtain a diamond

price-list from almost any house dealing in pre-

cious stones that will give you a good deal of

information on this subject. Cattelle, in his work

on " Precious Stones," gives the following data

regarding weights, etc.: The weight of the carat

varies in different countries. The international

carat is 205.5 milligrammes, which equals within a

small fraction 3.17 grains troy, and the probability

is that this will be universally adopted. Edwin W
.

Streeter gives the weight of the carat in various

countries as follows :
Milligrammes.

England and her colonies   205.409

France 205.5

Vienna   200.13

Berlin   205.44

Frankfort-on-Main   205.77

Leipsic and Amsterdam 205  0

Lisbon 205  75

Leghorn 215 99

Florence 
1952

Spain 
105.893

Borneo 105.0

Madras 207 3533

The ounce troy (151.42 carat.;) is used f
or

weighing Baroque pearls, coral and semi-precio
us

stones. The Indian ( Hindoo) weight rati (or

ruttee) equals 0.89062 carat, and one thola is 
about

fifty-seven carats. The mangelin of Golconda and

Visapur was equivalent to one and three-e
ighths

carats. In the weighing of diamonds, fractional

parts of the carat are divided by two do
wn to

sixty-fourths. Beyond that no division is reck-

oned. Pearls are sold by the grain, although it is

not the standard grain weight, but one-fourt
h of a

carat, which is a fraction less than o.8 of a
 grain

troy. This carat grain has led to the use of the

word in connection with diamonds. One-hal
f-carat

stones are called two-grainers ; three-fourth
s-carat

stones, three-grainers ; those weighing one 
carat,

four-grainers, and so on. The price of pearls is

quoted by the grain and reckoned by the square,

according to the size from the base price of a

one-grain pearl, as follows : Given the price at $3

base, the cost of different-sized pearls would be:

A one-half-grain pearl at $3 base would be $L5o

per grain " flat," half of which would be 75 cents,

the price of the pearl ; a one-grain pearl at $3 base

would be $3 per grain "flat," and $3 for the pearl;

a two-grain pearl at $3 base would be twice $3, or

$6 per grain " flat," and two grains at $6 would be

$12, the cost of the pearl ; a four-grain pearl at $3

base would be four times $3, or $12 per grain

"flat," and four times $12 would be $48, the price

of the pearl, and so on.

"Emer), 11Theels."—Can you ma some

information re,g-arding emery wheels, how 
They are

made, etc.?—Emery wheels consist of grains of

emery and a composition ( texture) which holds

and binds these grains together. There are several

kinds of this composition, among them being

ordinary glue, shellac, hard rubber and a mixture

of litharge and linseed oil. The various grades of

such wheels are distinguished by number, which

number is determined by the dimension of the

meshes through which they pass. Thus, No. 12

signifies that the distance between the wires of the

mesh is twelve to the inch. Vitrified emery wheels

are made with a cement that contracts slightly in

cooling, thus leaving small pores in the wheel

through which water, when introduced at the

center, is forced to the surface by centrifugal force

and serves to carry off the cuttings and detached

emery. If the surface of an emery wheel becomes

glazed, it can be greatly improved with the aid of

a coarse file or piece of pumice stone, the latter

probably being the best to use.

"Plativ Solution."— Please tell me how to re-

cover the silver from a plating solution
.—About

the simplest method is to add enough chemically

pure hydrochloric acid to the plating solution so it

will give a strong acid reaction. In performing the

operation a glass or well-glazed earthen vessel

should be used, and one much larger than would

seem necessary for the process, as a large amount

of gas is evolved and the solution froths up. This

gas (cyanogen) is extremely poisonous, and the

operation should be conducted out of doors where

there is plenty of air stirring. The precipitate is

chloride of silver, and can be employed for making

a fresh solution, or it can be dried (in the dark)

and melted with sal tartar (carbonate of potash) in

a black lead crucible. If a sand (Hessian) crucible

is employed, the crucible must be " lined ;" that

is, dusted with pulverized borax, and the crucible

heated red-hot to fuse the borax. This is done to

prevent the silver flowing into the pores of the

crucible. If desired to use the precipitate (chlo-

ride of silver) for making another plating solution,

weigh it dry and call every ounce three-quarters of

an ounce of silver. It is to be supposed that the

chloride of silver precipitate is well washed by

pouring on pure water, letting settle and pouring

off the clear water, repeating the operation several

times.

""—Is it advisable to put oil on pa
llets and

rollerjewels, and if so, under what circumstances?

Are new movements, as they come front the 
factory,

oilecIS—As a rule, it is safest to oil both pallets

and roller jewels. It is claimed by some workmen

that ratchet-tooth (English lever) escapements wi
ll

run dry, but we think in the majority of instanc
es

the best English workmen oil the pallets very

slightly. All cases of steel, like forks and steel

escape-wheels running on jewels, forks or escap
e-

wheel teeth, need oil. Not a deluge, but enough

to coat the rubbing surfaces. The writer has 
seen

repeated instances of Swiss forks which had be
en

put up having the sink around the roller not 
filled,

yet showing abundant traces of what looked 
like

rouge, but really particles of rusty steel cut fr
om

the fork. Club tooth escape-wheels of brass 
which

have been running for some years need oiling. A
s

a rule, the writer does not think the Ame
rican

factories oil the pallets ; but every once in awhile
 a

new movement turns up, which will not take a

good motion until the pallets are oiled.
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A Coaster Clock
Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the Bulletin Mound de

I, itorlogerie.

REAKS of all kinds, human or
mechanical, possess an irresistible
attraction. Anything beyond the

ordinary, anything whose methods of opera-
tion are occult, claims the attention of the
human mind, and we stand gaping with
wonder before the simplest contrivance
because of the mystery attending its internal
mechanism. We take pleasure in furnishing
our readers with an example of this in the
coaster clock, which cannot fail to attract the
eye of the passer-by or excite the wonder-
ment of all who stop to consider it. It is
the invention of a clock and watchmaking
establishment in Zurich.

Made in the form of a cylinder, it moves
imperceptibly down an inclined plane of
given length without rolling—that is, without
rolling rapidly. The plane base is tilted at
angle of about 200, and has a length of 40
centimeters, over which the rotating clock
passes in 24 hours.

At the end of the course it is only
necessary to lift up the clock and place it
against the top of the hill. This truly mar-
velous mechanism has no spring, and as a
consequence never needs winding. The
hands of the clock are, of course, moved by
the progress of the clock down the incline.
Another peculiarity about this clock is that
the Roman numerals are arranged in an
inverse order—that is, instead of reading
from left to right they proceed from right to
left on the face, which may be seen from the
cut which we reproduce.

According as the cylinder rolls down,
the numerals pass behind a hand which always
preserves its vertical position in spite of the
rotation of the cylinder, and indicates the
time of day or night at the top of the cylin-
der. Moreover, the scale, along the upper

Horlogerie, to know more about the mechan-
ism which prevents the clock from instantly
rolling down its track, which permits it to
proceed, in spite of the law of gravitation,
slowly, regularly and with a pre-determined
speed down the incline, we shall describe
it in detail.

It is, indeed, very simple, and though
startling the invention is far from being new.
In fact, it is more than two centuries old, for
we find a description of it in a work published
in 1719, under the title, " Collection of
Mathematical and Mechanical Curiosities, by
M. Grollier de Serviere, with the Approba-
tion and Privilege of the King." In the
words of the author there : " This clock con-
sists of a cylindrical case, which being placed
with its curved side resting upon an inclined
plane, seems to retain itself immovably in
position, contrary to the nature of round
objects which ordinarily roll down with a speed
commensurate with the declivity of the sur-
face which supports them. The cylinder in
question descends the inclined track imper-
ceptibly and with measured gait. The hours
are indicated both upon the dial of the clock
and upon the upper edge of the plane. A
hand with two points, retaining always a
vertical position, marks the hour at these two
points simultaneously."

In Fig. 2 we give a diagram of the inte-
rior of the mechanism. Within and at the
center of the cylinder C is fixed a strong
clock movement 111. without a barrel. The
apparatus thus constructed is balanced with
the greatest care, for it is an indispensable
factor in its proper working that no inequality
of weight should be found upon the circum-
ference of the cylinder. Placed upon an
incline it is evident that such a cylinder would
instantly roll to the bottom.

But let us suppose a weight P joined by
an arm to the central axis and fixed upon it ;
this counterpoise if sufficiently heavy and
placed behind the central perpendiclar, would

cause the cylinder to roll back
or up the incline to the point
where its equilibrium should
be established — say in a
position shown in the sketch.
Without a train and an
escapement the cylinder
would remain thus immova-
bly fixed upon the plane,
but the weight P, combined
with the gravitating force
of the cylinder, acts as

motive power, and the center wheel, upon
the axis of which is fixed the counter
weight, turns at a rate governed by the
escapement and the balance. The constant
tendency of the weight is to fall, but it
being impossible to destroy the equilibrium,
the cylinder proceeds slowly down the incline

Fig. 1

edge of the inclined base, also carries a line
of numerals which correspond accurately with
those upon the face of the clock, and the
projection of the hand towards the earth
indicates in like manner the time on the plane.
Believing that it will be of interest to
our readers, says the Bulletin Mensuel de l'
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instead. The hands and the weight being
both fast upon the same axis, maintain their
respective positions undisturbed. In a word,
then, the inclination of the cylinder to de-
scend the plane provides the power to drive
the clock, but this force can only exert itself

Fig.

as the retaining weight P is periodically
released. Having finished its downward
course, it suffices to place the cylinder again
at the head of the plane upon the same hour
as it marked when removed from below, to
have it repeat the operation. We should not
fail to remark that for a full 24-hour run our
Fig. I is not properly divided on the plane ;
the numbers should begin with VI and end
with VI.

As a display piece this clock cannot fail
to attract wide attention, and the watchmaker
who rehabilitated this old invention was
moved by a brilliant idea.

To Place Guiding Marks for the
Striking Parts of Clocks

Raise with two fingers between the two
arbors the pinions whose marks it is desired
to modify, and quickly cause two or three
teeth to pass, if there is occasion. There is
nothing to fear; no part will be bent; the
clockmakers give no attention to guiding
marks in putting the parts together.

To Clean Sponges

To clean old sponges, boil them for three
or four hours in water (enough to cover them) con-
taining a couple of tablespoonfuls of carbonate of
soda, or in water mixed with a couple of handfuls
of wood ash, this to remove all the greasy matter
that the sponges may contain ; then rinse them
thoroughly, squeezing them well in several lots of
clean cold water. After this preliminary operation
soak the sponges in chloride acid, mixed with four
times the quantity of water, suiting the whole
amount to the size of the sponge, but keeping the
same proportions. After twenty-four hours let
water run on to the sponge for some time, then
rinse with the hands until the smell of the acid has
disappeared. Hang the sponges up to dry over a
hot stove, and when this has been satisfactorily
accomplished, the sponge will be almost as good
as new.

Nature in September presents a pleasant variety of 
moods. So, too, you

should show an enticing variety of watches to suit the 
various tastes of all possible

customers—boys and girls, men and women. The larger your 
assortment, the

greater your sales. Order by number to-day : we will ship by express to
-morrow.

NEW EN( ;I. A ND WATCH CO., Waterbury, Conn.

87 Maiden Lane, New Yuri. 1:;1 Wabash Ave., Chicago Spreckels Building. San Francisco
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All our Cuckoo
Clocks are made
with three-ply fronts,
of good, honest hard
wood, such as oak
and walnut, that
won't warp or
crack. They are
fitted with the finest
quality of solid brass
movements.

All clocks made

by us show that care-

fulness in every de-

tail of design and

construction which

has made our name

stand for all that

is best in Cuckoo

Clocks.

No. 504
21 inches

high.

Retails
for about

No. 507
23 inches

high.

Fine inlaid polished strips

Interior View of Store of Runde & tipmeyer Co., Milwaukee, Wis. One of the Many Stores Fitted Up by us

We have made a specialty of

HIGH-GRADE SHOW CASES AND FIXTURES
Our old customers reccitrimend our work to others—

you will do the same after a trial

for over 25 years

Write for information regarding our small Rosewood

Moulding Steel Lined Jewelers' Cases

F. C. JORGESON 0 COMPANY
208-210 West Lake Street Chicago

NEW
 ...,

BOOK ON ESCAPEMENTS

- --—1-„.., , - -'----------- N
This new volume treats in the most exhaustive manner of the

Lever, Cylinder Eind Chronometer
Escapements

It is the work of two of the greatest teachers of horology and is thoroughly practical in text
and illustration. Nearly 200 pages and over 200 original illustrations

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

-
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1-)ublbThet..1 by THE KEYSTONE, 19th arid Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 510
20 inches

high.

Retails
for about

$10.00

Can also be had with a bird instead of
deer's head, to retail for about $9.00
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Retails
for about

$10.00

Three beautifully-carved birds,
scrolls and water lilies

No. 514
19 inches

high.

Retails
for about

$11.00

Can also be hail with bird or deer's
head, to retail for about $12.00

if Few Illustration fu low Catalogue
are grouped around this page to give you some slight idea of how
complete a line of Cuckoo Clocks we make. To the description under

each clock has been added an approximate retail price to enable you to

size up the salability of the clock.
Whether your customer wants to spend $5 or $75 for a Cuckoo

Clock, we have something at that price, better in design and con-

struction than anybody else can show you. We're so cocksure about

it because we've gone to the trouble of finding out.
Shall we send you the catalogue?
The folder on the DEN CLOCK (which you can sell for 75c.) will

also interest you.

No. 537
14-hour
film and

Cackoo call,
23 inches
high.
Retails

for about

$15.00

No. 547
34-hour
strike.

Quail and
Cuckoo call.

Retails
for about

$18.5o
Has 24 handsome oak leaves, and is very rustic

1k, p

No. 541
'/-hour
strike and
Cuckoo call,
35 inches
high.
Retails

for about
$31.00

No. 554
1%-hour
strike.

Quail and
Cuckoo call.

Retails
for about

$36.00

One of the finest clocks ever carved;
fit for the richest mansion

No. 519
19 inches

high.

Retails
for about

$11.50

Can also be had with deer's head,
to retail for about $12.50

No. 551%
y2-hour

strike and
Cuckoo call,
29 inches

high.
Retails

for about
$20.00

No. 551
N.-hour
strike.

Quail and
Cuckoo call.

Retails
for about

$24.00

Just the clock for a fine hall or dining room
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It is easy to make a Filled

Case look well in print : all

Cases are good on paper.

But the Case on the opposite

page is a photograph, not an

artist's sketch. The real

Case looks just like this

picture of it—except that the

original is as much more

beautiful than the picture as

gold color and "life" is more

beautiful than black ink.

: .
:
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You must look inside for
the stamp in order to tell a
Boss Filled from Solid Gold

The present Boss Case is the highest reach made,
thus far, toward perfection in the likeness of Solid
Gold. It is doubtful whether any observer, even
a jeweler, can distinguish it from Solid Gold, on
external view of it. And the likeness extends to
the fitting, springing, jointing and every essential
particular.

•.•
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All Filled Cases are good—on paper. All others

claim as many virtues as the Boss—on paper.

The pity is that the merits of these others must

be proved in fiocket instead of on paper—and

then is revealed the difference between preaching

and practice, between swearing it in and wearing

it out, between the recklessly made and " the Oki

Reliable." It is what the Boss Case does, not what

we say of it, that has made it the standard of the

world in Filled Cases.

•

‘• "..' X

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
nth and Brown Streets

Philadelphia
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THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

THIMBLES—Gold and Silver
The Automatic

Eyeglass or Pencil
Holder

144

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL

MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 A N D 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from burn-

ing out.

Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

RAILROAD

WATCH

INSPECTION?

Almost every railroad has now
established a watch inspection
system. For the competent
jeweler this means profitable
business in the repair of high-
grade watches. To ensure such •
competency and to have at hand

a reliable reference book every watchmaker
copy of

should procure a

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
which is recognized as the most complete and practical guide

in the repair and adjustment of watches. It is an invaluable

post-graduate course on high-grade watch repairing.

Sent prepaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, 52.50 (10s. 5d.)

163

New Model, made in Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th Sr Brown Sit., Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 101

The Handsomest Bracelets
on the Market

The great advantage to the Jeweler in hand-
ling Carmen Bracelets is the fact that he is
relieved of all responsibility for repairs. If
a Carmen gets out of order, simply send it
direct to us and we will make all necessary
repairs, free of charge. This secures you
in selling the goods and your customer in
buying them.

No. 104. Locket Open

ASK
You

ER

No. 130

HOW
TO
ENGRAVE

MONOGRAMS

OLIVE SPOON TRAY 1424g

rirst row or Plates, assorted decoration, s,.;
Second row of Plates, assorted decoraii. 

TE.t

CAKE D1SD BERRY DISH SALAD BOWL

The
D. F. Briggs Co.

Manufacturers of

(bold Filled Chains, Lorgnettes, Fobs

Rings, Lockets and Bracelets

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
150 Broadway

NEW YORK

" A thorough substitute for school instruction " is

the compliment which a Birmingham, Ala., workman

paid to the well-known technical treatise,

103 State Street
CHICAGO, 11_1..

You

LATEST STYLE
IN

CARMEN
RACELF-TS

THE ART OF ENGRAVING
This book is exceptional in that it is teacher as

well as text-book, every step being clearly explained

in the text and thoroughly illustrated in accompanying

drawings. There are many competent and successful

letter and monogram engravers who have had no other

instructor than this book, and who give it full credit

for their practical and profitable knowledge of the art.

Do you wish to learn engraving? An inexpensive

and effective way is to procure a copy of this work.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of

price, 51.50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE
19th & Brown Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Special Offer on Our American
Hand-Painted China

Each piece signed by the artist

This assortment of useful articles is arranged for dealers

looking for a popular line at moderate prices. Every article

is a seller.
List price, $54.75. This special offer price for order with cash

or references. $25.00 net

THE ASSORTMENT CONSISTS OF

1 Olive Dish, 6' , inches $2  00 each
1 Spoon Tray, 012 inches .... 2.50 "

3 Plates, 8'.; inches 2  25 "

3 Plates, 9' i." inches . 3.00 "
1 Sugar and Cream, 4% and 5 inches 5.50 pair

1 Tea Cup and Saucer 3  50 "

Celery Tray, 1234 inches $5.00 each
Bon-Bon Dish, 9% inches 3,00 "
Pin Tray, 5., inches . . . 1.50 "
Cake Dish

'
1034. inches . . 5.50 "

Berry Dish, 10% inches 5.50 "
Salad Bowl, WI-inches, . 5.00 "

L. W. LEVY 6 CO.
Manufacturers and Importers of Art Goods

194 Broadway, New York City



And now the biggest bargain of all!
for it offers the ex/ra-special price on the best seller, the most popular, of the

"Standard" Electric Clocks
We are nearing the finish of our closing-out-and-discontinuing sale of "Standard "

Electric Clocks. liVe want to give buyers a choice of patterns, to the last, if pos-
sible; we want all the patterns to "run out" at the same time. At this writing, we
have an excess of the celebrated "No. zo," pictured above. We have excess of them
because we made more of them—it is the pattern that \'as the most popular, from
the beginning; and in this closing-out sale we purposely did not direct special attention
to this pattern. Now we are ready to run out the No. Io's with a rush, to hasten the
wind-up of the sale; therefore, this:

No. lo (Special price,

reduced to $12.50, net
until ioo lucky jewelers have
the biggest Clock bargain ever

5, net)

S ecured
offered!

Judging from the eager manner in which the No. 42's Were snapped up, at the
same extra-special, these No. Io's will soon be gone; for it was always preferred to
all the other patterns, when offered at the regular prices. You'll be sorry, surely,
when you find you've "held off" too long.

Order direct' of New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, N. J.
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Schemes of Merchants' Associations

A S merchants' associations are becoming
more popular, especially in the smaller

towns, many novel schemes for attracting

trade are being evolved. In Marlboro,

Mass., the local business men fixed upon a

certain Friday which they called " Dollar

Day." On that date they advertised that

all the merchants in Marlboro would unite to

make it a special object for everybody in or

near the city, as well as from all the sur-

rounding towns, to come out and visit the

stores all over the city.

In practically every line of business, and

in every store in the city, special bargains

were given for one dollar, and they were real

bargains, too. The plan was more for adver-

tising than to make money, and customers

were given really remarkable values.

" Dollar Day " in Marlboro is said to

have proved a great success, and to have

done more to bring trade into the city than

any other scheme the merchants had ever

tried.
When men put their heads together and

act earnestly for their mutual interest it is

surprising how many practical, trade-bringing

suggestions may be evolved.

Successful Competition With Big
Stores

A. GRATIFYING sign of th
e times is the

more confident and hopeful spirit with

‘,1nch the special-line retailers regard compe-

tition with the big stores. The fright at first

superinduced by the size and hurricane

methods of the department stores has grad-

ually subsided; time and a close-range study

having deprived the monsters of much of

their terror. This happy development is

very explicable. When the easy-going mer-

chants were first confronted with the vigorous

pacemaking of the department store they

were temporarily unnerved by the seeming

inequality of the contest, but self preservation

left them no alternative but to persist in the

race, and they soon discovered that there

wa3 no reason whatever for hopelessness.

The somewhat delayed adoption of the

methods of the big competitor saved the day,

and the younger generation of merchants are

not only undismayed, but regard the big

store as a good example to pattern after

rather than as an enemy to fear.

A well-known merchant who claims that

the department store has proved a material

benefit rather than an injury to his business

has given the following excellent advice to

his brother merchants.

orHE special-line merchants must r
ealize

first of all that the department store is a

perfect and well-greased machine which is

kept running at full tilt all the time, and the

small store must be built after the same

perfect pattern. This necessitates keeping

continual tab on the big machine. The big

stores never tire; they know that it is the

constant hammering that wins out, and so

long as there is a likely chance they keep

hammering away.

The storekeeper who feels this ever-

lasting knocking must reply in kind, and

never miss a chance to deliver a rap where it

will tell. He should know every day in the

year just what his big competitor is up to;

he should be as familiar with his prices as he

is with his own, as the big fellow's prices are,

after all, his greatest inducement, at least to

the majority.
The big stores have one price and are

not backward in making it known. Their

daily advertisements publish the price and

through them the smaller competitor can

keep informed.

THE country merchant who studies the

city ads. knows exactly what the city

store-keeper is up to, and while they afford

him opportunities for delivering a counter

blow, they may give him a line on his own

affairs and aid him in concluding if his own

buying is as well done as it should be.

City stores do not make a practice of

selling goods at less than cost; as a rule,

they make good profits; they need to. In

a majority of instances the smaller store may

meet their quotations readily; and, although

its assortment may be smaller, it can, when

thoroughly posted, make way against the

other.
I wouldn't hesitate to advertise city

prices and local prices in parallel lines, and

to give them straight, when such comparison

seemed to me wise.

When city stores advertised bargains

that were likely to make an impression on

my business, I would be the first man in

town to get that bargain, so that I might

(1425)

make use of it as an argument in selling or a

lesson in buying.

THE advertising of any store may be

taken as a pretty safe index of its char-

acter. Consequently, the student of that

advertising should learn something from such

a study. By sticking to it he may acquire

the faculty of reading between the lines; he

confronts, understandingly, the situation

created by his competitor, and if he has a

grain of foundation to build on, he grows in

time to be an intelligent advertiser himself.

Customers will sometimes unreasonably

argue that local prices are unwarrantably

high and advance the argument that the

city stores undersell them. A handy file of

said city advertisements might prove a most

convincing argument to the contrary.

Every merchant should strive to do

business on his merits, but, at the same time,

he is not called on to permit the merits of a

competitor to be exaggerated without calling

the bluff; and he should be able to do this

understandingly.

Cleaning Time is All the Time

ON'T imagine you have to wait until

some particular day, week or season,

to clean up the store. The proper time is

every day. Of course, there are occasions

when a general overhauling is necessary, but

store and stock ought to be always kept in

such condition as to be always presentable,

ever ready to receive company. This letting

dust and rubbish accumulate, of temporarily

hiding untidiness to await a general clean-up,

might be all right among the Indians, or in

countries where the family wash is done once

a year, but in these days of push, enterprise

and competition, a store should wear its

Sunday clothes every day in the week, and

this is especially true of a jewelry store.

Don't Retaliate

TT is poor policy to advertise your business

rival. Let him do his own advertising.

If you can advertise better than he does, so

much the better for you and so much the

worse for him. H he does not choose to

advertise, you need not worry about it. It

will hurt no one but himself, and it will leave

a wider advertising field for you.



This is a good time
to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery

We can furnish complete outfits for
Jewelry Manufacturing

Send in your old rolls and have them
reground and polished
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OUR

LATEST CATALOGUE
IS READY
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The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers

1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A
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TheW B & C
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratcheS

,

•

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 9.,
sold by the -
of the United
lows:

Genevas  
Mi-Concaves  
Extra thick Mi-Concaves .
Patent Genevas  
Extra thick Parallels

W B & C glasses
than other and
brands, and are
leading jobbers
States as fol-

per gross $2.75
41 1.1 3.25

fl 6.75
0 5.50
,, 

5.50
The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for Flat Concaves, thick   I I 7.50watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand. Lentilles for Bascine Cases " 10.50 

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826Everybody knows that the w B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, dearness, flexibility and correctness of size makc

them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifth, of the case manufacturers am using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. 1111 Y
used to buy a chea_per grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The 'lest is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS I ! If you wish to save time end money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W 8 & c and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug'
ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time • great many brands have sprung up in one day, and Deverbeard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B a C
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Swindlers Make Jewelers
Their Prey

It is a misfortune for the trade that the swindlers

who make the jewelers their special prey are pro-

gressing in cleverness and have evolved some novel

schemes in recent months. It is true that compara-

tively few of the attempts at swindling succeed, yet

the number of victims is sufficiently large to im-

press the trade with the necessity for extreme cau-

tion in all their dealings. It is regrettable that

some of the jewelers themselves succumb so easily

to even the oldest tricks of the swindlers, and this

despite frequent warnings. We hear very frequently

of the pennyweight trick, substitution, bogus check

and all manner of flim-flam games being worked

successfully, though these forms of theft should be

by this time familiar to every jeweler. Two recent

attempts to swindle New York firms revealed

somewhat novel schemes, which all the trade

should beware of. We give the details at some

length by way of warning.
The police of the West Thirtieth

Alleged Attempt Street Station are alleged to

to Swindle have frustrated what is supposed
Optical Houses to have been a plot to rob

various wholesale optical

houses. The discovery is said to have been made

through the aid of Henry Fincke, the local agent

of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, of Roch-

ester, whose local offices are at 1123 Broadway.

About noon, on August 6th, a boy entered these

offices and handed Mr. Fincke an order for a pair

of Zeiss stereo-binocular glasses. The glasses are

valued at $72.50 each. The order purported to

come from the jewelry firm of William Wise &

Son, of Fulton Street and Flatbush Avenue, Brook-

lyn. It was directed to the Julius King Optical

Co., 2 Maiden Lane, and part of the order had

evidently been filled there. Across the order,

however, was written " not able to fill," and the

purchaser was ostensibly referred to the Bausch &

Lomb Optical Company. The portion of the order

not filled was that referring to the Zeiss glasses.

Mr. Fincke, although he had filled orders for Wise

& Son before, thought it somewhat peculiar that

he should receive an order just before noon on

Saturday, when the retail store would soon close.

He determined to telephone to the Julius King

Optical Co. and find out if they had filled the first

part of the order, which referred to a small pair of

field glasses valued at $53.00. Mr. Fincke started

to call King, when the wire became busy and he

asked who was on the wire: " Hello I this is

King," was the answer, " has my boy got there

yet ? " " Yes," Mr. Fincke replied, " this is Fincke.

We will fill that order for you." More suspicious

than ever, Mr. Fink telephoned to Wise & Sons,

of Brooklyn. They told him that they had ordered

nothing at all from him, or from the Julius King

Optical Co., and asked to have the boy held until

a representative could come over. Mr. Fincke again

tried to get the King concern, this time being suc-

cessful. He was told by them that they had filled

the first part of the order, and after being given the

goods the boy signed a receipt for them. They also

requested that the boy be held. Robert C. Brown,

of the Julius King Optical Co., soon arrived and

said he knew the class of goods the Brooklyn firm

purchased and, the order appearing to be genuine,

did not hesitate to fill what he could of it. Not

being able to fill the order for the Zeiss glasses he

wrote on the order the name of the Bausch & Lomb

Optical Company, with a request that they fill it.

John A. Malcolm, of Wise & Son, followed Mr.

K YSTONE

Brown in a short time. He examined the order

and said, that while it looked somewhat like the

order blanks of his firm, it was undoubtedly a

forgery. The boy during this time had been kept

waiting. A dummy package was then fixed up

and giveh to him, and in the meantime detectives

from the West Thirtieth Street Station had arrived

and, having been told about the case, were waiting

down stairs. When the boy came out he went to

the corner of Twenty-sixth Street and Sixth

Avenue and looked about him. He was arrested

and taken back to the building. He said he was

Benjamin Rothman, sixteen years old, of 161 Allen

Street, and that a man had given him a quarter to

run the errand and get the glasses. The police,

however, were doubtful of the boy's story, and

locked him up as a suspicious person. Mr. Malcolm,

of Wise & Son, said that his firm had for some

time thought that forged orders of that firm had

been in circulation. He said that jewelers and

wholesalers had at various times recently thought

that there was a scheme to swindle right and left,

but until the present instance there was no specific

case to base their contentions. Several days after

this occurrence the firm of Hayden W. Wheeler &

Co. were swindled by the same party and by the

same methods. In this case watches were ordered.

No sooner had the messenger presented the order

than the swindler called the firm up on the 'phone

and, representing himself to be of Wise & Son,

asked if their messenger had arrived yet, and if so

whether they could fill the order sent ? By his

technical knowledge of the goods in question this

firm are convinced that the swindler is, or has,

been connected with the trade. As everything

looked straight the boy was given the goods in this

case. Measures are being taken to apprehend

the swindler. Meanwhile Maiden Lane is on

its guard.
Freudenheim Bros. & Levy,

Clever Tele- jewelers, at 54 Maiden Lane,

graphic Swindle were swindled out of $1500

worth of diamonds and scarf-

pins on July 27th, says The Sun, by a confidence

man whose method was so simple and effective

that the members of the firm are congratulating

themselves that he didn't get a good deal more.

On July 27th an order by telegraph, dated at

Niagara Falls, came to the firm for $1500 worth of

jewelry. The name of Isaac Traub, a Niagara

Falls customer of the firm, was signed to the order.

Mr. Traub's custom for several years has been to

order large amounts of diamonds and other ston
es

by wire, and there was nothing about the 
request

of July 27th to excite suspicion. The order wa
s

couched in the technical language jewelers use 
in

dealing with one another. Besides this, it was

composed precisely as Mr. Traub usually writ
es

his telegraphic orders. It requested the firm to

send the goods at once to the Genesee Hotel,
 at

Batavia. The jewelry, consisting of four loo
se

diamonds, valued at about $250 apiece, and $500

worth of scarf-pins, was sent by express the sam
e

day to the address given in the order. 
Nothing

more was thought about the matter for a fe
w

weeks, since customers of Traub's standing g
et

practically their own time in which to settle u
p.

On August 12th Mr. Freudenheim was in 
Niagara

Falls, called on Traub, sold him a bill of 
goods

and asked him how he liked the goods sent 
on

July 27th. Traub said he had ordered nothing on

that date. Then the investigation began. It was

discovered that the express package of jewelry had

been turned over to a bellboy from the Hotel Ric
h-

mond, at Batavia. The bellboy carried an order

signed with Traub's name. The bellboy, at the
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Hotel Richmond, gave the package to the man, who

had given him the order. " The thief evidently knew

exactly our ways of doing business with Traub,"

Mr. Levy is reported as saying. " Mr. Traub and

we have one man under suspicion ; the only one,

we believe, who knew the methods we employed

in dealing with each other. The description given

by the Hotel Richmond bellboy of the man to

whom he delivered the package seems to bear us

out in our suspicions."

A Beautiful Yachting Trophy

Tiffany & Co., of New York, are the makers

of the beautiful Hauoli cup, one of the richest

yachting trophies of the year, which was pre-

sented by F. M. Smith, of the New York Yacht

Club, named after one of his boats and com-

peted for off Newport, R. I., on August 18th.

One of the decorative features of the cup is a

superbly modeled dolphin, whose mythological

attributes of vigor and action are symbolized in its

uplifted tail, which supports the body of the cup.

The cup is made with a cover arranged so that

when not used for drinking purposes it can serve

as an ornamental centerpiece to hold flowers.

The top ornament, employed as a handle for the

cover, represents a miniature propeller, whose

shaft is an upright trident entwined with the crossed

flags of the New York Yacht Club and the Hauoli' s

private colors in enamel. Circling around the cup

is a miniature bas-relief fac-simile of the Hauoli.

The beautiful boat is pictured full of action in a

race out at sea. A unique feature of the decor-

ation are the panels of abolone pearl from the

Pacific waters, inserted so as to suggest the iri-

descent waves and rolling of the sea. The cup

rests upon a square onyx base with a delicate orna-

mentation of sea weeds. The height of the cup

over all, including base, is 27fr inches ; width of

base, I34 inches ; extreme width of cup, 17 inches.

The cup contains over 350 ounces of sterling silver,

and has a capacity of nine quarts.

The Monogram Mania

For many months we have advised the jewelers

to master the art of monogram-making in order

that they might take advantage of the prevalent

craze for monograms. Such is the violence of the

monogram mania now-a-days that not only is

jewelry so bedecked, but also all manner of wearing

apparel, mentionable and otherwise—papa's shirt,

mamma's hose and baby's bib. As an evidence of

the intensity of the craze we reprint the following

from the New York Sun:

After her two weeks at the shore the little
brown-eyed stenograper works with her sleeves
rolled up to where tan meets pink. Standing out
palely amid the rich brown of a plump forearm is
a monogram in flesh color. "All the girls at the
shore are doing it," she explained, " the ones that
are really engaged, I mean. You just cut the
letters out of black court plaster and the sun does
the rest, only if it washes off you have to be sure
to stick more on the exact place. But if you wear
a low-necked bathing suit it doesn't have to go on
your arm."

We may well infer from this how necessary

and profitable a mastery of the art of monogram

engraving is for the jeweler of the time.

"The Keystone meets every requirement of the
jeweler and optician. We are most interested in
Workshop Notes and optical lectures. "—Albert C.

Mehl, Jeweler and Optician, Woodsfield, Ohio.
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Notice to

Take a course
of engraving.

BRADLEY
POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE

offers the best
course at mod-
erate cost. Also
Watch Work,
Jewelry Work
and Optics.
A postal card

will get our art
catalogue.

ORKMEN who wish to increase their earnings
"A.77,48V414FT'7*

Add re

Cut of our Engraving Department, 2000 square teet of floor space

1-10ROLOOICAL, Peoria, Ill.

ART WARE FOR JEWELERS
Your customers will demand these lines

HENRI DEUX WARE

MISSION POTTERY

Owens' Mission Pollerg
Entirely original—unique—pretty
and artistic. Sold by the lead-
ing dealers of the country. Order
early.

ileflil Den Ware
Reproduceu from ware made in
1524. Original is worth fabulous
prices.

Owens' Corona Ware
Most beautifully modeled pot-
tery made in America. Have
you seen the Owl?

Owens' Venetian Ware
Ancient modeling, finished in
iridescent coloring, rivaling
genuine opals in brilliancy.

OWODS' Utopian flit Ware 
Better than ever, but at a price
within the reach of the masses.
See the new Fruit decorations.

Visit one of our sample rooms, see representative, or write for prices
at once

Salesrooms—
New York-68-70 W. Broadway
Boston-146 Franklin St.
Philadelphia-1035 Market St.
Chicago-514 Hartford Building
Pittsburg-420 Bissell Block

J. B. OWENS
Originator and Sole Manufacturer

Zanesville, Ohio

.1"

CS: S4i/4f,,

Quick Sales and More Sales secured by our
of

jgh Illuminated Show Cases
(John Pet; Patentee)

The attractive individuality of our Show Cases and their great advantagesin displaying goods, pull buyers.
Our Show Cases are of better material, are made better and possess moreexclusive features of excellence than any other show case on earth. Sold atthe right price.
Interior and exterior—wall, pillar, vestibule—Show Cases made to satisfy,adorn and sell goods. 

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
" SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort Street, West

Canadian Branch, Windsor, Ont. Detroit, U.S.A.
JOHN PETZ, Pres. and Supt. II1CRIOCRT MALOTT, See. and Treas.

P. S.—We have a few second-hand Jewelers' Show Cases for sale cheap.
Write for particulars.
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Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or 
mercantile,

of general interest to the trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed.--

Editor The Keystone.

Losses Through Careless Workmen

ED. KEYSTONE :—Would you please tell me,

through your valuable paper, whether it is cus-

tomary or right for an employer to stand the loss

on jobs and material which is due to the careless-

ness of workmen?
Yours truly, C. W. S.

[Common sense would suggest that a matter

of this kind be settled when the workman is
 em-

ployed. If he be thoroughly competent and paid

the wages that competency demands it is reason
able

that he should be held responsible for losses un-

questionably due to his carelessness. This would

be just, but it might not always be politic. We

are all liable to make mistakes, and sticking to the

letter of the agreement in contentious cases of thi
s

kind may cause a degree of friction and unpleas-

antness that would be more detrimental than bene-

ficial. This is a matter for the good judgment of

the jeweler, and we may add that we do not see

why an habitually careless workman should be

kept in the employ of anyone who values the repu-

tation of his repair department. When it comes

to holding a workman responsible for losses due

to his carelessness the time is ripe for a change in

the staff.—ED.]

An Improved Hairspring Stud

ED. KEYSTONE :—Richard Lange, of Glas-

huette, Saxony, has invented a new hairspring stud

for watches and chronometers, which embodies 
an

excellent idea. In fastening the hairspring to the

stud in the manner generally in use, the coil

becomes disarranged by being held in position by

a pin, which at the same time, if overtighte
ned,

mutilates that portion of it remaining in the 
stud

fastening. In most cases it is necessary to bend

the spring at this point ; then to true the co
llet.

In case it afterward becomes necessary, in the

process of regulating, to lengthen the vibra
ting

section of the coil, this bending must be done 
over

again or it will be found that the curve is 
broken

by the mutilated part, which interferes per
ceptibly

with the proper rating of the timepiece, es
pecially

so in the hanging positions. It is often impossible

to recoil the hairspring again as perfectly 
as it

originally was, after such a process has 
been oft

repeated.
Mr. Lange applies a stud (Fig. k) in which 

the

hairspring is held in a curved slot by a 
similarly

curved slide e. The curve of both slot a
nd slide

must, of course, correspond exactly with t
he outer

curve of the hairspring which is to be 
fastened.

The slide fits in the slot with just suffic
ient play to
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admit of the spring being easily slipped through.

It is then tightened by drawing the small screw s.

This screw has a small pivot on the end, which fits

into a hole corresponding in the slide, thus pre-

venting the latter from falling out during the

process of fastening or changing the position of

the hairspring on the stud. Aside from the advan-

tage attained in the coil of the spring being pro-

tected by this contrivance, a perfect horizontal

position of the spring is under easy control of the

adjuster, who can move it in any desired manner

after simply adjusting the set screw. This style of

stud, properly constructed and applied, would

save much time and patience-trying work in cases

where the watch repairer or adjuster finds it

necessary to replace a damaged or weak spring.

I am informed that a number of the German and

Swiss manufacturers are experimenting with this

new stud with the view of applying it to their

movements. Yours truly,

Benicia, Cal.

Beginning and Ending of
Letters

ED. KEYSTONE :—What do you consider the

most appropriate complimentary term to use at

the ending of a letter I myself generally say

" Respectfully yours." Is this as good as any

other?

[Courtesy terms in some form or other at the

beginning and ending of a letter seem to be neces-

sary. In business letters, however, brevity is a

consideration, and in this class of correspondence

" Yours truly " seems to be the vogue. 
Why

these meaningless courtesy terms should be 
used

seems strange, but no stranger than the cu
stomary

salutation of personal intercourse, and until it

becomes the universal rule to plunge into the dis-

cussion for which people come together, wit
hout

the customary "How do you do?' or som
ething

similar, correspondents will probably continue 
to

open their letters with " Dear Sir," and to 
close

them with " Yours truly," or "Very truly 
yours."

Just whether the term should be very truly,"

" respectfully," " faithfully," " sincerely, '
 " cor-

dially," or " with kind regards," is a matte
r of

individual choice, the occasion to be gover
ned

somewhat by the contents of the communi
cation.

The custom of the time and of the countr
y, if the

letter is to be sent abroad, is also to be ta
ken into

consideration. Our forefathers used in their

letters the conclusion : " I am, sir, yo
ur most

obedient servant." A letter so concluded 
would

now be passed around for remark. To 
write to

a denizen of Spain, for instance, at 
the present

time, and end with " wishing you abundan
t health

and prosperity, my dear sir, I kiss m
y hand to

you, and remain your devoted admirer," would

not be considered unusual .by the re
cipient. If

you do not include a bouquet or two in 
your letter

to the Don, he is apt to wonder at yo
ur coolness

and reread the letter in an effort to 
discover its

cause. As to the opening courtesy terms o
r super-

scription of a letter, the choice must be lef
t to the

individual who dictates the letter. It should be

dignified and fitting, and possessing thes
e quali-

ties, others need not seriously be taken 
account

of.—ED.]

F. J. S.

Business

An Enthusiastic Subscriber

ED. KEYSTONE :—Enclosed find check
 for $1,

in payment of subscription to THE 
KEYSTONE for

ensuing year. In writing the check I feel that I

have " skinned " you out of about $9. 
That is the

value I place on THE KEYSTONE. Why 
don't you

appeal to the House of Congress and U. S
. Senate

and have a national law passed m
aking it com-

pulsory for every jeweler in America and its

possessions to read from the first to the l
ast page

of THE KEYSTONE ? That would be 
" class " leg-

islation, but it would certainly be highly 
beneficial

to the "class." It would be impossible for me to

name one-tenth of the many helpful ideas gained

from a perusal of its pages during the past twenty-

five years. Yours truly,

Logansport, Ind. HAL. B. SMITH 8: Co.

Letting an English Watch Down—

Defective Escapements

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the workshop notes de-

partment, on page tiot.of the July issue of THE

KEYSTONE, I note your instructions in regard to

letting an English watch down. To use side-cutting

pliers is very good, as you say, but it is risky.

The better way is to grip the fusee square with 
a

pair of dog-nosed sliding tongs—no bench is com-

plete without this very useful tool—screw the

sliding tongs in the vise upright ; then unscrew and

take off the bar at the back of the pillar plate and

lift out the third wheel. Let the watch wind down,

holding it so that it does not move round too fast.

This is the safe and proper way. Let the vise take

care of the sliding tongs. The query regarding

defective escapements is of much more import-

ance. Outside of the escapement a watch is a

comparatively simple contrivance. What causes

the guard pin to back on the roller is a poor draf
t

on the pallet, and to define a remedy for this

would require a lengthy explanation to make i
t

comprehensible to the average reader.

Yours truly,

Quarryville, Pa. J. ALLAN KIRK.

Clock with Loud Tick for Africans

A Birmingham clockmaker discovered that a

rival was sending out large stocks of cheap clocks

to the heart of Africa, and doing good business

with them. He spent a large sum in making better

clocks and shipped thousands of them to the same

market. Strange to say, his sales were small ;

although his rival, turning out a cheap and inaccu-

rate timepiece, was selling all he could make.

Finally, he found a key to the mystery. Savages

like noise. The clocks made by the first exporter

had a particularly loud and aggressive tick. His

competitor had made a better clock, but it was

almost noiseless, and the savages would have none

of it. The next cargo of clocks which the Bir-

mingham maker shipped to the Guinea coast ticked

louder than anything ever heard there, and they

sold like pink lemonade at a circus.
—London Daily Nail.

Stand from Under

In several Western steel works electro-magnets

are coming into use for lifting and transferring

steel and iron plates and girders. Instead of the

ordinary hook and block, with its dangling chains,

there is a mass of metal wires, which, when the

current is turned on, simply picks up the ob
ject

itself and " hangs on to it" until the curren
t is

turned off. A magnet weighing 350 pounds wil
l

easily carry a load of five tons, and the poss
ible

load which may be carried by this method ca
n be

increased by simply making a larger magnet and

giving it more current.

It is calculated that the time and labor saved,

which with the block and chains is required 
for

fastening the load to the crane, amounts to 50 per

cent. of the cost of such work.
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Hard Soldering Made Easy

by using

The World's Best GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

Brand

Low K., 6K., 8K., lo K., 12K., 14K.
16 K., 18 K., 20 K.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Manufactured by

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
59th and Wallace Streets, CHICAGO

Chicago Salesroom, 103 State St. New York Salesroom, 51=53 Maiden Lane

Jewelers' Supplies, Class Pins, Medals and Novelties

4380

Established 1849 Incorporated 1904

The William C. Greene Co.
Manufacturers of

GOLD JEWELRY
101 Sabin St., Providence, R. I.

Scarf Pins, Links, Buttons,
Collar Buttons, Studs, Garters,

Brooches, Heart Charms,
Neck and Guard Chains,

Crosses, Rings
Our Line of Stone-Set Brooches and Scarf Pins

will build up your trade

2942

na,

THESE ELECTRO•PLATING SALT:t ARE
PREPARATIONS TO COINTAININO

,---.inIETALitivo CHEMICALS ifsl ACCURATE PRO'
)..15 onTr o it PRODUCING AT _,L__Ir7ii--11W,',1,_rj-j-jEjo CORRECT

)HIDES. 21155OLVEll iriWRTER:THE BATH Is.TETOItCE"sRERTIY FOR LiSE_WORK ED van( EITHER DYNAMO on; • 

"I learned to do Script Engraving in one week from your five-do Jar
course. "—S. P. HALDEMAN, Watchmaker, Morrill, Kansas.

Our Home Course le
Engraving teaches youto do letter and mono.
gram engraving oa
Jewelry, in rings, op
silverware, coffin plates,
souvenirs, etc. Every
trick of the trad

e 
ex
.plained clearly by an 

sexserst. rYou can temper
sod sharpen pen a graves
the first time you try a
in five minutes. You
can engrave straight and
curved lines within a
half hour. We teachyou to design every
kind of monogram
quickly and well ; ho
to engrave in rings,

w

on hard metals,Arans-
ferring, Pferce4.Work
and seals. Besides the
instruction book 9/1" bend
8 fine gravers tempered
and sharpened,oil-stone,
leather pad, dividers,
tall o w, tool-polishing
papers, steel marker,
block to hold lockets,
bangles, spoon s, 'etc;
tool sharpener, alphabet
charts and book of 300
monograms, 12 practice
plates, 6 rings and 6
thimbles for practice.

A specimen illustration

We answer questions about the work and criticise and correct plates and
designs sent us by pupils free of charge.
0 0 pays for all. No extra charges.

Cash in advance to everybody. No outfits sent c. o. d.
Testimonials from satisfied pupils for the asking.

AMERICAN

SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
Established 1901 30 EAST 14TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
ON

Watches, Dials, Brooches and Lockets

COPIED FROM ANY PHOTO.

Our work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures
Copied From Any Photo.

We make a Specialty of this High-Grade Hand-Painting on Ivory

PERFECT LIKENESS GUARANTEED

The Goldstein Engraving Co., 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

H
SOME OF THE SALTS: ROSE GOLD, GREEN GOLD PARISIAN.ROMAN, 14 OR 18 KARAT, RED, GUINEA, OLD ENGLISH GUINEA GREEN,GUINEA ROSE, GOLD DIP, SILVER SALTS, FRENCH GRAY DIP, SILVEREBONIZER, OXIDES, ETC.

ILia6Sof,Bro6.61

Our Orange Rose Gold is the Yellowish Red Shade
Write for Circular and Price-List

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., N. Rirschhach, Prop., Bo Elm st., near White St., New York

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK

too State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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Annual Meeting of the American

Jewelers' Association

This organization held its second annual
 meet-

ing at the Hotel Normandie, 
Detroit, Mich., on

July 26th. The attendance on 
the occasion was

much greaser than

at any previous

meeting of the asso-

ciation, and this

was naturally inter-

preted as a happy

augury for the fu-

ture of the associa-

tion.
At the forenoon

session no business

was transacted ex-

cept that of making

new acquaintances

and renewing old

ones.

The regular business of the meeting 
began

with the opening of the afternoon sess
ion, Presi-

dent E. E. Thomas in the chair. Secretary L. J.

Liesemer presented his annual report, whic
h was

in part as follows:

Secretary's Report

I am more than pleased to report to y
ou the

progress which our association has made 
during

the last six months. While we were hopeful of

accomplishing more than has been accompl
ished,

yet I believe that you will agree with me 
that our

progress has been of that substantial kind 
that is

enduring. As to the general policies of our 
organ-

ization, a word in explanation may not be
 out of

place. It is not our aim to antagonize any class 
of

jobbers or manufacturers, nor are we in fa
vor of

boycotts as technically understood, but w
e are

working to establish a line between man
ufacturers

and jobbers who are doing all they can to 
protect

the retail jewelers and those that care 
little or

nothing for them. With this knowledge in mind,

we jewelers will be able to give our trade 
and sup-

port to those to whom it is justly due.

As to establishing prices, or maintaining 
them,

our association has taken no action, and 
it is not

believed advisable to do so at this time. We

always have advocated, and shall continue 
to ad-

vocate, the plan of getting fair and 
reasonable

prices. We shall continue to condemn the 
prac-

tice of some dealers of cutting prices. It is a bad

practice and results in no good to the dealer
 doing

so, but demoralizes not only his own bu
siness but

that of all his competitors as well. We 
certainly

would not criticise this policy if we could see

wherein such practice would result in practical

gain to the dealer. We strongly advis
e that the

prices of work should be advanced, if 
anything,

for the simple reason that the cost of livi
ng has

been steadily advancing in late years.

Mr. Liesemer then read the minutes of 
the

January meeting of the association, and 
Treasurer

John N. Jantz, Jr., presented a carefully 
prepared

statement showing the receipts and 
expenditures

of the association since the last meeting, and 
also

showing the net assets of the organiza
tion at the

present time.

President Max Jennings

Reduction in Dues

President Thomas, as chairman of the 
execu-

tive committee, in presenting some 
recommenda-

tions, announced that it was the opin
ion of the

executive committee that the membership fee

should be reduced to $1 and the annu
al dues to
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$1, as it is calculated by the committee that the

collection of such sums for membership fees and

dues will give the association a sufficient sum of

money to conduct its affairs properly.

The president then said : Having arrived at

this conclusion, the executive committee hereby

recommend that the constitution and by-laws of

the association be amended so that the member-

ship fee shall be $1 and the annual dues $1, and

this recommendation is respectfully submitted to

the members for their action to-day. The com-

mittee may properly add that, in their opinion,

with the membership fee reduced and the annual

dues also reduced, the association can be made to

grow in size and increase in influence even more

rapidly than heretofore.

It is also recommended by the executive com-

mittee that members who have paid their 1904

dues at $3 be credited with the payment of dues

for the years 1904, 1905 and 19°6 ; and that retailers

who have joined the association this year and paid

$2 as their membership fee, be credited with the

payment of dues for the years 1904 and 1905.

Resolutions covering the foregoing recommen-

dations were unanimously adopted.

Max Jennings, another member of the execu-

tive committee, moved that section t, article V, 
of

the constitution and by-laws, be so amended th
at

the annual meeting shall hereafter regularly fall
 in

July instead of January. The motion was unan
i-

mously adopted. The question of making a wa
y

for State and local organizations of retail je
welers

to affiliate with the American Retail Jewelers'

Association was discussed, and the whole matt
er

was referred by vote to the executive commi
ttee,

with power to act.

Entertainment for the Members

A dozen or more of the jobbing and 
manu-

facturing jewelers and opticians of Detro
it had

arranged to give the association members a 
boat-

ride and a supper at Wolf's Point, and a
t four

o'clock the members and their hosts were 
aboard

the boat that was to convey them s
upperward. A

number of ladies, invited by their husbands
, took

part in this feature of the programme. At 
Wolf's

the jewelers' crowd completely filled the 
largest

dining-room of the establishment, and 
what with

an abundance of fresh white-fish and spring

chicken, and plenty of other toothsome 
dishes, the

feast proved a merry one, and the de
lightful return

trip added pleasure to the occasion.

At the evening session the following were

elected to serve as officers of the 
association for

the ensuing year : President, Max J
ennings, of St.

Clair, Mich.; vice-president, W. L. 
Becker, of

Northville, Mich.; secretary, L. J. Liesem
er, of De-

troit, Mich.; treasurer, John N. Jantz, 
Jr., of De-

troit, Mich.; executive committeeman, E. E.

Thomas, of Detroit, Mich.

All of the above, with the exception 
of Mr.

Becker, had served as officers of the 
association

during the preceding year, and it due t
hem to say

that they have rendered the associatio
n excellent

service—a quality of service that will,
 no doubt,

be continued during the coming yea
r.

Dr. John S. Owen, of Detroit, 
addressed the

gathering on "Achromatic Lenses," his
 instructive

talk being illustrated with diagrams. He was

listened to with marked attention.

Short speeches about trade and 
association

matters followed the doctor's address, 
and a little

before midnight the meeting broke up.

All present were well pleased with the 
meeting

and went away with their faith in the 
organization

and its efficacy much strengthened.

Jewelry Auction Sales

On page 1117 of our July issue we published a

communication from a Montana subscriber who

related an unsatisfactory experience with auction

sales, and pronounced them a disturbing and

demoralizing factor in the jewelry business. A

well-known jewelers' auctioneer replies to our

subscriber's criticisms in a long letter now before

us, from which we make the following extracts:

The Montana firm states that they had three

auction sales. Now, if the first was a failure why

did they risk the second? And if both the first

and second were failures, why in the name of com-

mon sense did they undertake the third ? Again,

they state that if jewelers would buy only what they

need auctions would be few and far between.

This I grant, but such conservatism could only

result in a stagnation that would mean the speedy

decay of the jewelry business. In all businesses,

the jewelry business included, there will be over-

buying from time to time. As the jeweler cannot

know the future and consequently can only guess

at his actual needs, there will necessarily be sur-

pluses and shortages, too much of one kind of

stock, and, it may be, too little of another. Now,

in other businesses, dry goods, groceries and such,

you can quickly move the surplus by marking

down the price, but it is my experience that the

marking-down method is by no means equally

effective in moving watches or jewelry. This is

no doubt the reason why we hear of bargain days

in almost all kinds of business except the jewelry

business. When a jeweler needs money promptly

the one way to get it is by means of an auction sale.

Your correspondent speaks of auctioneers

making statements that they cannot fulfill. There

may be such auctioneers, but they are not the kind

the jeweler should employ. Any auctioneer IA ho

will claim that he will guarantee the jeweler 33g
per cent. profit is promising impossibilities. No
reputable auctioneer will make such statements.

If such a profit were possible there would be no

jewelers selling at private sale, for all would be

holding auctions. An auctioneer with the brains

that he should have, together with the requisite

knowledge and experience can assure the jeweler

a neat little profit, without jeopardizing his busi-

ness and without putting in a lot of goods to help

out the sale. No jeweler who cares for his reputa-

tion or intends to remain in business should allow

an auctioneer to talk him into putting in a lot of

cheap goods, and there are auctioneers who will

not ask him to.
In some of the advertisements of auctioneers

in THE KEYSTONE you will find long lists of names

of jewelers for whom the auctioneers conducted

sat-TS-factory sales. Others offer to send lists of

names of jewelers for prospective clients to write

to. This proves that they are not afraid of having

their record inquired into, but actually court such

inquiry.
Your correspondent claims that auctioneers

receive too much for the service they render and

that they should be paid a salary. Now, it must

be remembered that an auctioneer's term of ser-

vice is often much longer than the time spent in

the actual sale of the goods. It may take two or

three days' travel to get to the place of sale, and

frequently the jeweler wishes him to be on the

ground some time before the sale begins to attend

to the advertising, arranging of goods, etc. After

the sale it may take some more days' travel to get

home, and expenses go on all the time. When

hotel, advertising, traveling and other expenses

are taken into account the auctioneer's share of

the profits will be greatly reduced. Besides, if the

auctioneer were paid a salary, all the risk would

be the jeweler's. The auctioneer's offer to accept

a percentage is in the nature of an assurance that

he must and will make the sale a success, although

his hopes may not always be fulfilled.

By way of ending this discussion we will add

that there should always be a very clear agreement

between the jeweler and auctioneer as to the terms

and methods of sale. It is the part of the jeweler

to thoroughly safeguard himself, his good name

and his interests. If this be done and the auc-

tioneer be honest and able there should be no

reasonable grounds for subsequent dissatisfaction.
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JOS. NOTERNAN & CO.
509-511-513 RACE ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO

A Handsome Polished Oak Display Stand FREE
Question.

What is the best way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

KEYSTONE 
433

We are now entering upon the buying season, and it is
aT

Answer.
Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cus-

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.
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Our new jars are fitted with
a patent cap. They will not
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the contents will keep
fresh for an indefinite time.
The cap can be removed in-
stantly. It won't stick—a
child can take it off. These
three points do away with
all the objectionable fea-
tures of a screw cap.

Order from your jobber,
or direct.

Special Offer With an order for one gross half-pint or 25C. size Silver Cream,price $18.00, or its equivalent in other sizes, we will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.This is the best advertising proposition ever °tiered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream,This stand will more than double your sales of Silver Cream.

J. A. WRIGHT 0 CO., Keene, N. H.

The Show Window

The 
Selling
Win Window 

Agent
ts

proper that the work of purchasing stock should be

preceded by the formulation of plans for the quick and

profitable disposal of the goods. This latter duty is of primary importance,

for, as all well know, the longer 
goods remain on hand the more they

depreciate in value and the more difficult it becomes to sell them at a

satisfactory profit. However excellent a buyer's judgment may be, not all

the goods he purchases will retail to 
equal advantage. He makes his

selections on the supposition that all wi
ll bring a good profit, but his hopes

in this regard are not alw
ays fulfilled. Of course, it is an unavoidable

condition of all merchandising that some po
rtion of the stock will last longer

than another, and the problem is to kee
p the quantity at the lowest possible

level. To that end display is the ha
nd-maiden of advertising, and the show

window is the medium-in-chief for 
effective display. It is to be hoped,

therefore, that for the remainder of the 
year jewelers will pay special

attention to their windows. No plan of campaign for the coming season

would be complete

whose provisions did

not include a syste-

matic use of the

show window in con-

junction with all

other mediums for

the stimulation of

trade.
R. XV. Rastall,

of Traverse City,

Mich., recently de-

signed a window

display that attracted

a great deal of atten-

tion and evoked

veay favorable criti-

cism from the press

and people of that

place. The display

represented Grand

Traverse Bay and

the surrounding

country. A zinc

tank as large as

could be accommo-

dated in the win-

dow, contained the

water, the country

being represented

by real sod and

miniature trees. Both East and West bay g were shown, to
gether with the

Peninsula, and the country adjoining the bays on
 either side. Cards indi-

cated the location of all the little villages and 
resorts on the east and west

shores and on the Peninsula, Marion Island a
lso being clearly designated.

" To those who are not acquainted with the
 geography of the country in

the im:nediate vicinity of this city," says the Daily Eagle, of 
Traverse,

" and of the nearby resorts, it is a practical 
demonstration and geography

lesson." To make the scene as realistic as po
ssible two boats were shown,

a sailboat and a steamer, which latter was run by 
means of a spring.

Naturally an unusual degree of interest was m
anifested in this trim by

reason, first of all, of its novelty of conceptio
n, but perhaps more particu-

larly of the eagerness of those who were 
acquainted with the scenery to

judge of the fidelity of the representation, and 
the curiosity of those who

have never beheld it to acquaint themselves
 with its appearance. Apart

from this, however, the idea was sufficiently 
unique and original to imme-

diately arrest the attention. A lake and landscape typified in a show

window make a novel scene truly, whose fres
hness and atmosphere appeal

to the mind of the average beholder that is 
impossible of attainment by any

arrangement of merchandise solely, however 
ingenious. Whether a scenic

display, from which merchandise is partially or
 wholly eliminated, or a deft

and salient manipulation of goods merely, is 
the better trade stinuilant, is

an open question. The fact, however, seems
 beyond dispute that the mild

sensation created by displays of the first
-named character, provided their

execution is tolerably good, has an advert
ising value that is well calculated

tgoatcioonnipoef nthsaetegofoodrsany seeming disadvantage 
arising from temporary rele-

One of the latest phases in the evolution 
of the window

The Question of trimmer's art is the waning popularity of showy and

Backgrounds elaborate backgrounds. The window artist of one of

the largest department stores in New 
York City, in an

article written by him on the subject, said : " 
Many decorators waste time

and money in the preparation of fancy 
backgrounds, and in many cases

they do this at the expense of the goods w
hich they are endeavoring to

display ; in fact, the merchandise itself often 
becomes a secondary consid-

eration when it should take precedence above everything else. Fancy

backgrounds detract from the effect of the general disp
lay, and to a very

great extent cheapen the goods shown. Though expe
nsive, for a genuinely

effective background there is nothing which can r
eally take the place of the

mirror. Mirrors give great depth to a window and help materiall
y in

making it bright and attractive. Then, too, mirrors appeal to the women,

and three women will be found in front of a wi
ndow where mirrors are used

to one found in front of the window with the fancy 
background."

One of the features in the window trimmer's art that is

Puffing for especially worthy of the attention of the jeweler is what is

known as " puffing." As a rule, jewelers do not buy
prepared puffing for
window trims, so
that it devolves upon
the individual
charged with the
work of decoration
to pleat and puff the
plain material as
neatly and as skill-
fully as he can. The

degree of pro-

ficiency attained in

this work by the

average jeweler or

jeweler's assistant is

by no means as high

as is desirable, and

every step nearer to

a mastery of the art

may mean an in-

creased demand for

goods, the result for

which, of course,

every jeweler is striv-

ing. Before pro-

ceeding to give spe-

cific instructions for

the pleating and puf-

fing of backgrounds

it may be well to

say that firms which

prefer to have their trimmers spend time p
reparing puffing rather than

purchase some already prepared are practicing 
questionable economy. The

time of the artificer and the extra sales w
hich the window would possibly

make in the interim should more than counterbalance the extra 
outlay

which the purchase of the prepared article wou
ld entail.

In case he decides to have the work done i
n his store he should proceed

as follows : First ascertain the exact height, length and 
depth of the

.window in which you intend putting the 
background. Make a skeleton

frame of wood a couple of inches longer than 
your window is in height, and

wide enough to divide the combined length 
of back and ends of window

into as many equal parts as you desire ; then sew 
together some old cheese-

cloth, preferably of the color you intend using to
 puff with, as this gives a

deeper tint to the puffing ; tack this to the fr
ame with pins and you have a

ground on which to do your puffing ; then cu
t and sew enough new cloth

together to make a sheet, which, when spread 
out, will be twice as wide and

two and one-half times as long as the frame ; 
place the frame on edge, then

begin at the upper right hand corner and wo
rk back and forth across the

frame, drawing the cloth up into puffs and 
pinning wherever necessary ;

run the point of the pin through the clo
th and back again ; this leaves a

smooth surface on the back of the sheet and 
holds the puffing securely in

place. In this way you can make the puffing fi
ne or coarse, just as you

please. \Vhen finished you should have a sheet of puffing th
e full size of

the frame. by pulling out the pins that hold it i
n place, and hang up in some

convenient place where it will stay clean and
 be in nice shape when you

are ready to use it. Proceed in this way until you have enough sheets of

puffing to cover the entire background of y
our window,

Jewelry Display

An Imposing Display Designed by 0. R.
 Feist. Manager of Harter Jewelry C

o., Steubenville, Ohio.
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THE REASON Wlify You should exa •
miour LINES

 examine

OUR GOLD FILLED CHAINS are only made in the highest grades, and our gold goods will assayas represented.

OUR DESIGNS are entirely original and up to date, and we do not copy from anybody.
FINISH is the best that can be produced.
Our lines comprise--GOLD FILLED Gents' and Ladies' Chains of all descriptions.
ro Karat GOLD CHAINS of all descriptions, and SCARF PINS, BROOCHES and LOCKETS.

Full line of BEAD NECK CHAINS and CHAIN BRACELETSin Gold Filled and io Karat gold.

Also the famous adjustable MARGUERITE BRACELET
(Patented June 18, gcn) in a large variety of styles, made in Gold
Filled, Sterling Silver and io Karat Gold. Plain, chased, with signet,
locket tops or jewels. Display cards and illustrations sent free on
application.

No. 633.

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.
f New York Office, 11 Maiden Lane

Salesrooms -; Chicago Office, 131 Wabash Ave.
San Francisco Office, 115 Kearny St.

Factory, I00 to 106 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SPECIAL VALUE Revell No.400K Outfit
PRICES QUOTED UPON APPLICATION

Modern

ewelryfixfures

Show Cases

lexamier .Reveilk Co.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. & Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

f4-1
anularfurerA

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each
8 feet long;

2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One w-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hol izontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN
66 inches high to top of rail, 7r inches
high overall, paneled below, glass above.

September, 19(4

How to Buy a Watch

THe Keys-roNe

[The following advice to the watch-

buying public is furnished by Jeweler W.
 D.

Gay, of Essex, Iowa. Mr. Gay is one of

those incorrigible optimists who ca
n be a

jeweler and be happy, although his ad-

vice to watch-buyers does not 
betray the

fact.—ED.]

When you make up your mind to buy 
a watch

the first thing to do is to 
ask all your friends' ad-

vice about the kind, price, and w
here to buy. If

some one should refer you to a good citi
zen, who

happened to be a jeweler, don't pay any a
ttention

to him, for he is probably 
a robber, and would

cheat you. Instead, send for some cat
alogues, and

when you have a sufficient number 
sit up nights

and compare prices for 90 days. 
This will proba-

bly cause some hair to turn gra
y, but that won't

matter much ; because if you should
 happen to

pay $3.98 and then find one listed
 with a couple of

dozen more jewels for $4.87 and a goo
d mahogany

book case thrown in, you would not s
leep any for

at least three years.

After getting over the catalogue disease, d
rop

into a second-hand store and tr
y to buy one on

trial. You can probably buy one the
re for $.i5,

same kind as jewelers sell for $35. 
In case the

junk man refuses to sell you one on 
trial, visit the

grocery or racket store. They can probab
ly save

you 8o per cent. on a good one, if
 you can wait till

they take it over to the jeweler and g
et it started.

After about three months of this kind 
of worrying

sneak into a jewelry store, look scared, ho
ld your

left hand tight against your pocke
tbook and don't

get too close to the show case ;
 a watch might

jump out and 'light into your pocket and 
then you

would have to pay for it.

After the jeweler has talked with you 
awhile

and you have quit standing on one 
leg, express

your surprise that he handles watche
s ; tell him

that your cousin in the country wanted
 you to look

at some watches for him. After opening a fine

14 K. case and sweeping your t
humb across the

burnished gold, move quietly out. Before going

take a plain burnished case and spin 
it around on

the show case. The reason for this 
is that the fine

dust on the show case will scratch th
e burnished

gold, and the next time you call yo
u can accuse

the jeweler of handling second-hand 
goods.

In about ten days stop in and se
e the jeweler

again, and don't forget to intimate tha
t you know

all about watches and that you d
on't trust him or

believe a word he says. After he has made you

a price on the one that suits you b
est, and offers to

warrant it one year, advise him that yo
u can order

one with 36 more jewels and a 30-year warrant
 for

just one-half what he wants for his. Then pull

out a red catalogue and show him " an 
engineer's

special," and with a "you-didn't-land-on-me"

look, leave the store. In the next few days it will

occur to you that you might " trade in 
" some old

clocks, watches and other junk. 
Look around,

get two or three old watches and 
call on the

jeweler again ; he will be glad to see 
you and

won't suspect the presence of those 
old watches.

Get the price as low as you can an
d then sud-

denly spring the old watches on him. 
Be sure and

tell him that with a little cleaning out 
they will be

worth $to each ; he won't know any
 better, and

will think that he is cheating you. 
Anyhow, he

uses all those old watches for makin
g new ones,

and as one old one will make three n
ew ones, you

see he makes an enormous profit out of yo
u.

After paying him the small cash payment and

the old watches, ask him for a chain and charm,

and a buckskin bag, and a written guarantee for

20 years, and request him to show you his life

insurance policy. Then take your watch to every

jeweler in the country, and ask him how many

jewels there are in it. You can, by perseverance,

find one that will lie to you and then hasten back

to your jeweler and demand you; money back.

He will at once dissect the watch, give you a spy-

glass and prove his honesty. Take the watch

home, show it to your neighbors, tell them that it

was made to order for you and that it cost $185.

Do not wind the watch ; let it run clear down

and then take it to the jeweler. He will not charge

you anything for winding it, but while he is doing

this for you, you must insist that you wound it

three or four times and that you got up in the

night on purpose to wind it. Mention something

about throwing the thing at your neighbors' chick-

ens, slam the door and leave in a huff. As you

pass down the street, set it by every clock you

come to, not forgetting the barometers. Before

you retire wind it up as far as it will go ; to make

sure this time, give the stem a quick hard jerk at

the last round ; this will cause the mainspring and

the wheels to disengage and will make the thing

produce a beautiful singing noise. When you look

at it in the morning, it will be stopped. Then wind

it steadily for thirty-five minutes, and pour in some

coal oil. Next strike it violently with an elm club,

drop in to see the jeweler, pull out the watch and

be surprised that it has stopped. Explain that it

was all right when you left home, and that it has

not had the slightest injury.

The jeweler will probably think that the hair

has worn off the hairspring and may give you a

new watch. Explain to him that your patience is

about exhausted and that you want one that will

run. Remind him that after paying such a big

price you ought to have a good one, and you will

probably get a good one this time. Carry it at

least twelve years before you get it cleaned or

oiled. When it stops, take it back and have it

cleaned. Of course, it will never be a timepiece

again, but you can put in the rest of your natural

life telling people how that low-lived jeweler stole

all the jewels out of your watch.

Official Time

" He was going twenty miles an hour," said

the Park policeman, to the magistrate, of the auto-

mobilist. The New York Sun tells how the police-

man proved his statement.

" Nonsense," rejoined the accused. " He

doesn't know exactly any more than I do how fast

I was going. He's only guessing at it."

" I had a stop-watch and I kept my eye on

him from the Webster statue to the big ailant
hus

tree with the crooked limb," continued the police-

man. "That's just one block, and he made it
 in

eight seconds. One block is two hundred and

sixty-four feet. If he made two hundred and sixty-

four feet in eight seconds, he would go one th
ou-

sand, nine hundred and eighty in a minute, and

sixty times that would be one hundred and eight
een

thousand, eight hundred feet, or twenty-two and

one-half miles an honr."

" You can't beat the watch and the mathe-

matics, sir," said the magistrate.

" I didn't know policemen had to pass exam-

ination in mathematics," remarked the automobilist

when he paid his fine.
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Walter Shute, the widely-known salesman who

formerly represented Day, Clark & Company, and

subsequently Jones & Woodland, will, in the future,

cover the larger towns and cities of the middle

West for Kohn & Company, of Newark, N. J.

John T. Gardner, the big-hearted and popular

traveler for ffie Baldwin-Miller Company, of Indi-

anapolis, has recently been elected president of the

Commercial Travelers' Association of Indiana.

He is also senior counsel and grand treasurer of

the Indianapolis Council of the United Commer-

cial Travelers. " Farmer John," as he is familiarly

called by the jewelers of Hoosierdom, is a mighty

good fellow an'ci deserves all the honors that are

being showered upon him.

Axel Madsen, Northwestern representative of

Sproehnle & Company, Chicago, enjoyed a few

days' visit in St. Louis recently, where he was

looking over the World's Fair.

John P. King is a new traveler on the force of

the Merry Optical Company, of Kansas City. Mr.

King is an old-time jeweler-optician of Kansas;

later he was for eight years a traveler for the John-

ston Optical Company, of Detroit. For over three

years past he has been a practicing optician with a

Chicago retail firm. Mr. King is a pleasant man

to meet and a genuine hustler.

E. E. Reynolds, in the Northwest for C. H.

Knights & Co., Chicago, and Steve R. King, in

the Western country for the same firm, left Chi-

cago the latter part of July with thair new fall lines

for an extended trip over their respective territo-

ries. They are reporting a fairly good business.

Oliver H. Gerry, traveler for the Merry Opti-

cal Company, Kansas City, was met in Milwaukee

the first week in August, where he was in attend-

ance at the annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians, exhibiting his firm's new

instrument, the mediaometer, an optical instrument

that is meeting with much favor among refrac-

tionists. Mr. Gerry is a hard worker and a most

pleasant gentleman to meet.

Pay Attention to Details

The successful merchant is the one who gives

his business his undivided attention. After success

has been attained he may delegate a large part of

his work to others, but at the beginning he must

give personal attention to details. If he be fitted

to build up a great business he will have the

faculty of selecting reliable assistants, but the

general supervision of affairs will still occupy all

his time. When his business has expanded to

immense proportions and each department re.

ceives the undivided attention of a competent

head, he may turn his attention to other matters

if he will ; but he cannot do so safely until success

is achieved.
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You Can Pay the Rent
of a handsome store with the profit earned on a complete assortment of

Watoiffiall's Ideal Fountain Pens
Get a big stock and adequate equipment ; display them properly, making the bestpossible use of the advertising signs and other matter that we furnish gratis ; proclaimto your trade that in buying of you they will have all the advantages of selecting from a

Store Full of Pens
\( >u will be surprised at the results, which will fully bear out our assertion thatWaterman's Ideal Fountain Pens

Will Pay the Rent
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Waterman's
Ideal Faunlemtkn
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Waterman's
Nickel
Traveler's Filler

Also made in Sterling Silver and Pompeian Copper

The handsomest, neatest, cleanest iiiJ most
durable fountain pen filler ever devised.
Suitable for a Jeweler's stock.

Retail Price, 50 cents

Furnished to the Trade at
$3.60 per dozen.
Less 2 per cent. ten days.

Waterman's Ideal Chatelaine Pen
Especially brought out for Jewelry Trade.

The advantages of this pen for ladies' use are obvious. The pen can always be carriedon the person without danger of injury or loss, and instead of being clumsy or awkwardlooking, it is not only convenient but ornamental.The cap, which is attached to the guard pin, screws onto the holder below the joint.The pen may be used by unscrewing it from the cap without detaching same from theguard pin.
Price List : No. 12, gold mounted. $5.00

No. 14. " 7.00
Subject to regular terms

Write to us for discount sheet, terms to dealers, or our salesmen will call if more convenient.

Boston

L. E. Waterman Co.
173 Broadway, New York
Chicago Montreal San Francisco

September, 1904

Position in Advertising

HEN the jeweler makes a contract for
advertising space he should always

have a definite understanding as to

the position in the newspaper which his adver-

tisement would occupy. Some of our more

self-sufficient advertisement writers say " It's

the ad. not the position that does the work,"

but position is important nevertheless. One

of the most experienced advertising men in

the country states the case very accurately

as follows :
Position pays, but there are a great

many drawbacks, and sometimes you must

exercise very careful judgment in order to

determine whether it pays to buy position.

If you look at a page of advertising in

the ordinary newspaper you will most likely

see a lot of small advertisements, averaging

two inches or less, all jumbled together in

one portion of the page.
Now, if you are paying for a two-inch

advertisement, and you are put in among

these little fellows, your advertisement is

losing half of its effectiveness.

On the other hand, if your two-inch

advertisement costs you a few cents a line

more to put next to and following reading

matter, then you are getting the full benefit

of your advertisement, provided, for instance,

you don't put an advertisement about Bibles

next to and following a reading column report

on the latest prize fight.

It is one of the peculiarities of the man

who makes up a newspaper that he throws

TI-IE KEYSTONE

Ihie
Seeo
Beet
who sees
the conse-
quences.

Do you realize the serious con-

sequences of continued eye strain?

Priceless beyond all other posses-

sions is the eyesight, and it de-

serves your highest consideration.

Don't trifle with your eyes ! Ex-

amination free. Perfect fitting

guaranteed.

00 B. jacRsoinx
Norwalk

all the force to the big man, with the natural

consequence that he is continually discount-

ing the efforts of the little fellow to become

big, and throwing every stumbling block in

the little man's way that he possibly can.

Therefore, .the little man must help himself.

The newspaper won't help him.
When you run little advertisements get

position.
The big advertisement will take care of

itself, for you must look, when you come to

Crockeryand
Glassware
Artistic dinnerware adds won-
derfully to Ow appearance of
the table. The lights seem
brighter, the company pleas-
anter and the viands tastier.
You may he longing for a nice
dinner set, but you cannot af-
ford it. Let us convince you of
your error. We have some pat-
terns fine enough for anybody.
They are made of good, reliable
ware. They are staple in style
and will not go soon out of fash-
ion. Lastly, they are so moder-
ate in price that you can hardly
plead inability to afford one.

SMITH 0 CHICK
Lexington

the matter of position, at the advertisers in a

paper just this way.

If you look at all the advertising on a

page, the largest ad. naturally catches your

eye first ; then you go on down the line

until you get to the little fellows.

You must look on every other advertise-

ment on the page that you use as a com-

petitor of yours. Therefore, as a competitor,

you must endeavor to discount his competi-

tion as nearly as you can.

If you can't compete with him as to

space and forcefulness of display, get in

another portion of the paper where he don't

interfere with you.
It's just the same as if you started a

grocery store on limited capital and couldn't

Useful
Wedding Gifts

aremmtph,,nigio

W11,11 HIVy

plISS1ISS I host. lasting
qualities.

In
Sterling Silver

this is a marked fea-
ture which is wor-
thy of thought.

Our stock is a reve-
lation in buggen.Lutim
and, combined with
the many new ideas
prevailing, you can
make your choice
with great ease. /A. 0 C. Feldenheimer

Manufacturing Jewelers

Diamond Importers

afford to put in a big front. You don't go

into the heart of the town and start next to

the biggest store in town. So when you

come to the question of placing your adver-

tisement, as far as position is concerned, go

where the competition is least.

This is excellent advice and well worthy

of the attention of every advertiser. Any

shrewd merchant can easily pick out the par-

ticular part of the paper in which his adver-

tisement would be likely to be seen by most

readers or to show up to the best advantage.

It would pay him well to buy space in such a

location even at considerable extra cost.

RELIABLE
JEWELRY

Every wo-
man loves
handsome
Jewelry.
Every
woman likes
to feel that
her Jewelry
Is solid and
perfect—.
that she has
just what
she paid for.
Every wo-
man likes to
save money,
too. Conse-
quently
every
woman
ought to pat-
ronize us—
it means ...„2"
safety, sat- l!
isfaction

/
economy. / • 114,.

ROBERT P. KREP
JOLIET



In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments

ACTUAL SIM,.

STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDERThe daintiest and most useful pencil holder Retail price—yet made, and in the most convenient shape-- Plain . . •nearly flat, in reality an oval flat. Chased • 1.50
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Afade and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORKManufacturers and

Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS. TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES
Ge,1crsl .40,;•..ttvt.•-• c)ti %V111'

11411 
Get ready for the Fall trade with our Sample Sets, and thus you will prevent orders from being placed with out-of-town parties.

Weddlin
ffnviaattRona

and

Announcementa

Our SarricapIle Sets
are the finest in
the neRd

Write A) It'
UM fFor,j ation

Caitlin* Camda
andl

Mono °Traramanied
&a:aRoneiry

WM0 FREUND(a SONS, Il74-1176 State Streetp CHIICAGOExclusively Copp,r 1 Ergrtivig /1,1.1 S1 Die 1:-...,*r.tabosirig

The te MODEL"
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OP' PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with
a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. All makes repaired
:Ind returned same day received. 

HERING & CO., 17-19 John Street, New York

SEND FORCATALOGUE
MASONIC
AND OTHER

srcnEr socirry
CHARMS, JEWELS.
RINGS. BADGES

AND .0,9•

aull°

SENO FORCATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

A N D
-
°OL totl-C)

The ILELBraxmar co.
MaaufacturingJewelers
14910 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK.
BADGES & MEDALS

A SPECIALTY.

CCATALOGUE
1.3s,SHOOTING

YMIL TAR
G. A.R.

0 AND

ATHLETIC.

lor

SEND FOR

/PtiNG t4f-ca

SEND FORCATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND cy
o›,, OTHER r:te
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No. 1, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash

Send for prices and dis-
count to the trade.

Export trade solicited.

or more pens.

A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,given with the first order of one dozen

Send for catalogue. 
4i(7-144-111:1

THE 'RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN

Filigree lu Sterling All makes 

 CC

sof 

OF ooludn:

alaitne.Peenust'aYandti eta: 5:31s Repaired

Ask your jobber for
the "RIVAL " Pen

All pens are 14K. gold.
Every pen warranted.
Members of National

Ass0ei11ti011 of Manufacturers of U.S.A.

D. W. BEAUMEL Cs CO.
Office and Factory

45 John St., New York City ,

JOHN HOLLAND FOUNTAIN PENS
11so inal,rs ut

(bold Pens, Fine Pen Holders, Pencils,Toothpicks, Thermometer Cases and Stylographic Pens.THE JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN CO.
127-129 E. Fourth St., CINCINNATI

Lately Improved with a PATENTED FEU/1W DEVICE

THE
SUCCESS

THE
PEN
AOE
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A Popular-Priced Correspondence
Paper

Ew
HAT seems to be a very serviceable
and dainty correspondence paper,
which can be retailed at a popular

price, ' is a new fabric known as Brittany
Linen. This paper is put up in pound pack-

ages with handsome label in gold, green and
red, and sold to dealers at a price which

enables them to retail it at twenty-five cents.

The paper comes in white, gray and blue,
with envelopes to match, the latter having

the long wallet flap, and is put up in one-

eighth thousand boxes, which may be retailed

at ten cents a package.
Brittany Linen is also put up in papeterie

form in the six most fashionable sizes in white

and blue, to retail at from thirty-five to forty
cents a box, according to size. The box

label shOws the Brittany coat-of-arms in red

and gold, surrounded by a wreath in green

and gold at the top of a panel lithographed

in fac-simile of the fabric-finished paper.

The box is covered with dark buckram paper

1 • and envelopes have bands to match the label.
f

The New Game Fad

Since the furore created by the exciting

and boisterous game of " Pit," many new

card games have been devised, on the sale of

which tnpney may be made by the stationer.

One of the new games is called " Trolley."

It is a pack of sixty cards—ten each of car,
motorman, conductor, fare, passenger and

transfer. The game may be played by two,

three or four players. One variety of the

game, " Progressive Trolley," is said to be

very popular for parties. There are several

other very good games that can be played

with the " Trolley " pack, among them being

" Transfer." This game is very simple, yet

interesting, and can be played by two, three,

four, five. or six players.
Another card game which promises to be

popular has the fascinating name " Bunco."
It is played with a deck of I15 cards, and is

so designed that any number of persons

from two to seven can play. Without at-
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tempting to give the details of the rules, the
objcct is for each player to exhaust his bunco
pile, the player first doing so winning the
game. The game can be varied in many
ways, and by simply omitting certain cards
children can join in. The cards are of the
ivory enamel quality, and the advertising
literature which goes with them is attractive
and humorous.

Yet another card game, with interesting
features, is a numerical game known as
" Some .12.' Set." The play is arranged for
two hands, three hands, partner, progressive
or duplicate. Trumps are turned or bid for.
The deck consists of 28 cards arranged in
graduated suits ; the suit being designated
by the lower number instead of " hearts,"
"spades," etc., each suit consisting of one
more card than the numeral ; for example,
the 4 suit starting with 0-4 and ending with
the 4-4 has five cards (o-4, 1-4, 2-4, 3-4, 4-4).
The suits range from I to 6, there also being
one o-o card, which lends greatly to the in-
terest and excitement of the game. The 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6 suits each have one of their
suit cards printed in red, which have a special
value, much the same as Jack, Game or Five-
spot in Pedro. These cards increase the
count and add greatly to the interest of the
play.

Said one jobber who has especially
interested himself in card games for the
past several seasons : " I expected a big
crop of new games this season, but I must
confess that the actual number to come out
is beginning to astonish me. At one period
I suppose I averaged to see or to learn of
some new one every day. We are handling

most of them and we expect to have all that

possess any merit at all pretty soon after they
are brought out.

" Despite the large number that are
already on the market, I must say that a
surprisingly large number of them do possess
considerable merit and will undoubtedly have

a satisfactory sale. Advertising, of course,

helps wonderfully in this business and those

which are given the most publicity will un-

doubtedly sell best."

Working Off Bad Stock

A leading fountain pen manufacturing

company gives the following advice to those

handling this class of goods: " If you are

stuck with a lot of miscellaneous fountain

pens that prove to be almost worthless, don't

try to work them off on your good customers

at any price. We often have dealers write

to us and state that they have such stock,

and as soon as they are able to dispose of it

they will put in our standard line. This is a

great mistake, and instead of stimulating
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trade it is sure to have a contrary effect.
You cannot afford to recommend or sell to
your customers anything that you cannot
guarantee, because you know it to be reliable
and worth the price you charge font. It is
only standing in your own light to try and
get back an investment at the expense of
customers whose aggregate purchases might
amount to many dollars a year. The wise
dealer, when he knows that he has made a
mistake, gets rid of the goods to the manu-
facturer, if he can, but otherwise charges
them to profit and loss and puts in the
standard line so that he will be in a position
to supply the steady demand without risking
his reputation and standing with his trade."
This is good advice, and applies to many
classes of goods besides fountain pens.

Another useful pointer given to its
patrons by this same company is the fol-
lowing: " Soliciting business by direct per-
sonal correspondence with special printed
matter, etc., rarely fails to bring results
which more than justify the expense in time
and money. Many of our more energetic
dealers have tried writing a letter or sending
a postal card to every customer on their list,
stating that they recommend our pens and
carry a large assortment, and offering to
furnish one on trial for a stated number of
days. It is also well to add that if a party
already has a fountain pen of another make,
which is not giving satisfaction, the dealer
will afford a favorable opportunity to exchange
it. Never forget to make it clear that the
pens you sell are absolutely guaranteed, and
will be exchanged if not satisfactory or money
will be refunded. This proposition com-
mands the confidence of a purchaser ; and
the pen, after he has fairly tried it, will do
the rest."

Jewelers will find fountain pens a very
paying side line if given the proper atten-
tion. One essential is that the pens must be
clean, bright, freshly labeled and filled with
ink—ready to write the instant they touch the
paper. If any of these points are neglected,
you are liable to lose a sale by creating some
unfavorable impression which your excuses
and arguments cannot fully explain away.
Then the stock should be handled intelli-
gently. If possible, the jeweler should ap-
point a special pen clerk, who will be respon-
sible for the condition of the stock. He
can't talk pens, of course, or properly take
care of them if he knows nothing about
them, but this information is given in booklets
issued by the manufacturers. Then special
advertisements should be devoted to the
pens, and also special window displays. The
manufacturers have done much to help along
in this regard, as they furnish free excellent
advertising matter and handsome window
cards for display purposes.
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COMBS
Plain and Fancy

Trimmed

TRADE

Made by

\ Is

H. A. SAD1.8.ft
s., 3

SADLER BROTHERS south Attleboro)
ESTABLISHED 1863

Massachusetts

_

We make a specialty of in-
laid stone, inlaid gold, silver
and bead top, rolled-plate
tube edge and fancy trim-
med combs in hundreds of
styles. We make combs in
white shell, amber, bright
and mat black.

To THE JEWELERS
As WE Sell Jevvelers ONLY

Whenever trade conditions require new goods and new ideas, be sure and write us—the LATESTPRODUCTIONS ALWAYS ON HAND in DOMESTIC as well as IMPORTED GOODS.

Rich Aamezrican and, limpoTaed Cu GllHand-Paintted nrench China, 13Tric-a-183/racand cjewe:ez)09 Ai 1 Gooda.
JEveTY Eus-opean Shipment Brin, a Somethin00

EntiTeRy New
We are WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS of the WALTHAM and ELGIN WATCH CO'S,THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO. All makes of RELIABLE GOLD and FILLEDCASES—ANSONIA, SETH THOMAS, INGRAHAM and SESSIONS CLOCK CO'S.

ITAM NIDS. Anticipating an unprecedented rise in Diamonds, we made our purchases fullysix months ago, therefore, we are fully I or, BELOW the present marketvalue, an unexcelled opportunity which we hope you will take advantage of

LEONARD KROWERW U1(31044E11E:7 MEI nufacturing
find ()pticiiii 1536-538 (..;anal .St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder ill a

permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, Our twofold Object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department]

New Peripheral Test Chart

We show in the accompanying illustration what is known as a peripheral

test chart which was designed by Dr. Le Fever, to determine the relative

visual acuity of peripheral points in the retina, as compared to the fovea,
and to serve as an aid in deter-
mining whether lowered visual
acuity is limited to the fovea or
involves the entire retina. It is
said to be especially useful in
toxic amblyopia, squint ambly-
opia, glaucoma, nerve atrophy,
congenital amblyopia, etc. The
chart is made by the J. E. Lime-
burner Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,
and consists of a tape with sec-
tions of letters constructed in the
five-minute angle. This is mounted
in a carrier which slides on the
arm of an ordinary perimeter. The
carrier contains winding cylinders
with an intermediate portion of

tape exposed to the peripheral retina, while the fovea fixes the central

button. The distance at which each letter should be read is placed at the

top of the section. This is divided into the distance at which they are

placed and the resultant fraction is the relative visual acuity of that point in

the retina before which it rests.

New Signet Rings

Among the interesting lines

of new goods for the fall are the

new styles of fine gold signet

rings manufactured by Charles M.

Levy, 90 William Street, New

York, two of which are shown in

the illustrations herewith. These

rings are made with raised gold interchangeable letters or emblems enam-

eled in their respective colors. The fact that the symbolism of these rings

can be given such a variety of forms should appeal to a large class of buyers.

Apart from the attractiveness of their emblematic features their general

ornamentation is tasteful and well executed.

New Stop Watch

One of the latest inventions of interest to horologists is a new

stop watch, the patentee of which is James L. Newell, of Saginaw,

)lich. The construction and combination of this interesting time-

piece are such that the sweep

seconds-hand may be returned to

its starting point without either
necessitating the use of clutches

or disengaging any of the train

of wheels. In recording the

speed of anything by this watch

the sweep seconds-hands must

first be placed at its position at

zero ; this is done by pressing a

button which so operates that the

friction cap allows the arbor to

revolve independently of the

gear-wheel and the rest of the
movement. At the same time the

spring end of the arm engages

tie balance-wheel arbor, thus
stopping the watch movement. By releasing the button the lever will fly

back owing to the pressure of the spring, against the shoulder of

which it will then lie. The arm will thus be disengaged from the heart

cam, but the spring end will still be in contact with the balance-

wheel arbor to stop the movement. The movement may now be

started by pressing the button in another direction, overcoming the resist-

ance of the spring, and by then pressing the arm of the lever by means of

the shoulder into the notch of the spring. Another pressure of the button,

so that the end of the lever arm engages the balance.wheel arbor without

engaging the heart cam, again stops the movement.

Artistic Chasing on Plated Ware

There has recently come into use in the decoration of plated ware, a

class of fine " Martele" chasing, in which the flowers, fruits and vines in

natural size and artistic arrangement are produced in high relief in the most

artistic and effective manner. This is not the reproduction of work done

in steel by a die sinker, but instead is the reproduction of work done in fine

white metal by chasers trained to work in solid silver. The tray decorated

with poppies, shown in the illustration, is an example of this class of work.

The beauty of the decoration is enhanced by treatment with ingenious

variations of the popular French gray finish. This beautiful work is

produced exclusively in the factory of James W. Tufts, Boston, where the

numerous patented processes involved in its production have been slowly

developed and perfected.

Improved Eyeglass Guard

Few of the necessities of the many are so industriously improved as the

eyeglass guard. The latest improved guard is the product of the Bay State

Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass., and is named the "Gibraltar," we presume

on account of its strength, firmness and durability. Its distinguishing

feature is the complete absence of stud screws, and the makers claim that

it can't work loose.

A Chatelaine Fountain Pen
One of the most interesting products to which the increasing modern

demand for personal convenience and comfort has given rise is the fountain

pen ; and, by the way, this demand is one to which every jeweler should

sedulously cater. It was natural that so needful and ornamental an article

should be given the chatelaine form, and the new Ideal chatelaine pen

has now been announced by the L. E. Waterman Co., of New York.

The new pen will appeal irresistibly to the feminine patrons of the

jeweler. It can always be carried on the person without danger

of either injuring or losing it, and instead of being clumsy or awkward

looking, it is not only convenient but ornamental. The cap, which is

attached to the guard pin, screws on to the holder below the joint. The

pen may be used by unscrewing it from the cap without detaching same

from the guard pin. It is gold mounted, made in two qualities and will no

doubt appeal to lady shoppers no less for its usefulness than for its novelty.

(Continued on page 1443)
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JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
92 TO 98 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented May 19th, 1903

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST
A simple arrangeinent of springs

makes this bracelet adjustable to any .
wrist, whatever its size or conforma-
tion. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and strong in

construction, it is durable and not
liable to get out of order.

Made in rolled-gold plate and
sterling silver. Plain or with signet
or locket top.

Mason, Howard & Co
New York Office
180 Broadway

•
PIANUFACTURERS

Factory

Attleboro, Mass.
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(Continued from page Lip)
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New Electric Furnace
In this illustration is shown a new jeweler's electric furnace known as

the " Pelton," and embodying many new features designed to facilitate
workshop operations. . The furnace
is supplied to the trade by Hugh E.
King, 230 Adams Street, Chicago,
and among the commendable points
claimed for it are that it is not only
good for enameling purposes, but can
also be used for tempering small steel
tools and dies used by watchmakers
and manufacturing jewelers. The
rheostat enables the operator to retain
the same heat indefinitely. It brings
the heat up to the required point grad-
ually and enables the operator to raise
and lower the heat at will. The muffle
or oven is made in two sizes, and the

controlling lever is in front, thus making for convenience in operation. The

door is constructed to carry a large sheet of transparent mica.

Revival of an Historical Ware
Between the years 1524 and 1537 at the Chateau d' Oiron, in the

province of Thouars, France, there were made some unique specimens of

the potter's art. These are re-
corded in history as Henri
Deux ware. This ware was so
much out of the ordinary that

the pieces above mentioned

were made solely for presenta-

tion purposes, and it is sup-

posed that there are but fifty-

three in existence to-day. The
patterns, which are very intri-
cate, were suggested principally

by the highly ornate book covers

of the fifteenth century. All
decorations were incised as in
the ware now being made by the J. B. Owens Pottery Co., of Zanesville,
Ohio. A specimen of this new ware is shown in our illustration.

New Watch Protector
There is always a demand for devices whose

function is to protect personal jewelry from the wiles
of the professional thief, from accidental loss or from
falls and consequent breakage. One of the latest
contrivances of this kind is the new " Gem " watch
protector, invented and manufactured by A. Landau,
503 Sixth Avenue, New York. This device consists
of a patent holder with safety chain attached. The
safety chain can be removed instantaneously and the
watch fastened to the holder, thus insuring the time-
piece against falls and thievery. The " Gem " pro-
tectors are made in nickel, gunmetal and gold plate
and are supplied to the trade mounted on attractive
easel show cards, each card containing one dozen pro-
tectors for display on counter or in show window,

New Floral Pattern in Silverware
A new and attractive scheme

of silverware embellishment is
shown in the illustration herewith.
This pattern is an artistic example
of floral decoration appropriately
entitled " Flower-de-luce." It
has been applied to an interest-
ing line of Community silver-
ware made by the Oneida Com-
munity, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. The
design is tasteful in conception
and executed with close atten-
tion to detail.

The Art of Cameo Cutting

There is an analogy between intaglio gems, medals or coins,
and cameos, and where either of these arts is practiced to any
great extent some signs of the others are usually to be found.
Often enough the same artist has done work in all three styles,
as did Benvenuto Cellini and Giovanni delle Corniole. In con-
sequence of the invention of a wonderful instrument by means of
which relief work can be automatically reproduced to any scale,
the work of a medallist has been materially simplified. He can
embody his ideas in wax or clay, " perfect and finished in every
part," and size that suits him best, and his work is thcn
sufficiently done. The skilled workman can take this design
and make a metal plaque from it, and from the plaque he can
make other struck plaques or struck medals automatically as much
as he pleases.

Intaglio

Cutting

The intaglio cutter on stone works partly under
similar conditions and partly under more difficult
ones. As a general rule he need not trouble much
about the beauty of the material he works upon,

as, like the medallist, he is employed only upon a piece of work
which is normally intended to be multiplied by means of im-
pressions or casts made from it. But in one most important
particular the intaglio cutter always takes precedence of the
ordinary medallist, in that he not only designs his work, but
actually cuts it himself on hard stone. He will, of course, choose
a stone without actual flaws in it, but beyond that modern en-
gravers will hardly trouble themselves.

We have seen that to the medallist and intaglio engraver
the working qualites of their material, rather than the artistic,
are of the first importance. It is otherwise with the cameo-cutter ;
the success of his work depends as much upon the inherent
beauty of the material on which it is cut as upon the work
itself. Cameos are minute pieces of sculpture, perfect in them-
selves, and not serving any ulterior purpose. They are purely
ornamental, but posess the rare quality, with intaglios on hard
stone, of being the most lasting and least liable to decay or
deterioration of any known production of art. Cameo-cutting,
as an art by itself, owes its existence to the discovery of the
banded onyx, the value of which for exhibiting a design cut in
one of its colored layers on a ground of another was known at
a very early period, rare specimens showing this effect being
known that were probably made about the fifth or sixth century B. c.

Although cameo-cutting bristles with difficulties, yet
Cameo it is not so difficult an art as that of intagliO-cut-
Cutting ting, because it is easier for the artist to see what

he is about ; there is no working in reverse. In
both cases it is imposible to see exactly what the little whirring
point is really doing, and so all work of this kind has to be
clone very slowly and cautiously, as no restoration is possible.
The manner of working in both cases is by means of a very
small, heavy and accurately-made lathe, run by a foot-treadle,
the working part being a fine point. Although cameo-cutting
is not now much practiced, it is by no means dead ; it may
revive any day. If our millionaires would only realize that their
portraits cut on onyx would be infinitely more permanent than
if painted in oils, sculptured in marble or figured in bronze,
they would find that artists exist who are capable of producing
such work in great perfection, and at a price fully in accordance
with a millionaire's purse. It is in France alone that these
artists are found.
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Quick Sellers

SOMETHING NEW
THE GEM WATCH PROTECTOR Big Profits

Patented July 12, 1909

The most practical and best-selling article on the market, mounted, one doz. each,on attractive easel show cards, for counter or window display.
The Patent Holder, with safety chain attached, protects the watch from falls or other

injury. The safety chain can be removed instantly and watch fastened to Patent Holder,Protecting same against theft.
Made In Nickel.. . . . Retails at I Sc. each
Made in Gun Metal . . Retails at 20c. each
Made In Gold Plate . . Retails at 25c. each

ORDER DIRECT FROM YOUR J01313ER
If he cannot supply you, orders will be filled by

A. LANDAU, Mfgr. and Invtr., 503 Sixth Avenue, New York

( for Values?
Are You Looking for Styles?

( for Sellers?

Our line contains all of these advantages
A selection package will prove it

J. ENGEL & CO., BALTIMORE
"JEWELRY Fut: THE JEWELER"

MMII=M•mm,

Original Designs in Clocks

NEW HAVEN DESIGNS

Competitors requested not to copy.
Patents applied for.

Height, 201, Inches ; width, 111% inches.
DWI, 6 inches diameter.

List $5.55

Mantel
Mission Clocks

The Santa Clara
DESIGNS FULLY PROTECTED

This is the first mantel clock
made in the pure Spanish mission
style and sold at a reasonable
price. Its lines are simple and
beautiful, and it is especially
adapted to the demand for dark
oak clocks suitable to the study,
den and living room.

The case is made of heavy antique
oak, in dull finish, carefully and sub-
stantially built. It is fitted with a dur-
able eight-day American movement
that is guaranteed to keep good time,
and strikes the hour and half-hour on
a sweet-toned cathedral gong.
The figures and hands are of brass

finish, polished, on a dark oak dial to
match case.
The latch and hinges are of old-

Sashioned design in gun-metal finish.

THE NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO., New Haven, Conn.
Sole Manufacturers TATTOO Intermittent Alarm

7CAgrixoprave.
A5 IVIVEA

•GE•m•
PROTCC70

ATTAOICDIVIT

•
Solid Gold Scarf Pins

with selected Baroque IP'eal-lz.;

$12 Dozen

SCOFIELD & DE WYNGAERT
Sales Office Manufacturing Jewelers
9 Maiden Lane, New York City 48-5o Walnut St., NEWARK, N. .1.

R. B. MACDONALD & CO
MANUFACTURING

JEWELERS

330'3

834/3

•

Iligney Building, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Our Specially

CURVED JOINT

LOCKETS
Pat. Feb. 10, 1003

ALSO

Silver
Novelties

IN

Manicure Sets
Desk Sets
Tooth Brushes
Paper Cutters
Hooks, Files

Match Boxes
Book Marks
Hat Marks
Garters
Etc., Etc.

g SPECIAL VALUES

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR
THESE GOODS

The Little Beatrice Locket

286 2

r

Trade-Mark 2892

258/8

300/3
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Items of Interset

J. F. Carson has opened a jewelry store 
at

Mahaffey, Pa.

Frank Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., recentl
y

moved into a handsome and commodi
ous new

store, equipped with a neat, tasteful set of 
fixtures

and comprehensive stock.

I. Eiseman & Co. is the name of a new 
firm

located at 728 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
, Pa.

Its specialties will be the manufacture of 
diamond

mountings, jewelry repairing and gold and 
silver

plating. Mr. Eiseman was for seventeen years in

charge of the jewelry factory of H. Muhr's So
ns.

C. P. Kryhl and wife, of Santa Ana, Cal., 
spent

recently a short time visiting points of i
nterest in

and around San Francisco, after first sp
ending a

delightful month's vacation in Northern Calif
ornia.

Mr. Kryhl's new store is a monument to 
his good

business ability. It is the result of twenty-one

years' business experience in this enterprising 
town.

Announcement has been made of the engage-

ment of Miss Anna A. White, daughter of
 Mr.

and Mrs. William \V. White to Nelson A. S
oggs,

the well-known and enterprising jeweler, of 
Niagara

Falls, N. Y. The wedding will take place 
next

month. Miss White is well known in Buffalo,

where she has been in the employ of King & 
Eisele,

jewelry manufacturers, for a number of years
.

The United States government has begun the

erection of a new observatory on the groun
ds of

the Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill
. On

the observatory will be erected a pole for a
 time

ball, which will be operated from the United 
States

Observatory at Washington, D. C., and dro
pped

at noon every day. This is a graceful compliment

to the horological department of the insti
tute.

J. J. Carr, the well-known jeweler, of Mai
n

Street and Ontario Avenue, Niagara Falls, N
. Y.,

met with a somewhat painful accident recentl
y.

While crossing Niagara Avenue he was 
struck by

an automobile, which was being driven
 at great

speed. A doctor was summoned and the 
injured

man was removed to his home. Mr. Carr 
received

two bad bruises on the arm, but was 
otherwise un-

injured.
C. M. Powers, of New Martinsville, W.

 Va.,

is occupying a temporary room pend
ing the com-

pletion of a new brick building, which
 is being

erected on the site of his old one. In the new

structure he will have a space of 14 x 6o feet, and

his store will be equipped with hand
some fixtures.

A complete optical department will be 
also fitted

up and continued in conjunction with 
his jewelry

business.

A firm is about to be incorporated u
nder the

name of Kendall & Smith, to conduct 
a jewelry

business at Pasadena, Cal., with a capita
l stock of

$25,000, Poo° of which has been subscribed.
 The

directors will be as follows : Harry K
endall, E. C.

Smith, R. M. Dondna, Hayard Halstead and

Freeman Ford. The management of the 
business

will be in the hands of Kendall & Smith
, the

former being a practical watchmaker, the latter
 a

manufacturing jeweler, and both of whom worked

for W. I. Pierce, of Pasadena, for a numb
er of

years. A new store building is being completed

for this concern ; it will be handsomely equ
ipped

with real Mahogany. The company expects to 
be

located therein about the middle of Se
ptember,

by which time also all the legal formalitie
s incident

to the incorporation will probably have b
een corn-

pleted.
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The A. P. Craft Co. have succeeded A. P.

Craft & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., and have removed

to new and handsome quarters at Washington and

Pennsylvania Streets, that city. In their new loca-

tion they occupy the entire third floor, which has

an area of 2000 square feet. Here they have in-

stalled an entire new plant and are prepared to

turn out a higher class of work than ever before.

Special orders and difficult repairs will continue to

be the important features of their business.

s ,1
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The illustration shown herewith
conveys a somewhat imperfect idea of

the central feature of the handsome

exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition, of
the Quaker City Cut Glass Co.

' 
of

Philadelphia, Pa. The vase is the

largest piece of cut glass ever made,

measuring 5 feet 7% inches. The crude

blank from which it was made weighed

200 pounds and the handling and

cutting was a task of great difficulty.

The big piece is much admired by
visitors.

Porter & Radebaugh, the jewelers, of 
Union

City, Tenn., are systematic and judicio
us adver-

tisers, who use space in the local press to 
excellent

advantage. " We believe it pays to blow 
your own

horn," say this firm, and indeed they a
dhere in

practice to the homely business maxim. 
One of

the unique places, bearing in co
nspicuous letters

the name and purpose of this con
cern, is the head

of the Union City Concert Band's 
bass drum.

G. M. Lewis, the jeweler-optician, of 
Kendrick,

Idaho, was one of scores of victims of a 
fire which

visited that town recently and almost 
reduced it to

ashes. The fire started in a hotel, a
nd the emer-

gency water system failing to operate
 at the critical

moment, the flames spread in all dire
ctions practi-

cally unchecked and were soon be
yond human

control. A tentative newspaper estima
te places

the loss at $300,000, but the storekeep
ers and other

owners are rebuilding and re-establ
ishing as fast

as circumstances permit, and, judgi
ng from their

advertisements, are evincing a heroic fo
rtitude in

the face of such a grave disaster.

Fred. McIntyre, of McAlester, Ind. Ter., is

justly proud of his new store, which is one of th
e

handsomest in that section of the country. The

fixtures are of solid mahogany and of the latest

design. An ornamental steel ceiling, decorated in

white and plentifully supplied with electric lights

with corrugated glass reflectors, gives richness and

brilliancy to the store. The walls are covered

with olive green burlaps and the floor is inlaid

linoleum. Mr. McIntyre's watchmaker recently

completed a new model of a railroad watch, on

which patents are now pending. Mr. McIntyre is

master of his calling, and his enterprise is being

rewarded with rapid success.

The reception at Waltham, Mass., to the Grand

Army of the Republic during its recent grand

encampment at Boston was an occasion of great

rejoicing in the city of watchmaking. The pro-

gramme comprised a carnival on the Charles

River, a parade, a general illumination of the city

and a reception at the offices of the American

Waltham Watch Co., where President Fitch

greeted the guests. The illumination of the

Waltham factory was a marvel of brilliancy, and

was the great spectacular feature of the occasion.

The illumination could be seen for miles around,

particularly the crown of red, white and blue light

surmounting the 175-foot chimney. The first flash

from this great beacon announced to the waiting

throngs the start of the parade from the basin near

the pumping station of the Waltham Water Works.

This lofty crown was made up of 416 sixteen-candle

power lights, was six feet high in its solid portion,

with the points extending two feet higher. Another

striking feature of the electrical illumination was

the electrical balance wheel, ten feet in diatt;eter.

Huge electric stars attached to the roof marked

both wings of the building. No small part of the

illumination was the lighted factory windows,

nearly all the 50,000 electric lights in the building

being turned on.

The wise incredulity of a clerk in the store of

James Allan & Co., Charleston, S. C., recently

brought about the arrest of John Davis and Joseph

Grant, both colored, and was the means of recov-

ering a valuable gold watch and chain, which had

been stolen by them from a man residing in Beau
-

fort, S. C. Davis, who was the principal, accom-

panied by his friend, drifted into the store of James

Allan & Co., and pulling out a valuable gold

watch, to which was attached a gold chain, aske
d

the clerk if he would not be able to give him a

smaller one in exchange. Davis said that he

wanted to get rid of the watch because he preferre
d

a smaller one. The clerk became suspicious 
and

submitted the proffered timepiece to Mr. Allan,

and as soon as the latter opened the back case h
e

found the firm's private mark therein engr
aved.

With this number as a starter, he turned to th
e

corresponding number in his record book and

found that the article in question had been sold in

1883 to a gentleman who was then residing in

Beaufort. This town was communicated with and

a wire was received asking that the negro
es be de-

tained. While all this was going on the clerk was

showing the negroes tray after tray of 
watches.

When Davis finally selected one, he wa
s told it

could not be fitted up for him until next day.
 This

satisfied the darkies and they went away 
highly

pleased. When Davis returned next morni
ng he

found thewatch waiting, and also the officers 
of the

law. He and his companion were then 
arrested.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good

long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley

lathes for moderate money are the result of 
his

painstaking efforts. —Adv.
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Notwithstanding scar-

city of supply, we are

prepared to fill all

orders for diamonds

promptly and satisfac-

torily. Our stock is

its quality is certain

to please buyers. Early

purchases will be wise

purchases.
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Country Living and Country
Thinking

BY JOHN TWEEZER

This summer we elected to spend our
vacation on a farm ; and hither Mrs. Tweezer

and I, with an assortment of Tweezerettes,

repaired in July. Our unanimous conclusion,

vociferously affirmed in especial by the

juniors, is that this year's vacation was the

most satisfactory of all our pleasant experi-

ences in the vacation line.
I shall not take up space to tell of our

physical satisfactions—the delights of the eye

in the noble prospect from the high, rounded

hills, the wooded slopes, the wide stretch of

open sky, the stream that dances through the

sun-specked, emerald meadow; the delights of

the ear, in the twittering of a hundred song-

birds, the calls of cows and sheep, the music

of the reaping-machine, the wind sweeping
through the oaks and chestnuts ; the creature
comforts of an abundant table, and good beds
that woo one's dreams throughout the cool
quiet of the night. I must ask you to be-
lieve that the physical environment was
nearly ideal, in respect of the sounds and
sights and satisfactions which one's imagina-
tion associates with country life on a real
farm, seven miles from the nearest railroad
station ; and so proceed, instead, to discuss
some phases of life and thought which were
revealed to me in this vacation.

Farm life is probably the

A Rational closest approach to perfectly
Life rational living. It brings us

closest to Nature, in Nature's

best aspect ; and the nearer he can get to the

heart of Nature, the better for the human

creature. She is always honest ; never de-

ceives ; is sincere. She may hide the scars

on a broken-down bank by trailing vines

over it ; but she is moved to do so by

charity, not hypocrisy. She never expresses

one mood and feels another ; she is always

just as she seems on her face. And civilized

man gains greater advantage from contact

with elemental earth than the savage who
roams the hills and forests ; for the civilized
man who cultivates the ground gets closest to
the secret of the Great Mother, makes his
knowledge fructify, in crops, and brings to
the genuineness of Nature's disclosures a
heart as genuine as her own. He is uncon-
sciously and unavoidably influenced by the
sincerity of fields and trees and open atmos-
phere ; and the benevolent example moulds
his habit of thought and shapes his impulses.

The ideal human habitation is built of
materials found on the ground on which it
stands, and as nearly as possible should be
built by the hands of him who is to live in
it. The quarry on this farm furnished the
stones which are builded into the walls of the
house ; its wooded slopes provided the tim-
bers which were hewn into shape by the
owner ; neighboring farmers helped raise the
structure. The house is thus merely a con-
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centration of the farm's materials—a micro-
cosm of the surrounding acres ; and life in
it should be sane and rational and sweet, as
fitting perfectly into its environment.

What leagues of distance

A Contrast separate us who live in the
large cities from the natural-

ness and genuineness of life as found on a
country farm ! The materials of which our
homes are built are foreign to the immediate
locality—possibly gathered from distant
States. Nature is exhibited in a meager
back yard, a tree or two growing out of the
asphalt, a bit of sky seen above the caflon
of walls—and here and there a park where
man has " improved " upon the Master.
Against the farmer's bluntness and candor
of speech, the city-bred employs language
for the purpose of concealing thought ; and
though the social organization, in crowded
centers, seems to require the observance of
certain metes and bounds in the exercise of
speech and act, for the preservation of the
established order of things and the smooth-
going of society, yet it is certainly true that
the denizen of the city loses something of
infinite value out of his life by his necessary
deprivation of the influences which center in
" the visible forms of Nature."

T have a grievance against
the " funny " papers, in
that they have created a
farmer who does not exist

in fact—or in only such rare instances that

he does not stand for the type. I appreciate

the exigencies of the cartoonist who " must

be funny as he can," and so represents the

Jew in the guise of a Baxter Street clothing

" barker," the Irishman with a two-inch-

wide upper lip, the German as an over-fat
beer guzzler, and the farmer as wearing a

disreputable slouch hat, one " gallus," a

tramp's boots and an expression removed

only one degree in imbecility from that of an

idiot ; and some millions of city people in

this country who have never come in contact
with a real farmer of the present day, are no
doubt convinced that they have looked upon
his actual likeness in the illustrated "funny"
page of the metropolitan press. Yet they
would have to travel many leagues, and
spend long time in the search, before they
come across the original of these " art"
studies. I am country-bred, and have trav-
eled considerably, but I could not assist
them in their quest.

The farm which I visited this summer is
" 'way back," seven miles from a railroad ;
yet even in this remote place the personality
of the farmer gave the lie to the caricatu-
rists. He, and all his, get up at four in the
morning, in these harvest days, and work
until dark ; yet he somehow found time to
read all the news and some of the literature
of the day, a daily paper from the city, a local
weekly, two farm journals and two literary
magazines, had a good piano in the parlor
(and members of the family, who had been
well taught, to play it), some fairly-good
etchings on the wall (and no chromos); and

The Maligning
Caricature

he could hold up his end of the conversation
on questions other than the best fertilizer for
wheat or the remedy for botts in sheep. And
he was not at all exceptional, as I found on
visiting neighboring farmers—he was a fair
type. Hence my grievance against the
" funny " artists.

It was interesting to note
Original the entirely unconventional
Thinkers mental processes of these

farmers. You and I, in
town, are unconsciously influenced, more or
less, by the opinions of Tom, Dick and
Harry, with whom we are in constant con-
tact. The crowd thinks in mass. There is
a certain compelling hypnotic force in mere
numbers. As the thousand in an audience
are convinced by the single speaker, so the
minds of the hundred thousand or the million
in a community run in the same general
groove. The strong thinkers usually live
isolated from their kind.

I found a surprising and delightful
originality among these farmers. They read
the daily news but deduct their own conclu-
sions therefrom. They pick an editorial to
pieces with merciless honesty, and fine scorn
of " party " loyalty. These rugged but
clear-eyed agriculturists have no good opinion
of politicians as such ; they despise all man-
ner of intrigue and refuse to recognize the
claims of "diplomacy." They like men who
do things; hence the President is much to
the liking of the Republicans among them,
and one of the Democrats said he spoke for
many when he " wished that Joseph W.
Folk, the St. Louis district attorney, were
the candidate of his party, because he seemed
to have a mind of his own and not afraid to
speak it." They had very positive opinions
on the merits of the Russia-Japan war, and
one hazarded the statement that his sons
would live to see Russia despoiled of every
inch of her possessions in Asia—and backed
it up with a surprisingly strong argument
which took in the whole range of interna-
tional politics. The mental quality most
manifest in these farmers was " just plain
horse-sense."

In one of his letters George
"The Most Noble Washington wrote, "Agri-

culture is the most useful,
the most healthful and the

most noble employment of man." The
candid mind endorses the statement. " Most
useful," truly; for as all wealth comes from
the ground, and all forms of it in merchan-
dise, stocks and bonds, railways and sundries
are but re-arrangementof the original ground-
born wealth, those who produce this original
wealth are the most useful in the body politic.
" Most healthful," for Nature is the best pre-
ventive and cure of all the ills of men.
" Most noble," because its operation is all
for the good of all ; because its environment
makes for the highest development of all
that is best in human nature ; and because
there is no influence so wholesome to the
soul as the contact with the elemental forces
of Nature, where the eye of the spirit "looks
through Nature up to Nature's God."

J. T.

Employment "
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STUDYING THE WANTS OF THE TIMES
is one. of the methods by which the live optician attains leadership in his profession. He fits up his opticalparlor with the latest and most improved apparatus and thus impresses his patient and customers that he isup-to-date in making his ocular diagnosis.

The chief value of the above instrument to the man who has work lo do is in its saving. It saves timebecause of the readiness with which it is adjusted and the required facts are determined. It saves space, for youhave two independent instruments occupying the space of one and with one lighting attachment. It saves moneyby both the above economies of time and space, and by the further economy of giving you two independentin str time n ts at one price.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

Spectacles and Their History
To the reader of these columns there

hardly can be a subject more highly interest-
ing than the history of that little instrument
which we call spectacles. Nevertheless, the
information about the development of this
important apparatus of our modern civiliza-
tion has been rather meagre, so that a book
about the detailed history of the spectacles
seemed very desirable. This want was sup-
plied not long ago by the book of E. Bock,
which appeared last year in Vienna. As it
is printed in German, many of our readers
will be debarred from its study, and this is
the reason a short sketch of the rich contents
of the book would seem very appropriate.

Bock in the first place shows that the
Greeks and the Romans did not know spec-
tacles. It is true that Pliny reports that
there existed at his time. concave emeralds
which "collected the sight," and therefore,
should not be cut, and that in another place
he states that the Emperor Nero, who was
near-sighted, looked through such an emerald
at the combats of the gladiators. But Bock
believes that Nero probably used the emerald
only as a means against weak eyes, as the
emerald, on account of its green color, was
supposed to strengthen the eye. Or it
might be, according to Bock, that the empe-
ror, by the green color, only wanted to favor
the "green party, just as he did by wear-
ing green garments. It is not before 1276
that Roger Bacon distinctly mentions spec-
tacles. At the same time spectacles were
known also in Germany, while in Italy
toward the end of the thirteenth century
Salvino d'Armato degli Armati and Alles-
sandro della Spina are mentioned as their
inventors. To the latter men, as their in-
ventors, the rental ks of the preacher and
scientist, Giordano da Rivalto, in the year
1305, are also pointing. Others regard
Roger Bacon as the inventor of spectacles,
and Casemaker thinks that Heinrich Goethals
brought the invention to Italy. Bacon was
not mentioned there, because he was not on
good terms with the clergy who considered
his inventions as works of the devil. For-
merly the Holy Hieronymous (321-420) was
believed to have invented the spectacles.
From the medical standpoint spectacles are
first mentioned in the year 1305 by Bernhard
of Gordon and Guido de Chatiliac, but at
that time they were regarded rather as an
eye-strengthening medicine, and it was not
until more than loci years later that Fran-
ciscus Maurolycus of Messina (1494-1595)
and the celebrated Kepler (1571-1630) gave
to the world the real conception about the
optical effect of spectacles. Montana (1498-
1551) seems to have been the first who, as a

physician, ordered glasses, which were of
three kinds—glasses for reading, glasses for
protection and a pyramid of glass. How-
ever, the physicians at that time did not
recommend spectacles. Even far into the
ntneteeenth century the physicians left the
selection of the glasses to the dealers.

Of pictures, on which spectacles are rep-
resented, many reproductions are given in
Bock's book, which contains a good list of
them at the end. Although this list, as the
author himself admits, cannot be very com-
plete, nevertheless the fact is striking that on
very many pictures of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, especially those wherein
a greater number of people of different social
positions are represented, one looks in vain
for pictures of men who wear spectacles.
These latter, however, are quite frequent on
pictures from the nineteenth century. Of
course, the explanation of this fact lies in the
changed conditions of life, in the more fre-
quent recommendation of glasses by physi-
cians, etc. Indeed, formerly people who wore
spectacles were frequently ridiculed, as in
many illustrations in Sebastian Brand's "Ship
of the Fools," in the writings of Abraham
a Sancta Clara, etc. Furthermore, one must
remember that in those times glasses were
expensive. Indeed, towards the end of the
sixteenth century a pair of spectacles was
worth about $75 to $150. This is the reason
that in last wills of those times we frequently
find references to spectacles.

Furthermore, it was rather difficult to
obtain a pair of spectacles. Very interesting
in this regard are Bock's remarks about the
regulations of the Regensburg spectacle
makers, which were published about 304
years ago and are still to be seen in the
Germanic Museum of Nurnburg. The spec-
tacles were made out of Venitian glass,
crown or flint glass, and also in the middle
of the nineteenth century of Brazilian rock
crystal and beryl. From the last word the
German word for spectacles, Brille, was de-
rived. Formerly, the spectacle lenses were
marked by numbers, which were supposed
to indicate the year of life for which they
were suited best. The oldest form of the
spectacles is the reading glass, the so-called
Einglas (monocle), and it was not before the
end of the fifteenth century that the real
spectacles were invented.

Bock then describes the history of the
different forms of spectacles, the eyeglasses
and the monocles. From the Italian he cites
a book of the year 1619, in which we find a
detailed description of the manner in which
the different glasses for the different years of
life were ground. Spectacles were then mostly
sold by wandering dealers, but also in stores.
At first only convex glasses were made.
It is true that Roger Bacon had already men-
tioned concave glasses, but they are not men-
tioned again until the end of the sixteenth
century, when Joannes Archiepiscopus Can-

(1451)

tuarensis refers to them and Porta, in 1593,
explains their effect on the myopic eye.
Upon a picture of Lucas Cranach (1472-1553)
in the old Pinakothek of Munich, called the
adultress before Christ, a man wears eye-
glasses, the oval glasses of which show the
reflections of concave glasses. Pope Leo X,
whose portrait was painted by Raphael be-
tween 1517 and 1519, and can still be seen
in the Palazzo Pitti in Florence, is painted
:vith a monocle, which is a concave glass.
Cylinder lenses were first ground by Suscipi,
in Rome, in 1844 ; though Chamblant, of
Paris, about the same time ground a piano-
cylindrical lens for Dr. Goode, as is reported
by Donders in his " Accommodation and
Refraction of the Eye." Since the end of
the seventeenth century protecting glasses,
mostly colored green, were employed. The
plague physicians, of whom we have a pic-
ture from the year 1656, also wore such pro-
tecting glasses.

The book closes with a selection of
phrases, which were accepted into the Ger-
man language before the spectacles were
generally used, and finally brings many in-
teresting relations between them and numis-
matology. This fine book, with its many
careful illustrations, can be heartily recom-
mended to all who know German and are
interested in the history of this little appa-
ratus, which undoubtedly has contributed a
good deal towards our highly developed
civilization.

The reviewer may add, that our word
" spectacles " is derived from the Latin
sfieelare, which means "to see," and he con-
cludes this little résumé of the German book
with a quotation from Chaucer (1328-1400),
which shows that even in England the word
was taken up in literature long before spec-
tacles were in general use. He says there in
his " Canterbury Tales :"

" Poverte a spektakel is as thinketh me,
Thurgh which he may his very frendes see."

A New Form of Skiascopy Without
Movement of the Mirror

In a late article in the IViener
1Vochenschilt, Dr. A. Kreutz, following the
views of Schnabel, shows how skiascopy may
be employed without paying attention to the
movement of the shadow or mirror. He
starts with the exposition that in this method
the inverted ophthalmoscopic picture is
brought very near the cornea of the ex-
aminer who, on account of this nearness, is
unable to see any details of the fundus. To
decide, however, about the nature of this
image the observer must hold the mirror in
such a manner that not the whole surface of
the ophthalmoscopic field of vision on the
examined retina is illuminated but only a
small part of it near the margin. In this case

(Continued on nage 1453)
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one may recognize by the position of the
bright place in the pupil whether the picture
is upright or inverted, as the following rea-
soning will show. The field of vision which
the examiner surviews on the retina of the
examined person is represented by the image
of the observer's pupil on the retina of the
patient. If, of this field of vision, for ex-
ample, only the upper part is illuminated,
then the examiner will see this illuminated
area between the center and the lower margin
of the pupil of the examined eye when the
image is inverted. The examiner need not
turn the mirror at all, and therefore, need
not observe the wandering of the shadow. If
the examiner holds the mirror so that the
pupil of the examined eye does not lie in the
middle of the illuminated disk which is seen on
the face of the patient, but lies so to the side
of this disk that only a part of the pupillary
margin is covered by this disk, one may
easily recognize whether the image is upright
or inverted. Here, of course, due regard
must be had to the kind of mirror used by
the observer. With the plane mirror usually
employed, the illuminated retinal area in the
described position of the mirror lies always
adjacent to that margin of the image of the
observer's pupil on the examined retina
which has the same relation to the axis as
the illuminated disk on the face of the
patient. If, therefore, in the same position
of the mirror the opposite margin is bright
in the pupil the image is inverted. The
movement of the mirror, therefore, and the
observance of the shadow is not necessary,
and according to Schnabel is caused only by
the fact that one usually begins with such a
position of the mirror in which the whole
pupil is illuminated. In his opinion skia-
scopy is a misnomer, as it is nothing but a
method for determining the refraction by
means of the real ophthalmoscopic image.

If thus strikes a reponsive chord, write and enclose Sc. for " The Rev to Success in Ontometr. '

Interesting Observations about the
Crystalline Lens

Every refractionist has seen cases of so-
called second sight. This occurs sometimes
in elderly people who formerly saw well at a
distance and used convex glasses for reading
and then gradually began to observe that
they could read again without their glasses.
These people usually rejoice about it, but
they certainly would be less proud about it
if they knew that this appearance cif myopia
is mostly the beginning of cataract. This
myopia is due to an increase in the density of
the crystalline lens, whereby the refractive
power of the lens is heightened.

Sometimes this increase in density occurs
only in the central part of the lens, and then
we have a crystalline with double focus.
Lately several cases of this kind have been
reported. Szili observed in four years 16
cases of this kind among 1186 diseases of
the crystalline, and it would appear that
such cases are far more frequent than would
appear from the literary reports. It would
seem that every case of crystalline myopia in
older people is accompanied by a sharper
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differentiation between the nucleus and the
outer parts of the lens. The latest contribu-
tion to this interesting subject has been fur-
nished by Halben. He examined three lenses
which were affected with this pseudo-cataract,
due to a most highly refracting nucleus, and
which had been extracted on account of the
great visual disturbance. This examination
was made not only anatomically but also by
means of Abbe's refractometer. These lenses
showed a highly refracting central lens sur-
rounded by a normal lenticular substance.
The latter had the normal index of 1.3905,
while the nucleus had an index of 1.443
against the normal one of 1.41. The cause
of the increased index of refraction probably
lies in the loss of water ; at least the exam-
ination by the refractometer showed that with
the increasing exsiccation of the substance
the index of refraction increased also. Halben
succeeded in observing in his cases a total
reflection at the margin of the central lens, a
phenomenon which is also shown by lenses
when dislocated in the anterior chamber.

The Latest Views About Myopia, Its
Causation and Complications Ac-
cording to German Investigators
Seggel ( Graefe's Archly.) concludes

that school hygienic measures have brought
on an improvement in the visual acuity, but
no real decrease in myopia, which latter can
be obtained only by the full correction. His
conclusions are based on experience extend-
ing over more than twenty-two years in the
same schools, and showed a decrease of
myopia by ten per cent. in the male and by
thirty per cent. in the female scholars. The
influence of the full correction, however, was
observed only after the fifteenth year of life,
as up to that year corrected and not-corrected
myopia increase to about the same degree.
In those who wear the full correction the
increase stops after the sixteenth year, and
in those who are under-corrected only with
the twentieth year. He considers the six-
teenth year of life the most dangerous, not
only in regard to the increase of the existing
myopia but also in regard to its development
in persons who have no hereditary tendency.

Hertel's numbers ( Graefe's Archly.)
refer to all degrees of myopia. He shows
again that the female sex has a greater dis-
position to it than the male sex. It is true
that the lower degrees are found more fre-
quently in the male sex, but in the higher
degrees the female persons are in the ma-
jority. It was also found that the girls
developed myopia earlier than the boys, and
that the female sex was more inclined to
chorioidal changes. In the lower degrees of
myopia the near-workers are far more numer-
ous than those that perform no close work,
while in the higher degrees the relation is the
reverse. To the persons who do no near
work the author reckons the farmers, laborers,
etc., but also all female persons, which would
be absolutely wrong for our country.

Among the complications of myopia
changes in the chorioid take first place. Their
frequency increases with the degree of the
myopia, but more rapidly after 6 dioptries.
Vitreous opacities were found in one per
cent., and detachment of the retina in about
nine-tenths per cent. of all cases. The latter
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two troubles are also somewhat dependent
upon the degree of the myopia, but not to
the same degree as in the chorioidal changes.
Myopia is most progressive between ten and
twenty years, but the author observed an
increase in some people even after forty
years. The full correction has a very good
influence in this regard, but its influence is
clearly demonstrable only in the first two
and a half decades of life, and then mostly in
near-workers. The author found the influ-
ence of heredity in about sixty-six per cent. of
his cases. Both Seggel and Hertel attribute
the development of myopia to a thinning of
the sclera, aided by a pressure exerted by the
external muscles of the eye.

About Changes in the Power of Ac-
commodation After Febrile Diseases

Lately Dr. Charton found that in most
febrile diseases there is a decrease in the
power of accommodation, amounting on the
average to 2.5 — 3 D. He further observed
that after convalescence the power of accommo-
dation became greater again, and that only in
cases where the patient had been very low
did the accommodative power remain below
the normal. We here remind the reader that
some time ago we published in these columns
some observations which showed that in some
diseases, like diphtheria, the accommodation
may remain defective all through the remain-
ing life of the individual.

Treatment of Incipient Cataract
ED. KEYSTONE :—When I gave my lecture in

Milwaukee on the external diseases of the eye
with which the optometrist should be familiar, I
made the statement that cataracts could not be
dissolved by any medication which was introduced
by way of the conjunctival sac, which I believe to
be absolutely true from the fact that we cannot
reach the lens substance from this mode of medica-
tion. Since the meeting I have had several letters
from optometrists, asking advice as to whether
there was anything to be done for those patients
which had incipient cataract, and from the tone of
their letters I see that those who heard me received
a false impression of my statement, for a great
benefit can be derived from internal treatment, and
many cataracts may be absorbed by introducing
eliminants by producing catharses, sweating and
inducing rapid drainage from the anterior chamber
and the anterior portion of the eyeball, thereby
producing a rapid change of fluids and improving
the nutrition, but this is all accomplished by in-
ternal medication and not by introducing medicine
into the conjunctival sac. However, if there should
be any inflammation of the conjunctiva or sclera,
then the internal treatment should be supplemented
by medication suited to allay the inflammation,
for it would have a deleterious effect on the elimi-
nation which we are trying to establish by the
internal treatment.

I hasten to send this out to the profession, for
no optometrist will have discharged his full duty
to his patient who presents signs of forming cata•
ract, until he has impressed on the patient the fact
that there is a possibility of checking the disease
and insisting upon the patient exhausting every
means known to science before giving up.

Yours truly,
Chicago, El. EARL J. BROWN.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY

(Continued. Part V)

1K YSTONE;

This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of ophthalmoscopy and the

practical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tscherning's

celebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of the

price, $2.50 (100. 5(1.)

INFLUENCE OF REFRACTION OF THE EXAMINED EYE ON THE

MAGNIFICATION.-A glance at Fig. 133 suffices to show that if we

place the lens so that its focus coincides with the anterior focus

Fig. 133.-After *rivet

of the eye, the magnification is the same whatever may be the

refraction of the examined eye (principle of Badal).*

If the lens is nearer the eye, as is generally the case, the

magnification is greater in the hypermetropic eye, less in the

myopic eye (Fig. 134). For this reason the papilla of the

E

Fig. 134.-After Bjerrum

astigmatic eye is seen elongated in the direction of the meridian of

least refraction ; by moving the lens away the other meridian is

elongated, and finally that which corresponds to the meridian of

greatest refraction is seen to be the greater just as by the erect

image. •
OPHTHALMOSCOPIC FIELD.-In order that the field may be as

large as possible, the lens must be at a distance from the eye

almost equal to its focal distance. Under these circumstances

the image which the lens forms of the pupil of the observed

eye is very large and fills the entire lens ; the iris disappears

from the field.
We construct the field as for the erect image, by supposing

the center P, Fig. 135, of the pupil of the observing eye luminous,

and finding what part of the fundus of the eye it could illuminate.

In drawing Fig. 135, it has been supposed that the image P1, of

the center of the pupil of the observer, coincides with the nodal

point K of the observed eye, so that the " rays " Aa and Bb suffer

no refraction ; ab is, therefore, the field, and we note that it does

not depend on the pupil of the observed eye, since the cone AP,B

does not touch its borders. The field is limited only by the borders

of the lens ; it is, therefore, preferable to use a large lens as they

do in England. If we move the lens nearer or farther away, so

that a larger part of the cone AP,B coincides with the pupil, it

may happen that the latter may be too small, so that the iris

*This is exact only if the ametropia Is axial. In ease of a myopia 
thypermetropla)

of curvature, the anterior focus is situated near the eye in 
proportion as the refraction Is

greater.-Repeating the construction of Fig. 133, we see that by 
making the focus of the lens

coincide with the anterior focus of the eye the magnification is 
greater in the case of myopia.-

The astigmatic eye has t anterior foci, one for each principal meridian ; to obtain the same
magnification in both meridians, the focus of the lens must be nearer 

the eye than the mere

distant anterior focus.
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intercepts the most peripheral rays. The field is then limited by

the iris of the observed eye, which may be seen through the lens.

If the pupil is small, it may be difficult to bold the lens exactly at

the proper place for the iris to disappear ; this is why dilatation of

the pupil is advantageous.-It must be noted, furthermore, that a

small part of the field is well illuminated. If we. use a concave

Patient JES Observer

Fig. 135.-Construction of the ophthalmoscopic field by the inverted image

mirror of 20 centimeters focus, as is customary, we see at the fundus

of the eye a quite distinct image of the flame (because the image

formed by the mirror is almost at the focus of the lens so that the

rays which meet the eye are almost parallel) ; it is only the part of

the field which corresponds to this image that is illuminated ; the

remainder is in darkness.-The illuminated portion may be

increased by using a plane mirror, but the illumination is then

less bright.
We can see the inverted image without any lens if the patient

is myopic more than 6 D.; by moving the head from side to side,

we make sure that the vessels are displaced in the contrary

direction, for we can also see the fundus of the hypermetropic eye

(by the erect image) at a sufficiently great distance. The visual

field is very small and the magnification often so great that one

vessel may fill half of the field. The existence of this image is

sufficient to establish the diagnosis of a strong myopia.-It is often

difficult to examine the high degrees of myopia by the erect image,

and by the inverted image the enlargement is sometimes not

sufficient. We can then use this image which the myopic eye itself

produces, by magnifying it ; we make no change from the ordinary

way of examining with the inverted image ; it is only necessary to

move the lens far enough away for the image to be formed between

the lens and the observed eye. The lens then produces an enlarged

virtual image of this inverted image, which is also inverted and

situated farther behind ; to see it distinctly it is often necessary to

place oneself very near the lens, especially if one uses a convex

glass behind the mirror. We can thus obtain an'enlargement nearly

as great as by the erect image (Demicheri).

We can use the examination by the inverted image for the

determination of the refraction of the eye, by measuring the distance

from the observed eye at which the inverted image is situated, since

this distance varies with the refraction of the Eye. This method,

which was proposed by Schmidt-Rimpler, has never become very

popular.
The appearance of the fundus of the eye is very nearly the

same with both methods. We must except the macula, however,

which, by the inverted image, often presents itself under a special

form, as an oval spot, with the long diameter horizontal, a little

larger than the papilla ; this spot is dull, a little darker than the

rest, and surrounded by a bright circle, corresponding to the

convexity of the border of the fovea, which acts as a kind of convex

mirror. Analagous reflexes often appear also on other parts of

the retina, especially in young subjects.-Differences of level are

observed by the parallactic displacement which is obtained by sub-

jecting the lens to a slight to-and-fro movement.

[TO H. CONTINUI4D1
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A Typical Case of Hypermetropia

R. S. C., aged nineteen years, a hat
finisher by occupation. Complains of head-
ache which comes on about noon every day
except Sundays. This symptom is a striking
one and indicates at once that the headache
is due to eyestrain.

At first on going to work in the morn-
ings, the ciliary muscle which had been re-
freshed and invigorated by the previous
night's sleep, is easily able to overcome the
refractive error and afford good vision with-
out any apparent effort. But after a while
this continued tax on the accommodation,
which is so much greater than it should be
normally, begins to cause fatigue and by the
time the noon hour is reached the eye is
sending vigorous complaints to headquarters
(the brain), that the burden of work imposed
upon it is in excess of its natural capacity.
This is simply and solely what the headache
means.

The normal eye, as is the case with every
other organ in health, performs its function
without our consciousness. As soon as the
eye complains, in other words, as soon as
feelings of discomfort remind us that we have
eyes, there is evidence that they are not as
they should be, that something is wrong.
These warnings must be heeded, and they
are by the prudent man ; if disregarded, the
trouble grows worse and the condition of the
eyes may become serious.

So far we have this symptom of head-
ache following use of the eyes, and we natu-
rally think of hypermetropia or hyperme-
tropic astigmatism. We ask our patient
what letters are legible on the distant test
card, and we find that the acuteness of vision
in each eye is R. This is so much better
than normal that it practically excludes
astigmatism.

In the further determination of this
point, we make an ophthalmometric exami-
nation, and find that the mires overlap one-
half step in the vertical meridian in each eye.
This corresponds to the normal corneal cur-
vature, and is corroborative of the opinion
expressed a moment ago that the error is not
one of astigmatism.

This leaves hypermetropia as the proba-
ble condition of refraction, and in order to
determine its existence we place convex
lenses before the eyes as the patient views
the distant test card, and we find that D.
lenses are readily accepted, thus indicating a
manifest hypermetropia of this amount.

The hypermetrope (if not too old and
if the error is not of too high degree) usually
sees well at a distance, in fact he oftentimes
enjoys an unusual degree of acuteness of
vision. Such a person, in view of his re-
markable vision, is apt to laugh at the
suggestion of a defect in his eyes, and the
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thought of glasses is to him little less than
ridiculous.

We proceed now to examine our patient's
near vision and measure his amplitude of
accommodation. We find that he can read
the small print as close as 5 inches and as far
away as 27 inches ; this near point of 5
inches represents an amplitude of accommo-
dation of 8 D. Now how does this compare
with the normal standard?

In the " Optician's Manual " there is a
table showing the amount of amplitude of
accommodation that should be present at the
different stages through life. Every case
must be gaged by comparison with this table,
and in this way any departure from the
standard at any given age can be readily
detected.

At twenty years of age the eye should
possess io D. of amplitude of accommoda-
tion ; our patient at nineteen possesses only
8 D. of accommodation. There is, there-
fore, an evident deficiency of 2 D. at least,
and a presumption of the existence of hyper-
metropia of like amount.

It will be remembered that in hyperme-
tropia distinct distant vision is possible only
by an effort of accommodation equal in
amount to the grade of defect, and hence in
close vision there is a deficiency of like
amount. Therefore in this young man's case
when we find that the accommodation at the
near point is 2 D. less than it should be, we
are justified in assuming that this amount of
accommodation has been used to overcome
hypermetropia and render distant vision
clear.

This examination of the amplitude of
accommodation corroborates our diagnosis
of hypermetropia, and shows it to be even
greater than the acceptance of the convex
lenses has indicated.

Continuing our examination, we look
into the condition of the muscular equili-
brium. We use the Maddox rod and place it
over the left eye in a horizontal position.
The image formed in this eye is a vertical
streak of light, which our patient tells us is
about six inches to the left of the light.
This is a condition of homonymous diplopia,
due to an over convergence of the eyes, and
indicates esophoria. After trying several
prisms, we find that one of 4° base out brings
the red streak directly through the flame.
This esophoria which we have discovered in
this way, is additional corroborative evidence
of the presence of hypermetropia ; because
the latter, by calling the accommodation into
play, also stimulates the convergence ; and
hence, unless there is some disturbance of
the relation that closely binds the functions
of accommodation and convergence, esopho-
ria always accompanies hypermetropia.

Our next step in the examination is to
try each eye separately with the test lenses,
and inasmuch as the lessened amplitude of
accommodation indicates a degree of hyper-
metropia greater than the convex lenses pre-
viously accepted, we will make use of the
fogging method.

We place + 5 D. in the trial frame in
front of the right eye. Patient says he can-
not see a single letter on the test card. We
hold a — .50 D. in front of the + 5 D., and
patient says the card looks clearer, but he is
still unable to name any letters. We replace
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the — .5o D. by a — i D. and now patient is
able to see the large letter at the top of the
test card. We gradually increase the strength
of the concave at first by — .5o D. and then
by — .25 D., until finally patient is able to
name all the letters on the No. zo line and
most of them on the No. 15 line.

Now, we will see what we have in the
trial frame. In the back cell we have the
± 5 D. lens which was originally placed
there. In the front cell we have — 2.50 D.
The latter neutralizes half of the former, and
leaves a plus value in front of the eyes of
2. 50 D., with which patient has normal vision,
and therefore we have discovered or un-
earthed a hypermetropia of this amount.

The convex lens causes the rays of light
to enter the eye in a convergent conditi9.
A hypermetropic eye (with suspended ac-
commodation) is adapted for convergent
rays, in fact there is no other form of eye in
which convergent rays can focus on the
retina ; therefore, when a patient can see at
a distance through convex lenses, in other
words, when convergent rays can be received
by an eye, hypermetropia is proven to exist,
and theoretically the degree of conver-
gence will correspond to the amount of
hypermetropia.

Of course, it is understood that the
accommodation is capable of making the
entering rays convergent, and thus focus-
ing them on the retina. But this places
a burden on the ciliary muscle, for which
nature never intended it ; thus causing
the headache and other asthenopic symptoms;
and it is the duty of the optometrist to ascer-
tain if the accommodation is subjected to
such unnatural strain, and if so, to take the
proper means to relieve it.

We now test the left eye in the same
way by the fogging method, and we find that
when a — 3 D. is placed in front of the fog-
ging lens of + 5 D., that normal acuteness of
vision is secured, thus indicating a hyperme-
tropia of 2 D.

We will finish our examination of this
young man's eyes with the retinoscope,
which, I am glad to say, gives us the same
results as found by the fogging method.

We now have a complete record of this
case, ,and as all tests agree, we have no
difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory diag-
nosis of the nature of the defect and the
amount. This being done, it might seem at
first thought that a pair of lenses 0. D. +
2.50 ; 0. S. + 2, should be prescribed,
to the instant relief and satisfaction of the
patient.

But the experience of the writer has
been, that it is not well to try to force too
strong a convex lens on a young eye that has
never been accustomed to wearing glasses.
It will blur distant vision and make the eye
uncomfortable ; of course, if the use of the
glasses is persisted in for several months, the
impairment of vision and feeling of discom-
fort will gradually disappear ; but very few
patients are willing to wear glasses in the face
of such disadvantages. When glasses are
put on, the patient naturally expects to see
better ; he thinks that is the purpose for
which glasses are worn. If, on the other
hand, vision is impaired by the glasses, the
impulse of the patient is to take them off,
and it is only exceptionally that he can be

(Continued on page 1463)
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The Practical Application and Use of a
Simple Test for the Latent

Convergence Power

By MARK D. STEVENSON, M. D., in Ophthalmic Record

Donders has shown that for each fixed quan-
tity of convergence there is in that same person rta
definite range of relative accommodation, i. e., the
eyes may accommodate within certain well-defined
limits without any change in convergence. On
the other hand, it is equally true that for each fixed
amount of accommodation there may be a certain
defined degree of variation in convergence. Both
these changes are within certain well-defined
and narrow limits. It is also known that the
farther the eyes look to either side the greater
becomes the practical difficulty of converging
them, i. e., the excess of converging over the
necessary accompanying accommodating effort
increases in proportion as the eyes turn laterally.
This latter fact being true, if there was not a pro-
portionate adjustability between the convergence
and the accommodation, there would be either
diplopia, due to an improper and insufficient con-
vergence, or a blurring of vision due to
excessive accommodation. Hence the neces-
sity for this relative ajustability is quite obvi-
ous. Every time lenses are prescribed in
cases of ametropia the relation between
accommodation and convergence is neces-
sarily changed, therefore, a new acljustability
of the relationship of these acts is necessary,
otherwise diplopia or blurred vision would
again result.

Relation of
Accommodation
and Convergence

The degrees of accommo-
dation and convergence
must not only be adjusta-
ble to each other within

certain limits, but they also must be relative,
i. e., the eyes looking at objects at different
distances should make relative corresponding
efforts to accommodate and converge. It is well
known, however, that the efforts to accommodate
and converge are often quite different. Some eyes
have an excessive tendency to converge ; others
have a deficiency in this power,associated on the one
hand with an active power of accommodation, on
the other with a considerable presbyopic, or even
paretic, deficiency in this power of accomodation.

It is well known that the power of accommo-
dation is gradually lost, so that a patient possessing
so-called emmetropic or standard eyes, will event-
ually require correcting lenses for this presbyopia.
No doubt, in many cases, there is also a change in
the convergence power. Under this circumstance
the greater effort required to accommodate may
stimulate the act of converging for a time, but
when correcting lenses for this presbyopia are
given, the effort of accommodation which has
stimulated convergence is removed ; at the same
time the reading distance is shortened, thereby
requiring a necessarily greater amount of conver-
gence. In other words, these cases often have an
insufficiency of the converging power. The lenses
prescribed for them eliminate much of the effort to
accommodate, thus removing a stimulus for the
converging power and at the same time making a
demand for a greater convergence. In hyperopia
the convex lenses also relieve the ciliary strain
manifested in accommodating, and thus remove
some of the stimulus, and probably also lessen the
reading distance. In myopia, if the concave lenses
are worn for near work, a greater effort is made to
accommodate, hence stimulating convergence ;

however, as the reading distance is increased there
is not so great a necessity for it. Patients of all
ages frequently have an insufficiency of this power,
even many whose muscles are of normal strength
or approximately so, for distance. Insufficiency
of convergence is often found in patients whose
muscles are even esophoric for the distance.
However, the writer wishes in this paper, so far
as is possible, to avoid any reference to the condi-
tion of the muscles for the distance, and desires to
confine his remarks to their converging power
only for near distances.

Various methods may be
Condition of Muscles used in determining the con-

dition of the muscles for
near work. Landolt's dyna-

ammeter is simple ; the near point of convergence
may also be roughly estimated by approaching a
'finger, ophthalmoscope handle, or a vertical line
on a card, as close to the eyes as possible without
causing the patient to see double images. The
result obtained by these means will greatly depend
on the patient's effort and the concentration of
his attention. However, in actual practice, after
having first tested the muscles for the distance,
and ascertained if any heterophoria exists, beside

for Near Work

Instrument 1%1iule by F. A. Hardy it Co., Chicago

testing the duction powers (especially adduction),
it then seems most practical to determine the con-
dition of the convergence power for ordinary read-
ing distances. Different men have devised tangent
scales for various distances, among them Landolt,
Hirshberg and Maddox. The latter has also made
an excellent one for use at a distance of ten inches.

The writer has devised a somewhat simpler
scale, one more readily understood by the patient.
It is to be used at a distance of fourteen inches,
indicating in degrees the amount of convergence
power which is present at that given distance,
without any effort being made to maintain binoc-
ular single vision. In the other tests (excepting
the Maddox rod for near work and the cover
test, which are good but impracticable,.and also
Von Graefe's dot and line test), an effort is made
to maintain binocular vision. It is well to know
the extent of convergence power which this effort
involves, just as it is helpful to knGw the amount
of adduction and abduction present. But this test
which I am about to describe indicates more or
less properly the latent balance of the eyes for the
average reading distance, while no effort is being
made to maintain binocular vision, i. e., in their
position of repose under the stimulating influ-
ence of the proper accommodative effort for that
given distance.

If this scale be held at a distance of fourteen
inches from the eyes and parallel to the line
between their centers of rotation, with a 14° prism,
base down, before the right eye, the degree of latent
convergence or divergence of the eyes for a
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distance of fourteen inches (reading distance)
may be found, while the eyes are accommodating
for this distance. If the patient has sufficient
vision in each eye, two images of the arrow and
letters, one above the other, will be seen. The
examiner should ask the patient if the lower arrow
points directly to the upper, and if not, then to
which letter in the upper line the lower arrow
does point.

If it points to one of the slanting or in-
clined letters on the right side of the scale, viz.,
A, B, C, D, etc., it indicates a latent insufficiency
of convergence or a tendency for divergence at a
distance of fourteen inches. If it points to one of
the straight capital letters, e. g., Z, Y, X, W, on
the left side of the scale, it indicates latent excess
of convergence, or a tendency for the eyes to turn
inward, for a distance of fourteen inches. The
large letters may be readily seen by those who
would be unable to distinguish the small figures.
When the name of one of the seven large letters
found only on one side of the scale is mentioned,
the examiner immediately knows whether there is
an excess or insufficiency of convergence present.
The other letters found on either side of the scale
are easily distinguished, the slanting or inclined

ones on the right side indicating a converging
insufficiency, and the straight capitals on the
left indicating an excess of convergence.

The small numerals be-
low the letters and line
indicate in degrees the
amount of excess or in-

sufficiency of this convergence. Patients
should look closely at the numerals in order
that the eyes may accommodate, as a certain
amount of convergence is always associated
with a relative amount of accommodation.
Of course, the proper lenses should be before
the patient's eyes when making this test, in
order that the usual amount of accommoda-
tive effort will be made. If the lower arrow
points to the slanting letter B, it indicates 2°

of lateral insufficiency of convergence, or in other
words, 2° of divergence for a distance of fourteen
inches. A 4° prism base would be required before
either eye to make the lower point directly to the
upper. It takes a 2° prism to effect I° of lateral
displacement on the scale, so that the number of
degrees marked on the scale should be multiplied
by two, in order to find the strength of prism that
would give the same lateral displacement. The
writer has made a simple appliance that holds the
card and two 7° prisms, the base of the right being
down and of the left up. It is inexpensive and
saves much time in properly adjusting the prisms,
which is very important. It takes at least one-
quarter of a minute to get the best results.

In patients whose visual axes were parallel.
having muscular balance for the distance, the
writer has usually found 2° to 3° of latent insuffi-
ciency of convergence, so that he has come to con-
sider this amount of divergence as about normal
for a distance of fourteen inches.

If a very high degree (Io° or
Insufficiency of more) of insufficiency of con-

vergence is found, especially
if associated with exophoria

for the distance and weak adduction, in which case
the patients complain after reading, writing, sew-
ing or long-continued use of the eyes for near
work, thus giving rise to various asthenopic symp-
toms, viz., eyeache, headache, dizziness, etc., one
or all of the following means for relieving the
same may be tried:

I. Decenter convex lenses in or concave out.

What the
Scale Tells

Convergence

(Continued on page 463)
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Latent Eyestrain

Paper read by CHALMERS PRENTICE, M. D., at the Annual
Convention of the American Association of Opticians

To-day the portrait of Harvey graces the
offices of many of the leading physicians and sur-
geons of the world. Among the greatest discov-
erers, Harvey stands the figure-head of medical
history, honored, revered. During his lifetime the
truth of his theory of the circulation of the blood
was denied. Fifty years after his death the histo-
rian Hume wrote of him : " No professional man
of mature years ever recognized his theories."
This warns that pseudo-ethics, prejudice, too
much caution, and the lack of liberality of thought
in investigation lead us to overlook many a diamond
in the rough, or even some polished gem for want
of light, or perfect vision.

In the past, glass-fitting has

Science of been one of purely mechanical
Glass-Fitting character, in which by various

means we have measured the
defects of curvature in the refractive media of the
eye and supplied by artificial means whatever de-
ficiencies were found, the end alone being to bring
about the sharpest vision possible. This method,
universally in use, began and ended with the eye
and vision. In this mechanical method of glass-
fitting we have probably arrived at the highest
accuracy and proficiency. Now and again, inci-
dentally, corrections of the eye after this method
have brought relief to headaches, neuralgia and
other neurotic conditions, including epilepsy. No
doubt, most of you have had surprising and plea-
sant experiences of this description in your prac-
tice, and data on the point could be gathered far
beyond the necessity of bringing conviction to the
most doubting mind.

So, under the circumstances, I

An Illustrative will rest this part of my subject
Case after citing one case which oc-

curred in the practice of my
friend, Dr. Frothingham, of Detroit, in 1884, pub-
lished in the Journal of The American Medical
Association:

Miss E. J. L.., aged twenty-four, consulted Dr.
Frothingham concerning epileptic spasms, with
which she was attacked about her eleventh year.
The origin of the spasms was attributed by differ-
ent physicians to as many causes, nearly all the
functions of the body being in a diseased condi-
tion. Dr. Wm. A. Hammond, after going over
the patient carefully, including an examination of
the eyes, decided the trouble was due to conges-
tion at the base of the brain. He regarded the
case as incurable—recommended the use of nitrate
of silver, which the parents objected to and
never used.

Under the best treatment of noted men the
spasms continued seven years. When at the age
of eighteen she presented herself to Dr. Frothing-
ham her general condition of health was alarming.
Dr. Frothingham fitted her to a pair of 2 diopter
spherical glasses to be worn constantly. He did
not see or hear of her again until two and a half
years, when he received the following letter from
her father :
" I am prompted to write you a few lines about

our daughter Emily, which I thought might be of
some interest to you professionally. You will re-
call that for years she was troubled with spasms
preceded by color seeing, flickerings and dizziness.
We tried many physicians both East and West,
among them Dr. Lewis A. Sayre and Dr. Wm. A.
Hammond, of New York.

"The relief was only partial and temporary
by the use of bromide of potassium and like seda-
tives and anti-spasmodics. She was constantly
feeble. Dr. Dunster prescribed for her as well as
yourself, but you said that some claimed that these
troubles originated in or were continued and aggra-

vated by certain abnormal conditions of the eyes,
and you made an examination and advised the
immediate and constant use of glasses, and a dis-
continuance of the bromides of potassium, sodium,
etc. Before we left Ann Arbor a marked improve-
ment was observed, strength returned, she gained
in strength and was in every way better, and now,
during some two and a half years, has never had
a spasm. She has taken no medicine for two
years. I am inclined to think the glasses were
the remedy."

It was such unexpected, happy results in our
clinics of the past that have opened the gateway
into the new field of physiological optics, which
embodies the detection and correction of latent or
hidden eyestrain, by the process of " fogging " and
the use of prisms, which I have termed " repres-
sion," well named " physiological glass-fitting,"
for under its following the physiological changes

Chalmers Prentice, :o. o.

which bring about health in various diseased con-
ditions are much more marked than by the old
method.

The Eye and

We can now probably arrive at
the heart of our subject with

Its Muscles more facility, by referring .to
that with which you are no

doubt all familiar, the general construction of the
eye and the muscles that adjust it for the purpose
of bringing vision. The eyeball consists of three
coats or tunics ; the outer is the sclerotica, or
skeleton of the eye ; the next within is the vascular

tunic the chorioid ; the third, or inner layer, is the
nervous system of the eye called the retina. The

refractive media beginning from the front of the
eye are the cornea, the aqueous humor, the crys-

talline lens and the vitreous body.
With the exception of the crystalline lens, the

refraction in these various media is fixed and un-
changeable, except in diseased states ; but the

crystalline lens lying immediately behind the pupil

is an elastic, resilient body, capable of having its

curvatures changed by the muscular system which

surrounds its periphera, thus varying the refraction

of the ocular system so that it can adjust or focus

for near, far and intermediate distances.
Berry, many other authori-
ties, and I myself, believe
that the new-born babe is

• hyperopic, or deficient in the

magnifying power of the eye. This deficiency is

made up by a stimulus for more perfect vision,

which takes place in the axial gray matter cells in

the floor of the third ventricle of the brain. The

nerve fibers transmit nerve force from these cells

to the ciliary muscle, which contracts around the

edge of the lens, causing it to change its shape by

increasing its curvatures and magnifying power,

and the converse. It is by this process that the

The Eye of
the Infant
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original hyperopic eye brings about normal or
emmetropic vision.

The deficiency of refraction in the original
anatomical state in different individuals varies con-
siderably from a fraction to several diopters. To
illustrate :

Case No. r. An eye in its anatomical state of
rest is deficient one-fourth of a diopter. The nerve
centers energize the ciliary muscle and shape the
lens, so that the refraction becomes normal.

Case No. 2. In this case, we assume that in
the anatomical state of rest the refraction is insuffi-
cient to the extent of eight diopters.

Now the nerve cells transform a much greater
amount of energy than in Case No. 1, and send it
over the nerve fibers to stimulate the contraction of
the ciliary muscle, thereby enormously increasing
the curvature of the crystalline lens, and thus as
perfect vision is established in Case No. 2 of eight
diopters as in Case No. 1. A higher acuity of vision
sometimes results in this latter case, because the
nerve centers are taxed to such a high state that
extreme sensibility results.

Perhaps you have noticed among
An Interesting your patients, some of them,
Observation whose vision is more acute than

normal, have very irritable ner-
vous systems of high tension. In comparison with
Case No. 1, Case No. 2 probably requires a hun-
dred times more energy to adjust the lens, for the
reason that the last quarter of a diopter requires
much more strain in adjusting than the first quarter.
Conditions are similar with a steamship running at
a high rate of speed. The last two or three miles
of the rate are attained at a comparatively enor-
mous expenditure of fuel. When the nerve cells
are capable of exerting the strain, perfect vision
will be induced in exceedingly great, as in minor
deficiencies of refraction. This enormous waste
of energy is more than the nervous system can
afford ; all other functions of the body will suffer
the loss of their proportion.

With the above illustrations in view, it becomes
emphatically suggestive when we see noted neurolo-
gists simply directing their patient to look at Snel-
len's test type, and, if they can read the letters
indicating normal vision, the subject of the eye is
dismissed by them as having nothing to do with
the case. When we think how much brain strain
may exist under the most perfect vision, as in Case
No. 2 ; when we consider its fatal consequences to
life and happiness, such an examination and con-
clusion is not only careless, it is criminal.

We must never lose sight of the
fact that the most perfect vision

Consideration is attainable at the expense of
excessive brain strain and energy

waste. When the nerve centers have kept up this
work for many years the strain becomes a fixed
habit, and continues in many cases even during the
hours of sleep. Our chief end is to find this latent,
fixed eyestrain, and abate its evil consequences.

Medical installations into the eye of mydria-
tics, such as atropine and hyoscyamine are resorted
to for the purpose of abating these strains and
determining the quantity of latent hyperopia A
system of medication not universally satisfactory,
and for reason, is objectionable to the patient.

In my experience the mechanical process, re-
pression by fogging and prisms, is much more
effective, as it frequently succeeds where the other
fails. It is conducted on empiric or arbitrary lines.

I will now comment briefly on Dr. Frothing-
ham's case, which is simply one of the incidental
cases of the old method previously referred to.
Dr. Hammond's examination failed to recognize

(Continued on page 1,163)
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Latent Eyestrain

(Continued from page 460

any eyestrain, and he diagnosed the malady as
being due to congestion of the base of the brain.
This congestion of the brain was not the cause of
the disease, it was the disease, and the spasms
were not the disease, but simply the manifestations
of the disease or brain congestion.

The positions and the direction
of the muscles which move the
eye are indicated by their names,
the superior and inferior ob-

liques and four recti or straight muscles. Their
office is to adjust the position of the eyes that both
may be fixed on the same point simultaneously,
inducing binocular single vision. When they are
unable to properly adjust the eyes, double vision
is the result ; unless they are so far deviated that
one of the images is lost or suppressed.

The following names are given to the various
mal-adjustments. When due to some fault in the
oblique muscles it is called cyclophoria ; cata-
phoria, the downward tending of an eye ; hyper-
phoria, an upward tending of the visual axis ; exo-
phoria, an outward tending ; esophoria, an inward
tending of optic axes.

Time fobidding a full consideration of all of
the above considerations, I shall chiefly confine
myself to the one least understood and the treat-
ment of which is the most prolific of good results.
As to the lateral position in the anatomical state of
rest, the eyes diverge from each other. This is
evinced by the totally blind, the deeply intoxicated,
the narcotized subject and the eyes of the dead.
We have spoken of the necessity of the new-born
infant to exert a strain to induce a normal focus of
the eye. We are now considering a second strain
that takes place in the nerve centers during the
adjustment of eyes for single vision. This may be
greater or less than the hyperopic strain. Both
usually exist at the same time. Both may be mani-
fest or equally latent, or one manifest and the other
latent.

The Muscles
of the Eye

The internal muscles receive
Motive Power their working power from nerve

cells in the posterior part
of the floor of the ventricle

and the aquaduct of sylvius. The external recti

receive theirs principally from the floor of the

fourth ventricle, deep ill the base of the brain. The

nerve cells transform energy, send it to the internal

recti muscles and draw them into axial alignment,
inducing single vision.

As to the lateral position, the state of anatomi-

cal rest is exophoria, or divergence of the optic

axes. The internal muscles are obliged to pull

them together, more or less, even for far fixation,

and much more for nearer points. Eyes vary in

their outward tending from a few to many degrees.

The amount of nerve strain varies considerably

in different cases where the degrees of deviation

are the same, for the tendons are broad, thick and

inelastic in one case, while in another they are
thin, narrow, elastic, and pull into line with less

strain. The same number of degrees of deviation

does not imply the same strain for adjustment.

Sometimes the internal muscles are too much in-

nervated and pull the eyes in too far, beyond the

point of visual alignment, establishing " esopho-

ria," which is always functional, due to tonic

spasm It is always a latent strain and productive

of quite as much evil as latent hyperopia. Cog-

nately, the ciliary muscle in adjusting the refrac-

tion sometimes overdoes its work, increases the

of Muscles

K EYST ONE

curvature of the lens beyond the point of perfect
vision, establishing functional myopia, which is
exaggerated hypermetropia.

In treating esophoria, the use
of prisms base out to get a situ-

Esophoria pie mechanical adjustment of
the lines of sight is a serious

error, as is also the putting on of concave lenses
to sharpen the vision in functional myopia, or ex-
aggerated hyperopia. Such practice in both eso-
phoria and functional myopia has a tendency to
increase the irritation of the nerve centers ; whereas
in developing latent eyestrains, our chief end in
view is to relieve the brain of its overwork by get-
ting rid of tonic spasms that are the cause of the
mal-adjustments, constituting latent esophoria and
hyperopia.

To cure these two conditions, we proceed in
the opposite way to the old practice ; prisms base
ill esophoria, and plus, or fog glasses for latent
hyperopia and functional myopia.

For esophoria, by using prism base in, all that
can be fused for the eyes are forced to turn out-
ward to maintain single vision. This forcgs the
nerve centers to abandon their excessive nerve
supply to the internal muscles, and in time abates
the spasm : Repression. The prism can be meth-
odically increased at times, and worn until the
esophoria has disappeared.

The above proceeding is usually accompanied
by " fogging," to find and relieve whatever latent
hyperopia may be present. With plus glasses
that fog, the eye invariably seeks better vision by
forcing the ciliary muscle to relax, and their nerve
cells are obliged to repress, hold back, the excess
of nerve force that has kept up the spasm. During
this treatment the vision is dim, it is also dim under
the arbitrary use of atropine, which fails to produce
as good results.

The conservation of energy by " repression"
induces wonderful physiological changes through-
out the body. These changes are our guides. To be
successful, practice and experience are necessary.
I know of no field in which labor will be better
rewarded.

Trentinent of

The Practical Application and Use of a
Simple Test for the Latent

Convergence Power

(Continued from fiage 1459)

2. Make the reading distance a little farther

than usual from the eye (fifteen or even sixteen
inches) by weaker convex or stronger concave
lenses, unless the patient's vocation demands a
closer working distance.

3. Use proper prism exercises, with strong

prisms, bases out, so as to increase adduction,

and at the same time the strength of convergence

by exercising the muscles that turn the eye in.

4. Place the requisite prism, base in, before

one or both eyes. As a rule, the strength of the

prism should not be more than one-half the num-

ber of degrees of divergence. The strength of the

prism needed depends largely on other factors,

the condition of the muscles for the distance, the
adduction power, etc.

5. Operation, either partial tenotomy of the

external rectus, or slight advancement of the

internal rectus. These operations should only be

undertaken in cases of high degree of insufficiency

when associated with exophoria for the distance,

strong abduction and weak adduction.
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Patients who frequently look
The Case of to the side, such as book-

keepers, who look from one
page or book to another, mov-

ing- their eyes laterally a great deal—movements
which require strong convergence effort—espe-
cially should be aided by the means above de-
scribed, unless they have good convergence power
and strong adduction.

If a small degree of insufficiency is found, it is
sometimes wise to decenter conve; lenses in and
concave out, but seldom necessary to combine a
prism with the lenses. If the patient experiences
distress with the lenses or does not get the desired
relief, it is always advisable to try proper prism
exercises. The results are frequently flattering.

If there is a high degree of excess of conver-
gence found at the different examinations, espe-
cially if combined with esophoria for the distance
and strong adduction power (and the eyes are
distressed from this cause, which is unusual), then
convex lenses may be decentered out and concave
ones in. It is nearly always advisable to give such
patients lenses which shorten the reading distance
to thirteen inches, or even twelve, providing no
contraindication exists, such as a vocation demand-
ing lenses to see at a greater distance.

Bookkeepers

Clinics in Optometry

(Continued from page ,457)

persuaded to wear them under such cir-
cumstances.

For these reasons, in this case, where
patient is young and accommodation is vigor-
ous, we will correct only half the error and
order glasses as follows :

0. D. + 0.25 D.; 0. S. ± x D.

When patient made a report later we
were told that these glasses have relieved the
headache and afforded entire satisfaction.
Whereas, if we had attempted to give a full
correction, patient would have returned most
likely very much dissatisfied, when we would
have been compelled to reduce the strength
of the glasses, or patient would have wan-
dered off to some other optometrist, of more
tact if not of more skill. Why, then,
shouldn't we prescribe the weaker glasses
first, and thus maintain our reputation and
retain the patient's confidence?

Cause of " Sightseers " Headache

"Academy " or " sightseers " headache is a not
uncommon experience, and some recent observa-
tions of Mr. Simeon Snell appear to throw some
light on its causation. Allowing that in certain
instances astigmatism or other form of ametropia
is a factor in its production, he yet argues that there
are other influencing conditions. ln support of this
he quotes the experience of a lady who always suf-
fered from severe headache after visiting the theater
when she had occupied a seat in the pit, but was
free from such disturbance when she sat in the dress
circle. In the first position, it is pointed out, sus-
tained action of the elevator muscles of the eyeballs
is required in order to see the stage, and this is
exactly the action which is required in studying a
collection of pictures, and more especially in look-
ing at those which are hung " above the line." .
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Optical Questions anV Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, bu

n 
t

as a evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which tiny are received. No attention will be
paid to anonyniotts communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"C. 111. "—Is there any help or cure for synechia
11,Ty customer is afflicted with it

and would like to know if he could be treated
for it with any hope of success. He says he
sees small spots resembling the small hair-
spring of a watch ; of course, much smaller
and finer. They are not real black, and are
most noticeable while looking at a bright sky
or when working on his books.

Do you consider it injurious to bathe the
eyes in cold water every morning, i. e., to take
up as much water as the hands will hold and
open ihe eyes in it?

A synechia is an adhesion of the iris. In
posterior synechia it is adherent to the crystalline
lens ; in anterior synechia to the cornea. If these
adhesions were overcome there would be opacities
left on the lens or on the cornea. We do not know
what our correspondent has in mind unless some
such resultant opacities. We are not informed as
to the location of these opacities, nor are we told
how much they interfere with vision as would be
shown by a diminished visual acuity when the
distant test card is brought into use. If " C. M."
is able to locate these opacities with his ophthal-
moscope, he is in position to advise his patient ;
otherwise it would be better to consult a medical
specialist.

Nature did not intend any foreign substance to
come in contact with the delicate conjunctiva, and
hence even plain water is more or less of an irritant;
we would not approve of opening the eyes in cold
water. If any disease was present that called for
local treatment, a collyrium should be prescribed
by a physician ; otherwise it is not proper to intro-
duce any foreign liquid Into the conjunctival sac.

"C. M:"-1 am just in receipt of your reply to my
inquiry, and hasten to make a correction lest
you get the 'natter too far along.. If my inquiiy
read " synechia scintilla's," a is wrong, as I
intended to say " synchysis scintillans." There
are no opacities to be seen with the ophthalmo-
scope, in fact there is no noticeable departure
from the normal fundus, aside from what
appears like floating ctystals in the vitreous.
The spots complained of are not troublesome
to any great extent ; they are more noticeable
some days than others.

Synchisis scintillans (sparkling synchisis) is
the term applied to that condition in which the
vitreous humor is more or less fluid, holding in
suspension crystals of cholesterin and tyrosin. It
forms a very interesting ophthalmoscopic picture,
and a beautiful one, resembling a shower of golden
rain glittering and flashing as the crystals are made
to move by a rotation of the eyeball. They are
more apt to occur in the eyes of aged people, and
usually do not cause any impairment of vision if
the eyes are not otherwise degenerated. The con-
dition is one of curiosity rather than of practical
importance, as it is not amenable to treatment.

"W. II. McQ."—How is range of accommodation
obtained? As the range of accommodation is
part of the information asked to be furnished
in sending in questions, I would like to know
the best method of obtaining it.

The distance between the near point and the
far point, over which the eye has control by con-
traction and relaxation of the ciliary muscle, is
called the range of accommodation. It is deter-

KEYSTONE

mined by measuring the closest point at which it is
possible to read the fine print by the strongest
effort of the accommodation, and the farthest dis-
tance at which it is possible to read the same small
print. Theoretically, in the emmetropic eye the
far point is at infinity ; but for practical purposes,
we desire to know the farthest point of reading
vision, so as to get some idea of the elasticity of
the accommodation. At twenty years of age the
emmetrope can read the fine print as close as 4
inches, and as far away, perhaps, as 30 inches ; so
that his range of accommodation would be recorded
as from 4# to 3e. A knowledge of the near point
also gives us the amplitude of accommodation, or
the power of the ciliary muscle. This is expressed
in diopters, and is equal to a convex lens of such
strength as would give to rays proceeding from the
near point a direction as if they came from the far
point. In this case a near point of 4 inches repre-
sents ro D. of accommodation.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

'L. A. "—Lady, aged seventy-five, informs me that
at one lime (four years ago) she was quite
blind with cataract in both eyes. On the
advice of a doctor she submitted to an operation
for the removal of the cataract on the left eye,
which she stales has proved quite a success.
The vision of the right eye, although it was
blind at the time of the operation, now allows
of perception of fingers at five feet. The left
eye (the one operated on) with correction (from
my own test) of + io C .75 cyl. ax.
Can read TR.1 clearly and partially, and as I
presume this case is not one of those in which
you require fitrther particulars, as enumerated
by you in your heading, I beg to submit it to
you with Me following question : Is it frasible
or probable that an eye once rendered blind by
cataract can resume any portion of its visual
acuity such as the perception of fingers at five
feet as above P If not, how do you reconcile
the lady's statement with cases that have come
under your notice ? The lady informs me that
no medical or operative treatment whatsoever
was used for the right eye.

A few cases have been reported where senile
cataract has undergone spontaneous absorption,
or the opaque lens has been dislocated from the
line of vision, with the result of partial improvement
of the sight.

"A. H. C."—Patient is a watchmaker and jeweler,
doing considerable work at bench. Left and
right eyes are both below normal, but vision is
vet)/ good. In the right eye there is a floating
spot (round, and about 3mm. in diameter), with
numerous branches. The eye frequently burns,
and in reading becomes fatigued considerably
before the left. It has been this way jor at least
two years, but it is gradually getting worse,
qnd the spot is increasing. Has been using- a
very weak lens with some comfort ( — .12) for.
about one year, using ccasionallv. Also no-
ticed a slight astigmatism, but did not find it
necessary to make a correction on account of
good vision. Physical condition is about nor-
mal, although has slight stomach trouble and
liver complaint.

We are told .that the eyes of this patient are
"both below normal, but vision is very good."
We must protest again, as we have so often done
before, that this information is not definite enough.
One of the first things we want to know about any
case is the acuity of vision, and as it is so easily
ascertained, there is no reason why any corre-
spondent should fail to give it to us. The ability
of the patient to name certain-size letters on a test
card hanging 15 or 20 feet away, is the method by
which the vision is measured, and is expressed by
a fraction, the numerator of which represents the
distance at which the patient is seated, and the
denominator the line he is able to read. For
instance, if seated at 20 feet, he is able to read no
farther down than the No. 30 line, his acuteness of
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vision is recorded as In the absence of in-
formation on this point in this case we are unable
to make a diagnosis or offer any suggestions.

V. A. H."—i. Ilhal advantage is there in using
a skiascopic chimney in objective examina-
tions? 2. What is the best light P 3. Which
is the best and most used, plane or concave
relinoscope? it. What is the best working dis-
tance/or the light?

The advantage of the chimney is to keep the
room in comparative darkness, thus making the
test more satisfactory to the eyes of both optome-
trist and patient.

Artificial light is preferable, the best example
of which is the Welsbach mantle. This is so easily
broken that for constant service the argand burner
may be employed. Last in effectiveness, but first
in convenience, is the electric light.

The plane retinoscope is in most common use,
with the sight hole not cut through the glass, but
simply through the plating.

The question of distance of the light is one on
which the various authorities differ. The writer
prefers the light to be one meter away by the side
or above the patient's head. Other writers advo-
cate the placing of the light close to the mirror.
There is no doubt that this latter method gives a
better light, because the closer the light to the
mirror the brighter the reflection will be. But this
does not compensate for the disadvantages of such
close position, while the fact is that in a darkened
room the usual light is amply effective at one meter.

"L. F. A."— We have a case that has puzzled sev-
eral opticians and oculists. A young man,
twenty-six years of age, has worked at the
watchmaker's bench thirteen years. Dist.
vision L. E., ; R. E., H. R. E, + .25 4- .50
cyl. ax. 900 H.; L. E., + .25 + .20 cyl. at.
go° = H. The glasses are sail's:lac/my so far as
vision is concerned, and seem to rest the eyes
somewhat, but in the left eye, when pa/rent
looks at anything, there is a spot about the size
of a pea that comes between the eye and the
object, and in right eye the vision is impaired
by shadow irregular in shape—" something
like a grape vine." This trouble started about
four years ago. The shadows were not very
large then, but have gradually grown lager.
Patient was examined by an oculist in Chicago,
who said there was nothing to be frightened
about; also he has had examinations since
wiM ophthahnoscope and other appliances,
and has been assured there is nothing danger-
ous in his case, although the spots are now
getting so large that they trouble him greatly
in engraving and fine work. The muscles are
in .&rood condition and eyes look well. When
patient closes eyes after working steadily for
awhile, he sees bright flashes of light, some-
times a great number about the size of pin
heads. We are greatly interested in this case,
and frusl you may be able to give some informa-
tion regarding it. Patient has been advised to
give up the watchmaker's bench, but has never
done anything else, and does not wish to do so;
besides, he has given it up for days at a time
and has no/found any relief.

The fact that the normal acuteness of vision is
attained by means of the proper correcting lenses,
would indicate that the trouble is functional rather
than organic, and that there is no serious disease
affecting the eyes. This view is corroborated by the
ophthalmoscopic examination which discloses noth-
ing dangerous, and by the fact that the trouble has
existed for four years without impairing the vision.

We are inclined to regard these spots and
shadows as muscm volitantes, due to microscopic
specks floating in the vitreous humor, which in this
case may be exaggerated by a morbid imagination
or by the patient allowing his attention to dwell on
them all the time.

A scotoma is an area of partial or complete
blindness lying in some part of the field of vision,
and may be due to disease of the optic nerve or
retina or actual opacities in the vitreous. It might
be well to have this patient's field of vision meas-
ured by the perimeter, in order to determine if the
case comes under this heading ; at any rate this is
a case rather for the oculist than the optometrist.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. lioLmEs, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
1:. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, oltio.

Meets annually. Next lite(•titig to be held at Mitmea-
p,liti in 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

Our direct importation of

Opera Glasses
enables us to fill Fall orders for these goods at greatly
reduced prices. We have in stock all the best things,
both in novelties and standard lines. Don't fail to
let us hear from you when you are ready to stock up
on these goods.

Accuracy, Style, Promptness—
the three requisites of successful
R service. Our work shows
them all to perfection. Send for

blanks, catalogue, etc.

D. V. BROWN
Wholesale, Importing, Manufacturing Optician

736, 738, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia

(1629)
it)N. ALBAN G. II. tl I RISS, l. P., MaSter.

'I'. Pt V I tls SI:WELL, E. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,
London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

t. W. Or NSIIIM itE, V. B. O. A., President.
.1. 11. Sci E.R.S.L., 1%1UL A., secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, NV., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians 0896)
s. GRANT, President, Montreal.

1101,FAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

Scottish Optical Association (1003)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Stud [igloo rn, Glasgow.
JOUNI LAmoNT, Secretary, 511 1' ictoria Road, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

II. A. BARR it. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Clo•KS, It. t /. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi.Omicron Fraternity 11901)
JOHN P. EBERHARDT, Presillinll.
E. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EnEN HARDY, PreSident, BOSIOn, lass.
t1, A. 111E1:10, SI,retary, 3 Winter SI, , Boston, MUSS.

\ leo, third Tuesday of each month, except July and
Angus'.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

.1. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Alitin.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Rol Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MA wirtN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa,

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Serrelar3, 155 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
Miss MARGARET J. ERISAI AN, SCCretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. ScnoLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 IVestern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
J. G. McSIAsTERs, Secretary, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GRotton A. ROGERS, President, Chieago, Ill,
0. J. HALM:, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILIAAAI E. Hiss, Secy., 500 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EYERSOLE, President, Seattle, IN'ash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 (trot Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WuITE, President, Concord, N. 11.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

DEO. M. WALDECK, President.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, 'romnh, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALM Fits, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Slinneapolls, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, ('resident, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

K ..YSTC_)INTE

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. Cook, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
Gito. R. CALluitus, Secretary, Union and Sumner

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
R. B. FINCII, President, Denver, Colo.
It. 11. Buttikl., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
bliss E.H.CtIAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Deit%er,Col

Kansas Association of Opticians t 1901)
TitostAs GOWENLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (111011
A. II. IlArcti, President„lelferson City, Mit
EL/4AR II. SciottoT, Secy. and Treas., Wtoliington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association 0902)
A. F. JAIINKE, JR., President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Annual meeting, September 9, 1904, at Richmond.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. NV. WALLis, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONEs, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
.1. si. Iitu EN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. II. BowEN, Secretary, IVinchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
E. P. SUNDBERG, President, Fargo, N. Oak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

C.F.O. E. eri.pa;ATE, President, Trenton, N. .1.
J. J. 1lAwrmAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association ((903)

11,11.1.15 M II. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak,
D. G. GA LLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. I tak.

• Texas Optical Association (10031
OR. IL BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
.1. M. CnAwyonn, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. I.
FREGER tug I.Ew t s BLA I a, Secretary, care O'Gorman Com-

pany, Providence, R. 1.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
IV. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
AI. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. Mourn', Secretary, co!. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FOLSOM, Pt...shield, Atlanta, (in.
C. II. Kittrell, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)

(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYRowrrz, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

O.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

11. C. W Arcs, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. V.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, Slay, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. fdiRoV RYER, President.
IL SI.LocK W011D, RN!. See., 1191V. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

MARRY NI. 111.:sT4)1i, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRY P. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. V.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

IONIA RD PERLEN, PreSident.
C. T. EvA NS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NENVCOMB, PreSidellt, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill,
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, III.

Niagara District Optical Society (1002)

JONAS IIonsti, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DuNLor, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont.

Buffalo Optical Society (1003)

ERN EST V. STRCHER, President.
ROGER E. WI LLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Buflalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CIIA limas 0. 110t.c.,011, President.
LEANDER Brrr, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FlO,LER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN IL HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAAOIS A. Howard, secretary, Pueblo, Colo..

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

IV. E. HICKS, President.
J. A. 111cAvoY, Secretary, Lowell, MASS,

Annual Convention of the American
Association of Opticians

THE seventh annual convention of the
American Association of Opticians, held

at Milwaukee, August ist to 4th, has passed

into history. The attendance was smaller

than for the past two years, at least, while there

was a very marked falling off in the exhibit

feature. Whether the diminished attendance

was due to the location of the convention,

which was scarcely a central point, to apathy

towards the organization or to both causes,

it would be difficult to say definitely, but the

matter is worthy of the earnest investigation

of the new administration. From a social
standpoint the convention was quite suc-
cessful, and this, together with the papers

read and lectures delivered, well repaid those

in attendance for their time and journey.
One of the matters which created adverse

comment was the " official programme,"

which is likely to react in the same unpleas-

ant way as the " official organ " of the pre-

vious administration. As a souvenir of a

national convention it was by no means what

might be expected, more especially in view

of the high charges for advertisements and

the liberal support accorded by manufac-

turers and wholesalers. Of little or no

service to the association, it served as an

object lesson as to what to avoid on such

occasions in the future.

THE question of affiliation with the State
societies was the subject of a prolonged

discussion. The outcome was a compromise

on the matter of fees, and hereafter, or until

another change is made, a charge of fifty

cents per annum will be made for every

member of a State society that desires to

affiliate. This is half of what has been

exacted in the past. Several delegates of

the larger Eastern societies pleaded for a

lower tax, but were outvoted, and it remains

to be seen whether cutting the rate in half

will attract affiliation from the large number

of societies who have not as yet applied for

membership.
The name " Physiological Branch"

was changed to " Physiological Section,"

and a new set of officers selected, no one

seeming to aspire to more than one term of

office in this section, which seemed so full of

possibilities for the future of the optometrist.

Despite the poor record of this section a new

branch was launched in a Greek letter society,

with provisions for chapters in such States as

choose to organize them. The need of this

new organization is not readily apparent. It

seems to us that its membership should be

enrolled and its energies devoted to keeping

the physiologic section alive, as .the aims of

both are in a measure alike, and inasmuch as

(Continued on Prze 1470



FIT EASY AND EASY TO FIT
Laugh, sneeze or frown—they are there just the same

Invisible, self=adjusting—secure and comfortable
Prices and descriptive matter furnished on application

A
MEDIAOMETER AS USED SUBJECTIVELY

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET
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A

LENS SIZER
1 erry's patent $1.50 each

MIDLAND TABLE
Boxed for shipment, $9.00 each

MERRY OPTICAL COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS KANSAS CITY

MEDIAOMETER BEING USED OBJECTIVELY

MERRY OPTICAL COMPANY
JOBBERS AND IMPORTERS KANSAS CITY



The Hardy XX Century Ophthalmometer
Is a necessity for the busy

refractionist

Frout View

It measures the curves of the cornea and gives
the axis of the corneal astigmatism, enabling the
operator to do quicker and better work, with less
discomfort to the patient, than by the old-time
methods.

Back View

It has stationary trans-illuminated mires and an attachment enabling the operator to read both
meridians at the same time.

Less 6 per cent. for cash

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET
We will gladly send it and any other information desired Less 6 per cent. for cash

F. A. HARDY C./ CO
ATLANTA, GA.

Branches DENVER, COLO.
(_ PARIS, FRANCE

WHOLESALE AND
, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

AGENTS
California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast(Hobe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New EnglandI). V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia Chicago, Ill.

The
Bonschur
Post Lock

The few MICAWBERS
in our fraternity cannot but

ing recognize in the DR AW-
  LOCK SHOULDERS what

they have long been wait.
ing for. With this device LOOSE POST
SCREWS ARE IMPOSSIBLE.

Guards of all metals and in
designs are so supplied by
YOUR JOBBER. The addi-
tional cost is nominal.

Make your next order read dis-
tinctly—WITH BONSCH UR
DRAW–LOCK SHOULDERS.

" Waiting for sorneth
to turn up "

your favorite

OUR CATALOG
cNOW READY FOR THE TRADE

We would he pleased to send you one of our
first Catalogues issued to the trade.
We are better equipped than ever to provide
accurate and prompt service.

BOSTON OPTICAL CO.
WHOLESALERS IN EVER YTHIIVG OPTICAL

373 Washing/on &reel, BOSTON
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Annual Convention of the American
Association of Opticians

(Continued from page 1467)

too many branches will weaken rather than
strengthen the whole movement.

THE selection of Minneapolis for the next
convention meeting place can scarcely

be regarded as the best possible except in so
far as it was a well-deserved compliment to the
State which passed the first optometry law.
A location more distant from the place of
meeting of the previous convention would
naturally have been a more logical selection,
but on the other hand Minneapolis is an

attractive, live and populous city and may

be depended on to do everything possible to

make the next convention successful. It and

its twin sister across the river have a large

number of accomplished and progressive

opticians who can be relied on to help the

good cause and give it the eclat that legalized

professional men can accord.
It was decided that " optometrist " was

the proper official designation of the refract-

ing optician. This was to be expected. The

i inprimature of the association will give the

title a status and no doubt a permanency also,

even though many of the members may not

regard its immediate adoption as imperative

or expedient. The official acceptance of the

word by the leading dictionaries, as announced

by the convention, will also help to popu-

larize it and hasten its more general adoption.

The convention seems to have been fortunate

in the selection of its officers. President

Holmes is an accomplished and progressive

optician with an abundance of experience in

organization matters. His election was a

fitting honor if only as a recognition of his

vigorous work as head of the live Iowa State

organization.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

88 Madison Street
Chicago

Send us your orders and prescription work. We will fill
them at once at the right price.

Minnesota State Optical Association

The board of directors of the Minnesota State

Optical Association have decided not to call the

regular meeting State Fair week, and have post-

poned same until the middle of October, partly

because of the many optical meetings during the

summer months and partly because members are

too busy at this time and had requested a post-

ponement. The board are making arrangements

for a prominent lecturer from the East to be present,

following the lines set down at the June meeting,

which proved very successful.

New Jersey State Optical Society

The first quarterly smoker of the New jersey

State Optical Society was held at x9 West Park

Street, Newark, N. J., on the evening of August

15th. Prior to the opening of the regular business

L. B. Hilborn gave a practical demonstration of

fitting a patient with the required glasses ; he then

led the members to the grinding department, in
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which the various operations in the preparation of
the glasses for this particular case were explained.
Then followed an examination of the members'
retinas. At the close of these very instructive
preliminaries the regular business meeting was
opened. President Applegate being away on
vacation, Secretary Hartman presided.

Mr. Hartman opened the meeting by reading

a communication from Mr. Applegate, in which
the president urged on opticians the advisability of
studying the anatomy and nerve system of the
entire body, the sympathetic relations of the organs,
making such knowledge very serviceable to the
refractionist.

Mr. Hilborn, acting as secretary, pro tem.,
opened a general discussion which gradually
resolved itself into a consideration of the use of
prisms. An adjournment was afterwards made to
the adjoining room where a flashlight photograph
of the members was taken.

Tennessee Optical Society

It is the intention of H. J. Cook, acting presi-
dent of the Tennessee Optical Society, to summon
a meeting of that organization at an early date,
preferably when reduced railroad rates become
operative so that the meeting may be as large and

as representative as possible. This society already

has a large membership, but it is hoped that those
who belong to it will make an effort to secure as

many new members as possible by the arrival of

the time for the proposed reunion. Membership

application blanks may be obtained from H. J.

Cook, Knoxville, Tenn., hitherto vice-president of

the society, who has been officiating in the presi-

dential capacity since last March, at which time

A. H. Wenning, the former incumbent of that

office, tendered his resignation.

North Dakota State Association
The third meeting of the North Dakota State

Optical Association was held at Devils Lake, July

I I th and 12th. The attendance was good, and the

time was spent in discussion of matters of general

interest. President Sundberg presented a paper

on " Asthenopia," which was very instructive and

to the point. Several new members were elected,

and reports of officers received show the association

in good shape, with a steadily increasing member-

shis. The next meeting will be held in Fargo in

January, 1905, when a good lecturer will be

engaged for a series of lectures which should prove

valuable.

Michigan Optical Society

The Michigan Optical Society met at the

Plankinton House, Milwaukee Wis., August 3d.

Owing to the absence of President E. W. E.

Paterson, Ezra Abbott, vice-president, presided.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and

approved.
The treasurer's report showed the following

cash on hand at Detroit meeting, $18.95 ; receipts

from dues and applications, less exchange on

checks, $12.96, a total of $31.91 ; disbursements,

$13.32, leaving balance on hand, $18.59, and no

indebtedness of any kind.
The application of Wm. J. Ennis, of Saginaw,

Mich., was read, and upon motion he was elected

to membership. Owing to the small attendance,

several papers were not read but were sent to the

trades papers for publication. The choice of a

place for the holding of the next meeting was left

in the hands of the officers with full power to call

a meeting at such time and place as their best

judgment might dictate.
There being no further business the meeting

adjourned, subject to the call of the officers.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners

'File Minnesota State Board of Examiners will

meet at the State capitol, St. Paul, September 15th,

for the examination of applicants for license to

practice in Minnesota. This will probably be the

last meeting this year and should bring out a good
class—the board having having decided that two

examinations a year would be sufficient. So far,

twenty-five have entered for the examination.

The Australasian Optical Association

An optical society of the above title was re-

cently organized in Sydney, N. S. W. The objects

of the association are as follows:
I. To federate into an organization all branches

of the optical profession of Australia and New

Zealand.
2. To foster the growth and diffusion of optical

knowledge generally.
3. To promote friendly intercourse among

opticians.
4. To safeguard the material interests of the

optical profession.
5. To elevate the standard of optical education.
The officers of the new association are as fol-

lows : President, H. A .Barraclough, B.O.A.; vice-
presidents, C. Werner (Victoria), A. P. Green-

field, 13.0.A (Queensland), J. M. Wendt (South
Australia), H. Sanderson (N. S. W.), S. Barry
(New Zealand); secretary, A. A. C. Cocks, B.O.A. ;

treasurer, F. A. Wiesener ; committee of nine,
A. E. Osborn, 0. G. Roberts, W. Randle Woods,

S. Mayer, E. Bosch, \V. ‘Viesener, C. Gibb, H.
Pickering, G. Hawk sford.

Annual Outing of the Rochester
Optical Society

The members of the Rochester Optical

Society, their wives and sweethearts, to the number

of twenty, held their annual outing at Newport on

Ironduquoit Bay, Saturday afternoon, July 29th.

The feature of the day was the ball game between

the clubs captained by H. Bestor and W. W.

Bissell. Bestor's side won by a score of 25 to 22,

which was largely due to the heavy hitting and

fast running of H. E. Kirstein. Ed. Arrington

pitched the last live innings for the losing side and

did good work, allowing only three hits.
After the game dinner was served at the New-

port House, after which a fishing contest took

place, with E. Kirstein, P. Newman, H. C. Mielke,

E. Handy and Geo. Bausch as the contestants, the

prize being a box of cigars offered by E. E.

Arrington for the one catching the first fish.

P. Newman won the prize, he having landed the

first fish, which was in an advanced state of

putrifaction, but there being nothing said about

dead fish before the opening of the contest, he was

allowed to carry away the cigars.
At 9 P. m. the boat was taken for Glen Haven,

where the Masons were holding a carnival, and

another hour of enjoyment had, after which the

train was taken home, everyone feeling that they

had one of the most enjoyable times of their lives.
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Tire KRYPTOK
'Invisible" Bifocal
Lens Pat. May 23 and Nov. 21, 1899

The advertisement shown here is
one of a series appearing in the current
magazines. They are stimulating in-
quiries everywhere for Kryptok spec-
tacles and eyeglasses.

The glasses are not sold by me
manufacturers direct to the
readers, but each inquirer is
in his own town.

The class of custom attracted by this article is the very high-
est, a satisfactory profit on each sale is assured, and as the lenses
are necessarily made to order, no investment in stock is required.
Hence there is every incentive to take a lively interest in
"Kryptoks" and secure some benefit from this general advertising.

Write for prices and full information to the manufacturer
controlling your territory, or to any one of them if your State
is not designated.

Kryptok
Bifocals

Ordinary
Bifocals

"KRYPTOKS"
The "INVISIBLE" Bifocals

are reading and distance glasses without
surface cemented segments; without LINES
to confuse the vision. They are so easy to
wear, and so "youthful" in appearance
that purchasers write and 'talk of them
with positive enthusiasm.

Made to any formula, for spectacles
or eyeglasses. Write the NEAREST man-
ufacturer for the Kryptok booklet.

A. S. Aloe Co., St. Louis E. Klein & Bro., Cincinnati
John L.Borsch & Co., Phila. Andrew J.LJoyd & Co., Boston
Abner Coe,Optician,Chicago E. 13. Meyrowitz, New York.
Columbian Optical Co..Denver Minneapolis and St. PaulF. H. Edmonds, Washington Wedekind Optical Co.,
Chas. A. Euker & Co., Louisville

tisimism.Baltimore John Wimmer, Indianapolis

magazine
informed what opticians supply them

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive Street, St.
Louis. MISSOURI, ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, TENNESSEE,
GEORGIA.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 5324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVA-
NIA, DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO., Denver,
Salt Lake City and Omaha. TEXAS,
MONTANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS,
COLORADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA,
CALIFORNIA, WASHINGTON and
OREGON.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard
Street North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSA-
CHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND, CON-
NECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d Street,
New York ; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis ; 360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul.
NEW YORK, MINNESOTA, NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville,
Ky. KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis, INDIANA.
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Georgia Optical Society

At a meeting of the Georgia State Optical
Society, held at Savannah, August 8th, a very
interesting address was delivered by C. E. Folsom,
of Atlanta. Referring to his studies in the field of
mathematical optics, he said:

A few years ago, when consider-
ing the advisability of a thorough
course in mathematical optics,
I approached a number of fairly

successful men in our work with reference to their
opinions on the relative value of such study. Those
who had not taken the higher work strongly ad-
vised me against it, assuring me that it would be
of no value and an utterly useless waste of time.
Those who had pursued studies along lines I con-
templated seemed well pleased with the results
and most of them were continuing their researches.

As to my personal experience, it has been
highly gratifying to me. While I am aware that there
are many convenient tables compiled to obviate
the necessity of laborious computations, still I be-
lieve—on the principle that architects and engineers
are required to have the educational qualifications
to make all calculations connected with their work,
irrespective of tables—that the refractionist should
be able, if necessary, to work out any of the mathe-
matical problems involved in his practice. Such an
equipment not only broadens the refractionist's own
views of his avocation but places in his hands a
mass of scientific information peculiar to his work—
a knowledge of which constitutes one of the prin-
cipal, if not, indeed, the leading feature that dis-
tinguishes our profession from that of the patho-
logical practitioner. If we are to obtain recognition
as a body of professional men, should we not, to
this end, cultivate and exploit those attributes of
our work that differentiate it from all others and
thereby fix in the public mind the fact—for it is a
fact—that our profession covers certain lines of
scientific study not included in the curriculum of
any other course leading to a professional degree?

Considering the question of liberal educational
qualifications from the narrower view of practice
building, the impression made on an educated
clientele by a thorough appreciation and easy com-
mand of the scientific side of our work, has a con-
crete value of no small importance. This is espe-
cially true with reference to the local physicians of
the community.

After illustrating the application of mathe-
matical optics to particular cases, Mr. Folsom dis-

Higher Optical
Studies

KEYSTONE

cussed some interesting phases of optometrical
ethics as follows :

Ethics in
Optical Practice

On the question of ethics in our
practice : The impression stil
obtains, among many refrac-
tionists, that it is necessary to

be more or less spectacular in our mode of diag-
nosing. For instance, witness the not unusual
case of the long-sufferer who comes to you with a
long tale of large expense in procuring the formi-
dable array of prescriptions which he exhibits to
you with the admonition that he has spent all he
cares to without getting something for his money.
Shall we make a grand-stand play and sell him
something quick—promising anything he asks?
I say no. The modern properly-equipped refrac-
tionist does not have to do this ; nay, more, he
cannot afford to. At least ninety-five per cent. of
such cases, if accurately diagnosed and properly
handled, will not only be remunerative but greatly
enhance the reputation of the diagnostician.

The first thing to do, according to my expe-
rience, is to disabuse his mind of the idea that he
is going to get something for nothing from you.
He is looking for relief that he has not been able
to get elsewhere ; if you can give him this relief
there is no reason why he should not pay you
well for your services. It is not right to him, nor
fair to your own business, to charge him an exorbi-
tant price for a pair of lenses, but it is right and
proper that he should pay you for your time ex-
pended in investigating his case.

Name a moderate fee for your examination,
telling him, if you see fit, that said fee will apply
on the lenses furnished, should you decide that a
change would be beneficial. If this does not
appeal to him as an equitable arrangement the
chances are that he would not be a desirable patron
under other circumstances and, rather than offer a
compromise, I would let him seek other advice.

Give Cood 
On the other hand, if he accepts
your proposition, give his case

Service your best thought ; in a word,
give him the examination he is

paying for. And I would like to say here, if you
are not in a position to give an examination that
represents value, don't charge for it. If there is
anything that will make the average American
citizen sizzle under the collar, it is to be asked to
pay for something that he does not get.

The examination completed, you are in a posi-
tion to estimate about how much, if any, time will
have to be spent in subsequent examinations and
can place your charges accordingly. For instance,
as often occurs in such cases, suppose you have
located a muscular imbalance that other diagnos-
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ticians either ignored or failed to uncover. It is
not difficult in most cases, by the help of trial-case
appliances, to exhibit to the patient what you have
found and make fairly plain to him its nature
and effects. When he learns that you have found
something that others failed to recognize, he will
wish you to handle his case and not only be willing
to submit to such further examination as you may
deem necessary, but will expect to pay you for
your time.

How much more professional and equitable to
all concerned, is this proceedure than a hasty test,
with lenses furnished on incomplete information,
necessitating subsequent examinations and changes
of lenses at a loss of time, money and prestige.
Then, too, this course will meet with the approval
of the general practicing physician—than whom we
have no more valuable friend ; and if I may digress
for a moment, were I to propose a list of examina-
tion questions on the ethics of practice, one would
be : Are your relations with the general practicing
physicians of your community pleasant and satis-
factory ? If not, why not?

Mr. Folsom concluded his excellent address by
an earnest appeal to the opticians of Georgia to
join the organization. On this subject he said :

Our constitution provides for active, associate,
non-resident and honorary members. Under cer-
tain conditions, any resident of this State or of a
neighboring State who possesses some knowledge
of optics may, without examination, join our society
as an associate member. He may take part in all
meetings and be present at clinical demonstrations,
which, I hope, we may begin holding at our next
meeting. The associate member, residing in
Georgia, may assume active membership upon
passing the examination required.

The outlook now is that we shall, on this plan,
be able to build up a splendid membership. It is
my hope and belief that the day is not far off when
the possession of a certificate of active membership
in the Georgia State Optical Association will be
taken as an unquestioned hall-mark of proficiency.

An Optical Dictionary
Among the recent publications of interest to

the trade is an " Optical Dictionary," edited by
Charles Hyatt-Woolf, F.R.P.S., and published by
P. Blakiston's Son & Co. This is a useful compila-
tion of optical and ophthalmological terms, symbols
and abbreviations. The book, which contains 166
pages and is neatly bound in cloth, can be had
from this office on receipt of publisher's price, $1.

Reception ROOM

In the accompanying illustrations are shown two views of the optical office of Rudd & Buchanan, Richmond, Va. 
These premises are tastefully

equipped with substantial fixtures, all of the best quality of quartered oak. The examination rooms are both separated from the front office by a hand-

some partition as shown in the illustrations. While the examination rooms are practically one apartment, they are separated by a quartered oak stall

division so that two patients may be examined at one time, both examinations being entirely private. The firm charges one dollar for examination

whether glasses are furnished or not. This fact is thoroughly advertised in a handsomely printed and illustrated booklet issued by the firm, in which

it is stated that free examination usually implies misrepresentation or inferior methods. They find that 
this system of charging for their services works

admirably, much more so, indeed, than they had at first anticipated. The firm use only the most improved optical instruments in their business.

Handsome
Optical
Parlors

EX/1111i Ilat ion Hoorn
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"Oh, dear,

they wiggle so,

they drive me

frantic." THE AERATED

SUCTION

GUARD

in your R Work
may mean the loss of a
patient. The loss of a
patient may mean even-
tually the loss of several

Can you afford it?

AME
ASSOC!

OPT

The Guard that
holds

We can't correct your
mistakes, but if you will
tell us what you want,
we will give you JUST
THAT every time.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND It BOOK

"Mine don't,

I use the

`Neverwiggle'

Eyeglass."

Wiggling an Wabbling
is one of the most annoying as well as one of the most common faults
found in eyeglasses.

The operation of slipping them on and off the nose, oft-times
repeated, causes the screws to loosen little by little, and the trouble
begins, which not only worries and frets the patient, but makes him
think that perhaps you haven't given him a good job.

The Neverwiggle" Eyeglass
has new patent " Bridle Studs," which lock the screws so that they
are absolutely immovable under all circumstances. Opticians will be
saved a great deal of annoyance by using the " Neverwiggle " Eye-
glasses on all 1 work. Made in extra quality only. Mention this
journal when ordering.

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
NO GOODS SOLD AT RETAIL

A:hiilie5umer6;i
1702 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"A long pull, a strong pull and a pull all togrthcr"

Makes Success
The Optical Department in a jewelry store pulls long and strong anti with all the

other departments, for besides paying well in its own department, It brings customers toall the others.

Every store can have a first=class
Optical Department

By taking the correspondence course of the American Optical College you ran obtaincomplete and thoroughly comprehensive working knowledge—sufficient in all points torun the best Optical Department in the land
You do not need to neglect regular business while taking this course. It iseasy, scientific and exact. We are now ofibribge a regular $25.00 Course for $8.00 ($2.00down and balance $1.00 per week if desired).
Atir-we are the oldest Correspondence Optical College in the world. We are Incor-porated and have fUll legal standing. A handsomely engrossed Diploma Issued toevery graduate.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

The Monitor Refractor and Skiascope

Reinhard Mfg. Co.,

is the Jeweler-
Optician's Friend

for the following reasons:

Quick results, accurate
results
No trial case needed lit
most cases

The skiascopic hood does
away with the dark room

Price of Instrument
with Skiascopic Hood, $35.00
without " " 25.00

Sold on easy terms
For further particulars writa

to your jobber or

222 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

The American Association of Opticians held
its seventh annual convention at the Plankinton

House, in Milwaukee, Wis., the first four days in
August. Although the attendance was cut some

by the fact that this is both Presidential year and

World's Fair year, at the same time the meeting

was, in some respects, the most interesting yet

held in the history of the association, especially in

its social aspect. ,
The Eastern contingent were conspicuous for

their absence, and Brother Larson's coach load

excursion from the Northwest did not materialize

to any large extent. The attendance from the

Central West was good—Wisconsin was there in

full force, and Michigan was not far behind.

Chicago was well represented.
The leading features of the convention were

that the papers read were interesting, instructive

and helpful, and that the delegates attended the

sessions well and enjoyed the proceedings.

Minneapolis gets the next convention, and has

already made up her mind to try and double the

attendance at Milwaukee. Atlanta, Ga., Atlantic

City, Niagara Falls, Put-in-Bay and Buffalo were

also presented to the convention as meeting places

for next year, but Minneapolis proved largely the

favorite.
The matter of affiliation was strongly urged

and warmly discussed. The discussion was mostly

over the amount to be charged as initiation fee,

the opinions expressed being quite diverse. Mr.

Stebbins, of Ohio, finally presented a resolution

that the per capita tax for affiliation of State

societies be fixed at fifty cents per member, the

tax to be remitted in the event of any State society

being engaged in legal contest for legislation. The

matter was finally put before the convention in

the form of a motion and carried.

The exhibit feature of the convention was not

so extensive as at most of the former annual meet-

ings. Besides, the space allotted to the manufac-

turers and jobbers for exhibition purposes at the

Plankinton was small and inconvenient. Upon

inquiry among the exhibitors it was found that

quite a few manufacturers claimed that it did not

pay them to make the kind of an exhibit they

would like to, hence did not go to the trouble of
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making a display. It ts4o be regretted that such

a feeling should get abroad among the manufac-

turing and jobbing trade, as the exhibits of new

apparatus, new appliances and new goods are an

important factor in the success of the annual meet-

ings from an educational point of view, and the

delegates are always interested in them. It is sin-

cerely to be hoped that the manufacturers and

jobbers who feel this way will look at this matter

differently before the time for the next convention

rolls around and be on hand with the exhibits.

The seventh annual convention of the American

Association of Opticians demonstrated one thing

beyond a doubt ; that was, that as yet, it is not a

large enough body to spread out its proceedings

over four days' time. Three days would have

been ample. The trouble with this meeting was

that a good deal of important business was put off

until the last day, when it was found that many

delegates had left for their homes.
The treasurer's report showed that the associ-

ation was in a fair condition financially. The cash

balance on hand amounted to $457.58 in round

numbers.
The distinguished members of the British

Optical Association who were present expressed

themselves as highly pleased with their reception.

The convention did the graceful and kindly thing

when they made Mr. Dunscombe an honorary

member of the American Association.
The addresses of welcome were made the first

evening by Mayor Rose, of Milwaukee, and Secre-

tary Watrous, of the Milwaukee Citizens' Business

League. Responses were made by National Presi-

dent John C. Eberhardt and State President Alva

Snider. Many of the delegates present thought

the most important
action of the con-
vention was the
adoption of the term
" optometrist," to
denote officially the
man who fits
glasses, and for the
purpose of gaining
legislative power
for the r ef r a c-
tionists. This name
is to be used in
distinction from
the man who, un-

der the name of
optician, manufac- President Barry P. Holmes

tures glasses and
optical goods. Furthermore, it has been found

necessary in the States where refracting opticians

have endeavored to obtain legislation, to define

the word optometry and assume a name clearly

designating their mission. The criticisms before

the courts in several States have been that the

word optician is not sufficiently descriptive of

physiological optometry. The adoption of this

new term by the profession should settle all these

difficulties.
H. P. Holmes, the new president, is from

Iowa, and will be found a strong man for the posi-

tion. Mr. Holmes has long been enthusiastic in

organization work, having served as president of

his own State society for several years. He also

enjoys the distinction of being the first president

of the American Association elected from west of

the Mississippi. In fact, the officers elected for

the ensuing year are largely Western, only two

Eastern men being found on the list. A full list

of the new officers of the association is as follows:

President, Harry P. Holmes, Des Moines, Iowa;
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first vice-president, J. K. Martin, Minneapolis,

Minn.; second vice-president, Alva Snider, Beloit,

Wis.; secretary, E. L. Jones, Sandusky, Ohio;

treasurer, I. K. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio ; exec-

utive committee : C. M. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.,

chairman ; J. N. Wilcox, Waterloo, Wis.; F. A.

Elmer, Hudson, N. Y.; W. B. Ankeny, Corning,

Iowa ; member of board of regents, Clarence S.

Hart, Lynn, Mass.
The paper read before the association by

Dr. Chalmers Prentice, of Chicago, on " The Value
of Prisms in Fitting Glasses," was able, clear and

convincing. He made the startling statement that

he believed that the cure of alcoholism by properly

fitted eyeglasses was practicable. Dr. Prentice

takes the view that alcoholism is due to a nervous

derangement which throws the system out of its

proper functional activities. His paper was listened

to with profound interest, and the doctor was fre-

quently applauded by his hearers. It is given in

full elsewhere in this issue.
The convention extended a vote of thanks to

the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. for the official

badges, a fac-simile of which appears on this page.

Also to the Wisconsin State Optical Society for its

entertainment ; to the hotel for its courteous treat-

ment, and to the various journals for the interest

taken in the proceedings.

The Exhibits

The chief feature of the exhibit of the Geneva

Optical Co., Chicago, was the combined ophthal-

moscope and retinoscope, the operation and merits

of which were explained by Dr. Earl J. Brown and

Mr. Hodgens.
The Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo., had

on display the mediaometer, their new instru-

ment for eye refraction. 0. H. Gerry and Airs.

Gerry had charge of the exhibit.
The E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

displayed a complete line of all the Shur-on mount-
ings and eyeglass cases and some interesting pho-

graphs of the " Shur-on Girl." This exhibit was

superintended by Chas. D. Waugh.
The Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago, had a

characteristically prominent exhibit of its remedies,

samples of which were freely distributed. A number

of unique and costly glass signs were also a feature
of this display, with C. Waldenburg in charge.

The Standard Optical Co., of Geneva, N. Y.,

had on display a number of their grinding machines

and some other scientific apparatus, including a
new contrivance which, up to that time, had not
been scientifically named, and which is said to find

the cylinder axis and lens center with great rapidity

and accuracy. H. B. Graves and C. W. Howland

superintended this display.
The R. Hoehn Co., of New York, displayed

an interesting line of thermometers, hydrometers,

barometers, artificial eyes and other ingenious

scientific devices. R. H. Wagner supervised the

exhibit.
The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., New York, showed

the Meyrowitz improved lens cutter, the latest

Meyrowitz ophthalmometer, the Finch eyeglass

and the Kryptok lens. Ben. Hillsbury was in charge.

The Reinhard Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., ex-

hibited their Monitor eye refractor and demon-

strated its sight-testing principles.
The Bay State Optical Co., Attleboro, Mass.,

showed a general line, including the new "Gibral-

tar " mounting, W. H. Stevens being the repre-

sentative.
The Standard Optical Instrument Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa., represented by Henry De Zeng,

exhibited the luminous ophthalmoscope and

(Continued on page 1479)
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SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

We can supply you with anything in the Optical Line
Also Victor Talking-Machines, Records and Supplies

BENJ. ALLEN 8z CO. WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
The Silversmiths' Building, 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue Chicago
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The Great
German Eye Water

From the original prescription of the late Dr. Agnew
This wonderful remedy has been on the market for twenty-fiveyears, and is sold by thousands of Jewelers and Opticians through-out the United States and Canada with great satisfaction. ThisIs the ONLY Eye Remedy ti in t Iii tormula of ally eminentoculist ever put upon the market. I is immediate effect iii eases ofchronic or acute conjunctivit hlepharitis or scaly eyelbis, burn-ing, smarting or Belling of the eyes, or inflammation from anycause, is phenomenal. It eon la Its nothing poisonous, thereforeis perfectly harmless to ii ioeely in any case.
This Eve Water \VII. I. NoT prevent a person's eyes fromgrowing old, restore the sight of it person that is blind, or removecataracts, but it WILL CURE or prevent more diseases of the eyesthan any other preparation ever compounded.
Beware of imitations that are inferior or perhaps injurious.Remember, Dr. Agnew's portrait is on every box.

Price, $19.50 per gross; 51.63 per dozen
Customers' business eard on eaeh bottle if six dozen or moreare ordered. Order from put r jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN 711 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASS.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY ? Any substance or preparation toted with the view of curing orallaying morbid action. As it would require many of the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE toIN11311811 the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German Eye Water, I referdealers In optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different _parts of the country, sellingthis remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.

Guilbault, Biddeford, Me,
E. W. Folsom, Somersworth, N.
Dr. MT. W. Hutchins, Newport, VL
D. M. Chapin, Springfield, MEM.
Eastman & Co., Providence, It. I.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn.

REFER- < John Emdin, Utica, N. Y.
B. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y.
August Kost, Jr., Jersey City, N. J.
J. 114. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio.
Wm. Gros, Delphi, Lid.
II. D. & C. H. Lockwood, Joliet,
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound,Mo.

F.NCES:

Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha Nebr.
J. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
1Vm. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
B. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
C. L. Cooke, Clarksville, Tenn.
Dr. E. II. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
The G. A. Balm Dia. St Optical Co., Aus-

tin, Texas.
W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
H. Castleherg, Baltimore, Md.
C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
Mermod A Jaccard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oscar Muller, Panama.

And 1000 others.
The Following Jobbers In Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:D. V. Brown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York. Chinn-Beretta Optical Co.,Sati Francisco, Cal.John Scheidig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New lork.

ROWLEY OPHTHALMOLOGICAL COLLEGE
(INCORPORATED)

Holland Building, Seventh and Olive Streets, Rooms 801-802
W. J. ROWLEY, Oph. D., N. D.

President and Treasurer. ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE OBJECT of this school is to teach a thorough course in Optics.
THE USE of the trial case (frames and lenses) also optical instruments their use and

abuse. THE LAWS OF LIGHT AND REFRACTION. Rules for transposing and
writing prescriptions, frame fitting, neutralizing lenses and all that is essential to a first-class
Optician.

WE ALSO TEACH ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY of the EYE. THE PHILO-
SOPHY of WEARING GLASSES, and how to measure the Nerve Supply. • HOW TO
STRAIGHTEN CROSS EYES without prisms or operations. HOW to CALCULATE
THE AMOUNT of NERVE ENERGY wasted by an error of refraction, and how to stop it.

A NEW SCIENCE BY WHICH 85% of ALL HUMAN ILLS CAN BE RELIEVED
by REMOVING THE CAUSE with the right correction of lenses and proper advice as to
how to diet and care for the patient while NATURE does the CURING.

If interested IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE and while attending the GREAT
WORLD'S FAIR, you can attend this school and learn a profession that will make you inde-
pendent, by which you can do untold good to suffering humanity as well as benefit yourself.

We give valuable business pointers to students. .1:1Z-Zerra=1"="25:::=1 2;111=T=Iiit re°.
Additional information cheerfully given. Special until Oct 1, I904.—An attendance course in Optics for $10.00.

Write about mail course.
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Practical Photography

The question as to how long
dry plates may be kept
without deterioration is one
which is frequently dis-

cussed, and, though it is by no means advi-

sable to use any but plates of recent manu-

facture, it is as well to know that old plates

need not necessarily be rejected merely

because they are old. In illustration of this,

the following experiences of the writer may

be recorded: A number of quarter-plates

were taken by a friend on a visit to South

Africa in 1893, and there exposed in a hand

camera. On his return they were handed to

the writer to develop. On developing a few,

they were found under-exposed and unsatis-

factory, and, in consequence

of other matters pressing,

the remainder were put aside

and forgotten. On turning

out a lumber room nine

years afterwards these plates

came again to notice; a

dozen of them were then

developed, and the results

obtained were certainly sur-

prising under the circum-

stances, the negatives being,

if anything, superior to

those obtained nine years

previously from the then

recently exposed plates.

Thus the extraordinary

keeping quality of the plate

itself was not only proved,

but, in addition, the latent

image had remained for this

long period unimpaired.

It certainly cannot be claimed that the

negatives obtained were of the best quality;

some of the plates had developed a few spots,

and nearly all showed iridescence near the

edges, but very few were incapable of yielding

passable prints; and it may also be remem-

bered that, in addition to the nine years'

interval between exposure and development,

my friend was not an experienced photo-

grapher, and the long sea voyage out and

home again and differing climatic influences,

however beneficial to the human subject, are

scarcely conducive to the healthy condition

of the photograpic dry plate.
Another instance of plates being kept

for a long period before exposure and devel-

ment occurred about the same time. A box

(opened and partially used) of lantern plates,

which had been lying by for ten years, was

found to be in excellent condition, and yielded

lantern slides of good tone and brilliancy.

The writer has also used cut celluloid films

coated with emulsion of medium rapidity

five years after purchase. It should, how-

Keeping Qualities
of Dry Plates
and Films

THE KEYSTONE

ever, be remembered that plates or films

coated with the slower emulsions are the

least likely to suffer deterioration by long

keeping; those coated with the more rapid

emulsions, especially those which have been
orthocrhromatized, cannot be depended upon

for keeping quality, and should conse-

quently be obtained in as recent a condition

as possible.

Reducer for
Over-Developed
Negatives

Negatives that have been
over-developed, in addition
to other faults, are slow
printers. In bright weather,
by printing in sunlight, these

faults may be partially overcome; but in the

poor light of winter printing becomes impos-

sible with such negatives, by reason of the

time required and by the spoiling of material

Rough and Ready
Photo. Enlarging

copied but the
part with it for more than a hour or two,

says an exchange. If a photographer has

been in the habit of sending all his enlarge-

ments and copies away, what is he to do,

being without experience and possessing, he

imagines, no conveniences for very difficult

work ? The work is really not difficult, and

requires very little, if anything, in the shape

of extra apparatus. We were led to this

train of thought by seeing how such imaginary

difficulties were readily overcame by a pho-
tographer of our acquaintance. A lady came

in with an old quarter-plate print of a group

of seven people. She wanted a large head,
cabinet size, made from one
of the figures, and the order
was booked. Knowing
there was no enlarging ap-
paratus about, we said we
supposed he would send it
to -- to be enlarged.
" Not if I know it. It is
past four o'clock now, and
I've nothing else to do.
I'm going to enlarge it
direct. Wait and see." We
were curious enough to
wait. There was a small
square, one-pane window at
the end of the dark room.
This was opened and a wide
deal board pushed partly
through; a I 2 x m camera
was placed at one end of
the board, packed round to
keep out strong light, and

a neat, square packing box at the other.

A fairly short focus lens of an ordinary type

was placed in the camera, and the group
fastened with drawing pins to the box and
facing the lens. The ground glass of the
camera was removed, and then the studio

camera, minus its lens, was wheeled into

the dark room, opposite the arrangement

already described, its focusing screen being

about nine feet from the lens in the front

camera. Some little dodging was needed to
get the image in the right place, but event-
ually it was all right. An assistant outside

got the focusing right by orders given from
the dark room. In less than an hour's time

an excellent negative from a two-minutes'
exposure was obtained, a proof of which

would be submitted the next day. We have
entered thus fully into the matter to show
the incorrectness of the idea that expensive
apparatus is a necessity. It is an advantage
to have it, but here we show how its absence

is not fatal to the production of a good
picture. .
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The occasion sometimes
arises when a valued pic-
ture is brought to be
owners of which will not

A View from the Palace of Electricity, St. Louis World's Fair

by damp, etc. In such cases the strength of

the negatives should be reduced to a reason-

able extent, and will still be available for

printing in diffused light, even in the best of

weather.
A cheap and efficient reducer is that

known as the permanganate. A penny-

worth of potassium permanganate will last

hr two or three seasons, and the other

requisite is a pennyworth of sulphuric acid,

which may be diluted with ten times its bulk

of water. To a pint of water four grains of

the permanganate and 16o minims of the

dilute sulphuric acid are added. In this the

negative is immersed, and should be closely

watched, as reduction proceeds very quickly.

The acid should always be in excess, or

brown stains may result. If stains do occur,

they may be removed by soaking the plate

in a dilute solution of oxalic acid. When

sufficient reduction has taken place, the

negative should be washed, fixed in clean,

freshly-made hypo solution, and then washed

thoroughly.
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Become an Expert Optician
A Thorough Course in Refraction, including Degree"‘Doctor of Optics," for $7.50. Lists for next class close

September 20th. Class begins on September 26th

" How to Become a Good Optician " is the name of our handsome 64-page
prospectus.

It contains full particulars of our college and methods of instruction by mail.
It contains a reduced fac-simile of our highest degree diploma, Doctor of Optics,

which we confer under authority of the Secretary of State.
It contains a long list of voluntary testimonials from nearly every State and

Territory in the United States and Canada as well as from foreign countries.
Many of these testimonials are from some of the most prominent men in the

optical and medical professions.
They speak in enthusiastic terms of the thoroughness of our course of study and

of our practical system of imparting instruction through the mails.
We want every optician and jeweler in America to write us for a copy of this book.
We will mail it free for the asking, together with our circular "A Permanent

Reduction," which gives particulars of our recent reduction in price from $25.0o
to $7.5o.

Several thousand students have paid us $25.0o for this course during the past
eleven years, and have told us that it was really cheap at that price.

From now on you can secure the same course, including a life scholarship and our
highest degree diploma, for Seven Dollars and Fifty Cents.

When you consider that our course has stood the test since 1893 and that we
have a larger number of students in the field than any two other optical colleges in the
world combined, you cannot make a mistake in taking it at such a price.

We do not want you to take our word for it.
We want you to write for our prospectus and then correspond with as many of

our students as you may wish and get their opinions of the work that we do.
It will only take a minute to write us a postal, and it will bring our circulars and

full particulars by return mail.

Write us to-day.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated),

No. i McDonald Building, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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retinoscope combined. This display attracted a
good deal of notice, among those who examined
it being a number of local doctors.

The Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich., had
their ametropometer on exhibition.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, Minn., exhibited a
general line of optical goods.

The Kirby Optical Co. displayed a line of
spectacles and eyeglass chains.

The Briggs Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
exhibited a selection of eyeglasses.

The Milwaukee Optical Co. had a conspicuous
exhibit of optical goods, and in addition showed
the Reisner Mfg. Co.'s lens measure and new
Reisner retinoscope, Joseph Friedlander & Bro.'s
Friedlander-Frankel face measure and Brown &

Burpee's testing cabinet.

Physiological Branch of the A. A. 0.

During the recess of the general convention

on August 3d, there was a meeting of the Physio-
logical Branch, now known as the Physiological

Section. Apart from the ten officers there were
only a few members present. President Grant

made an address, in which he deplored the mea-

gerness of the results of their educational efforts,

but made an earnest appeal to the members to

continue the work.
The election of officers resulted as follows:

President, Samuel S. Grant ; vice-president, Clar-

ence S. Hart ; secretary, E. Eimer ; treasurer,

Gustavus Kahn ; librarian, C. M. Jenkins. The
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last-named office is as yet a necessarily nominal

and honorary one. It has been and is the purpose
of the Physiological Section, however, to give it a

more vital character by placing a library under his
care. Here it may be stated that should this
object be attained, every individual member of an
optical organization which is affiliated with the
national body will receive a catalogue containing

a list of books, to the perusal of which he or
she will be entitled by simply paying the postage
on them.

Phi Omicron Fraternity

As a fraternal annex to the association a new
organization, entitled the Phi Omicron Fraternity,

was formed on Tuesday night by President
Eberhardt and a number of prominent delegates

who assembled at his table in the dining room. A
delicious repast was partaken of, and when a

preamble had been drawn up and signed, Mr.
Eberhardt explained that the purpose of the organ-

ization was to establish a code of ethics among
optometrists. It was proposed by Harry P. Holmes,

seconded by William Sommer and carried that

the fraternity be declared organized, and that the

signatories of the preamble in the order in which

their names were attached thereto, be declared the

officers. Thus John C. Eberhardt is president ;

Matt. W. Dunscombe, president of the British

Optical Association, and Samuel S. Grant, vice-

presidents ; Clarence S. Hart, secretary ; C. M.

Jenkins, treasurer, and Alva Snider, librarian.

The board of regents is composed of John H.

Ellis, chairman, W. C. Sommer, H. P. Holmes,

B. B. Clark, J. M. Chalmers and F. Melson

Wingate, the latter of Plymouth, England. Others,

whose names were attached to the preamble, and

who participated in the organization of the fraternity,

were Dr. Chalmers Prentice, Dr. Earl J. Brown,
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A. M. Ankeny, E. L. Jones, IV. F. Newcomb,
George H. Hazlitt and Frederick Boger.

An honored guest of the association during
the convention was M. W. Dunscombe, F. B. 0. A.,
F. R. M. S., president of the British Optical Society.
Mr. Dunscombe, who is traveling in the United
States and Canada,
took advantage of the
opportunity to attend
the convention and
thus get an insight
into the progress of
optical organization
and advancement in
this country. Mr.
Dunscombe has been
actively engaged in
the optical field since
1855. He began his
career with John Bra-
ham, at one time a
noted optician of Bris-
tol. During his long
experience he has become acquainted with optics
in all its phases. He is a man of liberal education.
his general and optical studies having been prose-
cuted with equal zeal. In 1858 he obtained a cer-
tificate at the Cambridge local examination (Bristol
Center), and a few years later won a certificate for
French at the Kings College, London. He has
also to his credit several certificates and Queen's

prizes for proficiency in science and art. For
many years he has been in the vanguard of the
organization movement in England. Mr. Duns-
combe was honored with honorary membership in

the American Association of Opticians and was
also made a vice-president of the Phi Omicron
Fraternity.

M. W. Dunscombe

Alie&
Group Picture of the Delegates to the Convention
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SOLID GOLD. Frames. Per doz. net.

10 K., 1104. Riding Itow $10.80
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10 K., 101. " Ahattatings . . . 1080
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Cable Temples, 61.25 a dozen extra.
ALUMNO, Genuine.
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SPECTACLES

OPERA

comE*SEE us AT THE NEW, 
ADQUARTERS

NEW CATALOG now ready, describing thelatest productions and
prices that will interest you.

--

LENSES Interchangeable-I, o, oo eye, peds-
copic or double, carried in stock.

Skeleton-o, oo eye-2, 3 or 4 holes. See
catalogue for new prices.

The Diamond Lenses. <> Trade-mark on
every lens ; absolutely clear ; accurately ground
and centered ; fused from minute crystal pebbles.
They have no equal, being the most perfect lenses
made. From io-inch up, $2.00 per dozen.

r. 411111k ' -0 ,
ilr.....: k"-7.7-1,
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and EYEGLASSES
Cheap, Medium and Better Grades, to meet

all demands.

TRIAL CASES, from $10.00 up
THE AUDEMAIR, the handsomest trial case
made. Most modern, up-to-date cases, at greatly
reduced prices.

We Teach You How to Fit
Glasses and Handle the
Trial Case Successfully

The Spencer Optical Institute, No. 12
Maiden Lane, having competent in-
structors who will impart knowledge
in such a plain and practical manner
that any person with average intern-
gence will be capable of correcting all
visual defects which can be corrected
with glasses after taking this course of
instruction, which is absolutely free in
the end if the plan is carried out as
stated in our annual announcement,
whiC11 is furnished upon application.

■.,

OPERA, FIELD and MARINE
GLASSES All the Best Makers.

Also Low-Priced.
AUDEMAIR U. S. Army and U. S. Marine

Brand-none better.

GLASS HOLDERS , full linein Pearl,
Celluloid, Aluminum-Mack or Spencer style.

Best
Send

DEPARTMENT on premises
Complete assortment of Frames and
Lenses. Work returned same day
received. First quality goods used.

Workmanship. Accuracy and Promptness.
for list.

3 Mail Deliveries daily.

" OPTICURA9" AN EYE REMEDY
A harmless and most efficacious general remedy
known for weak, inflamed, sore or overworked
eyes-a lotion par excellence.

EYE DEFECTS, How to Detect and Correct Them. By It. II.
Knowles, 51. fl 81.00 book for 50 cents, or FREE WITH
ORDER OF $20.00 OR MORE.

The Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

■1•11111111■111,

DENVER
With increase in our business

and pressing demands for addi-

tional space, we have removed to

the ARAPAHOE BUILDING,

1622 Arapahoe Street, where we

shall be able to better attend to

the wants of our customers than

ever before.

F. A. Hardy & Co.
Denver, Colo.

JAS. K. BASS, Manager

NOVELTIES
Imitation VIENNA BRONZES

The styles here shown are truly
artistic, being handpainted in
natural colors, and close imita-
tions of the genuine Vienna
Bronzes, which cost many times
as much.

11004
List, $4.00 per dozen

List

15601 $12.00 per dozen

These illustrations, being crude and so much reduced in size, and lacking
coloring, do not give an adequate impression of the line. It will be to your
interest to call upon us, or write for a sample line of our best sellers from which
to make up your order.

The R. Hoehn Co.
I. MAYER & CO., Proprietors

Manufacturers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, Etc.

80 /and 82 Chamber.s; st., New York

Write for our Novelty Catalogue "A"
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Optical Notes

.0 F. M. Swayze, late with I. Traub, 2101

Main Street, Niagara Falls, N. Y., is opening opti-

cal parlors in the Silberberg Block, that city.

The Imperial Optical Co., of St. John, N.B.,

who have been making rapid progress of late, have

opened a branch of their business in Hamilton,

Out., in order to handle to better advantage their

increased Western trade.

41 Brown & Burpee, Manchester, N. H., have

added a new and valuable attachment to their well-

known cabinet in the shape of a rotating dial,

which opticians will find a great convenience and

timesaver in the work of eye examination.

sae F. M. Swayze, formerly of Swayze Bros.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y., is completing his. optical

education by a course at the Philadelphia Optical

College. When this course has been concluded,

he will open an optical establishment in a central

location in the Falls City.

.4 Dr. Chas. De Moure has sold his optical

business at Elwood, Ind., to Dr. F. A. Lofton, of

Chicago, and will again be refractionist with Dr.

Wyatt, the leading oculist of Peoria, Ill., for whom

Dr. De Moure had previously been refractionist

for over three years.

.at The committee appointed by the New

England Association of Opticians to draw up a

minimum price-list, the use of which would mean

uniform cha'rges by the opticians, has finished its

labors and mailed copies of the list to the trade.

They wish the opticians to test the list by putting

it into operation and then make such suggestions

for its revision as they may deem wise.

JI Geo. W. Wells, president of the American

Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass., and D.V. Brown,

the manufacturing and wholesale optician, of Phila-

delphia, Pa., accompanied by their wives, sailed

for Europe last month on the White Star liner

Oceanic. The party will make an extensive tour

of the continent, visiting France, Switzerland,

Germany, Italy and the British Isles, returning

about November 1st.

je The more general use of toric lenses is

responsible for the latest shape of eyeglass case.

The new style case, which is being manufactured

by the leading makers of eyeglass cases, is some-

what deeper than usual, being specially intended

for glasses with toric lenses. It is sufficiently roomy

to hold the glasses securely, but is without any

appearance of clumsiness. The shape and finish

are neat and the quality durable.

41 Martin, Copeland & Co., Providence, R. I.,

have recently completed an improvement to the

" Lens Lock" eyeglass mounting, and will here-

after supply the improved mounting to the trade.

The " Lens Lock " mounting has been used for

several years by Andrew J. Lloyd & Co., of Boston,

who also distributed it to other dealers years ago.

Recently they have been making no efforts to sell

it to the trade, but have continued its use with

considerable success in their vicinity. The im-

provement made by Martin, Copeland & Cu. con-

sists of a long tube in which to receive the stud

screw. This gives greater solidity to the mounting,

and makes it almost impossible for any of the parts

to work loose, which is a very objectionable feature

in the ordinary eyeglass mounting. Martin, Cope-

land & Co. will make the new mounting in different

qualities, particulars regarding which can be

obtained by writing direct to them.
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41 Julius K. Martin, of Minneapolis, Minn.,

who was elected first vice-president of the Ameri-

can Association of Opticians at the Milwaukee

convention, is a good type of the progressive opti-

cians of the Northwest. He was born at Lake City,

Minn., March 9, 1873. When fifteen years old he

went to Minneapolis and entered the employ of

E. B. Meyrowitz, where, after a short term as

office boy, he began service as apprentice in the

manufacturing department. After going through

this branch he again entered tile office and for

several years had entire charge of the refracting

department, which position he resigned to enter

the employ of C. A. Hoffman. In 1896, in com-

pany with Mr. Kittridge, he organized the firm of

Kittridge & Martin, which has proved very success-

ful. Mr. Martin %'as one of the charter members

of the Minnesota State Optical Association, being

a member of its first board of directors, and has

been very influential in its councils.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be mailed
to readers of THE KEYSTONE on application to
The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for summer rates. -Adv.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists

The members of the Wisconsin Optical Society

met in annual meeting on August 3d, at the Plank-

inton House, Milwaukee, during the holding of

the annual convention of the American Association

of Opticians. President Alva Snider delivered an

annual address, ill the course of which he said :

Tile management of an organization of this
kind should be considered as a gigantic partnership
and conducted as such. In any successful partner-
ship each partner must have his own special work,
and as far as possible the other partners should
keep their hands off. So in the partnership of our
society. Each partner has been elected, appointed
or asked to do certain work, and the other part-
ners should bear with him as gracefully as possible
until the teadjustment which comes at the end of
each year. Mistakes will be made, and there will
of necessity be delays, but a courteously written
letter will usually bring the quickest and most
satisfactory answer. The finances of a society like
this probably cause more comment and, at times,
more hard feeling than all the other business of
the society. Men are not all alike, some are natur-
ally very extravagant, while others can hardly
bring themselves to spend money enough to keep
body and soul together. Between these two
extremes we have men of all degrees of thrift or
extravagance.

The financial affairs of our society should be
conducted as economically as possible commensu-
rate with the society's best interests. But this
matter does not rest entirely with the officers as
some seem to think. Every member should keep
posted as to tile amount Of his dues, when payable,
and remit without making it necessary for the
secretary to go to the expense of sending him even
one notice. As I see the situation we cannot lay
down this work, but must persist as in advertising.
We must make our offices attractive ; buy new
books, instruments and other apparatus. Every
optician should take an active part in the delibera-
tions of tile association, as well as in paying his
share of its expenses. If any man thinks certain
changes in the methods of the society would be
beneficial to its membership it is his duty to sug-
gest them to the society.

The name of tile society was changed to the

" Wisconsin Association of Optometrists," and a

new constitution was read, considered and adopted.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as fol-

lows : President, Geo. M. Waldeck ; vice-presi-

dent, Mrs. Emma Woodward; secretary, M. Addle-

man ; treasurer, H. McEwen. Directors : A. J.

Stoessel, Chas. Kuesel, Mr. Becken.

The president appointed Mr. Wilcox delegate
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to the national convention ; A. Snider was elected

delegate to the next convention, and Messrs. Hayes

and Randolph alternates. Madison was decided

upon as the place for the holding of the next

meeting.

American Association of Opticians

The attendance at the seventh annual conven-
tion of the American Aasociation of Opticians, re-
ported on pages 1475-1479 of this issue, comprised
tile following from points outside of Milwaukee:

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; Prof. Grant,
Montreal, Canada ; M. W. Dunscombe, Bristol,
England : G. S. Grubb, Marion, Ind.; J. E. Mad-
dock, Peru, Ind.; Fred. Dunn, with F. A. Hardy
& Company, Chicago ; Charles A. Waugh, Roches-
ter, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Tripp, Aberdeen,
S. Dak.; W. C. Sommer, Chicago ; W. H. Matheny,
Bloomington, Ill.; Earl J. Brown, Chicago ; C. S.
Hart, Lynn, Mass.; A. N. Moore, Chicago ; Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Longcroft, Berlin, Wis.; Ben. Hills-
bury, New York ; J. D. Seibert, Bloomington, Ill.;
G. L. Jackman, Elgin, Ill.; H. P. Holmes, Des
Moines, Iowa ; W. B. Ankeny, Corning, Iowa;
J. M. Crawford, Denison, Texas ; F. W. Stewart,
Chicago ; B. Schoenberg, Warsaw, VVis.; W. M.
Edwards, Kingstown, Wis.; H. P. Jones, Richland
Center, Wis.; C. S. Hartman, Wapakoneta, Ohio ;
J. A. McAfee, Belleville, Canada ; Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Larson, Chicago ; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Elites,
Milton Junction, Wis.; Gustavus Kahn, Oshkosh,
Wris.; John Irving Adams, Philadelphia, Pa.; F. A.
Elmer, Hudson, N. Y.; H. C. Wiegand, Racine,
Wis.; F. M. Charlesworth, Kankaura, Wis.; Fay
Lewis, Rockford, Ill.; W. P. Newcomb, Chicago;
Dr. and Mrs. A. P. Hirzy, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Ezra Abbott, Battle Creek, Mich.; H. McEuan,
Fond du Lac, Wis.; Wm. L. Calkins, Waukesha,
Wis.; B. C. Werner, Black River Falls, Wis.; A. S.
Haskins, St. Johnsbury,Vt. ; W. F. Hayes, Chicago;
H. L. De Zeng, Philadelphia, Pa.; Frank A. Up-
ham, St. Paul, Minn.; Clifton A. Snell, Minne-
apolis, Minn.; Karl I). Fisk, West Union, Iowa ;
W. A. Edwards, La Crosse, Wis.; S. W. Gray,
Joliet, Ill.; J. K. Marten, Minneapolis, Minn.; G.H.
Conely, Chicago ; Geo. M. Gill, Chicago ; John
Erb, Columbus, Wis.; J. Ramser, Rock Island, Ill.;
E. Marcouller, Oconto Falls, Wis.; J. W. Quinn,
Madison, Wis.; J. A. Buckmaster, Madison, Wis.;
0. H. Gerry, with Merry Optical Company, Kansas
City, Mo.; J. G. Hodgens, with Geneva Optical
Company, Chicago ; C. B. Tousley, Fort Atkinson,
Wis.; H. A. Johnson, Monmouth, Ill.; Wm. Han-
sell, Ottumwa, Iowa ; Mary Alice Brown, Racine,
Wis.; E. F. Reaunard, Keokuk, Iowa ; J. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings, Minn.; Rollin Maynard, Wau-
kesha, Wis.; B. Coffman, Davenport, Iowa ; L. A.
Shogren, Oshkosh, Wis.; E. L. Jones, Sandusky,
Ohio ; B. Redepenning, Chicago ; Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Brayton, Chicago ; H. W. Randall, Mont-
pelier, Vt.; F. P. Pancost, Hastings, Mich.; L.
Buchman and wife, Toledo, Ohio ; F. A. Sedg-
wick, Clintonville, Iowa ; W. J. Ennis, Detroit,
Mich.; Miss Belle Preston, Detroit, Mich.; Geo. F.
mug, Sheboygan, Wis.; Mr. and Mrs. Scholler,
Hancock, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Alva Snider, Beloit,
Wis.; Chas. V. Hass, Ravenna, Mich.; Ernst Vogle,
Cascade, Iowa ; Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Etz,
Wheeling, W. Va.; Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Ausman,
St. Marys, Ohio ; Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Huston,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs. Jennie H. Pratt, Fremont,
Nebr.; Jas. K. Stebbins, Astabula, Ohio ; Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Ellis, South Bend, Ind.; H. H. Koerts,
Chicago ; M. G. Greenwald, Sheboygan, Wis.;
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Clark, Rochester, N. Y.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Eimer, Muskegon, Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. N. Bedessem, Chicago ; W. H. Becken,
Beaver Dam, Wis.; Fred. A. Clough, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio ; Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, VVis.; George
Durner, Milwaukee,Wis.; Ethelred Curtis,LaPorte,
Ind.; B. 1'. Hoffmann, Chicago ; F. S. Lamb,
Spencer, Iowa ; Oscar Vernon Berry, Ypsilanti,
Mich.; J. M. McKinney, East Liverpool, Ohio;
CM. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.; H. G.VanWagenen,
Monroe,Wis.; A. E.Waite, Bloomington, Ill.; H. P.
Toms, Richland Center, Wis.; 1'. 0. F. Randolph,
Milwatikee,Wis.; M. K. Raidy, F'ond du Lac,Wis.;
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Boyle, THE KEYSTONE;
Edward W. Cox, Jewelers' Circular-Weekly;
Miss Allys Boyle, Chicago ; Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Boger, Optical journal.
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The Needs of the Student
Optometrist

Paper Hotel by JuLus A. Ito t7 KW N, of Horton, Kans., at the
Anuual Convention of the American Association of Opticians

Theory and
Practice

The art of examining the eye

and correcting errors of refrac-

tion, optometry, like most other

arts, has a practical and theoretical aspect, and, as

in these other arts, one may be able to understand

the theory without being able to carry out the

practical application or, vice versa, he may be a

good, practical optometrist and know little about

the theory.
But it is the man who knows the whys and

wherefores of things that leads the way in all pro-

fessions. The good, practical man is good enough

in his way, but he is not the man who discovers

the new things. When, in the course of his exam-

inations, he encounters new phenomena he has

not that knowledge which enables him to analyze

them, and perhaps discover new theories, or new

truths in optometry which are a benefit to humanity,

and especially to those of our profession who not

only practice optometry for the money there is in

it, but also for the good we can do. The new

graduate, fresh from one of our short-term optical

schools, realizes that his schooling has just begun

when he commences to practice his chosen pro-

fession. It takes him a very short time to realize

what little he knows of optics and, naturally, he

asks himself " what must I study first."
Anatomy would be our choice,

The Study of for a familiarity with the parts of
Anatomy the eyes and the body will solve

many a problem that would
otherwise be es darkness to us. In the natural
course of events, when the day dreams of the fore-
most men of our profession are realized, and we
have optical colleges like the dental and medical
colleges of the present day, the optical student will
be required to put in as much time on anatomy as
the afore-mentioned professions. Some opticians
say : " Why take up so much time to study a sub-
ject when we have to do with so small a part of it?"
True, the eyes are a very small part of the body,
but reflexes are many and far reaching : Opto-
metrists do not pose as healers of disease, yet how
many cases of chronic headaches have been sent

to us for spectacles by our medical friends after
the whole category of drugs had failed to have any
effect. If you will question your patients very
carefully, you will find that you may have removed

as many cases of stomach trouble as well. If we

can remove headaches, stomach trouble and a
host of other ills by correcting eye defects, there
must be some connection between them and we
must know what they are.

Every optometrist should have
The Nervous a knowledge of the nervous sys-
System ntem. In the future, when we

have three or four years' courses
of our own, every graduate will be more or less

of a neurologist ; for, as our profession advances,

our sphere will be broadened and the optometrist
will be called into consultation for those cases on
nervous disease which are baffling to the doctors,
and which they are unable to obtain results from,
just because the cause of the disease is some eye
strain which is reflected to the diseased organ, and
which will not allow their medicine to have any

curative power because they go only after the

effect of a reflex and do not touch the cause.
While no optician has ever written a book on the
diseases that may be cured by the correction of
the eye defect, such oculists as Prentice, in his
" Eye in its Relation to Health ;" Ranney in his

" Eye Strain in Health and Disease," and Stevens

in his " Functional Nervous Disease," have given

us good views of what may be done by correcting
existing refractive and muscular errors. They
have shown that all diagnosis for nervous diseases
should include a thorough test of the eyes for
errors of refraction and muscular balance.

The general medical practitioner now, to a

greater or less extent, co-operates with the optician
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with cases of chronic headaches, but not until he
has tried everything at his disposal and has failed,
does he send his patient to us. When they realize
that we have a general knowledge of the anatomy
and a thorough knowledge of the nervous system,
and its relation to eyestrain, then will be looked
upon as their equal, and they will send us case
after case that they would otherwise have tried to
cure themselves.

The next subject to take our
Light and Lenses attention and study is " Light

and Lenses." This study in-
cludes a thorough knowledge of mathematics.
'Tis true we don't need mathematics to test a pair
of eyes, but we do need it in the study of light and
lenses. " The Nature of Light," by Lommel,
forms one of the best text-books for the study of
light, not only by its application to the use of the
optometrist, but for the student who wishes to go
deeper in the subject. While it does not go very
deeply on the subject of lenses, it treats exhaust-
ively of light from the view point ot the physicist.

Prentice's " Ophthalmic Lenses " and Tscher-
ning's " Physiologic Optics " have the best chapter
on lenses of any text-books on the subject. As
medicine is to the physician so are lenses to us,
and it behooves us to be very familiar with them,
their action on light and all their peculiarities.
Having studied anatomy and light, with all the
other subjects which are naturally classed with
them, we must now take up the instruments that
are generally used for the testing of vision.

The first and most indispensable
Use of the part of the optometrist's outfit is
Trial Case the trial case—that old, faithful

friend which is always turned to
to prove the readings of the more up-to-date instru-
ments, the inventors of which claimed would dis-
place everything else. One can't put too big an
outlay on it for we depend on it to help us out at
every turn. A thorough knowledge of the hand-
ling of the different lenses is worth more to the
optometrist than many of the more up-to-date
instruments. While the new instrumenis are
usually designed for some special service, the
complete and up-to-date trial case contains every-
thing necessary for testing the refraction and mus-
cular condition of the eye. THE KEYSTONE'S
" The Optician's Manual," Vols. I and II, is very
complete in its description and use of the trial case.
All books on refraction, and how to refract, usually
use tbe trial case in their description of the exam-
ination of the eye.

Of the other instruments to be
The considered we take up the oph-
Ophthalmoscope thalmoscope. First, while it is

not an instrument with which
the majority of the opticians are familiar, the time
is close at hand when everyone will be required to
to have certain knowledge and skill in its use.
As a refractive test it is not considered reliable
only in the hands of one who is an expert with it.
There are so many other ways in which we may
test the vision with so much more rapidity and
accurateness that it will never come in general use
as a refractive test. However, that is no reason
why we should not be familiar with its use. While
it is not our province to diagnose and prescribe
tor diseases of the eye, yet it is our duty to know
enough about the pathological conditions of the
eye to be able to recognize such cases when
brought to our notice and send them to the proper
person for treatment. We do not need any special
instrument to recognize external diseases of the
eye, but we must have an ophthalmoscope to
examine the eye ground and find out its condition.

At one time or another, everyone of us has run
across cases of ametropia which, in spite of our

most careful and searching test, we have been

unable to improve in the least, for the reason that

defect was not refractive but patholgoic. It is in such
cases we realize the value of the ophthalmoscope.

Of the two methods of using the ophthalmo-

scope, the " direct " is of the most use to the opto-

metrist. It is the most accurate for the examination

of the refractive or pathological condition of the

eye. By the direct method we get a much larger

image, which brings out the details much more

clearly than by the indirect method. The magni-

fication is about from sixteen to eighteen diameters

in the direct, and only from five to six in the indi-

rect method. The advantage of the indirect

method is that one sees a larger field of the retina,

but the diagnosis is naturally more rough and

general. When used simply as a refractive test,

one can get only a rough estimate of the errors
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Haab's " Ophthalmology," with colored plates,
with both normal and pathological eye ground,
forms one of the best text-books for the student.

The next instrument to be

The Retinoscope studied is one very closely allied
to the ophthalmoscope, it is the

retinoscope. While the use of this instrument
requires a little skill in the handling, yet it does
not take long to become proficient in it. There is
no substitute for the retinoscopic practice, but the
one thing that makes it popular is, that anyone
with a fair amount of intelligence can by himself,
with a little patience and much practice both on
the schematic eye and on the living eye, become
proficient in its use. A very thorough and com-
plete knowledge of refraction and reflection, and
of the dioptric media of the eye, is required to
thoroughly understand the peculiar manifestation
of the retinoscopic examination. An advantage of
this test over all other tests is, that in case of chil-
dren, and foreigners who cannot speak English,
and illiterate persons, we are not dependent on
their answers for the accuracy of our test. In cases
of opacities in the cornea, and specks in the eyes,
they are apparent at once, and the knowledge of
such %%111 help us very much in our subjective tests.

Of the text-books on the subject, Thorington's
" Retinoscopy " is very good ; especially for the
student who has the good fortune to be where he
can get practice with someone who is familiar with
the method. However, " Skiascopy." as published
by THE KEYSTONE, is the most complete book on
the subject now published ; it not only tells you
how to do it, but It explains every optical principle

brought into use by the test, and a close study of
it will give one a whole optical education.

A test usually made after the
The retinoscope test, to verify the
Ophthalmometer axis in cases of astigmatism, is

that of the ophthalmometer.
One of the hardest things to find out in a test is
the axis of the cylinder, especially in cases of
oblique astigmatism ; even with the retinoscope
we may not be sure at what angle to set the cyl-
inder, as it is not possible to always bring out the
banded appearance in the fundus, which is very
necessary to an accurate location of the principal
meridian of the eye. The ophthalmometer will
find the axis for us in a very quick and accurate
way, except in cases in which there is a large
amount of lenticular astigtnatism, the main meri-
dian of which does not coincide with the axis of
the corneal astigmatism.

As in the case with most optical instruments,
the ophthalmometer cannot be depended upon for
every case, but as an auxiliary to help us finish our
test with more accuracy and speed, it is very valu-
abls to the busy optometrist.

Many opticians of to-day pay no
Muscular attention to the ocular muscles,
Anomalies some have tried to correct

anomalies of the ocular muscles
and now condemn it. Prentice, in his " The Eye
in its Relation to Health," says that " the theories
that are true meet all their opposition from those
who misunderstand them," and it is only from
having misunderstood the theories of the appli-
cation of prisms that some who have tried it have
failed. It is in these defects most that our knowl-
edge of the nervous system comes into play. While
many reflexes occur in ametropia, the majority of
them occur in heterophoria. While the system of
correcting the phorias is comparatively new, many
have taken it up with entire success since its advent,
and no optometrist of the future will consider his
education complete until he is a past master in the
correction of the phorias. We know that in an
improperly balanced eye where one, or a set of
muscles, are required to do more work than
normal, it can do so only when an extra nervous
supply is sent to it, and it is furnished that extra
amount at the expense of another organ. Any
reduction of the nervous supply of any organ will
naturally pre-dispose that organ to some nervous
disease, and any effort made to drive away the
disease will only drive it in another form to some.
other organ, and the patient will never be free from a
pre-disposition to nervous disease until the cause
is removed.

In closing, we would speak of the importance
of the student taking his trade papers and reading
them closely. This profession is only in its infancy,
and new methods for testing are coming out all the
time, and it is only by careful reading and constant
study that we can hope to keep ahead.
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The History of Astigmatism and
its Correction with Toric and

Cylindrical Lenses
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T is just a hundred years ago—in 1800, to
be more accurate—that astigmatism, or

astigmia (as it should be termed, accord-

ing to Dr. Swan M. Burnett and other

high authorities), was discovered by the celebrated

young Englishman, Thomas Young, who died

when he was but twenty-seven years of age, leaving

works that have become classical treasures of

ophthalmology. Astigmia may be described as

being that state of refraction of an eye in which

parallel rays of light striking the cornea and enter-

ing the eye, do not all cross each other at the same

focal point. This is generally due to the curvature

of the cornea being greater in a certain meridian,

than in the meridian perpendicular to it.
Thomas Young1 discovered
astigmatism in his own eye

while looking through his opto-
meter at a line which could be

moved along a plane to a certain distance from

the eye. He found that the distance at which

he could see the line distinctly, varied notably as

he would look at it through a vertical—or horizon-

tal stenopaic slit.
In 181o, Gerson, of Hamburg,2 cites a letter

from his master, Fischer, a professor of mathema-

tics, who, unaware of Young's works, discovered

astigmatism in his own eye and, by measurements,

proves that the condition is due to an irregularity

of formation of the cornea. He asserted that

most people had astigmatism to a variable degree.

Instead of considering the cornea as an ellipsoid,

Gerson considered it as a toric surface, which is

more complicated, since a tore is a surface of the

fourth degree.
Despite the fact that the existence of astigma-

tism was now generally known, no one had as yet

thought of a way of remedying the condition, and

it was not until seventeen years later, twenty-seven

years after the discovery of astigmatism, that we

find a record of the first case corrected with glasses.

In 1827, Mr. Airy,4 the director of the Obser-

vatory at Greenwich, while looking at the stars,

discovered that he had astigmatism. He was

myopic, and noticed that instead of a star appear-

ing round, it looked like a luminous streak when

he observed it through a concave lens. He found

he could make the star assume the form of a round

luminous point by inclining his spherical lens.

He had Fuller, an optician of Ipswich, make

a sphero-cylindrical lens for him, by means of

which he corrected his astigmatism.
One cannot help remarking

how slow oculists and opti-

Long Unavailed of cians were to apply their

knowledge of astigmatism

and the means of remedying this most prevalent

and annoying condition of the eye. Their efforts

to correct the astigmatism of their clients were few

and far between.
Javal,' the eminent French oculist, in his ex-

cellent article on astigmatism, relates the history

of the first case of astigmatism corrected by me
ans

of toric or ellipse lenses, and once more verifie
s the

proverb, " Necessity is the mother of invention."

1 Young " On the Mechanism of the E
ye ;" Philosoph.

Transactions for 1810, pi's. 25-38.

2 Dissertatione Inaugurale, Gottinge, 
1810.

2 Young attributed the astigmatism to the
 obliquity of the

crystalline lens.

4 Airy, "Transactions of the Ca
mbridge Philosophical

Society, 1827 ; vol. II., pp. 267-271.

Javal, "Mutates d1 Oculistique," 1866 ; vol. Iv., p. 107.

Discovery of
Astigmia

The Discovery
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" In 1818, Mr. Cassas, a painter of history,

worked in the studio of Monsieur Gros. He no-

ticed with despair, that the master always added

horizontal lines to his (Mr. Cassas') designs. He

studied the defect of his vision with great care, and

on his voyages asked all physicians and opticians

he met to procure him glasses that would enable

him to see horizontal lines. It was not until 1840

that Sucipi, a Roman optician, ground lenses for

him that corrected his astigmatism passably well.

These lenses, sphero-convex on one side (surface),

were toric concave on the other. Later on he had

Soleil, a Parisian optician, make glasses for him

that corrected his astigmatism and vision perfectly.

These lenses were crossed cylinders." When I

saw him in 1865, he had been wearing the follow-

ing correction for some time:
" Before the left eye he wore a glass, one sur-

face of which was a concave cylinder of 8 inches

focus and axis horizontal ; and the other surface

was ground convex spherical of 36 inches focus ;

and before the right he wore two crossed cylinders

of 634 inches focus axis horizontal, and 36 inches

focus axis vertical ; both cylinders were concave.

" Despite the care I took in examining his

eyes, it was impossible for me to correct them

more perfectly than they were corrected. All that

I did was to order double focus glasses, and incline

the axis of the glass before the right eye to degrees

on the horizontal. Mr. Cassas' case furnishes us

an example of an astigmatism, the degree of

which has remained stationary a long period."

From 1840 to 1852 one finds little evidence of

any effort to correct astigmatism with glasses ; in

the latter year, however, Captain Goulier, who

was then professor of topography in the Military

School at Metz, noticed that many of the pupils

whom he taught the use of instruments of pre-

cision, had astigmatism. He had cylindrical lenses

made for a great many people, and sent his obser-

vations of these cases, in a sealed letter, to the

Academy of Science in Paris, on May 12th, 1852.

This letter was mislaid in some way and not read

at the regular meeting until two years after its

receipt. Captain Goulier was the first to generalize

the employment of cylindrical lenses to correct

astigmatism.

Invention of the

The invention of the ophthal-
mometer by Helmholtz, and

Ophthalmometer the addition of cylindrical

lenses to the test cases (the

credit of which belongs to Donders), marked the

epoch of generalization of the use of cylinders.

On perusing ophthalmic literature of 1855 to 1860

one finds evidence that sphero-cylinders acquired

their perpament place in ophthalmology during

this period, and they were used generally the

world over.
In 1877, Monsieur Georges Poullain, of Paris,

endeavored to popularize toric lenses.? He ex-

hibited, at the French Association for the Advance-

ment of the Sciences, a machine for making these

lenses ; also some lenses he had made for his own

use having a toric concave surface on one side and

a spherical convex one on the other, with these

lenses he corrected his hypermetropia of three

dioptries and his astigmatism of two dioptries.

On page 34 of the " Bulletin of the Associa-

tion " of the year 1877, a note in the minutes of

the meeting states that the association rated Mr.

Poullain a subvention of 200 francs to make certain

improvements on his machine for grinding toric

8 la generally believed that Donders was the first to 
use

crossed cylinders. Donders, however, published his 
article in

1860 ; long after Soleil made crossed cylinders.

/ These lenses are Identical with those known in 
Germany

by the name of Elipse lenses ; see " Die Physik " 
von Prof.

Mb. Atomism], Zurich, 1882.

lenses." The association did not renew the sub-

vention.
A few years ago a French oculist, and more

recently several German oculists, advised an

operation for the cure of astigmatism. This opera-

tion has been performed successfully on quite a

few cases in Europe. The advantage claimed for

it is that it obviates the use of spectacles. How-

ever that may be, cylinders and sphero-cylinders

are destined to remain the popular means of correct-

ing astigmatism.

° A minute description of this machine is given in Dr.
Bull's book, entitled " Lunettes and Pince-nez," G. Masson,
editor, Paris.

The Greek Alphabet

The letters of the Greek alphabet are so fre-

quently used in scientific works, optical treatises

included, that it is well for the optician to know at

least their general conformation and name. For

instance, our readers frequently meet with such

expressions as " angle a," "angle y" (angle

alpha, angle gamma), etc., these having a special

signification in optical science. Quite a number of

these letters are used in Tscherning's "Physiologic

Optics," and their occurrence therein may often

puzzle the reader. In high-class works on horo-

logy, too, as, for instance, in the Grossmann serial

now.appearing in this journal, these characters are

frequently met with. The Greek letter 4 (ph), is

the time-honored symbol for focus, and so with

other characters. We here reprint the Greek

alphabet with names and value, and our readers

would do well to carefully preserve same for

reference. As they advance in scientific know-

ledge they will meet these letters more frequently.

FORM NAME VALUE

A a Alpha
_

a

B p Beta b

r y Gamma g

A 8 Delta d

E e Epsilon e short

Z t Zeta z

H li Eta e long

0 0 Theta th

I t Iota i

K K Kappa k

A X Lambda I

M it. Mu In

N V Nu II

a g Xi x

0 0 Omikron o short

II w Pi p

P p Rho r

E a- Sigma s

T T Tau t

Y u Ypsilon u

4, 4 Phi f ph

X x Chi ch

41 xls Psi ps

U w 0m6ga o long
__
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Prisms and Decentered Lenses

It is always well, in ordering lenses to be de-
centered, to bear in mind the size of eye which is
to be cut out of the lens. The average rough peri-
scopic lens, for instance, is about 42 mm. long by
33 mm. wide. Once in a good while you will find
a lens which is a trifle larger than this ; more often
you will find them a little smaller. This being the
case, it can readily be seen that the amount of de-
centration that can be used in practice is decidedly
restricted. Thus, an order may be made out:

+ .50 spit., decentered in 5 mm., oo eye.

Now the oo eye lens is 40 x 31 mm., hence if
we cut the lens right in the middle it will leave a
margin of only r mm. at each end, and it will be

inipossible to decenter the lens as required by the
order. The same thing applies to decentering the

lenses up and down, although as this is not so fre-

quently used, the mistake is not made so often.
Now, in case we wish to obtain a certain

amount of decentration by grinding a prism, how

do we calculate on the proper amount ? The effect

of the decentering, of course, increases with the

strength of the lens. Suppose we take, as a con-

venient basis, a lens of i D. focus.

A lens of i D. must be decentered to mm. to

give the effect of a 10 prism.
A lens of .5o D., since the effect is only half

as great, must be decentered twice as much,

or 20 mm. A lens of 2, since the effect is

twice as great, needs to be decentered only

half as much, or 5 mm.
Now, suppose we have an order for:

.50 sph., decentered in To MBE, oo eye.

We see on the face of it that this is im-

possible : we will have to grind a prism.

Now, we see above that 1° on a .50 I). lens

requires the lens to be decentered 20 mm. Hence

to,mm., as in our order, will require 34 prism, and

our order, as we grind it, will read:
.50 sph., C 340 Pr., B. in.

This rule is very easily applied in spherical

lenses, but in cylinders it becomes a little more

complicated.
Suppose, for instance, that our order reads :

+ I cyl., axis 900, decentered in to mm.

In this case, the lens being at 9o°, all the

power of the lens (namely, i D.), is exerted in the

direction in which the lens is decentered ; there-

fore the same rule holds good as in spherical

lenses ; I D., dec. to mm., equals 10 prism.

We would accordingly grind:

+ I cyl., axis 900 C I° Pr. B. in.

But, on the other hand, suppose our lens is to be:

+ I cyl., axis 45°, decentered in to mm.

A little reflection will show that in this case,

since the axis of the cylinder is just half way be-

tween the vertical and horizontal meridians, the

power of the lens is exerted half in a vertical and

half in a horizontal direction, or .50 D. each way.

Hence, we obtain to mm. decentration with .50 I).

of power, we must grind prism, and our order

' will read :
+ I cyl., axis 45° 0. Pr. B. in.

Again, let us consider the case of a sphero-

cylinder. We will suppose an order like this:

C + I cyl., axis 900, decentered in to mm.

Here the cylinder exerts its power in a hori-

zontal direction, the focus in that direction is + 2,

and as 2 D. decentered 5 mm. equals t°, if we wish

to obtain to mm. we must grind twice as much

prism, or 2°, and our presc-iption will be ground:

I C -I- I cyl. axis 900 2° Pr., B. in.

K EYgTONE

But if we suppose a lens:

+ I C + i cyl. axis 5800, decentered to mm.,

the strength of the cylinder will have nothing to
do with the prismatic effect ; since, being at I8o°,
its refractive effect in a horizontal direction will be

nothing. All the effect caused by the decentering

comes from the spherical part of the combination,

or + I. Now we understand that i D. dec.

to mm. = I° ; hence, in this case, we need a I°

prism ground with the sphero-cylinder, in order to

give the required amount of decentration.

The same process can, of course, be reversed

in order to find out how much to decenter a lens

in 
effect. —Brown's 

to obtain any given amount of prismatic
—Brown's Our Own Idea.

Investigations with the Pin-hole Test

ED. KEYSTONE :—As I have never heard of

any use having been made of the pin-hole test

other than to decide " Whether imperfect vision

is due to error of refraction or to some structural

change of the eye," I thought it would be quite

interesting to a great many readers of THE KEY-

STONE to know that with a very little practice any

optician can measure and correct his own error of

refraction by the use of this test. He can do this
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still. Then try the vertical meridian in the same

way ; if there is motion in that direction, there is

astigmatism, which is corrected by adding a cylin-

drical lens with its axis at I8o°, until light is steady

in all directions. In testing for astigmatism, I will

illustrate my own case, which is a mixed form, a

correction of + sph. .75 — 2.50 cyl. axis I8o°,

being worn. I hope I shall be fully understood.

I fog the eye to be tested with a convex lens, say,

-I- spit. 3 D. In looking at test light with disk

in motion, my light has a strong motion with disk

in all the meridians. I test the horizontal meridian
first, and correct it by reducing the strength of the

+ lens with a concave spit. lens, until I find the

weakest one that leaves light steady in the hori-

zontal meridian ; it takes a concave, the measure of
which is — 2.25 D. sph. — 2.25 D. + 3 D. =
.75 D. In moving the disks vertically I still have

a strong motion, with the disk. I take out the

two spherical trial lenses already in trial frame and

place in the + spit. .75. I then have simple form

of myopic astigmatism, test light moving in vertical

meridian with the disk, and still in horizontal, show-

ing that the vertical meredian is myopic and needs

a concave cylinder with its axis 18o° I find that a

— 2.50 D. cyl. axis 18o° makes the light steady in

all directions and is the proper combination for

my case.
If we want to measure the eye at a close

distance, fog the eye with a strong ± lens,

say, + 4 D. ; keep the disk in motion in
front of eye watch test light ; advance

just as easily as he can neutralize a convex lens

with a concave lens and find out its strength. I

will try to explain as briefly as I can how it can be

done. I will not try to explain why the motions

are brought about, that I will speak of in testing

with the pin-hole test ; for with a little thought the

optician will soon understand that. I use a frosted

electric light, hung against a dark background.

The test object must be 20 feet from the patient,

and there must be no window light at his back or

sides. For convenience, I cut out of black metal

a pin-hole test about 2 inches in diameter. With

a handle 4 or 5 inches long and a perforation in

the center i34 mm. in diameter. To test the eye

with pin-hole, seat yourself 20 feet from the test

object, on a level with the eye ; put on trial frame ;

exclude one eye with rubber disk ; hold the pin-

hole in front of the eye to be tested ; look through

perforation at test light ; move disk to and fro,

just as one would do to find out whether a lens

was + sph., a — sph., or a plane one in all its meri-

dians. The same thing takes place in the eye. If

motions of light move in the opposite direction,

hypermetropia +. If with the disk, myopia, — ;

if light is still, with disk in motion, emmetropia,

or 0, and the strongest + lens and the weakest

concave lens that stops motions placed in trial

frame gives the measure of the defect.

In commencing the test, the eye should be

made artificially myopic with a strong convex lens,

so as to relax as much of the accommodation as

possible, drawing down with a concave lens until

you find the weakest one that brings the test light

still. The difference in two lenses will be the

measure of the defect.
Test the horizontal meridian first by moving

the disk from right to left, and from left to

right until the lens is found that brings the light

towards it, stopping as soon as light be-

comes still ; measure the distance from
light to eye ; if emmetropia, the distance
\%111 he to inches, the focal distance of the
lens before the eye, to inches = + 4 D.;
if hypermetropia, the distance will be more

than to inches ; if myopia, less than to inches ; if

we find the distance 20 inches, there would be 2 D.

of hypermetropia, and if as close as 634 inches,
2 D. of myopia. Concave lenses should not be

used with this test, only for what is already stated,

or true myopia.
The diagram shown herewith may serve to

illustrate what I wish to convey. I don't just
understand why an object appears to move when
looked at through a pin-hole with the disk in

motion. If used in connection with what I have

written above, the pin-hole test, No. a is light 20

feet from eye ; No. 2, parallel rays of light ; No. 3,
pin-hole test ; No. 4, pencil of light collected
through the pin-hole and entering eye ; Nos. 5 and
6, the same pencil as No. 4, carried across the re-
fracting media of the eye by the motions of the
disk ; No. 7, is crystalline refracting the pencil on

the retina of the normal eye E. Letter H shows

hypermetropia ; letter /If, myopia. It must be re-

membered that the eye does not follow the motion

of the disk when looking through the pin-hole at a
distant object ; the eye remains still there, for the

pencil of light is carried across the refracting
media and refracted. Yours truly,

Delta, Pe. H. W. GARRETT.

[The discovery of our correspondent is very
creditable, but it is not new. In THE KEYSTONE
of December, 0902, we published an article on
Kinescopy, in which we showed how Dr. S. Holth,
of Christian, Norway, with his kinescope used
the method described by Mr. Garrett. We com-
mend the spirit of intelligent investigation shown
by our correspondent ; evidencing, as it does, what,
in their own quiet way, the opticians are doing
for ophthalmology. This is not the first instance
where opticians have worked out important optical
problems, unaware that such problems had been
worked out before. But the achievement is none
the less creditable.—ED.]

•
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This Is for September—a new set of pictures next month

BIG 4 OAK OPTICAL CABINET
This cabinet is well made, it has 16 drawers, 6x4%x:11 .;

inches deep inside. It has four lens drawers which will
hold respectively 00-eye, 0-eye, 1 or 2-eye lenses. The
grooves or compartments for these lenses are slant in such a
way that all the numbers may be seen at filIPP.

Size of Cabinet outside, 243411101M wide, 26 inches high
and 83 Inches from front to back, outside.

Our price, $8.15 net

At the present time we understand a

great deal about how to generate and control

this subtle element or force, writes Jay G.

Wait, but as yet there has been no theory

advanced to explain satisfactorily what it is.

The following theory may clear the matter

up, or at least aid in doing so, and for this

reason it is given :
A few days ago the papers reported that

an inventor had discovered a method by

which the music of the spheres or stars could

be heard, and it was stated that a ray of light

from Sirius or any of the fixed stars, striking

upon a disk would make a musical tone

which could be heard by the person using

the inventor's machine, but that the rays of

light from the sun produced jarring or dis-

The point which arrested

The Sun an my attention in this, is that
Electric Sphere it seems that a ray of light—

a single ray—is separated

out, and that it has force—for it strikes the

disk, and makes a vibration producing musi-

cal tones. My theory is that the sun is an

electrical sphere and not a solid or fluid mass

of matter burning itself up, and that it takes

as much from the universe as it gives, thus

preserving a balance. The rays it sends out

are positive electricity, and as one motion

must create another. the reverse motion is

negative electric ether ; which, when it

reaches the sun, is changed to positive and

sent out again. This electric sphere is so

large that if its center were located at the

the earth's, its outer circumference would

reach over 200,000 miles beyond the moon,

and in the other direction 400,000 miles, for

its diameter is over 800,000 miles. It is so

far away that it looks about the size of a

large plate or half bushel, and its rays of

electricity or light travel at the rate of

95,000,000 miles in five minutes. These

rays of light are intensely hot, and striking

upon the surface of the water at the equator,

produces an evaporation which makes the

atmosphere in which the earth circles and

moves. The rays of light from the sun striking

our atmosphere are retarded—there is friction

which creates electricity—and so the earth is

surrounded by electricity which nourishes

plant and all life.
When the earth has turned on its axis

and the " sun is down "—we have darkness

and less electricity, which no doubt induces

or causes sleep.

Lord Kelvin photographed

Photographing electricity, or rather its mo-
Electricity tion, which he found to be

circular, or wheel-shaped.
The definition of heat is not the absence of
cold as it used to be, but it is said to be a
mode of motion. In the liberation of the
gases in coal, motion is produced which we
sense as heat. Other modes of motion we
sense as sound and light.

Now, it is very evident that when we
telephone to a friend hundreds of miles away

that the vibrations are not carried through

wire, but that the batteries draw around the
wire electric ether, which carries the vibra-
tions thousands of miles per second, and we
find that the wireless messages go through
the air much more freely when sent from
elevated towers or poles, than in the denser
medium close to the earth.

The earth is surrounded by electricity,
both positive and negative, which 'is sent
here by the electric center—the sun ; and in
a few years we will know how to utilize the
rays of the sun to generate this element, so
that its cost will be but nominal.

If heat is a mode of motion generated
by atoms of matter changing place and form,
electricity must be the same ; for heat, light
and electricity are very similar, and so we
may say that it is etheric matter in a high-
grade cassiterite.

$1.00 Pendant Screws, all sizes   per gross,
5.00 Best 25-year Case Pendant Bows, assorted on a card, Antique or

American, warranted 111014 K. Gold and stamped   " dozen,
1.50 1 gross White Glazed 1 to 6 Nest Boxes  " gross,
.20 Black Spectacle Cases, 

m 
Straight or Biding Bow . . . . . . . .   " dozen,

.50 1000 Watch 'rags, medium size   o AL 

.50 1000 Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper   II
,

 44 

8.10 Ball-Bearing Foot-Wheel, Best Swing   each,
35.00 Lathe Motors, Direct or Alternating Current . . . . . . . . . .   "

This Is the INEST Material Cabinet ever built
We ship them to Europe, South America, Canada and every State in the Union. With almost every shipMent we get a complimentary letter.including bottles but without drawer compartments, only $3.98 net.

Founders Of the Precision-

Watch industry of Saxony.

Awarded 26 First Prizes
from the world's greatest ex-

hibitions, also romps at the

World's Fair, Parts, 1900,

Material
CabinetCabinet
Complete
517 Compart-
ments, only

ILLUSTRATE YOUR ADVERTISEMENTS
The season for vigorous advertising is now at hand, and a good illustration

will double the value of any advertisement. We furnish at a nominal cost 
a

great variety of cuts specially prepared for the jewelry and optical trades.

Send for sheets of illustrations and prices.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th SE Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 100
The latest improved Rub-

ber Eyeglass
Fits the eve perfectly. Focus

2, 2j and 3;
Our price, 46c. net

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

branches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.

At a School where instructions are given by and under the per

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Randier, who is recognized as

foremost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the best

masters of Europe and America : who is the founder of the first

exclusive Engravhig School in this country, and is still at the

head of the jewelers' School of Engraving established in 1889

Terms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solicited.

Mr' Our exhibit of Watches and Movements

SUITABLE for the AMERICAN MARKET

is to be seen at the GERMAN SECTION

ill the VARIED INDUSTRIES BUILDING

The Jewelers' School of Engraving 
Suite 111aliagioc Temple

HeadquartersforSupplies.
Write us for prices on
Signs,Lathes,Benches,etc.

Send us a trial order with
your answer to the puzzle. Size, 2234 long, 5 in. wide, 514 hiFh. Solid Oak. Sealed

eompartments are movable. The finest cabinet maile.
21 Drawers. 56 Bottles.
21 Sealed Compartments in each Drawer

CALVIN CLAUER CO., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

PLATE ENGRAVING, STEEL DIES,CREST5, COAT-ARMS.
FINE STATIONAR'Y

PRINTING,ENISOSSING,ILL.UMINATING

WEDDING INVITATIONS,ANNOUNCEMENTS

SEND 23 Cc NTS CA1-1-11,0,ATH0P1E,BUFFINIESS CARDS ETC.

ARTISTIG5KETCH

or •rOuP

roo

'CHARD  0.KANDLE
(NOME 141 ASONICC'H

ICAGO

dlaorsoct R AN, 
a_ 01119 IIITENIPLE



Profit of two kinds-
in Watch selling

I. The best money-profit in selling Watch
Movements goes to those who sell the
makes that arc not familiar to every
buyer, but which can be as strongly
guaranteed as the well-known.

2. The profit of gain-in-reputation is with
those who sell the best Watch Move-
ments in the grades wanted.

The two profits are realized by those
Jewelers who sell

United States Movements
The fact that their prices are not
known to everybody, or cannot easily
be ascertained through a large num-
ber of wearers, gives margin for a
better gain ; while the extraordinary
care which is put into the making of
these Movements has made them
distinctly the best, grade for grade,
now in the market, and thus secures
to those who sell them the priceless
thing called Reputation.

United States Watch Co.
of Waltham, Mass.

are the thoughts of prosperous business men, and our decorative line will solve the

No. 2290. Rose Garland
Per dozen yards, $3.00 ; per gross, $30.00.

No. 29758. Fall Grapevine Garland. (Cut representing two yards)
No. 297511. 12 extra fine, large, fancy, autumn colored grape leaves, as red, brown and green

leaves, mixed in 1,801 yard ; per dozen yards, $1.25 ; per gross yards, Si 2.tab
No. 2975F. 12 small, fancy, autumn-colored grape leaves ; per dozen, 73 cents ; per gross

yards, $7.20.

No. 2994. Smilax
No. 2996. Fall Smilax, per yard, iiiu ; ir gross, ;;9.00
No. 2997. Smilax, with wild per yard.
No. 2901. Smilax, without llewees 15 1114111,1,, dezen

yards, 130 cents ; per gross yards,
No. 2995. Smilax, without flower,, 11 piquets, per dozen

yards, 75 cents ; per gross ya r■ Is, $8.40

Latest Solid Metal Myrtle Wreaths
used for silver or gold wedding velebrat ions ; do not
lai I to ills I' same, because your store is not com-
iilete without it. From $1.75 up; with glass globe
as illust rat ion, $2.75.

Chrysanthemum Sprays
(Cut representing Flowery

Spray)
Doz. Gros;

Sprays, $1.20 $0.0(
2539 " 1.50
2539A. " 4.80 . .

No. 2743. Palm Plants
Inches

Leaves high Each
2713, Plants . , 3 24 $ .15
27114, " . 4 36 .20
2741,4 " . 5 36 .40
274514. "
2750. " . . 10 43 1.00

No. 2533. Rose Sprays
No. 2531X. Dose Spray, doz., $ .50
" 2532. 1.20
0 2533. " " " 2.20
" 2531. " " L25

Now is the time for you to inspect our
Holly, etc., and prepare for Xmas displays.
Plow and sow the field in time and you will
garner in time.

No. 2209. Palm
Tree, Potted

No. 2206. P a in
Tree, 8 feet high,
15 leaves, each,
$3.00.

No. 2205. P a I in
Tree, 12 feet high,
18 leaves, each,
$4.50.

No. 2209. Palle
Tree, 14 feet high,
24 leaves, each,
$5.50.

No. 2190. Flower Pot. Complete, $4.50 per 100 ; 25 only $1.35

No. 2210. Areca Plant

No. 221013, 3 leaves, 24 inches
high, 18 cents each, $1.80 doz.

No. 2210. 5 leaves, 36 inches
high, 75 cents each, $7.20 doz.

No. 2210A. 10 leaves, 26 inches
high, $1.50 each, $15.00 doz.

No. 2145. Rose Bush

No. 2143. Rose Bush, 24
inches high, 3 roses and 3
buds, each, $1.00 ; dozen,
$11.40.

No. 2172. Rose Bush of
American Beauty Roses,
18 inches high, including
Pot, per dozen, 59.00.

No. 2145. Rose Bush, 24
Incites high, in any color,
each, 81.50.

The question of Decorating is a most important
one, and our catalogue for 1904 will certainly direct your
ideas in the way of decorations, souvenirs, favors, etc.

They serve a double purpose. They can be attrac-
tively displayed in windows, halls, stairways, counters, serving
as an advertisement, and may be sold as desired and quickly
turned into cash.

The prices will suit all purposes, some as low as
5c., all showing you very good profits.

Remember, they are Attractive, Popular and Profitable.
Do not fail to call at our show room when in this city, or ask
for Illustrated Catalogue No. 2.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 34 Barclay St., NEW YORK



SPECIALTIES. FOR FINE JEWELRY TRADE

Fifth and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia
New York Salesroom, 683 and 685 Broadway

Chicago Salesroom, 35 Randolph Street, 5o9 Atlas Block

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

The Auctioneer that
sells your goods at good
prices and pleases
all customers
as well

Have been selling
for the
established trade
for over
twelve years.
Fall is a good
time to have
your sale.
Reference from
any of the jobbers
of Kansas City
and from jewelers
all over the
United States.
Write me full
particulars and
my advice will
cost you nothing.
I work as
cheap as any
other good man.

John F. Turner
_rluctioncer

JEWELRY

BRIC-A-BRAC

OBJECTS D'ART

103 State St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

There is no better time for an auction sale
than now, right at the opening of the buying
season. I will guarantee to clear out your old
stock at good profit, rid you of the deadwood,
help relieve you of debts and provide you with
capital to purchase on good terms a new, up-to-
date, quick-selling stock. If you wish to take
advantage of this opportunity write me at once.
My methods are unique—they insure success and
thoroughly safeguard your interests. Write to

any one or any ten of the hundreds for whom I

have made successful sales. All will tell you

the same story. List of names and addresses
gladly furnished.

SALES CONDUCTED IN ANY PART OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA

Who makes sales for legitimate trade only
and guarantees every sale he makes

506 New York Life Building

As an tuctioneer, I do nothing but distinctive,
high-class work. I have conducted most all the
large sales from New York City to San Francisco,
Cal. Am now filling dates for fall and winter
sales. If interested, write for booklet.

NOTE.—I have sold for some of the leading Jewelers in almost every State in the

Union, so you may write me from any part of the United States. I think I can give you

reference from some near-by Jeweler that you are acquainted with.

Twenty years' experience has placed us in the front
onr profession.

Correspondence strictly confidential.
JOS. SONNENBERG, Omaha, Nebr.
L. EPPENSTEIN & CO., Chicago, ill.
HOLSMAN & ALTAR, Chicago, ill.
S. M. JESS, Chicago III.
M. GRUENBERG, Chicago,
D. II. BLINN & CO., Dartford, Conn.

S. OTIS HAHN, Lincoln, Nebr.
WEINHAUS & CERF, Pittsburg, Pa.
BRENNAN & DAVIS, Bradford, Pa.
COHEN BROS., Reading, Pa.
W. 0. GREGORY, Blanchester, Ohio.
M. MARIN, St. Louis, Mo.

And others too numerous to mention.
Address, care

ILLINOIS JEWELRY CO.
180 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

DO YOU REALIZE that an Auction Sale will

1st. —Clean up your stock and turn your slow sellers and undesirable goods into money?
2d.—Stimulate your trade and arouse public interest in your stock and store ?
3d.—Furnish you with the cash to purchase new and attractive goods at right prices ?
4th.—Draw to you many new friends and customers and retain all the old ones ?

DO YOU CONTEMPLATE reducing your stock or retiring from business?
DO YOU WISH TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES and employ the latest and most approved methods

in conducting your business ?
DO YOU NEED THE MONEY? Write for my new and original plan of conducting sales. It has never

failed to attract and hold an audience, to arouse public interest and spirited competition ancl to REAP RESULTS.

I guarantee a net profit at the close of each day's sale.
If you want a legitimate reduction or closing-out sale, honestly conducted, write me,
All correspondence confidential. The best of references furnished.

Address, care
I. OLLENDORFF CO.

54 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK



My Lifetime Study Has Been
The Auction Business

I invite the trade to look up my record
in the many large and successful sales I have
madc throughout America. That is, of course,
if you desire to make some money and are
thinking- of having- an auction.

When vou make up your mind to have a
sale, by all means write me as to particulars
of my methods before you make arrangements
elsewhere. I positively guarantee large
I rofits.

My record proves that I lead them all.

First—In making large profits

Second—As an entertainer

Third—As a speaker

If you are at all interested in the auction
proposition, send for one of my booklets,
which I dare say will give you some very
valuable information about auctions and how
to conduct them. My booklet is free upon
request.

A. L. GOTTLIEB
203 South Clark Street, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED 1886

Telephone, 1610 Central
Automatic 8929

We Can Sell ALL Your

DEAD STOCK

Your inventory may show that you are solvent—theoretically. But

are you really ? Is it not a fact that a large proportion of your stock is

almost, if not wholly worthless to sell over the case in the ordinary way?

If you were obliged to convert your business into cash, could you get more

than 7 5 per cent. of its inven-
toried valuation ? If not, you
need our services. We can
auction off that dead stock and
turn it into live cash much
more than you can possibly get
for it through ordinary methods
or ordinary auctioneers.

An M. & T. auction benefits •

a business quickly and permanently,

and acts as a far-reaching advertise-
ment for it. As a rule, 25% of the

high-grade buyers that make their first

purchases of our clients at our auction

are so favorably impressed that they

come back again and again, and become permanent patrons, if the business is continued.

Read this letter from a well known firm:
HAZLETON, PA.

'MESSRS. MITCHELL & TILLOTSON have made three auction sales for me at intervals of two

years. Each sale has been more successful than the otte preceding it. The best I can say of their

work is that these sales, while cleaning out all my dead stock, have netted me a good profit, brought

many new customers to my store and increased toy trade in a way that could not have been done

without the expenditure of thousands of dollars through the ordinary advertising channels. They

have always worked entirely for my interest, are men of the finest character, and I cannot speak

too highly of their ability as auctioneers and business mem
WM. GLOVER, Jr.

Don't let dead stock and narrow prejudice kill your business. Get rid of your incubus
We can help you as no others can.

Mitchell 0, Tillotson



The Auctioneer
The good auctioneer's qualifications : A man of re-

finement, education, magnetic, a judge of human nature,

able and willing to sell the goods wanted sold, and protecting

at all times the jeweler and the reputation of the store.

In repairing fine watches do you give them to the

apprentice or your best skilled workman? Use the same

good sense in placing your auction sale.

My methods are new, honest and on business principles.

I personally conduct all sales and furnish without extra

cost a first-class assistant, which makes every sale a success

and a guaranteed profit sale.

Write for terms. All correspondence confidential.

A Few Sales for References
HENRY WELF CO., Cleveland, Ohio A. C. BECKEN, Chicago
JOHN A. STAPF & SON, Dunkirk, N.Y. LA MONTAGUE & INGALLS, Lead, S. D.
XV. S. TUSSING, Columbus, Ohio QUARLES BROS., Clarksville, Tenn.

E. R. TYLER
RoOrri 1103

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

A Message From Newly=Fought
Battles of Success in the Hot

Summer Months

HELLO I ! ! Yes, this is

R. M. HARDING
 The Auctioneer

Yes, I have just closed a successful seven weeks' sale for
Geo. E. Feagans, Joliet, Ill. I made this sale in the months of
July and August. What's that ? Yes, a fine store—stock
$75,000. Oh, yes ; another, the L. L. Berens sale at Belling-
ham, Wash. It was a fine sale for June. Good stock, $25,000.
Yes, I safeguard your reputation and you will stand just as high
in the community as a result of my holding a sale for you. Auctions
as conducted by my method are business building and money
making. Listen to what Geo. E. Feagans has to say regarding
my method of conducting a sale. " Harding, this sale has brought
hundreds of new people into the store, who I believe will continue
to come to us for their needs in our line." Yes, I am booking
sales now for fall and winter. Yes, that's it, decide this matter
as soon as possible. I am corresponding with other jewelers.
Good-by.

Address R. M. HARDING 156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
9 PACIFIC COAST OFFICE-2o6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

And now comes the year of presidential election and the unwelcome attendant
which always comes with it, namely the temporary lull in business. It will be natural
for every business man to want to do something to stir business up, and can you
think of anything which will do it more effectually than an auction sale properly
carried on? I say properly carried on.

How can you be certain to have
it properly carried on?

That is a simple question—be sure of the man you engage to do the work. Take
your choice of the old men of the business, the men who made the business what it
is to-day, men who have reputation and ability, men who make no extravagent
statements as to what they will do or who they are, but men who point to what
they have done and are doing every day.

Take my work for instance, of this year.

R. ASHBY, Colorado Springs, Colo. W. J. RIED, London, Canada
ED. LONGCROFT, Berlin, Wis. J. R. GORDON, Huston, Minn.
H. ELLITHORPE, Colorado City, Colo. H. R. PROCTOR, Grinnell, Iowa
W. T. GARD, St. John, N. B. J. T. THOMAS, Roslyn, Wash.

and a hundred engagements which I could not possibly find time to fill. As I say,
take the experienced man of the business, but, experience is not all that is necessary.
Investigate his integrity and business ability. Look at my record—eleven years at
the business, not one failure to record. As a reliable man's dates are always engaged
ahead, if you are considering the advisability of an auction sale you cannot write
me too promptly, as my time will soon be entirely taken up for this season.

A post card vill bring- you some valuable information and discussions on the auction

Canaclittrt a.ddre.s.s

COBOURG, ONT. P. E. POPE FOND DU LAC

VVISCONSIN

1)on't forget that if you have cheap goods to sell, don't send for me. I am not in that business

" Let Raven do the work, do

the work, then you can have

an easy time."

established jewelry store

I JUST closed a rous-

ing big sale for Philip

Jacoby, the live and lead-

ing jeweler of Kalispell,

Montana. When I left,

Mr. Jacoby was counting

the cash and singing

the above lines—he only

sings when he feels good.

I am now selling the

entire stock and fixtures

for Everett Lane, of Glou-

cester, Mass. This is the

largest stock and oldest

in Gloucester—Mr. Lane never could sing

but he has a mighty good eye for judging auctioneers.

Who'll have the next one ?

JOHN H. RAVEN Nit..
1–lolltAnci, Mich.

Long Distance Telephone 1765

Established 188o

Manor
and

McConnell
America's
Premier
Jewelry
Auctioneers

Sales made in any part of the
English-speaking world

na6 MAIN STREET

Kansas City, Alo.

Procrastination is the Thief of Time

If you are thinking of having an Auction Sale either this Fall or
early next Spring, now is the time to write and engage our services
Don't wait until our time is entirely booked and it is too late for us to

serve you. Remember a Manor and McConnell Auction Sale always

proves satisfactory to the Jeweler and Public alike.

Don't forget in us you secure the services of two First-Class,
Up-to-date Auctioneers for the same terms you would otherwise pay for one.

No stock too large for us
to successfully handle

Address all communications to

CHAS. E. MANOR
1016 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

The Hustling Auctioneers for Hustling Jewelers

•
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JUST OUT Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming

Ring Adjuster, eta front lo L.
gold tilled stock. 1;01,1 hi from
twice as thick as on hack. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold Tilled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal. astd sizes,

85c. For samples, one t31UUll and one medium
large size gold hued and one metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

.

U.S. DNA

t_•uhl ails

n.FEI
For Si arf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers and material louses.
Sainpleliyinail,25e; in 10K.gold,51.00;14 K.S1.25.
M.CROSNdIkrakInvle.48& 50 Maiden Lane,N.Y.

EMILE DREYER

LOUIS J. M EVER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor. ) (Established 1802.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATINO and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

mar Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer
Fr ,1411. • Sark.

New style Combs and Hair Ornaments are continually being made under the dictation of fashion.
Shell Combs repaired and repolished and made practically new.

Special Work made to order.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
iii IncorporatedManufacturers twit Jobbers

Polishers', PI8I0IS' and Gfill(1013' Supplies Motors anU Dunamos
Proprietors or The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the best made for Gold and Silver l'olishing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

J.& H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles anti Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and Manufacturers of

Polishing Materials
Ra'

Furnaces
Improved

95 John Street, NEW YORK

Blowers Blow-Pipes

J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.

m"""fite- Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnacesturers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Furnaces Send for Catalog A

loud" to order. 157 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

SONIIETHINO NEW

BARGAINS
Bought from stocks. New as from fac-

tories. Send for catalogue
A large apisortinent of discontinued m■lentenlh

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 60 cts. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade

All American Staffs fitted at 50 cents.

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

New York

Try my improved

PATENT SAND BLAST
For Cleanliness, Perfect Work and Rapidity

of Action, it is without equal

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

iMiniMnre,
burnt in on

enamel
Absolutely indestruc-

tible. Will iust
forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send five two-cent
stamps for beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
I IS Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Formerly will, Tell A. liegnelin

71 Nassau St, New York City
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swims and Alum-lea

• Fine Clock Catgut
Fine Line of Swiss and American Crow ii'.,

Stems, Bows and Case Springs

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE l'olf

teach Watchmaking, Engrav-
in,:- it 11(1 Optics. Positions obtained
Iiir graduates. Students may enter at
any time. Individual instruction.
Send for catalog.

ELGIN
HOROLOGICAL

Elgin, Ill. SCHOOL

Stop and Think
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity just

PATENTED J., 28, 1904 because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this —
easy to DOM, AYH] Doi soil or spoil your cuff, are strong and durable and look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in use countries.

E. P. HA PPICH, 833 Arch Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IPhen writing- to adverliAr'r.,,
mention The Alysione

NOVELTIES IN

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QC 31,111 ES GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

BUYERS OF 
ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, CONsistiNg of Beal
LI ii Hand-Painted and
IticlilySpangledlianzeFans
mounted on Ebony, Ivory,
Pearl and Bone 'Mountings.

Repair Department
i Factories at Vienna, Paris, I:01,e, New York
;.%   

IGNAZ STRAUSS 0 CO.
51 1 urns

Office, 621 Broadway, New York

GEBHARDT BROS.
11Iakers of

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges -

This machine is designed especially to meet the
demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to Ifie minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
\ ii tory Button Back Victor— " ttachments Jobbing a Specialty

samples and NeW Price-List on application LION BLDG., CINCINNATI

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the bill ton hole.

The Only Button
I. the MC of celluloid tool rubber collars.
Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to its and we will give you the
names of those who do.

It is the interest of every Jeweler to send
for our proposition.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
126 State Street, Chicago

MANUFACTURERS

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Sil'vel
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price•List

This invention, while new, has been readily

accepted as a necessity by many leading manu-
facturing jewelers and silversmiths.

We will ship ou 10 days' trial.

Write us and we will furnish you a list of

manufacturers inti ng our machine.

THEO. A. SIPPEL
205 McWhorter St., Newark, N. J.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks an Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

zet Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Curt landt St root Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 11st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Craft will keep your work
up for you (luring your sum-
mer vacation.

Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1802

J. Bulova Co
WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are oely
a few of the many
we make.

3511 Initial

RING MANUFACTURERS

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

- — --

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFaCTION 
GUARANTEED OR MONEY 

REFUNDED

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings

Glebe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to ally button.

NOTICE ,Rrti.4,1,01r1 jorinerly sold be ODENHEIMER

The ambition to excel for the sake of re-
ward is commendable when coupled with a
sincere desire to contribute something toward
the success and happiness of others; and the
fact, that so lofty e sentiment is seldom, if over,
attributed to men following commercial pur-
suits, is no proof that they are without it. No
doubt there are auctioneers who concern them-
selves but little with the real interest of the
jeweler ; but I have found that the retail jeweler
generally appreciates his responsibility and
prefers the services of an auctioneer that will
give satisfaction to the entl. And I ant proud
to say it has been my privilege to serve for
many years it very large number of this class of
retail Jewelers.

A. W. THOMA
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Inventor and manufacturer of the "Jewelers'
Friend" Polish. Awarded Silver Medal and
Diploma at the International Exposition Cam-
pionaria, Rome, Italy, 111 July, 1902. Sold by
all leading Jobbers. 25c. the cake.

Home Office—Mineral Point, Wisconsin

Chicago Office—Room 31 2

131-137 Wabash Avenue

Mat cr.., of

Ilas been spending his Hine for many years

in making MOSELEY Lathes as good ns

Lathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-

ture and no expense is spared to make

Everything about them Right.

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes

are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains-

taking., systematic and skilled endeavor to

satisfy the exacting requirements of the most

critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality

and are made in all sizes, covering every

need of the Ex pert Watchmaker and

Repairer, and at the present low prices a

very complete assortment of Chucks may be

had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY

Chucks and Plent y of them are the

Secrets of rapid, accurate and therefore

Profitable Work.

Write your Jobber for New List, or to

Ilse Manufacturers,

Fur 1.:111ii•11I:1,, INI•Nli.,11iD,,

T i l l I:I 1,I“NE.

E. HO%t'ARO CLOCK CO..
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

HORACE E. RINE:
1:N(I12 \VI Nil, STA M P and STENCIL WORKS

Office and Store, 19 East State Street
Eactory,rear No. 21, adJoinIng,TRENTON, N.J.
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Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
Most all work returned same day received.

Our work is all right, our prices are all right.
A trial will convince you.
Scud for our new price-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. CO.
17 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

Permanent Si
Photographs
on Watches
Ivory Miniatures

97.50 up
All work guaranteed
CHAS. ROSE

108 Fulton Street
New York

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, person al attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Artisan 24-page Illustrated Book, " How
to be a Watchmaker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, Mini'.

Souvenir
Spoon

of any locality.
IlalldIng%engra,ell In
bowl, 83.110 per do,

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE. R. I.

GOLDEN LATHE REPAIRING and
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

H. COWAN, Proprietor
Jewelers' Building BOSTON, MASS.

Fine Watch Work and All Kinds of
Repairing in Any Branch

As we are located in one of the most com-
plete mat..rial houses in this country, our facil-
ities are unsurpassed. Complicated watches a
specialty. Expert workmen only employed. On
jobs on elan' snot amounting to $10.00 or more
express charges will lw allowed. Guaranteed to
give perfect satisfaction. One trial will con-
vince. Any orders for watch material will be
sent at the same time and selected by practical
workmen. Ai/ work returned the day promised.

I CARRY THE MOST EXCLUSIVE LINE

OF FRENCH AND VIENNA

FANS
AND NOVELTIES

FOR THE ;If EWELRY TRADE IN THIS

COUNTRY

LOUIS STEINER
IMPORTER

520-522 Broadway, NEW YORK

Watchmaking School

To become a thorough
workman, this is the school
you want to attend. Send
to-day for our prospectus.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology

Broad and Somerset Streets

F. W. Schuler Philadelphia, Pa.
Principal

See ad. on page 1342
this issue.

Engraving School

LON BARNHART Springfield, Ohio

Manorarlarer of lino

Watch & Spectacle
Electric Illnenlonled and

Durable, Elegant and Attractive
BEST SIONS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue
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ESTABLISHED 1858

GOLD and
SILVER SOLDERS

All grades of Gold Solder from low karat to
22 karat. Used for 46 Years in our Factory.
(The hugest and oldest Jewelers' Findings Fac-
tory in the Culled States.)

If it is good enough for us why not for any
repairer of jewelry who is looking for it solder
that flows easily, has good color sod holds well.

Order from your Jobber and Insist on
Getting the Brand

Samples will be lurnished free
on application

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
103 State St., CHICA(J0

Factory-Pawtucket, Rhode Island
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word For first twenty-five
words. Additional words and ad vertise-
wants, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except...Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To inane.. insertion  y must ac-
company all ()esteem for advertisements,
and copy must reach nos not later than
the 25th of each month for insertion in
the following 111011WN issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany time copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 111 cents (special issues 2:1
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
Iii which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Coffer IhIn beading, ONE CENT per word, for RINI

twenty•Ore wordo. 5.14111011111 11.01114 1141%ertkemeotx,
THREE CENTN per word. No folverIllowwwl hwerted
for Iv. than 25 Ce.11.

ay Oct. 1st, or before, permanent position
wanted by first-class watchmaker, jeweler

and engraver ; 15 years' exp. Learned the
trade in Austria and In United States. Speak
German and English, and can lake NH charge
of the repair department. coal mei reliable •
am 30 years old and married. Wages expected:
$75 per month. Ad. ,John Cherne, Elkader, Iowa.
A MAN, 40, having acted for some time us
Li superintendent ill watch factories, good
business loan and acquainted with the manu-
facturing of complicated watches, wishes posi-
tion. "CI 287," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, optician ;

18 years' bench exp. Everything in tools;
age 34; 'good appearance; speak Norwegian,
Sweed. Open after Oct. let. " B 856," care
Keystone.
WATCH and clock repairer, 25 years' exp.
" Wages, 86 to 812 per week. Location within
200 miles of address. Box 526, Walton, N. Y. 
AT once, good watchmaker, engraver and opti-
71 clan. .Age 27; neat appearance, good habits,
fine tools. Give bank recommendations. City
of 5000 or more pref. in Central States. Weber
Frazee, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
FOOD watchmaker, jeweler and engraver wants
U position Oct. let with find-class house only.
Single, age 26 ; best of refs. State salary. Box
43, Morrison,
YOUNG Mall, 6 years' exp.; watchmaker, en-
, graver and jeweler ,• good refs. West of
Mississippi River pref. P. H. Strain, Nokomis,
Illinois.
MAN 20 ; good letter, monogram's engraver,
In plain hard soldering, clock repairing ; can
help on watches, experienced waiting on trade.
" C. S. C.," 1015 N. Eighth St., Burlington, Iowa.
VXPERT watchmaker, optician (employed)

• 

wishes change. Jewelry repairer, engraver;
fine references. Salary $25 ; Northwest only.
"Jeweler, A. H.," care Elgin National Watch
Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
TRAVELING-Jewelry, silverware or ring..
I Young man, 30 years of age, good appear-
ance ; 10 years' exp. in jewelry. " B 358,' care
Keystone.
YOUNG Mali, 26 ; 6 years' practical exp. large

retail stores ; oast engraver, jewelry re-
pairer fair watchmaker. Good reason for
, hanging; best refs. " A 351," ,,are Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician, 18
l5 years' exp.; strictly Al. Coin plete se tools,
age 34, good appearance ; speak Norwegian and
Sweed. Will accept. positien after Oct. let if
wife can also be employed. She is exceptionally
line optician and good engraver and fine sales-
lady. Can take entire charge if desired.
"11 357," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, 24, watchmaker and jeweler-not

an engraver ; otherwise good, all-around
man. Good ref.; Michigan pref. Chas. C. Rice,
Fenton, Mich.
a DOD watchmaker, engraver, jeweler and °pH-
u dam Married, goal habits ; own lathe and
tools. State salary, also hours ; Illinois pref.;
good refs. Box 260, A relibold, Ohio. 
a00D, all-around workman. engraver and opti-
,1 clan, 7 years' exp.; speak German • best of
refs. Middle or Western States pref.; $15 a
week. " S 850," care Keystone. 
flORRESPONDENCE solicited with wholesaleU jewelry and material firms with a view to
securing a position as traveling salesman. Sal-
ary small object first 60 days. Refs. and bond
given. W. F. Horne, 11 Portsmouth Avenue,
Exeter, N. H. 

ay first-class engraver, jeweler and clock re-
', ;wirer ; good habits. Will come well recom-
mended. Ad., C. M. Lindsey, La harps, Kans.

VOSITION by first-clam watchmaker and en-
graver of exp.; can hard solder. Own full

net of tools. Address, " Al 330," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Ai IV ATC111I A K ER, script and monogram
engrave' and diamond setter. Have had

15 years' exp. at the bench. Full set tools.
Address, "111 326," care Keystone. 
WANTED, position as watchmaker by a man, 2-9
" years old-; 15 years exp. at the bench. Speak
English, German and Hungarian ; have full set
of tools. Can furnish recommendation's. Joseph
Ehnnann, 109 Willson Place, Cleveland, Ohio. 

IF 
you want fine engraver, watchmaker, jeweler,
optician ; can do all kinds of repairing ; sin-

gle, inexperienced salesman •, horological train-
ing. $12 a week. Box 281, Versailles, hid. 
1/1' first-class, all-around engraver-fancy en-
" graving a specialty. Taken a 6 months'
course at Philadelphia College of Horology.
R. NV. Emerson, Florence, Mass. 
'AY watchmaker, optician and engraver ; 12
u years' exp.; Al ref. State salary in first
letter. Address, Box 604, Geneva, Ohio. 
pOS1TION wanted Oct. let by young man as
I engraver and watchmaker. Experience;
best ref. Address, •'5M2," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician ; do some
iv engraving ; store exp. Position must be in
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana,

ONevada, regon,Washington, C. E. Pennington,
Milton, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver; 22 yearitexp. at bench. Middle aged. City or large
town pref. Address, " Watchmaker," 119 N.
Governor, Iowa City, Iowa.

IVATCHAIAK ER, jeweler and engraver desiresposition with reliable house. Own tools ;
refs.; age 24. Address, Robert Purdy, general
delivery, Kansas City, Mo. 
FOOD, all-around watchmaker, jeweler, opt1-
11 cian, engraver will accept desirable place
after Sept. 15th-California pref. John P.
Weber, 401 Eighth Ave., South, St. Cloud, Minn.
ATCHMAKER, jeweler, optometrist, over 12
years' exp. Competent to take charge of

watch repairing, optical department or both.
Served 1 house 7 years, another 3 years. Good
salesman, also window decorator ; have com-
plete set watchmaker's tools, trial case, oplithal-
mometer ; all for first-class optical parlor. Can
begin work Sept. 15th ; will give refs. by letter,
"111 338," care Keystone. 
YOUNG man, age 23, as watchmaker, jeweler
1 and engraver. have all tools, first-class refs.;
5 years' exp. West pref. Box 580, Norma, Ill.
R1TUATION as engraver, jeweler and salesmanU by competent young man. 8 years' exp.
Address, Illinois College of Engraving, 69 Dear-
born Street, room 42, Chicago, Ill. 
AI WATCHMAKER and engraver, clock re-
m. pairer. Own lathe, tools, etc. Good, all-
around man. Address, F. J. Thurman, 128 K.
Second Street, Hastings, Nebr. 
VOUNG lady wants position as assistant watch-
' maker, 10 years' exp. Moderato salary.

Address, Fannie H. Barron, Wadsworth, Me-
dina County, Ohio. 
VOUNG man, 3% years' exp.; do watch, clock,
1 jewelry work. Good appearance, good sales-
man. Call furnish best refs., present employer.
Willing to work reasonable to start. Lock box
712, Nevada, Iowa.

IV

I/Y first-class, ail-around man as watchmakerLi and engraver of 11 years' exp. Don't ask or
give ref. Address, " Id 848," care Keystone. 
(ACT. 1st, by watchmaker and jeweler. Have
5-t no lathe; good ref.; 8 years' exp. Address,
Care "C," 106 South Adams Street, Peoria, Ili. 
Hy first-class watchmaker, or window in some
U good Illinois town. Address, "J 268," care
Keystone.
A POSITION by first-class watch maker, jeweler
71 and engraver ; 13 years' exp. Texas pref.
Address, " W 381," care Keystone.
HY watchmaker, jeweler and salesman through
If the holidays, commencing 1st of Sept. or
Oct.
' 
in Chicago or other Western city where I

can take course in optics the first of the year.
6 years' exp., Al refs. C. C. Ellis, Laramie,Wyo.
(ICULIST, 10 years' exp., as refractionist for
U wholesale optical company, jewelry or de-
partment store, Graduate in medicine, phar-
macy and AlcCormick Optical College. Two
post-graduate courses in medicine, Married,
age 36 ; good habits, ref. Can teach optics.
Good appearance ; well qualified. Want to
devote my time to refraction and teaching.
Address, " C 309," care Keystone.
VOUNG, married man of 21 years as second
I watchmaker, plain engraver and clock re-
pairer. Western States pref. Address, "Al,"
box 45, Warren, Huntington Co., Ind. 
VOUNG man, with 2 years' exp. at bench, wants
1 position Oct. 1st. Can give good refs.
" B 8211," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS high-grade watchmaker, familiar
✓ with railroad inspection. Practical exp. 12
years. Salary expected, $25 per week. Address,
" H 192,' care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS letter and monogram engraver,
1" watchmaker, good salesnsan. Salary, 820
per week. City of $25,000, or over, Address,
" L," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. 
WANTED, position as watchmaker, have 6
H years' exp. Refs. furnished, etc. Address,
Box 101, Roxton, Texas.
VNGRAVER, young man ; good, all-around
Cl engraver. New York or Philadelphia pref.
Will send sample. " L 320," care Keystone.

POSITION by steady man as general letter and
monogram engraver ; excellent ref. Address,

C. L. Shaw, Meadville, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

(1001) watchmaker, jeweler and optician desires
U position by Oct. 20th. "A321," care Keystone.
AS salesman or stock-keeper in wholesale house
It or factory, or as manager of retail business.
November 1st. Satisfactory refs. as to character
and ability. Have been with present employers
7 years. " LI 311," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, age 25, good appearance, desires

▪ 

to make change for permanent position
with strictly first-class house. Good watch-
maker, salesman ; capable of taking charge of
repair department. Now employed in large
wholesale house. Al refs. Address, "8 310,"
care Keystone.
ItY first-class watchmaker and jewelry repairer,
U do no botch work ; good stock-keeper, 20
years' exp. Box 90, Bloomfield, Iowa.
PRACTICA L watchmaker, who can do engrav-
, ing and act as salesman, wattle a change of
situation after Oct. 1st. Only a first-class house
need answer. Eastern or Southeastern States
pref. Refs. exchanged. Address, " 328,"
care Keystone.
AS traveling salesman by an up-to-date man
71 who Is thoroughly acquainted with the
Jewelry business. Address, Lee Oberdorfer,
Henderson, Ky.
ay watchmaker and jeweler, plain engraver;
11 good, all-around man. 018 per week to
start. J. B. Otto, Evanston, Ill. 
Illy first-class watchmaker, with long exp.,
U permanent position with first-class house
only. Wages, 825 per week. " It 360," care
Keystone.
40001) watchmaker engraver, jewelry repairer
71 and graduate optician, wishes a position by
Sept. 25th. Eastern city pref. "J 362," care
Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER and plain engraver, 3 years'
" exp.; Central States pref. " B 365," care
Keystone. 

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and diamond setter, atpresent employed, desires to change. Do
not wish to go to Chicago or Aurora. "1' 297,"
care Keystone.

V1RST-CLASS refract 'enlist, jeweler or assistant
L watchmaker; capable of taking charge opti-
cal department,. Young, married man. Gilt-
edge refs.; moderate salary. Address, "II 360,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG man, 22, wishes position as jeweler.

• 

Can do all kinds ofjobbing and almost any-
thing in new work ; good diamond setter. Will
work reasonably where there is a chance to
improve in watch work. Good refs. J. E.
Walker, Newport News, Va.

VIRST-CLASS workman on watches, clocks,
I jewelry ; manufacturing, stone setting. Best
refs.; have tools ; years of exp. Middle States
pref. "73 367," care Keystone.

IT-TO-DATE all-around man ; 25 years' exp.

▪ 

large cities as watelimaker, engraver, jew-
eler. Tools-know how to use them. "N 369,"
care Keystone.
AS watchmaker and engraver, used to compli-
11 rated work ; has knowledge of the finer
adjustments. Al refs. front large city houses.
" C 371," care Keystone.

Sy competent clock repairer, go anywhere.
I/ Has American lathe, tools, etc. State wages
first letter. Refs. E. Baron, 129 Lexington
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

VIRST - CLASS watchmaker, good salesman,
L optician ; can take in work. Steady, reliable;
age 30 ; single, no tobacco or liquor. $17 per
week. Address, "0 372," care Keystone.

Ely watchmaker and jeweler, 16 years' exp.;
II capable of taking charge of 8toro. Iowa or
Nebraska pref. Ad., " F 374," care Keystone.

QITUATION wanted by experienced silver
U spinner. Also can do soldering and repair
work. Good refs. Jake Aberle, 234 E. Madison
Street, Chicago. 
VIRST-CLASS jeweler, repairer and stone-setter
✓ waists position. Does not do engraving.
Best refs.; West or Southwest pref. Address,
H. Webber, 10 Howe Street, Chicago.

YOUNG man, 8 years' exp., Al optician, en-
1 graver, watchmaker and good- salesman.
Best ref. Have $1000. Box 396, Marietta, Ohio. 

I1Y watchmaker, optician and engraver ; own
I' tools and instruments. Best ref. as to
honesty, push and ability ; 9 nine years' exp.
"117 344,"- care Keystone.
VXPERIENCED watchmaker, jeweler and opti-
17 clan would like steady position. Have own
tools. Clyde McKelvey, Demos, Ohio. 

a001) engraver and second watchmaker wants
11 position in a State near Michigan Sept. ltd.
Best refs.; salary, $15. Write Landis School of
Engraving. Detroit, Mich. 

1N Mexico, by watchmaker of 30 years' excep-
1 tional exp. in factory and store on the finest
chronographs, chronometers, and repeating
watches ; also in adjustments, temperature,
position and isochronism. Accustomed to
all kinds of jewelry and clock repairing, but
watchmaking exclusively is pref.-with all a
rapid workman. American by birth, but speak
French, German and English equally well ; also
some Spanish. Please state highest salary In
first letter. Would like to settle in Mexico if
salary is right. Ad., '11 303," care Keystone.

(IPTICIAN ana eye specialist, graduate New
51 York, also. Chicago colleges (member of
medical hospital staff, Chicago). Am experi-
enced as jewelry salesman ; willing to net as
salesman. All-around man; good refs. Address,
" L 339," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

VOUNG lady engraver desires position in good

• 

store by Sept. 1st. Eugraver and saleslady.
Central States. Age 24. Write Landis School of
Engraving, Detroit Mich. 
LETTER and monogram engraver, 21 years'
U exp., wishes permanent position-manufac-
turing or retail. " X 211," care Keystone. 
VIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler and dianiond setter
L and repairer, 30 years at the bench. State
salary in first reply. " L 132," care Keystone.
I/Y a good mfg. jeweler and stone-setter in the
U West. Ref from past employers. " 11 385,"
care Keystone. 
ItY young man as assistant watchmaker and
Li clock repairer, 6 years' exp. Best of ref.
West Virginia pref. C. Winkler. 59 West 140th,
New York. 

PRICE reasonable, not very stout ; choice refs.Could go immediately ; age 36. 15 years'
watchmaker, jeweler, plain engraver and opti-
cian ; 4 diplomas. 12 years running stores.
Box 201, Albion, Ill. 
QIX years' exp. on complicated watches, clocks,
U and jewelry, and one of the I.O.O.F. boys.
Christopher Skaggs, box 94, Oakford, Ills. 
ABOUT Sept. 15th, by first-class watchmaker,
Si optician and salesman. Good habits and
competent to take charge of business. Address,
"K 273," care Keystone.
IA YEARS' exp. watch, clock and Jewelry

repairing ; also salesman. A111(.111.:111, Mar-

ried ; age 29., Wants permanent position. V. C.
Hanchett, Madison, Wis.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

AT once, watchmaker and optician. Salary,
LI $15 to $18 per week. Give age, exp. and
refs. in first letter. " H 804," care Keystone.
IEWELER that can engrave, not necessary to
U Be an expert. Young man pref. Send sam-
ple of engraving, ref., salary expected. Address,
S. Friedlander, Memphis, Tenn.
IEWELER to come to New Englund town of
U 1500. Fine chance for young man. Address,
"B 324," care Keystone.

IiArEBIAL clerk. Young man with exp. aswatchmaker. Address, with ref., in own
hand writing, "S 333," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver ;
71 honest, sober, industrious and practical.
Give ref. and state salary. G. William Stolz,
Saginaw, Mich.
VIRST-CLASS jeweler, who is expert in stone-
✓ setting and on new work. Address, " B 318,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver Sept. 15th or

Oct. 1st. Ohio city, 17,000 pop.; short hours,
good salary.. Must be well recommended, good
habits. Address, "R 352," care Keystone.
IMMEDIATELY, young man, strictly tem-
I permute and reliable, to do watch, clock,
jewelry repairing; ono who can engrave pref.
Steady position in one of the finest jewelry
stores in Northern Illinois. State full particu-
lars, salary expected, hi first letter ; also send
sample of engraving and photo. if convenient.
Excellent opportunity for one wishing to learn
the optical business. Address, at once," D354,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, fair engraver ; good habits,
" permanent position. Age, exp., ref., salary.
Lincoln Bucks, Jefferson, Iowa.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker. State for whom
71 you have worked and how long, what do
and inclose photo. Clark Bros., St. Cloud, Minn.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, fair engraver, with

lathe and tools, for good, permanent posi-
tion in Florida. Single, young man pref.; refs.
required. "S 368," care Keystone.
THOROUGH watchmaker ; good position for
I sight man. State age and particulars.
Address, " H 382," care Keystone.

W ATCHMAKER ; state age, tools and exp.
" E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa. 
WATCHMAKER, one that can do some engrav-
H ing ; steady position ; with good recom-
mendations. All letters will be answered. State
what you can do in first letter. W. 0. Weniger,
51 Frankstown Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 
YOUNG man to learn watchmaking, engraving,
I etc. Partial to one without exp.; good
chance. State age and ref. Further particu-
lars ad., "Jeweler," box 289, Bramwell, W. Va.

ADL-AROUND man ; must be good engraver
A and jobber ; good habits. Pleasant, perma-
nent place at $15, if satisfactory. Ref. and
samples. C. F. Ingalls, Waukegan, Ill. 

WANT a young man to finish trade, who can
55 do hard soldering and plain watch work.
Illinois town. " H 832," care Keystone.

WANTED, salesmen to carry our beautiful line
of jewelry made Nous the abalone shell

found only on the California coast. Thisjewelry
Is a novelty that will " go" in jewelry, dry
goods and department stores. Popular priced ;
pays handsome profits to the retailer and a good
commission to the traveler. Can be carried as
a side line. Write us at once, stating territory
you cover. California Pearl Manufacturing
Co., Long Beach, Cal. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, an all-around
VT man. Good wages and steady position for
right man. E. S. Smith, Olean, N. Y.

ACT. 15th, watchmaker, jeweler ; young, single
U man. Lock Box 445, Minden, La.

HELP WANTED.

AT once, watchmaker and engraver. Must be
II able to do jewelry repairing and wait on
trade when necessary. Young man, married
pref. Stale salary expected. Send sample en-
graving, photo. in first letter. High-grade men
only need apply. We have best store in fine town
of MOO. Business established 40 years. No old
fossils. Agreeable, up-to-date fellow workmen.
Address, Jeweler," 8 West Center Street,
Fayetteville, Ark.

TWO men wanted-watchmaker, jeweler and
I engraver. Also watchmaker. Only honest,
competent men need apply. C. H. Kittrell,
Dublin, Ga., branch Sandersville.

fICTOBER 1st, good watchmaker. engraver,
u salesman. Steady position for right man.
Refs. Salary wanted. Herman Hiss & Co.,
Bay City, Mich.

Al WATCHMAKER, graduate optician and
fair engraver. Islust he sober and compe-

tent to do railroad and other high-grade watch
repairing. Posit ion permanent and good salary.
J. Hirschfield, Selma, Ala.

IVANTED at once, a first-class jeweler, en-graver and diamond setter. Permanent
position for the right loan. State salary ex-
pected and give refs. Taylor Bros., Houston,
Texas.

VIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver for per-
✓ manent job. Good wages to right man.
Bernau & Ellington. jewelers, Greensboro, N. C.

WATCHMAKER who can engrave. H. G.
I, Butterfield, Hamburg, Iowa.

MIDDLE-AGED man as instructor in optics
01 and engraving. Give full particulars in
first letter. Sample of engraving, etc. Stone's
School of Watchmaking, Globe Bldg., St. Paul,
Minn.

WATCHMAKER, one who can do Home stone
is setting and act as wilesman. Single man
Pref. Rollie!, jeweler, Streator, Ill. 

VI RST-CLASS engraver and designer. Must
I be thoroughly competent and understand
monall badge work, also cutting for enamel.
Address, "-II 317," care Keystone.

ALESMA N, 25 to 30 years old, to handle line
1.1 thermometers, barometers, etc., among retail
trade in New York, Brooklyn and neighboriug
towns. Reply by letter, stating exp., refs.,
etc., to Taylor Brothers Company. 85 Chambers
Street, New York.

$20 PER week-watil al at once, an all-aroundIslam. Town in Georgia of 50,000 people.
Steady position. Address, "S 370," care Key-
stone.

(1001) watchmaker, optician prm•f. State wages
15 expected and refs. in lirst letter. J. 1..
Bader, Clarksdale, Miss.

WATCIIMAKER and plain engraver. State
" salary, refs, age. Massachusetts. Address,
"H 343," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, all-
" around man. Must have some exp. in drug
store. Give ref. State salary in first letter.
Jno. Kullmer, Jr., Dysart, Iowa. 

VXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler in
Si Kentucky, with good tools. Refs. and photo.
Also young man with 2 to 4 years' bench exp.;
a good opportunity to finish up. Address,
" K 834," care Keystone.

AT once, good watchmaker and engraver •,
Is maneut position and good salary. James
E. Doll, Frederick, Md. 

YOUNG man, or lady, several years' exp. at
I watchmaking, engraving ; steady position.
Wages according to experience. Ref. required.
0. A. Spies, 87 Washington Avenue, 31st ward,
Pittsburg. 

Ai WATCHMAKER and all-around jeweler.
711 None but first-class men need apply. Send
ref. and state salary. H. L. Harrell, Moultrie,
Georgia.

VXPERIENCED surface grinder wanted.
U Steady job. State exp. and salary expected.
Address, " 19 319," care Keystone.

WE are manufacturers of portfolios and pockets
" for holding silverware. Liberal commission
paid to jewelry salesmen with established tern -
tory. Good side line-samples weigh only few
ounces. Address, Charles L. Truster & Co., 630
Law Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind. 

RELIABLE young man, first-class salesman, in
ii jewelry and loan office establishment.
Steady position ; state salary, refs. Pirosh &
Simmons, York, Pa.

AN Al refractionist and salesman willing to
11 snake himself generally useful. Address,
Roons 3, Hawley Block, Wheeling, W. Va.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-
✓ graver ; an all-around man. Particulars in
first letter. NV. W. Howe, Clearfield, Pa. 

QTEADY position for watchmaker of at least 6
U years ; experienced optician pref. Salary,
$14 to 816. Town 3000. If you have tools,
ability and mean business address full particu-
lars, Box 426, Greenville, Ill.

WANTED a first-class watchmaker for railroad
TT and highs-grade work ; good salesman and
engraver pref. Permanent position and good
salary to competent man. (live refs. and exp.
A. Graves Co., 341 Malts Street, Memphis, Tenn.

1 501
HELP WANTED.

CAN give some young man On opportunity
1 who hail had about 1 year's exp. to finish his
trade. Can teach him watchmaking, engraving
and optics. Fred 'Forint ne, Groton, S. Dak.

AT 
once, general repair man m, competent to
take charge of store if necessary. Must be

a good workman, industrious and of good
habits. Foster & Hoover, Truman, Minn.

AN all-around man who is a good watchmaker
71 and engraver. Honest and best of habits.
Town of 10,000. '•1. 381," care Keystone.

PAIR watchmaker, jewelry repairer and sales-
✓ man. Young man of good address, neat
appear :nee ; permanent position to right num.
Refs. given and required. W. It. Bell, Mur-
freesboro, Tenn.

I WANT a first-class watchmaker. Must have
complete tools. Optician' and plain engraver;

no monogram or fine work required. An all-
around man. Alust be a good salesman ; iusumst
have the best of ref. Wages from $80 to 8100 per
month. Permanent position to the right man.
Answer at once. Address, S. Glickatif & Co.,
Trude Bldg, Wabash Avenue and Randolph
Street, Chicago, Ill. 

pIRST-CLASS letter and monogram engraver,
I one that has had experience on jewelry and
clock work. Steady position to right man.
Address, " It 359," core Keystone.

VTRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler. Per-
✓ manent position to reliable man. Address,
stating wages and exp., Philip Jacoby, Kalis-
pell, Mont. 

AT once, good watchmaker, jeweler and en-
71 graver, all-around man, able to act as sales-
man. Refs. and sample engraving first letter.
Permanent, pleasant position, 820 week. Gordon
Jewelry Co., Shreveport, La.

A HANG-UI' good watchmaker, Jeweler, en-
d graver, willing to work on any serap-pile
brought in. A verage work is common. rho
town smoii. ; hill particulars first letter.
Address, I (I. caus)'," Crewe, Va.
WATCH MAK KR and engraver,as assistant and
" salesman. Carolina. "1. 383," care Key-
stone.

MAN, good address, as salesman and engraver.
151 South. " I 3144," care Keystone.

A GOOD. all-around jeweler ; must be a good
71 salesman. Or will rent space in my store to
a good man. Pop. 2000. Talbott, druggist and
jeweler, Ladd, Ill. 

WATCH31AKER and engraver, $15 per week.
em Address, " II 388," care Keystone.

WA 1THMA K ER and optician, at once. Per-
" matient ',Ince. Send ref. and exp. first
letter J. IL Sides, Chestertown, Md.

VOUNG man good habits, 1 year's exp. and
1 tools, for light repairing. Vages moderate.
" B 389," care Keystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry.
I, watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered Mail. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsinelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia. 

INTEREST in jewelry store ; have $1000. Am
I optician, engraver and watchmaker. " G 345,"
care Keystone.

pARTNE11-owner of one of the best and oldest
1 established, well-paying jewelry stores in
Chicago, wishes experienced, live, energetic
partner, with view of Isis ultimately taking
complete control and ownership. Stock about
86000. Repairs 8200 per month. "H 364," care
Keystone.

IIEGULATOR or regulator movement, which
it can be bought cheap. A. H. Mosher, Owosso,
Mich.

WANT to purchase stook of watches, diamondsmy and jewelry at once for cash. J. S. Ehrich,
Lynchburg, Va.

('HEAP bench and wheel. Gates, 90 Illinois
1, Street, Chicago, Ill. 

A GOOD, large second-hand jeweler's safe.
71 Ad., H. A. Seastrand, Watertown, S. Dak.

TWO second-hand wall cases. Send specifica-
1 tions and prices in first letter. L. S. Smith,
Koselusko, Miss. 

VINE diamond ring mountings. Send cate-
r logue. S. A. Weaver, Northville, N. Y.

A N experienced refraotionlst with 81000, to take
71 half interest in an old-established optical
business, with good trade, $100 per month guar-
anteed. Address, " E 878," care Keystone.

10-DRAWER crystal cabinet, diamond scales.
IQ safe and chronometer. A. R. Weaver,
Howard, Nebr.

IVANTED, two 10-foot floor show cases. Give
price and particulars I. S. Ehrich, 1107

Main Street, Lynchburg, Va.

-WANTED to buy jewelry store, from $2000 to
" $4000. N. S. Weiler, Carbondale, Ill.

(Continued on page 75o2)
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FOR SALE.
UNDLIE THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEA WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(Continued from page Ism)
VLEGANT store; long lease ; booming town ;1.1 Western Pennsylvania. Investigate this.Address, "A 45," care Keystone.

UP-TO-DATE jewelry store in city of 60,000

▪ 

I nhabitants near New York ; established
over 20 years. Stoek :mil fixtures will invoiceabout $8000. Cash or bankable paper. Best
location in city. Repairs lust year alone
amounted to $3000. Addrese, "It 252," care
Keystone.

II ETI RING from business. Rare chance to
I, purchase a well-est a hlisbed, paying jewelry
IIII:4111.88 to make money in g.aal town. Central
Texas, of 7000 pop., painty seat ; 2 railroads,elect Ile light ; only .01` ill I or jv Weler. Will meltpart cash, $2000, and balance ui payment." L. it " box 106, Brenham, Texas.
1EWELRY stock, fixtures, opt ical department'1 anti sewing machines, Nor! Ii M issmiri county
seat town of 1000; no opposit ion. Stock invoice
$1500. Pays well. Address, "U 239," care
Keystone.

(INLY jewelry store in town •, pop. 1200. Re-
if pairs, $60 month ; sales, $110 ; rent, $10 ; in-
voice, $1500, stock and fixtures. Southeastern
Indiana. "J. II.," care Swigart, 17 W. Fifth
St 'cot, Ohio.

$ 1 
5 
00 

BICJJ:Sewnterlili-lesaibnlotheido,,!enwoel jewelry ionnelsys

store in town. Rare chance for young man.
Good reasons for selling. Address, "II 236,"
care Keystone.

$1700 BUYS only jewelry store in rich farm-tig,1 ii mberi lig and manufacturing town.
No opposition for 20 miles. Reason for selling,poor health. Must be sold at once. A. %Vaguer,
Edgar, Wis.

MALL but well-paying jewelry business.

• 

Selling for no fault of business. Nearest
jeweler 14 miles. Geo. Lowell, Kingfield, Me.
QoUTII ERN Cal 1 fi■rnia jewelry store; $7000 ;

• 

can reduce to stilt. Cop. 8000. Good country
around. "T 353," ea re Keystone.

991th BUYS $3000 sto.•It jewelry, fixtures;

• 

-,"" town of 1000, southeastern Nebraska.
Add rt•ss, " II 363," care Keystone.

IEWELRY store, good Oklahoma town 2200.
I nt..ice Fi1500; can reduce. Good business

—one et her store, Reason, wife's health. Want
good location investigate. Don't write unless
you mean business. "Jeweler," box 156,
Pawnee, Okla. Per.

RXCEPTIONAL opportunity. Au old-estub-Li jewelry store, Southern Wisconsin
city of 2000. Rich farming community • small
competition. Stock, fixtures clean and up to
date ; invoice $4000, can reduce. Bench work
over $10110 per year. Owner going to Denver.

F. Hahn & Co., Chicago 

N old-established jewelry business, bargain.
11 Reason, eyes failing. In the finest farming
section of Ohio. About 240 square miles trade
lire. Stock clean and new, up-to-date; invoice
about $2000. Don't write unless you mean
loisilleSS. Address, "I' 361," care Keystone.
DI: ',MOUS jewelry business in Iowa. Pop.
1 15010 ; growing railroad town; Good loca-
t iII, pries, prospects, reputation ; railroad In-

l r. only reason for seding must change
elimate. Sidendid opportunity ; buy now and
gcl acqiiitilited before the holidays. Will invoice
ah.fit $3750. Care Suite 21, 518 Broadway.
commit Bluffs, Iowa.

(10011-PAYING jewelry business. InvoiceU 81500. Box 146, Vermillion, Ohio.
EY jewelry store, Massachusetts town 3000;U best location. Box 715, Foxboro, MM.

fINLY jewel, optical business; village of 700,
U Western Now York. Inventory about $600 ;
can reduce. Good reason for selling. Good
thing for one wishing to start in business.
Investigate. "B 329," care Keystone.

psTA MASH EI) jewelry business in rich dairy-ii lug section Southern Wisconsin. No coin-
petition. Address, "S 327," care Keystone.

EA DING business in Southern Minnesota
.1.1 city, 3200 pop.; fine crops. Good opening.Good reason for selling ; only 2 stocks. Don'toverlook this offer. Best farming county in
South Minnesota, county seat. " A 815," care
Keystone.

fINLY jewelry and music store in town of 1200U pop. in best farming section in State of Iowa.Will invoice $2000 to $2500. Good repair busi-
ness. Address, Lock box 29, Gladbrook, Iowa.

IEWELRY store in booming town Southeastern
Idaho. Good chance for right man. "R313,"

care Keystone.

WHOLESALE and manufacturing optical bolsi-', ness, established over 22 years, doing a
large business. Net earnings from $5000 to
86000 per annum. Invite fullest investigation.
l'rice $30,000 ; terms cash. Address, "C 312,"
care keystone.

A LARGE, good-paying jewelry store in a
healthy Southern city of 20,000. Part cash,

balance secured. Ad., a C 203," cure Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORKS, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

1.1KST opportunity. Stock, fixtures, jewelry,Ii optical business about $2500 ; pop. 15,000.
Only two other jewelry stores. Satisfactory
reason for selling. Phil Levy, Ilentleratin, Ky. 
ilLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical bust-
y ness in town of 5000. Good reasons for
selling. Stock and fixtures invoice about $4500.
H. S. Tower, Marten City, Iowa.

AN old-established jewelry business with repair
/1 work sufficient to keep place going. Not
much capital required. Full part killers by
applying to J. B. Bechtel & Co., 725 Stinson' St.,
Philadelphia. 

_
nou'r $1000 cash buys only jewelry stock and

it fixtures, Western Iowa. Net profits over
$12011 pr year for past 3 years. Pop. 1000.
Address, "Jeweler," 507 %V. Seventh Street,
Sioux City, Iowa.

PAYING jewelry and optical business in a
I Hamilton Count v, Ohio, t ow n. In voice
about $2500. Investigate. Address, "1 341,"
care Keystone.

fiLD-EST.ABLISTIED jewelry huffiness in Okla-

• 

homa City ; choice location. Modern city
of 30,000. Stock and fixtures will in coke $9000.
Can reduce stock if desired. Will sell at a bar-
gain and for cash only. Address, "B 178," care
Keystone.

$10(In BUYS established optical business—flx-
uu tures, stock and 2 years' lease. Best

location on Pacific coast ; town of 140,000 pop.
Address, " V 314," care Keystone.

TEIVELRY stock, tools, trial case, show cases.Ii Invoice about $610. All work you can do.
No competition. County seat, Missouri. No
rent. Will furnish window free. "B 380,"
care Keystone.

Iv, CENTS on the dollar buys all stock, fixtures
and materials if taken at once. J. K.

Fairchild, Fairmont, Minn.

A GRAND opportunity—pretty little jewelry
11 and optical business in fine location in New
York City. Repairs about 03500 a cottony. About
$1000 required. "T 379," care Keystone. .
QTOCK of jewelry, including cases and fixtures,
Li new and clean and first-class, in foam ol 2500
people. Probable cost, $1800 to $2500. Address,
Frank Kennedy, Carlisle, Ky.

VLEGANT store and location in the best city
✓ in Iowa. Manager of firm wishing to retire,
the business will be sold at once. Address,
"K 375," care Keystone.

$351111 FOR jewelry stock. Fine line of bench
uu work and good business. Five facto-

ries. Pop. 4500. S. S. Rowley, Brockport, N. Y.
AN opportunity to step into a good-paving and
11 first-class jewelry business estabbslied 18
years. No stock. Fixtures and material, $1500.
In the best manufacturingcity in Pennsylvania.
42,000 pop. Also z full set of tools. 11. M.
Robert, York, Pa.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures for about $1500.Ii Only stock .1) Northeastern Iowa town. Sell-ing on account of health. Investigate. A. F.
Smith, Waucoma, Iowa.

ABOUT $900 stock and fixtures. Town 700 pop.
Onlyjeweler for 20 miles. Bench work July,

$100. Must sell at once on account of poor
health. "Jeweler," lock box 90, White City,
Kans.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business, 344
" Jennings, Cleveland, Ohio.

QPEND 2 cents to find out about the best "For-
', Sale" jewelry store in Ohio. Town 10,000.
Well-established, good reputation. Invoice,
$10,000. Can reduce one-third. Cash or lime..'Y 323," care Keystone.

'JEWELRY stock and fixtures for sale in a good
II town. Good country trade. An opportunity
for a good jeweler. Lock box 115, Centerville,
S. flak.

uoric and fixtures for sale. Will invoice
O about $1000. Clean stock and a good run of
repair work. Low rent. Established 7 years.
Good fanning country and a live town of 1700
pop. Clark Long, Britt, Iowa.

ji NICE, new, clean stock. Invoice about $1500,
is with fixtures and everything. A good busi-
ness. Town about 1(100 people. My wife has
poor health and must leave this country.
" V 316," care Keystone.

QPRING Street jewelry store. Fine location.U Established 8 years. Good lease. Invoice,
$12,000. Can be redueed. Address, Meyer &
Talbott, 220% S. Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

$2000 PROSPEROUSjewelry and optical busi-ness in Philadelphia, Pit. Established
14 years. Good run of watch, clock and jewelry
repairs. Will rent store and dwelling for $36
per month, or sell house without stock for woo.
Good reason for selling. Those who mean busi-
ness, address, "13 376," care Keystone.

(1001) jewelry stock very reasonable. Will.
Li Barker, Sanborn, Iowa.

$211/1 BUYS fixtures established business Un-
usual opportunity. Reason, age, loss of

health. Only store. Large railroad town. Speak
quick or you lose it. All goes to auction rooms.
Address, ' T 846," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

N opprottanity of a lifetime. An uld-eslab-
tt jewelry store in a California city of
2.500 inhabitants, doing a good business, with a
very low rent, on the principal business street
of the city. Will invoice between $4000 and
$5000. Can cut it down to $3000 in two months
if necessary. No old stock ; fixtures and every-
thing up to date. Address, "11 337," care
Keystone.

RETIRING from business. Splendid chance

• 

to buy a business and 6-room cottage for
part cash, balance ill town property or good
fruit farm. Stock invoice, $6500; cottage, $1500.
City of 5000 inhabitants. Address, "P 397,"
care Keystone.

APTICAl office, business reaching all over the
V State. Butte is the metropolis of Montana,
and has pay roll of $2,000,000 monthly. Beason
for selling is, have to leave State on other busi-
ness. " F 322," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, or fixtures alone.
1.1 Rare opportunity. Ohio town. Address,
" R 373," care Keystone.

A SNAP if taken at once. Jewelry stock and
11 fixtures. Only optician in town. Get all
repairing. Railroad town 1000. Eastern Ne-
braska. "C 387," care Keystone.

QTRICTLY modern optical parlor and reception
O room. Brand new. Full stoek, consisting
of solid gold frames, Ajax, reg. gold, gold filled
and steel eyeglasses, all kinds ; goggles, (lc.
Stock and fixtures invoice at $2100; for sale
cheap. Practice established ; town of 25,000.
Good mason for selling. Address, ••W 886,"
care Keystone.

ANE-11ALF interest in old-established busi-
u ness. Little cash required. Must In, first-
class watchmaker, good engraver, fair optician.
Good refs Addretts, I'. 0. box 115, Bismarck,
N. Disk.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

POIMPLETE outfit of high-class tools in fine
1/ condition, belonging to our former watch-
maker, for 50 cents on the dollar. Send for list.
Chapman & Armstrong, Galesburg, Ill.

JEWELER'S safe ; 72 inches high, 61 inches
O wide, 37 inches deep outside ; 2 burglar-proof
chests, made by E. It. Moorse & Co., Boston.
Mass. Also lot of jewelry store fixtures, in-
cluding chronometer, regulator, lathe and
bench, etc. Edmund Little, Laconia, N. It. 

QECOND-HAND Mosier safe, .reproof doors,

• 

good order except finish, 26" high, 24"
wide, 14" deep inside, $50. 11. G. Butterfield,
Hamburg, Iowa.

I BARGAIN. 12 power binocular field glass,
11 with fine leather case. Guaranteed good as
new. $15. S. A. Weaver, Northville, N. Y.

A GREAT bargain. Full set watchmakers'
11 tools, fine walnut bench, made to order, cost
$37.50 to build •, regulator, pin escapement, tine
clock ; and all kinds of material—enough to
last A years. $200, .f taken soon. C. B. Sweet,
Elmhurst, Ill.

(111EAP, plating dynamo and outfit for plating
V gold, silver, copper, nickel, book of complete
instructions. Cost $50 ; scli for $25. Reason
for selling, weak eyes—can't work in acids.
H. L. Williams, Cambridge, Ohio.

jULD JURGENSEN movement ; key-winder,
Ii 18 size, fitted In 25-year filled case; in perfect
order, $25. Also a Jules Jorgensen chrono-
meter-escapement movement, 12 alze, very flat ;
key-winder ; perfect order, $15, without case.
Enhaus 22 :Maiden Lane, New York.

ecti WILL buy an Eaton-Glover engravingtputt machine, 1902 model, in use less than one
year; first-class condition. Cost $95. 13. L.
Maley, Monett, Mo.

VINE chronometer. Dent, London, maker ; $75.
regulator, $35. Following lot for $75:

'Iwo walnut show eases, with tables tor same;
one walnut wall case, pair screens anti clock
stand. Ullrich Bros., Evanston, III.

I SET of oak fixtures that we used 3 years,
It made by Revell, Chicago, and are fine.
Everything for a ti rst-class jewelry store, inclu-
ding benches, rack, screen, trays, table, etc. A
bargain. Macdonald & Co., Lima, Ohio.

REINHARD refractor. Best instrument made
II for opticians not fully equipped. Price,$20 net. Regular price, $25. For information,
address, Robert Turner, 517 Madison Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio.

(1001) polishing lathe: been used very little.
COSt me $20 ; will sell for $15 cash. C. H.

Field, 119 Point Street, Providence, R. I.

(IENUINE grandfather's clock, good condition,U over 100 years old. $150 cash II. Guy
Pahner, Marathon, N. Y.

(WE thousand shares in the Alpine gold and
t, silver mine. Send offer. Geo. B. Kitchen,
Wadesville, Ind.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQU I PM ENT.

RivErr staking tool, $4; K. & D. jeweling tool

• 

for tallstock, $2 ; Jenkins roller remover,
$1.50, and other small tools ; perfect condition.
M. M. Snyder, 105 Twenty-second St., Irving-
ton, N. J.

L'ATON-ENGLE engraving mitehine, $40 ; 4
ri fonts, etc. Burt B. Hyde, Afton, N. Y.

I 14 SILK and leatherette silver cases, someused for display, some new. Lot Thurber's
cream paste, lot Dennison's drier boxes, lot fine
oak trays. Many other useful articles from
defunct jewelry establishment. Send stamp for
full list and description. liest offer will buy
any or all. J. H. Hales, Newport News, Va. 

(PIE American standard case of test lenses,
I/ No. S 26, tinny new. Address, P. K.
Strickland, 903 N. Third Street, Burlington,
Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS F AR WORD.

A N Eaton-Engle engraving machine as good as
n new ; used very little. Will trade (of good
trial ellse, complete. (leo. IV. Knight, San
Marcos, Texas.

WILL exchange an Al farm on the Burlington
" route in Lincoln Cennt y, 111o., 60 miles
north of St. Louis, for a stock ofjewelry. E 80.
Pitcher, box ;347, Elsberry, Mo.

II FLAT clarinet, 13 keys, for folding kodak.

• 

Phil Ziegler, Riverton, Nebr.

PE job printing press, 3 clarinets. 2 violins, 1

• 

fine mandolin, 2 watches, gold filled. good
movements ; 2 new graphophones, 1 tenor horn,
nickeled. Kelly Defur, IVadesville. lud.

WANTED to trade camera for engraving block.
II " lit 977," care Keystone.

(WE Swiss lathe, brass, heavy, little larger
U than watchmakers use ; some chucks for
cement, etc., 85 Also 1 Swiss lathe, brass. as
shove ; has Universal lac(• plate and slide rest,
in good order, price Ill Will exchange. W. It.
Enhaus, 22 Malden Lane, NI.W York.

A MOTOR cycle, nearly new, or would trade
11 for small gasoline launch. J. T, Gresham,
Augusta, Ga.

BOUT $125 worth of perfumes, tooth powder
11 and lotions for sale, or will exchange for
jewelry, optical goods, trial lens, musical instru-
ments, or what have you t Address, B. C.
Weyer, Faribault, Minn.

RMALL printing outfit and gasoline cycle
U motor. Box 220, Rio, Wis.

VIVE to ten thousand shares of the Fortune

• 

Mining and Smelting Co. stock to exchange
for jewelry or °wield goods, etc. This stock is
selling In the East for 70 cents per share, and
will be it dividend-payer the latter part of the
year. I bought mine when it. was first 011 I lie
market, and ma ii sell it for 50 cents per share.

wrifi• unless you mean business, and
state clearly what goods you have. Address,
Fred. Ilan melon, Fairbatilt, Minn.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

ANTED—To supply Moseley lathes to an un-
limited number of the men at the bench

who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your jobber will send
new list.

A LIFE scholarship in our college. including di-
n pima and highest degree, for only 87.50. See
our advertisement, page 1478, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

MONEY loaned to jewelers Write for infornia-
BI tiou. The Collateral Loan and Banking Cu ,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

VOR exchange—All jobbers will exchange theC thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.

ROOM—Finely located, suitable for watch-
IL maker, jeweler or °diet business not requir-
ing large stock. Write to A. C. Rue, Buchanan,
Mich.

25 WATCHMAKERS for the Pacific coast.
Must be first-class and sober. Wages, 020

to $25. Good man for Ohio and Indiana at $18.
Can get you position any place. Watchmakers'
and Jewelers' Employment Agency, Glass
Block, Marion, Ind.

MOSELEY makes for moderate money theAn thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.

VREE sample pages of lectures and lessons of
5 the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to retailers of The Keystone, on pplica-
lion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for summer rates.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD.

QITUATIONS wanted by Moseley lathes with
workmen who desire thoroughly reliablelathes for moderato money. Your jobber for

new list.

VREE sample pages of lectures and lessons ofI the Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Ask for summer rates.
VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do

your watch work. Here is (ho place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WIIEN you get that new lathe try a MoseleyI' and you will have a thoroughly reliablelathe and for moderate money.

PLANA, Nebr. We make the best $1 per dozen
U balance stalli; ever produced. Also special
staffs for high-grade watches. Send 10c. forsample. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

WANTED, all jewelers to Ilse the best anti-
" oxidizer—oue that has stood the test of 25
years' personal use. Guaranteed to preserve
the imlish of all "lett& while hard soldering.
No polishing lathe needed ; no liquids to evap-
orate. 25e, sample will do 200 jobs. W. E.
Mack, Fort Plain, N. Y. 

lyHY not send me your watch cases that need
repairing? Can replace any part of a ease.

0.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

MVP:U.:RS ! We will both make money ifI you stop al our conveniently located place
for good rooms while visiting the World's Fair.
Am interested and will look to your interests.
Call or write Kuhn, the jeweler, 1748-1750
Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Flue gold,
silver, copper for sale J. L Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

('OLD and slIver-platIngotatin finish,engraving,U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth. Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

VLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
" practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,111.

VEY American movements, compensation hal-
is auce ; $1 50, each. Best in America Please
send money with order. Broadbent, 4 South
Forty-second Street, Philadelphia.

IF it's a Moseley it's all right.

TH" greatest wonder of this century, the"Wonder" saw dust—used like all saw
dust. Puts the bright lustre on jewelry like
new ; 25c. per quart. C. N. Brown, jeweler,
Winston, N. C.

VE you an old English watch ease you want
ii changed into Americium stem-wind? If so.
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silverstuiths'BIdg.,Chicago,111.

flASH sale. We are closing out our wholesale
U stock. Lens screws, steel or plated, Sc. dozen ,
rubber tubes, 15e. dozen filled guards, off-set
or reg., 85c. dozen ; studs, $1.60 dozen ; reg
springs, 75e; sure-on, $4 50 dozen ; all
filled goods, best quality, Tle gold ; aminnico
or nickel frame, any size eye, Pt. B. or st ,
$1.50 dozen ; E. G frames same price •, frame,
filled bridge, $2 dozen ; 5 year frame, It. it., $3
dozen ; 10 year, $4.75 dozen ; Roman alloy, all
styles, complete with lens, $1 50 dozen ; first
quality lens, 0-eye, drilled, $1 dozen ; 00-eye,
$1 25 dozen ; lenses for frames 10e. less. Cash
with order. Red Cross Optical Co., Jewelers'
Building, Boston, Mass.

PRO. Watchmaker—I want to say to you thatIi for 52e. in U. S. stamps, or postal order for
that amount, I will send you a plan 01 the best
movement holder in existence, with instructions
how to make it and use it. Material now in .
your store. Can make it in 54', hour fit all sizes
and kinds of movements No screws. no springs
required ; never wear out. In importance its
next to the screw driver, and in constant use
from the time you remove movement until pm
pot it in the case again ; protects also from
finger marks. Once you use it you will thank
me for ever sending you the information, and
any the price was nothing but the benefit
mutual. Address, Chas W Teed, 'Monroe. N.Y

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving- and
Optical Institute teaches just the branches

that are needed to make successful workmen of
Its graduates. There Is no trade which offers
better opportunities for young men with nie.
chanical ability, or better opportunities for re-
sponsible positions. The old-fashioned methods
of doing work are things of the past. A thor-
ough knowledge of the work, combined with
improved tools, 18 what produces quick results.
In this age of sharp competition a workman
cannot work all day on a dollar job. The rapid
and accurate workman is always in demand.
Write for particulars. Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any I Iianiond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and ■ oil do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to
CI-IA8. 8. CROSSMAN db CO.
3 Malden L,anc, New York
where you can have 811 immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880 

B. ROBERT Et CO.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine-Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-tow it customers
75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Front Building. Top Floor

High-Class

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker .9' Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue. NEW YORK

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wbeel and Pinion Cut-
t log, Demagnetizing. etc., rare-
.0,11Y and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Esto GI 'shed 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

THE 1904-05 TERM
oui fifteenth year is now beginning.

We have the reptitution, and the merit
to back it up. You make no mistake
"my attending with us.

Circulars free.

Canadian HoroIogicai institute
H. R PLAY TNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.

When writing to advertisers.
mention The Keystone
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FAULTLESS
This describes our wedding rings

exactly—faultless.
Perfectly made, properly finished,

plump quality, and withal, at the
lowest possible prices.

J. R. WOOD & SONS
RING MAKERS

2 Maiden Lane New York

What Are You Going To Do

About Your

Holiday Engraving?

In deciding this more than ever important

question, consider:

Are you at this minute prepared to handle

it any better or as well as last year?

\Vas the engraving end of your business satisfactory to you and your customers

last year.

Didn't it cost you too much of your profits?

Didn't you have "kicks" over delays—were you not rushed and compelled to over work

on account of it.

Didn't this engraving nuisance take time and attention that would have been sp
ent

more profitably in promoting and attending to the selling end of your busine
ss.

Just consider these things and then consider:

A. New Century Engraving machine will do the finest kind of engravin
g in vcrv

little time and without a previous knowledge of engraving.

There will be no more " kicks " over delays.

The close of each day's business will see your bench

clear of work and your customers' orders ready for delivery.

This superior service on your part will please your

trade, bother your competitor, and the saving in cost will

put money in your pocket.

Send for our catalogue, get our easy terms and

GET NEXT.

But do it NOW.

Export Department
loo-lo8 Sixth Avenue, New York

Canadian Agents
P. W. Ellis & Co., Toronto, Canada

Australian Agents
A. Cocks & Co., Sydney, Australia

Sayre, Pa.



Think it over
You have had various makes of Filled Cases

urged upon you by traveling salesmen on the plea
that they were "as good as the Boss"; but have
you ever heard one argue that another make was
better than the Boss ? No !

The best is always the standard of comparison,
and "as good as the Boss is admission that the
Boss is best. The most expansive cheek would
not maintain a claim for other makes that would
go beyond asserting that they were "as good as."
"As good as the Boss" is good enough, they think,
as a selling argument.

But is "as good as" good enough for you?
Isn't it worth while to get the best, while you are
at it ? Think it over.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
gth and Brown Streets

Philadelphia

COPYRIGHT 1904

BY.B THORPE PUBLISHER

P372' & BROWN STi. PHILA
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The Keystone Watch Case Co.
I,th and Brown Streets

Philadelphia

COPYRIGHT 1904

BY B.THOR PE PUBLISHER

19'1' & BROWN Si PHILA.



Regulates
the

Business
of

The World

Indispensable to modern life, the Elgin Watch is ever in increasing
demand—and the balance of business goes to the store that carries

full stock of Elgin Watches.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art booklet, " Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch

Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.

ESTABLISHED 1873

Theodore W. Foster •Sz Bro. Co.

Remember

this is not made in a

die, but the design is

drawn by hand on each

piece the same as for

hand engraving, and then

etched with acids. The

result is a beautiful

article.

We make only six

pieces in this pattern.

Mirror, 2530
Hair Brush, 2531
Military Brush, 2532
Ladies Comb, 2533
Gentlemen's Comb,
7" Cloth Brush, 2536

2534

DO NOT FORGET that we have the largest line of

Sterling Silver Toilet and Manicure Goods and Sets, also Desk

Sets and useful novelties to be found in the country, and our

catalogue will show you that our prices are right.

This catalogue also shows our extensive line of Fine Gold Filled

Chains, Lockets, Bracelets, Pins, Earrings, Scarf Pins, Cuff Buttons,

Waist Sets and Hair Chain Mountings.

Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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FINE GOLD JEWELRY, Brooches, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs, Tie Clasps, Etc.
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An Invitation
We are quite sure it would be worth your while to send us

a trial order. You may find Mat we carry a better selection of

goods and give quicker service than houses who must divide their

attention among many different lines—we handle only Watches and

Chains. You may find that we are ftrobably the best house, all things

considered, for your needs in Watches and Chains in the busy season

which looms ahead. Will you try us, as many other new customers

are trying us P They find that we "make good"—so will you.

The Non-Retailing Co.
Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.
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ESTABLISHED 1866 12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up)

P. O. Box 1625
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NEW YORK

VVHOLESALIE DeAL,ERS IN

Gold and Filled Watch Cases Elgin and Waltham Movements

Gold and Plated Jewelry New England Watches

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS I and

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and 
we can therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR 
TRAVELERS

Our goods are insured while in transit
Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers
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You should be ready for your share of the fall harvest of

trade—and all indications and reports point to the belief that it
will be a big one.

Be prepared for your customers with the proper tools and
materials to take the best care of their work.

Our Lathes and Attachments are all of high standard. Even
the cheapest is durable, serviceable and reliable. Our stock of
Bench Lathes and Attachments and Watchmakers' Tools is one
of the largest and most diversified in the country.

We can always take care of your orders and make prompt
shipments. We answer inquiries at once and are glad to give
any information or quotation desired.

1..01 n(Iff(if sop-  
‘'

41016

The Wise Jeweler
makes the money. He takes advantage of every turn. He

buys carefully, sells advantageously, keeps his stock clean,

saves the filings and sweepings from work bench and floor.

But saving his gold and silver and his sweepings is only the

first step. Getting all the money possible out of them is the

real thing. He demonstrates he is wise when he sends

his sweepings, old gold and silver to us, and tries

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.25
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . E9.00

From these prices there is a cash discount
which we will quote oil request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
over.

Moseley  Lathe No. 2.
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
further reduction in iist price. The 11:11110
" Moseley " stands for the very highest
grade in watchmakers' tools.

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete,
$21.15 net cash.

14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and
Belting.

There is no better lathe sold for the pricethan our "Gem." Every one is warrantedtrue or you can have your money back.

1111tRfir.T.
Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete,

$15.00 net cash.
Packed in wood box same as Gem Lathe.

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting.

Our Geneva lathes are strictly first quality
and have index and latch.

Our Plan
This old, tried and true plan of ours is this : You send

us your Sweeps and Old Gold and Old Silver. We send

you a check immediately. If our offer is not satisfactory,

send back the check and we will return your shipment

without cost to you. In doing this you take no chances,

as it is no sale until we hear from you.

No. IS.
Swing Foot.Wheel.
Each, $5.15 net.

Foot-Wheel No. I.
Each, $2.15 net.

Countershaft No. 9.
N. P., each, $2.58 net.

countershaft No. 12.
N. P., each, 94c. net.

DURING THE BUSY SEASON we never neglect the small material orderswhich are always wanted in a hurry. We fill rush orders promptly and correctly.
Give us a trial if you are not already on our list of customers.

& J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

Goldsmith Bros.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

Chicago, Ill.
Office, 63 and 65 Washington Street.
Works, 58th and Throop Streets.

We are paying 50 cents
per ounce for Old Silver
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We Protect The Trade

ME= ffN THE

MAKING MEANS

SECURIITY TIN

THE SELLING—

A PROIFITA f;) ILE

BUSINESS AN

PATRONAGE

L. S. 0 Co. is the mark of merit in Gold Filled
Chains, the symbol of strength in construction
and style in finish. Our new line for Fall and
Holiday trade is the most comprehensive and
beautiful ever placed on the market.

LOUIS STERN 0 CO.
Chainmakers anD Silversmiths

PROVIDENCE, R. I., U.S.A.

The
HAVE YOU TRIED

2avg (

"Longeval" Mainspring
FOR AMERICAN WATCHES?

This This handsome Oak

Cabinet furnished gratis

with every order for

gross of

" Longeval"

mainsprings. The

cabinets are constructed

on the principle of the

sectional bookcase —

you can build them to

any required size.

4 FOR

Walt haul 1SS
31. iItuitin,r.

l NADE IN SWITZERLAND 

IF NOT, we want you to send for a sample dozen to 
your

jobber. The " LONGEVAL," as its name implies, has

long life ; it is made with unsparing pains, it is impossible

to conceive of any methods which produce greater and

better safeguards and protection for mainsprings, 
than have

been adopted in putting this spring on the market.

BRIEFLY, the chief features are : The springs are 
manu-

factured by the best maker in Europe, with years of 
successful

reputation, and an experience handed down from 
ancestors

of mainspring makers, all of whom excelled in 
the manu-

facture of springs. The " Longeval " springs are protected against

all climatic changes ; each spring is wrapped in anti-rust paper, then

packed in an individual paper box, which is in turn wrapped in lead

foil, as shown in the above illustration, which exc
ludes all possibility of

dampness reaching the springs. Twelve boxes, each containing a spring are pl
aced in a strong sliding

box, bearing a label describing the watch for which 
the springs are intended.

The advantages are : No springs exposed to the air 
and endangered by moisture or climatic changes

 ;

only one spring has to be handled at a time, and not a
 full dozen, as heretofore ; a guarantee acco

mpanies.

every dozen springs ; the " Longeval " spring is 
made of highest grade steel, fine in grain, high in

carbon, and carefully finished down by hand, the onl
y method that will ensure a spring to stand 

up well

after years of daily use in a watch. Nothing has been left undone to make the " Long
eval " mainspring

the finest possible.

NOTICE
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spr
ing

in a separate box, thus protecting them 
against

rust and climatic changes, and to place a num
ber

of these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole

and exclusive right to this manner of "dre
ssing "

mainsprings, and have been advised that they

have a proprietary right thereto.
The trade is hereby notified that any infr

inge-

ment of this manner of " dressing" main
springs

for the market will be vigorously prosecut
ed.

Get the Best—The " Longeval"

Order a sample dozen from your jobber ; if you 
cannot obtain them there, write direct to

the importers, HAMMEL, R1OLANDER & 
CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York, who will

inform you of the nearest jobber who will 
supply you.
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Showing IV. Green sts Co.'s No. 4, 1-5 ii. p. Direct-Current Motor, with
Bulling and Polishing Attachments in position. Also Drilling, Emery and
irinding Chucks and Spindles used in connection with our 1-5 h. p. Motors.

t
re
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11.1

sm.

Co

0•01

•-•

Showing W. Green as
Co.'s No. 5, 1-5 h. P.
Alternating Motor,with
tirinding Attachment
in position.

Type No. 4

Also DrilliogGri
Chucks,Spindlts

and Pulley Attach-
ments used in con-
nection with our 1-5

p. Motors.

Type No. 5 sq

Showing W. Green & co.'s No. 6, 1/1 to 1 h. I). Direct-Current Motor, with Buffing, Grinding and Turning
Attachments in position, Also Drill Chuck and various Spindles, etc., used in connection with our Direct
and Alternating-Current Motors.

Showing IV. Green II Co.'s Ni'. 7, 1  to
1 h.)). Alternating-Current 31mor1 svil It

I1rintling and 'I'urning Attach-
ments in position.

II'YPto No. 6

Save Your Time, Patience and
Money and Purchase the
W. Green 6 Co. Electric Lathe
Motor for $30.50, worth $100.00

Don't wait, but buy it now. Money willingly refunded if not as
represented and found unsatisfactory

For general use, our Motors have no equal at any price

Nation in Electric Motor Lathes !!
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists,

Electricians, Brass Workers,Glass Cutters, Model Makers, Cutlery Mfrs.,
and for all other trades and purposes.

" Nothing better can be made; absolutely dust-proof, air and water tight,
and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.
(Speed, 1200 to 3(100 revolutions per minute, as desired.)

The W. Green 0 Co.'s " IMPROVED " Combination
Polishing, Buffing, Grinding, Drilling and Turning Elec-
tric Lathe Motors. (4 Lathes in one, at price of one.)

Net Price-List of Our Latest Improved Motors. Model for 1905
horse Direct

Voltage. Power. Current
52 to 110 1-5, including 5 new-style adjustable chucks . . . . $30.50
115 CC ).CQ " 5 CC " . . . . 35.00
52 "110 1-4, with long adjustable spindles, grinding and tool-

rest attachment 
1-4, same description  
1-3, "
1-3, "
1-2, "
1-2, "

"
3-4, "

115 " 220
52 " 110
115 " 220
52 " io
115 " 220
52 " 110
115 "220
52 " II))
115 " 220

000 1-4,
500 1-3,
500 1-2,
500 .3-4,
500 I,

41
sl

50.00
5.50
60.00
65.50
75.00
80.50
85.00
90.50
115.00

• 125.00
  65.00
  72.50
  88 00
  95 00
  125.00

Alternating
C111111'111

—$ 42.50
—47.00

—73.50
78.00

—85.00
—95.00
— 115.00

120.00
— 130.00
— 135.00
— 165.00
— 185.00

Automatic underload release starting box No. 10 for 34 to 1 Is. p. Direct-Current
Motors,   price, $4.00

Latest. automatic miderload release starting box and controller No, 12, for 1,4 to
1 h. p., with combination speed regulator attached for seven variable speeds, to
enable the operator to regulate the motor to any speed desired, . . . . price, $10.00
Ni TE.—We supply a specially prepared compound for use as a lubricator on the

W. tireen & Co.'s Nos. 4 and 5 Motors. ()Ile filling of the grease cups will last
for Ii months. "Do not use vaseline." Price, 50c. per can.

EXTRA ATTACHMENTS Fort-5 b. p. For1-4 to 1 li.p.
Special Adjustable Solid Brass Single Miitiir Pulley with Lathe

tioatttaiiiiirliti,,m(431)t,tf:s)rinIVII,itucilitesyir Dental Lathe, Dy 11111110. Fan, etc.
3.50 7.00

Adjustable Chuck, with Lathe at for cleaning, grind-.
jog or bulling inside of rings, tubes, etc 

Adjustable Drill Chuck, with Lathe attachment  
Spare Chucks, with Lathe attachment  
Extra tool rest, complete
Set of extra Integers and nuts for grindstone, etc.  

$1.75 $4.00

1.50
3.00
1.50

4.00
7.00
4.00
5.00
1.00

‘ITITIT electric power cireu it now in almost every community the trade have an opportunity to
v use, much to their advantage an electric motor, for grinding, bulling, polishing, etc. They

will consequently lie interested in the motors here illustrated, which are specially made for this
purpose and fully warranted in every respect. In the construction of the seniors all possible
precautions for the durability of the machine and the protection of the operator have been taken.

'r the wearing parts are well made and are interchangeable. The chucks are held by a lock out,
which is quickly adjitsted. Automatie in provided for. The motor consumes under
average working conditions about as notch current as one 10-eandle power lamp. The direct-
cin•rent motors are supplied for any voltage from 0 to 250 ; while the alternating-current motors
for any voltage from 52 to 220, and for any frequency 1.1'01 1 to 125 eyeles per second.

NO11:.-111 ordering be sure and state horse power, current, voltage, and cycles
required. All our alternating-current motors are self starting. Alternating-

' - current motors are only made with one speed, but we supply a Three (3) Cone Pulley
for variable speeds, special! y adapted to our Alternating-Current Motors for it to Lathes,
I iv Hatless, Fans, etc., where more than one speed is required.

  SPLClAL NOT12.  
The strength of our direct-current motors can be instantly reduced by aid of the

adjustable switch or regulator attached to the motor to any reasonable power desired,
They can be attached in one minute to any ordinary electric-light socket, and are abso-
utely guaranteed, therefore do not hesitate to place your order. " Our motors are
always ready for immediate use, no further adjustment being required." .

With all 1-5 h. p. direct-current motors, we include a starling box or regulator, no
extra charge, which starting box or regulator is attached to the motor. For regulator
and starting box, etc., absolutely necessary for 34 to it. p. direet-cu profit motors, see
price-lisl. Alternating-current motors do not require starting boxes, being only made
with one speed.

We supply either light or heavy chucks and spindles for our 1-5 h. p. motors. The
heavy chucks, etc., are best for general use, excepting for Dental work.

Our 1-5 h. p. looters are powerful enough the work of any ordinary size workshop,
and lite 1-3, 1-2, 8-4 and 1 Is. It. for the largest mid heaviest work usually required--such as,
lati•ge silver Water Pitchers, Waiters, Tea Service, etc.; also for heatvy Polishing, Grinding,
Drilling, Bulling, Turning, etc.

Direct-current nuitors are absolutely noiseless, and the alternating as near noiseless
as it is possible to make them.

Typo No. 7

W. GREEN 0 CO Manufacturers
anD Exporters

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
N. 13.—We solicit correspondence for further particulars if necessary, and list of 100

unsolicited testimonials from the most reliable sources, the originals of which we have on
file. They should give sufficient assurance that there is absolutely no risk or speculation
in ordering our motors. W. GREEN & CO.

I Don't miss this

The mpetial'ilaillspilogs are all right  "Nollag holler
can De made." iglurtrrty9gYni ! ! !

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER,

STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and TAGGED, arranged in the MOST CONVENIENT

manner, and "GUARANTEED."
For $12.00 net cash you will rccciVc our 20 drawer, quartered Oak or Cherry Cabinet,

complete with labels, bottles and a full gross of the celebrate ,1 " Imperial " Mainsprings.

For $36.00 net cash you will receive our new 42 drawer quartered Oak or Cherry Cabinet,
complete with labels, bottles and three gross of the celebrated " Imperial " Mainsprings.

IMPERIAL MAINSPRINGS. W. GREEN a CO.
  6 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

WALTHAM ELGIN

For further particu-
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SPEci. \T NOTE.—The Cabinets tire fir superior than represented by cut. Tim 20-Drawer Cabinet (capacity of which is

gross) is worth $6.00, and the 42-Drawer Cabinet shown in cut (capacity of which is 15 gross) is worth $15.00

ORDERS FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers' anD
Engravers'
Supplies
FILLED FROM
ANY CATALOGUE
AT LOWEST

MARKET PRICES

WORTHY OF ATTENTION

The following letter is but a sample of
unsolicited testimonials daily received from
most reliable sources in every State of the
Union:

Utica, N.Y., Sept. IS.
Al 1.:ssits. W. GREEN •44 Co., New l'ork City, N.Y.

Iiiiillemen :—Please send us the following
mainsmings:

1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043,
" 2303. 1 " 2220.

2 " 5053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 5046. 1 " 2210.

Ile sure and send your "imperial " main-
springs, as will not micept any others, having
had the best possible success with them. We
(,iiil.,i,i,,t I Icut Mr superior to any other main-
sprimts in the market, and your service is all
Cytt e.,111.1 desire.

Yours very truly, EVANS St SoNS.

1■■IMI

N. B.—We carry in stock
In different styles and sizes of

"Imperial" American
and 450 sizes of

"Imperial" Swiss
Mainsprings
The latest " Imperial " American Mainspring

Fac-
simile

or

Waltham
Nos. 2203

Fnlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2204
" Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged

Elgin
504 3

Hampden
5056

Illinois
5061

"IMPERIAL" AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.
None ruttilte unlec• [narked " Imperial," coiled, tagged and bearing our Itegisimed

Tiatle-Mark, as shown in cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
a first order for tine gross of " Imperial '' American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratiLt

our 20 Drawer, or with at] order for three gi.oss our 4 2 Drawer improved, handsome, polished,
rubbed finish, Quartered Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, as shown in cut. These cahinets aro
splendidly hard W0011, I! ILIKI dove-tailed throughout ; are the •si ly cabinets made

which limpidly arrange, systematize and lute!) in thorough order the 1111111V .kincricari or Swiss Main-

springs necessary for constant use at the present time, and will be greatly appreciatttl by all ii sI-

class watchmakers. Besides being very useful they are very liandismin• in appearance. The draWert4

have fancy knolls brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in grooves Mr screw-top bottles for rations

watch, jobbing ain't other materials.
The 12 1)rawer will hold 5 gross and the 42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " Imperial"

American or Swiss Mainsprings. Wo also include a handsome set of perforated gummed labels,
with I he name, windier and size of springs, to enable the drawers to be numbereil as desired. -
nunilairs correspond to ;tit tip-to-date directory and guide it ail the American )111i lispri ligs mailli,which
directory accompanies the cabinet. The guide shows the correct style, width, strength and num-
ber by the genuine Dennison's Standard (loge, and the correet number :eel names for ordering.

Chart and Guide sent free of charge upon application

W. GREEN 0 CO., 
6 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
(" We handle everything know.' to the trade and solicit correspondence";

Importers
Exporters
Jobbers
Manufacturers

( Watch Materials, Tools,
Jewelers', Engravers' and

( Opticians' Supplies
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Every successful manufacturing jeweler

in Maiden Lane, New York, has won his

success by eternal vigilance of what was

going on about him and his keenness of

perception in determining whether a new

thing would "catch on."

The house that gets first before the trade with the new things

gets the business.

The point we want to emphasize is simply this:

By announcing to the trade promptly—instanter—in advance of

any other house—the new lines that are seasonable and pushable we

have grown to be the largest house in our line.

Our methods of getting business are simple and inexpensive and

every retail jeweler can adopt our plans to his everlasting profit.

We have made up a booklet for the use of retailers.

It will produce business for you. We know it—have proven it.

These booklets will be printed for your store alone.

Only one store in a town.

The first shall be first.

Send for a copy.

M. I. AVERBECK, MANUFACTURING JEWELER
NINETEEN MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

a■I

THE ONLY LINE OF EMBLEMS FOR THE 
HOLIDAI S15

YS
Standard Patented Elk Tooth Charms, Choice Elk Teeth

188 E
Pal. May 27, '90

205 E
Pat. May 27, '90

190 E
Pat. May 27, '90

194 E
Pat. May 27, '90

184 E I 911 E
Pat. May 27, '90

Standard Patented Lapel Buttons, Solid Gold, Forget=me=not Series

83 E
Pat. Atay 27, '90

8.1
1 1:14 ■I:o. 27, '40

85 E
l'at. May 27, '90

95 E
Pat. May 27, '90 1 1:14 AEly 27, '90

Fraternal Order of Eagle Buttons and Charms

1'114 M:4, '27

479 E. Gold 482 E. Silver (gold letters) 177 E. Gold ITI 478 E. Gold or Silver

939 E
4.11.111.; 456 E 457 E

459 E 460 E 448 E 949 E 450 E

If your Jobber does not handle them send to US for a SELECTION PA
CKAGE

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO
Manufacturing Jewelers and

• • Diamond Importers

14=16 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

E



Once in a Ivhile one of our old customers vill drift away from us for a
short time, beguiled by the offer of " low charges by some other assayer.
I Ie gets back to us, and stays with us, after one such experiment.
11c finds that when the charges are lower than ours there is some-
thing wrong Ivith the assay—he doesn't get back the full value of
his old metal. He realizes that it "comes high " to send Old
Gold and Silver to an assayer whose charges are "lower" than
I Iagstoz Co.'s.
The customer gets all the value of his metal, less only one
reasonable charge (for 70C dO /he rk) when he sends it to

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers
Office, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia. Works, Riverside, N. J.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE •

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks • . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET I3E ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

methods used in their construction.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MAur.CTuRERS or METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad.
way, New York CIty,agents tor Twee.

, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St., New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

In Sterling Silver, Sifter Plate, fliiek 110111, ele, Tim

ottle Openers convenience and cleanliness or (Ms 1.111111 Of b1Ittii Ig
having brought U into general use, theseltneners will
be aitprecialtal for the table. Send for Catalogue.

Made by GOODNOW Sc JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTON
Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to manufacture this article

CLOCK MATERIAL
and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER

Ask Your
J obber
For Them

English G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
German Hall Clock
Seth Thomas Movements NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier



English Case as Received .As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Those two mats show Flat and Round Reicher Ring. These cuts show the same rings with new, high claw,,
I. received with el ws Madly worn off and too low to it. urely reset, and entire rings refinished like new,
permit resetting stones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25
" eight " " 0 0 0 " ' 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

trills glove ring with one
claw at each end holding het.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " The.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, Qs & 97 William St. 57 Washington St. c„,„„,10„,,t,,imu, tot,
NEW YORK CHICA00 at corners holding bet.

SAMPLE JOH AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

,
  1o4;     /12V4 .

N:01

AS DELIVERED

Ciold Chains Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Oood Work. Low Prices. Prompt Attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 & 97 William Street rut. SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as new.

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 ana 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

■■•,. 

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street. Chicago

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

I5IQ

No. 23S No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 232. Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 231
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 57
Lapel Button

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

No. 56. Lapel Button No. 236 No. 48 No. 237. Seal No. 65. Lapel Button

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0• E. and B. P. O. E.
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when 

not

busy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a 

fastidious

customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you 
an assort-

ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL & CO., 957'Zashain7toWnillitamCSIILICNAEGWO 
YORK We sell these goods only

to Retail Jewelers

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276 No. 277

No. 246

GENUINE ELK TEETH

No. 299 No. 245 No. 291 No. 249 No. 289 No. 262 No. 298 No. 293
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New Patent Roller and Hand Remover
This combination tool will remove all sizes of SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROLLERS frombalance stall's with safety and certainty, and will remove all sizes of watch hands W it houtinjury to dials. Expert watchtuakers have pronounced it the most perfect tool of its kindin the market.
INSTRUCTIONS.—The jaws can be adjusted foor smodi or large opening, just by turningthumb nut. It has two extra plungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for rollerremover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw inthe back with a steel sleeve to tit over plungers. When changing plungers, open the jaws,hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and put another in for hand removing, andkeep the others in handle.

Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains a specialty

WE ARE NOW SOLE AGENTS FOR
The Sherman Safety Pin Protector

For Scarf P ius, Studs
and Lace Pins. The
latest and best inven-
ted. Can tie adjusted
to any size pin.
Price, $1.00 per

dozen
For sale by all lead-
ing wholesale jewelry
and material houses.

Pal.
May
5,
1903. Ask your Jobber

for them

Ask your Jobber for them

jiellfg MEM & CO Inc•1 •
Importers of Watch Material

60 John Street
NEW YORK

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Expert Watchmakers slate that the

66 Lafayette Mainspring"
is the Acme of Perfection. Its advantages above other Springs in the market are manifold ; wemune half a dozen*
1st.—lt. is guaranteed to he made of the Best Steel.24. —I t, is made by Skilled lfand LalLor.
3d.—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoidsexposure to the moisture of air, ri ti d therefore all danger of rust is prevented.4th.—Eaell Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is intended for, which accuracy isWM' t ed.
5th.—Each dozen is put In a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so thehandling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th.—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring " is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

ART WARE FOR JEWELERS
Your customers will demand these lines

HENRI DEUX WARE

low

Oweus' Mission Polierg
Entirely original—unique—pretty
and artistic. Sold by the lead-
ing dealers of the country. Order
early.

jienri Deux Ware
Reproduceo from ware made in
1524. Original is worth fabulous
prices.

Owens' Corona Ware
Most beautifully modeled pot-
tery made in America. Have
you seen the Owl?

Owens' Mellen Ware
Ancient modeling, finished in
iridescent coloring, rivaling
genuine opals in brilliancy.

Owens' MOH Hit Ware 
Better than ever, but at a price
within the reach of the masses.MISSION POTTERY See the new Fruit decorations.

Visit one of our sample rooms, see representative, or write for prices
at once

Salesrooms—
New York-68-70 W. BroadwayBo5ton-146 Franklin St.
Philadelphia-1035 Market St.
Chicago-514 Hartford Building
Pittsburg-420 Blevell Block

J. B. OWENS
Originator and Sole Manufacturer

Zanesville, Ohio

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing 

Can this be Repaired? Yee!

We Repair isrgkeanrtiocrlemieniteticite.Sfilogerwsaamreelainserlemaking new parts to match the old ones,
w.we Repko,' any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,lulu Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGOA. N. SPERRY, Manager

Partial Main Room.
WILL YOU VISIT WORLD'S PAIR, ?

If so, pay us a visit, and we will show you how we are teaching our students to become successful
Watchmakers. Our mode of instructing is a system original with us. It comprises science,
accuracy, a saving of time and money to the students.

Results are: Efficient mechanics, good positions, greater pay. Our course is made so com-
prehensive by expert artisans as instructors that. any live young man can thoroughty master it.infrom 6 to 12 months' time. Write for our new Catalogue. w.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, $815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, Aux

Our Motto: Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor

4Lvtai
_Ywit _TIRAYARE.,)
F 1..1" Pt EC ,

WWItla..TilLS, CUT Gt.A$511,

EC Ck.eatA,STICAG, Gocro5 -VC,

ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY

PICTURE FRAMES
. ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS

No. 226 Nut or Salad Bowl
We make as large variety of them in Burnished Silver,

French Gray and Butler Finish

Send for our large illustrated
catalogue. You will find there-

in hundreds of elegant designs,

suitable for Holiday and Occa-

sion Gifts

No. 2046 Clock
We finish them in Ormolu and Del.or Rose Gold, wlo

Is the latest and most up-to-date novelty.
We guarantee them to be absolutely

24 karst fine gold plate

No. 19 Tea Pot
Our large assortment of Tea Sets we make in Burnished,

Satin, Engraved, French Gray and Butler Finish,
In all styles and designs

No. 805 Fruit
This is one of our new designs, of which we have four

dozen patterns in Fruit and Berries to offer

T 5 20 a

Main Office

and

Works

St. Paul

Minn.

No. 3566 Jewel Box
Our line of novelties is very large and consists ot

several hundred patterns and the latest
and most up-to-date designs

Our salesmen are now among

the trade with their lines.

Hold your orders until you

see our new and up-to-date

samples

No. 4575 Frame
This is a sample pattern of the great variety

we make in high-grade goods

A FEW ILLUSTRATIONS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE
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A GOOD SHOW CASE

ONE OF MANY DESIONS

There are all kinds of show cases-good,
bad and indifferent. Cheap, shoddy show
cases are a poor investment

Show Case
has a house with 40 years' enviable reputation behind it. It is imitated but neverequaled. Each and every case is as good as man can make or your money can buy.WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF JEWELERS' CASES AND FIXTURES. Sendfor our catalogue and description of our illuminated 44 Silent Salesman," head andshoulders above the rest

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.
DETRolT, MICH. Fst. 1 864

WINDSOR, ONT.ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO DETROIT

OCTOBER days with harvest blessed.
Grapes and cotton now are pressed;
Jewelers, too, in every clime,
Work, like farmers, overtime.

BEAD NECKLACES

All sizes and qualities, $7.50 per dozen up

The manufacture of Rings and Gold Jewelry
has not caused us to neglect our Jobbing
Department, which is to-day second to none, and
which comprises the best products of 137 factories
-a rather bold assertion, you may think. Please
give us the opportunity to prove the same.

SIGNET RINGS a specialty ROSARIES

Selection packages upon request

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory, S153 Malden

%Nail%
abk-at3 WIZAQ,AVanva,

YOU
HIT THE MARK

when you offer our goods for sale to your customers. We havean exceptionally fine line of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES,CLOCKS. JEWELRY, etc., for your HOLIDAY TRADE.

Our Special

13 Ligne

Snap 0. F.

Silver Watch

$1.75
Net

Goods sent for selection if desired.
We carry a complete stock of WATCH-
MAKERS' TOOLS, MATERIALS,
JEWELERS' SUPPLIES and OPTI-
CAL GOODS.

Sole agents for the RELIANCE Brand
Balance Staffs and Jewels.

Korona Bros.
38 Chrystie Street, New York

No. 45 FOR FINE SOLDERINGA GASOLINE GAS BLOWPIPE
As efficient,
safe and
easily
controlled
as an
illuminating
gas blowpipe
Write for
descriptive
circular

Price of
outfit, with
bellows, liii 
$15.00 arr-

rald

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.
Makers of Oas Blowpipes and Furnaces

1520 e

Fall bccorations Are Steps to Success

No. 29b0. Folding liariand of American Oak, in splendid yellowish, reddish shades of autumn colors, 10 feet long and 8 inches wide ; very full and 
showy. Will send a sample by mail on request.

Per dozen, $3.00 ; each, 30c.
No. 2704. Flags of Nations, 15 in a string of 10 feet. Per dozen, $3.00; each, 30c.
No. 2705. Flags of United States of America, 16 in a string of 10 feet. Per dozen, 00 ; each, 30c. These flags are the most showy and attractive displays, and will be sent by mail on request.

No. 2994. Smilax
No. 2996. Fall Smilax, per yard, $1.00 ; per gross, $9.00
No. 2997. Smilax, with wild roses, per yard, $1.20
No. 2994. Smilax, without flowers, 15 piquets, per dozen

yards, 60 cents ; per gross yards, $5.40
No. 2995. Smilax, without flowers, 15 piquets, per dozen

yards, 75 cents ; per gross yards, $8.40

No. 2748%.
" 274434
" 274534.
" 27463/.
" 2750.

No. 2743. Palm Plants
Inches

Leaves High Each
Plants . . 3 24 $ .15
" . . 4 36 .20
" . 5 86 .40
" . 6 36 .50
" , . 10 45 1.00

Dozen
$1.20
2.00
8.20

6.60

Chrysanthemum Sprays

(Cut representing Flowery
Spray)

Doz.
SPI;y8, 812

1.80

No,
2539X.
2539
2589A. " 4.80

No. 297513. Fall Orapevine Ciariand. (Cut representing two yards)

No. 297511. 12 extra fine, large, fancy, autumn colored grape leaves, as red, brown and green
leaves, mixed in each yard ; per dozen yards, $1.25 ; per gross yards, 512.00.

No. 2975F. 12 small, fancy, autumn-colored grape leaves; per dozen, 75 cents ; per gross
yards, $7.20.

Latest Solid Metal Myrtle Wreaths
used for silver or gold wedding celebrations ; do not
fail to inspect because your store is not coin-same,
plete without it. From $1.75 up ; with glass globe
as illustration, $2.75.

No. 2190. Miniature Flower Plant and clay pot ; a very attractive novelty for young and old.
A ready seller for 10c. Per dozen, O0c.; per hundred, $5.00,

No. 2533. Rose Sprays
No. 2531X. Rose Spray, doz., $ .80
" 2532. " " " 1.20
" 258,3. " " " 2.20
" 2531. " " " 1.25

No. 2145. Rose Bush

No. 2143, Rose Bush, 24
inches high, 8 roses and 3
buds, each, $1.00 ; dozen,
$11.40.

No. 2172. Rose Bush of
American Beauty Roses,
18 inches high, including
pot, per dozen, 69.00.

No. 2145 Rose Bush, 24
inches high, in any color,
each, $1.50.

The question of Decorating is a most important
one, and our catalogue for 1904 will certainly direct your
ideas in the way of decorations, souvenirs, favors, etc.

They serve a double purpose. They can be attrac-
tively displayed in windows, halls, stairways, counters, serving
as an advertisethent, and may be sold as desired and quickly
turned into cash.

The prices will suit all purposes, some as low as
5c., all showing you very good profits.

Remember, they are Attractive, Popular and Profitable.
Do not fail to call at our show room when in this city, or ask
for Illustrated Catalogue No, 2.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 34 Barclay St., NEW YORK
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"DAMASCENE" HAND BAGS
New Designs

C. F. Rumpp t Sons
Manufacturers of

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS
JEWEL CASES

CIGAR CASES
DESK SETS

PHOTO. FRAMES
HAND BAGS, ETC.

SPECIALTIES FOR FINE JEWELRY TRADE

Fifth and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia
New York Salesroom, 683 and 685 Broadway

Chicago Salesroom, 35 Randolph Street, 509 Atlas Block

TRADE

SKIRT BOOKS

Send for Special Lists

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all itsbranches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.At a School where instructions are given by and under the personal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Randier, who is recognized asforemost authority on Engraving; who studied under the bestmasters of Europe and America : who is the founder of the firstexclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at thehead of the jewelers' School of Engraving established in 1889Terms and Catalogue on application. Covresfiondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving Suite 111
C
9 Masonic Temple

;PLATE ENGRAVING, STEEL DIES,CREST5,COAT0ARMS.
FINE STATIONARY

PRINTING, Emeoss MINATIIN

 WEDDING INVITATIONS,ANNOUNCEMENTSSEND 25CENTS CAI-LING., AT HOME,BUsINESS CARDS ETC.FOR

CHARD
ASDTIITCN 
 0.1cAN DLER,_ 51119 ThiTEMPLEVM

urrL LAAsontic r".,
ICAGOMONOGRAM

Make Your Own Gas
FROM GASOLINE

One quart lasts 18 hours, giving 100 candle power light in our

Brilliant Gas Lamps
Anyone can use them ; are better than kerosene, electricity or gas, andeau be run for less than half the expense.

15 CENTS A MONTI-I IS THEAVERAGE COST

Write for our K. S. Catalog. It tells all about them and our
systmns. Over 125,000 Brilliants sold during the last six years.

EVERY LAMP GUARANTEED

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

100 Candle Power

THE LEDOS MFG. CO. The NOBS Safety Catch
Patented June 27, 1904

34-36 Pearl Street, NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials
Jewelers' Findings

Crowns Bezels Bars and Sleeves Bars Snaps
Pendants Centers Stems and Collets Toggle Chains Hooks
Bows Bushings Swivels Spring Rings Solders
Springs Ears Chains Jump Rings Etc.

The

Registered

1'iad -1 II

Combination Set
of Sleeve Drivers
Most complete set made,

consisting of 9 drivers.
For Elgin, Waltham, Key-

stone and Dueber for 18, 16,
12, 6, o and jewel Series
Sleeves. Each one guar-
anteed.

Price, 75c. per Set

POINTS IN
FAVOR OF THE
NOBS CATCH

1st. — Can be iii-
plied to to Scarf,
Clasp or Bat Pins
from the side
without looking
for the point of
the pin.

not in-
jure the lingers
front contact with
the point of the
pin as others do.

not
scratch or damage
the pin.

4th.--No breaking
of nails III attach-
ing or detaching.

dth.— Is adjusted
quick as a wink.

6th.—No screw to
get out of order.

7 th. —Durable and simple in operation.8th. —Solves the problem or simplicity andsecurity combined.
ALL PINS CAN NOW BE WORN
WITH NO FEAR OF LOSS!

Be sure you get the NOBS CATCH. It has
no equal

Price, $1.50 per dozen

I 52o e

0.1 PFEFFER, President

ST. LOUIS
CLOCK &

Established Ago

TRADE MARK.

F. L. STEINER, Secretary

SILVERWARE
COMPANY

No. 616 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Ea ?he Zrabe

Our Thirteenth Annual Catalogue, larger and better than

ever, has been issued, and on comparison will be found second

to none.
We carry a complete stock of all goods listed, and ship all

merchandise from St. Louis.

Through years of hard work, combined with an accumu-

lated unlimited capital, our lines have become intensely interest-

ing to shrewd buyers, our variety is endless.

GUARANTEE FACTORY PRICES

We meet any and all competition.

Most Liberal Terms.

We extend a cordial invitation to the trade visiting St. Louis and the

World's Fair, to call on us and make our house headquarters.

Send for a copy of our booklet (free), " Guide to the St. Louis World's Fair.

ST. LOUIS CLOCK & SILVERWARE CO.
No. 616 on Locust St., between Sixth and Seventh, South Side, St. Louis, Mo.



OUR CHAINS ARE GUARANTEED BY MAKER TO CONSUMER Ttie LATEST FOR FALL
DECORATIONS

4?,0

No. 91031. Oak Vine, autumn shaded, 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards,
$1.75. Per gross yards, $17.50.

MY VERY LATEST IMPORTATION. This leaf is the finest imitation of
the oak leaf as it falls front the tree, withered and lifeless.

No. 91012. Grape Vine.
The finest imitation of the Grape Vine in its early Fall shades ever

produced. Per dozen yards, $1.25 ; per gross, $12.50.
No. 91014. Grape Vine, same as 91012, but with two bunches of grapes
of either red, green or blue color to yards Per yard, 40e.; per dozen
yards, $4.00.

arattaueda.:"

GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE.„t4'6-641i-6-4
Factory,

PROVIDEN CE P. I.
9-11-13 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK.

No. 91011. Maple Vine,
autumn shaded. Per
dozen yards, 75e.; per
gross yards, $7.50.

HIGH GRADE

41. ifae
- "bv44/ameaord, ;XJ/Od

Idedaiwoneht4 tRieeoili,/, fai/L‘ieein/. r , idery, • WEAR FOR TWENTY YEARS
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IN CASE OF DEALER (OF WHOM THE CHAIN
WAS PURCHASED) GIVING UP BUSINESS OR
REMOVING FROM HIS PRESENT LOCATION PLEASE
COMMUNICATE WITH US DIRECT

,

er4..

..OPYRIGHT 1903.1

SUCCESSORS DENBERG & DUNN. 
,

My
Catalogue

No. 9
is at your
disposal

No. 91158. Oak Spray, autumn
shaded. Just as though you cut
twigs from the tree. Per dozen
sprays, 90e. Per gross sprays, $9.00.

No. 91121. Chrysanthemum
Spray.

No. Per dozen.
91121. 18 inches long . . $2.40
91122. 24 " " . 3.00
91120. 14 " " . • 1.50
Chrysanthemums can be had

in an of their natural colors.
I also have paper chrysan-

themums . any color at $6 per
g MSS.

No. 91814. l'alm Plant.
(Unpotted)

No. In.high.Leaves. Each. Doz.
91800 24 3 $.18 $1.75

91814 42 6 
.40
.25 2.50

9 4.00
9180a 36 4
1809 36 5

91818 • 42 7 
.50 5.00

591822 48 10 11025 126.0550
81827 60 12 2.00 20.00

N-o. In. high Leaves

91851 24 4
91855 36 5
91857 36 6
91860 42 12
91862 60 15

Each
$ .40
.70
1.00
2.00
3.50

No. 91046.
Wild Vine, autumn

shaded, 12 leaves to
yard. Dozen yards,
$1.00 ; gross yards,
$10.00.

CARL NETSCHERT
187=189 S. Clark St. CHICAGO

THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented May 190. 1903

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST

A simple arrangement of springs
makes this bracelet adjustable to any
wrist, whatever its size or conforma-
tion. It is thus the extreme of

Comfort, Comeliness and Security

ONE DOZEN ASSORTED CHAINS PUT UP IN SILK ROLL

Each Chain has its own individual number stamped on last link. These Chains made and guaranteed like a watch case. Back of the guarantee stands thelargest chainmaking firm in the world. CARRIED BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

. RODENBERG=SMITH COMPANY (Incorporated)
NEW YORK, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane PROVIDENCE, 183-185 Eddy Street

Successors to RODENBERO & DUNN
and ALBRO & CO.

CHICAGO, Io3 State Street

Simple in its parts and strong in
construction, it is durable: and not

liable to get out of order.
Made in rolled-gold plate and

sterling silver. Plain or with signet
or locket top.

Mason, Howard & Co.
MANUFACTURERS

New York Office Factory

180 Broadway Attleboro, Mass.
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Hurrah ! Wo tin!
SO 11003 tile Niger WHO soils
INStiall'S CMS Pin an Badges
Now look here, Mr. ,Retailer, there's going to be a

big demand for College and Class Pins this season.
And the retailer who sends for our large illus-

trated catalog, and puts himself in touch with Bas-
tian,is the man who is going to make a lot of money.

We manufacture to order, Class Pins, Badges,Medals and Buttons In either Gold, Silver, Bronze, Celluloid or Ribbon.
What is the sense of paying other manufacturers S15.00 for something you can buy of us for Szo.00 ?Is it good Judgment; is it good business?
We guarantee every pin we sell to give satisfaction and we stand back of every statement we make.Why don't you sell Pins that people know about—Pins that are advertised in every worthy magazine inAmerica. We are creating a demand for Bastian's Pins and Badges ; why don't you get some of the profits thatdemand brings?
We give large discounts; we protect and co-operate with the retailer in every way possible. We get upspecial designs and furnish estimates free of charge. Why not send for catalog and terms right now?

IL Lange & Söhne
Glashiitte

Saxony
Established 1845

Founders of the Precision-Watch Industry of Saxony.
Awarded 28 First Prizes from the World's greatest exhibitions.
Also Jurors at the World's Fair, Paris, woo

St. Louis, 1904
Our exhibit of Watches and Movements suit-

able for the American market is to be seen at the
German Section in the Varied Industries Building

Jurors, Non=Competitive at the
World's Fair, St. Louis, 1904

1E.stuthli.sillied 1856

VOGELEY 0 LACKMAN
MEIl1ufac.tut-ert4 of

French Mirror Plates
Ov u.vERY tm-.'sc.Rw-riorst

239 to 259 Union Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

High-grade Mirrors for Gold and Silver Mounting our Specialty
Finest Convex and Concave Mirrors. Beveled Plates

for Clock Cases

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED A TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED

'40

5282

5338 5299 5292

Heads are All the Go, and Selling
We have new and beautiful designs in Rose and
Green Gold. AImp new and splendid designs in
CfOSSOS, just Out, relp FOK SELECTIONS,

5284 531.3 5185

1849 her 1901,

TI-IE WM. C. GREENE CO.
Manufacturers of HOLD JEWELRY

101 Sabin St. providence, R. I,

ISINTA 1./E1H1E1) 1870

H. D. MERRITT COMPANY
Manufacturers of

Superior Quality

Represented by

MR. DONALD I.E STAGE

MERIT

1,AeTORY
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Gold Filled Chains

NORTH ATTLEEiORO, MASS.
New York Office

MR. FRANK B. BYRNS

+el „mitt.

11-1164iutrIsViee

v4tA • 4..);.

\

WINTER

MADE IT

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

"Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.

If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, eases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the coste.rri105 fora.

q.!
vii5/7tE rtp

TO 
of syeonutr pfioxsttupraeisd.

on receipt of 25 cents

We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we are proud of our 
factory, our reputation

and our line. We do claim to make the best, at. prices that are right. Not how 
much, not how

cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, 
substantial, ahead-of-the-

times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 11165 SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orelans, La.; Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter.

It. H. Birdsall, Room No. 7 Hamilton Building, 131 Third Street,

Portland. Oregon. Sales Agent, for Oregon and Washington.

Solid Gold Scarf Pins-

Sales Office
9 Maiden Lane, New York City

wit I-1 b-ic.:,1eczt‘:-.L1 Ultirog eie

$12 Dozen

SCOFIELD & DE WYNGAERT
Manufacturing Jewelers

48=50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N.J.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER OILS
IN THE WORLD

M
II

ri
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Used by all the leading watch
who value their work. Sold by all

illEIBEEN1

co
a)

>

-7)

CHRONOMETER OIL
NeriBedfoittle6ENN

> „Ma as. tfroPuroguik
U. S.A. wi St

tec. 1)1173- EX (155-)-('
7111011reinliiLanijerAlle

factories and by all watchmakers
tool and material dealers

BEFORE

Established 38 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City AFTER
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Another Unique Novelty
in Sterling Silver Hat Pins

A RUGBY SET
consisting of Two Sterling Silver Hat Pins, symbolical of the game, on a
Leather Foot Ball Hat-Pin Holder, with a scene of the game burned on.

A silk ribbon • bow in the colors of the different colleges or cities
desired, with the name of the college or city burned on gratis. 

Our Fall Line of Sterling Silver Hat Pins, Brooches, Belt Pins,
Links, Fobs, Scarf Pins, Waist Sets, Golf Sets, College Pins, Collar Pins
and Novelties is the best by far that we have ever produced.

Write for samples before placing your orders.

Our 709-page Catalogue and Supplements

Our Motto : Accuracy and Dispatch

will be sent free upon application. 

S WARTCIIILD COMPANY,,
Exclusive Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House Jewelers' Building, 134=i38 Wabash

(1. SWARTCIIILD 

CHICAO0

1523
Established

1870

SA M11. SWARTCHILD .1. I SIVA llT(lI III'

11'1'111111DDIIIE

E. G. SIVA 11T('HILD

OUR "PERFECT"
ENGRAVING OUTFIT
This outfit comprises all the necessities for a beginner who

wants to learn the art of engraving. The SPECIAL DUPLEX
BASE ANTI-FRICTION ENGRAVING BLOCK surpasses all others
in value. Designed by an engraver for engravers.

It has the Monarch Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearing. Both jaws
swivel, a great advantage when holding articles of irregular shape.
The base is not bowl-shape, but is turned to a perfect half sphere,
consequently you get the right swing and curve when operating the
block. The Attachments comprise 26 parts of superior design. It is
not a cheap article, hut a High-Class Block in every way, including
attachments and leather pad.

Cut is 1,14. size
SET OF GRAVERS IN BOX

Set of 12 Gravers consists of 2 square, 3 flat, 1 lozenge, 1 knife,
1 onglette, '2 half-round, 2 lining

IT WILL PAY
kiiiiiiinoraguif

Rothschild Brothers Company
ORIGINATORS OF SUCCESSFUL, NOVELTIES

Attleboro, Mass.

IF YOU WANT THAT FULLY SATISFIED FEELINO SEND US YOUR NEXT PACKAOE

,"n1H11111"1 1'111 1 11111,1 1 !1.' 1
DUPLEX TRACER ANL) SELF=DIVIDING STRAIGHT EDGEi

5-TRO MOS.

7---,_=PREPARED

A% 
ENGRAVERS

cIIIC/I.GO.

• • •

114

ifr U.1

ENGRAVING BLOCK ATTACHMENTS

JEWELRY REPAIRING JEWELRY

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., No. I() N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFG°. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

=ant

STICKERS FOR THE ASKINO

Write for Our
Number 5 Catalogue

TRANSFER ROLL.

/2' / ('.

. /7/7/V- /////- II/ ( -
/

241

/(/ . 7/11,‘1' /— SOLID LEATHER PAD. 34nch

Wiggins' Hand-Engraved Copper Plate, from which any miter may be transferred
to the article you wish to engrave

No. F184. Price, outfit complete, as illustrated and listed, $13.00 net.

New style
Price

$8.00 each

'Fools illustrated in our No. 5 catalogue
are designed to save time and money

HARDINGE BROS.
1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago

Wheel and Wire Chucks
Price, 7oc. each

Carbortinclum Wh(sel trici Mount
Price, $3.50 each

HaTding: f)alancc Chuck. Price, $5.00 each

EYEGLASS, WITH SPRING

Any article ordered separately will be charged at regular price

This shows our Latest Improved " Perfect"

Polishing Motor. Direct Current Only

The body of motor is a solid circular casting, and speed regulator is placed

it! base. This makes a neat and compact buffing machine, which can be placed

in any part of your store. The shaft is made of tool steel, hardened and

ground to fit bearings. It also has self-oiling under-feed oil cups.

This motor requires no special wiring, just remove one of your incandes-

cent lamps and screw plug into socket and motor is ready for use.

This motor has ample power for buffing watch cases, jewelry and silverware.

When ordering, do not fail to give voltage.

No. Om. complete with cord and plug . .   $26.00

Solid leather pad, 5-inch . . . . .50
Special Duplex Engraving Block 66.00

14 doz. nickel-plated copper plates .35

IEuydeiashoaidl-estone, in box, 5x2  . . 1.00

Duplex tracer . . . ......  35

Our " Perfect" Engraving. . Outfit.   

20

consists of the following:

As illustrated
Regular Price

.10

:IL'

Transfer 

aa an as ffee rr waxroil

, 
Cake Chinese white .

in. iron box .35 
35

 15

Eyeglass, with spring  
Copper engraved transfer plate 1.00
Design and instruction book . 1.60
Set of 12 gravers In box . . . 2.76
34 doz. brass practice rings . . . .

Regular price, total amount , .114.83
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Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

 1■1111•1■1.01.

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied

customers that will be most convincing. Give us

a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
102 and 104 Richmond Street

Gold and Silver Refiners Providence, R. I.

•■••=1■

Gi■Bormeemmainmemmemimommtaitammemsommiewnew

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish Reasonable Prices

Substantial Movements Excellent Timekeepers

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largely

increased our facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY of

DESIGNS in our MARBLEIZED CLOCKS which we believe are the BEST

on the MARKET. Write for Catalogue.

The Sessions Clock Co.
Successors to E. N. WELCH MFG. CO.

Manufacturers of

Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks
Main Office and Factories

FORESTVILLE, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A,
New York Salesrooms, 37 Malden Lane

F. C. JORGESON Se CO.
208 CSC 210 W. Lake St., Chicago,

MANUFACTURERS.

Colonial Wall Case No. 123.
8 ft. long, 8 ft. high outside, upper part 18 in. deep inside.

Made of oak, golden oak finish, rubbed down by hand, doors slide up,
glazed with heavy double-thick glass, inside of case lined with dark felt, upper
part made in K. D. to save freight.

This case can be made continuous by adding plate-glass mirror section
between, thereby securing any length desired.

This is a high-grade Casc sn,id at a very low price as an ad.

Write for illustrated circular. THE BEST OF EVEKYTHINO."

NEW CATALOGUE

Our new illustrated catalogue of

Spectacles and Eyeglasses is

now ready for distribution to

the Trade. If you desire a copy

please send us your business

card and the name of your prin-

cipal jobber.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.
MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

READING, PA.

ESTABLISHED 1870

1525
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Whichever Way The Wind Blows
The financial weather will always be pleasant in your vicinity if

you send all your orders to us.

This month we want to call your particular attention
to Clocks, Bronzes, Cut Glass and 1847 Flat Ware.

Our New Catalogue will show you that we handle the best
selling clocks of all prominent manufacturers. Nothing that is worthy
or desirable in the line of clocks is missing from our big stock.

We are also distributing agents for the 1847 Flat Ware, and
carry a representative and complete line of the products of this
company.

Our line of Cut Glass is a carefully selected and exhaustive
one—none better anywhere.

Our new illustrated catalogue is now ready. Write for one.

ALBERT BROTHERS
Wholesale Jewelers

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Plum Sts. CINCINNATI, OHIO

et#0
—6

This is a good time

to invest in a line

of New and Improved Machinery

We can furnish complete outfits for

Jewelry Manufacturing

Send in your old rolls and have them

reground and polished

,••••■i

OUR
LATEST CATALOGUE

IS READY

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co• • Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

/*relight
."•

" •-

• •

/ V..,

If you want the best light possible for your store, for about one-tenth the cost of 
gas

or electricity, write for full particulars about the

TWO STORES in the same town. Both equally good, and

each carries a stock of goods that compares very favorably with the

other. In the daytime both stores look pretty much alike, but at

night one shows up with the brilliancy of noonday inside, while the

other is but poorly lighted.

WHICH STORE DO YOU THINK WILL WIN OUT?

Roll Not Gasoline Ligiging Suslom
Bright as day, clean, convenient, cheap.

Our Special Introductory Offer will interest every merchant who

believes in modern methods. Write for it to-day. Our catalogue

shows a full line of Independent Arc Lights and Gasoline Lamps for

the house. We can use a few more hustling agents. Write for full

particulars to-day.

SUPERIOR MEG. CO., 257 Second St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
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This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome ornament
for a jeweler's counter (not large and cumbersome), but neat and
stylish, which we furnish free to our customers.

WE PUT C.INDO UP UNDER SPECIAL LABELS FOR
JEWELERS WHEN DESIRED

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.

War Prices We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.We Make Rings Smaller for - 8c.

I 2 3 4 5 7
o o 000 0

42 40

41 0 038 038 037 036 0
 C)

36 34 3

000 

3

8 9 10 11 12 13

000000

EXACT SIZE OF STONES

Order Your Stock of Stones
•

FIRST-GRADE

DOUBLETS

ROUND

Size Price

1-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-44

30.
4c.
Sc.
7c.

11c.
15e.
20c.
28c.

Size nice

3 m/ra
4 in/in
5 m/m
6 m/m
7 in/ni
8 Wm
9 In/in
10 in/m

6c.
70,
8c.
Sc.
12c,
16e.
20c,
26c.

BEST HUNGARIAN

OPALS

ROUND

Size Price

OVAL

Size Price

1-6
7-8
9
10
11

12-15
16-17
18-21
22-23
24-26
27-29
30-31
32-34
35-36

4c.
Sc.
70.
Sc.
12c.
20c.
27c.
35c.
45c.
70c.
84c.
81.03
1.22
1.40

3 m/m
4 ni/ill
5 m/m
6 intin
7 in/m
8 in/in
9 mini

Sc.
14c.
19c.
390.
60c.
91c.
81.41

SEND US YOUR RING REPAIRING
All repairing sent ottt sante day as received

Terms-January 1,1905, net

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Beecher Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

CANDO Silver Polish
is THE BEST in the world, it being
composed of Diatomaceous Silicious In-
fusoria, which is procured from a lake,
being forced up out of the earth by boil-
ing springs. It is absolutely free from
grit or any injurious substance. Don't
be deceived by any polish that is recom-

mended to be just as good as CANDO
There are several imitations on the market.
Some claim they have special devices for
separating infusorial earth from the grit
which it contains, etc. (all old methods).

Recommend and sell to your custo-
mers a polish that never has any grit,
but a reputation. The Patent Top Jar

used for Q'DO is an up-to-date package,
and can be resealed after being opened,
which is important.

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

K. & D. 
Manufacturers of

Staking and Other Tools
for Watchmakers and Jewelers

Send for new Catalogue No. 5

KENDRICK eic DAVIS, • .1,1-tru)11, N. H.

MOSELEY
Has been spending his time for many years
in making MOSELEY Lathes as good as
Lathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-
ture and no expense is spared to make
Everything about them Right.

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes
are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains
taking, systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need of
the Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-
ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,
accurate and therefore Profitable Work.

Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

I
ON
TOP SKILLED WATCHMAKERS

Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class of

artisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting 
them and

frequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your 

vicinity,

carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We
 graduate

Watchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the inten
tion

is to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the

 one

who receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now and

look into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School
Waltham, Mass.

E3 EE

CASES AND TRAYS

FOR JEWELRY

AND SILVERWARE

A handsome case or tray is a silent salesman, a certificate of 
char-

acter, an eloquent pleader for the article or articles it
 contains. Hand-

some cases give tone to the goods, impress pu
rchasers favorably and

make sales more profitable. Do you fully ap
preciate their value to

you? We are the leading manufacturers of Boxes, Cas
es, Trays,

Chests, for watches, jewelry and silverware. We have qualities
 and

grades to suit all jewelers. Write or call.

L. WIL eic SONS
Manufacturers of Cases, Tra:i s and Chests for Jewelry and 

Silverware

Semi for Catalogue 32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

L RICAN
NIAINSPRINGS

BEST
• o N

?.1:t

Prices and Quality Right
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra 

quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest 
special

steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.

net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.
SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring 

Cabi=

net, with (so) drawers, worth $6.00, with your 
first order

for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, 
assorted to

suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* "STAR" Brand American Balance

Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90c. is Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades, polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash
.

* " STAR " Brand American 
Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery correctly 
gaged, special, per dozen,

90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that wil

l fit properly, 25c. per

dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak 
Cabinet with 12

bottles.
" STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that 

will fit properly, 20c.

per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet wi
th 12 bottles.

or All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., Broadway, New York

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Co 11 size

Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers

MEDALISTS

203 Eddy St., Providence, R. 1.

ttothic Design.

Crucifix No. 3221 
Chalice No. 1811

Sterling Silver, $1.00 each 
Height, 9 inches

French gray finish Sterling Silver, $50.00

Catalogue on application.

ROSARIES. 
IN PURE AND IMITATION STONE.

In Pure Stone-Amethyst, topaz, gar-
net, crystal, onyx.

Prices-Mounted in solid gold, $20.00 each
and upwards. Mounted in rolled gold-

plate, $10.00 each and upwards.

In imitation Stone-Amethyst, topaz,
garnet, emerald, crystal, turquoise,
opal, moonstone.

Prices-From $1.5o each and upwards.

In Brass

No. 2114
Height, 60 inches
Price, $18.00
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We beg to announce that we will deliver to the JEWELRY TRADE, on or

about October loth, our

Standard Annual Illustrated Catalog for 1905
(39th Issue)

VVe believe our new 1905 issue surpasses any previous effort of ours in this
direction, because of its

Completeness, Variety and Classification
Great care having been used in selection; only the best styles and most salable

goods are shown from among our large Fall stocks. IT IS COMPREHENSIVE
IN THAT IT CONTAINS

ALL THAT A JEWELER NEEDS
embracing complete lines from our large stock of

DIAMONDS SILVER-PLATED WARE

WATCHES CUT GLASS

JEWELRY CLOCKS
SILVER NOVELTIES OPTICAL GOODS

and a complete line of TOOLS and MATERIALS

A distinct classification of qualities exists throughout, quotations being honestly made ; and prices
as low as are consistent with quality or competition requires, which means we are as low as the
lowest.

Mail orders receive prompt and intelligent attention, being dispatched the same day received.
If by oversight you do not promptly receive our new 1905 Catalog, write for it.
Remember its distribution is confined solely to the Legitimate Jewelry Trade,

a fact worthy of your consideration. You will need this book—if you have it you will surely use it to
profitable advantage.

With best wishes to the trade for a prosperous season's business, we remain

Yours truly

Established 1865

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
134, 136, 138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

536 6? 5381

CANAL ST

L LEAVES DARLif froun zny

City in the 'United States
■11■11,

It will only cost your tune to come to New Orleans. For this you will be amply 
remunerated

by having the unexcelled opportunity of inspecting a stock second 
to none—an

exposition in itself, and a money=saver.

Hand-Painted
French China
Parisian Goods
Vienna Goods
Dresden Ware

Carlsbad
Novelties
Sterling Silver
Silver Plate
Bric-a-Brac

Bronzes
Cut Glass
Medallions
Clocks

LE
Importer and
Exporter 536-53

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING

9 JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Canza Se., NEW ORLEANS LA
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1904
No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

'FR.\ DE MA RK M. B. BRYANT & CO.

Insist Upon

The Special

Getting

Year=Long

with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

The " Just as good" won't do

J. B. BECHTEL, •Sc CO., importer.

7 Mcticlen Lane, NEW YORK 725 Stir1....40m

"South Bur Dommetizers C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRIM.511AW& BAXTER,
39 Boswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, la&

78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND ENGRAVERS

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL

ON EARTH
- —NO SOLDER TO BREAK—

Made in two sizes, ladies and gents. Just

the thing for cheap Campaign Badges.

Price for either size in one hundred gross

lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots ()I-

less than one hundred gross, 85c. per
gross, net, F. 0. B. Pawtucket.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Partviucket, R. I.

Chicago Office-103 State Street

( for Values?

Are You Looking ) for Styles?

( for Sellers?

Our line contains all of these advantages
A selection package will prove it

J. ENGEL & CO., BALTIMORE
" JE11'LLItY Ft/it '1 I I F. 3E1%1:LER "

REASONS why we

are the BEST FIRM to do

the Country Jewelers' Work.

Because—All jobs go back the

same day.

Because—Every job is done right.

Because—Every price is low.

Because—Every job is guaranteed.

A
LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.

QUID
enting. Impu

ad Pallet Jewel
MURPHY. ea,

4011.ILLIA,CANAD

RELIABILITY THAT'S
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller

Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job th
an

shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully

repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-

ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will

fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot 
work

through the bezel, and do any other job where a 
strong,

clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCHI & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

THE POINT
STORE FIXTURES

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.
WRITE US. Some of our pupils are just finishing their Course and we will have room for

others. Now is the best time to enter.
Correspondence solicited. M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., Durstorr, MICH.

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS anD

SWEEP SMELTERS.711:71g 
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest QC3rner

Halsey an IVItsmshall Sts.

Newark, IN. J.

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIG
NS.

Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.

YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to 
get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass

and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman

Cl 

HCiog.h Ahave r t
held the record
for

jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE 
LEARNED HOW

TO MAKE.
Do you need us ? If you need information, our draughtsmen are

 at

your service. No charge for plans, designs or suggestions.
Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, 

old-time dealer

to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMP
ETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN 0 CO., 54th to 55th Streets, ilth to 12th Avenues, Ne
w York

For 4,3 years Largest Makers of tligh-Grade Jewelers' Store rixtures. 
Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World
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United
States

Movements
are

made
a

little

better

than

need

be

to

meet

the

compe-

tition

of

the

next-best

It is that

'little better" which

is the ground of our

faith in the eventual

recognition by all of the

Trade of the superior

claims of United States

Movements 

United States Watch Co.

of Waltham, Mass.

=

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

1535

Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
'S 6 6 6 6 with bed of Cast Iron, same as

other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it
SEND FOR CATALOG

We are the makers of the BEST chucks ; and this claim is upheld by
 the fact that representatives

from two watch factories have investigated our method of grindi
ng, with the usual result of adopting

our grinders in their factories.
Chicago, Ill.

" Mr. Warner was in to-day and says he has got the finest lathe he 
ever saw. He stayed about an hour, telling us how fine the machine 

was you sent him,

and seemed to be unable to talk about anything else. We do 
not know whether he came down from Beloit especially to see us 

and tell us about this, but

. it rather looks so, and you can feel that you have another firm in th
is section going out of their way a good deal to shout for your lat

hes. We thought you

would be pleased to hear about this. 
Yours very truly

HILL, CLARKE & CO."

Brighton

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"I learned to do Script Engraving in one week from your 
five-dollar

course."—S. P. HALDEMAN, Watchmaker, Morrill, Kansas.

Our Home Course In
Engraving teaches you
to do letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, in rings, on
silverware, coffin plates,
souvenirs, etc. Every
trick of the trade ex-
plained clearly by an
expert. You can temper
and sharpen a graver
the first tune you try it
in live minutes. You
call engrave straight and
curved lines within a
half hour. We teach
you to design every
kind of monogram
quickly and well ; how
to engrave in rings,
on hard metals, trans-
ferring, pierced work
and seals. Besides the
instruction book we send
3 fine gravers tempered
and sharpened,oil-stone,
leather pad, dividers,
t al I o w, tool-polishing
papers, steel marker,
block to hold lockets,
bangles, spoons etc ;
tool sharpener, alphabet
charts and book of 300
monograms, 12 practice
plates, 6 rings and 6
thimbles for practice.

A specimen illustration

We answer questions about the work and criticise and 
correct plates and

designs sent us by pupils free of charge.

.00 pays for all. No extra charges.
Cash in advance to everybody. No outfits sent c. o. d.

Testimonials from satisfied pupils for the asking.

AMERICAN

SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

llisellstein & Worollock
Wholesale Jewelers

22 Eldridge St.

New York City, N.Y.

Establithed 1801 30 coorr 14TH sr., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

The lines we carry in stock :

Watches
Gold,

American, Gold Filled,
Swiss, t, Silver
Ingersoll, Nickel

n 
l,

Gu l■ etal,
Ansonia. Gold Plated.

18 L. ox. P. S. watch, $1.85, net

Silverware
1847 Rogers Flatware,

Wm. "
Meriden Britannia Hollowware.

A full line of Sterling Novelties.

Jewelry Movements
Rings,
Brooches,
Scarf Pins,
Lockets,
Chains,
Earrings,
Bracelets,
Links,
Eyeglass Chains,
Stud Sets,
Emblem Pins,
Crosses,
Knives,
Cigar Cutters,
Baby Sets.

Gold
and
Gold
Filled.

Trenton,
Waltham,
Elgin,
New York Standard,
Omega,
Seth 'Thomas,
Swiss,
All Special Movements on hand.

Optical Goods
Trial Cases,
R.B. Frames, Nickel,
E. Ci. ''

E. a Mountings, Gold,
Lenses.

Clocks
Alarm,
Gilt,
Kitchen,
Porcelain,
Bronze,
Parlor,
Cuckoo,
Music and
Novelty,

Tn all
makes
and
styles.

We carry a full line
o f Watchmakers'
and Jewelers' Ma-
terials and Tools.
A full line of Find-
ings in plate, filled
and gold.
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PATTERN

IN

YEAR 1847 ASKINGFOR

Rogers Silver Plate
a person would secure the genuine-11 was before the

day ol imitations—but to-day you should see
that each piece bears the trade mark

"1847 ROGERS BROS
This brand has been the standard ol quality lor nearly

sixty years, and makes a sensible gill or desirable
purchase (or personal use. We can always

show you a good assortment ol new
pieces in the latest patterns
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of our new poster handsomely lithographed in colors, now ready to
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Holiday Number of THE KEYSTONE

THE November number of this journal

will be our annual Holiday Number,

with special cover design and the usual enrich-

ment of the contents by many extra features

and a wealth of appropriate illustration. The

cover design on this occasion will be a radical

depatturt from those of past years, in that it

will be printed in colors. The idea of the

artist is a pictorial symbolization of the

sovereignty of jewelry in social life, and both

the figures in the picture and the jewels and

jewelry will be printed in natural tints, making

the completed design probably the hand-

somest ever seen in any trade magazine.

The extra features will be many and varied,

all deeply interesting and instructive to the

trade. Our past achievements in the matter

of holiday issues, are sufficient earnest of the

journalistic treat now in store for our readers.

It is timely to suggest that all whose sub-

scriptions expire this month renew at once,

so that they may not miss this wonderfully

handsome and most valuable number.

Brightening Prospects for Fall Trade

INCE our last issue a welcome change

has taken place in the business situation.

September witnessed an unexpectedly rapid

transition from the pronounced dullness of

the summer montns to an almost normal early

fall business, and the wiseacres are now con-

fidently predicting a highly remunerative

season despite the disturbing influence of the

presidential campaign. In their reports from

various sections of the country our corre-

spondents tell of greatly improved conditions,

and all may now look forward to another

prosperous holiday season when November

8th shall have passed into history.

The weekly review of R. G. Dun & Co.

admirably summarizes the general situatio
n

up to date as follows : " Trade expands

steadily as confidence increases with the har-

vesting of the crops, and mercantile collec-

tions are less tardily Met. Lower tempera-

ture stimulates the demand for fall and 3'inter

wearing apparel, and there is more disposi-

tion to prepare for the future rather than t
o

confine operations within the limit of imme-

diate requirements. This improvement is

extending to all departments of manufacture,

.and in the aggregate there is less idle ma-

chinery than at any recent date. Settlements

of labor disputes have helped in the develop-

ment of this favorable condition. Railway

earnings for September were 5.7 per cent.

larger than a year ago, and foreign commerce

at this port for the last week shows a gain of

$2,945,687 in exports, as compared with

1903, although imports decreased $713,067. "

Jewels, Jewelers and Women

TH passion for jewels which seems toE
intensify with the acquisiticn of wealth

and culture is the life and hope of the jewelry

trade. In fact, the millionaires have in

recent years converted so much of their

property into the shape of jewels that the

care of them has been styled " the burden of

the rich." Almost every day we read in the

daily press of the sudden disappearance of

priceless jewels. Brooches, pearls and rings

are left in cabs, hotel rooms or on wash

stands. They are sometimes picked up on

the stairway by butlers, or swept into dust-

pans by startled chambermaids. A package

of jewels was recently found in the chimney

of a hotel bedroom, the owner having entirely

forgotten the hiding place. While humanity

are so fascinated by jewels that they will

willingly suffer so much anxiety rather than

be without them the jewelers need not

despair of their calling.

COMMENTING editorially on " the bur-

den of the rich," or the care of their

jewels, the New York Sun says:

It is easy to understand why many poor people
put their savings into diamonds and 4,uch. Dia-

monds have a certain value, which has been rising
steadily in the last few years. Diamonds are easily
convertible into cash and small of bulk. Some
persons distrust banks and like to have their
property tangible and visible always. The savage
passion for decoration is still unabated. It has
developed from tattooing, labrets and nose rings
to the delight in precious stones, many of which
are beautiful indeed, in cabinets, and few of which
are safe save in safes. It is easy to understand,
too, why women living in tenement houses or flats
carry their jewels with them. Flat robbers are so
common that the dweller in flats prefers to take
her jewelry exhibit with her. Perfectly simple
likewise is the obvious sociological fact that many
worthy souls believe that the display of jewels at
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" any old time " is a mark of wealth and distinction.
Wherever you go, even in the glare of noonday,
you will find noonday outglared by the " sparklers"
of American women ; and the face of heaven is
pale with pearls.

More power to the American women,
and more jewels also! As the Sun aptly
says: " A Mere Man would dissolve in an
anguish and agony of cold perspiration if he
had, even concealed on him the barbaric
pomp and gold of a woman's outfit of jewels.
He would go mad if he had to carry the Pitt
diamond in his inside waistcoat pocket for a
week. Yet see how the feminine martyrs
bear their splendid chains!"

Keep the women in mind, ye advertising

jewelers. She ispar excellence the instrument
of your success, your bountiful benefactor.

Keep her in mind when you settle down to
plan your holiday campaign, and don't much

longer postpone the planning.

Proposed Amendments to our Patent
Laws

EXCELLENT as our patent sytem is
supposed to be, it is evidently not be-

yond criticism. In fact, in the past year or so
criticism of the system has been so forceful
and frequent that a number of amendments
to the law have been suggested, and at least
some of these are under serious considera-
tion. One of these proposes the extension
of the patent term under certain circum-

stances. While, usually, the term of seven-

teen years, which is the period of the grant
of a patent under our present law, is suffi-
cient to recompense an inventor, it is
found that, in particular cases, because of
lack of capital, the necessity of using the
invention in connection with another patented

device the patentee of which will not make

reasonable terms, the difficulty in procuring

raw material, or other causes, inventors have

been unable to receive the expected return,

and that in those cases to do justice it is

necessary to extend the otherwise definite

term in which they may reap their reward.
Some forty or fifty years ago our patent

laws permitted patentees who, through no

fault of theirs, reaped no reward from their
patents in the seventeen years, to have the

term extended. Such a privilege can now
be granted only by special act of Congress.

An effort is now being made to have the law

so amended as to permit an extension of the

term under the circumstances named and

with good hopes of success.

Pr HE editor of The Electrical World and
Engineer calls attention to another

"conspicuous defect" in our patent laws,
viz., that under our present law patents may
be granted without requiring that the patent
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devices be worked even in the most perfunc-
tory fashion. If this be a defect it is certainly
on the side of the inventor, and yet there is

much reason in the argument of our con-

temporary. It is quite true that at the pre-
sent time an investigation in any line discloses
large numbers of more or less conflicting
patents running back over a long term of
years. Of these very few are fundamental
in their bearing upon the art. Most of them
are interlinked with their predecessors in a
more or less complicated fashion and belong
in the category of improvements. But of the
whole mass of patents, primary and sec-
ondary, only a very small percentage have
any record of practical usefulness. The vast
majority composed of patents unsuccess-
ful and entirely unworked, or of patents
taken out for purely defensive purposes, and
never seriously intended to be worked. The
result is that the inventor honestly striving
to produce an article of industrial importance
continually finds his way blocked by prior
patents touching his invention, more or less
remotely, but still sufficiently in the way to
hinder material improvements or to control
them if made. Even if the way be not com-
pletely blocked, it is so. far obstructed as to
make it difficult to get proper claims, or
even claims sufficient actually to protect the
new invention.

This is certainly a condition well worthy
of the consideration of all who are seriously
interested in our patent laws. One thing
must be kept in mind, however. Our present
postal laws err, if they err at all, on the side
of the inventor, and it would be a great mis-
take to make any restrictions which would
limit his activity.

A Floating Exposition of American
Goods

AN entirely new departure in the exploita-
tion of American products in foreign

lands will be inaugurated in the middle of

November, when a big ocean steamer will
start from Seattle with a cargo of American
goods which will be exhibited at the principal
ports in Asia, Australia and the western coast
of South America. Aside from the crew the
only persons who will be on this ship will be
exhibitors, and the only goods will be the
exhibits. The present plan is to have this

exposition stop at the ports of Yokohama,
Kobe, Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Manila, Singapore, Mauritius, Delagoa Bay,
Cape Town, Adelaide, Melbourne and other
places on the other side of the Pacific, and

touch at Valparaiso, Callao and other points
in South America on the homeward swing.
Port Arthur and Vladivostok, too, will be
visited if military conditions permit. From
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two to ten days, it is proposed, will be con-
sumed at each port. The entire swing around
the circle will take six or seven months,
according to present calculations.

THIS is bringing the mountain to Mahomet
for a certainty. If the foreigners do not

find the time or opportunity to visit our fairs
we will, in a fashion, take our fairs to them.
The new project has a wealth of capital to
back it, as its promoters are James J. Hill, of
the great Northern Railway, and many other
men of wealth. This floating fair is yet
another evidence of the wonderful develop-
ment and progress of the far West and the
enterprising spirit which animates that sec-
tion. It recognizes its opportunity on the
Pacific and in the Orient, and is taking prac-
tical steps to get a safe foothold in the South
American and Asiatic markets.

Jewelers' Organizations Abroad
\ATE have before us a report of the recent

annual meeting of the German Na-
tional Association of Goldsmiths, and after
its perusal we can only regret that our own
jewelers cannot come together in an equally
influential and useful organization. The
report credits the association with a member-
ship of nearly z000, and its sphere of activity
covers not merely abuses, but such import-
ant matters as insurance, financial help for
indigent members of the trade, etc. To indi-
cate the activity and practical methods of the
organization it is only necessary to refer to
its efforts to combat the extreme cutting of
prices of flatware and kindred goods which,
in Germany as in the United States, are sold
by some houses at so small a profit that
considerable price demoralization sometimes
results. These houses, which are situated in
large cities such as Berlin, Frankfort, Ham-
burg, etc., sell these goods nearly at whole-
salers' prices With a view of obtaining orders
for other jewelry, and hoping that by high
prices for the jewelry they make up for the
loss on the spoons and forks. The Gold-
smiths' association does not consider this
way of doing business a fair one, and, there-
fore, has undertaken to energetically fight
against it. It has succeeded so far that the
provincial towns of Germany have arranged
that silver spoons and forks shall not be sold
without a profit of about twenty-five per
cent. upon the manufacturers' prices, and
the majority of the latter have declared in a
solemn way that they will not sell any more
goods to those who are not in the agreement
if two-thirds of the jewelers in a given district
have signed it. This agreement being incom-
plete without the co-operation of the jewelers
in the big cities, it was resolved that every
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suitable means should be employed to make

the resisting jewelers yield, or to deal with

the matter entirely without them and compel

co-operation.

SSUCH organizations as 
those of the British

and German jewelers are powerful agents

for the suppression or amelioration of abuses,

as fidelity to the association is practically all

that is necessary for their prevention. At a

recent meeting of the State organization of

hardware dealers in Michigan, the president

said : " And now, brother hardware men,

begin to wake up, and do not talk so much

about what catalogue houses are doing in

your neighborhood. If you will talk one-

half as much about the Michigan Retail

Hardware Dealers' Association as you do of

these catalogue houses, you would be making

money instead of advertising some one else."

Blunt, but excellent advice. But the jewelers

of America, unfortunately, have but few such

organizations, and even these seem enervated

by the general indifference.

The Peasant Watchmakers of France

As compared with the peasantry of other

European countries, the peasantry of

France are noted for their thrift and comfort-

able living. One explanation of this thrift

and comfort is given in an article in a recent

issue of the Contemporary Review. It appears

that each peasant not only cultivates a

highly productive piece of land, but also

conducts from his farm cottage a variety

of industries with products that are sold all

over the world. These industries include

silk, lace, pottery, embroidery, etc., but the

one which most particularly interests our

readers is watchmaking.

IN the magazine article 
referred to we are

told that although watchmaking is mainly

the industry of the mountainous countries to

the east and northeast of Lyons, watchmakers

will be found busily at work in the north of

France, at and around St. Nicholas, north of

Paris. Man and wife work together, and the

division of labor has been carried to such an

extent that hardly a single man would be able

to make a completely finished watch. Chro-

nometers are made by a master who employs

four workers, and these chronometers have a

name esteemed even outside of France. At

Sougeons the peasants are making spectacles,

telescopes and other optical instruments and

earn from three to six francs a day.

THE watchmaking industry in the north

cannot possibly be compared to that in

the mountains east and northeast of Lyons.

Cluse is a center of this trade, where 500
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workers are earning their living as watch-

makers, while in the neighboring villages

4000 peasants are engaged in the same busi-

ness. The majority have electric power

transmitted to their houses. Electricity is

cheap, while only one-eighth of a horse

power is required for the use of four or five

laborers. This watchmaking, which yields

an income to the district of 3,000,000 francs

annually, is almost without exception carried

on in addition to agriculture, and the electric

motive power permits the workers to employ

any kind of machine tool. Each village has

its particular specialty, one making only

wheels, another springs, and so on. A

school for watchmakers is established, where

about 150 pupils receive instruction for

three years.

FURTHER to the northeast is Besancon,

the greatest watchmaking center in

France ; 8000 workers at Besancon and

41,000 in the whole district are making

watches. At Besancon alone 400,000 to 500,-

•000 watches—for the greater part expensive

ones—are produced, while large quantities of

cases of gold and silver are also made, fre-

quently with highly artistic engravings. Also

here a school is established, and an observa-

tory, to which is allied an institute for testing

by exposure to extreme changes of tempera-

ture parts which are to be used for watches

of great exactness. Around this industry

various allied industries have grown up, such

as the making of glasses, bracelets and bags

for watches.

Installment Diamond Concern in
Trouble

THE Post Office Department has issued a

fraud order against the Preferred Mer-

cantile Company, a diamond installment

institution with offices in many cities, and

patrons of the concern all over the country

are somewhat perturbed as to how the action

of the authorities will affect their relations

with it. The Preferred Mercantile Company

is incorporated, we understand, in the State

of Massachusetts, and the Boston offices

seem to be the Eastern headquarters. The

methods of the concern are said to halve been

under investigation by the Post Office

Department for some time, and final action

was taken on September T7th, in Boston,

when the president of the company sur-

rendered himself to the United States marshal

on a warrant charging him with violation of

the postal laws in a scheme to defraud.

THE Boston Herald says that the business

of the Preferred Mercantile Company

was known as a diamond lottery, and that

the Boston office did a business of many
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hundreds of dollars daily. There are said to

be forty branch offices in difiLrent cities all

over the country, and the written conttacts

of the concern must amount in the aggregate

to a very large sum. The management

evidently believed in publicity for they adver-

tised extensively. A statement in one of the

the advertising circulars explains the plan

pursued:

Briefly stated this company's plan with its
patrons is as follows : When you sign an appli-
cation for a diamond lease, you pay the agent of
the company $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $4.00 or $5.00
down, whereupon an explicit lease is delivered to
you by the company through its agent. This lease
calls for an installment of one dollar ($f.00) per
week until called for redemption, or until the sum
of one hundren and ten (plc)) dollars has been
paid in ; and the holder agrees to surrender his
lease any time upon delivery of a commercial white
and flawless diamond of the weight and value set
out in the maturity table attached to the lease and
made a part thereof, for the week in which the
redemption occurs ; and the company further
agrees to find a cash purchaser for each diamond
for the cash value of the lease as shown in the
weekly maturity table. If you keep up these pay-
ments for the full one hundred and ten (im) cc,n-
secutive weeks, one hundred and ten dollars ($1 to)
and your lease has not been redeemed, it then
becomes fully paid up and non-forfeitable and non-
assessable ; and when the lease is the oldest out-
standing unpaid in the order of performance, the
company will deliver you commercial white, clear
and flawless diamonds at the rate and value of
one hundred dollars ($too) per carat for which a
reliable jeweler will pay in cash at the rate of
eighty dollars ( o) per carat.

As concerns of this character are in the

nature of parasites on the legitimate jewelry

trade the outcome of the action by the Post

Office Department will be watched with

interest by the jewelers.

A Jeweler's Thrilling Joke

THE jewelry trade, as our voluminous

correspondence shows, is rich in wit,

but the humor of a certain jeweler of Louis-

ville, Ky., has a rare admixture of the sensa-

tional. On a recent afternoon this jeweler

assembled his employees, and with an unusu-

ally sober countenance said : " I have called

you together to inform you that one of the

most precious jewels of this store has been

stolen, and by a clerk, too. It could not

have been accomplished either without the

confederation of another. One of them has

confessed."

As might well be surmised this caused

something like consternation in the ranks.

The clerks looked at each other blankly, so

overcome were they with astonishment. It

was noticed that one of their number was

absent. Naturally suspicion fastened on him

as the guilty one, and so he was. The situ-

ation was fully relieved when the speaker

concluded his statement with the announce-

ment that the stolen jewel was Miss —,

and that she was to be married to one of the

tirm's valued employees.
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At your
Golf Tournament.

Pony Polo Contests, In-
door Games or Trap Shooting

you can offer no better or more desirable
First Prize than an

E. Howard C.,- Co.—
the perfect American watch. Discriminating members
of the leading athletic and social dubs have helped
make the Howard Watch reputation by their general
recognition of its superior merits. The 1•33 Bridge
Model 112 or 16 size), combines every desirable feature
known to high-grade watch makers, and several
original, exclusive ones. For sale at all leading
jewelers. Our No.69 Boohld shows this move-.
..ment in cases of assorted styles with prices'
,and technical description. Want one

E. Howard
&c0.

frMitches

Shown here are a
couple of the series
of advertisements ap-
pearing in those pub-
lications which reach
such persons as would
want so fine a watch
as the Howard.

always carry,
• the E.. Howard E.,. -Co.
For the past sixty years this watch has

on the leading American watch. The E.

Howard Watch Company has never made a cheap

watch. It has always excelled; and Its latest product,

the t•o3 Bridge Model 02 or 16 size), Is a great step in

advance of any watch previously made. For sale at all

leading jewelers.. Our .No.7,Boohlel shows this move-

ment In cases of assorted styles with prices and

technical description. It's yours for the asking.

A little early, perhaps, to speak of Chrihtmas

gifts, but still, bear this watch in mind.
\

intezyKI
ife, 1 t. •

E Hayden frrheeler
2 Maiden Lane, New York

Co.
Telephone, 8 Cortland/

Quality •
•

The registered trade-.
marks stamped in them
are guarantees that our
rings will assay uniformly
plump in quality.

These are our
five shapes of plain
rings.

B

Shape
Our rings are made

from solid disks, by
most improved ma-
chinery and are abso-
lutely uniform. They
are made in all the reg-
ular shapes, weights
and sizes.

Seamless
PlainGold

Rings

Finish:
The finishing of our

rings is very carefully
done and they are highly
polished. There are no
better plain rings made.

22 61,4K NJK

These registered trade-

marks are stamped in
all our rings, guaran-

teeing them.

14tWK
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An Example for the Tempted

RECENTLY, in Detroit, a traveling sales-

man of the Non-Retailing Company, of

Lancaster, Pa., employed a porter to carry

his sample cases on his round of visits to the

retail jewelers. At the store of Roehm &

Son the salesman picked up one of the cases

and went inside, leaving the other cases in

the custody of the porter outside.

A stranger then came upon the scene.

He asked the porter to deliver a note for him

to a near-by address, offering him fifty cents

for the service ; meanwhile the stranger

" would watch the sample cases." The fool

porter delivered the note ; and when he

returned the stranger—and one of the sample

cases—was missing.

But the Non-Retailing Company, as all

prudent and provident concerns in the trade,

are members of the Jewelers' Protective

Union ; and immediately on the discovery of

the theft the salesman telegraphed the facts

to his house, who as quickly wired the

union. The machinery of the union

was at once put into operation ; Pinkerton's

Detective Agency was on the heels of the

thief before he could dispose of more than a

few pieces of his plunder ; and with the

exception of these few pieces the entire con-

tents of the sample case were recovered and

the thief put behind the bars.

Two instructive lessons are taught by

the facts in the case.

First, it should be regarded as a duty on

the part of every wholesale jeweler to secure

to himself the protection which the Jewelers'

Protective Union gives to its members. The

cost is little and the advantages are many

and obvious. The action of the union is

always immediate and positive ; the Pinker-

ton Agency, with all its energy, skill and

efficiency, hunts the thief to the uttermost

ends of the earth, if necessary—and gets

him ; and the fact that the jobber is a mem-

ber of the union strengthens his credit,

since it argues for the security of his creditors.

Second, the unerring and swift action

of the detectives employed by the union,

and the unrelenting policy of the union in

respect of trial and punishment of the thief,

is warning to all who may be tempted to steal

from the jobber that detection is sure to

follow and punishment is certain. This warn-

ing should be heeded by those behind the

counter, as well as by the outside thief ; for

there is no discrimination in wrong-doers—

if any difference, punislunent is more severely

administered to those who steal from the in-

side, as such add a breach of trust to the

crime of theft. All who have felt under

temptation may know in advance that to steal

from a jobber is now probably the most haz-

ardous form of theft ; that the agencies of
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discovery will be quickly on the heels of the

thief and will never cease their search until

the thief is found ; and that no plea will avail

against the certain punishment of the law,

once the facts are placed in the hands of the

Jewelers' Protective Union.

The Profitable After-Thought

you will grow in business efficiency

according to your application of the

teachings of your experiences and observa-

tions. And a very helpful habit in hastening

your efficiency is the practice of "after-

thinking." You should encourage, and not

restrain, a looking-backward habit, for the

sake of growth.
In this way : After you have made a

sale, when an unoccupied interval is found,

ponder whether some other line of talk might

not have been more convincing—probably

sold a better grade of goods than the pieces

selected. Same as to your explanation of a

mistake or a correction of your customer's

misunderstanding, or the putting right of a

wrong impression : review what you said and

see whether you could have said it better, if

you were to have the same opportunity.

And so in the score of situations that arise

in the course of business, requiring either

candid speech, or diplomatic speech, or

informing speech. You cannot help but be

immensely benefited, for your future prosper-

ous going, in such reviews and after-thoughts.

If only we could " think twice before

we speak once," what measureless folly we

might escape ! But the disposition of the

average human creature is to serve out the

half-baked thought and then stand by it,

whatever betides. The merchant's limita-

tions, then, are bound by whether or not he

chooses to " stand by " his hasty pronounce-

ments before the bar of his own private judg-

ment. If he obstinately persists in making a

fetish of his once-spoken words there is small

hope for his broadening and growth ; if he

is willing to be self-convicted and studies the

way to do better next time, he is bound to

get bigger with each such experience.

In a face-to-face encounter the speaker

has small opportunity, generally, for that

accurate weighing of words which will insure

the proper deliverance ; be speaks, and the

sense of error comes to him later. But in

answering a letter there is not the same

pressure of verbal emergency ; he can take

the second thought before the first thought

goes to his correspondent. Therefore, if the

writer is not well trained in the exercise of

clear thinking and clean-cut expression—or

even if he is—he will always do well if he

lets his first draft of any letter that requires a

deft touch and careful handling lay over for

a day ; then on reading his first effort he can

almost invariably find words and sentences

in it which can be improved upon, even if he

is not convinced that the whole course of

previous reasoning was all wrong and a new

letter, written from an entirely different point

of view, was needful.

Some wise man once said that " we

grow from our mistakes " ; but we must take

time to measure and weigh our mistakes, if

we would get profit out of them. The after-

thought is the yard-stick and scales which

" size up " our present shortcomings.

Twelve Things to Remember

1. The value of time. Lost capital may

be restored, by diligent use of experience ;

time lost is lost forever.

2. The success of perseverance. " Keep-

ing everlastingly at it " brings the hoped-for

result.
3. The pleasure of working. The only

really unhappy, rich or poor, are the idle.

4. The dignity of simplicity. When

the `.` frills " are off the man is " on."

5. The worth of character. In the last

analysis the only real value is a clear con-

science.
6. The power of kindness. It wins when

all coercive measures fail.

7. The influence of example. Practice

does more than precept, in showing the way.

8. The obligation of duty. Your con-

cern should not so much be what you get, as

what you do for what you get.

9. 77/e zcisdom of economy. The man

who saves makes more than he saves.

to. The virtue of patience. " All things

come to him who waits."

I. The improvement of talent. Talent

is the only capital which compounds itself by

exercise.
12. The joy of originating. The hap-

piest man is he who does the best thing first.

The creative instinct should be encouraged

for the pure joy found in its demonstrations.

The subsequent financial reward brings no

such pleasure as that first sense of having

made a new thing or conceived a new idea.

Cultivate the habit of finishing the work

in hand before beginning a new piece of

work. Clean up as you go. You will thus

avoid distraction of mind and be able to

work more rapidly and more effectively.

The " loose ends " always mark the thrift-

less and incompetent. The man who has a

dozen things under way at one time can do

none of them as thoroughly, and with as

little mental friction, as the man who does

one thing at a time. Concentrate your

thought and effort on the one thing now.
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CONCERNING GORHAM GOODS

In buying stock you want the best, of course. Goods that are made
by a house with a long-established reputation, and that have stood the test
of time are certainly more salable than others less known.

GORHAM GOODS are sold to the legitimate JEWELRY TRADE
only. No fear of competition with Dry Goods or Department Stores.

They cannot buy them.

GORHAM GOODS are made to meet all demands of the trade, from
the most inexpensive articles to the finest examples of hand-wrought wares.

GORHAM GOODS are known everywhere to represent the most
approved and fashionable designs, as well as unequaled workmanship.

GORHAM GOODS cost no more than inferior wares without

a reputation.

These facts must appeal to the wide-awake, up-to-date jeweler ; besides,
we carry the largest stock of goods manufactured in our line, and are able
to give your orders immediate attention.

The GORHAM TRADE-MARK stamped upon an article is the
recognized symbol of standard quality and value the world over.

GRAND PRIX, PARIS, 1900

FIVE GOLD MEDALS, BUFFALO, 1901

HIGHEST AWARD, TURIN, ITALY, 1902

TRADE-MARK

STERLING

GORHAM M'F'G CO.

Silversmiths
BROADWAY AND NINETEENTH STREET, NEW YORK

BRANCHES
Cmenco NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

131-137 Wabash Avenue 21-23 Maiden Lane 118-12o Sutter Street
WORKS : Providence and New York
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The Retailer's Mailing List

ODERN competitive corditions are

responsible for many innovations in

business methods unthought of a quarter of a

century ago, but now rightly regarded as

essential. One of these is a retailer's mailing

list. To-day the retailer who would be a

leader in his line must keep in constant touch

with his customers, not only through news-

paper advertising, but by direct and fre-

quent communication by mail with each indi-

vidual customer or prospective customer.

The newspaper is still, of course, the chief

medium of publicity, but as all merchants

advertise now-a-days, competition is corre-

spondingly greater, and it will profit every

jeweler to reinforce his newspaper adver-

tisement by occasional direct appeals to

patrons in the form of personal notification

of openings, invitations to inspect stock,
announcements of holiday purchases, etc.

For this purpose a mailing
list is necessary, and the
task of compiling such a list
is by no means an easy one.

If the entire store force, however, makes it a

point to get as many names and addresses as

possible, a fairly good list will soon be

evolved. Various more or less ingenious

ways of compiling a list have been adopted,

and a few of these may give a suggestion to

some of our readers. Sometimes a chance is

offered on a watch or diamond, and the

names and addresses of all visitors are taken.

We remember a shoe dealer who utilized the

county fair to advertise in various ways, and

at the same time secure the much-desired

mailing list. As the county fair season is

now here the shoe dealer's plan may be

instructive. He had to,000 cards printed

with the following blank form :

Compiling a
Mailing List

Name  Age . . .
P. 0. Address ......... . . . .
Shoe Size . . . Width . . . Kind . .  
Weight  
Remarks  No . .

These were numbered consecutively on

the blank at the end of the card. Then a

booth was prepared in the fair grounds and a

pretty girl employed to distribute the cards.
The booth carried banners announcing that
by filling out the ticket each visitor to the fair
would have the chance of getting a pair of $5
shoes free, and a pair of $3.50 and $3 shoes
would also be given away. The retailer's
space in the papers announced that the three
lucky numbers, to be drawn for after the fair
was over, would have these shoes, and the
holders could come to the store and pick out
whatever they wanted at the prices.

The girl, in giving out the cards, got
each visitor to fill one out then and there,
talked about the store and invited visitors to
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call and inspect the stock. People got the
impression that the dealer was giving shoes
away free, and during the fair he did a fine
business, much better than had been experi-
enced in previous years during the fair.

After the fair closed a drawing was held,
a little girl drawing the three numbers from a
big box, in which they had all been dumped
and mixed up. There was a great gathering

at the store when the drawing took place,
the lucky numbers were advertised, the local
papers giving considerable space to the news
matter regarding the drawing, which gave
the store a great deal of free advertising.

A metropolitan firm makes
use of a scheme which en-

Advertisement sures a correct mail list and
at the same time serves the

PP ose of a good advertisement. This firm

sends out with each parcel leaving the store

a card similar to the return postal card as
follows:

DEAR SIR :—We will consider it a
favor if you will fill out the accompanying
card and return it to us. It is our wish to
please every customer, and any mistakes
made in purchases will be cheerfully
righted.

New York, August —, 1904.
Was your purchase delivered

promptly?  
State time received  
Were goods received in good condi-

tion?  
We desire to render our patrwis

prompt and satisfactory service, and will
appreciate your co-operation to this end.
Remarks  
Name  Address  
City   State  

A Good

The reverse side of the card bears the

name and address of the firm. We are

informed that a big majority of these cards

are returned. They always impress the cus-

tomer favorably, and inasmuch as they are

a record of complaint as well as of satisfaction,

they help in the rectification of error and are

a check on carelessness. The names and

addresses are filed away, and are used by the

firm when sending out circulars or advertising

matter of any kind.
A mailing list will be found especially

serviceable by jewelers in small towns who

are much dependent on patronage from the

surrounding country. They can thus keep

in close touch with the farmers who are faith-

ful friends of the merchant who treats them

considerately.

An Object Lesson to Advertisers

THERE is an excellent object lesson for

advertisers in the time and care taken

by the presidential candidates in the prepa-

ration of their letters of acceptance. Here

are men of high education and culture who

know what they have to say and how to say

it, and yet so anxious are they to make
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themselves clear to the public, to obviate
being misunderstood and to add force to the
argument that they spend weeks condensing,
elucidating and vitalizing their epistolary
messages to the people. The hitters of
acceptance are really nothing more nor less
than individual and party advertisements,
plausible presentations of political wares for
the consideration and favor of the reading
and reasoning public. This, at least, is a
case where the advertiser places a just value
on the advertisement, and hence the care,

consideration and revision given to these

letters of acceptance.
There is a moral in this for the adver-

tising jeweler. His announcements in the

daily press go to the same reading and rea-

soning public, and as much care, compara-

tively speaking, should be taken in their

preparation. They should be clear in state-

ment, true in fact and forceful in argument,

and be it remembered that the only import-

ant criticism offered in regard to the letters

of acceptance as advertisements was their

excessive length. Don't try to say too

much in a single advertisement. There's

this excuse for the presidential candidates

that only one opportunity was available—one

letter of acceptance—but the merchant adver-

tiser can devote his newspaper space each

day to a different topic. Keep this in mind

during the coming advertising season.

Sound Advice in a Millionaire's Will

THE will of Geo. H. Laiiin, the Chicago
pioneer, who was for years before his

death a director in the Elgin National Watch

Company, which has been filed for probate,
provides for the distribution of property

valued at $2,000,000, and contains the
following advice to his heirs: •
" I would advise all my children to be

prudent in their investments, and not to

purchase anything simply because it is cheap,

but to remember that a long-time security,

drawing a low rate of interest, is often more

desirable than an investment which draws a

high rate of interest.
" I would also advise them not to pur-

chase anything which they cannot pay for in

full at the time of the purchase, as more men

are ruined by speculation than in any other

way. I also advise them not to sign any note

or bond, and to look well to all transfers of real

estate, and not to encumber any real estate

except for the purpose of improving the same."

It is seldom that a last will and testa-

ment is made the vehicle for a little business

sermon to the family, but the advice given in

this case is excellent and, no doubt, explains
to some extent the large fortune amassed by

the deceased millionaire.
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A Simple System of Bookkeeping

The books to be used are as follows : Ledger

and two common manilla, two column, sales books

(journal runng).
On the first page in the ledger enter a state-

ment of assets and liabilities containing at least the

following data:

ASSETS. LIABILITIES.

Cash Ammo Is Payable

St tek ( mdse. ) ( other indebtedness.)

Accon II I s Receivable

Other asstqs

The difference between the assets and liabilities

will be the dealer's net worth.

Head the last eight pages in the ledger as

follows:

1. Goods sold for cash.

2. Goods sold on credit.

3. Goods bought on credit.

4. Goods bought for cash.

5. Cash received on account.

6. Cash paid on account.

7. Expense.
8. Goods returned from customers.

Take one of the sales books, head columns as

in form (A).

January, 1903.

Day Sales
Total

Sale tlf
I each

Foam A.

'rota!
or each
Ret urn.

As credit sales are made, enter customer's

name and items bought, but carry only the total

of the purchase into the first column. Any goods

returned by the customer should be entered as

above except that the total would be entered in the

second column. As the page fills up foot each

column separately and carry to corresponding

column on next page until the end of the month,

when the total of the first column is entered on the

page in the ledger marked " goods sold on credit,"

and the footing of the second column is entered on

the page headed " goods returned by custotners."

If duplicate sales tickets are used, simply enter

the customer's name, date and amount of sale, or

return, in its proper column and file the sales ticket

in shape for convenient reference. Now at such

time in the day as is most convenient the sales are

entered in the ledger as charges to the customer's

account and the returns as credits, and checked in

the sales book to show that they have been so

entered.
Now turn to the last page of the sales book and

head columns as in form (B).

January, 1903.

Day L.
F.

Sales
Amount

of
Invoice

FORM B.

As goods are received from the wholesaler the

invoke is of course checked for quantities, prices

and extensions. Any returns or deductions are

noted on invoice and deducted from its footing.

Now on this last page enter the name of the house

the goods were bought from, the date of the invoice,

and the amount after making all deductions. Treat

all invoices in this manner until the page is full,

then carry footing over to the preceding page and

so on to end of month when footing is carried to

ledger page marked " goods purchased on credit."

After so entering the invoices file alphabetically.

No ledger account is necessary with the people

of whom the retailer buys goods as they have to

keep his account in shape for convenient reference
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wishes, he can prove his customers' accounts in the

following manner :
Add to " Accounts Receivable, " as shown in

statemgnt of assets and liabilities, the footing of

ledger pages marked " Credit Sales," and deduct

the footing of ledger pages marked "Goods re-

turned from customer " and " Cash received on

account; " if his work is correctly done, the footings

of each amount due from his customers, as shown

by their ledger accounts, will equal this amount

exactly.
The comparison shown by the eight pages in

Jcinunry

CctSbPoidboy
Cosh
Received

Cash
Accovnt Si es boy AccouNt

caSh
Pird)oses Expe9ses
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and will send him statements periodically, at which

time he should check with invoices on his file and

notify them at once of any difference. If retailer

discounts his bills, the discount should be taken

from invoice when it is checked up and net amount

of invoice entered.

Freight is considered as expense and so entered

through cash book.

For the cash transaction the retailer will use

his other manilla sales book.

Skip the first page and commence work on the

second. On the right-hand page rule an extra

column beside the two already there, as. in form

(C). On the left-hand page mark first column

Cash on Account, and second Cash Sales. As

customers pay on account, their names are entered

and the amount placed in the first column from

which it is placed to the credit of customer's

account in the ledger. As cash sales are made,

the amounts are placed in the second column.

On the right-hand page head the extra column

Cash paid on Account, the next Goods Bought for

Cash, and the last Expense. As money is paid out

on account, or in settlement in full, enter amount

in first column opposite the name of person to

whom paid. All cash purchases are entered in

second column, and all cash paid for running expen-

ses, freight, rent, clerk hire, etc., placed in the

third column.

As soon as either page is full, foot each column

separately and carry to proper column on next cor-

responding page, always remembering that cash re-

ceipts are on the left-hand page and cash disburse-

ments are on the right. At the end of the month,

carry the footing of each column to its proper page

in the ledger. The difference at any time between

the footing of the left and right side of the cash

book is the amount of cash there should be on

hand. The bank account is considered as so much

cash. As checks are drawn, the dealer considers

them exactly as he does the money he pays out,

and makes his entries accordingly. When making

his deposits, he should consider that he is taking

money out of one pocket (the cash drawer) and

placing it in another (the bank); hence no book

entry is necessary; his check stubs show at any time

his balance in bank.

Now, if the dealer's cash balances, the cash

book entries are correct, if it does not, the difference

must be located and adjusted. If the dealer so

the ledger will be of a highly interesting and instruc-

tive nature to the dealer, and will aid greatly in

determining his future operations and help in a

great measure to stop leakages, by keeping him

thoroughly conversant with the principle featnres

of his business.
—C. 7'. Inman, in The Bookkeefter.

Gold in a Philippine Death Valley.

The famous Valley of Death in the Island of

Mindanao, in the Philippines has at last been com-
pelled to give up the rich treasure which for ages
it has successfully guarded by its pall of death-deal-

ing gases.
This valley, which, true to its name, has

dealt death to many a venturesome searcher for

the precious metal, is located in the mountain

fastnesses of the island, and according to the the-
ories of scientists, it is the crater of what was once
a great and violent volcano. Volcanic gases of a
most poisonous nature still rise from the depths of
the valley and hang over it like a pall, never pass-
ing away, and many natives, who have attempted
to go down into the valley from the mountains,
say that never before has any man who ventured
into its unknown depths returned to tell of its se-
crets. The distance across the valley is only a few
miles, but the bottom of it is constantly concealed
from view by the dense cloud of poisonous vapor
overhanging it.

An American named Rudy formed a party at
Manila, consisting of himself and two other Ame-
ricans, and employing three native guides, pro-
ceeded to the mountains enclosing the valley,
where one of the Americans with the guides were left
in charge of the outfit, while the other two entered
the valley with their heads completely covered by
an apparatus similar to that worn by divers. Carry-
ing On their backs small tanks of compressed air
for breathing purposes so as to avoid inhaling the
deadly vapors, the men worked in the valley for
tminths, &trrying sackful after sackful of gold-bear-
ing Sand and gravel up the mountain side. This
work was continued until both were almost worn
out from the depressing work and the fumes of
which they were forced to breathe a portion, hut
never once could any of the natives be per-
suaded to venture beyone the outer circle of the
poisonous gases.
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has been mailed. Advise us if you did not receive a copy

The best showing of new and
salable things ever offered in
our twenty-five years of business

GOOD PROFITS FOR THE DEALER IN EVERY ARTICLE

Going to
the Fair?

A week's accommoda-
tion free for our

customers

The yo Jo Id orogen co.
38 MUTTZY sttE-eeq

New Yortqs
Chficatgo-5iliversmfithe

aRtimore—H11. May' 5t,,

Boston-1146 FIranKIlin 5t.

ELECTROTYPES FREE FOR LOCAL ADVERTISIN(
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P1TKIN
BRIXKS

Makers of

RICH CUT GLASS

5 9 7 SUNBURST PUNCH BOWL
In R and 14 inch size

Egginton's
Celebrated Cut Glass

APPLE BLOSSOM DESIGN

The most exclusive and beautiful line on the market—acknowledged universally the best.

Designs original, finish unsurpassed. Carried by best dealers

Look for this trade-mark
Manufactured by

engraved on each piece

THE O. F. EGGINTON CO.
CORNING, N. Y.P. S.—Send for Illustrations and Prices

$100. Assortment

Inc. Oct. II, '99
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THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
New Bedford, Mass.

SUPERIOR RICH
,

SILVER CUT

PLATE GLASS

Beautiful
in Design

Reliable

in Quality

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street, New York City
576 Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

No. 2735. Ate Set Design Patented

Rich
in Brilliancy

Original
in Shape

PHOTOGRAPH BOOKS of our complo,

lines loaned to the trade for inspection

SOMETHING NEW

Combination Sets of new designs in Rich

American Cut Glass, put up in white satin-lined

leatherette cases

1Vothing prettier for show rrvindow or case display

SELL THEMSELVES
Pay the dealers a handsome margin

Write for illustration sheets showing different combi-

nation sets and prices

For sale only by the originators

St. Louis Salesroom
505-506 Holland Bldg.

Chicago Salesroom New York Salesroom
,131 Wabash Ave. 26 Barclay St.

Factory, Bowling Green, Ohio

STERLING SILVER

RICH AMERICAN CUT GLASS
AND SILVER PLATE
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N these departments our Warerooms

contain an almost endless variety of

and values. The out-of-town
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in the city and inspect what
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privilege and our wish and we

you the freedom of our New York

FACTORIES

MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO. WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.

BARBOUR SILVER CO. 'I'llE DERBY SILVER CO.

HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO. THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE co.
BRITANNIA CO. THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.

ROGERS BROS. THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.

& BROTHER SIMPSON, IIALL, MILLER & CO.

SMITH & CO. THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

__...

No. $53 -Hower Vase, Culling No. 1, -inc It

INTERNATIONAL

9=11=13=15 Maiden

GENERAL

Warerooms

SILVER COMPANY

Lane, New York

MERIDEN, CONN.OFFICE,
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Address all communications to

1FmceoTY9 MeTnden, Conn.

mve Crest
made a great hit, and is still selling.

MEuatuTacthalrers

is our latest. It is GREAT, having a

distinctive style and artistic merit that is

making it a winner for the Wedding and

I loliday Trade.

OE O.

t55t

0

New Iforfk. SaResIroww,
28 WielTchly aareel

tut Rass
An immense and beautiful line.

SrcercI11).ng
New and entirely original goods.

Write us, we have something interesting to say

When iin New YoTE., by alIlR means stop at our Stoloe„ ground
fllooic, MARCLAY STREET

fil.`6/ecc/zik

R1CH CUT GLASS 
The combinations and sets which can

be made up from the " Clark " line

are so numerous that no outfit need

be without the cut glass necessary to

round out its completeness

T. B. Clark & Co.,
Honesdale, Pa.

REPRENENTED
NEW YORK—J. D. Dithridge, 25 West Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO—J. A. Young, 115 Kearny Street
BOSTON—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin Street

Inc.

" Look through the world,

"Tis neer met with elsewhere."

Mayflower Set

FACULTY OF ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS

THERE are certain names which are definitely and inseparably associated with certain

articles of trade. On hearing such names the mind instantly reverts to the commer-

cial products with which those names are linked. The play of this _faculti, of The human

mind thus constitutes a sort of automatic advertisement of inestimable value
 to the firms

or individuals thus distinguished. sit .0 ,24 An illustration of this truth is found in

the force and significance of the name of DORFLINGER in connection with CU
T GLASS.

This association in the public mind was not attained in a day—could not be
—for it is a

natural development founded on many years of public confidence.

I:STABLISHED 1 8 5 2.

C. DORFLINGER Se. SONS 
36 Murray Street

New York

P.icilic Coast Agent : A. I. Ilall & Son
645 Market St., San Francisco

Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts
Temple Building, Montreal

°4Th 
effl.M.%110.;

TRADE-MARK

The A. L. Blackmer Co.
New Bedford, Mass.

(Established 1892)
Office at Factory, New Bedford, Mass.

No. 1157 Whip Cream Set, Prudence

RCE1 UT 55

>'1041

tyt

No. 2484 Comport,
Portia.

11 a

Our Claims
New and Original Patterns

Superior Finish, Moderate Prices

Promptness in Shipping

A large and well conceived line, particularly adapted for your trade
TRY IT



Hawkes Cut Glass
GRAND PRIZE AWARDED, PARIS EXPOSITION

A vello\k- diamond makes a 0-00d show until compared with a Avhite one..

Examine Hawkes cut glass incl look for this trade-mark engraved on eachHAwKEs.
piece, without which none is genuine. Cut glass and Hawkes cut

glass are different, Hawkes cut glass is unique.

T. G. Hawkes & Co., corning, N. Y.

1
October, 1904 TH KEYSTONE

Salespeople From a Customer's
Point of View

■■•■■

HE term " creating business " k often used

in connection with trade, and it is not

infrequently misused, says George French

in The Business World. With the ordi-

nary merchant it is more of a problem to attract

and hold trade than it is to create trade. The art

of attracting trade is the key to success, and it

does not consist altogether in having a store well

located, properly fitted, and always filled with

timely and worthy goods. The attitude of the

store towards its patrons, especially the demeanor

of the salespeople towards the customer, is a vitally

important factor in success, and one of the potent

causes of failure.

Attracting
Customers

It is well to remember that

whatever trade anybody gets

must come from persons, and

also that nine persons in every

tell are influenced by considerations quite apart

from the quality of the goods offered to them.

Note that I say influenced. I do not say they are

entirely persuaded by other considerations than

quality and price. It is within conservative and

truthful lines to declare that the receptive couch-

don of mind that leads to purchase depends, in

not less than nine-tenths of the average purchasers,

upon the character of the initial personal approaches

made to them by the 'salesman. This preliminary

fertilization of the consciousness of the purchaser

may begin in the advertising, and if the sale is

effected by mail it has to be ripened and completed

IW the advertising. There is no direct personality

in the mail-order business, and it is not here

considered.
The personal sale is made in the store and by

the salesman. Whatever influence may have

operated to bring the customer to the store is a

more complex question. It may have been adver-

tising ; it may have been need, or it may have been

curiosity. In the case of men it is safe to assume

that it is usually necessity that prompts them to

%.isit a store, and necessity is often guided by the

advertising they may have seen. The influence of

advertising upon men is much less potent that it is

upon women. A man, bent upon supplying his

personal necessities, goes to the store he believes

can serve him better or cheaper than others. He

usually buys of the first salesman he consults. He

carries away a certain impression of the treatment

accorded to him, and that impression induces him

to return to that store when he needs more of its

goods, or to shun it.
A question like this one of per-

sonal trade is aptly illustrated
by personal experience. There

is a certain salesman in a certain

store of whom I buy nearly everything I wear,

except hats and shoes ; and it is almost wholly

because of his treatment of me. There is another

certain large concern in neither of whose score or

more of stores can I be induced to expend a cent ;

and the reason is that one of its smart salesmen

cajoled me into accepting a garment that I did not

'ant and did not purchase, by one of those cute

substitution tricks some salesmen appear to con-

sider smart. I had selected the garment I vanted,

and to improve the tit the clerk brought out another

size, not informing me that it %vas also from another

:tnd different priced lot. When my bill came it

was for three dollars more than I thought. I

recognized the trick, said nothing, paid the bill,

and never again visited the stores of that firm. elerk really serves the customer

The Personal
Equation

I buy my hats at a certain store, and usually of
the same salesman. It is an aristocratic place, but
I like to have the label of a good hatter in my hat,
as I suppose every man does who travels a little.

It is worth something ; it is often worth more than
the price of the hat. This salesman knows how to

In a certain store T recall, the hat "sells itself" with scant
aid from the self-occupied salesman'

tit a hat to a head so that it will fit as long as the

hat is in service. He is suave, attentive, chatty,

entertaining—until my hat is selected and paid for,

and then he turns all his talents onto the next cus-

tomer, and I may occupy myself in keeping out of

the way of the hurrying clerks and errand boys

until my new hat is fitted ; then I may meander,

with no word to speed the parting customer.

Some fine day I will buy zny hats at some other

store. I always get a good hat at this store, but

I always feel like kicking a window in when I

leave it.
There is a certain barber in New York whose

shop I always visit when I get into that maelstromic

town, for no other namable reason than that I ant

remembered there, and do not have to repeat all

the little eccentricities of my hair and face, and that

the boss of the shop is a gentleman, and therefore

capable of extracting from me the usual gratuity

Nvithout the usual oleaginous accompanying

manner.
As I am compelled to wear

Experience " specs" I :un obliged to visit

an optician rather often. I began

with a man wl:o thoroughly

knows his business. When I began with him he

was fighting for a footing. He got his footing,

and he also got a beautiful new store, with a plate

with an Optician

One will go nut ot his way to patronize a store where the

1333

glass private office. The office was, I think, too

much for him. It has proved too much for me,

anyway ; for whereas he used, in the old days, to

insist upon fitting my glasses, and used to sit on

a counter stool at my side and gossip about his

business, and some other things not his business,

he now stalks to his office with only a nod or a

cool phrase or so ; and my glasses are fitted by an

assistant. I suppose it is only a manifestation of

human nature that I have begun to go to another

optician, who does not make as good lenses but

who does better understand the men who are

behind the glasses.
I do not find it pleasing to visit the big depart-

ment stores, because I cannot endure the insolent

indifference and inattention of the majority of the

salespeople ; not absolute discourtesy, but a weary

nonchalance that is as irritating as insolence of

speech. Not all salesman in big stores are thus :

none of them should be. There are always to be

found some who sell goods as they did when they

operated some one of the small stores the big ones

ha v e swallowed.
Not long ago I purchased a considerable bill

at a big store, much against my will so far as the

goods were concerned, being fairly " jollied " by a
salesman who knew his business. During the
hour's campaign he sized use up so well that, even

as I was studying how I could most easily slip out

of the store, I counted out the price to him and

meekly gave directions for delivery.
This all leads to an evident con-

The Secret of clusion : The selling of goods
Successful Selling depends upon two leading qual-

ifications — knowledge of the

goods and knowledge of the people to whom the

goods must be sold. The latter is the more im-

portant, as it is the harder to attain. Of course, a

salesman must know his goods ; yet, though he

know them never so well, if he does not also know

how to play upon the personality of the prospective

customer, he will not sell those goods.

The art, or knack, of advertising has been

much exploited ; and is not too well understood

yet. But it seems to me timely to reflect that

advertising is, after all, only A in the alphabet of

business promotion, and that the point of vital

contact is %viten the customer faces the salesman.

One chilly glance, one indifferent word, one impa-

tient gesture, on the part of the salesman, just

when the customer comes to him in an inquiring

mood, may work harm to spoil a thousand dollars'

worth of advertising.
*I were to be required to pro-

Importance of mote a big store, I would put a
good, hard - working man in
charge of the advertising, and

%vould not worry too much about it ; and I would

spend about all my own time, and every ounce of

brain I have, in coaching heads of departments,

buyers and salespeople upon this vital point—the

treatment of the customer. The clerk who flings

goods on the counter and stonily gazes over a

customer's shoulder would not hold a position

very long, unless he reformed. I would endeavor

to create an atmosphere that would be felt as soon

as a customer entered, and recognized as an 'agree-

able. atmosphere. I would try to attune all .the

forces of the store to so play upon visitors as to

put them in good humor, for it is only when they

are in good humor that customers are susceptible

to the charms of quality and prices of goods.

This phase of business promotion receives

much desultory attention, but it is not given the

prominent place it deserves in the curriculum of

the business university.

Good Clerks
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IT'S ALL IN THE BUYING

—or nearly all. Right buying is the basis of right selling. The

first profit on stock is in its proper purchase, and the first

essential of proper purchasing- is to select your stock in the

right place. Our twin specialties are

Watches and Diamonds

We are k flown to the trade as the biggest watch people in

the country. Our business has been built on right goods, prompt

service and helpful counsel. Our size commands the preference

and favor of manufacturers, and this means a sufficient supply

under all circumstances. Watch scarcity never applies to us. Our

Diamond Stock

for Fall and Holiday trade has been selected with the greatest

care by experts who are equally well posted on the goods, your

wants and the wants of your trade.

Our stock, experience, knowledge and good

faith are at the service of every buyer.

N. H. WHITE 0 CO• New York
21 Maiden Lane

New York Letter

Warning from the
Jewelers' Safety
Fund Society

The Jewelers' Safety Fund

Society has issued the follow-

ing warning to members hold-

ing Class B policies : " If you

or your representative should

receive a telegram from one of your customers

requesting you or him to send diamonds or other

v.iluable goods to any other place than his regular

place of business, for your own protection we would

advise that you telegraph your customer at his

regular place of business and have the order con-

firmed. We have just received notice of two cases

in which telegrams have been sent signed in the

name of a customer, requesting diamonds to be

sent to a neighboring town. The diamonds were

sent in each case and received by the thief who had

forged the customer's name to the telegram."

The Jewelers' Bowling League,

Jewelers' Bowling of New York, held a meeting

League on Thursday, September 1st,

to make arrangements for its

tournament, now in progress. This season fifteen

teams have been enrolled, making six more than

the rumber last year. Among the teams repre-

sented are those Of the following firms : Aikin-

Lambert Jewelry Co., Dennison Mfg. Co.,

Elgin National Watch Co., Joseph Fahys & Co.,

Gorham Mfg. Co., Julius King Optical Co.,

L. E. Waterman Co., C. F. Wood & Co.,

Tiffany & Co., Alfred H. Smith & Co., Udall

& Ballot', and that composed of New York repre-

sentatives of out-of-town manufacturers. The

tournament began on September 20th at Hiram

Elders' Universal Academy, 377 Washington Street,

Brooklyn, and will continue for thirty weeks. The

bowling will take place on Tuesday, Thursday and

Friday of each week, and fifteen prizes will be

awarded. C. F. Wood & Co., of this city, have

donated a silver loving cup, to be awarded to the

team standing highest at the close of the tourna-

ment for three successive seasons; and the team in

highest standing will also be entitled to purchase

any article desired to the value of $25. The league

is officered as follows : President, C. F. Brinck ;

vice-president, J. Kastner ; treasurer, E. H. Dean;

secretary, W. L. Stone.
The recent completion of his

fiftieth year in the jewelry

Loving Cup trade was availed of by the

business associates of Augus-

tus K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co., to make him the

recipient of a handsome loving cup mounted on an

ebony base. The embellishment of this gift is

somewhat unique, in that it typifies the sporting

proclivities of Mr. Sloan, one side of it represent-

ing an angling scene. The presentation of a cup

thus ornamented was especially opportune, by

reason of the fact that Mr. Sloan had returned but

a short time previously from an extended fish-

ing expedition in Labrador, on which he was

accompanied by E. C. Fitch, president of the

American Mr althorn Watch Co. The presentation

took the form of a surprise, so that when Mr.

A.K.Sloan Receives

I

Sloan entered his office upon returning, he found

the cup awaiting him on his desk. Mr. Sloan has

been head of Sloan & Co. for the past eight years,

and for forty-two years prior to taking up duties

in that capacity, he was with Carter, Sloan & Co.,

now Carter, Howe & Co.

The regular monthly meeting

of the Jewelers' Security Alli-

Alliance ance was held on September

9th, the following members

being present : President Sloan, Vice-Presidents

Wood and Champenois, Treasurer Karsh, Secre-

tary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden

and Stern, of the committee. The following were

admitted to membership:

Jewelers' Securit/

Chas. A. Gaudette, Youngs-
town, Ohio.

Laurel M. Hoyt, Hillsboro,
Oregon.

Andrew 0. Hutterly, Wash-
ington, D. C.

II. Shifter, Easley, S. C.
Emil Gregory, Wilkesharre.

Pa.
M. S. hail, Mankato, Kans.
Alvin P. Kinebes, CoMma,

Mich.
IL Mahler's Sons, Durham,

N. C.
F. M. 'Eruby, Coffeyville,

Kans.
J. W. Coffey & Son, IMa,

Kans,
T. S. Mendenhall, Burr Oak,

Kans.
Price Drag Co., Brookhaven,

Miss.
Privett & Co., Wilson, N. C.
Chas. Reufer, Chicago,
Chas. M. Schneider, Highland

l'ark, Ill.
Watkins & Douglas, Eliza-

bethtown, Ky.
Louis J. Yeoman, Waukegan,

Chas. E. Kattelle, Boston,
Mass.

Joe U. Ruetsch, linlIu, 'reg.
Ben. Schneider Jewelry Co.,

Cinch) nut i, Oh in.
Blumenthal & Becker, Mur-

freesboro, Ten n.
B. J. Feldman's Sons, Frank-

lin, Pa.
J. W. Monfort, Alva, Okla.
Moore Graham, Meridian,

Miss,
William Morris, Albuquer-

que, N. M.

A. P. Owens,Vinita, 1nd.Ter.
A. 11. Phinney, Bentonville,

Ark.
Henry Becker, Rye, N. Y.

C. Vogt, Allentown, Pa.
Frank Schennit, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Gustave Lanz, Norristown,

Pa.
Richard S. Foils, Geneseo,

N. Y.
1 Lyman Cohen, Intl i anapol is,

Ind.
The P. J. Smith Co., Cumber-

land, Md.
Baird-North Co., Salem, Mass.
C. Howard Daley & Co., Dan-

bury, Con n.
The Berry-Whitmore Co.,

Washington, D. C.
I. Press & Son, Philadelphia,

Pa.
Macdonald Jewelry Co., Lima,

Ohio.
Barr & Willis, Huntington,

N. Y.
The Edw. Lehman Jewelry

Co., Denver, Colo.
B. G. Gustafson, Lawrence,

Kans.
E. 11. Carpenter & Son, Bur-

lington, Iowa.
Dennison Jewelry Co., Salida,

Colo.
A. G. Pair Co., Bath, Me.
Albert M. Thomas, Niagara

Falls, N. Y.
Jones & Frazier, Inc., Dur-

ham, N. C.
Jas. C. Mahon, Aurora, Ill.
H. W. Deans, Spencer, Mass.
J. II. Koch, Savannah Ga.
Fred. T. Tyrrell, Rutland,

Vt.

General Appraiser Sharretts,

Japanese Pearls on September 12th, wrote an

Dutiable at opinion for the Board of United

10 per Cent. States General Appraisers, in

which it was held that Japanese

pearls are not dutiable at 6o per cent. ad valorem,

as " split half pearls," or " jewelry," but are

properly assessable at only to per cent. as " pearls

in their natural state, not strung or set." The pro-

testant in the case was the Herman Keck Manu-

facturing Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio. From the official

papers in the case, it is apparent that the Japanese

have an ingenious method of producing the pearls.

The Japanese pearls resemble split, or half pearls,

but are produced by boring holes through the shell

of the pearl-bearing oyster and inserting a plug of

mother-of-pearl, the globular surface of which ex-

tends into the cavity of the shell. To protect, itself

from the irritation caused by this foreign substance,

the oyster coats it with successive layers of nacre,

in the same manner that it forms a natural pearl.

After a period of about two years the bivalve, thus

treated is opened, and the pearl which has been
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formed is sawed from the shell, and when ex-

tracted is in the form of a half pearl. General

Appraiser Sharretts states that the Japanese pearls,

although of excellent quality, are easily distin-

guished by an examination of their base and are of

much less value than those produced entirely by

natural means. " Investigation," the board says,

" discloses the fact that similar pearls are classified

at the port of New York as manufacta res of mother-

of-pearl, but we do not regard such classification

as correct. Pearls made naturally, although in-

duced by human initiative, can hardly be included

within the meaning of .the word manufacture.'

At any rate, the value of the mother-of-pearl is but

a trifling part of the value of each of the pearls in

dispute ; hence, the merchandise would not seem

to be included within the provisions of para-

graph 450 for manufactures of mother-of-pearl, or

of which mother-of-pearl is the component mate-

rial of chief value." General Appraiser Sharretts

characterizes as erroneous the action of the collec-

tor at Cincinnati in assessing the Japanese pearls

as " jewelry," and concludes : " Whatever may be

the rule applied to pearls which by a process of

skilled labor have been cut in half, thus increasing

their value, does not apply to Japanese pearls which

have been cut from the shells to which they are

affixed, and are subjected to no subsequent process

of advancement, either in value or in condition."

The death of Harry Lee Mit-

chell,for many years employed

Harry Lee Mitchell as a salesman by Robert S.

Gatter, of this city, occurred

Oil Thursday, September ist, at the Easton Hospi-

tal, Easton, Pa. Deceased had been ill for two

weeks with typhoid fever. He had been in the

employ of Mr. Gatter for sixteen years, having

been advanced by reason of his energy and busi-

ness aptitude from the position of office boy to

that of traveling representative. He was well

known and very popular in the trade of New York

City and the East. He had been but three months

married and a widow survives him.
The aggregate importations

Precious Stone of precious stones at the

Importations Normal port of New York during

the recent month of August

amounted in value to $2,021,295.42, which, while

less than the individual totals of 1902 and 1903 by

the respective amounts of $308,210 and $262,352, is

at the same time greater by $58,478 than the average

total importations for the preceding seven years.

Of the figures for August $1,632,937.48 represented

the cut and $388,357.94 the uncut stones. This

showing, therefore, which is taken from the re-

turns of General Geo. IV. Mindil, jewelry examiner

at the port of New York, must be considered as sat-

isfactory on the whole, indicating as it does at

least normal conditions in the precious stone trade.

The figures subjoined represent the importations

for the month of August of the past five years:

Death of

Cut. Uncut. Total.

1904 . .81,632,937.48 $388,357.94 $2,021,295.42

1903 .. . 1,905,995.19 377,653.02 2,283,648.21

1902 . . . 2,124,078.42 205,427.54 2,329,505.96

1901 .. . 1,458,4208.47 398,373.69 1,856,532.16

1900 . . . 1,034,470.82 256,640.65 1,291,111.47

(COnlinned on /'age 75571



II HELPS YOU SELL DIAMONDS

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS

A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
111. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
O. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
(IX. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
ri. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
O. Good color and slightly imperfect
OX. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, tidy, Han, hy s. c. seott

Our system of grading diamonds is helpful to two sorts of dealers, the

inexperienced jeweler and the diamond expert.

To the inexperienced jeweler it gives a safe guide to go by in determining the

grade of the stone. The less you know about diamonds, the more you need it.

We guarantee the grading shown by the chart.

To the diamond expert it gives a quick method of verifying his own judgment,

and saves his time. The more you know about diamonds the better you will

appreciate it.

To whoever sells diamonds, it is a source of profit. Any jeweler can use it

quickly and easily. It will make him, to all practical purposes, a diamond expert.

A trial order will convince you of the merits of our system.

HENRY GINNEL & CO.
DIAMONDS Lind WATCHES

31 Maiden 1_,airic INEVV YORK

Brilliant, Diamond=Like Polish. Perfect Purity of Glass and Finish

Samples may be seen at C. S. Johnson, 235 Seneca St., Cleveland, Ohio. Heastand 6c Nickey, 105 Grand Ave., Milwaukee,Wis.

Assortment C
1 Spoon Salsabil
1 Nappy, 6 in., No. 18
1 (Ml Reliance
I Bowl, 8 in., Byron
1 Nappy, 5 in., Mexico
1 Knife Rest
1 Bon Bon No. 21
1 Bon Boa, 5 in., Coronation
1 Carafe, Gately
6 Tumblers, Gately
1 Cream and Sugar, Byron
1 Nappy, 5 in., Robespierre
1 Salted Almond, Sunburst
1 Bon Boo No. 22
1 Vase, 5 in., Coronation
1 Comport, 5 in., Daisy

To introduce, we

offer this 22-piece

assortment for

$30.00. It \\Till

readily retail for

$6o.00. Sent on

approval.

Address

The Corning
Cut Glass Co

Howell Bldg.

CORNING, N.V.

Schloss Crockery Co., 409 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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An optimistic note marked the

The Bankers' address of President Bigelow to

the American Bankers' Associ-

ation, whose convention was

held in this city last month. Mr. Bigelow said that

with greater wealth and resources than ever before,

the way the banks and the people have weathered

what has come lately in the unusual period of

readjustment has convinced him that the panics of

1873 and 1893 can hardly be repeated in this coun-

try. This he partly attributed to the existence of

very strong combinations in the- industrial and

commercial world. James Stillman, the president

of the New York Clearing House, dwelt upon the

growth of co-operation as the most significant

phase of the economic development of the present

day, and said that in the field of finance there has

not yet been such general recognition as there

should be of the value of this force. A general

view of existing monetary and fiscal conditions

was given in a paper by A. B. Hepburn. One of

the vexed questions before the convention was as
to methods of. insuring the fidelity of employees.

For some time dissatisfaction has been expressed

with the rates charged by fidelity companies for

such insurance, as well as with the form of the

policies given. A committee to which stile.. matter

was referred reported that in its opinion . the hest

and most feasible plan was that recommended at

the New Orleans and San FranciSco conventions,

namely, the creation of a guaranty fund for the

benefit of the members contributing to the same,

under the management of trustees. The report of

the committee was rejected after a vigorous debate.

'f he committee on currency legislation found that,

as Mayor McClellan said in welcoming the associa-

tion, Congress had an eye on the elections, and

that changes in currency legislation had better be

sought in a year when national elections are not

to occur:

Convention

The Collector of Customs at

Duty on this port has been directed by

the Treasury Department to

appeal to the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals from a decision of the Board

of United States General Appraisers, which affirmed

that imitation of whole and half pearls are dutiable

at twenty per cent. ad:valarem,.under Par: 456 of

tariff act. as :imitations of precious stones, and not

at forty-five per cent., under: Par: 434; a5:manti7

factures of paste. The board:gave out its ,ruling

on August 25th. The. government- contends that

as pearls have been heldl by:the Circuit Court in

the Hahn case not to be precious stones, therefore

imitations of pearls cannot be imitations of precious

stones. The collector has also been directed to

appeal from a decision of the board on August 16th,

which affirms that opal balls and rock crystal
rondelles are dutiable at ten per cent. ad valorem,
under Par. 435, as precious stones, and not dutiable
at sixty per cent., under Par. 408, as beads. The
collector has also been directed to appeal from the
decision of the Board of United States General
Appraisers, which held that jet combs of cut and
colored glass, metal and horn, were dutiahle as

manufactures of glass under Par. 112 of the act of
July 24, 1897, and from another decision which
affirmed that certain imitations of precious stones,

composed of paste and known as encrusted stones,
are dutiable at 20 per cent. ad valorem, as imita-
tion precious stones. In this latter connection,
Acting Secretary R. B. Armstrong, of the Treasury

Imitation Pearls

Department, who has ordered the appeals, writes :

" Inasmuch as the stones in question are orna-

mented and decorated, it is the opinion of the

department that they are excluded from Par. 435,

and properly dutiable as manufactures of glass or

paste, at the rate of 45 per cent. ad valorem under

Par. 112 of the act." The board recently sustained

protests of Swayne, Hoyt &. Co., ,San Francisco,

and.G. W. Sheldon & Co., Chicago, in each case

holding, ill accordance with. the Lorsch decison,

that.the duty on imitation pearls should be 20 and

not 45 , per cent. Later, the board sustained a

similarprotest by the MorrisFairopean and Ameri-

can-, Express Co. A contention by the express.

company that imitation pearls that had been pierced

were not beads, was overruled, and the collector

was sustained in assessing duty on these at 35 per

cent.

Jev, elers' League
Receives Original
Certificate

The first certificate of member-

ship issued by the Jewelers'

League of New York, was re-

cently framed and hung upon

the wall of that organization's

office at 169 Broadway. This document, which

will become an object of greater interest as time

passes, was one of the certificates issued prior to

the incorporation of the League on November 24,

1877. Gilbert T. Woglom, to whom it was given,

and who at the time of its issuance was in business

at 34 John Street, recently discovered it in a frame

behind the formally sealed one which was issued

to him after the incorporation. I le returned the

original parchament, rightly deeming that it would

be prized as an interesting contribution to the

archives of the organization by which it was issued.

At a regular meeting of the executive committee

of the league the presentation was thankfully

accepted and the kindness of the donor acknowl-

edged. The signatories of the certificate were

Thomas Slater and H. I. King, at that time presi-

dent and secretary of the League respectively.

The World, of this city, in a

recent ̀issue told. of a probable

swindling scheme which took

the form of the following adver-

A Probable
Swindle

tiSement :
- Young men, 17 to 21 years, for
large jewelry concern ; cash security
required. Address, ." Jeweler," ad-
vertising office, 746 Flushing Avenue,
Brooklyn.

This advertisement appeared in the morning

/Vor/d of September 15th. By permission of the

agent the address of the office at 746 Flushing

Avenue was used by the advertiser. The ad. was

inserted by a young man, twenty-four years of age,

smooth face, five feet seven or eight inches high,

medium build, dark complexion, fairly well dressed

in dark mixed . goods, wore a black derby hat.

The advertiser's refusal to give his own address,

even as an evidence of good faith, raised a sus-

picion in the mind of the agent as to the character

of the offer of employment requiring security.

This was reported to The World" NVant" depart-

ment and an investigator was assigned to make

inquiries. On the advertiser's return for answers

—sixteen of which arrived by letter—he was asked

what jewelry firm he represented and gave the

name of a well-known firm on Broadway, with

offices in, the Child's Building on Thirty-fourth

Street, near Broadway. While the advertiser was

at the Brooklyn office an investigation was made

in- Manhattan, revealing the fact that the jewelry

concern named had no deal of any kind with the

person advertising. This fact was promptly

reported to the Brooklyn office and the young men

answering the advertisement personally were
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%yarned against giving any cash security until

further investigation was made. In the meantinie

a third investigator from The Evening World

secured a detail of Detective-Sergeants Brady and

. Lindsay from the Brooklyn police headquarters

and went to the place appointed for the second

interview with the applicants for the positions, but

the advertiser, who had been refused the mail

responses to his advertisement, disappeared. He

failed to return, as agreed, at ten o'Clock tlies

following morning to interview several young.

applicants for the position. The Brooklyn police;

%vho are not satisfied with the conduct of the

" Jeweler " are making a search for him, with a

view to securing his explanation.
Benjamin Hirshbeck, the shop-

lifter, who was arrested in Tif:•

Him fany's, on September 24th, after

he had stolen a $90 diamond -

ring, was held by Magistrate Pool in the Jefferson

Market Court in lAr000 bail for further examination.

Hirshbeck said that two years ago, while he was a

patient in the Metropolitan Hospital, opium was

administered to him and he became a slave to the

drug. He had no distinct recollection, he said, of

stealing the ring. Hirshbeck's arrest was brought-

about in an odd manner. He had not been detected

taking the ring and was on his way out of the store

with it when he sneezed. As he drew his handker-

chief out the stolen ring came with it and fell at

the feet of a salesman.
Jewelers of this city are can-•

Look Out for timed to beware of a woman -

who may call at their stores and

open negotiations regarding the

repair of some piece of jewelry. She is described

as about twenty-eight years old, of medium height,

with fair hair and of fair complexion. In a Phila-

delphia store, recently, on pretence of inspecting

some stones to put ill a brooch she pilfered a few

loose diamonds. Any dealer on whom she may

call is requested to immediately notify the police.

M. J. Averbeck, jewelry manufacturer, of this

city, is furnishing his customers with an excellent

means of increasing their trade in the shape of a

'handsome illustrated jewelry catalogue for dis-

tributing among their patrons. No name but the

jeweler's appears on this catalogue, the retailer

thus getting entire credit for the pretty and expen-

sive advertisement. The little catalogue is conve-

nient in size, handsome in appearance and prettily

illustrated with a wealth of half-tone cuts.

George F. Kunz, of Tiffany & Co., was a dele-

gate to the Geographical Congress, which assem-

bled in this City last month. He conducted the

members of the Society of Chemical Industry

through the various museums of the city: Mr.

Kunz subsequently attended the International...

Congress of Art and Science.
The Artistic Pearl Button Co. is the name of a.

concern recently incorporated at Albany •for the

purpose of manufacturing and dealing' in pearl

buttons. The company will carry on its business

in this city ; its capital is it4000, and its directors

are Henry Glassau, Pincus Glassau and Marcus

Hatow, all of New York City.

David Shiman, of Shiman Bros., 10 John

Street, enjoys the reputation of being one of the
greatest bowlers in the world. In 1902 Mr. Shi-

man carried off premier honors in this popular

game, and he has subsequently been adding to his

laurels so continuously that lie is regarded by ex-

pert judges of bowling as a champion. A recent

issue of The Athlete, Bowlers' Journal and Base-

ball News contains a portrait of this strenuous

jeweler.

Sneeze Betrayed

this Visitor

(Continued on Oage t559)
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SIGNET RINGS
with Raised Gold I nterchangeable Letters or Emblems

enameled in their respective colors

Something new
for the Fall

trade

Send
for selection _

1)1,1 1.

1.1_111114111, 1111111111f „

CHARLES M. LEVY
Manufacturer of

Fine Gold Rings and Lockets

Reverse Vit'W
allowing serew-pin
running through

the posts of
initial or emblem.

Send for

my

Catalogue of

Rings

and Lockets

90 William Street
(near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK

E 0

ONE OF HUNDREDS 
A study of our stock will make you acquainted with all that
is newest, most stylish and best in

Solid Gold Cases

1004

Here is a very bold conception in which

strength is joined with delicacy in the en-

graving design. None but an artist of the

highest class will venture such an attempt

and produce the surpassingly beautiful re-

sult. The cut does not show the force and

grace of the design as it appears on the gold.

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one
of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of
any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVELY

9=11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

I-isti_tblishic.1 1898

We will send this assortment for an even $5o.00
to get you started. If you have never handled our
glass you will not stop till you have our complete
line. Privilege to return all or part within io days
if not satisfied.

7-inch Bowl   $2.50
8 '• "   3.00
9 " " . . . .   4.50
Faney Bon-Bon   1.75
Sugar and Cream . . .   2.75
Oil or Vinegar   1.50
7-ineli Nappy . . . 2.508 t■

  3.00
2 l't. Water Jug  5.00
Qt. 1Vater Bottle . . . 2.50
1/2 I toy. 'fumbler:4 . . . 2.50
234 Pl. Claret Jug . . . 5.50
Celery Tr,tty 2  75

m 'Cream . . . . 5.50
Cologne Bottle . . . 2.50
Powder Jar, Glass Cover, 2.50
5-inch HI'd Nappy . . 1.256 It 41 17 1.60

$53.00

Trade NEWARK

Ij
on every piece

Mark

A fine 12-inch footed Punch Bowl $2 2.0U

Newark Cut Glass Co.
Go & 62 Arlington Street

Newark, N. J.

Nd

4
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The regular monthly meeting

of the executive committee of

League the Jewelers' League of New

York was held at the league's

office Tuesday, September 6th. There were pre-

sent Chairman Van Deventer, Vice-Presidents

Greason and Lissauer, Messrs. Gough, Wormser

and Secretary Marsellus. The minutes of the pre-

vious meeting were read and approved. The

report of the treasurer was presented and ordered

placed on file. Six requests for change of bene-

ficiaries were received, and upon motion were duly

granted. Several applications for membership from

persons residing in New Jersey and New York

were received, and the applicants were duly ad-

mitted to membership. During the month of

August $15,000 was paid to beneficiaries, making

the total payments made to beneficiaries since the

league was organized amount to the sum of $2,875,-

395 85. It was decided by the committee to make

a prize offer open to the entire membership for the

securing of new members for the balance of the

year ; details of this competition will be given

later. The next regular meeting will be held on

October 4th.

The Jewelers'

THE K NI- STONIE

Traveling Jewelers

The Brotherhood of Traveling

Jewelers will hold their second

to Hold Dinner annual dinner on January t,

1905. Although this organ-

ization has been in existence for fifteen years, and

has a goodly measure of progress to its credit, it

was not until last year that a formal dinner was

held under its auspices. This function was a grati-

fying success, and has afforded the inspiration

which has given it a permanent place in the

activities of the brotherhood. As yet, the date for

the next dinner is comparatively remote, but C.

Parks, the president of the organization, will never-

theless shortly appoint a committee to arrange for

the feast. The brotherhood has a present member-

ship of 200.

The Great

New York's subway, begun

in 1901, is now practically

New York Subway completed and equipped.

But for strikes, it would now

be in operation over its main lines. These are the

four-track sections from City Hall to the grand

central station at Forty-second Street and Fourth

Avenue and thence to One Hundred and Fourth

Street, via Broadway, where the line divides, a

three-track line continuing along Broadway to

Kingsbridge, and a double-track line running

from Central Park, under the Harlem River, and on

to Bronx Park. The operation of the subway will

not merely bring instant relief to the millions who

for the past few years have suffered intolerable

crowding under the inadequate means of transpor-

tation hitherto available, but it is in itself, judged

ill comparison with other great engineering works

of a like character, positively without a rival.

Paris, Berlin and Budapest have their subways ;

but in total length and carrying capacity they do

not compare with our new system of rapid transit.

Nowhere can there be found such a stretch of

magnificent four-track road as extends from City

Hall Park to One Hundred and Fourth Street, a

distance of 6.7 miles, to say nothing of the 18 miles

of three-track and two-track road that go to com-

plete the system. The section of the subway that

will shortly be opened represents the first contract,

which was let four years ago for the sum of $35,-

000,000. The amount named was merely for the

construction of the road. As a matter of fact, the

equipment, which includes the cars, the electric

signaling apparatus, and the great power station at

Fifty-ninth Street with its various sub-stations,

scattered along the route of the road, cost $12,-

000,000, making a total expenditure of $47,000,000
that was necessary before the road could be thrown

open to the public. The total length of the line

is 24.7 miles. Of this 19 miles is underground,

and 5.7 miles is elevated structure. Of the whole

subway 6.7 miles is four-track, 7.4 miles is three-

track, and io.6 miles is two-track. There is a total

of 5 miles of switches and sidings, and the total

track mileage, that is to say, the total length of

complete track with its two rails and ties, is 70

miles. The power-house for the operation of the

line is located at Fifty-ninth Street and North

River. It is a huge building, the greatest of its

kind in the world. It measures 200 feet in width

by 690 feet in length. The coal bin, which is

located immediately below the roof and above the

boiler-room, has the enormous capacity of 25,000

tons of coal, and the coal is fed by shutes directly

down to the hoppers of the mechanical stokers,

from which it is automatically fed to the furnaces.

While returning to New York

some,weeks ago, on board the

Char:es Bierig steamer Alblike, which Ile

boarded at Hamburg, Ger-

many, Charles Bierig, for thirty-seven years con-

nected with the diamond and precious stone busi-

ness in the United States and Europe, succumbed

to a stroke of apoplexy. Mr. Bierig was indisposed

from the time he embarked. While sitting in the

saloon his condition became suddenly worse ; he

went on deck, but died when he reached there.

Deceased was born in Edelfingen, Germany, and

had attained his fifty-eighth year. He came to

New York when he was twenty, and two years later

began traveling for L. & M. Kahn. He continued

with this firm until 188o, when lie entered the

employ of G. Armeny, with whom he remained

fourteen years in the capacity of salesman. He

organized the Australian Opal Co. in 1895,

together with John Lamont, and at the time of his

death was its secretary. This enterprise met with

a gratifying measure of success.
J. IV. Ackerman, representing the Simeon L.

& G. H. Rogers Co., manufacturers of silver-plated

flatware, Hartford, Conn., opened an office and

salesroom at 29 jOhtl Street, this city, some

weeks ago.
The E. Howard Clock Co. recently installed

a handsome chime tower clock for Howard Gould,

at Port Washington, L. I. The chimes are of the

Westminster kind, and the cluck has a nine-foot dial.

At the monthly meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the Jewelers' Association and Board of

Trade, held on Thursday, September 8th, the fol-

lowing firms were admitted to membership ; C.

Bruno & Son, New York ; Ciner & Seeleman,

New York ; Poweli& Co., Newark, N. .J.; Weiz-

enegger Bros. & Co., Newark, N. J.; Frank H.

Wells, New York.

Lewis J. Seleznick and Max Kurzrock recently

purchased a plot measuring 30 x 92 feet at 55 West

Sixteenth Street. The Knickerbocker Jewelry Co.,

of which Mr. Seleznick is president, has
 a long

lease on the adjoining Sixth Avenue corner. O
n

the newly acquired plot a ten-story 
commercial

building will be erected.

The Selden Pen Mfg. Co., this city, was

recently incorporated with a capital of $1o,000, an
d

Maurice Fitzgerald, Frank Snively and James M
.

Fowler, all of this city, as directors. The object

of the company is to manufacture pens and 
pencils.

Death of
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Proud
is the girl who gets one of these

Real Tortoise Shell Side and Back Conihs
" Shelloine"

10 K. and 14 K. trimmed

Prices half what these goods cost last year
48 styles, all gold trimmed
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To Show
Elk Buttons that look like Elks means
" business." Finest Elk heads ever put
Oil the market. Gold, Silver

!.I.:,,i- Ic, •
S._4/ t _-- 41,fi-I- , , ....)_ _• . . . %
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These
Like all our big lines of gold goods, are
neat in design and finish

.---------------
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ANuFacru.

15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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W
F: make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and

buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the

Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags

on account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores

competition, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock.

Your customers will readily appreciate the superior workman-

ship, finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been

to cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the

goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will

be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small

assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging

any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,

for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who

carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-

ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY

41

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 and 97 William Street 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO

LIST PRICES:
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $2.00

" Gilt, " 2.50
Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, " .85

,' " " Gilt, 2.10
Sn!all Flags, Sterling ilt, Silver, .5o

.66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goo

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Mole 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, September 26, 1904

Trade conditions show a slight

Trade Conditions improvement in the West since

last month's report. Corn and

other crops have been making

excellent progress the past three weeks in spite of

the daily press reports. The facts of the matter

are that the crops in the West, South and North-

west are going to be fairly good this year; that

the prices paid to the farmers will be good also,

and that there will be an excellent fall and holi-

day trade later on. The jewelers throughout Chi-

cago's territory are buying right along, but they

are not "loading up" too heavily. The prosperity,

as well as financial condition of the West, con-

tinues on a substantial basis.

and Prospects

Seals, with ring for fob charm
' 
or

with joint, pin and catch for
brooch, Sterling Silver,

. 
. each $2.20

Seal Charms or Brooches, Ster-
ling Silver, Rose Gold Finish, " 2 70

Rolled-Plate or Sterling Silver
Mounted Ribbon Fobs, . . . " 1.00

Initial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin, " .50
4 6 

" " " Gilt, " .66

ds to produce the colors absolutely correct

V TRADE <wa
Special Flags made to order in sizes illustrated at low prices

Personal Mention

Dr. Geo. W. McFatrich, secretary of the

Northern Illinois College, has just returned

from a pleasant two weeks' trip to Boston,

where he succeeded in climbing the 33d degree

ladder in Masonry.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of Robbins & Appleton, selling agents

of the American Waltham Watch Company, has

just returned from a two weeks' trip to the fac-

tory.

Sidney L. Smith, of the City of Mexico,

Mex., paid the Chicago trade a hurried visit the

early part of the week, en route to Mexico from

a visit to his old home in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.

Smith is connected with his father, A. C. Smith,

general watch inspector and superintendent of

the time service of the Mexican Central Railway

and other Mexican railroads. Mr. Smith re-

ports that times are prosperous in our Southern

neighboring Republic, and that the country is

enjoying quite a boom in railway building.

R. N. Blair, the well-known Western road

salesman, has recently accepted a position with

the Scott Brothers Company, and will cover

Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska territory for them.

Will Swartchild, of Swartchild & Company,

is spending this month in Texas. He is sending

in good business, and reports that trade is fairly

good in the Lone Star State.

H. M. Carle and Mrs. Carle have just re-

turned from a three weeks' outing spent in a

trip down the St. Lawrence, which they enjoyed

very much.

Edward J. Koch, of E. J. Koch & Company,

makers of cut glass, has recently returned from

a month's hunting expedition in the neighbor-

hood of the Yellowstone National Park.

Calvin Clauer, of the Calvin Clauer Corn-

pany, is making an extended Western trip in the

interest of his firm.
Charles J. Jacobs, secretary of the Knicker-

bocker Silver Company and the Chicago and

Western representative of the firm, has recently

returned from a trip to the factory at Port

Jarvis, N. Y.
Dan Axman, Chicago and Western agent

for the J. D. Bergen Company, has recently re-

turned from a visit to the company's factory.

Edmund Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company,

has recently returned from a trip to the St.

Louis World's Fair.
Louis Manheimer, of Louis Manheimer &

Brothers, accompanied by Mrs. Manheimer and

Miss Manheimer, returned the first of the

month from their summer outing spent at At-

lantic City and other Eastern pleasure resorts.

M. H. Lebolt, of Lebolt & Company, the

Palmer House jewelers, returned the early part

of the month from a trip to Europe wherein he

combined business and pleasure. Mr. Lebolt

was absent about three months and reports a

fine trip.
William G. Beek, the optician, is enjoying a

month's vacation doing the Eastern pleasure re-

sorts.
Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the North-

ern Illinois College of Optics, is spending this

week at St. Louis, enjoying the sights and

scenes at the World's Fair.

James K. Caldwell, Chicago agent for fac-

tories "L," "K" and "B" of the International

Silver Company, will have the sympathy of the

trade in the loss of a beloved mother whose

death occurred in Baltimore recently.

R. W. Morris, manager of the Chicago office

of the R. Wallace & Sons' Manufacturing Com-

pany, has just returned from a two months' out-

ing spent in touring through England, Ireland

and Scotland. Mr. Morris is looking well and

says he enjoyed a fine trip.

Erskine Douglas, for several years past in

charge of the watchmaking department at A.

Hirsch & Company's, is now on the outside,

looking after the firm's city trade.

John B. Warren, of the office force at the

general office of the Elgin National Watch

Company, returned this week from a short trip

to the St. Louis World's Fair.

Mr. and Mrs. Lem W. Flershem formally •

announced the past week the engagement of

their daughter, Miss Albertine Whitney Fler-

shem, to Mr. Joseph Loring Valentine, of Bos-

ton.

George E. Hunter, superintendent of the

Elgin National Watch Company's factory, and

family, have just returned from a trip to St.

Louis, where they enjoyed a week doing the

World's Fair.

The marriage of Miss Jeannette Knights,

youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

Knights, to Mr. Daniel Peterkin, will be cele-

brated on the evening of October 4th, at the

First Baptist Church in Englewood. Mr. Peter-

kin is the secretary and treasurer of the Inter-

national Salt Company and is a well-known

young man in society circles on the South Side

in Chicago.

Otto Young & Company last week took out

articles of incorporation under the laws of Illi-

nois. When spoken to in regard to this mat-

ter, Mr. Julius Schnering, managing partner of

the firm, said that this change had been in con-

templation for some time, but would not go into

effect until February 1st, 1905, the beginning of

their regular business year. Their reasons for

taking this step were that both Mr. Young and

himself were getting on in years . and they de-

sired to share the responsibilities of their busi-

ness with a younger man. With this idea in

view Mr. Peter White, their assistant manager

and buyer, would be interested with them in the

incorporated business.

Herb Compton, buyer for the C. F. Happle

Company, who underwent an operation for ap-

pendicitis the middle part of August, has so far

recovered as.to be out of danger. Mr. Comp-

ton expects to be about business again early in

October.

MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM FREUND ,

A social gathering that will be of more than

usual interest to the Chicago trade, and also

that of several of the Eastern manufacturing

centers, especially among the "old timers," was

the celebration of the Golden Wedding anni-

versary of Mr. and Mrs. William Freund, of 460

Wells Street, this city, on the evening of Sep-

tember Toth, at Caller's Hall, North Clark

Street and Grant Place. Mr. Freund has long

been the head of the copper-plate engraving and

fine stationery house of William Freund & Sons,

and has an interesting career in connection with

the engraving business. Mr. Freund originally

came from Germany, landing in New York in

1848, where he worked at his trade as a jewelry

engraver for several years. Later he followed

the same kind of work in Attleboro and New-

ark. In 1864, at the solicitation of his friend

Paul juergens,of Juergens & Andersen, he came

West and located in Chicago. He immediately

went to work for the last-named firm. A few

(Continued on page 1565)
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We have now received

this season's importation of

Diamonds and are prepared to

fill orders from an unusually

large and fine stock. We sell

good Diamonds at prices

that attract careful buyers;

therefore, we ask your con-

sideration when order-

ing precious stones.

The excellent display

of Watches in our 1905

Catalog, which will come

to you early in October, will be

bound to interest all Jewelers. We

have annually sent out a catalog, to

Jewelers only, each edition excelling

its predecessor and keeping pace

with the growth of business in gen-

eral and the growth of our business

in particular. The book illustrates

everything that a Jeweler sells, and

a careful examination of its pages

will interest and instruct

any Jeweler.
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WALTHAM
18 SIZE RAILROAD WATCHES

'92 OR VANGUARD MODEL, HUNTING OR OPEN FACE

VANGUARD, Nickel;

23 diamond, fine ruby and sapphire jewels ; both balance pivots running on diamonds ; raised gold settings;

jeweled main wheel bearings ; jewel pin set without shellac ; double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed

sapphire pallets ; comsensating balance in recess, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions ; patent

Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; embossed gold patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel

safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels ; elaborately finished nickel plates with gold lettering ; steel parts chamfered ;

double sunk dial. The Vanguard is the finest 18 size movement in the world.

VANGUARD, Nickel;

21 diamond and ruby jewels ; both balance pivots running on diamonds ; raised gold settings ; jewel pin set without

shellac ; double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance in recess,

adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form;

embossed gold patent •micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels ; elaborately

finished nickel plates with gold lettering ; steel parts chamfered ; double sunk dial. The Vanguard is the finest 18

size movement in the world.

VANGUARD, Nickel;

19 diamond, fine ruby and sapphire jewels ; both balance pivots running on diamonds ; raised gold settings ; jeweled

main wheel bearings ; jewel pin set without shellac ; double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed

sapphire pallets ; compensating balance in recess, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions ; patent

Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; embossed gold patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel

safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels ; elaborately finished nickel plates with gold lettering ; steel parts chamfered;

double sunk dial. The Vanguard is the finest 18 size movement in the world.

CRESCENT ST., Nickel ;

21 fine ruby jewels ; gold settings ; jewel pin set without shellac ; double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel ;

exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance in recess, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions;

patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety

barrel ; exposed winding wheels • double sunk dial.

CRESCENT ST., Nickel ;

19 fine ruby jewels ; gold settings ; jeweled main wheel bearings ; jewel pin set without shellac ; double roller

escapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance in recess, adjusted to temper-

ature, isochronism and five positions ; patent Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micro-

metric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ; exposed winding wheels ; double sunk dial.

APPLETON, TRACY & CO. PREMIER, Nickel;
17 ruby jewels ; gold settings ; jewel pin set without shellac ; double roller escapement ; steel escape wheel;

exposed sapphire pallets ; compensating balance in recess, adjusted to temperature and five positions ; patent

Breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in form ; patent micrometric regulator ; tempered steel safety barrel ;

exposed winding wheels ; double sunk dial.

Manufactured and (ivaranteed by

AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH CO.
WALTHAM, MASS.
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years later Mr. Freund established himself as 
an

engraver to the jewelry trade, a business he con-

tinued successfully until 1891, when he branch
ed

out into stationery engraving and established

the firm of William Freund & Sons in connec-

tion with his four sons. The firm's career since

has been one of steady progress, until they now

have the largest copper-plate engraving plant in

the West. Over one hundred friends of Mr. and

Mrs. Freund joined them in celebrating their

fiftieth anniversary. Judge Brentano presided

as toastmaster, and there were a number of fine

toasts delivered by some of Chicago's best-

known after-dinner speakers. The evening was

voted a most happy and enjoyable one by all

present. THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in pre-

senting the portraits of this worthy couple to

our readers, with the wish that they may have

many returns of their wedding day.

Gossip Among the Trade

Benj. Allen & Co. have issued their annual

catalogue to the trade. This is a voluminous

compilation, abundantly illustrated with hand-

some cuts, and containing a great deal of in-

formation of practical interest to the retail

jeweler and optician. Its scope is very compre-

hensive, embracing practically everything that

the jeweler sells. It marks an advance ever

upon the notable catalogues hitherto issued by

this firm. Great care is shown in its arrange-

ment, which is very methodic, with a view to

facilitating reference.

The following students have recently en-

tered the fall class at the Jewelers' School of

Engraving: Herman Theil, Chicago; Bessie

Hubbell, Los Angeles, Cal.; Max A. Templeton,

Lansing, Mich.; Bren & Rohn, Clinton, Ill.;

A. E. Shaw, Medina, Ohio; Fay Sheridan, St.

Charles, Minn.; John E. Ramsey, Rockford, Ill.,

and Miss Emma Bell, Bloomington, Ill.

Otto Young & Co. have issued their new

catalogue, and it is unnecessary to state that it

is complete in every respect. Every branch of

the jeweler's stock is thoroughly covered, the

various lines being so arranged and indexed that

reference to any item in the volume is but the

work of a moment. From cover to cover it is

a storehouse of very pertinent information at

this season. The illustrations are admirably

executed, and the volume, as a whole, strong

and durable.
L. J. Eckhardt, for many years a manufac-

turing jeweler and diamond setter for the local

trade, and Emil Hornikel, the well-known en-

graver, have formed a partnership to do a manu-

facturing jewelry business and engraving. The

new firm will be known as Eckhardt & Horni-

kel. They have secured quarters on the four-

teenth floor of the Champlain building.
C. H. Knights & Co., wholesale jewelers

and importers, Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago, have issued their 1905-6 supply cata-

logue. This is a voluminous compilation em-

bracing 512 pages, abundantly illustrated and

bound in a durable cloth cover. It comprises

every adjunct of the jewelers' workshop from

benches, bellows, anvils and lathes to the most

diminutive factor in repair work. There is also

an optical section containing much information

regarding the various appliances which enter

into the practical work of the optician. The

book is carefully prepared, the illustrations

judiciously arranged, and prices and descriptions

arranged with clearness and regularity.
Some of the recent graduates of the North-

ern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and

Otology, are Frank Brockway, Jefferson, Iowa;

Harry Watson, Brandon, Miss. •, R. G. Pickrell,

Anna, Ill.; Jessie L. Warren, Escanaba, Mich.;

C. L. Pardee, Sacramento, Cal.; S. A. Ross,

Medina, N. Y.; David Garfinkle, Nashville,

Tenn.; T. H. Hodgson, Chicago, Ill.; Dr. M. L.

White, Austin, Tex.; Sidney Klein, Cleveland,

Ohio; B. G. Rich, Bossburg, Wash.; A. 0. Sn
y-

der, Bloomington, Ill.; J. J. Lewis, Australia,

and Albert Orr, Cumberland, Md.

Norris, Alister & Co. will issue about Oc-

tober loth, their standard annual illustrated cata-

logue for 1905, 39th edition. In completeness,

range and intelligent classification of contents

this catalogue surpasses any heretofore issued

by this concern. It is profusely illustrated and

its descriptions of the goods are clear and con-

cise. It abounds in such information as the re-

tailer is in need of every day, and its referential

value alone is such as should entitle it to a place

among the business literature of every retailer.

A. C. Becken's new catalogue is even an im-

provement on its voluminous predecessors. It

contains 768 pages and has, in addition to si
ze,

all the other qualifications of the ideal referen
ce

book. Illustrations of the goods are shown as

far as space will permit, brief descriptions a
re

given, and the entire compilation arranged so 
as

to reduce to a minimum and a moment the 
labor

of reference. The book will be a valuable add
i-

tion to the store library of every jeweler, 
espe-

cially at this buying season.

News from the Trade

G. W. Flanders, of Three Rivers, Mich., 
in

company with a friend, made the trip to the 
St.

Louis World's Fair in an automobile the 
early

part of the month. They enjoyed a fine trip. M
r.

Flanders found the Exposition ahead of his 
ex-

pectations, save that he was disappointed in n
ot

seeing any display of American watches, and

writes this office to give an explanation in 
THE

KEYSTONE for this seeming lack of enterprise 
on

the part of the watch companies. The question

of making an exhibit at the St. Louis Wo
rld's

Fair was duly considered by several of the 
watch

companies. One reason that influenced them n
ot

to undertake the matter was that in the li
ght of

the experience of those who made an exhi
bit at

the Chicago World's Fair was that the 
expense

of a proper display of the manufacture o
f the

American watch was too great for the be
nefits

or results derived. To exhibit the process of 
mak-

ing watches as carried on at any of.our big 
watch

plants would be a much larger undertaking 
than

most jewelers would imagine. Besides, the ex-

pense would simply astound the average de
alers,

so that it can easily be understood why the 
watch

manufacturers are not on hand at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition.
John Larson, for many years with the J. J

.

Sweeney, Jewelry Company, of Housto
n, Tex.,

but who has been spending the past four mo
nths

working in the Elgin watch factory, has return
ed

to Texas and is again at work for the Swe
eney

Company.
Ed. Barefield, well known in the St. Louis

trade from his long residence in that city, and 
S.

Fuller, also of St. Louis, have formed a par
tner-

ship under the firm-name of Barefield & 
Fuller

and located at Trenton, Mo., where they 
have

bought out the business of Harry Engle. The

new firm has made extensive improvements 
in

the store by putting in new fixtures, and are

already enjoying a nice trade. Mr. Engle is at

present undecided as to his future, but expects 
to

go to the Pacific Northwest and start up aga
in.

The marriage of H. H. Deutsch, the well
-

known representative of Wallach & Schiele 
in

the larger cities of the country from the Atl
antic

to the Pacific, to a New York young lady
 will

take place October t2th. The wedding will be
 a

large family affair, and will be celebrated at De
l-

monico's. Immediately .after the ceremony the

happy pair will start on their honeymoon trip,

going direct to the Pacific coast for several 
weeks

of rest and recreation. On their return Mr.

Deutsch will call on his trade from 'Frisco to

New York, their trip lasting fully eight wee
ks.

Prof. George A. Rogers, principal of the Chi-

cago Post-Graduate Optical College, at 67 Wa
bash

Avenue, reports the following students durin
g the

month of September. Miss Nellie Conner, of

New Albany, Ind., graduate in 1892 of the
 Chi-

cago Ophthalmic College, and in practice at 
New

Albany since that time ; Clem S. Hartma
n, of

Wapakoneta, Ohio, graduate of the Philadelphia
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Optical College in 1900, and who atte
nded the

recent convention of the American 
Association

at Milwaukee; Ford A. Smith, of S
terling, Ill.,

who has been in practice for the past ei
ght years

in that place, and Edmond J. Bart, of 
Houston,

Tex., who recently returned from an 
extended

European tour, visiting Berlin, Vienna, Pari
s and

London, which cities he reports as far mo
re back-

ward in optics than even the smaller 
cities of

this country.
George D. Brown is just opening up a 

new

jewelry store at Flora, Ind.

August Goessler, of Pomeroy, Ohio, will

move into his handsome new store room
 early in

October, which he has built above the hi
gh-water

mark.
A. C. Wortley, the well-known jewele

r of

Kalamazoo, Mich., accompanied by his wi
fe, spent

a week, the past month, visiting at his 
old home

in Ypsilanti, the same State. Mr. Wortley is a

prominent man in financial and busines
s affairs

of the Wolverine State.

Jeweler Henry Volkman, of Kankak
ee, Ill.,

is a noted entertainer among his visi
ting friends

on his gasoline launch up the beautiful 
Kankakee

River.
Charles H. Reynolds, of Alpena, Mich.,

 and

his son Charles, stopped over in Chicago
 a day or

two last week on their return from a
 week spent

at the St. Louis World's Fair.

A. E. Steinfeldt, of Galesburg, Ill., 
has re-

cently added new fixtures to his store, which

greatly improves it and makes it a 
modern and

up-to-date establishment.

Henry Peters, of Moline, Ill., is about to

move into a much larger store in a 
better loca-

tion than his present place of business.
 In the

new store Mr. Peters will have ampl
e room for

his growing business.

H. H. Truckenbrod, of Mendota, E
l., has

recently added a handsome and up-to-dat
e optical

parlor to his business.

News has reached the trade here that 
A. W.

Crawford, the well-known Tucson, Ariz.,

jeweler, has sold out his business t
o E. G.

Cappo and J. P. Hohusen, of that city. 
Messrs.

Cappo and Hohusen have joined t
heir stores,

so the three stores are under the con
trol of one

firm. Mr. Crawford is well known in Chicag
o

from his former long connection w
ith G. W.

Marquardt & Sons.

Walter H. Mellor, the well and fav
orably-

known young jeweler of Michigan Ci
ty, Ind.,

was married to Miss Inez Herrick, 
September

7th, at the home of the bride's parent
s in Chero-

kee, Iowa. THE KEYSTONE joins wi
th Mellor's

many friends in wishing him and h
is bride all

kinds of good luck in their new relat
ion.

Clifford T. Shortess, son of Jeweler 
F. E.

Shortess, of Traer, Iowa, was marri
ed to Miss

Moore, of that city, on September 7th.

James M. Curley, of the missionary 
force of

the American Waltham Watch Company, is

spending this week among the Chica
go retail

trade.
C. S. Landon & Company is the na

me of a

new firm of jewelers at Polo, Ill., wh
o have just

opened up a neat and attractive store
. These

people visited this market recently to select

their opening bill.

Miss Maud Lanphere, who has been 
a stu-

dent at the Jewelers' School of 
Engraving for

several months past, has secured a 
position as

engraver and saleswoman with A. R. 
Troeb &

Company, Terre Haute, Ind. Miss Lanphere

leaves to take up her new work a
bout Octo-

ber 1.
Harry Bassett, of the firm of L. M. 

Bassett

& Son, Coldwater, Mich., has built 
an automo-

bile in his leisure moments which 
shows skill.

Mr. Bassett and his machine attract a great

deal of attention wherever he goes.

Jeweler A. J. Heasen, of Toledo, Oh
io, has

recently made extensive improvement
s in his

store by enlarging it and putting in new 
fixtures.

He now has one of the handsome mo
dern stores

of that flourishing lake city.

Frank Clark, son of Jeweler G. A. C
lark, of

Loraine. Ohio, spent several days in 
Chicago

recently on his return from a ten days'
 visit to

the St. Louis World's Fair. Mr. Cl
ark said he

(Continued on page z568)
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enjoyed the Fair hugely and believed it to be a
great show, but he also enjoyed the sights of
Chicago and said that we surely had a wonder-
ful city.

C. D. Gardner, of Manistee, Mich., has re-
cently refitted and redecorated his store for fall
trade.

John Murbach, of Elyria, Ohio, has recently
put in a handsome new front in his store and is
adding entire new fixtures. The remodeled
store will be modern and right up-to-date, a
credit to its owner as well as the pretty young
city where it is located.

Perry M. Slaughter has recently opened up
a new jewelry store in Farmington, Ill. He
bought his opening stock in this market.

A. H. Marweede has recently opened up a
new store in Alpena. Mich. Mr. Marweede
spent several days in Chicago the early part of
the month, selecting his opening stock.

Out-of-Town Visitors

Richard Miller, one of the pioneer jewelers
of Kansas, for over a quarter of a century lo-
cated at McPherson, stopped off in Chicago the
early part of the month to visit his friends in the
trade. while en route home from a three months'
trip to Europe. Mr. Miller was delighted with
his sojourn abroad and reported a most enjoy-
able trip. He was accompanied by his family.

I. F. Varney, of Wichita. Kans., was in Chi-
cago for a few days the early part of the month,
stocking up for the fall trade. Mr. Varney re-
turned home by way of St. Louis where he ex-
pected to spend a week looking over her won-
derful World's Fair.

John F. O'Connell, of Atlantic, Iowa, spent
a few days in Chicago last week,combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

R. A. Woodward, of Sandwich, Ill., paid this
market a visit the past week on the lookout for
late fall novelties.

A. Hapke, of Newman. Ill., was a welcome
visiting buyer in the market this week, on a
purchasing trip.

J. Peterson, of Dundee, Ill., was here this
week selecting his fall lines and calling on his
friends in the trade.

W. F. Kirkpatrick & Company, of St. Jo-
seph, Mo., were represented in this market last
week by Mr. Kirkpatrick, the head of the firm,
who was placing some liberal orders among our
wholesale manufacturing houses.

I. J. Taupert, Las Vegas, N. Mex., is in
Chicago this week selecting his fall bills and en-
joying the sights and scenes of the Western
metropolis.

W. H. Beck, of Sioux City, Iowa, spent a
day in Chicago this week on his way East.

Eustis Bros., of Minneapolis, Minn., have
been represented in this market this week by
Charles Eustis, who was here on a fall buying
trip.

C. S. Hartman, of Wapakoneta, Ohio, spent
several days in Chicago last week on the look-
out for fall novelties.

J. R. Hicks, of Silver City. N. Mex., was
among the many Western buyers looking
through this market last week for late fall nov-
elties.

George F. Scha11, of Winslow, Ariz., was in
Chicago for several days recently attending to
his fall buying.

Charles J. Sinn, of La Plata. Mo., spent a
few days in this market last week selecting his
fall bills.

Charles M. Hunnicutt. of Rockland, Ind.,
is in town this week doing his fall buying.
When seen by THE KEYSTONE representative,
Mr. Hunnicutt remarked that times were fairly
good in his section of the Hoosier State. and
that dealers generally were expecting a good
late fall and holiday business.

Martin & Hoerr, of Mankato, Minn., have
been represented in this market this week by
Mr. Hoerr, who was here looking over our
wholesale and manufacturing stocks, selecting
the firm's fall bills.

0. W. Green, of Parno, Iowa, was among
the trade callers in this market the past few
days.

W. M. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., spent
several days in this market recently, selecting
goods for the home store.

E. D. Beardsley, of Harvard, Ill., was call-
ing on the wholesale trade in this market the
early part of the week, on the lookout for late
fall novelties.

E. Hallett, the veteran jeweler of Lincoln,
Nebr., was here for a few days last week on a
business trip.

Jeweler William C. Wilson, of Cranbrook,
B. C., and Mrs. Wilson, spent a few days in
Chicago recently, en route to the St. Louis
Fair, where they expect to spend a week looking
over its splendors.

Allen & Son, of Marseilles, Ill., were repre-
sented in this market recently by Mr. Allen, Sr.,
who was here on a buying trip.

A. J. Reinhardt, of Lincoln, Ill., is in Chi-
cago this week looking over the market, select-
ing his fall bills.

M. F. Rosen, a practicing optician of
Matanzas, Cuba, spent a week in town the early
part of the month calling on the wholesale and
manufacturing optical houses. Mr. Rosen was
a liberal buyer while in the market, and when
met by THE KEYSTONE representative said that
he believed that Cuba was a country of great
natural resources and certainly had a bright
future, but that up to the present the Yankee
trade invasion was making rather slow inroads
upon the German and the English manufac-
turers. who still controlled the trade of the
island.

J. G. Donavan & Company, of Los Angeles,
Cal., were represented in this market the past
week by Mr. Donavan, who was in the East on
a purchasing trip as well as a visit to his old
home in Aurora. Ill. Mr. Donavan was a con-
genial caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while in
town. He is very enthusiastic over the present
prosperity of his new home, and believes that
Los Angeles will show over a quarter million
population by the next census and that her
future greatness is assured.

John M. Begwood and wife, of Terre Haute,
Ind.. were in Chicago for a few days last week,
combining business with pleasure.

Christian Pfeiffer, son of Albert Pfeiffer.
Little Rock. .Ark., spent a few days in Chicago
last week seeing the sights and calling on the
trade.

The house of Sturgeon & Company, of De-
troit. were represented in this market recently
by Mr. Brabb. who was here with Mrs. Brabb,
combining business with pleasure.

H. T. Witt, of Montecello, Iowa, was a visit-
ing buyer in this market recently, selecting his
fall bills.

John Hazelwood, wholesale and practicing
optician of New Albany, Ind., was in Chicago last
week on a business trip.

A. I. Agnew. manager of the Columbian Op-
tical Company, Denver, Colo., spent a few days
iii this market the early part of the month, call-
ing on our wholesale and manufacturing optical
houses.

A. G. Kinnear. of Marion, Ind., was a recent
visiting buyer in this market, on the lookout for
late fall novelties.

T. P. Owen and Mrs. Owen, of York, Nebr.,
spent several days in Chicago last week, combin-
ing business with pleasure. Mr. and Mrs. Owen
were pleasant callers at KEYSTONE headquarters
during their stay in town.

H. E. Taylor, of Bloomington, Wis., is among
the large number of Northwestern dealers who
have recently been visiting buyers in this market.

Charles H. Cole, of Sandwich, Ill., has been
in town this week on a purchasing trip. Mr. Cole
was looking over our wholesale stocks, picking
up his lines in late fall novelties.

The firm of Stahl & Son, of Bryan. Ohio,
were represented in Chicago this week by Mr.
Stahl, Jr., who was accompanied by Mrs. Stahl.
They were returning home from a week spent at
the St. Louis Fair.

J. S. Reed, of Milan, Mo., stopped over a day
or two recently on his way home from Petosky,
Mich., where he was spending a couple of weeks
for the benefit of a bad case of hay fever.

W. H. Replogle, of Shenandoah, Iowa, spent
several days in the Chicago market the early part
of the month, stocking up for the fall trade.

H. Levine, of Greenland, Mich., spent several
days in Chicago recently on the lookout for late
fall novelties.

John Luckenbach, now a prosperous jeweler
of Los Angeles, Cal., was in this market for sev-
eral days the early part of the month, calling on
his old friends and doing some fall buying. Mr.
Luckenbach is well known in the trade here as
formerly located at Green Bay, Wis., but who sold
out his business there and went to California a
little over two years ago, where he is doing well
in the retail business at Los Angeles.

H. J. Durran, of Napierville, Ill., was a visit-
ing buyer in this market the early part of the
month, selecting his fall bills.

H. J. Dale, of Linton, Ind., was here recently
on a purchasing trip. Mr. Dale reports crop con-
ditions as good in his section, with a promising
outlook for a good late fall and holiday business.

0. B. Kaull, of Earlville, Ill., was seen in this
market the early part of the month, selecting his
fall bills.

J. R. Cromer, of the firm of Cromer Brothers,
Fort Worth, Tex., accompanied by Mrs. Cromer,
spent a few days in Chicago last week, combining
business with pleasure. Mr. and Mrs. Cromer
spent one day while here at Elgin, as guests of
the Elgin National Watch Company, and were
very much interested in looking through the big
Avatch plant. They found time during their stay
in town to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters
and make a pleasant call.

H. 0. Jensen, of J. S. Jensen & Sons, jeweler-
opticians, San Francisco, Cal., was a trade caller
in Chicago the early part of the month. Mr. Jen-
sen was fresh from a week's stay at the St. Louis
World's Fair, and was including Chicago in his
itinerary.

Jeweler M. J. Soukup, of Decorah, Iowa,
spent a few days in the Chicago market recently,
picking up his fall line and enjoying life in the
Western metropolis. While here he was a pleas-
ant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters.

D. S. Jones, of Independence, Iowa, a familiar
and welcome figure in this market, was here last
week on a fall purchasing trip.

C. Pieper, of Zeeland, Mich., was in Chicago
for a few days recently, selecting his fall line.

S. A. Ashquith, of Ashquith Brothers, Water-
loo, Iowa, visited Chicago last week on a buying
trip.

T. L. Coombs, of T. L. Coombs, of Omaha,
Nebr., was here for a few days last week•on the
lookout for late fall novelties.

V. F. Cole, of Jewell, Iowa, is in Chicago this
week on a purchasing trip. When seen in one of
our wholesale offices Mr. Cole said that his sec-
tion of Iowa was fairly prosperous this year, and
that another week of favorable weather would put
their corn crop entirely out of danger. He re-
marked that the general trade outlook for the fall
and holiday season was most promising, and that
dealers generally in central Iowa were looking
for a good business from this time on to the
holidays.

M. Hayner, of McComb, Miss., was among
the Southern jewelers who visited this market re-
cently on the lookout for fall novelties.

Dan D. Williams, the well-known and suc-
cessful jeweler of Emporia, Kans., accompanied
by his wife and daughter, spent several days in
town last week, combining business with pleasure.
Before returning to their home they expected to
spend a week looking over the St. Louis World's
Fair.

J. G. Davenport, of Battle Creek, Mich., was
a visiting buyer in this market recently, picking
up his lines of late fall novelties.

Henry Hulburt, of Mineral Point, Wis., spent
several days here recently, taking in the sights and
doing some fall buying.

J. W. Veith, of Rossville, Ill., visited the Chi-
cago market on a purchasing trip recently.

A. G. Haines, of Merrimack, Wis., was among
the throng of visiting buyers in this market re-
cently.

Roger Williams Silver Co.
make a specialty of Fine Goods

in Sterling Silver for the Retail

Jewelry Trade

Our new line of Hollow,

Toilet and Flat Ware is

ready for the holiday season

We have extended our

lines by adding many pieces

at commercial prices, thus

enabling jewelers carrying

our productions to meet the

demand for both the fine

and medium class of trade

and traveling representa-

tives carry a full line of

Factory

101 Sabin Street

Providence, R. I.
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Manning, Bowman & Company, CoMnnereicdteicnut

THE
BEST

KNOWN
METHOD
FOR

MAKING
COFFEE
OR
TEA

No. 1993
" METEOR " CIRCULATING
COFFEE PERCOLATOR

Made in over fifty assorted
Styles and Sizes

Circular 87K illustrates complete line
of Percolators

Nickel and Silver Plate New York
Chicago

San Francisco
New and Original Designs Quality Guaranteed

Chafing Dishes (MIZIonZ' Prize Trophies, Tankards, Etc.
Baking Dishes, Table Kettles, Etc.

No. 1158. PRIZE CUP

Solid Copper, English Pewter Mountings

No. 267. CHAFING DISH

Nickel or Silver Plated

All of our Percolators are made with the latest up-to-date improvements. Globes have removable strainers and are interchangeable. The
Meteor Lamp can be instantly lighted or extinguished, and regulates perfectly. If you want the

BEST Percolator, see that it is stamped " Meteor."

NEW CATALOGUE No. 40, ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE LINE, NOW READY

F- 2320

Are you preparing for holiday possibilities in watch sales ? Are you

keeping in mind the lesson of the past few years—the December rush, the scarcity

in some sizes, the delays in delivery, the disappointments and even loss in sales.

The safeguard for this is early purchasing from a supply house with
ample stock to fill trade needs. We assure satisfaction and prompt delivery, the

goods you want just when you want them. We have prepared for holiday

purchasing with an immense stock of Elgin, Waltham and Hamilton movements

and all the standard makes of solid gold and gold filled cases—a safe abundance

in every line.

We are agents for Rogers & Bro. celebrated Star brand of silver-plated

flatware, and are now showing a great wealth of handsome new patterns.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS
South Tcnth Street, Philadclph'Et

71the "Violet" Service in Sterling Silver

_

TEA SPOON

Full Size

OLIVE SPOON

SALAD FORK COLD MEAT FORK
One-!:alf scale

The "Violet" pattern is really quite unique in design 
and finish. The workmanship is as usual a

trifle higher in standard than might possibly have 
seemed necessary, but withal the price is most

moderate and every indication is that the "Violet" will 
achieve great success commercially.

If you have not received catalog and price-list of 
the "Violet" flatware, a request will bring one

to you.

V. Wallace & Zon$ libfc3. Co.

NEW Y0RK-226 Fifth Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO—I to Sutter Street

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO-131-I37 Wabash Avenue
L0ND0N-63 Basinghall Street, E. C.

We beg to announce that our New York Showrooms, at 
226 Fifth Ave., have been entirely

remodeled in a most attractive manner. We now have more room for the display of our 
products,

made necessary by the extensive proportions they have assumed. 
A personal call from you will be

appreciated and you will be made very welcome.

rrizAnaC7=ZEIGEIND /Amu<

SUERLING



This double-page advertisement is one
of several that will appear in some of
the leading magazines for November

A celebrated artist, with
whom we were recently dis-
cussing silverware, remarked:
" There is a question of wear in
the design of a spoon, as truly as
there is in its plate of silver."

This expressed the keynote
of the Community Silver idea.
Will a design wear? Will it
please you after it has been on
your table for a year ? Will its
artistic qualities still please you
at the end of ten years ? This
involves a point in the manu-
facture of silverware which, un-
til we brought out our Avalon
and Flower-de-Luce patterns,
was overlooked by all makers
of plated ware. Even sterling
manufacturers, while they had
considered the beautiful and
the artistic, never clearly recog-
nized the qualities which make
a design wear.

Place two spoons of differ-
ent patterns side by side. Both
are new and bright, and you
perhaps find difficulty in de-
ciding which is the more attract-
ive. Put them both on your
table where you see them every
day. You discover to your
surprise that one (perhaps the

General Offices:

ONEIDA, N. Y.

This double-page advertisement is one

of several that will appear in some of

the leading magazines for November

COMMUNITY SILVER COMMUNITY SILVER,
AVALON fs.c,./ AIL 0

The eno ous s cess of the Avalon pattern revolution-, .
ming plated ware designs. Here, for the first time, the style and
appearance of Sterling is reproduced in plated ware. More than. ,
triple plated (Triple-plus). Guaranteed for 25 years.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
Branch Offices and Showrooms:

NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.
CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.

Founded in 1848.

Silverware Offices and Factories:
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.

htedly sold in your t
ostpaid, as follows:

6 Teas, $2.00 6 Orange Spoons, $3.00

6 Forks, $4.00 6 Butter Spreaders. $3.75

own, ut if not found readily,

6 Knives (hollow handle ), $6.00

6 Knives (solid handle), $4.00

ONEIDA, N.Y.

General Offices:

ONEIDA, N. Y.

more glittering and brilliant,

with more ornaments and irreg-
ularities) becomes at the end

of a short time disagreeable to

you. You not only lose your

liking for it, but are annoyed to

see it so often before you. At

the same time, the other one

grows upon your fancy. Its

appearance satisfies you. Your

affection for it increases and

you dread the time when it will

wear out.
Recognition of the above

fact and the employment of
artists who worked to the de-

sired end, obtained at once for

Community Silver one of its

chief distinctions. The silver

Oil our spoons wears well. Ev-

eryone knows that ; but the

point which puts our silverware

ill a class by itself, is the fact

that our designs also wear.

Dealers will inmlediately

recognize that the sales of the

future depend upon this point.

It is certainly an excellent thing

to have the silver plate on the

spoons you sell wear, but it is

the wearing qualities of the

design which will bring you

repeat orders in the years to

come.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD
Silverware Offices and Factories:
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.

Branch Offices and Showrooms:

NEW YORK, so Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.
CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.

Foe i,1 ed in 1848.



Write To-Day For Our Four New Catalogues
(FREE BY EXPRESS, PREPAID)

The illustrations below show a few of the Novelties shown in Catalogue No. 29

No1116o. CLOCK
Height, 8 inches

No. 115o. CANDLE
Height, 7 inches

CHICA00 OFFILE
109 I Wabash Avenue

We are, this season, making an
extensive line of Art Novelties in
French Gray, Ormolu Gold, French
Bronze and Venetian Bronze finishes,
including

CANDLESTICKS
CANDELABRA
VASES
PIN TRAYS

SMOKERS' TRAYS
INK STANDS
CLOCKS

STATUETTES
JEWEL CASES, Etc.

Entirely new and original designs
in Quadruple Silver-Plated Hollow-
ware, viz:

TEA SETS
WATER SETS
ICE PITCHERS
PRIZE CUPS
TROPHIES
TRAYS
BREAD TRAYS
SPOON BOATS
BON-BONS
CARD TRAYS
BERRY SETS
SALAD BOWLS
CANDELABRA
FRUIT DISHES
CRACKER JARS, Etc.
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THE NEW HOLMES & EDWARDS PATTERNS

TO THE JEWELRY TRADE

I N presenting our two new

patterns to the Jewelry

trade, we would call espe-

cial attention to their great

beauty of design. Each in

their class is thoroughly ar-

tistic, and a fine example of

the die cutter's art.

•

No. 1153. CLOCK
Size, 3%, x 8:14 inches

The Imperial in the staple spoons and forksis made only in our Ster-

ling Inlaid quality, and the line will appeal to the most

critical trade. Not only is the design exceedingly

andsome, but the trade-mark

(EV1' EDWARDS  -E3ga IAI FE)
made familiar by our magazine ad-

vertising, will insure a satisfac-

tory sale. "Solid Silver Where

it Wears " at a fraction

the cost of sterling silver,

and " guaranteed to

wear twenty-five

years," are fea-

tures worth

talking

about.

N0. 1164. VASE!
Cut %size

M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Company
Works and Main Office—EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y. NEW YORK OFFICE

409 Broadway

of

The
Orient

it

family use.

mark

HOLMES & EDWARDS

Is heavy enough for

hotel or restaurant

use, yet it is neither

bulky or clumsy, making

equally as desirable for

It bears the trade-

and nothing in silver plate now on the

market can show the careful attention to the

details of making as illustrated in this design.

It is furnished in our Rolled Plate quality, guar-

anteed for ten years' wear ; Twelve Ounce or Triple

Plate, and XIV or Sectional Plate.

SEND FOR PRICES AND DISCOUNTS

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER Co., BRIDGEPORTSUCCESSOR TO 
 CONN.

Chicago-195 State Street
New York-9-11-13 Maiden Lane



The front of the handle represents

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
 of the 

LOUISIANA PURCHASE TERRITORY

October, 1904

San Francisco Letter

THEE

The magnificent trophy which was won by the
St. Bernard Commandery of Chicago, at the
Knights Templar Conclave held in our city last
month, is the production of one of our leading

jewelry establishments, Hammersmith & Field's,

of Kearny Street, and it was well worthy of the

efforts put forth by the visiting Templars. It con-

sists of a splendid punch bowl, salver, ladle and

cups. The set is a triumph of the goldsmith's art

in a design true to nature, as shown in our illustra-

tion. Every piece of this grand ensemble is of

dull red rich copper, with ornamentation of silver.

The lining of the great bowl, of the cups, and of

the bowl of the ladle is a rich red gold. The big

chalice measures seventeen inches from side to

side and stands fifteen inches high, while the

circular salver is thirty inches in diameter. On

the rim of the bowl are two silver Indian heads

(which serve as handles),
beautifully modeled, with

In Panorama, Viz ; The Setting Sun ; The Buffalo and the Indian ; The
Lewis and Clark Expedition ; The Prospectors; The Settlers in Prairie
Schooners and the Modern Locomotive.

In the Bowl is shown the Cabildo in which was signed the Treaty
ceding the Louisiana Territory by France to the United States.

The opposite side bears the official signature ot W. B. Stevens,
Secretary of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

without which no spoon is official.

,13,4.05

We have secured the contract from the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company for the manu-
facture and sale of this spoon, which will be sold to the public by the RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE
only. The figures quoted above are the prices at retail. A suitable discount will be allowed to the
dealer, which, together with further details, will be disclosed for the asking. The design of this spoon
is not local, but historical, and will therefore sell in every section of the world. The spoon itself is pro-
nounced by everyone to be the most finely finished and artistic of any ever gotten out for this purpose.

four bear heads and pelts
attached, all in solid sil-

ver ; between the bears

are also two silver coats

of arms; not of the swords,

spears and battle axes of

the Crusaders, but of a

graceful design of the

more rude weapons of the

red warriors of the West.

The base of the bowl is

mounted with real arrow

heads ,of flint, jasper per,

agate, obsidian onyx, all

neatly attached to it. The

red copper salver is
rimmed and mounted in

silver arrow heads and

other Indian designs ; the

most unique, as well as
artistic features, of this
part of the set are the two

KEYSTONE

family and household effects to town and will

settle here. Radke & Co., the Sutter Street
retailers, have been fortunate in getting Mr. Field's

services, as he is thoroughly posted on all lines
relative to retailing in a first-class store.

James Montgomery, of Montgomery Bros., of
South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal., has been

East in search of novelties for the fall season.

This annual pilgrimage is a very profitable one, as

it enables Mr. Montgomery to procure the latest

effects in bric-a-brac, art novelties and jewelry.
H. L. Frederick, the retail jeweler, of Santa

Barbara, Cal., was among the visiting tradesmen
in town during conclave week replenishing his

stock for the fall season.
Peter Johnson, of Angels Camp, was among

the visiting Knights during the conclave, and he

was personally responsible for the success of Pacific
Commandery No. 3's exhibits in the large ball
room of the Lick House, where he had an elaborate
display of gold quartz from his section of California.
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The fortunate young lady, Miss Nellie Wright, is a
native of San Francisco, and the young couple are
receiving the congratulations of their many friends
in the trade. The ceremony took place on August
24th, which accounts for Al.'s advance cards not
reaching you when they should.

Harry Jacoby, who conducts a retail store in
Oroville, Cal., was among the sightseers, and also
bought some desirable ready sellers to replenish
his stock for his expected fall business.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., of A. Eisenberg & Co., is
still recuperating at Harbor Springs, and we feel
as though his long absence from business will be
beneficial in the end, although his presence is very
much missed by the entire working force in his
concern during this busy season.

Chas. Niner, of Pleasanton, was among the
visiting tradesmen in town during conclave week,
on a pleasure trip, and incidentally marveled at
the grand electrical display on our principal street.

Mr. Eppstein, buyer for Frank Golden's jewelry
store in Carson City, Nev.,
was among the visiting
tradesmen in town last

handles of buckhorn on
the edge of the metal
plate. The horn is in its
natural state and bound on with silver thongs.
The ladle is of sterling silver, its bowl being ham-

mered in gilt, and the handle is a rare piece of

stag horn. The whole outfit is one that reflects
great credit upon the house that designed and
executed the magnificent trophy that so ably
symbolizes the great West.

John A. Hammersmith (a Knight Templar),
of Hammersmith & Fields, is an energetic worker,
and the success of entertaining the host of visiting
Knights is partly due to his untiring efforts to pro-
vide amusement for the city's guests, as he is
responsible for the Chinese play which is present
during the entire week at the Grand Opera House
in conjunction with the sports at the Sutro Baths,
and which was a revelation to some of the visitors
from our Middle West States.

Percy Greer and his bride have returned from
their six-weeks' honeymoon, visiting points of
interest in the East. Percy is loud in praising the
merits of the fair at St. Louis.

Ed. Evatt, who recently moved from Geary
Street to his new location on Third Street, reports
business as very good. His only regret is that he
did not open his new store originally in his present
location. Better late than never, however.

J. W. Field, formerly connected with the
jewelry trade in Boston, Mass., has moved his

A Remarkable Trophy of Unique Design

G. Reber was in town with the host of visitors.
Master Reber accompanied his father to view the
decorations and night illuminations. Mr. Reber
reports the outlook for future business in Angels

Camp as very prosperous, some very fine strikes

having been made recently in this gold producing

section of our State.
J. J. Hoin, the retail jeweler, of Antioch, Cal.,

was in town buying a complete new stock to carry

him over the holidays.
F. C. Ewert, of Woodland, was among the

army of visitors during the Knights Templar con-

clave. Mrs. Ewert and her daughter accompanied

him and were greatly impressed with the imposing

appearance of our city during the parade, with its

thousands in line and an outpouring of at least a

quarter of a million sightseers.
Bert Anderson, who is one of the Anderson

Bros., of Auburn and Sacramento, combined busi-

ness with his Masonic pleasures during the gather-

ing of plumed Knights, and renewed old friendships

among friends in the trade.
Emil Steinman and family, of Sacramento, was

among the thousands who marveled at the electric

display along the blazed trail on Market Street

during the week of the big show.
Al. Cantor, the advance agent of prosperity

with Nordman Bros., has joined the benedicts.

month buying stock for
his fall trade.

Mrs. Sherman Thomp-
son, wife of a leading
retail jeweler, of Salem,
Ore., spent a delightful
vacation visiting points of
interest in and around
San Francisco during the
visit of the Sir Knights.

D. T. Badgley, who
formerly conducted a
jewelry store in Anderson,
has opened a new estab-
lishment in Livermore,
Cal., and found it neces-
sary to visit this jewelry
center to purchase stock
for same.

S. F. Hollander, of
Eureka, Cal., was among
the visiting Sir Knights in
town during the conclave
on pleasure bent.

M. W. Argall, the Grass Valley retail jeweler,
was among the army of visitors during the white
light display, and called upon his friends in the
wholesale districts.

A. A. Ritter, formerly of 237 Kearny Street,
has moved into his new quarters at 524 Kearny
Street, where he will have more than twice the
floor space previously used in his old store. This
move was necessary on account of growing
business.

Peter Engle, of Marysville, Cal., was noticed
among the ranks of the marching hosts of Knights
Templar on parade day.

Hanak & Lasky have moved into their new
store at 237 Kearny Street, and have fitted it up in
keeping with the rest of the stores in this neigh-
borhood.

Geo. Kryhl, of C. P. Kryhl & Son, retail
jewelers, of Santa Ana, was among the visiting
tradesmen in town during the conclave on a
pleasure trip.

Henry Bohm, of the enterprising firm of retail
jewelers, Bohm-Bristol Co., with establishments in
Denver, Colo., and San Francisco, was among the
visitors to the conclave. Mr. Bohm is an enthu-
siastic Templar, and has been a member of Colo-
rado Commandery No. i of Denver for more than
fifteen years and is content to serve in the ranks.

(Continued on tags i381)
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No. 260   $324.00
No. 2713   360.00

18 fine diamonds
Weight, 13% carats

Subject to Catalogue Discount

WE GIVE YOU

The Best Value in Diamonds

The Lowest Prices on Diamonds

The Largest Assortment of

No. 90C   $82.00

1 fine diamond, 11, carat.
90 fine pearls.

14 K. brooch and pendant.

Subject to Catalogue Discount

DIAMONDS (LOOSE OR MOUNTED)

AND SAVE YOU

MONEY ON

EVERY PURCHASE

.1

No. 25B . ... $1350.00
89 fine diamonds.
Weight, 51% carats.

Solid platinum and gold.
Extra fine piece.

Subject to Catalogue Discount

AND SAVE YOU

MONEY ON

EVERY PURCHASE

You can meet and undersell competition with our goods, because
we give you the most and best fin- the money.

Our New 1905 Catalogue is Now Ready

If you are a regular jeweler and have not received it, please
inform us and we will cheerfully send you one free of charge.

No. 419  $30.00
1 fine diamond 

Engraved rose color finish.
2 pictures.

Subject to Catalogue Discount

Otto Young & Co.
Wholesale Jewelers

CHICAGO, ILL.
149-153 State Street No. 425 $22.00

1 tine diamond 
Green and rose finish.

2 pictures.
Subject to Catalogue Discount

_
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Cincinnati Letter

Traveling men report an in-
Business creased business from all
Improving sections of the Central States.

While the increase is not
phenomenal, yet, considering the fact that this is
Presidential year and that the business is of a bet-
ter class, it indicates that the winter season will be

prosperous one. From the farming sections,
which seemed to be threatened for a time with dis-
aster, because of lack of rains, come the reports
that healthy rains have fallen and that the crops
'ill be bountiful. With this condition obtain-
ing in the rural sections, confidence in the
national policy undisturbed, and business in gen-
eral being good, there is no reason why a big
winter trade should not materialize.

Harry Bohmer, with Frohman & Co., ac-
companied by his family, spent several weeks at
Benton Harbor, Mich.

John Schmid, an old-time jeweler, who re-
tired from business a number of years ago, after
having made a small fortune, has decided to
again embark in the business', and is now look-
ing for a suitable location.

Charles Keller, of Frankfort, Ky., was here
several days, ordering his winter stock.

C. S. Bennett, bookkeeper for Frank
Herschede, spent a two weeks' vacation on the
lakes last month.

Salesmen, representing the Miller Bros.
Jewelry Company. who have completed trips
through a dozen States, report good crops and
Iflavsosrable indications for a heavy winter busi-e

S. & H. Gilsey, the Pearl Street jobbers,
have added a cut glass department to their
business.

William Diehl, a jeweler at Anderson, Ind.,
was a new buyer in the Cincinnati market.

Joseph T. Cantor, of the wholesale jewelry
firm of Lehr, Cantor & Co., against which
several creditors recently brought bankruptcy
proceedings, filed an answer in the United
States Court, admitting all of the allegations in
the petition filed against the firm, and he asks
that the latter be adjudged a bankrupt. This is
the case where Ira H. Lehr, the partner of Can-
tor, left under unexplainable circumstances, and
has not been heard from since. Schedules of the
assets and liabilities of the firm were filed in the
Court. The former consists of stock in trade
valued at $5oo; debts due on open accounts.
amounting to $82.04, and $2 in cash. The
liabilities aggregate $6,677.26.• Cantor's in-
dividual indebtedness is given at $12o. He has
no personal assets.

C. G. Schlenker and wife, of Hickman. Ky.,
recently passed through the city" on their way
home from the World's Fair and the place of
their nativity, near Eaton, Ohio.

E. J. Morris, with the firm of Loring An-
drews

t urocd 8z 1,'te East.
Cho., ltas returned from a pleasant trip

Miss Dora Ochs, one of the well-known
lady.employes of A. & J. Plant, was married to
L. S. Lehrman, also of this city, early in the
month of September. The wedding trip of the
happy couple included the World's Fair and
other points of interest in the West.

J. L. Whistler, jeweler, of Marion, Ind., was
in the city several days, buying fixtures for a
new store which he is fitting up.

Launch Built 
No arrival for a long time
has aroused as much interest

by Watchmakers in river circles as the new
launch, the only one of its kind

on the Ohio River, which anchored at the foot of
Vine. Street early in September. Although the
craft is intended for service on the Ohio and
Mississippi streams, it is built for lake and
coastwise and ocean service. The boat is named
the "Cincy," having been built by two Cin-
cinnati boys who are novices in the ship-
building line. The owners are J. M. Benjamin
and Frank C. Menke. The boat was constructed
in Jersey City, N. J.. and taken to New York
City harbor and vicinity, where, for three
months or more, it plied the waters in that
vicinity. The work of building the boat began
last October. On August 18th last it was

hauled on a railroad to Pittsburg, and two
weeks later it was started on a cruise for the
Fair at St. Louis, arriving at this point in less
than four days. It will be returned to this city
to enter in the excursion service. While here
the Menke boys tendered a party of friends
an excursion on their boat. The craft is 38 feet
long and to feet wide, and will accommodate
about 40 persons. It has a twin-screw propeller,
operated by means of gasoline. The maximum
speed is 12 miles an hour, and it will keep up
an average speed of so miles an hour. It is the
intention to fit it up with a kitchen and dining-
room and bunks that will accommodate a dozen
persons, enabling a party of that number to go
on a long voyage. The builders of the boat are
watchmakers by trade, and left here several
years ago to take up their work in the East.
Not a mishap has occurred since it was put into
commission.

Burglars recently broke a large plate-glass
window in the jewelry store of A. Wahl, 1118
West Eighth Street. They were frightened
away before they secured any valuables.

Hugo Lindenburg, of Lindenburg & Fox,
has completed a business trip through Kentucky
and Tennessee.

Theodore Neuhaus, of the local manufactur.
ing firm, has been aonointed a judge of awards
in the gold and silver jewelry department at the
St. Louis Fair.

S. N. Jenkins is refitting his store at New
Richmond, Ohio, and was here several days,
purchasing new fixtures and fall stock.

C. A. -Gebhardt, connected with the firm of
Albert Bros., was ill for some time, with malaria
fever, but is reported recovered.

Joseph Hellebush, son of Clemens Helle-
bush, and for a number of years associated with
the business of his father on Fourth Street, died
at the home of his parents, at 1603 Ruth Street,
some weeks ago, of a complication of diseases,
following an attack of paralysis of four years'
standing. During his brief business career the
young man became very well known among the
trade.

Leo Loeb, of Herman & Loeb, was in the
East several weeks, looking after some big pur-
chases for the firm.

Ed. M. Klein, of Muncie, and C. C. Acker-
man, of Connersville, were among the Northern
Indiana buyers who visited the local trade dur-
ing the month of September.

Thoma Bros., dealers in jew-
Traveler's Trunk elers' supplies, at 419 Vine
Disappears Street, were notified by wire

that Fred Thoma, one of the
firm, had been robbed at Fremont, Ohio, of his
trunk, containing $6000 worth of jewelry samples,
on September 8th. Upon his arrival at Fremont
Fred Thoma ordered his trunk sent to his hotel.
After waiting for an hour for the trunk he hur-
ried to the depot, and learned that a man, other
than the expressman that he had ordered to haul
his trunk, had called at the depot station for it.
Depot attaches recall that a strange man, with
a wagon, backed up to the depot platform, and
taking the trunk on his wagon hastily drove off.
The depot employes said the man seemed ex-
cited as he drove away. All trace of him has
been lost. The police of this city were notified,
and a search from this end of the line has been
started. The belief is that Thoma was followed
by some thief, who bided his time until just
such an opportunity as occurred presented itself.

Louis Goerner, former bartender, who won
a $7500 lottery prize a year ago, was sued by
Jeweler George Simper for $275, for a diamond
stud. Simper told the Squire that Goerner had
lost one stud and got a duplicate in order that
his relatives might not discover his loss. He
claims Goerner agreed to turn over certain
stocks as security. but failed to do so.

Bankruptcy Referee H. H. Haines has
called a halt on proceedings by which the
estate of W. F. Eyles. bankrupt, was being
settled, in a way the referee holds contrary to
law. Eyles was in the jewelry business in Day-
ton. Before going into bankruptcy he made an
assignment to Wm. H. Young. The assets were
appraised as worth $3388, but the referee re-
ports that Eyles and Young arranged to buy
them in for $12oo. That amount was bid by
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Mrs. Eyles. The referee says the transaction
was completed by the assignee giving Mrs.
Eyles a check of the firm of Young & Young,
as assignee, and received the goods. The
referee declares the amount grossly inadequate
and insists there is no valid sale. The return of
the property is demanded. Assignee Young says
he acted in accordance with the orders of the
State Court. The case has been submitted to
Judge Thompson in the United States Court.

Mrs. Stanley Match, wife of a Cleveland
jeweler, was, until recently, the guest of her
mother and relatives in Covington, Ky.

The jewelry store of Isaac Schwartz, at 29
East Sixth Street, was damaged to the extent
of several hundred dollars by water and smoke,
a short time ago, during a fire at the Bristol
Hotel, in which building the store is located.
The fire originated among electric wires at an
early hour in the morning, and caused some-
thing of a panic among the guests. No one was
injured, and the damage to the various business
enterprises was covered by insurance.

The Herschede Hall Clock Company, which
has had an elegant exhibit of half clocks at tlr.:
World's Fair, has been awarded the first gold
medal upon the clocks and the first silver medal
upon its symphony tubes. The honor is a
merited one.

E. Bixby, of Ironton, Ohio, made a flying
trip to the city to secure some needed stock.

Two employes of A. & J. Plant were made
extremely happy a short time ago by the ar-
rival of a young heir. The addition was made
to the family of H. I. Jacobson. A. C. Tepfert,
father-in-law of Jacobson, and also connected
with the firm, was more elated, if possible, at
becoming a "grandpa" than Tepfert was at be-
coming a "papa."

Wm. Pflueger is making a trip up the Ohio
River in the interest of Jos. Noterman & Co.

Herman Keck was recently a visitor at Sar-
atoga, New York.

The jewelry firm of Frauken & Levites, who
have been doing business at 725 Central Avenue
for a number of years, has been dissolved,
Levites continuing to carry on the business in-
dividually.

Edward H. Simper, jeweler, at 707 Vine
Street, is home from a pleasant trip on the lakes.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Willets, the former con-
nected with E. & J. Swigart, are rejoicing over
the arrival of a bouncing boy at their home.

Gus Frank, of Herman & Loeb, and Miss
Lilian Rexinger, both of this city, were mar-
ried September 7th, and left on an Eastern wed-
ding trip, which included Atlantic City and
other watering resorts.

Jacob Dorst, senior member of Dorst &
Co., is making a trip through Western cities
in the interest of the new branch house which
was recently established at Kansas City,

Chas. F. Kline, a jeweler of San Antonio.
Tex., recently stopped off in the city on his
way home from the East. He left several nice
orders before departing.

Vicor A. Gebhardt and wife recently re-
turned home from an extended and very pleas-
ant automobile trip through Michigan and Ohio.
The Gebhardt Bros. have built up a very
lucrative manufacturing business in the past few
years.

C. J. F. Bene, the retired jeweler, who
formerly was a senior member of the firm of
Bene, Lindenberg & Co., has returned from a
summer tour through Europe.

Among the jewelers who visited the trade
during the past month were: Ohio—S. N. Jenk-
ins, New Richmond; P. W. Starks, Manchester;
A. Wahlrab, Dayton; A. Lehne, Mechanicsburg;
E. D. Grandmason, Kenton; H. C. Reed,
Blanchester; H. H. Eveslagc, Ripley; E. Bixby,
Ironton; Frank B. Carey, Lebanon; Dr. H. W.
Bryant, Troy; G. Hansgen, Bethel; Joseph
Meyer, Harrison; J. H. Drake, Lebanon. Ken-
tucky—C. G. Schlenker. Hickman; J. Warren,
of Warren & Warren, Paducah; J. H. Bovard,
Newcastle; J. W. Burk, Carrollton; H. A.
Rohs, Cynthiana; J. E. Robertson, Brookville;
Charles Keller, Frankfort; Frank Fullilorc.
Owenton. Indiana—J. L. Whisler, Marion- C.
C. Ackerman. Connersville; William Diehl, An-
derson; Ed. M. Klein, Muncie; Ralph Timmer-
man, Batesville; C. F. Kline, San Antonio, Tex.
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We invite the attention of all Jewelers to our mag- •
nificent new fall stocks in

WATCHES
DIAMONDS
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE

Everything the Jeweler needs for fall and holiday trade

We handle

only reliable

goods—such as

will help your

business and
safeguard your

reputation.

Our central

location means

easy access,

prompt service,

economy in

freight charges,
satisfaction in

everything

..,
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GEO. B. BARRETT 347 FIFTHCO.,
-WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS PITTSBURG,

AVENUE

PA.

4

4

4

R. B. MACDONALD & CO.
MANUFACTURING

JEWELERS

336/3

aitts

lihtney Building, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Our Specially

CURVED JOINT

LOCKETS
l'eh, 10, 1903

AL'0, 

Silver
Novelties

IN

Manicure Sets
Desk Sets
Tooth Brushes
Paper Cutters
Hooks, Files

Match Boxes
Book Marks
Hat Marks
(iarters
Etc., titc.

SPECIAL VALUES

ASK YOUR JOB13ER FOR
THESE GOODS

The Little Beatrice Locket

300:1

1:9■4 286/2 289 2 1370

Anniversary Clocks
( )ua- Crystal and other
fancy cases for the
Anniversary Clocks
(eighteen patterns) are
all made for us by the
hest clock case makers
in Paris—the Metal
work is heavily gila'ear
and will not tarnish as
does some of the
cheaper cases made in
other countries. Send
for catalogue with re-
vised prices, and order
your Anniversary
Clocks now for the
Holidays while the
stock is complete.

Trade.
Mark
Real.*

Mantel Regulator No.
Mexican Bayx and Oildad Bronze Case

Price, $3o.00 Net Cash
Height, 123 in. Width, 734 in. Porcelain Dial, 4 in.

The Bowler & Burdick Co.
Sole Agents for the Anniversary Clock CLEVELAND, 0111

October, 19c4 T H E

Fall trade has started in Pitts-

Trade
Favor

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Prospects
Favorable 

 burg with more encouraging

S

igns than were apparently

hoped for by most of the jewelry trade. This is

the consensus of opinion of the leading members

of the craft, and is borne out by the fact that after

the extreme dullness of the summer, which seemed

to reach the climax during the past month of

September, a buying movement has started among

the great mass of people and promises to continue.

September closed with a number of notable wed-

dings, all of which spread their influence over the

trade, and in a material way added to receipts.

This coming month of October has several equally

as notable events in local society, which will help

the good cause along, and perhaps it is interesting

to note that no less than three Pittsburg belles are

preparing for nuptials in which the grooms are

foreign noblemen. In such cases the demand for

wedding gifts is not confined to a few by any

means, particularly in the case of these three,

owing to the general popularity of the Pittsburg

young people who are involved.
Among the wholesalers the re-
port is given that most of the
salesman on the road are send-
ing in good order sheets, and
most of the houses are busy put-

ting in new stocks for the coming season. Geo. B.

Barrett Co. report particularly favorably on this

matter, and have an unusually fine lot of goods

arriving, not a small portion of which is imported

ware, the result of the summer buying. The

establishment has the appearance of improved

conditions, and business is moving rapidly.

Heeren Brothers & Company have attracted

wide attention with one of the finest exhibits of

imported bronzes and art goods at the Pittsburg

Exposition which is now in progress. The com-

pany has a handsome booth in the annual industrial

show, and this has been the central point for thou-

sands to view the display for some weeks. The

same house has its factory in operation under high

pressure, and the officials speak encouragingly of

the outlook. Viewed from a basis of past expe-

rience, it is called to mind that during the summer

of 1903 the business conditions were unusually

good when they were rather expected to be quiet.

In the fall, when trade was expected to spurt

ahead with greater energy, there was a marked

falling off in demand. This year the summer has

been more quiet than for years past, and for this

reason the reversal of the winter trade from last

year is confidently predicted, and better demand is

looked for and, in fact, has already shown itself.
Perhaps one of the more im-

A New Store portant events of the season has
been the formal opening of the

Pittsburg store of James McCreery & Company, of
New York. This store occupies a twelve-story
building in Wood Street, and is one of the most
extensive department stores in the State. Of
course, there is a jewelry department, and this
drew the attention of the trade to this particular
newcomer. Inspection of the stock in a casual
manner was quite general among the trade, and
the pronouncement of the stock as one of the
highest grade in the city, and at prices that will in
no way interfere with the legitimate trade, has
satisfied the dealers generally that they will not
have another disputant to their own share of busi-
ness thrust upon them this season. The store is
superbly equipped, and the jewelry department on
the ground floor has many fine fixtures, with novel

Wholesalers
Report
Improvement

KEYSTON

devices for display that are new in this section.
The stock is the usual run carried in department
stores, but of a high order and entirely free from
" bargain-counter" material.

Window decorations for the fall
are bristling with novelties and
new stock. Dealers call atten-
tion to the fact that the Toplitz

ware is very popular. The stocks of this class of
goods are quite large. There is some complaint
of the slow arrival of cut glass stock. The local
demand for cut glass this season has been phe-
nomenal, and the orders have been so heavy that
the manufacturers have been unable thus far to get
their factories up to the required shipping point to
meet the demands. Such stocks and designs as
have come out this fall, however, have been freely
displayed, are attractive and appeal strongly to the
buyers. .

Gillpspie Brothers are filling their handsome
showrooms in the Park Building with new goods,
some of which are from Europe and were secured
during the summer.

L. W. Vilsack & Co., in the Farmers' Bank
Building, have continued their handsome window
displays that hold the attention of thousands in
that section of Fifth Avenue, and the house is
catching a good share of the trade. Some of the
more generous buyers among Pittsburg's wealthier
class have only just returned from the summer
outings and summer homes in the mountains and
seashore, and for this reason have been a little
slow in making their appearance in the stores of
their favorite dealers, but these are looked for at
any time now with the manyweddings approaching.

It is interesting to hear the dis-
cussion on the exhibits at St.
Louis, which local dealers spent
some time in looking over. The

foreign manufacturers carried off the honors in
local opinion, showing that American producers
of art goods have a considerable distance to cover

before reaching that degree of perfection that will
warrant them in competing seriously with the old-

world people. The one great surprise expressed
is at the poor showing made by the American cut
glass men, whose product is superior to the for-
eigners. So few had any exhibit at all, and those
that did seemed to be so small in extent and design

as to give the impression that they were too busy
to give the great exposition the attention that it
deserved.

During the past month the stocks of a few of

the small traders, particularly those confined to

the cheap grade of goods, have been sold by

auction sale. The character of the goods handled

has been such as to make the effect unnoticeable

among the trade, but the high rents that have been

growing more depressing to the spirits of all

classes, have had the effect of closing some of these

cheap goods stores permanently. Diamond's

optical store, at Sixth Street and Penn Avenue,

which had a large floor space at the opening of the

season, has been curtailed by the sub-leasing of

the rear portion of the store to a haberdashery,

which has an independent entrance in Penn

Avenue. Other dealers who have been able to

curtail and economize to meet the high rentals are

doing so readily enough, and will not apparently

suffer in trade by this move.
General business conditions in

Great Industrial this district, which shrewd
jewelers always scan with close
attention to detail, have been

summed up as more favorable than a year ago.

While it is true that the business depression is still

Displays of
New Goods

St. Louis
Exposition

Activity
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in evidence, it is being dissipated with the resump-

tion of operations at all of the great iron and steel

mills and among the furnaces, giving employment
to hundreds of thousands of men. The earning
power of the people has been lessened from the
high percentage of the past two years, but the costs
of living have been gradually settling to the new
era. The element of conservatism that is prevalent
is regarded as one of the most promising features
for the winter trade, because the general revival
that is elsewhere indicated, is given a permanency

that is strengthening confidence and encouraging

investments. Bankers report easier money, and

while the movement toward a more active life in

all commercial circles is slow, it is sure and steady.

The Pittsburg stock market has been recovering

from a stagnant condition, and prices have risen

steadily on all standard securities, particularly

industrial stocks, which would be the first to reflect
in this section the feeling of the general public.

San Francisco Letter
— -

(Continued fion, page 1577)
C. W. Ernsting, the retail jeweler, of San

Diego, spent a very profitable week during the
conclave. Mr. Ernsting had charge of a display of
the new California mineral " Kunzite " at the San
Diego exhibit in the Mechanics' Pavilion, and
always had a willing audience at his command, as
his exhibit consisted of some magnificent specimens
of valuable jewels found in his section of our rich
State.

Chas. J. Noack, one of the leading retailers of
Sacramento, was one of the marching host during
the Knights Templar parade.

M. Saier, of Fresno, paid this city a visit
recently and called upon his friends in the trade.
He incidently laid in a nice line of ready sellers for
his fall business.

A. Isaacs, the retail jeweler, of Kearny Street,
this city, is on a sightseeing tour of Eastern points
of interest. Mr. Isaacs' family accompany him
and they will be away at least three months.

C. C. Weindieck, the Red Bluff retailer,
attended the conclave of Templars and called
upon his friends in the trade while in town.

The jewelry store of Fred. H. Van Norden,
The Dalles, Ore., was robbed of eighteen watches,
one tray of lockets and a tray of brooches on the
evening of September 8th. A stone was thrown
through the window and the goods were then
grabbed up. There were three men implicated in
the robbery, and up to this writing none of them
has been apprehended.

What Becomes of the Pearl Buttons
" America destroys :11111B1Llly 17,500,000 gross

of pearl buttons," said J. F. Robinson, of Omaha,
Nebr., who is engaged in the manufacture of that

article of commerce. ' " There are in the United
States about fifty factories that turn out daily woo

gross of buttons at least. I should not be surprised

if the average is larger than that, but I am sure
the figure is on the inside. What becomes of

them is another question. Some people save

buttons with the same zeal that a miser saves coins,
and so the consumption of seventeen and a half

millions a year must arise from the careless classes
who lose or throw them away when they come

off their garments. The industry is rapidly growing.

and theedemand for the product is such that all

the manufacturers are kept busy with their orders.
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MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
FOR ANYTHING IN TI II
JOBBING JEWELRY
LINE

1453

NOTE THIS
BARGAIN
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ALL ORDERS FILLED SAME
DAY AS RECEIVED AND

IN TEI A A GENTLY
EXECUTI'D

1448 D

THESE ELEGANT 7=STONE DIAMOND CLUSTER
BROOCHES IN 14 K. KNIFE=EDGE MOUNTINGS

DAINTY DESIGNS WITH SELECTED WHITE MELE

TRADE=MARK

From$35.00 to $420012--- each
NET CASH

TRADE-MARK

BAUMAN=MASSA JEWELRY CO.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ST. LOUIS

MEDALS
AT

YOUR OWN
PRICE

SPECIAL DESIGNS
AND

ESTIMATES

ON NEW WORK

OP ALL KINDS

FURNISHED
ON

SHORT NOTICE

"OUR WORK"
IS OUR BEST RECOMMENDATION

An ordinary soft-solder job merits our careful attention
as well as the finest diamond work. If your work has
been coming back to you in a slip-shod, don't-care
sort of way, SEND IT TO US.

WE WILL DO IT THE ONLY WAY:
"RIGHT"

BAUMAN-FREY MFG. CO.
COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

A COMPLETE LINE

Op

MOUNTINGS
IN

RINGS
STUDS

EARRINGS
ETC., ETC.

CONSTANTLY ON
HAND IN ALL
SIZES, STYLES
AND PRICES

TRY US

1
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St. Louis Letter

Attendance at the
Fair Immensely
Increased

We are glad to note that all
through the month of Septem-
ber the attendance at the
World's Fair assumed large
proportions, and that visitors

have been flocking here from all corners of the
world. It is pleasant to know that at last it has
dawned upon our countrymen, North, South, East
and West, that this is the greatest Exposition that
was ever produced,and the present generation will
surely not have an opportunity again to see one
of such immensity and magnificence. St. Louis is
amply prepared to take care of all visitors,
charges for good accommodations are extremely
moderate, and no extortion is tolerated. The
weather is delightful. Besides, the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition is the greatest national en-
terprise and a fitting and worthy commemora-
tion of one of the greatest political events in the
history of our country. The following table
shows the attendance at the Fair up to the mid-
dle of September. The week ending with the
15th was the first one in the history of the Fair
that showed an attendance for the six days ex-
ceeding t,000,000. The record admissions for
the week were as follows:

THE KEYSTONE

Monday 112,432 I Friday  13r,111
Tuesday 11°,616 Saturday . 134,607
Wednesday  134,642

I 027,918Thursday 404,450 Total  

Recapitulation:
April, one day 187,795 August, 27 days  3,088,744
May, 26 clays  1 001,291 Sept. 15 dayS  2,276,203

J line, 26 days 2 124,838

11,022,430July, 27 days 2,343,557 Total 

Chicago Day
at the Fair

On behalf of the City of St.
Louis and the World's Fair
Management, Mayor Rolla
Wells and a committee of the

Exposition officials called on Mayor Harrison, of
Chicago, and presented a formal invitation to the
city he represents to visit the World's Fair city
and participate in the observance of Chicago Day,
October 8th. Mayor Harrison promised the
committee to do all in his power to make the
day a success.

We take it for granted that
Come to the Fair the great majority of those

who read this department of
THE KEYSTONE have attended or propose to
attend the St. Louis World's Fair, the greatest
yet of all Expositions of the world's material
progress in the arts, sciences and the industries
of life ever yet attempted by man. On the 1st
of September our big show entered upon the
fifth month of its existence, and is now in the
flood tide of its glory. It can be seen to the
very best advantage in October and November,
hut those who want to see this marvelous Ex-
position should not linger too long in coming
to it. October in this region is usually fine and
enjoyable for outdoor exercises, and the attend-
ance is expected to reach the 5,000,000 mark for
the month. Anything like this number of
visitors will make October the banner month of
the Fair. We advise all our friends who wish
to see the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at its
best to lose no time in getting there.

St. Louis Day at the World's
Fair was observed September
15th. It has proved a memor-
able day and was a magnifi-
cent success. The jewelry

and optical trades observed the day as a general
holiday, and all wholesale and retail houses

A Memorable Day
at the
World's Fair

were closed to business. Not only did most of
the concerns give their employes a holiday, but
quite a number gave them tickets of admission.
Every effort was put forth by the Exposition
Management and the citizens of the World's
Fair city to make it the biggest in the history of
the Fair. As a result the attendance was over
405,000, which is double that of any other single
day since the opening. This is a most creditable
showing, most fitting and gratifying to the great
central city of America.

Mrs. E. A. Maxwell, wife of Jeweler Max-
well, of Albion Ill., spent several days in St.
Louis last month, enjoying life in the World's
Fair city while looking over the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition.

M. E. Sawyer, of Hamburg, Ark., spent a
few days with us last month, combining some
buying with an examination of our wonderful
World's Fair.

H. W. Wood, of Colfax, Iowa, was among
the throng of jewelers who were here last month
doing the World's Fair. Mr. Wood was well
pleased with our big show.

C. H. Noyes of Paris, Tex., was among
the many representatives of the Lone Star State
who spent time here last month viewing our
wonderful Exposition as well as doing some
of his fall buying.

Goodman & Snuffer, of Memphis, Tenn.,
were represented in this market last month by
Mr. Goodman, the head of the firm, who was
here doing some buying and enjoying a few
days looking over the delights and wonders of
our World's Fair.

Jeweler J. H. Smythe, of Fort Smith, Ark.,
accompanied by his family, was doing the Fair
for a week last month and enjoying it greatly.

F. W. Sellers, the well-known jeweler of
Wellington, Kans., was here for several days last
month, doing the Fair.

P. P. Neill, of Clarendon, Ark., was in the
city for a few days last month, combining his
fall buying with an examination of our World's
Fair.

M. L. Truby, the well-known jeweler of In-
dependence, Kans., spent a week in the World's
Fair city last month, looking over the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition and doing some of his fall
buying.

William Welch, of Demopolis, Ala., was a
welcome visitor in this market last month. Mr.
Welch was spending a few days here doing the
big show at Forest Park as well as looking after
his fall buying.

Charles Mosby, of Batesville, Ark., was a
visiting buyer in this market for some days last
month. Mr. Mosby spent a greater part of his
time while in town enjoying the sights at the
World's Fair.

W. E. Fenstermacher, of Beloit, Kans.,
spent a week in town last month, visiting our
World's Fair, to his delight and pleasure.

F. D. Taylor, of Hobart, Okla., spent some
days in St. Louis last month, selecting his fall
bills and viewing the sights at the World's Fair.

Jeweler Ralph Wickliffe, of Arkansas City,
Kans., and Mrs. Wickliffe, spent a week in St.
Louis last month, enjoying the _sights and
wonders at the World's Fair.

Ernest Leben, of Jennings, La., was among
the many Southern jewelers who spent some
little time here last month, viewing the World's
Fair and doing some buying for their fall trade.

A. L. Boneswell, of Gibsonburg, Ohio, en-
joyed the delights of life in the World's Fair
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city for a few days last month while he in-
vestigated our wonderful Exposition.

Alfred M. Ward, of Abilene, Kans., ac-
companied by Mrs. Ward, spent a week in St.
Louis last month, taking in the Fair.

The Cook Jewelry Company of Fayetteville,
Ark., were represented in this market last month
by J. M. Cook, who was here doing some buy-
ing and looking over the World's Fair.

C. R. McCulloch, of Point Pleasant, W. Va.,
was here for several days last month, taking in
our World's Fair to his pleasure and profit.

The T. K. Smith Jewelry House, of Oska-
loosa, Iowa, was represented in this market last
month by L. E. Smith, the head of the house,
who was here for a week, enjoying the delights
of the Fair as well as doing some fall buying.

Reid Lawson, with the Calhoun Jewelry
Company, of Birmingham, Ala., spent a number
of days in St. Louis last month, looking over
the World's Fair.

Dowell & Wallace, of Walnut Ridge, Ark.,
were represented in this market by W. A. Do-
well, who was here for several days, selecting
fall novelties and viewing the sights and wonders
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Fred L. Miller, with Brown & Borsheim,
Omaha, Nebr., spent several days in St. Louis
last month, taking in the big show at Forest
Park.

Edward Vail, the well-known Wichita,
Kans., jeweler, and Mrs. Vail, spent a number of
days in St. Louis last month, doing the World's
Fair.

Joe A. Harris, of Waxahachie, Tex., spent
a week in this market last month, looking over
the St. Louis World's Fair and doing some
buying.

M. T. Graham, of Fort Smith, Ark., was in
St. Louis for several days last month, looking
over the Fair and doing some buying for the
home market.

I. T. Gabbert, of Caldwell, Kans., was
among the many jewelers from the Sun Flower
State who spent some time here last month,
looking over our World's Fair.

J. F. Clark, of Abilene, Tex., was among
the throng of Southwestern jewelers who were
in this market last month, visiting the World's
Fair and looking after their fall buying.

Phil Levy, of Henderson, Ky., was among a
number of jewelers who were in St. Louis from
the Blue Grass State last month, looking over
the World's Fair and doing some fall buying.

T. A. Mauch, of Yazoo City, Miss., spent
a week here last month, doing his fall buying
and looking over the World's Fair.

R. L. Waggoner, of Mangum, Okla., was in
St. Louis for several days last month, viewing
the Fair and attending to his fall buying.

Theodore Neuhaus, of Theo. Neuhaus &
Co., Cincinnati, was here for a fortnight last
month, enjoying life in the World's Fair city
while looking over the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position. Mr. Neuhaus was a member of the
International Jury of Awards passing on the
exhibits of jewelry and silverware, and was
kept pretty busy during his stay. Mr. Neuhaus
said to THE KEYSTONE representative that the
Exposition was an artistic success as well as
otherwise, but that he believed it would re-
quire six months of hard work to see everything
that is displayed in the fourteen exhibit palaces,
to say nothing of the minor exhibit structures,
the forty foreign pavilions, the forty-five State
buildings, the groups, fountains, gardens, and
the incomparable Pike. Still he had time to
see, in his short stay, that which would require a
life-time of travel—that which no college or
university could give in a hundred years. Mr.
Neuhaus was warm in his praise of the foreign
exhibits, which he thought far surpassed any-
thing that had been seen at previous expositions.

Jeweler H. G. Petty and wife, of Fort Col-
lins, Colo., spent some days in St. Louis last
month, enjoying the delights of the World's
Fair season. They were greatly pleased with
our big show and regretted they could not stay
with us longer.

Mauch & Adams, of Marshall, Mo., were
represented in this market last month by

(Continued on page 1587)



than i 50 per cent. b
Our elegant new fall
for jobbers' inspection.

REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, 1-15 seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are i-i 5, which is more

etter than the 1-40 ones floating on the market.
styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are ready

1000 NEW STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECK

CHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.

al.'" We make goods that will give the consumer satisfaction -111111

C. A. MARSH & CO., ATTLEBORO MASS.

FOR MANY YEARS
You have been saying to yourself,

just as soon as I am able and can

spare the time, I am going to take a

course in a good Horological School

and learn the art of Watch Work,

Jewelry Work and Engraving, so that
I will be competent to turn out the

best work and an authority on Ho-

rology in my community. This year

you had to see the Great Fair. Begin

1905 by fulfilling the promise made

yourself and start in at the Horolog=

ical Department, Bradley Poly=

technic Institute.

Do not put it off. Send postal card

to-day for free catalogue.

Add res.s;

RIOROLOOV HALL]
The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of this kind

HOROLOGICAL, Peoria, III.
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Business
Improving

Business conditions have livened

up during the past three weeks in

all lines, though the strike of the

miners in the Birmingham district
 has had a bad

effect so far as the Birmingham d
ealers are con-

cerned. The situation is looking b
etter, however,

and it is expected that the
re will be nothing to

complain of by the middle of October.
 In the

country districts all is well. Cotton is coming in

at a lively rate and is bringing 
ten cents and over,

all of which assures prosperous
 times. With the

good year of the farmers last seaso
n, and the high

price of the staple, they got relieve
d of their debt,

Lild this year what they have made is 
largely

surplus. Corn and minor crops are plentiful. The

small amount of coal mined by t
he furnace men

has had a tendency to stiffen the
 price of iron,

which helps the industrial districts. Several fur-

naces which have been idle have be
gun work, and

the big new stack at Battelle has b
een fired up.

Hardwick Ruth, of the firm of

C. L. Ruth & Son, Montgomery,

tells of the reprehensible meth-

ods of trading practiced by at

least one St. Louis jeweler. While in the exposi-

tion city last month, Mrs. Ruth 
and a friend saw

some combs in a window display in 
the house of an

Olive Street concern, and as the 
place looked in

every way decent, they went in an
d priced them.

Mrs. Ruth having said something a
bout being the

wife of a jeweler, a concession pric
e of $3.50 each

was made, which was much below the 
regular price

they were informed. Mrs. Ruth bought the comb,

and her friend purchased a similar
 one, with some

side combs also, making the bill of the
 latter

Walking down the street they overto
ok the gen-

tletnen and told them of their purchases
. Mr. Ruth

smiled and said: " I have just p
riced the same

thing at a department store for $5.50, 
and at a

jewelry store, near where you got 
them, for $2."

Mr. Ruth then walked back to the 
store and asked

the man to show him the combs, 
which he did,

making a price of $3.50, then $2.50 alth
ough he had

told Mrs. Ruth $3.50 was a conce
ssion, $5 being

the regular price. Mr. Ruth then told him the

price was exorbitant and the business
 methods a

disgrace to the calling, and asked if he would not

refund a part of the money. This was refused, as

well as a request to exchange for g
oods desired in

the stock. Mr. Ruth tells the story simply to

show that there are disgraceful practices at St.

Louis, and it is to the advantage of the trade t
o

show them up. He says he will be glad to give

the name of the offending firm to a
ny who may

inquire.
F. W. Bromberg, the well-known 

Birmingham

jeweler, was victimized last week by a sli
ck negro,

but fortunately he recovered the goods. The

negro, who gave his name as Alla Moore
 the first

time, and Ed. Young the second, boug
ht a dia-

mond ring, a watch and chain, on notes, 
and by

giving the names of men who worked for th
e rail-

road for which Bromberg is the watch exam
iner.

Suspicion was aroused and officers were put on

the track, who soon had him in jail. The real

name of the negro is Ula Davis, though he 
gives

it as John Henry Davis sometimes. His plan was

to go around and get the names of reputable negro

workmen and trade on them in getting goods 
by

instalment.
George A. Poet., successor to A. Poetz & 

Co.,

Mobile, has been in business in the Gulf Ci
ty for

fifty years, beginning in 1850. They have come

Trade
Trickery

KIE,YSTOINE

up from a small beginning to a modern store with

every modern department, including an optical

store which has only recently been put in.

C. B. Sargent's jewelry store, at Cullman, was

robbed of $2oo worth of goods, the entrance being

made by a barefoot boy, as the tracks nearby show.

Entrance was effected by a transom over the door.

Five gold watches, fourteen fine rings, four heavy

watch chains and four pearl-handle knives are

missing.

Mrs. M. E. Abbott, of Birmingham, died a few

days ago. She was the mother of H. C., A. V.

and W. C. Abbott, who own the big jewelry store

of •Abbott Bros., on Second Avenue. She was

one of the most highly respected women in

Birmingham.
Reich's jewelry store at Columbus, Ga., has

put in a line of kodaks.

The firm of Webb Bros., composed of H. Y.

and C. A. Webb, Greensboro, has been dissolved,

C. A. Webb retires and leaves the conduct of the

business to his brother.

Jeweler Adams, of Thomasville, has put in an

optical stock.

Omaha and the West

Good Prospects In wholesale and jobbing circles

for Fall Trade there exists the highest antici-

pation of an extensive fall busi-

ness. This has for its basis the success of the

Nebraska crops and the high prices which have

been caused by failures elsewhere. At the present

time the farmers are making over a dollar for the
ir

wheat. From this crop alone some of the farmers

will make small fortunes at a single stroke. In

addition they will have a corn crop, which for

quantity and quality has never been excelled. In

other years, when times were hard and prices low,

it was estimated that if the farmer received eighte
en

cents a bushel for his corn he would make mone
y.

With prices now ranging between fifty and six
ty

cents a bushel, the farmer will doubtless fare e
x-

tremely well. In Nebraska farms of 640 acres are

by no means unusual, and in some instances the
re

are farms of over a thousand acres under cu
ltiva-

tion. Many farmers own two or three farms of 360

acres. Therefore, the farmer who this year clears

from $5000 to po,000, or even $12,000, wi
ll not

be a rarity.
Wheat suffered somewhat in

Nebraska Wheat Nebraska as a result of exces-

sive moisture on the lowlands,

but the proportion of loss as

compared with some of the other States is t
rivial.

Most of the farmers planted a big wheat 
acreage,

and many will sell several thousand bushels. 
It

is this condition which leads the wholesalers
 to

expect a flourishing business during the au
tumn,

and already trade has begun to pick up in sp
ite of

the presidential election, which is the only de-

pressing feature. The reason for this unfavorable

effect is difficult to discern, but that it exists
 is

attested by all the jobbers. After election 
business

will come with a rush they say. The Ak-Sa
r-Ben

festivities brought many out-of-town dealers 
to the

city, but while they did some buying they 
were too

much engaged in diverting themselves, a
s a gen-

eral rule, to pay much attention to busines
s. They

know that the representatives of all the
 jobbing

houses will visit them at their home to
wns, and

therefore they have got into the habit of 
merely

making a rush through the displays in t
he stores

during the festival.

Crop Safe
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D. R. Wilson, jeweler, has disappeared fro
m

Shenandoah, Iowa, where he was in business, a
nd

his whereabouts at the present time is not know
n.

It is thought by many that he is in Canada. His

shortage is said to be about $25,000, which he

obtained by the forgery of notes on pianos and

jewelry. He is supposed to have taken $12,000 in

cash with him. He owed a small account with the

Shook Mfg. Co., of Omaha.

C. Kohn and J. J. Kirschbaum were arrested

in Lincoln recently on the charge of stealing dia-

monds and jewelry. Kohn had in his pockets

jewelry to the value of more than $r000. It con-

sisted of a diamond sunburst, a diamond brooch

with eleven sets, two diamond-set charms, two

garnet rings, four watches, one knife with a dia-

mond in the handle and an opal ring. The police

believe the jewelry was stolen in the East, inas-

much as they received no reports of stores having

been robbed in this section of the country. Kohn

refused to say where he got the jewelry. Kirsch-

baum refused to say anything about himself except

that he had been working with Kohn at Bonesteel,

which was recently the scene of the Rosebud

drawing, and attracted crooks from all parts of

the country.
J. C. Grasborg opened a new jewelry store in

South Omaha recently. A formal opening was held.

The name of the firm is J. C. Grasborg & Co.

Hundreds of people viewed the store on the open-

ing night, and more than woo souvenirs were

distributed. Mr. Grasborg was formerly in the

jewelry business at Schuyler, Nebr.

Complaint has been filed in the police court

here against Fred. L. Spalding, who says he is

from Pennsylvania, charging him with having

robbed the Jacobson jewelry factory, in the Arling-

ton Block, at 1511-12 Dodge Street. The stolen

property consisted of gold and jewelry to the

amount of about $2oo. The property was recov-

ered from pawnshops in Omaha and Kansas City,

and Spalding was arrested on descriptions obtained

from the pawnbrokers he had visited. The thief

obtained entrance to the factory rooms by means

of a skeleton key. Spalding is about twenty-one

years of age and is a new crook to the Omaha

police. He has confessed to the robbery.

In the retail business diamonds have been

selling very well this summer.

Mawhinney & Ryan have entirely relighted

their store, securing a much better effect than for-

merly. This firm has also added a new press in

the stationery department.

The stock of D. R. Wilson, at Shenandoah,

Iowa, was purchased by Gauss & Simmonds, and

was sold at auction.
E. W. Tilley, of Mount Vernon, \Vasil., who

sold out one year ago with the intention of finding

a new location, has returned to Mt. Vernon and is

again engaged in the jewelry business.

H. L. Moore, jeweler, of Tekamah, Nebr.,

was in the city recently.

W. H. Whisman, of Whiting, Iowa, was in the

city buying goods.

New pupils who are now taking courses at the

Omaha Horological and Optical Institute are:

Miss Grace Messier, Gothenburg, Nebr.; R. 
L.

Senift, Osborne, Nebr.; Louis O'Hara, Omah
a ;

Lester P. Hatch, Marietta, Kans. ; Peter J. Fo
y,

St. Paul, Nebr.
Z. T. Scott, formerly a student at the Omaha

Horological and Optical Institute, has taken a posi-

tion with Mrs. Godfrey, at South Omaha, as a

watchmaker.

Dee W. Johnson, Albin, Iowa, was in the city

recently and bought an opening stock.
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For the Holiday Trade
The artistic beauty which characterizes all designs bearing the " World

Brand " trade-mark is emphasized in the " NENUPHAR " pattern, which is
now being offered to dealers as particularly adapted to the holiday trade. The
design is elaborate, and only the superiority of our die work renders it pos-
sible to reproduce the exquisite details. Such is the demand for this line that
orders should be placed at once in order to secure timely delivery.

THE

'NENUPHAR"

1857

TRADE 7 UAflK
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The 'World Brand " Guarantee
We assist the dealer in making his sales by furnishing a quality of silver-

ware that is its own best argument. The fact that our products carry 50%
HEAVIER PLATE THAN ANY 'STANDARD GOODS ON THE
MARKET insures them a ready reception on the part of the purchaser. The
dealer who neglects to add our popular silverware to his stock is omitting the
most profitable line he could possibly carry. Send for our new booklets ; they
are interesting alike to dealer and consumer.

The American Silver Company
Bristol, Conn.

New York

SALESROOMS

Chicago St. Louis
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Thomas Adams, who was here doing some buy-

ing and looking over the World's Fair.
Eugene P. Coho, of the Hamilton Watch

Company, Lancaster, Pa., was in St. Louis for
several days last month, doing the Fair.

John W. Adams, of Adams & Cooper, Mar-
shall, Mo., was a World's Fair visitor here last
month.

George H. Gardiner, with Charles S. Stifft,
the well-known Little Rock, Ark., jeweler,

spent a week in St. Louis last month, ac-
companied by Mrs. Gardiner. They were doing
the Fair to their great delight and pleasure.

N. Becker, San Antonio, Tex., was among
the many Southern jewelers who spent some
days in St. Louis last month, looking over the
World's Fair while doing their fall buying.

W. G. Speck, of Ripley, Tenn., was in town
for several days last month, enjoying the sights
at the World's Fair as well as doing some buy-
ing for the home store.

W. B. Wiley, of Minden, La., was a wel-
come visitor in this market last month. Mr.
Wiley was enjoying a few days at the World's
Fair as well as attending to his fall buying.

M. F. Kohler, of Parsons, Kans., was among
the throng of Kansas jewelers here for a few
days last month, looking over our World's Fair
and doing some fall buying.

Sherman W. Moody, of Grand Junction,
Colo. was here for a week last month, taking in
the World's Fair and selecting his fall bills.

Charles S. Erber, of Texarkana, Tex.,
spent a week in St. Louis last month, doing the
Fair and selecting his fall goods.

F. W. Swearingen, of Topeka, Kans., was
among the many World's Fair visitors here last
month from the West. Mr. Swearingen was de-
lighted with our big show and regretted that he
had not more time to devote to it.

August Bruder, the well-known jeweler of
Fort Wayne, Ind., was here for several days last
month, enjoying our World's Fair.

F. J. Jacquemin, of Charles B. Jacquemin
& Co., Helena, Mont., spent a week in St.
Louis last month, looking over the World's
Fair. Mr. Jacquemin was well pleased with our
wonderful Exhibition, and said that it was well
worth the trip he had made to see it.

H. C. Miller, of Sapulpa, I. T., spent several
days here last month, investigating the Fair
and doing his fall buying.

R. D. Worrell, of Mexico, Mo., spent several
days in town last month, attending to some buy-
ing and looking over the Fair.

Dan D. Williams, the well-known jeweler
of Emporia, Kans., and Mrs. Williams, spent
several days here last month viewing the
World's Fair.

S. C. Scott, with the Carter-Allen Jewelry
Company, Shreveport, La., spent several days
here last month looking over the World's Fair.
He was accompanied by his bride.

L. Prager, of Fort Scott, Kans., was here
for several days last month, looking over the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

H. P. Alsted, head of the Alsted-Kasten
Company, a leading retail house of Milwaukee,
NVis., spent three weeks in St. Louis last month,
taking in the World's Fair. Mr. Alsted served
as a juror on the International Jury of Awards
in the section that passed on the exhibits of the
lversmiths, goldsmiths, jewelry, watch, clock

and kindred trades, which kept him quite busy
for the first ten days of his visit. When met by
TIIE KEYSTONE representative, Mr. Alsted said
lie found the Exposition of surpassing interest
and beauty. That there was not only more to
see than there was ever exhibited at any pre-
vious Exposition, but more "going on" all the
time. He thought our World's Fair should be
seen by every American who has any pride in
the achievements of his race.

Harry C. Walton, Cincinnati agent for The
Keystone Watch Case Company, and Mrs. Wal-
ton, spent several days in St. Louis last month,
looking over the World's Fair.

J. P. Holland, with the Seth Thomas Clock
Company, New York office, spent a few days
here last month, viewing the World's Fair.

S. H. Avey, of S. H. Avey Co., Auburn,
Nebr., was in St. Louis for a week last month,
taking in the Fair and doing some fall buying.

B. A. Isaces of B. A. Isaces & Co., Gal-
veston, Tex., was here several days last month,
looking over the big show at Forest Park. Mr.
Isaces thought the World's Fair a wonderful
success and well worth the trip to see.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Corn-
pany will send out to the trade early in October
their new fall catalogue. The new book will be
larger and handsomer than usual. It will
illustrate and describe the different lines they
handle, and the live jeweler will find it 'a useful
and helpful handbook to have around.

J. C. Grogan, head of the well-known retail
house of J. C. Grogan & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
was here for two weeks last month, serving on
the International Jury of Awards at the World's
Fair in the section that passed on the jewelry,
silverware, watch and clock exhibits. Mr. Gro-
gan, who was Chairman of the Jury, expressed
himself as delighted with the Exposition,
which he was seeing at its zenith. His only re-
gret was that he did not have more time to
devote -tolt. -

Wm. J. Benn, representative of THE KEY-
STONE, and Mrs. Benn, spent several days at the
Fair last month. Mr. Benn was glad to be able
to look over our wonderful Exposition even for
a few days, as he believed it was the greatest
educational opportunity of the century.

Leo Bauman, the worthy son of President
Samuel H. Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company, celebrated his twenty-first
birthday recently by giving a dinner party to his
friends. It was given out at the dinner that one
of his presents was a gift of 5o shares of stock
in the firm from his father. Young Bauman is
a member of the firm's traveling force and has
a bright future.

The firm of Kennedy & Co. has been in-
corporated here with a capital of $10,000, full
paid, to do a general wholesale and retail
jewelry business. The incorporators are Alex-
ander C. Kennedy, 98 shares; John H. Boka and
Arthur C. Engler, I share each.

Loftis Brothers & Co., Chicago, have es-
tablished an exhibit of diamonds and precious
stones, with a complete diamond-cutting plant
in operation, in the Varied Industries Building
at the World's Fair. Their display is a novel
one, and attracts large crowds daily.

Geo. W. Ellis and C. R. Gaines, of the Geo.
W. Ellis Jewelry Company, Butler Mo., spent
a week in St. Louis last month, viewing the
World's Fair and doing some fall buying.

E. F. Mayer, of Butte, Mont., was among
the throng of Western jewelers who spent sev-
eral days in the city last month, looking over
the St. Louis World's Fair.

Jeweler S. W. White, of Hope, Ark., a
familiar and always welcome figure in this
market, spent a number of days in the city the
early part of last month, in company with Mrs.
White, their daughter, Miss Carrie, and Master
Fred, doing the World's Fair to their delight
and pleasure. Mr. White has been a regular
visitor to this market for thirty years past, and
never fails to do some buying. He reports busi-
ness as good in his section, with excellent pros-
pects for a fine fall and holiday business.

A. M. Kelly, of Jefferson, Tex., was among
the many jewelers here last month from the
Lone Star State, doing the World's Fair. Mr.
Kelly was attending to some fall buying as well.

C. F. Kleine, of San Antonio, Tex., was in
St. Louis for several days last month, buying
goods and looking over our World's Fair.

The Rock Island Jewelry Company is the
name of a jewelry firm just opening a new store
at Eldon, Mo. Mr. J. Wohlgemuth, the mana-
ger, was in this market for several days last
month, selecting his opening bill.

Among the many jewelers who were in St.
Louis last month, visiting the World's Fair and
doing some buying, we will mention the fol-
lowing: George Noterman, Nokomis, Ill.; Aloy
Gerber, Edwardsville, Ill.; F. C. Hartleb, Belle-
ville, Ill.; Aug. Winkler, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; J.
C. Wieser, Roodhouse, Ill.; J. H. Tetley, Flat
River, Mo.; J. H. Perkins, Poplar Bluff, Mo.;
W. E. Osterwald, Festus, Mo.; J. W. Acklin,
California, Mo.; Wm. Brazeale, Pacific, Mo.; H.
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Haverkarnp, Troy, Mo.; Hy Croessman, Du-
quoin, ill.; J. P. Gardner, Sparta, Ill.; R. A.
Dunlap, Festus, Mo.• 

' 
F. Couvoisier, Freeburg,

Ill.;•C. L. Goulding, Alton, Ill.•
' 

E. G. Bersche,
Columbia, Ill.; Jas. B. Meyer, Coffeen, Ill.; T.
S. McCall, Kirksville, Mo.; W. H. Wheeler,
Palmyra, Ill.; A. Y. Boswell, Tulsa, I. T. 

' 
• J. F.

Swain, Sparta, Ill.; R. L. Falk, Bowling Green,
Mo.

Victor Hume, of Vicksburg, Miss., spent a
week in town last month, viewing the big show
at Forest Park and doing some fall buying.

J. T. Inman, of the manufacturing firm of
J. T. Inman Sr Co., Attleboro, Mass., was here
a day or two the early part of last month, look-
ing over our World's Fair and calling on our
wholesale trade at the same time. Mr. Inman
was greatly pleased with our big show.

John F. Boddeker, with Jeweler J. L.
Mitchell, Houston, Tex., visited St. Louis for
a few days last month. He was looking over
the World's Fair, and expressed himself as well
pleased with the wonderful Exposition at
Forest Park.

Among a number of Iowa jewelers here last
month, looking over the World's Fair, was C.
Dalin, of Ottumwa. Like most of our visitors
these days, he expressed himself as highly
pleased with our Fair.

John W. Brenneman, of Terre Haute, Ind.,
was here last month, combining business with
pleasure, though he devoted the greater part
of his time to looking over our World's Fair,
which he enjoyed greatly.

R. M. Mothner, of Beaumont, Tex., was
among the many Southern jewelers in St. Louis
last month, doing the World's Fair and some
fall buying at the same time. The Ivory City
proved a delight to Mr. Mothner and he voted
our big show an immense success.

Jeweler J. Louie, of Monroe, La., was
among the throng of Southern jewelers who
were spending some days in town last month,
looking over our World's Fair and attending
to their fall buying.

Charles Ragsdale, Brownwood, Tex., spent
a week in St. Louis last month, doing the
World's Fair and looking after his fall purchas-
ing for the home market.

M. F. O'Brien, with the Illinois Watch
Company, Springfield, Ill., was here for a few
days last month, looking over the Fair.

Fred D. Studebaker, of Alum Cave, Ind.,
was in St. Louis for a week last month, looking
over the World's Fair, much to his delight and
pleasure.

Frank M. Dale, son of Jeweler Dale, Sulli-
van, Ind., spent some little time here last month,
looking over our World's Fair.

J. W. Helfrich, of Carrollton, Ohio, spent
a number of days in town last month, doing the
World's Fair to his pleasure and profit. Mr.
Helfrich expressed himself as greatly pleased
with our big show and regretted that he did
not have more time on his hands to enjoy it.

Charles S. Stifft, the well-known jeweler of
Little Rock, Ark., was a World's Fair visitor
here for a number of days last month. He was
doing some fall buying as well as enjoying the
delights of our big show.

Charles F. Smith, of King & Eisele, whole-
sale, Buffalo, N. Y., was among the throng of
World's Fair visitors in St. Louis last month.

J. P. Miellally, of Indianapolis, Ind., spent
several days in St. Louis last month, doing some
fall buying and looking over the World's Fair
to his pleasure and profit.

S. C. Scott, with The Carter-Allen Com-
pany, the well-known jewelry house of Shreve-
port, La., spent a few days in St. Louis last
month, viewing our World's Fair.

Jeweler R. D. Williams, of Troy, N. Y.,
spent ten days in St. Louis last month, looking
over the World's Fair. Mr. Williams was one
of the jurors who passed on the exhibits of
jewelry and precious stones.

J. R. Cromer, of Cromer Bros., Fort
Worth, Tex., and Mrs. Cromer, spent a week
here last month, looking over our wonderful
Exposition.

Jeweler John Murbach, of Elyria, Ohio.
spent the last week of August looking over our
World's Fair, greatly to his pleasure and profit.



The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality

in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

• 1,44,

-;CRO7';',

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality rand „onstruction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 81, CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

Clean to
Handle

The
Best
Pen
in the
World

Every
Pen

Unconditionally
Warranted

All Peps
Shipped
Filled

Ready for
Use

MOORE'S, 2
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WILL CARRY
ANY ■smix.

NEVER FAILS
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IL1E0 MOMENTARILY
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OF MOT /\61(16 PIOORE'S
AMERICAN RANONAPLIIC(AN,
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE

American Fountain Fountain Pen Co.
168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, any size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work. Catalogue on application.

Address

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

R. L. Morehouse, at one tim
e in business at

Fort Worth, but who has 
been traveling over the

country of late years for his 
health, is now with

Hunter & Freeman, of Belton.
 His health is much

improved.
Ed. Newman, who has been work

ing for H. D.

Leffel, of San Angelo, has r
esigned his position

and gone on a large ranch near San 
Angelo.

B. R. Stocking, of Belton, is 
having a stone

building repaired and fitted up as 
a jewelry store.

S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, 
was a recent

buyer in this market.

M. Holland, of Marshall, was in Dallas re
-

cently buying his fall stock.

Joe M. Wilson, who has been with G. A
.

Pfaeffle, of Greenville, for a number of yea
rs, has

resigned and accepted a position with 
Morgan

Hawley Co. as engraver.

J. P. Morgan, of Morgan & Hawley Co
., has

been visiting New York, Chicago and
 the St. Louis

world's fair.

L. D. Wardin, who resigned his pos
ition with

Morgan & Hawley Co., has gone to Cal
ifornia to

take a position.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was
 a recent

visitor to Dallas.

J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, was v
isiting in

Alabama for several weeks recently. He 
is now

busily engaged in preparing for his 
business.

J. H. Hill, Jr., of Rockdale, has rece
ntly been

taking in the world's fair.

W. M. Kidd, with Shuttles Bros. & Lewi
s, has

returned from the St. Louis fair.

H. C. Leach, of Beaumont, spent a 
week in

St. Louis last month.

P. W. Denny, of Springtown, was a 
welcome

visitor and buyer in the Dallas market 
recently.

A. M. Wesson, of Midlothian, purc
hased his

fall stock in this market recently.

S. H. Babb and family left on Septembe
r 21st

for a visit to the world's fair, and 
will extend

their trip to Chicago.

W. T. Morehead and Frank E. Yantis, 
jewelers,

of Sulphur Springs, who were both ill 
recently, are

again able to attend to business.

0. H. Ross, of the Ross Jewelry Co., of 
Waxa-

hachie, will open a store in Fort Worth, in 
conjunc-

tion with Jeweler Armstrong, of that pl
ace. The

firm will be known as the Ross-Armst
rong Co.

Bismark Heyer will continue as formerly as 
mana-

ger of the Waxahachie store.

A. A. Everts, of Dallas, spent several days in

Waco, recently, going as delegate to the State

Prohibition Convention.

T. J. Dantzler, of Corsicana, contemplates

moving into a larger store, which he intends to

furnish in handsome style.

Mr. Guthrie, formerly watchmaker for L. E.

Griffith, of Terrell, has invented an ingenious

electrical machine, and has sold it to a St. Louis

firm, with which he has accepted a position.

Geo. F. Flynt, of Mineola, has moved into his

new store, which is one of the handsomest in East

Texas.
J. G. Thompson & Son is the name of a new

firm which has recently gone into business at Cor-

sicana. Mr. Thompson, Jr., was formerly in busi-

ness at La Port, Texas.
J. 0. Baker, of Collinsville, was in Dallas,

recently, purchasing his fall stock.

J. A. DeGaugh, of DeGaugh Bros., of Ter-

rell, Texas, recently left on a visit to New York

and the St. Louis world's fair.
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J. V. Searcy, formerly of Terrell, is now at

Wills Point and is well pleased with his new

location.
Bismark Heyer, of the Ross Jewelry Co., of

Waxahachie, was recently called to the bedside of

his wife, who has been ill aS her old home in

Columbus, Texas. We hope soon to be able to

report Mrs. Heyer's complete recovery.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, went to St.

Louis, recently, to visit the World's Fair.

J. Levytansky, of Waco, has his new store

building nearly completed, and when fitted with

the new fixtures which he has ordered it will be

one of the finest stores in that part of Texas.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Improving Trade Everybody in the jewelry busi-

Conditions ness is in a much better frame

of mind than at the same time

last month. Business has picked up finely during

the past few weeks, and the cry of " presidential

year " has ceased to have any terrors. All of the

big jobbing houses report that business last month

was up to the mark of the same month in tao3, and

now with the fall season opening up there seem to

be prospects of a very good trade in spite of the

election. Conditions throughout the country are

improving, and things in general are turning out

much better than was expected in view of the

unprecedented rains and their effect upon crops in

Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Next week will mark the annual

fall festivities which have come

to be a part of life in Kansas

City. A large crowd is ex-

pected from out of town, and the wholesale houses

are always thronged with visitors who combine

bnsiness and pleasure. This season many are ex-

pected to take advantage of their stop-over pr
iv-

ileges on St. Louis tickets and take in Kan
sas

City's big show. One well-known wholesale

jewelry firm has printed on all of its envelopes 
the

line, "Take advantage of the stop-over on y
our

St. Louis tickets and come and see us." The 
fall

festivities this year are unusually elaborate. They

will include the great electrical parade of the

Priests of Pallas, October 4th ; the Priests of Pal
las

ball, October 5th ; concerts by Sousa's Band a
nd

the Epperson Megaphone Minstrels, October 
6th,

and the big bal masque of the Priests of 
Pallas,

October 7th.
The Meyer Jewelry Company is still looki

ng

for new quarters, and is considering sev
eral loca-

tions, though none has as yet been decided
 upon.

J. Dorst, of Dorst & Co., has gone to 
Cincin-

nati to remain several weeks at the hom
e factory.

J. D. Taylor and wife, of Hobart, I
nd. Ter.,

passed through Kansas City, en route 
home from

the world's fair, last month.

J. R. Mercer, who has been fishing at 
Catalina

Island, is the hero of the season at 
that popular

resort. He recently succeeded in land
ing a 306-

pound sea-bass, which he captured after a
 desperate

struggle lasting forty-two minutes. 
Next!

0. G. Cady, of Alamogordo, New
 Mexico,

called on the Kansas City wholesale 
houses last

month.
L. D. Harry, of Norwich, Kans., a

nd J. G.

Bellamy, of Slater, Mo., bought goods
 here last

month.
Mr. Hinsey, of Hinsey & Meinhart, 

Muskogee,

Ind. Ter., was a Kansas City visitor 
recently.

The Fall
Festivities
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C. W. Crosby, formerly of Dubuque, Iowa, has

opened very handsome optical parlors in the Owens

Building, Eleventh and Walnut Streets.

F. J. Waltman, the manufacturing jeweler, of

Quincy, Ill., spent a short time in Kansas City, en

route home from Colorado.

Felix Fricke, of Meyer's, accompanied by

Mrs. Fricke, has returned from the world's fair.

Harry B. Carswell made one of the largest

retail sales of silverware that has been made in

Kansas City lately. He fitted out a chest of 35o

pieces of solid silver which was ordered by 
a

wealthy resident of Acandra, Mexico, as a wedd
ing

present for his daughter. The silverware was in

the Stratford pattern, and the chest included ev
ery

known sort of flatware. In addition to this

chest of silver, the same purchaser ordered a s
olid

silver tea set of five pieces, the price being $265
.

Otto Snyder, of Hammel, Riglander & Co., of

New York, was a passenger on the Rock Island

train which was held up in Illinois on the nigh
t of

September 12th. No attempt was made to rob the

passengers, so Mr. Snyder escaped with a whole

pocketbook but with a considerable shock. When

the train was halted Mr. Snyder put his head out

of the window to see what was the matter, 
and

found himself looking down the barrel of a six-

shooter, as a voice told him with more force t
han

elegance to " duck his nut." Needless to say he

obeyed, and all of the passengers kept very quiet

while the robbers looted the express car.

Andy Manifold, of Beloit, Kans., was a visitor

to the Kansas City wholesale houses lately. 
Mr.

Manifold was also particularly well known for his

connection with the Beloit Band, one of the best

of such organizations in the State of Kansas. 
His

friends expected him to talk band as usual, 
and

were surprised to find on the occasion of h
is last

visit here that Mr. Manifold had adopted a
nother

hobby in the automobile. He is the owner of a

fine machine, and has become a devoted ent
husiast

on the subject of motoring.

John M. Scott, formerly manager of the optical

department of Emery, Bird, Thayer & Compa
ny,

has opened new optical parlors of his o
wn at

1025 Main Street.

L. Megede, of Richmond, was a visitor to the

Kansas City wholesale houses recently.

F. Kolstad, of Pleasant Hill, called on Kansas

City friends last month.

Harold Bradshaw and Louis Hayman, of

Meyer's, are back from a trip to the world's fai
r.

F. D. Reynolds, formerly with J. S. Pfeif
fer

Parsons, Kans., has succeeded F. C. Fagercrans,

of Topeka, Kans.

A. G. House, formerly of Belton, Mo., b
ut

now of Philadelphia, visited Kansas City re
cently.

Among the out-of-town jewelers and opticians

who called at the wholesale and jobbing 
houses

during the last week were : T. S. Mendenhall,

Burr Oak, Kans.; W. VV. Whiteside, Liberty, M
o.;

R. 0. Shenkner, Weston, Mo.; F. M. Di
llon, Bon-

ner Springs, Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsio
r Springs,

Mo.; W. E. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.; M. 0. 
Stanley,

Gallatin, Mo.; C. K. Shortless, Coalgate, 
Ind.

Ter.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; B. G
. Gus-

tafson, Lawrence, Kans.; J. B. Hampton, 
Colby,

Kans.; Gordon Rushmer, Pueblo, Colo.; 
Frank

Sparks, Loyalton, Colo.; Mr. Bass, of th
e Bass

Jewelry Co., Huntsville, Mo.; W. M. 
Kassell,

Pittsburg, Kans.; C. E. Durall, Kincaid, 
Kans.;

C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.; Walte
r Starcke,

Junction City, Kans.; George Powell, Mena
, Ark.;

W. F. Brown, Sterling, Kans.; J. A. Schmidt,

Leavenworth, Kans.; J. A. Mosher, Burlington,

Kans.; F. D. Reynolds, Topeka, Kans.
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WATCHES ARE ARE OUR SPECIALTY
We have concentrated all our attention, energy, resources, experience and enthusiasm on thisone line. That's why we can justly claim leadership as the watch supply house of this section,and prove our claim by a stock so large and comprehensive that every watch need of thejeweler can be supplied promptly and satisfactorily—a little better, a good deal quicker andmore to his advantage than from any other center.

We are in closest touch with the leading watch and watch case manufacturers, and areheadquarters in this section for Elgin and Waltham movements and all the standard makesof cases. Our Railroad Watch Department is given our special care and attention.We issue no catalogue and sell to jewelers only. Consult your self-interest and com-municate with us. You will find it a convenience and an economy.

ALBERT L. HAMAN,  WATCHES AT WHOLESALE 
281 - 282 Endicott Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are: It will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balancewheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches; also all cylinder balances. It gives youthe entire length of the pivot to work On ; it protects the part held from any chance injury.No more twisted hairsprings, bent balances or cracked rollers. It is impossible to remove ahairspring or roller without getting the balance out of true, which changes the rating of the
use of my chuck.
watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the

You can do a better Job with it in two minutes than you ever could In the old way.
other chuck you have.

Once accustomed to its use, you will never be without it, and you will use it oftener than any

PLEASE MENTION NAME OF LATHE WHEN ORDERING.
I reserve the right not to make these chucks for obsolete lathes for which there will he toosmall a demand.
Is your time worth anything? Then save IL Read these letters from satisfied customers:

A. K. JOBE
DIAMOND., WATCHES AND ART WARES

Jackson, Tenn., July 11, 1904.
*MR. C. CULMAN_, St. Louis,

Dear Sir :—I take pleasure in paying for theBalance Chuck you sent me June 15th. I findit is in use almost daily in my watch repair-ing department and saves lots of time.
Very truly yours, A. K. JOSE.

4 DH.ScNv
JEWELER, STATIONER AND OPTICIAN

Mt. Clemens, Mich., July 30, 1904.
M. C. CULMAN, Kt. LOOS, Mo.

Dear Sir :—I have pleasure in informingyou that the chuck which I purchased of yousonic time ago is very satisfactory ; I find it a
great time and labor saver.

Respectfully,
ALFRED H. KENT.

T. A. MAUCH
WATCHMAKER, JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Yazoo City, Miss., July 31, 1904.
C. CULMAN, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir :—Enclosed find check for 83.50 inpayment. for one of your Balance Chucks, andwill say that as a time saver and an all-toget he'practical tool, I think It one of the best in useon the bench, and I don't see how any ,watch-maker would do without it. Hoping it willmeet with the sales it surely deserves, I remain
Yours truly, T. A. 51Art

WM. AAAAAA LE
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

Mo., July 27, 1904.
Sir :—In reply to yours would say thechuck is all right and gives good satlidliction.Would not be without it for t wice the price.
Yours very truly, Wm. BriAmtLx.

Price, $3.50. Your money back if not satisfied—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial.Order from your material jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CUL,MAN Watchmaker to the Trade
9 .316 N. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MC.).

Jobbers supplied by.C.Culman, St.Louis, and Hammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Malden Lane, Newyork

AN EAGLE CHARM that sells at
all seasons of the year

Made in

14 K. only

WRITE

FOR

PRICES

Patented
Aug. 18, 1903

tet

No. 403. Genuine Eagle ClawNo. 400. Genuine Eagle Claw 17 Diainanik in Wing

E. SCHMALZ 0 SON, Manufacturing Jewelers
501-502-503 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., ST. PAUL, MINN.

THREE GOOD SELLERS

2351

-
,4104,

14 t
4
4 1.4

•

414-410,4--

6098. Sunburst Brooch and Nudant, se, w" 98 e half 
pearls,

gem,: 0.:, 
•

2351, Clover and Crescent Brooch and Pendant or Chatelaita set wit It59 genuine half pearls, with diamond center $7  50 10 K., $ 8.50 14 K.
with diamond center

9  SO 10 K., 11.00 14 K.2151. Sunburst Brooch and Pendant, set with 50 genuine half pearls,with diamond center
7  50 10 K., 8.50 14 K.

Brooches without diamond centers, 51.50 less for each (If the above. We will furnish vou withcenter setting for airs' size stone withal,: ,,x Ira eharge. WRITE FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATEDCATALOGUE OF RINGS AND PENDANTS. SPIIII in your orders before the rush commence,.
S. FRACKMAN, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, N EW YORK

2151
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News from the Northwest

Bright
Trade Prospects

Northwestern conditions can

only be reported as good.

The harvest has progressed

just far enough to make us feel

encouraged. Everything has been safely housed,

and thrashers' reports on all small grain are fully

up to expectations. Some localities, as ex-

pected, are running poorly, while others, par-

ticularly in the southern sections, report the

best crop for years. Corn is doing nicely, and

if frosts will only hold off long enough and the

nice weather continues it will also be a good

crop. In the face of this and present high prices

there should be an excellent fall business. Of

the great crowd of visitors to the Twin Cities

last month over 95 per cent. reported prospects

excellent and bought accordingly, for which

jobbers are very thankful. They are always glad

to see their customers face to face, and it does

the retailers good to get to market once in a

while, renew acquaintances, and at the same

time get new ideas to help them along in their

business. Travelers report business very good,

and home forces are working full time trying

to keep even with orders. Collections are re-

ported as coming in better than for some

months, and should be even better next month.

as farmers are bringing to market the crop

which present high prices are bringing in earlier

than usual. We know of one farmer who hauled

in his wheat, sold it for $1.07 per bushel, saying

"there goes my crop of two years ago." This

is certainly a fair specimen of the well-to-do

farmer in this section. The tornado which

visited the Twin Cities August 2oth touched

the jewelers very lightly. Bullard Bros., St.

Paul, Minn., had their swinging watch sign

blown down; H. Jacke and C. S. Sutter, St.

Paul, had small windows blown in. In Minne-

apolis about the same damage was done, but

at Lake Minnetonka the summer home of Ed.

Best, optometrist, of Minneapolis, was de-

stroyed, entailing a loss of $4,000.
Geo. A. Lhamon has left the employ of M.

C. Meeker, Farmington, Minn., and will go to

St. Joseph, Mo., where he will devote himself

to optics exclusively.
The jewelry store of Becker & Klinger,

Mitchell, Iowa, was entered by burglars last

month, who succeeded in carrying away about

$700 worth of goods.
G. R. Oren, formerly at Summit, S. Dak., is

now with W. R. Vrandenberg, Superior, Wis.
D. B. Bryant, for several years with W. M.

James, Breckenridge Minn., is now on the road
for Albert L. Haman, the St. Paul Watch Job-
ber, and is sure to make a success of it.

H. G. Hanson, Winona, Minn., has gone to
work for Foster & Hoover, Truman, Minn.

F. B. Sweazy, for the past year instructor at
Stone's School of Watchmaking, St. Paul, has
gone in business for himself at Walnut Grove,
Minn.

S. J. Stieglitz has
Crookston, Minn.

Fred Lanctot, Crookston,
new baby girl at home.

Leo Sherfius, Chinook, Mont., was severely
burnt by an acetlyne gas explosion last month.

The Goodman Jewelry Company succeed

Folker's Jewelry Company at Bemidji, Minn.
Thos. Darrow is a new jeweler at Utica,

Minn.

TUE KEYSTONE

moved from Faribault to

Minn., reports a

The Anchor Silver Plate Company, St

Paul, had one of the best exhibits at the recent

Minnesota State Fair, where they showed an

elegant line of goods of their manufacture. They

also had a large "Rest Tent" on the grounds,

where visitors were allowed free use of chairs,

and while resting were entertained by a grapho-

phone concert. Mr. Seliger certainly did him-

self proud in this act, and thousands of people

went home thanking the Anchor Silver Plate

Company for its foresight.

B. J. Westinghouse, Wabasso, Mimi., sold

out his stock to Ernest G. Wing, who has re-

moved same to Comfrey, Minn. Mr. Westing-

house has gone to work for M. C. Meeker,

Farmington, Minn.

The stock of W. R. Vrandenberg, Superior,

Wis., was damaged last month by gas leaking

through a defective plug, which blew out. The

loss is estimated at $/,000.

0. K. Berglund, Lake Mills, Iowa, has re-

turned from North Dakota where he has a large

farm. He reports his crop good.

John Fisher has begun business at Milner,

N. Dak.
Bcr.j. Marx, of D. Marx' Sons, St. Paul, has

returned from a six months' visit in Europe.

Floyd Dillon, son of Geo. W. Dillon, Man-

ley, Iowa, is taking a course in jewelry manu-

facturing and lapidary work at Peoria, Ill.

Mel Sherfius, Sauk Center, Minn., has

moved into his new store.
John Buehler, Jr., Waukesta, Wis., a grad-

uate of the Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is now

at work for P. A. Clemmer, Cresco, Iowa.

Houghton & Ray succeed E. S. Houghton

at Brainerd, Minn.
C. F. Schatz, Wykoff, Minn., is now nicely

located in his new store.
0. N. Steenstrup, formerly at Truman,

Minn., is now working for A. Bachman, Pres-

ton, Minn.
P. A. Schonsberg is a new jeweler at West

Salem, Wis.
Clifford V. Bates, Huron, S. Dak., was mar-

ried at Yankton, S. Dak., to Miss Kate Francis

last month.
L. D. Peet, La Crosse, Wis., has moved

into his new store building.

J. L. Williams, Zumbrota, Minn., spent

several days visiting friends in the Twin Cities

last month.
E. C. Bennett has moved from Zumbrota,

Minn., to Frederick, Wis.

H. L. Gates, Rochester, Minn., was among

the unlucky ones in the Rosebud Reservation

drawing. Harvey does not as a rule draw

blanks, and was a little surprised.

D. J. Chatham, formerly with Stoddard &

Wood, Stewartville, Minn., is now with Martin

C. Weyer, Faribault, Minn.

G. B. Ellestad, Lanesboro, Minn., has re-

turned from a three weeks' vacation.

Wm. Pieters, Madison, Minn., has moved

into his new store.
H. Abrahamson is now at Wentworth, S.

Dak.
R. Branchaud, Cavalier, N. Dak., reports a

new girl at his home.
R. W. Main, Cando, N. Dak., is at St. Louis,

taking in the fair.
H. 0. Sheldon, Bottineau, N. Dak., an-

nounces the arrival of a baby boy weighing

15,600 carats.
Otto Mathes, lately with D. E. Farmer,
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Stewartville, Minn., is now with Stoddard &

Wood, same place.
Fred Ohm, Jr., with F. Willman, Stillwater,

Minn., spent a week's vacation at Eau Claire,

Wis., last month.
Arvid Ostenberg, formerly with A. I.

Shapira & Bro., St. Paul, is now with Geo. R.

Holmes.
E. J. Collick, formerly with Geo. R.

Holmes, St. Paul, is now with White & Mc-

Naught, Minneapolis.
Geo. H. Spofford, Long Prairie, Minn., has

moved into his new store.
Philip L. Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis., had

the misfortune to slip and fall and hurt his hip,

which will compel him to stay in bed for several

weeks.
H. G. Gebhart, Flandreau, S. Dak., has

moved into the post office, and with his hand-

some new fixtures now has one of the finest stores

in his section.
The following took advantage of the low ex-

cursion rates to the Minnesota State Fair to

visit Twin City jobbers: Geo. B. Johnston, Pipe-

stone, Milan.; A. Nelson, Toronto, S. Dak.; F. K.

Randall, Phillips, Wis.; H. G. Engstrom,
Cokato, Minn.; S. Hawkinson, Jr., Grove City.
Minn.; L. H. Julsoud, Houston, Minn.; Larry

E. O'Connor, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; John Boer-
ner, Duluth, Minn.; C. 0. Borgesrode, Winsted,
Minn.; F. W. Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.;
H. 0. Thomas, Hampton, Iowa; F. J. Stebbins,
Thief River Falls, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh,
Hastings, Minn.; Wm. J. Krueger, North
Branch, Minn.; John Koelbe, Park River,
Minn.; J. 0. Sognesand, Rochester, Minn.; 0.
Larson, Bowdle, S. Dak.; H. T. Holverson, Alex-
andria, Minn.; Luther A. Freeman, Cloquet.
Minn.; E. F. Minder, St. James, Minn.; Sam B.
Millard, Litchfield, Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle-
plaine, Minn.; Nordahl C. Unseth, Grantsberg,
Wis.; Paul Gerard, East Grand Forks, Minn.;
P. Bloomstrom, Escanaba, Mich.; Herman
Osterberg, Superior, Wis.; Wm. Krohn, An-
nandale, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.:
T. J. Thompson, Barron, Wis.; Stephen Christo-
pher, Duluth, Minn.; A. J. Johnson, Ada, Minn.;
C. E. Peterson, Pepin, Wis.; C. C. Raddatz,
Lewiston, Minn.; Julius Anderson, Mora,
Minn.; E. A. Arhart, Lisbon, N. Dak.; W. M.
Jurgeson, Little Falls, Minn.; H. H. Buck,
Goodhue, Minn.; Miss Lillie, Spring Valley,
Wis.; Fritz Hoefer, Aurora, Neb.; Martin J.
Swedlund, Minot, N. Dak.; G. M. Gazely, Arling-
ton, S. Dak.; Louis P. Mahler, Olivia, Minn.;
Wm. Lenz, Osakis, Minn. ; F. M. Harper, Renville,
Minn.; H. C. Thies, Le Sueur Center, Minn.;
W. S. Blake, Duluth, Minn.; E. F. Huhner,
Stillwater, Minn.; A. M. Wilton, Alexandria.
Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls,
Minn.; J. B. D. Wagner, Morton, Minn.; J. F.
Ahearn, Melrose, Minn.; August Gfrever, Still-
water, Minn.; C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn.;
D. S. Rosenthal, Java, S. Dak.; L. Vrana, New
Prague, Minn.; D. W. Smith, Pipestone, Minn.;
W. W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn.; C. C. Max-
well, Arlington, Minn.; Fred Giehler, Norwood,
Minn.; Oscar Blueflat, Edgerton, Minn.; S. J.
Stieglitz, Crookston, Minn.; Thos. Yates, West
Bend, Iowa; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.;
Mark Rideout, Rushford, Minn.; E. C. Bennet,
Frederick, Wis.; W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn.;
W. D. Love, Luck, Wis.; Geo. A. Lhamon,
Farmington, Minn.; John Caesar, Stillwater,
Minn.; 0. K. Berglund, Lake Mills, Iowa;
Harry Gaurnanthaler, Cass Lake, Minn.; Wm.
C. Hudson, Graceville, Minn.; Geo. Charland,

. South Stillwater, Minn.; Fred Willman, Still-
water, Minn.; F. F. Bigelow, Aneta, N. Dak.; L.
B. Wheeler, Dassel, Minn.; J. H. Girvin, Man-
kato, Minn.; C. T. Stevenson, Madelia, Minn.;
John J. Palmer, Redwood Falls, Minn.; H. W.
Johnson, Detroit, Minn.; G. R. Oren, Superior,
Wis.; Geo. W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa; J. L. Wil-
liams, Zumbrota, Minn.; John J. Palmer, Red-
wood Falls, Minn.; Prof. J. W. Grainger,
Rochester, Minn.; H. W. Johnson, Detroit,
Minn.



Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Illinois

Edward T. Jettison, of Jellison & Augustine,
Decatur, and Charles F. Susens, left recently for
St. Paul, whence they started on a trip in a four-
teen-foot row boat down the Mississippi. They
intend to enjoy themselves in fishing and seeing
the cities along the route. The distance comprised
in the trip is 900 miles and the time necessary for
covering it depends on the weather. As far as the
travelers have learned this is the longest trip under-
taken in a small row boat since Captain Glazier's
voyage in 1881, from the source of the river to the
mouth, making a distance of 3185 miles.

crept into the store, and crawling to the safe ab-
stracted three trays containing six gold and six
filled watches and a tray containing thirty diamond
and ruby rings. After securing ,his booty, the
fellow sprang to his feet and dashed out of the
store, the clerk just getting a glance at him as he
went through the door. There was a large crowd
on the street at the time, attracted by the patrol
wagon, and the thief had no difficulty in making
his escape UP Washington Street and thence up
Bromfield Street. The empty trays were found
later in an alley off Bromfield Street, where he
had thrown them in his flight. The fobbery was
at once reported to the Court Square station and a
general alarm sent out, but only a meagre descrip-
tion of the thief could be given and at this writing
he remains unapprehended.

Herman M. Leffert, the enterprising jeweler,
of Council Bluffs, recently issued a souvenir book-
let, in which the interesting features and principal
institutions of that city are handsomely portrayed.
The frontispiece shows an interior view of Jeweler
Leffert's store, which is a spacious establishment,
with an ornamental ceiling, high-class wall and
counter cases and copious facilities for the conduct
of the business. A cut of this store also forms one
of the illustrations in an elaborate page advertise-
ment of this establishment in a Sunday edition of
the Council Bluffs Nonpareil. This announcement
had for its caption, " First in the Land," a slogan
which is emphasized by the picture of an Indian on
horseback brandishing a tomahawk. The policy
and progress of the business are told in vigorous
English, after which diamonds, watches and holi-
day lines are exploited in turn, the optical depart-
ment also coming in for adequate notice. This
advertising attains to a high standard of excellence
as to style and display and should be productive of
profitable results.

The Omaha (Nebr.) Bee says : I. J. Molby
has sold his interest in the jewelry firm of I. J.
Molby & Co., Creston, to L. W. Wendle, who has
been connected with the firm for some time. The
object of the sale is to give Mr. Molby the oppor-
tunity to devote his entire time to the music busi-
ness, which .he has only handled as a side line in
the past.

Kentucky

T. C. Lewis has purchased the business of
Lewis & Ball, Hardisburg, and that concern will
hereafter be known as T. C. Lewis & Sons. T. C.
Lewis, senior member of the last-named firm, is a
well-known jeweler of long experience.

Arthur J. Tulian has purchased A. H. Mar-
wede's jewelry business at Alpena. The purchaser
was engaged with the former proprietor for about
eight years, so he is familiar with the trade in that
locality. In addition to his experience in the
jewelry business he is a skillful optician, having
taken courses in that science at two well-known
optical colleges.

Missouri

George W. Bowers, of Bowers & Wyatt,
jewelers and druggists, Lucerne, has disposed of his
interest in the drug business to Webb Job, who has
been connected with the store for several months.

ters from King & Eisele, the well-known local
wholesalers, that a young man was trying to dis-
pose of some silver spoons to them. The chief of
detectives detailed one of his officers to place the
man under arrest, it being suspected by the chief
that the fellow was one of those who robbed the
Jeweler Thompson's store. As the detective
stepped through the doorway of King & Eisele's
place a young man, who evidently had seen him
coming, slipped by him and hurried down the
stairs. Although the officer did not know just
whom he was to arrest, he suspected at once that
the man who had passed him was the man he
wanted. The officer started after him, but seeing
that he was pursued the man started to run. There
were two patrolmen a short distance ahead, and
they headed off the fugitive. When the stranger
saw that escape was impossible he stopped short,
and the detective nabbed him. The prisoner was
taken to police headquarters, where he gave his
name as Timothy Widman and his age as twenty-
four years. When searched a dozen spoons were
found in his possession ; which spoons, it is alleged,
were stolen from the Thompson store. Chief
Taylor thought that he had seen Widman before,
and in a subsequent search through the rogues'
gallery the prisoner's picture was found.

Ohio.

I... V. Stone, the well-known jeweler, of Con-
neaut, has accepted a position as traveling repre-
sentative of the Rockford Watch Co., of Rockford,
Ill. He entered upon his duties in that capacity at
the beginning of last month.

Oklahoma

1)■•,1 ,411S

We announce the completion of a new and beautiful pattern in

Sterling Silver Flatware. The effect of Intaglio and Cameo has

here been.produced for the first time in silverware, and by a process

unique and entirely original with

us. This pattern represents in

reality the highest development

of the art of die-sinking.

J. P. Best, of Church, Pa., recently a student
of the Philadelphia College of Horology, has ac-
cepted a position with Harper &Taylor, Salisbury.

Massachusetts

Edgar R. Whiting, of Pittsfield, has leased the
store in the Root Block formerly occupied by a
pharmacy, and has moved his jewelry store
from the Burbank Block to the newly acquired
location.

The Eagle Jewelry Company, Rosenberg &
Co., proprietors, 353 Washington Street, Boston,
was the scene of a daring robbery on the evening
of September ist. The store is on the ground
floor, with an entrance on the side, the counter
running along the side of the store, while at the
rear is the safe. The Boston Herald states that at
the time of the robbery a patrolman, who was
passing on the route, had been called to a woman
who had fainted very near the store. The officer
had called the patrol wagon to take the woman to
the hospital, and as it passed, the optician, who
has a place in the jewelry store, went out to see
what was going on. This left only a clerk in the
store and he was taking the valuables from the
window to put into the safe, which was open. The
thief evidently was watching his chance, as while
the clerk had his head in the show window, he

One of the most notable features of the parade
in Niagara Falls on Labor Day was the handsome
float of Nelson A. Suggs, the well-known jeweler,
of Third Street, that city. The sides of the float
were of canvas, four and a half by seven feet in
size, and the ends three and a half by six feet. The
float bore the following signs in bold letters :
" Capital and Labor, Stop and Think ! Why not
go Hand in Hand, thus Prosper Fearing no Man !"
The reverse side read : "Be your Brother's Keeper,
Not Slave ! Not Master !" On the back end it
read : " Your cash returned on any transaction if
you want it. Soggs, watch doctor and. jeweler,
342 Third Street." Perched on top of the rear sign
was a large stuffed American eagle. On either
side and above the signs were four dozen " long
alarm " clocks—ninety-six in all, and the entire lot
" making merry chimes." In the center of all
waved " Old Glory."

The marriage of Mr. Soggs to Miss Anna A.
White, late of King & Eisele, Buffalo, which event
we had the pleasure of announcing in our last
issue, took place on September 14th, the Rev.
C. H. Smith, of Swan Street Episcopal Church,
assisted by Rev. Mr. Poland, officiating. The cere-
mony took place at the home of the bride's
brother, 645 North Division Street, Niagara Falls.
After the wedding supper Mr. and Mrs. Soggs left
for an extended trip, stopping at New York,
Providence, Boston, Waltham, and returning via
Binghamton, where Mr. Soggs resided for many
years.

After an absence of about two years G. A.
Durussel, late of New York City, has returned to
Oswego, his old home, where he is re-establishing
a retail repair business at his old location, 35 Lake
Street. He has installed a complete new stock and
a handsome set of fixtures, and has had his store
considerably remodeled and improved.

A plate glass front window, to x 12 feet in size,
in the jewelry store of E. H. Thompson, at 302
Connecticut Avenue, Buffalo, was shattered by
thieves about 2.30 o'clock on the morning of Sep-
tember loth, with a crash that awoke nearly the
entire neighborhood. The thieves grabbed a dozen
silver spoons, jumped into a buggy and drove rapidly
away. About three o'clock on the morning of
the same day, four men occupying a buggy
stopped in front of the . jewelry store of A. H.
Denny, at 25354 Virginia Street, Buffalo. They
attempted to burglarize the store, but were
prevented from so doing by the arrival of a
patrolman. When the men saw the officer they
vaulted into the buggy and rode away. About
noontime word was received at police headquar-

W. A. Wright, the enterprising retailer, of
Shawnee, composed a hymn dedicated to his
father upon the recent celebration of the latter's
seventy-eighth birthday. It is entitled, " My Cross,"
and besides being a very creditable performance
from the view point of literary merit, breathes a
fervent spirit of religious faith and resignation. It
was published in the Sin; wnee Quill and favor-
ably commented upon by that organ.

Oregon

Simmers & Freitag, composed of G. T.
Simmers and L. E. Freitag, have purchased the
business of the Baker City Optical and Jewelry
Co., Baker City.

A pleasant and remarkable reunion of the
children and grandchildren of Mrs. Jeremiah Koh-
ler was held last month at Hanover. It was in
honor of the forty-eighth birthday of her youngest
son, Millard F. Kohler, a popular and prosperous
jeweler, of Parsons, Kans., who journeyed to
Hanover to be present on the occasion. Four
generations of the Kohler family were present,
among them a great grandchild of the aged mother.

The death of Mrs. J. T. Rushmer, wife of
Jeweler Wm. B. Rushmer, Ogden and Salt Lake
City, occurred at the first-named place on the
morning of September 3d. Deceased was very
popular in the social life of Ogden. She was
especially zealous in the work of the First Metho-
dist Episcopal Church there, and being gifted with
musical talent of a high order presided at the organ
in that institution. The deepest sympathy is felt
for her surviving husband and three-year-old son.

Poppy
Weights

28 and 33 oz.
Table Fork

WILD ROSE
Weights

20 and 24 oz.
Dessert Fork

N ECTA RI NE
Weights

12 and 15 oz.
Tea Spoon

N. S. Marshall has sold his interest in the firm
of Marshall & Tyrell, Rutland, to F. T. Tyrell,
who now conducts the business on his own account.
Mr. Marshall entered the jewelry trade in 1872,
when only sixteen years of age, at which time only
a few of Rutland's merchants of to-day were
engaged in business. For the last twenty-five years
Mr. Marshall's name has been intimately connected
with the jewelry business of the State. His plans
for the future are indefinite.

PETUNIA
Weights

20 and 24 oz.
Dessert Spoon

PEONY
Weights

28 and 33 oz.
Table Spoon

Zilvermitho
TAUNTON, MASS.

f 41 Union Square 1 Nuiw YORK 103 State St., CHICA00
115 Kearny St., SAN FRANCISCO.1 6 Maiden Lane
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REDUCED FARES during the months of August, September, October and November,
to the Great Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1904, of the

National Association of Merchants artd Travelers 
Divisions

at Chicago

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Passenger Association,
s including the following states : Iowa, Wisconsin, Mis • d ( both Western and South-

west(rn Passenger Territory), Kansas (both Western and Southwestern passenger Territory), Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, on the Atchison, Topeka &
Cheyenne only) ; also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota,Santa Fe proper ; Nev Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific; Wyotning (f 

except on the lines of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines eau secure the reduced rates from the nearest
points on other lines; Northern Pe ll i ll sula of Michigan on the C. M. & St. I'. and C. & N. IV. R'y ; Illinois in Western Passenger Associat• Territory.

In addition to the above the following railroads make one and one-fifth fare from points on their lines in Wyoming, Colorado and Utah: The Cob.
Mid. R'y, D. & R. G. R. It., 0. & L. It. It., It. G. W. Wy, and Union Pac. It. It.

Special Excursion Rates in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territoriee on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway;
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway; Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway; Frisco System.

Also on other lines from points in Oklahoma, Indian Territory and Arkansas, on and north of the line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & (kilt' Railroad, from the Texas stale line
eastwardly to Little Rock, including the llot Springs Division, and on and north of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, Litt le Rock to Arkansas City, Ark., inclusive ;
and the St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas.

In addition to the above railroads a number of others have also granted one and one-fifth fare, amt the complete list of lines now having filed notices
authorizing reduced rates is as follows: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R'y, Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Wy, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R'y, El Paso-
Northeastern System. Ft. Worth & Denver City R'y, Frisco System Lines-Ft. Worth & Rio Grande R'y, Red River, Texas & Southern R'y, St. Louis & San
Francisco It. It.; Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe R'y, Houston & Texas Central R. It., Houston, East & West Texas R'y, International & Great Northern It'y, Kan-
sas City Southern R'y, Missouri, Kansas & Texas R'y System, Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System, San Antonio & Arkansas Pass R'y, St. Louis South-
western R'y System, Southern Pacific Co., Texarkana & Ft. Smith It'y, Texas & Pacific Wy, Texas Midland R. It.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FIRST-CLASS FARE
Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula), and Indiana, and part of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association Territory

FIRST MEETING

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING

FOURTH MEETING

Dates for Buying Tickets-August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12
I. Dates for Returning Home-August 10, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, Wand 20
f Dates for Buying Tickets-August 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 anti 26

Dates for Returning. Home-August 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2 and 3
Dates for Buying Tickets-September 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9

1 Dates for Returning Home-September 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17

S Dates for Buying Tickets- October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3 and 4
Dates for Returning Home-November 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

Make a note a the dates for baying tickets and returning home. The railroads will positively permit no deviation from the dates given above.
Members must in all cases take certificates [not a receipt] from the ticket seller at the point of starting.

WARNING! The dates given above only are correct, and the Association cannot be responsible for any statements of railroad
employees to the contrary.

Write us for additional particulars. Make our stores your headquarters. We are at your service.

OTTO YOUNG & CO. 149-153 State Street
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. Silversmiths' Building
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry at Wholesale

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO. Columbus Memorial
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers Building

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO. 103 State Street
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers
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F. A. HARDY & CO. Silversmiths' Building
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

A. C. BECKEN Powers Building
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

PITKIN & BROOKS State and Lake Streets
Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps

H. F. HAHN & COMPANY Powers Building
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., 134-138 Wabash Ave., Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
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NOVELTIES FOR THE WEST
FROM INDIA

Solid Silver Indian "Swami" Ware TRgAnz:, c51'.gne,

nine Wllp

We manufacture a complete line of

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS
in 14 K. and IS N.

" Afternoon Tea Service,
in best Morocco case

5652. Handsome Ilat-ehased design, Snake border,
in fitted teakwood cases

5670. "Swami " Afternoon Tett Service, in best
Morocco case liUMCTS

BROOCHES
SCARF IMIH5

EARRIIHG5, ETC.

Special attention given to Special Order Work. Designs

and estimates furnished

5756. Carved Cocoanut-Shell Sugar Bowl,
mounted in silver, gilt lined

5730. Knife, Fork and Spoon

Handsome Tea Set, beautifully chased and embossed

P. ORR & SONS

726 Cheaenu,q 5q.

PhfiRad,eliphim

Address all orders Manufacturing Department

-1.tintiii111111111,11011, .W11111111111111111

Manufacturing Jewelers

Gold and Silversmiths

5708. Afternoon Tea Spoons, set of six with Tongs,
in best Morocco case

MADRAS, INDIA

SAMPLE PARCELS SENT

THROUGH YOUR BANKERS
„ 

5710. "Swami" Sugar Bas i a id Cream Jug, with Tongs,
in best F. orocco case
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THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from burn-

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

"AN IMITATION MUST BE
VERY GOOD, OR IT IS

NO IMITATION"

THIMBLES—Gold and Silver
The Automatic

Eyeglass or Pencil
Holder

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD &. STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
BEND FGR CATALOGUE " E

Our imitations are so good and accurate that a
most rigid inspection is necessary to distinguish them
from the genuine. They have the same character of
distinct individuality as the high-priced platinum-set
diamond goods.

Each piece is made with the same touch of ex-
cellence as the genuine. They are worn without fear
of detection, and appeal to the most fastidious and
scrutinizing person.

The mountings are Sterling Silver and finished
in 14 K. gold.

Write for Illustrations and Prices

FISHEL, NESSLER & COMPANY
Silversmiths and Jewelers

Mice and Works

79-85 Crosby Street NEW YORK

1 49

Salesroom

556 Broadway

12.9

New Model, made in Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Con Metal, Royal
Copper In UI Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

1-13 Rings bear that Quality of Diolity-
Purity of Beauty which Pleasantly
Attracts—IMMEDIATE ATTENTION —Can such
Goods Remain Long in any Show Case ?
HOLIDAYS AND I-B RINGS Go TOGETHER!

HEINTZ BROTHERS ° RING MAKERS ° BUFFALO NEWYORK

oWILC-01.11

MAT,

MAKERS AND PATENTEES OF THE "BREAKLESS" BAR PINS
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THE SIGN OF A 60,00 RIN
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I TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT I

Lessons in liorolog'y
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO 

CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director 
of the Horological School, of Lode, Switzerland, and

Hit RM A NS GROSSMANN, Director of the Horol
ogical and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR.,
 Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the

Lode Horological School.

(Copyrighted, 1909, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part X.)

This arrangement permits of the complete equalizat
ion of the

motive action of the spring. In effect, when one has just wound

the watch, the spring is completely c
oiled ; a steel chain, one end

of which is hooked to the fusee and th
e other to the barrel, is at this

moment almost completely wrapped around 
the spiral lines of the

axis of the fusee. On unwinding itself, the spring turns the barrel,

which communicates its movement to the f
usee by the intermediary

of the chAin. This unwraps itself, little by little, from the fusee,

and wrap3 around the barrel until the
re remain no more turns on the

fusee. It is evident that if the tension of the spring c
ontinually

diminishes, this action works in the contrary
 sense, always at a

greater distance from the axis of the fusee
. The motive work,

product of the tension by the distance trav
ersed, gives, designating

the tension by P, the distance to the ax
is by r and the speed of

rotation by w,
P r w.

This work should be constant if the speed of 
the wheel fixed

on the axis of the fusee is constant, 
that is to say, if there is a

uniform angular speed, and the fusee is groov
ed in such a manner

that the product P r remains constant. The variations of P must

then be the reverse of those of r. An exception, however, must be

made to the preceding, if one takes into a
ccount the friction of the

pivots in the plates ; this friction, in fact,
 diminishes constantly as

the pressure diminishes. We will, however
, neglect this factor, in

order not to complicate the following theo
ry.

114. To determine practically whether or not the variation of

the force of a spring is exactly counterbal
anced by the form of the

fusee, one uses a lever and a weight, as we hav
e seen before (8t) ;

one fixes the lever on the square of the arbor
 of the fusee ; the form

of this piece will be exact if the weight carr
ied by the lever makes

equilibrium with the force of the spring at the
 same distance from

the axis for each point of the successive rota
tions of the fusee.

115. Calculation of the Variable Radius of the
 Fusee's Helix. Let

R, be the interior radius of the barrel, hal
f the thickness of the

chain being included therein ;

r, the variable radius of the fusee;

r„, its initial radius (in r and r, is also included ha
lf the thickness

of the chain) ;
0, the maximum angle which the spring is wo

und, starting from the

position where the elastic effect is null, and 
corresponding

rtotiuhes ii.nostant when the chain acts at t
he extremity of the

ad

a, the angle which the barrel has turned, 
starting from the posi-

tion e;
p, the angle which the fusee has turned, starti

ng from the instant

when the chain acts at the extremity of th
e radius r„.

The moment of the force of the spring can be 
expressed by

Placing

we will have

E e3 h
---

(0
 —

112- E es h = M

F= 11! (0 — a).

The force F' acting at the exterior of the barrel
 should be

F/ 1--r- (0 — a ),

and the moment F1 with relation to the axis of the fusee 
is

Mr
,b; ( 0 — a ).

The values of r and of a should vary in such a mann
er that, in

order that F, may be constant, we should have a equ
al to zero for

V equal to rc, ; we will then have

M r„ Mr
R A' 

(0—a),

whence
r„ 0

(I) 7- r--= e a.

When the chain wraps up an infinitely small quanti
ty, R d a,

on the barrel, it unwraps the same length, r d p, 
from the fusee.

One has then
Rda=rd p,

but, because of the equation (1),

,
dp=

ro 

R 
0

On integrating, it becomes

P=—R
roe

These integrals should be taken

a a', one will have

consequently,

O'Oda

between the limits a o and

0 a and fa d a -=. a2;

p = 
R(0 a — a').

ro 0

Drawing from this equation the value of a one will h
ave first

— I a' + 0 = r"  P ;

changing the signs, adding 0. to each member and
 multiplying by 2,

it becomes

and

consequently,

(thot)

or

CL2 — 2 0 a + 02 = p +

a 0 = Ni 2 ro _,_ 0.;
R

a = 0 2r0

R e P'

Replacing now in equation (x) a by this value, we
 will obtain

1'0 0

0 —0 zlz NiI-31-1°0 p

vs

— P'
2 ro

Placing 0 = 2 ir n and p = 2 ir n' we will have, finally,

rc, 

(2) 2 7'0 ///

116. Numerical Calculation of the Preceding Eq
uation. Let

R = 8 mm., ro =--- 5 mm., 0 --= 12 X 2 ir and let us calculate first

the value of the radius r for an angle p =
 2 ; we will write, on

replacing values,

.1 5 

Ix 2 X 5
8 X I2

the calculation :6. I.938 gives:Lo

44985

— 10g : 96 = 1.9822712

1.9522273 — 2

Log : 0.9761136 ---

(Continued on Page 1603)

10 I

Log : 5 =.7. 0.6989700

— log : 
Ni _9_686 0 A A

.97-113-

Log : r1 = 0.7228564

and r 1
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Price, $10.00
According to Keystone Key

NEW YORK 194 Broadway

At Last! A CLOCK THAT GOES WITHOUT WINDING
THAT IS ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY and
AT A PRICE THAT WILL SELL AT A BIG PROFIT

The mechanical principles are entirely new. The movable
working parts of this wonderful clock consist of three wheels,
two springs and two levers. It is so simple it cannot go wrong

The best and most enterprising jewelers in the country are handling them. If you want to be up
to date and give your customers an article that will please them, send for a line of the wonderful
REMPE Clocks.

11;. will mail a Catalogue for the asking.

Rempe Manufacturing Co., vai:utrznIong, Danville, Pa., U.S.A
• Makers of

CHICAGO t , ./ Aventor SAN FRANCISCO: ,26 Kearny Street

DORAN, BAGNALL & COMPANY
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established 1870

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and Novelties

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Pat. July 12, 1904

We call attention to our

New Sterling Silver

Bottle Holder

which has met with flattering success.
We make it to hold Pint Champagne,

Ouart Champagne, Rye, Scotch,

Rhine Wine, Claret, Worcestershire,

Catsup, etc.

Patent spring device on base holds

bottle securely in holder.

Buyers ,are invited to inspect our
Fall line of Novelties, not shown

elsewhere.

G.A. HENCKEL & CO.
Silversmiths

24-26 East 13th Street, New York

MIRROR PLATEAU

No. B-10 inch, List, $9.00

Best French Plate
Mirrors

Mounted on Quadruple-Plated Hard White Metal Frames

We are the Originators of this Novelty, and have the finest and most
extensive line in the market. Prices and styles to meet all demands. Write
for Catalogue No. 4.

The Biggins=Rodgers Co.

October, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page i6o0

Successive calculations will give us in an analogous manner the

following results, which we group in a table :

For p =
"
" 13

" 13 --=

- 

5.2827.
r'' = 5.6195.
r'" 6.0302.
rfitt 

- 

6.5491.
ri" = 7.2231, etc.

117. Other Calculations. It more often happens, in practice,

that one is given the greatest radius of the 
fusee, and that the ques-

tion is to determine the variable radius, 
starting from this value.

This problem, the inverse of the preceding, is solved in an

analogous manner. Preserving the same notations as in the pre-

ceding case, let ro in this case be the greatest radiu
s of the fusee •

and 0 the angle which the spring is set up at the 
instant when the

chain acts at the extremity of the radius 1'0 of the 
fusee. We have

the moment of the force of the spring :

Fo = 1110,

and in the initial position, when the barrel has 
turned an angle a,

The force F' acting at the exterior of the barrel will 
be for the

two cases :
,1!

= 0 ;nal I" -= (0

and the moment of these lorces with relation to 
the axis Of the

fusee will be : Jr 
F, / a 

r 0 (0 -I- 0.).

Making these two values e(lual, one has

01

jI.,.o .1/ r
_ 0 - - ( 0 + a),

It A

ro 0 ( 0 --l- a),

from whence one extracts
ro 0

(1) r

As in the preceding case, we place

r d p R a,

from whence
da.

Replacing r by its value (1), one obtains

(I
and on integrating, 

p -A ( 0 1 0.) d a,
ro

p Credmi j

p (— A' • 0 a a2).
ro 0

successively

analogous to the preceding case will give us

from whence

a2 + 0 a = —r(R)--°- 13,

0,2 + 2 0 a +02 
JO 13+ 03,

Main Office and Factory, Wallingford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
Manufacturers of medium-Priced Silver-Plated Hollowware

a -1- 0 Al 2 --- P + 02,

_

a.= 
0 ± 0 NI 2R1.; p +

I.

1603

The value of a, extracted from the equation (1), is equal to

_JL 0,

consequently,

119- 0 — 0 — 0 ± 0 2 ro—e 13+ 1,
R 

and

from whence

1.0 0 = 0 2 Y0 p
R 0

r

NI-2-;90
13
- I;

re

or still further, by substituting p = 2 ir n' and 0 2 ir n,

(2) r =
T,,
R n

118. Numerical Calculation of the Preceding Equation. As an
example of the apidic,ttion of the preceding calculation, let us
determine the dimensions of a marine chronometer's fusee and let
the following be .the data :

Exterior radius of the barrel including half the thickness ofminthe chain,   R = 21.7 
Maximum radius of the fusee, ro = r8.3 mm.
Development of the spring,   n = 3.4 turns.

Let us admit, that when the spring is set up one turn, the chain

acts on an angle p = o, in this case then
/11 0.

When the fusee has made one turn, we then Vill hilVe = I ,
arid on replacing- the letters by their values in the formula (2), we
%Oil have

18.3

„\I 2 / 18.3 X I

21.7 X 3.4

The calculation gives

Log : (2 X 18.3) = log: 36.6 = 1.5634811

—log : (27.7X 3.4) = 1.8679386

0.- 

6955425 —

Corresponding number = 0.4961

Log : 21.7 = 1.3364597.
, log: 3.4 = 0.5314789.

1.8679386.

Log : NI 0.4961 -I- 
log: 1.4961 

—
2

Log : 0.1749606 A. Log: 18.3 =-- 1.2624511

log: I/ I.4961 = 0.0874803 
0.0874803

0.1749708

Number = 14.961

We will then have the radius of the fusee for a number of

turns it'
----,- 14.961 mm.

Replacing, successively, in the preceding formula n' by
etc., one will arrive at the following results :

For n'
U,

U,

U,

= 0,
=

= 2,

= 3)
= 419
= 5,
= 6,
= 7,
= 8,

ro = 18.3
I;rri :63215 :==== :II 40992: 996851 6006: 5937:

r7 = 8.653
rs 8.21

2, 3, 4,

119. Uniformity of the Spring's Force in Fusee 
Watches. In

order to obtain perfect uniformity of the spring's force in fusee

watches, it is not sufficient alone to construct the fusee in a manner

conformed to the data of the preceding calculations. There are

other factors which must be taken into account, and about which

we will give some explanations.
TO BE CONTINUED)



THEY ARE STILL GUESSING
The reputation of the S. Bigney chains fin- durability' andcrivin,, entire satisfaction, has been heralded from one end of thiscountry to the other. The Government Assay verifies our previousstatements and the statement which we make to-day, that our chainshave more gold on them for the money than any other make ofchains.

REASONS wily
1st—We have one of the largest and best-equipped chainplants in the United States.
2d—A practical knowledge, coupled with a thorough system.
3d--The employment of brainy and skilled artisans, togetherwith the latest and most-improved machinery, which assists inturning out our chains at a very small cost.

October, 1904

The remark has been frequently made that we do not know how to figure goods and are selling them at cost. Theseare the sort of lobsters the trade is looking for. We have kept them guessing for several years and propose to continue tokeep them guessing. 
Just ask your jobber for the chains that have more gold on them than any other make and they will show youS. 0. Bigney & Co.'s high-grade gold filled chains. 

New York Office
3 Maiden Lane

ORIGINAL

DESIGNS

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.

ONE OF OUR NEW

TOILET SETS
WE HAVE MANY

OTHER
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS

Factory

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

FINEST

FINISH

Time KEYTONI

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technic'',

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con.

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XX. Begun in March, xgo3)

At A, Fig. 79, we illustrate the vertical script of
 the looped

style and at B the back-hand script of the sam
e style, showing the

student that the looped style of script is appro
priate for either

vertical or back-hand style.
One of the most troublesome features connected

with the art of engraving is the danger of the point

of the graver breaking off. If the engraver selects

a tool of the best quality and. sharpens it cor-

rectly, he will experience little difficulty of 
this kind. How to

obviate the point of the graver breaking off is 
a question which

puzzles a great many beginners in the art of en
graving. It should

be stated in this connection that the angle on
 which the graver is

sharpened on the front should be varied according
 to the condition

The Practical Use
of Script Letters

4," STERLING
45)

HAT I3Rt.SI I

CLOTH "

VELVET "

and WHISK

3060 Military Brush SILVER

3060 Comb

BUFFER
NAIL BRUSH

and
BONNET BR USH
to match above

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO.
New York Office : 'Maiden  Lane SILVERSMITHS

WE DO NOT SELL THE RETAIL TRADE

,c6T
A

Fig. 79

of the metal to be cut. If we are cutting on very hard metal, such

as plated teaspoons, the angle on the front of the 
graver should be

more blunt than it would be if we were cutting
 Britannia metal.

Fourteen karat gold will be found of such alloy as to
 make it difficult

to cut it and not break the point of the graver, 
and this is especially

true if the point of the graver is left rough, in t
he condition in

which it comes from the oilstone, which is the cond
ition of the

graver when used on a polished surface.

The engraver should remember that in cutti
ng satin finish,

Roman gold finish, French gray finish, or oxidize
d silver, that he

should use a polished graver. In nearly all other finishes the

graver should be left in the condition in which it 
comes from the

oilstone, in which condition it will cut a ragged line. 
The term

" ragged line," as here used, does not mean that t
he extreme edges

of the letter will be rough or irregular, but the 
incision will appear

to be composed of a series of fine lines, due to 
the condition of the

cutting edge of the graver, which has been thoroughly
 described in

instructing the student how to grind and poli
sh a graver. It will

be found more difficult to cut with the graver in 
this condition

possibly than it would if it were polished a very little. If the oil-

stone, which the engraver uses, is a very coarse 
one, then it would

be necessary to polish the graver a very little in
 order to reduce

the. roughness to a minimum, but norenough to 
make it cut bright.

If in cutting with a rough graver it is found that it grinds and

grates as it is pushed forward, and the operator 
is sure that the

angles are exactly flat, he will be able to wield the
 graver easier if

he lubricates it with saliva by putting the point of 
the graver between

his lips at each insertion. This is a bad habit to form and should

be resorted to only ill cases where it is necessary.

At Fig. 8o we illustrate four hearts, showing the 
different ways

in which initials, names and

figures can be engraved. Of

course, it would be practical,

and possibly easier, to en-

grave the letters straight

across or straight up on an

angle. It will be seen that

a few little scrolls above or

below the letters will add to

the artistic effect.

t

At Fig. 81 we illustrate a locket with the 
word Laura"

engraved thereon, showing how the looped style 
of script, with a

little ornamental work above and below a word
,

adds to its beauty. It is not more difficult to en-

grave a word in this way than it would be to engrave.

it perfectly plain, and the artistic effect gained b
y

doing it in this way is such that it is advisable for

the student to make the attempt.
At Fig. 82 we illustrate two different styles of

engraving teaspoon handles. At A we illustrate the Fig. 81

word " Ethelind," designed ready for engraving.
The most difficult feature in designing

a word on a spoon handle is to sketch

it so that the general effect of the

word will be in the center of the space

allotted to the word. This is accom-

plished in designing a spoon handle,

as here illustrated, by first drawing

a line from the center of the end of

the handle to the center of a point

on the handle just at the right of the

beginning of the word. The central

point at the end of the handle en-

graved " Ethelind " shows where

such a line may begin. Now, as to

whether or not this line should come

Fig. 82 exactly at the top of the lower-case

letters or slightly below depends

altogether upon the number of letters coming above the lower-

case guide line.
In the case of the word in question we have five 

letters coming

above the lower-case guide line. It is, therefore, necessary that

this center guide line should be the top gui
de line.of the lower-case

letters. While, on the other hand, if we had some letters
 coming

above the line and some letters coming below 
the line, these condi-

tions would be changed to such an extent that i
t would be necessary

for the center line to pass through the top of t
he letters about one-

fourth the distance down from the top of the
 lower-

case guide line. A beautifully engraved word on a

spoon or fork handle not properly placed, is
 more

irritating to an artistic eye than one properly l
ocated

of the right size if not so well engraved. There-

fore, the student is especially cautioned in reg
ard to

this, and advised to practice this particular point

diligently. There are too many ways of using script

letters to illustrate all. We therefore present for

the consideration of the student only a 
few, which

will suffice to give him an idea of how the 
work

should be accomplished.
At Fig. 83 we illustrate an ornamental h

andle

of a spoon or fork with initials B. C. S. 
designed thereon, showing

how the letters could be designed in s
uch a space. The student

should endeavor to so educate his eye as to 
arrange the style of

letters and shape of same to as far as possi
ble correspond with the

style of the article to be engraved.
At Fig. 84 we illustrate a match box, showing

how it can be engraved in plain script on a s
traight

13815    line, yet on an angle, diagonally across the 
box,

  which is far better than engraving it straight acr
oss

or perpendicularly. The location of the date is also

preferable to having it directly under the name, un-

less the customer should request otherwise.

At Fig. 85 we illustrate a pin tray with the word

" Florence " engraved thereon. In a case of this

kind the engraver must first find the center of the d
ish

and then the same instructions apply as in the c
ase

of a spoon handle, shown at Fig. 82. Great care should be exer-

cised in a case of this kind in reference to the size 
of the letters. If

the letters are engraved too large

and are not appropriately shaded

for the size, or too small and too

heavily shaded, they will look

wrong. The student should care-

fully study a design after he has

placed it on the article and see if

it is the right size.

Factory : TUB() R.0, MASS.

Fig. 80

Flg. 83

lig. 85

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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New MikStOlIC in Chain Manufacture
77'1""ir

Liwrrn ??. o2

Directions for Use
%viol I lirtieelel on be left arm.

Draw i lie center of the handkerehirf
bm ween the Wires or the bracelet.
into Ilie corrugations.
To remove the lei ikerehief,

Ilw bulk of the handkerchief down
gently with the right
Indispensable for bolding ladies'

wrist-bags, purses, wank, fans, tie.
Pass the purse-chain or muff-cord
between the wires of the bracelet.
Pass around twice, so weight of ar-
ticle will rest on both the wires.

H & 1-1 Registered
THE AMERICAN HALL MARK

Makers of Gold Filled Chains and Lockets

Be sure to see our new designs and patented Watch
Protector. It overcomes all fob fasteners

HAMILTON 0 HAMILTON, JR.
BRANCH OFFIC1 S

New York City, 3 Maiden Lane
Chicago, Ill., 402 Stewart Building
San Francisco, 307 Claus Spreckels

Works : Providence, R. I.

October, 1904 THE

About Mainsprings

Article No. 93 of the serial entitled
 " Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of DIE 
KEYSTONE.

ERHAPS it may be well to add to

what we said about the friction safety

action as a substitute for stop-works,

that the thick steel band 1,, article No.
 42,

is not permanently attached to the main-

spring, but supposed to be a detachable part

of the barrel. It now comes to practically

arranging our barrel, so as to employ it in a

watch—our new model watch. This move-

ment is supposed to be a 3A. plate, and 16

size. We advocate the use of 3% plate mo
ve-

ments from several reasons, ,not least among

which is placing the balance in such a posi
-

tion that a squeeze or pressure on the cas
e

will not upset the balance pivots. Another

good reason is, we get a thinner movement

than when we employ a full plate. Too thin

a movement, however, is no more to be de-

sired than one too thick.

For convenient talking, we

More About the we will assume that our

New Movement movement will average about

the same thickness as an

Elgin No. 290. Inasmuch as our main wheel

and arbor are entirely detached from the

barrel, except through the mainspring, we

can arrange our train so as to have it (the

main wheel) come above or below the center

wheel. As many of the features of this

movement will be novel and on lines depart-

ing in a marked degree from old models, we

can introduce many innovations ; for in-

stance, the main wheel above the center

wheel, will permit us to use for this an open

wheel; that is, one with arms; true, we could

do this as well if we placed the center wheel

above the main wheel. The chief objection

offered to placing the main wheel above the

center, is excessive friction on the lower bear-

ing of the center.

This objection can, however, be very

well overcome by making the pivot hole to

the center wheel pretty deep, and as to size

in diameter it need not be as large as the

ordinary Swiss watch, which sets from the

back. The idea of this barrel is, it turns on

bearings n m in the main plate. The center

pinion is shown at N, with its pivot at I

The upper jewels for the pivots a I are in a

bridge, placed very much as we now often

see in g plate watches. The main plate for

our watch is much thicker than is ordinarily

used in American movements, to allow for

the recess in which the barrel B is placed.

The recess for the barrel is made from the

dial side of the main plate.

The use of such very thick lower plate

avoids the use of any pillars. In the cut at

KEYSTONE

Fig. I the dotted lines c c and d d represent

the top and bottom of the main plate. The

dotted lines f f represent the sink in which

the barrel B rests. This sink is closed by

the plate g which rests in an offset shown
at the dotted lines e e. The lOwer pivot b is

jeweled in an extra plate shown at G. It will

be seen that the flange or bearing m on the

barrel B leaves a recess nearly of the size of

the mainspring nut C, into which the jewel

for the pivot b can run. The mainspring nut

C goes on D with a screw.

It is not necessary that the barrel B

should turn in the recess in the plate F per-

fectly free, as a little friction in the plate will

do no especial harm, except to make the

winding a little harder. The only exception

to this form of winding which can be urged,

is that it is a little thick, but if carefully

made, will be no thicker than the ordinary

fr
_  ir •

m 
__ a

Fig. 1

American 16 size 34 plate. We will in our

next article describe a winding similar to the

Howard ; but which, we think, is free from

some objections which we hold can be urged

against this form of barrel.

The writer insists that

Equalizing Barrel whatever form of barrel is

Frictions employed, the frictions

arising from running

down should be alike above and below the

spring. What is meant by this is to arrange

the barrel or receptacle for the mainspring i
n

such a way as to have the mainspring 
fric-

tions as near equal as possible. Any person

can readily understand, that if we employ a

barrel open on one side so that one edge o
f

the mainspring rubs on the main wheel, 
and

the other on the fixed immovable main 
plate,

the frictions must be variable, and m
ore or

less influence the running of the watch. 
For

this reason we require a barrel to enclose

the spring. It is evident, by the arrange-

ment we propose, that we can empl
oy the

lightest possible train consistent with 
suffi-

cient strength to convey the pow
er of the

mainspring to the escapement and stand
 the

handling of more or less unskillful 
workmen

in cleaning. It is an old theme, but we can-

not refrain from speaking of the 
great im-

portance of a light train. A moment's

thought will show us that for every ti
ck of a

watch, the entire train has to make t
wo move-

ments : (a), backward or retrogr
ade when

the tooth unlocks ; (6), a forward move-

ment to convey the requisite pow
er to the

I 607

balance; and we must further understand that

these two movements take place in less than

-4 of a second. The thought will, of course,
occur to those who have not given the sub-

ject much attention, that the entire duration

of the beat of a balance beating Moo°, is

of a second; but it must be borne in mind

that the balance comes to an entire rest

during this interval, and that the balance at

the time the pallet is unlocked and the im-

pulse given, is moving with its greatest

velocity. 11.0 BE CONTINUED1

The Telephone Ear

" Did you know this telephone business has

resulted in a telephone ear?" said a clerk whose

work called him constantly to the telephone. "1

don't mean that our hearing is injured, but that t
he

left ear becomes more keen than the right. If you'll

notice, all the telephones are left-handed. That i
s,

the instruments are so placed that we hold the

receiver with the left hand, so that we may have

the right hand free to use in taking notes of mes-

sages, I presume. Of course, one naturally claps

the receiver to his left ear, as it would be almo
st

impossible to twist it around to his right ear. Con-

sequently, the left ear becomes gradually much

sharper in catching sounds than the right ear. If

you don't believe it, just try holding the receiv
er

in your right hand some time and use your rig
ht

ear. You'll find that conversation which was per-

fectly distinct to the left ear, sounds confused an
d

muffled to the right, and there is a distinct effort 
to

understand. It is simply that the left ear is a trained

telephone ear, while the right ear is not."

Plating on Aluminum

A method has been invented, in England, for

plating on aluminum, an achievement which has

long been striven for with little success. The chi
ef

difficulty seems to arise from an invisible film

which forms on aluminum when exposed to air.

By the new method this film is dissolved off in a

bath containing soluble fluorides. A little free

hydrofluoric acid appears to work best, Then a

coating of zinc is formed on the aluminum in a

plating bath, and upon this coating copper, silver

and other metals may he deposited. In order to

form a gold plating the zinc covering the alum-

inum must first be coated thinly with copper, as

otherwise the gold sinks into the zinc, and in a few

weeks almost disappears.

Red Sea Pearls

Pearl fisheries, of which the world hears little,

bat which constitute a considerable industry, are

carried on at the Lohia Islands, in the lower end of

the Red Sea. Very few of these pearls find their

way to European or American markets, because

the local demand almost absorbs the output.

Pearls, says United States Consul Masterson at

Aden, are the most popular of all gems among the

inhabitants of India and Arabia, and it is seldom

that a native woman of any social position is seen

without pearl ornaments of some kind, either

finger rings, earrings or rings for the nose, and

even the feet. All the pearls from the Persian

Gulf are sent to Bombay.
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THE BASSETT CHAIN STILL LEADS ALL THE REST!
The following was the result of the August assays as shown in 66The Goldsmith and Silversmith "

This list of United States
Government assays was
made, of course, without
reference to who it would
hit or benefit. NUM-
BER 163 WAS A
CHAIN MADE BY
THE BASSETT
JEWELRY COMPANY
and the figures show
that it contained more
gold than the chains of
any of the other nine
makes that were tested,
while the price was less
than that of all except
one on the list, and that
was the chain containing
the least gold of any in
the bunch.

1-10 Gold Filled Watch Chains, Minus Bar and Swivel
No.

160
11)

163
161

164

175

173
174
185
186

Cost

$2.00

2.54

2.41%

2.50

2.35
2.59
3.58

Gross Weight
Decimal Ouuces

2.63Y3

2. 64,4

.83

.53
.68
.6i
.81
.65
.89
.63

.81

.83

Fineness
Gold 101.10ths

18
6o

4944
40,
34%
30
224'

45
29
29

Value of liold

 -
.31
.66

.70
.51
.58

•40A-
•41
.59
•49
.5o

1-4 Gold Filled Watch Chains, Minus Bar and Swivel
No. Post Gross Weight

Decimal Ounces
Fineness

Gold 1000ths

12554
125kt

133t

Value of (old

$1.51
. 99

187
1 S 8

IN()

$4.50
4. 75
5.25

.58
.39
.57

As for the 1-4 GOLD

FILLED CHAINS, No.

187 was also a Bassett

Chain. The reader can

see the result of both as-

says for himself.

DO WE NEED TO SAY ANY MORE TO ANY LEVEL-HEADED RETAIL JEWELER?

Manufacturers of Chains
and Jewelry

THE BASSETT JEWELRY COMPANY
Mlanufeacturr.s' R. I. WE SELL DIRECT TO

RETAIL TRADE ONLY

UMBRELLAS
MANUFACTURED

AND

DESIGNED

EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE

JEWELRY TRADE
EMBRACING

Ouality, Style, Finish

GUARANTEE TO PLEASE ON
APPROVAL ORDERS

KREIS & HUBBARD
mAiNuF4A(...z-ruRERs

252 Pram kilts, Stret

CHICAGO

s)NC,Ik
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Compound Gasoline Vapor and
Air Furnace

\ rliele No. 48 of the serial 
entitled " (I))ld Working," begun in

the November, 1800, issue of Tut: KEYSTONE.

•--TA II E gasoline vapor generator described

ill article No. 47, does not discharge

its vapor directly into the chamber

of the furnace, but the vapor is mingled with

air and then injected into the furnace. It

is a fact worth remembering in regard to

explosive mixtures of air and gas or petro-

leum vapors, that the combination or explo-

sion does not take place instantly, but

requires an appreciable time. We can best

explain this part by reference to the cut at

Fig. I. Let us imagine the tube A to be

For the effective display of goods our
if

Illuminated Show Cases
(John Petz, Patentee)

have never been equaled. This is the testimony of progressive merchantseverywhere. A merchant who has once used them wants no other. Theyhave a quality, style and individuality all their own. The material usedthe best. Our prices are right. Send for designs, which will be senton request.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
"SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort Street, West

Canadian Branch, Windsor, Ont. Detroit, U.S.A.
Join, Prrz, and Solo. V ICI )1 A LOTT, Sec.. and Treas.

P. S.-We make the best line of out-door cases in America

-----

Fig 1

filled with a mixture of gasoline vapor and

air in the best proportions to explode, which,

as we have explained, means only to burn

very rapidly. Any mixture of air and such

vapor, varying from 6 of air to i of vapor,

to 16 of air to I of vapor, will explode ; but

the strongest explosive mixture is about to

of air to I of vapor.

To resume our explanation : let us first

suppose the tube A to be filled with an ex-

plosive mixture of gasoline vapor and air to

liney. If now we should apply a lighted

match to the end x of the tube A, the flame

kindled would proceed back toward y so

rapidly and with such violence as to be called

an explosion. But we can arrange to have

the vapor and mixture driven through the

tube A with such rapidity that it will only

burn outside.

To Prevent
Explosions

To prevent accidents arising

from the flame passing in-

side the generator, we must

provide a: special chamber

through which the gasoline vapor passes.

Such chamber is only an enlargement of the

supply tube which carries the gasoline vapor

to the burner or combustion chamber. In

explanation, let us suppose the supply pipe

B, Fig. 1, instead of turning with an elbow

as shown at the full lines, should be a straight

pipe with an enlarged chamber at C, as

shown in the dotted outlines. At Fig. 2

we show an end view of a ver-

tical section of Fig. i on the

line w, and as if seen in the

direction of the arrow t. All

there is of this chamber is that
we have taken a piece of tube of Fig. 2

EYSTONE

about twice or thrice the diameter of B and

placed it so the gasoline vapor all has to pass

through it. To make this chamber act as a

check to the advan.ce of flame, we fill it with

pieces of wire as shown at Fig. 2. To give

details, suppose the supply pipe B' B" to be

" internal diameter, we would make the

chamber C' from yl." to 1" internal diameter
and say IY2" to 2" long-although the length

has but little to do with it. The interior of

the chamber Cbetween the lines w v is packed

with pieces of about No. 20 wire.

In filling in such a tube there will crevices

occur, which are larger than should be left

open, and still too small to take a No. 20

wire. In such interstices insert a bit of

smaller wire. The idea is we do not wish to

have any apertures which will exceed Th"

in diameter, as it is a law in combustion that

a flame will not pass through an aperture

of this or less diameter. By placing such a

chamber as C in the supply pipe between the

vapor generator and the furnace, all danger

of blowing up the generator is avoided. The

chamber C should be as close to the burner

as construction will allow.

We show at Fig. 3 the details of the

arrangement for a vapor generator and air

Fig. 3

pipes. The pipe B" leads to the blower,

and it will be seen that it divides at u into the

pipes FE, the pipe F passing into the gene-

rator D, While the pipe E passes outside.

Now, it will be seen that by

means of the cocks r s we

can perfectly regulate the

ratio of gasoline vapor to

the air. There is another method of con-

structing a vapor burner, which in some

respects is to be preferred. The plan on

which this is constructed is illustrated at

Fig. 4. In this plan the burner is placed in

the bottom of the furnace,

as shown at Fig. 2, article

No. 47. In this last-

named arrangement the

gasoline vapor or gas, if

gas is used, is led by the

pipe E to the open tube

burner G. This open

tube should be about 1"

inside diameter and 2" long. The bottom

of the tube G is closed with an iron disk,

shown at b.

Regulating the
Ratio of Gasoline
Vapor and Air

Fig. 1

CT
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All the parts shown at Fig. 4 can best

be of iron, from the fact that they will get

pretty hot. The cut at Fig. 4 shows all the

parts in vertical section. The idea of this

furnace is, the gasoline vapor is thrown into

the chamber o o of the short tube G by

the tube E, and the air from the power

blowers is forced through the flame from the

tube E For the furnace described in article

No. 47, about four such burners should be

placed in the fire-box. A very efficient and

easily constructed generator for producing

gasoline vapor is illustrated at Fig. 5. The

Fig. 5

idea of the device is a vessel' made of sheet

copper, such size as the service may demand.

This vessel is to all intents and purposes a

steam boiler, except gasoline is to be boiled

in it instead of water.

The boiler Hshould be strongly made of

about No. 16 sheet copper, and all joinings

riveted like a steam boiler. The shape

should be cylindrical with flat heads. The

size should be about 8" long by 8" diameter.

The whole boiler is attached to a strong

seamless brass tube, outside diameter.

The idea is, the boiler Hhangs on the end of

the tube I and the natural spring of the

tube is enough to lift the boiler when near

empty, say, the gasoline is down to the line

k. The tube I rests on the prop h and

sustains the boiler H For heating the boiler a

coal oil stove is provided, as shown at L.

This heating device is placed on a slide,

shown at n. From the tube I descends a

wire shown at a, which locks the slide n as

long as the weight of gasoline in H holds I

down on h, but as soon as the larger propor-

tion of gasoline has evaporated, the slide n is

pulled forward so the furnace L fails to heat

the boiler H, and in this way we have a

safety action. The gasoline vapor given off

trough the tube I is pure and not mingled

With air. For a melting furnace no method

we have seen equals the one just described.

With a natural draft and four jets of gasoline

vapor thrown into the furnace, shown at

Fig. 2, article No. 47, ten pounds of brass

can be melted in twenty minutes.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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We wish you would consider
our establishment as the crucible
into which your old gold and
silver scraps and filings should be
thrown.

It vill prove a crucible into
which the raw material goes, and

out of which the largest possible profit is
sure to come.
We always pay the highest market

prices, pay for full veight every time, and
send you a check as soon as the shipment gets
here, holding the same subject to your accept-
ance of our check.

If you want the consignment returned to you
we pay charges—but such cases are few, indeed.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
REFINERS AND SMELTERS
67 and 69 Washington Street

Chicago

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.
The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THOMAS McWILLIAMS
MANUFACTURES

Jewelers' Rolls, Presses, Shears,
Drops, Sand Blasts, Automatic
Solder Cutters, Ingot Moulds,
Patent Drop Lifts and Pearl

Workers' Machinery

THOS. McWILLIAMS Successors to
McWilliams Mfg. Co.

237 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

Established 1900 JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

I ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK DONE AND SPECIAL
TOOLS AND MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

October, 1904 TI-1 E

Hooking of the Mainspring

Translated for THE KRYSTONE from the Mutineer de la
Injouterle et de I'llorlogerle

I ;JJ
The above cut represents the Polishing Bench built by McWilliams Mfg. Co. in 1873

F late years watchmakers have made

barrel hooks by forcing back a piece

of the metal on the inside of the

dlyt without detaching it, by means of

pincers furnished with an awl. Swiss and

French manufacturers of the highest sta
nd-

ing make hooks in this way for t
heir best

watches. It has two advantages, solidity

and saving in time.

The hooking of the spring in the barrel

has been attempted by various systems d
e-

signed to afford security and to do away with

the stop-work. There is the spring with eye

in common use, as in No. t, and the En
glish

=Mann

4

spring terminating in the form of pivots,

which is one of the oldest systems. It has

the advantage of not unhooking, except in

very thin watches, where the lack of thick-

ness for the spring ribbon does not offer

sufficient security. The slight .projection of

the pivots would cause them to slip out in a

short time. This defect occurs in ordinary

watches when the spring has been selected

from too low a number.

About forty years ago M. Boussard, of

Toulouse, contrived the small stop (No. 3),

not replacing the eye of the spring, but

securing it from unhooking. It was employed

at first by attaching it to the spring by means

of a rivet near the eye, and afterwards by

simply sliding it into the place to be occu-

pied. The barrel cover ought to be cut for

the free passage of the stop—free, but with-

out play, in order to keep the eye of the

Spring firm to the hook.

The plan represented in No. 4 is em-

ployed in large barrels, like those of carriage

watches, in which the winding force occa-

sioned by a large knob would cause, at the

K EV ST OIN

end of the winding of the spring, the break-

ing of the ordinary barrel hook, even if the

spring itself were not unhooked under the

excess of pressure. The independent steel

ring carrying a hook requires a barrel arbor

collet, having vertical grooves on the inside.

When, on winding the spring, the knob is

forced a little, after the winding limit is

reached, the ring escapes from one groove to

another, giving the illusion of an unhooking

spring.
The ending of spring No. 5 and that of

No. 6 are common. They avoid unhooking.

No. 6 is preferable ; with its small indepen-

dent piece of spring it incurs less danger of

breaking than No. 5. Their defect is in re-

ducing the free part of the barrel. No. 5

requires more space than No. 6.

No. 7 is one of the rarest systems in

existence, hut it is worth a description. It

does not include a barrel hook of any kind,

or consequently an eye for the spring. The

inside of the collet is smooth. The spring

is also smooth, but the spring has about

double thickness in the part against the

collet, where it is maintained by its opening

pressure alone. It is advantageous in sup-

pressing the barrel hook and the spring eye,

especially in small watches. Still, this plan

is not adapted to watches of low price, 
on

account of the cost of the springs, which is

much higher than that of springs in ordinary

use. Besides, it is not suitable for modi-

fications.
It is well for a spring to make four turns

and a half when it is not provided with st
op-

work. The half turn in addition to the four

is to be considered as so much reserve. 
The

remaining four turns give 32 hours of going,

since each turn of the barrel with 80 
teeth

and center pinion of to, is equivalent t
o 8

hours.

Origin of Coins

An interesting lecture was recently deliver
ed

in Philadelphia by A. E. Outerbridge, Jr., h
is sub-

ject being " The Origin of Coined Money.
" Mr.

Outerbridge was formerly connected with the m
int

as chemist, and while in that position be
came very

familiar with the subject of coins. The fol
lowing

is a brief résumé of his lecture :

Barter, or trading one thing for another, as a

pair of shoes for a calf, or a gun for twenty 
beaver

skins, was the original method of making 
exchange.

It survives to a greater or less extent in
 primitive

communities, but its inconvenience, as 
civilization

advanced, made the adoption of some 
standard of

value necessary. Such a standard must be a com-

mon medium of exchange and must 
be a common

measure of values.

Various articles were used by different 
peoples,

among which were the skins of wild 
animals, shells,

cattle, corn, beads, iron, tin, coppe
r, silver and

gold. Cattle were long the standard, and our

money terms to-day show that fact
. The word

" pecuniary " comes from the Latin
 penis, cattle,

and the word " capital," or an 
accumulation of

1611

wealth, from caput, the head, or a reckoning of a

man's wealth in cattle by the number of heads. In

Norway corn was once used, and the depositories

were established for corn, which was borrowed upon.

It came to be understood that something having

value in itself could alone become a medium of

general exchange, and it must be suitable. It must

be indestructible and not depreciate in value, and

it must be divisible, so that if divided into parts

all the parts would be equal in value to the whole.

A diamond would not answer, because, if broken

in two parts, neither part would be worth half the

original gem. Gold was found to be the tnost

stable in value, and silver next. Iron would rust

out, and, although iron was used by several ancient

nations, not one piece of such money has come

down to us. Copper was too heavy for large

transactions.
The first metal stamped to indicate its value

was a piece of silver stamped by Phidon, king of

Argos, about (xx) 13. C. It was done at Aegina, and
the design was the king's seal, an island, which

was stamped upon it.

A series of lantern slides gave the gradual

development of artistic designs, from the shape-

less coin above referred to, to the beautiful p
ro-

ducts of the modern mints. The second of tlw

ancient designs was a tortoise, then a dolphin
, an

owl, a shield. The first coin with letters upon it

was made at Syracuse. The metal was p
ounded

into the die by a punch, and the back of the die

showed the punch mark, T ii time, the back, or

" obverse" of the coin, was made ornamental.

One of the handsomest of the ancient coins

was coined by Alexander the Great, who was 
desi-

rous that his face should descend to poster
ity. It

was a large gold coin. Mr. Outerbridge possessed

one of these, and it and many other rare co
ins

were shown on the screen by Professor D. S. 
Hol-

man by an invention of his called the " me
ga-

scope." It showed the object on the screen in its

true colors, standing out as though it could be

picked up. Gold showed as gold and silver

glistened like that white metal. A shell used as

money was shown with its changeable colors.

Among the curiosities shown was a sample

silver dollar of the year 1792, which was shown 
to

George Washington and his Cabinet for adoption.

Washington looked very stern when it met his

gaze, and the artist engraver who had made it was

disappointed. The Father of his Country discerned

his own portrait on the piece, and, although it 
was

an excellent one, he said it must be destroyed ;

that the head•of Liberty should go on the piece

and not that of any ruler. That dictum has ruled

until the present day, and the head of no states-

man or politician has ever appeared on the coins.

Montana's Sapphire Fields

Professor Elrod, of the University
 of Montana,

gives a striking description 
of the treasure that his

state possesses in sapp
hires. The only systematic

mining for these precious 
stones in the United

States is done in Montana. 
The annual output

amounts to 450,000 or 500,000 
carats, including the

stones that are suitable for 
cutting, as gems and

those that are only useful for 
mechanical purposes.

It is said that the lapidaries in 
Helena do finer

work than is done on the stones 
that are sent to

London to be cut. Perhaps some
body will suggest

that Montana should be called t
he "Gem State,"

in view of the fact that her ou
tput of precious

stones exceeds the production in t
hat line of all

the rest of the United States.
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

,113 "7.1,

, pritiormrr_ ,I4
li 1 Di

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

=tit A141:4■64''

57 Washington St.,
Chicago.
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Workshop Notes

THE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in
 this department

must send name and address—not 
for publication, but as an

rvidence of good faith. No a
ttention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are receive
d.

Au INDEX to the questions 
answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies 
each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve 
these indexes, and, before

mailing quest ions,to refer to them,as 
similar quest ions may have

been answered in previous issu
es. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered 
in each answer, and

tell the itlfitle and pagc on 
which the information may be found.

"Meerschaum No. 1."—I have a broken meer-

schaum pipe to repair, and would 
like to know

TV/tat cement to use to ma ',,e a 
nice join/.—A very

good one may be prepared as follow
s : Make up a

mixture of about the consistency of thic
k cream,

using the white of an egg and 
finely powdered

quicklime. Such cement is applied to both parts

to be joined with a camelshair 
brush and is then

allowed to dry very slowly, and when th
oroughly

dry all excess cement is scraped off. In a break in

the bowl or close to it, it is a difficult matter to

achieve satisfactory results with cement a
lone ; for

no matter what cement you use, 
it may not be

strong enough to stand and at the same 
time resist

the action of the heat that it will 
necessarily be

subjected to. If you do not desire to place a band

around the break, it will probably be a good 
plan

to insert a couple of steady pins. Th
is can readily

be accomplished by cutting off pieces of
 suitable

length from a sewing needle, and allowing the
m to

enter each part of the pipe where broken 
a short

distance—say about an eighth of an inch in each

piece. Such pieces can probably be forced
 in with-

out drilling. Repairing a pipe of this kind some-

times proves a difficult matter, and it is also 
diffi-

cult to give proper instructions for doing it 
without

seeing the work.

"Sard."—We wish to remove the set from a

gent's signet ring. It is an oval sard, and the set-

ting is beveled or burnished over so that w
e cannot

get a tool between it and the sard. we cannot work
from it at the back, as it is a closed setting 

and

sard only shows from front. We want to solde
r the

ring—If a tool cannot be introduced between 
the

sard and the gold, it would seem that the 
only

thing to do is to cut away a little of the gold 
with

a graver, and make room for the tool. The 
small

portion that is cut away need not be considered, 
as

the stone can be reset by burnishing after the w
ork

has been done on the ring.

"Balance Wheel."—(1) will  you give me a
proper way to increase the swing of a balance

wheel of a watch and of a timepiece.—There are a

great many workmen who attempt to increase the

action of the balance (increase the swing) of a

watch by putting in a very strong mainspring.

This can be done in Swiss watches, but in Ameri-

can watches, where the mainspring comes to us

the right width and strength, they are at a loss as

to what to do. There is no proper way to get a

good action to a balance except to put the watch

in good condition, especially the escapement,

which means the escape-wheel, pallets and balance.

The causes of a balance taking a poor action are

so many that we hardly know where to tell you to

begin to look for the fault. There may be a bind-

ing in the train, pivot holes may be too large,

cracked jewels, escapement too deep or too shal-

low, roller jewel loose or too small, banking pins

too far apart, chipped pallet stones, balance out of

true or out of poise, and a hundred and one other

things. Start from the barrel and work down to

the balance, putting each part in good order, when

no doubt you will find that you have increased the

action greatly.
(2) Will you lel me know how and where to

lake the exact measurement of a cylinder, both

Inside and outside measurements.—We take from

your question that you desire to pick out a new

cylinder for a cylinder movement. In the October,

1903, .KEYSTONE, page 1517, in reply to "Swivel,"

we give a full description as to how to pick out

a new escape-wheel to fit a cylinder ; now, to pick

out a new cylinder, you follow the same directions.

(3) What can I line vats with to make them

water tight and use for plating solutions Y—You

do not state for what kind of solutions you intend

KEYSTONE

using such vats. For the solutions generally used
by a jeweler (gold and silver), wooden vats are
not calculated to give very good results, and, in
fact, many claim that they should never be used.
Stoneware, glass, porcelain or agate vessels are
much to be preferred and are in general use. This
is not to be wondered at when one considers that
they can be obtained for such a small sum, that

they are far cheaper than those of wood. If, how-
ever, you intend to use a very large wooden vat,
we would say that it should be very strongly and
carefully constructed, and the ends should be
secured by bolts and nuts, to hold sides firmly
against end pieces. They can be coated with a
mixture of equal parts of pitch and resin, boiled
with a small quantity of linseed oil. There are
several other preparations that have proved effec-

tive. One of them consists of gutta percha, To
parts ; pitch, 3 parts ; stearine, i34 parts ; linseed

oil, 1% parts. These ingredients are melted

together and incorporated.

"Akohol."— What is the reason some gill

watches turn black in alcohol? They. look as if
were heated or burned, and I use the best alcohol

I can get.—Grain alcohol will not discolor a watch
plate or watch wheels, providing they are brushed

dry or dried in sawdust as soon as they are taken

out of the alcohol, but will discolor them if the

alcohol is allowed to evaporate.

"Steel."—Kindly give formula for oxidizing

or coloring steel, iron, brass, etc —You will find

instructions for coloring brass on page 1421, Sep-

tember, 1904, issue. A lustrous black on iron is

obtained by the application of a solution of sulphur

in spirits of turpentine prepared by boiling upon

the water bath. After the evaporation of the spirits

of turpentine a thin layer of sulphur remains upon

the iron, which, on heating the article, intimately

combines with the metal. By another method the

cleansed and pickled iron articles are coated when

dry with linseed oil and heated to a dark red. If

pickling is omitted, the coating with linseed oil and

heating have to be repeated twice or three times.

According to Meriten a lustrous black on iron is

obtained by placing the articles as anode in dis-

tilled water heated to 158° F. and using an iron

plate as cathode. A layer of ferroso-ferric oxide

is formed which, however, can only he obtained in

a firmly adhering state upon wrought-iron. The

luster appears by brushing with a soft-waxed brush.

The current conducted into the bath must only be

strong enough to decompose the water without

perpceptible development of gas. Brown-black

Coating with Bronze Luster on Iron.—Heat the

bright iron objects and brush them over with a

concentrated solution of potassium bichromate.

When dry heat them over a charcoal fire and wash

until the water running off shows no longer a yellow

color. Repeat the operation twice or three times.

A similar coating is obtained by heating the iron

objects with a solution of io parts of sulphate of

iron (green vitriol) and I part of sal-ammoniac in

water. To give Iron a Silver-like Appearance with

High Luster.—Scour the polished and pickled iron

surfaces with a solution prepared as follows : Heat

moderately i4 ounces of chloride of antimony,

0.35 ounces of pulverized arsenious acid and 2.82

ounces of elutriated blood-stone with r quart of go

per cent. alcohol upon a water bath for half an

hour, A partial solution takes place. Dip into

this fluid a tuft of cotton and go over the iron por-

tions, using a slight pressure. A thin film of arsenic

and antimony is thereby precipitated, which is the

more lustrous the more carefully the iron had b
een

previously polished. To Color Iron and Steel Blue.

—Polish and cleanse the article thoroughly with

lime and then brush it over with the following 
mix-

ture : Butter of antimony, 8 parts ; fuming n
itric

acid, 8 ; and hydrochloric acid, 16. Add the hy
dro-

chloric acid very slowly and drop by drop to avoid

heating. Apply the mixture to the steel with a rag,

and rub with green, young oak wood until the 
de-

sired blue color is produced. According to Witt-

ger a durable blue on iron and steel may be 
ob-

tained by dipping the article in a per cent. sclu-

tion of potassium ferricyanide (red prussiate of

potash) mixed with an equal volume of a 
per

cent. solution of ferric chloride. To Color Iron and

Steel Gray.—Polish the article, and coat it wi
th a
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mixture of butter of antimony, 8 parts ; and sulphuric

acid, 2 parts. If the color does not turn out hand-

some enough add a few drops of acetic acid.

Thierault's Process for Coloring Wrought-iron and
Steel.—Thierault has invented a process for color-

ing iron and steel, which is intended at the same

time to protect the material from rust and increase
the beauty of their appearance. The process has
been introduced in practice and has proved useful.

In the patent specification the following mixtures

are mentioned as suitable for the execution of the

process : Fluid No. I contains chloride of mercury
and sal-ammoniac ; No. 2 contains chloride of iron,
sulphate of copper, nitric acid, alcohol and water ;
No. 3,. ferrous chloride besides nitric acid, alcohol
and water ; and No. 4, a weak solution of potas-
sium sulphide. The articles are thoroughly
cleansed from grease by immersion in boiling pot-
ash lye and rinsing in water, and when dry are
twice brushed over with a sponge slightly saturated
with fluid No. I, the second layer being applied
when the crust of oxide formed upon the metal is
entirely dry and has been rubbed off with a scratch-
brush and iron filings and dried with linen. The
remaining operations are executed in the same
manner. Several layers of fluid No. 2 are next
applied and then fluid No. 3, the sponge being thor-
oughly soaked with the latter. After drying To
minutes the articles are t in )wn into a bath of water
at 194° to 2 12° F., in xvInch they remain for 5 to to
minutes, according to their bulk. When taken out
and dried, a few more layers of fluid No. 3 are
applied, next a layer of fluid No. 4, and then the
articles are again immersed in hot water. When
taken from the bath they are wiped c,ff and receive
several more layers of fluid No. 3, diluted for this
purpose with water. They are then coated with a
thin film of olive oil, washed off, immersed in
water at 140° F. and then taken out, rubbed thor-
oughly first with a woolen rag and finally with a
little olive oil. Articles of iron and steel thus
treated have a beautiful black, lustrous appearance,
especially when polished. To Blue Small Articles
of Sheet-Steel.—Dip the articles in a fluid alloy
composed of lead, 25 parts ; and tin, I part, which
is melted at the degree of heat required for bluing.
The immersion may also be effected in a sand bath
heated to and maintained at the required tempera-
ture, 572° F. for dark blue, 478° F. for pale blue.
To Blue Small Articles of Iron and Steel so as to
Leave Portions of them Bright.—The ground and
finely polished work is blued, which is best effected
over a thick iron plate heated red-hot. In order
to insure uniformity, the work should not be laid
directly on the plate, but held at some distance
over it. The bluing being effected, which will be
the finer and more durable, the better and more
compact the material used in the work, the places
which are to remain blue are covered with an oil
paint and allowed to dry somewhat. Heated wine
vinegar is then poured over the whole, whereby
the places not covered by the oil paint immediately
become bright. By using the wine vinegar cold It
must act about 5 minutes, and the surface obtained
is not lustrous but a dead white. After the treat-
ment with vinegar the work is dipped into cold
water. The oil paint in then removed, which is
readily effected. By this method the bright places
retain their polish and show great luster.

"Wheel No. 2."—! would like you to tell me
how to cut the shoulder of a balance staff I have
a lot of trouble in undercutting old staffs to get
them out of balance, and have the same trouble
when I try to undercut a new staff. Please tell me

iI it is right to draw the temper or what too/ do
you use ? I have tried all kinds' of gravers and
have never found one that woul d cut a staff that was
highly tempered. lf you draw the temper how do
you keep from bluing the anus of' balance F—See
answer to ' Wheel,' in August, 1904, KEYSTONE,
page 1253.

"Ertra."—I have trouble in culling. off the
ex/7w length on pin used to pin in hairsprings to
studs. --Y ou can buy from any material house a pair
of cutting tweezers. They are made just like a
pair of ordinary tweezers, but instead of coming to
a point, they have a pair of cutting jaws the same
as cutting pliers. With these you can get up close
to the hairspring stud and can cut the pin as short
as you want without any trouble.
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel tianiaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arable white enamel dial with mono-
gram "T. W. Co." Price, $7.00

REVISED PRICES

TRENTON

No. 315. "FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Njekel ditimiskeened, cut expansion balance, safet y
plutons, screw ban kings, st might line lever escapee),ii
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, 11 I,
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and red marginal lig. le,
Stem-wind and lever set. Price, $6.00

According to Keystone Key

NEW TRENTON
MOVEMENTS

No.13511 Jewels
Ihunting and Open-Face, Pendant Setting.

Nameless. Engraved Monogram " T. W. Co."
Fitting all standard 16 size pendant setting cases.

N o. 1 30
7 Jewels

Moderate
in Price

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape.
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dustband, depressed center and seconds, white enamel dial
with monogram "T. W. Co." Price, $8.50

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Niekel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered brevet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed seconds. Lever setting.

Flunthig only. Price, $6.00

Price List furnished on application
MI leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed IT the

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safely
pinion, strew bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial
with depressed second and red marginal figures. Stela-
wind and lever set. Price, $5.00

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N.J., U.S.A.

How About a New Bench
\Are are manufacturers of Solid Oak Roll and Flat-Top

=e2 Benches.
Having just finished a new lot of both styles, we again offer

them to you as follows :

Cut is a photo. reproduction. Every bench is exactly pm above cut

Watchmaker's Bench

Solid Oak Roll-Top Benches
Specifications: Solid Oak, Curtain Top,

I aneled doors, sides and back ; line cabinet finish. Drawers lock
automatically ; one drawer arranged for chucks. Brass trim-
mings on knobs. Lock and key on right side of bench. Both
top sides fastened with hinges and turn down. Mounted on
castors. Dimensions : 44 inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inches
wide. Solid Oak throughout (no soft wood bottom and back,
as most other benches are made). Guaranteed in every respect.

Special Price (Cash must accompany every order)

$13.50
NET
No extra charge for
crating or cartage

open top, solid oak throughout, paneled doors, sides and back. Fine cabinet finish. One drawer arranged
for chucks ; also apron drawer. Has fancy knobs. Size : 40 inches long, 40 inches high,
20 inches wide, with a parallel moulding all around. Special price, cash with order. $8•80• Net
No extra charge for Crating or Cartage

10 to 20 North Division Street
342 and 344 Washington Street KING C/ EISELE Manufacturers

BUFFALO, N.Y.

( )ctober, 1904

Workshop Notes

T H E

Subscribers wishing inquiries answer
ed in this department

must send name and 
address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No 
attention will be paid to anonv-

tievis communications. 
Questions will he answered in the

in,ler in whi,th they 
are received

"Battery."—Citn you tell me how to make a

balms that only uses 
onechemical ?—A very good

single-fluid cell is describe
d iii " Bottone's Elec-

trical Instrument Making.
" For the containing

vessel, a Westall salt jar, or o
ne of the 2-pound

plum bottles, will do very 
well. For very small

cells, the smaller sizes of Liebig's "extract of

beef" pots answer admirabl
y. The zinc and cop-

per (or graphite) elements 
having been cut of the

right size to enter the vessel, an
d yet leave a good

W/ clear between the zinc and 
negative element,

two strips of paraffined wood Nu thick an
d from

WI to in wide, according to the s
ize of the bat-

tery, are cut a little longer tha
n the diameter of

the containing cell. A small 
strip of clean sheet

copper, to one end of which the wi
re which is to

form one pole of the battery is 
soldered, is placed

in contact with the upper 
end of the zinc plate.

Over this is to be placed one of 
the paraffined

wooden strips, then the negative element. 
If the

amateur is content with a single negative 
element

(be it copper, graphite, silver or 
platinum), he need

now only place the second strip of p
araffined wood

over the top edge of the negative plate 
with a little

copper strip and wire (as before, to 
form the other

pole of the battery) between the nega
tive plate

and wooden strip. The whole is now clamped

together between the jaws of a clamping 
binding

screw, or if the larger elements are used, 
between

the jaws of a sewing machine clamp. 
Care must

be taken that the binding screw or clam
p does not

make contact between the negative and 
positive

elements. As much better results are obtained

when the negative elements are double
, the ama-

teur will probably prefer to have two 
carbons or

coppers to each zinc. In this case, after having

placed the copper piece, to which the wire
 is at-

tached, against the top end of the zinc, he 
will put

a paraffined wooden strip on each side 
of the top

end of the zinc, then a negative element 
on each

side of the zinc. If the negatives are graphites a

wide copper band should encircle both 
graphites,

and the clamp should grip the band a
gainst the

graphites, care being taken, as before, th
at the

graphites, neither through the clamp nor 
through

the copper band at any place make contac
t with

the zinc.

' Turning-."—(e) In Inswing pinions, what is

//u best way to proceed to shorten Me body of

pinion, also to snake seal for wheel without injur-

mg the edge of graver P—The proper way to turn

Ill :1 new Swiss pinion is to revolve the pinion in

the lathe with a dead-center whirl. This is an

attachment that costs very little, and the object of

it is to run the pinion at a high rate of speed, which

causes the pillion, when revolving, to act on the

graver point as a solid mass. A pinion can be

turned this way as easily as a solid piece of steel.

It• ts impossible to keep a point on a graver if the

pinion is revolved slowly.
(2) When Me barrel holes are worn wide, what

is the best way to repair and true up P—The only

and proper method is to rebush the barrel-arbor

holes.

"Tinting." — In liming watches — I vsean
watches with Breguet hairsprings—how close
ought they to run when clean and in good condi-
tion, before depending on the regulator for closer
/tiningY In a high-grade watch of 17 to 21-jewel
grade, in bringing to close time, I find the balance
washers you buy seem too heavy, or make too much
difference. Can you tell me where I can procure
it my thin light washer, and how much difference
ought a pair of balance washers snake in timing,
say 24 hours P How close should a /7 or 21-jewel

movement, of good American snake, run in three
months? What effect does cleaning generally have
on movements in regard to timing 1' I frequently
have high-grade movements that lose time after

cleaning. I clean with benzine, cyanide, alcohol,
soap and water, and thy in sawdust in the manner

described in THE KEYSTONE, and am very par-
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licular through the whole process, and the watches

are put up clean and properly oiled.—A watch

should be made to run within about one-half min-

ute in twenty-four hours, with the regulator in the

center. American movements of the high-grade
order, front 17 to 23-jewel, should keep a rate of

one minute a month. If we get them to do this it

IS all we can expect of them. After cleaning a

watch you will generally find it to gain time for

the first week or so, then when the oil thickens it

will start to lose. It is advisable, when regulating
it watch after it has been cleaned, to allow the rate
to be a gaining one. You are not the only watch-

maker that has trouble to get the proper weight

tuning washers—that is, washers to suit all occa-

sions. The most satisfactory method is to make

your own washers. This any workman can do

with very little trouble. Take a piece of Stub's

steel wire, about 2" long and about as thick as

will fit a No. 18 Webster-Whitcomb chuck ; turn it
to the shape shown at A, Fig. the size of the

punch at the line B being
/"---,\ the same as the head of

a balance screw, while the
part C is made a trifle
larger than the thread
part of the balance screw.
A set of these punches
should be made, such as
18 size, 16 size, 14 size,
etc., which will answer for
all makes of movements,
for the balance screws
for each size movement of
different makes are very
nearly the same size for
all American makes. The
material that is used to
make the washers is sheet

73 copper, which can be
had of any tinsmith. The
copper used to make and

Fig. I repair bath tubs is just
what we want, except

that it is too heavy for general use. We can

cut the copper into small strips and roll them

out into different thicknesses with a pair of

jeweler's rolls. By doing this we can get any

weight washer. that we want, and can change

the rate of a watch from five seconds to three

minutes with one pair in twenty-four hours.

What we want to do is to number 1, 2, 3, etc., the

different strips of copper which we rolled out, and

make a memorandum in some convenient place

for reference. For example, say we have an 18-si
ze

movement that gains two and one-half minutes in

twenty-four hours. Now, from experimenting or

previous experience, we know a pair of washers

made from the copper strip marked No. t, will

cause the watch to fall off about two minutes in

twenty-four hours. We know this is the strip we

want to make our washers from for this watch
,

and so on. At first thought the average workme
n

will think that this is going to a good deal 
of

trouble, but workmen who are required to d
o

good work and have their watches run close,

especially railroad inspectors, know what trouble

they have to get the right pair of washers the fir
st

time, and this can be done if the above system 
is

carried out. In making the washers the punch

should be tempered hard and drawn to a 
blue.

Place the copper strip on a boxwood bloc
k and

give the punch a light blow with a hammer,
 when

the washer will imbed itself in the block, whi
ch can

easily be removed. In case a very heavy pair of

washers is wanted, some workmen use pla
tinum,

which is a very heavy metal. One pair will make

quite a difference in twenty-four hours.

A

"filexico."—(e) What is the cause of main-

springs bl caking in watches? Sometimes, after

Iwo or three months have elapsed from 
the data I

deliver the watch, it is sent hack to me. 
This will

injure my reputation regarding my work.
 May be,

here in Mexico, this is due to /he 
atmospheric

change on the oil employed for lubrication.
 Do

you think so P Do you know of some 
method to

save me this inconvenience f—There are 
as many

mainsprings broken by careless handling as 
there

are by all other causes. A mainspring 
should be

handled as little as possible, and when tak
en out

of the barrel it should not be pulled a
part while

cleaning. The perspiration from a workman's
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hands is often the cause of breaking a mainspring.

A mainspring should be replaced into the barrel

with a mainspring winder so that we touch it with

our fingers as little as possible. A foreman of one

of the largest repair shops in this country has kept a

record by the month for the past fifteen years of

the breakage of mainsprings, and looking over

this record we find that during the rainy season, or

during the time when we have thunder and light-

ning storms, there are more mainspring broken

than during any other time of the year. This

proves that atmospheric changes have a great deal

to do with the breaking. The spring being re-

moved from the barrel increases the chances of

breaking. We would advise that when you take

off a barrel lid and you find that the spring looks

clean and the oil not gummy, do not remove it but

clean the arbor and wipe off all the oil from the

spring that you can with a rag, put a little fresh oil

On, using a good clock oil, and see if this does not

lessen the breaking.
(2) It hat is the proper way to regulate an or-

dinary zoirtch °which either loses or gains a half

minute every day ?--This will depend upon the

kind of a balance wheel the watch contains, and

also where the regulator is. If it is in the center,

of course, by moving it will bring the watch to

time, but in case the regulator is to one side, then

if the balance has timing screws and the watch

should lose or gain a half minute a day, we can

bring it to time by turning the timing screws in or

out as the case may be, but when all the balance

screws are run up to the head our only plan would

be to change the weight of the screws (in case the

watch lost time) by turning out a little from under

the screw head, and in case of it gaining, by add-

ing a pair of washers. See answer to "Timing."

" Agib." —Please give us a process for bronz
ing

copper.—This can be done by Brannt's process,
 as

follows : Dissolve 30 parts of carbonate or 
hydro-

chlorate of ammonium and to parts each of 
com-

mon salt, cream of tartar and acetate of copper
 in

too parts of acetic acid of moderate co
ncentration

or in 200 parts of strong vinegar, and add 
a little

water. When an intimate mixture has bcen ob-

tained, smear the copper object with it and let it

dry at the ordinary temderature for 24 or 48 
hours.

At the end of that time the 'entire object will
 be

found to be entirely covered with verdigris, 
pre-

senting various tints. Then brush the whole, and

especially the reliefs, with a waxed brush and
, if

necessary, set off the high reliefs with hematite
 or

chrome yellow, or other suitable colors. 
Light

touches of ammonia give a blue color to the gre
en

portions and carbonate of ammonium deepens 
the

color of the parts on which it is laid.

"Barrel."—Please tell me how to remove the

mainspring from llw barrel of en /8-size Am
eri-

can, 23-Jewel, full-plate movement. The arbor
seems to be swedged
to bone,' steel, hav-
ing shoulder on cry
/hat goes through
main wheel—By in-
specting Fig. 1 yon can
very nearly see how
the barrel arbor comes
apart. A represents
the main part of the
arbor, a n d extends
through the barrel.
11 screws into 24 at (.;
after being put through
the steel part of the
barrel. To take a

Fig, 1 barrel of this kind
apart, hold the arbor

with a pair of flat.nose pliers at the top, and 
by

turning the steel part of the barrel the part of

the arbor B will unscrew.
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"Rust."—What is the best method to remove

, rust front IT movement? hind a great man
y rusted

cannon pinnons and am almost invariably 
com-

pelled lo put in new ones.—See answers to 
" Key-

less" and " English," page 247, Febr
uary, 1904,

KEYSTONE.
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Useful Tables for the Melter

E have recently had qiiite a number
of inquiries for data relating to the
alloying of gold, many of which, no

doubt, have been induced by the serial on
"Gold Working" now appearing in our
columns. The majority of such inquiries

To Raise the Quality of Gold, Add Fine Gold to
Each Ounce, According to Table Below

QUALITY, FINE GOLD
DWT, ORS.

22 K. to 23 K . . 20 00

QUALITY.

10 K. to 11 K .
12 . .
13
14, .
15. .
16. .
17 . .
18 .
19  
20  
21 .
22
23 . .

Fibrm GOLD.
DWT. GES.

. . 1 13

. . 8

. . 5 10

. . 8 00

. . 11 2

. . 15 00

. . 20 00

. 26 16
36 00
50 00

. 73 8
. 120 00

. . 260 00

21 K. to 22 K • , 10
23 . . . 40

00
00

16
00
00

20 K. to 21 K • . . 6
20

23 . . . . 60

19 K. to 20 K • . . 5
21 . . . 13
22 . . , . 30

80

00
8
00
00

18 K. to 19 K . . 4
20 . . . . 10
21 . . . . 20
22. . . . 40
23 . . . . 100

00
00
00
00
00

9 K. to 10 K
11 . .
12 . .
13 . .
14. .
15. .
16 . .
17 . .
18 . .
19. ,
20 . .
. .

22 . .
23 . .

. . 1

. , 3
• 5

. . 7

. . 10

. . 13

. 17

. . 22

. . 30
40

. . 55

. . 80

. .130
. 280

10
2
00
6
00
8
12
20
00
00
00
00
00
00

17 K. to 18 K . . . 3
19 . . . 8
20. . . . 15
21 . . . . 26
22 . . . 50
23 . . . . 120

8
00
00
16
00
00

20
16
00
00
8
00
00

16 IC. to 171C . . 2
18 . . . 6
19 . . . 12
20 . . . . 20
21 . 33
22 . . . . 60
23 . . . .140

8 K. to 9 K .
10 . .
11
12 . .
13 . .
14 . .
15 . .
16 . .
17 .
18 . .
19 . .
20 .
21 . .
22 . .
23 . .

. . 1

. . 2

. . 4

. . 6

. . 9
. 12
. 15
• 20
. 25
. 33
. 44
. 60
. 86
. 140
• 300

8
21
14
16
2
00
13
00
17
8
00
00
16
00
00

15 IC. to 16 K . . 2
17 . . . . 5
18 . 10
19 . 16
20 . . . . 25
21 . . . . 40
22 . . . . 70
28. . . . 160

12
17
00
00
00
00
00
00

14 K. to 15 K . . . 2
16 . . . 5
17 . . . 8
18. . . . 13
19. . . . 20
20 . . . . 30
21 . . . . 46
22 . . . . 80
23. . . 180

5
00

.13
8
00
00
16
00
00

7 K. to 8K .

10 . . •
11. .
12 .
13 . . .
14. •
15 . . .
16 . . .
17. . .
18 . . .
19 . . .
20 . .
21 . . .
22 . .
23. . .

• 1
• 2
• 4
. 6
• 8
• 10

14
. 17
. 22
. 28
. 36
. 48
. 65
. 93
. 150
. 320

6
16
7
4
8
22
00
18
12
13
16
00
00
8
00
00

13 K. to 14 K . . . 2
15 . . . . 4
16. . . . 7
17. . . . 11
18 . . . . 16
19. , . • 24
20. . . . 35
21 . . . . 53
22. . . 90
23 . .200

12 K. to 13 K . 1
. . . . 4

15. . . . 6
16. . . • 10
17 . . . . 14
18 . . . . 20
19 . . . . 28
20. . . 40
21 . . • 60
22.100
23 . . . 220

00
10
12
00
16
00
00
8
00
00

20
00
16
00
7
00
00
00
00
00
00

6 K. to 7 K . .
8 . . .

10. . •
11 . . .
12 . .
13. . .
14 . .
15. . .
16 . . .
17 . . .
18. . .
19 . . .
20. . .
21 . . .
22 . .
23 . • .

1
2
4
is
7
10
12
16
20
25
81
40
52
77

. 100
160

.340

4
12
00
17
16
00
17
00
00
00
10
00
00
00
00
00
00

11 K. to 12 K . . . 1
13. . . . 3
14. . . . 6
15. 8
16. 12
17. . . . 17
18. . . . 23
19. . . . 32
20 . . . . 45
21 . . . . 66
22. . . .110
28.

16
15
00
11
12
3
8
00
00
16
00
00

have been for specific formulm of but little,
if any, interest to the great majority of our
readers, and, under the circumstances, we
would not feel justified in giving all of such'
inquiries the space necessary in our Work-
shop Notes Department.

KEYST ON

In order to give the desired instructions,
however, together with much additional in-
formation in this line, we reproduce on this
page a set of tables compiled by the T. B.
Hagstoz Co., Philadelphia, which will be
Lund useful not only by those who have
written us in the matter, but also by all
those who are called upon to melt the pre-
cious metal. It will be noticed that one of
the tables is for raising the quality of the
gold and the other for reducing it, and that
the calculations cover any desired changes
from 6 karat to 24 karat.

We are also constantly in receipt of in-
quiries for instructions on different points in
regard to melting and alloying gold, the kind
of crucibles to be used, etc., and although it
would require many pages to go into all the
details of the various processes, a few hints
may serve to assist the workman to a con-
siderable extent.

As to crucibles, black lead or plumbago
crucibles are the best for gold melting; but
the ordinary sand or Hessian crucible can
also be employed, although they will not
stand any great number of reheatings. In
fact, about three or four melts is all that such
a crucible should be expected to stand. If
sand crucibles are used, they should be
" dusted " with borax and heated red hot
before using for gold ; this will, in a great
measure, prevent the gold from going into
the pores.

For a flux for gold melting, equal weights
of charcoal powder (dust) and sal ammoniac
will be found to be about the best. These
ingredients are well mixed and placed in a
packet of tissue paper and dropped into the
crucible just at the instant the gold is pre-
paring to melt. The object of the tissue
paper is to prevent the currents of hot air
from the furnace from blowing the charcoal
dust away. The gold is fused and run well
up to a white heat, and is well stirred with a
clay-pipe stem or a rod of iron coated with
clay.

The melted gold should not be poured
into the ingot mold until the metal is well
down to its last stages of fluidity. The ingot
mold should be well oiled on the inside with
some heavy oil (lard oil, for instance), and
at the time the gold is poured should be
heated to such a temperature as can just be
borne by the hand.

One point that is usually neglected by
the ingxperienced workmen, and one that
frequently gives rise to much worry and
perplexity is the neglect to heat gold in the
process of rolling. If the ingot is frequently
heated to a faint (dull) red heat during the
rolling process, it will have a marked ten-
dency to prevent the cracking so frequently
complained of.

October, 1904

If a bar cracks during the process of
rolling, the fracture should be carefully ex.
amined. If it has a close grain and a pale

To Reduce the Quality of Gold, Add Alloy to
Each Ounce, According to Table Below

QUALITY. A LLOY.
DWT. ORS.

24 K. to 23 K . .00
22 . . . . 1
21 . . . . 2
20 . . . . 4

18 . . . 6
17 • . . . g
16 . . . . 10
15 . . . 12
14 . . . 14
13 . . • . 16
12 . • . 20
11 . . 23
10 . . . 23

33
39

60

23 K. to 22 K. . . 00
21 . . . . 1
20 . . . 8
19 . . . , 4
18 . . . . 5
17 . . . . 7
16 . • . 8
15 . . . . 10
14 . . . 12
13 . , . 15
12 . . . . 18
11 • • . . 21
10 . . . . 26
9 . . . . 31
8 . . . . 87
7.45
6 . . . 56

21
20
21
00
6
16
6
00
00
7
22
00
15
00
9
23
13
00

22
22
00
5
13
1

18
16
21
9
8
20
00

11
7
16

22 K. to 21 K . . . 00 23
20 . . . . 2 00
19 . . . . 3 4
18. . . . 4 11
17 . . . . 5 21
16 . . . . 7 12
15 . . . 9 8
14 . . . . 11 11
13 . . . . 13 20
12 . . . • 16 16
11 . . . . 20 00
10 , . . . 24 00
9 . . . . 28 22
8.34 23
7 . . . . 42 20
6 . . . . 53 8

21 K. to 20 K . . . 1 00
19 . . . 2 2
18 . . . . 3 8
17 . . . . 4 17
16 . . . . 6 6
15 . . . . 8 00
14 . . . . 10 00
13 . . . . 12 7
12 . . . . 15 00
11 . . . . 18 4
10 . . . . 22 00
9 . . . 26 16
8 , . . 32 11
7 . . . 89 23
6 . . rio 6

20 K. to 19 K . . . 1
18 . . .
17 . . . . 3
16 . . . 5
15 . . . . 6
14 . . . .
13 • , . . 10
12 . . . 13
11 . . . . 16
10 . . . 20
9 . . . . 24
8.29
7 . . . . 87
6 . . . . 96

1
5
13
00
16
14
18
8
9
00
11
23
2
15

19 K. to 18 K . . . 1 8
2 9

16 . . 8 18
15 . . . . 5 8
14 . . . . 7 4
13 . . . . 9 6
12 , . . . 11 16
11 . . . . 14 13
10 . . . . 18 00

22 6
27 12

7  34 7
43 8

QUALITY. A t.t.oir.
nwT. ORS.

18 K. to 17 K . . .
16 . . . 2 14
15 . . . . 4 00
14 . . . . 5 18
13 . . . . 7 17
11 . . . . 10 00
11 . . . 12 18
10 . . . . 16 00
9 . . . . 20 1
8 . . . . 24 23
7 31 10
6.40 90

17 K. to 16 K. . 1
15 . . . 2
14 . . . 4
13 . . . 6
12 . . .
11 . . . 10
10 . , . 14
9 . . . 17
8 . . .22
7 . . .28
6 . . .36

6
16
7
4

22
00
19
11
13
16

16 K. to 15 K . . . 1
14 . . . . 2
13 . . . . 4
12 . . . . 6
11 . . . . 9
10 . . .   12
  15
8.19
7 . . . 25
6 . • • 33

8
21
15
16
2

00
14
23
17
8

15 K. to 14 K . . .
13 . . . .
12 . . .
11 . • . .

1
3
5
7
10
13
17
22
30

10
2
00
6
00
8
11
20
00

14 K. to 13 K . •
12 . . •
11 • ,

a
5
8
11
14
19
26

13
8
11
00
3
23
23
15

13 K. to 12 K . . 1 16
11 . . . . 8 15

6 00
8 22

8.12 12
7.17 3
6.23 8

12 K. to II K. . , 1 20
10 . . . . 4 00

6 16
8.10 00
7.14 7

20 00
- -

11 K. to 10 K . . 2 00
4 11
7 12

11 10
16 16

10 K. to 9K . . 2

6 . . . . 18

6
23
13
8

9 K. to 8 K . . . 2 II
7 . . . 5 17
6 . . 10 00

8 K. to 7 K . . . 2 3
6 . . . . 6 16

7 K. to 6K.. . 8 8

CROWN HALL CLOCKS

Ain

ARTISTIC DESIGNS,

FINE DETAILS, COR-

RECT STYLES, AT=

TRACTIVE VALUES,

are some of the strong

points of CROWN HALL

CLOCKS.

In the making of

CROWN HALL CLOCK

CASES, the standard

that we adhere to is

the best that we can

produce, and the best

that we can make, is

the best that can be

.made. Our workman-

ship has stood the test.

Our famous CROWN

MOVEMENTS are the

PERFECTION of qual-

ity, construction and

finish. All our move-

ments fitted with

either fine gongs or

tubular bells

Our CROWN SYM-

PHONY TUBES (pat-

ented) are SUPERIOR

to any tubular bells on

the market to-day in

point of sweetness of

tone and carrying

power. Every set cor-

rectly tuned to con=

cert pitch. New cata-

logue and price=list

upon request.

World's Fair Visitors may

inspect our line at our dis=

play, Aisle 4, Block 34, Va=

ried Industries Building

yellow color, lead or tin is probably present.
If, however, it has a dull brown color, iron
or some other foreign matter is the cause of
the brittleness. The best way to overcome
the tendency to crack is to carefully remelt
the alloy. 1011=1015 Plum Street
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HOROGRAPHY
Empire No. 5

Embossed—Gilt
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We Make Seventeen Patterns of Empire Clocks

Walt No. 2 Orchid No. 5'
Parma

Mahogany with Marqueterie
Wales

;Mahogany 1r Golden Oak
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I-lull No.

THE THRASHER TIME SYSTEM, Incorporated
This company is organized under the laws of Connecticut, and owns all right, title and interest in and toten United States patents for a new time system invented by Samuel Powers Thrasher, of New I I men, Connecticut.NOT EXPERIMENTAL. The company not organized for the purpose of developing an it in Mr. Thrasher made some of these Htne-indicat i rig devices nearly five years ago, and t hey !ire ninning satis-factorily to-day. Ile has shown exceptional skill and untiring energy in perfecting the invention find protectinghis rights. Ile has had issued, in his Own ii sine, ten patents trom the ['tilled States Patent Othce and fifteen Iiiforeign countries. The United States patents have been purchased by this company.
The company is ready to do business. This system is now being installed in the New Haven V. M. C. A.,one of' the finest buildings of the kind in the country, costing more than $300,000. This Time System is now Inpractical operation at the offices of the company, 82 church Street, and adjoining rooms ; inspection is invited.LEADS ALL SELP.WINDING CLOCKS. 111(.11 has been written and said about "Keyless Clocks."Mr. Thrasher's invention is the very acme of the "keyless" idea. "Keyless " clocks are simply self-winding

clocks. This system is not self-winding, but self-impelled ; that is, the time-indicating mechanism is automatic-ally actuated by a simple electrical device. It is much simpler in construction than any other clock ; there is notime train. A simple ratchet operates the device with accuracy It niust be seen to be appreciated.The time is near when new office buildings, hotels and the like will he equipped with a system giving correcttime in each room 'rills system will appeal to all who see it. as the best adapted for the purpose.The company desires to establish permanent selling agencies throughout the entire country, and makes thefollowing offer : Vo will semi as soon as practicable after orders are received, and ill the order received, one" I tail Clock" (No. I) or one " wan Chick " ( No. 2) and with either, one "Secondary Clock " (No. 8), as shownin this advertisement, to be paid for after thirty days' trial, if satisfactory. These clocks are equipped its masterclocks, with batteries, connecting wit'es and switch, with full directitms for setting tip. The clocks are of thefinest finish, with heavy gold rind silver plating and are guaranteed to keep time with the best regulators made.Either of the regulators would readily sell for ■nie hundred and fifty dollars.
If we receive one hundred sample orders during the next thirty days, we will put them inat a price that will be satisfactory but which we do not care to give to the public at this time.

For the present we shall not establish but one selling agency in any one town.
THIS TIME SYSTEM IS THE GREATEST ADVERTISER EVER SHOWN TO THE PUBLIC.

Write for partiCulars.

We Make Four Patterns
of Orchid Clocks

We Make Twelve Patterns of Fine
Cabinet Clocks

Our new catalogue No. 646 was mailed October I St. Dealers who have not received

it can obtain a copy upon application

Sccondary No. 3

THE THRASHER TIME SYSTEM
INCORPORA I

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 70 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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A

Free Booklet
to Help you
Sell our
Cuckoo Clocks
\ A je reproduce here in minia-
v v ture the cover page of a

booklet we have just prepared
to help you sell our Cuckoo
Clocks. The booklet itself is
34 x 6M. inches, and its six-
teen pages contain excellent
reproductions of some seven-

teen of our best-liked clocks, with descriptions ; besides an
introduction which dwells on the desirability of owning a Cuckoo
Clock and on some reasons why ours are best. If anything will
sell Cuckoo Clocks this booklet will, particularly if distributed
for the holiday season. Our Cuckoo Clocks appeal strongly to
the seeker for unique Christmas gifts and this booklet will help
you to many profitable sales.

Send for a copy of the booklet and our proposition.

A Folder About
the Den Clock
for Retail Dis-
tribution: Free

WE have printed a very at-
tractive folder about our

very attractive Den Clock. This
illustration is a half-size repro-
duction of the cover page. The
folder goes into details about
the uniqueness and decorative-
ness of the Den Clock and par-  A
ticularly about the great big
value it gives for the money. You ought to sell no end of our
Den Clocks within the next few months and you can make it
easier for yourself by letting this folder do the talking for you.
Send for a copy and see how you like it. If you don't want
to lose any time, suppose you send $6.50 for a dozen of the
Den Clocks themselves.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia

Festival Hall and Illuminated Cascade at the St. Louis Exposition

A Most Attractive
View

But no more attractive than the view

presented by the jeweler's trays when filled
with an assortment of our Sellers ; they will

brighten up your stock wonderfully.

It is certainly not too early to stock
up for the Fall. Everything you need in
the way of watches, jewelry or diamonds.
Special orders receive particular attention.

Henry Freund & Bro.
THE JEWELRY HOUSE

9 Maiden Lane New York
" SELLERS OF SELLERS"

Headquarters for Elk and Fraternal Order
of Eagle Goods

49 inches high
I 2-inch Dial
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Nearing the end!

This most popdar of ail the

will be sold at the extra-special price of

until the number on hand is reduced to the number

of the various other patterns yet unsold, in order that

all the patterns may "run out" at the same time, in

our closing-out-and-discontinuing sale of Electric

Clocks. We need all the factory-room to make

New York Standard Watches, and these splendid

Clocks must be sacrificed to make that room.

This No. to

is the top-notch of Clock manufacture, in goods 
selling below $50. It is

absolutely unequaled in all current stocks of manufacturers, at 
double the price.

The " Standard " Electric clock requires no winding ; 
has no springs to break, no

weights to fall ; is so simple and mechanically poled as to 
make repairs unnecessary ;

requires no outside connecting wires, but is run by a 
dry battery (such as is used for

door-bells, etc.), concealed within the clock-case, the 
average life of which is eight or

ten months, and which can be renewed for eighteen 
cents by any local dealer in electrical

supplies ; is the most accurate of all clocks ; and is 
beautifully cased in selected woods.

No. 10 was always preferred to all the other patterns, when offered at the
regular price. At the extra-special price it is the greatest 

bargain we have

ever heard of, in Clocks.

Only a few dozen to be sold at this price. 
" There's danger in delay"

We sell these Clocks direct to the Retail 
Jeweler
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Prices, Values, Guarantees
and Common Sense:

Some Big Facts Told in Small Type

I t's That !rice stands for that makes it " high " or " low."
You buy, say, a suit of clothes "guaranteed all wool " for $2o; yet

YOU could buy another suit, similarly "guaranteed all NN,00l " for $i o.
By comparison with the cheaper suit the price of the $20 suit seems
"high "; yet you willingly pay the higher price and feel that you are
getting the worth of the difference—you feel that the " high "-priced suit
is really the cheaper. You keep in mind what !rice stands for; and
you are not fooled by the guarantee on the second-rate suit ("guaranteed
all wool") into believing that it is " just as good" as the better suit
which bears mpidentical guarantee. You would prohahlv not be fooled
if the inferior suit were "guaranteed to wear forever."

Now, consider what ihrice stands for in Filled Cases; consider, also,
what Armtrowtees stand for in Filled Cases; and reason it out with an

oPC n and candid mind.

We submit these propositions:

I. The price of a Filled Case is fixed by the intrinsic value of
the materials put into it, the character of workmanship that goes
into its construction, the quality of artistic skill in its decoration
and finish, and the cost of marketing it.

2. A guarantee as to the length of wear of a Filled Case, when
uttered in good faith, is based on the same values that fix the price
of the case; and the probable length of wear can only be deter-
mined by actual observation of wear of the same kind of case
through (and to the limit of) the guaranteed period.

Well: The price of a Boss Case is not fixed by the competition of
inferior makes, but is fixed by

1623

I. The greater gold value than its inferiors possess.

2. A superior quality of workmanship in the building of

the case.

3. The employment of the very highest order of designing tild

engraving skill.

4 (in deduction). The economies afforded by largest purchasing

power, least expense in distributing the product and minimum of

fixed charges—by reason of which economies the price of the Boss

Case is the lowest possible for the values in the case.

Consequently, another make of Filled Case, sold at the same price as

the Boss, does not give the buyer as much for his money as the 
Boss:

and of course a Filled Case sold at lower price than the Boss gives 
much

less than Boss value. It is the difference between the two suits of

clothes.

But the two suits of clothes are alike "guaranteed all wool"; and

all other makes of Filled Cases are stamped with the same 
guarantee

that; tppears in the Boss. Here is an absurdity on the very face of

things: Something clearly not as good is guaranteed in exactly the 
same

terms as a superior thing. The buyer is asked to accept fifty, or 
seventy-

five, or ninety cents for his dollar; asked to buy a speculation in 
guaran-

tees instead of a safe investment for the Boss Case, tried through fifty

continuous years, is guaranteed on the basis of actmr/ observation of its

wearing qualities, Nvhereas no other Filled Case, in its present name, 
has,

been made kw enough to be "tried out" through its guaranteed 
period

and no prophet can say just how long it will wear. 
Inasmuch as the

limit of guaranteed wear on the proved best--the Boss—has 
been fixed,

not by arbitrary naming but by actual observation of results, it is

absurd to fix the same limit arbitrarily on other makes which 
are con-

fessedly inferior to the Boss in gold value and structural 
workmanship.

The two suits of clothes are not equal, though their 
"guarantees" are.

Just stop a minute to ponder these facts.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
loth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia

I.
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You can
look right
through the Skele-
ton Watch and get
an inside insight from
an outside outlook of the
interesting whirligig of time.

The crystals are especially ground to maintain
watch. It is lighter than the ordinary 18 size watch and is a handsome, interesting, fascina-
ting pocket piece—a guaranteed timekeeper. Made with Nickel-Silver, Sterling Silver and
Ten Karat 20-year Cases.

Put a half dozen of these in your window, with a group of "Elf " iridescent Enamel
and Repousse Watches, above illustrated, and it will attract every _passerby who has a dollar
to sihare.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO., Waterbury, Conn.
131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

The very
newest thing

in watches. The
movement, handsomely

finished in gilt, is skeleton-
ized throughout, so that you

can "see the wheels go round."
the graceful, thin model form of the

2,7 Maiden Lane, New York
Spreckels Building, San Francisco

A Jeweler's Method of Pricing

TT is scarcely necessary to say that figures
are the most impressive factor in business.

After all, it is prices that make sales.

Though the day is undoubtedly passing when

4.98 had an irresistible fascination as com-

pared with $5.00, there is still a sentimental

difference between them which is out of all

proportion to the actual two cents. It is

because the store-keeper recognizes this that

he uses the odd figure in his prices. Some-

times we see in advertisements alleged price

reductions which are so sweeping as to be

absurd, and yet they seem to impress the

thoughtless public. It is a misfortune that

even make-believe bargains blind the rea-

soning of many. " Derby hats, $1.50, for-

merly $3.50." " Tweed suits reduced from

S tti.00 to $8.00." Figures like these are

familiar in department store announcements,

and the credulous public will bite at the bait.

A jeweler who evidently appreciates the im-

pressiveness of figures sends us the following:

" I have noticed in your paper a number

of complaints regarding the sending of cata-

logues by wholesalers to consumers, with

consequent injury to the retail trade. In the

past year or, in other words, since I started

in business, I have had a hard time to increase

trade and sell the right kind of goods, owing

to the catalogue evil. I believe, however,

that I have struck a good remedy for it. I

noticed that quite a number, in fact the

majority of people, like to get a big discount

on the goods they buy even if

the article is marked at $1.00,

with fifty per cent. off, or the

like, it seems to appeal to them.

My plan is this : When I buy
an article for which I pay, say
for an easy example, $1.00, net,

and wish to make $1.00 on it,

I make the price of the article
$4.00, and when a customer

conies in and prices it, I show
the price and °say: ' $4.00, less

fifty per cent. ; or half the price

quoted, less ten per cent.'

" On a high-priced article I

say: Fifty per cent. and twenty

Per cent.' , and I have had sev-
eral say, Why how can you
do it ?' Of course, I offer no

lengthy explanations. ' Some

goods,' I say, I get direct

and can afford to price them so,' and I often-
times talk as if that was the way the whole-

salers do to show that I can afford to sell my
goods at a profit similar to theirs. As you

say, each jeweler ought to have a leader;

well, I have used the diamond as a leader,

and I believe I buy diamonds to good advan-
tage. In selling I submit catalogue and the
customer picks out a stone; I then send for a

selection of several. I arrange the prices

thus: One stone costs $5o.00, net; I add fifty

per cent. and fifty per cent. , making it Poo. oo ;

ten per cent. more making it $ixo.00. When

submitting the goods I say: There is fifty per

cent. off the prices marked.' I make but

ten per cent. and when the customer buys

he has an idea that I gave him a come again'

price and made little or no profit on the sale.

Somc leaving without having any idea what

I made.
" That is the way I price all my goods—

add fifty per cent. and fifty per cent, and

give a discount of fifty per cent. and ten per

cent. This as regards goods on which I wish

to make forty per cent., but I always give

the fifty and ten per cent. discount on every-

thing; first figuring out and adding my profit,

then adding the fifty and ten per cent. Thus

the customer will be sure not to think: I

wonder if he made fifty per cent. on this

watch or pin.' Of course I cannot, as many

jewelers advise in your paper, put an article

in the window with,a price tag on it, unless I

put a conspicuous card in the window (which

never looks good) stating all prices quoted

are subject to fifty and ten per cent. off.

" Another scheme I am trying to put in

operation is a small catalogue, or pocket

price-list, in which I illustrate and describe

articles after the manner of a large wholesale

catalogue. When pricing goods I note cost;

for instance, if the article cost me $5.00 and

I wish to make $3.00 profit, adding, I find it

$8.00 ; then add fifty per cent. and fifty per cent.

and ten per cent. on it and list it at $17.6o. I

do this all the way through, then paste in a dis-

count sheet stating that all prices quoted are

subject to fifty per cent., or one-half off, less

ten per cent. for cash, making it $8.00. Of

course, on each page I have subject to the

regular discount and cash terms,' so that

everybody will notice the discount sheet. I

believe this will continue to prove very

satisfactory to my business."

Is this a commendable plan ? Our corre-

spondent says it has worked out well in his

case, but there is one query that suggests

itself. Does he lead his customers to believe

that the fifty and ten per cent. are actual

reductions from the regular price ? In other

words does he, in the case quoted by him,

give the purchaser to understand that he has

purchased a $17.60 article or an $8. oo article?

This, we think, would have much to do both

with the ethics and the success of the scheme.

No plan of selling, however, effective imme-

diately can be called successful which will

prove a boomerang in the end, nor can any

plan be recommended which

implies a spirit of deception.

The Handsome Jewelry Store of M. L. Mantell, 
Syracuse, N. Y.

(1625)

A Novel Advertisement

ACOUNTRY so large and
progressive as ours must

naturally lead in the production

of novel ideas for attracting

trade. One of the most original
of the many which have been
brought to our notice lately is
credited to a Macomb, Ill.,
merchant who offered a prize

. for the largest load of ladies
brought to that city and un-
loaded in front of his store on a
Saturday of last month. The
prize load, the local press in-
forms us, came from Good
Hope on a hay rack, there
being forty-one women in the
load, drawn by four horses,
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THE REASON WHY you should examineour LINES

OUR GOLD FILLED CHAINS are only made in the highest grades, and our gold goods will assay
as represented.

OUR DESIGNS are entirely original and up to date, and we do not copy from anybody.
FINISH is the best that can be produced.
Our lines comprise—GOLD FILLED Gents' and Ladies' Chains of all descriptions.
10 Karat GOLD CHAINS of all descriptions, and SCARF PINS, BROOCHES and LOCKETS.

Full line of BEAD NECK CHAINS and CHAIN BRACELETS
in Gold Filled and io Karat gold.

Also the famous adjustable MARGUERITE BRACELET
(Patented June 18, 1901) in a large variety of styles, made in Gold
Filled, Sterling Silver and io Karat Gold. Plain, chased, with signet,
locket tops or jewels. Display cards and illustrations sent free on
zipplication.

No. 633.

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.
( New York Office, I I Maiden Lane

Salesrooms -; Chicago Office, 131 Wabash Ave.
1 San Francisco Office, 115 Kearny St.

Factory, Ioo to 106 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in 'every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wade and Sold by 

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. feet t_ e .ong, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 /foot 1 inches lrep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case II
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case 05 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.Co.• FACTORY-56-66 Frank St., and 424-428 Maxwell St
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Stringent New Provisions in Canadian

Tariff Law

The provisions of the law passed by the gov-

ernment of Canada for the regulation of the price

to the consumer, of good
s imported into that

country, have been disseminated by the customs'

department of the Dominion. This law seems

designed primarily for the protection of home

manufacturers against unfair competition from the

imported surplus products of other countries, but

in its working it should likewise
 insure for the

native producer advantages equal, if not superi
or,

to those of any outside competitor. 
The law pro-

vide3 that where imported dutiable goods, of a

kind manufactured in Canada, are sold at a price

below the fair market value of such goods as sold

for home consumption in the country of expo
rt,

there shall be levied thereon in addition to the

ordinary duty, a special duty equal to the difference

between the selling price and the fair market value

ill the exporting country, provided that„such special

duty shall not exceed one-half of the ordinary duty.

Iron and steel are subject to special provisions.

To facilitate the operation of the law, impor-

ters are required to deliver to the Custom House

invoices in duplicate with bills of entry for all im-

ported goods. One copy is to be forwarded to a

special check branch at Ottawa, where all invoices

will be closely scrutinized and compared. Each

invoice is required to show in one column the

actual. price at which the articles have been sold,

and in a separate column the fair market value as

sold for home consumption. The department has

prepared a form of invoice which it is intended

shall be adopted by all exporters to Canada, speci-

men copies of which are furnished at the custom

houses. The form of certificate hitherto required

on all invoices, has been succeeded by one fulfill-

ing the following requirements:

" That the said invoice contains a true and full

statement showing the price actually paid for, or

to be paid for, such goods ; the actual quantity

thereof, and all charges thereon. That the said

invoice also exhibits the fair market value of the

said goods at the time and place of their direct
exportation to Canada, and as when sold at the

same time and place in like quantity and condition

for home consumption, in the principal markets

of the country whence exported directly to Canada,
without any discount or deduction for cash, or on

account of any drawback or bounty, or on account

of any royalty actually payable thereon, or payable
thereon when sold for home consumption, but not
payable when exported, or on account of the ex-
portation thereof or for any special consideration
whatever."

In this connection there is another stipulation

as follows:

,,That no different Invoice 
of the goods men-

tioned in said invoice has been or will be furnished
to anyone ; and that no arrangement or understand-
ing affecting the purchase price of the said goods
has been or will be made or entered into between
the said exporter and purchaser, or by anyone on
behalf of either of them, either by way of discount,
rebate, salary, compensation, or in any other man-
ner whatsoever, other than is shown in the said
invoice."

The form of declaration required to be made

by foreign exporters, and the oaths to be taken by

importers when making entry of goods, has been

subjected to provisions no less stringent and corn-

prehensive. Technically, the law becomes opera-

tive on October 1st, but in order that ample time

may be given ftvr the dissemination of notice of

these changes among exporters abroad, discre-

tionary powers have been given to collectors of

customs, by virtue of which they may for a tempo-

rary period after that date, but not later than

December 31st, accept entries on invoices bearing

the old form of certificate. After October 1st,

however, duplicate invoices must in all cases be

delivered, and to facilitate this importers md},

make copies of the original certificated invoices.

The department has assigned officers to obtain

complete information regarding the values of for-

eign goods in the countries of their production;

this, of course, being essential to the efficiency of

the law.

Canadian Jewelers Unite Against
Unfair Competition

A meeting of the jewelers section of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Canada was held in

Toronto on September, 8th, W. J. Sheppard pre-

siding and E. M. Trowern officiating as secretary.

The topic-in-chief at the meeting was the compe-

tition of department stores. Resolutions were

adopted urging all jewelers to organize for the

purpose of suppressing unfair competition, and it

was declared that in order to determine who are to

be regarded as competing unfairly, a minimum per-

centage should be added to the cost of staple lines,

and any one selling below this standard should be

regarded as unfair. A committee to complete the

work of organization was appointed as follows:

W. C. Forbes, St. Thomas ; W. J. Sheppard, To-

ronto Junction ; A. Gibson, Peterboro ; A. Boyd,

Ottawa ; G. S. Klein, Hamilton ; J. S. Smith, St.

Catharines ; L. Atkinson, Newmarket, and Charles

Carnegie, J. I. S. Anderson, W. S. Johnston, W. J.

Mitchell and W. H. Black, all of Toronto.

Jewelry Exhibits at Canadian
Expositions

During the month of August, Winnipeg,

Canada, was the scene of the Dominion Exhibition;

which event, in scope and attendance, surpassed

any similar function previously held in that city.

One of the displays at this exhibition, of especial in-

terest to the jewelry trade, was that of the American

Waltham Watch Co., presided over by B. B.

Treen, the company's representative. This exhibit

consisted principally of an immense watch move-

ment, manufactured in such a way as to show to

the public the construction and working of its

different parts. It was kept running during the

entire exhibition and proved an attractive feature

to the public. During the continuance of the ex-

hibition a lecture was given at Winnipeg on "Mod-

em Watchmaking," by Mr. Duncan, the Waltham

Company's expert. The jewelry trade of the West

were invited and a large number of them attended.

The Canadian National Exhibition which was

opened in Toronto in August, and is in progress at

this writing, is a no less interesting function and so

far has been gratifyingly successful. It is proving

the mecca for large numbers of visitors. and being

solely national in scope, as its name implies, it

possesses a particular interest for citizens of the

Dominion as illustrating the resources of that

country, the extent of its productive activities and

its present stage of industrial development. In

the exhibits the jewelry trade of Toronto make
s a

notable showing. A large stand in the Manufac-

turers' Building is occupied by Ambrose Kent &

Sons, Ltd., who have on display a line of hi
gh-

class jewelry, including a $4500 diamond neckla
ce,

with pearl pendants and opal clusters in the cen
ter;

a pair of steel-blue white matched diamonds of
 9g

carats, valued at $3600 ; and a tiara of diamonds

and pearls of scroll design, detachable in th
ree

sections, worth $4200. This concern has also on
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exhibit a choice selection of souvenir spoons,

brooches and belt pins in enameled sterling silver,

ornamented with patriotic designs. The display

likewise includes five French bronzes and Italian

marbles, a choice assortment of watches and a large

display of Masonic and other secret society regalia

and jewels. A unique article included in this firm's

exhibit is a large jewel, octagonal in form, made

out of wood in mosaic work.
Ryrie Bros. display comprises a $20,000 neck-

lace of Oriental pearls ; a smaller necklace. (,f

pearls valued at Poo°, and a pearl collar compris-

ing twelve strands of small pearls united by five

bars of diamonds, this piece being valued at ¢3000.

The diamonds shown include a necklet of blue-

white stones, with a pendant in the form of a Mal-

tese cross, the whole being worth about pax) ; a

handsome tiara and necklet combination, value

for $950; a large diamond crescent, value for p825;

a pendant of diamonds and emeralds, worth $1330,

and a rare black diamond set in a ring, ratt d at

$573 ; a star sapphire, mounted in a chain of

antique fashion as a fob charm, is shown as wt II

as a $600 brooch in the form of a crown of emeralds

and diamonds. In this firm's assortment of Dres-

den china is a handsome vase in dark blue and

rose, embellished with a female head, by Gioventu.

A choice array of silver goods is shown by the

Standard Silver Co., of Toronto. This includes a

loving cup about 33 inches high, the base being

finished in French gray, with scroll work on the

rim. There is a curling trophy of interesting de-

sign, a lacrosse trophy notable for the massiveness

of its center bowl, and there is an epergne of artis-

tic design, in the center of which is a figure of Cupid

holding up a long, narrow vase. In addition to

the foregoing, this firm's display includes a line of

ingenious novelties.

Store Protection from Robbers

In a recent issue of the Chicago News, Theo-

dore B. Wells has the following to say in regard to

store protection from thieves and hold-up thugs:

" Storekeepers of this city can protect them-

selves from hold-up men without much expense.

I know a jeweler in the East who has his store

completely protected by having push buttems

secreted in every part of it. These are connected

with the nearest police station. Some of the but-

tons are not over six inches apart. They are on

the floor as well as under the counters, and form

part of the moldings on his show cases. He can

show you any of his goods, and at the same time

his foot or knee would be in easy reach of one of

these buttons. He also has an arrangement, should

he be showing watches or a tray of rings and should

miss one, by which he can push a button that drops

a bolt on the ftont door and the suspected person

is locked in. In the meantime he may be calling

the police station with another button. Should an

attempt be made to hold him up, he could hold

his hands high above his head, yet his foot would

be pushing a button that would call the police.

" I have often wondered why such a method

is not adopted here. What would the expense

amount to if you saved yourself from a big loss?

More than half the hold-up men that enter the

business houses would be caught by this plan.

Were I an electrician I would make this a paying

branch of my business, as few business concerns

would hesitate to protect themselves. We think

nothing of the expense of insurance premiums after

the fire. We would think nothing of the expense

of protecting ourselves in the above manner should

it save us, perhaps, hundreds of dollars."
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JUERGENS 86 ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY
92 TO 98 STATE STREET
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"A REVOLUTION IN COMPUTING TIME"
From the Sun Dial, Hour Glass and Present Dial Clock

to the Famous

"Driloatio" Plato Clock
AN IDEAL TIME=TELLER WITHOUT

HANDS OR DIAL

The Plato Clock tells the time at a glance, and, as the
hour and minutes are shown in figures, no mistake is possible.It is wound, set and adjusted like any other clock, keeps
perfect time and will last indefinitely.

Only the highest class of material and workmanship is
employed in their manufacture, and the works are protectedby a neat glass globe. The frame is highly artistic and
ornamental and in fine gold finish.

A few of these clocks with the motto " Watch the TimeFly " make

AN IRRESISTIBLE WINDOW ATTRACTION

.■•

for the jeweler and sell as quickly as shown. The upper plate in the illustrations shows the hour and the lower plate the minutes.of the figure every minute on the lower plate is very catchy and impressively suggestive of the flight of time.The plates can be had in any color—white, red, blue or dark green. In ordering, specify the colors desired.
Retail Price, $6.00. Write for Di.scount

The chaul. , •

American Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co. 304-314 Hudson Street, New York City
Chicago Address, 184 Lake Street
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Advertising Among Jewelers

HERE are two ways in which adver-

tising may be continually changed—

in matter and in form. Continual

change of matter is imperative, but a change

of form may or may not be desirable, accord-

ing to circumstances. Many advertisers use

the same style of border and the same styles

of type for long periods, changing the read-

ing matter only. This is good advertising

because the same form of advertisement in

the same part of the paper each day gives

the advertisement a peculiar prominence and

familiarity, its very form suggesting, even to

the casual reader, the name of the advertiser.

We will illustrate our meaning by samples.

Chas. E. Rose, an enthusiastic and able

advertiser of Telluride, Colo., always uses

the following style, the matter being changed

daily :

" If you buy it of Rose it's all right"

A Most
Reliable
Place

to purchase Good Jewelry, is the
place where you know of whom you
are buying—you have the assurance

of a business reputation and guarantee
that goes with every sale. Every
article purchased of Rose proves its
worth and the reliability of the store,
and the customer always comes
again.
" You have the most accommo-

dating store, Mr. Rose," said a lady
customer the other day. " I always
feel satisfied with what I get here,"
she added.

It is our idea of storekeeping to
make people satisfied ; they come
again—they send others—we think
it pays.

CHAS. E. ROSE
" The Jeweler"

Always your tutuley's worth

The matter in Mr. Rose's advertise-

ments is generally snappy and to the point,

and the daily change gives him an opportu-

nity to cover every detail of his business—

goods, prices and methods. Another illus-

tration of this method of advertising is shown

in the advertisement of George McL. Presson,

of Farmington, Me., an accomplished adver-

tiser who has faith in printers' ink.

" A Year of His Life'' is

the title of a small, four-page

booklet issued by James H.

C. Snellen, of Strasburg.

In developing this caption Jeweler Snellen

drives home to the reader in crisp, pithy

An Advertising
Booklet

KEYS1'ONE

phraseology the reliability of his guarantees.

" One year ago, '• he states, " we told the

good people of this neighborhood that they

could rest assured that we would be here a

year hence to back up all of our guarantees.

How well that promise has been carried out,

this, the second book, will attest." The

booklet exploits watches, watch repairing,

etc., and the wording, which is

colloquial in some particulars, seems

calculated to favorably impress the

average reader. If the style of this

book were not in itself an evidence

that Jeweler Snellen's advertising is

successful, the following excerpt

from it should be sufficient proof of

this : " We are here to stay and

are looking for a suitable lot on

which to build a modern jewelry

store. This means two distinct

things, namely : That we have

treated our customers right in the

past, thereby proving worthy of

their patronage ; and that we will

see to it that they have the same

courteous and just treatment in the

future." The subject matter of this

book breathes a spirit of honesty

and candor that appeals favorably

to the reader and leaves a good

impression.
While most advertisements

Display not Always are displayed, it should be

Necessary kept in mind that display

is not always a necessary

feature of good advertising. An announce-

ment in the form of plain reading matter may

often be more effective than a display.adver-

tisement, especially in the case of local weeklies

and dailies in small towns, where the paper is

generally read from end to end. An illustra-

tion of this absence of display will be found in

the following advertisement of Gilbert Bros.,

of Greymouth, New Zealand, one of our sub-

scribers on the other side of the globe :

That Watch of Yours
is in many respects similar to a railway engine

.

Let an engiste be run without oil or cleaning and

before long it will stop dead. Upon examination,

it will be 6ifind that the friction and wear and tea
r

Ii,,,; ruined the machinery, and it is fit only for th
e

old Iron heap. Likewise your watch : you put il Ii
i

your pocket and while there is a kick in it, you, in

your mistaken economy, do not consult the watch-

maker and consequently rob your watch, of years

of good service and also much of its former accu-

racy. The time-keeping qualities of a good watch,

:1 re maintained and often improved by timely 
and

$k ilful attention.
A reliable watch is a faithful friend ; your

reputation largely depends upon promptness and

punctuality in your private and workaday 
life,

and you cannot practice this virtue witho
ut a re-

liable timepiece.
The maintenance of our business and h

igh

reputation Is dependent upon the putting of our

best efforts into every watch left with us.

We repaired over two thousand watches last

year—a direct rest:It of faithful workmansh
ip.

If you want your watch to be true to you, 
you

nutst, be true to your watch. Bring it to Us to-day.

Every watch repsdred at our establishment Is 
guar-

anteed for one year.

GILBERT BROS.
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Surrounded as it was by display adver-

tisements, the Gilbert Bros.'s plain announce-

ment necessarily attracted much attention and

the argument presented is sufficiently force-

ful to impress the reader. As an evidence of

the free notices which can often be secured

from the newspapers in return for advertising

patronage, we reproduce a paragraph from

DO YOU
KNOW
that a twenty-year guaranteed gold filled

case wears better than a solid gold case?

Do you know that it stands more hard work

and protects a movement better in most

cases? Gold filled cases are to-day made

with a skill and perfection that is marvel-

ous. They wear as well as gold as far as

appearance goes, and wear much better in

practical service. I keep a large variety

of the best cases made, and they are pro-

tected by an iron-clad warrant.

GEORGE McL. PRESSON, Jeweler

the same issue of the paper in which the

Gilbert Bros. advertisement was printed :

The advantages of having your watch
kept in thorough repair are explained by
Messrs. Gilbert Bros., in a paragraph
over to-day's leader in this paper. Most
people carry watches these days and are
always interested in knowing where they
Can get the best workmanship at a mini-
mum of cost. This firm recognizes that
if a watch is worth repairing, it is worth
doing well, and by working on these
lines they have established themselves
as first-class and reliable watchmakers.

The jeweler should always make the

best bargain he can with the newspapers,

insisting on good position, careful setting,

etc., and he should see that his contract is

carried out to the letter.

He should also insist on seeing a proof

of each advertisement before it is sent to

press, as there is much careless proof-reading

on daily and weekly newspapers, and a

misspelt word or an ungrammatical sentence

must necessarily detract from the dignity, if

not from the value, of any announcement.

If the jeweler gives much business to his

local paper he and his brother merchants

should see to it that the newspaper man does

not accept advertisements which are hurtful

to the local trade. Local merchants have a

perfect right to exercise a consorship over

the local paper as far as its advertisements

are concerned, and it is the duty of the local

press to protect its clients.
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY,

93, 95 AND 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.
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Court Decision Protects Trade

Name 'Elgin "

t"-1 -■

HE suit brought by the Elgin National

Watch Company to restrain Theodore 0.

Loveland, James L. Records and Chas.

W. Harrison, who jointly conduct the

Elgin Jewelry Co., from the trade
 use of the

word " Elgin " was decided som
e weeks ago by

Judge Reed in the United States C
ircuit Court,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Complainant contended

that the defendants used the name " Elgin" in

order to lead the public to believe that t
he defend-

ants' goods were products of the E
lgin National

Watch Company, and that there was a trad
e con-

nection between the two concerns. To the co
m-

plainant's petition asking for a preliminary injunc-

tion restraining defendants from using the wo
rd

Elgin, defendants filed a demurrer on the grounds

(I) want of equity ; (2) that complainant
 had a

complete and adequate remedy at law ; (3) that

there was a defect of parties to the suit, in that the

Elgin Jewelry Company was an indispensable party

thereto, and was a corporation of the same State

as complainants, and the court was witho
ut the

jurisdiction of the Elgin Jewelry Company ; (4)

that defendants had no interest in the subje
ct-

matter of the suit, the Elgin Jewelry Compa
ny

being alone interested therein.

The decision rendered fills a twenty-three page

pamphlet ; it reviews the evidence exhaustive
ly,

and a reading of it would seem to prove that 
the

attempt of the defendants to appropriate the word

Elgin for the purpose of profiting by the 
signifi-

cance which had been established for it by 
the

Elgin National Watch Company was premedita
ted

and deliberate.
First of all the decision overrules the defend-

ants' demurrer after extended argument. The

second point in the case—the prayer for a pre-

liminary injunction to prevent the defendants from

using the word Elgin—involved the question
 of

unfair competition and the use of geographi
cal

terms in trade-marks, and this the judge also 
dis-

cusses in detail. He cites the acts of the d
efend-

ants bearing on the question and quotes letter
s to

prospective salesmen to show the purpose for

which the word was used. He also shows that

from the time the word Elgin was appropriated
 by

the defendants the Elgin National Watch Co
mpany

began to receive complaints from people who,
 in

dealing with the defendants, believed that t
hey

were dealing with the complainant. A novel and

suggestive plea of the defendants' was tha
t they

conducted an office in Elgin for the sole ob
ject of

receiving mail. In this connection the judge

quotes the affidavit of Martha Willson to the eff
ect

that she was in sole charge of this office, whose

imposing dimensions are declared to be 12 X 14 f
eet.

No stock was kept in this institution, nor had it any

raison d' etre other than the function of re-directing

orders to Iowa City, mailing circulars to the trade

and replying to complaints and countermands.

Furthermore, according to Miss Willson's depo-

sition, a great many letters were received at this

office from people who seemed to believe that they

were addressing the Elgin National Watch Com-

pany. Neither the affidavit of Miss Willson nor

the aforesaid letters were disputed or denied by

the defendants.
The decision then continues in part as follows:

" Upon some of the letterheads used by the d
efend-

ants is the figure of a watch with the name 
Elgin

upon the dial, substantially like sucfi fi
gures in

much ot the complainant's advertising ma
tter.
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" Discussion cannot make plainer, nor obscure,

the purpose of the defendants in adopting the use

of the word Elgin as a part of their name and busi-

ness style ; in establishing a mail station at Elgin,

Ill., as stated by Miss Willson ; and the whole con-

duct of their business ; to prey upon the good will

of the complainant, and to exploit, sell, offer for

sale, and palm off their own jewelry as the product

of the complainant's manufacture, and to deceive

buyers to so believe and to purchase the same as

such.
" Defendants in no warattempt to dispute the

main facts shown by the complainant ; they deny

any fraudulent intent in the use of the word Elgin,

and say that their attempt to incorporate in Illinois

was in good faith ; that they intend to locate at

Elgin as soon as they can make the necessary

arrangements to move their property there ; that

the failure to file the articles of incorporation with

the Recorder of Deeds of Kane County, Ill., was

an oversight ; that they have discontinued the use

of the figure of the watch upon their stationery,

and added to their printed matter the words, ' Not

connected with the Elgin National Watch Com-

pany.' These changes were made since the com-

mencement of this suit ; and they claim the right

to continue the use of the word Elgin as a part of

their trade name as they have been using it. They

further say that March 24, 1903, in August, 1903,

and again January 7, 1904, they instructed their

salesmen not to represent that the Elgin Jewelry

Company was in any way connected with the com-

plainant, or that their product was the product of

the complainant. This is but an added reason

why the defendants should abandon the use of the

word Elgin as it is used by them, for by such use

they place it in the power of these salesmen to

continue to deceive and confuse buyers and defraud

the complainant.
" It is urged that the business of the defend-

ants as conducted by them is not in competition

with that of the complainant ; that complainant

manufactures watch movements only ; that defend-

ants do not manufacture watch movements, but

confine their business to sale of watches, jewelry,

etc., upon mail orders only.

" If a watch or watch movement, however, is

not included in the general term jewelry ' it is so

closely associated therewith that the public in

general regard the dealing therein, as a part of the

jewelry business, and they are generally handled

by jewelers, and, in fact, are a branch of the jewelry

trade. This is clearly shown by complainant's

proofs, and it is plain therefrom that the continued

use of the word Elgin by the defendants as us
ed

by them is liable to and will confuse and dece
ive

buyers quite generally and lead many to b
elieve

that the jewelry sold and offered for sale by d
efend-

ants are those of complainant's manufacture
 ; and

that defendants are using this word as a part
 of

their trade name to palm off upon the publi
c their

own jewelry as the product and manufacture of

complainant ; and that this will cease only wh
en

such use of said word ceases.

" It is asked in the prayer that the defendant

be restrained from completing the organiza
tion of

the Elgin Jewelry Company in the State of I
llinois.

The incorporation of a company of that name 
has

been authorized by the proper authorities in I
llinois

under the laws of that State, and the filing of 
the

certificate thereof and of its articles of incorporat
ion

in the proper county appears to be the onl
y thing

lacking to complete that organization. This of

itself is not unlawful. To prevent such comp
le-

tion would necessarily affect the proposed corp
or-

ation so authorized.
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" The conclusion therefore is, that the proofs

show prima facie that a preliminary injunction

should issue against the defendants as prayed for

in so far as their jewelry and watch trade is con-

cerned, but not as to the completion of the corpor-

ation in Illinois. Upon the giving of a bond by the

complainant in the penal sum of ten thousand

dollars, with sureties to be approved by the clerk

of this court, a preliminary writ of injunction may

issue to the extent indicated."

Clock Golf

The globe trotters moved silently and swiftly

in an electric launch over a moonlit mountain lake.

" What," said one, " is the most beautiful game

in the world?''
" Polo," another answered.

But the rest declared positively that clock golf,

as a beautiful spectacle, went far beyond polo and

every other game.
" Clock golf," an old man said, " is only played

in the evening on the lawns of the great Florida

hotels. I first saw it on a Christmas Eve.

" I sat under the stars in the garden smoking

a cigar. The lawn was like green velvet under

my feet, and oleanders glimmered in pink and

white masses in the starlight. The air was per-

fumed with flowers. The breeze that stirred the

palms was like the breeze of a June night.

" In a blaze of electric lights a half dozen

young women, the wives and daughters of Northern

millionaires, played clock golf on the grass. They

moved with slow grace here and there. Their

gowns were pale. From their fingers, their arms,

their throats and their corsages came twinklings

and shimmerings and little sudden flashes of

innumerable jewels.
" In clock golf a dial is marked out, and on

this dial the twelve figures of a clock are indicated

by red and blue and white lights. At each light a

player stands, and the object of each player is to

get her ball with the fewest possible strokes into

the single hole that is near light number twelve on

the dial.
" At all the sumptuous Florida hotels clock

golf is played, and, playing it, young women wear

their most splendid gowns and their most brilliant

jewels. It is fine to see them, in the bright light

and the soft air, moving gracefully and quietly

amid the odor of flowers, the swaying of palm

trees and the glitter of diamonds."

How the Drummer Guards his Samples

The New Orleans Times-Democrat is respon-

sible for the following story of a thief-proof sample

trunk :
A traveling jeweler, who finds it necessary to

carry a large and costly line of samples with him,

has hit upon a novel and eminently practical expe-

dient for protecting himself against robbery.

It consists of nothing more complex than a

storage battery feeding into a steel plate on the

handle of his grip. As soon as an uninsulated

person touches it, he promptly goes up in the air.

The drummer himself wears an insulating glove.

This is a good thing for travelers carrying light

bags and worried at stations by liveried porters

trying to take their bags away from them and carry

them for a quarter.

"I feel that The Keystone is as important in
tny business as a pair of tweezers on my bench."

IC F. Hackett, Jeweler, Rochelle, Illinois.

4.
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The Show Window

It is a fact that we make "THE
BEST" Fobs.

It is a fact that for style, finish and
quality they lead.

It is a fact that they are great sellers.

We also wish you to remember the
fact that we make a line of fine
Seamless Gold Filled Vest, Guard
and Neck Chains, Chatelaine Pins,
Bracelets and Lockets.

BATES & BACON
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office
9 Maiden Lane

Chicago Office
103 State Street

When progressive retailers first began to develop the

window display idea they little dreamt that they were

solving an important educational factor, for such the

show window has proved to be. The window exposition as a field for

study in high art is well set forth by a shrewd observer in an interview

published in the New York Sun. He said:

"The store windows of New York are a liberal education in themselves,

and it makes me angry each day to see the heedless way that people pass

them by. If New Yorkers studied them they would be the most artistic

people in the world. Indeed, as a people, and estimating them by their

homes, they are the most artistic ; and no doubt the store windows have a

great deal to do with it, though, as I say, not half the attention is paid to

the windows that they deserve.

" Of course, I mean the high-class windows—Broadway, Fifth Avenue,

part of Sixth and various cross streets. Every one knows where to find

the good ones, and just think what you can find in them I You can absorb

as much artistic brain food in half an hour's stroll as you could in the
 same

time spent in a museum, or very nearly.

"I don't mean the pictures alone, though there is no dearth of

them—noble oil

paintings, finished

reproduction of

great works, etch-

ings, water color

sketches, prints, old

aud new — why, a

man who kept his

eyes open might be-

come a connoisseur

of no mean skill by
spending a little time

every day with his
nose to the picture
shop panes. He could
study the sentiment
of the works. He
could master the
methods of form and
color portrayal,g rasp
the styles of the lead-
ing artists just as well
as if he visited pic-
ture galleries or owned a collection of the works of the best artists.

" But, as I said, it is not pictures alone. In one window

Great Variety you will see a treasure of old silver, a wealth of antique

porcelain ; then you pass a block or so and the master-

pieces of the modern gold or silversmith are spread

before you for comparison. Next door perhaps you see displayed the

triumphs of the modern potteries. just think of the down-town streets

running into City Hall Park as a field for the study of ceramics.

"Then there is the furniture, ancient and modern, carved wood, ha
m-

mered iron, polished brass, damasks and brocades. Think of the carpets,

antique and modern, that are spread out in a hundred windows ; 
dreams of

beauty from the looms of the East and of Europe. There is educati
on for

the eye in color and in the spirit of ornamentation. A man with a s
crap of

imagination can stand in front of a store window, say on 
Broadway, and

from one of the exhibits he can build up before his mind's eye a 
vision of

beauty and luxury—a Moorish palace, a Syrian mosque, a Frenc
h chateau,

an English manor house. Need a man travel when New York princes 
of

trade put at his feet for free enjoyment the most artistic pr
oducts of every

period and every clime?
" I tell you few people realize the natural wealth expressed 

in the were

fact of being a New Yorker. We all own these things. What can the

people who buy them do with them but look at them, and we
 can all do

that freely and without limit,

" I only wish I saw the people at large taking more ple
asure and more

good out of their property."
Ingenious window trimmers sometimes find inspir

ation

Designs Symbolic for suitable designs in the attributes 
of the different

of the Fall seasons, and the fall lends itself peculiarly to this 
purpose.

We do not mean, of course, that trims seasona
ble in the

technical sense of that term should be attempted to the 
exclusion of all

others. On the contrary, if the decorator can contrive d
isplays which,

while not strictly seasonable, are nevertheless more attractive and
 more

effective as sales factors than any exclusively seasonable trim, by all 
means

let him do so. There is a perennial attraction, however, in displays which

portray with artistic effect the changes in the aspect of dame nature. 
"The

spirit of the season " is an expression pregnant with soul and meanin
g, and

to give an artistic symbolism to the idea, with a due regard to the pr
imary

end of all display—the stimulation of sales—affords an interesting theme f
or

the skillful window artist. Judging from the use which decorators make of

the autumn idea in their window work, and from the manner in which th
at

season retains its popularity as a display motif, its associations must b
e

peculiarly susceptible to representation of this kind. There is a strange,

sombre significance amounting almost to a fascination, attaching to " the

fall of the leaf," and if the trimmer can so typify it as to overshadow every

suggestion of decline or unpleasant transition and at the same time lose

none of the season's fleeting witchery, he will have succeeded so far as the

artistic side of the design is concerned.
Even the harvests furnish many ideas for catchy trims.

We remember seeing in a Minnesota town a window

trim in which several different measures of wheat were

placed ; in conjunction with each measure was some

article of jewelry with a card stating that the piece could be purchased for

what the measure of wheat would sell for. Now that wheat has gone
akiting over the dol-
lar mark an idea of
this kind could be

worked out very sug-

gestively.
An appropriate

fall display could be

contrived by erect-
ing for a background

an ornamental wood

fence or railing with
one double gate in

the center and a

smaller one at either

side of it, the idea

being to represent

an entrance to a ru-

ral seat. These may

be cut out of any

kind of lumber. In

this particular in-

stance white, of

course, has to play

a part because it is especially appropriate. All parts of the fence and posts

should be tightly covered with muslin and calsomined a pure 
white, and

touched up if desired with gilt. This fence may be set about one foot from

a scenic background, giving distance to the scene. At either side of the

background place a stout tree branch partially denuded of it
s foliage. The

floor should be strewn with fallen leaves The sides of the window should

be mirrored so as to give the display of goods, which may be 
arranged to

suit in the foreground, a multiple effect. If the goods have been reduced in

price a card may be placed where it can he easily read wit
hout conflicting

with the artistic setting of the goods ; it may bear some suc
h inscription as

this : " With the fall of the leaf ' our prices have fallen. A welcome for

you inside."
The design may be altered or elaborated in detail to 

suit individual

requirements, and in this connection the average store clerk, if 
conversant

with the dimensions and conformation of the window, should be
 brimful of

ideas calculated to increase the selling force of the display, 
augment the

coffers of his employer and consequently the value of his own
 services.

It is not too early even now to begin planning for holiday

Window Trims trade, and chief among these plans must be window

trims. During the holidays at least the window leads as

an advertising factor. It is the custom of holiday sho
ppers

to examine the offerings of all the stores they can conveniently 
visit before

buying, and many of them limit their inspection to the windows.
 See that

there is something in your window to attract and hold the 
attentlon of the

passing crowd of critical observers. Each of them is an earnest seeker

after suitable gifts, and the window argument should be con
vincing. And

here we may remark incidentally much may be done fa
r ahead L • the

holidays to make your holiday trade a success. If you visit the city markets

to make purchases advertise the fact. When your purchases ar
e delivered

make a suitable announcement of it. Make frequent reference to your

preparations for the holiday season in your advertising litera
ture.

Suggestions
for Trims

A Neat Chain Display by Edward King, of Bethel, Maine

of Art Goods

for the Holidays
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Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile.
of general interest to the trade. As this page is for
the use of individual readers, we do not hold
ourselves responsible for the views expressed.--
Editor The Keystone.

Practical Points in Watch Work

En. KEYSTONE :—As a practical workman,

with some theoretical knowledge of watchmaking,

both at repairing and manufacturing branches, I
naturally take keen interest in your Workshop
Notes. On page 1253, of the August issue, is the
following question : " Should a balance wheel
vibrate freely without catching, when only balance

and lever are in position if every part is adjusted

properly?" You answer, "No."
Now, if a lever escapement is adjusted prop-

erly, the fork is neither too long or too short, the

roller or safety action is correct, and with the
banking screws turned into the proper positions,

the balance and lever should and will vibrate with-

out catching, though there may be no power on

the train, as the train is not in.
On page 1255, of the same issue, is the ques-

tion : " I would like to know what the actual

damage is which comes from the use of steel or

brass pins in place of roller jewels,in medium-grade

watches?" and you answer: "It is only a ques-

tion of a few months when a watch that contains

a steel or brass roller pin. would require a new

fork." I can't agree with you in this. Although

I do not approve of putting in steel or brass roller

pins under any circumstances, I know from actual

experience that if a steel roller pin is well made

and fitted it will give satisfaction for years. As

far as friction is concerned I would call your atten-

tion to an examination of a Swiss (Chinese) du-

plex watch, where the impulse pins in the escape

wheel (steel) strike a steel impulse finger on the

balance staff, are never oiled by the best work-

men ; to all New England watches in which the

impulse teeth of a brass escape wheel strike

against a steel pin or pallet on the balance, are

never oiled, and to the cylinder escapement where

the friction is steel against steel altogether, always

oiled. If a steel roller pin is nicely polished, also

the slot of the fork, it will give fair satisfaction for

a long time, but never use anything but a jewel pin.

Yours truly,

Waltham, Masa J. FREISTADTER.

Advises Against Potassium Cyanide

ED. KEYSTONE :—In reading the answer to

"Cleaning " in the Workshop Notes Department

of your July issue, I notice that you recommend

the use of cyanide of potassium ; one ounce of the

salt to a quart of water, the articles to be dipped

in it for about five seconds. I take exception to

the use of cyanide of potassium in such a strong

solution ; in fact, at all. Your plan of cleaning is

all right, except as regards the cyanide of potas-
sium solution ; leave that out. I have worked

some in the mines of California and Nevada, and

know from long experience the effect of cyanide

solutions on gold. Our best cyanide men on this

Coast now use only two-tenths of one per cent. of

potassium for a solution to collect the gold ore

that contains from ten to fifteen dollars to the ton,

and use no other process to obtain the gold. The

cyanide solution takes up all the gold in that weak

condition. Of course, the pulp is left in the solu-

tion from seventy to ninety hours ; but consider
two-tenths of an ounce to one hundred ounces of
water, as against your solution, which has one
ounce to thirty-two of water. My experience some
years ago, with the cyanide solution for the clean-
ing of watches, led me to abandon it entirely, as
no matter how quick you dip the gilt parts in and
take them out of the solution, in three or four
cleanings the gilt surface will all be taken off the
movements. Cyanide of potassium is a powerful
corrosive and very soon dissolves gold.

In watch cleaning, use only the benzine, gaso-
line and alcohol process.

Yours truly,
Los Angeles, Cal. R. H. WITHERIL.

A Balance Staff
ED. KEYSTONE :—I am sending you a drawing

of a balance staff designed by me, and would

ZellAuhe R
ginciT

appreciate it if you would invite criticisms of its
good and bad points.

Yours truly,
Corsicana, Texas. J. C. MARTIN.

Points on Watch Cleaning
ED. KEYSTONE :—The right way to clean a

watch seems to be an unsettled question, with a
diversity of opinions among the cleaners. The
matter has been brought out at various times in
THE KEYSTONE, of which I have been a reader
since the time of its birth as a pink folder.

With the editor's permission I will add a few
words to the discussion, which may bring up some
new points for consideration by some of the
younger generation of watchmakers. Personally,
I have cleaned watches for more years than I care

to remember, and so it may be taken I have had
some experience and can rightly claim a knowl-
edge of the requirements of a perfectly cleaned

watch. Also, I am not tied down to any old-time
ideas, but am still looking for better ways of doing

our work.
On a large proportion of the work that comes

to us the time element, in its relation to price re-
ceived for the job, must be considered, and it cer-

tainly does take longer to wash and prepare and

muss a little than it does to clean without washing.

I use both methods, have facilities as handy as any

one possibly could have them, and think I know.

When a watch comes to me pa"rticularly dirty and

greasy, the owner possibly having injected some
kerosene or sewing-machine oil " to liven her up,"

or that is stained by age or neglect, then I use my

cyanide solution and the washing process, having

a large wide mouth, glass-stoppered vessel full of

the solution beside my washstand. The cyanide
solution I find indispensable, and use it every day

for one purpose and another. It must, however,

be used with caution, and a full knowledge of its

effects, or it had better be left alone. There must

be no chance of its getting into a crevice, under

screws or attached parts on where it cannot be
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thoroughly rinsed off, as the slightest trace of
cyanide remaining will set up corrosive action. A
stained balance, for instance, can be made as
bright as new ; but it is a dangerous operation, to
the balance, in careless or ignorant hands, without
a knowledge of the corrosive properties of this
poison.

So, while I do use the washing process at
times and when I consider it the better way, for
the most of my cleaning jobs I do not, and I claim
that just as good and as nice work can be done
with alcohol, chalk, brushes, pegwood and pith—
and skill. The chalk should be a selected lump
of raw chalk, hard and better if with occasional
pieces of the original shells scattered through.
Prepared chalk or the round cakes used by carpen-
ters will not do. The chalk is not wanted as a
scouring agent, but as a medium to keep your
brush in condition. The brush is to be passed over
your lump of chalk, which should be cut to fit a
small wooden box or space in chalk drawer, then
several times over the edge of brush or drawer,
then apply to watch part. If your brush is right,
the chalk will take up all the grease and dirt, which
the brush takes from the watch and yet leave
enough very fine chalk in your brush to do all that
is needed and not enough to leave any lodged in
sinks or crevices. There is no excuse for deposit-
ing or leaving chalk dust on any watch parts.
When you have a nice new gilded plate in hand,
instead of a lusty back and forward swing, give
the brush a circular movement without advancing
and there need be no chance of scratching. With
just a little practice this can easily be done. An
important requirement is the right kind of a brush,
and in this lies the cause of most failures to get
nice bright work. The brush as well as the chalk
must be right, or the work will have a greasy,
filmy look, instead of a clean, bright, lively finish—
as it would have if washed. I have seen a lot of
this greasy-, clean work done, and some of my
watchmaker acquaintances have wondered why
they could not get nice, snappy looking plates,
even with lots of chalk and energy. A stiff brush
is needed, yet it must not be too hard. Such a
brush must be prepared for its work, or else got
in proper condition on coarser work, it cannot be
bought just right. One or two of these brushes
and a soft one for dusting are needed. If the mat-
ter is of sufficient interest, I will be glad to de-
scribe my method of getting up my brushes to
the right condition for service.

The foregoing shows the method I use on all
ordinary work, and I know it cannot be done to
look better or cleaner by any process of washing.
When set up, the movement is bright, thoroughly
clean and no chalk left in pinion leaves or sinks.
I do enough of the washing where it is needed to
know both ways well, and on most cleaning jobs
at $1 or $1.25 I don't want to use up any unneces-
sary time. However, it all depends on the right
kind of accessories and on the man.

Yours truly,
Hackettstown, N. J. CHAS. WEBER.

Competent to Judge

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have been taking TIIE
KEYSTONE from its first issue up to the present
time. I am incompetent to suggest any improve-
ment. It has grown to great size and interest, and
each month I look forward to receive it. It is all
of interest, including the advertisement display.

Yours truly,
Prescott, Aria. C. B. LINN.
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New Styles in Writing Papers

The return of tile summer sojourners

always infuses considerable activity into the

stationery trade. The vacation season usually

exhausts individual supplies of writing papers,

and replenishing is a source of profit to the

jeweler-stationer. No doubt by this time

most of the readers of this department have

been visited by the traveling salesmen, and

have on hand a fresh supply of the new fall

lines. It is fortunate, however, for those

who have hold-over stock that there has

been practically no change in style in recent

months. The American Stationer says:

Styles in writing paper

and envelopes for the fall

season have changed very

little since spring. The

fabric-surface papers, so popular for several

seasons past, have increased the strength of

their position very decidedly and, so far as

present indications go, give promise of con-

tinuing extremely popular for some time to

come.
In envelopes, however, some change of

style, or, rather, a change in the request for

certain styles, does not seem so unlikely.

At present, of course, the wallet flap in some

of its various shapes, is unquestionably the

leader in the field, as it will be through the

fall and holiday season. In a few cases,

however, the leading manufacturers have

Packed the deep-pointed flap in their better

grade boxes, and the trade has taken so

kindly to the change that it can almost

certainly be expected to be continued next

'wing.
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Though fabric papers have

New continued to increase in

popularity so greatly, and

though they are now con-

tidered the proper thing almost to the exclu-

sion of other types. This does not mean by

any means that no new papers have appeared

for the fall season. It is true that new papers

do not seem to have been so numerously

announced as they were for the corresponding

season last year, but new styles have been

numerous for all that. Pretty much all of

abric Papers
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the new styles have been of the fabric variety
and, inasmuch as these varieties have been

so numerouhly exploited already, many of
the newcomers could not well help bearing a
strong resemblance to some makes already

in the market, through branded with an

entirely new name, and otherwise being given

the earmarks of entirely new goods. These

latter facts, however, are not sufficient of

themselves to gain a so-called new paper

much talk and advertising.

The original features of many of the

new makes of fabric papers that have appeared

have been confined more especially to making

the textile lines lighter or heavier than varie-

ties that have been shown earlier, and also to

attempts at making the paper resemble an

actually woven material more than before.
Many manufacturers have had good success

in this direction and while, perhaps, only few
distinctly new fabric papers have appeared,

the class as a whole has certainly been per-

fected and is now generally of a better quality

and more attractive than it has ever been.

The shape of the paper has
shown less change even than
the finish. The dimensions
most popular continue to

approach pretty nearly to a square, giving

when folded the oblong shape that began to

be shown a few seasons since.
Among the novelties the hemstitched

effect continues to hold a strong place,

though it is noticeable that less of the expen-

sive papers are shown with it. A decidedly

larger number of cheaper papers having it

are shown, indicating that the fad is passing

as far as the Nvealthier classes are concerned,

and that it is being passed on to the large

purchasing public. This lessening of the

cost will undoubtedly be responsible for a

considerable expansion in the demand from

buyers who heretofore have not been able to

afford hemstitched papers.

A late novelty of the hemstiched family

shows a paper with its body in tints of gray

or blue, and having an embossed frame

colored white on the outside edges of the

embossing. The color scheme is varied, of

course, though in all cases the combinations

make a very pretty and striking effect. A

fair demand is already reported for these

goods, and it is believed that this will show

a considerable increase later.

For the elite trade hand-made papers,

which began to be pushed by some of the

leading manufacturers a short time since,

have met with a fair degree of success. The

price of these goods, however, necessarily

high, has, of course, restricted their sale.

Some good imitations of hand-made also

have appeared, and the demand for these

has, it is reported, been very good. The

Shape of the
Papers

deckle edge
introduction on

I aper.
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on these goods has led to its

even the cheaper grades of

The Fashionable

As regards color, a grayish
white tint is in best demand.

Colors This is Nraried some by the
different in an u fac tu r e r s,

though the differences in many cases are

difficult to distinguish. Cream follows, and

then come various tints of blue and gray.

Many other tints also may be had, but the

demand for them is of a restricted order.

The popular shape of the envelope has

already been intimated from the reference

made to the shape of the note papers. The

envelope is an oblong of almost exactly the

dimensions shown last spring. In popular-

priced goods it has the wallet flap almost

exclusively, and in the higher grade goods it

also, in the majority of cases, has the wallet

flap, though occasionally here the deep-

pointed flap has been introduced, leading to

the impression in some directions that this

sort of flap will displace the wallet to a con-

siderable extent before long. Many fantastic

shapes in flaps continue to be shown, but the

number has not been added to appreciably

since last spring. This strengthens the

impression, which is gaining ground in some

directions, that the pointed flap will before

long displace the wallet flap."

Supplies for the School Children

A fruitful source of. profit in stationery

is the handling of school supplies, and as

the school season has just begun, window

displays especially should be rich in pens,

pencils, blotters, slates, sponges, etc. School

perquisites are also the cue to the stationery

advertising of the month. The big stores

are especially watchful of the opportunity.

Those in search of good material for station-

ery advertisements will do well to read each

day the announcements of the big depart-

ment stores, and clip and preserve the por-

tions that apply to their own specialties.

A few sample sayings are the following:

Parents who are interested in the selection of
their children's school books and supplies, will
effect a considerable s;-:ving ill outlay by purchasing
them at Carsley's. Lists of the requirements of
scholars attending any of the schools have been in
our hands for weeks, and preparations are most
complete for selling.—S. CarsIeyCo.,111ontreal,Can.

New school outfits for the children are the chief
expense at this time in thousands of homes. Here
that expense can he reduced to a degree impossible
in other years—impossible now elsewhere—Carson,
Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago, RI.

As certain as school opens, just as certain
must supplies be bought to meet that event. The
only question to be considered now is where can
the biggest values for the least money be obtained.
" Where there's smoke, there's life," and the store
to which most people go for their supplies is the
one f,r all to patronize.—Hahne & Co., Newark,
New Jersey.
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High-

Grade

Modern

Jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

Show

Cases

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturing
To Order

Our Specialty

State your wants

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO., Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Time and money on your diamonds, send to the people who do
business quick. This talk is more especially to the Western
and Southwestern Jewelers who are within a trade radius of
Kansas City. We are well aware that there are " others " in
the diamond business, but we know how to buy for the Western
trade, the kind of treatment they want; besides, we have the
goods and you make no mistake when you order from us. Try
us on your next memorandum order.

The MeyeT jewe:Ty Company
ManufracWzling jewelleTa

Kayhea,5 moo
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Drummer's Story of His Own
Generosity

OD AM the most generous individual

that ever sold a bill of goods," mod-

estly declared a drummer in the

lobby of a local hotel this week.

" Nothing like having a good opinion of

yourself," suggested one of the party.

"Where did you get the reputation?"

" It's a long story," said the drummer,

settling back in his chair, " and the scene, as

usual with us traveling men, was in a Pull-

Ti a i car. I was looking out the window,

lost in a sort of day dream, when a little

tot about two years old left his mother

across the aisle and jumped up on the seat

beside me. Well, you know me with the

kids. I cut out the dreaming and took the

youngster on my lap.

" I jollied him with fairy stories for a

few moments, until he suddenly spied my

watch fob, and reaching down, he hauled out

my timepiece. Now, I've got a dandy watch,

one of the $400 kind that sounds fire alarms

and rings gongs and chimes and all that ; in

fact, the house gave it to me when I had

been with them twenty-five years, and I

wouldn't part with it for anything in the

world. But, fortunately, when I was in

Memphis, just before starting on this trip, I

went broke, and gave that good watch to a

friend of mine for safekeeping, while he loaned

me a much-needed $too bill.

" I had to have the time, so I dropped

into a cheap jewelry house and bought a

dollar watch and a fifty-cent fob. This was

what the kid hauled out of my pocket. He

looked it over, listened to its tick, and then,

babylike, he let it fall out of the window: We

were going about fifty miles an hour, and

the nearest station was seventy-five miles

away, so of course it was all off with the

watch. The kid's mother had looked over

just in time to see the infant toss the time-

piece out to the daisies, and she let out a

scream that would have made a Comanche

green with envy. She was up alongside in a

moment with all sorts of apologies and pro-

testations of grief at this unfortunate act of

her boy. I tried to calm her, but she kept

on insisting that I name the value of the lost

ticker, and she would give me a check in

payment.
"Think of that opportunity, boys, to

get back a few that I lost in Memphis. But

I decided to be honest and just get a little

fun out of the situation. I admitted to the

terrified lady that the watch had been a gift

from my employers, was valued far above

$400, and that it could play chimes, sound

fire alarms, had a searchlight and a few other

accessories, but I insisted that it was a small
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matter,' and that it was all right, and that I
would not think of taking any money in pay-
ment for the loss.
" She wanted to make it $600, and wrote

out a check for that amount, but I actually
refused to take the money. I know you boys
doubt that, but it is true as gospel. I just
swelled up, declared I didn't need the money
and looked at the other passengers with a
superior air, as if I was in the habit of buying
$400 watches every day or so. Before I left
the train the lady gave me her card and in-
sisted that I give her mine. I did so, and
when I got home there was a check awaiting
me for $600. Then it was up to me to con-
fess. I sat down and wrote the dear lady a
letter, inclosing her check back to her. In
the letter I merely said : The watch cost
$1 and the fob 50 cents, and I have had
more than $1.50 worth of fun out of the in-
cident.'
" I never received a reply to that letter."

A Ticking Egg Fools the liens
Timothy Varney, who lives three miles

east of Le Sueur, Minn., and keeps about
200 hens, has been greatly troubled, says the
St. Paul Pioneer Press, as have most people
who keep hens, by the persistent desire mani-
fested by the fowls to set, in season and out,

on eggs, stones, or doorknobs, or anything
else that comes handy. But he has got hold

of a plan now which he has quietly tried this

season with perfect success, and which he

warrants will cure the worst Light Brahma

cluck that ever vexed the heart of man of all

desire to sit, and all in less than three hours.

The cure consists of a cheap watch, with

a loud and clear tick to it, enclosed in a case

that is white and shaped like an egg. When

a hen manifests a desire to set out of season

he gently places this bogus egg under her

sheltering breast and the egg does the rest.

It ticks cheerfully away and soon the hen

begins to show signs of uneasiness and stirs

the noisy egg around with her bill, thinking,

perhaps, that it is already time for it to hatch,

and there is a chicken in it wanting to get

out. She grows more and more nervous as

the noise keeps up and soon jumps off the

nest and runs around awhile to cool off, but

returns again to her self-imposed duty. It

gets worse and worse with her and she wig-

gles about and cackles, ruffles her feathers

and looks wild, until at last, with a frenzied

squawk she abandons the nest for good and

all. The incubating fever is broken up.

Mr. Varney finds use for half a dozen of

these noisy eggs and claims that they pay for

their cost over and over during the year, by

keeping the hens at the business of laying

and not permitting them to waste the golden

hours in useless incubating.
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The Greatest Gold Field in the World

In an article on " South Africa, After

the War," in a recent issue of the Saturday

Evening Post, W. T. Stead, the well-known

London journalist, gives the following inter-

esting account of what he describes as the

greatest gold field in the world :

The Witwatersrand gold reef, of which Johan-

nesburg is the center, is one of the most-recently

developed gold fields in the world. The rock from

which the gold is extracted is a blue-gray stone, in
which'no trace of gold is visible to the naked eye.

If there is anything that glitters it is safe to assume

that it is iron pyrites rather than the precious

metal. The auriferous ore is a thin seam of pebbly

stone, which is patiently followed up and down its

deviouS way across the Rand. Its yield is very

uniform and it pays to extract it as long as it yields
nine pennyweights to the ton of ore. As the gold-

bearing seam descends to a great depth a great
capital expenditure is required before the ore can

be brought to the surface. It is then sorted, pul-

verized, treated with quicksilver, and then, by the

cyanide process, all the gold but eight or nine per
cent. is extracted. This irreducible minimum of
waste gold remains in the tailings, the vast white

hills of which are the most conspicuous feature of

the landscape as it has been " improved " by civ-

ilization. After some years it is expected that the
influence of the atmosphere will render it possible

to extract the last remnant of gold, but at present

it has to be left where it is.
There are no nuggets. There are patches

richer than others. But the glory of the reef is

its uniformity. The yield can be calculated to a

nicety. Below Johannesburg and the hills which
stretch east and west there are stored, according

to the calculations of mining experts, between five
thousand and ten thousand millions of dollars'

worth of gold. It is at present being extracted at

the rate of $70,000,000 per annum. If this rate is
doubled the last ton of payable ore will be lifted in
1954. Of course, new reefs may be discovered.
This calculation is based upon the reef now in

sight, the area of which has been measured and its

productivity accurately gaged. It is the treasure
of the Nibelungenlied, come to light in the end of

the nineteenth century.
The knowledge of the existence of five or

ten thousand millions of dollars' worth of gold is

not equivalent to its possession. There is more
gold in solution in the salt sea than in all the mines

of Johannesburg. There is said to be gold in the
paving stones of London. There is certainly gold

in the Welsh Hills. But the value of auriferous
ore depends entirely upon the cost of its ex-

traction.
The Rand would not have been worth work-

ing if side by side with the gold there had not been

found vast deposits of coal, which can be delivered

at the furnace at about $2 a ton. But even cheap

coal would not have sufficed to make the Rand a

success if the mine owners could not have had at

their command a supply of cheap labor. In Aus-

tralia, where gold mining is a white man's industry,

they calculate that ore that does not yield an ounce

to the ton is.hardly worth mining. In the Rand,

with cheap coal and cheap labor they can work ore
at a profit when it yields only nine pennyweights

to the ton.vvhrte
labor on the Rand is very dear. The

white men employed in the mines receive from
$100 to $150 a month. The Kaffirs are paid from
$12 to $17.50 a month.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder ispermanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jewelerthoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally

well posted on the newest Inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods andinstruments in this department.

Interesting Pattern of Tableware
A very unique and artistic floral pattern of sterling silver tableware is

shown in this illustration. It is patterned and named after the violet, a
specimen of floral life that would seem to be peculiarly adapted to the
ornamentation of silver goods. The " Violet " pattern is made by

A Skeleton Watch

One of the latest popular attrac-
tions in the horological line is a
skeleton watch, whose wheels and
general operation are immediately
visible without necessitating the
opening of the case or the unfastening
of any part of the timepiece. A line
of these ingenious watches is manu-
factured by the New England Watch
Co., Waterbury, Conn., and one of
them is shown in the accompanying
illustration. The movement is
handsomely finished in gilt and

" skeletonized " throughout,
permitting a full view of the
works. The crystals are espe-
cially ground to maintain the
graceful, thin model form of
the watch. It is lighter than
the ordinary i8 size watch and •

is a handsome, interesting pocket timepiece and a guaranteed timekeeper.
These watches are made with nickel silver, sterling silver and ten-karat
twenty year cases. Most people are familiar with the popular picture,
" Watching the Weels Go Round," showing a little girl observing the
working of the wheels of a hall clock. Adult watch buyers are but children
of a larger growth, and equally fascinated by the complicated motions of
watch or clock wheels. The visible works will be an interesting curiosity.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn. The grace and delicacy
of the stem and petal are reproduced in this line with artistic truth and close
attention to detail. The uniformity with which the different features of the
decoration are distributed over the article heightens the artistic effect, and
the general character of the execution shows good taste and a high standard
of workmanship. The illustration shown is half the 9ize of the original.

Continued Improvement in Eyeglasses
Anything designed to make eyeglasses fit more comfortably and more

securely will be welcomed by the optician no less than by all eyeglass
wearers. One of the troubles experienced with eyeglasses is that in many
cases the continued operation of slipping them on and off the nose causes
the screws to loosen little by little, and the glasses lose the firmness of grip

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cass

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 Llgne H Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS SEND FOR PRICE—LIST

SELLING

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

In the " Neverwiggle " eyeglass which is shown in the accompanying illus-
tration, and is manufactured by the Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.,
this difficulty has been overcome by means of the new patent " Bridle Studs,"
which lock the screws so that they are said to be absolutely immovable
under all circumstances. Any style of guards may be attached and the
Bridle studs will lock them. In the Neverwiggle, too, the guards and springs
are easily changed.

New Pattern in Silverware

The accompanying illustration shows a new and interesting style of
silverware decoration. The new pattern has been appropriately named the
" Vintage," and is made by the Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co., successor). It has been applied to a number of
articles for the table, including forks, serving pieces and hollow-handle
cutlery. These goods are finished in French
gray, with burnished bowls, blades and tines.
The conception is an original one, and
makes an interesting departure from the
strictly floral style. The vine leaf and the
clustering grapes lend themselves with
facility to the uses of the art craftsman ;
their ornamental effect is agreeable to the
eye and, in this instance, they are given
artistic expression in a very skillful manner.

A Clock that Runs Without Winding
Among the new inventions of interest

to the jewelry trade is the Rempe clock,
which " runs without winding." This
clock, which is illustrated herewith, Is
manufactured and put on the market by
the Rempe Manufacturing Co., Danville,
Pa. It is self-winding, embodying new
features. It has but three wheels, two
springs and two levers, all ingeniously
arranged. The weak ' point in all self-
winding clocks has been the contact point.
In the Rempe clock the makers state that
the contact is a forced one with a slide
motion, and no matter how much dirt or
dust gets on the contact it is cleaned off
every time the clock winds. The simplicity
of the action is such that it obviates con-
siderably disorder and irregularity in the
working. Another important point is the
way the power is applied to the train ; this
consists of a pair of curved levers of cy-
doidal form which roll against each other
without friction and utilize all the power in
the batteries. On tests made they show
that there is enough power to run these
clocks from six to eight years, but as bat-
teries deteriorate with age the life probably
will not be more than two years, when a
new pair of batteries will be required. As
the trade have the assurance that no knowl-
edge of electricity is necessary for the repair of these clocks, all hesitancy
in handling them has been removed. Such repairs as may in time be
required are easily accomplished by any watchmaker, the simplicity of
the mechanism greatly facilitating same.

(Continued on page 1643)
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is now ready for inspection. In anticipating the wants of the retail trade
for this fall, our purchases have been larger than ever before, and we are
prepared to prove our claims that we have made extraordinary prepara-
tions to take care of the retail jewelers' wants this season. We are partic-
ularly strong in Elgin, Waltham, Hamilton and New England Watches,
and the standard makes of Gold and Filled Cases. Our lines of Pairpoint
Silverware, Mt. VVashington Cut Glass and a general line of Jewelry, are
also most attractive. When you come to the Chicago market we invite
you to call-- we will make you welcome whether you buy or not.

STE:N a'A ELEA GEN C

[One dozen
Pearl
Holders, assorted
sizes, put up on elegant trays,

is a leading feature in our business
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New Goods anD Inventions

(Continued Ti  Urn page 1641)

New Pattern of Silver Toilet Ware
Judging by the increasing number of new designs in silverware that are

being produced it would appear that the possibilities for variety in this
particular sphere of craftsmanship are inexhaustible. In the illustration

MIP NY
WHOILEgALE SEWELEIR5 AHD 1011.A7110HICI, CUTTER 

Collumbua Memoriali lldg ClitilCAGO

F. T. PEARCE & CO. Makers of Gold Pens, Holders
Pencils, Toothpicks, Cigar Piercers,

Fountain and Stylo=
graphic
Pens

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS, 85 SPRAGUE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 MAIDEN LANE

OUR NEW OFFERING

herewith is shown one of the articles comprised in new and original toilet
sets made by the Bristol Manufacturing Co., Attleboro, Mass. The floral
pattern of these goods is rich and elaborate, and the manner of execution
skillful ; the structural detail of the blossom with its curl-
ing leaves being reproduced with artistic fidelity. No line of
goods has reached a higher degree of popularity than silver •
toilet ware, and this popularity is largely attributable to the
beautiful toilet articles now on the market. The fall lines are
greatly enriched by the new sets above referred to.

A Unique Scarf Pin
In the accompanying illustration is shown a scarf pin,

which is one of an ingenious and salable line of scarf pins
and brooches of the variety known as perpetual tremblers.
These interesting novelties may be had from any jobber and
a catalogue can be had by addressing Perpetual Trembler,
Elmwood Station, Providence, R. I. They are made in a
diversity of designs, all original in character and calculated
to appeal to every form of taste. The continual movement
or tremble which they are made to maintain is their most
unique feature and should make them popular with all
lovers of novelty.

Clock Souvenir of the Exposition
Our illustration shows the

design of the new Louisiana
Purchase Exposition souvenir
clock frame, made by the Anchor
Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, Minn
A patent was recently granted
the company on this design. It
represents the flower of France,
the fleur-de-lis, and shows the
portraits of Napoleon and Jeffer-
son, with the dates 18o3--rao4.
The design is very appropriate.
being in the character of a mono-
gram composed of the letters
L P E—Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position. It can also be used as
a picture frame.

"The Hartford Combination Set"
A practical combination set of tableware, consisting of

6 Medium Knives ; 6 Medium Forks ; 6 Dessert Spoons ;
6 Teaspoons ; i Butter Knife, and i gold-lined Sugar
Shell. The knives are made of the best crucible steel,
plated 14 dwts. silver to the dozen, hand burnished. The
spoons and forks are made from fine 18 per cent. nickel-
silver, are heavy weight, with just enough ornamentation
to take away the plain effect. They are heavily plated,and sectional plated at exposed parts. The style and
finish of these cannot be surpassed and our certificatewarrant for 25 years is in each case. The case is made ofwood, beautifully trimmed with silver mountings and white
satin linings. These cases make an elegant display and
sell about as fast as you can do them up. We will send
one case to any responsible dealer for $6.00, 5 per cent. off
for cash, and if they are not found as represented, ship them
back at our expense, and your money will be refunded.

The Melrose Silver Co. (Inc.), 255-259 High Street, Hartford, Conn.

An Improvement in Spectacle Frames
The bulk of the inventive

talent of the time is devoted to
such devices as will add to the
personal comfort of the individual,
a fact well exemplified in the
numerous improvements in spec-

tacle and eyeglass frames. One opportunity for improvement was fur-

New Pattern of Sterling Flatware
The accompanying illustration shows a new pattern and an original

style of decoration in sterling silver flatware. This pattern is named the
" Intaglio " and is made by Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass. The artistic
effect in this design is very striking and
shows perfect die work. The detail of the
flower is brought out with great salience
and artistic truth, and the embellishment is
spread over the article with pleasing unifor-
mity. An entirely unique and original pro-
cess has been employed in reproducing this
Pretty flower and the result is a triumph of
decorative skill. The " Intaglio " pattern
embraces a great variety of fancy pieces
appropriate for the fall and holiday seasons.
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nished by the ear pieces in spectacle frames, and ou
coil tip attachment of The Spencer Optical Co.,
doing away with discomfort from the spectacle
frame on the sensitive integrement around
the ear.

New Campaign Fobs
While the great political battle is on, cam-

paign novelties will no doubt find a ready sale
and are therefore profitable goods to handle.
Among those that should prove popular with
adherents of either of the great parties are the
Roosevelt and Parker fobs, one of which is
shown in the accompanying illustration. The
International Jewelry Co., 14 Maiden Lane,
New York, makes these fobs in silverplated,
with black and buff leathers and with black
ribbon, and in sterling silver, oxidized, with
black ribbon and black and buff leathers.
There is a timely interest to these goods
which should make an effective appeal to popu-
lar sympathies or party loyalty, if the tide of
election enthusiasm be taken at the flood.

r illustration shows the
New York, a device for

New Eyeglass Guard
In the illustration herewith is shown one of the latest improvements in

eyeglasses. This is entitled the Merry U. S. Grip, and is made by the
Merry Optical Company, Kansas City, Mo. This grip is practically self-

adjusting. The base of the guards should always be given plenty of free-
dom, however, as they act simply as a support for the glasses, the hold or
grip of the guard being dependent almost entirely upon the adjustable pad

at the top. The. constructive arrangement
allows the pad to move back and forth with any
unusual movement of the flesh, and therefore
does not slip or " wiggle " off. The grooving
of the metal or face of the guard gives a gradual
and flexible spring effect, which is an important
advantage. The screw lock shoulder is an
effective device for preventing the loosening of

the guard or stud screw that has become a conceded necessity in eye-
glasses. The offset angle is readily changed or bent to any desired position
without mutilating or destroying the appearance and finish of the guard.
This device is symmetrical in design and neat in its appearance.

(Conlinutd on .t.a.gz 1647)



" If it burns alcohol, we make it"

The Sternau Coffee Machine
is superior to any Coffee Machine on the market?

BECAUSE
It is constructed from a sanitary standpoint.
It is impossible to thoroughly cleanse the inside of alter machines.
The Sternau Machine is the only one that does not have a narrow neck.
In the Sternau Machine the sieve is not fixed to the globe, but is a

separate part.
The glass globes are interchangeable and will fit any Sternau Machine

—a good point in case of breakage.
The handles are made of ebonized wood—you can't burn your fingers.
The Sternau Machine is fitted with the " Sterno-Inferno " Lamp, the

only perfect alcohol lamp.
The machine locks to the stand, avoiding possibility of upsetting.
It is automatic in action.
Our booklet " K " tells you all about it. We shall be glad to send it

with our Complete Catalogue " No. i6 " of Chafing Dishes, Tea Kettles,
Trays, etc., on request.

S. STERNAU 6 CO.
204 Church Street, cor. Thomas, NEW YORK

Factory 195 Plymouth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y

When mak i ng- your fall purchases, ask your jobber for the
best known and most artistic

LOCKETS,
WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.

Fifty Years Established

II igh-Grade

JEWELERS'
MACHINERY
This drop hammer is specially

designed for very accurate

Stamping flid Shaping of fine

and delicate work, such as

Watch and Clock parts, Hands,

Crowns, Pendants, Rings, etc.

Write us for prices and further

information.

7524
Fairy of the Stars, green

anti rose finish

None gemlinc without
I rade-mark

stumped inside

7517
Chestnut color head,

white face E.W. BLISS CO.
Our lockets are made in every size, shape and style in vogue. In 14 karat

and 10 karat gold, sterling silver, g gold shell, fine rolled-plate, qualities
always guaranteed to be as represented.

BEWARE of GOLD and FILLED lockets, that do not bear the
maker's mark.

The M gold shell lockets are particularly desirable, for monograms, as
they can be engraved without cutting through the gold.

Our new fancy Art Nouveau, green and rose gold finish lockets, both
for ladies and gents., are great sellers.

SEND FOR NM ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

27 Adams Street

BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

European Office

Clichy pres Paris, France

Distributing Agents for Chicago and Vicinity : Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St.,
Chicago, Ill.
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THEE KlYSTOIN

We are now beginning to feel the impulse of
renewed activity in all branches of the jewelry
trade. The past month has shown a decided gain
all along the line. Stocks are filling up rapidly,

and extra efforts are being made among the jobbers

to prepare for the rush which is soon to come.
Manufacturers until now have been feeling san-
guine that they could take care of their trade nicely
this fall in the way of filling orders, but the un-
usually heavy demand made upon them lately has
caused the impression to prevail that some diffi-
culty will be found in supplying the " late corners"
properly. The general opinion now is that there
will be a heavy fall trade, fully as large as preced-
ing years. Many new and attractive things are
seen in the display windows. A general feeling of
satisfaction prevails.

W. F. King of Adrian, Mich., the pioneer
jeweler of the State, recently made a trip to Wind-
sor, Ont., to see and hear the original Black Watch
Band, of Scotland, which is touring Canada. Mr.
King states that he, when a boy of fifteen, followed
this same band in his native town in Scotland
many years ago. Mr. King recently celebrated his
seventy-second birthday by paying his respects to
the trade in Detroit. He was seen at Belle Isle on
that day chasing the elusive squirrel with as much
agility as a young person.

M. A. Deline, who purchased the stock and
good will of G. W. Gates, of Morenci, Mich., has
added materially to his already comprehensive
stock. Mr. Deline was in this market recently
purchasing for the fall trade. He feels now that he
has one of the best stocks in Southern Michigan.

J. G. Berry, of Vanderbilt, Mich., spent the
summer in Detroit. Mr. Berry feels that he has
carried the responsibilities of his business about
long enough, and therefore has practically turned

the business over to his son.

E. D. Grandmanson, of Kenton, Ohio, was a
recent visitor in this market making numerous
purchases for the fall trade.

Noack & Gorenflo have just completed their

annual catalogue. This edition covers 296 pages

and comprises a general line of everything needed

by the watchmakers and jewelers. The book is

neatly bound with a durable gray colored cover.

will pay you to write for a copy should you not

receive on within a short time.

J. B. Gibbons and wife, of Charlotte, Mich.,

spent a few days here recently making selections

for fall and holiday trade. Mr. Gibbons has just

recently moved into new quarters, and with new

fixtures and additional stock his place is made a

very attractive one.

Burr, Patterson & Co., manufacturing jewelers,

of this city, have just issued a neat and attractive

booklet containing original designs in gold and

silver novelties. The book will be mailed to their

customers among the college fraternities through-

out the States. This firm makes a specialty of

society emblems as well.

Mennc L. Landis was married September T3th
to Miss Edna Marguerite Steinman, of Attercliffe,
Ont. Mr. and Mrs. Landis will reside in Detroit,
where Mr. Landis conducts a school of engraving.
THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

L. M. Bennett, of Traverse City, Mich., has
just moved into his new store. New fixtures and
stock add materially to the general up-to-date
appearance of his attractive store. Mr. Bennett
is an old traveling jewelry salesman, having repre-

sented several large jobbing houses for many years.

•

V. C. Morse and wife, of Ithaca, Mich., left
for an extended trip through the South recently.

H. J. Zimmerman, of Milan, Mich., was in
town last month making numerous purchases.

E. J. Putts, of Carleton, Mich., has moved
into his new store and added new stock.

C. P. Phillips, of Bowling Green, Ohio, made
a flying trip to this market recently to replenish
his stock for fall trade.

Recent buyers in this market not mentioned
in the above items were: A. Geiger, Bay City, Mich.;
G. B. Peck, North Branch, Mich.; W. J. Bottomley,
Brown City, Mich.; L. Roy Fuller, Yale, Mich.;
Sherk & Son, Mayville, Mich.; E. A. Cress, Min-
den City, Mich.; E. A. Prange, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; A. L. Gregory, Lapeer, Mich.; M. F. Far-
rington, Saranac, Mich.; C. S. Graves, Bad Axe,
Mich.; A.V. Loomis, Lapeer, Mich.; W. M. Dewitt,
St. Johns, Mich.; A. S. Putnam & Co., Manistique,
Mich.; M. D. • Walton, Armada, Mich.; D. C.
Rogers, Flushing, Mich.; A. L. Bonewell, Gibson-
burg, Ohio ; F. N. Pauli, Pontiac, Mich.

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Trade conditions improved considerably last
month, although the volume of business was
scarcely equal to that for the same period last year.
There is much improvement in the situation in the
steel industry, the placing of orders by railroad
companies proving very beneficial. There is no
excitement or alarm in this section over the presi-
dential campaign, and the people are buckling
down to fall business with unshaken confidence.
The prospects for winter trade are brightening
daily.

L. M. Sigler is, at this writing, visiting New
York and other Eastern points. He is accom-
panied by his family and is combining business
with pleasure.

H. W. Burdick is again attending to business
after a painful illness of two weeks.

S. J. Ball, son of Webb C. Ball, of the Webb
C. Ball Watch Co., has just returned from an
extended trip through the wilds of Canada. Mr.
Ball had a delightful time, and had sport aplenty
with rod and gun.

A. T. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,
has been East for a few weeks buying the latest
in novelties. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard recently cele-
brated their twentieth wedding anniversary, and
received on the occasion a handsome Sevres vase
as a token of esteem from the employees of the firm.

Will. Wagner, the well-known traveler for the
Sigler Bros. Co., has just recovered from an oper-
ation for a deep abscess. The operation was
entirely successful and Mr. Wagner was enabled

to resume his duties.
H. S. Hurlbut, traveler for the Scribner &

Loehr Co., is again out after an operation for

mastoiditis. Mr. Hurburt was in the hospital for

a month, as the operation for this ailment is

extremely painful and dangerous.
A new firm will occupy the room vacated by

the C. C. Sigler Co. C. P. Coyne and John L.

Murray will engage in the jewelry business soon in
that location. Mr. Coyne has been in the furniture
business on Ontario Street for a number of years,
and Mr. Murray is a practical jeweler who was
with the Siglar Co. for some time.

Frank L. Sumner has again embarked in the
jewelry business, having become connected with
Fred. Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelry Co. A branch

store will be run at 14 Colonial Arcade, with Mr.
Sumner as manager.
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Camillio Taussig, who sold his shop in the
Clarence Building about three months ago and
went to the coast, has been in town lately. Mr.
Taussig was buying machinery and tools with
which to start a factory in Los Angeles, whither he
has removed.

H. C? Brooks, hitherto engraver for Bowler &
Burdick Co., has resigned and has entered the
employ of the Gorham Mfg. Co., at its New York
establishment.

Judd Dye, hitherto of Galion, Ohio, has moved
to this city and become assistant to Mr. Dietz in the
material department of the Bowler & Burdick Co.

C. F. Einig, the wefl-known watch expert,
will spend a few days at the world's fair, and no
doubt will be much interested in the various watch
exhibits.

Chas. J. Roseberry, the Detroit.Street jeweler,
will open a branch store on the South Side on
Denison Avenue.

W. J. Eroe and wife, of New Castle, Pa., were
in town last month on a visit of pleasure.

Chas. Groth, secretary an. treasurer of Bowler
& Burdick Co., is attending the fair, and will visit
his old home in Kansas.

Wm. Valhowe has resigned his position as
clockmaker with the Cowell & Hubbard Co., and
will locate in Omaha, Nebr.

Chas. E. Burris, Galion, Ohio, who was mar-
ried recently, has sold out his business and, it is
reported, will locate in Lorain, Ohio.

L. W. Wyckoff, of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, has
gone on a trip to the Western States to investigate
a mining proposition in the Black Hills.

A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohio, recently
presented a fine clock to the Lake County Trade
and Labor Union.

B. F. Kerr has discontinued his business at
Ashtabula, Ohio, and is now looking for a new
field.

Chas. Bargman, Toledo, Ohio, has moved
from 505 Summit Street to 442 St. Clair Street.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in the
city during the past month : E. J. G. Lovett, Wil-
loughby, Ohio ; Albert Zang, Alliance, Ohio ; A. J.
Heiman, Barberton, Ohio ; C. J. Duncan, Mas-
sillion, Ohio ; John Ewing, Kent, Ohio ; T. H.
Adamson, Cochranton, Pa.; Geo. F. High, Medina,
Ohio ; L. G. Goddard, Ravenna, Ohio ; D. Leon-
heiser, Huron, Ohio ; J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia,
Ohio.

Opalized Shark in New South Wales
Since they were first discovered the famous

opal fields at White Cliffs, New South Wales, have
yielded many curious fossils, particularly those of
prehistoric marine life, says Chambers' Journal.
But the latest discovery is a most extraordinary
one, and will prove of the deepest interest to the
scientific world. It is that of a fossilized, or rather
opalized, member of the shark family, which was
found on Block No. 9, at a depth of 35 feet from
the surface. The Sydney press states that the
specimen measures 3 feet 6 inches from the snout
to the tip of the tail. The body is in seven sections,
the circumference of the largest of which (the head

and shoulder portion) is 18 inches ; each section is
6 inches in length.

The deeply indented eye sockets show very
plainly, " and thin veins of purple opal encircle the

fish from tip to tip." At the mouth these veins
make an oblong and clearly defined course, though
the continuity is occasionally broken. No particu-
lars as to weight are given, but as the fossil has
been sent to London, these and other matters of
interest will soon be determined.
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Automatic Toric Lens-Grinding Machine

The growing popularity of tone lenses is responsible tor a new auto-
matic toric lens-grinding machine of wonderful simplicity and efficiency.
This machine is manufactured under letters patent No. 766,482, granted on

August 2d of this year, the manufacturers being Pinkham & Smith, of

Boston, Mass., and the inventor Walter J. Wolfe, formerly with Ross, Ltd.,

London, and now with the Boston firm. The machine is entirely automatic

ill its working, a mere boy being able to run a half dozen of them, while the

makers claim that the work done is equal to that of the most skilled

workman. The machine will grind any kind of tonic lenses or cylindrical

lenses and any form of tonic curve, phis or minus.

Quaint Hollowware Novelties

FOR SPECIAL ORDER WORK ALL
DIAMOND MOUNTINGS - ME

OUR FACILITIES GUARANTEE
AT REASONABLE

KINDS OF REPAIRING
DALS •CLASS PINS -ete,
PROMT- DELIVERY •
THE BEST OF WORK
-PRICES

COME TO THE
ST. LOUIS

WORLD'S FAIR

And when you do come, make your headquarters
at our office, where you can receive your mail and
attend to your correspondence. You are welcome
here, and we will do all in our power to make
your visit a pleasant one.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.
Manufacturers' Agents

Bepi,,,nting NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
WATSON & NEWELL CO.

614 L.A3cu.st St rt

T. LOUIS, MO.

Iii••■•••••

, ,

i '- .•__ .••••• 
THESE ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS ARE.

• ''''' „owi:PREPARATICIDIS IN)Riallojffit COLITAININ. .
• f i ,,-4,111IETALAND CHEMICALS itv ACCURATE PRO• ' .0., jp.r onnort mom: cmrc AT foltivii I Zi 4-1000RREC: ..• .. ,710 SHADES. MISSOLVED 1NWRTER: THE BATH Is Tyro= ::'74RER171Y FOR USE_ WORKED WITH EITHER 

_
ER DYNAMO on..,.. BATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.

SOME OF THE SALTS : Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or IS K., Red, Guinea, Old EnelislGuinea tireen, Guinea Hose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts, French Oray Din, Silver Elsolizer, ()sides, Ete.OUR 

, ELECTRO.PLATING ••
SALTS FOR Dark Green Gold m_zi Orange Rose Gold

(Antique (.reen) (Orange Yellow)are the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing thhkind of work with order. Our Eleet ro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.
U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. HIrschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St.. NEW YORK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

Hollowware has its wealth
of new designs as well as flat-
ware. A daintily-designed article
in this line is the candlestick
shown in our illustration. There
is a graceful art nouveau effect,
and a departure from the con-
ventional that is very pleasing.
This is one of many attractive
novelties in hollowware made

by the NI. S. Benedict Manufac-
turing Co., of East Syracuse,

N. Y. - The candlestick is seven

inches high, and the revival of

the quaint that is now the

vogue makes it a timely article

to handle.

New System of Time
Distribution

In this hurricane age,

when time is, indeed, money,

and when correct time is a

universal essential, the new

Thrasher time system is espe-

cially opportune and interesting.

In the big modern hotel and

office buildings part of the

equipment will be a system

giving correct time in each

room. The Thrasher system, devised by the Thrasher Time System,

New Haven, Conn., is admirably adapted for this purpose, a master hall

clock regulating with absolute accuracy the time of all the secondary clocks

that constitute the system. The system is not self-winding in the accepted

sense, for there is no winding. It is rather self-impelled, the time-indicating

mechanism being automatically actuated by a simple electrical 
device.

There is no time-train, a simple ratchet operating the device with 
accuracy.

Another New Floral Pattern

So many and so excellent have been the achievements in 
floral pattern

designing that it would be invidious to make comparisons. Yet another

triumph in this line is shown in our illustration. This new pattern is named

the "Nenuphar,” the botanical name of the flower used in its 
decoration,

the great white water lily of Europe. This pattern is one of the many new

ideas in flatware designs admirably

worked out by the American Silver Co.,

Bristol, Conn. The detail of the beauti-

ful flower is reproduced with great

skill. The die work is perfect in detail,

showing all the characteristics of the

water lily, with its drooping blossom and

gracefully-flowing blade. The general

contour of the decoration is symmetrical

and pleasing in appearance.
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A Gold-Mining Dredge

The newest machine for gold mining, says the Book Lovers'

Magazine, is practically a gigantic dredging machine. A great

steel ladder extends in front of the vessel, like an inverted bow-

sprit. Up and down the ladder march in endless procession

bucket-shaped plows, with mouths of manganese steel. The chain

that carries them will support a weight of five hundred tons.

These keen-edged scoops will cut through solid rock. A marine

engine drives them with irresistible force. They delve into the

banks ahead of the ship, literally eating up the land. Gorged with

rock and sand, the buckets mount the ladder again, and along a

huge gantry are carried back to a rotary cylindrical screen, into

which they discharge their contents at the rate of thirteen buckets

a minute. Each one of these steel carriers contains five cubic feet

of earth, so that an amount of material equal to the contents of

three city dump carts is poured every minute of the day and night

into the whirling cylinder.
Other machinery separates the gold automatically. The total

expense in a day in the operation of one of the great gold-mining

vessels is something less than thirty dollars. The ships cost from

fifty thousand to. ninety-five thousand dollars, according to size.

The first year's cruise will pay for the monster itself, will pay the

cost of the land, even at five thousand dollars the acre, will meet

all expenses, including repairs and depreciation of machinery, and

still net the owner over one hundred thousand dollars. These are

figures of actual operations, and regarding land carrying a low

proportion of gold. It is little wonder that the men who own

these mining fleets do not advertise. Many of them are reaping a

profit of more than six hundred per cent. on their investment.

The industry is, of course, legitimate in every sense, but it has all

get-rich-quick schemes absolutely eclipsed.

One of the gold-ships will devour an acre of earth every

month. As there are now one hundred vessels in the unique

Pacific Coast fleet, one hundred agricultural acres are being perma-

nently destroyed every thirty days. In the valleys thus far pros-

pected and purchased by the operators there is an assurance of at

least fifty years of mining activity ; so that at the end of that

period, even if no additional boats were launched in new sections,

6o,000 fertile acres will have been deduced from the tillable areas

of Western America.
Of course, no amount of yellow metal can actually offset the

annihilation of the fairest valleys husbandry has made to bloom.

As these ships tear up alluvial acres at a cost of three and four

cents a ton, and can work at a profit land that contains a very

small proportion of yellow sands, it means that few valleys whose

rivers rise in mountains are safe from invasion. And so the

Western States in America have reason to regard with grave

seriousness the cruising of those semi-subterranean squadrons,

which can gather yellow particles so microscopic that the

human eye cannot detect them, and in reaping this precious

harvest can so metamorphose fertile dominions into perpetual

desolation.
The search for gold by means of floating steel monsters has,

indeed, become a genuine yellow peril !
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Philadelphia Letter

So large has been the increase

Another Trade in the Southern business of
the Philadelphia merchants in
the last four months, as the re-

sult of a vigorous campaign of advertising instituted

by the several trade organizations here, that a plan

was outlined at a meeting of the board of directors

of the Merchants' and Travelers' Association on

September 23d for the prosecution of a similar

campaign in the Middle and Middle Western

States. It is proposed to adopt a similar advertis-

ing idea to the one used so successfully in the

South. Circulars will be sent to representative

business houses in New Jersey, Delaware, Western

Pennsylvania and the Middle West, setting forth

the advantages Philadelphia merchants have to

offer in all lines of trade, and inviting prospective

buyers to visit this city and personally inspect the

goods. According to Director Collins' plans,

arrangements will be made with the various rail-

roads to run special excursions to this city at a

one and one-third rate and allow merchants to

take advantage of the trip's stop-over privileges

here. If these arrangements cannot be made, the

leading merchants in the several lines of trade will

be asked to allow a rebate on the fare paid to this

city by out-of-town customers who transact a

certain amount of business here. This plan has

already been adopted by more than thirty business

men here, who speak highly of it. A committee

was appointed to take up the matter of extending

the trade canvass to new territories, and Calvin M.

Smyth was made chairman.
The arrest of a man named

Alleged Swindling Charles Damon, some weeks

Scheme Frustrated ago,frustrated a scheme which
otherwise might have devel-

oped with serious consequences to Weber &

Brother, jewelers and opticians, 2209 N. Front

Street. Damon, it is alleged, went to the estab-

lishment of Charles L. Wolff, a printer, 857 N.

Tenth Street, and ordered 500 blanks printed in

the name of Weber & Brothers. Wolff accepted

the order, but became suspicious, and communi-

cated with the jewelry firm and learned that no

one had been authorized to give such an order. A

special policeman and a patrolman were notified,

and when Damon appeared to receive the order

blanks from Wolff he was arrested. At the subse-

quent hearing before Magistrate Ternan, Jeweler

Weber said that if Damon had succeeded in obtain-

ing the order blanks he could have secured thou-

sands of dollars' worth of goods on the firm's

credit. Damon said another man induced him to

give the order, but the police did not credit this

defence. Magistrate Ternan held Damon in Moo
bail for court. He was taken to the City Hall and

photographed and looked over by the detectives.

The disappearance on Septem-
ber 14th of a case containing

ples Disappear jewelry valued, it is stated, at

$3000, from a porter's pushcart

at Ninth and Market Streets, was the subject of

rather sensational notice in' the daily papers. The

jewelry, so the papers stated, consisted of neck-

laces, brooches, pins and bracelets, and belonged

to George H. Calhoun & Co., Providence, R. I.,

with two other cases of similar jewelry, it was

brought to this city on the previous morning by

the company's traveling salesman, M. A. Mayer.

According to Mayer, he had Macaran, a porter,

carry the three cases from Broad Street station to

the Bingham House, and from the hotel to a de-

Campaign

H

Salesman's Sam-
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partment store. Macaran used a pushcart, and
Mayer followed him to the store. The salesman
entered the store by a front entrance and went to
the seventh floor. Macaran took the pushcart and
the three cases of jewelry to a rear entrance to the
place. He had carried two of the cases into the
store to Mayer, and had gone to the street again to
get the third case, when he ran back to the sales-
man and told him that the case of jewelry and the
pushcart had disappeared. Mayer promptly!causeil
the arrest of Macaran. The prisoner was arraigned
before Magistrate Kochersperger and held for a
further hearing. Almost as mysteriously as they
disappeared on Wednesday, however, , the case
and its. contents were recovered on the fallow*
day in a doorway on Jayne Street above Seventh.
The police attribute the disappearance of the goods

to mischievous boys, who wanted to play a trick
on the porter who had them in charge. The latter
was iriimediately released upon the recovery of

the goods.
Ernest Goldy, of this city, a recent graduate

of the Philadelphia College of Horology, has ac-
cepted a position in the jewelry store of C. S.

Powell,.,5 South Eighth Street.
In competition with several retail jewelers,

Z. J. Pequignot recently secured the contract for

the supply of the souvenirs distributed in connec-

tion with the celebration of the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of the Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Philadelphia. Mr. Pequignot's design for roo scarf

pins consists of a St. Bernard dog's head, emblem-

atic of the company, and the badge submitted by

him is a handsome jeweled one, encrusted with

diamonds.
The firm of C. F. Rumpp & Sons, manufac-

turers of pocketbooks and fancy leather goods, at

Sixth and Cherry Streets, was recently incor-

porated as C. F. Rumpp & Sons Co., an interest

in the business being given to the more responsible

and valued employees. In their employ at the

present time are men who entered the service as

boys, and who have been faithfully aiding in main-

taining the standard of the firm by excellent and

thorough workmanship in every detail of their

daily labor. These will find a meet reward in

part proprietorship in this successful business.

The following are some of the recent arrivals

at the Philadelphia College of Horology: W. Hains,

Philadelphia, Pa.; G. Stanley Nicoli, Patchogue,

N. Y.; R. Deitz, Hanover, Pa.; C. H. Hartman,

Hanover, Pa.; H. Gallbreath, Johnstown, Pa.;

John Pahl, West Troy, N. Y.; M. L. Britt, Newton

Grove, N. C.; G. G. Hardy, Whitehall, N. Y.;

Thos. A. Goslin, Philadelphia ; Davis Bellemy,

Maunch Chunk, Pa.; L. Lennolt, Oswego, N. Y.;

W. Allen, Mt. Holly, N. J.; G. A. Smith, Golds-

boro, N. C.; Chris. Kelly, Pottsville, Pa.; G. M.

Bunker, W. Va.; C. R. Mays, Reading, Pa.; H.

O'Neil, Dubois, Pa.; M. M. Reider, Newton, N. J.;

Emil Spese, Philadelphia ; Carl Hulbert, Middle-

burg, N. Y.; J. B. Feeney, Holyoke, Mass.

It Pays to Make Concessions

It does not pay to be " small " in business.

Many a merchant has lost a dollar by haggling

over half a cent. It pays sometimes to let a

customer have his own way, but it never pays to

argue about it. When a merchant is asked to

make a small discount he should decide at once

whether it is advisable to grant the request. If he

thinks it best to stick to his price he should decline

courteously but firmly to make the reduction, and

should avoid a prolonged discussion of the subject.

If he decides to allow the discount he should do so
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in a manner that will not spoil the effect of the
concession. He should not try to convey the
impression that he is bestowing charity, or act as
if he believed his generosity would land him in the
poorhouse.

When it is possible, it is undoubtedly best to
make the prices right at the start, and then stick
to them. Then, if it be found that any line will
not sell at the prices fixed, it should be reduced to
all alike. But most retail merchants find it ex-
tremely difficult to adhere to any hard and fast
rules. The laws of the Medes and Persians would
not be well adapted to modern merchandising. A
refusal to make a small reduction may cause the
loss of a profitable customer. The big department
stores can afford to have one price and stick to it.
In fact, their business could not be conducted on
any other principle. But to the average retailer,
especially to one doing business in a small town,
where he knows every one and where every one
knows him, the case is entirely different. Such a
merchant is pretty sure to find a rigid adherence
to the one-price rule a very expensive luxury.

What has been said here refers chiefly to
what might be called compulsory concessions

—to compliance with requests or demands for
discounts and reductions. This serves a pur-
pose in retaining customers, but it can never
be entirely satisfactory to the merchant. It is a
method of doing business that requires the ex-
ercise of much tact and judgment, and is, to state
the fact plainly, a premium on kicking. The
customer who gets the discount feels under no
obligation, for he knows he would have received
none if he had not demanded it. Customers who
pay the regular prices without protest are un-
fairly treated, and, if they learn that others are
paying less, have good cause to be dissatisfied.
By giving concessions to prevent the loss of custo-
mers the merchants may bring about the result he
fears.

As Others Hear Us
The last person a man becomes acquainted

with is himself. He cannot see himself as others

see him, nor can he even hear his own voice with
the ears of the rest of the world. In proof of this

latter inability, Doctor Laloy, in La Nature, de-

scribes some of his experiments.
If a person records on a phonograph a few

sentences pronounced by himself, together with

others by his friends, and causes the machine to
reproduce these, it generally happens that he easily
recognizes his friends' voices, but not his own. On

the other hand, the friends recognize his voice

perfectly. This fact proves that every one hears

his own voice differently from others.
The difference lies in the quality of the tone.

One hears his own voice, not only through the air,

as do his auditors, but across the solid parts,

situated between the organs of speech and those

of hearing. The sound thus produced has a differ-

ent timbre from that conducted to the ear by the

air above.
Take the end of a wooden rod between the

teeth and pronounce a vowel continuously. Let

the other end be alternately taken between the

teeth and released by another person who, at the

same time, stops his ears.
The latter will find that every time he seizes

the rod in his teeth the sound is stronger than

when it reaches the ear through the air above, and

has a different quality. The passage of sound

through a solid body augments its intensity and

modifies its quality.



HIGH-CLASS FANS
Make suitable Birthday, Wedding and Christmas Gifts and are used extensively at dances, parties and thetheater. We show a few of our 300 styles that we imported direct.

wly

No. 102.30 Carved real ebony sticks ; black silk gauze, ettomine insertion and black spangles to matchNo. 10326 Cabinet Fan ; tine quality silk gauze, heavily steel spangled, with white or black bone sticksNo. 10773 Empire Fan ; hand painted on fine quality of silk, gilt spangles and gilt carved wood sticksNo. 10777 Pompadour Fan ; amber colored celluloid sticks, two subjects of hand paintings, steel spanglesNo. 10318 Empire Fan ; all lace applique and lace insertion, carved bone sticksNo. 10319 Silk Gauze Fan ; handsome embroidered insertion and carved bone sticks

$3  00 each
6  00 each
3  00 each
3  75 each
.3  00 each
3  50 each

No. 10306 Empire Fan ; real mother-of-neari sticks, fine silk, beautifully full steel spangled, real Duchess lace edge $0  00 each
No. 10305 Real white mother-of-pearl sticks, white paintings on fine silk gauze, steel spangled, lace edge . . ... ........ . . . 7.50 each
No. 10340 Pompadour Fan ; carved bone sticks inlaid with steel spangles, double silk gauze, steel spangled design, iridescent pearl silk effect 6.00 each
No. 10338 Handsotnely carved hone sticks, steel' inlaid ; hand painted in two subjects, steel spangles 5  00 each
No. 10273 Carved sticks, beautiful lace insertion and edge on double-faced silk gauze, steel spangled 3  75 each

No. 10926 Ostrich Feather Fan ; amber colored celluloid sticks ; in white only  No. 10774 New White Maribow Feather Fan ; mirror in front stick ; fancy painting on feathers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  No. 10747 Peacock Fan in beautiful green feather combination ; shell colored celluloid sticksNo. 10767 Handsome White Maribow Feather Fan with steel spangles and silver wood inlaid sticksNo. 10927 Real white mother-of-pearl sticks, with genuine Ostrich feathers

$1.00 each
...... 1.00 each

2  25 each
1  25 each
5  00 eachWe show a large variety in fans in similar styles at $2.25, $4.50, $6.00, $7.50, $8 50, $10.50, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00, $18.00, $21.00, $24.00, $27.00 and $30.00a dozen up to $175.00 a dozen

Every up-to-date jeweler should show a line. Never out of style, always in demand

KUNSTADTER BROTHERS,
Write for our circulars—always something new

Manufacturers, Importers and Jobbers of
Jewelry, Novelties, Fans, Hair Ornaments

Leather Goods, etc.

238-240 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Items of Interset

T H e

Swayze Bros., Niagara Falls, Out., have been

appointed official watch inspectors for the Michi-

gan Central Railroad.

W. A. Riley is about to open a jewelry busi-

ness at Greenwood, S. C., which will be incorpo-

rated with a capital of $5000.

Frank H. Reynolds has retired from the posi-

tion of watchmaker for F. B. Wallen, of Camden,

N. J., and gone to New York City to take up

another position at the bench.

The Spatula Publishing Co., Sudberry Build-

ing, Boston, Mass., has issued a new edition of its

cut catalogue, showing a great variety of illustra-

tions suitable for advertising purposes.

E. 0. Sisson, formerly connected with Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., has just returned

from a trip extending over a period of one year in

Germany, where he has been studying.

Kirkwood & Co., Scranton, Miss., have pur-

chased the jewelry business hitherto conducted by

W. 0. Parks, at Moss Point, Miss. The purchasers

have placed H. W. Perry in charge of the newly-

acquired store.

Frank F. Layre, a jeweler, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

was recently robbed of a diamond ring by a swin-

dler, who visited the store in the evening for the

ostensible purpose of purchasing a diamond ring.

Mr. Layre showed the visitor a single ring, and the

latter taking the ring in his hand to examine it ran

off with it. The jeweler, a policeman and a num-

ber of. people gave chase, but the thief managed to

escape.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass.,

is receiving much attention from manufacturers

who are adopting up-to-date methods and tools.

Two gentlemen, of the firm of Baere & Rempel,

Iliefold, Germauy, have lately been investigating

the Rivett grinders, and two others from Switzer-

land have entered orders for these grinders and

will use them in their factories. The University of

Columbia has also recently placed an order for

one of the Rivett precision lathes with several

attachments.

Thomas P. Strittmatter, secretary and treasurer

of the Quaker City Cut Glass Company, Philadel-

phia; Pa., whose handsome exhibit in the Varied

Industries Building at the St. Louis Exposition at-

tracts crowds of visitors every day, spent the first

two weeks of September in St. Louis looking over

the exposition and meeting the jewelers who called

at their exhibit. Mr. Strittmatter was pleased

with the big show and the attention his firm's ex-

hibit was receiving. He thinks their business will

largely increase among the Western and Southern

trade as a result of their display.

On September 7th was laid the corner stone

for the government building which is to be erected

on the campus of Bradley Institute. The students
of the horological department participated, and
Congressman Graff spread the cement which is to
hold the stone in place with the solid silver trowel

made and presented to him by the horological

students. Appropriate speeches were made by
0. J. Bailey, president board of directors; Dr. T. C.

Burgess, director of the institute ; E. 0. Sisson,

former director, and Representative Graff, of the

district. They expect to have the building corn-

pleted and ready for occupancy about the first of

the year.
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Victor Nivois, 21 Maiden Lane, New York,

is now ready to place on the market his new pat-

ented chronograph watch. The feature-in-chief
of this unique timepiece is a one-fifth second, start,

stop and fly-back attachment operating from the

stern. What makes the watch especially interest-

ing to the trade, is its popular price and its useful-

ness to all classes who use a timepiece of this
character—physicians, sportsmen and others.

The M. Winter Lumber Co., Sheboygan, Wis.,

has issued a voluminous catalogue entitled

" Winter's Encyclopedia Americana of Modern
Store Fixtures." The subject matter of this
catalogue comprehends practically every feature of
store furnishing. The book abounds in hand-
somely-executed cuts of manifold varieties of
fixtures. The descriptive matter is intelligent and
complete, and the general character of the catalogue
such as would seem to entitle it to the comprehen-
sive name by which it has been designated.
Jewelers, especially those contemplating re-equip-
ment, will find much in it to interest them. It is
mailed by the company on receipt of twenty-five
cents to cover postage.

The Superior Mfg. Co., of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
has issued a handsomely-printed catalogue, which

illustrates and describes
the lamps and lighting
systems manufactured
by this company. This
compilation contains a
great deal of information
of interest to jewelers,
especially in view of the
success with which gaso-
line is meeting as an eco-
nomical and satisfactory
light for the store and
for the home. The book-
let forcefully advocates
the Superior Mfg. Co.'s
systems, claiming that

they produce a brighter and steadier light than gas
or electricity, while costing considerably less. A
copy of the catalogue, an illustration of which is
here shown, will be forwarded to any dealer on
request.

The jewelry store of Haynes Bros., of New-
ark, Ohio, has been robbed periodically for the
past two years, and it was only within the past
month that the identity of the perpetrator was dis-
covered. The Daily Advocate, of Newark, states
that on Monday evening, September 19th, George
Crawmer, who, it seems, was well known by the
proprietors and one of their constant visitors, made a

call at the store. A moment later both of the Haynes
brothers happened to go out of the main store,

and Crai.vmer, it is said, passed behind the counter,

slipped open a show-case door aml quickly ex-

tracted five diamond rings worth $518. As he had

been suspected of robbing the firm, the rings were

quickly missed and the police were notified. Craw-

mer was soon afterwards arrested. Among others

who called at the prison to see Crawmer was

James T. Haynes. " Hello, George," was Mr.

Haynes' greeting, and the prisoner glancing up

to see who spoke, replied, " How are you, Jim ?"

He then tried to say something further, but broke

down and cried like a child. Later he told Mr.

Haynes that he had been robbing the store for two

years. He admitted that he had taken a diamond

worth $215 from the store two years ago and this,

he declared, was the first he had stolen there.
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H. P. Sinclaire & Co., a corporation organ-
ized some time ago at Corning, N. Y., with a
capital of $5o,000, is completing the erection of a
glass-cutting establishment in that place. The
directoi's of this company are H. P. Sinclaire, who
for years has been prominently identified with the
glass-cutting business in Corning ; H. H. Kendall
and F. C. Williams, both of Corning. In May
last a large plot of ground was purchased in the
eastern part of the city, and it is on this that the
factory is being erected. The new building will be
of brick and steel, two stories in height with base-
ment. It will be approximately 6o by 120 feet in
dimensions, and will accommodate from 125 to 15o
frames. It will be so constructed that it can be
easily added to without inconvenience to the force
which may be already at work in it. Pending its
completion, Mr. Sinclaire leased on short term the
Corning Stove kVorks property, on Front Street,
Corning, and began operations. The new build-
ing is now on the verge of completion, however,
and no dcitibt business will be begun there imme-
diately upon a much larger scale than has pre-
viously been conducted.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.

Reward for Absconder's Arrest

John R. Stadlinger, of 7 West Chippewa Street,
Buffalo, has offered a reward of $25 for the arrest
of a man named A. J. Hogg, alias J. Johanson,
alias Merin, alias Strauss, a watchmaker, whose

A..1. Hogg, alias .1. Johanson

picture is shown herewith and who is alleged to be

guilty of thelarceny of a number of watches. He

is fifty-five years old, about five feet three inches,

with a heavy gray moustache ; Ile is near-sighted,

has large protruding eyes and wore a gray suit of

clothes. Communications regarding him should

be sent to Wm. S. Bull, superintendent of police,
Buffalo, N. Y. This swindler is said to have vic-
timized a number of jewelers.
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Just think for a moment.• •

what proportion of the hundreds of persons
who daily pass your store, stop to look at your
window displays one in ten?

Would you like a window al/radian—free of cost — so
uniquely handsome that it would stofi frobably fifty fier cern'. ofthe ,assers-by

IN our 1904 posterette, we offer you the most attractive thing of the sort ever shown ina 4iewe1er's window.
The posterettes that we supplied last year were, as you know, finer than any wehad gotten out in previous years ; but this one, which we have ready to send you now,is infinitely handsomer and more striking.

It is a faithful reproduction of a fine water-color painting, printed in rich, warm colorsand mounted on a heavy mat-board panel, fifteen by nineteen inches—a refined, artistic
,

production well worth framing and preserving.
With the posterette and a good assortment of Simmons Chains to include in one ofyour holiday displays, you would be ready to enter—as we certainly hope you will—ourannual Window Dressing- Contest, which begins November 15th. The prizes are:

Twenty-nine Bags of Gold
aggregating $5oom in cash, to be distrihuted as follmws :

sm. ii, GOLD to the jeweler with the best window display
$75. in GOLD to the jeweler with the second best window display
$50. in GOLD to the jeweler with the third best window display
$25. in GOLD to the jeweler with the fourth best window display
25 bags of GOLD M. each to the twenty-five jewelers whose displays rank next

And these are the only conditions for the contest:
The window displays must be made between November 15th and December 25th,and shall be of not less than three days' duration.
Windows may be dressed with any class of goods the competitor desires, the only conditionbeing that Simmons Chains, and the posterette shall form an important part of the display.
Photographs of the displays must be sent us on or before January 15th, 1905, with nameand address of competing jeweler marked plainly on back.
Prizes will then be awarded by a committee of three, and as soon thereafter as possible anannouncement of the prize winners, together with reproductions of the winning displays, willappear in the Jewelers' Circular - Weekly and THE KEYSTONE.

You would have an equal chance with every other jeweler who will compete to win.The size of the store or of the window will not be considered when the awards are made ;the prizes M ill be awarded strictly on the artistic merits of the displays. In previous years,the honors have been pretty evenly divided between the big places and the little towns and thechances are, it will be the same this year.
Write for the posterette, anyway—it's yours merely for the asking ; you can restassured that it will attract universal attention and increase the drawing power of your windowdisplays several fold.
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Providence and Attleboro

Jewelers Honor An interesting event in the
Visiting Odd Fellows business, no less than in the

social life of Attleboro, was
the recent visit of the delegation of Odd Fellows
from Canada, and the elaborate reception accorded
them. The banqueting, speechmaking and spec-
tacular features were typical of a great fraternal
reunion, and the participation of so many local
business men and firms gave it additional import-
ance. Among the firms which opened their facto-
ries to the visiting brethren were : S. 0. Bigney
& Co., the James E. Blake Co., the R. F. Simmons
Co., the W. H. Wilwarth Co., McRae & Keeler',
and the Daggett & Clap Co.

The enrollment of students
for the second year's work in
the jewelry department of the
Rhode Island School of De-
sign, Providence, began on

September 12th, and one week later the classes got
together prior to settling down to work. The first
season's work has been all that could be desired,
and now that the activities of the school have be-
come well known, its usefulness demonstrated and

its instructive facilities increased, the second year

of its existence will, no doubt, show a still greater
measure of progress. Mr. Homer, director of the
school, follows the schemes adopted in European
schools ; to which are added such branches as
seemed to meet special needs of this country. The
work is in direct charge of the two best men who
could be found, Charles E. Hansen and Robert
Bain, both employed at the Gormam Manufac-
turing Co. plant. These men were trained in
European schools, are masters of their trade and

capable instructors. The Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association expressed its interest by the appoint-

ment of an advisory committee on the jewelry
department, consisting of E. C. Ostby, William C.

Codman, William L. Mauran, J. E. Straker and
Theodore W. Foster, who have rendered valuable

service in promoting the welfare of the depart-

ment. Between forty and fifty young men took

advantage of last year's classes, putting in three

evenings a week, two at modeling and drawing

and one at practical bench work. It is expected

that the manufacturing jewelers will contribute this

year about twenty scholarships of $18 each, paying

for the tuition. These are given by firms, and

every firm which makes such a donation is entitled

to name the person who shall receive the benefit,

and the school makes reports from time to time as

to the kind of work the student is doing. With

twenty scholarships filled, the attendance at the

design classes should be considerably larger.
The annual meeting of the New

Manufacturing England Manufacturing Jewel-
Jewelers' and era' and Silversmiths' Associa-Silversmiths'
Association tion, which was to have been

held on Friday, September 16th,

has been postponed until Friday, October 21st,

when officers will be elected and the following

amendments to the by-laws acted upon: "Article

13—Meeting of stockholders. Strike out ' Sep-

tember ' and insert ' October.' Article 13—Meet-

ings of winter banquet and summer outing. The

meeting for the winter banquet shall be held on the

third Friday in February of each year, and the

meeting for the summer outing shall be held on

the third Friday in June of each year, or if deemed

essential, at such other time as the executive com-

mittee may appoint, sanctioned by the board of

governors."

School of
Design Begins
Second Season

Death of

I<EYSTONE

Albert Walker, senior member

and treasurer of the A. Walker

Albert Walker Co., of 152 Weybosset St.,Provi-
dence, manufacturing jewelers,

dropped dead on the morning of September 15th,

in the jewelry store of A. P. Hendrick on Main

Street, Nashua, N. H., from heart failure, while

engaged in displaying samples of gold watch

chains to George W. Hendrick, one of the latter

firm. Mr. Walker, who had been going to Nashua

as salesman for his house for the past forty years,

and who had dealt for decades with the Hendrick

firm, arrived there on the evening of the 14th, and,
as had been his custom frequently, stopped over

night with George Hendrick at his invitation, the

two men having been almost life-long friends. He

made no complaint of feeling ill, and next morning

after breakfast accompanied Mr. Hendrick down

to the store. The two men had just proceeded to

business and Mr. Walker had opened his sample

trunk containing about $50,000 worth of jewelry,

and had laid some chains out on the counter when,

without warning, he fell backward to the floor and

expired immediately. Dr. J. W. Woodward, whose

office is over the store, was summoned, and his

response was instantaneous, but death had been

before him. The police of the city were sum-

moned, and Chief A. S. Eaton and Inspector Ed-

ward Field answered the call. Medical Examiner

Dr. J. F. Greeley came and pronounced death due

to heart disease. Howard L. Carpenter, one of

deceased's partners, upon learning by telegraph

of the occurrence, went immediately to Nashua

and had the remains conveyed to Providence.

Mr. Walker was born in Attleboro, Mass., about

seventy years ago, and learned the jewelry busi-

ness in the factory of Freeman Bros., of that place.

About forty years ago he was compelled to leave

the bench on account of his health, and soon after

started in the jobbing business in a small way.

He always remained in the same line, gradually
increasing the business, and had been located
successively on Eddy, Pine, and Westminster

Streets, Providence, the company's present loca-

tion being 152 Weybosset Street, that city. The

business was incorporated about four years ago,

Franklin A. 13alcom and Howard L. Carpenter

being admitted, the former being elected president

and the latter secretary. The company will con-

tinue business as before, according to Mr.Walker's

desire, the remaining members acquiring a control-

jug interest ,in the stock and being also entrusted

with the interest of Mr. Walker's estate. His

funeral was held on Sunday, September 18th, from

his late residence, 167 Medway Street, and was

attended by manufacturing, jobbing and retail

jewelers from all over New England. The floral

tributes were many and profuse.
The Attleboro Aluminum Co. has succeeded

0. W. Hawkins & Co., of Attleboro, whose plant

and business were sold out some time ago. The

new firm has leased the basement of the new Eden

Building, on South Main Street.
Charles M. Robbins, of the Chas. M. Robbins

Co., entertained a large party of friends at his

summer home, Greenwood Park, on Labor Day.

The guests were all former residents of Cape Cod

or descendants of some of its settlers.

The recent celebration of the ninetieth birthday

of William Sturdy, of Providence, brought together

four bearers of that name, three of whom are well

known in the jewelry business of this section, and

one whose age is as yet measured by months, but

who bids fair to maintain tht trade traditions of his

forbears. Participating in the celebration were

William A. Sturdy, of W. A. Sturdy Mfg. Co.,
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Chartley, founder of the jewelry industry in that
place, son of the nonogenarian celebrant, and third
of the name ; Wm. M. Sturdy, of Sturdy Bros. &
Co., Chartley, fourth of the name, and his son
Wm. Sturdy, a promising boy of three months and,
no doubt, a manufacturing jeweler in embryo.

E. A. Codding, of Codding & Heilborn Co.,
North Attleboro, has been on a vacation outing in
the Northwest, New York State and Canada.

G. S. Titus is the new Western representative
of Codding & Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, and
his headquarters are in Chicago.

Major Everett S. Horton, of the Horton-Angell
Co., Attleboro, was last month elected president
of the association of the 47th Massachusetts Regi-
ment survivors.

Interesting Foreign Watch Exhibit at
the St. Louis Exposition

In the magnificent German section of the
Varied Industries Building at the St. Louis Expo-
sition are many exhibits of special interest to the
jewelry trade. One of these is the handsome dis-
play of A. Lange & Sane, of Glashiitte, Saxony,
well-known manufacturers of high-grade watches
and chronographs. This firm was established in
1845, and is honored in the German trade as the
founders of the precision watch industry of Saxony.
The peculiar excellence of their product may be
inferred from the fact that they have been awarded
twenty-six first prizes at the world's greatest expo-
sitions. Their exhibit at St. Louis comprises in
addition to watches and chronographs, a compre-
hensive display of micrometers and other instru-
ments of precision, all showing wonderful ingenuity,
scientific accuracy and constructive skill.

The watches are of various sizes, and many of
them are unique in design and finish. The deco.
naive work on the cases is particularly rich and
striking, some of the ladies' watches being beau-
tifully finished in enamel, with rich diamond set-
tings. Especially noticeable are two cases of great
beauty designed by Prof. Graff. Fine decorative
work on silver cases is also shown, some of these
representing hunting scenes in fine chasing. There
are also pretty samples of the new engine-turning
finish called " Moire," which is very effective.

An interesting part of the exhibit is a display
of repeating watches or chronographs, some of
these being in small sizes for ladies. The famous
Tourbillon movement is also shown and is given
much attention by the visiting trade.

Production of Metals in the United
States

In the year 1902 the total value of the metal-
liferous product of the United States was $642,-
258,584. Iron is easily first, the output being
valued at $372,775,000. Next in importance comes
gold, with a production valued at $80,000,000,
closely followed by copper at $76,563,954, this
value being less than that of the preceding year,
although the tonnage was greater. The value of
silver produced in 1902 was $29,415,coo, of lead
$22,140,000, and of zinc $14,625,596. The United
States leads the world in the production of iron,
copper and lead. The United States now furnishes
about twenty-eight per cent. of the lead of the world
and twenty-six per cent. of the spelter, besides a
considerable amount of zinc oxide.

Over one-third of all the gold mined in the
United States comes from the southern division of
the Rocky Mountains, chiefly from Colorado, which
produces more gold than any other State.



Manufacturers of

HALL CLOCKS,
MARBLE CLOCKS,

OFFICE CLOCKS
AND REGULATORS.

PERPETUAL
TREMBLERS

SCARF PINS AND
BROOCHES

only require someone to deliver the goods and take the money

THEY SELL THEMSELVES
Large Variety of Patterns to retail at Popular Prices

Order through any reputable jobber, or for Catalogue address

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

ROOSEVELT and PARKER

Fobs
The only article of merit presented in this

campaign

Silver-plated, black and buff leathers,
$2 I.00 per gross

Single dozen . • . 2.25 per doze!,

Silver-plated, black ribbon,
$3.00 per dozen

Sterling Silver, oxidized, slack ribbon,
$8.00 per dozen

Roman finished . . 9.00 " "

Sterling Silver, black and buff leathers.
$4.5o per dozcll

ROOSEVELT and PARKER Brooches,
silver-plated • $1 2.00 per gross

Single dozen 1.25
Hat Pins . . . 13.50 per gross
Single dozen 1.50

Terms: 270 10 days
No catalogue issued. From ilOUSeR not rated, New York

reference or cash with order will be required

INTERNATIONAL, JEWELRY CO.
14 Maiden INkrw York
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Life Insurance as an Investment
for Young Men

Ity JAMES H. HYDE, Vice-President of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the United States, in

Saturday Evening Post.

An Investment To speak of an investment with-
Without Capital out capital is almost an anom-

ally ; yet the operations of life
insurance make such an investment possible.
Indeed, they can create an estate for a young man
(luring the very earliest struggles of his career,
when his earning powers are at the lowest point;
when any other kind of profitable investment
appears to be beyond his most sanguine hopes.

Life insurance is adaptable, I may say indis-
pensable, to the needs of all sorts and conditions
of men ; to the rich and the poor ; to the high and
the low ; but as this article is to deal with it as an
investment for young men only, I am going to
assume that it is addressed to the average young
man.

The first and uppermost thoughts in the mind
of such a young man are : How can I go to work
to acquire such a competency ? How can I make
a lot of money ? How can I get hold of a fortune?
Now, every man who has been through the mill
and has come out victorious will tell the ambitious
youth who asks him for a prescription for acquiring
wealth that he must first learn to save every super-
flous dollar. This will be a difficult labor for the
youth with budding hopes and increasing desires,
but nevertheless he must undertake it, for in no
other way can he get together any money for his
first investment ; the first that is to bring him a
profit beyond the labor of his hands. Here is
where life insurance comes in as an assistant of
supreme importance, for it compels the young man
to save a certain portion of his income.

To show why such a saving is
attractive to our young man we
must go back to the anomaly
aforementioned. By the expen-

diture of a small sum annually he can purchase an
endowment policy on his life for $woo, payable,
with its accumulations, at the end of twenty years.
From the moment that he has such a policy in his
possession (always provided, of course, that it is
taken in a reputable and financially-sound com-
pany) he has created an estate of poDo for him-
self. This gives him a feeling of strength, of pride
and satisfaction such as he has never known be-
fore ; for he is now a capitalist. If he should die
to-morrow the amount of the policy would be paid
immediately to his heirs ; and if he continues to
live, the feeling of security which the policy gives
to him will make him more free to invest in other
lines another fraction saved from his income.
Furthermore, if he lives to the end of twenty years
he will get the thousand dollars himself, with the
accumulated profits earned by the investment.
Such investments, besides furnishing the protec-
tion of life insurance, are returning, and have
returned for years, a higher percentage of interest
on the amount of premiums paid than is now re-
ceived from the United States Government bonds.

A small amount of money will buy this estate
of P000, and I venture to say there is hardly one
man out of a hundred who cannot afford to make
himself a capitalist to that extent as soon as he
becomes a self-supporting man. Is there anywhere
a who man who, being able to save such a sum,
will not feel a thrill of pride and satisfaction in
using it to create, by life insurance, a capital of
St000? Of course, he need not limit himself to
$inoo if he can afford to purchase a larger estate,
for just as a $l000 life insurance policy is good
for a young man to purchase, so is a po,000 policy
ten times as good, if it can be afforded.

Here these three questions may
be asked : How much insurance
should a young man carry on
his life ? What relation should
the amount of his policy bear to

the ;itnotint of his other investments ? There must
hc nu infinite variety of answers to these questions,

The Principle of
Life Insurance

HowIns
Insurance 

aMhn cuec 
You

Should Carry

because there is an infinite variety in the circum-
stances of different men. But my earnest advice
to every young man is to make an effort to save at
least one-third of his income ; and one-half of this
saving can, in my opinion, be most advantageously
used, from time to time, by investments in life in-
surance. Indeed, there is no other investment
which can be paid for in small installments so
conveniently. Thus invested, it will bring a return
to his heirs in the event of his premature death;
and if he continues to live he can accumulate the
other half of his savings and use them for invest-
ments in stocks, bonds and real estate.

But I hear some one ask, Why use so large a
portion of his income in that way Because life
insurance is the only agency offered for preserving
his earning power, which is all the capital the
young man has at the beginning of his career and
sometimes all that he has for many years. His
power to earn a living is to him what real estate,
money and personal properties are to the capitalist,
and for that reason it should be made secure by a
life insurance. This is an important fact that is
either overlooked or not understood by the
majority of men. Let us suppose that our young
man has married, or perhaps he has a family, a
mother, a sister, to support. His earnings all that
these persons have to depend on ; they cannot live
if his earnings cease, and he is unwilling they
should take that risk. So he buys a life insurance
policy which will provide money for them in case
he is taken away before his time ; and be also buys
it for his own benefit in the event that he continues
to live. The present improved forms of life insu-
rance policies, as everybody knows, cover both of
these contingencies, and the old sarcasm that a
man has "to die to win" became obsolete long ago.

Many men make a mistake in
not adequately insuring their
earning power. It is a common
thought of those who earn a

couple of thousand dollars a year that this sum
represents all the life insurance they need. The
fallacy of such reasoning is apparent the instant
you compare the earnings of Poo° at prevailing
rates of interest with the annual income of the
wage-earner. That is why I have said that a large
portion of a young man's income should be in-
vested in the purchase of life insurance.

If you hear a young man say that he is not
going to buy any life insurance because he can in-
vest his money so as to make more out of it than
a life insurance company can, ask him to answer
this question : " Who is going to guarantee that
you will live long enough to carry out your plans
of investment ?" If he replies, " Oh ! I am willing
to take that risk," you can remind him that it is
not himself, but those dependent on him who are
taking " that risk." Life insurance does not guar-
antee that any man will live for a definite period;
it only guarantees that it will pay for his life an
equivalent which shall be proportionate to the
amount of premium that he has invested in the
policy. No young man can afford to " take that
risk " so lightly spoken of ; but if every young
man will let some strong life insurance company
insure his life, if he is insurable, the future welfare
of those dependent upon him will be secured be-
yond peradventure and his road to success will be
easier to travel.

Insuring One's
Earning Power

The Compulsory

A bank, so far as it helps a
young man to save money, is

Savings Bank but an improved and modern-
ized stocking or teapot—the

savings depository of country people in colonial
times. It is as easy to take money out of a bank
as it is to put money into it ; so easy that a young
man who opens a bank account for the purpose of
saving money for investment finds, too often, a
reason for spending the money before he has de-
posited enough to buy a $500 bond. The difficulty
is that there is no compulsion on him to save
money, as there is when he has started to pay for
a life insurance estate. A young man's character
is always benefited when he has been compelled
to do a certain thing which is to require his con-
tinued effort and will keep his eyes riveted on an
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advantage ahead. I am reminded of the pathetic
remark of a traveler who sank weary and worn at
the foot of a rugged cliff, and looking up saw
another wayfarer reach the top. " It seems," he
said, " to take less strength to climb this cliff than
to decide to do so." Once the decision is made,
and you buy a life insurance, you will find that the
payments of premium are easier after the first few
years. I have noticed that an invariable com-
ment of many a business man, when reaping the
benefits of life insurance in after years, has been,
" How much I regret that I did not take several
times as much life insurance as I did when I was a
young man and was an acceptable risk, and could
have secured it at a low cost."

The careful reader will observe
that all I have said is quite as
applicable to the young man
who begins his business life

with money to invest as it is to his impecunious
brother ; and that if life insurance in small amounts
is a good thing for the latter, it is good in larger
amounts for the former. For different circum-
stances different forms of policies are devised to
cover the various needs of one's life. I cannot
hope in this article to explain the various forms
issued by life insurance companies ; but generally
speaking, a policy of life insurance can be sepa-
rated into two parts : first, there is the element of
protection ; second, there is the element of
investment ; and policies vary chiefly according to
the proportions in which these two elements are
combined. The protective or assurance element
predominates in what is called a life policy ; the
investment element in what is called an endow-
ment policy, such as I have recommended in this
writing. In each the benefits are the same in case
of death, but the returns to those who continue to
live are greater under the endowment form. • After
the birth of a child its parents sometimes take an
endowment policy, which is calculated to mature
at a special time ; perhaps when a college educa-
tion is to be provided for, or money will be needed
for a start in business, or for a marriap settlement.
Many business men of the present day who have
learned the value of life insurance encourage their
sons to insure their lives early ; for they know that
the earlier it is taken, the earlier in life will the
benefits accrue.

Insurance for
the Rich

Fruits of
Life Insurance

Let me now recapitulate a little.
My opinion is that a young man
should take life insurance at the
earliest possible time ; that he

should take as much as he can conveniently pay
for, and should increase it as his income increases.
For these opinions I offer the following reasons:

Because his investment inculcates habits of
thrift in the investor.

Because the young man who makes it places
himself under a voluntary compulsion to lay some-
thing by every year.

Because there is nothing safer than a conser-
vatively managed life insurance company founded
on scientific principles ; there can be no " run "
upon such a company during times of financial
disturbance.

Because the chances are that some day he will
marry and need the insurance to protect the future
of his family ; he will be wise if he obtains it while
he is known to be an acceptable risk.

Because it will increase his self-respect and
self-confidence ; it will strengthen his reputation
also, for business men will judge youthful charac-
ter by such a token of thrift.

Because an endowment policy, at any time
after it is three years old, will furnish to the extent
of its value the very best collateral for any security
that may be desired.

Because (and this is the paramount reason)
ilife insurance is the only way n which a compara-

tively large estate can be immediately created by
the payment of a small amount of money. It pro-
tects all that a young man has that is valuable, in
the same way that fire insurance protects a build-
ing. The chances are 99 out of roo that the building
will never burn. The chances are loo out of iroo
that such a life insurance policy as I have recom-
mended will be paid within twenty years. The
payment will be due either by the completion of
the endowment period, or previously, by death.
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Sterling and German Silver Closed

Complete line of Cigarette and Card Cases, Match Boxes, Coin Holders, Needle
Cases, Purses, Pocket Knives, Cigar Cutters, and all the
novelties in Sterling and German Silver

Full line Sterling Handle Scissors, all shape blades
Bracelets, Bead Necks, Back Combs, Hat Pins, Sash Pins,
Brooches, Etc., Etc.

Headquarters for Souvenir Spoons

Codding Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York
C. Van Ness

11 Maiden Lane
San Francisco

H. C. Van Ness ec Co.
115 Kearny St.

I WILL GUARANTEE
to increase your earning ability from 35 to 50 per cent., if you will
give us the opportunity to perfect yOu in Watchmaking, Engrav-
ing and Optics, and we will find you the position to do it in.
Don't you think this is worth considering?
We have ten times more positions for our graduates than we

have students to fill them. This shows what the Jewelers
throughout the country think of our College.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ATTEND

We will make a thorough, practical Watchmaker, Engraver and
Optician of you in a short space of time. Send for our Prospec-
tus; it will give you full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1894 I'. W. SCHULER, Principal

October, 1904

The Black Diamonds of Brazil
The black diamond is an important article

of commerce, not because it is destined to
embellish the hand of feminine grace, but
because of the fact that it has been widely
applied in industry, where it is almost as
valuable as its white fellow. The home of
the black diamond is Brazil, the classical
land af the diamond; the richest beds of the
mineral having been found in the province
of Bahia and on the banks and in the bed of
the Sao Jose River. The stone, which is
perfectly opaque, is not beautiful; and if the
magical word diamond had never been ap-
plied to the substance, there is no doubt that
to this day the black diamond would be a
thing unknown. However, the favor which
this mineral enjoys is of very recent date; for
twenty years ago its properties were unknown
and the trade in it was practically nothing.

The constantly increasing perfection of
boring instruments brought out the value of
the black diamond, the use of diamond-point
drills now having become so general that the
price of the mineral has, in consequence,
rapidly increased. To-day, the diamond has
become of prime necessity in working tem-
pered metals, sawing of marbles, piercing of
tunnels and gallories, and in mines. At the
time of the inauguration of the laboratory of
arts and trades the first of July, 1903, a circu-
lar saw provided with diamond points pro-
duced surprising results, cutting into thin
slices the hardest of materials. On the banks
of the Sao Jose we find the traces of the first
exploitation of the mines by the natives, the
Garimperos. The black diamond, however,
having no commercial value, did not attract
these people, and they were apparently igno-

rant of the real character of the mineral.

From the report of an engineer who explored

the region in 1858, we learn that one day the

diamond diggers discovered a black stone in

the Sao Jose. They took the stone to one

of their huts and sought to discover its nature

by attempting to crack it. All their efforts
were fruitless, the stone resisting the most

powerful hammers, and after a time it was

thrown back into the river. The stone
weighed about 10,000 carats, and at the

present price of $40 a carat represents a loss
of $400,000.

The exploitation of the Brazilian diamond
mines by the Garimperos, it is unnecessary

to say, was not scientific. The crevices of
the rocks are explored with the hand, the

gravel being taken away in little barrels,
which are carried on the head. Attempts
have been made to lessen the time of the
work by diving for the mineral, but the
violence of the stream is such during the
rainy season that this plan has been but little
adopted. The only method which will pro-

WSTONE

duce results, and the one which will shortly
be put in operation, is that of draining.
Dams will be erected three hundred feet
apart, and centrifugal pumps will be installed
for the purpose of drawing off the water.
The results of the work cannot be a question
of doubt, judging from the past performances
of these diamond mines.

Getting Gold from Pyrites
The process of gold extraction which

has been put in practice in Italy by the Bel-
gian chemist Body, is awakening great in-
terest among metallurgists. A few years ago
the English geologist Morse and others ob-
served that wherever there were placers of
free gold there was also to be found in the
neighborhood a source of combined gold in
a volcanic matrix which was much richer in
the metal. This theory has just been con-
firmed in a striking manner by M. Body.
The process which he is now using in Italy
is in reality only the geneological synthesis
of the formation of alluvia and confirms the
theory which attributes the formation of the
placers to volcanic action.

The process is based not upon the elimi-
nation of sulphur, but upon its addition.
Although this seems in contradiction to the
present metallurgical processes, the result is
said to be remarkable, and the output of
gold obtained in this way greatly exceeds
that which is given by the usual processes.
The method is founded on the polysulphura-
tion which is obtained by chemically disag-
gregating the mixture by means of special
salts, under the influence of a temperature
which does not exceed a cherry red.

The process is of a relatively short dura-
tion. The disaggregating action removes
the gold from its most stable compounds.
At the Piedmont works, where the process is
now employed, it costs only $2 or $3 to treat
a ton of ore. It should be remarked that
the new process is not an extraction of the
gold, properly speaking, but a process of
transforming the pyrites, which is so difficult
to treat, into a product which can be worked
in the ordinary way. As gold-bearing pyrites
exists in great quantities in nature, the new
process is likely to prove of great value.

Significant Prosperity of the Railroads

The latest railroad reports are a good
indication of business conditions generally.
After a temporary falling off in the traf-
fic incoming reports show a very material
increase with prospects of such an expan-
sion in the volume during the fall as will
again tax the now immense railroad facilities
of the country. While it is not to be ex-
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pected that traffic and earnings will continue
to increase at the remarkable rate of the past
five years, the pessimistic predictions of last
spring have already been proved unfounded.

The railroads are one of the great indus-
tries of the country in which jewelers are
directly interested. Their prosperity, under
the now almost universal system of watch
inspection, means profitable business for the
watch trade. The wonderful prosperity of
the American roads during the past half
decade may be best realized by comparison
with the railroads of our leading commercial
competitor, Great Britain. In 1903 the
earnings of British roads from freight traffic
were only 5.74 per cent. more than in 1899,
the increase in five years in passenger traffic
earnings was only 9.64 per cent. and the
increase in total. gross receipts was only 9. I
per cent. From 1899 to 1903 the freight
traffic of railroads in the United States
increased 46.19 per cent., the number of
passengers carried increased 74.73 per cent.
and gross receipts increased 43.89 per cent
These figures furnish startling proof of the
phenomenal prosperity with which our coun-
try has been blessed during the past five
years, and there is as yet no sign of any turn
in the tide of our good fortune.

The Most Masterly of Monogram
Text-Books

Hornikel's Great Work — A Triumph of Art and
Skill in Letter-Engraving --Models for the

Engraver who Aims at Perfection

The present is the
engraver's millennium. A
veritable monogram
mania is abroad in the
land and almost every
sale in a jewelry store
means a job for the letter
engraver. Thus has en-
graving become a neces-
sary accomplishment for

every jeweler—and a most profitable one. But the
character of the work will decide the measure of
the returns. Engraving is art, and skill in it means
prestige, more work and bigger prices. The
engraver of to-day is fortunate in having at his
service that masterly compilation of genius, style
and art in letter-making, " Hornikel's Engraver's
Text-Book." This book is a gold mine for the
engraver who would save time and gray matter
while turning out the finest work. It contains 61
pages, showing plain and fancy ornamented Cy-
phers ; Ribbon, Drop and Block Monograms suit-
able on Watches, Lockets, Spoons, Trays, Tea
Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Loving, Prize
and Presentation Cups. Also etched on Silver
Designs, Monograms, Inscriptions. Embossed in
Seal-Wax Color, Monograms and Initials for Seal
Rings and Fobs. Price, $6.00.
For sale by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; 103 State Street, Chicago.
E. F. HORNIKEL, Champlain Building, Chicago.

--Adv.
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The Handsomest Bracelets
on the Market

The great advantage to the Jeweler in hand-
ling Carinen Bracelets is the fact that he is
relieved of all responsibility for repairs. If
a Carmen gets out of order, simply send it
direct to us and we will make all necessary
repairs, free of charge. This secures you
in selling the goods and your customer in
buying them.

No. 113

No. 104. Locket Open

A5K.
YOUR

(& B3E11
TO

SHOW
YOU

LATEST STYLES
IN

CARMEN
BRACELETS

No. 130

The
D. F. Briggs Co.

Manufacturers of

(iold Filled Chains, Lorgnettes, Fobs
Rings, Lockets and Bracelets

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
IMO Broadway

NEW YORK
103 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

MEDI
CiENEVA, SWITZERLAND

911 
ER04,

v*
0-NSTA141

TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in / Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AOENT

3 Maiden Lane, New York

You are
Running a Race
with everyone who is working at the same trade you are.
All are striving for the prize of the best-paying positions, or
the " best business in town." Some are falling behind the
" bunch " and others are barely keeping up who might be
among the winners. Who are the winners? None except
those who are carefully trained for the race.

The Secret of Success is Technical Training.

Watchmaking and Engraving are, we believe, really the
best-paying occupations. To reap the advantages, however,
one must be a capable workman. The only way to learn
the right methods economically is to go to a school. We
have been told by persons who ought to know, that our
school is the best. It is our aim to have it so, and the ability
of our graduates to hold the highest salaried positions would
seem to indicate that it is so. Let us send you our Prospec-
tus, which will interest you.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving,
Jewelers over the entire
country ask for our grwlu-j
ales as workmen.

LANCASTER, PA.

 •

CLoc/K CASES
Send for catalogue and see what the

furniture trade are buying.

No such line has been offered to the

jewelry trade heretofore.

THE ROYAL FURNITURE COMPANY

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH,

REMEMBER THE Two VVOR05

"MEYER,
mo,TTER WHAT TOuwAtiT I N THE' LINE Or SPE cIAL. ORDER UVOR.

EMBLEM jEwELIRY, MADOES °PALL KI4DS1 S4Hooi, Ana, CoLLIGE

Pipa, SOECiAL OtAMONIDS,REPAIRS, ENGRAviNCr AND W t

REPAIRING, You GAN GET IT PikO lkii

MEYER AD GET IT IC tc
THE couctu OU,SAND-RETAIL JtWE LER IN THE TERIVrORY TRiBuTAR1 TO

KANSAS CITY WILL At.ww, FIND US TWE 'MURRY-UP MO■NUFALTUR1h14 IhwELER_S

FOR Hork/-uP DEALERS:' Do BusINEss ThE PEOPLE INN() DO

BUSINESS MAGIC $iCrY PEOPLE. "To SERVE V0u,

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, tv■04
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Umbrella Handles
and Accessories

IN CONJUNCTION WITH OUR GOLD AND STERLING UMBRELLA HANDLES, WE HAVE
MADE FOR THIS SEASON, TO MATCH THE HAI<IDLES

" Tip Cups" "Rings and Buttons " " Ferrule Covers"
(Tie Clasps)

SHOWN BY PROMINENT UMBRELLA MAKERS. IF YOUR UMBRELLA MAKER CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US. Our Trade-Mark, W. J. B. IS, CO,, on all our Goods

Our goods are warranted to give satisfaction. The reasml—we make our

W. J. BRAITSCH & CO.
396=8 Broadway Established 1887

own gold rolled-plate

NEW YORK

The Pelton
Electric Furnace

■uaranteed and manufactured hy
PELTON & CRANE, Detroit, Mich.

A few things you can do with a Pel ton
better than with any other furnace

Fine enameling
Hardening of steel hubs and dies
Tempering of all kinds of steel tools

and dies
Invaluable in the laboratory

further information, addres,

HUGH E. KING, sole Agent, 230 Adams St., CHICAGO
SPECIAL NOTICE Furnaces for sale and carried in stock by
  J. GRANT HAWKES & CO., 33 Exchange

Place, Providence, R. 1., who are the General Agents for the New
England States

SANS'  

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams.—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.50
Generator (13) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) • • 4-00

Metal Specialties Mfg. CO.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

Hand Piece

Generator. Size, 8W
high, 83.4

F. H. NOBLE cSc CO.
SALESROOMS

103 State Street
Chicago
51-53 Maiden Lane
New York

59th and WELIkiCe St

Manufacturers Chicago

Jewelers' Supplies of Every Description GOLD AND SILVER
SOLDERS

Catalogue to the Jobbing and Manufacturing Trade
Special Articles manufactured
Badges, Medals, Class Pins, Flag Pins and Society Emblems in Gold. Silver Rolled-Plate and Bronzc
Enameling in Colors fir the trade

we make RO Naraq Ringo
witfich aTe

TEN HAIR. T

Ask your jobber for them

5O7-5I5

WASHINGTON ST.

iIIKT R

SOLE MAKERS OF

he Solid One Piece
Fancy Set Rings.

October, i go THE K .1(STOINE

The Keynote to Business Success

Personality the Cardinal Element in Every Enter-
prise—Brains, Energy and Judgment

the Factors for Success

tr3-44441,:l
11,11aP.10

ERSONALITY furnishes the key-
note to every business proposition.
More than that, it is the cardinal

clement in every enterprise. Men, not money,
are the determining factors in commercial
and industrial undertakings.

Of course, you cannot do business with-
out capital ; but the brains, the energy, the
judgment with which the capital is used
really settle the success of the undertaking in
hand. Money and securities are the ammu-
nition of business. The battle for success
cannot be fought without these, but the main
question after all is : What is the ability of
the men behind the guns?

Let me illustrate this point,
upon which I can scarcely
place too much emphasis,
by citing the case of two

banks. They have the same amount of
capital and of surplus ; the same legal stand-
ing, the same limitations and same field of
business, and equal opportunities in a gen-
eral way. One of these banks has $50,000,-
000 deposits, against $25,000,000 for the
other. The volume of other business shows

the same ratio of difference. What accounts

for this marked difference in the patronage

and profits ? There is but one answer : The
personnel of the two institutions. The men

at the desks and the counters of the more

successful bank are adepts in the art of getting

business, doing business and keeping busi-

ness. They know how to appeal to public

favor and confidence in a way that the execu-

tives of the other institution have failed to

master. This is what makes their profits

twice as large as those of their competitor

and puts double the market value on their

shares of capital stock.
This line of reasoning applies with equal

force to almost every form of enterprise and

to practically every kind of a business propo-

sition. Of course, there are other elements,

and important ones, too. These should not

be overlooked, but it still remains true that

when you have the right perspective on the

right personnel connected with a business

proposition you have, in most cases, the

dominating elements necessary to a sound

decision.

By Way of
Illustration

Character and

There are, however, many
phases which must be con-

Individuality sidered even when you do
not go beyond this one

factor of the problem before you. First

comes the question of the veracity, the moral

standing, the personal character of the men

connected with the proposition under consid-
eration. Next comes the problem of their
individual experience and knowledge in rela-
tion to the special enterprise in which you
are asked to become interested. On a timber
proposition, for instance, the judgment of a
superannuated sawmill hand is worth more
than that of a ranchman who has made a
million-dollar fortune in raising range cattle.

Add to the element of adapted experi-
ence that of individual perception. Are the
men associated with the proposition gifted
with the discrimination to sift the wheat from
the chaff ? Have they, in the first place, the
keenness of perception to see the weak spots
of a proposition before committing them-
selves to it? And also are they shrewd
enough to steer clear of breakers when once
embarked in an enterprise ? I would, under
such circumstances, bank more on a state-
ment which I believed to be somewhat exag-
gerated if it came from a man of strong
business sagacity and the right kind of expe-
rience than I would on the statement of an
individual lacking that perception, but of a
thoroughly conservative habit of speech. The
man who is able successfully to analyze a
business proposition must not only have this
faculty himself, but he will take good care
not to associate himself with others who are
lacking in this vital equipment.

In other words, a man may
be thoroughly upright, of

Intuition the highest personal char-
acter, and have had years of

experience in the very lines of the under-
taking which he presents, yet if he has not
this ability to discern those more hidden
influences which will naturally operate for
success or failure of his project, he is not a
safe man as an associate in the enterprise
which he himself is putting forward. Often
it would be better business judgment to enter
into an alliance with a man who overstates
his proposition, and whose statements are
subject to a certain amount of discount, but
who has the faculty of perception keenly
developed, than to become associated with a
man whose statements are of the ultra-
conservative sort, yet who has not the faculty
which, for the lack of a better name, may be
called business imagination—the ability men-
tally to project himself into the future and
call before his vision the more subtle and
illusive influence which will vitally affect the

success of the undertaking. This kind of
perception makes millionaires.

. Again, the age of the active men con-
nected with any business project should

always be taken into consideration. The
familiar maxim of " Old men for counsel " is
all right, but it should never be separated
from its twin, " Young men for war." The

probable tenure of service of the men respon-

Need of Business
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sibly connected with any project should first
be as carefully considered by the investor as
by the insurance company, which has reduced
the problems of mortality to a science. Per-
sonally, I would scarcely consider any busi-
ness project the 'success of which must depend
upon the work of men past the meridian of
life. The question of the period in which
they may reasonably be expected to remain
in the harness is too often overlooked.

So important are all these

Personal Equation various phases of the per-
Pre-eminent sonal equation connected

with a business proposition
that I scarcely felt it necessary to touch upon
other points. With me this is the governing
factor, although it must always be consid-
ered in connection with the more material
factors. According to my experience and
observation, it is here that the average in-
vestor is most likely to score a mistake.
Here care and judgment will generally lead
to a fairly correct analysis of the financial
basis of any business proposition, but a
correct understanding and judgment of the
personal element is more difficult and re-
quires a finer faculty of discernment.

A business enterprise that is a little weak
in its finances but very strong in the person-
ality of the men behind the guns is in better
situation than if strong financially and weak
in personnel.—w. F. Upham, in System.

Value of Good Appearances
A captain on one of the ferry boats plying in

New York harbor tells the following story of the
value of a coat of paint:

"Some years ago I owned a small sailing
vessel engaged in the coast and West Indian trade.
While we were lying at an East River pier taking
on a cargo for the West Indies, a stranger
approached, and, after critically eyeing my craft,
asked:
" What'll you take for that boat?'
" 'One thousand eight hundred will buy her,'

I told him.
" ' I'll give you thirteen hundred,' replied the

stranger. 'She's an old boat, and not worth any
more.'
" I refused his offer, and he soon disappeared,

but I made up my mind that I would spend a little
money for white lead and oil, and %%lien I was lying
in port unloading the cargo I would have my men
paint up the boat and improve her appearance.
When I sailed into port again she looked as good
as new. After reaching the pier I saw the same
fellow walking about, looking the craft over. Soon
he approached me and asked :
" Excuse me, sir, how much will you sell

her for?'
" ' You can have her for $2,500,' I told him.
6" Call it $2,300 and I'll take her,' he replied,

and it didn't take me long to accept the offer. I cal-
culated I made a thousand on $20 worth of paint."

"I have a fine position here, now, and all
through The magical power of inserting an ad. in
your wondelful magazine, 7'he Aiystone."—E. J.
Collick, Jeweler, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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FREE! Big "4" Twenty-Five Dollar Puzzle Page FREE!
Each picture presents a common article in a Jewelry
solving the puzzle, we will give for the first best
material, findings, etc., selected from any catalogue.

SPECIAL NOTICE The prize competition
proprietor of the jew

solution. Answers and names of winners will be pu
among the successful competitors. The judges will
so that they will not reach us before the 2d or later t

IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO TRY IT
Store, for instance, a watch rack, thimbles, tissue paper, scarfpins, etc. Now, what do the pictures represent ? For your skill incorrect solution, $15.00; 2d, $5.00 ; 3d, $1.50; 4th, $1.25; 5th, 75c. ; 6th, 50c. ; 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th, 25c. each, in tools,
is FREE and open to JEWELERS and JEWELERS' EMPLOYEES ONLY. Each solution sent in must have the signature of theelry store. Number your answers the same as the pictures in the puzzle and use one sheet of paper in writing out your entireblished each month. There are ten prizes. Should there be two or more equally correct solutions the prizes will be divided equallyconsider the skill displayed and neatness of the work. Write your name plainly, and address all answers to Calvin Ciauer Companyhen the 31st of October.
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000 REWARD To THE SOY UNDER 10 YEARS

WHO WILL CARRY THIS RAC

5 6
This is for October-a new

BIG 4 OAK OPTICAL CABINET
This cabinet is well made, it has 18 drawers, 6x434x34

Inches deep inside. It has four lens drawers which will
hold respectively 00-eye, 0-eve, 1 or 2-eye lenses. The
grooves or compartments for these lenses are slant in such a
way that all the numbers may be seen at once.

Size of Cabinet outside, 24% Inches wide, 28 inches high
and 83/5 inches from front to back, outside.

Our price, $8.15 net

7
et of pictures next month

$1.00 Pendant Screws, all sizes . . ..... . . . . . . . ..... per gross, $ .42 net
5.00 Best 25-year Case Pendant Bows, assorted on a card, Antique or

American, warranted 130 14 N. Gold and stamped  
' :   gross, 

dozen, 
 3.8901.50 1 gross White Glazed 1 to 6 Nest Boxes 6

.20 Black Spectacle Cases, Straight or Riding Bow . . . . . . . .   " dozen, .14 "

.50 1000 11'aitch Tags, medium size   o AL .33 ''

8..70 Ball-Bearing Foot-Wheel, Best Swing 
1. H 'h.50 1000 Sheets of Watchmakers' Paper  .36 "
  each, 5.90 ",, ,

35.00 Lathe Motors, Direct or Alternating Current . . . . . . . . . . . 29.40 "

This is the FINEST Material Cabinet ever built
IV° ship tle•m to Europe, South America, Cana& and every Slate in the tin inn. With ahnest every shipment we get a complimentary letter. Cabinet,

'minding I ottles but without drawer compartments, only $3.98 net.

Big

Material
Cabinet
Complete
5 I 7 Compart-
ments, only

$5. 1 7

No. 100
The latest improved Rub-

ber Eyeglass

Fits the eye perfectly. roots
2, 2% and 3.

Our price, 46c. net

HeadquartersforSupplies.
Write us for prices on
Signs,Lathes,Benches,etc.
Send us a trial order with
your answer to the puzzle. Size, 2234 long, 5 in. wide, 51/ high. Solid Oak. Sealed

compartments are movable. The finest cabinet made.
21 Drawers. 56 Bottles.
21 Sealed Compartments in each Drawer

CALVIN CLAUER CO., 151453 Wabash Ave., Chicago
11v special request we offer the above again with a few minor changes. We do this for the reason that none of our contestants sent In a correct solution of this" puzzle ad." on Its first appearance

No. 514

No. 5 o8
0. F., 18 size gold filled, 20-year guaranteed
screw back and joint bezel. Horse-head

No. 31E4
14 K., 0, F., 18 size, cap back and bezel jointed

VICTOR NIVOIS
AUENT FOR

1656g

New York Standard Watch Co.'s 'i'w■ging----•=yaro--#

Chronographs
21=23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

The attention of the trade is called to a newly-

patented Chronograph Watch, with 1-5 second,

start, stop and fly-back attachment, operating from

the stem, very simple in construction and as
durable and accurate as the most expen=
sive imported chronograph.

This Chronograph Watch is manufactured ex-

clusively for me by the New York Standard Watch

Company, thereby insuring to the trade a perfect

and reliable timekeeper, the accuracy of the 1-5

second, start, stop and fly-back attachment being the

special feature of this watch.

These movements are cased in Nickel; Sterling

Silver ; to-year guaranteed ; 14 K., 20-year Gold

Filled, and I.. K. Solid Gold Cases, made by lead-

ing manufacturers.

The EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICE of this
perfect timekeeper and Chronograph, in cases

FULLY GUARANTEED, brings this watch

within the reach of all classes, which will create a

quick demand fin- it, a fact that makes it interesting

to all jewelers.

All parts of the Watch tild Chronograph attach-

ment are interchangeable and can be duplicated
at once at small cost.

While these watches will not be in the market

until November, jewelers should order at once from

their jobbers in order to insure prompt delivery, as

the advance sales have been unusually large.

If your jobber cannot supply these Watches,

write us and we will furnish you the names

of jobbers from whom they can be had

No. 514

No. szo
0. F., 18 size gold filled, 20-year guaranteed, screw

back and joint bezel. Horse and Jockey

No. sis
14K., 0. P., 18 size, cap, back, bezel jointed, P.P.
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Reis' Advertising Tape
Brings Jewelers More Business

'

411===i1r

ANARROW, closely-woven tape, to take the
place of string in tying smart, secure bundles.

Your store's name and address are neatly
Printed four to ten times every yard throughout
its entire length.
A trade-attracter without rival when you com-

pare its great efficiency with its little cost.
Looks as well and ties packages better than

ribbon—Two Dollars buys more than a mile.
Reis' Advertising Tape, made as narrow as one-

sixteenth of an inch, is so strong and tight—so snug
a tie for bundles of all kinds, that people notice it
once, use it twice, and think of the store that sent
it out whenever they want good goods again.

Samples talk. Send for some.

G. Reis 0 Bro.

'

640 Broadway
Corner Bleecker Street

New York City

THE BAGGAGE CHECK
CAMPAIGN FOB

Made of genuine leather. Gilt trimmings

ORDER NOW
Names of both candidates in stock

'434
;11147

The tireatest
and Most

Serviceable
Novelty on
the Market

Made of leather, assorted etliorS ; gilt swivel and
trimmings. Lacquered, untarnishable. An attrae-
tive, neat and substantial-looking fob. Length,
13% inches. Inscription in black enamel.
E 500 Per dozen, net cash .  
E 501 Without toggle, as shown above, per $1 90

dozen, net cash 1  60
A HAPPY HIT A GREAT SELLER

A. C. Becken, Chicago
iss Wabash Avenue

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Semi for catalogue NEW YORK

Do you wear U turn-down collar? If so, try

The Improved Separable
Collar Button

It keeps a man good-natured and saves his
linen. lit adjusting it you never muss the
collar or break the button hole.

It's the Only. Try it
IMPROVED SEPARABLE STUDS arc

made on the flaIlle prilleilliP.
It pleases both Imin and woman.
Yourjobber sells them. If not, write to us.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

126 State Street, Chicago

II'hen writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

Manufacturers Attention
Try my improved

PATENT SAND BLAST
For Cleanliness, Perfect Work and Rapidity

of Action, it is without equal

This invention, while new, has been readily
accepted as a necessity by many leading mann-
facturing jewelers and silversmiths.

We will ship on 10 days' trial.
Write us and we will furnish you a list of

manufacturers using our machine.

THEO. A. SIPPEL
205 McWhorter St., Newark, N. J.

October, Iot

The Election

THE KEVSTONe

A Non-Political Stump Speech to Jewelers

- -

BY JOHN TWEEZER

If you will kindly come to order, and
stop making faces at the fellow on the oppo-
site side of the political fence for a brief ten
minutes, I'll try to present the situation in
the way it looks to a matter-of-fact old
jeweler. Just forget, for a little while, that
you are Republican, or Democrat, or Popu-
list, or Socialist, or Prohibitionist, or ist of
any kind ; cut out politics entirely for the
present, and remember only that you want
to make progress in trade and add a little
daily to your pile of ducats. Get outside of
yourself for a brief interval and let the poli-
ticians go hang, while we talk things over in
the same candid way in which we would
discuss, say, the expediency of your making
the cash discount or improving your adver-
tising.

Both Candidates are Good Men

First, I want to call your attention to
the fortunate fact that for the first time in
some years both candidates represent the
very best that their respective parties stand
for. Each stands out above the average of
the leading politicians in his party. Each
has forced his party to do what its machine
managers would not have done of their own
motion. Each represents the highest type of
American citizenship in integrity of character,
culture of mind, cleanness of morals and faith-
fulness to the sense of duty. The theory of
a democracy is triumphantly sustained when
two such citizens are presented for the suf-
frages of the people ; consequently, the best
impulses and aspirations of the people find
expression in our present political contest.

Political Hot Air

Don't be fooled by the hysterical shrieks
of the professional politician and the profes-
sional critic. It is folly to argue that Mr.
Parker's famous telegram was a trick, a part
of a theatrical programme. It is not only
silly—it is unjust and despicable. The send-
ing of that telegram was the sincere act of an
honest and courageous man. So, too, it is
folly to heed the absurd howl against Mr.
Roosevelt that he is " unsafe." If ever
actions showed forth the quality of any man,
his three years' administration has demon-
strated that he can be safely trusted to under-
take the most delicate and difficult tasks with
-a prudence as great as his energy—can be
trusted to do things, mind you. Criticism of
the President seems absolute folly, in view of
the positive and brilliant achievements of his
administration. Neither candidate exhibits
that worst form of cowardice—the doing noth-

ing when there is a risk in action. Mr.
Parker's offense is an instinctive courage in
making his convictions known ; Mr. Roose-
velt's offense is his instinctive activity when
a public duty presents itself. The moral
level of both these men is immeasureably
higher than that of the angry critics on both
sides the political fence. The election of
either will insure safety to our institutions,
to our national policies, to our political life
and to our industrial activity ; for though
editors of political newspapers and red-faced
orators may shriek the coming of a " crisis,"
in point of fact the two contending parties
have now no issue of real importance between
them, nor is there any question at stake
which will seriously affect trade if the people
votes its majority on the one side or on the
other. (I include the tariff question, because
there could be no action with a Senate
opposed to the President).

No, there is no " crisis." In the history
of Presidential elections there was probably
never a time when trade—real business—
had less ground for anxiety as to the out-
come, whichever party won ; never a time
when the sane and level-headed citizen could
go about his daily work with fewer fears and
apprehensions for the morrow. The party
" workers " will grow purple in the face,.as
the campaign progresses, but you and I may
quietly smile—and turn to the job in hand.
The country is safe.

The Jeweler, at this Time

It is your duty to vote : the duty is
imposed by your citizenship. If you vote
conscientiously you will vote right, however
you vote.

And meanwhile ? for Election Day is a
month in the distance.

Well, meanwhile get all the good out of
the discussion of party policies that you can.
A national election campaign carries with it
a great deal of really useful information.
History will be making rapidly in the
thirty days ahead. You can learn much of
the workings of popular faith and belief, of
the processes of legislation, of the relations
of the co-ordinate parts of government, of the
principles which underlie party policies, of the
operations of sectional influence, by giving
attentive ear to the arguments which will be
uttered in behalf of this candidate or that.
Read the editorials, listen to the speeches,

look upon the fireworks ; keep in the thick

of the crowd ; there's a freshening of your
enthusiasms for American institutions in all

of it. But, also—
Meanwhile , it will be good business for

you to disinter the old patterns of silverware

that have been entombed in your back wall

case these past five years, carefully remove

the mould from these ancients, arrange them
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on a table marked " Bargain Counter," and
let your startled fellow citizens know that
" no reasonable offer will be refused." It
may go hard for you to take half cost for
them, but fresh silver in the pocket is better
than stale silver in the wall case, when new
Christmas goods are waiting your consid-
erate eye.

Meanwhile, it may be best that you
" fire " that supercilious clerk and give the
place to one better able to make friends and
hold customers. The supercilious fellow
may be more competent to hold down the
Presidential chair than either Roosevelt or
Parker (as he probably believes, in his
inmost heart), and yet not size up to the
requirements of a jewelry salesman.

Meanwhile, it will pay to improve your
advertising. Presidents may come and go,
but the store goes on forever ; and you
are not " in " for only a four-years' term.
Don't put too much time to cleaning clocks
and entertaining loafers. Hire a watchmaker
and let your goods do the entertaining, while
you get busy with a long pencil and a large
pad of paper. And wear the pencil down,
and destroy sheet after sheet of paper, until
you can truly say, " That advertisement will
sell goods."

Meanwhile, stop whining about dull
trade and hard luck. Whatever comes to
pass politically, you are still a candidate for
public favor : make your election sure.
Whatever happens in November, you will
still have to hustle for business. Whether
Roosevelt or Parker is elected, the sun will
rise, the crops will grow, men will need
watches and women will need adorning ;
things will happily break, dirt will judiciously
settle itself into pivot-holes, and money will
be found to pay the jeweler though half of
all the politicians be confounded.

Meanwhile, let your sympathies broaden
and your mind expand. Cultivate a mental
charity. All Republicans are not thieves,
all Democrats are not spineless negatives ;
there are real patriots among the Populists
and a plenty of manly men will vote the
Prohibition ticket. No one party possesses
all the Christian virtues ; none is hopelessly
wicked. Ten years from to-day you will
blush for your present opinions of contem-
porary public men ; twenty years from to-day
you will laugh at your own inconsistencies in
your progressive beliefs. It is a very good
world after all, and the good people in it far
outnumber the bad ; and whichever of two
splendid Americans is elected President in
November, this dear country of ours will go
on in its prospering way and your children's
children may thrill at the name of the candi-
date for whom you did not vote.

J. T.



WE INVITE THE MOST THOROUGH INVES-
TIGATION AND CRITICAL INSPECTION

Is a True Expansionist. Why?
It Expands your Business
It Expands your Bank Account
It Expands your Knowledge
It Expands your Reputation
It Expands your Pleasure
It Expands your Health
It Expands your Skill
It Expands your Usefulness

investigation will prove all the above to be true

CAHN OPTICAL CO., San Francisco, Cal.
GLOBE OPTICAL CO., Boston, Mass.
MONTREAL OPTICAL CO., Montreal, Canada
COHEN BROS., Toronto and Winnipeg, Canada
ARTHUR COCKS 6 CO., Sydney, Australia
GENEVA OPTICAL CO., Geneva, N. Y.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Relation Between the Ocular
Muscles and Refraction

In a lengthy article in The Archives of
Ophthalmology Dr. S. M. Payne, of New
York City, gives his views about the relation
between refraction and heterophoria. He
does not believe that an individual muscle of
the eye ever is weaker than another, except
under causes which produce a real paralysis,
and also denies that a muscle may be too
short or have a wrong attachment. These
statements undoubtedly are rather sweeping,
for there are cases, as has been reported in
these columns, in which one or more ocular
muscles were not developed but only replaced
by fibrous bands. There can be no doubt,
therefore, that if there are cases of corn-
plete absence of an ocular muscle, there
are also cases in which the muscular tis-
sue is only partially developed. However
such cases are probably very rare, and
it is, furthermore, very likely that these
muscles which were rather weak at birth
do soon increase in strength under the
influence of physiologic exercise in the act
of vision.

The doctor does not believe in partial
tenotomies as is shown by the following
passage:

When a partial tenotomy is per-
Partial Tenotomy formed, the muscle is usually

re-attached to the same place,
as the conjunctiva and Tenon's capsule, and the
outer fibres of the muscle hold it in place. Several
operations may be performed on one or both eyes,
and no harm is done so long as the muscle is
attached to its original insertion. If one succeeds
in giving the correct glasses, the asthenopia is
cured, and then both patient and doctor are con-
vinced that if it were not for the tenotomies they
would never have been relieved of the asthenopia.
I have had patients come to me wearing glasses,
with a tenotomy history, and still have asthenopia.
A test of the muscles would convince me that no
harm had come to the muscles, and by a careful
correction of the refraction I would cure the asthe-
nopia. When the muscle forms a new attachment,
as the operator intends it, diplopia is the result,
especially when looking in the direction of the cut
muscle, and often in accommodation. In looking
straight ahead diplopia may not exist, but the
Patient will have asthenopia from the extra effort
of the cut muscle to hold the eye straight with the
fellow eye, even though the error of refraction is
absolutely corrected. These cases you cannot
relieve until the cut muscle is advanced to its
original attachment.

Dr. Payne also objects to the usual
tenotomies for squint because, in his expe-
rience, most cases after a few years showed a
deviation of the eyes in the opposite direction.
He reports twelve cases to show that it is
not necessary to cut a muscle, prescribe
prisms or leave off convex spherical glasses
for exophoria with hypermetropia. His

views on these subjects are given in the
following extracts from his paper:

When a prism is used to correct
Prisms esophoria with hypermetropia,

it causes a voluntary or primary
contraction of the internus (to prevent diplopia),
to overcome the amount of the prism, in addition
to the involuntary or secondary contraction of the
internus induced by accommodation. You will
find the esophoria after a few days' wearing of the
prism, about the same with the prisms on, showing
that the internus does have an independent action,
just as adduction, which can be cultivated to over-
come too° of prisms, shows an independent action,
and has nothing to do with the action of the ciliary
muscle. The reason exophoria with myopia
increases with the wearing of prisms is that there
is a voluntary contraction of the externi to over-
come the prisms, which would cause a further
relaxation of the interni, thus leaving the original
amount of exophoria, due to the lack of stimulus
to the interni. This can be corrected only by
giving the myopic correction, by making the ciliary
muscles act as in emmetropic eyes.

There is a natural tendency to
Exophoria with. convergence to a point equal to
Hypermetropia the amount of the hypermetropia

and when the person tries to
read, the extra accommodation for the hyperme-
tropia makes the eyes have a tendency to converge
more than the point of fixation. This, in many
cases, makes the letters broaden out or separate
entirely into two sets of letters, which is cleared up
by a voluntary contraction of the externi. This
counteraction can be easily overdone and cause a
tendency outwards. At the same time the ciliary
muscles under such a great strain relax, and of
course a relaxation of the interni results, thus
throwing the eyes more under the control of the
externi for the time. If we leave the convex
glasses off, as Dr. Davis advises, we are no better
off than when the glasses were first prescribed.
The muscle cutter calls this a true exophoria, and
the externus suffers the penalty for the inability of
the ciliary muscle and the interni to hold up under
such a load. If this extra accommodation is re-
moved by the right convex glasses, it will remove
the extra effort of convergence. The externi will
not then be called into action. I have never treated
these cases in any other way than to give them the
proper glasses, and to my knowledge and belief I
have never failed to give entire relief.

This condition (esophoria with
Esophoria with myopia) is not very common,
Myopia and then only in myopia, which

is the same in both eyes. In
myopia we have no accommodation, or less than
the amount required to stimulate convergence to
the point of accommodation. The interni take on
an independent contraction to produce sufficient
convergence to prevent crossed diplopia. A forced
action of an individual muscle that is outside the
laws of accommodation and associated movements
of the eyes may produce heterophoria,. and in the
case of myopia may produce esophoria. Correct
the myopia, force the eyes to accommodate as in
emmetropic eyes, and the convergence we have
then is produced by the action of the ciliary muscle,
or the natural convergence.

Dr. Savage and others call the
Pseudo and heterophoria that can be cor-
True Heterophoria rected by glasses " pseudo,"

and that which cannot be cor-
rected by glasses the " true." That is, the eso-
phoria remaining after the hypermetropia is cor-
rected, the exophoria remaining after the myopia
is corrected, esophoria with myopia, and exophoria
with hypermetropia they call the true heterophoria
and should be treated by partial tenotomies.

I believe that the reason these cases are not
all found to be " pseudo " is that the refraction
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work is faulty. I base this statement from a large
percentage of my patients who have been under
those who believe in true heterophoria. I take the
history of the muscle-cutting and those who declined
to have the muscle cut •, I then measure the glasses
they have with them which the doctor declares are
right. I make my examination and the result
shows as follows : They have given the manifest
hypermetropia which may range from one-fourth
to one-half the total. My examination with the
ophthalmoscope will show very close to the total
amount of hypermetropia. The twenty-foot test
will show about the amount probably of the glasses
they are wearing. This may not be more than
twenty-five per cent. of the total, with esophoria
probably less with the manifest correction. After
increasing the glasses as much as possible with
both eyes together, I then have them try to read
Jaeger No. i. If they cannot do this with the
manifest, I increase the glasses until they can, and
still increase as long as the eyes become more
comfortable with each change, until I reach the
limit of comfort. This is compared with my oph-
thalmoscopic examination. I then compromise by
giving them the weakest glass with which they can
read perfectly comfortably in order to give them
the best vision possible for the distance. If it is
necessary for them to wear the glasses all the time,
it will not be long before they have normal vision
for the distance. I often find it necessary to give
them about the total correction before the eyes are
comfortable for reading. This will in time become
manifest for the distance.

I sometimes find that patients are wearing a
different glass for each eye, when the hyperme-
tropia is the same. My test for twenty feet, each
eye separately, will show the same as the glasses
they are wearing probably. The way I detect the
fact that eyes have the same hypermetropia is to
increase the weaker glass to the same as the
stronger ; the vision of both eyes will be improved
for the distance and for the near ; the eyes become,
as they say, more steady and feel better. Eyes
with glasses + or D. difference usually see about
the same, and sometimes less than each eye sepa-
rately, and when the glasses are changed to the
same, the vision usually improves one line or more.
That is, if the vision is 18- with different glasses,

iwith the same glasses it s usually 0, and often ig.
Another way I have of determining is this : If
there is no vertical tendency to deviate, but only a
horizontal tendency, I feel sure that the hyperme-
tropia is the same. The accommodation is the
same, notwithstanding that vehen one eye is under
test the manifest may be more than when the fellow
eye is under test. That is, the eye behind the
blind has the same manifest as the eye under test.

The mistake made most often, I believe, in
refraction, is to place a spherical lens over one eye
and a cylinder over the other. This condition of
refraction, in my opinion, does not exist. As the
refraction in these cases is not so easily found, they
get the " scissors " more than any others. A small
amount of hypermetropia is rarely ever manifest
with the astigmatic correction, while the vision is
often improved with the spherical alone. After a
spherical only is found for one eye and a cylinder
for the other, place them in a frame, give the
patient the use of both eyes, then place the same
strength spherical behind the cylinder that we
have Hi the fellow eye. The vision will be improved
and the eyes will be more steady and comfortable.

Hypermetropia may be different in the two
eyes when no astigmatism exists. When astigma-
tism exists in one or both eyes, the hypermetropia
is the same in both eyes, if any exists. My expla-
nation is this : Eyes having the same amount of
hypermetropia, astigmatism may develop, which
would be the same in both eyes. Eyes having a
difference in the amount of hypermetropia, the
difference is formed into astigmatism. If there is
any further development of astigmatism, it is the

(Continued on page 1661)
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same in both eyes, leaving the hypermetropia,
should there be any remaining, the same in both
eyes.

Instead of all the hypermetropia developing
into hypermetropic astigmatism, it may develop
into myopia. In this case one eye may become
more myopic than the other. The one that
becomes more myopic is the one with the greater
amount of astigmatism. This is due to the better
eye fixing, while the eye of the poorer vision is
di ;carded in accommodation and turns outwards.
In the majority of myopic eyes the myopia is dif-
ferent whether astigmatism exists or not.

I believe the starting point of
Myopia due myopia due to overuse of the
to Overuse of eye is excessive convergence
the Eyes in hypermetropia, first causing

a tendency to divergence at the
near point and then myopia. I base this belief on
the history of cases who have been wearing an
undercorrection for one or both eyes. These cases
invariably become more near-sighted. As they
usually have exophoria, it is partially corrected by
the partial correction of the myopia. This remaining
exophoria causes an increase in the myopia When
the myopia is fully corrected it very rarely increases,
as the exophoria disappears with the full correction.
Some who inherit myopia will become myopic in
spite of full correction. Excluding the inherited
cases, I have seen less than a half dozen who wore
the full correction become more myopic. Many
patients have come under my observation who
had been wearing an undercorrection for both far
and near, or full correction for the distance and
undercorrection for the near, a great many of them
wearing the same strength glass for both eyes,
whin one eye was too near-sighted to be con-
sithred of any value, and sometimes a plane glass
over the more near-sighted eye. All of these cases
showed an increase of myopia. This looks as if
the exophoria remaining with the partial correction
caused the increase in the myopia, and that the
starting point of myopia is the exophoria with
hypermetropia.

I have seen the externus of a high myopic eye
cut and a plane glass ordered for that eye. I have
in mind a case where a muscle had been cut three
times, and still the eye turned outwards. The
patient had never worn a correcting glass for this
eye. Examination showed : R. V., with — 4 D.

fg; L. V., with — .50 D. .=. ; cyl. axis 165°.
With this combination the eyes were absolutely
straight.

When one eye is more near-sighted than the
other, they focus at different points. If an object
is brought up to the far point of the better eye, it
is less indistinct with the other eye, and begins to
disturb the vision of the better eye by a blurred
object larger than the one seen with the better eye.
If it is necessary for the better eye to accommodate
up to the reading point from its far point, the
reading becomes still more distinct with the more
near-sighted eye, and when the far point of the
more near-sighted eye is reached the better eye is
discarded. In any case one eye is discarded and
moves out to prevent double vision. Aluscle cut-
ting will never prevent this disturbance at the
reading distance. The only remedy is to make
the image the same size on the retina with glasses.

In accommodation all the mus-
Physiological des supplied by the third nerve
Action of the are brought into action, with a
Ocular Muscles relaxation of the muscles sup-

plied by the fourth and sixth
nerves, the superior oblique and externi. In
reading or looking at anything held in the hand,
the natural position of the eyes is inwards and
downwards, as the hands are not raised above the
horizontal plane of the shoulders. At arm's length
the angle below the horizontal plane of the eye is
about 3(1. At the ordinary reading distance the
angle is about 45/ below the horizontal plane of
the eyes. As this is the most common position of
the eyes in accommodation, the inferior recti are
larger, and consequently stronger than the superior
recti. If they were, however, of the same strength
and contracting equally at the same time, the
inferior recti would control the eyes, as they are
attached nearer the corner, which gives a greater
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leverage. This is where nature demands and
nature supplies.

In hypermetropia the same in
Esophoria both eyes, the tendency to con-

verge is equal to the amount of
accommodation, and also to turn downward in the
same ratio below the horizontal plane of the eyes,
the eyes remaining in the same plane downward as
the accommodation is the same. As I have before
explained, if the hypermetropia and accommo-
dation to the reading point are too much to be over-
come by the ciliary muscles and the muscles of
convergence, the result would be exophoria. In
either esophoria or exophoria the eyes would keep
in the same plane.

Eyes differing in hypermetropia
Hypo-Esophoria would vary from the same plane

both horizontally and vertically
—that is, the eye having the greater amount of
hypermetropia would have a tendency to turn
inwards more and proportionally downwards more.
The exception to this rule is when the more hyper-
metropic eye accommodates only the same amount
as the fellow eye, at the expense of distinct. vision
for the former eye.

Changes which the Crystalline Lens

Undergoes in Accommodation

A few months ago, ill the Colorado
Ophthalmological Society, Dr. Edw. Jackson
read a paper on the changes which are
observed in the crystalline lens during accom-
modation. We give here an extract as found
in the Ofihthalmic Record without further
comment, and will only remind our readers
that we gave the latest views of Tscherning
on the mechanism of accommodation in the
August number of THE KEYSTONE. There
we showed that the latest theory of Tscherning
appears to be well in harmony with the latest
observations of Hess and Heine, the ardent
defenders of the Helmholtzian theory of
accommodation:

Dr. Edward Jackson referred to the theory of
Helmholtz, who believed that tension was removed
from the suspensory ligament in the act of accom-
modating, and that the lens then became more
globular in form, the bulging of the anterior surface
being the greater. Tscherning, in brief, believes
that greater tension is made on the capsule, which
causes the lens to become flattened at the peri-
phery though conical, somewhat of the shape of
the lenticonus at the center, and that with Helm-
holtz the posterior surface of the lens does not
change much in its contour.

Howard Grossman* reported observations on
the shape of the crystalline lens in accommodation,
observations having been made on a case of aril-
ridia having considerable accommodation power
for such cases. Very small areas of anterior and
posterior polar cataract were present, which gave
excellent points to watch the movements of the
lens surface when in action. Grossman believed
from these observations that there was a bulging of
both the anterior and posterior surfaces of the lens,
as well as a flattening at the periphery.

Hess has demonstrated almost absolutely that
the zonules are relaxed in the accommodative act,
being more marked under eserin and more fixed
under atropine.

Priestly Smith has shown that the lens struc-
ture is such that the resistance in it is different, for
different thicknesses.

Dr. Jackson has observed that in making the
shadow test on the majority of individuals with a
large pupil of 6 or 7 mm. in diameter, which can
be found in young subjects, at one-third of a meter
distance with a small point of light, 2 to 3 mm. in
diameter, you can watch the lens contour by
shadow, then, when the patient accommodates for
a point 31 cm. from his eye, you will get reversal
of light at the center of the lens which does not
occur at the periphery. Observations made with
patient accommodating at a still closer point show
that as accommodation increases the refraction at
the edge of the pupil increases, indicating that,

* Trans. British Med. Association, 1903.
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though the convexity at the center of the lens
increases, it does so faster than that at the peri-
phery, though this increased convexity is observable
in all areas.

Dr. Jackson's observations lead him to con-
clude that there is a distinction between an absolute
flattening of the periphery of the lens and a relative
flattening. He agrees largely with Helmholtz's
theory.

Dr. Jackson's observations in one case of
aniridia proved that the lens in such individuals
did not act under the same conditions as the
normal eye, which must be taken into account in
considering Grossman's observations.

An Interesting Observation of the Fun-

dus of the Eye During a Transient

Blindness for Ten Minutes

We all know that the eye gets blind
from undue pressure of the eyeball, at least
as long as the pressure lasts, and that this is
caused by insufficient blood supply through
the compressed vessels. That such tem-
porary interference with the circulation some-
times occurs in the eye from internal causes
is also a well-known fact, but it is seldom
that one may observe such stoppage of the
circulation and its return during its entire
course. Such case has been reported lately
by Dr. T. H. Jamieson, of Wellington, Kans.
His patient was a laborer, aged eighty-four,
who came for repeated short spells of blind-
ness in the right eye One day the patient
reported that he had no attack for the last
two days, and it was while the doctor, as a
matter of routine, looked into his eye that
he observed a phenomenon which he describes
as follows:

While viewing the fundus in search of cause,
was surprised to see the central artery of retina
fade into a mere white line, followed closely by
fading of vein and its branches until could not
even make out their position. Optic disk became
pale and white, retina pale, but through it could be
made out the chorioldal vessels radiating in all
directions from outer border of optic disk. In
probably two minutes' time the central artery
became visible, followed by filling of vein and
normal condition of fundus of eye. Vhen artery
began to fade patient remarked that objects were
getting dark before the right eye, and when vein
hacl faded from vision said he could see nothing
with right eye. Had him close the left eye, and
lie said he could not see the light reflected into
right eye.

A Criticism of Mr. Worth's Opinion of

Muscle Training

Not long ago in the Othlhahnic Record
Dr. David W. Wells, of Boston, Mass.,
criticized a few statements which Dr. Worth
made in his excellent book on " Squint."

The criticism is directed mainly against the
following passages, " Rhythmic exercises
with prisms, cylinders, etc., are much
employed in America in cases of heterophoria.

I have tried them repeatedly, but have never
seen the slightest benefit from them." Page
198: " If a patient has orthophoria in dis-
tant vision and exophoria in near, or if there
is more exophoria or less esophoria in near

than in distant vision, he has insufficiency of
dynamic convergence. In an uncomplicated
case of insufficiency of convergence exercises
should be tried."
" The following simple plan is as good

as any: The patient begins reading a book
at the ordinary distance; then, while still

(Coniinned on page 1663)
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reading, he gradually brings the book nearer
his eyes until the print begins to be blurred.
He then slowly removes the book to the
ordinary reading distance. This is repeated;
at about every tenth line he looks into the
distance for a moment in order to completely
relax his convergence. Two or three pages
should be read in this way twice a day, for
two or three weeks. These rhythmic exer-
cises, of course, do not increase the power of
the ocular muscles (any more than voice
training increases the laryngeal muscles), so
they do not in the least diminish the exo-
phoria in distant vision. But they often
much improve the power of dynamic con-
vergence by teaching the nervous apparatus
to respond more readily to the will."

Dr. Wells argues as follows:

This plan violates the two principles on which
success depends. The patient " brings the book
nearer to his eyes until the print begins to be
blurred." What better method could be adopted
to invite a suppression of one eye? The ciliary is
being strained to its utmost, in most cases probably
much more than the convergence. This is more
faulty than Gould's plan of putting prisms base out
before the patient, through which he fixed a candle
at close range. This is carried off, or the patient
backs away, until diplopia results. Both these
plans secure convergence through association with
accommodation. In the condition cited it is the
convergence, not the accommodation, which is weak.

When the co-ordinated impulse to converge
and accommodate is given, the converging muscles
do not easily turn the eyes until the visual axes
meet at the distance for which each eye is focused.
The logical correction is to disassociate these two
functions to put the accommodation at rest—either
by fixing a distant object or with convex lenses
equal to the distance fixed, e. g., zo in the phoro-
optometer stereoscope in which the card is at
zo c. m. distance. Tills done, the internal recti
should be exercised with prisms, care being taken
that the patient does not allow one eye to diverge,
the image being suppressed and diplopia not
noticed. This possibility is absolutely guarded
against, and the prismatic element easily varied by
using the phoro-optometer stereoscope, with its
two cretes prisms. Charts should be used in which
the fused image is a composite picture, so that the
suppression of either eye is at once apparent. The
decentering of the two ± to lenses is a very subtle
means of securing a prismatic effect of about z° for
each mm. decentration.

The loose prism method should be used just
as soon as the patient can be trusted not to suppress
one eye. The stereoscope is his teacher, with
whose help he may fuse five times as much as
without, and of this help he should learn to be
independent.

The amount of the heterophoria is recorded
both before and after each treatment and, unless a
decided difference is shown, exercises are discon-
tinued. While it is true that we frequently develop
a good and sufficient adducting power without
reducing the exophoria at a distance, yet in looking
over my records I find a great many cases of abso-
lute cure of distant exophoria. This is not only
with medium degrees, but cases showing 15° to
200 distant exophoria have been transformed into
orthophoria, or even slight esophoria. We are
" using rhythmic exercises in America " because
we are getting results. Is it not quite possible
that Mr. Worth's failure may be due to his evidently
faulty methods? It seems unaccountable that one
who has announced so strenuously that " the one
essential cause of squint is a defective development
of the fusion faculty " should absolutely ignore
the same causative factor in heterophoria as in
heterotropia.

Although the reviewer agrees with Dr.
Wells, when he criticises the special method
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recommended by Dr. Worth to improve the
power of dynamic convergence, he believes
that the same method, applied a little differ-
ently, will give as excellent results generally
as it has in his own experience. This simple
test is performed as follows: Take a clean
piece of paper like the back of a visiting
card and draw on it with ink a sharply
defined black line. Bring this line gradually
nearer to the patient and tell him to look at
it attentively all the time while the card is
finally brought up to the nose of the patient.
He is told to let you know as soon as he
sees two lines instead of one only. Should
the patient suppress one image the observer
will see that at once if he sits opposite the
patient and watches the movements of his
eyes. In a short while the patient will see
the double images for himself as socn as his
eyes do not converge any more on the line.
This he will do the more readily, as there is
nothing else on the card which might cover
the faint double image as must be the case
on a page full of words. If the patient uses
this card properly, that is, bringing it rather
quickly forward to his nose as far as it will
appear single, and then withdrawing it again,
and if he repeats it rhythmically for about a
minute at a time he will soon be able to bring
the card up to the nose while both eyes are
converging on the line.

Optical Delusions of the Heavens

It is a matter of common observation

that the sun, the moon and the stars appear

much larger when they are close to the

horizon than when they are high in the sky.

Numerous explanations have been proposed

to account for this, and here is another that

recently appeared in the Archiv. fur die
gesammie Physicdogie from the pen of Robert
Mayr:

"When we observe objects at a distance

we are not conscious of the smallness of the

angle under which we see them, and we

think them much higher than they really are.

This fact also explains the disillusions in

photography, a country the boundaries of

which are very hilly appearing almost flat on

the sensitive plate, the lens giving us the real

angular sizes of the distant objects without

taking into account the psychic exaggera-

tion of our eye. If, however, we look at

distant objects under unusual conditions, our

judgment is at fault, the smallness of the

angle of observation becomes sensible and

the objects appear much smaller. This is

what occurs, for example, when a country is

examined with the head bent to one side,

the colors becoming much clearer, but the

country appearing flat like a picture.

" We may apply these facts to the sun

and moon. When we see these bodies at

the horizon we place them instinctively at a

given distance, and we judge of their size as

we do of objects placed at this distance, that

is, in exaggerating that size. When, how-
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ever, these bodies are raised above the hori-

zon, we see them under unaccustomed con-

ditions without indicating comparative marks

and at an undefined distance. In consequence

of this fact, the exaggeration of our calcula-

tion disappears and the stars, sun and moon

appear smaller to us.

"The angle under which we see the sun
and moon is equal to about one-half of a

degree. Calculation shows that this is the

angle under which we see a tower forty-four

meters in height at a distance of a little over

three miles. Thus by comparison with

known terrestrial objects, the stars at the

horizon appear very large to us. The error

depends in part also on the state of the

atmosphere. When the atmosphere is not

clear and is foggy, the error is greatest, in

this case the moon taking on a red tinge ;

whereas when this body has all of its bright-

ness it differs too much from ordinary objects

for the instinctive comparison to be made,

the moon in this case appearing smaller.

The same reasoning applies to the sun. In

foggy weather the stars also appear nearer, a

fact which is due to their red color ; the red

requiring a greater effort of accommodation

to unite on the retina the slightly refrangible

radiations.

It is not necessary that there be terres-

trial objects to which we can directly com-

pare the apparent diameter of the sun and

moon ; the error may occur at the horizon

of the sea. It is to be noted that the con-

stellations have the same apparent increase

in size in approaching the horizon, and that

often two lower parts of the rainbow seem

enlarged. In short, we have to do with a

very general phenomenon, applying as well

to terrestrial as to celestial objects ; in every

case the error consisting in an exaggerated

estimation of the objects on the horizon."

New York City Optical Society

The executive committee of the above society

held a special meeting on August 31st, at which

plans for the coming winter season were discussed.

Regarding the place of meeting for next season, it

was decided that each member should constitute

himself a committee of investigation, with the ob-

ject of securing suitable quarters and a desirable

location. The scheme of scientific work prosecuted

last season will again be carried out as follows :
at each meeting there will be a lecture on some
practical, scientific topic, this to be followed by a

general discussion. Next the question box will be
opened and all questions therein thoroughly dis-

cussed. In addition to this, it is proposed that at
each meeting there be a clinic, in which the various

members of the society will show their colleagues
their technique in the practice of optometry.

Members who are willing to take part in this por-
tion of the programme are expected to notify the

president, who will appoint them in the order of

the receipt of names.
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A Case of Toxic Amblyopia from Alcohol
and Tobacco

The 
is 
we now present for your

consideration s a man, 51 years of age, a
quarryman by occupation. He was sent to
us by a most capable refractionist to whom
he applied for glasses, and who realized at
once that the case was out of the ordinary,
and that glasses were of doubtful benefit in
the present condition of his eyes.

The patient tells us that his eyes feel
heavy, that his vision has been failing for
some time, and that for the past four weeks
he has been unable to read, without glasses
or with them.

We ask the man to look at the test
card hanging across the room, and we find
the acuteness of vision of the right eye is
209F, while with the left eye he is unable to
decipher even the largest letter at the top of
the card.

In order to determine whether this im-
pairment of vision is due to ametropia, or
whether it depends upon a condition of di-
sease, we will make use of the pin-hole disk.
It has the effect of reducing the circles of
diffusion formed upon the retina, and thus
makes the outlines of objects much clearer.

On account of the smallness of the open-
ing, it diminishes the illumination, but this loss
of light is more than compensated for by the
greater clearness of form that is attained.

If the vision is susceptible of improve-
ment by this test, glasses will be of benefit.
If the vision cannot be improved by the pin-
hole, glasses are useless. This test is one
that can always be depended upon.

By cutting off all the marginal rays and
allowing only a few of the more central rays
to fall upon the retina, the eye is rendered
independent of its refracting media, in fact
their function is destroyed, and the image is
formed solely by the few central rays that
pass through the small opening. The image
thus being made perfect ; if now the vision
still continues impaired, it must be because
the retina is not capable of receiving, or the
optic nerve of transmitting, this image.

Any capable refractionist can dem-
onstrate this for himself. Take any kind or
power of lens from your test case, convex or
concave, weak or strong, sphere or cylinder,
hold it close to your eye and look through it
at the test letters ; vision will be made more
or less indistinct according to the strength
and character of the lens, but no matter how
greatly the letters are blurred or even if
blotted out of sight, when the pin-hole disk
is placed over it, the power of the lens is
destroyed, and the letters are as clearly seen
as with the emmetropic eye.

We will now see what the results of this
test are : vision of right eye is little if any
improved. Vision of left eye is raised to n
with some difficulty. This proves that the
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impairment of vision in R. E. is not suscept-
ible of any improvement by lenses, while L. E.
is only partially so. This is a very great
diminution in vision and would also indicate
his inability to read fine print. We give
him the test card in his hand, and as we
expected, he says he is unable to read any of
the paragraphs. As a matter of routine, we
try successively ± r, + 2, + 3, + 4 and
+ 5, but with none of them is he able to
read anything except the larger sized print
at the bottom of the card.

We will take this man into our dark
room and make an ophthalmoscopic exam-
ination. The reflex is clear and bright
proving that there are no opacities in any of
the refracting media. The optic disk looks
a little paler than normal with perhaps a
bluish or greenish tinge, otherwise no evi-
dence of the presence of disease.

The Perimeter

We will question this man as to his
personal habits. "Do you drink or smoke?"
" Yes, sir." " Now tell us the truth, how
much do you drink ? Tell these gentlemen
just what your habits are in this direction."
" Every evening on my way home from
work I stop in the saloon and take a drink
of whiskey and wash it down with a mug of
beer. I spend Saturday evening there when
I take from three to four to half-a-dozen
drinks."

"As this is a matter of importance to
your welfare, you must not conceal anything,
and I am glad you have given us such a
frank answer. Now how about tobacco ? "
" I smoke both cigars and a pipe, and

am seldom without one or the other in my
mouth."

The very candid statement of this
patient clears up the case, and I think we
can unhesitatingly diagnose this condition as
one of toxic amblyopia due to the excessive
use of alcohol and tobacco ; and as you are
likely to meet with similar cases in your
future practice, we will direct this patient to
be seated while we give a few moments' time
to the consideration of this condition.

Tobacco and alcohol cause disturbances
of vision with nearly identical symptoms.
Either one may produce the disease, but
usually both are combined in the same case.
It seldom occurs in young persons, the pa-
tients usually being over 40 years and with
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impaired nutrition. We find it more among
the poorer classes because poor whiskey
contains more fusel oil and cheap tobacco
more nicotine.

While the ophthalmoscope gives no
certain evidence as to the presence of the
disease in its early stages, yet as a rule it is
not difficult of diagnosis, because of the
pronounced subjective symptoms.

A failure of vision is noticed, most
marked in the center of the field. Usually
both eyes are affected, but not always to the
same extent. The patient sees nothing
directly in the line of vision, but objects
on either side are seen with more or less
distinctness. This interferes with reading and
writing, although if the scotoma is not large
while the middle of the sentence is lost, the
two ends of the line may be seen imperfectly.
Patients usually complain more of disturb-
ance of vision when in a bright light. Vision
for color also fails in this central scotoma, the
perception of red and green being lost.

As we look at our patient he has the
appearance of a naturally healthy man, but
no one can drink beer and whiskey as he
does and continue it with impunity. Some
men may drink more, and because they have
not yet lost their sight or ruined their
stomach, they think they are all right. Some
men may go through a battle without being
shot, and yet no one will argue that war is a
safe occupation. So any man that uses
alcohol and tobacco to excess is in danger
that, sooner or later, some organ will give out.

Is there a scotoma in this case ? In
order to determine this point we will send
for a perimeter and make the test before you.
We will use a piece of red card, and we find
as it approaches the center of the field, it
disappears, and be it remembered this is one
of the diagnostic points of a toxic amblyopia,
the scotoma for red in the center of the field.
We may remark in passing that as the
patient begins to recover and the scotoma
becomes less noticeable, the patient first sees
red as pink, and gradually as improvement
continues it becomes redder and darker.

We are sometimes asked by students
about to enter on practice, whether a peri-
meter should be included in their outfit, and
we usually answer that we do not consider it
necessary, adding a few words of explanation
as to the specific uses of the instrument. It
consists essentially of an arc, as you see,
which can be moved to any position in order
to measure any desired meridian, and a small
white test object moved in from its outer end
.until it becomes visible. As this is repeated
at a number of different points, say 15° or
200 apart, until the circle is completed, the
outlines of the field are indicated. The test
object is also moved inward to the center
along the different meridians and in this way
the presence of any scotomata are detected,
and their size and location mapped out.

The province of the perimeter then is to
measure the field of vision and to detect the
existence of a scotoma, all of which is
included in indirect vision. It has little to
do with direct vision, the vision of the yellow
spot in which you are particularly interested
in fitting glasses, and therefore it is only in
exceptional cases that you will even think of it.

If you consider in any case it is desirable
to obtain some idea of the extent of the field

(Continued on page 1667)
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Amplitude of Accommodation

ED. KEYSTONE :—The " Optician's Manual,"
Vol. I, page 290, seems to be somewhat contradic-
tory in reference to amplitude and range of accom-
modation. It says : " The nearest point at which
reading can be distinguished is the near point.
The greatest distance at which same type can be
distinguished is the far point. The distance be-
tween the near and the far point is the range of
accommodation."

It seems evident to me that the size of type
would offset the near point as well as the far point.
To illustrate : I am 39 years old and can see
Jaeger No. I type at 6 inches and at 31 inches. I
can see No. 2 type at 54 inches and 41 inches. I
can see No. 3 type at 5 inches and 50 inches. In
each case the amplitude as well as range of accom-
modation varies from all the others.

I presume that from what is stated at foot of
page referred to, that No. i type is the one to use
in tests. This being the case an emmetropic eye
that can see No. I type at 8 inches, as near point,
would have 5 D. of accommodation, the near point
receding as accommodation lessened. When the
eye possessed only t° of accommodation the No.
type should be visible at 40 inches as near point.
Hence every person under 40 years old, with
emmetropic eyes, should be able to read Jaeger No.
I type at 40 inches. This, it seems, would serve
equally as well for a distance test as the 15 or 20
feet Snellen's type would at 15 or 20 feet.

This does not seem to work out in practice.
My vision is 18., almost 11.1, but as before stated, I
cannot see No. i type at more than 3! inches.
What is my near point? Is it 6, 5 or 5 inches?
What is my range of accommodation? Is it 25, 35
0F45 inches?

Is Jaeger No. x type constructed on same
visual angle for 40 inches that Snellen's type is for
15, 20, 30, 40 feet, etc.? If so, why this seeming
discrepancy?

Yours truly,

" INVESTIGATOR."

[The size of the type is an important matter

in determining the amplitude of accommodation.

The larger the type the greater the apparent ampli-

tude. For greater accuracy the smaller type is

preferred, Jaeger No. 1. We would say our corre-
spondent's near point is 6 inches, and his ampli-

tude of accommodation 6.50 D.
The Jaeger type is not constructed on the

same principle as Snellen's, and therefore, it is not

possible for any eye to read the Jaeger No. i type at

40 inches, no matter how little or how much accom-

modation they may have, because the distance is

too great and the type is too small.
Objection has been made to the use of type

like Jaeger's to measure the accommodation, for

the reason that persons who are accustomed to

reading are able to guess at the words by their

general appearance and by their relations to neigh-

boring words, while those who are unaccustomed

to reading must study the words one by one. We

think this fact accounts for our correspondent's

near point of 6 inches. At his age, with a visual

acuity of la, the near point is normally at 8 or
9 inches, but as he is probably familiar with the

type he is able to bring it closer and thus give

him apparently a greater amplitude than he really

possesses.
In order to meet this objection, a set of test

types has been devised, composed of isolated

letters of such sizes as to conform to the minimum
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visual angle principle of Snellen ; but they have
not displaced Jaeger's types, which serve every
practical purpose.—ED.1

An Exhortation from President
Holmes

The new president of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians wishes to make his little bow,
express his sincere thanks for the honor conferred
on him and to say a few things about the future of
the association.

If any good is accomplished it must be by
organization, and now that many of the State soci-
eties have affiliated with the American Association
of Opticians, we have the nucleus for an ideal
organization.

The Milwaukee convention reduced the per
capita tax for State societies to fifty cents. This
means that each member of these societies will
have to pay only fifty cents more to his society
than heretofore.

It is difficult to see how any member could
object to this. He certainly would not object if he
could be present at one of the meetings of the
association.

Every paper or lecture given at the Milwaukee
convention contained something new, something a
little different, something to think about and to
apply to your every-day practice.

You don't get all there is in a paper or lecture
when you read it set up in cold type. When you
have it from the author's lips it is a different story.
Then you can have a few words with the author in
the smoking room or the lobby.

In a moment he can straighten out some
tangled subject that has always been a mystery
to you.

Every State in the Union should affiliate this
year and should send delegates to the Minneapolis
convention, where they will positively be accorded
the proper recognition. Every member should
attend. It has been hinted that the Milwaukee
convention was not a success. It was far from a
failure.

There were enough railroad certificates turned
in to secure the one-third rate on return trip, and
many came on mileage, passes, etc.

Those who attended went home enlightened
and enthused. They will do better work this year
than if they had not attended.

What the new president wants is ideas,
thoughts, suggestions as to a policy for the coming
year that will bring every State society within the
fold and make the next meeting a genuine success.

Write to the president and help him. Don't
find fault ; he can do that himself, and besides
there will be plenty of others to do it.

Don't be a "stay-at-home." You are sure to
get into ruts and you might get to be one of the
fault-finding kind who never do things themselves

and are never satisfied with the things others do

for them.
Don't say you are too busy to attend the con-

vention. It is usually the men •who are doing the

most prosperous business who do attend.

Some men can be busier with two or three

two-dollar cases and a soldering job than others

would be with a business of a hundred dollars

a day.
You surely are no busier than the successful

M. D. who feels that he must attend his convention

or get behind the times.
Yours for success to the A. A. 0.,

HARRY P. HOLMES, President.

Clinics in Optometry

(Continued from page :665)

of vision, it can be determined on the black-
board or any plane surface. A mark is made
for the sight to be fixed upon, and a piece of
chalk is moved inwards from the extreme
limits of the board up to the center. The
marks made where it first appears indicate
the limits of the field. If it should disappear
and reappear, a scotoma would be shown to
exist.

Now, it is safe to say the diagnosis
has been fairly made out. The patient can
not see well, his vision does not respond to
the pin-hole nor to any lenses we place before
his eyes, proving that it is not an error of
refraction ; there is no opacity or any disease
of the retina ; there is the scotoma for red
in the center of the field ; he is an inordinate
user of alcohol and tobacco.

The first step in the treatment is the
removal of the cause, and if this man wants
to regain his sight, he must abstain from
drinking and smoking. In addition we will
prescribe strychnia internally, galvanism lo-
cally, and a good nourishing diet.

To the patient, " My man, for the sake
of your sight and for the benefit of your
family that depends upon you, you must cut
out your beer, whiskey and tobacco. If you
will faithfully follow our directions, I think I
can safely promise that you will get well.
Come back in a week and report."

Note that in this case the prognosis is
good, and so it is in any case of toxic ambly-
opia if patient is seen early and if he will
abstain entirely from the poisonous agents.
He may even get well if he is willing only to
reduce their quantity, but this is not at all
certain. Persistence in their use is sure to
lead to greater impairment of vision or even
practical blindness. After complete re-
covery, the disease may sometimes recur if
the appetite for drinking and smoking is
uncurbed.

While it scarcely comes within your
province to prescribe the administration of a
nerve tonic or the application of electricity,
yet I. think it is your duty as educated opto-
metrists to be able recognize the existence
of this condition, and it will also add greatly
to your prestige. Make your examination
along the lines I have mentioned, and refer
your patient to a medical man for treatment.
In this way you establish a reputation
for competency with the patient and his
physician, and you gain the good will anti
confidence of both.

Three weeks later we have before us
this same patient but a great change has
taken place. He has called each week since
then, always reporting improvement. He
says his eyes have lost that heavy feeling and
that they feel good. We test his vision on
the card and find that with +1.5o the acuity
equals H. He says in answer to our question
that he has not drank any whiskey or beer,
but that he has smoked an occasional cigar.
This is a very satisfactory improVement and
the indications point to complete recovery.
We will advise him that his welfare demands
continued abstinence, and that he should still
keep on with the medicine and the galvanism
for some weeks longer.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will tat answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

I. Age. (If nut possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? 110w long aud what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, anti what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

6. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"I.H D."— Woman about forty-six years old. V
0. U.1104. V. le. E. no letters.
Never wore glasses. Examination by rehno-
scope shows R. E. 7.50 D. hypermetropia. L.
E. 7 D. hypermetropia. Will not accept more
Man + 3, with which she sees 11j. Had given
her + 3 in the hope that the strength could be
increased from time to time, but she returned
in two weeks slating that they made her divq,
also complains that at times Mere is a mist
before the eyes and all objects look blurred and
indistinct. Examination with ophthalmoscope
shows lens and humors to be clear, but the
retinal vessels look thin ; in fact, scarcely
visible, and Me entire retina has a pale appear-
ance. The great trouble is, that this woman
has gone all these years without glasses and,
furthermore, she is at present undergoing the
change of  life. Would it not be advisable to
refer this case to an oculist/'

In a case of defective vision the use of the pin.
hole disk and an ophthalmoscopic examination are
of great value. By the first we can determine if
the vision is improvable by glasses and, if so, to
what extent. The pin-hole was not employed in
this case, but if it had been it would have shown
whether R. E. had any reading vision, and whether
L. E. was susceptible of any greater improvement
than la. By the ophthalmoscope we are enabled
to locate the cause of the impaired vision and
determine the character of it. In this case the seat
of the trouble is apparently located in the retina
and optic nerve, and the character of it is an
atrophy.

It is hard to imagine that any one would be so
unconcerned about their sight (certainly the most
valuable of our senses) as to live until the age of
forty-six years with one eye almost blind and the
other possessing only one-fifth normal vision with-
out making an effort for their improvement by
glasses or treatment.

In any case where it is impossible to raise the
visual acuity to normal by glasses, and especially
where the ophthalmoscope shows intra - ocular
disease, as in this case, it is a safe rule to refer the
patient to an oculist.

"T. R. "—A boy, four years and four months old,
has squint in the L. E. Would strong spherical
lenses for constant wear correct the defect ?
Visual acuity normal in both eyes. What
strength would you suggest ?

Convergent strabismus making its appearance
at this age is almost invariably due to hyperme-
tropia. The removal of the cause by the correc-
tion of the hypermetropia by convex lenses is
urgently indicated, and if worn as soon as the
deviation manifests itself, glasses may be confi-
dently expected to effect a cure. We are told the
visual acuity is normal in both eyes, but we are
not informed how this fact has been determined,
as this must be a matter of much difficulty in a
child too young to know the letters. We are
asked, if "strong " lenses would correct the defect
and what strength we would suggest. This de-
pends entirely upon the degree of hypermetropia
which we are assuming is present in this case.
If there is no hypermetropia, convex spheres
would be valueless. If this error exists it must be
measured, and our only method in a child of this
age is retinoscopy. We would advise glasses strong
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enough to correct the full amount of hypermetropia
that can be detected by the retinoscope. The
glasses should be worn constantly—that is, they
should never be removed except for toilet pur-
poses and when the child is put to bed. The
lenses should be large and centered for distant
vision. Usually the sight of the squinting eye
becomes greatly impaired. In this case, as yet,
this has not occurred, and the thought to be kept
constantly in mind is to prevent any such impair-
ment. For this purpose the right eye should be
continuously occluded for a time ; by this we
mean not only for a part of each day, but rather
for several days at a time. This may be accom-
plished by means of a rubber blinder slipped over
the right lens. It may be advisable to consult a
physician and place this right eye under the influ-
ence of atropine. This makes the hypermetropia
in this eye absolute, thus impairing the sight and
throwing the burden of vision on the squinting eye.
It should be noted that we do not advise the drug
for both eyes, but only for the deviating eye.

In order that a correct and definite

understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page.

"I. A. L."—Can I obtrude upon your department
of " Optical Questions and Answers" without
being misunderstood ? I am very much inter-
ested in al/ pertaining to optics in _your valuable
journal, and from this department much p1-ac/i.
cal knowledge can be obtained by one who, like
mysell; has much to learn. I usually read the
questions and answer them in my own way,
then, by comparin4, my answer with the answer
given, I frequently get new lines of thought
and come out benefited. In Me Jay Keystone,
iW & AL ask three questions. In answering
the second question the reviewer appears to
me to have been hurried, and in consequence
did not give the subject due consideration, and
the question should, I think, receive further
consideration before dismissal. The question
I refer to is: " W hal is the correcting glass
for an eye which can read no nearer Man
30 cm. and whose amplitude of accommodation
is 5.33 D.r The reviewer thinks there is a
discrepancy in the statement. With your per-
mission, I will answer the question as I under-
stand it, and will gladly receive any necessary
corrections. The eye in question is undoubt-
edly ametropic, and the best plan will be to
compare it with the emmetropic eye, which I
will do briefly. An emmetrofie looking at an
object 30 cm. distant will use 3 D. of accom-
modation. The patient under consideration
has used 5..i3 D. tn looking a/ the same point,
and has used 2 I). of accommodation more
than the emmetrope. Why? The indication is
that /he retractiz,e power of this eve is deficient
and the ciliary muscle is called upon to supply
the deficiemy. Ihe eyeball is shorter than the
emmetrope' s, the .far point is negative and the
accommodation must be brought into use in
order to bring parallel rays to a focus on the
retina and put him on a par with the emme-
trope. From this point on, each would use the
same amount of accommodation, 3 I). The
conclusion arrived at by the foregoing reason-
ing is that the patient is a 2 D. hypermetrope
and Me correcting glass is + 2 D. Am
I right?

The near point is the closest point at which it
is possible to see by the strongest effort of accom-
modation ; therefore the position of the near
point indicates the amount of accommodation
that is exerted. Our usual method of deter-
mining the amount of accommodation is to mea-
sure the distance of the near point and convert
into D's.

An emmetrope looking at an object 30 cm.
distant uses 3.33 I). of accommodation : to this
we are all agreed. But how does " M. 8t M." or

"J. A. L." know that this eye is using 5.33 D. of
accommodation at this distance? If the eye was
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really hypermetropic 2 D., then it would use 5.33
I). to see at 30 cm., but there is nothing in the
description of the case to indicate the existence of
hypermetropia, except the correspondent's state-
ment that the amplitude of accommodation is
5.33D., but we are not informed how this has been
determined.

The fact is that in hypermetropia, where some
of the accommodation must be used to maintain
distant vision clear, there is a deficiency of avail-
able accommodation for close use, which would
show itself by a recession of the near point. Inas-
much as the normal amplitude of accommodation
lessens from year to year, it becomes necessary to
know the age of a patient when we wish to com-
pare the accommodation of an ametropic eye with
the normal standard : only in this way can we
learn whether or not there is a deficiency of ac-
commodation.

Leaving the question of age out of considera-
tion, an emmetrope with a near point of 30 cm.
possesses 3.33 D. of accommodation. If 2 D. of
this accommodation was needed for distant vision,
then only 1.33 D. would be available for close use,
in which case the near point will have receded to
75 cm.

With the meager information afforded by the
(luestion, it is impossible for any one to say what
the correcting lens should be.

"H. K 1)."—Lady, aged twenty-five, comes to me
wearing —3.25 a.-i. /So', (). U. This correc-
tion has been worn for two years with a ,t;lit
amount of comfort, but lately has suffered from
headache, which she ascribed to .gash-ic trouble,
simply coming to me on the advice of friends
to see if I could give her anything better. Thu.
conditions under which I work do not give me
a fair opportunity to use objective tests, so I
rely on my trial lenses. l'ision without glasses
M. She rejected + lenses and promptly
accepted — 3.50 ax. AVo°, with 7chich she
obtained i2 easily. As she persistently refused
even a — .25 sphere, in combination, I thought
it possible that a pseudo-myopic condition
existed, and fogged R. E. zeith a 6, with
the result Mat she read ig with + .75 sphere.
I did no/ get time to fog the other eye or to

eytinders, and she left, arranging to see
me again. Later I saw her and she had been
to an oculist who told her that she is myopic-
ally-as/,A, matie, and when she obtains her RA-.
front him it will be of the same character as
she is wearing but stronger. He told her to
read less, give up drawing, etc. I wish to
know i•Iteltter it is possible for any sphere to
improve /he vision of a person who is nearly
a myopic astigmal of— 3.25 to the extent that
it did in this case. I am unable to send details
conceiwing accommodation, but would be glad
ofyour opinion. Does the wearing of —3.25
for two years without discomfort, prove the
correction to have been time proper one ? If a
false myopia exists would not the correction,
as staled, have made the vision worse or caused
much discomfort?

If naked vision is 1200-6, and if by the fogging
method it is improved to -H by + .75 D. sphere,
hypermetropia is certainly proven to exist. There
must have been spasm of accommodation of such
an amount as not only to conceal the hyperme-
tropia but also to render the eye apparently
myopic, which spasm relaxed under the fogging,
causing the false myopia to disappear and reveal-
ing the hypermetropia. It would not have been
possible for this convex sphere to afford so good
an acuteness of vision if one meridian had really
been myopic to the extent of 3.25 D. The fact that
these concave cylinders were worn without discom-
fort does not prove that they were correct, because
the accommodation may have been vigorous
enough to stand the extra effort for these two
years, and perhaps is just now beginning to break
down under the strain with the result of causing
headache. We are inclined to think that the case
is one of mixed astigmatism, and that the accom-
modation in overcoming the hypermetropic merid-
ian makes the myopic meridian more myopic. The
description of the case is not complete enough to
enable us to make a suggestion as to what lens is
indicated as the proper one to afford relief.
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" Ocular Neurology"

The Future Field of the Optometrist

A Paper Read Before the Canadian Optical Association by
JOHN E. EBERHARDT, Layton, Ohio.

N reading the invaluable contributions of
that eminent authority, Dr. George M.
Gould, I was impressed by one constantly
recurring statement, " that the various

phases of suffering traced to visual defects always
resulted from excessive use of eyes at the near
point—cessation of such use resulting in decrease
of discomfort ; this same point being emphasized
by many other writers, who have endeavored to
analyze the various forms of nerve disturbances
now recognized as ocular reflexes. This led me to
investigate the action of the ocular muscles at the
near point, and as a result I arrived at the con-
clusion that muscle tests heretofore devised had
failed in giving reliable results because accommo-
dation had been disregarded. In other words, the
ideal condition of ocular equipoise is that in which
the fixation angle necessary to obtain visual images
upon exactly corresponding portions of the two
retina (no matter whether vision is being accom-
plished at fourteen inches, twenty feet or inter-
mediate distances) should always be that angle
which is induced by the innervation being sent to
the extrinsic muscles in common with the functions
of accommodation, and that therefore a test to
determine whether or not a harmonious action
between accommodation and convergence, or
rather, fixation (parallelism being as essential as
convergence for binocular vision) exists while eyes
are employed at the near point, would lose all
value if accommodation was disregarded.

These investigations led to the
construction of an objective
phorometer, which the speaker
described in his address at the

Milwaukee convention. While perfecting this
instrument, the question constantly presented itself
"cannot this same principle be applied subjec-

tively?" I am glad to say that a solution finally
suggested itself, and that I am favored in being

able on this occasion to present to the optical

world a simple method for subjectively investi-

gating simultaneously the relative activity of the

recti and oblique muscles while the accommodative

functions are in a state of enforced activity, the

desire for fixation having been suspended, thereby
absolutely disassociating accommodation and
convergence.

You are all familiar with the old line and dot
test in which by means of the double prism before

one eye, two vertically displaced artificial images

of the dot are seen—the other eye seeing the real

dot, which, it was stated, should be seen by the
orthophoric eye perpendicular to and in center of

dots appearing above and below, but as it requires

but an indifferent effort to see this dot, the max-
imum accommodation for the given distance was
not enforced and this test, as a consequence, lost
its value. The test for the oblique muscles was
made by observing a single parallel line through
double prisms, thereby producing the doubling of
this line, the other eye seeing a third (the real
image) between these artificial lines, which should

be parallel and equi-distant if a normal condition
of the oblique muscles existed. This test also

loses value unless the maximum accommodation

is enforced, as will be demonstrated by the follow-

ing analysis of the phenomenon called "cyclo-

phoria.''

An Objective
Phorometer

KEVSTOINE

If a + 2 D. cylinder is held ten inches from
the right eye, the left being closed, and a vertical
object such as the edge of a building is observed,
it will be noticed that if the cylinder is slightly
rotated that portion of the building seen through
the cylinder will tilt or assume an oblique angle.
It can therefore be readily appreciated that should
an astigmatic error at an oblique angle exist in an
eye, the retinal image would be formed at an
oblique angle also, and as the images formed in
the two eyes must be not only upon corresponding
portions of the two retina, but also exactly parallel
to each other, it can be understood why nature is
called upon in these disturbances to exert a tension
upon the oblique muscles to so rotate the eyeballs
as to produce a vertical alignment, which tension,
owing to the peculiar attachments of the oblique
muscles, would either turn the eyeballs in or out,
as well, thereby producing pseudo-eso, or exo-
phoria, necessitating a neutralizing tension of the
interni or externi muscles.

An explanation of the muscle
test presented for your con-
sideration will possibly assist in
elucidating the phenomena de-

scribed. Upon a plain, white card, size of reading
test chart, appears a single line of reading matter,
composed of type the size of Snellen's No. 3, in
front of which is placed a dot one-eighth of an
inch in diameter ; if the double prism is placed in
trial frame before patient's right eye and opaque
disk before other eye, he will see two lines of print
and two dots ; when other eye is uncovered he
will see third line which, if emmetropia and ortho-
phoria exist, will be vertical, equi-distant, parallel
and clearly legible. We will analyze the effect of
this test upon the eyes : The desire for convergence,
or binocular fixation, is suspended ; for the right
eye fixes the upper and lower line, while the left
eye fixes the middle line quite independently of its
mate, thereby disassociating these functions. How-
ever, as the patient is caused to read the line of
print the maximum accommodation for this dis-
tance is enforced, and should a refractive error
exist, resulting either in an excessive or insufficient
accommodative effort, either an excessive or inade-
quate convergence would ensue, evidencing itself
by a corresponding lateral displacement of the cen-
tral dot and line. Should oblique refractive error
be present, producing a torsional tension of the
oblique muscles, it would evidence itself by a
tilting of central line. Should patient be a pres-

byope, of i or i34 D., with normal refraction, a

significant phenomenon will evidence itself, demon-

strating that in some manner the converging stim-

ulus does aid accommodation. By an effort he

will be able to read the print in test line even up to

twelve inches without the assistance of lenses;

when, however, the double prism is placed before

the eye, he will find that central dot is displaced

laterally, and that print has ceased to be legible;

the placing of the sphere indicated by existing

presbyopia before eyes will not only bring dots to

a vertical and central position, but will also make

line legible.

A New
Muscle Test

One of our prominent jobbers

A Case in Point and manufacturers, well versed
in optics, a few days ago sub-

jected himself to this simple test. He at once

stated that central dot was displaced decidedly to

the right and much nearer the bottom. He took

from the test case a pair — iY D. spheres, this

being his correction, which, when placed in trial

frame, instantly produced both vertical and central

alignment of dots. What was the philosophy of

this phenomenon ? The displacement of central
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dot indicated that the innervation being sent to
interni in common with the ciliary was not pro-
ducing an adequate convergence. In other words,
he was not using the maximum normal accommo-
dation. Why ? Because he was a myope of *4 D.
The placing of these lenses in front of the eyes
enforced that aniount of additional accommodation,
which brought with it the corresponding increase
of convergence, demonstrating that the myope
may be able to read without lenses ; but that in so
doing, particularly when it is considered that his
near point is decreased, he is compelled to exert
an unnatural tension on his converging muscles,
which sooner or later will lead to exhaustion unless
nature comes to his rescue and produces a hyper-
development of these members.

The speaker has frequently
The stated that his fifteen years

experience in prisoptometry had
destroyed his confidence in the

value of prisms as corrective agents. A typical
case quoted by him on several occasions (as well
as numerous other similar cases) seemed to justify
him in his loss of faith, and as the analysis of this
particular case has been the means of obtaining
new light and the discovery of invaluable truths, it
will be desirable to restate the case in detail.
J. C., age thirty-five, first presented himself twelve
years ago suffering from troublesome visual dis-
turbances due to nine degrees of esophoria and
three degrees of hyperphoria. The most critical
examination failed to locate any refractive error;
exercises for muscles and every conceivable prism
correction were experimented with in vain. About
six years ago it was discovered that the supposed
hyper-esophoria was in reality an extreme cyclo-
phoria. The rythmic exercises suggested by Dr.
Savage were persevered in for protracted periods,
but after faithful efforts, covering nearly two years,
no improvement being noticeable, in fact, discom-
fort having increased, these were abandoned.
During all this period, muscular imbalances re-
mained the same ; the duction test showing interni
to have thirty-five degrees and over, while externi
could scarcely fuse one degree. Persistent efforts
to increase abduction failed of success, and invari-
ably caused acute discomfort. It was the speaker's
good fortune to obtain the services of Dr. Chalmers
Prentice, of Chicago, for an address during the
annual convention of the American Association of
Opticians, held at Milwaukee last month, which
address has excited more editorial comment in our
prominent daily journals than any contribution on
a like subject, and which, as a consequence, has
had great value in calling the attention of the
general public to the marked therapeutic value of
prisms and lenses, and the vast possibilities of
optometry. I was most fortunate in being able to
submit to the doctor for examination the case of
J. C. referred to. When he had completed his
investigation, the doctor said to me, " Make the
following notations : no refractive error, marked
cyclophoria, nine degrees of esophoria, three
degrees of hyperphoria ; adduction, excessive;
abduction, nil."

Value of Prisms

I. Excessive convergence call-
Analysis ing for constant effort of antag-

onistic muscles to maintain
parallelism. 2. Inability of the externi to accom-
plish this owing to their evident depleted condition,
necessitating an abnormal tension of the inferior
obliques in order to supply the necessary neutral-
izing divergence, thereby, however, also producing
a torsional movement resulting in manifested
cyclophoria.

(Continued on page 1673)
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These terse statements opened
New Lines of up entirely new avenues of rea-

soning, and convinced the
speaker that efforts had hereto-

fore been totally misdirected. The doctor, con-
tinuing, said : " You have found your efforts to
neutralize this excessive innervation to the interni
to be of no avail. Suppose, instead of maintaining
the abnormal tension involved in antagonizing the
excessive inward tendency, you enforce relaxation
of those over-stimulated members. If you wish to
relax ciliary activity, you supply artificial accom-
modation by means of + lenses. Suppose you
supply in the case of J. C. five degrees of artificial
convergence by means of prisms base in, what
would be the result? Near vision through these
prisms can only be accomplished by forcing the
interni to relax, because you have increased your
nine degrees of esophoria to fourteen degrees.
The use of these prisms will at first be difficult,
but persist, gradually increasing their power ; con-
stantly watching your extend and noting whether
or not relaxation of interni is restoring efficiency
of the depleted externi, and persisting until these
externi will admit of individual exercise, thereby
forcing nerve and blood supply to these depleted
members, and gradually re-establishing a condition
of equipoise between the lateral muscles.

Upon my return home I indi-
vidually again verified condi-
tions, and found them as pre-
viously detailed. Esophoria

being fully nine degrees ; externi fusing one
degree only—and with difficulty. Plus one and a

half diopter spheres, combined with two and a half

degrees prisms, base in, were supplied, and have

been worn for all near work. After the first few

days eyes accepted these with comfort, and near

vision by ertificial light became more satisfactory

than it had been for years. After three weeks'

wear, re-examination shows the following remark-

able results : Esophoria has been reduced from

nine degrees, of nearly twelve years' standing, to

three degrees ; externi now fuse four degrees with

ease—and at times five degrees ; cyclophoria has

almost entirely disappeared ; neuralgic pains in

region of occiput, and extending forward to back

of ears, with a constant feeling of discomfort in

muscles of neck, have largely disappeared. Apply-

ing the dot and line test previously described, a

significant and interesting phenomenon is encoun-

tered : Patient, without lenses, can read the line

of test letters up to within ten inches ; when, how-

ever, double prism is placed before right eye,

central dot moves to the left, indicating excessive
convergence, also moves downward and central

line of letters tilts downward on right end ; but

what is most significant, the mere disassociation of

the functions of convergence and accommodation

results in an utter inability to read the heretofore

legible line of test letters, any effort to make them

legible causing the central dot to move still more

to the left ; whereas the placing of a pair of +

spheres not only brings test letters out clear and

well defined, but dots assume a vertical and central

position, the cyclophoric tilting being almost neu-

tralized, thus again giving tangible evidence of the

intimate inter-relation of the entire group of ocular

muscles, and demonstrating the value of this simple

test for corroborative purposes, if nothing else.

The thoughtful student cannot digest the fore-

going without realizing the far-reaching significance

Thought

Conclusions
Verified

of the truths contained therein. The optometrist
must therefore thoroughly impress upon his mind
the following : " That ideal visual comfort is unob-
tainable unless a condition of orthophoria, as well
as emmetropia, can be established."

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held at
Young's Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday evening,
September 20th. The following were elected to
membership: George A. Breault, 20 North Main
Street, Fall River, Mass.; W. Webster Gleason,
M.D., Provincetown, Mass., and Alfred A. Day,
43 Main Street, Brockton, Mass. The " minimum
price-list" formed the principal subject of dis-
cussion. The following course of lectures has
been arranged for:

September zo, 1904, " A Binocular Neutralizing
Optometer," R. A. Douglass Lithgow, M.D.;
October 18, 1904, " Light," Prof. W. J. Drisko;
November 15, 1904, " Light " (continued), Prof.

W. J. Drisko ; December 20, 1904, W. C. Rucker,

M.D., will speak on a subject to be announced;
January x7, 1905," Light " (concluded), Prof. W. J.
Drisko ; February 21, 1905, " Mechanical Optics,"
Herman L. Klein ; March 21, 1905, " Eyeglass
Frame Fitting," H. C. Doane.

On April 18, 1905, there will be a " ladies' night
and banquet," and on May 16, 1905, the annual
convention will be held.

Kentucky State Optical Association

The semi-annual meeting of the Kentucky State

Optical Association will be held on Tuesday, Octo-
ber t8th, in Winchester, Ky., where preparations

are already being made for a pleasant and profitable
time. Several interesting papers will be read, and

the question and answer system started at the

last meeting will be more fully developed. There

will also be discussed a business question of pecu-

liar interest to every optician in the State.
It is, therefore, especially desirable that every

member and all other qualified opticians in the

State be present at this meeting, which will be

brought to an enjoyable close with a banquet.

Canadian Association of Opticians

The second annual meeting of the Canadian

Association of Opticians was held in the Temple

Building, Toronto, September 7th and 8th. Presi-

dent Samuel Grant, of Montreal, presided, and

there were seventy in attendance. The annual

report presented by the secretary, Alex. Moffatt, of

Brantford, showed that during the year there has

been an increase of sixty-five in the membership,

making the total now 149. The advisability of

incorporating the association as a first step toward

giving opticians a recognized professional status

formed the subject of a lengthy discussion, but the

general impression was that before taking such

action the society should further increase in mem-

bership.
In his annual address President Grant urged

the prosecution of a vigorous propoganda in order

that the association should be made a thoroughly

representative body. He announced the receipt

of congratulatory telegrams from the American

and British associations. John C. Eberhardt, ex-

president of the American Association of Opticians,

delivered an address on "Ocular Neurology,"
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which is published in another portion of this issue
of THE KEYSTONE. This brought the proceedings
of the first day to a close.

On the second day Dr. Earl J. Brown, of Chi-
cago, delivered a lecture on the " Physiology and
Anatomy of the Human Eye," illustrating his talk
by stereopticon views. Montreal was decided
upon as the place for holding the next meeting.
Officers were elected as follows : President, S.
Grant, Montreal ; vice-presidents, Alexander
Moffatt, Brantford ; W. G. Maybee, Winnipeg;
Charles Rae, Bowmanville, and James Kearney,
Renfrew ; secretary-treasurer, 'I'. 14. Brown,
Toronto ; executive committee, E. Culverhouse,
H. J. Geiger and H. W. Batting, all of Toronto,
and George Forbes, St. Thomas ; membership
committee, A. E. Lewis, F. E. Luke, E. Mont-
gomery and Mr. Elliott, all of Toronto.

At the conclusion of the second day's business
a banquet was held in the King Edward Hotel, and
at this function addresses were made by Dr. Earl
J. Brown, J. C. Eberhardt, Prof. S. Grant and
E. Culverhouse.

Chicago Optical Society

The Chicago Optical Society assembled in the
rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' Club, on Septem-
ber 6th, and after partaking of a supper proceeded
to hold a regular meeting. The reading of the
minutes of the previous meeting was dispensed
with. The question as to whether each regular
meeting should be preceded by a dinner, and if so
whether the expense thereby incurred should be
defrayed out of the society's funds, was discussed,
and upon motion it was decided that the president
appoint a committee of two to consult with the
officers of the Jewelers' Club in regard to the ex-
pense of the rooms and supper. \V. C. Sommer
and 0. J. Halbe were appointed as the committee
for this purpose.

It was also moved and carried that at the reg-
ular meeting on October 6th, a supper should be
provided if satisfactory arrangements could be made
with the Jewelers' Club. Professor Rogers gave a
short talk on the recent decision of the Supreme
Court, which affirms that an optician does not con-
flict with the medical act if he fits glasses to cure
headaches, etc. The guest of the evening, Dr.
Chalmers F. Prentice, made a few appropriate
remarks, in which he expressed his willingness to
aid in advancing the work of the society.

Traveling Ophthalmic Hospitals
About ten years ago Russia instituted the

traveling ophthalmic hospital and in sgoi had
thirty-two in operation. It is merely an ophthal-
mic hospital or dispensary, which is set up in a
community and remains there until all the persons
whose eyes need attention have been treated, when
the dispensary moves on to another adjoining field.
The aim was to combat trachoma in particular,
which is extremely prevalent in Russia. The ex-
penses of these leisurely-traveling hospitals are
paid out of a fund instituted by the Empress. Sir
Ernest Cassel, of Great Britain, placed at the dis-
posal of the Egyptian government in 1903 the sum
of $zoo,000 to be applied for a similar purpose in
Egypt. The Egyptian hospital consists of eight
tents and an adobe kitchen : two for patients who
had undergone intraocular operations and one for
out-patients. The largest tent is the operating
room, and the operator, his assistant and the nurses
and servants occupy the three other tents.
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Determination of Heterophoria

Some Objections to Usual Methods ; With Descrip-
tions of a Trial Cell to Prevent Accidental
Rotation of Displacing Prisms and a Convenient
Lighting Apparatus, Particularly Adapted to
Maddox Rod Test at Reading Distance.

By Euw. 11. Scum), M.D., in The Ophthalmic Record.

V.1"1:t1

I' the various methods for determining the
kind and quantity of heterophoria, those
based on the use of prisms or Maddox
rod are probably most accurate and gener-

ally used. When producing artificial diplopia, by
means of displacing prisms, serious errors may
creep in and misleading deductions result there-
from unless great care be taken to have the base
of the prism accurately placed. Unfortunately,
such errors are most likely to occur, and also most
important in the tests for hyperphoria, on account
of the strong prism required to produce diplopia
and the necessity for the exact determination of the
state of muscular balance. This objection is prac-
tically eliminated by using the double prism, but
here again there is very often a strong tendency to
fusion of the direct with one of the two false
images ; furthermore, the line of junction of the
two prism bases must be accurately centered before
the pupil. Prism tests at best are somewhat tire-
some and confusing, and require a certain degree
of intelligence on the part of the patient. The
Maddox rod is more convenient to use ; the true
and false images are readily recognized and differ-
entiated even by children ; a slight deviation of
the streak of light from the horizontal or vertical
direction does not matter seriously, since a portion
of the streak midway between its ends is compared
with the original source of light, and this central
portion is but slightly, if at all, displaced ; besides,
the test is more rapidly accomplished with the rod
than by use of prisms.

In spite of its advantages, the use of the Mad-
dox rod for the determination of heterophoria has
been restricted practically to the distance test
(twenty feet), and in the various text-books (Fuchs,
De Schweinitz, Savage, Thorington, etc.1 is usually
so recommended, while for the tests at reading
distances, prisms, usually the double prism, are
specified. This is no doubt due to the fact that,
as a general rule at least, we still adhere to the
time-honored candle flame as a source of light and
test object ; which, fairly accurate for distance, is
entirely too crude to be used at a short distance.
An average-sized candle will yield a flame about
two inches high, so that the horizontal streak
(false image of the Maddox rod) may vary con-
siderably and still appear to pass through the
image of the flame seen by the other eye ; hence a
certain amount of hyperphoria may escape our
observation, depending on the judgment of the
patient and the distance, or rather nearness, of the
candle flame. If the candle and its holder be used
as a test object for vertically displaced images, the
upper extremity of one image may overlap the
lower extremity of the other and give rise to inac-
curacies. It would be better to place in front of
the light a dark screen provided with a central
opening of a size proportionate to the distance, so
that the patient can see a distinct bright spot on a
dark background. This would furnish a test object
of unifom width in all directions, equally adapted
for either prisms or rod. The screen should be of
ample size (at least two feet square for a twenty-
foot distance), and without a frame or anything sug-
gestive of a border, so that an overlapping of images
may give the impression of a continuous surface.

In order to avoid errors from prisms accident-
ally rotated, I have found it convenient to have a
set of prisms (6°, to°, dou-
ble prism and Maddox rod),
mounted, each in a special
cell of the standard size to
fit the trial frame. This cell
(illustrated hi Fig. i), has
no handle, but, instead, is
provided with four pegs ex-
tending outwardly from the
periphery and exactly oh°
apart. The trial frame in
its stead is provided with
a slot just wide enough to
to readily admit one of the above-mentioned pegs,
or else has two shoulders diametrically opposite,

Fig. 1

on which two opposite pegs may rest when the cell
is put in place. Fig. 2 shows this latter arrange-
ment. Slot or shoulders must be so situated that
the pegs will correspond to o°, no. and 18o° on the
trial frame. With such an arrangement the prism

Fig. 2

or Maddox rod cannot become displaced, accident-
ally or otherwise, during the test ; it must always
point in the direction intended. I had the trial
frame of my wall bracket (usually called optometer
in the catalogues) altered to accommodate such
cells, by simply filing a wide notch into the semi-
circular grooves at their lowermost portion, as
shown in Fig. 2. 'When the trial frame is leveled,
a prism dropped into the " nest " will project the
image in a truly vertical or horizontal direction.

That the Maddox rod test may be made avail-
able for reading distance, I have devised and use
daily a simple arrangement, based on the principle
of the above-mentioned screen, which I will
endeavor to describe. This apparatus consists of
a round, flat shield of thin, hard rubber (Fig. 3),

about 234 inches
in diameter, pro-
vided with a cen-
tral pin-hole
opening, which
should be coun-
tersunk on both
sides, so that the
margin of the
hole -play be
quite thin. Im-
mediately back
of this opening
is a small elec-
tric lamp (see
Fig. 4) of the
kind used in

Fig. 3 electric ophthal-
moscopes. This

lamp is enclosed in a tube, preferably of metal, one
end of which is attached to above-mentioned shield,
the other end being closed by a cap provided with
a socket to hold the lamp and also with a small
push button to close the electric circuit and light

the lamp. A small (5 mm.) opening or sight hole
is put into the tube immediately over the film, so
that the surgeon, from his position can observe the
proper lighting of the lamp. The shield has a
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short projection beyond the circumference, by
means of which the device can be held in the clip
usually attached to phorometers and intended to
hold a test card ; or whereby it can be clamped in
a special holder (Fig. 5) adapted to the purpose
and held by hand. By means of the holder the
apparatus can be held steady, at reading distance,
with the pin hole properly placed. A silk-covered
double conducting cord conveys the current from
a battery box or convenient place on the wall.
Three ordinary dry cells furnish requisite current,
or street current, properly reduced, may be used.

The method of using the device is quite simple.
The trial frame is placed on the patient's face with
the Maddox rod before one eye ; the other eye
may be provided with some form of rotary prism
in the usual manner. The electrical connections
having been made, the surgeon holds the apparatus
by one hand, with the thumb resting gently on the
push button, while his other hand is left free to
manipulate the correcting prism. In order to
obtain a bright and distinct false image, it is, of
course, essential to have lamp film, pin hole, rod
and pupil of patient's eye in a straight line, so that
the direct rays may fall on the Maddox rod. This
is readily accomplished by resting the free end of
the holder against the face of the patient, so that
the rod or stick shall be in a line approximately
parallel to an imaginary line drawn from pin hole
to pupil. The canine fossa of the corresponding
side of the patient's face about conforms to this
situation with the average adult. The surgeon
now presses the push button and directs the
patient's attention to the streak and point of light
(in the pin hole opening), at the same time observ-
ing for himself, by means of the sight hole, whether
the lamp lights. By alternately pressing and
relaxing the button, the streak may be made to
appear and disappear several times, thus more
forcibly attracting the attention of the patient,
should he be slow to respond. If one desires to
use the pin hole light in connection with the
Stevens phorometer, and such use is recommended,
the holder may be dispensed with if the phoro-
meter has a projecting arm provided with a clip.
The pin hole must then be properly adjusted, once
and for all time, by shifting the shield in the clip
until the best results are obtained, after which it is
not removed from the clip, the arm being simply
swung to one side after use.

This little device, used in connection with the
Maddox rod, will readily disclose a hyperphoria of
go. When testing the lateral muscles it may be
necessary to encourage the patient to stimulate his
accommodation by asking him whether " the dot
of light is round or star-shaped," etc. The light
may also be used for near tests without the Maddox
rod, in conjunction with prisms, in the same manner
that the candle flame or large screen is used for
distance tests.

[Although we believe that the little apparatus
described by Dr. Edw. H. Schilcl will be quite
useful it cannot be denied that it will not be con-
venient for every refractionist to use the electric
light for this purpose. It seems appropriate there-
fore to call attention again to a test which, though
almost forgotten, allows a very accurate testing of
the muscular balance for the reading distance and
is much simpler than the expensive contrivance of
Dr. Schild. This test usually goes by the name of
Dr. Jackson's test for muscle balance at the work-
ing distance, and may be applied as follows :
Procure a piece of black paper and fasten in the
middle a small square of white paper, the side of
which measures about ig mm. This white square
on the black paper is held at the working distance
of about thirteen inches, and looked at through a
strong cylinder of from twenty to forty dioptries
before one eye, which will see the white square as
a gray streak. To test the vertical balance the
axis of the cylinder is held vartical, whereby the
streak will appear horizontal. To test the lateral
balance the axis of the cylinder is held horizontal
so that the streak appears vertical. In orthophoria,
the streak apparently goes through the spot, while
displacement of the streak by the width of the
square represents heterophoria of X° at the dis-
tance of thirteen inches. The greater degrees of
heterophoria are measured in the usual way by the
prism which will bring the streak back to the
square. To insure accuracy in this test the cylinder
must be held about one inch from the eye, at right
angles to the line of sight, and furthermore so that
the eye looks through the thickest part of the cyl-
inder. The latter precaution brings the middle of
the streak opposite the square.—ED.]
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians (1898)

Many P. HoLsms, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Minnea-
polis in 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

( I I!lox. ALBAN G. IL GIBBS,A6.29P)., Master.
Cot.. T. DAVIES SEWELI„ i. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. Dintscomnit, E. II. 0. A., President.
J. IL SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L, F.B.G.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
'1'. H. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JABIES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, GlaSgOW.
JOHN IssmoNT, Secretary, 514 Victoria !toad, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

If. A. BARRACLOCUII, B. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Cocks, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)
JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EBEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BAtutott, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Mimi.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 450 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. EalsmAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. Scutousita, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
J. G. Ma5lAsTaus, Secretary, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

• Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicar, Ill.
0. J. II A Lint, Secretary, 601 Trude Building, Chicago, DI,

Annual meeting, November 2, 1904.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. II. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM K Hass, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAvsits, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

CI.AY EVERSOEE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER Burr, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. Wilma, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, Stay, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

I I EN ItY W s I. DECK , President. 51ilvvau kee.
I. M. ADDLN:MAN, Secretary, TOnlah, WiS.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

E, W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. H. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. Salmi., Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Mimi,

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

IT. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
IL J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GE°. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union aud Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
R. B. Emu, President, Denver, Colo.
It. Ii. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CHAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1650 Welton St., Denver,Colu.

Kansas Association of Opticians 1901)

THOMAS 00W t5 LOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. Itaitu, Secretary aud Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)
A. II. HATc11, l'resident, Jefferson City, :NI,
EL5i.tit II. SCHMIDT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
W. WArr itovni.L, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BCCHANAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Next meeting in Richmond, February, 1905.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLIS, President, Columbus, Ohio.
Euwitt L. JONES, Secretary, Sall(111Sky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
J. M. !REES, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. 11. liowEx, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

Next meeting at Winchester, on October 18, 1904.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
E. P. SurrlittEnn, President, Fargo, N. link.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Oak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

GEO. F. APPLEGATE, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM II. Earrz, President, Sioux Falls, S. flak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. oak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

DR. If. Basauw, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. Custivaoan, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, R. I.
FREDERICK LEWIS BLAIR, Secretary, care O'Gorman Com-

pany, Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. A vain', President, columbia, S. C.
M. It. Anna, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
Niast,a, President.

P. (I. Mot,NT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,
Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. II. KurraltLis, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)

(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

K LaRov RYER, President.
R.ALLocawoon, Ree. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

Menai' M. Bitteroa, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRY C. 31IELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)
RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. Evasts, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society • (1902)

W.F.NEWCOM11, President, State and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Init.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out,

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, President.
ROGER F. WILLIA5is, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Buff alo,N, Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEK FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN It. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Hunts, President,
J. A. MeAvor, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.
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A Halt to the Prosecution of Opticians

THE vexatious prosecution of opticians
for alleged violation of medical practice

acts has probably been given its quietus by
the recent decision of the Illinois Supreme
Court, in the now somewhat historic case of
the People or State Board of Health against
Charles Lincoln Smith. As was stated in
our journal at the time, the lower court ad-
judged the defendant, who is a practicing
optician, guilty of violation of the medical
practice act of the State and imposed a fine.
The defendant promptly appealed the case
to the Appellate Court, which reversed the
decision of the lower court. The case was
then taken to the Supreme Court, which has
sustained the Appellate Court in a decision
which lays down the law in the case in a clear
and unmistakable manner. There is neither
obscurity of meaning nor verbal prolixity in
this authoritative, but homely, legal pro-
nouncement, which is equally intelligible to
layman and lawer. The decision of the court,
as delivered by Judge Wilkins, is as follows :

The charge is a violation of sections 7 and 8 of
the Act of 1899, to regulate the pra.ctice of medi-
cine in this State ; that is, by professing to treat,
operate on or prescribe for any physical ailment or
any physical injury to or deformity of another, as
provided in said section 7, and being an itinerant
vendor of an appliance for the treatment of diseases
or injuries as prohibited by section 8.

The finding of the Appellate Court is that all
the defendant did was to tit spectacles to the eyes
of persons of defective vision and sell them to
such persons. By so doing he did not treat, ope-
rate upon or prescribe for any physical ailment or
injury or deformity of another, within the meaning
of section 7 ; nor did he, by advertising himself as
an eye expert and inviting persons afflicted with
certain defects of vision to call upon him, profess
to treat, operate upon or prescribe for any physical
ailment or physical injury to or deformity of
another, but in the same advertisement stated that

he did not give medical or surgical treatment. All
that he claimed by the advertisement was, that

glasses fitted and ground by his method benefited,
and had cured headaches, blurring, itching and

burning of the eyes, etc. We also think it clear

that he was not, under the facts here found, an
itinerant vendor of any drug, nostrum, ointment

or application of any kind intended for the treat-

ment of diseases or injury, nor did he, by writing

or printing, or other method, profess to the public

to cure or treat diseases or deformity, by any drug,

nostrum or application, within the meaning of sec-

tion 8. It would be a strained construction of that
section to hold that the mere fitting of spectacles

to the eyes of a person is an appliance intended for

the treatment of diseases or injury of another. As

we have said this statute is penal in its character

and must be strictly construed. It is a well-known

fact that headaches, dizziness and other similar

ailments often result from defective vison, which

may be relieved by the use of spectacles ; but it

cannot be seriously contended that the person who

sells such spectacles, or who tests the eyes and fits

such glasses, practices medicine or surgery, or pro-

fesses to cure or treat diseases or deformities

thereby. While the statute under consideration is

(Continued on page 1679)
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A Halt to the Prosecution of Opticians
(Continued from page 3677)

a wise and humane regulation for the protection of

the public, and should be rigidly enforced, the con-

struction here contended for could have no other

effect than to bring it into disrepute.

This legal triumph is a tribute to the

protective power of organization, as the

credit for the victory belongs largely to the

Illinois Optical Society, which gave to the

defendant financial and moral aid in his legal

battle for his rights and the rights of his

brother opticians. The force of the decision

cannot fail to have its effect on the meddling

medical societies of other States.

American vs. British Optical Goods

DISCUSSING editorially the wonderful
progress and recognized leadership of

the United States in the field of optical manu-

factures, the editor of the London Optician

pays a glowing tribute to Yankee progres-

siveness, and roundly berates his own fellow-

countrymen for not taking to heart the lesson

taught by their brethren on this side of the

Atlantic. He deplores " the uncompromisinc

opposition to change, the radical incapability

to appreciate the benefits of a reform in

methods and production which stands eter-

nally in the way of the English manufac-

turer," and proceeds to advise him to study

as speedily as possible the methods of

the American manufacturers. " That these

methods," he writes, " are far in advance of

anything in this country is certain ; that the

American manufacturer will ere long be

making serious inroads into the English

optical industry in more ways than one is

almost equally certain. It is for our people

to annex that particular shrewd business in-

sight and enterprise, so admirably exhibited

by the Americans, as their own, and to deter-

mine that they will profit in time by the

example set them. Old patterns must be

abandoned, and the new ones which have

obtained such a vogue in America must be

adopted. There are hundreds of thousands

of people—especially the more charming

members of the fair sex—who wear no

glasses at all now. They decline to disfigure

themselves with the outrageously old-fash-

ioned specimens which were not quite a

novelty a generation ago. They will not

wear the gowns of last season, and certainly

not those of the last generation."

Commenting on the editorial from which

we have quoted, a Manchester correspondent

of the Optician asks despairingly: " Why

have British opticians not gone ahead like

the Americans have ? Why do we see so

many people wearing cumbersome eyeglasses

H K STON

hanging on to their noses at all sorts of un-

scientific angles, the wearers' chins uncom-

fortably elevated in the struggle to keep

their glasses from falling off ? Why, oh,

why, do the thousands of Americans who are

now to be seen in our streets, wear eyeglass

frames in which they seem to have been

born, so perfect is the fit and adherence?

Cannot our manufacturers give us similar

patterns and workmanship ? If not, I fear,

with you, Mr. Editor, an American invasion,

which will seriously reduce the trade of Brit-

ish opticians."
This is all very complimentary to the

American manufacturers, and it also reveals

what a vast market awaits our goods in the

countries of Europe.

Illinois Optical Society

The annnal meeting of the Illinois State Opti-

cal Society will be held in the Masonic Temple,

Chicago, on November 2d. Annual meetings of

the society were usually held in December hitherto,

but assuming that members would be glad to take

advantage of the low railroad rates available

through the Merchants and Travelers' Associa-

tion up to the latter part of November, the com-

mittee in charge deemed it advisable to anticipate

the date originally fixed and thereby insure a large

attendance. Dr. Chalmers Prentice will address

the meeting, and Gustavus Kahn, of Oshkosh,

Wis., will read a paper on "The Effect of Care-

less Frame Centering and Remedy."

New York City Optical Society

The regular monthly meetings of the Optical

Society of the City of New York were resumed on

Wednesday evening, September 14th, in Parlor 16
of the Fifth Avenue Hotel. Although the weather

was unfavorable, the attendance included several

opticians from Brooklyn and New Jersey. The

business of the meeting was opened by E. LeRoy

Ryer, president of the society. John E. Mayer,

chairman of the executive committee, submitted a

report, pursuant to which a number of resolutions

were adopted.
The committee recommended that instead of

meeting in a hotel the society should rent a hall,

wherein it would not be shifted from one apartment

to another. The president accordingly appointed

John E. Mayer, R. M. Lockwood and A. M..

Frankel, a committee of three, with power to lease

a hall at Sixth Avenue and Forty-second Street, if,

after inspecting it, they deemed accommodations

adequate and suitable. R. M. Lockwood was

chosen as regular lecturer for the reason, and pro-

vision was also made for lectures by outside talent.

The plan of having each lecture followed by a

clinic and the question and answer system, which

was followed last year, will again be adopted.

The executive committee recommended the

election of officers by mail, the system to be

worked by appointing a nominating committee,

which would receive petitions from any seven

members making nominations. All nominations

of this character, it was proposed, should he mailed

to the members, who could mark their preferences
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and return the ballots to the committee. A reso-
lution carrying this into effect was unanimously
adopted.

Mr. Lockwood afterwards spoke on "The
Various Methods of Testing for Astigmatism,"
Mr. Ryer's new device,known as the astigmometer,
was used in testing a myopic eye, and these
features, together with clinical presentations of
other subjects, brought the meeting to a close.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners

The Minnesota State Board of Examiners in
Optometry met at the„State Capitol, September
14th and 15th, to examine a class of twenty-three
applicants for registry under the State optometry
law. The following were granted licenses to prac-
tice : John J. Palmer, Redwood Falls, Minn.; J. H.
Girvin, Mankato, Minn.; James E. Lee, G. A.

Sawyer and Chas. E. Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn.;

Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul, Minn.; Chas. T. Steven-
son, Madelia, Minn., and H. W. Johnson, Detroit,

Minnesota.

Rochester Optical Society

The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, September

20th. President Bestor called the meeting to
order with ten members present. The minutes of

the last regular meeting, held June 14th, were read

and approved.

Mr. Arrington's motion that the regular meet-
ing of the society be held every second Tuesday of
each month, instead of the third Tuesday of each

month, and which was carried over from the last

meeting, was acted upon and carried.

Mr. Bissell moved that a committee be ap-
pointed to draw up a code of ethics for the mem-

bers of this society. The motion was seconded by

Mr. Bliss and carried. The president appointed

on this committee Messrs. Bausch, Bissell and
Clark.

Mr. Arrington moved that an invitation be ex-
tended to Dr. Conloy to read a paper before this
society at some future meeting. The motion was

seconded by Mr. Clark and carried. Mr. Kirstein

was delegated to extend the invitation in behalf of

the society.

A general discussion then followed as to the
best plan for carrying on the work of the society

for the coming winter, each member being called
upon to give his views, and many valuable sugges-

tions were made, which will be acted upon.

Minnesota State Optical Association

The Minnesota State Optical Association will

hold its annual meeting in the Commercial Club

rooms, St. Paul, the second week in October. The

educational feature of the meeting will be a series

of two lectures by Dr. Chalmers Prentice, of

Chicago, which will certainly prove a drawing

card. An invitation is extended to all optome-

trists of the State, whether members or not, to

attend these lectures. Secretary Snell will be

pleased to send programmes of the meeting to

any one on request. As this meeting will be a

preliminary to arranging for the American Asso-

ciation meeting next year, a big turnout should be
present.
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Write Us About The Toric Lens
Write to us about the advantages, to yourself and your customer who wears the glasses, of the

Toric Lens.

There will always be one store in a community bolder to take up new
ideas, tireless in effort, independent of commercial forms.

n our Prescription Department we've always taken the initiative—always been first. We are the
Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South. The grinding of Toric Lenses is another advance—it will help
you to keep in the van also.

It's A Distinct Advantage

WESTERN OPTICIANS
CAN GET

All Stv1(.s ;tnd Sizes of

sow"

Mountin.4-s by sending

to us for them

We carry a full line at

all times for both stock and

1; orders.

Try one on your next

prescription.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
1622 Arapahoe Street

Send for our Catalogue Denver, Colo.
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MORE RIGID THAN ANY OTHER TEMPLE
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The Use of the Hand Camera

V.C1

HE hand camera is one of the joys of
the age in which we live. It is now
an almost necessary companion not

only of the pleasure seeker, traveler and men
of leisure, but of all, in whatever sphere of
life, in whom Mother Nature touches a re-
sponsive chord. As a great number of our
readers are interested both in the sale and
use of hand cameras, they•will read with
profit the following practical article on the
use of these cameras by Rev. H. Mudie
Draper, in the Practical Photografiher :

It is quite a mistake to imagine that
because it is easy to use a hand camera, there-
fore it is easy to take successful photographs.
Hand-camera work, to be satisfactory, de-
mands considerable skill and knowledge.

Hand cameras may be classed
as follows: 1. Magazine
cameras. 2. Roll-film cam-
eras. 3. Cameras fitted with

dark slides. Magazine cameras are so fitted
and arranged that they will contain a number
of plates, which by a mechanical contrivance
are removed to another part of the camera
when exposed, a fresh plate coming into
position when one has thus been stored away.
The great advantage of such a camera is that

a number of plates may be carried within the
camera, and exposed one after another with a
minimum of trouble, the diadvantages being
that sometimes plates refuse to change, some-
thing having gone wrong with the mechan-

ism. There is also a liability of scratching

the plates when the changing operation takes

place, although both these disadvantages

may be minimized with care.
Roll-film cameras are fitted with two

rollers turned by a key from the outside.

The film being wrapped on one, is unwound

from this and wound upon the other roller

after exposure has been made, a figure

appearing through a little red window at the

back of the camera showing when the fresh

portion of the film is in correct position. Of

all the methods of changing the .films or

plates this is the simplest. It is certain in its

action, and the films taking up but little

room, the camera can consequently be made

much smaller and more portable. By the

use of a roll of black paper which forms a

kind of support to the film, a spool of films

which has been exposed may be removed

from the camera in daylight and a new spool
inserted without recourse to the dark room.

The chief disadvantage is that development

of roll films is a much more difficult opera-

tion than the development of plates.
Many hand cameras are fitted with dark

slides in which the plates or cut films are car-

ried. They are a little bulky to carry, and

the changing cannot be done so expeditiously

Choice of
Camera
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as by the above methods, but they are open
to none of the objections described above,

and plates of varying speeds may be carried

to suit the exigencies of the case.
Magazine and roll-film cameras are not

unusually fitted with a ground-glass screen at

the back. Some method is therefore neces-

sary to ascertain the position of the picture

on the plate. This is done by the use of

view finders fitted in the front of the camera.

They are usually about an inch square, and

give on a small scale a picture of the view

upon the plate. In some cameras a focusing

screen is so fitted that a full-sized image may

be seen right up to the moment of exposure.

By an ingenious mechanism the focusing

screen closes up when the shutter is re-

leased.
Some hand cameras have a " fixed

focus," i. e., all images beyond a certain dis-

tance are in focus. In others a focusing

arrangement is attached, distances being in-

dicated by a scale and pointer fixed on the

outside of the camera. The disadvantage of

the former is that no object nearer than the

fixed distance can be photographed ; the dis-

advantage of the latter is the difficulty of

judging distances correctly. Both these dis-

advantages are eliminated by the use of a

camera with full-sized finder as above de-

scribed.
The great advantage of using

Films vs. Plates films is to be found in their
lightness and portability.

Four dozen films weigh less than a dozen

plates, and take up no more room. More-

over, they can be printed from either side, a

great advantage in carbon work. They are,

however, much more expensive than plates,

and are not so easy to develop. The chief

disadvantage of plates is their weight, but

they require less skill in development, there-

fore the percentage of successful photographs

is much larger if they be employed.
The cheaper hand cameras

The Lens are fitted with single lenses;

those more expensive with

R.R. lenses. A single lens is no use where

buildings are to be taken, as it does not

render straight lines correctly. A single

lens is to be preferred for landscape and por-

traiture. Spend your money on the lens

and get the best lens your pocket can afford.

It is quite easy to be misled by a showy

instrument got up for sale, containing a very

indifferent lens. Test the lens before pur-

chasing a camera. To do this, open the

shutter, take out the plate carriers and insert

a piece of ground glass the same size as

plate. Cover your head and back of camera

with focusing cloth. Your picture will then

be projected on the ground glass, and the

definition and covering power of lens seen

at a glance. Note at the same time if the
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view in the finder is identical with the view
on the ground glass.

I. See if the focusing scale
be true ; this is often faulty
with cheap cameras fitted
with a focusing scale. The

way to test this is to mark off along the pave-
ment distances from the camera as given on
focusing scale. Insert the ground glass in
the camera, as above described ; set the scale
to the nearest distance, and note if the objects
at a similar distance on the pavement are in
focus ; do this with all distances marked. If
all are in focus the scale is correct ; if not it
needs to be re-marked.

2. Carefully test plate-changing arrange-
ment if the camera be of the magazine variety.
It is annoying to get a plate jammed when
far away from a dark room. Load up the
camera with used plates of right size, then
carefully change each one ; do this several
times and see if the mechanism acts rightly.
One plate at a time should drop and no
more. (Advisable to do this occasionally
before using camera to test if the mechanism
is still in order).

3. Plates are often fogged because the
camera is not light-tight. To test—close the
lens, open the back, take out plates and
carriers. Throw the focusing cloth over the
head and camera ; hold the camera up to
strong light for some seconds. If any stray
light is coming in it will be apparent.

I. Shutter.—Usually hand-

Fittings to camera shutters are too fast,
Hand Camera hence under-exposed plates;

one-twentieth of a second is
quite fast enough for all ordinary work. If
plates are under-exposed take means of slow-
ing the shutter.

2. Level.—Sometimes one sometimes
two levels are supplied. These are very con-
venient adjuncts to hand cameras. (Annoy-
ing to find on development that the picture
is spoiled because the camera was not held
level).

3. Some of the better class of hand
cameras are fitted with a rising front. This
is a great advantage, as it enables one
to get in the tops of buildings without tilting
the camera, which is fatal to perpendicularity,
unless a swing back be provided, which is
rare in hand cameras.

Never attempt to take a time exposure
with the camera held in the hand. The
result is nearly always a failure. Thoroughly
master all the workings of your instrument
before you take it out to photograph. Try
all the working parts,and make yourself abso-
lutely familiar with them before you expose
a plate. An hour spent indoors with your
camera will save much time and trouble
afterwards. If yours be a magazine camera,
the operation of loading is mos,. important.

(Continued on page 1685)
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"MERRY U-S GRIP" EYEGLASSES

FIT EASY AND EASY TO FIT

Laugh, sneeze or frown they are there just the .same
Invi..sible, .self=adjusting- secure and comfortable

Prices and de.scriptive matter furnished on application

MERRY OPTICAL COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, MO.MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND IMPORTERS

In placing your next

The Bonschur

Post Lock

" When found, make a note of.-

bear old CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

of course, had reference to the

LOCKING SHOULDERS,

and we consider ourselves very

clever in discovering what he

really did mean.

order with YOUR JOBBER

for guards, eyeglass frames, or mountings, no mattor

what design or metal, ask for the

BONSCHUR LOCKING SHOUL-

DERS. It is an invisible, simple, effective

Post Lock. The additional cost is nominal.

AN OPTICAL OFFER
The Boston Optical Co. offer to give you the BEST and

most PROMPT serWce in exchange for your business.
Our stock is up-to-date. Our prices RIGHT.
We will be pleased to send a copy of our new catalogue

upon request.

Sole N. E. Agents for MURINE EYE REMEDIES

BOSTON OPTICAL CO.
Jobbers In Everything Optical

373 Washington Street, BOSTO1V
Don't forget our R work is the BEST

JUST PUBLISHED

Strabismus, or Squint
Latent and Fixed, a Supplement to The Errors of Refraction"

By FRANCIS VALK, M. D.
Professor of Diseases of the Eye, New rork Post-Graduate School and Hospital, etc.

8°. Net, $1.75. (By mail, $ Lgo)

A practical treatise on the tendency to deviation or fixed deviation
of the visual lines from that of the slightest degree to that of extreme
fixed squint.

This work is " strictly up to date," and the subject is presented in
the most practical manner as regards diagnosis and treatment. It is is-
sued as a supplement to the " Errors of Refraction," by the same author.

New York G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS London
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY
(Continued. Part VI)

KEYSTONE

This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of oplithalinoscopy and the
practical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tseherning's
celebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had from this office on receipt of the
price, $2.50 (10s. 5t1.)

Ophthalmoscopic Examination of the Refracting Media.—To ex-
amine the transparency of the refracting media it is preferable to use
a weak illumination ; we use preferably a plane mirror or even a
convex mirror. De Wecker recommended the use of the plates of
Helmholtz for this examination. We see, indeed, the shadows
which the opacities produce by intercepting a part of the rays sent
back by the fundus of the eye. If the fundus is strongly illumin-
ated, and if the obstacles are not completely opaque, they allow a
part of the light to pass and the shadow is less complete.—It is
useful to use a strong magnifying glass for this examination in
order that we may place ourselves very near the eye. Otherwise
many of the small corpuscles may escape in the examination.

It is quite rare for these obstacles to be visible by the light
which they themselves reflect. It may happen, however, that we
cpn see the red color of hemorrhages situated far forward in the
vitreous body, or the white color of certain opacities, especially
when using the light in such a manner that it falls very obliquely
along the head of the observer. In case of synchisis scintillans the
observing eye receives light regularly reflected by the surfaces of
the small crystals situated in the vitreous body.

Skiascopy.—This method of examining ocular refraction was
discovered by Cuignet, who described it under the ill-chosen name
of keratoscopy. It was Parent who specially developed the
method, and it was he who first gave the correct explanation of it.

The observer takes his place at one meter from the patient,
whose eye he illuminates with a plane mirror ; by rotating the
mirror around a vertical axis we see the luminous spot on the face
of the patient move in the same direction. The illumination of
the pupil follows the same direction, whether the patient be hyper-
metropic, emmetropic or very slightly myopic.—If the myopia is
over x D., the pupillary light is displaced in the contrary direction,
and if the myopia is equal to x D., we do not see the light move in
the pupil. The luminosity diminishes uniformly in the entire extent
of the pupil to disappear suddenly.

–1.•

Fig. 1 30.—Skiaseopy. Plane mirror

L, lamp; M,, first position of the Mirror ; L„ image which it forms of the lamp ; r„ retinal
image.—M,, second-position of the mirror ; I,,, image of the lamp ; 1,, retinal image

The examination of figure 136 shows that the retinal image

moves in the saine direction as the mirror. If the observed person

is hypermetropic, emmetropic or myopic less than i D., it is the

erect image that the observer sees. The light seems to move on

the retina, as it really does. If, on the contrary, the myopia is

greater than i D., he sees the light move in the contrary direction,

because the light comes to him from the inverted image which he

observes.—To determine the degree of ametropia, we place before
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the eye of the patient stronger and stronger glasses, until the
shadow covers the entire pupil at once ; the patient has then a
myopia equal to I D.

If we use a concave mirror, we see, as in the preceding case,
the luminous spot move on the face of the patient in the same
direction as the mirror. But the retinal imag-e of the flame moves
in a contrary direction : WC see, indeed, on figure x 37, that the
image of the flame (L1 L2 ) formed by the mirror goes in a direc-
tion contrary to that of figure 136, whence it follows that it is the

Fig. 137.—Siclaseopy. Concave mirror

The letters have the same signification as in figure 136

same for the retinal image. The observer also sees the ocular
glow move in an opposite direction if the observed person is
emmetropic, hypermetropic or myopic less than x D. and in the
same direction if the myopia is greater than I D.

Skiascopy is important in the search for astigmatism if we do
not dispose of it with an ophthalmometer. If the mirror be moved
in the direction of one of the principal meridians, everything
happens as in a non-astigmatic eye. But if the movements of the
mirror take place in another meridian, the shadow is seen to move
in a direction which forms an angle with that of the mirror. This
is due to the elliptical form of the diffusion spot. If we draw an
ellipse with oblique axes on a sheet of paper, and observe it
through a smaller circular aperture, while giving it a horizontal
movement, is almost impossible not to give way to the illusion that
the motion takes place in an oblique direction. —We then find the
motion to give the mirror in order that the displacement of the
ocular glow takes place parallel to that of the mirror. We then de-
termine the refraction of the principal meridians in the ordinary way.

When the ametropia is considerable, the glow is quite feeble
and the boundary between the light and shade is curved. If on
the contrary the eye is almost corrected, we see the glow very
bright and its border is very nearly straight.

[TO SE CONTINUED]

Spectacles for Use in Shooting
Mr. W. W. Watts, of London Sporting Park, Hendon, London,

N.W., has recently patented an invention which has for its object
an improved form of spectacle, or the like, adapted to be used by
sportsmen and riflemen to enable them to take aim accurately with
one eye whilst the view of the other, in the direction of the barrel
and object aimed at, is more or less obstructed. It is well known
that many men have one eye rather stronger than the other, and if
this eye happens to be the left they experience trouble in taking aim
with the right eye when firing a gun or rifle from the right shoulder.

The spectacles forming the object of this invention may be
plane and without glass, or they may be provided with lenses as is
usual, according to circumstances. The novelty consists in the
provision of a small piece of wholly or partially opaque material in the
left hand upper corner or center of the left eye frame of the spectacles.
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DIAMOND Lenses
<:> , Trade Mark, on every
lens. Absolutely clear ; free
from every defect ; accurately
ground and centered ; fused
from minute crystal pebbles;
have no equal, being the most
perfect lens made. From 4 D.
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and frameless, from 6o cents
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SPECTACLES and EYEGLASSES
Cheap, Medium and B,•ttel- t;rades, to meet

all dcniam k.

TRIAL CASES, from $10.00 up
THE AUDEMAIR, the handsomest trial case
made. Most modern, up-to-date cases, at
greatly reduced prices.FRE E

We Teach You How to Fit (ilasses
and Handle the Trial Case

Successfully

The Spencer Optical Institute, No. 12
Maiden Lane, having competent in-
structors who will impart knowledge
in such a plain and practical manner
that any person with average intelli-
gence will be capable of correcting all
visual defects which can be corrected
with glasses after taking this course of
instruction, which is absolutely free in
the end if the plan is carried out as
stated in our annual announcement,
which is furnished upon application.

— now ready, describing the
latest productions and pricesNEW CATAL06 
that will interest you. OPERA FIELD and MARINE9

GLASSES All the Best Makes.
Also, Low-Priced.

AUDEMAIR U. S. Army and U.S. Marine

OPERA GLASS HOLDERS a full line iii Pearl, Cellu-
bid, Aluminum—Mack or Spencer style.

DEPARTMENT on premises
Complete assortment of Frames and Lenses. Work
returned same day received. First quality goods used.
Best Workmanship. Accuracy and Promptness.
Send for list. Three mail delfveries daily.

"OPTICURA ", an Eye Remedy
A harmless and most efficacious general remedy
known for weak, inflamed, sore or overworked
eyes—a lotion par excellence. j(r.63 per dozen.

EYE DEFECTS, How to Detect and Correct Them. By II. 11.
Knowles M.D. S1.00 book for 50 cent; or FREE WITH.
■ IRDER'OF $20.00 OR MORE.

The Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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REX
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on your next

They are more ad-
justable than any
other guard.
They are made in
SANITARY style
only

F. A.
Hardy &
Co.
Atlanta, Ga.
The Only Exclusively
Wholesale Optical
House in the South

OPTICAL MACHINERY

The Standard Automatic Rimless
Edge-Grinder

Makes it possible for the optician to deliver lenses perfect
in shape and size promptly

Furnished complete on iron
stand, with first quality Craig-
leith Stone, Standard Truing
Attachment and Standard
Compensating Attachment.

Patented November 12, 1901; September 15, 1903.

Can be furnished with Corundum Stone if desired, at a small additional charge.
A perfect machine, well within the reach (so far as price is concerned) of

an■• optician.
Manufactured by

The Standard Optical Co.
SF1ND FOR CIRCULAR Geneva, N. Y.
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The Use of the Hand Camera

(Continued from page 1681)

Plates jamming are more often caused through
careless loading than through defect in
mechanism. Put in each plate separately,
and carefully notice if the first is in its correct
position. Dust all plates before putting them
into the camera ; dust also back and front of
carriers, and occasionally dust out the inte-
rior of camera. Carry the camera carefully,
avoid swinging it about, and avoid jars, or
dust will settle on the plates and a plentiful
crop of pinholes on the negatives will be

the result.
I. Never point the camera

In the Field directly towards the sun, or
the result will be that you

will get a "flare spot" on your negative,

and it will be spoiled. The image of the sun

should never be seen in the view finder ; if

this be remembered, pleasing effects may

often be obtained by working against the

light. Most of the so-called "moonlight

effects" are obtained in this way.

2. It is not often advisable to have the

sun directly at the back, so often recom-

mended to hand-camera workers, as the

result will be a flat picture lacking light and

shade.
3. The best position for all-around work

is to have the sun either on the right hand or

the left, then light and shade will be deline-

ated, and these go much towards making a

successful picture.
The amateur will probably
discover for himself how best
he can accomplish this. The
usual method is to press the

camera against the chest, and do not breathe

while the shutter is being opened. I some-

times tuck the camera under my left arm.

1. It must be held perfectly steady, the

slightest jar being fatal. Although you can

take a snapshot of an express train at full

speed without showing any movement, yet

the slightest movement of the camera will

spoil the photograph.

2. The height at which the camera

should be held will vary with the object you

are about to portray. A good height for

most subjects is from three to four feet from

the ground. If too high an undue propor-

tion will be given to the foreground ; if too

low nothing but foreground will be obtained.

3. Press the button, pull the string, or

move the lever of the shutter gently. Don't

strain it or jerk it, or you will blur the image.

This is especially to be remembered when

the shutter is working at a slow speed.

4. Hold the camera upright and level ;

the " level" will help you do this. On some

finders vertical and horizontal lines are ruled,

and are useful. See that buildings, etc., are

Holding the
Camera
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upright. Nothing looks worse than a lop-
sided building. Do not tilt the camera un-
less it be provided with a swing back. If
tilted upwards, buildings, etc., will appear
to be toppling forwards. This fault is often
seen in hand photographs.

Concerning Photographic Lenses

To forestall an accusation of prejudice,
or the envy of inability to possess, let me

say that I am the owner of two most excel-

lent anastigmats, one of over 17, the other
of 9 inches equivalent focus, and that as I
like to possess things that are beautiful,

especially when they are examples of the

highest degree of human handiwork, I would

not exchange them for ten times their cost if

they could not be replaced. It will be under-
stood, therefore, that in writing what follows

I do not mean in the slightest degree to
undervalue the modern flat-field lens, as for

scientific and certain other purposes it is pre-
eminently useful.

The Modern
Anastigmat

In dealing with lenses now,
however, I wish to do so
solely in their relation to
pictorial work, with more

than half an inclination to exclude architec-

ture; and therefore it will be no surprise

when I say that I take issue with the two

catch sentences, " It's all in the lens" and

"ninety-nine per cent. of camera value is in

the lens," in the advertisements of two of

the makers of lenses that for scientific and

certain other purposes are second to none.

The modern anastigmat, although it has

reached a degree of perfection beyond which

it seems hardly possible to go, may be said

to differ from the ordinary lens (and under

that title I include all the lenses, both single

and double, that preceded it so long as they

were as far as then possible corrected for

chromatic aberration and with the chemical

and visual foci coincident) in only three

qualities; flatness of field with equal defini-

tion all over the plate : more perfect defini-

tion; and a larger working aperture or greater

rapidity. But it differs also in price, costing

very much more, a fact that urges me to give

the comforting assurance that for purely pic-

torial purposes the cheap lens is as good, and

for some of them better than the dear one.

And first, as to definition. The days of

the sharp picture are gone, diffusion, either

by putting even the cheaper lenses slightly

out of focus or by other means, having taken

its place; and with the recognition of the

value of diffusion came also the recognition

of photography as a means of picture making.

We are told that one element of the pictorial

is the accentuation of the objective point or

principal object of the composition and the
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subduing of all else, and surely that is easier
accomplished with a lens admitting of partial
focusing than with one that insists on equally
perfect focus all over the plate. Again, in
street work the round field lens has a decided
advantage. Here unequal focusing is not
desired, and with the flat-field lens the build-
ings on either side are more or less blurred,
while that with the round field gives them
more as they are wanted.

On the question of rapidity
Rapidity in the anastigmat has the ad-

vantage, but does the true
pictorialist care for that ? I

opine not. A doublet working at f-8 or a
single lens at f-16, with the rapidity of the
modern plate will do all that he can want,
the " breaking wave " and the " moving
shadow " being quite within their compass,
anything faster showing "arrested motion"
rather than giving the appearance of and
suggesting action.

Be not discouraged, then, you with the
shallow purse. The single lens for all land-
scape work, and the doublet where there are
straight lines, will, if you know how to do
it, make in every respect as good pictures as
with the same knowledge you could make
with the far more costly anastigmats.
Although I possess, as already said, two
splendid anastigmats and am proud of the
possession, my best pictures, those which
have been honored in more salons than one,
were all made with a single lens, of i6-inch
focus that cost only $14.40.

—James Thomson, in Amateur Photographer.

Picture Taking

How to Prevent Artificial-Light De-
veloping Paper from Curling

Lay out blotters. On these place mus-
lin from which starch has been washed out,
and keep the muslin for just this purpose.
Take prints from the wash water and lay face
down on the muslin. When prints are just
dry enough so that films will not adhere, and
yet while quite damp, they are rolled, film
out, around a roller i 3. to 2 inches in diame-
ter. Then a small rubber band is placed
around each end and the roller removed,
leaving a circular form of the roller prints.
All are prepared in this manner, and they are
allowed to become stone dry while in this
shape, thus allowing the pores of the gelatine
film to stretch. The rubber bands are then
removed, and if necessary three or four prints
at a time are rolled the other way around the
roller to make them lie flat. Having been
stretched while drying, they will not curl again.
When heavy paper with smooth surface is
used curl the ends of the print backwards
before placing on the roller, to prevent mark.
ing across the face of the print.

—Milton Wade, in A ma le r Photorraphes
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Regular Mounting. E

Th.. momithm without screws.
Made oat of one piece of metal.

Wells Guard,
Zylonite Blade.

The Peerless One=Piece Eyeglass Mounting
We are pleased to announce that we carry in stock a full line of them. The many

advantages that this mounting has over other styles are appreciated by those who have used it.
Have you got them in stock?

All jobbers handle it, and any one of them will send you a steel sample fitted with piano
lenses, without charge, if you will make the request on your letter-head, showing that you are
doing optical work.

SEND TO YOUR. JOBBER POR A SAMPLE. WILL, M-,EASE YOU

P. A. HARDY & Co.
( Atlanta, (JL*.

EIRANCHRS Deliver, COLL).
(s Paris, Prance

Wholeaalc and
Manufacturing Opticiant-; Chicago, Ill.

THE KRYPTOK
INVISIBLE"
BIFOCAL LENS

Pat. May 23 aud Nov. 21, 1899

Made to any formula
for Eyeglasses and Spectacles

It is not easy to find merchandise your best customers will TALK about as
they will about the Kryptok Lens; and every word helps to point new customers
direct to you. No stock to buy. Nothing to do but tell the truth about the lens
and order as you need them from the manufacturer controlling your territory.
Write for particular information.

A. S. ALOE CO., 513 Olive Street, St.
Louis. MISSOURI, ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, TENNESSEE,
GEORGIA.

JOHN L. BORSCH & CO., 1324 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia. PENNSYLVA-
NIA, DELAWARE, NEW JERSEY.

ALMER COE, OPTICIAN, INC., 74 State
Street, Chicago. ILLINOIS, WISCON-
SIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN.

COLUMBIAN OPTICAL CO.. Denver,
Salt Lake City and Omaha. TEXAS,
MONTANA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS,
COLORADO, UTAH, OKLAHOMA,
CALIFORNIA, WASHINGTON and
OREGON.

F. H. EDMONDS, Washington, D. C. DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CHAS. A. EUKER & CO., 312-314 Howard
Street North, Baltimore, Md. MARY-
LAND.

E. KLEIN & BRO., 435 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati. OHIO.

ANDREW J. LLOYD & CO., 323 Washing-
ton Street, Boston. MAINE, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT, MASSA-
CHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND, CON-
NECTICUT.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 104 East 23d Street,
New York ; 604 Nicollet Avenue, Min-
neapolis ; 360 St. Peter Street, St. Paul.
NEW YORK, MINNESOTA, NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

WEDEKIND OPTICAL CO., Louisville,'
Ky. KENTUCKY.

JOHN WIMMER, 16 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis. INDIANA.
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A Case of Over-Correction of Conver-
gent Squint Without Operation

By SAMUEL THEOBALD, M. D., in the American Journal of
Ophthalmology

Vka

ASES of over-correction of convergent

squint following operative procedures,

though less common nowadays than

they once were, are not so rare as to make

them noteworthy ; but instances of a well-

marked inward squint being converted into

an outward squint, simply through the influ-

ence of glasses, are certainly very uncommon.

And so it has seemed to me worth while to

place upon record a case of this character

which recently come under my observation.

Master E., a lad, twelve

Interesting years of age, was first seen

January 30, 1901, when he

was brought to my office

for advice regarding the condition of his eyes.

There was a fixed and marked convergent

squint of the right eye, and there was given

a history of asthenopia. The squinting eye was

found to be decidely amblopic (V. MO,

and the sight of this eye could be improved

but little by glasses. A test under hyoscy-

amine, made the following day and repeated

the day after; showed the total refractive error

and the vision of each eye to be as follows:

Illustrative Case

L. eye + 3.25 sph. C + .50 cyl. MC. 85° V. •=
R. eye + 3.5o sph. c + .50 cyl. ax. 95° V. =

In accordance with my usual practice,

I should have urged tenotomy, and should

not have thought it worth while to attempt

a correction of the squint by glasses alone;

but, as a year previously I had succeeded ill

correcting with glasses a periodic convergent

squint in a younger sister of the patient, I

concluded to try the same method with him.

Accordingly, after the effect of the cyclo-

plegic had passed off, the following glasses,

which somewhat over-corrected the manifest

hypermetropia, were prescribed for constant

use:

L. eye -1- 2.50 SO. C -I- .50 cyl. ax. 85° 0 prism
2°, base out.

R. eye + 2.75 sph. C .50 cyl. ax. 95° prism
2°, base out.

Effect of the
Glasses

The patient was seen about

a week after getting these

glasses, when there was no

appreciable change in the

position of the squinting eye. Nearly two

years elapsed before his next visit. He had

worn his glasses systematically and, in spite

of the fact that the left lens had become mis-

placed, the base of the prism having been

turned toward the nose and the axis of the

cylinder to 95°, he had been free from

asthenopia. As shown by the cover test,

there was still, with the glasses as he had

been wearing them, a slight residual con-

vergent squint of the right eye, the vision of

which was unchanged.

As a result of a re-examination of his

refraction, this correction for constant use

was prescribed January 5, 1903:

L. eye + 2.50 sph. C + .75 cyl. ax. 75°.
R. eye + 3.50 spit. C prism 3°, base out.

He was not seen again, except to show

me his glasses a few days after they were

ordered, until December 29, 1903, nearly

twelve months afterwards. He had worn

the glasses constantly, and had been free

from asthenopia. There was now with the

glasses on, and this was confirmed by the

cover test, an evident divergent squint of the
right eye. In view of this, his lenses were

changed as follows:

L. eye + 2.25 spit. C + .75 cyl. ax. 8o°.
R. eye ± 3.25 sph.

These about corrected the

Progress of the manifest refractive error in

each eye, and gave for the

left eye V. = fl —, and

for the right eye V. = fi —, indicating a

slight improvement in the sight of this eye.

With this correction, the right eye was dis-

posed still to squint outward, though at

times there seemed to be binocular fixation

in distant vision. After ten days the right

eye was found to be still squinting outward

and, what was more remarkable, this outward

squint persisted even when the glasses were

removed. A month later (February 5, 1904)

there was no change in the position of the

eyes in distant vision, but the cover test

seemed to indicate a disposition to binocular

fixation in near vision. He had, besides,

suffered somewhat with headache after read-

ing, NVIliCh I thought due, probably, to an

effort to establish binocular fixation. March

9th, with his glasses on, there was still a

divergent squint of the right eye in distant

vision, and most of the time in near vision ;

though occasionally there seemed to be
binocular fixation in near, especially in

reading.

By the vertical diplopia test, and with

a red glass before the left eye, there was at

20' an " exophoria," if it could be called so,

of ro° to I 1°, and at 12" of 4°. Without

glasses the right eye, as before, squinted

outward in distant vision; and when the left

eye was covered, and he fixed with the right

eye, the squint shifted in the usual manner

to the covered eye.

This case seems to me to

Interesting Fea- possess several features of
tures of the Case interest. In the first place

it shows very strikingly how

great an influence glasses exert at times over

the position of a convergently squinting eye.

Case
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In the next place it illustrates the pronounced

indisposition to binocular vision which, as we

all have had occasion to observe, exists in

certain strabismic individuals. In some

instances the difficulty in establishing binoc-

ular fixation, whether by the aid of glasses

alone or by operation supplemented by

glasses, is doubtless due to the amblyopia of

deviating eye; in others to a slight uncor-
rected upward or downward squint of this

eye; but in not a few it can be attributed

only to a lack of disposition to fuse mentally

images formed upon corresponding retinal

points. This last-mentioned condition, prob-

ably, was a factor in my case; at all events,

there was no vertical deviation, and the

amblyopia, though marked, was not ex-

cessive.

Another noteworthy feature was the per-

sistence of the upward squint when the quite

strong glasses which the patient was wearing

were removed. This would not have been

so remarkable if he had made no attempt to

obtain clear vision by accommodative effort;

but even when he was induced to distinguish
small letters at 20; no change in the position

of the deviating eye could be observed.

Probably a change in this regard would have

occurred had the glasses been left off for

several days. Should the squint not disap-

pear within the next few weeks, it is my

intention to reduce further the strength of
the spherical correction; and I am not with-
out hope that in this way I shall be able
eventually to secure binocular fixation.

As an addendum, it may. be of interest

to mention that the periodic squint in the

case of the patient's sister, who when first

seen was but five and a half years of age,
was corrected by the following glasses:

I.,. eye 4.25 sph. C prism 2°, base out.
R. eye 4.25 sph. 0 prism 2°, base out.

These were subsequently changed to

L. eye + 4.25 sph.
R. eye + 4.50 51)11-

with which she has, at the present time, not
only comfortable binocular vision, but prac-

tically normal muscle balance. A favorable

feature in her case was the existence of acute

vision in the periodically squinting eye.

A Grateful Subscriber

ED. KEYSTONE :—Some three months ago I
consulted the editor of your Optical Department in
a case which had baffled my skill for a year. I
followed his advice with the most gratifying results,
for which I feel greatly indebted to you. It is a
great economy to have such excellent advice avail-
able when needed. It is a help to business and a
safeguard to reputation.

Yours truly,
Tarrytown, N. Y. OTTO OFFENHAUSER.



" Mine don't,

I use the

'Neverwiggle '

Eyeglass."

"Oh, dear,

they wiggle so,

they drive me

frantic."

wiggling aa Wabbling
is one of the MO:a annoying as well as one of the most common faults found in
eyeglasses.

The operation of slipping them on and off the nose, oft-times repeated,
causes the screws to loosen little by little, and the trouble begins, which not
only worries and frets the patient, but makes him think that perhaps you
haven't given him a good job.

The * Neverwiggle" Eyeglass
has new patent " Bridle Studs," which lock the screws so that they are
absolutely Immovable under all circumstances. Opticians will be saved a great
deal of annoyance by using the " Neverwiggle " Eyeglasses on all B work.
Made in extra quality only. Mention this journal when ordering.

DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE "BRIDLE STUD"
Any style of guards can be attached,

and the "Bridle Nod" locks them all.
The guards and springs are more easily
changed than on any other style of
eyeglass.

Our positive guarantee goes with them.
Send for a sample pair at dozen rates.

side side End Lnd Top
()pen I ()pen Closed Closed

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
NO GOODS SOLD AT RETAIL

THE
SUCTION

GUARD

The
GUARD that HOLDS

R Send for Catalog
and tt pad

A Good Impression

is produced upon your cus-

tomer when his glasses are

there on time, and feel as

though they had been made

for him.

Good Impressions

go far toward developing your

business.

Can you afford the other

kind?

fi-ej.Whige511-niera
1702 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THIS IS IT. GIBRALTAR

NO STUD SCREWS AND CAN'T WORK 1.00SE

BAY STATE OPTICAL CO.
Attleboro, Mass.
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" Strabismus or Squint"

Dr. Francis Valk, the well-known author of a
popular book on the " Errors of Refraction," has
supplemented that work by a volume of about 16o
pages, published by G. P. Putnam's Sons, in which
he considers all the theoretical and practical ques-
tions regarding latent and fixed squint. His views
may be said to be more those of an eminently prac-
tical man than of a philosopher, but they all rest
on a good empirical basis and his advice is gen-
erally excellent. The new volume can be heartily
recommended to any reader who would like to
become acquainted with the most recent views and
treatment of squint. It can be had from THE
KEYSTONE Oil receipt of publisher's price, $1.75 ;
by mail, $1.90. We reprint here a few paragraphs
from the second chapter regarding the move-
ments of the eye.

It is an easily demonstrated fact that the eye
must remain perfectly still in any one position
when the function of vision takes place, and as a
corollary to that we might say that the eye is prac-
tically blind when moving from one position to
another, inasmuch as no images can be formed on
the retina as the eye moves from one point of
regard to another. Dodge says " the field of
clearest vision is practically a point, namely, that
point at which we are looking ;" but I should be
inclined to designate this point as a region whose
extreme boundaries, though not perfectly defined,
would form an angle with the nodal point of the
eye of about four degrees, and all objects lying
within this region will be clearly and distinctly
seen. At the same time, this region seems to have
a central point which tends to regulate and control
the fusion of all images and the fixation of the
eye. This is the point at which the visual line
ends, as it is extended through the nodal point
from the object looked at. Now this region of
most distinct vision is evidently that of the macula
luted, or yellow spot, but is more or less extended
Oil the retinal field, and in space, at a distance of
one foot from the nodal point of the eye, will in-
clude a region of about one inch in diameter.
Within this region vision is perfectly normal at the
reading distance.

It is very evident, then, that the eye could
have no continuous motion from one side of the
page to the other ; that is, from left to right, but
must pass by little jerks, as it were, and periods of
rest, from one point of regard to another, so that
Its we read it line across the page the eye is practi-
cally at rest much longer than it is in motion.
Similarly, we have the very interesting experiment
of Stratton, as to the movements of the eye in fol-
lowing a curved line, like a circle. Here the move-
ments of the eyes were very irregolar, but always
passing from one point of regard to another by
rapid movements and minute periods of rest, as
described above, he says, " this path by which the
eye passes from one to another of these resting
places does not seem to depend very nicely upon
the exact form of the line observed," it is ex-
tremely irregular in outline, whether the object, as
a curved line, be artistically made or very irregu-
lar. The same interesting movements take place
even when the eye is moved from point to point
in space, but the movements of rest are so slight
that the retinal impressions do not reach the higher
centers of the brain, unless the impressions be
very sharp and vivid. To illustrate this, if we
stand in a darkened room and look at the electric
spark of the static machine at a distance of six
feet, and then slowly move the eyes from right to

left, we will see a series of minute bright spots,
with dark spaces appearing between them about
two or three mm. apart.

It must be evident from this that the eye
during its excursion from right to left must have
made a series of minute stops sufficiently long to
allow this intense image to be formed on the retina
and so conveyed td the brain, also that no image
was formed while the eye was in motion, as shown
by the dark spaces between the brilliant spots.
These phenomena have been long observed by
some of our investigators in the field of physiolo-
gical sciences, and during the past two years have
been more fully investigated and proved by means
of a reflection from the cornea and a photographic
plate.

Raymond C. Dodge, Stratton and others, have
made many investigations in these interesting
phenomena, by photographing a ['right reflection
On the cornea, as the eyes are moved in reading,
or as the look passes from any point of regard to
another. If we attempt to pass the look slowly
from one point to another, so as to see clearly all
the objects that may be present between these two
points, and another person closely watches the eye
movements, or a photograph is taken of the reflec-
tion from a bright spot on the cornea, it will be
seen that the eye has made several rapid move-
ments and stops from point to point across the
field of motion. This cannot be done introspec-
tively, as we are not conscious of these movements
of the eyes any more than we are of the similar
movements of fusion in the act of binocular vision.

My conception of this physiological act is that
the movement of the eyes from one point of regard
to another is purely a voluntary one, controlled by
the higher brain centers, while their action in the
fusion of the images according to physiological
law is controlled by the lower or automatic brain
centers.

Furthermore, under this voluntary movement
of the eyes, as the look passes from one point of
regard to another, sufficiently far apart, we are
practically blind during the period of transition.
In other words, we are not conscious of any object
in the line of movement, though we may know
that the most sensitive part of the retinal field
must have passed the rays of light from such ob-
jects. It is true that we may be conscious of these
objects, but unless we were familiar with their
appearance we could not tell what they were;
consequently, when the eyes pass from two distant
points, say ten feet from the eyes, and separated
fifteen feet, we see the two points clearly, but not
the intervening objects ; and if we attempt to
move the eyes slowly between these two points, so
as to see all the objects between them, the eyes
will make a number of stops and rapid movements
of which we are totally unconscious.

Dodge has proposed five type of eye-move-
ments in the horizontal meridian, as those of Fixa-
tion, Pursuit, Co-ordinate compensation, Reactive
compensatory, and lastly, Unique movements, which
seem to me are the movements of fusion. The first
three are very important in connection with this
study, and show how extremely delicate and perfect
is the adjustment of the visual line by the action
of the muscles of the eye. The first type, Fixation,
are reactions to eccentric retinal stimulation that
seem to be dependent on a physiological function
from birth and are not influenced by voluntary
effort. The second, Pursuit movements, are the
involuntary movements of the eye as we look at
an object from a moving train, in which the " line
of regard seems to lag behind the line of interest
and to overtake it from time to time by short eye
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movements of the first type." The third type is
of interest as showing the constant fixation of the
visual line while the head is moved slowly from
side to side.

Rudolph Panse, Archives of Otology, on
Vertigo : says, " We judge of the position of ob-
jects laterally by the degree of ocular movements,
%vhich in turn is determined by the amount of in-
nervation supplied to the muscles. This estimation
takes place through nervous processes of which
we are unconscious. If the ocular muscles should
be weakened the necessarily increased innervation,
for its movements gives the impression of greater
excursion."

Virginia State Optical Association
The annual meeting of the Virginia State

Optical Association was held in Richmond, Va.,
on September 9th. The first session was called to
order by President A. F. Jahnke, Jr., in the office

of Rudd & Bu-
chanan, at 6 E. M.
President Jahnke
made a brief ad-
dress, reviewing
the work of the
past year. The re-
ports of various
committees were
heard with much
interest, especially
that of the leitisla-
ti ye committee,
read by the chair-
man,V. 13. Gilbert,

who reviewed at length the work of the committee
and association as a whole along legislative lines.
Captain E. B. Thomanson was unanimously elected
an honorary member for the excellent service ren-
dered the association on different occasions.

The officers elected for the ensuing year were:
W. Wayt Royal], of Martinsville, president Dr.
A. Week, Norfolk, vice-president ; John W. Bu-
chanan, Richmond, secretary ; G. Leslie Hall,
Norfolk, treasurer ; C. H. Rudd, Richmond, chair-
man executive committee , V. B. Gilbert, Rich-
mond, chairman legislative committee. A banquet
furnished by the Richmond members to the out-
of-town members was given at Rueger's cafe, and
was much enjoyed by all present.

There will be a call meeting held in Richmond
in February that will be the best the association
has ever had, if interesting papers and a large at-
tendance mill make it so. It is expected that every
present member of the association will attend, as
well as a great many new ones.

To THE KEYSTONE, W. Wayt Royal!, the new
president of the Virginia State Optical Association,
has communicated the following:

"Allow me to say through your valuable paper
that if the unaffiliated opticians of Virginia knew
what they were missing by not joining the associa-
tion, they would soon be on the inside. If they
will only reflect on what the medical and dental
associations have done for their respective profes-
sions, they will see very clearly that the optical
association is destined to prove very useful.
" We intend this year to increase the member-

ship to double the present number, and to this
end I would urge every optician in the State to at
least send us his name and addresSI, so that we may
let him know some of the advantages of member-
ship. And we wish he would do so now, as we
want a large attendance at our big meeting to be
held in Richmond, Va., in February, 19o4."

W. \Vilyi Ituyiill



Are You an Expert Optician?
Our Complete Course in Refraction, including Degree,

"Doctor of Optics," for $7.50. Lists for Next Class
close October 25th. Class Begins October 31st

We are not contented simply to make our students opticians. We make them

EXPERT opticians.

We drill them upon every subject connected with the science of fitting glasses.

We cover the ground so thoroughly and so practically and go over each point so

many times that the student cannot help but understand it.

We take up every possible complication of defective eyesight and discuss it from

every standpoint.

We teach the student just what to do in any case that may come to him in his

practice.

We not only teach him how to do the work, but teach him why.

We make him competent to fit eyes understandingly, systematically and skillfully.

We guarantee to make our students better opticians than any of their competitors

if they follow our 'instructions.

Our 64-page prospectus, "How to Become. a Good Optician," tells all about us and

our system of teaching by mail.

It tells why we can give our regular twenty-five dollar scholarship and our highest

degree diploma, for seven dollars and fifty cents.

It contains testimonials from pleased students all over the United States and

Canada and the English-speaking world—students who have taken our course and

written us letters in praise of our system.

It will only take a minute to send us your name and address on a postal and it

will bring this book by return mail.

Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Death of McLelen Parr

A prominent member of the Western optical
trade passed away in the person of McLelen Parr,
manager of the Denver, Colo., branch of the
Columbian Optical Co., who, some weeks ago,
succumbed to tuberculosis. Mr. Parr was born at

Lebanon, Ind., in
September, 1864.
He resided in and
about LaFayette
until 1888, and
then went to Rock
Island, Ill, , where
he remained until
189o,at which time
he came to Den-
ver, Colo., and
connected himself
with the Geneva
Optical Co.'s
establishment in

Parr that city. He re-
mained with this

concern until 1892, when, with others, he founded
the Columbian Optical Co., at 1649 Champa Street.

The company continued business there until
January, 1903, when larger quarters became neces-
sary. The business was accordingly moved to
624 Fifteenth Street, where Mr. Parr had fitted up
one of the neatest and best arranged optical
stores in the Middle West. He was manager of
the company's establishment at Denver, Colo.,
until his death ; vice-president of the Columbian
Optical Co., of Kansas City, and president of the
Columbian Optical Co., of Salt Lake City, Utah,
and had also a number of other interests that re-
quired his attention.

He was an aggressive business man, and en-
joyed the esteem of all who came in contact with
him. His business aptitude and industrious spirit
manifested themselves all through his career, and
his reward was duly forthcoming.

Tot

The File in Optical Work

The use of a file is such a simple matter, that
many who handle it for optical repairs scarcely
ever consider whether the stroke which they use in
filing a flat surface is one which gives the best
results. Usually, in filing, the tool is thrust for-
ward and drawn back again, always being pressed
on to the material which is to be reduced. If this
material were tested after the stroke, the surface
would not be found flat—the edges would be lower
than the central portion, because it is on them
where the file grips most, and consequently cuts
best. For finishing off a surface perfectly flat, the
stroke of a file must be forward only, the tool
being held exactly parallel to the proposed plane,
brought down on to the article near the tip, and
thrust forward, being raised from the metal at the
end of the stroke, without tilting it up or down in
the process.

The value of these few details will be evident
to anyone who has to cut down a screw which
projects from a joint both head and shank. By a
backward and forward movement the joint itself is
sure to be marked, but a careful operator will file
nearly down to it without marking the surface. To
make a thoroughly good job of a new screw it will
be better to remove it, to smooth the shank end,
and then before it is quite turned home, to give a
slight dressing to the head, using the file in the
method recommended.
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Optical Notes

Je The patents issued to Dr. Adt, on August
2d, have been added to the "Shur-On" patents
now controlled by the E. Kirstein Sons Company,
Rochester, N. Y., thus making a very strong
combination.

jS F. M. Swayze, formerly of Swayze Bros.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., recently completed a course
at the Philadelphia Opticial College, graduating
with the degree of Ref. D., and has begun business
with all the latest appliances in the Silberberg
Block, Niagara Falls.

• 

S. S. Parr, of the Columbian Optical Com-
pany, of Denver, Colo., accompanied the ,remains
of his brother, McLelen Parr, to Indiana for burial,
August 27th, returning by way of Kansas City, and
paying the Columbian Optical Company's office
there a short visit. A. I. Agnew also accompanied
the remains to the place of interment, returning by
way of Omaha, where he paid a visit to the com-
pany's office in that city, lasting a few days.

• 

F. A. Hardy & Co. wholesale and manufac-
turing opticians, Chicago, have issued the fifteenth
edition of their price-list and general catalogue of
spectacles, eyeglasses, lenses, testing apparatus,
opticians' tools, etc. This is a handsome and ex-
haustive compilation, with an artistically modeled
cover design, reproduced herewith in miniature.

The catalogue is copiously illustrated and embraces
every feature of opticians' and oculists' supplies.
In the opening pages directions are given for
writing prescriptions for lenses and frames, and
there is a carefully arranged telegraphic code for
ordering lenses. Adequate and concise descrip-
tions are given of all goods, and the price tabula-
tions are carefully compiled. On the inside back
cover there is a detailed index, and this is re-
enforced and the referential value of the book in-
creased by a general index conveniently printed
on the edges of the leaves and comprehensible at
a glance. The book abounds in information of
interest and value to the optician, and will make an
exceedingly useful addition to his business library.

Free sample pages of lectures and lessons of
the Correspondence Course in Optics will be mailed
to readers of THE KEYSTONE on application to
The National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Ask for special rates. —Adv.

The South Dakota State Optical
Association

The second annual meeting of the South
Dakota State Optical Association was held at
Sioux Falls, S. Dak., on August 26th. A good
attendance and much enthusiasm marked the
occasion. The fol-
lowing officers were
elected for the en-
suing year : Presi-
dent, W. H. Fritz,
Sioux Falls ; vice-
presidents, Guy Liv-
ingston, Yankton,
and R. D. Horton;
treasurer, H. D. Geb-
hart, Flandreau ;
secretary, D G. Gal-
let, Aberdeen. An
executive corn m i t-
tee of three mem-
bers, a legislative
committee, a con-
vention committee, a committee on membership;
and trustees of the defense fund were to be
announced later by the president.

President Fritz, Secretary Gallet and Treasurer
Gebhart have proved themselves the right men in
the right place, and it is largely through their
efforts that the association is now on so good a
footing. The membership list has more than
doubled in the first year and applications are corn-
ing right along. Secretary Gallet says he has still
lots of application blanks on hand and every
optician in South Dakota should send for one if
not already a member. In union there is strength,
and we prophesy before another year rolls around
that there will be very few non-members. The
next meeting will be largely educational and all
should avail themselves of the first opportunity to
become members.

W. it. Fritz

Pennsylvania Optical Society

The annual meeting of the above society will
be held in Parlor 1, Continental Hotel, Ninth and
Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, on Tuesday eve-
ning, October i i, 1904. The programme will be as
follows : 8 o'clock—Annual business meeting and
election of officers. 9 o'clock—Discussion on the
subject, " How can our Association be of the
Greatest Advantage to those Members who Live
too far away to Attend our Meetings." Also letters
on the same subject from absent members.
9.45 o'clock—Refreshments.

Kentucky State Optical Association

The executive committee of the above associa-
tion are preparing to make its semi-annual meet-
ing, which will be held at Winchester on Tuesday,
October 18th, one of the most successful gatherings
in the history of the organization. A number of
interesting and instructive papers will be read,
and the question and answer system, which was a
feature of the last meeting in Louisville, will again
be adopted. The proceedings will be brought to a
close with a banquet.

"I cannot speak too highly of The Keystone's
worth to the jewelers and opticians, and every one
of them in this magnificent counhy should lend
Elicit support to this 7,aluable /nide journal.''—
A. Knowles, Jeweler-Optician, Iron River, Wis.
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EBN HARDY
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician

Our improved and up-to-date workshop
enables us to return work more promptly
than ever. Give us a trial on your pre-
scription work. Also makers of the
Improved Hardy Optical Work Bench.
Made any size and style. Write for prices
before ordering elsewhere.

EBEN HARDY
Room 406 21 Bromfield St., Boston

Toctilioue 4597-8M.

Jewelers' and Opticians'
Opportunity
Mahogany Electric Regulator
A morican Opt. Co. 'I'rial t use, roll top
lrou Grill Work, 15 feet long, 6

feet high
Pair 4-foot Eyeglasses (sign)
Black Walnut Wall Case
Eye Model (large)
Jeweler's Trays
Optical and Watch Signs (glass)
Umbrella Show Case
Eight-Light Combination Chandelier
Other Optical and Store Fixtiiii

Can be seen by appointment. Will sell cheap
If taken at once

Address P. A. WALLIS, Trustee
39 Central St., Beverly, Mass.

FOR
SALE
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KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical School in the world whet',
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent cottrses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Increase Your Optical
Business Quickly

A SCHEME THAT WORKS
Distribute one of the new and practical
Ely Vision Provers to every family
within your center of trade

Send I wo t so-cent stamps na ',ample, and
prices, or purchase through your jobber.

Don't forget that the Ela Shur-On Springs
with the Ely Uuards make the Best Eyeglass
in the world. Wonderful adjustments tor cling
and comfort,

ELY EYEGLASS MFG. CO.
Middletown, Conn.

ELK TEETH

Automatic Toric Lens
Grinding Machine

and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX, Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selL jelL lL I Hide

mantifact ii ii rig .je%■ t.lci,

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, south Dakota

ENGRAVING &
PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE

This machine is entirely
automatic in its working and
produces Toric Lenses or
any kind of Cylindrical
Lenses true to curve, with
axes absolutely true in each
meridian, perfectly free
from aberration, and surface
equal to any spherical lens.

The machine will grind
any from of Toric curve,
plus or minus.

The patent rotary move-
ment of tool holder in com-
bination with lens action
produces a cycle of seven-
teen figures to complete the

path of the lens during revolution, comprising elliptical, hyperbolic,
parabolic and spherical movements, thus insuring an accurate working
of the lens over every section of the surface of the tool.

A boy can run a half dozen of these machines and automatically
produce work equal to that of the most skilled workman.

For sale by all the leading- jobbing- houses

Manufactured by

PINKHAM & SMITH

,r 16)3

Mother Goose

288-290 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

--HIGH CLASS

PRINTERS a ENGRAVERS
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

HORACE E. VINE
EN(iltAVIN(1, sTAM P and STENCH, NVoll1■8

Office and Store, 19 East State Street
htetory,rear No. '21, adjoining,TRENTON, N.J.

When writ ing to advertisers, kindly
moition The Keystone

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

WANTED

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
chanped to tit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Opticians for World's Fair.
Previous experience on the road
or at County Fairs necessary.
Only first=class Optical Sales=
men accustomed to making big
money need apply.

Address

ALOE OPTICAL CO.
Care World's Fair Grounds ST. LOUIS, MO.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street Chicago

Send for Our Neu Price•List

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
Do not make the mistake of tying

yourself to the work bench, at the
expense of your buying trade. Send
the watches to Craft

W. H. Craft
210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
Factory, 1636-38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sunnier Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy,  Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn. -
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

No truer words were ever penned than the above that you learned at

your mother's knee. Glowing word pictures of a man's ability as a

salesman are cheap, especially so when emanating from the mind of some

paid-for professional advertisement writer ; but what still counts for more

are honest credentials of sales-made results and honest references given.

We have to our credit a greater number of sales, higher aggregate of
goods sold, more large jewelry sales and have realized a better per-
centage of profit than all others at present engaged in the business.

To prove the above we give below a list of sales that we absolutely

defy all the other jewelry auctioneers combined to duplicate. Consider

the standing of the firms, the class of the cities and the wide scope of

territory covered. When a concern doing business holds first place for

years and years, it not only proves their ability but character ; consider

that we have made from one to five sales for the same jewelers if you

wish for complete satisfaction with the absolute assurance that you have

men of deeds and not of words ; let our record speak for us.

 RPERENCES 

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal. •
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
IVilbur,Lanphear & Co.,Galesburg,Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co. San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Patti, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. I,. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C.
Harry AlcIntyre, South McAlester, I. T.

Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga,
The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.

:)fore than 100 others, and thejobbers from Maine to California.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the. services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every reference given below represents a successful sale made. NN'e refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.
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Well Mr. Jeweler how about it, are you going to keep right on
paying interest on borrowed money, still going

to keep those old shop-worn goods in the cases, when they are not only eating up money
but detracting from the new goods ? I can put you in a position to pay off your debt,
I can sell your old goods for you, without giving them away, either, and do it withciut
hurting your business. Eleven years' experience in this one particular line, with the
jewelers all over the United States and Canada, puts me in a position where I can say
with all confidence, that I can make a successful sale for you without doing your business
a particle of harm ; in fact, will do it good:

One reason for my remarkable success is that I am a practical jeweler and
watchmaker, the only one in the business, I believe, and this gives me a decided
advantage over other men, in the fact that I am thoroughly conversant with every
detail of the jewelry business and know what I am talking about when I get up to sell a
piece of goods. I keep up with the times and always try to be a little ahead, and the
amount of business I have demonstrates the fact that I am fairly successful, to say the
least. I make no extravagant statements, but if you will write me your circumstances,
I will give you a conservative estimate of what I can do for you, and, if you will write
to people I have sold for, you will find that P. E. Pope pretty nearly backs up every-
thing he says. Write me anyway, just for fun, you may get something out of it, and
you will certainly get no harm, but, in the meantime, if you want to sell cheap or fake
goods, don't send for me, I am not in that business. My business is to make a square
sale for square people, and I will be glad to hand you a list of references in your part of
the country, wherever it is.

Better write at once, as my time is already pretty well filled out.

P. E. POPE
Expert Jewelry and Art Goods Auctioneer

Canadian Address, Cobourg, Out.

THE ORIGINAL

Col. Moody has made three sales for
me and I consider he is the best man in
the business. Thoroughly reliable in
all of his dealings ; soon wins his audi-
ences and success.

NV. A. PECK
Denison, Tex.

Col. Moody is the best of them all.
He is a thorough gentleman, absolutely
temperate. Has made two sales for us.

J. H. LEYSON JEWELRY CO.
Butte and Salt Lake City.

Col. Moody has made three sales for
us and we consider him the best sales-
man and money-getter in the business.
An entertainer and a winner.

ROY & LEFFLER
Gainesville and Ft. Worth, Tex.

Col. Moody bus not an equal as an
auctioneer, and we know what we are
talking about. He has made two sales
for us, is absolutely honest and tem-
perate.

MURCHART & COOK
Sherman, Tex.

I issue no booklets or circulars to
help till up your waste basket. These
books are generally tilled •with things
that never happened and that are im-
possible, all to al lu ro you, but I dispose
of your goods to your satisfaction as
well as to the satisfaction of those you
deal with.

P. S. —Will pay cash for any size
stock of Jewelry.

I always carry an assistant,

Respectfully yours

COL. T. P. MOODY
Jewelers' Auctioneer

4610 Indiana Avenue
Telephone, 5094 Drexel

CHICAGO

home Address, Fond du Lac, Wis.

The Auctioneer that
sells your goods at good
prices and pleases
all customers
as well

Have been selling
for the
established trade
for over
twelve years.
Fall is a good
time to have
your sale.
Reference from
any of the jobbers
of Kansas City
and from jewelers
all over the
[Inked States.
\Vrite me full
particulars and
my advice will
cost you nothing.
work as

cheap as any
other good man.

D. 0. HERNDON

1311011e, 2341 Main

506 New York I.ifc Building

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
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COL. J. D. LEWIS, America's Leading Auctioneer
For the Establi.shecl Jevveler
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F. W. BROMBERG
MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL

JEWELER

Nly 27th V. tit-
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107 N. 207N STREET

COL. J. D. LEWIS. 
Birmingham, Ala., February 21, 19°4.

Dear Sir :—1 want to express my appreciation of your successful 
efforts in conducting my remodeling auction sale from February loth to 20th.

I am more than pleased with the results as you realized a fair price on 
every old ,piece of goods in stock and proved that a successful sale could be had

in this city without filling in any new goods, which has always been said 
could not be done.

You sold Howard and Vacheron & Constantin Watches, Chests of Silver 
and Sterling Silver Tea Sets as easily as the smallest article. Proving

yourself at all times a gentleman, hard worker, sober and honest, and 
selling more goods in four days than sold in fifteen days' auction sale for me in

January, tgoT. With your new method of conducting a sale, you had packed houses at 
each sale and kept the audience entertained, making new custom-

ers instead of driving away old ones. You deserve the reputation which you have of being the best 
auctioneer, especially when a jeweler wants no

misrepresentation and to remain in business. With best wishes, I remain, Yours very truly, F. W. BROMBERG.

I 957.0001 Ten Sales
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A Message From America's
Leading Auctioneer

HELLO ! HELLO ! ! Yes, this is

R. M. HARDING
The Auctioneer 

Yes, I have lately closed a successfill seven weeks' sale for
Geo. F. Feagans, Joliet, Ill. I made this sale in the months of
.1111v and August. What's that? Yes, a fine store—stock
S:73,000. Oh, yes ; another, the L. L. Berens sale at Belling-
ham, Wash. It was a fine sale for June. Good stock, $25,000.
Yes, I safeguard your reputation and you will stand just as high
in the community as a result of my holding a sale for you. Auctions
as conducted by my method are business building and money
making. Listen to what Geo, E. Feagans has to say regarding
my method of conducting a sale. " Harding, this sale has brought
hundreds of new people into the store, \Nilo I believe will continue
to come to us for their needs in our line." Yes, I am booking
sales now for fall and winter. Yes, that's it, decide this matter
as soon as possible. I am corresponding with other jewelers.
Good-by.

ri 156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
Address R. M. HARDINN-5 9 PACIFIC COAST OFFICE-2o6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

the safest, best and most
Wouldn't you like to have
profit plan ? It's the only
to consider.

Throw your
chest out

brace up—this is the
time to get busy.
Hold an auction sale
and let me conduct
it, either on a division
of the profits or the
percentage plan, and
you will make more
money than you ever
did before. There is
no guess work or
experiment about it,
for I have conducted
more successful sales
for jewelers, made
more money for
jewelers, and am ac-
knowledged to be

reliable auctioneer for jewelers.
me explain fully my guaranteed
plan for a conservative jeweler

JOHN H. RAVEN
Holland, Mich.

*:•,„

The 'Money Getters'
Are Now Ready for You

Remember
0) These I

Cold y y
Facts • •

We guarantee you
against loss ; your reptt•
tation remains the same
after we finish ; you se-
cure the services of two
reliable and sober auc-
tioneers at the cost of one.

We never misrepresent the quality
and you can always depend on
us to fill our engagements.
We will make your sale, and

will positively guarantee that
our new method will produce
the required results. We refer
reliable jewelers to the following
firms whom we have served;
their verdict should say, " we
are your auctioneers."

F. A. WORCESTER

Merino &jaceard Jewelry Co., Pt. Louis, Mo.
L. G. Call, Waynesburg, Pa. (2 sales)
Hess & Singer, Jacksonville, Fla. (2 sales)
Mrs. Ellett Mercer, 13irmingham, Ala.
II. S. Milne, Hattiesburg, Miss. (2 sales)
A. M. Cook, Laurel, Miss. (2 sales)
&haul & May, Atlanta, Ga.
A. M. Nelson, Colorado City, Cob.
V. D. Morris & Co., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. (2 sales)
A. S. Harshbarger, Girard, Ill.
Frank Hooper, -Denver, Colo.
Rosenblatt & Co., Greensboro, N. C.
A. L. Deabouillons, Savannah, Ga.
Laurel Jewelry Co., Laurel, Miss.
J. P. Rader, Clarksdale, Miss.
Joe Freelander, Memphis, Tenn.
The above are only a few of our more repent saleS.
Wire or write any time for date and terms;

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Large Profits Guaranteed at all Auction Sales

A. L. GOTTLIEB 0 Co.

Telephones, Central 1610
Automatic 8929

203 S. Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ESTABLISHED IN 1886

FREE. Write for one. A booklet giving some very valuable information. Daily paper notices and many references of sales conducted throughout the United States and Canada

H. J. WILEY

WILBY & WELLER
America's Premier Auctioneers

To the Jewelry Trade

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

20 years of experience has enabled us to gain that ( knowledge) which

can not be acquired in a day, week, month or year. Nothing promised by

us has yet been unfulfilled. The secret of our success is in our method of
conducting sales, so you make no mistake when you engage us. You
secure the services of two men at the price of one. Terms and references
for the asking.

Western address
ILLINOIS JEWELRY CO.

180 E. Madison St.
Chicago, III.

Canadian address

69'!, Woodbine Ave.
Toronto, Ont.

Eastern address
I. OLLENDORFF CO.

54 Maiden Lane
New York

RUDDICK

M. J. WELLER

REALIZER

DO YOU REALIZE that an Auction Sale will

1st. —Clean up your stock and turn your slow sellers and undesirable goods into money?
2d.—Stimulate your trade and arouse public interest in your stock and store?
3d.—Furnish you with the cash to purchase new and attractive goods at right prices?
4th.—Draw to you many new friends and customers and retain all the old ones?

DO YOU CONTEMPLATE reducing your stock or retiring from business?
DO YOU WISH TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES and employ the latest and most approved methods

in conducting your business ?
DO YOU NEED THE MONEY ? Write for my new and original plan of conducting sales. It has never

failed to attract and hold an audience, to arouse public interest and spirited competition and to REAP RESULTS.
I guarantee a net profit at the close of each day's sale.

If you want a legitimate reduction or closing-out sale, honestly conducted, write me.
All correspondence confidential. The best of references furnished.

B. S. Ruddick, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Waverly, Iowa.

RED=HEADED RELIABLE
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JUST OUT I Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster, cut from 10 K.
gold tilled stock. Gold in front
wice as thick its on back. Ask
your jobber tor them, or I will
send prepaid at (MCC (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold tiled, $2.00; 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz. metal, astd sizes.

86c. For samples, one small and one medium
large size geld tilled and One metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pius, Studs and Lace
pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one In vented. Prl ce,$1.50 per doz. For
stile)))' all wholesale jewelersantimaterial home,.
Samplebv mai I, 25c; in 10 K. gol41,31.00; 14 K.44.25.
M.CROlit4dikr.s: hot,48 & SO Maiden Lane,N.Y .

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin

71 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE —Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

Fine E. D. Swiss and American Main-
springs

Fine Clock Catgut
Fine Line of Swiss and American Crowns,

Steins, Bows and Case Springs

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor ) (Established Tfloa )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Argryn Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS!

Bought from stocks. Nei, a› fmni fac-
tories. Send for eaEtlegue

A lard° molorl moll of di.e0111i1111Pd n10,1•1111 .111t,
Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 cts. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade
A II .1 incricait Stan lilted at r)o cents.

Philip Katz ei Co.

14 Maiden Lane

New York

ll 'hen writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

NOVELTIES IN

FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of Real
Lace, Rand-Painted and
RichlySpangled I IntizeFaTIS
mounted tat , I ery,
Pearl and Bon, .)batutines.

Repair Department
Factories at -Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York

......41,011.1.01.01..P.P.P.P.,

Tortoise Shell
The Genuine

1904 Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer
Trill Ir • II ark.

New style Combs and I lair Ornaments are continually being made under the dictation of fashion.

Shell Combs repaired and repolished and made practically new.
Special Work made to order.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
Incol poratrdMaitufat•turcrs ant]. Jobbers iii 

Polisiters' Platers' ana Grillders' Supplies Motors an Dollops
Preprieters of 'The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the hest made for I ”1,1 :Lii41 Polkhing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

Stop and Think
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity just

PATENTED JAN. 28, 1004 because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this—

easy 10 adjust, will not soil or spoil your cuff, are strong and durable and look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Idade in 10 and 14 K, gold and in silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in five countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round i

Rolled to Any Gage.

BUYERS OF 
ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

IGNAZ STRAUSS 0 CO.
mAst-i ■CTUREES

Office, 621 Broadway, New York j

'story Button Back

Samples and New Price-List on application

OF,1311ARDT BROS.
mukors II

Diamond Mountings

Class Pins and Badges

Victor-- ' ttachments

LION

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PAVE/

AUTOMAT!
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a specialty

BLDG., CINCINNATI

Erv-rreivecil Sot_iNroir Spool's

Buildings engraved in bowls
$4.00 per dozen

Foot=Power Lathes.

ugh-grade tools
{Correct in principle.

Elegant in design.

Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford,

3510 K. of C.

FRED. A. HAsKELL
206 Weybosset St.. Providence, R. I.

 ...1■1(.■■■:■!1,

3510 Photo.

J. Bulova Co., RING MANUFACTURERS51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptienand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
I few of the many
we make.

Our patent fasten.
ing on all rings

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. Per hard soldering.
Gan be applied to any button.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 
GREEN 

STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE. WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED oR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

NOTICE 0.; ,76,NatirrEpatirt6 formerly sold by OGENHEIMER

G.F.Walsworlil
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing. Old

Engil.handEnles
Ca... to take

American 8. W.
Dlovvnients my

hpeelnIty.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

F. C, KlEiN EMIL KLEIN

F.C.KLEIN & 13R0.
126 State Street CHICAGO

giteam
Itapidarg

INAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones
Thc Rees

Engraving School
Elmira, N. Y.

Ask ii Ni dloglle—il Will ill 'Ii you

1699

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The 11,1,1 rah II"w
I, be a \V ail.11111:11■■•1. " STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, I .11. I iiilillitg, St. Paul, :ilinn„

NEVV

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Mind ill on
vitrified
I Hamel.

Absolutely indestruc-
tible. \VIII last

forever.

miNIATURES ON WATCFI DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. ii l live wN-eelit
amps Iii Iiitii I i III I sumpli. disi sod 1,riee-om.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
1 IS Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

There's at least one branch of handi-
craft we do not lead in. A firm in this

City has found it necessary to ask the

Treasury Department for permission to

import heraldic engravers under contract.

They can't find anyone sufficiently skilled

in this country—at least anyone out of

employment.

A Philadelphia firm has asked permis-

sion of the Treasury Department to bring

into the United States, under contract,

two heraldic engravers. They state that

it is absolutely impossible to secure skilled

workmen in this art in this country.

The above extracts from the daily press show that enviable positions and high wages are at the command of skilled engravers.
A new way to master this art in the shortest possible time, and practically without expense, is furnished in the work

THE ART OF ENGRAVING,

a new treatise on the engraver's art, with special reference to letter and monogram engraving ; specially compiled as a standard
text-book for students and a reliable reference book and guide for engravers. It is bound in silk cloth, contains 208 pages and
over 200 original illustrations. The author is a noted engraver and a successful. teacher of engraving.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1•50 (6s. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

Expert Watch Work
demands a thorough knowledge of adjustment. Without this knowledge no watch repairer of our day can be
successful or high-salaried. The one way to acquire a complete mastery of this branch is to study

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL,
A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold.

This work is recognized as the standard authority on the adjustments and kindred subjects. It contains an exhaustive
consideration of the various theories proposed, the mechanical principles on which the adjustnients are based. and the
methods followed in actual practice.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the world on receipt of $2.50 (los. 5d.)

THE KEYSTONE The Organ of the Jewelry and Optical Trades,

101.1-1 et? Brown sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.



1700 J. 0 H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles an Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and mann fact
Polishing Materials Hibbs Improved

Assay Furnaces

95 John Street, NEW YORK

Permanent Si
Photographs
on Watches
Ivory Miniatures

$7.50 up
All work go a ra Wei d

CHAS. ROSE
108 Fulton Street

New York

Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
510st MI work returned same day received.

Our work is all right, our prices are all right.
A trial will convince you.
Send for our new price-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
17 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

Souvenir
Spoons

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR.,

of any locality.
Buildings repealed In
bowls, $3.00 per dot,
PROVIDENCE, P.1.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
give chew,personal attention to repairs sent ow.

Pr0mpt !less my motto. Send for my printed
Prh IvItich is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

I CARRY THE MOST EXCLUSIVE LINE
OF FRENCH AND VIENNA

FANS
AND NOVELTIES

FOR THE JEWELRY TRADE IN THIS
COUNTRY

LOUIS STEINER
IMPORTER

520-522 Broadway, NEW YORK

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

Instruct ions in Watch and Jen (dry
R(pairi ng, Engraving and )111 leS.
edi e IMO Mellon.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
to fit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
tuition for the first year, and we pay
them a small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL.

ANSWERING
WANT
ADS

1 1 
do, ifa nydo uo let us

teach 1 
thing

it se you
ing youw l never

Watchmaking 
 haven g 
Engraving

because you will never ie unemployed, The de-
mand for thorough, practical workmen is always
greater than the supply. Send for our Prospec-
tus to-day-it gives full information. See our
ad. on page 1656, this issue.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. TV. Schuler, Principal Broad Cc Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

/ 

USE SANGER'S
EMERY RING BUFFS
IF YOU ONCE DO. YOU ALWAYS WILL
25e. set-15e. All jobbers'per 110%011 • and tool
for :01,Ii- houses
nonal
sheik,

Arc ..t_fi _Lt.g_,■+..), ̀ s,+.,0 X+,

RUDOLPH NOEL p
& CO. I):is„

-0-X1 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
•,

31 Importers of
•-•T

_:1(k! 3Diamonbo, 1Dearl ict
(I 
1 Precious 1;
:,,1 %emioll)rectotts ant' •1)4-'tI)
.P limitation %tones 4_

(
xi ix
kl • ..r;
(I ix...•, litx -(1.7,-4N.,45,74-74.,-7,474.75-4.-7.4..,--74N-c- x

Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

ESTABLISHED 1858

GOLD and
SILVER SOLD E RS

All grades of Gold Solder from low karat to
22 karat. Used for 46 Years in our Factory.
(The largest and oldest Jewelers' Findings Fac-
tory in the United States.)

If it is good enough for Us why not for any
repairer of jewelry who is looking for a solder
that flows easily, has good color and holds well.

Order from your Jobber and Insist on
Getting the Brand

Samples will be furnished free
on application

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
103 State St., CHICAGO

Factory-Pawtticket, Rhode Island

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio

S
.11 11S11 of Floe

Watch & Spectacle
Eleri,•le Red
N""""""d""1"i* 1)111'0)10,1:leg:MI and A tt i ye

IONS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

B. ROBERT Cc CO.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine.Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-town customers
75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Front Building. Top Floor

Jewelers' Show Cases

Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce a
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208-210 West Lake St.

CHICAGO
Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO : The Best Of Everything

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock

sex Broadway 688 Broadway
!How Com hook Street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Bet ween 1tst and 42,1 St reefs

NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situation),
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
Asthma count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach um not later than
the 25th of each month for insertion III
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy 01
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must gond 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Ad(1ress,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under this bendlokr.055 CENT per word, for first

twenty-live words. A.141111011111 words and advertisements,THREE CENTS per word. So adverlIsement Inserledfor less tines 25 rents.

Al BOOKKEEPER (lady) desires permanent
position or several sets of books to post and

balance. Can furnish excellent ref. Address,
" W 434," care Keystone. 
QITUATION wanted by engrvvel and watch-LI also by engraver who is willing to
learn something about jewelry business, keep
stock in order and soil goods. Address, "K,"
1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. 
QITUATION wanted by lady engraver, willing
LI to sell goods and keep stock in order.
Address, " K-," 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. 
yOUNG man, good habits and best refs. having
I lathe and small tools, desires position as
watchmaker. Pennsylvania pref. Address,
" D 438," care Keystone. 
ROOD watchmaker, engraver, jeweler and opa-
1," clan. Age 31, married ; good habits ; own
lathe and tools. State salary also hours ; good
refs. Box 260, Archbold, Ohio. 
PRACTICAL, graduate optician desires steady

position to take charge of optical depart-
ment in New England. .Address, "Optician,"
19 Perrin Street, Attleboro, Mass. 

N°V. 10th, by industrious man ; single, sober,8 years' exp. Age 28. Good watchmaker,
plain engraver-no optician ; good salesman.
Best refs. "S. W. M.," 1615 Virginia Street,
Lafayette, Iud. 
yOUNG lady wants position as assistant watch-
, maker, 10 years' exp. Moderate salary.
Ad., Fannie It. Barron, Wadsworth, Medina
County, Ohio. 
QITUATION wanted by good watchmaker,

general repairer ; can engrave some. Good
set of tools, good refs. .Address, "Jeweler
Special," 528 Jackson Street, Sandusky, Ohio. 
AS watchmaker and engraver, used to compli--

• 

cated work, understands the finer adjust-
ments. Capable of taking charge. Al city refs.
" C 442," care Keystone. 
posrrioN by experienced watchmaker, fair
I engraver, understand optics. Prefer to be
all-around man ; own full set of tools. Address,
" M 444," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver, 4
IT years' exp. at bench, 2 years with practical
optician. Can wait on trade ; speak English
and German. Henry IL Schleuder, Spring-
field, 3finn. 
QUCCESSFUL refractionist, up-to-date instru-
u ments, competent to take charge department.
California pref. Refs.; no bad habits. Geo. L.
Dietrich, It. F. D. 1, Gardena, Cal. 
LADY clerk or buyer for first-class jewelry
54 store. State salary, etc. " B 419," care
Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, jeweler, opti-cian, neat appearance not afraid of work,
as retail salesman or to 'take charge of store.
ifilt-edge ref. State salary. " D 982," care
Keystone.
W ATCHM A K ER, graduate refractionist, good,
Iv plain engraver, good salesman of good ap-
pearance, position with house having good opti-
cal business. Wishes to change ; experienced
man. " D 933," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry repairer
(wants position in Southwestern Texas, New

Mexico or Arizona. Six years' exp.: best ref.
J. M. Young, Atkins, Ark. 
Ry Al watchmaker and good engraver ; own all

▪ 

tools. Competent on fine watches. Can furnish
best of refs, from present employer. Position
must be permanent. Will go at anytime or wait
until Jan. 1st. Would go West if position offered
was favorable. " B 431," care Keystone. 
YOUNG man as watchmaker or assistant, 11

• 

years' exp. •, plain engraver. $12 per week •
tools, refs., etc. Illinois or Indiana pref.
" 11 441," care Keystone. 

WATCH and clock repairer, 25 years' exp. $0
TT to $12 per week. South pref. Address,
J. IV, Burden, Lisle, N. Y.

SITUATIONS WANTED

QITUATION wanted by competent young lady
O engraver, jewelry repairer and saleslady.
Illinois, Michigan or Indiana pref. Address,
Illinois College of Engraving, 69 Dearborn St.,
Chicago.

WANTED, position as watchmaker; can give
II best of ref. Can do jewelry repairing and
sonie plain engraving. Address," Watchmaker,"
936 Market Street, Wheeling, W. Va.

HY experienced watchmaker, optician and en-
U gravel'. Al ref.; 12 years' exp.; state salary.
Address, Box 28,  Madison, Ohio. 

YOUNG man, with lathe and tools, desires a
I position as assistant watchmaker. G. E.
Dail, 2534 North Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia.

UNGRAVER, young man, 19, wants position as

▪ 

letter and monogram engraver anti h•arn
Jewelry business in Michigan or near. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 

YOUNG watchmaker and jeweler, having sold
I business, tools, etc., wishes position where
tools will be furnished. Do some engraving ;
Ito bad habits. Plenty of refs. J. A. Schmitt,
Bonesteel, S. Dak. 

YOUNG man, 24, 5 years' (ICI). 1114 salesman,
I watch, clock and jewelry repairer. St rict y
honest, temperate and reliable man to, an ■ -
where; New York pref.; Al ref. "Ii 422," care
Keystone.

1IJATC1131 A K ER, jeweler, plain engraver and
" optician. kt tended Brushy 11 ilc
at Peoria, 9 months. have own latlit•lind took,
age 24, and can give good ref. Ili:tries COU hey ,
Pittsfield, Ill.

VXPERIENCED refract ionist and prescription
" man would like position. Can till both posi-
tions with satisfaction, or am open for prop.-
mitten to take optical department on C01111111SS1011
basis. Al refs. ' M. IL .," 84 Hickory Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

YOUNG lady, experienced, deslrem position as
I engraver and saleslady, or iu wholesale
house. Best of refs. furnished. " C. A.," 11109
Detroit Street, Laporte, Ind.

ITXPERIENCED watchmaker, joweler and up-
Ii desires steady position at once.
Clyde McKelvey, Demos, Ohio.

- -
A GOOD watchmaker and engraver ; own lathe,

tools, etc. A good, all-around man. Address,
F. J.Thurman, 128 E. Second St., I 1 est ings,Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, 14 years' exp., desires a
" change before Jan. 1st. Address, " K 448,"
C ire Keystone.

RY first-class watchmaker, plain engraver, 14
" years' exp. Married, refs. New England,
Mass., pref. Own tools. " B 440," care Keystone.

ir, YEARS a jeweler, watchmaker, plain en-
Id graver, optician. Have managed store.
Reasonable wages. Could go immediately.
Choice refs. Illinois or Indiana pref. E. A.
Maxwell, Albion,

HY first-class all-around engraver-fam•y PH-
" graving a specialty. Taken It 4 months'
course at Philadelphia College of Horology.
R. W. Emerson, Florence, Mass.

WANTED, positiou as watchmaker ; have 6
" years' exp. Reis. furnished, etc. Address,
Box 101, Roxton, Texas.

'l RST-CLASS mfg. jeweler and diamond setter
I and repairer, 30 years at the bench. State
salary in first reply. " I. 132," care Keystone.

POSITION in New England or Middle States,
I by a first-class watchmaker ; an all-around
man with exp. and tools for high-grade work.
'Hate salary yott pay. Address, " D 412," care
Keystone.

POSITION as watchmaker and plain eugraver;
I experienced in railroad inspection. Have a
fair knowledge of optics. Address, Box 124.
Carrollton, Mo.

1ACUIAST, graduate optician, place as expert
ii opticiau in office or store. Good habits,
Can teach or travel. W. R. Clement, ALA,
Yukon, Okla. Ter.

fly young man with some first-class retail °pH-
', cal house ; do some refracting; 10 years'
exp. Can furnish best of refs. " D 397," care
Keystone.

fly watch, clock and jewelry repairer ; 18 years'
I exp. Clean stockkeeper. Not afraid of
work. Do not engrave. Box 90, Bloomfield,
Iowa.

IS letter and monogram engraver by young
It man who can do good ordinary work. Ad-
dres, " B 401," care Keystone.

YOUNG man of exp. will accept position as as-
sistant watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and

optician at once. Address, "B," P. 0. box 6,
Fernandina, Fla. Reasonable wages.

IEWELRY salesman, optician, Al refraction-
ist and frame fitter, with good appearance.

Age 27. Would like position by Oct. 1st. Ad-
dress, "T 395," care Keystone.

VNGRAVER and salesman, general letter and
12 monogram designer. Young man with good
refs. L. K. Burnham, Canisteo, N. V.

Hy first-class engraver in a retail store, as ea-
u graver and salesman ; 3 years' exp. and best
refs. Address, If. D. Whitney, Union, N, Y.

SITUATIONS WANTED

REFRACTIONIST, edge grinder and op-
al to-date optician. Thoroughly reliable. Ab-
solutely honest. Will buy a business or an in-
terest. Geo. B. Wood, Griffin, Ga. 

IN Philadelphia, competent watchmaker ; tine
workman, good engraver. Ref. of present

employer. All tools. It' interested write,
" Watchmaker," 801 II Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C.

yOUNG man as watch, clock and jewelry re-
pairer, wants position by Gct. 2oth. tics;

ref. South pref. I'. O. box 2-.2, Marion, Vii.

WATCHATA KER, engraver, jo 1•I r, grail tia t
TT optician. Have tools. An ail-around t. 'n'
1111111 IN store. Age 30. Also have medical exp.
Refs. Address, " II 340," care Keystone.

AVATC11, clock repairer and optician. -Forty.
" 27 years at own bench. $10 per week and
board. Wm. F. Newell, Sehuyler Lake, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, thoroughly competent and
" reliable, wants position where accurate
work is appreciated. Will go anywhere in
lulled States. Ad., ''C 409," care Keystone.

RY first-class watchmaker. Age 35. Learned
IT trade in Switzerland and has '20 years' prac
ical exp. First-class. Own tools. Good refs.
.U11 do fair engraving. Wages, $18 to $20. S.
Kaufman, 319 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis.

yIRST-CLASS watchmaker desires position at
once. New England States pref. Address,

" E. II. B." 45 Charles St., Springfield, Mass.

VOUNG man with good habits. 2 years' exp.
I as watchmaker, clock, jeweler, optician,
light engraving. Can give the best of refs.
"S 411," care Keystone.

pOSITION as salesman or in office of wholesale
I house. Thoroughly experienced in jewelry
trade front the manufacture to selling of MIMIC.
Address, "John Smith," room 601 Coluntlats
Memorial Building, Chicago.

IS watchmaker ; 3j4 years' exp. at bench. Want
a to learn stone setting, engraving. Would
expect instructions in!saine. Best refs. 115 10
character, ability'. Age 19. " E. M.," box 6:it,
Muncie, Ind.

pERAIANENT, by competent watch and clock-
,. maker ; 0 years' exp. in all classes of NV4,11: ,
Fair wages expected. Do Ill engrave. North-
eastern Ohio pref. L. I% Fox, Nerth Liniamh

l'OUNG man with full set of tools desires a
I steady position as watchmaker and etigra vet.
',II.," 235 Market Street, Emmaville, Pa-.

yOUNG num would like position as watch-
'. maker and plain engraver. Will furnish
own tools and good refs. Address, Harrie
Gough, Port lIenry, N. Y.

YOUNG man with thorough knowledge of

• 

jewelry and optical business, would like
position with reputable wholesale house, with
chance of advancement for road position. Refs.
furnished. " B 417," care Keystone.

HIGHEST-GRA DE watchmaker, optician and
" fair engraver. A life'm exp. and best of
refs. No small town need apply. Took and
trial ease. C. It. Shatter, Knox, Pa.

POSITION as engraver, jeweler and salesman,by young man, age 24. Will furnish samples
of engraving and refs. C. F. Morgan, 93 Ash-
land Boulevard, Chicago.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, optician' •,
" 18 years' exp. Strictly Al, age 34, good
appearance ; speak Norwegian and Swede.
Southwest pref. " B 427," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, jeweler, optician ;
1' 18 years' bench exp. Complete set tools.
Open for position where wife can also be em-
ployed. She is very flue refractionist, good en-
graver, saleslady. My exp. enables me to take
full charge, "1.1 428," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADINO THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTEI), salesincit to carry our beautiful lino
of jewelry made from the abalone shell

found only on the California coast. Thisjewelry
I, a novelty that will " go" in jewelry, dry
goods and department stores. Popular priced ;
pays handsome profits to the retailer and a good
commission to the traveler. Can be carried as
a side line. IVrite us at once, stating territory
you cover. California Pearl Manufacturing
Co., Long Beach, Cal.

IVATCHMAKER, one who can do some stonesetting and act as salesman. Single num
pref. Reinel, jeweler, Streator, Ill.

A COMPETENT watchmaker and engraver for
A Atlanta. Must be fully able to take charge
of first-class railroad work. A steady position
for an honest and industrious man of good
appearance and pleasant manner. $18 at start,
and $20 front Jan. 1st. Address, " T 416," care
Keystone.

AT once watchmaker and jeweler. Permanent
II position for right man. H. C. Bledsoe,
Atkins, Ark. 

RPTICIAN who can do clock, jewelry repairing,
U plain engraving and be generally useful
about store. Permanent position ; moderate
salary to competent man of good habits and
address. F. A. Fiedler Co., Ltd., Milton, Pa.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, engraver, jeweler, who can
" take complete charge ot jewelry store in
line Tennessee town of 3000 pup. Must have
money to take an interest, or would sell all.
Other interests demand our time. "M 439,"
care Keystone.

IVWANTED, by a large wholesale house, a mancapable of getting up a material catalogue.
Only such as are capable need apply. Address,
" K 425," care Keystone, with full particulars.

T once, .first-elass watchmaker and engraver.
II We have our own tools. Permanent position
at good. wages. Ad.,W. G. lifter, Norwalk, Ohio 

AT once, watchmaker, engraver, optician and
It jeweler. Must be all all-around man with
satisfactory refs. Will pay $75 per month, or
will give one-half of all repairs and optical
work, and furnish everything but tools, with a
guarantee of $75 per moat h. Joe Lucas, I /range,
Texas.

1/1'
ITCHMAKER and graduate optiei,,,,, fine
workman ; sober. Only the beSi appl■ .

Permanent position to the right nein. Salo ,
$76 per mouth. Give age, exp., loarricil or sin-
gle, and enclose refs. in first letter. Newton',
Jewelry Store, Carlsbad, N. M.

ROOD bench man, with at least 2 years' drug
U exp. Must furnish good ref.; good wages.
J. B. Large, druggist and jeweler, Ruthven,
Iowa.

YIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one who can handle
I flue watch trade and good salesman. $20 per
week to start. Send photo. and refs. in answer.
Address, "8 398," care Keystone. 

CI00D jewelry repair man and engraver. Motorpower, daylight shop. Not holiday job, but
steady employment. Salary, $18. Address,
" Jeweler " care The W. J. Johnston Co., Pitts-
burg, Pit.

W0l71.1.) some first-class watchmaker and °rill-
" nary engraver like to come South ? Must
be sober, own tools and able to do railroad
work. $18 at start ; wages raised if everything
satisfactory. Refs. exchanged. Flue winter
climate. flex 194, Eagle Pass, Texas.

I, I itST-4 'LASS salesman, engraver and watch-
•I maker. Must be able to handle fine trade
and have ',mod habits. Send samples of en-
graving and refs. with first letter. Position
permanent ; 824 per week. E. P. Sundberg
Co., 72 Broadway, Fargo, N. Dak.

yOUNG watchmaker and engraver. Tools
furnished. Must have Al refs. Easy work.

Fine Illinois department store. " C 400," care
Keystone.

RELIABLE young man to assist in watch re-
11 pairing and make himself generally useful.
Wages, $10 a week. H. Ackerman, Marysville,
Kansas.

A N engraver wanted in (Inc of the largest towns
It of South Carolina. One who understands a
little about watchmaking pref. II. S. Kramer,
Si 5Iaidett Lane, New York.

AN experienced traveling salesman for jewelry.
It Address, "N 390," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler wanting permanent
I' 1)001011, write to M. E. Grimes, Statesboro,
Georgia.

yXPERIENCED watch and jewelry salesman
I, wanted to travel Pacific Northwest. Steady
position ; good prospects to right loan. State
refs. Address, "11 440," caro Keystone.

AN experienced surface grinder and all-around
it man. Respective: a man who is capable to
run it tirst-class prescription and manufacturing
plant. Give full particulars, and how much
wages to start, in first let ter. It. Mayer, 211 W.
Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.

yIRST- CLASS watchmaker 111 steady position
I for right man, Zerweck Jewelry Company,
East St. Louis, Ill. 

WANTED, young lady assistant, country
IT jewelry store. Permanent to right person.
Address, Box 443, Milbank S. Dak,

AT once, first-class watchmaker, engraver, who
It can also act as salesman when necessary, in
a jewelry and loan business in a Southern town
of 35,000. Only a reliable, steady and sober
person need apply, and one who can furnish
first-class refs. " 31 399," care Keystone.

WANTED, a good clock repairer. Must under-
" stand all kinds of clocks. If able to assist
In watch work or sell goods, so much the better.
Wages, $25 per week. Address, Box 721, Den-
ver, Colo.

AI WATCHMAKER and optician of good ap-t pearance and practical exp., wanted by a
Michigan firm. Good salary and steady job to
the right mall. Address, for particulars, "Jas.
Wilkins," room 601 Columbus Memorial Build-
ing, Chicago. 

WATCHMAKER-State wages, exp., refs. Per-
" manent position. Fred. Clough, Mt.„ Ver-
non, Ohio.

YOUNG man for jewelry work, engraving.
I Good salary. Send sample engraving. Per-
manent. J. It. Sprague, Newport News, Va. 

VOTING man 25 to 80 years old. Clock, jewelry
I jobber, assistant. watchmaker. Will give
good chance to ativatus• on watch work to right
man. Particulars first letter. State salary.
"1., 420," care Keystone.
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IIIA3fOND salesman well acquainted with retail
" trade. Such. A. Oppenheimer, 68 Nassau
Street, New York.

VIRST-CLASS watelimaker, engraver. Good
I salary. Permanent. At once. E. Randolph,
Williamson, W. Va. 

$20 PER week, first-class watchmaker and
salesman. Permanent position. City 8000.

Inclose photo. and refs. S. J. Strickler, watch
inspector, Salina, Kane.

ITLOCK repairer of not less than 4 years' exp.
I) Alust be able to repair all kinds of Frentl,
and American clocks, and make them practi-
eally as good as new. Address, with full par-
t iculars, exp., ref., salary, etc., Box 543, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

YNGRAYER for spoon work and lettering.
I, Must be first-class general man. Wages, $18
per week. Send sample of work. Address,

F. lim•d, Denver, Colo.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one who can do fair
engraving; first-class job. Good wages nod

steady employment. Send full particulars and
photo. with first letter. Only first-class man
need apply. A. I. Shapira tk. Bro., St. Paul,
Minn.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, plain engraver,

• 

by ()et. 15th to Nov. 1st. Central States.
$15 to $18 per week. Exp., refs. first letter.
"S 421," care Keystone.

VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
L and optician. 3fust be a good, all-around
man. Position steady ; salary, $18. Pennsyl-
vania town, of 8000, near Pittsburg. "II 452,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, competent
" man ; $18 to $20 per week. Address, with
sample of engraving first letter, Heruntn S.
Hewett A Co., Brockton, Mass.

TIENNSYLVANIA.-None but good watch-

• 

maker, plain engraver, with good habits,
need apply. $12 per week. " L 436," care
Keystone.

GIt1 rEit month. Must be competent wat CII-
,, (ill maker, plain engraver; have good refs.
and a man that knows his place. IVestern
l'ennsylvania. "14 437," care Keystone.

a once
' 

watchmaker, jeweler and salesman ;
it permanent position to right man. Must.
understand repairing railroad watches. State
age, refs. and salary expected in first letter.
Ralph Wickliffe, Arkansas City, Kans.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver ; good
at wages. Send samples engraving at once.
Itudisill Bros., Altoona, Pa.

Its $18. F. C. Bennett, Gloversville, N. Y.
I I WATCHMAKER and engraver. Will pay

oil 57,01080.1.-CGOAC: en
;I stands watchnutking pref., to go South. City

graver, one who -under-

wages to right man. Apply or
I, rite, lienry Froehlich it Co., 68 Nassau Street,
New York.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
It engraver. Steady position and good pay to
the right mau. State ref. and salary in iirt3I
letter. Address, I. Popkin, Franklin, La,

pERMANENT position for hard solderer aud
I engraver. Competent to engrave inside of
rings. Give refit., exp., ago and wages desired
first letter, please. Walter Stareke, Junction

y,

W ATI 'II A K Ell for trade work. Steady j01)
" for man. State salary. Atemphis
Jewelry to., Tenn.

0001) reliable watchmaker with tools. Hard
" solderer. Satisfactory refs. $15 anti a per-
manent position to the right man. Address,
" K 930," care Keystone. Middle States.

ALL-AROUND watchmaker and jeweler. lutist
It be first-class engraver. Not afraid to work.
Steady position. Salary, $80 per month. Send
sample engraving and photo. first letter. J.
Beilenson, Helena, Ark. 

aOOD salesman, window decorator, to take
ia charge fancy china, cut glass, bric-a-brac
department of jewelry store. Refs. State for-
mer exp., salary. J. Lowinsolut, Birmingham,
Ala.

WATCHMAKER, thorough on ordinary watch-
" work. State salary and exp. Walter
Dunmore, Sterling, III. 

WANTED at once, first-class watchmaker,
IT jeweler and engraver. Must be efficient in
all three positions. No drones need apply.
Cre0. IV. Ellis Jewelry Co., Butler, Mo.

A WATCHMAKER who can do all watch, clock
It and jewelry repairing. Also attend customer
when necessary, and a fair engraver. State age
and wages expected in first letter. James
Rollins, Loudonville, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. Onecapable of handling good grade work. Good
position for competent, steady and reliable man.
Send sample engraving and state salary. Smith

Webster, 626 K. Alain Street, Richmond, Va.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler. Permanent post-
" Oen. Fair wages. Prefer engraver and
optician. State wages when writing. 31. F.
Conley, Louisa, Ky.

(Continued on page 1702)
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VOUNG noun with some o•xp. at bench as

watchmaker, jeweler to finish under good
man. Must be 8111ler, bole's!, ndui,,I H.'s and
good salesman. Ilef. re.itiest ed. .1. II. It rooks,
505 Garrison Avenue. Fort Smith, Ark.

PXPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler in
" Kentucky, with good tools. Refs. and photo.
Also young man with 2 to 4 years' bench exp.;
e good opportunity to finish up. Address,
" M 334," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watehmaker and engraver,It capable of Welling on trade. Apply to A. W.
Johanson, 270 Wells Strem, Chicago,

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician ; fine
" position to right man. E. G. Kemmerer,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

WATCHMAKER and optician at once. First-
class" workmanship and character. Perma-

nent position, $20. R. H. Brabb, Ypsilanti,
Mk+.

WATCHMAKER and fair salesman, willing to
" work. Young Hebrew pref. Write terms
and refs. II.J. Glaolke, Elmira, N. Y.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VVERY kind of gold and silverware, Jewelry.
✓ watches, plat ilium. :\ I arket value paid. Sent
by express Or ri.gi•lered III:1i I. ['Hee 1101 5:11i:—
factory I will return all articles. J. I,. Clark,
refiner and sweepsetelter ..r gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansont Si., Philadelphia. 
altNEVA combined retine..eepe and ophthal-
u moscope. Will pay east) : must be cheap.
J. 11. Dailey, 94 State St FI.PI, I 'II

IEWELER, with $3000, It' take jewelry dept. of
" a Jewelry and optical business. Large N. E.
city, well established, deing a good business.
Exceptional opportunity to right man. Ad.,
"31 407," care Iseystoite.

QECOND-HAND trial ease. Box 110, Sta. A,I) Boone, Iowa.

lel ILA' to supply nie ge,als

MINI. a elle lack
Carnal In boy goods. tall lojit Street, Carroll,
Iowa.

TENV ELI: Y business wit good repair trade, or
I• practical waochfintker, East or

Soul h. • l loc.." care): eyshone.

rittsT.4.1. ■*: watchmaker and engraver to

• 

take half interest in established 20
years. Poor health requires t his change. C.
l'helps, Bismarck, N. !Oak.

WANTED, an optician and engraver, who
" has $10e0 to st5oo 10 invest in a paying
business in onto, III. I III. III,I 1000105 in Idaho.
Pop. over 500e. Large milling and agricultural
interests insuring ge,aI and steady business.
Climate excellent. Write le Nerds, lister A;
Co., 134 Wabash :1 venue, chie:tee,

- —
plIRONONTETER wanted. 1 will liay spot
✓ cask for a first-class, semial-11.111.1 Illiirille
chronometer. Advise make, condition awl
rating. George E. Feagans, Do N. chietn;o
Street, Joliet, Ill.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS ■=,e WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

c.TOUK ofjewelry and fixture-. I -20110 ;
U can reduce. liannon, Jen Her, see!! -.burg,
Indiana.

LEGA NT store; long lease ; booming town ;
IA Western Pennsylvania. • Investigate this.
Address, "A 45," care keystone.

nom) jewel, stock very reasonable. Will.
U Barker, Sanborn, hoe a.

ESTAITLISHED lonsitiess ; netv, up-to-
‘I date fixtures ; peal IeWil,emility seal ; pop,
2000. State amount of eash volt hat e. Will pay
car-fare if not as represented. .10Ilre-, 391,"
care Keystone.

T
only jewelry store anol Fellatio' shop Ito theonly

Wenatchee Valley. A full line
of watches, clocks, Jewelry and optical goods.
Must sell at once, as (it her business calls my
attention. Answer quick it' you are looking
for a snap. C. T. ciiitgoupcvl, t'ashmere, Wash.

LIIRST-CLASS jewelry and ooptical store, 10
1 years in lousiness. Best farmers' town In
Illinois, 1100 pop. Stock, fixtures, safe, optical
iestruments, $2600. Reason, poor health.
" V 392," care Keystone.

$1500BUYS well-established jewelry store inCentral Iowa town. Only store in
center of rich farming country. Rare chance
for 801110 one with this amount of capital.
Investigate this q to i ek. " II 396," care Keystone. 

IN exceptional chance for a hustler. °Id-
a established, best located store in live town,
Central Pennsylvania, can be bought for one-
third value—account of failing eyes. Well
worth investigating. " K 393," care Keystone.

(INLY jewelry store In Central Iowa town of
u 800, with fine repair trade. If you want it
address, Box 116, Norway, Iowa'.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

$60fill WILL buy my stock of jewelry, ch)na,1■111510 and millinery ; tools, material,
fixtures, t wo-story brick building, or will sell
stock and rent budding. County scat, pop. 1500.
No other jeweler. Ilairmen, jeweler, Scotts-
burg, Ind.

goo opportunity if taken soon. Stock, tools,
U etc. $1600. Western Illinois town of 1100.
Can divide stock to suit. Other business
demands attention. Good chance. " Y 402,"
care Keystone.

'JEWELRY stock and fixtures in Eastern Iowa
11 town of 5000. Good reasons for selling. Good
opening, litth• competition ; write for particu-
lars. "G 394," care Keystone.

DESIRE to retire. Business established 1889.
I) Will sell fixtures alone if necessary, and
dispose of stock on the road. Repairing, $125
to 8150 monthly ; yearly profits, $2000 to 500U;$ 
fi attires alone 62500. Com plet e, 815,0110 ; I n voice
018,000. Branch store, $1500 ; it would be a
good stand for man satisfied with 0211.00 a week
to start. Box 90, Wilmington, Del. 

A RARE opts) rt unity. An established jewelry
11 business in a good, I liriviug, manufacturing
town ; pop. 2:,I 1)1)1. Beasen for selling, have
other interests. " 11 414," care Keystone. 

I EA DI NI 1 jewelry and optical business, South-
O ern Dhie eity, atm pep. Rich farming com-
munity, big craps. Yearly profits $9600. Clean
stock, lot chestnuts ; lialillsolile store, rout love,
competition light. I 'all retiller to about $3000
by Jan. or Feb. Reason, have store in larger
city ; can't do justice to both. Books open to
inspection ; bank refs. Terms, cash or bankable
security. Address, " I. 4E3," eare Keystone.
roitosphipoES jewelry awl opt ical husiness in

California. Pop., awl growing; best
location, line climate ; room and show
window. Splendid opport unit V. I ii voice abont
$6000. Can reduce by Jan. 1st, if purchaser
desires. Good reasons fer selling. " P 415,"
care Keystone.

l'P-TO-DATE jewelry, optical business; invoice
c $5000. Pop, 4000 ; mfg. town, 100 miles from
New York City. liepotirs, 8125 per month ;
ll1051t 0))) ; rent, Ii. Sell for 84000 cash.
" 400," eare Keystone.

Intsitic-,, well ustablish..1;
0, equipment. Stook to still. O,lfl)liII4 11)0011

central loieatioin. little money, write quiet:.
1:empion, \ thlison, l ich.

SN1. \ I.1„ 1010 I Well-paying jewelry :
selling For raidl of oppor-

tunity for good Iverktean with
Invoices '61000, AtIlln.ss, Lock box :105, Crown
Point, Ind.

fiNLY jewelry store in Illinois manufacturing

• 

city of 3000. Low rent. Over 04000 business
last year. At invoice only ; spot cash ; other
lousiness. About 02500 required. "C 426,"
care Keystone.

IEW ELRY and optical business in Minnesota ;
II lioest kind of an opening. Best 11404011 for
selling, thus! business and first-class chance
to step into same. Light 001111101 it ion ; pop. 3500.
" A 424," care Keystone.

TO settle an estate. Advertiser will sell assets
I of old-established retail jewelry business
splendidly loeated in New York ('ity. Assets
include stock. o of high-grade diamond and gold
jewelry, tools, fixtures and good-will, and are
conservatively iii,entoried at $48,000. It' pre-
tPrreti, advertiser will consider proposition for
s;tle of one-half interest .knintal average sales
for past 5 years, *60,000. I ;mod eilalli•o• /or ener-
getic, exp'd. mato. " 0) -ID," care keysIelie.

(M,D-ESTABLISHED jewelry business. town
03 8000 and 2 railroads, with shop. Good manu-
facturing town, fine farming country. Store
newly refitted and large safe. le. II. Dimmick,
Norwich, N. Y.

UAVING closed out our entire stock with the
II exception ../ standard movements and filled
eases about ;-700, and tout Ical goods about 4180,
we will sell the., at a d151.011111 ot 25 per cent,
from the lotve.t tt helesale ',Hee. This is an
opportunity lo get your fall stock or desirable
g00d8, so cell make a double profit. Come
and see the Womb. Or Wrile IIS, 111111 We Will ar-
range to send them on approval. SWall Bros.,
Creston, Iowa.

A JEWELRY store in a live mfg. town of 5500
IL inhabitants doing a busitwss of :about 85000
per year. If sold at onee before I buy Inv stock
for the holidays, I eau give one welt about $1500
cash a good trade. . ddress, Box 291, Franklin,
Mass.

QMALL but well-paving jewelry business.
U Selling for Ito fault of business. Nearest
jeweler 14 Mile, I;co. Lowell, Kingfield, Me. 

ALD-ES'I'A BLISI I ED ,jewelry store, city of 9000
01 too. Good elt.an st /lIk . Itividee about $5000.
$2000 cash, lialanee tin little. Good security.
Can reduce stock. F. .1. Eempel, learibault,
Minn.

QTOCK, fixtures, jewelry, optical business,
about $2500. Satisfactory reasons for sell-

lug. Located in Western New York. Address,
"(1 443," care Keo,tone.

you an established business$26-0(1-1VII, 1, bit.y,
I/ paying 8240 per year, in Iowa town of

5000 pop. " B 450," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

A BONANZA for all-around workman, estab-
/I fished jewelry and stationery business. Only
store. Growing town 2000. Central Jersey.
New stock ; invoice about 01200. Loots of repair-
ing. Want to sell by Jan. 1st for cash. Ad-
dress, " If 447," care Keystone.

$1200BUYS a jewelry bustle:93S. Repairs, $1800a year. Sales fine. Rent low. No oppo-
sition. Eyesight failing. Itest opening in the
United States for a young mon. W. S. hlomset,
Gen.' Delivery, Evanston, Ill. 

PEST-PAYING jewelry store Northern Illinois.
11 Good run of work. Fine fixtures ; modern.
$4000 if taken at once. Other business. Fine
opportunity. Up-to-dale city 3500. Address,
" D 435," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISII E I 0 ,jewelry lousiness. Bar-
" gain. 344 Jell': lees, I leveland, Ohio. 

N opportunity for a giant letter and monogram
11 engraver to buy an eso ished business pity-
ing good ineonte, part rash, balance on time.
Sickness, cause of selling. Address, "John
Fredericks," room 601 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago. 

110DEUN optical parlor, reception room, stock
Inc and established business. Best young city
in Illinois (30,000). Will take partner or sell
enti re lousiness cheap. A ddress, " George Ber-
tram," room 601 C.olumbus Memorial Build i lig,
Chiettgo.

at/OD-PAYING jewelry lonsi nes: nor all-anottndU man, ill promperott., I th ook tow', ;
tants. J100. Good 01111) 0)0 ion 5111 11 surrounding
town,: draw trade room. Rare emeriti nay ;
will low to investigatie. tiood reasons. "II 4460"
care Keystone. 

%MINI CASH' buys a first-class, long-estab-
1/1/ lished jewelry and optical lousiness.

Pop. 5000. Fatuous health resort for the North-
ern millionaires. Big run of bench work. An-
nual business, $6000. Latest and best tools.
Polishing lathe driven by electric motor. R'atch
iuspector for Southern road. Store centrally
located, next door to bank. 5-year lease lane(' ;
would rent now at 6300. Reasons for selling,
have made enough to build an electric light.
11111111.; have a franchise and contract to light IL

and want to start %vork Nov. 1st. (1dd1' ess,
.1. I. Aiken, s.

IiN I,1" jewelry and optical business in best agri-
" oldie' al town el 1500, in Ohio. Macho money
every year for 25 I.( ars. Less than $1000 in-
vested. Rent, $5 per mouth. Address, "11451,"
earl) Keystone.

JEWELRY store, good Oklahoma town '2200.
11 Invoice, $1500 ; can reduce. coed InISIIIND4
—one other store. Reason, wife's hisolt h. Want
good location investigate. Don't write eilless
you mean lousiness. "Jeweler," box 156,
Pawnee, Okla. Ter.

IIOOD-PAYING jewelry business. Invoice,
" $1500. Box 146, Vermillion, Ohio. 

AN opportunity of a lifetime. An old-estab-
lished jewelry store in a California city of

25,000 inhabitants, doing a good 1/1181110.88, With
a very low rent, on the principal business street
of the city. Will invoice between $4000 anti
85000. Can cut it down to 03000 in two months
if necessary. No old stoek ; fixtures and every-
thing up to date. Address, " II 337," care
Keystone,

pETIRING from business. Splendid champ
11 to buy a husiness and to 6-rottni cottage for
Part cash, balance in bowl' pnqierty or good
fruit farm. Stock invoiee, s650e ; cottage, $1500.
City of 5000 inhabitasts. Address, "
care Keystone.

PUY now. Only jewelry-optical store Davis
11 City, Iowa. Receipts till Christmas will
pay lutlf. Send stamp for particulars. Halstead.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

pm; LE engraving machine, 825. Weintraub,
I/ 127 S. Seventh St reel, Philadelphia. 

M PIO 0V ED band draw bench, $15 ; cost con-
1 siderable more. " II 411," care Keystone. 
Frit It EE glass tower clock dials, % inch thiek,

5 feet in diameter ; best plate glass, grimoid
OI both sides, with black numerals on eaell
dial. Only used for 3 yearn—good as new. Will
be sold reasonable. Peter II. Loeper, Ashland,
Pennsylvania.

q o RAVING outfit : Jenks block, watelo (gip
I4 chuck, Strong's transfer type. %Ville for
particulars. C. Guide, to Wayne, Ind.

Al' us sacrifice. A fine plat e-elass window show
II ease, rosewood frame. mensions of base,
4814 inches wide, 24% inches deep; total height,
51141m:hes. Theodore A. Kohn A Son, ::2I Finlo
Avenue, New York.

('fl-INCH Welch regulator, fine condition ;
1.11, W. 11. Smart, Howland, Me. 
IIE ZENG'S refractometer at a bargain. Good
" 118 new. Write for particulars. J. A.
Munchhof, Anderson, Ind,

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

1 ',INK Swiss independent, .34 seconds, move-means, IS size, keN winders,  111800 have sweep
secouds hand ; one henry Stauffer, gun-metal
ease, $10 ; one James Huguenin, Liiele, nickel
ease, $10 ; one Jules Jon•genseit, no case, $15.
Suitable for watchmaker's beset). Full ruby .
Jeweled throughout, chronometer balance, Bre-
gust hairspring. Fathoms, 22 iftaiden Lam ,
New York.

AN °old loot of watchmaker's tools, incluoling 21,01,0, .
15
,0110. .1. Knowles. van Buren, Ark.

0051PLETE t tit watch tit loe I's and engraver's
U tools, iiooIioliig roll-top beneb, hoOloo, It'.
Full list tool priee on application. Williams,
Paxson & 419 Co1111 SI reel, Sagillaw,

QETII 'it II 01. \ regulator, polishing lathe.
1-3 Ray .11,,Contliek, Vail, ii/WII.

$ 15 1:01; 
too lv 1100'. 

1,! t(..10111,1,110I,111111111.1t101
111Ver 31111111011, VI,
_

I 1902 1,..\ ToN-ENGLE engraving machine,
eomplele, i II g1100■1 cash buys

it. Address, " II 423," ear, I■ey,tene.

kElv rENTI-m- engraN iflg machine, latest
model, ii,ed but a short lime. Complete

outfit ; attachment, tor holding all articles,
Iiieliegrain and coffin -plate type. .\ ■bireSS,
" 403," eare Keysleiie.

. _

roseWood e11505 end tables,
I 21) belies high, ide, 10 feet 5 inellett
long : table, black walnut exeept legs, $75 for
each and table. N. I'..11istead, Fairfield,
Iowa.

WI LI, bur a No. I (01 i on l, I be, with screw -
0:11,t eon] ng and all other attachments, and a
complete so of watchmaker's tools, in good or-
der, in0.oiet tog $450. .kddress, 3205 Oak Street,
Kansas 0 'i I y, Mo.

TEN-FOOT oak wall case, Cupboard base, prac-tically new, at a bargain. C.. C. Breese,

11ERIC.1N 1 raveling trial case, with Loring's
;1 ophthalmoscope tool relinoseope, all to•w •,
also watchmaker's tools, engraving outfit all

tirad-elass "tea p 111r 1•11,11.
.%vcritie, 110011 i:1.00101,

Philadelphia, l'a.

.111/SELEY 1111110, .1:: Wire ebIllik.s,

.11 eille•t, fare pelle,

1111 bench ; II)ail nmt w heel ; eurtain-i I
wlmel 'hook.. ; small poliShilig belie% Mi.:7.225
stifle ho. sale ellettp ir taken III soot. riiek 111111
foot jewels and balance staffs cheap for Nish, or
will I rade rer o atodoes complete. :1. ill. Croll,
Negaunec, M telt._
IVA) Frenelt or I I o, to close an estate_ , 

Y.
appraised

I ino. 303, l'okeepsie, N. Y.
Nilo/1'E trallogany clover-leaf table, 08; side-

d heard, s.35, to, eltise estate. BOX 803, Pokeep-
sie, N. Y.

I N1 Ire 11011,11 S0 -11,015, I Weil case 

f- 

or repair
w abbe. I n until: cane case. J. IV. Coats-

• 

calena, Ill.
TI I E est teed," of I io.tieva retinoscope and

,Thiletheese.pe o•en tia00.1, Highest., cash
otTer t a lie, it, .1.0)1ress, ‘*51 4.15," care Keystone.

FIN E. set I oioo, handier's tools, including
d Webster-Wide-end: lathe, with 21 wire

I ti ver, a1 countershaft
end wheel ; I large siehitian lathe for heavy
Iverk. ; I Stettin:In t•ilara vi tic block. ball base
and atlaelintents. II. I. Ilehert. York, l'a.

1101.11ES t book, emit aini ng 2 line Iloward
a movements, ci.o.t s375, 3.ear5 logo. IVIII sell
or exchange for ch vonometer. Albaugh &
Son, lIthIs oole, Mb").
VTEA111 autonnobile, good condition, for $250.
u Will aceopt ball' in diamonds or optical

" W 410," care I:eystone,goods.
pNliitAVI NG neteltine, gmod order ; several
14 alphabets of I y T30i. !box 152, Tarboro, N. (
PINE 8-day marine ehronometer, has close
r rating. Will exchange for Ci.-I. ophthal-
mometer. lerank Rieliers, Salem, Mass,
pDISON kinetoseope. Want trial case. Wm.
11 Merrill, IVashington, N. J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

A 645 ORIENT bicycle, nearly new, foie Seri, or-
it iron lathe, or offers. Lock box 734,
Iteloling, Mich.

(INT: Buftalo Dental Co.'s gasoline generator,
U with foot-blower and blowpipe. Address,
" it 404," care Keystone.

WITO has got a good bicycle or camera to trade
" for a $25 outlit of small watchmaker's tools.
Address, Drawer C, Park Rapids, Minn.

WILL exchange a De 7.0115 refraelometer and
" A. Jay Cross odometer for a 20th Century
Iblrd y Or I .11:1111bers-111Skeep oplithalmometer.
11te.t be in eM111 e01111111011. My instruments
are ill good 5111Ipe. Wrile (1111ek. 301111 M.
111.1■ inney, 147 \Vest Sixth Street. East Liver-
pool, I Oh io.

no you want a. good farm in Minnesota. or
" South Dakota for your jewelry stock? If so,
write. Do not care for location, only want
stock. Cleo. E. Shed, Relubeck, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MOSELEY makes for moderate money the
al thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.
psTABLIsiiED (optical parlors to let. Profits
U over $100 per month. Box 191, Suinter,S. C.
WATCHMAKERS' and Jewelers' Employment
" Agency, Glass Block, Marion, Ind,
WANTED—To supply Moseley lathes teen un-
" limited number of the men at the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your jobber will send
IleW

A LIFE scholarship in our college, including di-
ploma and highest degree, for only $7.50. See

our advert isement, rge 1690, and write for new
prospee( us. Smith end College of Optics.

Tyle Seellre you a man, no matter what kind
you want. Watchtnakers' and .To•welers'

Employment Agency, Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for in forma-
41 Hon. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

POR exchange—All jobbers will exchange theI thoroughly rooliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.

1 IC you want a position or to change position,
write us. Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Em-

ployment Agency, Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

BUSINESS NOTICES
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

pASH paid for diamonds, watches, jewelry.
✓ Entire stocks bought. IVeintraub, 127 S.
Seventh Street, Philadelphia.
QITUATIONS wanted by Afoseley lathes with
LI workmen who desire thoroughly reliable
lathes' for moderate money. Your jobber for
new list.
VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. 1-lore is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watelotomker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.
WHEN you get that new lathe try a Moseley
To and you will have a thoroughly reliable
lathe and for moderate money.
HMAHA, Nebr. We make the best $1 per dozen
U balance staffs ever produced. Also special
staffs for high-grade watches. Send 10e. for
sample. Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

IEWELERS We will both make money if
" you stop at our conveniently located place
for good rooms while visiting the IVorld's Fair.
Am interested and will look to your interests.
Call or write Kuhn, the jeweler, 1748-1750
Chouteau Avenue, St. Louis.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
11 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Flue gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Samson" Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

PLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
LI practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,111.

IF
It's a Moseley it's all right.

PAVE you an old English watch case you want
ii changed into American steno-wind? If so,
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth,SI I versm it Bldg. ,Chicago,I11.

FINE•jeweiry and watches repaired for thetrade. No better workmen living. H. E.
ThOMG8 & CO., W111111ngton, Del.
WE buy second-hand marine chronometers, no
" matter how badly broken. Send descrip-
tion and price. Repairing our specialty. Ad.,
P. 0. box 73, Edgar, Nebr.

(IPTICIANS, attention I Distant test charts,
printed on good, white paper. Fifty collies,

50 cents; 100 copies, 75 cents. Express prepaid.
Sample free. Roberts Optical Company, Chicago.

(TOLD and silver-plating, math' finish,ongraving,
" engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago. 

wHY not send me your watch cases that needre pairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'llidg.,Chicago,I11. 

THE Oninha NVateh Repairing, Engraving and

• 

Optical Institute gives a concise. practical,
straight-to-the-point course. If the student is
given a practical training lie is In the direct line
of success. If he is determined to succeed and
become an expert workman, and his determina-
tion is mixed with brains, there is nothing to
prevent his success. We qualify young men for
responsible positions by giving thoroughly
practical instructions. Oilr equipment is the
best. The instructors are specialists. The course
of work is comprehensive and practical. Our
graduates are thoroughly qualified to meet the
requirements of the business world. The de-
mand for competent workmen is greater than
the supply. Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox
and Gordon.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy thent yourself, send them to
CHAS. S. CROSSNIAN de CO.
.3 Maiden Lane, New York
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
 Establislied 1880  

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watclies,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
t

f
ing , Demagnetizing. etc. care-
ul/y and proalplly done 

,
by  an

"Peri. A. JETTE
Evtabrishni 1,qno Lancaster, Pa.

WANTED
Salesmen on commission to sell

Cut Glass for a leading manufacturer
in each State, Middle-West, South-
west, New York. Men having jewelry
line preferred, to take advantage of the
present season. Correspond immedi-
ately with " D 405," care The Keystone

Repairing
Tor the Trtsclo

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
3547 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

GOOD POSITIONS
On an average we receive twenty-five

otters of good positions for each work-
man we can supply. Even as we write,
one firm in United States asks us for four
good workmen. Send for circulars.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.
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TORPEDOED !!!

Our way of selling diamonds

directly from the cutter to

the retail jeweler makes it

mighty uncomfortable for

those who have not our ad-

vantages (cutting works).

Are you buying the

diamonds you use of

a cutter, or are you

still paying two or

three profits ?

" 172-
c I I I •

• • • I I I I I .11A1_ I 06. • • • • • " "

J.R.
  WOOD

Cr SONS
Diamond Cutters

2 Maiden Lane, New York

What Are You Going To Do?
You can't afford to ignore this question.

Your fall season is now close at hand.

People are going to ask yOu to do engraving.

You've got to do it.

You've got to do it right.

You must do it promptly.

Is your hand " in " or out ?

Probably the latter.

Without the NEW CENTURY your engraving is going to 
bother you.

And there's no good reason why it should.

With a NEW CENTURY good engraving, quick eng
raving and satis-

fied customers are a certainty.

Have you had particulars?

Samples?
If not, write us to-day and we will tell you about our e

asy-payment plan.

Now is the time—now we can ship machines prompt
ly.

Write us to-day.

THE EATON 0 GLOVER CO.
Export Office

106-108 Sixth Ave., New York
Sayre, Pa.



Our Severest Critic
We find fault   or try to   with each
day's product that comes through the
factory. We are the severest critics
of our own goods. We say "Not good
enough'' when you would say ''Couldn't
be better."

The difference is in the point of
✓iew: You (consciously or unconsciously)
pronounce your verdict after compar-
ing our goods with others, while we
base our requirements on the standard
of PERFECTION   for we feel that
the ideal Watch Case is the only
competitor that now teases our efforts.

It is because we criticise our own
goods so constantly and severely that
you have so little opportunity to
criticise them at all.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
9th Sz Brown Sts. , Philadelphia
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Time
0 my friend
is money!

—BULLVER-LYTTON.

And in this money making age there is an enormous and

increasing demand for accurate timekeepers. This means

ithat time s money for the dealer who carries a stock of

ELGIN Watches
See Jobbers' list for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE. 11 John Street.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 208 Kearny St.

IRAI THEODORE W. FOSTER ■Sc BRO. CO. Fraii
E8tabli8he..1 187.3

mo Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.

Size
A Pew Sa.mples from Our Line of Mirrors
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-1,1-1,10Z 1 • i0.1.44Re4 475 .
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SCARF PINS
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•

E7
• PLAIN

POLISHED
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55.5 R.ROSE 55411. ROSE.

2 PENDANT BRILLIANTS

PEARL,AND SAPPHIRE DOUBLET

.3015

PAIRS

BRILLIANTS

3096 PEARLS
31+7 BRILLIANTS

54
BRLLIANTS.

L OCKETS 2, PICTURES.

555 GREEN
555 R. ROSE

554:. GREL,N
555 R. ROSE,

SEGO ROSE
• PEARLS.
3261 ROSE
BRILLIANTS.

557 GREEN
557 R,ROSE.

*?.20 ROSE.
22.82.5TE1ILING GRAY,

21+0 ROSE.
2150 No STONES.

224-4- ROSE.
2245 Rose SMALLER.
22+7 STERLING GRAY

z39.5 ROMAN
BRILLIANTS.

24-4-7 3AT I N
BRILLIANT

2348 SATIN •
BRILLIANTS

Just a Small Selection from Our Extensive LIn of Clold Filled Jewelry

Vest Chains Pins Pendants Scarf Pins Pad Locks Hair Chain Mountings
Bracelets Earrings Barrettes Hat Pins\ Ribbon Chains Toilet Manicure Sets
Lockets Brooches Crosses Baby Pins Fob Chains Desk and Sewing Sets

Useful Silver Novelties
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4504 January Snowdrop.
4510 February Pink.
4503 Mareh Violet.

BIRTH FLOWER. SIGNET RINGS.

4507 April—Easter Lily.
4508 May-Lily of Valley.
4509 June Rose.

4506 July Daisy.
4513 August Water Lily.
4502 September Poppy.

4512 October Cosmus.
4511 November Chrysanthemum.
4505 December Holly.

Keep up with the times by pushing new ideas ; no better seller than our New Floral, Birth-Month
Signet Ring absolutely perfect die-worh., both 10 IS. and 14 K., put up in attractive silh. box
(velvet lined), of fine material.

Send for selection and prices. EXPRESS PAID BOTH WAYS, IF NOT PLEASED.
Don't fail to see our splendid line of popular priced new patterns in Brooches, Buttons, Scarf

Pins, Lochets, Fobs, Rings, etc., etc.
We mahe absolutely the largest assortment of patterns, and the most attractive line of fancy

Lochets, Buttons and Signet Rings shown by any manufacturer to the retail trade at prices that
speah for themselves.

REMEMBER NO MIDDLEMAN'S PROFIT, DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY TO YOUR STORE.

The neller Jewelry Mfg. Co.,
Factory, 8 Lum St., Newark, N. J.

64 Nassau St., New York.
Telephone, 3270 John.

I 70

Time to change?
Tired of getting something else than ordered ?

disgusted at delay of shipment of the needed thing ?
difficulty in getting needed things, and scarce things?

Possibly you'd best try another jobber. We're
gaining many new customers who thus tried us
experimentally and found that we "made good.

The Non-Retailing Co.
Jobbers in 'Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

\

A,L84 C.L_
— A NS'

\\\
2 Tulpstraat

AMSTERDAM

„ • \

MANUPAOTURERS Ol

ESTABLISHED 1866

,

% , \

\ \

\ \
T\\\\\\ ,

, \

\

12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up)
P. O. Box [625 NEW YORK

VVI-101..ESALE DEALERS 114

Gold and Filled Watch Cases Elgin and Waltham Movements
Gold and Plated Jewelry New England Watches

IMPORTERS 01-4'

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS 
(mLoou..,:d)

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUOtt OUR TRAVELERS

Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers Our goods are insured while in transit
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Why not enjoy it in a business sense by
making sure that your tools are perfect and
that they can be relied upon to produce the
results you wish?

Why not deal with a firm that gives you
correct and prompt service and furnishes
materials that are satisfactory in every detail?

We have every facility for rendering this class of service, and only

ask that you put us to the test with a trial order.

On Lathes and Attachments we especially invite your attention and

the opportunity to quote prices. We are always glad to answer inquiries

of any kind.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe

With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . 40.25
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . 59.00

From these prices there is a cash discount
which we will quote on request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
over.

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete

$21.15 net cash

14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and
Belting

There is no better lathe sold for the price
than our " Gem." Every one is warranted
true or you can have your money back.

Moseley Lathe No. 2

With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " - • . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
further reduction in list price. The name
" Moseley " stands for the very highest
grade in watchmakers' tools.

az4
MI MT
Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete

$15.00 net cash

Packed in wood box same as Gem Lathe

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting

Our Geneva lathes are strictly first quality
and have Index and latch.

No. 15 Foot-Wheel No. 1 Countershaft No. 9 Countershaft No. 12

Swing Foot-Wheel Each, $2.15 net N. P., each, $2.58 net N. P., each, 94c. net

Each, $5.15 net

SECOND-HAND LATHES FOR SALE
We have on hand and offer subject to previous sale

I No. 134 genuine Whitcomb Lathe, with 31 chucks, $20.00 net

I No. 44 44 AA 23 44 17.00 "

Both are in good order

THE RUSH SEASON is now on. Jobbers are crowded with

orders—small ones are neglected and often overlooked entirely. We

make a specialty of the Tool and Material business, and orders sent to us

will be executed accurately and quickly—no delays or mistakes.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio
Our 1904 and 1905 Box Catalogue is now ready and will be mailed on request

170)
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of time, our plan of handling the Old
Gold, Old Silver and Sweeps of the
jewelry trade has not been found
wanting, but rather it is growing in
popularity with the years, as our con-
stantly increasing and expanding busi-
ness shows.

This old, tried and true plan
of ours is this : You send us
your Sweeps and Old Gold and
Old Silver. We send you a
check immediately. If our offer
is not satisfactory, send back the
check and we will re-
turn your shipment,
without cost to you. In
doing this you take no
chances, as it is no sale
until we hear from you.

MOB Bios.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners

and Assayers,

63 Washington St.

Chicago, Ill.
We pay 4 cents per karat for
Old Gold and market price

for Old Silver
ammus\vsksavismusvamsginissiwino/maiownwomun

hi FTHRDOL Co. NY
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This is a good time
to invest in a line
of New and Improved Machinery

•

We can furnish complete
Jewelry Manufacturing

Send in your old rolls and
reground and polished

[
OUR

LATEST CATALOGUE
IS READY

outfits for

have them

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

il. Lange & S011oo
Glashiitte

Saxony
Established 1845

Founders of the Precision-Watch Industry of Saxony.
Awarded 28 First Prizes from the World's greatest exhibitions.
Also Jurors at the World's Fair, Paris, woo

St. Louis, 1904
Our exhibit of Watches and Movements suit-

able for the American market is to be seen at the
German Section in the Varied Industries Building

Jurors, Non=Competitive at the
World's Fair, St. Louis, 1904

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current $15.00
For Alternating " 5.00

Agents for England,
ORIMSHAW Ec BAXTER,
29 Closwell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

5287 5128

5338 5290 5292

Heads are All the Go, and Selling
%Ve have new and beautiful designs in Rose and
Green Bold. Also new and splendid designs in
Crosses, just out. SEND FOR SELECTIONS.

5304 5180
5340

5284 5329 5186
If. 1849 .1 lc. 1904
THE WM. C. GREENE CO.
Manufacturers of DOW JEWELRY

lot Sabin St. Providence, R. I.

I 7 I

3 BREAD WINNERS
Combination HandaaRoller Remover

No. 50

A new tool of great merit and approved by many to whom it was submitted
for test as to utility and strength. The illustrations serve better than lengthy
descriptions how to operate the tool.

FOR HAND REMOVER the outer tube is pushed down. Jaws are opened
by means of spring plunger. Releasing same will permit jaws to close under the
hands. Giving the large nut half a turn will remove the hands without risk of
losing by flying off. Leather pads fastened to the two legs are safeguards against
scratching dials. The pressure is removed from the center of dial (its weakest spot).

FOR ROLLER REMOVER the outer tube is pushed back. The jaws are
opened by means of the spring plunger. The pivot of staff is placed in the counter-
sunk hole in the crosspiece or bridge. A half turn of the large nut screw will
remove the most obstinate roller.

The tool is simple in construction, well made and easily operated.

Price, $1.25

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

Jewel Inspector
This instrument is an indispensable one

for the use of watchmakers and jewelers,
and will form a most important part of
the outfit necessary for the trade. It
has a tray large enough to hold a watch
movement to display the workings of the
parts and to show the necessary repairs
to customer, such as a cracked jewel,
bent hairspring or other defects, And is
very useful to display diamonds or other
jewels beneath its powerful magnifying
lens. Is handsomely and substantially
made and will prove to be worth more
than its cost by considerable. Convince
yourself by purchasing one.

Price, each, $1.50

Watch Cap Straightening Flier
No. 55

The annexed cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long-felt want.

The cut shows the cap of a hunting case that is bent back, and all jewelers know

how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand methods heretofore in use.

With this plier you simply grasp the joint as per cut with the narrow jaw inside the

case, and the wide jaw gripping the re-inforcement of the joint, then with the fingers

as per cut bend the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plier, close the

case, and with a common jeweler's wooden mallet tap the cap gently at the joint

until it fits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work you have made

the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for

the job. Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being

worn or bent, remove inside cap and use plier same as for front cap, and you will

find that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and fit perfectly tight.

In the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the case spring,

but in cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the joint before

attempting to straighten the case. Where the case spring is not removed, see that
the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your mallet with discretion,

and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you can

complete a job. This plier has paid the inventors $200.00 per year at their own

benches. It is made of the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated.

Price, $1.25
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Ouick ;Von's--
Accurate valuations--
Honest returns--
Skijbment sent back ed
our eVC11SC, if estimate
is unsatisfactory-

fc

PROMPT \
RETURNS FOR.

YOUR
OLD GOLD,

SILVER, FILINGS
SWEEPINGS

a.c.,

The exact value of your
old metal returned in
cash-
Sati sfaction gnome/ea
in every fiarticetlar-
Try us, and see.

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd.
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners

solicit the business of all jewelers who like
get whiz/ they go after and get back all there
to get.

Office
709 Sansom Street

Philadelphia

Branch Office
13-15 Franklin Street

Newark, N. J.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.WalbrIdge & Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St., New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries,

Works
Riverside
N. J.

to
is

Soft Soldering with Acids, Pastes and Fluids a Thing of the Past t 1
Practically as good as hard soldering and without effort or expense. one bundle or stick

is sufficient for 200 to 4u0 joints, connections or repairs.

Price,

20e. per bundle.

Sample bundle
by mail, 24e.

Jewelers' Lamp and
Blowpipe Combined

For all Trades and Mechanical Purposes. Is Rapid, Clean, Economical, Practical, Con-

venient, Always Ready. Easy to use. Requires no Acids of any Description.

For sale by all reliable wholesale and jobbing trade or the manufacturers.

No. 294

Finished in Triple Nickel Plate

NO BLOWPIPE OR FOOT-POWER
REQUIRED

T7I3

Try the " IMPERIAL" GOLD SOLDER
The IMPERIAL SOLDER can be compared with any other solder only as regards price. It

is made of pure gold, and will flow more easily than any other solder in the market, and can be

used 011 any class of fine work. A poor or white joint is impossible. There is a great deal of so-

called 14 and 18 karat solder on the market, but it will not assay more thou 10 or 12 karat. The

IMPERIAL SOLDER is the best in the market ; to be convinced of this, itis only necessary to

give it one trial. Per dwt.

No. 505 6 K. Solder for 8 Karat Work. . 45c.

" 506 . . . 8K. " "10 "

" 506% . . 10K. " " 12 "

" 507 . . . 12K. " " 14 "

" 5O7 . . 14 K. " " 18 "

" 5074 . . 18 K. " " 22 "

" . . 55c.
" . . 65c.
" . . 75c.
" . . 85c.
" • $1.00

I
1111111
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Guaranteed.

The LatestSafetyGuard
SIMPLEST-NEATEST-BEST-CHEAPEST

WILL FIT ANY SIZE PIN

For Scarf Pins, Studs, Hat Pins, Brooches, Etc.

Instantly adjusted by one turn of the screw.

"THF IMPERIAL,"
Patent applied for.

No. 79. Gold Plated
No. 80. Gun Metal

Price per dozen

  65o.
  90o.

For sample dozen by !nail, add 4e. for postage
No. 79 • No. 80

A Necessity for Jewelers and
Dentists

The expense of using is but one-fifth of
any other lamp. The flame can be regulated
mfro a fine point to a brush blaze. It is

intensely hot and free from smoke.
Is Especially Valuable for Brazing and Hard Soldering.

The Imperial Lamp is easy to operate and tinder perfect control-complete in every way, and

no danger in using, the punip being attlielled to the burner is covered with C01 .k and forms the

handle, making it convenient for handling. Full directions accompany each lamp.

No. 294. PRICE, complete, - - $4.00

" 295. " with new Improved Swing Joint, - - - - 4.50

Height, 6 inches. Diameter, 33/ ins. Capacity, 1 pint. Net Weight, 1 lb.

Gross Weight, 2 lbs. Consumes gasoline, lc. per hr.

Nu. 29.4 and 295

Thal
_

Amu=
imminst
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I THE LATEST AND BEST HOLDER
For Work of All DescriptionsBOTTLE OPENERS

Bottle Openers
In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, Buck Horn, etc. The
convenience and cleanliness of this form of bolt Ii ig
having brought it Intl/ general use, these Openers w 11
be appreciated for the table. Send for Catalogue.

Made by GOODNOW Sc JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTON
Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to manufacture this article

IF YOU WANT THAT FULLY SATISFIED FEELING SEND US YOUR NEXT PACKAGE

JEWELRY RE PA I RI NG JEWELRY

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., No. 10 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

STICKERS FOR THE ASKING

Our No. 9999. (Patented)

Price, complete with Wrench ithi en 10c. extra
aud 10 Steel Studs, IiUU. Postage

NOTE-Its use is equal to an expensive engraving block.

The Most Complete Holder ever Devised for the Purpose.

No Dentist, Engraver or Jeweler Can Afford to be
Without it.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS,
1. To acemnplish the hest results the Holder should be

held in the bit hand with the tightening wrench in the
right.

2. If the article to be set be shallow (setting for ex-
ample) the flat end will be found best adapted for holding
it ; the concave end is best for holding deeper, thicker arti-
cles. In either ease, a soft piece of chamois leather, of size
sufficient to reach to the pegs, should be placed underneath,
Li) avoid scratching.

3. Iii adjusting an article in either end of the holder,
care should be taken to arrange the pegs in such a manner
as to avoid leaving on necessary space between the two halves
of the holder ; otherwise a slight difficulty may be found in
holding the tool, as it will be rendered unnecessarily bulky.

Any and every piece of work can be readily adjusted
and held firmly without the use of Shellac ; doing away
with boiling out and repolishing. Above illustrations give
only a partial idea of the many uses to which this tool can
be put. As a time and labor saver it has no equal. A care-
ful trial of this holder will prove be yond a doubt that its
use is not only a threefold economy, but also that CLEANER
and BETTER results can be obtained.

Cuts are one-half original size.

1111111111111a
AMP

No. 552

TRY IT! TRY IT!

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

Imperial Doublet Cement
Ito. 552

"Labor-Saving, with Excellent Results"

The IMPERIAL DOUBLET CEMENT is
unexcelled for JEWELRY WORK in general,
setting Stones of all kinds, Watch Jewels,Watch
Glasses, repairing Glass and Enamel Ware,
Brie-a-lime, Meerschaum, etc.

Will not dissolve in either alcohol, water or
heat, and dries in a few seconds, becoming
stone-hardened in thirty minutes.

Price, 35 cents per bottle
$3.50 per dozen

FAVOR EN E
TRADE. MARK

No. 749

Makes hard soldering as easy as soft soldering
Will flow 14 and 18 K.

8 K. work can be done without the use of Borax

( FLUX
THREE IN ONE ANTI-OXIDIZER

I PICKLE

Preserves the temper and color of gold. 'With FAVORENE

there is no danger of melting low karat gold, solder will flow easily

without balling. Guaranteed to please or money refunded.

No. 749. Price, 2 oz. bottle, 35c.
" 750. " 4 " " 65c.

For soldering Gold, Silver, Gold Filled, Alumnico, Brass, Nickel,

etc. Requires but little heat. Parts to be soldered need not be

cleaned or filed
Patented Oct. 28, 1902.

" IMPERIAL99

GOLD COLORING, SILVER PLATING AND
SILVER OXIDIZING SOLUTION

"A Trial is all that is Necessary to Prove Their Merit"

The " Imperial " are Genuine Plating Solutions,

and if directions are closely followed, the same results can

be had with the solutiom as are produced hy the largest

factories. The Imperial Gold and Silver Plating Solutions

may be used with or without a battery, by dynamo or street
electric current (if direct voltage).

Price of " Imperial " Gold Plating Solution

Full Quart Bottles, 32-ounce . . . . $g.Roi
" Pint " 16 "
And Trial Size I.00

Aluminum " Diamond," or " Non=Magnetic Watch " Tweezers
20 cents each (worth 60 cents), 3 pairs for 50 cents Price for full dozen, $1.35. Per gross, $13.50

No. 204
NOTE :-These Tweezers will he found very useful for many purposes, and can be used in any class of business.

The points are quickly filed into any desired shape. A more useful article cannot be procured.

W. GREEN & CO., 6

The Pint bottles of Imperial
Solution at only $2.00 are guaran-
teed to contain more pure gold
than any other solution selling at
83.00 per pint.

Price of " Imperial " Silver-

Plating Solution

Full Quart Bottles . $2.00
" Pint " . 1.25

Price of " Imperial " Silver

Oxidizing Solution

Large Size Bottle . . . 75,3,
Small " " „ 35,3,

Maiden Lane
NEW YORK, U.S.A.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence " )

'

R'ree-

No. 749 and 750
CUT REDUCED SIZE

/.7

!WON

'■̀\'\s\■
Your Work Guarantee

by using the

IMPERIAL

..COLD..
tt.

SOLUTION
Warranted Warranted Pure Gold

Producing both OLD ROSE
and ROSIN Finish from

same Bottle.
MANUFACTURED EIV

W. GREEN & CO.,

- 6 Maiden Lane, N.T.

PlATIIIC

:1..2241 r

No. 1053

Importers Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters
Jobbers I Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers I. Opticians' Supplies



Insist Upon Getting

The Special Year Long
with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

The " Just as good" won't do

J. B. BECHTEL, eic CO.,
Write for interesting price proposition

Importer.s

725 Sart.som Stret, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL
ON EARTH

NO SOLDER TO BREAK

Made in two sizes, ladies.and gents. Just
the thing for cheap Campaign Badges.
Price for either size in one hundred gross
lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots of
less than one hundred gross, 85c. per
gross, net, F. 0. B. Pawtucket.

GEO. H. FULLER 8 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

LIQUID A
,Vermentir& lm
i. d Pallet Jew

MURPHY.
CANADA'.

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c,

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Another Unique Novelty
in Sterling Silver Hat Pins

A RUGBY SET
consisting of Two Sterling Silver Hat Pins, symbolical of the game, on a
Leather Foot Ball Hat-Pin Holder, with a scene of the game burned on.

A silk ribbon bow in the colors of the different colleges or cities
desired, with the name of the college or city burned on gratis. 

Our Fall Line of Sterling Silver Hat Pins, Brooches, Belt Pins,
Links, Fobs, Scarf Pins, Waist Sets, Golf Sets, College Pins, Collar Pins
and Novelties is the best by far that we have ever produced.

Write for samples before placing your orders.

IT WILL PAY

Rothschild Brothers Company
ORIGINATORS OF SUCCESSFUL NOVELTIES

Attleboro, Mass.

7 I 5

Sage Advice From Uncle Russell
GEORGE GOULD once tried to interest Russell Sage in a new equipment for cars which recorded the actual

distance traveled by the car. Uncle Russell squinted at it and then said:

" Does it earn anything ? "
" No."
" Does it save anything ? "
" No."
" Then I don't want

If we were talking about goods which neither earned nor saved, the best thing you could do would be to imitate
Uncle Russell.

They might not be worth having in your store.
They would certainly not be worth pushing.
We are urging you to push THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.'S Emblems, because hundreds of jewelers have proved

that it pays to do so.
These are emblems to sell at a profit. Your emblem business can and should be bigger. There is a way to make it so.

To carry our emblems is not enough. Cultivate the fine trade ; seek it ; nurse it. Interest people in these better grades of
emblems—emblems that appeal. Bring them irresistibly before your customers and you'll soon see a wider outlet.

We've done our part ; it's a practical plan ; it's now ready to help you enlarge your emblem business. 'The fall is a
good time to start it. Most jobbers handle our goods. However, if they do not, send to us direct and we'll be glad to send
you selection on memorandum, or our men will call. Watch out for them.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO., mjeawneulfearcsturing
EUROPEAN OFFICE --16 Boulevard Leopold, Antwerp 14-16 E. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

WATCHES Selections upon request DIAMONDS L. LELONG d BROTHER

Builders' Exchange
Charles & Lexington Streets BALTIMORE

11)Miti

t G,,

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

ktellING rim tila
TOOLDEPTHING
Price, 2 Arms, 52.50
" 3 " 8.26

THE BEST TOOLS MONEY CAN BUY

POLISHER

ye SIZE

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MHILI 11Y

HARDINGL BROS.

NEW-STYLE
FACE PLATE

Price, 88.00

Old-Style Plate
Changed, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

HARDINOE
PIVOT POLISHER

Price, 830.00
Send shoo to insure good III

HARDINGE BROS., 1034-1036 LINCOLN

Webster
Whitcomb

FLAT and ROUND-PACE
WIRE CHUCKS

Price, each, 70 cents

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

If

TBryof n gs.;
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard qualit
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRA DE MARK M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NVV YOR11

WINTER

MADE IT

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

"Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.
If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued

mans, interior views, new suggestions,
Separate fi xt tires, cases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner ihat you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents
We do not claim to la the largest in the world, but we are proud of our factory, our reputation

and our line. We do el:din to make the best, at prices that are right. Not how much, not how
clump, hut how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-
times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 18E5 SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

SALES AGENTS
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Oreluns, La.; Sales Agents for Mississippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and hid. 'I'er.
R. H. Birdsall, ROOM No. 7 Hamilton Building, 131 Third Street,

Portland. Oregon. tittles Agent for Oregon and Washington.

aNI 

Solid Gold Scarf Pins
with t4e1Qcteci Ba.rociLIC Pearls

$12 Dozen

SCOFIELD & DE WYNGAERT
Manufacturing Jewelers

Sales Office
9 Maiden Lane, New York City 48=50 Walnut St., NEWARK, N.

THE FINEST WATCH, CLOCK and CHRONOMETER 01
IN THE WORLD
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Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

1717

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied

customers that will be most convincing. Give us

a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
102 and 104 Richmond Street

Gold and Silver Refiners Providence, R. I.

t>. YOU
HIT THE MARK

'hen you offer our goods for sale to your customers. We have
n exceptionally fine line of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES,
LOCKS, JEWELRY, etc., for your HOLIDAY TRADE.

c411q1)

CHRONOMETER
ffewBedfollOti56ENI1ss. vartIvuT

U. SA . Art 0

Used by all the leading watch factories and by all watchmalu 
who value their work. Sold by all tool and material dealers

BEFORE

Established 38 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
r8 John street, New York City

Our Special

13 Ligne

Snap 0. F.

Silver Watch

$1.75
Net

Goods sent for selection if desired.

We carry a complete stock of WATCH-
MAKERS' TOOLS, MATERIALS,
JEWELERS' SUPPLIES and OPTI-
CAL GOODS.

Sole agents for the RELIANCE Brand
Balance Staffs and Jewels.

Korones Bros.
38 Chrystie Street, New York

\J o. 45 FOR FINE SOLDERINGA GASOLINE GAS BLOWPIPE
is efficient,
tfe and
asily
anti oiled
S On
luminating
as-blowpipe
Vrite for
escriptive
Ircular

lice of
titfit, with
llows,
15.00

AFTER
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Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.
Makers of Gas Blowpipes and Furnaces

When making your fall purchases, ask your jobber for the

best known and most artistic

LOCKETS
WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.

Providence, R. I.

7524
Fairy of the Stars, green

aud ruse finish

Fifty Years Established

None genuine without
trade-mark

stamped inside

7517
Chestnut color head,

white face

Our lockets are made in every size, shape and style in vogue. In 14 karat

and to karat gold, sterling silver, 3 gold shell, fine rolled-plate, qualities

always guaranteed to be as represented.
BEWARE of GOLD and FILLED lockets, that do not bear the

maker's mark.
The y, gold shell lockets are particularly desirable, for monograms, as

they can be engraved without cutting through the gold.

Our new fancy Art Nouveau, green and rose gold finish lockets, both

for ladies and gents., are great sellers.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET



I 7• IS Our Motto : Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor
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ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY

PICTURE FRAMES
. ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS

No. 226 Nut or Salad Bowl
We make a large variety of them in Burn isRed Silver,

French Gray and Butler Finish

Send for our large illustrated
catalogue. You will find there-
in hundreds of elegant designs,
suitable for Holiday and Occa-
sion Gifts

No. 2046 Clock
We finish them in Ormolu and DeLor Rose Gold, which

is the latest and most up-to-date novelty.
We guarantee them to be absolutely

24 karat tine gold plate

No. 19 Tea Pot
Our large assortment of Tea Sets we make in Burnished,

Satin, Engraved, French Gray and Butler Finish,
in all styles and designs

No. 805 Fruit
This is one of our new designs, of which we have four

dozen patterns in Fruit and Berries to offer

Main Office

and

Works

St. Paul

Minn.

No. 3566 Jewel Box
Our line of novelties is very large and consists 01

several hundred patterns and the latest
and most up-to-date designs

Our salesmen are now among
the trade with their lines.
Hold your orders until you
see our new and up-to-date
samples

No. 4575 Frame
This is a sample pattern of the great variety

we make in high-grade goods

A FEW ILLUSTRATIONS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE

THE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
I 7 I ,)

KER.C.5 WHERE 1 LAUGH
Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

The Nobs Safety Catch
Pat. June 27, 1904

Absolutely prevents loss by accident
or theft

THis IS IT ACTUAL SIZE

All pins can now be worn with no fear of loss

Be sure you get the NOBS CATCH
It has no equal

Price, $1.50 per dozen

/ 'ME WAY THE LADIES
USE IT

A NOBS SAFETY CATCH
has saved me irom scurry anti lots many limes saved my valuable

pin. The same inight be said of any lady wearing a
valuable hat pin, clasp or brooch.

THE WAY THE MEN USE IT
OPEN CLOsElf

POINTS IN FAVOR OF THE NOBS CATCH

1st—Can be applied to Scarf, Clasp or Ilat Pins feoln the side
without looking for the point of the pin.

2d—Will not injure the fingers from contact with the point of
the pin as others do.

3d—Will not scratch or damage the pin.
4th—No breaking of nails in attaching or detaching.

5th—Is adjusted quick as a wink.
6th—No screw to get out of order.

7th—Durable and simple in operation.

8th—Solves the problem of simplicity and security combined.

Adjusted Quick as
a Wink

TheW B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches

,
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to tile W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

,
119 B & C glasses

tV than other and
t'J brands, and are

44.#p leading jobbers
States as fol.

Genevas   per gross $2.75
Mi-Concaves 44 46 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves It l{ 6.75
Patent Genevas   ti ? t 5.50
Extra thick Parallels   id 5.50
Flat Concaves, thick   44 l I 7.5a
Lentilles for Bascine Cases .   44 

" 10.50
The only medal at tile Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the 

market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of tile case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They

used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS I ! If you wish to save time anti money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using 
them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-

ging advertisements, showing, a lot of nonmenical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in cue 
day, and never

heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE w B & C



This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome ornamentfor a jeweler's counter (not large and cumbersome), but neat andstylish, which we furnish free to our customers.

WE PUT CANDO UP UNDER SPECIAL LABELS FOR
JEWELERS WHEN DESIRED

CIND0 Silver Polish
is THE BEST in the world, it being
composed of Diatomaceous Silicious In-
fusoria, which is procured from a lake,
being forced up out of the earth by boil-
ing springs. It is absolutely free from
grit or any injurious substance. Don't
be deceived by any polish that is recom-
mended to be just as good as CANDO
There are several imitations on the market.
Some claim they have special devices for
separating infusorial earth from the grit
which it contains, etc. (all old methods).

Recommend and sell to your custo-
mers a polish that never has any grit,
but a reputation. The Patent Top Jar
used for CANDO is an up-to-date package,
and can be resealed after being opened,
which is important.

Paul Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Pat. July 12, 1904

We call attention to our

New Sterling Silver
Bottle Holder

which has met with flattering success.
We make it to hold Pint Champagne,
Quart Champagne, Rye, Scotch,
Rhine Wine, Claret, Worcestershire,
Catsup, etc.

Patent spring device on base holds
bottle securely in holder.

Buyers are invited to inspect our
Fall line of Novelties, not shown
elsewhere.

G.A. HENCKEL & CO
Silversmiths

24-26 East 13th Street, New York

K. & D. 
Manufacturers of

Staking and Other Tools
for Watchmakers and Jewelers

Send for new Catalogue No. 5

KENDRICK dc DAVIS, Lebanon, N. ,

MOSELEY
has been spending his time for many yearsI!' making MOSELEY Lathes as good asLathes can be tnade.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-ture and no expense is spared to makeEverything about them Right.
It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathesare Good Lathes.
They are the result of years of pains-taking, systematic and skilled endeavor tosatisfy the exacting requirements of the mostcritical and experienced workmen.MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need ofthe Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense,

moseLev Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,accurate and therefore Profitable Work.
Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

A work of art in Color-Photography

demonstrating

some works of' art in Watch Case Making

The two pages following show the development

of a new art in photography-- the reproduction of an

object in his odors.

This is not a lithograph, but a photogra,h. In-

ventive genius has at length solved the olcl difficulty,

and instead of black-and-white the camera is now able

to show the Keystone product " in its true colors."

Or nearly-----for Nv hile the camera now accurately

reproduces all the infinite combinations of the three

primary colors (red, yellow and blue), it is foiled in

the attempt to accurately present the exact likeness

of Arad and reproduce the "life" of that elusive color.

It finds no difficulties in co/onq gold work, as shown

on the left-hand page; but its present problem is to

(Con i lined on "'on rill page following)

7 20





SPECIMENS OF KEYSTONE ART IN SOLID GOLD SOME RECENT PRODUCTS IN BOSS I4K. FILLED



((indinued ,froin fin(rill page preceding)

present the exact appearance of the naluntl gold

color, on cases not ornamented with colored gold, as

on the right-hand page.

Yet even here the camera does wonders; for it

searches out and finds the exquisite color effects

brought about by the skillful use of the graver only,

in the hands of the artists who work on the Ross

Filled Case. The color-photograph brings out the

richness of these moire backgrounds, whose varying

textures produce delicate shades of fiermanent color

and afford fine opportunities for the use of " single

point " and " bright cut."

It is fitting that this finest and latest develop-

ment of the photographic art should be employed in

demonstrating the finest and latest art in Watch Case

making, as here exhibited by

The Keystone 'Watch Case Co.
yth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia

ON
TOP
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SKILLED WATCHMAKERS
Were never in greater demand than to-day. When we say skilled we mean the class of

artisans turned out by our school, most of whom have good positions awaiting them and

frequently a choice of positions.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Start in business somewhere, and besides doing all the watch work in your vicinity,

carry a stock from the sale of which you can make a profit at the same time. We graduate

Watchmakers, Engravers, Opticians, perfecting the pupil in all three, where the intention

is to go into business for himself.

MAKE MONEY
There is always room at the top in this profession as in every other, and the one

who receives our diploma has no difficulty in getting there. Send for circular now and

look into the matter a little. It may be the turning point in your career.

IJEr

On the very tip top is where you will find the

Waltham Horological School
Waltham, Mass.

I miff" FAI airugr FE EA Ed JER-1111" Ef.3 Linre_mr FIA EIYA

Prices and Quality Right
* " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine

crocus finish, correctly gaged made of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00, with your first order
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR " Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra 01Ie, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90c. i5 jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades. polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.
* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-

tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, per dozen,
90c. net cash.

* " STAR Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. per
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

4( "STAR" Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.
per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.mar All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.

Orders filled in rotation as received.

N

H. B. Peters & Co., B jr(iL , New York

A handsome case or tray is a silent salesman, a certificate of char-
acter, an eloquent pleader for the article or articles it contains. Hand-
some cases give tone to the goods, impress purchasers favorably and
make sales more profitable. Do you fully appreciate their value to
you ? We are the leading manufacturers of Boxes, Cases, Trays,
Chests, for watches, jewelry and silverware. We have qualities and
grades to suit all jewelers. Write or call.

L. well., Se SONS
Manufacturers of Cases, Trays and Chests for Jewelry and Silverware

Send for Catalogue 32 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Established
i850

"DAMASCENE" HAND BAGS

New Designs

C. F. Rumpp Sons
Manufacturers of

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS

JEWEL CASES

CIGAR CASES

DESK SETS

PHOTO. FRAMES

HAND BAGS, ETC.

SPECIALTIES FOR FINE JEWELRY TRADE

Fifth and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia
New York Salesroom, 683 and 685 Broadway

Chicago Salesroom, 35 Randolph Street, 509 Atlas Block

-ADE MARK

SKIRT BOOKS

Send for special Lists
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Patent

Hand-Made Tweezers
These patent tweezers are made

from flexible sheet steel bodies, curved

so as to give them convex and concave

faces, thus making them stronger than

any other tweezer in the market. The

concave faces give a better hold and

prevent slipping.

Henry Zimmern & Co., Inc.

Ask

SOLE AGENTS

60 John Street, NEW YORK
your jobber for the Convex and Concave

Patent Tweezer

No. 111

_

JULY2_6,04,

No. 112
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N. 115

for a Christina aft
The Rosary in Fine Jewels

In Pure Stone, mounted in 14
karat gold — Amethyst,
topaz, garnet, crystal, onyx,
turquoise.

Prices—$1o.00, $12,00, $14.00
each.

In Imitation Stone, mounted
in rolled-gold plate. Fine
colors — Clear - cut facets,
uniform size. Amethyst,
Topaz, Garnet, Emerald,
Crystal, Turquoise, Opal,
Moonstone.

Prices—$2.00, $2.50,

$4.00, $5.00 each.

Selection package on application

Our list includes—Chalices, Ciboria, Ostensoria,

Crucifixes, Candlesticks, Candelabra, Pulpits,
Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails.

Memorial Tablets

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island

No. 116

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are : It will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance
wheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches ; also all cylinder balances. It gives yeti
the entire length of the pivot to work on ; it protects the part held from any chance injury. •

No more twisted hairsprings, bent balances or cracked rollers, It is impossible to remove a
hairspring or roller without getting the balance out of true, which changes the rating of the
watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the
use of my chuck.

You can do a better fob with it in two minutes than you ever could in the old way.
Once accustomed to its use, you will never be without it, and you will use it oftener than any

other chuck you have.
PLEASE MENTION NAME OF LATHE WHEN ORDERING.
I reserve the right not to make these chucks for obsolete lathes for which there will be too

small a demand.

Is your time worth anything? Then save it
Read a few of the letters front satisfied customers :

R. F. REEVES
MANUFACTURING JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

St. LOUiS, No., August 26, 1904.
$3.50, M. CHAS. COLMAN, City.

Dear Sir :—After a month's use of one of
your Balance Chucks, during which time I halve
used it quite often, it gives me great pleasure
to say that I have found it highly satisfactory,
and cheerfully recommend it to any watch-
maker. It does the work perfectly and is a
great time-saver.

Very respectfully, R. F. REEVES.

Medal, Pope Pius X
In sterling silver

75c. each

JOHN RAYNER & SONS
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

Salt Lake City, Utah, August. 2, 1904.
C. COLMAN, St. Louis.

Dear Sir :—Our watchmaker says your
Balance Chuck is the finest thing that ever
happened. Respectfully,

JOHN BAYNES & SONS.

ROBERT TETLEY
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER

Farmington, Mo., Sept. 9, 1904.
C. COLMAN, St. Louis, MO.

Dear Sir —The Balance Chuck I purchased
from you in July has proved to be a very useful
tool, and is all you claim for it.

YOILIB truly, ROBERT TETLEY.

EVANS BROTHERS
WATCHMAKERS, JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

Laurel, Miss., September 15, 1904.
M. C. COLMAN, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir :—We find your new Balance
Chuck a great time, worry and money saver.
We would not be without it for five times the
price. If you know of any other tool that
would save us as much as this one, please let
us know at once.

Yours respectfully, EVANS BROS.
(Watch Inspectors.)

Price, $3.50. Your money back if not satisfied—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial.
Order from your material Jobber or direct front the patentee and maker,

C. CULNIAN, .116 N. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Jobbers supplied by C.CnIman, SILonis, and Hammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Maiden Lane, NewYork

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON DIAMOND RINGS
WE IMPORT OUR DIAMONDS DIRECT

WE MAKE THE RINGS IN OUR OWN FACTORY

1723

FOR WOMEN OR MEN

REGULAR CUT

- OR /499 - R//22 - R 3 7

Every Ring illustrated here

DIAMONDS

ROSE DIAMONDS

1)R 1490—$1o.o0 each, rose finish
DR 1497—$13.5o each, polished
DR 1498—Po.00 each, polished
DR 1499—$to.00 each, polished

22—$7.25 each, polished
R 37—$4.00 each, polished

is a Seller. Order now, while our stock is complete

FOR MEN. Money-Makers for the Alert, Up-to-Date Jeweler
DR 1491—$30.00 each, 2 regular cut diamonds, lion and tiger,

rose finish
DR 1492—$40.00 each, lion and tiger, extra heavy ring. Others

charge $50.00 each, list
DR 1501—$27.00 each, tiger head, heavy ring, green and rose

gold finish
DR 1500—$27.0o each, dragon's head, heavy ring, green and rose

gold finish.
DR 682—$16.00 each, lion head, heavy ring, rose finish

The above are new creations—very handsome, showy goods, all regular cut diamonds

FOR WOMEN. All Bright, Showy, White Diamonds

DR 626—$80.00 each, plain 13elcher mounting
DR 1645—$50.00 each, Tiffany Belcher mounting

DR 887—$36.00 each, plain Belcher mounting
DR 886—$34.00 each, plain Belcher mounting

DR 1600—$27.00 each, fancy flat Belcher mounting
DR 339—$24.0o each, Tiffany mounting

DR 212—$16.00 each, Tiffany mounting

DON'T PUT IT OFF' TILL TOO LATE. ORDER NOW

M. J. Averbeck, Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York
Manufacturer Prices subject to 50% and 6% discount

MOUNTED

DIAMOND

( FINGER RINGS
BROOCH ES

SCARF PINS
LOCKETS

PENDANTS

Now is the Time to Purchase Your Holiday Stock

Our Catalogue is Distrihuted

M. J. Averbeck Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York
Manufacturer
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One-quarter actual size

LEARN
TO

ENGRAVE
HOME COURSE

$5
This outfit of high-grade tools and materials, together with a book of lessons, well illustrated, that explains how to sharpen and hold

the tools and engrave script letters within two weeks ; monograms of all kinds ; inscriptions ; secrets of the trade ; how to engrave on
articles of any material or shape. A condensed apprenticeship at home. Copies of letters from satisfied pupils in every State sent on request.Cash must accompany order

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
30 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.

We give practical training in our engraving shop (est. 1891) to jewelers, watchmakers and others who can spend i hour to 30 hours per week. Write for terms.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
ON

Watches, Dials, Brooches and Lockets
Copied from any Photo.

Hand-Painted
Miniatures Copied
From Any Photo.

We make a Specialty of this High-Grade Hand-Painting on Ivory
Perfect Likeness Guaranteed

OUR WORK WILL NOT FADE OR PEEL OFF

The Goldstein Engraving Co., 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

ENGRAVING AND ETCHING
TO THE JEWELRY AND SILVER TRADES

On Souvenir Spoons, Prize Cups for Regattas, Tennis and Bowling Tourna.
ments and Other Sporting Events

Send us any odd or shop-worn Tea Spoons. We will etch them with assorted "MotherHubbard " pictures with suitable rhymes, bent and polished complete, ready for sale.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
and

We keep in stock

English
German
Seth Thomas

of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER
MAIL, ORDERS Pilled Promptly

Hall Clock
Movements

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
MANUFACTURE:IRS' AGENTS

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia

'1,00\1;11

Mr. Edward
was delighted to
Rivett Lathe.

One student
the finest watches
had been cut on

Brighton

Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

1 7 2 5

Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
6 6 6 6 6 with bed of Cast Iron, same as

other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it
SEND FOR CATALOG

Rivett, in his recent trip to St. Louis, Chicago, Toronto, etc.,

find that the best students in the best schools were using the

in particular, after only two years' study, was finishing one of

Mr. Rivett ever saw. Everything, including the escape wheel,
the Rivett Lathe.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Humid We Will!
So does the Retailer win) sells
Bastiao's Class Pitts RI Badges
Now look here, Mr. Retailer, there's going to be a

big demand for College and Class Pins this season.
And the retailer who sends for our large illus-

trated catalog, and puts himself in touch with Bas-

We
the man who is going to make a lot of money.

We manufacture to order, Class Pins, Badges,
Medals and Buttons in either Gold, Silver, Bronze, Celluloid or Ribbon.

What is the sense of paying other manufacturers 815.co for something you can buy of us for Sto.00 ?
Is it good judgment; is it good business?
We guarantee every pin we sell to give satisfaction and we stand back of every statement we make.
Why don't you sell Pins that people know about—Pins that are advertised in every worthy magazine in

America. We are creating a demand for Bastian's Pins and Badges ; why don't you get some of the profits that
demand brings?

We give large discounts; we protect and co-operate with the retailer in every way possible. We get up
special designs and furnish estimates free of charge. Why not send for catalog and terms right now?



F;nglials Case as Received As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two cuts show Flat and Round Reicher Rings These cuts show the lame rines will, new, high claws,a. received with 11/•1•1 badly worn off and too low to •Iones securely reset, and entire rings refinished like new.permit resetting stones again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.26" " " eight " " .. AA OA 
" " .. 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to costfrom 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

1111111 1,1 -1,1 1 1',11111
Initial glove ring with one
claw at each end holding bet.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with Iwo and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 76c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 & 97 William St. g7 Washington St. Cameo glove ring with fourNEW YORK CHICAGO lo,v. at corners holding net.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

AS DELIVERED

C1(31‘.1 Chain Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

C3oocl Work. Low Prices'. Prompt Attention

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO93, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken olf,the same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.
We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93. 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

1 7 2 7

No. 238 No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 232. Genuine Eagle Claw No. 234

No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 231
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 57
Lapel Button

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

No. 56. Lapel Button No. 236 No. 43 No. 237. Seal No. 53. Lapel Button

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0 • E • and • P. O• E •B
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen enyloyed when not

_ 

busy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidious

customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-
ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL el Co., 57 Washington St., CHICAGO
93, 95 an 97 William St., NEW YORK We sell these goods only

to Retail Jewelers
PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

GENUINE ELK TEETH



A Handsome Polished OA Display Stand FREE

What is the best way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

SILYE:0;A' M

esLayerPolisi

° 6-44ft
1c1-96-cFii9
"ImAR"tiriier"

Answer.
Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cus-

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.

Prepare for Your Christmas Decorations Now
17 29

and avoid any possible delay
or disappointment on your
part of seeing your compe-
titor outdo you.

Our new Jars are fitted with
a patent cap. They will not
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the contents will keep
fresh for an indefinite time.
The cap can be removed in-
stantly. It won't stick-a
child can take it off. These
three points do away with
all the objectionable fea-
tures of a screw cap.

No. 91007. Holly Vine. Green and white-edged leaves.
No. 91006. Holly Vines. 12 leaves and 12 berries to yard. Per dozen yards, 75c.; per gross

yards, $7.50.
No. 91007. Holly Vine. 18 leaves and 18 berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.15 ; per gross

yards, $11.50.
No. 91007. Holly Vine, 24 leaves, 24 berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.50 ; per gross yards, $15.00.

WHITE HOLLY VINES-Something Entirely New

Holly Vine. 12 white leaves and 12 red berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.00;

per gross yards, $10.00.
Holly Vine. 18 white leaves and 18 red berries to yard. Per dozen yards, $1.50;

per gross yards, $15.00.
Holly Vine. 24 white leaves and 24 red berries to yard. Per dozen yards, 2.00;6 

per gross yards, $20.00.

Order from your jobber,
or direct.

Special Offer-with an order for
price $18.00, or its equivalent in other sizes, we
This is the best advertising proposition ever
This stand will more than double your sales

one gross half-pint or 25c. size Silver Cream,
will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.
offered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream.
of Silver Cream.

No. 91900.
No. 91902.
No. 91903.
No. 91904.
No. 91905.

HOLLY WREATHS
12 inches diam. Each, $ .25; per doz., 8 2.50 ,

91158. Oak Spray. Autumn
18 " ', 1.00 ; " '' 10.00 shaded-just its though you cut
2( I" " 1.50 ; " " 15.00 twigs front the tree. Per dozen
24 " 2.50 ; " " 25.00 sprays, 90c.; per gr. sprays. $9.00.

Your customers will demand these lines
No. 91031. Oak Vine. Autumn

'.1 sled, 12 leaves to yard.
Per dozen yards, 51.75 ; per
gross yards, $17.50.

No. 91011. Maple Vine. Au-
tumn shaded, 12 leaves
to yard. I '■.r dozen
yards, 75,•. ; gross
yards, $7.50.

Entirely original-unique-pretty
and artistic. Sold by the lead-
ing dealers of the country. Order
early.

Reproducea from ware made in
1524. Original is worth fabulous
prices.

Owens' Corona Ware

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair NLV;ifiocrl7nieritethieortvieerwsaanireelainse ilemwaking new parts to match the old ones,

We Replete any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized SilverOld Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

No. 91121. CHRYSANTHEMUM SPRAY

No. 91121. 18 inches long. Per dozen, $2.40.
No. 91122. 24 " " " " 3.00.

No. 91120. 14 " " " " 1.50.
Chrysanthemums can be had in any of their natural

colors. I also have paper chrysanthemums in any

color at 40e. per dozen ; $4.20 per gross.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager

No. 91888. Rose Sprays, with papier
maehe vase. Per dozen, $1.75. Roses
in any color.

No. 91180. Rose Sprays, without vase.
l'et' dozen, $1.50.

No. 91834. Palm Tree (Potted)
No. Matte' Leaves Ea. Pr.
91830. 7 12 $3.00 $5.50
91832. 9 18 4.00 7.00
91834, 12 24 6.00 11.00

Most beautifully modeled pot-
tery made in America. Have
you seen the Owl?

Ancient modeling, finished in
iridescent coloring, rivaling
genuine opals in brilliancy.

Better than ever, but at a price
within the reach of the masses.

MISSION POTTERY See the new Fruit decorations.

Visit one of our sample rooms, see representative, or write for prices
at once

My autumn vines
are simply beauti-
ful. A sample leaf
would easily con-
vince you. Same
will be cheerfully
sent to you. Write
for it.

My new cata-
logue No. 9, just
out, is at your
disposal.

Salesrooms-
New York-68=70 W. Broadway
Boston-146 Franklin St.
Philadelphia-1035 Market St.
Chicago-514 Hartford Building
Pittsburg-420 Bissell Block

Partial View of the Main Room

We Achieved Our Success, Making Others Successful
Von can also become successful by taking a course in the St. Louis

Watchmaking School, where Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and
Optics are taught by expert artisans as instructors. Send for our new
catalogue to-day.
ST. LOUIS WATCHM AK INO SCHOOL, 5815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

No. 91814. Pal ni Plant, Unpotted
No. In.high Leaves Ea. 1)(oz.
91800. 24 3 $ .18 $ 1.75
91805. 30 4 .25 2.50

5 .40 4,00
6 .60 5.00
7 .05 0.50
10 1.25 12,50
12 2.00 20.00

91809. 30
91814. 42
91818. 42
91922. 48
91527. 00

No. 91046. Wild Vine. Autumn
shaded, 12 leaves to yard.
DOZPII yards, $1.00 ; gross
yards, $10.00.

No. 91777. Holly I tinging Basket.
Each, $1.50 ; per 1107A.II, $15.00.
I also have a very complete line ef

flanging Baskets of any and all descrip-
tions, illustrated and quoted in toy
catalogue.

No. 91134. holly Spray. 24 inches
long, very natural appearing.
Per dozen sprays, $3.00.

No. 91135. Four leaves and berries
to spray. Per dozen, 45e.; per
gross, $4.50.

No. 91136. 6 leaves and berries to
spray. Per dozen, 60e.; per
gross, $0.00.

No. 91137. 12 leaves and berries to
spray. Per dozen, $1.00 ; per
gross, $10.00.

No. 91155. M ist let oe Spray. Per
dozen, $1.20 ; per gross, $12.00.

No. 91012. Grape Vine. Au-
tumn 5 Ii aded. Per
dozen, 61.25 ; per gross,
$12.50.
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The Latest 'War News shows that we have
conquered the field of repairing

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.
We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.
We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly

Send us all your repairing. All goods repaired and skipped
same day as received.

1 2 3 4 5

00 000 ( O to ii 2

000

Is 14-

00

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price
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3 mint Sc.
11-15 4c. 4 m/in 7-8 4 mint 14e.
16-20 Sc. 5 m/rn 9 5 mint 19c.
21-25 7c. 6 m/rn 10 6 inlm 39c.
26-30 11c. 7 salm 11 7 mItn 60c.
31-35 15c. 8 m/m 12-15 8 m/m 91c.
36-40 20c. 9 in/m 16-17 9 Wm $1.41
41-44 28c. 10 inlm 18-21

22-23
24-26
27-29
30-31
82-84
85-36

Order your stone stock from us. The
above prices are for single stones ordered or
used in repairing. Ten per cent. off in quan-
tities of six dozen or over.

We only use first quality 32-faceted
doublets.

42. 41 40 39 38 37 36 36 34. 33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •
The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

HIGH-GRADE

JEWELER'S MACHINERY

The Bliss
double-
action
presses

are specially
adapted

for
cutting and
drawing

in
one

operation
small
shells

used in
the

manufacture
of

gold, silver
and

plated
articles
which
require
perfect

workmanship.
Write us
for prices

E W. BLISS CO.,E. 7 Adams Street
.7 BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A.

European Office : Clichy pres Paris, France

Distributing Agents for Chicago and Vicinity : Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St.,
Chicago,

ELKS BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) Pat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17,q. S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Pat

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidtzed

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

I fundreds

Learn to Engrave
and Learn Righi

COME HERE

The oldest, the largest, the best En-
graving School, under the personal direc-
tion Of the author of " Modern Letter En-
graving," "The Art of Engraving," etc.; the
acknowledged authority on the subject of
Engraving. We are now engaging students
for January 1st.

Write to - day for catalogue showing
students' art work, both Die Cutting and
General Engraving.

of graduates. Strictly first class.

Rees Engraving School, Steele Memorial BuildingELMIRA, N.Y

Ii

1871 THE TEST OF TIME 1905

THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL
CHAIN MANUFACTURE

TIME AND THE TRADE
ARE OUR BEST ADVERTISERS

LOUIS STERN C CO., PROVIDENCE

1731



7 32 Our 7oo=page Catalogue and Supplements will be sent free upon application SWARTCHILD & CO., JEWELERS' BUILDING, 134-138 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO '711

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY, JEexwcleulseirvse, Wmaiticdhinmgak1e3r4s"la3n8d J,wewlesrhs' SAuvpeplyCHHolucseA GO _  
Assortments of GENUINE WALTHAM and ELGIN

Watch Co.'s Material, Continued
Our Motto : Accuracy and Dispatch SAM' I. swAwrcilliar J. G. SWARTCITILD E G. SWARTCITILD W. G. SW A tacit I I.D Established 1870

Watch repairing made easy by buying our genuine combinution boxes of GENUINE AMERICAN MATERIAL, our original idea

Assortments of GENUINE ELGIN and WALTHAM
Watch Co.'s Material

Put up in Original Boxes

Fite-shells of Outside 1\ i p.r

I
/ N

"irr
ASSORTMENT NO. 2465.
-IC 5421£-

HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND
HANDS.

N011. 19 2.No 401 C.

ASSORTMENT NO. 2465.
- tleiL42-

HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND
HANDS.

Nos. 2107..42104 C.
Z,4__

-1-- SI

ASSORTMENT NO. 2465.
-6010E -

HOUR, MIN UTE AND SECOND
HANDS.

NO4.40540,499 C.

1--- S*

ASSORTMENT NO. 2405
-16,5.x.-

HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND
HANDS.

\-. 
Nov.897..44 C. ../A,,___

-5Ie:
ASSORTMENT 110. 2465.
-18 4312E-

HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND
t4ANDS.

woe. 3s. ANo 404 C.
-I

1
ASSORTMENT NO. 2465.
-0.4.12-

HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND
HANDS.

No.. 407.0.136 C. )

I
i

No. 2465. Hands, hour, minute and second. Per box
of 12 dozen   $2.30

i(l N'ir(
ASSORTMENT Al. 2470
-tet SIZE-

BALANCE STAB CAP &WITS

\-... 
NO. '348

ASSORTMENT NO. soo.
-.441 RAI.RIZ-

BALANCE STAF1 CAP MIES
No 2102

-662:',

'.i'PP

.\•..

ASSORTMENT NO. 2410
-.I2 0..z.-

BALANCI STAFF CAP JEWELS
PIO 1103

....

....\
ASSORTMENT NO. NM
- a 01215-

BALANCE STAFF CoP JEWELS
No. 7103

4 .4/4

ASSORTMEld HO. 24711
-16 6.291-

BALANCE STAFF CAP JEWELS
No .1192

ASSORTMENT NO. 2470
- 0 1111.2.-

BALANCE STAFF CAP JEWELS
No. 594

t______
I 1111N, •

No. 2470. Cap Jewels, O'er box of 'J dozen $3.25

-\
ASSORTMENT 110. 2471
-up 5.xis-

BALANCE STAFF HOLE JEVITIS
No 443 MOWN NOM

\ ..... _./

ASSORTMINTITO 2471 )
-12 SIZE -

BALANCE STAEIHOLE JEWELS
No 453

\ . 

- 

...1

I, 41111

ASSORTMENT NO 2471
-10 49126-

1 BALANCE STAFF HOLE JIWFIS
/4i, No 443 52,1. ROLSS

1 
4

/-

ASSORTMENT Al. 2471

BALANCE STAFIHOLE JEWELS
50.493

\6. 1..

l' .011. It
/
t ASSORTMENT NO. 2471
1 -Hs SIZE-

BALANCE STAUNCH MILS
No. 447

ASSORTMENT NO 2471
- 0 SEMZE-

BRAND STAif HOLE JEWELS

No. 955

11
Ilil

No. 2471. Balance Hole Jewels. Per box of 3 dozen $5.50

This material is put up in small brass boxes, labeled so that
the piece required may be easily found. The small boxes
are placed in a larger one, which is also labeled, showing
the kind of material contained therein. When empty, any
piece of material may be reordered in separate numbers.

NO teen 6Doz

ASSORTED

MDR AND MINUTE.
1-1 ANDS
Sul-Mott. FOR

7&5 JEWEL

MOVEMENTS

Fac-sitaile of box when closed

i

ASSORTMENT NO. 2466
-IS size-

HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS
NO 394 C
 _./.

ASSORTMENT NO 2466

SECOND HANDS
No 4111 C..

I 
6......._____ .411,rc

ASSORTMENT NO. 2465
) -6 SIZE-

HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS
No. 4133C

7 11
ASSORTMENT NO 2466
-61 0..0-

SECOND HANDS
No •29 C

I   411 ,

ASSORTMENT NO. 2466
-IC SIZE-

ut HOUR AND MINUTE HANDS
No. 187C

!II

ASSORTMENT MD 2446
IS eZE-

SECOND HANDS
No 0131

Th, •014.0 lialliiii.__.....0

No. 2466. Hands, hour, mint to and second. l'er bnx
of 6 dozen $1  25

ASSORTMENT NO 2464
-15 atm.-

ct...icKeN. O. C.4.10No 13.6 C.o. 33
1 No we? Ct .55 35

1/1, 
 _....1  

0111,

ASSORTMENT NO 2464
- o 2122-

Wrakes'A.$11311

\- I
...1

1

/ ASSORTMENT NO 2414
-.a Size-
Lickce

6 :::','13 e•c1.7.: t
1

.q
I ASSORTMENT NO. 2464-.....-
cLicpca

Z.4';Ihn%:.

411. 4
ASSORTMENT NO 2464
- 6 02210-
Lickca

ASSORTMENT 60 2464
-IC 011Z11-

cLicKe
No 11103,Cs4. 74.

r
III 

J

No. 2464. Clicks, most grades. Per box of 3 dozen . $1.75

ASSORTMENT NO, 2472
-le size-

,...,.- "\

. ROLLER JEWELS
NO.559

I
ASSORTMENT NO. 2472.
-12 ooze-

ROLLER JEWELS
No. 570.

i ■
ASSORTMENT NO. 2470
-10 size-

ROLLER JEWELS
00. 559

\.... I

c -\
ASSORTMENT NO. 2470
- 0 Size-

ROLLER JEWELS
No. 570.

4ill I. 

 A
ASSARTMENT NO. 2472
--at 647.3-

ROLLER JEWELS
No. 559.

1\._

c
ASSORTMENT NO. 2472
- 0 MICH -

ROLLER JEWELS
No. N.

I

'''4141.1,1111111■

No. 2472. Roller Jewels. Per box of 6 dozen . . $3.25

ASSORTMENT ND 2469

SECOND HANDS

0SS00TM1NT NO 2469
-10 6126-

SECOND HANDS
.0.3 C.

ASSORTMENT NO 2469

SECON D HANDS
No 429C.

ASSORTMENT NO 2469
-.0 6.Ze-

SECOND HANDS
1ST 11.IL,N0 431C

ASSORTMENT NO. 2460
-16 ISi241-

CASE

a FREW
NOS.903,2034

  6111

• 

ASSORTMINT NO. 2440

- 

ai2.0 -
CASE

e IREW
11D 1591

ASS0NIMEN1 no /460

CA SE

FRE VV
NO 1590

ASSORTMENT NO 2402
eiZet-
CASE

ac FRE vv
NO 1998

Put up in Original Boxes

%GROSS tliLTHAM ASSORTED

LONO CASE SOWS.

14 GROSS WOW ASSORTED
SSCOND HANDS.

No. 4 4 7 A.

PATENTED JUNE 0, 1111114
P TTTTT ED

r•CTORP OPY'C AMERICAN WALITH•LI WATCH CO.. 
•LT44•14, MASI;

PAGIONV OP 7Ne AUCRIGAN V/ •

ASSORTMENT NO 2469
-12 6,26-

SECOND HANDS
•,o1108 C.

ASSORTMENT NO 2469
- o sox•

SECOND HANDS
2o mei 3. Hem. N. 1H35 C.

No. 2469. Hands, second. Per box of 6 dozen . .

ASSORTMFITT NO. 2476.
-a 1912s-

BALANCE STAFFS
NO. 880. CLASS 56

ASSORTMENT NO. 2476.
-12 01.6-

BALANCE STAFFS
No. 00.001570

ASSORTMENT F10. 2476.
-IS 0125-

BALANCE STAFFS
No.661.C.0. 26

$0.80

ASSORTMENT NO. 2476.
-0

BALANCE STAFFS
00.1731 ctoss04

ASSORTMENT NO. 2476.
-0 16.241-

BALANCE STAFFS
No. 669.CLASS 60

\N. 
I   .411

ASSORTMENT NO. 2476.
-18 01218-

BALANCE STAFFS
NO.1557,C LAS. 6

6.

41111121801
`90.13101131111■...

No. 2476. Balance Stair,. Cer box of 3 dozen . $5.25

\
ASSORTMENT NO. 2473.

CANNON PINIONS
ND 1450. C.A. 34.

ASSORTMENT NO. 2473.

CANNON PINIONS
No 650. C.A. 46

I 1-\
ASSORTMENT NO. 2473.
- E. E.2E-

IIi CANNON PINIONS
No 101 C.A. 52

ASSORTMENT NO. 2473.
-16 az,, -

I CANNON PINIONS
No. 127 . CLASS 26.
No.1457, CLASS 35.

41\1' 411R 43

,I

ASSORTMENT NO. 24/3.
Ij -12 4412E-

CANNON PINIONS
ND /356, CIAss CO.

ASSORTMENT NO. 2473.
-IC 61226-

CANNON PINIONS
No.50. CLASS 6.
1: 80 II,

I/II

No. 2473. Can :inn l'inions. Per box of 2 dozen . . $3.00

-A
ASSORIMINT NO. 2414.

CLICK SPRINGS
NO 83 . C.84 56

__I,

( --'■
ASSORTMENT 11D. 2474.

CLICK SPRINGS
\.... 

No IRSR.CLLSS 35
../ ,

  ill  

ASSORTMOT NO. 2474.
--,e ....-

CLICK SPRINGS
N9.13, EL•ss 6

i

tl:

ASSORTMENT NO. 2474
-16 0.2e_

CLICK SPRINGS
No la . CL•ss 26 j

0  
4111. 4'.57

ASSORTMENT NO. 2414.

CLICK SPRINGS
NO 817. CLASS JO

.... 

-j I

ASSORTMENT ND. 2414

CLICK SPRINGS
NO 776 2,4,560
No 113,98. EL •ss 78 ...,1

11

ASSORTMENT NO 2450
-s siffs-

CASE

e 0 FR VNI
40_ l594

ASSORTMENT NO 2440
-0 0ICSE -

CASE

FREvve
11D. 1595

No. 2460. Case Screws, all sizes. Per box of 1 gross $3.00

ASSORTMENT NO 2475
-18 etas-

SETTING SPRINGS

ASSORTMENT 40 2475
-8 19.22 -

SETTING SPRINGS
Nes.1745A110129 'Co 1479

(
ASSORTMENT NO 2475
-16 651211-

SETTING SPRINGS
1 

-- 

Nos 630see1478

,,.... SETTING SPRINGS -4

,-
ASSORTMENT NO 2475

Nos. 1506 2.101109.

s"...:. 

'\
ASSORTMENT NO 2475
-0 e0122-

SETTING SPRINGS
a0432

ASSORTMENT NO 2475

-0 E9126 -
SETTING SPRINGS

No 1910.

1 Dozen

P

Waltham

10. N.M.

Long Case

Sere a

1 Dozen

A. W. C, Co.

althorn

16aP r.,06

Lone Cane

st rows

1 Dozen

A 5.5.7o.

Waltham

16.1.0.09

Long Ooze

1 Dozen

A.5.17.Co

50 6660

12 Size

long Case

Sere s

I Don,,,

A. VI . .0,

18. trq

as P

Lone co,

1 Dozon

!Rattans

1000.7.'03

Stool

5,0111

1 Dozen

A R. V. Co.

won them

1.610.5. 'til

Stool

Soren I

1 Doom

A.5 5. Co

Math=

14510.9.614

Steel

7 con Is

Doo,,

A P.W

Val than

2 Stzo

St el

locon

1 Do

A. w. ff. . Co .

Waltham

OS 1091

Steel

SecOnd 5

No, 2475. Setting Springs. Per box of 3 dozen . . . $1.75

ASSORTMENT NO. 2477
IS 5120 COMP.

TIMINGSCREWS TIMING SCREWS

411  

APAVI PIM PAIS

24 saill 47;■- 1 NOUN 40 SECONDS IN ONE NOUN

\14

ASSORTMENT NO. 2477
II Vet COMP

ASSORTMENT NO. 2477
16 WC COOP.

TIMING SCREWS
42 5(60005 IS ONE Noun

ASSORTMENT NO. 2477
is 0121 COMP.

TIMING SCREWS....0•■•■•
65 SECONDS IN ONE NOUN

ASSORTMENT NO. 2477
18 WC COMP.

TIMING SCREWS
114 51:=571rONE NOUN

ASSORTMENT ND. 2477
la WE COMP.

TIMING SCREWS
136 01609607,7796 rtouN

No. 2477. 18 size Timing Screws, Per box of 50 pairs, $0.75

No. 2474. Click Springs. Per box of 2 dozen . . . $1.00

ASSORIMUT NO. 2435

SC FR E W

5OS.881,690,912

   4111
ASSORTMIKT110. 2435

SCREWS

ASSORTMENT HO. 2435

acFt E VV
505 896.807.699.1611,2298.

Waltham Long Case Screws in Patent Boxes 
Waltham Steel Second Hands in Patent Boxes,

No. 446A. 1 set of 1 gr., assort. sizes, Steel Long Case Screws, $2.50 
No. 366A. 1 set of 1 gross, assorted sizes, 2d quality Steel

No. 447A. 1 " " • " " " 44 41 64 1.35 Second Hands   $1.15
No. 367A. 1 set of 34 gross, assorted sizes, 2d quality Steel

Second Hands   .65

Y2 GROSS OALTIIAM ASSORTED

ROLLER JENEL R.

A S 0 ' T.

PATENTEE

. 3 1 2 A.

%/GROSS sIPTIIAM ASSORTED

HOUR T. MINUTE 16 A 11 0 D.

JUNE S. 1894
A 9 S • T.

RACTORP Or TL4E AMERICAN WALTLI• •TCH CO.. WALTHAM, _MASS,

1 Dozen

Mather.

16's '99

Roller

.7e Jo' s

Dez n

PATENTED

RACIORV Or 7.e A

No. 0290.

JUNE O,

CR CA ALTIT•

A. ff.N.Cc

Waltham

12 Sloe

Roller

Wal thIno

Waltham Roller Jewels in Patent Boxes

No. 312A. 1 set of 1 gross, assorted sizes, of 7 and 15jeweled
grade Roller Jewels or Jewel Pins   $6.00

No. 313A. 1 set of 3.. gross, assorted sizes, of 7 and 15 
jeweled

grade Roller Jewels or Jewel Pins   3.50

Y4 GROSS WITHAM ASSORTED

SALANCS STAFFS.

PATENTED JUNE O. 1094

FACTORY EMIT.A AmeR4cAN W•LTH•PA WATCH CO., WALTH•Ms MARA

I 50 000

5.5

Welthen

1.13sP.5 'SO

dteol

wed

1 Dozen

2.10.10.00.

Walth.

lasP S. 79

Stool

Hands

1 Do ono

A. 1,1ff.r .

000 em

12 0600

Sta 1

Hands

I. Dozen

0.10.5.00

Val hem

6s Ref,

Stool

00 Is_

1 Dozen

A. .W.Co

Waltham

Sn 1.691

Steel

Fiends

1 Do on

A.W.W.Co.

Welthem

Os 1900

Ste 1

50 ,11

Waltham Steel Hour and Minute Hands in Patent Boxes

No. 328A. 1 set of 1 gross, assorted sizes, 2d quality Steel

Hour and Minute Hands   $2.50

No. .329A. I set of ,14 gross, assorted sizes, 2d quality Steel
IIcur and Minute Hands ...... . . . 1.35

Y4GROSS iTAZIjAlrl ASSORTED

0. SND 0. 14 0 1.5 JEWELS.

A T. 100. 2 3 I A.

1/2 Dozon

A 5.91.70

1.6.8 P.S.

Pal .7 of Is

7044

ASSORIMINT NO. 2435

FRE VV

HOS. 63,913.916

1/2 Doz n

Oat 611.01

la's .99

110110,0,.

^tuffs

1/2 Do an

6.10.5.00.

G.s zee.

Dal .Staff

13,19

1/2 Dozen

A. 10.W.Oo.

O's Res

11n1.1toff

19316

PATENTEE

E•cronv of_7me

JUNE S. tes.

ASSORTMENT NO. 2435

S2IEjWS

NOS 921322.934.1619

ASSORTMENT NO. 2435

FR SA/ 0

910,011,9121.
4,:1111  

j•

No. 2433. 18 size, assorted Screws, Style C.
of 1 gross  

No. 200A.

No. 201A.

No. 202A.

No. 203A.

No. 204A.

Per box No. 205A.
$1.50

Waltham Balance Staffs in Patent Boxes
I set of 34 gross, assorted sizes, of 7 Jeweled grade

%
Balance Staffs . . . . . . . . • . 

125..0Balance Staffs   $1
1 set of 34 gross, assorted sizes, of 7 jeweled grade

Balance Staffs     7.50
1 set of gross, assorted sizes, of 15 jeweled grade

1 set of % gross, assorted sizes, of 15 jeweled grade 

000

Balance Staffs . . . . . . . . . . 9.00

'
1 set of TA gross assorted sizes, of 17 jeweled grade

Balance Staffs   21.00
1 set of 14 gross, assorted sizes, of 17 jeweled grade

Balance Staffs   12.00

1/2 Dozrd

10 Size

COCk Hole

Jewels

1474

1/.1 002,1

A.V.W.Co.

10 SiZe

Cent Hol

Jewel,

1476

/2 Doztn

A.w.17.Cc.

16 Size

Feet Hole

Jowls

7093

/2 Dozen

FAO' s Reg.

Cock Hole

Joffe, s

1947.0

/2 Dozen

A.0.W.Ce,

6870'S Res

Foot HCle

entiS

19441

Waltham Set Hole Jewels in Patent Boxes

No. 230A. 1 net of 3 gross, assorted sizes, of 7 and 15 jeweled
grade C. and F. Hole Jewels, in settings . $10.50

No. 231A. 1 set of 4 gross, assorted sizes, of 7 and 15 jeweled
grade C. and F. Hole Jewels, in settings . 6.00

No. 232A. 1 net of 34 gross, assorted sizes, of 17 and 21jeweled
grade -C. and F. hole Jewels, in settings . . 13.50

No. 233A. 1 set of 1/4' gross, assorted sizes, of 17 and 21 jeweled
grade C. and F. Hole Jewels, in settings . . 7.50
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HOLIDAY CHIMES
The Christmas bells will have a

merrier sound to you if holiday busi-

ness has been unusually brisk.

One of the very best ways to help

make it brisk is to offer a stock so

tempting in quality, novelty and

economy that more than your share of

trade will come your way.

Now is the time to act on this

suggestion.

This is the place to come for the

things that are latest and best in

Watches, Diamonds, Clocks, Bronzes,

Silverware, 1847 Flatware, Cut Glass

and Gold and Plated Jewelry.

We have made unusual efforts to

make you unusual offerings for the

approaching holiday season. Don't fail

to learn what our offerings are.

If you haven't got our latest cata-

logue, write for one to-day.

ALB ER 1BROTHERS
WHOLESALEJEWELERS

Cincinnati, OhioN. E. Com 4th dic Plum Sts.



1Rovember Zpeciale

All colors. $6.00 per dozen up

NOVEMBER BRINGS US GAY THANKSGIVING;
WE SHOULD BE THANKFUL WE ARE LIVING.
WE LIVE TO SERVE YOU, IF WE MAY,

AS BEST WE KNOW IN EVERY WAY.

Comb No. 20

$3.00

Jo K. Gold Trimmings,
plain or bead top ; side
combs to match

8647 8648 8514

$1.70 net $1.88 net $2.54 net

Good quality opals in 10 K. substantial mountings

SIGNET RINGS

a Specialty

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51=53 Maiden Lane

aagtqA,
awk-myteAnSv.

00 Size
Far superior to pre.

vious imports

In velvet box with
pin to match

$4.00 net

Selection packages
upon request

Manufacturing and
Whoksale Jewelers

Importers of Specialties

\ATrite us for a suggestion on the dressing of your show window

A Solder That Has Been Tried
and Not Pound Wanting

To do repair work you need a solder that flows easily, has a good color and
holds well. 'I' his is the kind of solder that jewelers find. our 0 brand to be.
What they say about our solder you can read below. Their testimonials will
undoubtedly interest you :

TESTIMONIALS
Your sample of "F" 10 K. Solder submitted to me for

trial I imo.t say is the best I have ever used, and is
remarkiddo its easy-flowing quality and when in need
of any nmrc will use nothing else. Will you kindly send
sample ',Mee to Robert F. Clarke, Prairieshurg, Iowa,
Jeweler, who is a brother of mine. Thanking you kindly,
I remain Yours truly, HARRY CLARKE.
Anamosa, Iowa, Sept. 26, 1904.

I have received your sample of " F" 10 K. Solder, have
used it on rings, and find it O. K. Respectfully yours
Atoka, I. T., Sept. 21, 1904. J. J. DUNAGAN.

I have received the sample of " F" Solder you sent
and think it is good. Yours respectfully
Alton, Iowa, Sept. 26, 1904. E. J. KOOREMAN.

Yours with enclosed sample of " F " Solder of the MCI
came to hand all 0. K., and in reply will say " " solder is
nothi fig new to me, and should not he to any up-to-date
Jeweler. And allow me to state further there is no solder
but " " Solder. Very truly, W. It. HASELWOOD.
Bardwell, Ky., Sept. 24, 1904.

Established 1858

P12(-)AIL J VVEIL,,ERS
Sample of "F" Solder received and would say I that

have tried same on it very had Joh and found it to be first
class and all you represent it to be. I shall hereafter use it
in the place of others. Thanking you again, I am

Yours truly, G. J. DAUM.
Augusta, Ky., Sept. 24, 1904.
I have tried sample of "F" Solder and find it equal, if

not superior to any I have used. Yours truly,
Bern, Kansas, Sept. 23, 1904. F. G. MINGER.
I have tried your sample of " F" 10 K. Solder. It

flows nicely, looks well, and I have no doubt will be Just
the thing we need. I will remember the brand wheu
ordering. Yours truly, E. B. MYTINGER.
Anita, Iowa, Sept. 21, 1904.

Your sample of " " Solder received. Have tried
same, find it to he all 0. K. Thanks for sample.

Respeetfully yours, JOS. H. BAUER.
Alton. Ill., Sept. 14, 1904.

Your " le" Solder I received Sunday, and having some
low-grade spectacles to solder, I tried It Monday and I
must say it worked very nice. I also had a band ring ( eng'd)

and when I finished polishing same it had a fine color. I
will buy your solder the next time, as I think it the best
I have used. Thanking you for the sample, I remain

Centralia, Ill., Sept. 21, 1904. W. L. DERLETIL

Acknowledging the receipt of sample of " F " Solder,
beg to say that I have tried SUMO on low-karat spectacle
frames of very red color. I am pleased to state that result
obtained was more than expected. The solder flowed
nicely without the use ,if blow pipe, and what I am parti-
cularly very pleased with is the color of the solder. Here-
tofore I was never satisfied with the greenish-yellow color
of the low-karat solders on the market, hut this sample
you sent me proves that you do not claim the least more
for your goods than what they actually are. I shall after
this ask for " E" Solder only.

Very respectfully yours, IIENRY EXN ER.
Denham Springs, La., Sept. 27, 1904

In reply to your several letters, beg to say we tried
your 10 K. " F " Gold Solder and found it good color and
flows easy. Respectfully, C. M. PLARR MFG. CO.

Buffalo, N. Y , Oct. 3, 1904.

Order through vour Jobber as we do not sell to the Retail Trade.

GEO. H. PULLER & SON CO.
Nitirtufut.zturcart-i Jewelers' Findings

Factory, Pawtucket, Rhode Imlancl

IF.'or tlic Jobbing and
Ainnufact LI ring Jeweler:A

Incorporated 1898

ma state St., Chicago, Illinois

Any Guaranty- Company
Would Bond This Clerk

Because there is a checK upon all money she handles.

A NATIONAL furnishes an absolute check upon

395
Styles and sizes

at prices from

$10 to $655

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cash Sales
Credit Sales
Money Rec'd on Acc't
Money Paid Out
Coin or Bill Changed

A National pays for itself because it enforces
carefulness, accuracy and honesty, thus stopping

all the leaks in your daily business.

National Cash Register Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Offices in All Principal cities

 CUT OFF HERE AND MAIL TO US TODAY 

N. C.R.COMPANY, Dayton, Ohio. I own a store.

Please explain what kind of a register Is best suited for my business.

This does not obligate me to buy.

Name 

Address 

THE KEYSTONE No. Clerks 

••••••

F. H. NOBLE &
SALESROOMS

103 State Street
Chicago
51-53 Maiden Lane
New York

59th t I, W I

AI:mut:whir( Ts

CO.

Chicago

Jewelers' Supplies of Every Description GOLD AND SILVER
SOLDERS

Catalogue to the Jobbing and Manufacturing Trade

Special Articles manufactured -

Badges, Medals, Class Pins, Flag Pins and Society Emblems in Gold. Silver Rolled-Plate and Bronze

Enameling in Colors for the trade

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

branches.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.

At a School where instructions are given by and under the 
per

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0, Randier, who is recognized 
as

foremost authority on Engraving; who studied under the 
best

masters of Europe and America who is the founder of the first

exclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at the

head of the Jewelers School of Engraving. established in 
1889

Terms and Catalogue on application. CorresOondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving ssite llislig Temple

PLATE ENGRAVING, STEEL DIES,CRESTS, COAT-ARMS.
FINE STATIONARY'

PRINETING,EMBOSSING,ILLUMINATING

WEDDING INVITATIONS,ANNOLINCEIVIEDITS

5c5025cs.v8 CALL I NO, AT 1-10ME,BUSI NE SO CAR DS Em.

OP4.0.043 bi!Nt41.. 
Ft  Sins inTENipixe.,fficAGo

u.T.Asomrc
"T:r.V.M7.!4.4,41R1.CHARD 0.,KANDLE 

AA 

woo. AND
-PH0TO-ENGRAV1 NO

ZINC ETCHING
HALF 'TONE .AN
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

?)__ ELEOHAt.
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UNITED STATES
MOVEMENTS

the best, grade for grade, in the market to-day;

the prettiest--most easily sold on their looks ; are

so well known that their prices are known to all

buyers, and there's a chance, therefore, for extra profits
to the seller; and are being made with such care at

every stage of the manufacturing process as to justify

our expectation that each one sold will sell another.

Are you "on "? Are you with those who "know
a good thing when they see it"?

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.
of Waltham, Mass.

"ALBEX"

No. 950. " Albex." Nickel-plated Mounting
No. 955. " Albex." Alloy Mounting

(Lenses are o eye size)

40,
The guard used on these Eyeglasses is of the most approved design

How to obtain samples
of our New Rimless Eyeglasses

We will send samples of styles 95o and 955 to the retail
trade when request is accompanied by ten cents in stamps
for each sample wanted. When writing to us, please include
your business card and the name of your principal jobber.

11 We do not quote prices when submitting samples. as we
fill no retail orders direct from our factory.

11 A copy of our new illustrated catalogue will be mailed on
request when accompanied by business card and the name
of your principal jobber.

T. A. WILLSON & CO.

Established 1870

Manufacturing Opticians
READING, PA.

1739
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el 0' The Rail? 'A man of words and not
kc4t of deeds is like a gar.

den full of weeds"

Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.XV. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
0.4car Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. XV. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. \V. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembringer, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

Mother Goose

No truer words were ever penned than the above that you learned at

your mother's knee. Glowing word pictures of a man's ability as a
salesman are cheap, especially so wherretnanating from the mind of some
paid-for professional advertisement writer ; but what still counts for more
are honest credentials of sales-made results and honest references given.

We have to our credit a greater number of sales, higher aggregate of

g.00ds sold, more large jewelry sales and have realized a better per-

centage of profit than all others at present engaged in the business.

To prove the above we give below a list of sales that we absolutely

defy all the other jewelry auctioneers combined to duplicate. Consider

the standing of the firms, the class of the cities and the wide scope of

territory covered. )When a concern doing business holds first place for

years and years, it not only proves their ability but character ; consider

that we have made from one to five sales for the same jewelers if you

wish for complete satisfaction with the absolute assurance that you have

men of deeds and not of words ; let our record speak for us.

REFERENCES

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur,Lanphear & Co.,Galesburg,III.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.

Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons &Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg., Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin 8z Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga,

Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C. Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.
Harry McIntyre, South McAlester, I. T. lore than 100 others, and thejobbers from Maine to California.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every reference given above represents a successful sale made. We refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.

BRIGGS & DODD,45 an 47 Plymouth Place
CHICAGO, ILL.

CABLE ADDRESS, 13LISSCO

1 741
WESTERN UNION CO1fl

A. H. BLISS & CO.
Manufacturers of

CHAINS
Established 0040

Our line contains Guard, Vest, Neck, Pony, Dickens, Eyeglass, Bracelets and Fobs, in gold,

silver, rolled-plate, in all the latest designs

46 Che.strtut St., North Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.
Officesc: New Voric, 4..11 i 4.7.ngt), Soo, Urriffizi.si,

Warranted for 20 Years 

Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

our registered trade-mark

for twenty years in con

Trade-Mark

Registered

are guaranteed to wear

stant use, and comprise

the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and

Belcher Rings ; also a full line of Wedding Rings put

up in attractive display trays and boxes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

NEW YORK : 194 Broadway CHICAGO : 67 Wabash Avenue SAN FRANCISCO : 126 Kearny Street

DORAN, BAGNALL & COMPANY
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Co. Established I87o

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Rolled Gold Plate and Sterling Silver
Chains, Bracelets and Novelties

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Established 1870

4

IL D. MERRITT COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

Superior Quality

Represented by

MR. DONALD LE STAGE

Yt-

MERIT

FACTORY

New York Office, 9, 11, 13 Maiden Lane

Incorporated 1904

Gold Filled Chains

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Brooch Time Coming On
We solicit your attention to the fine

assorted line we carry, set and unset—our
own make, hand-made, 14 K., white, sharp
and snappy diamonds. Above sample 341
carats, $55 net—sent on Memo. to reputa-
ble houses.

COOPER & FORMAN,
Manufacturers of 3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKDiamond Rings, Brooches and Lockets

Attract

The

People

A clever window display that will coin-

mand more than passing interest is the

best kind of Advertising.

Van Pelt's Mammoth
Wedding Ring

Sell

More

Goods

COPYRIGHTED

Electrotypes of above
for newspaper adver-
tising will be sent on
receipt of $1.00.

will draw the crowds. The

diameter of this ring is 12

inches ; the weight 3 pounds.

It is made of copper, heavily

gold plated, burnished and

lacquered. It is in exact pro-

portion to the latest style

Tiffany Wedding Ring. Not

an experiment, but a success.

Price, $12.75, net cash

Send for testimonials and catalogue of other adver-
tising novelties to

C. H. Van Pelt
7 Maiden Lane New York

New York Office

MR. FRANK B. BYRNS

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
BUYERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
Manufacturers and Jobbers in Incorporated

P0110813' Plaiers'and ROM' Supplies motors and ilgnamos
Proprietors of The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the best made for Gold and Silver Polishing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

MAKE YOUR OWN GAS
F'1120N1 GASOL.INE

One quart lasts 18 hours, giving too candle
power light in our

Brilliant Gas Lamps

VICTOR NIVOIS
A(iENT FOR

New York Standard Watch Co.'s

Chronographs
21=23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

No. 500

Nickel, 0. F., 18 size, screw back and joint bezel.
ET. and P. P.

Anyone can use them ; are better than
kerosene, electricity or gas, and can be
run for less than half the expense.

15 cents a month

The attention of the trade is called to a newly

patented Chronograph Watch, with 1-5 second,

start, stop and fly-back attachment, operating from

the stem, very simple in construction, and as

durable and accurate as the most expen=

sive imported chronograph.

This Chronograph Watch is manufactured by

the New York Standard Watch Company, thereby

insuring to the trade a perfect and reliable time-

keeper, the accuracy of the 1-5 second, start, stop

and fly-back attachment being the special feature of

this watch.

100 Caudle Power

is the average cost

Write for our K. S. Catalog. It tells all about
them and our systems. Over 125,000 Brilliants sold
during the last six years.

EVERY LAMP GUARANTEED

These movements are cased in Nickel ; Sterling

Silver ; Io-year guaranteed ; 14 K., 20-year Gold

Filled, and 14 K. Solid Gold Cases, made by leading

manufacturers.

The EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICE of this
perfect timekeeper and Chronograph, in cases

FULLY GUARANTEED, brings this watch

within the reach of all classes.

All parts of the Watch and Chronograph
attachment are interchangeable, and can be
duplicated at once at small cost.

Full line of illustrations and price-list will be

sent on application.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL. No. 510

0. F.. 18 size gold filled, 20-year guaranteed, screw
hack and joint bezel. Horse and jockey.

If your jobber cannot supply these Watches,

write us and we will furnish you the names

of jobbers from whom they can be had

No. 504
a F., 18 size, 10 year guaranteed, screw back

and joint bezel. E. T. and engraved.

No. 512

0. F.,  18 size gold tilled, 20-year, screw back
and joint bezel. Horse and sulky.
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The Trade Are
Cordially Invited

to our Warerooms, 9, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York

to inspect our Fall line of

Choice Sterling Silver 

Fine Silver Plate and Rich Cut Glass

We are showing unusually attractive designs in our reg-

ular Hollowware line, including several new and particularly

attractive Toilet Sets in both Sterling and Plate.

We shall be pleased to have you make our offices your

headquarters while in New York, whether you purchase

largely or not-that is your privilege and our wish-and we

offer you the freedom of our establishment.

Our facilities for producing in the best possible manner

anything that can be made in Sterling Silver, Silver Plate or

Cut Glass, which have been largely increased the past few

months are unsurpassed, and our combined force of several

thousand experienced silver and cut glass workers are at your

service.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Warerooms

9, II, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York
FACTORIES

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.

1847 ROGERS BROS.

ROGERS & BRO.
POGERS, SMITH 6c CO.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MEG. CO.
'I'HE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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Business Situation and Prospects

Tr is 
probably unnecessary to point out to

our readers that the most unmistakable

and reassuring of all prognostications of holi-

day prosperity is found in the present volumi-

nous issue of THE KEYSTONE. Its handsome

appearance, its valuable contents, its trade

announcements, embody such a message of

confidence and promise as should remove all

misgiving as to the holiday season, demons-

trate conclusively the greatness of the ap-

proaching opportunity and inspire the ambi-

tion, courage and energy needful to take

maximum advantage of the favorable condi-

tions. In these pages you will find much to

aid you in this undertaking-a wealth of

sound, practical knowledge and suggestion

which will greatly help you in making the

coming season the unqualified success which

we sincerely trust it will be for every mem-

ber of the trade.
Actual conditions fully justify the con-

fidence and hopefulness evidenced in this

voluminous holiday number. Election day,

November 8th, will remove the last and

only restraining factor from the situation

and allow the favoring conditions to material-

ize into fruitfulness. In the first place,

our national wealth and prosperity so de-

pend on the products of the soil that

good crops are, in themselves, an actual

assurance of good times. Let us consider

the latest reports in this regard :

SPEAKING of crops at this time of politi-

cal excitement and conflicting oratory,

recalls the famous saying of Jonathan Swift :

" And he gave it for his opinion that whoever

could make two ears of corn, or two blades of

grass to grow upon a spot of ground where

only one grew before, would deserve better of

mankind, and do more essential service to

his country, than the whole race of politicians

put together." Apropos of Swift's ideal

philanthropist, the government's latest crop

report is refreshing reading. The average

of 83.9 for the corn crop is the highest for

October since 1896, and applied to the acre-

age of the current season it indicates a pro-

duction in round totals of 2,475,000,000

bushels. This yield has been exceeded

but once-the- output in 1902 having been

2,523,000,000 bushels. The enormous yield

of corn means much to the domestic and

foreign trade of the United States during

the coming year. It not only provides an

abundant supply to meet all possible de-

mands from foreign countries, but also gives

promise of moderate prices to cattle feeders

and packers.
Even the wheat crop is much better than

expected. The total of spring and winter

varieties now indicated is 551, o88, i6o bushels,

as against 637,000,000 bushels last year. The

yield of oats is given as 888,500,000 bushels,

which production has been only once ex-

ceeded, and the reports show excellent yields

of minor crops, with the probability of the

largest production of cotton on record, the

yield for this season being estimated at

12,000,co0 bales ! A yield of buckwheat of

15, 000, 000 bushels exceeds all previous years,

and the same is true of the potato crop, which

foots up an estimated total of 305,000,000

bushels. So runs the official government esti-

mates. The prices obtainable, too, are unu-

sually remunerative, and the farmers face this

bright prospect after a half dozen of consecu-

tive fat years with debts paid, neat bank

accounts and entire freedom to indulge in

whatever luxuries may appeal to their pride or

fancy. The industrial situation already reflects

the agricultural prosperity and another period

of good times is the assured consummation.

Thief Caught by Aid of
The Keystone

MANY are the ways in which this journal

serves its readers. Its functions are

protective as well as instructive, and the pro-

tective function seems to be a most needful

one at this time in view of the many fraudu-

lent schemes cleverly conceived to victimize

the trade. Our exposure of these schemes

in past issues has earned for us the gratitude

of many jewelers who were forearmed

because forewarned. Our readers will re-

member that in our last issue we published

the portrait of a watchmaker whose plan it

was to obtain a situation, help himself to a

liberal quantity of the jeweler's stock and
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then abscond. A sequel to this is the
following letter before us :

BUFFALO, N. Y., October 13, 1904.
ED. KEYSTONE :—ThroUgh the medium of

THE KEYSTONE we were fortunate enough to
land A. J. Hogg, the absconding watchmaker.
Thanks for your courtesy in the matter.

Very truly yours,
J. R. STADLINGER.

The circumstances of his theft and
arrest are told in the following paragraph
from the Buffalo Express of October 13th :

A. J. Hogg, alias J. Johanson, alias Merrill,
alias Strauss, was brought back•from Schoharie
late last night, charged with grand larceny in steal-
ing poo in watches and jewelry from Buffalo
jewelers.

Hogg made his first appearance in Buffalo a
little over two years ago. He first applied to J. R.
Stadlinger, a jeweler, at 7 West Chippewa Street,
for employment. He-said he was a good watch-
m iker. The only trouble with him, it later devel-
oped, was that most of the watches seemed to dis-
appear from the store as soon as Hogg repaired
them.

Hogg worked for Stadlinger during the day,
and at night, unbeknown to Stadlinger, he went to
C. A. Kuster's jewelry store, on Gennesse Street,
and repaired watches. Stadlinger and Kuster
began to miss watches about the same time.
Before either had a chance to ask Hogg what he
knew about them, Hogg had disappeared.

Police headquarters was notified and detec-
tives were placed on the case. After Hogg disap-
peared his picture was printed in a jewelers' trade
piper, offering a reward of 25 for his arrest. A
jeweler in Schoharie saw the picture and remem-
bered that a man answering that description had
applied to him but a short time before for a posi-
tion. The jeweler was unable to give him one.
Instead, the watchmaker went to work on a farm
near Schoharie.

Police headquarters in this city was notified,
and Detective Sergeant Truxes was sent to Schd-
barie with one of Mr. Stadlinger's representatives.
They found Hogg working on a farm. He came
back to Buffalo peaceably.

To summarize the innumerable ways in
which THE KEYSTONE is useful or even
indispensable to the trade at large would
take more space than is now at our disposal,
but the case of Hogg illustrates at least one
phase of its protective and detective service-
ability. If you would keep posted on your
business, on the trade happenings or the
trade swindles ; if you would keep advised as
to the new goods that await your attention,
the new methods that would benefit your
business or the new tricks that you should
guard against, make sure that your name is
on the subscription list of THE KEYSTONE.

A Warning Against Thieves

AS we are now nearing the season when
stocks are unusually abundant, tempt-

ing and prominently displayed, it behooves
the trade to use every conceivable precaution
to guard against the wealth of perverted
talent that makes the jewelry trade its prey.
Limitation of space forbids a reiteration of
the numberless schemes cleverly devised for
purloining the property of the jeweler, but
one familiar plan has been worked so lre-
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quently and successfully of late that it is our
duty to bring it once more to the special
attention of the trade. Albany, N. Y., was
the scene of the latest case to come under
our notice, and the Van Heusen Charles Co ,
of that city, the victim. The description of
the modus operandi, as published in the
Albany Times -Union, of October 24th, will
serve our purpose on this occasion :

It was 11.30 in the morning when two well-
dressed strangers entered the store and approached
Mr. William Hughes, of the firm. One of the
strangers desired to purchase a very rare clock,
and Mr. Hughes started towards the rear of the
store where the clocks are kept. Mr. Hughes
motioned to one of the lady clerks to wait on the
other gentleman. When the clerk went up to him
he said he was only waiting for his friend. Mr.
Hughes showed the stock of clocks to the sup-
posed purchaser, but after looking them over con-
cluded not to purchase. His friend managed to
keep the lady clerk away from the jewelry counter
which stands in the center of the store, a short
distance from the entrance. While the two strangers
were taking up the attention of Mr. Hughes and
one of the lady clerks, another well-dressed
stranger came into the store, the door being opened
by the small boy in attendance. Stranger No. 3
took a position by the boy, and pulling out his
watch remarked it was near dinner time and he
expected his wife along. He said to the boy, "You
go out on the walk and if you see a lady with a
little dog direct her in here for she is my wife, and
I am expecting her."

The boy, desiring to be accommodating, left
Ilia post, went out on the walk and began peering
up and down the street. He saw neither lady nor
small dog in the distance and took a look into the
store. The boy saw the man who was waiting for
his wife near the circular jewelry stand. He is not
sure whether he was in front or behind the stand.
The boy waited on the walk for a few minutes
when he returned to the store and told the man he
had not seen any lady answering the description.
By this time the trick had been done and two trays
removed from the stand. The stranger thanked
the boy for his watchfulness and left. In the mean-
time the gentleman who wanted to purchase the
clock, but did not, came from the rear of the store
to about the center, where he was joined by his
friend in waiting. Gentleman No. i was very
profuse in his thanks to Mr. Hughes for showing
him his stock, and was sorry he did not have what
he desired. He shook hands with Mr. Hughes
and said he would see him again. The two then
left in a hurry. Shortly afterwards the two trays
were missed.

The audacious trio seem to be remark-
ably successful in eluding detection, as they
have so far worked the scheme successfully
in a number of cities, including Syracuse,
Rochester and Olean, N. Y., in all of which
they secured large booty. The apparent
respectability, extreme plausibility and expe-
rienced cleverness of the confederates make
them especially dangerous, and their hunting
ground seems to be the larger stores. It is
not our purpose to create any alarm, but
professional jewelry store thieves seem to be
so numerous, active and versatile just now
that no precaution must be overlooked to
safeguard the stock.

And we would have it kept in mind that
a very large percentage of the thefts and
robberies of jewelry stores are made possible
by carelessness on the part of the jewelers or
their employees. Average care and common-
sense precautions will avoid many a robbery.

November, 1904

The World's Gold Supply

THE latest calculations as to the world's
output of gold show that there is no

danger whatever of any immediate or eVen
remote scarcity of the precious metal. • The
estimate of the world's production of gold
in 1903, as given by George E. Roberts,
director of the mint, is $325,527,200. The
estimated production of silver was 170,443,-
67o fine ounces, Or $92,039,600 C0111111brCial
value. These figures show a gain of $29,-
637,600 in gold and 9,109,331 ounces in
silver. The commercial value of the silver
output is $6,532,400 greater than in 1902, at
the average price of fifty-four cents per
ounce, compared with fifty-three cents in
the previous year.

The most important gains in gold were
$28,974400 in Africa, and $7,631,3oo in
Australasia, and the most serious loss was in
the United States. The most important
change in silver production was in Mexico,
which reports an increase af 10,323,338 fine
ounces. Australasia shows a gain of 1,656,-
819 ounces.

HE gold production of the United States
last year is placed by Director Roberts

at $73,591,700, as against $80,000,000 in
1902. The falling off was due almost entirely
to the strikes in Colorado, where there was
a decrease in production amounting to nearly
$6,00o,000. There was a slight decline in
California's output. Colorado was still the
largest producer of gold. Alaska ranked
third among all the States and Territories,
and South Dakota was fourth.

In 1903 the three leading gold-produc-
ing countries stood thus :

Australasia   $89,210, Too
United States   73,591,700
South Africa   67,998,100

It is not improbable that in this year's
gold production the United States will find
itself in third place. Australasia has such a
lead that it is unlikely that it will be over-
taken, but the product in South Africa is
now increasing so rapidly that that country
will probably be found in second place at the
end of this year. As stated by our South
African correspondent on page 1879, the
output of the Rand for 1904 may reach 3,500,-
000 ounces, and he also reports a greatly-
improved process for extracting the ore.
Then in our own country there are continu-
ous improvements in the methods and pro-
cesses of gold extraction, the gold ship
described on page 1897 being the most
interesting of the new contrivances. It is
well for business interests at least that the
world is relieved of all anxiety as to the
sufficiency of the supply of the precious metal.
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Wonderful Development Across the
Mississippi

ONE of the most important gatherings

held at the World's Fair. last month

was the fifteenth annual meeting of the

Trans-Mississippi Congress. The report of

the proceedings of this meeting even more •

than the great fair itself impressed one with

the wonderful development and glorious

future of the fertile country which lies west

of the Father of Waters. It is easy to detect

the chief cause of this wonderful develop-

ment in the energy and earnestness of the

enlightened and progressive people of that

section as evidenced in the practical proceed-

ings of the congress. The themes discussed

included transportation by rail and water,

irrigation, the preservation of forests where

they exist and the planting of trees on the

country's bare spaces, the opening of new

ports and the extension and improvement of

old ones, as outlets for the trade of the

country between the Mississippi and the

• Pacific and many other equally pertinent

subjects.

SOME of the facts in regard to the Trans-

Mississippi country gleaned from the

report of the congress are peculiarly inter-

esting as evidencing the more recent results

of the Western course of the star of empire.

The Trans-Mississippi region comprises much

more than half of the territory of the conti-

nental United States. It produces sixty-five

per cent. of the country's exports. Within

one of its States—Kansas—the geographical

center of the contiguous portion of the

country is located. The center of the country's

population, for many years past in Indiana,

is moving steadily in the direction of the

Mississippi. Before many decades more pass

it will cross this big stream. The center of

the country's manufactures, now in Ohio, is

rapidly pushing westward. Cotton in 1900

had its center in Mississippi, but Texas, the

Indian Territory and Oklahoma will soon

draw it across the river. Corn production

has its center in Illinois, not far from the

river's eastern bank., The centers of the

production of wheat, of oats and of the total

area in farms are west of the river, the first

and second being in Iowa and the third in

Missouri. Taking into account our new-

formed relations with the Orient and the

possibilities of Pacific traffic, the East may

well regard with admiring jealousy the

luminous future of the far West.

IN connection with the development of the

Trans-Mississippi country, one important

happening of last month cannot be lost sight

of. This memorable event is the launching

of the battleship Nebraska, at Seattle, Wash.,

a town which was hardly on the map when
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Congress passed the naval construction act

of 5883. Twenty-one years ago, when the

new American navy began to be evolved

under the act of congress signed by Presi-

dent Arthur, there were only three yards in

the country in which ships needed for the

navy could be constructed. It would take us

some time to recall all the yards now in

existence. In the past few years several war

vessels have been built in San Francisco, but

the Nebraska is the first one which has been

constructed on the Pacific Coast north of

California.

TNTERNATIONAL, no less than com-
mercial considerations, as they exist at

this time, emphasize the need of a great ship-

yard on Puget Sound. Naval construction

can be pushed hereafter on the Pacific as well

as on the Atlantic Coast with great rapidity.

As the Pacific ports must have the larger

share.of the American trade with China even

after the completion of the Panama Canal,

it is well to have facilities in them for the

construction of vessels to be used in that

commerce. Heretofore, until a comparatively

recent time, the vessels to be engaged in the

trade with Asia from San Francisco and

other Pacific ports, had to be built on the

Atlantic Coast, 12,000 to 15,000 miles of

sailing distance from the American ports at

which they were to make their base. All

this is now changed. California, Oregon and
Washington will soon be able to supply all

their own needs in the shipbuilding line.

Verily the great West can regard itself with

self-satisfied equanimity.

Art Jewelry Education in America

THOSE of the trade who visited the St.
Louis Exposition and admired the beau-

tiful pieces of art jewelry there exhibited

marveled, no doubt, at the seemingly ex-

orbitant prices asked and readily obtained

by Lalique and lesser luminaries from foreign

lands for the products of their skill. The

fame and fortune achieved by these gifted

craftsmen should be an inspiration to young

Americans who have a genius for applied

arts, for no country, in the world offers so

tempting a field for artistic skill of this

character or so rich a market for its products.

It is unfortunate that our educational system

in this country is lacking in opportunities

or facilities for instruction in this particular

line of craftsmanship, and THE KEYSTONE

is lending its efforts to emphasize this great

work with a view to the betterment of the

system. For this reason we note with grati-

fication a departure in this direction by the

Pratt Institute, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The

department of fine arts in this progressive
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institution has inaugurated courses in chasing,
enameling, die-working, jewelry designing
and metal working generally. The institute
believes that " there is much demand for in-
struction in these branches of highly skilled
labor, and the classes will be popular. The
increasing demand for applied art work in
useful objects and the difficulty experienced
by manufacturers in securing the services of
American artisans whose knowledge and
skill are sufficient to guarantee good work-
manship, present a trade condition which
offers unusual opportunities for remunerative
employment and advancement to those who
have had the advantage of such training as
these courses give."

THOUGH the new departure of the Pratt
School is in a measure tentative, the

courses as outlined seem to be very thorough.
They aim to give a thorough training in
drawing, modeling, design and historic orna-
ment, as well as technical training and ex-
perience in jewelry, enameling, chasing, die-
cutting and medal work. This opportunity
will appeal to two classes of workers. To the
apprentice who, by this instruction, can
greatly shorten the period of his apprentice-
ship and who can supplement the technical
skill which he would gain in the shop by
work in drawing, modeling and designing. It
also appeals to the art student, who is turn-
ing his attention to work in the applied arts.
The opening offered to such a man in this
field of work exceeds that in almost any line
of illustrative art work ; and the demand for
trained workers in the skilled trades in art
applied to metals, and the limited supply of
such men, makes advancement practically
assured to an earnest worker.

DAY and evening courses are provided
for. The tuition fee for either is $15

for the season, and this, we understand, in-
cludes all practice material used by the
students. No examination is required for
entrance, though applicants are expected to
satisfy the director of the department of fine
arts of their fitness to undertake the work.
Applicants are accepted only for regular and
systematic work. Certificates will be granted
for the satisfactory completion of a day
course of three years.

On pages 1753 to 1760 of this issue will
be found beautiful samples of the kind of
work which may be expected from the more
brilliant students who have mastered the new
courses. Now that our young men are be-
ginning to appreciate this new opportunity
for fame and fortune, it is to be hoped that
other educational concerns will follow the
example of the well-known Brooklyn techni-
cal school.
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A Few Pre-Holiday Considerations

A FEW short weeks and Christmastide,
the great season of peace, friendship

and gift-giving will be upon us. As a retail
jeweler eager for progress, what preparation
are you making for it ? Are your stocks full
and seasonable ? Have you begun your ad-
vertising campaign and, if so, with what
results so far ? Are your display facilities
abundant? Is your store staff numerically
adequate, efficient in its work and willing in
spirit ; ready to perform not merely the
regular duties which appertain to individual
positions, but also any other reasonable tasks
to which an unexpected contingency may
give rise ? Is your store spick and span to
to the eye, roomy without yawning cheerless
vacancies, full and compact without over-
crowding, or sense of uncomfortable conges-
tion and ready at a signal to don the joyous
garb of happy, heart-healing yuletide ? These
are questions which every retailer, who de-
sires to take the fullest advantage of the
approaching holiday season, should now ask
himself.

Jewelers Advantage as a Gift-Dispenser

It is a fact, for which the jeweler should
be thankful, that the close of the old year
and the opening of the new, have by a long
and hallowed tradition become fiar excellence
the seasons of gift-giving, for his is fiar ex-
cellence the gift-store. From time immemo-
rial jewels and jewelry have been the ideal
mediums for the expression of sentiments of
love, friendship and esteem, and as they are
prized alike by the most barbarous and by
the most highly civilized types of the human
species, their pre-eminence as ornamental
accessories and precious possessions would
seem to be assured for all time. What an
inspiration for the enterprising jeweler at the
advent of the Christmas season !

It is for him, then, to attune himself, his
store and his system to the spirit of the times;
respond to the feeling which pervades the
community and so bring his year's activities
to a culmination which will be a reward indeed
for past labors and a stimulus to further and
greater achievements.

Great are the opportunities that are about
to present themselves; great and persistent,
therefore, should be the efforts of the jeweler
to avail of them; great his determination to
utilize them, not only for their present actual
cash value, but also as a means of making
such an impression as is calculated to win
the permanent patronage of all who will then
visit his store for the first time, as well as to
renew the business bond that already exists
between him and his old-time customers.
What you do during the holiday season do
with an eye to the future. Trade is as
needful in January as in December.

Preparations Must be All-Embracing

Christmas preparations should be per-
fected in a practical spirit. Every feature of
the business machinery must be refurbished
and lubricrated, every nook and corner rid
of their rubbish and thoroughly cleaned, and
everything that is susceptible to the magical
influence of elbow-grease given the utmost
benefit of that ever-seasonable factor of suc-
cessful storekeeping. The present is not a
time for inactive speculation or drowsy post-
ponement. Action is the word ; action,
prompt, whole-hearted and judicious. Set
an example to your subordinates by your
punctuality, enterprise and good cheer; always
ballasting the latter, however, with a salutary
restraint that will keep you on a business-
like but, at the same time, genial footing
with them. If you would have ideal clerks,
be you an ideal proprietor. For every bad
habit you manifest they will justify two in
themselves, and bear in mind that the3'r have
an instinctive facility for detecting your
foibles, failings or bad faith. Fervently
might every man, who has control of any
number of his kind, echo the prayer of
Burns for the gift to see ourselves as others
see us.

Now is the time at which, above all
others, the sales-force and proprietor should
heartily co-operate in the interest of the
business ; now is the time for harmony, push
and promptitude. Better to run short-
handed than be chagrined by a sullen, sulky,
ill-conditioned clerk. Buyers are at no time
willing to defer to the humors of such, and
surely not at the season of friendship and
good cheer.

Consider the Personal Equation

In all that has been written about the
duties which employer and employee mutu-
ally owe each other, it is strange how little
attention has been given to the significance
of the personal equation on both sides.
Nothing can more obscure the problem than
such a disregard for the inherent peculiarities
of individual temperament ; for harmony or
friction between the employer and his help
almost invariably have their origin in the
respective characteristics, moral, mental or
temperamental, of the individuals concerned.

It is a mistaken policy to treat all sub-
ordinates alike, except so far as justice to all
is concerned. Some men readily respond to
the whip, others die under it and still others
sulk. When we use the word whip, it is in
a figurative sense and may stand for rebuke,
reproof, reprimand or correction of any
legitimate kind. You cannot in reason be
uniformly rigorous or lenient to all. Every
employee should be treated according to his
fibre; in such a manner as will draw out of
his character all that is best and most useful
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and gradually starve into innocuousness every
proclivity which, unhindered, would diminish
the value of his services to you and impede
his own advancement. What a glorious era
we would enter upon if every man and every
woman realized the value and virtue of work
for work's sake!

The Force of Good Example

Meantime, the employer must use all the
sagacity that he is possessed of to convert his
employees to the wisdom of that principle;
to which end he should himself be an exam-
ple of punctuality, concentration and unflag-
ging industry. It is a consolation that
good example is contagious, although, by
some strange phenomenon, not in the same
degree as is its antithesis. Example is always
better than precept, and at a busy season
such as that upon which we are entering, it
will, no doubt, be found to obviate the need
for exhortation with its consequent worry and
loss of valuable time. " Make hay while the.
sun shines," saveth the proverb; the time is
fleeting fast and silently. Let not the sun go
clown upon your good intentions; take timely
initiative; be your motto, " Now's the day
and now's the hour," and may your holiday
trade be a bumper one.

Successful Jeweler's Advice to
Young Men

Harry B. Hyman, prominent among
the younger merchants of Chicago, and the
enterprising head of one of the leading
retail jewelry houses of that city, prescribes
the following excellent rules of conduct for
young men starting out in life :

I. Don't stop studying after you stop school.
You will need to know much to keep abreast of
men of power.

2. Do your stint of work, whatever it may
be, so it be honorable, with intelligence, thought-
fulness, and enthusiasm. Be patient, and keep
your eyes open.

3. Don' t go into debt. However little you
may earn, save something. You will then acquire
a habit of thrift, an indispensable element in the
search for independence in the acquirement of
responsibility, and. finally, in gaining a larger mar-
gin of leisure.

4. Neither speculate nor gamble. The for-
mer is due to the folly of pretending to be wiser
than the other fellow, whose business and profit it
is to interest yOu. It is the iniquity of trying to
get something for nothing.

Gambling on the other hand, develops from
an innocent amusement into a pernicious habit
destructive of all the principles of noble living.

5. While climbing the ladder of fortune,
have a decent respect for those above you and
consideration for those below.

6. Learn that a successful life is one which
at its close can look back to all duties well per-
formed, to the world made a little more cheerful
and lovable for its having been a part of it, to the
reign of justice being encouraged, and which rec-
ognizes a spiritual growth that has never ceased,
but grown from year to year through all the vicissi-
tudes of life. All the success for which you are fit
will come to you in this way ; and what you pine
for beyond this is avarice and lack of culture.
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The Jeweler's Preparations for

the Holiday Business

The Time to Prepare

THE best time to begin preparations for

the Christmas business is on the twenty-

sixth of December.

The store that drags along in any old

way through the first ten months of the year,

then garbs itself in furbelows and combs its

hair and shouts " see ME I" in November,

is too late in beginning.

A year is not too long to establish the

needed public confidence in the store. A

jeweler's wares are not like other merchant's

wares. The public thinks itself wise on shoes

and groceries and meats and drygoods, and
exercises its own judgment in these pur-
chases; but when it comes to the intricate
machinery of a watch, or the puzzling differ-

ences in diamonds, or real value in filled
cases and rolled-plate jewelry, the public
confesses it has no judgment and must rely
upon the representations of the man \ v ho

sells them. It takes lime to establish confi-

dence in a jewelry store, as in a bank.
They're much alike. Thirty days is too
short a time to inform the public of the
jeweler's fitness for the public's confidence.

Of course the " slow " jewelry store can
wake up and make a spurt in November, and

by advertising heavily can get a share of the
special Christmas buying; but it is too much

like the drygoods store which puts in a line
of jewelry, books, pictures and bric-a-brac
only for holiday trade. The jeweler cannot
afford to pose as a thirty-day specialist.

The store best prepared for Christmas
trade is the one that is best prepared for every-
day trade, day after day, throughout the year.

But we will assume that you, reader, are
the right sort of jewelry merchant who keeps
store on the principle that each day precedes
a minor Christmas Day and there's need of
keeping wide awake during every business
hour of the whole year. This, then, is to
suggest to you some needful November
preparations for the abnormal December
business.

Shining Up

Of course your store is always spick-

and-span, if you are the right sort of jeweler;

but now there's occasion for a little extra

elbow-grease, in order to get the store itself

into right harmony with the shining new

things which you are putting in stock. The
keynote of your preparations, as to cleaning
and polishing and shining up, is consistency.
You will want the clean new things to have
the cleanest setting possible.

And as your older goods will come into
contrast with the new, they must be made as
attractive as possible by the shining-up pro-
cess, in order that they may not lose their
selling chance.

This brings you up against the problem,
" What shall be done with

The Out-of-Date Stuff

just here, in making your inquiry, you

contradict your claim to being the right sort
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of merchant; for the right sort keeps his

stock clear of old stuff as he goes along—the

accumulations are so few they do not count.

However, we'll assume the presence of some

back numbers: Do not display them among

your new goods—keep them in the back-

ground, but do no/forget them. When your

customer complains of the price of one of

your shiny, newest things, do not at first

offer her the same thing in lower quality, but

say, " Well, here's something not quite new,

of the same quality (or better) than the piece

you like, but I'll cut off a good slice from its

regular price because it isn't quite new. If

you are particular as to quality and not too

particular as to the latest fashion, this is

really a bargain''—or something in that line
of statement. You will in this Way dispose
of many an old piece and get cost out of it,
at least.

If your old stuff seems a little too bad
to thus venture it, keep it out of sight until
after Christmas, then come out with an
" After-Christmas Housecleaning Sale,"
when you can take a choice of half-a-dozen
ways of profitably losing money on these
eye-sores.

November Advertising

Have you thought, occasionally during

the past ten months, that 'advertising doesn' t

pay?" and consequently you went shy on

newspaper space and other media of pub-

licity? Then take another think, right now,.

for whatever cogency there may be in your

argument as to the fhtility of advertising at

other times the argument hasn't a leg to

stand on this time. The jeweler must adver-

tise in November and December, in some

form or other—printed matter, unusual effec-

tiveness of store and window dressing, or

other, or all, of the many forms of favor-

compelling publicity. And he should not

neglect the veg best trade-making provision

—the use of printer's ink in newspaper ad-

vertising, booklets and circulars.

Nor must he be stingy with dollars in
buying sufficient space to secure attention,
nor stingy with time in working out the very

best advertisement that is in him to construct;

because he is to compete for attention not

only with the regular all-year advertisers
who now take enlarged space, but also with

the increased number of occasional adver-
tisers who, like himself, " plunge " only at

this time of year. He therefore needs to

exert himself mentally and financially to ex-

hibit himself in a way that will command the

favorable attention of the body of the reading

public.
Store Service

At no other time in the year is the call

so urgent for the very best possible service.

At no other time does system and method in

the store count for so much.

Never promise a job, or the delivery of

a sale, earlier than you are sure is safe; then,

never fail to keep the promise. If for reasons
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beyond your control you cannot make good

your promise, send word at once in explana-

tion and apology. The trouble is worth all

it costs; for it will show the customer that

you remembered the promise and she will be

complimented by your consideration for her

personal concern. The average merchant

does not fully appreciate the enormous value

of a store's reputation for promptness for

keeping its word; but a certain merchant of

national reputation has said that he believes
his promptness responsible for five per cent.
of the annual increase of his business, year
after year, for the past eight years.

Make a particular point to send things
out from the store in the most attractive
package possible. Give thought to the box
and the wrapper, and especially to the tying
up; and let no careless fellow hold this posi-
tion. Attractive packing is one of the little
things that count with women of refined
tastes.

Store Manners

Your goods may be of the best selection,

your prices pleasing, your advertising all that

it should be, your store and stock clean and

inviting and your service prompt and efficient,

but, spite of all these factors which go to

make success, you will fall short if in connec-

tion therewith the store force is not agreeable

in its personnel.
Many a sale has been blocked by the

pure cussedness of the salesman; many a

customer has been lost by the pigheadedness

of the proprietor or the bad manners of the

man behind the counter.
The science of salesmanship calls for

much more than glib talking, confident asser-
tion and knowledge of one's wares. It in-
volves also a practice of the best manners
and the " proper form." It calls for ,study
of human nature ; and the student of human
nature knows that the feminine shopper is
especially pleased when she receives the deli-
cate flattery of polite but not cringing defer-
ence from those with whom she is brought
into contact, in trade.

A man need not be an exquisite to sell
goods; the best salesman is a manly man.
But he does need to understand that good
manners are helpful in getting any kind of
trade and absolutely essential to holding the
best trade.

The Holiday Countenance

Finally, let your face and speech bear

out the promise of your November store.

Good nature and confidence should shine

from every lineament; your talk should be

cheery, hopeful and inspiring. It is no time

for looking solemn and ponderous. It is not
the season for a seamed forehead and an
anxious brow. Let your face reflect the
dawning of the Day of Peace and Good
Will ; let your speech suggest the glad
tidings of great joy. So the contagion of
your hopefulness will spread to your cus-
tomers and they will be put into the spirit of
holiday buying because you are animated
with the right spirit for holiday selling.
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Things that Can't be Done

OU never can tell till you try.
The man who didn' t know whether

he could play the piano or not, but
was willing to try, had the right spirit.

Lots of things that couldn't be clone
have been done.

The earth was flat for a good many
hundreds of years. And, of course, nobody
could sail around the under side of it.

The Alps couldn't be crossed in winter.
It was impossible for the American

Revolution to succeed—but it did.
The Atlantic cable was a mere impracti-

cable hair-brained dream, but it happened.
A few years ago horseless carriages

couldn't be built, but now we're in great
luck if one of the blasted things doesn't run
over us on our way home from the office.

The distinguishing American character-
istic to-day is a spirit of restless and strenuous
energy.

Unrest is necessary to progress. Con-
tentment never accomplishes anything great.

One who is satisfied will never work nor
think hard.

This may be the best of all possible
worlds, but thousands are striving to improve
upon it. The lust for accomplishment fills
the air.

The President of the United States typi-
fies, as have none of his predecessors, the
ruling sentiment of the country in general.

With the antecedents of an aristocrat,
he yet stands first in the heart of the man
with the hammer.

He preaches and practices the doctrine
of the strenuous life. He has enriched the
language with this most vividly expressive
phrase, and the fact such a man stands high
in the estimation of his countrymen is one of
the best signs of the times.

That a man born to riches and luxury
and social position, should devote his life to
energetic labor, is at once an inspiration and
a spur to every young man, and yet the
popularity of President Roosevelt only proves
the existence of his dominant characteristics
ill thousands of other men.

The strenuous life is apparent on every
hand.

Men do not stop with moderate achieve-
ments. No undertaking is too difficult or
too spectacular.

A few years ago the City of New York
was apparently finished. Now it looks as if
it were hardly begun.

Manhattan Island is undergoing a gigan-
tic surgical operation—the insertion of a hol-
low backbone through which trains shall fly
back and forth like shuttles for the conve-
nience of those who when they are in Harlem
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want to be at the Battery, and when they are
at the Battery want to go back to Harlem.

The saving of fifteen minutes between
the two points is sufficient incentive for the
expenditure of the millions of dollars and
thousands of tons of nervous energy neces-
sarp for the construction of our subway.

All over Manhattan Island, cobwebs of
steel beams grow like magic over night, and
almost before we know they are there, they
are enclosed and inhabited. Men grow rich
—richer than ever before in the history of
the world—but they do not retire.

Work done, begets a thirst for more
work, and so American bridges span the
rivers of Africa—American locomotives 'haul
train loads of American harvesting machinery,
on American rails, across the stretches of
Russia—and American oil lubricates the
wheels of commerce the world over.

An American street railroad man, old
enough and rich enough to quit, is yet revo-
lutionizing the transportation of London.

An American twenty-story building is to
astonish the strollers on the Strand.

Men work for the sake of work. They
play the game.

They do not need what they win, but
the joy of winning is compensation enough.

What can't be done?
Nothing.
All things are possible.
The job looks pretty big sometimes—

looks as if it can't be done.
But let's take a hack at it anyway.
It looks like a stone wall, but let's get

up against it good and hard and maybe some-
thing will give Maybe it's only near-stone
after all.

Anyway, maybe we can climb over, or
dig under, or go surreptitiously around the
southwest end of it.

When you see a printing press running
at two thousand an hour, it seems impossible
that the feeder should get a piece of paper
in and out again for each impression of the
machine. But he does it—does it accurately
—does it well—and has plenty of time.

A second is longer than you think it is
and quite a number of things can be done in
a minute, if you keep moving.

It's generally the man who doesn't know
any better who does the things that can't be
done.

You see, the blamed fool doesn't know
that it can't be done, so he goes ahead and
does it.

The experienced and seasoned salesman
knows how hard old man Smith is, and so
he walks up and down past the store a few
times to convince himself that it is really his
duty to go through the hopeless motions
anyhow.
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Meanwhile, Mr. Fresh, on his first trip,
and having the proper courage of his igno-
rance, brashes right in and sells the bill.
Just because he doesn't know any better.

A few years ago a certain magazine
publisher said that there were only seven
hundred thousand magazine readers in the
country, and it was therefore impossible for
any one publication to have more than seven
hundred thousand circulation. His magazine
still has less than that, but another has nine
hundred thousand, and another more than
a million.

It was impossible to make a good maga-
zine and sell it successfully at ten cents a
copy—but now that is the price of the best.

Ninety-nine per cent. of the things that
can't be done, can be done.

It is generally a question of willingness
to try—really try.

It is a question of hard thinking and
hard work.

What is impossible for one man is easy
for another.

Why?
Main strength doesn't always lift the

the load. Knack does as much as muscle.

A skilled woodsman with only his axe,
will fall a tree within a foot of where he wants
it. You and I, gentle reader, would have a
hard time putting it there with a derrick and
a gang of men.

Everything is possible to the man who
knows how.

The things that can't be done are grow-
ing fewer.

Not so many years ago mile-a-minute
trains were impossible. Now they are com-
mon, and we are confidently awaiting trans-
portation at two hundred miles an hour.

If telegraphic messages can be sent
across the world without wires, what is
impossible?

If Mr. Tesla had said : " It can't be
done," he never would have done it. He
never would have tried it.

Once upon a time a man wrote to his
friend: " I'm in the hole and you've got to
help me out, or I'm stuck."

The friend replied: " Sorry I can't help,
but if you are in a hole that you can't get
out of, I' in coming to see the hole—it must
be a wonder."

Oh, yes. He got out. But according
to all theory and reason he should not have
been able to do it.

It was one of the things that couldn't
be done, and if he believed it couldn't—he
wouldn't.

If a thing looks as if it can't be done—
look again.

Try.
—Charles A ustin ln the Jour Track News.
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The Attempt on Jones:
A Monologue

BY JOHN TWEEZER

(Jeremiah Jones, Jeweler, one of the hard-
headed, practical, unsentimental sort, is standing
solemnly behind his counter, wailing the chance
customer who has not as yet materialized. Jere-
miah has a big stock of holiday goods to sell and
his projects for selling these goods are on the con-
ventional lines of conservative tradition. The
door opens to admit a long-haired youth whose
linen needs laundering, but whose language seems
just to have come from the wash. The Sentimental
thus addresses the Unsentimental :)*

"Mr. Jones, I believe ? Ah, good

morning Mr. Jones ! Fine November morn-

ing, truly —glorious cloud effect an hour

ago, which no doubt appealed to your soul, as

to mine. Nature was in one of her tender-

est moods-0 how good in the Great Mother

thus to lift our spirits from the world of care !

" But the material world, alas ! presses

close upon the spiritual, and you and I, though

our aesthetic sense may revolt at the hard

necessity, must keep in mind the cruel claims

of trade. We can do much, however, to

inject into the body politic an appreciation of

the finer things in life and thus raise the

general level of the public's culture. We

can throw around the facts of business an

atmosphere of poetry that will soften its hard

outlines and refine its heavy shadows. We

must do it, Mr. Jones, to satisfy our artistic

consciences !"

(All this time Jeremiah Jones stood in open-
mouthed but speechless amazement. He seemed to
be trying to solve a bewildering puzzle. The long-
haired youth continued:)

" My thought, Mr. Jones, was that as

you, and not myself, come into contact with

the every-day people, you must be the

mouthpiece of our faith, while I will provide

its words. I should like if you would con-

duct your direct negotiations with customers

in poetry"
(Here Jones fell limp and weak into a chair

and stared blankly at the human curiosity, who
went glibly on.)

" —but if you feel that that might tax

your powers unduly until such time as you

have become thoroughly saturated with the

sentimental spirit, we have still left open to

us the field of the Printed Advertisement.

" I have prepared a number of these
advertisements so that we may start in the

good cause without delay. As you will see,
while they are poetic they are also practical
—the higher claims of the artistic sense are
subordinated to the instinct for selling goods.
Now, here's one that I think will soothe and
satisfy a grieving mother, while at the same
time it will impel her to rush madly to you
store to buy black jewelry :

Little Georgie's dead
Jam him in the coffin.
Croup, I think they said
(Heard him coughin' often).
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He was one of twins—
Looked so nice on ice !
—See my mourning pins,
Note their little price.

(Jones gasped and gurgled.)

"And here's another in the same sad

and somber vein, directed to the other

extreme of life. While it encourages a

spirit of resignation it argues to the sober

sense of the survivors of the late Mr. Hume

and ought to increase your sales of watches

to the bereaved :

Old Mr. Hume is near the tomb—
He's up the flume, we must presume.
Now, had he come to me to dicker
For a 17-jeweled adjusted ticker,
Who knows but Time would have been kinder
To one who carried the good stem-winder?
The earth is crowded—there's no room
For idiotic folks like Hume !

" Then, running up (or down) the

gamut of human passions and switching

from grief to glee, let us appeal to the mat-

rimonially-inclined in some tender and sym-

pathetic strain like this :

Simon and Susan are thinkin' of splicin'—
And here is a chance for to get my advice in !
If Simon would make sure that Susan will

cling,
Let him hike to my store for the needful gold

ring.
On hollow and flatware, dad will be losin'
If he doesn't come here for the outfit for

Susan.
And all who'll give presents to Simy and Sue
Will buy them from me, if they know what

they do.
To prove that I'm best is as easy as rhymin'
A jingle concerning dear Susy and Simon !

" Can't you just see the happy couple,

doubly rejoicing at finding their names in

print and the legs of their loving friends thus

gently but firmly pulled in their behalf? Sir,

you will have glorified the history of this

Simon and this Susan !
" Let us now broaden our operations

and expand from the specific to the general

—let our uplift embrace all humanity.

Thus:
Father, mother, sister, son,
Here's the store to call upon !
Sister, father, son or mother—
Prices less than any other.
Mother, sister, son or father,
Buy the best with leastest bother.
Son or father, mother, sister,
Here's the store for Miss or Mister

" Occasionally it would be well to be

personal and strenuous in your declarations

and hurl defiance at a villian or two—some-

thing on this order :

Heaven bless that man with " a feeling in his
bones"

Thatallt he "gold " is gold, if sold by Jones!
May rivals spend their sleepless nights in

public warms to Jerry Jones!Because 
groans,th e

And when the jealous ones throw ugly stones
At the fair fame of Jeremiah Jones,
Let Justice thunder, in stentorian tones,
" You're up against a stump ! You can't hurt

Jones I"
(Jones jumps to his feel, grabs a paperweight

and is about to throw it at the long-haired youth ,•
but when he sees that rhapsodist calmly turning
over his manuscript, unconscious of the breaking
storm, the Unsentimental sinks again into his seat
in despair.)
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" Then, too, you want to reach certain
classes of customers who will be especially
susceptible to the blandishments of the
Muse. Such, for instance, are the lovers of
Nature ; and you would come upon them on
their vulnerable side with some such tender
sentiment as this :

When Springtime comes with flower and bee
And " the green, you know, gets up in the
, tree "—
When Summer beckons from mountain and

shore,
And life in town is a burden and bore—
When the golden harvest of Autumn is nigh,
And Nature turns from smiling to sigh--
When Winter comes forward with snowy

crown,
And the fields are white above the brown—

Whatever the season,
There's always good reason

for buying your watches, clocks,
jewelry and silverware of J. Jones, 42
Main Street, who also does repairing
in all its branches, at reasonable
prices. Engraving free. Also, eyes
examined without charge.

" You will notice that the verse limps a
little in its hind quarter. This is intentional
and deliberate. It is a concession to the
uncultured—a sop to Cerberus — a genial
yielding of the artist to the demands of
trade. This yielding is merely to secure a
firmer hold on the sympathies of the ignor-
ant reader—a retreat to get him more surely
into the ambuscade for our subsequent
attacks. Art loses something, temporarily ;
but she gathers herself together for the next
advance. For then you will come back at
the unlettered with this :

There was a young woman, named Mazie,
Who went 'shopping" until she went crazy.

Her sad mother said,
" Maze would not lost her head

Had she traded with Jones, who's a daisy !"

(Jones began to froth at the mouth and
clenched involuntary fists ; but the unsuspecting
tormentor kept on the even tenor of his way.)

"There is a certain element in every
community which likes to lord ' it and com-
pel a cringing obeisance on the part of those
engaged in trade. You must not overlook
this small but select ' contingent. Here are
the lines which will secure their goodwill :

I'm only a worm—a simple, old man
Who does for his betters the best that he can.
There may be some wormier worms, but I

know
I'm the easiest thing in the world here below.
If you wish, I'll become a convenient mat—
Your mud may be gritty, but then—what of

that?
I'm on earth to be useful ; so please wipe your

feet
On my softest apparel—do, I entreat!

(Riff/ bang ! The Unsentimental at length
came to himself and Sentiment, in the guise of a
long-haired youM, went sailing throng-/s the door
impelled by the square toe of a number ten boot.
The unsentimental stood with arms a-kimbo, snort-
ing violently ; the tormentor gathered himself
from the pavement, tucked his portfolio under his
arm, flecked the dirt from his trousers and
muttered as he meandered :

"The trading instinct is too much for me,
And poetly, for the present, is N G../")

j. T.
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 DVANCE of the age in culture and refine-
ment of taste is nowhere shown more im-
pressively than in the latest evolution in

  jewelry designing and production. The
dethronement of gems pure and simple as
the chief attraction in jewelry, and the simul-
taneous 'installment of art metalwork as the
basic as well as the crowning beauty is a

departure so sudden and so radical that only the highest genius

could successfully popularize it. "There are periods," says

Schlegel, " when the human mind all at once makes gigantic strides

in an art previously almost unknown." Such was the Elizabethen

era in drama, and such seems to be the present age in the sphere of

personal decoration, jewelry more especially. There is this dif-

ference, that to-day, at least, genius need not subsist on a crust or

starve in a garret, as in the darker ages of the past. Notwithstand-

ing. his incomparable genius, Shakespeare led an out-at-elbows

existence ; Johnson wrote " Rasselas " to secure a miserable pittance

to bury his mother, but Lalique, the modern master in art jewelry

work, can readily command five thousand dollars for a tiny comb to

bedeck my lady's
hair.

In a contri-
bution to " The
Craftsman," t o
which magazine
we are indebted
for the illustra-
tions in this
article,
l'udor says :

Among the
technical indus-
tries, the gold-
smith's art holds a
prominent place,
not only by reason
of the value of
the materials used
but also because
in this art industry
entirely new pros-
pects are opening
at the present day.

To adorn the person with jewels is in accordance with the primi-
tive instincts of the human race, as well as with the ideas of
modern society. And although entirely new demands are now
made upon some branches of the goldsmith's art—to which we
shall refer later—other branches are almost abandoned. Artistic
ear rings, for instance, or finger rings, we seldom see at the
present time. When we take into consideration further that public
decorations, such as insignia for aldermen and mayors' chains, are
still made, not only in the traditional but even in a reactionary
style, we recognize a promising future for the goldsmith Nvho shall
satisfy modern requirements. Just now the pendant is much sought
after, and it affords one of the most profitable tasks to the industrial
artist. This is true of the pendant proper as \veil as of the pen-
dant intended for the neck.

But before examining examples of work, let us cast

The Art of a glance at the present condition of the art of
Jewelry Making making jewelry. In former times the only stipu-

lations made in ordering a set of jewelry were that
it should be of value and contain as many gems as possible, • the
mounting of the stones and the goldsmith's Nvork being secondary

details. I n all
countries, we see
that such was long
the prevailing
taste. Improve-
ment came NVitil a
re.tlization of the
meaning of these
Lipl. In Eng--

Aymer
lee passed the

following opinion
upon the subject :

"Above all,
one must acknoNvl-
edge the gold
and silversmith's
craft as important
artistic factors, en-
tirely distinct and
apart from the
,,ubsidiary task of
stonecutting. The
recognition of theNecklace: Pearls, Diamonds and Translucent Enatnela. By Philippe Wolfer§
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art of the metal xvorker, as worthy and cap;tble in itself of providing
beautiful ornaments without the adventitious attraction of costly
gems, is a decided Im,int gained. Mere glitter and the vulgar
display of affluence are gradually yielding before the higher con-
sideration of beauty of form ;tial color."

In Belgium, M. Klinoplf, a \veil-known authority, has written :
" I am of the

opinion that the
jewel can be pro-
duced without the
aid of stones,
e n a in els , etc.,''
;Ind with this judg-
ment M. van Stry-
donck agrees.

In Germany,
Ferdinand M o -
rave remarked :
" It is deplor-

able that our gold-
smiths possess no
imagination."

Finally, in
Denmark, Georg
Brochner, in a
kindred mood,
wrote :
" I nasmu c h

as in modern
jewelry it is more
the artistic value
and the proper
choice and hand-
ling of the ma-
terial Ivhich are
the
and
ber

main things,
not the num-
of precious

stones used; so the
cost of such articles
need be by no
means excessive."

Independently of this opinion, that the design of
the artist and the workmanship of the craftsman—not
the number of gems—determine the artistic worth of a
jewel, further advance was made in recognizing the
necessity of profiting by the natural beauty of the mate-
rial, whether it be gold, silver or bronze. At the present
time great importance is attached to the adaptation of
material to purposes, in every branch of technical
industry, and such adaptation is one of the chief
factors in obtaining- artistic effects. In the goldsmith's
craft this adaptation is so much the more important,
because it is the very triumph of the metal which
forms the theme of the artist, and Nvhich might be taken by him
as his motto. In this respect the Japanese hold a unique position,
and even the ancient Chinese recognized that it was impossible for
them to imagine any object which they had once wrought in bronze,
for instance, as being presented in any other .medium. As for the
ancient Greeks, when they wished to represent Bacchus in a work
of art, at their festal games, they chose the amethyst, as emblematic
of the purple flood of wine ancl the aquamarine to represent
their sea gods. We have no intention of proceeding so far as to
admit that modern goldsmiths would be able adequately to fulfill
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this last condition ; but the discernment of the justice of the require-
ment and the endeavor to fulfill it, are everywhere active.

Two artists are pre-eminent to-day in the goldsmiths' craft :
Philippe Wolfers, in Belgium, and Rene Lalique, in France.
Wolfers, especially, has succeeded in meeting almost perfectly
the two principal demands upon technical industry : that of work-

ing in the spirit of the material and that of
maintaining, at the same time, a close and
intelligent observation of nature. He is the
only one among European goldsmiths to recog-
nize that no model taken directly from nature
adapts itself to the requirements of a brooch so
well as a beetle. He has produced a highly
ingenious ornament, having for its subject a
crab held in the coils of a serpent ; and here,
again, the design has its source in the character-
istics of the material. Another admirable sub-
ject for the goldsmith's art -- insects' wings—he
has employed several times for women's jewelry,
and in this use the German artist, Robert Koch,
has imitated him.

The reader will be interested to learn some-
thing of the life of the artist, Philippe Wolfers,
who is the son of a German goldsmith and was
born in Brussels, in 1858. Philippe began his
studies in his ;father's workshop, and later
traveled through Germany and Austria. Upon
his return, he devoted himself entirely to the

goldsmith's art.
In the year 1895
he exhibited pub-
licly for the first
time, and at once
gained a European
reputation. In
Germany he be-
came known at
t h e Secessionist
Exhibition, held at
Munich, in 1899.
Among all gold-
smiths of our time,
Wolfers is the one
who has combined
the closest obser-
vation of nature
with the greatest
technical and artis-

irog,m-Fly : ()pal, Hrilliank and

Nuldvs. By PhHippe Wolfurs

Annum, Leaf l'emlant : Enamels, Pearls and Brilliants. By Philippe NVoll'ers

tic skill ; found-
ing, so to speak,
a psychology of
gems ;Ind turning
them to tlle most
practical accoun t ;

revealing the poetry of the lowest maratime creatures and dis-
covering anew the romance .attaching to night birds. In certain
details René Lalique is his equal, while in others Wolfers surpasses
the French craftsman.

By way of comparison and, at the same time, to show that
latterly in Germany, too, important advances have been made in
the goldsmith's art, we may .:refer to a pendant, made by the
Dresden artist, Erich KleinheMpel, which represents an ivy leaf
and a spray of berries. This ornament bears witness to a happy
use of nature study ; but its effect is not graceful enough for a
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woman's ornament.
On the whole, we
may say that Ger-
man goldsmiths can
yet learn much from
the two master-
jewelers, Wolfers
and Lalique, and
that English gold-
smiths are in a fair
way to overtake
them.

Almost every
country in the world
has, in recent years,

produced one or more men of genius in this field of art jewelry.

Priority and pre-eminence must, however, be accorded to France.

Writing on this subject, Gabriel Mourey says :
" French superiority iifthe art of jewelry seems to

The Leader in the be incontestable to-day. No unbiased observer

New Movement will deny the fact that with us there is more rich-

ness, more variety, more originality than can be

found elsewhere ; and the jewelry section

in the Esplanade des Invalides at the Exhi-

bition of i 900 showed to the whole world

the progress made in this special branch of

applied art by our craftsmen and our artists;

showed, too, the verve, the imagination

.the fancifulness, which are the special

property of the French race in all that

relates to articles of luxury, to those

things which are essentially " useless," if

so we may term a woman's adornments ;

if so we may regard the beauty of precious

stones, of enamels skillfully and subtly

formed—of all that, in a word, which

taken. from nature's in treasure-house,

serves to constitute that adorably vain,

that exquisitely superfluous thing—the

jewel. Ruskin ; once remarked, in his

strange, penetrating way, that the loveliest

things are those which are the least useful—

lilies and peacocks' feathers, for instance.

urthermore, to depreciate the part played

by jewelry in relation to decorative art

would be equivalent to minimizing the

;We of womankind in civilization. Then,

again, as regards decoration or adornment,

has not the highest mission devolved on

women ? Has she not had to assume the

most active part in it all ? The modern

jewelry vogue has done more in France to

propagate new ideas in the way of decora-

tive art than all the atsthetic theories ever

evolved, however sound.
" The name of M. René Lalique arises

instinctively as soon as one begins to discuss

the modern jewel. He is the renovator, or,

preferably, the creator, of the art as we

know it nowadays, and one can easily

understand the enthusiasm aml the admira-

tion aroused by his work. The jewels by

M. Lalique now reproduced are rather dif-

ferent, both in conception and in treatment,

from his usual man-
ner. Here he ap-
pears as a more
direct observer of
nature, more de-
voted to simplicity
and breadth. His

new combs, with
pansy and syca-
more-leaf motifs,
in horn and silver
—especially t h e
exquisite one with.
sycamore seeds in
horn, silex, black
enamel and obsi-
dian, with golden
insects here and
there — show him
still anxious to extend the field of his experiments, never tired of

seeking fresh subjects and testing new materials. Instead of remain-

ing stationary and falling asleep at his post, be is spurred by a

desire for conquest, and shows himself ever

fertile in imagination, of infinite fancy,

constantly ;tdvancing, with undiminished

freedom and originality." •
',Ague he:uls a long list of eminent

French designers, the more famous of them

being Fouquet, Marcel Bing, Rene Foy,

Louis Bonny, and others.
Among the ingenious pro-
ducers of modern art jewelry
England holds a creditable
place. None but the most

superficial observers can have failed to note

the immense advance that has been attained

in British jewelry ; though how or at What

precise point of time the impn origi-

nated may not be determined with too rash

precision. It began not more than fifteen

or twenty, nor perhaps later than ten year's

ago. Somewhere between these two limits

is about the approximate date. At any rate,

it is certain that, thirty years since, it was

quite impossible to procure jewelry in the

design and composition of which there

entered any artistic taste whatever. Such

simply did not exist. Whereas, now there

is a widespread, though unhappily not a

universal movement in England for the

design and production of jewelry on true

atsthetic principles. The movement may

even be described as in a measure con-
certed, that is, in so far as it presents cer-
tain main characteristics common to the

work of the various individual artists or

schools of artists who are concerned with
this branch of decoration.

And, firstly, must be noted the de-
velopment of the goldsmith's and silver-

smith's craft as an important artistic factor

entirely distinct and apart from the subsi-

diary task of stone setting. The recogni-

tion of the art of the metalworker, as
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I oiffure: Set with Brilliants and ()pals.

By Philippe NVolft.Es

Bronzis Vase. By Gaillard

Art Jewelry
in England



worthy and capa-
ble in itself of pro-
vidin g- beautiful

.4i•-,4!'0. jjornaments, wi
out their serving
such ulterior pur-
poses as sporting
trophies or eccen-
tric badges of buf-
foonery ; and also
without the adven-
titious attraction of
costly gems, is a
decided point gained and marks a very considerable advance.

And, secondly, where stones do happen to be employed, there
is an increasing practice of introducing them for the sake of their
decorative properties, not, as formerly, for the commercial value
they represent in pounds sterling. Mere glitter and the vulgar
display of affluence are gradually yielding before the higher con-
siderations of beauty of form and color. Nor is it any longer
deemed improper, should the aesthetic effect of the juxtaposition
demand, to set diamonds or other valuable gems side by side with
common and inexpensive stones. In these color combinations,
since Hash and transparence are become of minor esteem, jewels,
instead of being cut in facets, are not infrequently polished in their
natural shape, cn cabochon, or " tallow-cut," as it is called, their
irregularities of formation imparting not a little to the barbaric
richness of the ornaments in which they occur.

Moreover, out of the taste for color effects in

The List of jewelry has arisen an enthusiastic study of the
Gems Enlarged special peculiarities of many gems not hitherto

much sought after ; a study resulting in the adop-
tion of certain gems not very precious, yet sufficiently rare, and
such that, like Mexican or fire opals, for example, possess peculiar
qualities of chameleon-like iridescence or depth or lustre that
render them admirably appropriate for quaint and picturesque
settings. Among
other stones thus
employed may be
mentioned, lapis
lazuli ; malachite
nd its corres-

ponding blue
mineral ; azurite ;
Con n em ara iar-
ble, or serpen-
tine ; amazonite,
a light green
spar ; Cl) rysoprasc ;
and I umachella,
Hupgarian both
in name and ori-
gin. The last
named consists of
fossilized shel Is
imbedded in a
black matrix, the
shells of wonder-
ful iridescence,
or flecked with
streaks of vivid

color and possess-
ing, in short, such
ornamental quali-

Jeweled Clasp. By Rend Lalique

ties as amply
compensate t h e
difficulty of obtain-
ing it and of work-
ing when obtained.
Another material
included in the
same category is
river pearl, or
mother-of-pearl, in
the form techni-
cally known as
pearl " blisters ;"

that is, pearls undeveloped in the shell and misshapen, which,
nevertheless, are peculiarly useful for decorative jewelry. One
advantage of these substances is that, on account of their compara-
tive cheapness, one does not scruple to diminish and divide and
fashion them as may best serve the purpose in band ; whereas, in
the case of the more precious stones, like diamonds, whose cost,
ceteris fiaribas, increases proportionately with their size and weight,
one shrinks from impairing their commercial value, and conse-
quently is apt to preserve them whole, very often at the sacrifice of
decorative effect. The craftsman is unhampered in the use of those
jewels only which he knows he is at liberty to treat as adjuncts
subordinated to his art.

There has, moreover, taken place an extended

Revival of revival of enameling, an art which offers abundant
Enameling opportunities for the exercise of the decorator's

skill and fancy. It is worthy of remark that the
English artists' imagination in jewelry seldom degenerates into any
great extravagance. For the most part the designs, even among
beginners and students in art schools, a number of whom have
taken up this branch of ornament, are strictly restrained within
bounds, in accord, may be, with the English national character of
reset ye. Few drawings comparatively have been executed, but
there is no reason why a large proportion should not be translated

from paper into
actual existence;
for they are in
general fairly
simple, straight-
forward and prac-
ticable, or such
that, with but
slight modifica-
tions, could be
rendered quite
practicable for
working purposes.

It is often
stated that art can
only flourish
through the pa-
tronage of the
wealthy, to whose
comfort and lux-
ury it ministers. If
this be true at all,
then surely of all
things in the world
the jeweler's craft
should be a case
in point, whereas
it is conspicuouslyParnre de Corsage: Emeralds, Brilliants, Pearls and Transparent Enamels. By Philippe Wolters

nih. 
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the reverse. The
artistic jewelry pro-
duced in England
has not, from its
very nature, ap-
pealed chiefly to the
richest classes of the
community, b u t
rather to those of
quite moderate
means. And while,
on the one hand, it
is encouraging to
observe how much
of good work has
been and is being
done towards rais-
ing the standard of
jewelry design in
England, it is never-
theless disappoint-
ing to have to re-
crd how little sup-By 1.a I hole o
port it has It in

influential and official quarters. One notable exception is die com-

mission Alfred Gilbert received to design a mayoral collar, chain

and badge for the Corporation of Preston. The sketch model for

the same was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1888, and, for

bold originality of outline as well as for the crisp curling treatment

of the parts executed in sheet metal, must have been, as vas

remarked at the time, a revelation to the ordinary trade jeweler.

Recent salons in Belgium

Art Jewelry 
have shown how rich that

in P,elgitiin country is in artistic ge-

nius. The combination of

works of painting and sculpture with the

most exquisite productions of ceramic art,

glassware, and all that is most delicate in

jewelry and goldsmiths' work, adds a spe-

cial attraction to these exhibitions, which

are always looked for with the utmost

interest. It is, indeed, the jewelers who,

among all Belgian art workers, have suc-

ceeded in making themselves and their

productions the best kitown and most

widely appreciated ; the more so as in

their case one is able to compare their

works closely and determine their relative

merits. It may truly be said that their

most notable characteristic is diversity—a

diversity which is shown not only by the

amateurs, so to speak, but also among the

professionals.
The pre-eminence which Lalique bob Is

in France is duplicated in Belgium bv

Philippe Wolfers, some of whose beautiful

products are illustrated on these pages and

to whom we have referred incidentally in

an earlier portion of this article. Wolfers

seeks his inspiration in the study of the

nature and the forms of his marvelous

domain, and his vision of things is spe-

chilly defined in his jewels. The detail

therein contributes largely to the spirit of

the entire work,
which borrt,INV5 its

character 10 It U the
decoration itself or

from the subject of

that decoration. He

never allows him-

self to stray into the
regions of fancy ;
at most, he permits
his imagination to
approach the con-
fines of ornamen-

tal abstraction.
Nevertheless, he in-
terprets nature, but
is never dominated
I y it. He has too
true, too exact a
sense of the deco-

rative principle to
conform to the ab-
solute reality of the

things he admires

a n d r(l)r( duces.

His art, by virtue
of this rule, is thus

a modified transla-
tion of real forms.
He has too much
taste to introduce int()

Pendant in (bold, Enamel and Pearls. By Otto Prutseher

Pendant. liy teIL illfit re

the composition of one and the same jewel

flowers or animals which have no parallel

symbol or, at least, some family likeness

or significance. He will associate swans

with water-lilies—the flowers which frame,

as it were, the life of those grand poetic

birds ; or he will put the owl or the bat

with the poppy—that triple evocation of

niht and mystery ; or the heron with

the eel—symbols of distant, melancholy

streams. He rightly judges that in art

one must endeavor to reconcile everything,

both the idea and the materials whereby

one tries to make that idea live and speak.

Inspired, doubtless, by the fact that the

ancients chose black stones for the carving

of the infernal or fatal deities, Philippe

Wolfers uses a dark amethyst for his owls,

which gives them a special significance.

The Grecians used the aquamarine exclu-

sively for the engraving of their marine

gods, by reason of its similarity to the

color of the sea, just as they never carved

the features of Bacchus in anything but
amethyst—that stone whose essence sug-

gests the purple flow of wine.
M. Van Strydonck has thus expressed

himself :
" I am of the opinion that the jewel

can be produced without the aid of stones,

enamels, etc. I do not exclude them en-
tirely, but they should not be used unless
it be to givir the finishing touch, or occa-
sionally to relieve an ensemble lacking in
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vigor of color. My
preference is for
oxidations, for, in
general effect, they
are more -harmo-
nious to the eye,
and by careful
seeking one can
find all the tones
required. I think
you will share my
opinion that it is
much easier to use
enamels, by means
of which one's ob-
ject is instantly
attained. Yet it is
seldom one pro-
duces a beautiful
symphony of color.
Enamel can only be employed in small quantities. Why ? Because,
in the first place, he who uses it must have a profound knowledge of
colors and a special colorist's eye ; he must remember, moreover,
that he is appealing to a clientele composed principally of ladies,
who, in most cases, regard the jewel simply as a means to complete
such and such a toilet. It seems to me, indeed, that translucent
enamel is the most suitable because it simply serves as an auxiliary
—a basis necessary to the completion of the ensemble—and adds
value to workmanship and design ; and there is nothing to prevent
its alliance with the beautiful oxidations which come almost
naturally from gold."

In Germany, as in the United States, extreme
commercialism is somewhat of an obstacle to the
natural evolution of artistic jewelry. Nobody will
store superfluous and unmarketable goods, least of

all the jeweler, who is always a business man. You will be thor-
oughly aware of this fact if you start discussing art with him. He
is cautious and suspicious of anything in the shape of novelty. He
seems to say to himself : " This artist has ideas ; he wants to show
something new ;
but We cannot
,agree with these
ideas, for we do
not know if we
shall be able to do
business." This
is a great pity, for
the trade in wo-
men's ornaments
offers more artistic.
scope than almost
any other. It is
not enough nowa-
days just to set
some nicely
polished stones
neatly, or to be so
lavish of material
that the ornament
produced repre-
sents an immense
value ; for the re-
sult will probably
be something not

Pendant : Gold and Turquoise. l'endant : Gold, Turquoise and Moss-Agates.
By Christian Ferdinand Morawe

Art Jewelry
in Germany

Pendant : Cold and Turquoise.

at all artistic. In-
deed, this gener-
ally occurs. Tht
lot of the artist
who designs wo-
men's ornaments
is not a happy
one, and it is al
most like a mes-
sage from heaven
when a jewelir
tells him that he
will really conde-
scend to carry out
an original design.
Even then he must
sometimes put up
with the fact that
his design, which
Was intended for

one person or purpose only, is repeated, like a manufactured article,
a hundred and a thousand times again.

In an article on this subject, Christian Ferdinand Morawe says :
" Happily there are some artists in Germany, as in England,

France and Belgium, who are above the fashion, and whose artistic
individuality is so strong' that they are bound to succeed in other
spheres of art as \yell as in that of 1k-omen's jewelry. Two of the
first to show activity in this direction were the Berlin artists, Hirzel
and Mohring. Both chose for their ornaments the same manner
and methods which Eckman and his fellow-workers had previously
employed in decorative art ; they adhered as closely as possible to
simple natural plant forms, especially Hirzel. Thallmayr, of
Munich, is still working in the same style but with more indi-
viduality than Hirzel. Thallmayr will certainly spend his life
studying the leaves and blossoms of the trees and the flowers in
his garden, while the other will doubtless produce new results,
departing somewhat from the real forms of nature. Maring-'s
works already showed this tendency when he produced them nearly
at the same time as Hirzel his. Subsequently these artists were

occupied less with
w 0 01 e n ' s orna-
ments than xvith
other things com-
ing in the category
of decorative art
—this owing to the
lack of intelligence
and enterprise on
the part of the
jewelers and man-
ufacturers ; tables,
chairs, and other
necessary house-
hold articles found
a much wider mar-
ket. But we are
now dealing exclu-
sively with wo-
men's ornaments.
Two circumstances
in this connection
are very strange.
In the first place,
it seems that the

Cone.): Mother-of-Pearl and Enamel.
- By B. J. Berrie

Comb: Beaton Silver with Ivory
Prongs. By David Veazey

Comb : Silver and Transparent Enamel.
By Kato Allen

t.;
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artists of Germany

are not successful

in designing finger

rings. Here and

alcre One sees an

01(1111A Made to

tlt 'sign characteris-

tic shapes, but the

,-;phere of the ring

is so confined that

I obody has suc-

ceeded in produc-

ing anything really

elegant and novel.

Mostly one sees
extravagant exam-

es, of con fused

design. 'The sec-

ond peculiar fact is,

that one very sel-

dom finds an artist

devoting himself

to designing ear-

rings. The whole

artistic movement in relation to women's ornaments is still somewhat

I uerile. This may be recognized by the absence of the ear ring,

tt (Host superior ormunent, which, unlike all others, has an inde-

pendent language of its own. Although in the list of female orna-

ments the clasp and the brooch occupy the foremost place, the

pendant for the breast should not be forgotten. The mission of

the pendant is to show by its fancy and its tastefulness how and in

what degree the German is distinguished from the Englishman and

from the Frenchman. I will mention in this connection two artists

living in Germany who are not
Germans, but by their manner
I f life and work might be such.
Both these artists, in their sev-
eral ways, will exercise great
influence on the development of
our ornaments. I refer to Van
der Velde and Olbrich. It is
well known that the first is a
Belgian, while the other is a
foreigner, inasmuch as he comes
ftom Austria.
" Olbrich's pendants and

pins are very characteristic. He
takes a hammered gold plate,
enriches it with precious stones and enamel, and adds
a rim set with long pearls. It is easy to see that he
is fond of rummaging among the treasures of the old

cathedrals and convents ; he knows the secret of their
effect, and, besides this, he has an extraordinary

talent for inventing new things himself. His jewelry
is the best Nye have now in Germany, because it is
superior to fashions and periods. His jewels are
pure, thoughtful works of art. When worn, they
produce a most sumptuous effect ; but their richness
has nothing tawdry about it. These jewels show us
how we ought to deck our wives, both at home and
at the theater ; moreover, they suggest things fit for
the lady superiors of religious orders, for abbesses,
even for our queens. They show us, too, how our
burgomasters' chains, with their insignificant crosses
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and stars, might
be improved..
These ideas are
perhaps at present
as intangible as a
beautiful dream,
but that is no rea-
son why we should
not indulge our

fancy in this direc-
tion.
" Lookin,g- fur-

ther among our
artists, w e 1i n d
Karl Gross, of
Dresden. Mr.
Gross, who for-
merly lived ill Mu-
nich, delighted us
while there with a
good many beau-
tiful designs for
jewelry. He pro-
duced not only fe-

male ornaments, but also paper cutters, seals, etc. He always dis-

played good taste and a fine sense of form, having, like Olbrich,

the capacity to carry out his designs quite independently.

Austria, though it no longer plays a star part in
international affairs, still holds a leading place in

the world of art. If we cast a glance over the
development of jewelry in Vienna, noting the

forms most popular in that city in past times, it is impossible not to

be struck with the way in which every historical phase of art is
reflected in these forms. The
favorite style with Viennese
jewelers and that in which the
most effective and at the same
time the most characteristic re-
sults have been achieved, was un-
doubtedly the so-called baroque,
a term originally restricted to a
precise architecture or art style
alone, but now loosely applied
to characterize any ornamental
design of an unusual kind. It is
in this half-serious, half-sportive
style, with its grotesque yet bold
effect and its complete freedom

from convention, that the finest pieces of Austrian
jewelry have been produced. At the time of the great
Congress of Vienna, when the representatives of the
Powers met in that city to settle the affairs of Europe
after the fall of Napoleon—that is to say, about one
hundred years later than the first introduction of

the baroque style from Italy—French work, though

it was of a crude description, exercised an influence

over AuFfrian jewelers, and what seemed like a second

renaissance of the art of ornament began in Austria.

The art of jewelry in Austria remained under

French influence almost until the present day—in fact,

throughout the whole of the nineteenth century—and

it has only been in the last year that Austrian art

industries have been set free from the foreign yoke

which so long oppressed them, so that the true Viennese

Art Jewelry
in Austria

A Handsome Comb '
Enamels

franstueent



style of jewelry has but rarely come to the
fore. Now, at last, however, the liberating
influence of the modern spirit is making
itself felt in the art of jewelry, as in every-
thing else ; and every ornament produced,
whether in precious stones or in enamel,
bears the unmistakable impress of the dis-
tinctive psychic character of the capital
city of Austria, which even foreigners do
not fail to recognize. The result of this
individuality is that a work of art is indis-
sollubly bound up with the personality of
its creator and with the idiosyncrasies of
the town which \'as its birthplace.

In Austria men wear very little jewelry
and the only noteworthy examples of orna-
ments made for them 1‘111C11 can be quoted
are a few rings and charms, the former
perhaps adorned with designs in low relief.
The flat gold circle of the wedding ring,
which can be easily carried in the waist-
coat pocket, and the engagement ring,
the psychic meaning of which is clear enough,
bearing one large diamond or other precious stone
much scope for the zesthetic feeling
of their makers. A man who ven-
tures to wear much jewelry is called
old-fashioned, but there are still
people who dare to sport a single
great diamond or some other sim-
ple ornament on their shirt fronts.
A pearl without a setting, an em-
erald, or so-called sapphire en
cabochon, are still frequently seen.
The present fashion allowing men
to tie their cravats in all manner of
different styles to suit their own
particular fancy, has led to the
manufacture of a few varieties of scarf rings which admit of a
certain amount of artistic intertwining of the gold, if made of gold.

Amongst jewels and precious stones the spotless white pearl is
perhaps the favorite, but, as proved
at the last great Exhibition in Paris,
the. pale rose-colored coral from the
East runs it very close. Diamonds
are still set in the old-fashioned
way—that is to say, after simple
designs, the best of which are
copies from renaissance or baroque
models. Only now and then is
any attempt made to produce
lightly incised representations di-
rect from nature of flowers, birds,
or leaves. Of course, bouquets of
brilliants and leaves consisting en-
tirely of diamonds have always
been easily made at any period ;
but what is now aimed at for that
very reason is the evolution of de-
signs which shall be essentially
true to nature, but at the same
time really artistic. Crude masses
of naturalistic flowers are really
of no account whatever, for a

Swan Pendant : Enamels, Pearls and l'reelons Stones

latter generally

bouquet of diamonds can never have the !
exquisite charm of a fresh, sweet-smelling
bunch of real blossoms.

Viennese jewelers do not use the
colorless precious stones much. They
generally combine jewels with enamel,
and also with what they themselves call
the colored Halbedelsteine, or half-jewels,
such as the agate, onyx, cornelian, and
other less valuable precious stones. The
modern tendency is in every case -to rely
upon color and line for effect rather than
upon massive form, so that the greater
number of new designs, or of revived de-
signs of the past, require for their satisfac-
tory treatment what may be almost charac-
terized as a new technique.

First of all, the modern buckle for the
belt or girdle claims attention. The lately
revived custom of wearing the blouse led,
as a matter of course, to the use of the
belt with a more or less ornate buckle, just

as, a few years ago, the long necklace came into general use again.
The young women of the present day found both all ready for use

in the jewel chests of their grand-
mothers. It seems likely, too, that
there will presently be a revival of
the costly shoulder clasps which
used to be the fashion in the time
of the Empire, and if this be the
case, the new fancy will probably,
to some extent, oust the belt buckle
from popular favor. In the de-
signing of ornaments for the neck,
art jewelers have far more scope
than formerly for the exercise of
their imagination, and they are
disposed, to some extent, to fol-

that is to say, they make necklaces flat and
as to give an effect of slenderness to the throat of the
It is a matter of course that combs and pins for the hair

are often of very fine workman-
ship, showing much skill and taste
on the part of their designers.
Strange to say, however, even in
Vienna few rings for women of
real art value are produced. In
certain cases, however, the pen-
dants in gold relief, in crystal, or
ill enamel, are of pleasing though
not particularly original design.
Working in enamel is, of course,
an independent art in itself, and,
as a general rule, beautiful as are
the color effects produced by
\ 'iennese craftsmen, it is impos-
sible to reproduce exactly the deli-
cate charm of the original sketches
from which the designs are worked
out. Very good results can, how-
ever, be obtained in what the
French call email a jour, or
trans/ucide, as well as in the old-
fashioned opaqite enamel.

Serving Dish. 'By Mlle. 11011Mann

Combs in Horn and Jewels. ..11y De Warottuter

to us, and we hope to you, is the new

which we have just issued and forwarded by express or mail, prepaid,
to Legitimate Jewelers only. We have spared neither labor or
expense to make it as complete and up to date as possible, and we feel
justified in claiming that it is

The Best Book
For Jewelers and Watchmakers

ever published, and taken in connection with our large and conplete

issued a few months ago, shows and quotes everything needed by
Watchmakers and Jewelers at prices that defy competition.

In making comparisons please bear in mind that we warrant
every article sold by us to be exactly as represented.

If you are a legitimate Jeweler, and have not received our
catalogues, please write us and we will take pleasure in sending YOU
same by express or mail, all charges prepaid.

All indications point to a large holiday trade, and we would
advise our customers to order early and avoid the rush, and the
consequent scarcity of staple and desirable goods.

Wishing you good health and prosperity tnd hoping to receive a
liberal share of your patronage, which we will do our utmost to merit,

We remain yours, truly,
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The Truth as to the
Diamond Situation

Production and Price Prospects

DIAMONDS AS HOLIDAY STOCK

The advantage of connections with a thor-
oughly reliable jobbing house is especially apparent
in the matter of diamonds. To-day, diamonds share
with watches the honor of being the mainstay of
the jeweler's stock. They are peculiarly safe
stock to handle, as they sell well, insure a good
profit, will not deteriorate or get shop-worn and
actually increase in value even in the show case.
Then there is the fundamental fact of the innate
love of humanity for the diamond—the natural
yearning, even passion for its possession.

In buying diamond stock from us we wish the
jewelers to keep in mind that their interests are as
scrupulously cared for as our own. Whatever
advice we give is founded on actual knowledge—
the inside information that our standing in the
diamond markets gives us. A few months ago
when the newspapers printed sensational articles
with such headings as " Marvelous Product of the
new Premier Diamond Mine," " Probable Break in
the Diamond Market," " Precious Stones no longer
Precious " and such imaginary myths, we informed
our patrons that another advance in the price of
the stones was imminent and that prompt pur-
chasing was advisable. Many made us happy and
did a good stroke of business by acting on our
advice. The advance soon followed. We con-
gratulated those who anticipated it, advising them
at the same time that the end was not yet and that
another advance was an early probability. A
cablegram from London, dated October 6th, an-
nounced this further advance of 5 per cent.---the
sixth since February, 1903 ! To the professional
man "knowledge is power;" to the business man
it is money.

Our patrons need not take their knowledge
of the diamond market from the newspapers.
They know us and have faith in us. We made
extensive diamond purchases for holiday trade
before several of the latest advances went into
effect. Our patrons will get the advantage of this
early purchasing. The fundamental principle of
our business is that our patrons' interests are ours
and we share with them, to the full, whatever ad-
vantage changes in price gives to us. We don't
use market fluctuations to take advantage of the
trade. We don't gamble with the reputation that
it has taken over a quarter of a century to build
up. In this as in our stock rests your security.

VVilt7.A11.7.74 111110 1_3iitruulatclz,

A Paramount Consideration
in Holiday Buying

In buying holiday stock your first care
should be to so regulate purchases that the
passing of the holidays will not find you
handicapped to any extent with unsalable stock.
This timely thought will at once suggest that
the two absolutely safe lines to invest in early
and liberally, are

Diamonds and Watches
These goods--the best holiday sellers—will

be just as valuable the day after Christmas as
the day before. They are the basis of the
jeweler's stock in January as in December,
and in view of the bright holiday prospects
and possible scarcity, prompt and liberal pur-
chasing is imperative.

Our leadership in these specialties is
known to all and every jeweler appreciates
the advantages of tieing to such a house as
ours in this season of unusual needs and
unforeseen exigencies.

6
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New York Letter

For some weeks past there has
Improved Business been a noticeable improve-
Conditions went in business conditions

generally. Of course, the ap-
proach of the holiday season has imparted the
customary stimulus, but apart from this there are
in all avenues of trade evidences of a spontaneous
activity which even the comparative proximity of

the holidays could scarcely of itself bring about.

The hesitation and uncertainty always incident to
the presidential election, seem to have disappeared

at an unusually early stage of the national cam-
paign, and this, together with satisfactory reports
both from the agricultural areas and financial
centers, seem to have steadied the pulse of the
body commercial and wholly restored its confi-
dence. The last quarter of 1904 opened with
bright prospects, and so far these have been real-
ized. Comparing it with the same period of 1903,

Dun's Review says : " At that time securities had
fallen an average of $34 a share from the top Point
a year previous, and there was a general disposi-
tion to curtail manufacturing and commercial ope-
rations because of the heavy losses. The nation
was entering on a period of conservatism, aug-•
mented by numerous labor controversies. At the
present time there are no alarming features, strikes
are few and unimportant, while the indications of
growing confidence are numerous."

A cable message received on
Diamond Prices October 4th, by diamond im-

porters of this city from the
diamond syndicate at London,

announced a general advance of five per cent. in
the price of rough stones. It is estimated that the
prices of large diamonds are now forty per cent.
higher than they were at the beginning of 1903,
and there has been an almost proportionate in-
crease in the prices of popular sizes of small stones.
Notwithstanding these facts, there is a comparative
dearth of many desirable sizes in this city, while
there is no decrease, but on the contrary, an in-
crease in the demand for diamonds generally, due
no doubt to the eagerness of retailers to avail of
the economic advantage of buying on a rising
market. This latest increase is expected to
further stimulate business in this direction. How
long these conditions shall continue, however, is
difficult to predict.

The death of Bernard Schenk-
Death of em, of H. Schenkein & Sons,
Bernard Schenkein diamond cutters, 130 Fulton

Street, and who also have a
factory at Amsterdam, Holland, occurred a short
time ago at Berlin, Germany. The remains were
recently brought to this city in charge of deceased's
brother, Morris Schenkein, on the Kaiser Wil'helm
der Grosse. The late Mr. Schenkein was born in
Germany and came to this country with his parents
when a child. The father, H. Schenkein, who is
head of the business, opened a diamond-cutting
establishment, and when Bernard's education had

Increasing

been completed he learned the business therein.
Upon mastering the trade he went to Amsterdam,
and there remained some years as buyer for the
firm. Subsequently returning to New York, he
took charge of the business here, and continued in
that capacity until about one year ago, when his
health became impaired and he went to Europe
in the hope of recuperating, but his journey was
in vain. ,

Death of

The death of Frank H. Car-
penter, who was associated

Frank H. Carpenter with Alfred H. Smith & Co.,
diamond importers, 170 Broad-

way, as salesman, occurred at his home, 202 W.
Forty-fourth Street, this city, on October 13th. He
was sixty-three years old, a native of Pawtucket,

R. I., and his death was due to heart disease. His
father was a surgeon and both he and his son dis-
tinguished themselves in the Civil War, the younger
Carpenter attaining to the rank of captain. He
was employed successively by H. F. Barrows Co.,
North Attleboro ; Ailing Bros. & Co., now Alling

& Co., New York, and Taylor & Bro., eventually
connecting himself with Alfred H. Smith & Co.
He was well known and much esteemed by a large
circle of friends in the trade, and enjoyed an inti-

mate personal friendship with Alfred H. and Har-
rison Smith, both of the firm with which he was
last connected.

Among the out-of-town visitors last month was
F. A. Hardy, the head of the wholesale optical
house, of Chicago, bearing his name. Mr. Hardy
reported that business was in very good condition
and his house had no reason to complain, as they

had done more business this year than they had
done last, and in his opinion this country was

just starting off on another period of prosperity.
A few minutes' conversation disclosed the fact that

there is nothing pessimistic about Mr. Hardy,
although he is noted as a safe and conservative

business man. With the good crops that the

Western farmers have had this season, •and the
good prices they have obtained for them, he thinks

the general condition of the West very encouraging.

Mr. Hardy stated that he could not figure out any
cause for alarm for the business interests of the
country in the immediate future ; but, on the other

hand, he thinks that the prospects are very bright

and gratifying. Among the other jobbers gathered

here at the same time were A. G. Barber, of the

Globe Optical Co.; D. V. Brown and A. Reed

McIntire, of Philadelphia. All brought very satis-

factory reports of present business conditions in

their localities.
Manager C. H. Brahe, of the Seth Thomas

Clock Co., left for a short European trip last month.

He is expected back some time the latter part of

this month, as he will only spend a couple of

weeks abroad looking after the company's in-

terests there, and also picking up any late novel-

ties that may be in the market abroad.
Seth Thomas Clock Co., 51 Maiden Lane, has

issued its No. 646 illustrated catalogue of clocks.

This is a I44-page compilation, of convenient

dimensions, profuse in its pictorial features, every

(1763)

page in the catalogue proper being illustrated,
brief and concise in its descriptions and intelli-
gently arranged throughout. It abounds in such
information as is in requisition every day in the
jewelry store. This company has also issued a
catalogue and price-list of watch material, which is
very carefully compiled and comprehensive in
scope. It contains thirty pages, and the classified
material and prices are arranged with clearness
and order.

Edward Todd & Co., gold pen manufacturers,
hitherto located at 208 Fifth Avenue, have become
established in the Century Building, No. i West
Thirty-fourth Street, near Fifth Avenue, this city.
Their new quarters are centrally located and their
offices and salesrooms are also better adapted to
meet the demands of their business.

M. Baille-Lemaire, the distinguished French
scientist and manufacturer, spent several days in
this city last month on his way home from St.
Louis, where he acted as one of the international
jurors at the exposition. M. Baille-Lemaire is best
known in this country as the head of the company
making the well-known Lemaire opera glasses.
But in France he has achieved a reputation • by
reason of his scientific research and won the dis-
tinction of membership in the Legion of Honor.

While in this city he was entertained by Mr. Suss-

feld, of Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., who is an old
Parisian friend.

B. T. Ash, of Binghamton, N. Y., was a buyer
in this market last month, and told THE KEYSTONE
representative that business was never so good in

his neighborhood as at present. He states that
conditions were even more promising for a bigger
holiday trade than last year, and that he and his
neighbors certainly had no cause to complain
about the state of business during the past few

months.
W. D. Smith, a jeweler, of Denver, Colo.,

spent several days in this city last month making
connections with the wholesale trade for handling

several patented tools that he had recently per-

fected. Mr. Smith stopped at the principal cities
on his way East, and reported that everwhere his
new tools were very kindly received, and he
booked a number of orders for them. He expects
to return home by way of St. Louis and take in

the sights of the fair. On his way East he made a

visit to Pittsburg, Pa., where he first engaged in
the jewelry busineas and where he has many friends

in the trade. He reports prospects in his section

of the country as very bright, and anticipates a
remunerative holiday business. He says there has

been no noticeable depression west of the Rockies.

Monnin Bros. & Co. is the name of a new firm

of enamelers and repairers of watches, jewelry,

music boxes and scientific instruments, and gold
and silver platers. The office and workshop of

this firm are in the Benedict Building, Broadway

and Cortlandt Street. The members of the con-
cern are Arthur Monnin, Charles Monnin and W

Liebes. The two first named have had extensive

practical experience in factories at Chaux-de-

Fonds, Switzerland.

(Continued on page 1765)
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TWO POINTS IN OUR FAVOR
There are two things about our diamond business which help youL.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS

A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
HI. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

I. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
5. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

One is our system of grading diamonds.

The other is our prices.

By our system or chart, you can determine the grade of a diamond at
a glance and satisfy your customer that the quality is as guaranteed.

At our prices, you can sell diamonds at a profit.
A profitable diamond business is desirable to every retail jeweler.
Our diamonds and our ystem will help you to get it.
You can become a diamond expert without effort if you use this system.
You can enjoy a more profitable diamond business if you sell our

diamonds.
Send us some of your orders, and we will convince you of this.

HENRY GINNEL, & GO.
DIAMONDS VVATellEiS

31 Mluiclt-i LE-trite NEW 'YORK

Brilliant, Diamond-Like Polish. Perfect Purity of Glass and Finish

Assortment C
Spoon Salsabil
Nappy. 6 in., No. 18
Oil Reliance
Bowl, 8 in., Byron
Nappy, 5 in., hlexieo
Knife Itest
Bon lion No. 21
lion lion, 5 in., Coronation
Carafe, Gately

6 Tumblers, Gately
I Cream and Sugar, Byron
1 Nappy 5 in., Itobespierre
1 Saltea \
1 lion Bon N. 22
I Vase, 5 in., Coronation
1 Cotuport, 5 in., Daisy

To introduce, wc

offer this 22-piecc

assortment f or

$30.00. It will
readily retail for

$6o.00. Sent on

approval.

Address

The Corning
Cut Glass Co

Howell Bldg.

CORNING, N. V.

No blanks of Corning Wass
Works used.

Samples may he seen at C. S. Johnson, 235 Seneca St., Cleveland, Ohio. Ifeastand trc Nickey. I 05 Grand Ave., M alwau I: ee.Wia, Schloss Crockery Co., 409 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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The Jewelers'

THE KEYSTONE

The regular monthly meeting
of the executive committee

Security Alliance of the Jewelers' Security Alli-
ance was held October 14th,

the following members being present : Chairman
Butts, President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Wood and
Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes
and Messrs. Abbott, Alford and Stern of the com-
mittee. The following new members ‘vere ad-
mitted to membership :

V, Cowles, Point :■Ittrion, l'a.
Joe A. Harris, Waxahachie,

Texas.
Robert 'ex tais.. Higgins, Fluning-

Ion, N. J.
B..1. 'Morey, TIMM, bova.
William L. Parrish, New Pal-

estine, Ind.
Bee II ive Jewelry Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.
Victor Binder, Phila., Pa.
(otl,, Borresen, Ilaticock,

Jos. l'arbondale, Pa.
George V. Haul*, Ossining,

N.Y.
It ticketneyer & Colin, Mat-
Wto Rono,e1, p11.

T. rat t , Kans.
11. U. Stoner, Lamed, Kans.
Pieken ADenlinger, Nor-

vs
.

Wtttiani Slimm,Wilson, Kill/8.
Irving B. Born, Lind, \Vasil-

ingion.
Geo. Carhart, Pontiac, Mich.

Ilandolph, Williamson,
NV. Va.

(1atitent haler & Mays, Barnes-
ville, Ohio.

Oppenstein Bros., Kansas
City, Alo.

Ilassig & 1:rieke Jewelry Co.,
Kansas City, 310.

Low A Hoven yi, New York,
0. F. Bowers, Nevada, lowa.
liodenheimer & Kaskow,

New York.
The lord Co., New Ilaven,

Conn.
1Y. It. Blakely, 1 half oil,

N. Dak.
11. 11. Long, Thompson silk',

The E. II. Pudrith Co., De-
troit, 1 telt.

Hobert G. Smith, New l'ork.
Chas. C. Crooks Co., Balti-

more,
A. & E. .T. Hyde, Go-

wanda, N. Y.
B. M. Judd, Colfax, Ill.

W. L. Elias, of Cross & Beguelin, spent a
portion of last month taking in the sights of the
big St. Louis Exposition, and visiting relatives in
Arkansas. He thought the exposition the greatest
international show ever given, and well worth a
visit.

Adolf J. Grinberg & Sons, pearl merchants
and importers of precious stones, have leased and
become located on the ninth floor of the building
at I Maiden Lane.

Stern & Wehr is the name of a new firm of
diamond setters and engravers located at 51
Maiden Lane This firm is composed of Isidore
Stern, formerly with M. Schiff & Co. and Peter
Wehr, who, for some years, has been in the employ
of Klein Bros., in the same building. The new
firm will make a specialty of gypsy setting and
cluster work.

At the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, last month,
courses in chasing, jeweling, enameling, die cut-
ting and metal work were begun. Carl T. Ha-
mann is chief instructor. He learned the jewelry
trade with Tiffany & Co., and subsequently studied
sculpture in Europe. More recently he had been

. employed in the silver works of the Whiting
Mfg. Co.

James Mitchel, alleged to have several aliases
and to be guilty of obtaining a goo diamond ring
from Thomas Kirkpatrick, 334 Fifth Avenue, Man-
hattan, by means of a fraudulent check, was
arrested recently in Philadelphia, on the latter
charge, and brought to this city. This man had
been previously arrested and held in $cl000 bail,

: but this he forfeited. His bail upon rearrest was
, placed at $2000, pending the consideration of his
case by the grand jury.

Bawo & Dotter control the entire output of
the factory in the Black Forest wherein are made
the " Elite " clocks, which where recently award,ed
the grand prize at the St. Louis Exposition. It
was this firm which placed the exhibit, which Con-
sisted of a line of tubular, chiming, mantel and hall
clocks. According to the intimation received by
the firm, the award comprehends both spring and
weight clock works.

Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co., diamond
cutters and importers, 170 Broadway, celebrated,
on October 7th, the twenty-fifth anniversary of his
wedding. The event was signalized by a reunion
of the family and relatives, numbering in all about
forty, at Delmonico's, where dinner was partaken
of. Rev. Dr. K. Kohler, now of Cincinnati, Ohio,
who married the celebrants, was one of the guests.
Albert L. Kahn, the celebrants' eldest son, acted as
toastmaster at the feast and made a brief address
of felicitation, while his brother, Walter N. Kahn,
also spoke in a similar vein. Both sons had songs
specially prepared for the occasion and these
they rendered, the other guests joining in the
chorus.

Frank M. Lawrence, many years the star sales-
man of the Spencer Optical Co.'s traveling force,
spent a few days in this city last month on a busi-
ness and pleasure trip. Mr. Lawrence is now in
the wholesale optical business in Toronto, Canada,
and reported that he is doing a very nice business.
He stated that the optical business was in fairly
good shape ill Canada, the only drawback being
the long credits in vogue in that country. He
stated that the credit system of Canada was worse
off in this respect than in the States, although the
accounts are generally very safe and very little
tnoney is lost. Mr. Lawrence stated that the opti-
cal organization of Canada was in a very flourish-
ing condition, and that the recent annual meeting
held at Toronto was the most successful in the
history of the society. For a short time after
leaving the Spencer Co., Mr. Lawrence tried his
hand at an outside business, but did not like it and
soon came back to his " first love," the optical
trade. He is now satisfied that this is good enough
for him and is through with outside ventures.

The Mauser Mfg. Co., Fifth Avenue and Thirty-
first Street, formally opened its new factory on
Monday, October nth, and from that date until the
following Saturday the friends of the firm were free
to inspect the premises. In response to formal in-
vitations, a large number of visitors went through
the plant each day while the opening continued—
the hours being from 8 A. m. to 6 P. in. They were
much impressed by the appearance of the building,
its advantageous apportionment and completeness
of equipment.

Francis R. Simmons, of the jobbing firm of
Henry Ginnel & Co., is wearing a new and high
honor these clays with becoming modesty. At a
recent meeting of the New York Chamber of
Commerce, on motion of Francis R. Appleton, of
Robbins & Appleton, Mr. Simmons was unani-
mously elected to membership. As is well known,
this body is the highest association of merchants
in this country, and is not outranked by any similar
body in the world, and membership in it is conse-
quently sought for and prized by the leading
merchants of this city and country. There are
only a few members of the jewelry business now
enrolled ill its membership.

M. J. Averbeck, the Maiden Lane jobber, has
just completed the finest and largest trade cata-
logue he has ever issued, and jewelers interested
can secure a copy on application, if not already
favored. The catalogue illustrates with line half-
tone plates a great variety of jewelry and silver
novelties of the latest designs and styles. A new
feature is head and foot lines on each page--
pointing out the best sellers in the numerous pat-
terns of each line illustrated, thus assisting the
jeweler in making selections. The firm-name is
printed very inconspicuously, so that dealers may,
if they choose, use the catalogue when transacting
business with their customers.
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1285. $3.50 12n5. $3.00 12;i7. $3.50

21d. $7.50

6 good sellers
in Pendants
and Brooches,
Real Pearls anD
Genuine Dia-
mond Centers

VeMber, I 9r4

The Jewelers' Bowling League

of New York

A great deal of interest is being manifested in

the bowling contests that are in progress under

the auspices of the Jewelers'

Bowling League of New

York. The initial game of

the series took place at Her-

man Ehlers' Universal Bowl-

ing Academy, 271 Washing-

ton Street, Brooklyn, on
September 20th, and since
then contests have continued
in accordance with the
schedule. The use of the

Secretary W. L. Stone balcony in the bowling
academy has been secured

by the league, and from this vantage point the

various competitions are largely watched by nu-

merous friends of the participants, including not

a few members of the gentler sex. For the pro-

motion of this invigorating and beneficial recrea-
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OUR GOLD
STANDS THE TEST

virwr,i10.
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3023

5092

14.11111117211119
4098 4080

111717,1,.'

The prices for above brooches and diamond rings are for 10 K. and white snappy diamonds, 14 K. at a sisal
difference in price. Brooches, without diamond centers, $1.50 less. An gents' rings, from 3040 to 3023, at 75 centt
per dwt., 10 K. ; 6 per cent. 10 days ; 3 per cent. 30 days, or net 60 days, to dealers with satisfactory ratings. 11
are pleased to send selection packages on request. All rings set with genuine doublets, hand chased and polklit.:
or roman. 1 irst number denotes weight of ring, as 3040 weighs 3 dwts. Test needles, as cut, free with first order

We manufacture and sell direct to the retail trade.

S. FRACKMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler
Write for Illustrated catalogue 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORE

Established 1898

We will send this assortment for an even $50.00
to get you started. If you have never handled our
glass you will not stop till you have our complete
line. Privilege to return all or part within 10 days
if not satisfied.

7-Inch Bowl  02.50
8 " " 300
9 0 11 

. 4.50. . .
Fancy Bon-Ron . . . 1.75
Sugar and Cream . , . 2.75
Oil or Vinegar 150
7-inch Nappy 250
8 " " 300
2 Pt. Water Jug . • . 5.00
Qt. Water Bottle . . • • 2.50
?,/ Doz. Tumblers . • . 2.50
214 Pt. Claret Jug . • , 5.50
Celery Tray   2.75
Cream " 5  50
Cologne Bottle . . . . 2.50
Powder Jar, Glass Cover, 2.50
5-inch 111'd Nappy . . . 1.25
6 " " " • . . 1.50

$53.00

TtVT
Trade NEWARK Mark

on every piece

A fine 12-inch footed Punch Bowl $22.00

Newark Cut Glass Co.
60 & 62 Arlington Street

Newark, N. J.

"A Triumph in 

Watch Case Construction"
is how one enthusiast described
new line of

Solid Gold
Cases

All the factors that go to make th
perfect watch case are skillfully coin
bined in these cases-daintiness o
shape, grace of outline, refinement o
decoration, richness of color, extra
solidity and constructive strength

104 " As perfect as it is possible to make
them "-so say the trade.

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one
of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of
any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVELY

9-11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

September 2ist.-Elgin National Watch Co. vs.
Jos. Fahys & Co.: •

Lanenck . . . . 87 128 151 Lahouseur . . . 117 106 153
  100 92 87 Martens . . . . 125 176 141
  102 156 146 Talbot   126 106 137

I1 
Clark

klone . . • . 100 100 94 Beiderhase . 134
11321 11747Whitney . . . 120 125 119 Ketcham . . 111 3 9

- -- -
Totals . . . 509 601 597 Totals . . . 613 701 757

September 22d.-Gorham Mfg. Co. vs. Julius King
Optical Co.:

Siegrnan . . . • 161
Winter . . .   86
Stone   85
Plnover . . •   119
Cook . . .   121

Totals .  572

102 113 Gorkin • . . . 181 157 180
Ill 104 Bosong . . . 149 159 144
114 138 'least   168 156 131
159 127   90 90 90
124 122 Holker . . .   202 179 189
- - - - -
610 604 Totals . . 790 741 734

September 23d.-Keystone and Crescent Co.'s vs.
L. E. Waterman Co.:

Flinn   130 66 113 Ferris   150 172 129

Taylor  82 134 90 Kenton 90 111 107

Ward 79 126 117 Liddell . 116 148 172

Schierloh . . . 85 102 87 Thorburn . . . 125 108 142

Roll   195 186 169 McNaughton . 106 104 96
- - - - - -

Totals . . . 571 614 576 Totals . , . 587 643 646

September 27th.-C. F. Wood & Co.
Mfg. Co.:

J. B. Wood . 142 136 180 Cook
Knox 157 175 138 Pinover
Mulford . . 114 124 105 Wheeler
W. C Wood . . 202 164 178 Winter
E. E. Wood . . 170 170 169 Stowe

- - -
Totals . . . 785 769 770

•
vs. Gorham

. • . 187 140 130
. . . . 98 166 105
. . . . 112 97 122
. . . 1'22 101 117

105 120 127
- - -

Totals . . 624 624 601

September 28th.-Representatives B. A. vs. Tiffany
& Co.:

Drake   127 88 97
Lowe   166 124 130
Frothingham   150 98 171
Horn   136 141 147
Cook   121 161 133

- - -
Totals . . . 700 612 678

K EN'S 'TONE

Brower 91 148 164
Knapp . . . 143 150 143
Christie . . . • 114 137 125
Thayer . . . 162 154 137
Henungway 142 128 126

- - -
Totals . . 652 717 695

September ei:r29th.-A. H. Smith & Co. vs. Avery &

Neely  94 124 107 Rlindenhofer . 147
Frazeertm 1024 105 158 Cochran . . . . 137u

s . . . . 90 90 102 McAleer . . . . 110
Gruner , . 136 153 179 Krauss . . 122
Capouilliez . . 139 135 158 Woodland . . . 160

Totals . . . 583 607 704 Totals . . 676 729 712
-- -

116
168
153
154
143

174
129
120
127
162

September 3oth. - Udall & Ballou vs. Aikin,
Lambert & Co.:

Daub   118 120 126
Thompson . .   107 102 148
Kirby . . . . 123 110 148
Graham . . 124 142 112
Bush . . . . . 160 III 129

Totals . 682 585 658

Ilgen  162 160 168
Benjamin . . .128 126 123
Brainerd . . . 82
IVaketield . . .- 134 173
Dean  138 129 l69
Tickell . . . .169 155 113

--
Totals . .679 704 798

President C. F. Brinck

Octobergth.-Dennison Mfg. Co. vs. Elgin National
Watch Co.:

Hough  140 189 138 Mayloue • 132 120 156

-. Lane . . . . 10765 110388 191Seymour . . . . - 134
Carroll . . . . 129 - 142 Black  

Howell . . . . 156 151 175 Maetlonough   104 120 114

(iodine . . . . 132 144 161 Whitney . . .   144 127 184

Townley . . . 136 159 144

Totals . . 693 777 760 Totals . . . 661 673 669
- -- -

October 5th.-Jos. Fahys & Co. vs. Gorham
Mfg. Co.:

Labouseur . . 127
Martens . . . . 151
Haines 148
Behierhase . . 185
Ketcham . . . 142

--
Totals . . . 753
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tion, which obviously is a boon to the votaries of
a sedentary occupation, the following officers are

largely responsible : C. F. Brinck, of the Crescent

Watch Case Co., president ; E. J. Kastner, of

L. E. Waterman Co., vice-president ; E. H. Dean,

of Aikin, Lambert & Co., treasurer ; W. L. Stone,

of the Gorham Mfg. Co.,

secretary.
The prize list is as

follows : First team prize,

cup awl $25 ; second, po ;

third, $15 : fourth, $to,

fifth, A. First individual

average, $15 ; second,

.$10 ; third, $7 ; fourth,

$5 ; fifth, $3. First indi-

vidual high score, $8 ;

second, $4 ; team high

score, $10; first spare
(percentage), $15 ; second, Po. The league is
stronger than in any previous year, and there is every

prospect that interest in the sport will wax warmer.

Appended are the results of contests already con-

cluded in the order in which they occurred :

Treasurer E. H. Dean

October i4th.-Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. Elgin
National Watch Co.:

Eget)   140 105 194
Benjamin . .   92 107 88
Eggens . . . . 94 126 107
Dean   140 156 133
Tickell   154 125 130

- -
Totals . . . 620 619 652

Lane  181 127 105

Black   12051 11941355 111037529
Clark  

Mayione . . .  125 _9! 149
Whitney . . . 130

Totals . . . 612 579 670

October ifith.-Dennison Mfg. Co. vs. Jos. Fahys

& Co.:

111 154 Cook   126 130 167 Hough 147 145 113 Labouseur . . . 140 106 142

156 189 Pioneer 87 130 141 Seymour . . .  133 127 114 
Haines . . . . 136 142 123

108 170 Wheeler . . . . 129 117 136 Carroll . . .  147 130 139

139 137 Stone   
127 135 121
109 196 174 Townley . . . . 171 163 157

Godine . . . . 162 167 179 
Tmanlibioetn. . .

Ketcham . . • . 159 134 122
. . 115431 216187 11:4125

157 113 Smith  

671 763 Totals . .   578 708 739
-

Totals . . .760 732 702
- - -

Totals . . . 729 767 664
- - -

-

October 6th.-Julius King Optical Co. vs. Key-
stone and Crescent Co.'s:

Regenhard . 152 148 132
1Varren . 148 103 126
Gorkum .   14!) 167 146
Pabst   141 122 110
Milker .   158 139 187

-
Totals . . . 748 679 701

Flinn   101
Taylor   195
Pearsall . .   122
Shierloh . . .   103
Roll . • . 187 223

- -

October 190.-Keystone and Crescent Co.'s vs.
Gorham Mfg. Co. ;

95 131 Flinn   130 88 76
166 114 87 97 104
140 170 

Taylor  

115 100 
Streeter .   109 106 151

170 
Schierloh . .   82 102 84

- 
Pearsall   144 166 139

- - -
739 685 Totals . . . 552 559 554Totals . . . 708

October 7th,-L. E. Waterman Co. vs. Julius King
Optical Co.:

Kastner . . • . 123 143 162
Chamberlin . 132 133 136
Liddell . . . . 127 163 126
Thorburn . .   150 166 190
Ferris   143 198 188

-
Totals . . 675 803 802

Holker . . . 150
Regenhard , . 150
Warren . . .   151
Reuse   141
Gorkum 197

Totals . . 789

157 161
136 131
157 120

137 135
129 122

716 669

October Iith.-Nissen and Lewis Co.'s vs. Repre-
sentatives B. A.

Meyer   127 134 166 Drake   125 93 140

!Innen . . . . 89 188 96 Booth • , . .   106 93 88

Bradley . . . 120 119 126 Sweet   125 90 114
154 163 184Conner. • 172 146 142 Born

Knopf   125 175 128 Lowe . . . 109 124 150

- - -- - - --

Totals . . . 633 712 658 Totals . . 619 563 676

October 2: th.-Tiffany & Co. vs. A. H. Smithsz 
Co. 

Brower . . . 155 140 143 Gruner • . . 115 158

Kitalp 145 146 179 Greason . . . . 154 153

Martin . . . . 129 133 177
NlY 
  97 131

Thayer . , . 139 135 135 Freaezee   110 117

Hemingway . . 17o 158 170 Capouilliez .   222 188
-- --

Totals . . . 743 716 804 Totals . . 698 747

October ii3th. - Avery &
Ballou :

Blindenhofer . 128
Cochran . . . 169
Krauss . . .   153
Brown  152
Woodland .   151

Totals . . 753

188
153
120
124
175

140
120
148
162
168

710 738

141
114
105
144
173

677

Brown vs. Udall &

Daub   95
Cudlipp .   157
Kirby  
Stiller   142
Graham .   133
Bush   163

Totals . .   695

157 156
96 -

159
123 122
144 139
154 140
-

674 716

Cook  
Pinover
Smith
Stegman
Stowe  

141
122
139

. . 127
167

Totals . . . 696

133 171
110 104
94 127
125 140
155 143

617 685

October zoth.-L. E. Waterman Co. vs. C. F.
Wood & Co.:

Kastner . . . . 181 173
McNaughten . . 148 116
Chamberlin . . 109 151
Thorburn . .   123 145
Ferris   204 122

- -
Totals . . . 715 707

152
128
115

J. B. Wood . . 140 124 1116214

163 

28

123

Knox . . . . 107 124
Munford . . . 145 135 150

677 

W. G. Wood . . 203 179
E. E. Wood . . 150 191

Totals . . . 745 753 722
- -

168

October 2ist.-C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Representa-
tives B. A.:

J. B. Wood . . 139 177 124 Cook  125

Munford . . . . 133 137 147 Tonry   107

Knox   127 146 165 Frothingham 145

W. G. Wood . 160 174 170 Lowe 137

E. E. Wood . . 170 192 162 Horn   145

- - - -

Totals . . . 729 826 768 Totals . . . 659

154 125
118 115
128 155
127 97
100 137
- -
622 629

Standing of the Clubs
Per- High

1Von Lost centage Score

C. F. Wood & Co.   9 0 1.000 826

Avery & Brown   6 0 1.000 753

Dennison Mfg. Co.   6 1 .833 777

Atkin, Lambert & Co  5 1 .833 746

Tiffany Bc Co.   4 2 .666 804

Julius King Optical Co.   6 3 .666 790

.los. Fahys & Co.   6 3 .666 767

Nissen and Lewis Co.'s  2 1 .666 712

L. E. Waterman Co.   5 4 .555 803

Gorham Mfg. Co.   4 8 ,333 739

Representatives Bowling As 'n . 2 7 .222 700

A. H. Smith &Co.   1 5 .166 747

Keystone and Crescent Co.'s 1 8 .111 739

Elgin National Watch Co  1 8 .111 670

Udall Jt liallou   0 6 .000 695
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THE KEYSTONE
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N war the Japanese are now known to us

as talented and terrible; as artisans they

are known to us as peculiarly gifted,

ingenious and industrious, but we still know

little of the Japanese storekeeper and his

methods. Some light is thrown on the subject

in an article entitled " Clerk Life in Japan,"

which appeared in a recent issue of The Book-

keeper and Business Men's Magazine, Detroit,

Mich., to the courtesy of which magazine we are

indebted for the use of this article and illustrations.

The world does not deny its recognition to

both the moral and material civilization which

has been progressing in Japan, with wonderful

speed for the past half century, and is firmly

established in that country at present. But it

has rather neglected to study the " why " and

" how," the interesting part to the occidental

mind, of this progress.

When Japan was awakened from her long

dream, she had her mental digestive organs

well developed, so as to absorb the nutrition

from the modern sciences.
The development of the mercantile life of the

nation is, none the less, the same as that of the

military, educational, manufacturing or agricultural.

The isolated islanders had their own customs well

fixed, to facilitate business among themselves, and only to meet the

necessity of the worldly communication and trade, they had begun

to adopt these modern devices and systems, yet retaining their own

good methods as they were and, when necessary, thoroughly

mixing them with that of the imported.

There are hundreds of commercial schools throughout the

country, to teach every branch of modern business study, including

Iaprnese shorthand and English typewriting, and the graduates are
in constant demand. Yet there still remains the old customs,

Mercantile
Progress in Japan

November, 1904

The Salesman Knows Exactly What ills Customer Wants,

adopted by the merchants and manufacturers, in employing clerks

and bookkeepers. The travelers from the West will find a class

of little. boys generally called Detti, aged ten to fifteen, in the

business circle, living with the employer's family from their child-

hood to youth, helping in both domestic work and business in the

day time, and attending the night session of a commercial institute.

These boys must be porters, messenger boys and playmates to the

employer's children, as well as kitchen help in the household.

When they grow older their practical knowledge of business and

education secured at the night school naturally entitles them to be

a Tedai or clerk, and after a few years' service in that class, they

are finally promoted to the position of Bantow or manager.

Although these long years of service are very tiresome and trying,

the pupils have built up a good character,

and secured the utmost confidence of their

employers, and furthermore, they have

good prospects for the future of becoming

their employer's partners; to be the man-

agers of branches, or even opening their

own business through the material help of

their old employers.
A bookkeeper in Japan is

not merely a human ma-

chine for keeping a record

of business; on the con-

trary, he is the constant adviser and helper

of his employer; his work is not so mono-

tonous and wearisome as you find it in

other countries, and he is very active and

cheerful, with a prosperous future in view.

Hence, he does not object to working over-

time; he heartily takes his employer's

business as his own, with entire interest

and devotion to it.
The foreigner who visits Japan also

wonders why the up-to-date business men

there do not adopt modern ways of building

a sky-scraper, and mobilizing different

(Continued on froze 1777)
Dal Fuku Cho; Salo Ban ; Yatate ; Ludzori, and Fude

Bookkeeper's
Important Duties
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GOOD

PROFITS

FOR
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DEALER

IN

EVERY

ARTICLE

A week at
St. Louis

FREE
".;encl for booklet
.iving particulars

Call on our stock

for your

" hurry" orders
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"KENWOOD " 22
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TO-DAY
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From the crude material
to the finished product is
made by them, thus insur-
ing to the purchaser per-
fectness in the glass itself,
which, together with the
infinite care taken in the
cutting of each piece, has
secured its sale among the
leading dealers in this and

other countries. Cut glass

and Hawkes cut glass is
different : Hawkes cut

glass is unique. Hawkes
cut glass invariably bears
this trade-mark
engraved on each
piece, without
which none is HAWKES
genuine.

T. G. Hawkes
& Co.

Corning, N. Y.

Grand l'rize Awarded
Paris Exposition

TRADE MARK



SOMETHING NEW
Combination Sets of new designs in Rich

American Cut Glass, put up in white satin-lined
leatherette cases

Nothing prettier for show window or case display

SELL THEMSELVES
Pay the dealers a handsome margin

Write for illustration sheets showing different combi-
nation sets and prices

For sale only by the originators

St. Louis Salesroom
505-506 Holland Bldg.

Chicago Salesroom New York Salesroom
1.31 Wabash Ave. 26 Barclay St.

Factory, Bowling Green, Ohio

The A. L. Blackmer Co.
New Bedford, Mass.

(Established 1892) Office at Factory, New Bedford, Mass.

No. 1167 Whip Cream Set, Prudence

N. 2.18V2 Comport,
Portia.

•-"Ar

Our Claims
New and Original Patterns
Superior Finish, Moderate Prices
Promptness in Shipping

A large and well conceived line, partiCularly adapted for your trade
TRY IT

This Show Card of Our New Ware Furnished to Customers

C. F.
Address all communications to

Factory, Meriden, Conn.

Eve rest
made a great hit, and is still selling.

iv

Manufacturers

is our latest. It is GREAT, having a

distinctive style and artistic merit that is

making it a winner for the Wedding and

Holiday Trade.

•
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New Yor Salesrooms
28 Barclay Street

t las0.

An immense and beautiful line.

linco)

New and entirely original goods.

Write its, we leave something ink/Ts/lug to say.

When in New York, by all means stop at our store, ground
floor, 28 BARCLAY ST LET
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The Exhibit of the

Quaker City Cut Glass Company received the
Grand Prize, which is th, highest award given by the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904
QUAKER CrrY CUT GLASS sold all over the world.
QUAKER CITY CUT GLASS has built its world-wide reputation on highest quality

and proper price.
We have introduced into the Cut Glass world more shapes, designs and exclusive

articles than any other two cut glass factories.

A glass that stands the test and wins is the glass to handle. Do you sell

QUAKER CITY CUT GLASS ? If not, why not ? Send us your name and we will

have our salesman call and show you our line.

All the new shapes and revolving pieces that were introduced at the World's Fair

are ready for the market.

Quaker City Cut Glass Company
Factory Sixtieth St. an Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia, P4$ FIFTH ST., BLOCK 47 14

VARIED INDUSTRIES BUILDING
WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS

.411=In=1
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THE STEAM BEHIND ,s'`') PISTON °Iw
HE MOMENTUM acquired by a successful business is due not so much

to its plant and equipment as to certain forces behind such plant and
equipment. These forces are generally designated as resources "—and
that word signifies more than capital, though it includes capital. It also

includes the men—the personnel Ix Is The success of this house for the

past half century has been attended by the most adequate resources—
capital, plant, equipment and men. The momentum thus gained has placed
DORFLINGER CUT GLASS at the front and kept it there, where it belongs.

ESTABLISHED 1852.

C. DORFLINGER 6c. SONS 
36 Murray Street

New York
Pacific Coast Agent : A. I. Hall & Son Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts

645 Market St., San Francisco Temple Building, Montreal

TRADE-MARK
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UP-TO-DATE BEAUTIFUL

No, 5553. Nut or Fruit Bowl
Design patented

We will loan you

PHOTOGRAPH BOOKS
of our complete lines
on application

BRANCHES
38 Murray Street, New York City
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.

Factories, etc.

New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A
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The busy October indicates an active

Holiday trade, which will require that

stocks be maintained to a full degree of

completeness.
We are filling up the shortages made by the

October sales and are prepared to look well to

your wants during the active weeks of the season.

•1
" Look through the world,

'Ti. ne'er met with elsewhere."

s..
.... ..

...................

14-in. ftti. 'Bowl

,Amherst

No. III. Bowl " Myrtle"

T. B. Clark & CO., Inc.
Honesdale, Pa.Represented

New York—J. D. Dithrldge, 25 West Broadway
San Francisco—J. A. Young, 115 Kearny St.
Boston—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin St.



Egginton's
Celebrated Cut Glass

The most exclusive and beautiful line on the market—acknowledged universally the best.
Designs original, finish unsurpassed. Carried by best dealers

Look for this trade-mark engraved on each piece

P. S.—Send for Illustrations and Prices
Poo. Assortment

Terminate With a Warehouse. The Typical Detti and Tedai in Front

agencies of commerce on the spot, to the mutual interest and reduc-

tion of expenses.
Let him stay a little longer, and be visited by an earthquake,

which so often threatens the island, and he will conceive that the
Japan such gigantic enter-geograpical situation does not allow in

prises as he imagines.
Those decent looking one

business streets in any portion
or two-story houses along the

of the city occupy a vast area

terminate with a warehouse. The
rather small space, isway of displaying merchandise, arranged in

very clever and attractive to the purchaser,

while the accounting office is backed by a tiny

little garden with green mottled stones and

trees, where away from the noisy clamor of
commerce the clerks keep their books, clear

minded and divinely.
To a good customer most of the stores

will serve a cup of tea and fancy cakes, while

the transaction is going on, and after it is

closed he will be invited to the drawing room

where an elaborate dinner is served.
The salesman knows exactly

Accomplished what his customer wants, and
picks a suitable article out ot
the thousands of piles ot

goods without the slightest disaster. Their

way of suggesting the designs are very valu-

able, and their unsurpassed eloquence and

unusual cordial mode of waiting upon the cus-

tomer naturally induces him to turn out his

purse on the spot.
On the clerk's desk you will find a Salo

Ban, which, literally, means an accounting

table, each one of the little pearls on the

upper side of the partition stands for five,

and the fives under them as one each, thus

making the total of ten on each line. Up and

down, left to right, they operate on it with
magic fingers. It is a very quick and accurate
calculator, and far more useful than many of
the modern machines, in adding and multi-
plying faculties, and although the mammoth
book Dai Fuku Cho, the immense prosperity
record, which represents the day book, ledger,
cash, purchase and sales books is entirely out
of use now in cities, the Salo Ban still remains
a most favorite utensil with the accountants.

Ludzuri, ink-pond; fude, writ-

The Writing ing brush, and yatate, fountain

. 

Materials pen, are still used, as the con-
struction of a Japanese type-

writer with its immense characters will be a

task next to impossible, and moreover, the

Japanese believe in a fine and graceful hand

writing and, with their born good taste, they

would not dare use other than pen and ink in

their correspondence.
With all these peculiar modes of clerking,

at the present crisis, every class of business and

manufacture is going on as systematically and

.serenely as before. The directors' board of

the Mitsui, one of the most powerful firms in Japan, lately issued a

regulation to cut five per cent. to twenty per cent. off the income

of all its clerks, to be given to the war fund, which was followed by

many other firms and factories.

The business men are an especially patriotic class in this crisis,

because they know the responsibility of opening the vast commercial

field of the Chinese Empire rests on them in company with the other

civilized nations. They know by chasing the selfish and barbarous

Muscovites from off the spot they alone can start the work for

which they have sacrificed so much. At this writing it looks as

if the field of their mercantile and political endeavors might be

greatly extended in the near future.

Away from the Noisy Circle of Commerce they Keep their Books, Clear-miwied cud
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B. A. 0 Co.
1905 Catalogue

126 pages Watches
Is pages Diamonds

266 pages Jewelry and Sterling Silver
210 pages Silver-Plated Ware
II pages Cut Glass

122 pages Clocks
88 pages Optical Goods

We ask you to visit our store when you come to

Chicago ; if not intending to come, to make up your

mind to come. Business everywhere is improving—

it is important that you have the goods " this fall.

You will find a big stock, progressiveness and an

interest in your needs at our place.

BENJ. ALLEN Ci holesaleCO_ •9 Jewelers
CHICAGO

November, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

Cameo°, October 29, 1904

Business conditions in the West and North-

west, South and Southwest are very good, and

jobbers report continued prosperity. There is a

noticeable improvement in trade in comparison

with a month ago. Crop and other conditions are

so favorable as to ensure a good trade from now

until after the holidays. The year i9o4 has so far

been a conservative one. In almost all lines the

dealers have bought less than last year. Now,

however, when the crop conditions are determined

and the busy season almost here, the retailer is

ordering goods in a more liberal manner. The

prosperous conditions which exist throughout this

territory generally, the large addition to the

country's wealth as a result of fine crops, the in-

crease in the volume of heavy business and the

absence of financial disturbance are conditions

which furnish a basis for confidence. Altogether

the future is bright. The present is a little bit

off when trade is compared with this time last

year, but we trust to report better things next

month. Advices from traveling salesmen and

reports by visiting jewelers who have been present

in the market the past fortnight all tend to sub-

stantiate the statement that the Western and

Southern country is enjoying very prosperous

conditions, with nothing apparent in the future

to disturb the present satisfactory outlook. Col-

lections seem to be improving. It seems that the

farmers are selling their produce promptly and

paying their bills.
It will be surprising informa-
tion, very likely, to state that
the population of Oklahoma
per square mile is right at this

time larger than the population of Kansas, per

square mile. We say this for the reason that the

people who live right next door to the territory
of Oklahoma are ignorant about the magnitude
of its progress. Oklahoma has an area of 39,000

square miles and a population closely estimated
at 725,000. Kansas has double the area, but not
double the number of people. In 1890 Oklahoma's
population was 65,834; in woo it was 398,000. On
January 1st of this year the banks in the Terri-
tory had $22,5oo,000 on deposit, and the taxable
wealth of the Territory was $400,000,000. The
national banks alone in Oklahoma City carried
deposits of nearly $3,000,000. Nearly all of Okla-
homa is embraced in the provisions of the new
irrigation law. It has the needed water courses.
Its soil is fertile and the rainfall, generally speak-

A Growing and
Prosperous
Territory

jug, is sufficient for good crops. Its mining re-

sources are extensive. Cotton can be raised there

as well as cereals and fruits. It is within easy

reach of the gulf seaports. The rapid extension

of its railroad facilities has been remarkable. Its

winters are short and mild. With her goqd crops,

which have not suffered much damage this year,

the Territory has a promise of continued pros-

perity, which means another good year for trade

in that section.
Conservative estimates place

South Dakota's the production of new wealth
in South Dakota this year at
$148,956,663, compared with

the total production of new wealth last year of

$138,597,750, an increase over last year of $10,358,-

913. Figuring on a basis of 500,000 population—

an increase of 50,000 during the past two or three

years—this would give a per capita production of

new wealth of $297.91 for the year for every man,

woman and child in the State, including 20,000

Indians who live within the borders of South Da-

kota. The corn crop of the State has, generally

speaking, escaped killing frosts and is now prac-

tically matured. It is said to be one of the largest

ever raised in this State and assures a good, steady

trade in that section right through the late fall

and winter.

Growing Wealth

Personal Mention

Otto Young, head of the house of Otto Young

& Company, spent the second week in October in

St. Louis, looking over the World's Fair. He

was accompanied by his family.
Gus Erickson, retail jeweler, 747 West Sixty-

third Street, left last week for a trip to Europe.

He expects to be absent about two months.

H. Killens, who was formerly in the employ

of the Geneva Optical Company, has opened up

an office in the Western Methodist Book Concern

Building, 57 Washington Street, as a practicing

optician.
W. C. Sommer, the widely-known practicing

optician in charge of the Optical Department at

Hyman, Berg & Company's for the past eleven

years, will leave Chicago about December 1st and

return to his old home in Springfield, Ill., where

he will again take an interest in the old jewelry

house of Sommer & Pierik, now John C. Pierik.

Mr. Sommer is a most genial and popular man

and has made quite a circle of warm friends in

the trade during his stay in Chicago. All regret

his departure and wish him and his good wife all

kinds of good luck in their old home.

Wm. A. Rogers, Ltd., of New York, announce

the retirement of Chas. C. Breitenbach as manager
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of their Chicago office and the appointment of
Frank E. McCullen as his successor. Mr. McCul-
len has been connected with the firm for several
years and is thoroughly conversant with the de-
tails of the business.

Wm. H. Cloudman, Assistant Superintendent
of the Elgin National Watch Company's factory,
spent last week in St. Louis, looking over the
World's Fair.

John H. Hardin, manager of F. A. Hardy &
Company, has recently been elected to succeed
C. S. Tomlinson as general secretary of the Mer-
chants' and Travelers' Association, of Chicago, a
position that does not interfere with his work for
the above house, as the assistant secretary per-
forms most of the labor connected with the office.
Mr. Tomlinson retires on account of loss of
health.

F. H. Noble, of F. H. Noble & Company, the
wanufacturers, spent a week recently in St. Louis,
doing the World's Fair, and was greatly pleased
with the big show.

John J. Pfordresher, retail jeweler, 2501
Wentworth Avenue, this city, has recently re-
turned from an extended outing, which embraced
two weeks among the Colorado resorts and a
week looking over the World's Fair at St. Louis.
Mr. Pfordresher reports a very delightful trip.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager for the In-
ternational Silver Company, has recently returned
from a tour of the factories of the company in the
East.

Mrs. Kate M. Crawford, for years Mr. Ket-
tle's faithful secretary in the Chicago office of the
American Waltham Watch Company, enjoyed a
delightful outing at the St. Louis World's Fair
last week.

A wedding of more than usual interest to the
trade was that of Miss Christine George Lewis,
daughter of the late Edmund Lewis, Esq., of Phil-
adelphia, who was at one time a director in The
Keystone Watch Case• Company, and Mr. David
Ford Conover, of the Chicago office of the Ameri-
can Waltham Watch Company. The ceremony
took place in the presence of a fashionable assem-
blage in Holy Trinity Memorial Chapel, in Phila-
delphia, at noon October 25th. Rev. James
Houghton, rector of the Church of the Redeemer,
Bryn Mawr, performed the ceremony. A break-
fast was served at the home of the bride's mother,
after which Mr. and Mrs. Conover left on their
honeymoon. On their return next month they
will make their home in Chicago, where Mr. Con-
over is well known and popular. He is a son of
the late David F. Conover, who in his lifetime
was widely known in the trade as the head of the
wholesale house of D. F. Conover & Company,
Philadelphia, and he is also a nephew of R. A.
Kettle, Chicago and Western agent of the
Waltham Watch Company. Mr. Fitch, who acted
as an usher, is a son of E. C. Fitch, president of
the American Waltham Watch Company. The
bride is a member of one of Philadelphia's old
and wealthy families.

Mr. and Mrs. George Kuehl will celebrate the
twenty-fifth or silver anniversary of their wed-
ding at the Germania Club, on the North Side, on
the evening of October 28th, in company with a
large number of their friends. The occasion
promises to be a joyous and happy one. Mr.
Kuehl has been in the retail jewelry business in
Chicago since 1878, and head of the firm of Geo.
Kuehl & Company, manufacturers and importers
of cuckoo clocks, since 1891. He is well known in
the trade, and his many friends will wish him and
Mrs. Kuehl many happy returns of their wedding
day.

Jacob Swartchild, of Swartchild & Company,
who has been in ill health for some time past, has
gone to Asheville, N. C., to recuperate. His fam-
ily accompanied him.

H. E. Clap, of the Daggett & Clap Company,
Attleboro, was in town for several days the early
part of the month, calling on the trade, in com-
pany with Herbert Cobb, the firm's Western rep-
resentative.

F. C. Klein, of F. C. Klein & Brother, re-
turned early in the month from a five months'
stay in Europe. Mr. Klein was accompanied by
his family and spent most of his time while away
at his old home in Oberstein, Germany.

John B. Warren, of the general office force of
the Elgin National Watch Company, is 'off on an
extended missionary trip over the northwestern
territory.

(Continued on page 1781)
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YOU

CAN SECURE THAT

CLASS PIN ORDER

BY SHOWING

OUR DESIGNS AND SAMPLES.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

WRITE TO EITHER FACTORY.

WENDELL & COMPANY,

93, 95 AND 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK.

57 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

November, 1904

Chicago Letter

(Continued ji on: page 1779)

Charles H. Fuller, head of the Geo. H. Fuller
& Son Company, the well-known Eastern manu-
facturers, and Mrs. Fuller, were guests at the
Auditorium Hotel last week. Mr. and Mrs. Fuller
were en route home from a fortnight's visit to the
St. Louis Exposition, which they found a great
show and which they enjoyed very much. Mr.
Fuller stopped over for a visit with Manager
Mather, of the firm's Chicago office.

Charles H. Spencer, manager of Norris, Alis-
ter & Co., is at his desk again, after a delightful
three weeks' vacation spent at his old home in
Oswego, N. Y.

Morris H. Berg, of Hyman, Berg & Co., spent
a week in St. Louis early in the month, doing the
Exposition, much to his delight and pleasure.

Theodore W. Foster, head of the manufactur-
ing house of Theo. W. Foster & Bro. Company,
Providence, recently spent a few days at the Chi-
cago office of the firm.

President Edward Holbrook, of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, spent several days in
town the early part of last week, visiting the local
office of the Gorham Company. Mr. Holbrook
was en route home from a ten days' visit to the
St. Louis World's Fair.

H. S. Noyes, Chicago and Western represen-
tative of Bates & Bacon, has been sadly bereaved
of late. Upon his arrival from a Western trip
the early part of the month he found a telegram
awaiting him, calling him to his old home in New-
buryport, Mass., on account of the death of his
father. He immediately started East, but before
arriving at his destination his mother had also
expired, she having survived his father only eight
hours. Mr. Noyes' father had reached the ripe
old age of 84 and his mother was one year his
j unior.

Life's changes have been strangely blended at
the home of Charles H. Knights of late. On the
evening of October 4th the house was filled with
flowers and joy on account of the marriage of his
youngest daughter to Mr. Daniel Peterkin. With-
in ten days after, the home was banked with
flowers again on account of the funeral of his
oldest daughter's husband, Mr. George A. Ellaire,
who died October 13th after a lingering illness.
Mr. Knights had gone East with the wedding
party to see the young people off on their honey-
moon and was called home by wire to the funeral
of his

Quite a number of prominent people in the
trade helped along in celebrating "Chicago Day"
at the St. Louis World's Fair. Among them we
will mention Julius Schnering, of Otto Young &
Company, and son; Max Ellbogen, of the Stein
& Ellbogen Company; Guy V. Dickinson, of the
Elgin National Watch Company; Morris Wendell,
of Wendell & Company; Fred G. Thearle, of C. H.
Knights & Company, and Mrs. Thearle and Miss
Thearle; Herbert W. Allen and Mrs. Allen; Ives
L. Lake, of the American Waltham Watch Com-
pany, and Mrs. Lake; Edward S. Hyman, of Hy-
man, Berg & Company, and Loren L. Boyle, of
THE KEYSTONE.

Gossip among the Trade
Following are a list of the students who have

recently entered Northern Illinois College: John
W. Elms, of Cherokee, Iowa; I. J. Friedman, Chi-
cago, Ill.; W. E. Lindsay, Castleton, N. Dak.;
Samuel S. Graves, Chicago, Ill.; S. L. Sanford,
Chicago, Ill.; Orris Booth, Knoxville, Ind.; S. L.
Dewey, Chicago, Ill.; E. Lovett, Willoughby,
Ohio; F. C. Fletcher, Chicago, Ill.; E. T. Olson,
Lake Park, Minn.

Wendell & Company, the Chicago and New
York manufacturing firm, have recently bought a
piece of business property on William Street, New
York City, at an investment of $176,000. The
property is located two doors north of the build-
ing that their New York factory is now located
in and they will spend around $30,000 improving
the premises, which is occupied by a six-story
building. Mr. Wendell tells us that they were
forced to move their New York factory by next
spring and they desired a permanent home for
their business, hence the investment. In their new
business home they will have nearly double their
present.space and considerably enlarged facilities
for their steadily increasing business.

THE KENTSTON

J. W. Tice, western representative of Adolphe
Schwob, has purchased the interest of M. N.
Burchard in the firm of Burchard & Challen, and
the name of that concern now is Challen & Tice.
Mr. Challen continues as manager of the firm, but
for the present Mr. Tice will not take an active
part in its affairs. This concern is western agent
for the Ohio Cut Glass Co., Warner Silver Plate
Co., Dickson Silver Co., and Muskegon Cutlery
Co.

A. C. Clifford is again in charge of the credits
in the office of the Calvin Clauer Company.

Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Optical
Company, has opened an office in the Western
Methodist Book Concern Building, 57 Washington
Street, where he will devote a few hours of his
time each day to practice limited to the eye.

George Kuehl & Company have been awarded
first prize and gold medal for their exhibit of
cuckoo clocks at the St. Louis World's Fair in
competition with Germany, Austria and Switzer-
land.

Charles E. Graves & Company, retail jewelers,
Madison and Clark Streets, have recently signed
a ten-year lease on the store at the southwest cor-
ner of Wabash Avenue and Madison Street,
40x70, at a rental of $210,000, or $21,000 rent per
annum. This is the Heyworth building, being
erected by Otto Young, of Otto Young & Com-
pany, and it is expected that the building will be
completed by April 1st, next. The old jewelry
house of J. B. Chambers & Company, of which
Charles E. Graves & Company are the successors,
was established in 1857. Their first store was in
the old Sherman House. In 1859 they moved to
Clark and Madison Streets, their present location,
where they have conducted a business ever since,
with the exception of about six months after the
great Chicago fire, when their store was burned
out, and they located temporarily on West Madi-
son Street. The new establishment will have new
fixtures and will be modern and metropolitan in
every particular.

On October 23d the Juergens & Andersen
Co. rounded out the fiftieth year of its existence;
fifty years of earnest and unremitting effort, of
rigid integrity and inspiring progress. Such, in
brief, has been the history of this concern. Paul
Juergens, the only surviving member of the origi-
nal firm, is known as the "dean of the Western
jewelry trade." When he and his father located in
Cliicago and founded the business at 77 Lake
Street under the name of Juergens & Son, the
great metropolis of the West was but an unim-
portant trade center. Some years subsequently
the firm was joined by Sebastian Andersen,
who had married a daughter of its senior mem-
ber, and the firm name of Juergens & Ander-
sen was assumed. At the outbreak of the historic
fire, which laid Chicago in ruins, Juergens & An-
dersen, then located at it7I Lake Street, were
burned out and sustained a loss of $37,000. A
quantity of watches, diamonds and miscellaneous
jewelry, valued from between $12,000 and $x5,000,
was recovered from the debris, some pieces melted
beyond recognition, while others, principally
diamonds, which had been kept in an iron box,
were unscathed. With these and the capital real-
ized by the sale of the other goods recovered, the
firm resumed business in the Eldridge Court.
After a number of subsequent removals, necessi-
tated by growth. they became established in their
present quarters in the Stewart building, 192 State
Street. Meanwhile the business had been incor-
porated under the name of the Juergens & Ander-
sen Co., by which it has since been known.

It is a notable fact that the Juergens family
have been identified with the jewelry business for
five hundred years. Knowing that his forbears
for many generations had been jewelers, Paul
Juergens, of this firm, while in Germany during
the summer of Tooi, prosecuted an investigation
which definitely established the extent of the trade
connection. One of his treasured possessions is
a copy of the apprenticeship certificate given to
his great grandfather, August Frederick Juergens,
in 1763, a photograph of which was printed in the
March, 1902, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

News from the Trade
R. P. Rasmussen & Company is the name of

a new jewelry firm just opening up for business
in Racine, Wis. Mr. Rasmussen was for years
with Jeweler H. J. Smith, of the same city; the
past year be has spent in Denver Colo. He is
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spending this week in the Chicago market se-
lecting his opening bills, and when met in one
of our wholesale offices, he said that they were
opening up with a fairly good stock, and that
they expected to do a nice business from their
opening day.

William B. Mishler, until recently with F.
D. Day & Company, Duluth, Minn., was in
Chicago the early part of the month en route to
Tonopah, Nev., where he expected to start in
business.

Cole & McElwain is a new firm just embark-
ing in the retail jewelry business at Atlantic,
Iowa. Both members of this firm were in
Chicago last week selecting their stock for the
new store. Mr. McElwain was for fifteen years
with the late P. F. O'Connell, of Atlantic, and is
the practical man of the firm. They were fairly
liberal buyers and expect to open up a mo 'ern
store with everything new.

Alva Snider. for many years optician and
jeweler with A. L. Howard, at Beloit. Wis., has
gone into business for himself at 351 East Grand
Avenue, that city. Mr. Snider is a popular and
worthy man who will undoubtedly make a suc-
cess of his new venture. He certainly embarks
in business with bright prospects. Mr. Snider
and Mrs. Snider spent the past week in Chicago
selecting their opening bills, and inform us that
they will open up a modern store in every par-
ticular.

R. J. Kewin. of Griswold, Iowa, is building
a new store. He expects to occupy it about
December 1st, in time for the holiday season. It
will be a handsome store and a credit to its en-
terprising owner.

News has reached the Chicago trade that
J. A. Davison, of Hornick, Iowa, has closed out
his drug and jewelry business and retired.

J. E. Tucker, of Coon Rapids, Iowa, has
added a large line of fine china to his already
complete stock of jewelry and musical merchan-
dise in anticipation of a fine holiday business.

William Eberle has just opened up a new
jewelry store at Onawa, Iowa.

C. A. Gallagher, of Maquoketa, Iowa, has
added to the attractiveness of his store by putting
in new fixtures. Travelers who have recently
called on Mr. Gallagher tell us that lie now has
one of the real swell stores of the Hawkeye
State.

J. L. Wisler. of Marion, Ind., has recently
made extensive iinprovements in his store by
enlarging it and adding new fixtures through-
out, making his store exceedingly attractive and
neat.

W. J. Bozzliardt, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., has
closed out his stock of goods at auction and will
retire from the jewelry business for a while, at
least.

Ernest L. McDowell, of Arkansas City,
Kans., head of the Crescent Jewelry Company, of
that city, recently purchased a fine building lot
and will soon commence the construction of a
fine new store building, which he hopes to oc-
cupy just after the holidays. Mr. McDowell,
who is well known in this market, can be re-
garded as one of the hustling dealers of the
Southwest. as his large, fine store will indicate.

R. Hine. formerly of Milwaukee, has re-
cently opened up a new jewelry store at Me-
nomonie, Wis.

Will H. Queenman, Western traveler for the
F. C. Happel Company. left last week for a two
months' trip through Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
Colorado and Kansas territory.

Earl J. G. Lovett, of Willoughby, Ohio. is
spending some little time in Chicago, pursuing
a course in optics at the Northern Illinois
College.

Franklin Wells, Jr., of Yankton, S. Dak., has
recently sold his jewelry and stationery stock to
Livingston Brothers. of that city.

Jeweler F. B. Tibbitts, of Hopkinton. Iowa,
has been appointed postmaster of that town.

Mr. 011erman, watchmaker for Palmer &
Taylor, Blair, Nebr., met with a severe accident
recently that laid him up for several weeks.

E. J. Hervey, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has
recently put in some new fixtures which add to
the attractiveness of his store. Mr. Hervey is
expecting a good holiday trade and is preparing
for it.

Jeweler H. C. Hessler, of Rockford, Mich.,
spent a few weeks in St. Louis recently looking

(Continued on page 1783)



IDEAL HIOLIDAY SERVICE
presupposes a stock adequate to fill ALL orders

of ALL patrons promptly and satisfactorily. The

trade know well OUR record for holiday service in

We fill all orders with equal promptness, whether large or small, whether

sent by mail or telegraph—whether received to-day or the day before Christ-

mas. No delay, no discrimination, no substitution—exactly what you want,

when you want it and at best terms obtainable—standard stock at the most

reasonable prices.

DIAVO\DS
WATCHES
JEWELRY

STEI\ & ELL300E\ COIV'PA\Y
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY

Especially equipped for the

execution of Holiday orders.

Engraving, Jewelry Manufac-

turing and Repairing at lowest

prices for first-class workman-

ship. POSITIVELY NO

DELAYS. NO RED TAPE.

Straight, honest, quick system.

SHOW CASES
FOR 40 YEARS

Have been imitated but never equaled. They are made by experi-

enced workmen—of the best materials—and are sold at the right prices.

Our catalogue shows just the case you need for the proper display of

your Holiday goods. Ask us for our catalogue and prices of the best

show cases on earth —AND ORDER NOW TO INSURE PROMPT

DELIVERIES.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich. Established 1864 Windsor, Out.

MAKERS OF SHOW CASES TO MEN WHO KNOW

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF OUTSIDE METAL CASES

-

SANS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
'Die original Sams'—

Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

I I and l'iv,se

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) • 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. size,
high, 33/a'' diam.
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over the World's Fair, much to his delight and
pleasure. Mr. Hessler stopped over in Chicago

for a few days en route home, and was picking

up novelties for his holiday trade.
Frank Lines, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., has

been adding new fixtures, redecorating and other-

wise improving his store preparatory to the holi-

day 
Will Z. . Searle, the well-known jeweler of

Petoskey, Mich., has recently returned from a
pleasant outing spent with friends at Duluth,

L. H. Norman, of Reed City, Mich., has put

in a new steel ceiling, repainted, repapered and
otherwise improved his store in good time for the
holidRaeyedseasz vvson.

heaton, of Cadillac, Mich., are
making improvements in their store by adding
some new fixtures. When completed they ex-
pect to have one of the most modern stores in that
section..A 

M.
morrow,

of Pillston, Mich., has been
making extensive improvements in his drug and
jewelry store by adding new fixtures. His store
is now a modern establishment in every par-
ticular.

Otto Supe, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., will
enjoy his annual deer hunt next month. Mr.
Supe will spend two weeks in the woods of
Northern Michigan, accompanied by his father,
who is 67 years old. They expect some rare
sport.

Albert A. Spiegel, manager of the Gustave
Fox Company, makers of fine emblem goods,
Cincinnati, spent a week in Chicago recently
calling on the jobbing trade.

Messrs. Campbell, Burk, Brownell, Biglow,
Helwig and Harting, all Chicago young men, are
taking the evening course in practical optics at
Prof. Rogers' school.

C. F. Woodruff. of Joliet, and Harry North,
of Michigan. have been attendants at the Chi-
mcaognothpost-Graduate Optical College, the past

Campbell Brothers, of Commercial Avenue,
South Chicago, participated in a fire in their
block early in the month, and sustained consid-
erable damage to their stock by smoke. The
damage has been duly adjusted by the insurance
companies.

George V. Brown, formerly with Jeweler C.
K. McKain, Kokomo, Ind., has just embarked in
the retail jewelry business at Flora, Ind.

Anton Molle, of Antigo, Wis., has recently
moved into a handsome new store, which he has
made attractive and modern.

The Gerlach Drug and Jewelry store at Car-
roll, Iowa, has recently moved into a new store
room. They have put in new fixtures and other
improvements and now have a modern estab-
lishment. Shepard has charge of the jewelryd 

S. R. King, Western and Northwestern
traveler for C. H. Knights & Company, has re-
turned from an extended trip and reports trade
in his territory already looking up.

Jeweler A. F. Hawkins, of Blue Earth,
Minn., mourns the recent loss of his youngest
child—a bright little girl—whose death resulted
ifnrogmdeavselliogphetdaccident from which blood poison-

George E. Baker, the well-known jeweler of
Ames, Iowa, has just completed one of the finest
residences in Ames for a home.

S. J. Stieglitz, up to recently in the retail
Jewelry business at Faribault, Minn., has re-
moved to Crookston in the same State, where
he has just opened up an attractive store, and is
already doing a promising business.

Armer & Weinshenk, wholesale jewelers, San
Francisco, were represented in Chicago recently
by Mr. Armer, head of the firm, who was accom-
panied by Mrs. Armer. They were en route home
from a visit to the St. Louis World's Fair, and
stopped over here to enjoy a few days of life in
the Western metropolis.

Out-of-Town Visitors
E. J. Hill, of South Haven, Mich., was here

last week on a holiday purchasing trip.

THE KLEY8TOINE

W. W. Hicks, of Tecumseh, Mich., was a vis-
iting buyer in this market recently, selecting his
holiday stock.

John Gaston, of Gaston & Son, Tecumseh,
Mich., made Chicago a flying visit recently, on
the lookout for the latest fall novelties.

Mrs. W. W. Davy, wife of Jeweler Davy,
Ripon, Wis., spent a few days in Chicago visit-
ing friends while on her way to the World's
Fair at St. Louis.

F. D. Stelzer, of Frankfort, Mich., was a
visiting buyer in this market the early part of
the month.

Arthur Stein, with Jeweler H. W. I-Tardie, of
Holland, Mich., was in Chicago recently, calling
among the trade.

Fred A. Klass, of fibbing, Minn, was a
visiting buyer in the Chicago market recently.

W. H. Brannan, of Brannan Brothers, Love-
land, Colo., was in Chicago last week accom-
panied by Mrs. Brannan, on their way home
from a visit to the St. Louis Fair.

C. Jensen, of Davenport, Iowa, was a visit-
ing buyer in this market recently, selecting holi-
day bills.

W. D. Wolford, accompanied by Mrs. Wol-
ford, was in Chicago for several days the early
part of the month on a pleasure trip through the
West.

Robert C. Traub. of the firm of Traub Bros.
& Company, Detroit, spent a day in Chicago
recently, calling on the trade.

C. A. Cole, the well-known jeweler of Win-
terset, Iowa, accompanied by Mrs. Cole, spent
several days in town last week, combining pleasure
with tlaeit fall buying.

C. E. Range. of Trenton, Mo., spent last
week in this market looking over the fall lines
and selecting his holiday bills. Mr. Range re-
ports a fine outlook in his section for a good
holiday trade, and he was buying accordingly.

C. A. Clement, of Springfield, Mo., was here
for several days last week, looking after his fall
buying.

C. R. Pearsoll. manager of the J. H. Leyson
Company. of Salt Lake City, has been spending
a few days in town picking up late novelties for
their holiday trade.

W. B. Kimball, of Waukesha, Wis., spent a
few days here this week, looking over the market
for late fall novelties.

James J. Dagleish, of Grundy Center, Iowa,
is in town this week, selecting his holiday lines.

Walter Mellor, of Michigan City, Ind.,
accompanied by Mrs. Mellor, spent a couple of
days in the market this week, selecting their holi-
day bills.

Lyon & Russell, of Jacksonville, Ill., were
represented in this market this week by Mr. Lyon,
who was here on a holiday purchasing trip.

Mrs. P. L. Gordon, of Fairfield, Iowa, was a
visiting buyer in this market last week, selecting
holiday lines.

Howes Brothers, of Clinton, Iowa, were rep-
resented in this market last week by Ed. Howes,
who was here on the lookout for late holiday
novelties.

R. Geary, of Hibbing, Minn., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week, selecting his holi-
day bills.

G. S. Bauder, of Elburn, Ill., was in Chicago
for a day recently, returning home from a visit
to his old home in the East.

B. F. Likes, of Galena, Ohio, spent a few days
in the Chicago market recently, selecting goods
for his holiday trade.

C. W. Mosher and Mrs. Mosher, of Holland,
Mich., were trade callers in this market last week,
selecting their holiday lines.

A. F. Clark, of Ionia, Mich., was a visiting
buyer in this market last week.

T. H. Robinson, of Toronto, Canada, was a
trade caller in Chicago last week. While here he
spent a day as a guest of the Elgin National
Watch Company on a trip of inspection to their
factory at Elgin.

Frank A. Averbeck, of Madison, Wis., spent
a day in this market the early part of the month,
on the lookout for late fall novelties. He was a
welcome caller at THE KEYSTONE headquarters
during his stay in town.

Theo. Leaf, of DeKalb, Ill., spent a day in the
market recently, making purchases for his holiday
trade.
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C. C. Thoma and W. E. Thoma, brothers, the
former of Battle Creek and the latter from Kala-
mazoo, Mich., were visiting buyers in this market
last month.

D. R. Lewis, of Boyne, Mich., is spending
several days in town this week, selecting his open-
ing bills for a new store he is just opening up at
the above town. Mr. Lewis was buying liberally,
as lie anticipates a good trade from the start.

C. C. Gere, the well-known jeweler of Urbana,
Ill., was a visiting buyer in this market this week,
selecting holiday lines.

Fred. Weber, of F. Weber & Company, Dan-
ville, Ill., was in the market for a day last week,
selecting holiday lines.

W. T. Hixson & Company, of El Paso, Tex.,
were represented in this market the early part of
the month by Mr. Hixson, the head.of the firm,
who was here for a few days visiting among his
old friends and selecting his fall bills.

Theodore Rutler, with J. H. Twelbeck, of Bal-
timore, Md., and Mrs. Rutler, stopped off in Chi-
cago for a few days the early part of the month,
en route home from a visit to the St. Louis Fair.

J. W. Van Dorn and Mrs. Van Dorn, of Mi-
nonk, Ill., were in the city the early part of the
month, combining pleasure with some fall buying.

Walter Wyatt, the well-known practicing
optician of Peoria, Ill., spent a day here recently,
calling on his old friends in the trade. He was
a congenial caller at KEYSTONE headquarters dur-
ing his stay in town.

F. F. Wollert, of the firm of Gauss, Simmons
& Company, formerly druggist-jewelers at Ma-
nilla, Iowa, but who have just recently removed
to Shenandoah, the same State, where they will
open up a new store November 1st, has been
spending the past fortnight in Chicago, finishing
up in optics and doing some buying for the new
store.

Miss Lulu Johnson, daughter of Jeweler
H. 0. Johnson, of Monmouth, Ill., is spending the
month of October in Chicago, visiting at the home
of friends.

E. L. Thayer, of Rockford, Ill., was in town
recently, looking over the market and picking up
late holiday novelties.

D. L. Jenkinson, of Minocqua, Wis., spent a
few days in town this week, selecting his holiday
bills. He was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE
headquarters while here.

C. A. Burbank, of Portland, Oregon, was in
Chicago recently on his way East.

R. W. Chamberlin, of Marshalltown, Iowa,
was in the Chicago market all of last week, buying
holiday goods.

F. D. Stelzer, jeweler-optician, of Frankfort,
Mich., was a recent visiting buyer in this market.
He dropped in at KEYSTONE headquarters long
enough to say that dealers in his section were ex-
pecting a good holiday business.

R. U. Hendrick, the well-known jeweler of
St. Joseph, Mo., was a visiting buyer in this mar-
ket recently, on the lookout for late holiday nov-
elties.

Obituary

The untimely death of A. B. Landeen, man-
ager of the New York office of F. H. Noble & Co-,
at his home, in Brooklyn, October 2d, after a seven

weeks' attack of typhoid
fever, was a great shock to
his friends in the trade.
Mr. Landeen started his
business career with the
above firm in 1895, when
sixteen years of age, at
their head office in Chicago.
Through his capability and
energy he soon became a
valuable employe. When
the firm gpened their New
York office, in 590t, Mr.
Landeen was appointed its
manager, a great undertak-
ing for a young man of

twenty-two. He held this position for three
years and up to the time of his death. He was ex-
ceptionally bright and energetic, with a mind and
business capacity far beyond his years. His serv-
ices will be greatly missed by his firm, who held
him in the highest esteem. He was married in
November, 1993. He leaves a widow and many
friends to mourn his loss. Interment was held in
Chicago, October 7th.
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Helen Keller's Unique Watches

How the Famous Blind Girl Tells the Time Com-
plicated Mechanism of the Timepieces —

Gifts from Interested Philanthropists

HE extraordinary power to overcome diffi-
culties with which humanity is gifted has
its most wonderful exemplification in the
person of Miss Helen Keller, who started

life deprived of the three faculties of sight, speech
and hearing. That a human being who is deaf,
dumb and blind should be capable of any other
duty in life than mere existence is, in itself, won-
derful, but to find one thus afflicted acquiring a
thorough education in all the leading branches of
learning, including the classics and higher mathe-
matics, is almost incredible. To-day, Miss Keller
ranks among the best educated young ladies of the
land, and has even achieved success as an essayist
and authoress.

To the readers of this journal it
Unique Watch will be interesting to learn how

this remarkable young lady tells
the time. Miss Keller is the

happy possessor of a watch which would be unique
but for the fact that its near counterpart has been
made especially for her benefit, to insure her
always having a timepiece to use. She came into
ownership of the first of these two remarkable
watches in this way : Years ago, in the days of
the empire, an American minister to France found
it necessary, of course, on occasion to seek an
interview with the Emperor, and in this he always
was mindful of the necessity of making these inter-
views as brief as possible and of withdrawing as
soon as he could from the Emperor's presence,
making it essential for him to keep watch on the
passing of time. How to do so was a problem,
for to consult one's watch openly in the presence
of the royal personage manifestly would be a great
breach of etiquette ; yet in the audience chamber
there was no timepiece by which those received by
the Emperor could be guided in the least in the
matter of time.

The American representative at the court of
France by good fortune came into possession of a
watch which was extraordinary in its construction,
and which made it possible for him to tell nearly
the correct time merely by feeling of the watch
while it was concealed in his clothing. This he
could do, with a little practice, in so clever a way
that it could not be detected. This proved safer
for him than to rely upon his judgment in the
passing of time during an interview granted by the
Emperor, and it is history that he was particularly
successful in consequence in his diplomatic Nvork.

It is this same historic watch
A Present which Helen Keller now owns,
Much Appreciated imd it came to her as a gift from

Hon. John Hitz, formerly
consul-general from Switzerland to Washington,
D. C. He was a friend of the ambassador,
from whom he came into possession of the watch.
Mr. Hitz is superintendent of the Volta Bureau for
the Diffusion and Distribution of Knowledge Rela-
ting to the Deaf. He long has been one of Miss
Keller's best friends.

Soon after Mr. Hitz met Miss Keller and
learned of her studies, he realized how much the
possession of a watch such as the ambassador had
owned would mean to anyone deprived of sight.
His resolve to make her a present of the watch
which had served his friend so well when. he
could not take advantage of his own good sight,
was followed by a bestowal of the gift upon Miss

for the Blind
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Keller, soon after he had met her personally and
her friend and instructor of many years, Miss A. M.
Sullivan. That the gift has been appreciated is
shown by the fact that Miss Keller has learned to
tell the hour with remarkable accuracy, or to
within about two minutes of the exact time, wholly
by the delicacy of her touch.

The watch is of the size usually
Description of carried by men, is of eighteen

karat gold, is open-faced and is
rather thick, as compared with

the ordinary watch. It is of the highest grade, is
fully jeweled and of the very best quality through-
out, as an unusual watch would be. It was made
by Rosel et Fils, successors of J. F. Bautte et Cie.,
Geneva, Switzerland. On the back of the case a
broad hand is fastened on the outside, held in the
center of the case by a stud which connects the
hand with special mechanism on the inside of the
cover. This broad hand is much like the blade of
a pocket knife in appearance, its breadth being at
the widest portion perhaps a little more than a
quarter of an inch, although it broadens into a
circular shape where fastened to the center of the

the Watch

Helen Keller as a school girl, studying her lessons

cover. The point of the hand is curved, or bent,
so that it follows snugly the outside rim of the
watch when the hand revolves. On this rim at
regular intervals are little projecting knobs, much
like the one knob which many watches have for
use in setting the timepiece. .These little knobs
are about the size of the head of a common pin.
There are eleven of them on the rim, marking the
hours, the watch stens serving for the hour of twelve.

The hand can be turned around at will if turned
backward, although nothing is gained or results
from doing this. When turned in the right direc-
tion, following the hours in the natural order, the
blade-like hand moves around until the correct
time. is reached, when a spring inside the cover
brings the hand to a sudden stop. If this happens
to be at one of the knobs the person holding the
watch can readily tell, after some practice, the
relative position of the knob to the stem of the
watch, thereby indicating the hour ; and if it has
been stopped between two knobs, both of which
can be determined, a person with keenly sensitive
touch can calculate the position of the hand between
the knobs and easily figure on the time in minutes.
As has been stated, Miss Keller's sense of touch is
so delicate that she can fix upon the time to within
two minutes of the exact hour, Miss Sullivan states.

On the inside of the watch,
The Delicate fastened to the back cover, is a

cap-shaped wheel which re-
volves simultaneously with the

outside broad hand. Below this cap-wheel is a
disk, connected with the actual works of the watch,

Mechanism

November, 1904

the disk having on its face a circular indenture in
which is placed a delicate spring, one end of which
is slightly raised above the rest of the spring. As
this disk revolves with the working of the usual
minute, hour and second hands on the face of the
watch, the raised end of the spring is always
moving simultaneously and relatively it keeps just
apace with the minute and hour hands. Hence,
when one turns the broad hand on the outside, a
stud in the cap-shaped wheel, connected with the
outside hand, moves around also, just following
the spring in the disk under it, and when it reaches
the raised end it can go no farther, thus stopping
the hand on the cover at a point over a knob or
between two of them.

If one tries turning the hand backward it may
be made to go round and round in a meaningless
way, and in doing this the stud in the cap-wheel,
when it passes along over the tiny spring, merely
presses down the raised end and slides easily over
it, after which the end is released to its raised posi-
tion again. In this instance the stud follows the
spring, whereas in telling time the stud moves in
the opposite direction of the spring till it meets the
raised end, which proves an obstruction and stops
the stud and thereby the hand on the outside.

Miss Keller has used this novel
Repairing the watch for several years, and has

depended greatly on its faithful
service to aid her in keeping

track of the busy hours which she makes. for her-
self. Some time ago the watch went the way of
more ordinary watches—it " went idle," as the
Irish say of a clock or watch which refuses to work.
Something in the delicate mechanism gave out
from long use, and to have it repaired became a
necessity. It was found that from lack of oiling
and cleaning some parts were entirely worn out
and could be replaced only through sending to
Switzerland for them, all of which required more
than a year before return of the watch to Miss
Keller in as good condition as ever it was. Mean-
while she became much distressed over its tern-
porary loss, for she had grown to depend upon it
constantly.

This led to the making of her second watch,
modeled on the plan of the original one. A man
in Rock Island, Ill., learned of her misfortune and
resolved that she should not be placed in a like
predicament, if need called for sending her watch
again to be repaired. This friend, whom Miss
Keller never has met, went to Switzerland, in his
travels abroad, and in Geneva he went to the
house of Henri Capt, a celebrated watchmaker,
whose business later became that of L. Gallopin et
Cie. The original watch was carefully described
to them by the author, and from his description
the second watch was made. This was a lady's
watch, in size, and was made with a gold hunting
case. It is an expensive watch, naturally. It
never has proved as reliable or as useful as the
original timepiece, upon which Miss Keller feels
that she can depend absolutely.

The smaller watch is of high grade, but is so
delicate and sensitive that it readily gets out of
order. Not long ago it gave out and failed to do
its work correctly. The watch, by this means,
came into the hands of a KEYSTONE subscriber,
Edgar R. Hills, a watchmaker, of Boston, Mass.,
and successor of Richard Hills. Miss Keller's
watch was taken in charge and carefully studied.
It was put in perfect order and is now giving her
entire satisfaction. Mr. Hills also has had the care
recently of the first of these two watches, to pre-
vent its getting again into the condition which
necessitated sending it over to Switzerland.

Watch DIAMONDS

OUR HOLIDAY LINES
in

Diamonds, Pearls
Precious Stones

Fine Jewelrya n ii

ARE NOW COMPLETE

Jos.Noterman & Co.
509-511-513 Race St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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DIVIONIS
Pages 121 to 137 of

our new catalogue illustrate and

price Our diamonds and show

most anything one may want in

the diamond line.

Our constant endeavor is to have nice

diamonds to sell at a reasonable price.

The fact that we have long been buying

our goods in the foreign markets and in

large quantities places us in a position to

give the very best diamond service to our

customers. We solicit your orders for

anything you may want in diamonds,

loose or mounted.

jirr"•••••■■,..*

Our 816 Page Catalogue is capital to the jeweler

it brings within his reach, in a convenient and pleasing

way, our remarkably fine stocks of everything that is

good to sell the prices are standard our system of

filling orders is perfected and guarantees prompt ship-

ments the book goes only to those dealers entitled

to it. Now that the busy season is at hand, be familiar

with the best catalogue.

BEN J. ALLEN & CO., Chicago
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" Beatitifttl Woman's Beautiful Jewel," a
dainty brochure telling all about the pro-
duct of the only mines in the world where
turquoises can be found sufficiently, perfect
In form and color for a necklace,will be sent
free on request to readers of this magazine.

The Toltec Gem Mining Company
I Maiden Lane, New York

4-S

TITqu,oNe
Ti e FaahAonz:b_e NechlInce

Turquoise is the birth-stone for December.

Wide-awake Jewelers will carry the "Toltec" Turquoise
Necklaces in their holiday stock and reap the benefit.

In hardness, durability and color the "Toltec" Turquoise
are unequaled by any others in the world, and are the only
genuine Turquoise capable of being matched up in necklaces.

WE SELL ONLY THROUGH THE TRADE

To_tec CeTara MArching Co.
CHAS. F". WOOD 6b CO., Slli,-ig Agent,.4

Plailden Lane, HEW YORK.

AMP 

You saw the picture of the lady on the cover of this book, but did you observe the ornament she wearson her neck ? You will need some of our Popular-Priced Necklaces for your Holiday trade.e".r Beautiful catchy designs, 14 K. from $10 to $20 each, in rose and other finishes, someare set with colored stones and some with diamonds. We also make Baroque PearlPendants, Scarf Pins, Brooches, Bracelets, Neck Chains and Lorgnette Chainsin 14 K. and Sterling at all prices.
CHAS. S. CROSSIVIAN 64 CO.

.4!? 
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Quick Service  

We want the holiday business of the enter-

prising, aggressive, wide-awake and successful

Retailer.

• We want you to try

The
Knights System and

Service

which is the result of nearly 30 years' experi-

ence in furnishing the wants of the best

jewelers of the country.

We have grown up with the Western trade,

and. our leadership as a watch and jewelry

house has been earned by a lifetime of earnest

work in its service.

The extent of our stock and perfection of

our system were grandly tested by the unpre-

cedented demand of last fall and the satisfac-

tion given all patrons.

We are now equally well prepared to supply

your holiday needs this season. Look out for

our travelers, write us or call on us.

C. H. Knights & Co.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago

I 79I
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These Are Stirring Times

Bestir your-

selves, jewelers,

and get in a line of

our Sellers so as

to be ready for the

holiday trade.

CANDIDATES
pOgRLAR

FAVOR

FREUND JEWELRY

They will stir up

enthusiasm among

the shoppers and

add to your list
of pleased custom-
ers, as well as in-

crease your bank

account.

Let us " make good " on your next special order for a fine watch, diamond or piece of jewelry, or even some new designs to
freshen up your stock. Our experience of over forty years enables us to judge pretty well what the trade desires ; you will have
the benefit of our exceptional facilities to meet this demand at the right prices.

For the men who are members of the BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS AND FRATERNAL ORDER
OF EAGLES, there is nothing to compare with our exclusive patterns of charms and pins. Can we send you a selection package?

We are here to serve and endeavor to add you to our list of satisfied customers.

Henry Freund 0 Bro., Sellers of Sellers

November, 904 T I-1 E

ELK AND EAGLE GOODS A SPECIALTY No. 9 Maiden Lane, New York

The Gordeous GTh1\ d1 SeweRg of

Women of Weanh

N an article entitled " The Lap of Luxury," in a recent issue of the

Saturday Evening Post, Rene Bache gave a startling revelation of

the fortunes expended by the wealthy women of to-day on personal

belongings. Coming to the matter of jewelry we are told of one

extraordinary costume over which pearls and diamonds were sprinkled as

beads are strung on an ordinary frock. The white satin 
skirt, veiled in

silver tulle, was " embroidered from belt to hem with wheat-heads done in

small pearls, and with spears of

wheat tipped with small but

pure diamonds to represent

dewdrops." Diamonds and

pearls were used to fringe the

tulle drapery ; the ostrich fea-

thers worn in the hair were

spangled with blue-white gems,

and even the white slippers,

which alone cost P000, were

embellished with the wheat

decoration. The corsage was

confined by a stomacher of large

diamonds and emeralds, and a

tiara of similar stones crowned

the wearer's head. Experts

reckoned the cost of the frock

alone at $100,000, but the whole

costume, including the jewels,

represented a value of not less

than half a million dollars.

In the mere fabrication of

frocks there is a limit to pos-

sible expenditure. Though

cloth woven of spider's silk be

used hand - embroidered and

with trimming of antique lace,

the cost of a gown cannot run

far up Into the thousands of

dollars. But when the resources
of the mineral kingdom are

called upon to lend a scintillant

glory to my lady's costume, the
outlay for her wardrobe may
tax even the means of a multi-

millionaire.
The novelist Th ack era y

took occasion to satirize the
prodigality of a certain Prince
Esterhazy, who, in his day, ap-
peared at the Court of St. James
in clothing so freely bespangled
with diamonds that profit was
found in picking up the gems
that became detached from his
person ; but until recently no attempt has been made by a woman to rival

this brilliant example. At the same time, it should be realized that a frock

may be quite liberally sprinkled with gems for less money than is paid for a

single small article of jewelry such as is worn by many a fashionable woman

to-day as one of the minor adjuncts of her rainment.

With rubies at $4o,000 for a single stone, and pearls at

The High Prices $5000 to $20,000 apiece, even the money of a multi-

millionaire does not carry him far in the purchase of

jewelry. A necklace ot pearls worth $300,000 is nothing

very extraordinary, and Poo,000 is certainly not too much to pay for a tiara,

while a stomacher to match may easily cost another poo,000. Here, be

It noticed, is an expenditure of halt a million dollars on three pieces, in addi-

tion to which a lady of fashion needs ornaments for the corsage, a few very

costly rings, and a number of minor articles ot bijouterie.

It is hardly possible to get along without a tiara, which is a sort of

crown—more exactly speaking, a jeweled coronet such as is worn by noble-

women in England. Surely a lady of conspicuous fashion in this country is
a personage of as much importance as the wife of an earl or baron in Great

Britain and, if so, her right to adopt similar ornaments is beyond dispute.

Besides, coronets are exceedingly becoming, and when the New York

women saw them on the heads of titled foreign dames visiting the island of

Manhattan they made up their minds to have them, too. Mrs. W. K.

Vanderbilt set the example, others followed, and now crowns are commonly

worn.
From what has been said it should be obvious that a woman may wear

a million dollars' worth of precious stones at a ball, or in a box at the opera,

without being vulgarly overloaded. From season to season she will have

some of her more important pieces remodeled, for variety's sake, and to

follow the changing fashions. A tiara, for example, is easily converted into

a stomacher, and the latter, with slight modifications, is made to serve as a

corsage ornament. Most people are so ignorant about such matters as not
to know what a jeweled stom-
acher is, though they have a
notion that it is an arrangement
of gems made to cover the di-
gestive region. This, as a matter
of fact, is not accurately descrip-
tive, the article in question being
in reality merely a somewhat
elaborate ornament, of no pre-
scribed shape or pattern, which
calls admiring attention to the
neighborhood of the solar plexus,
but which, if preferred, may be
attached with equal appropriate-
ness to the corsage. One of
New York's most fashionable
women possesses a stomacher
that is made to represent a wild-
rose branch, the leaves and
buds being large emeralds and
the flower-petals composed of
pink tourmalines. This work
of art is valued at $150,000.

Large emer-
alds, which if
flawless are
worth more

than diamonds of equal size, are
surrounded by a blaze of dia-
monds to light them up. A fine
tiara may have in it as many as
five hundred blue-white South
African sparklers, the whole
arrangement subsidiary to three
or four great rubies, or other
" important" gems so called.
It is not surprising that such
ornaments come high. A five-
carat ruby costs four times as
much as a diamond of the same
weight, and pink and other fancy-

colored pearls fetch astonishing
prices. Mrs. Midas appears at

the opera with a corsage orna-
ment containing half a dozen

pearls as big as the marbles boys play with, a rose-cut diamond half an inch

in diameter in the center, and her necklace is of diamonds and varicolored

sapphires in clusters, each cluster showing a different tint, from green to

blue, and from yellow to red.

Such things cost money. The average man in his lifetime does not earn

more than enough to pay for a couple of these great pearls. Even the purse

Mrs. Midas carries is a net of pure gold, adorned with diamonds and

pendant strings of pearls.

One realizes when one sees, on an opera night, the boxes ablaze with

millions on millions of dollars' worth of precious stones, that the statement

that the world's diamond crop is marketed chiefly in America is no fiction.

The illustration on this page shows what is probably the

A Wonderful most wonderful necklace in the world. This piece was

exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition and is valued at

$250,000. The gems composing it were collected by

Maurice Brower, of New York City, and there are figo stones in all. Of this

number 26 are diamonds of unusual size, each with its individual history of

a fascinating nature. The remaining 664 contributary gems are of grea
t

beauty also, and have interesting historic associations. Some were owned

by Napoleon, some by Maximillian and other historic characters.

A Remarkable Piece of Jewelry

of Gems

More Costly
than Diamonds

Necklace
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PRICE A D QUALITY
TWO PRIME FACTORS
ESSENTIAL TO THE BUYER

WHICH YOU WILL FIND IN OUR COMPLETE
HOLIDAY LINE OF

DIAMONDS
WATCHES

JEWELRY

LINDENBERG, STRAUSS & CO.
CINCINNATI

A SELECTION PACKAGE SENT UPON REQUEST

November, 1904

Business
Conditions

THE KEYSTONE

Cincinnati Letter

Traveling men report that

business in all sections has

not yet become very heavy,

and diligent inquiry indicates

that the merchants in general are holding back

until the presidential election is past. In almost

every instance the country buyer announces his

intention of putting in a heavy holiday stock, so

that, while the season will be a little bit late,

there is every reason to believe that it will be

just as heavy as last year. The situation locally

is much the same. There is nothing alarming

in this condition, however, when the fact is

taken into consideration that the public is simply

engrossed in politics, with plenty of money, but

no particular incentive to spend it at this time.

After an absence of nearly five months,

Thomas Lovell, retail jeweler of 428 Race Street,

is home from Eastern pleasure resorts. This

was the first extended vacation which Mr. Lovell

has taken for a long time, and he returned to

his business much improved in health.

Samuel Cahn, Jr., manager of the Eclipse

Jewelry Company, who was badly injured some

weeks ago in a fall, is now able to attend to

business.
W. H. Beck, of Sioux City, Iowa, stopped

off in Cincinnati while on his way East, and

reports business as booming in his State. He

was so favorably impressed with the local market

that he left several orders.
An elevator accident occurred at the Mur-

dock Building early in October, which resulted

in the death of several people. The elevator,

carrying a dozen persons, dropped from the

sixth floor, killing the engineer and badly in-

juring a number of passengers. Among the

passengers was Louis Heinselman, a polisher

employed by the Sterling Glass Company. His

injuries were of such a critical nature that he

died a few days later.
R. C. Stein, jeweler, of Birmingham, Ala.,

spent several days among the trade.
S. Lindenberg, of the firm of Lindenberg,

Strauss & Co., made an extended visit to St.

Louis, to take in the Fair. He was accompanied

by his wife.
B. S. Newnan, of Frohman & Co., has been

on an extended trip through the Southern States

for several weeks.
Now that the World's Fair at

Fall Festivals St. Louis is nearing an end,

Cincinnati merchants and man-

nfacturers are agitating the

question of reviving the fall festivals, which

have been an annual event in Cincinnati for

four years past. until the present season. The

festivals brought thousands of people to the
City, and not only aided in keeping Cincinnati

before the public as a purchasing center, but

brought a great deal of money here. The first
event was so prosperous as to leave a surplus

sufficient to make up small deficiencies in the

following events. At the end of the last year's

festival the surplus was wiped out, but the guar-

antors were not obliged to put up any money.
This has given them so much confidence in the

management of the Fall Festival Association
that most of them have again agreed to give
their personal guarantees toward creating a
fund for the proposed festival of igo5. If the
plan is carried out, the entertainment features
will be different from those of the past.

Sig. Strauss, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,

to be Revived

in commenting on the outlook for holiday busi-
ness, said: "I am glad to see an increased de-
man!d for a better grade of goods among the
retailers. This is especially true in diamonds,
both in loose and mounted goods, our own
trade in this line being better than any other
year in the history of our business. It is our
prediction that this will prove another good
holiday season for the jewelry trade."

J. E. Haep recently came to Cincinnati from
Montpelier, Ohio, for the first time in thirty
years. He was on his way to Washington and
decided to see the city. It is needless to say
that he did not recognize many old landmarks.

E. W. Kagy, from Thomasville, Ga., stopped
off long enough to shake hands with business
associates while on his way to the World's Fair.

J. F. Kramer, head salesman at Frank
Herschede's Fourth Street store, accompanied
by his wife and family, visited St. Louis the
latter part of October.

The first meeting of the creditors of Lehr,
Cantor & Co. was held in the offici_s of Bank-
ruptcy Referee Morrison Waite, October 57th.
Claims exceeding $50,000 were presented. The
firm was adjudicated a bankrupt two weeks pre-
viously. No trace of Ira Lehr, the missing
partner, has been found by the authorities. who
hold a warrant against him. Receiver Thrall
has arranged for an auction sale of the firm's
stock, for the benefit of the creditors.

A. T. Maupin, a jeweler of Athens, W. Va.,
was among the jobbers several days.

Oskamp, Notting & Co. have about com-
pleted the alterations and improvements that
they have been making the past few months in
their mammoth wholesale establishment on Elm
Street. Their four floors are now so arranged
that they can quickly and easily take care of
their steadily increasing business by the most
modern methods. They have a fine system of
displaying their goods, and altogether their sev-
eral departments are most attractive and in-
viting.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, accom-
panied by his bride. returned home a few weeks
ago from an extended trip through the East.

A. A. Spiegel will in the future make Chi-
cago for Gustave Fox & Co. On his first trip
out, some weeks ago, he was accompanied by
his wife and daughter.

W. W. Howe, with Loring Andrews Et Co.,
has returned home after a summer spent in Eu-
rope.

Dorst & Co. report a very prosperous busi-
ness at their new branch factory recently started
in Kansas City.

Fred. Strunk, a manufactur-
A Lo3t ing jeweler, whose place of
Diamond business is on Longworth

Street, was adjusting a dia-
mond valued at $500 to a setting, when it popped
from the forceps which he was holding. The
diamond flew out of the window and fell to the
street. Notifying his force of men of the loss,
they went down in the street in quest of the
gem. Police headquarters were notified, and
officers were sent to hold back the crowd. which

had grown to a large number. Strunk had given
up the search when a man, who refused to give

his name, brought the gem to his establishment.

He said that he saw an object glittering on the
street and found that it was a diamond. He later
learned of Strunk's loss and restored the lost

gem to him. He was liberally rewarded.
A beautiful gold watch and chain was made

by Theodore Neuhaus & Co. for the police of

the Fifth District Police Station,- to be pre-

sented to 57-year-old Albert Noell for bravery.

The boy was called upon by an officer to appre-

hend a negro murderer who had killed a woman

and crippled the policeman, to pursue the fugi-

tive and bring him to bay. He did so, after a

duel, in which the negro was wounded, but the

boy escaped injury.
William J. Cappeler, of Akron, Ohio, re-

cently purchased a nice bill of goods while

among the local trade.
A package shipped to Pittsburg by Ralph

Desmond. the young man from New Orleans,
arrested here after, it is alleged, trying to

swindle the Duhme Jewelry Company with a

bogus check, was sent from Pittsburg to the

Chief of Police by the Pittsburg police, a short
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time since. Just what was in it was a mystery.
though Desmond said it contained wearing ap-
parel. He was getting ready to jump his board
bill at the Grand Hotel and had gotten what he
wanted out of the hotel, he says, and sent it to
his next stop, which was to be Pittsburg.

William Baker, jeweler, of Williamsburg,
Ky., has moved into a new building on Main
Street, and has put in a large additional line of
clocks.

The firm of Clooney & Perrine, of Mays-
ville, Ky, ha, dissolved partnership, Mr. Per-
rine continuing the business at the old stand.
Mr. Clooney has started in business for himself,
and was in the city a short time ago buying fix-
tures and a complete stock of goods. Both men
are well known in their community and will
divide the hitherto extensive business which the
old firm enjoyed.

Thomas Sims, jeweler, of Mount Hope,
W. Va.. was one of the recent visitors among
the jobbers.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co.. has gone
East in the interest of the firm.

Suit has been brought by the Herman Keck
Manufacturing Company against Fox Bros. &
Co. for alleged infringement of patent, and for a
restraining order preventing the defendants
from continuing the alleged offence. The vio-
lation charge consists of the use of a holder
for precious stones while they are being cut.
The plaintiff claims that the holder was patented
by Henry Ostendarp and that the firm recently
bought the exclusive patent rights.

Charles A. Nolting, of Oskamp, Nolting &
Co., has be_n visiting in St. Louis.

Abe Rothschild, a Brunswick, Ga., jeweler,
was among the jobbers, recently.

The police of northern Ohio
Hunting a towns believe they have cap-
Stolen Trunk tured the man who stole the

trunk of Fred. Thoma, of the
firm of Thoma Brothers, of this city, in Sep-
tember. The theft occurred at the depot at
Fremont a short time after Thoma had alighted
from a train, and for some time remained a
mystery. All the information that the police
could glean was that a strange young man drove
up to the depot, loaded the trunk on a wagon
and drove away. Jesse Varnes was recently ar-
rested at his home in Fostoria, charged with the
offence. He was found hiding behind a dresser
when the police arrived, and made considerable
resistance, while maintaining that he was un-
justly accused. A few days later he was given a
preliminary hearing and was bound over to
await the action of the next Grand Jury. While
the trunk was said to have contained close to
$5000 worth of samples, Varnes was placed
under bond of $3500, in default of which he was
sent to jail. For some days following his arrest
no trace of the missing valuables was found,
hitt the Jewelers' Protective Union believes that
all of them will be recovered and is working
to that end. Thoma will continue on tis trip
with a new set of samples which was subse-
quently sent to him.

Edward Mittendorf, manager for E. & J.
Swigart, spent a well-deserved vacation taking
in the sights of the Fair at St. Louis. He was
much impressed by the big show.

H. C. Abbott, of Birmingham, Ala., re-
cently spent a week in the city visiting old
friends, while returning from a trip to New
York.

Harry Schaffer, for a long time employed
by A. G. Schwab & Bro., has given up his
position with the firm in order to take up study
for the ministry.

The following were among the visitors dur-
ing the past month: C. E. Durst, Hamilton,
Ohio; A. M. Stamm, Williamsburg, Ohio; Wil-
liam J. Cappeler, Akron, Ohio; J. E. Zimmer-
man, New Holland, Ohio; William Kyle, Xenia,
Ohio; J. E. Haep, Montpelier, Ohio; P. J.
Murphy. Maysville, Ky.; Fred. J. Heintz, Lex-
ington, Ky.; C. H. Jewel, Louisville, Ky.; Alfred
Cook, Carlisle, Ky.; Thomas Sims, Mt. Hope,
W. Va.; A. T. Maupin, Athens, W. Va.: J. G.
Irwin, Harriman, Tenn.: Abe Rothschild, Bruns-
wick, Ga.; W. H. Beck, Sioux City, I )wa; H. C.
Abbott and R. C. Stein, Birmingham, Ala.; E.
W. Kagy, Thomasville, Ga.; William Clooney,
Maysville, Ky.
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MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
FOR ANYTHING IN THE
JOBBING JEWELRY
LINE
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ALL ORDERS FILLED SAME
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THESE ELEGANT7=STONE DIAMOND CLUSTER
BROOCHES IN14K. KNIFE=EDGE MOUNTINGS

DAINTY DESIGNS WITH SELECTED WHITE MELE

From $35.00 to $4200 each BM
TRADE-MARK

NET CASH

TRADE-MARK

BAUMAN=MASSA JEWELRY CO.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ST. LOUIS

MEDALS
AT

YOUR OWN
PRICE

SPECIAL DESIGNS

AND

ESTIMATES

ON NEW WORK

OF ALL KINDS

FURNISHED

ON

SHORT NOTICE

"OUR WORK"
IS OUR BEST RECOMMENDATION

An ordinary soft-solder job merits our careful attention
as well as the finest diamond work. If your work has
been coming back to you in a slip-shod, don't-care
sort of way, SEND IT TO US.

WE WILL DO IT THE ONLY WAY:
"RIGHT"

BAUMAN-FREY MUG. CO.
COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST. LOUIS, MO.

A COMPLETE LINE

OF

MOUNTINGS
IN

RINGS
STUDS

EARRINGS
ETC., ETC.

CONSTANTLY ON
HAND IN ALL
SIZES, STYLES
AND PRICES

TRY US
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St. Louis Letter

Money Plentiful
in St. Louis

TI-1 KEYSTONE

Money from St. Louis financial
institutions has been sent to the
banks of the Southwest in large

amounts during the past month. An official of

one of our leading banks says that the aggregate

amount sent out to move the crops in Arkan-

sas, Texas and Oklahoma would reach almost

$10,000,000. Within recent years the transfer of

money from St. Louis has increased wonderfully.

Formerly it was the custom to send to New York

City for crop-moving money. Now, St. Louis is

independent of the New York institutions and

handles all the business without embarrassment.

" The expenditures of the Fair management and

the hundreds of con-
cessions, added to the
money spent by the
visitors, who are now
coming in larger num-

bers than at any time
during the Fair, are
making us indepen-
dent," said one St.
Louis banker. " While

the outside banks are
utilizing about the
usual amount of crop-
movement funds, we
ought to be amply sup-
plied from this income
which will continue an-
other month." It is
a fact that business
conditions of the South,
West a n d Southwest
are far better than two
or even a month ago.
Now that a good corn
crop is practically ma-
tured, there will be
prosperity in a larger
measure than was an-
ticipated for the year's
products.

Ives L. Lake, of
the Chicago office of
the Waltham Watch
Company, and Mrs.
Lake, spent a week
here the early part of October doing the Fair,
which they enjoyed every minute. Mr. and Mrs.
Lake said they were delighted with our big show
and regretted that they could not stay longer.

Robert C. Traub, of Traub Brothers & Com-
pany, the well-known retailers, of Detroit, Mich.,
spent several days in town last month enjoying the
delights of our wonderful World's Fair.

Louis Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Morris
Bauman Company, returned the middle of last

month froth an extensive trip through Kansas,

Nebraska and South Dakota, and immediately

started out again for a trip through Illinois, Indiana
and Ohio territory.

Harry Klein, son of Jeweler M. C. Klein,

Crawfordsville, Ind., spent a week in St. Louis

examining the World's Fair much to his delight
and pleasure.

Ray Taylor, of Oswego, Kans., was here for

several days last month taking in the Exposition.

Daniel O'Hara, the well-known head of the
Waltham Dial Company, Waltham, Mass., spent
two weeks in St. Louis last month looking over
the World's Fair to his great delight and pleasure.

J. E. Staker, superintendent of the Watson-
Newell Company's factory Attleboro, Mass., was a
World's Fair visitor here for a week last month.

E. Sunderland, of Atwater, Minn., was among
the many Northwestern jewelers at the Fair last
month.

Norbert Gunsburger, with the New York
diamond importing house of L. & M. Kahn &
Company, was in town recently calling on the
trade in the interests of his firm.

Otto Buder,the popular young jeweler on South
Broadway, this city, is the proud parent of a fine boy.

J. H. Kneer, the well-known jeweler, of Cam-
den, N. J., spent several days in St. Louis last
month looking over our big Fair.

C. M. Bankston, of Winona, Miss., was among
the throng of Southern jewelers who visited this
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0. F. Craig, of Boulder, Colo., was among
the throng of Western jewelers in St. Louis last
month doing the Fair.

M. Joseph, the veteran jeweler, of Des Moines,
Iowa, was in St. Louis for a week last month look-
ing over the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Davies & Owens, of Fall City, Nebr., were
represented in this market for several days last
month by D. M. Davies, who was attending to their
fall buying and looking over the World's Fair.

E. S. Withan, of Cawker City, Kans., was
among the many visiting jewelers here last month
taking in the Fair.

E. L. Pike, with Joseph Linz & Brother, of
Dallas, Texas, was here for a week last month
doing the Fair.

A. W. Carlson, of Lake Charles, La., spent
some little time in St.
Louis last month look-
ing over the World's
Fair.

P. H. Flowers, with
the A. Graves Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn.,
was here for a week
last month taking in
the fair.

Morris Bauman, of
the Sidney L. & Morris
Bauman Company, has
just returned from a
successful trip in the
Far West territory.

Miss Edith Osten-
dorf, for ten years past
a faithful and efficient
employee of the St.
Louis Clock and Silver-
ware Company, was
married on the evening
of October 12th to A. F.
Kauffman, a druggist
in Clifton Heights, one
of our pretty suburbs,
where the happy pair
will make their future
home.

George Kuehl,
head of the cuckoo
clock importing house
of George Kuehl &
Company, Chicago, ac-

companied by Mrs. Kuehl, spent a week in St.

Louis last month looking over the World's Fair.

W. H. Brannan, of Brannan Brothers, Love-
land, Colo., and Mrs. Brannan, spent a week here
last month doing the Fair.

K. L. Taylor, Western and Southern represen-
tative of Riley, French & Heffron, manufacturers,
North Attleboro, Mass., spent three days here last
month doing the Fair.

Julius Schnering, managing partner of Otto
Young & Company, the widely known Chicago
wholesale firm, was in St. Louis helping along
"Chicago Day" at the Fair last month. Mr.
Schnering spent two days at the Exposition and
expressed himself as surprised at its magnitude
and magnificence and regretted that he could not
see it more thoroughly.

E. P. Buhrman, who was located at Piedmont,
Mo., for a number of years has disposed of his
business in that city and located in Springfield,
Mo., having purchased the stock of T. A. Haney,
who will retire from the jewelry business and de.
vote his time to his real estate interests in Spring.
field.

View In the Business District in St. Louis

market last month attending to their buying and
looking over the World's Fair.

S. L. Bradford, of Mineola, Texas, spent a

week in town last month doing some Fall buying

and looking over the World's Fair.
W. T. Eichelberger, of the firm of Jos.

Noterman & Company, Cincinnati, spent a week

in St. Louis last month, doing the Fair, in corn-

pany with his family.
P. H. Sewald, of Amarillo, Texas, was here

for a week last month looking over the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition.
William Pflueger and John B. Osthoff, the

well-known travelers for Jos. Noterman &

Company, Cincinnati, were here together for

several days last month looking over the Fair to

their greatest delight and edification.
D. Lowenberg, of Norfolk, Va., was among the

many Southern jewelers who visited our Fair last

month.
Clay Henry, the well-known jeweler, of Ports-

mouth, Ohio, was here for some days last month

examining the World's Fair to his delight and
pleasure.

(Continued on page 1799)
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Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily

determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23, 1898„

The TAttle Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
chum, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored w Bit a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." A fterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet., new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contriMition.
" The Story of a Collar hut ton"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that tins
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

,"

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality eand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

MIRROR PLATEAU

No. C-12 inch. List, $4.75

Best French Plat
Mirrors

Mounted on Quadruple-Plated Hard White Metal Frames

We are the Originators of this Novelty, and have the finest and m
extensive line in the market. Prices and styles to meet all demands. Wri
for Catalogue No. 4.

The Biggins=R,odgers Co.
Main Office and Factory, Wallingford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of Medium-Priced Silver. Plated Hollowware

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, any size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work. Catalogue on application.

Address

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Jeweler H. S. Miller, of Milwaukee, Wis.,

was spending a fortnight here recently, looking

over the World's Fair, much to his enjoyment

and satisfaction.
Burton E. Chapman, missionary of the

Elgin National Watch Company, who has been

covering the Southwest the past two months,

was in town for a few days recently, looking

over the World's Fair. Mr. Chapman reports

a splendid outlook for fall and holiday business

in the Southwestern territory, and predicts that

the holiday trade in that section of the country

will be better than that of last year.

Mrs. Davy, wife of Jeweler W. W. Davy,

Ripon, Wis., spent a week in St. Louis last

month, looking over our World's Fair, much

to her delight and entertainment.

Miss Katherine Becks, practicing optician,

with her father, Jeweler John Becks, of Michi-

gan City, Ind., was here two weeks last month,

doing the St. Louis World's Fair. She was

much delighted with our big show, and ex-

pressed surprise and gratification at the mag-

nitude of our Fair.
J. S. Owsley, who has been in the employ

of Halton & Owsley, at Chickasha, Ind. Ter., has

returned to his home at Lexington, Mo., where

he will again embark in the jewelry business.

W. T. Stocker, of Monette, Mo., was among

the many World's Fair visitors in town the lat-

ter part of October.
Mr. Goldstein, of Steadley & Goldstein, of

Carthage, Mo., was here for a few days last

month, taking in the Fair and doing some fall

buying.
J. C. Klaholt, of Springfield, Ill., was in

town for several days last month, looking over

the Fair and doing some fall buying.

W. E. Crellin, of Chillicothe, Mo., was

among the throng of World's Fair visitors here

last month.
A. D. Sisk, of Madisonville, Ky., was among

the Blue Grass jewelers in St. Louis last month,

doing the Fair.
Mr. Livingston, of Livingston Bros., Yank-

ton, S. Dak., was among the many North-

western jewelers who were looking over the

World's Fair last month.
E. A. Medley, of Melbourne, Ark., was in

this city for several days last month, attending

to some fall buying and looking over the

World's Fair.
Henry Schiela, of Mt. Vernon, Ind., spent

a few days in St. Louis last month, looking over
our World's Fair.

Frank Wuerth, of J. H. Wuerth & Son,

Leavenworth, Kans., spent several days here
last month, doing the Exposition.

W. G. Barter, of Earlington, Ky., visited
the World's Fair last month and did some fall
buying in this market.

P. J. Zilles, of Stanberry, Mo., was in town
for several days last month, taking in the Fair
and doing some fall buying.

T. J. Ellis, of Jonesboro, Ark., a familiar
figure in this market, was in town for a week
last month, attending to his fall buying and look-
ing over the World's Fair.

Charles H. Fuller, head of the Geo. H.
Fuller & Son Company, the well-known manu-

facturers, of Pawtucket, R. I., and Mrs. Fuller
spent a week in St. Louis last month, enjoying

our beautiful Indian summer weather and the
delights of the greatest World's Fair ever
known.

Charles Frodsham, the veteran jeweler of
Savannah, Mo., and head of the firm of Frods-
ham Bros., was in St. Louis for several days
last month, selecting his fall bills and looking
over the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

B. Gottlieb, the well-known jeweler of Pine
Bluff, Ark., was here for several days last month,
taking in the Fair. Mr. Gottlieb was on his re-
turn from a summer spent in Europe. He re-
ports a delightful trip.

Otto Schneider, Western representative of
Hammel, Riglander & Co., the widely-known
New York importing house, was in town re-
cently, calling on the trade and looking over
the Fair.

Jeweler E. D. Dunning, of Concordia, Kans.,
spent a week in St. Louis last month, looking
over the World's Fair.

F. Dienstbier, the popular jeweler on North
Broadway, this city, has recently returned from

a fishing trip in the St. Francis River country,
Arkansas. Mr. Dienstbier reports fine success
with the rod and a rare good time.

Julius B. Boos, retail jeweler on South
Broadway, this city, has taken in a partner in

the person of Herman Albrecht. The style of

the new firm will be Boos & Albrecht, at 1221

South Broadway.
The untimely death of William Jansen, the

17-year-old son of W. Jansen, one of South

Broadway's prosperous jewelers, is one of the

saddest occurrences of the year in the St. Louis

trade. The young man lost his life while on a

fishing trip with a companion. The day being

exceedingly warm, the boys decided to take a

plunge in the Mississippi where the Illinois River

enters. The strong undertow carried them be-

yond their means of recovery, and both were

drowned.
John F. Zeitler, the Salisbury Street jeweler,

is erecting some fine new apartment buildings

in that section of St. Louis.
Charles Lang, of the firm of Lang & Son,

Coffeyville, Kans., was among the recent vis-

itors at the World's Fair.
Henry W. Taylor, of Rockwall, Tex., was

among the many Southwestern jewelers in this

market last month, visiting the Exposition and

doing some fall buying.
E. W. Sartor, of Paducah, Ky., spent a week

in town last month, doing the Fair and looking

after his fall buying.
Fred. Hagener, of San Francisco, Cal., was

among a number of Pacific Coast jewelers who

were here looking over the Fair last month.

Ross Larrabee, of Macon, Mo., spent sev-

eral days in town last month, looking over our

big Fair and doing some fall buying.

C. E. Turner, of Mineral Wells, Tex., was

here last month for a number of days, looking

over the Exposition and selecting his fall bills.

Ira S. Dresbach, with the J. L. Duke

Jewelry Company, Fayetteville, Ark., was here

for a week during October, visiting the Fair.

Jeweler C. G. Reim, of New Ulm, Minn.,

spent a week in St. Louis last month, taking in

the Fair and doing his fall buying.

Sig. Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., the well-

known manufacturers and importers, of New

York, was here, helping along in celebrating

"Chicago Day."
C. W. White, the popular jeweler of Guthrie,

Okla., in company with Mrs. White, was among
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the recent World's Fair visitors in town. Also
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, of the Douglas Jewelry
Company, of the same city, were taking in the
Fair last month.

J. H. Edmonds, of Salem, Kans., was among
the many jewelers here from the Sunflower State
last month, taking in the Fair.

F. W. Karthaus, of Huntsville, Ala., was
among the throng of Southern jewelers in St.
Louis last month, visiting the Fair.

Otto Friedrich, of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
was a recent visitor to the St. Louis market,
combining his fall buying with a visit to the
World's Fair.

A. C. Lamb and wife. of Perry, Okla., were
recent visitors at the St. Louis World's Fair.
They were delighted with the big show.

Arthur Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter., was a
recent visitor to the St. Louis market. Mr. Bos-
well's home town at the present time bids fair
to be one of the metropolitan little cities of the
Southwest, as oil and gas were recently dis-
covered there, and the general indications for
Tulsa's future growth are very bright.

Geo. W. Pittman, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter., will oc-
cupy his new store building this month, which
will be one of the most complete jewelry stores
in the Southwest.

H. M. Carle, Chicago agent of The Key-
stone Watch Case Company, and Mrs. Carle
enjoyed several of October's charming days,
looking over the World's Fair together.

H. C. Van Pelt, of F. H. Noble & Co., the
well-known Chicago manufacturers, was here
with his family for a week last month, enjoying
the Fair.

Geo. T. Hartmann, with Sischo Sr Beard,
wholesalers, St. Paul, Minn., spent a week in
October, looking over the World's Fair

Edward Holbrook, president of the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Company, spent several
days in St. Louis early in October, looking over
the Fair and visiting Mr. Nash, who is in
charge of the Gorham exhibit in the Varied In-
dustries Building at the Exposition.

G. L. Abbott, of Charleston, W. Va., was
among the many jewelers here last month, look-
ing over the World's Fair.

J. W. Perdue, of Winnfield, La., was among
the many Southern jewelers who were here last
month attending to their fall buying and look-
ing over the World's Fair.

A. M. Rinehart, of Smith Center, Kans.,
spent a week in town during October, looking
over the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

3. F. Zimmerman, of Little Rock, Ark., was
here for a few days last month, taking in the

Fair.
T. H. Morton, of Boonville, Miss., spent a

week in St. Louis last month, selecting his fall

bills and looking over the World's Fair.
J. C. Armstrong, Ottawa, Kans., and family

were here for a week last month, doing the

Fair.
C. A. Clement, the well-known jeweler of

Springfield, Mo., spent a week in town last
month, doing the Fair.

M. N. Burchard, the widely-known silver

plate man, for many years Chicago and Western

agent for Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., but at

present connected with the Chicago office of the
R. Wallace Sr Sons Manufacturing Company,
was in St. Louis, helping us to celebrate "Chi-

cago Day" in the regular Lake City style. Mr.

Burchard voted the Fair a wonderful exposition,

whose benefits will be innumerable and lasting.

(Continued on page 1815)
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Providence and Attleboro

The Merchants' Association is
The Merchants' the name of a new trade body

that has been formed in Provi-
dence. Its membership is in-

creasing at a very rapid rate, and its objects and
practicability seem to appeal forcibly to the busi-
ness men of Providence generally. Scarcely had
it been organized when ninety-three applications
for membership were received. Among the pur-
poses of this organizatian are the curtailment of
the use of trading stamps, coupons, checks or
similar devices. Wm. H. Thurber, of the Tilden-
Thurber Co., has been elected its vice-president,
and E. A. Loomis, of the Belcher & Loomis Co.,
is one of its directors.

William C. Tappan, of the D. F. Briggs Co.,
Attleboro, was the most active spirit in the move-
ment entered upon by local business men which
resulted in the restoration
by the N. Y., N. H. and

Association

H. R. R. of the Attleboro-
Providence train service
which had been cut off.

S. & B. Lederer Co.,
Providence, are the de-
fendants in a suit for $5000
damages brought by
Ignatz Spieber in the
Common Pleas Division
of the Supreme Court.
Complainant alleges that
he was employed by the
defendant firm, and that
on August 6, 1904, when
the building at Summer
and Conduit Streets be-
came flooded with water
he, in accordance with
orders, went to assist in
bailing the water out of
one of the rooms. While
thus engaged, he states,

period of last year. In this connection the follow-
ing from the directors' report is of interest:

Last year we received a considerable addition
to our registration from the new State scholar-
ships, which were then available for the first time.
This year these scholarships have remained ap-
proximately the same, while the number of regular
students has increased. Of the students at present
enrolled, 278, or nearly 45 per cent., come on
scholarships. These arc almost entirely confined
to students from Rhode Island, including 174 sent
by the State, and 74 sent by the city of Providence.
In addition to these we have nine scholarships
given by the Providence Art Club, and twenty new
scholarships for students in the class of jewelry
designing, arranged this year through the courtesy
of members of the New England Manufacturing
Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association. Notwith-
standing these large opportunties, the demand for
State scholarships was greater this year than the
appropration would allow, and twenty-seven appli-
cations from prospective students over seventeen
years of age could not be granted.

An inconsequential fire occurred in Ostby &
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Arthur H. Pray, diamond dealer, formerly at
376 Washington Street, is now located at 951 Tre-
mont Building.

Stanton & Glover, 95 Court Street, are re-
moving to the store which they have leased at
Court and Tremont Street.

Reginald C. Robbins met with an accident
while out with the Myopia Hunt Club recently.
His horse stepped into a blind ditch, turned a
complete somersault and precipitated the rider.
Mr. Robbins luckily escaped, however, with a
sprained arm and a few bruises.

F. G. Butler & Co. recently celebrated the
tenth anniversary of the opening of their business.
This event took the form of a reception to the
many friends of the concern in the trade. It was
It was on October 3, 1894, that Mr. Butler inaugu-
rated the business, and its progress meantime has

been very gratifying. In
July last it was incorpo-

a shaft and pulley fell
and broke his right leg.
He imputes imperfections
in the shafting due to negligence on the part of
the defendant concern.

Roswell C. Smith has been pre-
Roswell C. Smith vailed upon by the party leaders
Honored by
Republicans

to become a Republican candi-
date for the office of council-
man from the Fifth Ward of

Providence. Increasing pressure of business inter-
ests made Mr. Smith anxious to retire from the
wuncil this fall, and it was only the most earnest
entreaties of Republican politicians to stand by the
party once more that induced him to forego the
opportunity of devoting himself solely to business
affairs. Mr. Smith has hitherto held office in
various important committees of the council.

Acccording to the report of the
Growth of the officers and committees of the

Rhode Island School of Design,
for the year ended September

3oth, that institution is making encouraging pro-
gress. The treasurer of the school shows in his
returns that the total receipts for the year were
$28,399.15, and the total expenses $25,599.15. In-
cluded in the receipts are gifts and donations for
special purposes, and these sums amount to
$3.014.80. At the present time the number of
students at this school is 617, which is 53 more
than the number registered at the corresponding

School of Design

The Retail Center of Beaton

Barton Co.'s factory, 118 Richmond Street, Provi-
dence, some weeks ago. It originated in one of
the pipes toed in carrying off dust from the polish-
ing rooms, through the ignition 4n this pipe, from
some unknown cause, of dust and lint. The fire-
men extinguished blaze before any serious
damage was done.

To provide for their increasing business B. A.
Ballou & Co., Providence, have taken one-half of
the floor space vacated a short time ago by the
firm of Albro & Co.

Mrs. Amos Blackinton, Sr., wife of the former
foreman of the W. & S. Blackinton Co., North
Attleboro, met with a serious accident last month
while riding in an automobile. In an effort to
avoid a carriage that suddenly appeared from a
side street, the automobile was driven against a
rail fence, the stakes of which penetrated the body
of the machine and fractured both of the lady occu-
pant's limbs.

Brigadier-General Herbert S. Tanner, the
well-known Providence jeweler, and commander
of the brigade, Rhode Island Militia, was one of
that State's representatives at the St. Louis Exposi-
tion on Rhode Island Day. Geo. Edward Ball,
formerly with the Gorham Mfg. Co., secretary of
the Rhode Island State Commission at the fair,
was also a conspicuous participant.

rated with Frank G. But-
ler as president ; Hervey
L. Butler, treasurer, and
Stephen D. Bartlett, sec-
retary.

E. E. Hardy, of I).
C. Percival & Co., Inc.,
and George E. Homer,
45 Winter Street, both
members of the Ancient
and Honorable Artillery
Company, recently visited
Norfolk, Va., and partici-
pated in the celebration,
at the southern city, of the
267th fall field day of
that well-known military
organization.

A. Stowell & Co. fur-
nished the silver loving
cup that was lately pre-
sented to James Collins,
captain of the victorious
baseball team, the " Bos-
ton Americans." The

presentation was made through the Boston Journal,
a number of readers of which subscribed for the
purpose. The cup is a pretty example of the
silversmithing art ; including the ebony base it is
twenty-six inches high, the height of the cup
proper being fifteen inches.

An event of note in the social life of this city
was the recent marriage of Miss Dorothea Bige-
low, daughter of Alanson Bigelow, Sr., of Bigelow,
Kennard & Co., to Reginald Cary-Heath. The
marriage ceremony was performed in the First
Parish Church, Brookline, Rev. Edward Everett
Hale officiating. Homer L. Bigelow, brother of
the bride, was one of the ushers. Following the
church function, a brilliant reception was held at
the Chestnut Hill residence of the bride's fattier.

Much regret was felt among jewelers in this
city upon learning of the demise of Augustus E.
Bachelder, which occurred at Andover some weeks
ago. Deceased was a member of Palm, Bachel-
der & Co. when this firm was one of Boston's
leading jewelry stores. He was a native of Ports-
mouth, N. H., and had reached the ripe old age of
eighty years. He came to Boston when twelve
years old, and his entire business career was spent
there. Upon the attainment of his fiftieth year he
retired from business, in accordance with a long-
made resolution.
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NEWBURY TABLE SPOON

A Colonial Flatware Pattern

Tea Spoons, six sizes.

Dessert Spoons, two sizes.

Table Spoons, three sizes.

Forks, four sizes.

Every size that is useful.

Every weight that is desirable.

From the lightest that is serviceable

to the heaviest that is practicable.

TOWLE MEG. COMPANY
SILVERSMITHS

NEWBURYPORT, MASSACHUSETTS
CHICAGO, ILL.

149-151 STATE ST.
NEW YORK CITY

41 UNION SQUARE

THE TOWLE MFG. COMPANY DOES NO 
RETAIL BUSINESS ANYWHERE
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Nickel and Silver Plate
New York

Ch icago
San Franc sc(

the December issues of publications we nave

No. 264 CHAFING DISH

" IVORY " ENAMELED FOOD PAN
Patented May 23, 1899

can be used in any of our 3-pint Chafing
Dishes.

The greatest improvement ever tootle in 11
(lulling Dish. Pure, clean, durable. It t,
eonst Dieted that food eau only ewe, etontaet
with the Ivory Enameled Dish. The top rim
being- plated, the complete Clotting Dish II:IN

;IS trely 1111.1,11
No. 260 CHAFING DISHNickel or Silver Plated
Nickel or Silver Plated

M. HAF HOLChafing Dishes (Electric and Alcohol) This " Alcohol" is especially prepared for use tit \ kelp,
I :Imps. Unequaled for i 1,1er Chiding e •,

Meteor" Coffee Percolators 
("1“1”rs, etc. It should t :it (IOC Of tlettlett

Table Kettles, Tea Ware, Baking Dishes, Etc.
Prize Trophies, Solid Copper with English Pewter Mountings

New Catalogue No. 40 K Now Ready

In All

Leading

becember

Publications:

Will You

Help Make

This a Silver

Christmas?

Constantly adding new designs to our line,
we are prepared to meet the demands of Retail
Jewelers for fine or commercial goods in Hollow-
ware, Toilet Ware or Spoon Work.

417.'N

Salesroom : 860 Broadway Factory : 101 Sabin St.

New York Providence, R. I.
WHO CAN ESTIMATE THE VALUE OF THIS SUGGESTION

to the silverware dealers of the country ? The returns vill be particularly gratifying to dealers who have what they want—our goods—the

kind that more than half the people of the United States are now buying and using. A recent investigation as to silverware made by a promi-

nent publication shows that nearly seventy-five _per cent. used or preferred "i 847 Rogers Bros." goods. Of course there are substitutes
which some people will accept, but the majority want what they ask for. Prepare for a great holiday trade—give them what they want.

*Of the December publications carrying this advertisement
more than ten million copies will be printed. It is estimated
that at least five persons see each copy.
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COMMUNITY

AS TO "STYLE" AND DESIGN

A celebrated artist, with whom we were recently discuss-
ing silverware, remarked : " There is a question of wear in
the design of a spoon as truly as there is in its plate of silver."

This expressed the keynote of the " Community Silver"
idea. Will a design wear ? Will it please you after it has been
on your table for a year ? Will its artistic qualities still please
you at the end of ten years ? This involves a point in the
manufacture of silverware, which, until we brought out our
Avalon and Flower-de-Luce patterns, was overlooked by all
makers of plated ware. Even sterling manufacturers, while
they had considered the beautiful and the artistic, never clearly
recognized the qualities which make a design wear.

Place two spoons of different patterns side by side. Both
are new and bright, and you perhaps find difficulty in deciding
which is the more attractive. Put them both on your table
where you see them every day. You discover to your surprise
that one (perhaps the more glittering and brilliant, with more
ornaments and irregularities) becomes at the end of a short
time disagreeable to you. You not only lose your liking for it,
but are annoyed to see it so often before you. At the same
time the other one grows upon your fancy. Its appearance
satisfies you. Your affection for it increases, and you dread
the time when it will wear out.

Recognition of the above fact, and the employment of
artists who worked to the desired end, obtained at once for
" Community Silver " one of its chief distinctions. The silver
on our spoons wears well. Everyone knows that ; but the
point which puts our silverware in a class by itself, is the fact
that our designs also wear.

Dealers will immediately recognize that the sales of the
future depend upon this point. It is certainly an excellent
thing to have the silver plate on the spoons you sell wear, but
it is the wearing qualities of the design which will bring you
repeat orders in the years to come.

COMMUNITY

SUL-N/77E1R,

AS TO DURABILITY AND PRICE

The " style " and artistic excellence of " Community Silver"
should not make dealers forget that the price on this ware is lower
than on any goods .of equal plate. Every piece of " Community
Silver " has more than a triple plate of pure silver (triple plus) and
is guaranteed to wear a lifetime. This combination of low price
with great durability is not as miraculous as it seems. We are not
losing money on the sale of " Community Silver." We have merely
taken advantage of two facts well known to all manufacturers, the
practical bearings of which have been persistently overlooked.

1st : During the past two decades the price of silver has
dropped from about $1.25 per ounce to less than Go cents per
ounce. The difference in cost, therefore, between single plate and
triple plate has dropped to so small a part of the total expense of
making a spoon, that it has rendered single plate an uneconomical
proposition. Triple plate will wear three times as long as single,
while the extra cost to the manufacturer is small.

2d : Even after the fall in the price of silver the high list
for triple plate was justified by manufacturers on the ground
that little triple plate is sold. Any article, the sale of which
is small, must cost proportionately more, and must bring a larger
percentage of profit than a large seller. Single plate has always
been made a " leader," and triple plate a high-priced specialty. We
abolished single plate from our line. We made triple plate our
" leader," and the enormous sales which resulted from this policy
greatly reduced the cost to us. To you it has reduced the cost
even more, since we are asking only the small manufacturers'
profit expected from " leaders" instead of the fat margins obtained
from triple plate when it was kept as a small-selling specialty.

Remember, then, that all " Community Silver " is better than
triple plate ; is sold at the price of single plate, plus the slight
additional cost of the extra silver, and that with every box we
enclose a guarantee bond for twenty-five years. Our enormous
advertising this fall will send many to you enquiring for " Com-
munity Silver." You certainly cannot afford to acknowledge to
good customers that such a line as this is not in your stock.

Branch Offices and Showrooms:
NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, x34 Sutter St.
CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.

Founded in 1848.

Silverware Offices and Factories;
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.

General Offices:

ONEIDA, N. Y.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
Branch Offices and Showrooms:

NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, z34 Sutter St.
CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.

Founded in 1848.
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Silverware Offices and Factories;
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.
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Our complete new Hollow an? Flatware Catalogues now being mailed to the trade. Send us your MAIL ORDERS
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ORIGINAL

DESIGNS
ONE OF OUR NEW

TOILET SETS
WE HAVE MANY

OTHER
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS

FINEST

FINISH

1 STERLING

HAT BRUSH

CLOTH "

VELVET"

and WHISK

3060 Mil tary Brush SILVER

3060 Comb

BUFFER
NAIL BRUSH

and
BONNET BRUSH
to match above

BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CO.
New York Office : 3 Maiden Lane SILVERSMITHS

WE DO NOT SELL THE RETAIL TRADE

Factory ATTLEBOR 0, MASS,

I No. 1230 Bon-Bon
6 No. 1739 Almond Dishes in case

4.0■•••■11■11

As usual

THE SEASON'S NEWEST AND BEST THINGS

bear the trade-marks of

The Homan Silver Plate Company
New York Salesroom : 32 Park Place
Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths Building
Boston Salesroom : The Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Quarter Century
ilverw are

TRADE

1904 Guaranteed to
wear for 25 Years

QUARTER CENTURY SILVERWARE s sccoild to none in
quality, and as to beauty and neatness of desigli the ware will speak for
itself. Our No, 30 Catalogue illustrates and fully describes this line of
flatware. Write for OUR FOUR NEW CATALOGUES, shipped
EXPRESS PAID.

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.
Works and Main Office, EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.

cfficazo office, 109=111 Wabash Ave. New vork Office, 409 Broadway

1929
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HERE are many strange contrasts at the St. Louis Exposition, but

probably the most interesg from a mechanical point of view is

furnished by a comparison of the biggest locomotive and the

smallest watch. In the center of the Transportation Building,

looming up over the crowded sections around it, is "The Spirit of the

Twentieth Century "—a happy title for

one of the most striking living pictures

at the exposition. The Big Four Rail-

road Company has placed a locomotive

weighing 16o tons upon an electric turn-

table, which revolves slowly from dawn

to sunset. The wheels of the locomotive

are moving at the rate of ten miles an

hour upon the polished rails, and the

public is thus permitted to see an illus-

tration of the most advanced degree of

railway science. One can scarcely con-

ceive of a more accurate representation

of "The Spirit of the Twentieth Cen-

tury," and whoever suggested the idea

is an artist and a poet.
The other extreme of mechanism is

in the French section in the Varied In-

dustries Building, where, in the booth of

L. Leroy & Co., of Paris, you may find

the most minute machine that was ever

made. It is the smallest watch in the

world, imbedded, crystal, dial, works

and all, in the top of a ring, like a seal

or a jewel. The entire watch, case and

all, is less than half an inch in diameter.

A small row of diamonds encircles it like
a frame, and at either end are two tiny

figures, with sledges in their hands, in-
finitesimally small. If you touch a secret
spring these little watchmen raise their hammers and strike the hour upon

golden bells. The artist who made this watch was compelled to wear
powerful microscopes
in the place of specta-
cles, for several parts
of the works are too
small to be distin-
guished or identified by

the naked eye. It rep-
resents four years of

labor, and he did some-

thing upon it nearly

every day ; but the

strain upon his eyesight

and his nervous system

was so great that he was
compelled to alternate

with ordinary labor.

accuracy and silence. The watch weighs less than an ounce ; the turntable

and its load weigh half a million pounds. Yet it bears its mighty burden

as silently as if it were treading upon velvet.

Small as to dimensions, but important as to contents, the Leroy

collection is the finest watch exhibit at the fair. It contains 300 pieces, all

different and each one interesting. Aside

from the diminutive watch above men-

tioned, probably the most notable indi-

vidual piece is the watch shown at the

head of this page. The crystal, dial and

works are set in the center of a coin. It

is exactly the size of our $20 gold piece,

and approximately the same thickness

and diameter as a 50-cent silver coin. It

is more remarkable than the ring watch,

because it is so thin, being less than an

eighth of an inch in thickness. It keeps

perfect time, but does not strike the

hours like the other watch. It is inter-

esting to compare this watch with a trav-

eling crane in the Electricity Building,

which will take a load of forty tons in

its arms, carry it to the other end of the

building and lay it down as noiselessly

and as easily as a mother would place

her child in its cradle. You cannot

imagine anything more forceful, more

modest or dignified than this mighty

burden-bearer, yet it works as silently

and as accurately as the little watch. The

latter is a stem-winder with lever escape-
ment, gold dial and steel-chased hands.

In the same case is a fac-simile of the

watch here illustrated, presented to Miss

Alice Roosevelt when she was visiting

the exposition last summer—a most unique souvenir in the form of an old-

fashioned lantern, one-half an inch square, with a top tapering like

a pyramid, and having a ring in the top so that it can be worn from

a bracelet as a bangle. Out illustration gives the real size of the

watch. It is a stem-winder

with lever escapement and

balance adjtisted for heat and

cold. The case is of dull

Roman gold with one dia-

mond in the center of each

panel and one on each side.
There is still another

watch, indeed there are two

or three more, that are quite

as curious. One of them is in

the form of a locket, three-

fourths of an inch in diameter.

Another pretty exhibit is the

gold purse shown in our illus-

tration. In the design is shown

the American flag and eagle,
the stars being diamonds.

The Leroy watches have

obtained the highest ratings
at the observatories, and the
highest honors at various ex-

positions. They were awarded
one grand prize, two gold
medals and one silver medal

at the last Paris Exposition.

Exhibit of L. Leroy Sc Ca

A Handsome Gold Purse

The watch and the

turntable of the Big

Four Railroad have

several points in com-

mon. Both are perfect

pieces of machinery;

both represent the high-

est degree of advance-

ment that has ever been

reached in the sciences

to which they belong;

both move with perfect Wald, Presonle'l Mim Roosevelt
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A FEAST FOR FALL BUYERS

GI219X,

We invite the attention of all Jewelers to our mag-
nificent new fall stocks in

WATCHES
DIAMONDS
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE

Everything the Jeweler needs for fall and holiday trade

We handle
only reliable

goods—such as
will help your
business and

safeguard your
reputation.

Our central
location means
easy access,

prompt service,
economy in

freight charges,
satisfaction in
everything

GEO. B. BARRETT CO 347 FIFTH AVENUE

" PITTSBURG, PA.WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

REMEMBER
that our prices are as low as any conservative
wholesale dealer could ask to have them, when
the quality of our stock is taken into consid-
eration, 1-8, seamless gold filled.
Our woven wire fobs are 1-15, which is more

than I so per cent. better than the 1-40 ones floating on the market.
Our elegai:it 

i 
new fall styles, embracing all novelties in chains, are ready

for jobbers inspection.

1000 NEW STYLES
METAL FOBS, VIZIER CHAINS, VEST CHAINS, LORGNETTES, NECK

CHAINS, CHATELAINE PINS, BRACELETS.
gar- We make goods that will give the consumer satisfaction -log

C. A. MARSH & CO.) A T TLEBOR01 MASS.

November, 1904

Pittsburg Letter

Fall trade has onened up in

Promising goo d shape in Pittsburg
Fall Trade jewelry stores. There is no

THE KEYSTONE:

special rush or eagerness on

the part of the buying public to get down early

and have the first selection of stocks, but never-
theless there is on all sides a tone of settled
business policy that has given a strong backbone
to the general situation, and has made trade
more buoyant. There is a touch of the holiday
season already noted in the stores. It is in the
displays in the front windows, and these are
quite elaborate. Buying from the out-of-town
shops and in the suburban districts has been
quite brisk, and the feeling of the people in the
mill towns is notably improved over a year ago,
when there was an all-prevailing sentiment of
doubt and unrest among the working class as to
the steadiness of their employment. There is
caution, and plenty of it, in all approaches to
sales, and gift-buying has not yet begun, but
each week sees enlarged pay-rolls and a better

Among financial men and
feeling prevailing.

banking interests there is but
the single prediction heard—lluaetailotnhy
better business with the open-

ing of the new year. Election has a quieting
effect that would interfere with any rapid de-
velopment at this time, but it is only temporary,
and here in Pittsburg and Allegheny County
there is a well-settled belief that the result will
go the way of Pittsburg industries and for a
continuance of the present policies of the Gov-
ernment. All the merchants and manufacturers
are energetically pushing trade. The Merchants'
and Manufacturers' Association made its second
trip to meet tradesmen who usually do their
buying in Pittsburg. This was on a special train
through Southern and Southeastern Ohio, and
covered 1,000 miles of country and 33 cities.
Heeren Brothers Company and George. H Bar-
rett, the well-known wholesalers, were among
the boomers and active supporters of this move-
ment. The excursion departed from Pittsburg
October 17th and returned October 22d, and
during that time did a lot of advertising of all
of the good points about the 'city from a busi-
ness man's point of view. This trip is to be
followed by special low-fare excursion rates into
the city during the coming month, for the holi-
day buying, and the results are expected to be
shown during the season, as it advances. In
the meantime the dealers have about completed
their new stock opening and shelving and casing
of goods. The imported ware has all reached
here, and some of it shows up beautifully. The
opening of the Pittsburg Orchestra season, with
Emil Paur as conductor, is at hand, and has
started a general demand for fancy ornaments
so popular among the fair sex. It is a society
affair, so to speak, and costumes are lavish and
elaborate. The wise ones are making a special
display for this line of trade, and this accounts
for the generous space devoted in the windows
to novelties for feminine decoration.

ing in Favor 

Nearly all of the dealers say
Cut Glass Grow. that the prevailing choice at

this season for wedding pres-
ents is in cut glass, and the

demand for this ware has been steadily advanc-
ing for over a year. The tendency toward cut
glass, they say, has become almost a fad in its
popularity, and the call upofl the stocks avail-
able has proved a factor of no small importance.
The difficulty of replenishing these stocks is one
of the problems of the present time, for pro-
ducers are overcrowded with business. Notices
have been received by the larger diamond deal-
efarcst.that prices have advanced, and, while the
trade has been steady and satisfacto,-y, they do
not anticipate any special depression from this

There are a few auction sales taking place
at this time. One of these is the closing-out
sale of J. W. Kimple, of 4218 Penn Avenue, as
the. owner of that store is retiring from active
business. A few of the cheaper stocks of con-
cerns dealing with the foreign element of the
district are being closed out also.

An interesting sequel to a
A Curious robbery of a jewelry salesman
Case in this city came to light the

past month. Early this year
this salesman, whose jame is not yet known,
was in the city and had a case containing a
number of watches with him, v hich he was dis-
playing to the smaller dealers. During his
travels he had occasion to leave his case, with
the watches, at a drug store in the Oakland Dis-
trict of Pittsburg, which is above the average
residence sections. This store was kept by
Joseph Feeney, and he had borne a good repu-
tation. The case was not called for until some
two days after its leaving, and then Feeney de-
nied all knowledge of it and declared that, so
far as he knew, no case had been in the place.
The proof was lacking and the watches, valued
at about $500, were given up for lost.

In the meantime Feeney sold out his busi-
ness and went to Lorain, Ohio, and started a
grocery business. He became involved in a liti-
gation, which turned against him, and offered
to settle for some few hundred dollars. He told
the other suitor that he did not have the money
then, but he had a stock of watches in Pittsburg
which he could dispose of and get the sum
needed. Word was sent to attorneys here, and
then the police were notified. A search of the
place where the watches were said to be showed
that Feeney had buried them at the foot of an
old tree some squares from the old store, but
in a stout box, where they had remained, ap-
parently unharmed. The difficulty, now, is to
find the owner of them.

Following is an incident
Old Trick Again which Lttracted no little at-
Successful tention among the trade dur-

ing the past month: W. S.
Pipes, a diamond dealer, who lives in Euclid
Avenue, East End, and whose business is con-
ducted, without the aid of a regularly established
business place, by mingling among a comfort-
able class of business men, met a young sales-
man named Miller. The latter was apparently
a successful fellow at his trade and said that he
was traveling for a linen house. Learning of
Pipes' business, Miller said that he had in mind
the purchase of about $15oo worth of diamonds
for his wife, and Pipes, scenting a customer,
offered to show him a good line of stock. The
call was made at Miller's boarding house, on
lower Fifth Avenue, and Pipes produced, in the
parlor of this house, several fine stones, valued,
in all, about $2600. Miller admired them much,
and finally said that he would show them to his
wife upstairs, and excused himself a moment
from the parlor. Instead of going upstairs, he
passed out a back door of the house and disap-
peared, and the stones are still with him. Pipes
learned, soon after, that Miller came to the
boarding house the same day and no one knew
him there.

This case has brought to light
Itinerant an interesting feature of the
Jewelers jewelry trade in this city that

seldom is heard of. It is the
number of jewelry dealers whose business is
conducted without a store or office, and by per-
sonal solicitation among the better class of
people. Some of these men are unusually suc-
cessful, gaining the confidence of the people
among whom they circulate, and manage to
make a good living with comparatively no cost
of operating. Their stocks are carried in their
pockets and at their homes, and are usually sold
on commission. Another class of this same type
of dealers was pointed out recently to your cor-
respondent in the form of an aged apple ped-
dler, whose chief stumping ground is among
business offices, where he has been known for
years. This old man has sold thousands of
dollars' worth of watches and diamonds within
the past few years and has a substantial fortune,
without the cost of a cent for rent for office or
store, and carrying valuable stock about his
person with perfect safety, as only with those
with whom he is well acquainted will he talk
business of this kind. To a business man re-
cently, with whom he was making a deal for
some diamonds, he displayed, on the inside hem
of his colored negligee shirt, a row of five bril-
liants, varying from a full karat to three karats.
This is a form of competition that dealers find
it hard to meet.

Detroit Letter

Trade conditions in this section have im-

proved materially within the last month. Nat-

urally so, in so far as the effect of the present
election has not been as detrimental to trade

in general as in previous years. As we are
about to enter upon another "holiday season"
the feeling among the trade is one of genuine
satisfaction. There appears to be an increasing
demand for better goods in all branches of the
jewelry trade. This condition the progressive
dealer is preparing to meet by stocking up with
goods of reliable make and honest make. Col-
lections are fairly good, and generally speaking,
conditions are quite satisfactory.

W. W. True, an old and respected jeweler
of Flushing, Mich., died recently, at the age of
eighty-two. Mr. True was born in Bradford
County, Pa. He came to this State in 1853.
He is survived by four daughters and two sons,
both of the latter being jewelers, F. B. True,
of Flint, Mich., and C. E. True, of Muskegon,
Mich.

Over two thousand dollars' worth of loose
diamonds were stolen from a local jeweler here
recently. The detective department refuse to
divulge the name of the unfortunate victim.
They have worked incessantly on the case for
some time without much success. It is stated
that the stones were purchased in New York.

F. A. Drexel, a Detroit jobber, just re-
turned from a trip through Kentucky and re-
ports business very good in that section.

John Cutter, general manager of the Tren-
ton Watch Company, visited this city recently,
calling on the trade in the interest of his com-
pany.

W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, has
returned from a four weeks' rest at Atlantic
City. The sea air and baths improved Mr.
Noack's health wonderfully, and he says he
feels greatly benefited.

J. E. McCourt, of Ludington, Mich., paid a
visit to the jobbers here recently, making sev-
eral purchases for the holiday trade.

Chas. B. Bargman, of Toledo, Ohio, has
moved into his new store with new stock and
fixtures. His place is now a very attractive one.

J. S. O'Rourke has opened a store at Rich-
mond, Mich., having purchased the stock of S.
W. Kinsey, of that place.

• Trilian & Foley is the name of a new firm
in Alpena, Mich. They carry a complete line
and have bright prospects.

R. H. Morse, of Grass Lake, Mich., has
retired from business.

E. J. Strohm has purchased the business of
Strohm Bros., of Battle Creek, Mich.

Raphail Sloan, formerly of Ironwood, Mich.,
has moved to Hurley, Wis.

E. A. Cress, of Minden City, Mich., spent
a few days in Detroit last month. Mr. Cress
made a number of purchases and seems much
pleased with the lines which were shown him.

Max Jennings, of St. Clair, Mich., president
of the National Jewelers' Association, made a
flying trip to Detroit recently.

E. J. Kiefer has purchased Mr. Wenzl's in-
terest in the firm of Kiefer & Wenzl, of Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.

W. H. Hartt, of Onaway, Mich., spent a
few pleasant days in this market recently, look-
ing over the new lines.

Recent buyers in this market, not noted
elsewhere in this column, included: Edwards &
Adams, Carleton, Mich.; W. Robson, West
Unity, Ohio; M. A. Deline, Morenci, Mich.;
H. L. Root, Manchester, Mich.; Geo. Boden-
hauser, Toledo, Ohio; W F. Fiettig, Dundee,
Mich.; P. Seewald, Hudson, Mich.; John H.
Lott, Goshen, Ind.; Watson & Davis, Bronson,
Mich.; M. A. Hutchinson Ligoneer, Mich.; G.
B. Kessler, Goshen, Ind.• E. J. Potter, Carleton,
Mich.; E. H. Gostner, Manchester, Mich.•

' 
H.

E. Allen, Morenci, Mich.;•J. L. Chapman, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; E. P. C. Shaw. La Grange, Ind..
John Bessemer, Hastings, Mich., and E. R.
Britton, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
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W
E make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and

buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the

Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags

on account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores

competition, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock.

Your customers will readily appreciate the superior workman-

ship, finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been

to cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the

goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will

be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small

assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging

any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,

for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who

carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-

ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 and 97 William Street 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO

LIST PRICES:
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $2.00

" Gilt, " 2.50
Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, " .85

" " " Gilt, x.io
Small Flags, Sterling Silver, "14 44 ii .16

Seals, with ring for fob charm, or
with joint, pin and catch for
brooch, Sterling Silver, . . each $2.20

Seal Charms or Brooches, Ster-
ling Silver

' 
Rose Gold Finish, " 2.70

Silver Mounted Leather Fobs, 0 
1 30

Gold Filled " 0 
1.50

lo K Gold " 0 0 
" 1200

Initial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin, :: .50
0 Gilt, .66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to produce the colors absolutely correct

TRADE <vva> MARK
Special Flags made to order in sizes illustrated at low prices

November, 1904 T H

Cleveland and Northern Ohio

There seems to be some difference of opinion

among the jewelers as to the condition of trade

for the past month. Some report a good business,

others the reverse. The holding off due to the

approach of the presidential election may account

to some extent for this. The jobbers are well satis-

fied with present conditions, and the reports from

the men on the road show a steady improvement.

Along general lines of trade there seems to be a

steady increase of the volume of business done

this last quarter over the quarter preceding ; this is

especially true of the steel industries. Your cor-

respondent interviewed the different represent-

atives of many steel industries and this was the

general report. This part of the State is closely

indentified with this leading factor of the business

world and we prosper

or languish as the iron

barometer moves up or

down. The upward

trend of many stocks,

both local and national,

has eased the money

question with the peo-

ple who spend money,

and this is bound to

keep up the trade which

deals in luxuries.
Gilbert Sigler, of

Sigler Bros., has just

returned from a trip

to the Eastern mar-

kets of New York and
Philadelphia.

Geo. Scribner, of

the Scribner & Loehr
Co., had for his guests
the past few days J. W.
Kirk and wife, of
Adrian, Mich.

The Cowell & Hub-
bard Co. sent out on
the first of the month to
their customers and
friends in the trade, an
announcement of the
twenty-fifth anniversary
of the founding of the
present firm.

Adolph Numvar, who conducts the optical
department of the Wingate-Nusbaum Company, is
receiving the congratulations of his friends over the
arrival of an heir. It's a girl, and of course a jewel.

E. Thurston, formerly engraver for the Webb
C. Ball Co., is now similarly engaged with Bowler
& Burdick Co.

C. J. Roseberry has opened a new store at
1883 Pearl Street, to be run in connection with his
other store.

Jas. Jenks left recently for Pennsylvania, with
his line of Masonic goods ; to be gone about one
month.

James Tredale, formerly of Port Clinton,
Ohio, has moved to this city and opened a store at
699 Hoogh Avenue, near Crawford Road.

., Charles L. Gilbert, formerly located in this
city, but now in Detroit, was a trade caller last
month.

Richard 0. Carter, formerly with Bowler &
Burdick Co., but now associated with his father in
New London, Ohio, announces his engagement to
Mrs. Katherine Taylor Dodge, of this city.

Will. Kennon, the well-known traveler for
Sigler Bros., left last month for his annual fall trip.

KEYSTONE

Dr. D. D. Clark, optician, of Norwalk, Ohio,
was calling on his numerous friends in this city last

month.
J. B. McCormick, Akron, Ohio, is in politics

this year. He was recently placed in nomination

for congressman, in his district.
Chas. C. Mowen, Collinwood, Ohio, recently

returned from a fishing trip to one of the Michigan

lakes.
Oliver A. Meyers, fomerly clockmaker for

Bowler & Burdick Co., has joined the staff, in a

similar capacity, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

J. P. Johnston, the well-known optician in the

Colonial, has just put on the market a sequel to his
'Twenty Years of Hustling," and has given it the

title of "What Happened to Johnson." It is a

story of his personal experiences for a period of

nearly twenty years since his first book was

1813

A. Weisenberger, Defiance, Ohio, accompanied

by his wife, spent the first of the month in Chicago.

0. L. Nolf, of Nolf Bros., Wadsworth, Ohio,

was in New York for a few days last month.

W. H. Deuble, Canton, Ohio, visited New

York last month.
The following Ohio jewelers were seen here

during the past month ; John Rich, Painesville;

W. B. McCullon, Greenwich ; Ralph Hogan,

Akron ; E. N. Davis, Kent ; A. R. Gardner, Canal

Fulton ; W. J. Higgins, Shelby ; Philip McCracken,

Barberton ; Geo. S. Dales, Akron ; D. Leonheiser,

Huron ; J. C. Joss, New Philadelphia ; J. F. Carr,

Kenton ; Mrs. B. F. Phillips, Cuyahoga Falls;

J. L. McClintock, Chagrin Falls ; L. J. Goddard,

Ravenna ; G. R. Thompson, Findlay.

Howard W. Linn, the man who is alleged to

have taken two watches from the jewelry store of

David Gleichmann, 445

Woodland Ave., Cleve-

land, was recently
brought before Judge
Beacom, of the Criminal
Court, on an indictment

of grand larceny. Linn
pleaded that his mind

became so affected at
times that he did not
know what he was doing
and that such was his
condition when he com-
mitted the offence of
which he was charged.

C. P. Coyne has in-
stalled a new and sea-
sonable stock of goods
in his store on the second
floor of the Clarence

+.4
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.View in the Business Section in Cleveland

written. It is flattering to its author to know that
his first book reached the phenomenal sale of over

one and one-half million copies, which included the

paper cover issues and all others.

W. C. Little, of Sigler Bros., met with a

painful but not serious accident last month when

he fractured the small bones in his foot. Miss

Bertha Mingate, with this company, has been in

New York on a two-weeks' vacation.

N. D. Randall, Hubbard, Ohio, has sold out

his stock and store, and will locate in Evans City,

Pa. Local jobbers supplied the new stock.

George Baine has just returned from a trip

through the West, where he covered the territory

for Will. Wagner, who is still on the sick list.

After months of hard work, the attempt to

raise money enough to buy a silver service for the

battleship Ohio has been abandoned. A final

attempt, by Gov. Herrick, among the G. A. R.

veterans met with no results.

0. B. Schmidt has bought out the business

formerly carried on by L. Seewald, Tiffin, Ohio.

Mr. Seewald died a few months ago.

N. R. Zimmerman, Doylestown, Ohio, was in

town last month on a business and pleasure trip.

Building, 122 Euclid
Avenue.

Barton Smith re-
cently resigned his posi-
tion with the Scribner
& Loehr Co. and has
taken up duties in a
New York City jewelry
store. His fellow-em-
ployees presented him
with a handsome me-
mento upon his depar-
ture from this city. Mr.

Smith hails from Brooklyn, so that in his new

position he is practically at home.

Milwaukee, Wis., News

Jeweler Charles W. Bringe, of this city, has

been quite sick for the last three months, but is now

on the gain and expects to be back in the store

regularly by the time this item is read.

H. S. Miller spent the last two weeks of Sep-

tember at the St. Louis World's Fair.

0. H. Niles, of this city, is the happy father

of a fine baby girl.
William Platzer, of Milwaukee, was confined

to his room the last three weeks in September with

sickness, but is able to attend to his business again.

Jeweler Max Schucht, of this city, is the happy

father of a fine baby boy.
B. W. Thein has recently opened up a fine

jewelry store on Grand Avenue, this city.
H. R. Pestalozzie, well known in the trade

here, has opened a fine store on Wisconsin Street,

under the name of Milwaukee Jewelry Company.
Rack Brothers will soon add new features

which will give them a modern, up-to-date store.

1



1i4VATCH HOUSE
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NORTHWEST
The approach of the holiday
season should fix your attention
on your Watch stock. In the past
few seasons there was a scarcity of move-
ments, and the result was much disap-
pointment, annoyance and loss. Obviate
this in advance. We have anticipated a
possible scarcity this year by an immense
stock which is equal to all the demands
of the trade. We can furnish whatever
you want in Watches just when you want
it. No delay or disappointment. That's
one of the advantages of dealing with a
house that handles Watches exclusively.

ALBERT L. HAMAN
281 - 282 Endicott Building

St. Paul, Minn.
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Umbrella Handles
and Accessories

IN CONJUNCTION WITH OUR GOLD AND STERLING UMBRELLA HANDLES, WE HAVE
MADE FOR THIS SEASON, TO MATCH THE HANDLES

" Tip Cups" " Rings and Buttons " " Ferrule Covers"
(Tie Clasps)

SHOWN BY PROMINENT UMBRELLA MAKERS. IF YOUR UMBRELLA MAKER CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US. Our Trade-Mark, W. J B. 4 CO., on all our Goods

Our goods are warranted to give satisfaction. The reason—Nye wake our own gold rolled-plate

W. J. BRAITSCH & CO.
396=8 Broadway Established 1887 NEW YORK

1/.456

VOGELEY 0 LACKMAN
2l000ftt.....,tot-w-,1 of

French Mirror Plates
01-7 EVERY IDIESC1RIPTIC1N1

239 to 259 Union Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

High-grade Mirrors for Gold and Silver Mounting our Specialty
Finest Convex and Concave Mirrors. Beveled Plates

for Clock Cases

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED A TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED

AN EAGLE CHARM that sells at
all seasons of the yearp

No. 400. 1 ei u j 1,1 gli• w

Made in

14 K. only

WRITE

FOR

PRICES

Patented
Aug. 18, 1903

No. 403. Genuine Eagle Clair
17 Piamends lii Vinp

E. SCHMALZ 0 SON, Manufacturing Jewelers
501-502-503 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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St. Louis Letter

(Continued from page 1799)

Louis Manheimer, head of the house oi
Louis Manheimer & Bros., Chicago, was in St.
Louis for a few days last month, combining
business with a visit to the World's Fair.

C. H. Riggert, of Seward, Nebr., was here
several days last month, taking in the Exposi-
tion.

R. N. Phipps, of, Fulton, Ky., was among
the large number of jewelers in St. Louis from

the Blue Grass State last month, looking over
the World's Fair and doing some fall buying.

Chas. A. Tape, of Bloomington, Ill., spent
several days in town last month, doing the
Fair and attending to some buying.

H. C. Walton, Jr., son of the Cincinnati
agent of The Keystone Watch Case Company,
spent several days in St. Louis last month, look-
ing over the Exposition.

Miss Ella Joseph, Miss Rosa Joseph and
Mrs. J. Samuels, all of Little Rock, Ark., were
here for a week last month, taking in the Fair.
They were accompanied by Miss Minnie Strauss,
of Pine Bluff, Ark.

Frank Diddea, of Eureka Springs, Ark., was
here for several days last week, taking in the
Fair and doing some fall purchasing.

Henry W. Selts, the well-known jeweler of
Clay Center, Kans., spent a week in this city
last month, looking over the Fair and doing
some buying.

J. A. Bricken, of Crockett, Tex., was in St.
Louis for a week last month, taking in the Fair.

E. F. Renaud, of Jules Renaud & Son,
Keokuk, Iowa, was in town for several days
last month, doing some fall purchasing and look-
ing over the Exposition

F. A. Nesler, of Dubuque, Iowa, spent a
few days in St. Louis last month, doing the
Fair.

L. A. Van Ess, of Milwaukee, Wis., was in
St. Louis for a week last month, examining the
World's Fair.

A. E. Rush, of Macomb, Ill., spent a week
in town during last month, enjoying the delights
of our big Fair.

Ed. McComas, of Broken Bow, Neb., en-
joyed a week's visit last month at the World's
Fair.

L. Perrenoud, of Humboldt, Kans., spent
several days here last month, attending to some
buying and looking over the Exposition.

John A. Miller, Jr., son of Jeweler Miller,
of Cairo, Ill., spent several days in town last
month, doing the Fair.

J. E. Copeland, of Palestine, Tex., was
among the many jewelers here from the Lone
Star State last month, enjoying a visit at the
World's Fair.

C. W. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind., was here
last month for several days, looking over the
Fair.

J. C. Eisfelder, of Chickasha, Ind. Ter., was
among the many Southwestern jewelers in this
market last month, doing some fall buying and
looking over the Fair.

S. J. Brawley, of Encampment, Wyo., was
among the throng of Western jewelers who
were here last month, doing some buying and
looking over our splendid World's Fair.

John F. Ayres, of David City, Nebr., was
here for a week last month, selecting his fall
bills and looking over the Fair.

G. A. Hudson, with Mrs. A. Shibley, of
Wooster, Ohio, spent a week in town last
month, doing the Fair.

H. A. Johnson, of Johnson & McCray, of
Monmouth, Ill., spent a week in St. Louis dur-
ing October, looking over our big Fair.

Fred. A. Steck, of Washington, Iowa, spent
several days in town last month, looking over
the Exposition and selecting his fall bills.

G. W. Fordyce, of Anita, Iowa, was among
a large delegation of Hawk-Eye State jewelers
who were here last month, combining business
with pleasure while looking over the World's
Fair.

E. A. Dorrance, the well-known Western
agent of Simons, Bro. & Co. the widely-known
Philadelphia manufacturers, Mrs. Dorrance and
their little son spent a week in St. Louis, en-
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joying our great Fair and the fine line of Indian
summer weather we were favored with last
month. Mr. Dorrance tells us that the Exposi-
tion was a revelation and that they found it
most interesting and fascinating.

Will A. Lamb, the popular representative
of the Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., the well-
known Eastern manufacturers, was among the
throng from the Lake City helping us to cele-
brate "Chicago Day." Mr. Lamb was accom-
panied by Mrs. Lamb.

John M. Cutter, secretary of the Trenton
Watch Company, was in town recently, calling
on the jobbing trade and looking over our big
show out at Forest Park.

Morris H. Berg, of Hyman, Berg & Co.,
retail, Chicago, spent several days here last
month, enjoying an examination of our World's
Fair.

While around among throngs of Chicago
people who graced our Fair on "Chicago Day,"
THE KEYSTONE representative met Fred. G.
Thearle, junior partner in the widely-known
Western wholesale house of C. H. Knights &
Co., who was spending a few days here, doing
the Fair, in company with his wife and daughter.
Mr. Thearle declared that the St. Louis show
was a wonder and easily the greatest universal
Exposition ever held in any country. He also
averred that the night spectacle produced by
the cascades, grand basin and electric illumina-
tion was the most magnificent sight he ever
looked upon and well worth a long journey to
see.

Otto Young, head of the widely-known Chi-
cago wholesale house of Otto Young & Co.,
and a leading capitalist of the Lake City, spent
a few days in St. Louis last month, looking over
the World's Fair.

Guy V. Dickinson, general agent of the
Elgin National Watch Company, was in town
"Chicago Day," last month, enjoying the oc-
casion with the true Chicago spirit.

William F. Nye, the veteran manufacturer
of watchmakers' oils, of New Bedford, Mass.,
and Mrs. Nye spent ten days here the early
part of October, enjoying the sights of our
magnificent universal Exposition. They were
delighted with the big show and the wonderful
growth of St. Louis.

The following jewelers have visited this
market since the middle of last month. They
were doing some fall buying and visiting the
Fair:
W. H. Wheeler, Palmyra, Chas. Ward, Granville, Ill.

Geo. McGee, Detroit, Tex.
W. I. Grob, Belleville, Ill. C. A. Wedin, Humboldt,

F. G. Wehrle, Belleville, Ill. Kans.
F. T. Brickey, De Soto, T. A. Watts, Denver, Colo.

Mo. Geo. L. Flahuty, Fort
Ike Lampert, Sikeston, Mo. Dodge, Iowa.
L. C. Faust, Iberia, Mo. Ed Beard, Walnut Ridge,
L. G. Vulbrook, New Min- Ark.

den, Ill. C. L. Frost, Odessa, Mo.
R. W. Erhardt, Arkadel- F. B. Eadell, Clinton, Mo.

phia, Ark. R. S. Hickman, Kansas
George H. Hoffmann, Ger- City, Mo.

mantown, Ill. A. H. Chaudet, Prairie du
A. P. Wolff, Chester, Ill. Rocher, Ill.
J. H. Keadle, Bellflower, A. Mussallem, Bevier, Mo.

Mo. T.. M. Fey, Chamois, Mo.
R. T.ewis, Stonefort, Ill. R. D. Dickie, St. James,
J. H.Perkins, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Mo. David S. Gribben, Indian-
W. T. Smith, Poplar Bluff, apolis, Ind.

Mo. Tohn Owsley, Creede, Colo.
L. J. Empfield, Paragould, leff B. James, Marshfield,

Ark. Mo.
G. H. Wilson, Griggsville, C. H. Eilson, Griggsville,

Felix Denizet, Perryville, M. C. Malone, Waldron,
Mo. Ark.

Peter Ziegel, Nashville, Ill. D. F. Carpenter, Moberly,
R. G. Rutherford, Mt. Ver. Mo.

non, Ill. L. A. Bunch, Herrin, Ill.
tC. E. Oe h, Jefferson City, J. C. Falukner, Russellville,

Mo. Ark.
Conrad Borger, Carrollton, D. A. St. John, Carml,

kA. E. Zu schwerdt, Tipton,
Arthur Brown, Thebes, Ill. Mo.
M. J. Motsinger, Rector, Louis J. Hart, Chester, Ill.

Ark. Harry J. Miller, Spring-
Albert Amant, Chandler- field, Mo.

ville, iii. Jos. Goodman, Memphis,
M. Goldsmith, Leaven- Tenn.

worth, Kans. H. Haverkamp, Troy, Ill.
E. L. White, Guthrie, Okla. E. Homrighous, Shelby-
C. G. Brown, West Plains, ville, Ill.

Mo. 0. L. Davis, New Madrid,
Chas. F. Welte, Peoria, Ill. Mo.
E. L. Thurber, Warrens- C G. Brown, West Plains,

burg, Mo. Mo.
A. H. MacKenzie, Du- John A. Hartmiller, Leba-

buque, Iowa. non, Mo.
V. L. Beshears, Vandalia, H. M. Heckart, Spring-

Mo. field, Mo.
William Tures, Granville, C. E. Pond, Buffalo, Ark.
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News from the Northwest

A. E. Veon, of Brainerd, Minn., has bought

out E. H. White & Son.
C. L. Cummer, formerly with H. H. Starr,

New Richmond, Wis., is now with Clark

Brothers, St. Cloud, Minn.
N. C. Lillimore, of Erskine, Minn., had his

store destroyed by fire recently.
George Morrison, formerly with G. R. Mel-

ton, Helena, Mont., is now at the bench for

Hight & Fairfield, Butte, Mont.

P. Jacobi, of Kalispell, Mont., has opened a

branch store at Havre.
Frank & Kent, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,

lost a $350 diamond ring last month. It was

another case of substitution, a cheap ring being

placed in the tray in place of it.

Roy A. Beard, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

spent his vacation at St. Louis seeing the sights.

Dr. C. S. Crane, of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,
stopped over in the Twin Cities on his way to
the World's Fair.

W. R. Crandall, of Matmato, Minn., reports
a new boy at his home.

C. A. Westerbaum, of St. James, Minn., has
returned from a six weeks' trip East.

D. H. Cole & Son, of Woonsocket, S. Dak.,
have moved to better quarters.

A. Holmberg, of Woonsocket, S. Dak., is
now settled in his new store.

H. G. Nichols, of Mitchell, S. Dak., has re-
modeled his store and is now very nicely sit-
uated.

E. F. Taylor. of Mankato, Minn., has suc-
ceeded C. D. Taylor.

Wi:iiam Landmesser formerly with Frank-
lin Wells, Jr., is now with Livingston, Bros.,
Yankton, S. Dak.

J. A. Gaveland, of Rock Valley, Iowa, has
remodeled his store.

D. J. Gerken, formerly with A. H. Gerken,
Plankington, S. Dak., has started at Kimball,
S. Dak.

George H. Lang, of Mankato. Minn., has
returned from a six weeks' trip East, but has
been confined to his bed ever since.

Scallin Brothers, of Mitchell, S. Dak., have
moved into their new store.

S. L. Caulkins, of Welcome, Minn., has
gone to Winnebago City. Minn., where he has
entered into partnership with E. L. Lewis.

F. G. Brace, of Worthington, Minn., has
moved into his new store.

F. W. Jamieson, of Ashton, Iowa, lost his
youngest son October 3d. The child was run
over by a load of grain in front of his father's
store. Mr. Jamieson has our sympathy in his
bereavement.

Dr. J. L. McCrary, formerly of Sibley, Iowa,
is now at Farnhamsville, Iowa.

Livingston Brothers. of Yankton, S. Dak.,
have moved to Frank Wells, Jr.'s, old stand.
Mr. Wells has quit the business.

C. F. Lounsan, of Parker. S. Dak., has quit
business and is now at the bench for H. G.
Nichols, Mitchell, S. Dak.

M. J. Bieber, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
has returned from his Southwestern trip. He
reports business very good and predicts a fine
holiday trade.

Visitors to the Twin Cities the past month
were: Fred. E. Williams, Augusta, Wis.; F. C.
Robins. Benson, Minn.; M. A. Gaskill, Roch-
ester, Minn.; C. L. Cummer, New Richmond,
Wis.; Dr. C. S. Crane. Grand Forks, N. Dak.;
Chris Jensen, Lake Nebagamon, Wis.: A. M.
Wilton, Alexandria, Minn.; William Plackner,
Benson, Minn.; E. M. Schwenke, New Rich-
land, Minn.; J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.;
I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; George B.
Johnston, Pinestone, Minn.; C. H. Todd. New
Richmond, Wis.; Dr. E. C. Roberts, Redwing,
Minn.; Dr. J. A. L. Walman, Detroit, Minn.;
H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn.; H. F.
Alden, Sauk Center, Minn.; C. Arveson, Sleepy
Eye, Minn.; J. L. Egleston, Wadena, Minn.;
Frank C. Wittenberv, Lu Verne, Minn.; F. W.
Harper, Renville, Minn.
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There has been a very material improvement
in trade in this city during the past month, and a
profitable holiday business is confidently awaited.
The local industrial situation, which had been dull
earlier in the year, showed signs of renewed activity
as the fall approached, and more people are em-
ployed in the mills and factories now than at any
time so far this year. The jobbers report fairly
liberal holiday purchasing by the trade, and the
demand for goods of a better quality still prevails.
The local retailers anticipate a good holiday busi-
ness, and are making preparations accordingly.

J. E. Caldwell & Co., recently
completed and placed on exhi-
bition in their show window the
magnificent silver service which
is to be presented to the new

armored cruiser Pennsylvania. The service,
which contains 143 pieces, is said to be the
most complete and valu-
able one ever presented to
any vessel in the United
States Navy. The combined
weight of all the pieces is
more than woo ounces, or
about 750 pounds of ster-
ling silver, and the set cost
$25,000. The decorations of
the Pennsylvania service
represent prominent men,
points of interest, historical
events and emblems of the
State, besides suggesting
associations peculiar to the
navy. The money for the
service was appropriated by
the legislature, and a corn-
mission, consisting of Gover-
nor Pennypacker, Senator
Penrose and the late Senator
Quay, invited jewelers to
submit designs in compe-
tition. The contract was
awarded in June of last year.
The Pennsylvania will probably make her trial trip
next month and the presentation, it is expected,
will be made at League Island shortly after that
time.

J. Henry Gercke, a well-known
Death of watchmaker and jeweler, of

1206 Pine Street, died recently
at the age of 66. Death was

due to a complication of diseases. Mr. Gercke
was a native of Philadelphia, a veteran of the Civil
War, and being somewhat active in politics, an
official of the Highway Bureau. He was well
known in the Masonic Order and was affiliated
with a large number of other secret and fraternal
organizations. His late business will be continued
by his son.

Battleship's
Magnificent
Silver Service

mander with the rank of Lieutenant- Colonel.
Thus he was active in Grand Army and Loyal
Legion functions. Deceased is survived by three
sons and two daughters. The sons will continue the
business and will also assume charge of their late
father's real estate and mining interests in Colorado.
The funeral services were conducted by Rev.
J. W. Sayers, Chaplain of the Department of
Pennsylvania, G. A. R. and were attended by the
Guard of Post No. 2, G. A. R., of Philadelphia.

In order to better accommodate their patrons
in Newark, N. J., New York City and vicinity,
T. B. Hagstoz Co., Limited, 709 Sansom street,
this city, have opened an office at 13 and 15
Franklin Street, Newark, under the management
of Wm. L. Robertson. Mr. Robertson is a man
of large experience in the gold and silver refining
business, to which this company are devoted, and
is well known to the trade. The company desire
to state that in dealing with them through him
they guarantee as heretofore prompt and courteous
treatment. From a modest beginning this firm
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city. Mr. Bertlet was for eight years with Bailey,
Banks & Biddle and for the past three years was
manager of J. E. Caldwell & Co.'s repair depart.
ment. Mr. Maxwell has likewise held responsible
positions with both of these well-known firms.
The new store is a very handsomely appointed
one, equipped in excellent taste with pretty fix.
tures, chiefly of Flemish oak. The space is well
laid out and there is a balcony exclusively reserved
for use as a diamond display room.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing optician, 740
Sansom street, returned last month from a three
months' sojourn in Europe. In the course of his
tour abroad Mr. Brown investigated the conditions
of the optical and allied industries in the Old
World.

Rudolph H. Krischker, recently retired from
the jewelry business after a career of two score
years at bench and counter. His business was
located at 145 North Ninth Street. He learned
the jewelry trade in Schlesigen, Germany, and
came to the United States when a young man. For

many years he worked as
a watchmaker in this city
and had been in the em-
ploy of a number of local
jewelers now deceased
About twenty-eight years
ago he opened a business
of his own and this he has
now discontinued to live in
retirement with his family at
5100 Hazel Avenue.

S. Kind & Son, whose
headquarters are at jijo
Chestnut Street, have re-
moved their branch estab-
lishment from number 57 to
58-60 North Eighth Street,
at which latter location they
have very commodious and
handsomely furnished head-
quarters.

The Joseph Castelberg
Jewelry Co., of Baltimore,
Md., and Washington, D. C.,
has opened a handsome re-

tail jewelry store in the Mint Arcade. Diamonds,
watches, clocks, optical goods, silverware, etc.,
are carried in stock, and the establishment will
be under the management of S. C. Klopher. A
feature of the business will be sale of jewelry on
the instalment system.

The American Cuckoo Clock Co. publish a
little house organ entitled, " The Cuckoo," the
object of which is to spread news about the com-
pany's products. This little paper as well as
several dainty advertising folders will be furnished
in quantity free to any jeweler requesting them.
They will be found a serviceable advertisement for
cuckoo clocks, especially on the threshold of the
holiday season.

The A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co., of St. Louis,
Mo., purchased the entire cut glass exhibit of the
Quaker City Cut Glass Co. at the St. Louis Expo-
sition. The display was a very imposing one and
was much admired by the hosts of exposition
visitors.

G. H. Mayer, of Geo. Mayer & Co., manu-
facturing and wholesale opticians, returned re-
cently from a three months' honeymoon trip.
Walter Mayer started on October 3d on a western
business trip, and will cover extensive territory
before the arrival of the holidays. The firm
reports a continuous improvement in business as
the season advances.

Centerpiece of Silver Service to be presented to U. S. Warship Pennsylvania

J. H. Gercke

Joseph K. Davison, manufac-
Death of turing jeweler, 718 Sansom

Street, this city, died on Mon-
day, October 3d, at his resi-

dence, 419 Locust Street, Germantown, Mr.
Davison had reached his 67th year. He began his
business career in 1864 and met with a gratifying
measure of success. At one period he conducted
establishments both in New York and in Philadel-
phia, and until a few years ago operated a factory
in this city. He served in the 29th Regiment,
New Jersey volunteers during the Civil War, sub-
sequently becoming the regiment's acting corn-

J. K. Davison

has assumed a leading position in the refining
business and they are still enlarging their capacity
to accommodate an increasing trade.

Among recent arrivals at the Philadelphia
College of Horology, are : Dilos Bell, Warren,
Ohio, and C. 0. Alt, of Church, Pa. Nelson
Switzer, of Knox, Pa., has completed his course
at the Philadelphia College of Horology and is
about to start in business for himself. Herman
Cooper, of Vladivostock, East Siberia, has finished
his combined courses at this college, but owing to
the Russo-Japanese War is unable to return home,
notwithstanding that he has large money and real
estate interests in Japan. Accordingly he intended
starting in the jewelry business for himself, on a
large scale, in the United States. Charles L. Kelly
has completed his course in engraving, at the same
institution, and returned to work for Jeweler
Mortimer, of Pottsville, Pa.

Charles B. Lynch, of Sixteenth and Market
Streets, has made some notable alterations and
improvements in his store. This is a roomy
establishment judiciously apportioned and well
adapted to the exigencies of display. It now
presents a cherry and seasonable appearance.

E. John Bertlet and Charles J. Maxwell last
month opened an attractive retail jewelry store at
Thirteenth and Walnut Streets. The partners in
this concern are well known to the trade in this
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THE MYSTIC
THE "LILY."

COPYRIGHTED.

THIS 44 * ROGERS & BRO. A-1" PATTERN
is one of the most popular designs ever produced in the old reliable "STAR (*) BRAND."
It is furnished either Burnished or French Gray Finish in a complete line of staple and
fancy pieces, as well as Hollow Handle Cutlery. The MYSTIC will be supplied by us
direct or by all leading jobbers. Send for new catalogue, No. 76-K.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
SUCCESSOR TO ROGERS & BROTHER CONN.

WATERBURY

Warerooms, 9-11-13-15 Maiden Lane, New York

THE "LILY,"

SHOWN ABOVE,•
IS UNDOUBTEDLY THE
MOST SUCCESSFUL PATTERN
IN THE MARKET. IN ADDITION
WE BEG TO ANNOUNCE SUPERB
LINES OF NEW AND ATTRACTIVE GOODS.

OUE1143.11110

Our productions have never been found on dry
goods bargain counters or in Department Store
Catalogues.

NEW YORK.
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The. Lily

FRANK M. WHITING & CO.
Zilivermit1)6

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

N. 3700
TRADE

VO'

AlAttg

The season's

richest produc-

tions in Sterling

Silverware.

No. 3 7 oo. A

beautiful floral

design taste-

fully adapted

to a complete

line of Toilet

and Manicure

Articles.

The " Lily." A. very attractive

design, which meets all demands for a

medium-priced line of Plain and Fancy

Flatware.

NEW YORK OFFICE-41 union square
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE-220 Sutter street

In the months of November and December

the merchant, especially the Retail Jeweler, wants

the goods he orders in a hurry, and he wants just

what he orders and not something " like it " or

"just as good." The only way to get this is to

order your goods from the houses who carry the

stock, not only the largest stock, but the best-

selected stock—the goods that sell. We can state,

without fear of contradiction, that we carry the

largest and most complete line in the East. We

are both Manufacturers and Jobbers. If you want

Movements or Cases, Lockets, Chains, Jewelry of

any description, solid gold or plated, Diamonds and

Precious Stones, set or unset, Sterling Silver

Novelties, Silver-Plated Ware, Emblem Goods in

gold and plate, etc., etc., all you have to do is write

for them. We can fill your orders—and firices

Z26 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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No. 4017A

ONE OF AN ASSORTMENT
OF 38 PIECES. consisting of
Vases, Tankards, Plates, Bon-
Bons, etc., of the highest grade
of American Hand-Painted
China.

Neatly packed and delivered
F. 0. B. Meriden, for $158.30
ASSORTMENT No. 4016, 30

pieces, for $89.00.

Wedding and Holiday lines are
not complete without an assort-
ment of high-grade hand-painted
French China, manufactured by

THE HA\DEL CO.
Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 25 West Broadway

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED 

On exhibition at New York and
factory salesrooms

Lines of
Art Glass Shades
Decorated Globes and Shades
Tobacco and Cigar Jars

Something New
FROM

A

13\

A

11 The " NUNUPHAR " or water
lily pattern is one of the most grace-
ful and ornated designs ever executed

in plated ware. Every detail is
brought out with a painstaking care
that appeals at once to the artistic
eye. In point of diework it has been

rarely equaled.

1[ Dealers who have already put the
" NENUPHAR " line in stock, re-

port that it sells on sight. Nothing
could be better adapted for the holi-

day trade.

If Such is the demand for this line
that orders must be placed at once, in
order to guarantee prompt delivery.

Send to-day for descriptive folder

and special quotations.

THEAmeRicANSILvER
KNIVES : Child's, Medium, Dessert.

Fruit, Orange, Butter, Individ-
ual Butter, Fish, Game and Bird.

FORKS : I )essert, Medium, Large

and Small Cold Meat, Child's,
ierry, Fish, Individual and Large

Salad.

SPOONS: Tea, Coffee, Five O'clock
Tea, Dessert, Table, Soup,
Bouillon, Orange, Berry, Salad,
Sugar and Ice Cream.

LADLES : cream, Gravy and Oyster.

No. 171

The Brainard & Wilson Co.
DANBURY, CONN.

Ask your jobbers to show you this line

"SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR SOUVENIRS"

WORLD BRAND SILVERWARE has no equal in

point of service. It wears longer and looks better than any

other make.
There is a reason for this. Our goods carry 50% more

silver than any regular standard plate.

The dealer who neglects to add our popular silverware to

his stock is omitting the most profitable lines he could possi-

bly carry.
Send for new and artistic illustrated booklets.

AMERICAN SILVER COMPANY
  BRISTOL, CONN.  

No. 99



TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

ESTABLISHED
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Wang Sfick
are made from the JEWELER'S standpoint of excellence,

and in keeping with a jeweler's stock in trade

Our Gold-Headed Ebony Canes have stood No Dry Goods or Dry Goods Department
Stores Soldthe test for the last quarter of a century

W. W. HARRISON
Maker of Umbrellas and Walking Sticks

OF THE BETTER SOR 1

1149 Broadway, NEW YORK

COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Di
rector of the Horological School, of Locle, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological
 and Eleetro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charle
ston. S. C. Former pupl: of the

Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XI.)

In order to verify the uniformity of the force of the spring with

relation to the fusee, or, to speak in shop parlance, in order to

equalize the fusee, one places the fusee and the barrel between the

two plates of the watch, puts the chain in place, sets up the spring,

and fastens on the arbor of the fusee the lever that we have

mentioned (114).
Holding the movement of the watch in the hand, one then

turns the lever a quarter of a turn and establishes equilibrium by

means of weights ; then one turns the lever 2, 3, etc., turns,

taking care to notice if at each revolution the equilibrium is

maintained. 
But practice teaches that if, in this operation, one finds an

increase of force, one approaches perfect equality by further seiling

up the mainspring ; if, on the contrary, the instrument shows a

decrease of force, one let: Me spring down. When one has found

the uniformity of the force, the initial position of the spring's

tension is preserved by marking a point on the pivot of the

barrel arbor, and by repeating this point on the plate of the watch

opposite to the position that the former occupies.

Let us remark that it is necessary to renew this operation each

time that one replaces the spring experimented with, by a new spring.

120. Let us seek now for an explanation of the effect which is

produced in the preceding experiments. Let us admit that the

radii of the spiral lines of the fusee may have been calculated for a

spring which, being wound, is set up ro turns and has unwound

3 turns at the moment when the chain is completely unrolled from

the fusee.
Being completely wound, the moment of the force of the

spring is then proportional to  
When the barrel has made I turn, this moment is proportional to 9.

When the barrel has made 2 turns, this moment is proportional to 8.

When the barrel has made 3 turns, this moment is proportional to 7.

From the top to the bottom, the moment of the force has

diminished =- o  3,

and in order that equilibrium may be produced, the radii of the

spiral lines of the fusee must have increased in the same proportion.

If, on the other hand, the spring was set up only 9 turns, the

chain being wound on the fusee, we would have in this case:

Spring completely stretched, moment of the force proportional to 9.

The barrel has made i turn, moment of the force proportional to 8.

The barrel has made 2 turns, moment of the force proportional to 7.

The barrel has made 3 turns, moment of the farce proportional to 6.

The moment of the force has then diminished o.333.

This decrease is superior to that of the first case, the same fusee

will not produce equilibrium and one sees thus that it will be

necessary, in order to have equilibrium, to set up the spring

another turn.
121. We possess in this way a means of regulating, practically,

the moment of the force of the spring with relation to the axis of

the fusee, taking into account certain factors which have not been

introduced into the preceding calculations ; the principal among

them being friction.
It is evident that on setting the spring up further, we increase

its energy ; it is, moreover, only in rare cases that any incon-

venience will result from this increase of force.
122. In establishing the theory of the barrel spring, we have

admitted these springs to be of the same thickness from one end to

the other, that their coiled blades remain always concentric, that is

to say, retain a spiral form during their development ; and, finally,

that they are always free.
Practice shows that these conditions are not fulfilled by the

spring inclosed in a barrel and that they cannot be so except for

a free spring, such as the hairspring.

Let us examine rapidly, however, these three facts, commenc-

ing with the last expressed.
123. Complete liberty of the blades of the spring does not

exist practically. Let us suppose, in effect, that one has turned

the barrel arbor a small angle, a quarter turn, for. example. In this

position all the coils of the spring have not yet entered into play

there are found a certain number which remain pressed against each

other, forming part of the barrel. One should then take the acting

length of the spring L, equal to the length of the spring which has

become free, and the number n equal to the number of turns that

this free part contains at the instant considered, diminishing this

value by the number of turns that this same length possesses when

it is placed freely on the table (97).
Thus (Fig. 22), if a is the end of the spring hooked to the

hub. and h the point at
which the free coils be-
come separated from those
which rem a in pressed
against the drum of the
barrel, the length L in
the equation (97)

E h e3 2 w n
12 L

is then only equal to the
length of the part a h of
the spring. Furthermore,
the number n will be
equal to the number of
coils which this part of the
blade contains, diminished
by the number of coils
which this same length
contains in the free posi-
tion of the spring (Fig. 23). For example, we have (Fig. 22)

a b = 21. coils and (Fig. 23) a b = 2+ coils ; consequently,

n = — =

Let us note that in most watches in wbich the barrel makes

three turns in 24 hours, one can readily admit that the whole blade

Fig. 2.:

Fig. 28

becomes tree, while the spring is developed these three turns, and

one can employ, without great error, the above formula, without

modifying anything therein.
124. Some have tried to use springs of varying thickness, that

is, those whose blades increase or diminish in thickness from one end

to the other.
(Continued on page 1827)
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Let us suppose in the first place that the thickness may con-

stantly increase ; at the interior, the blade, being thinner, will ben
d

more easily ; during the winding of the watch, the coils which

detach themselves from those which remain pressed together, will

perform this movement in a more gradual manner than if the thick
-

ness were the same along the whole length. On continuing to

wind the spring, some of the coils will be wrapped aroun
d the hub

and form part of it. Thus, the moment of the force of the spring

could only be determined in this case by taking the le
ngth of its

free part alone, and the value of n should also be determined a
ccord-

ing to this length. Since the thickness, moreover, is variable, it

becomes difficult to determine by calculation the force of such a

spring in a sufficiently exact manner.

Such springs are used to advantage in fusee watches, because

they have a more concentric development and consequent
ly produce

less f  o frictionh 
account

tn ot fh et 
the diminution
o i ls

of thickness at the interior,

there results a greater difference between the moments of force o
f

the beginning and the end, this difference could easily be correcte
d

by the fusee.25. 
Springs thicker at the interior than at the exterior are

hardly to be recommended, for the intetior part of the blade bendin
g

only with difficulty is hard to wind around the hub ; it has, more
over,

the effect of detaching a greater length of blade from the part th
at

remains press2d against the barrel, which produces considerable

friction between the coils. These springs have, moreover, a great
tendency to break.

126. The principal defect of the development of the spring in
the interior of the barrel is that which arises from the eccentr

ic

coiling or uncoiling of the blades ; these push themselves to one

side, both at the interior and at the exterior of the spring. This is,

also, an analogous fact to that which shows itself in a flat spir
al

without return curve. When the interior fault comes into contact

with the exterior fault, the spring makes a sudden jump, producin
g

a noise well known to watchmakers. The exterior fault can be

remedied by fixing to the spring a flexible check of sufficient length,

about a half turn ; this check should be made thin in the part

which is fastened to the barrel, in order to permit it to follow f
reely

the coiling up of the spring. A better remedy would be to have

the last exterior half turn thicker and make it gradually thinner to

suit the conditions.
Stop-Work.

127'. We designate by this name a mechanism fastened to the

barrel and whose object is to stop the winding before the spring is

completely coiled around the hub. This same mechanism also

stops the running of the watch before the spring is completely

pressed against the inner wall of the barrel ; its effect then is to

utilize only a part of the development of the spring, that during

which the force is most equal. Thus the total development of the

spring being, for example, six turns, if the unwinding is arrested

by the stop-work after four turns and a half, the spring will still be

stretched one turn and a half when the watch stops.

In most watches, in fact, this mechanism allows the barrel to
make four revolutions on its arbor, and if it makes one turn in

eight hours, as is often the case, the watch should run for 32 hours.

The most modern stop-work is what is called the " maltese

cross." It is composed of two pieces, the finger and the wheel.*

The latter being shaped like a maltese cross, gives it this name.

The wheel is placed on the barrel, where it can turn freely, while the
finger is placed on the arbor. The head of this piece gears in the

notches of the cross, the rounded out teeth of which can succes-

sively slip around the circumference of the finger.
.011 winding the watch, one turns the barrel arbor ; the finger

participates then in this movement and pushes, at each turn, a tooth

of the wheel until the moment when the

shoulder of the finger comes into contact

with the full tooth of the wheel ; the move-

ment is then stopped, and the watch is

wound (Fig. 24).
During the running of the watch, the

finger is stationary and the wheel, turningFig. 144

.1'kese places are commonly known as the male and renia
le.—TRANSLATOL

with the barrel, at each turn presents one
of its openings in front of the end of the
finger, which forces it to make a fraction of
a revolution on its axis (Fig. 25). After
the four revolutions of the barrel, the other
shoulder of the finger comes again in con-
tact with the full tooth of the wheel, and
the watch is stopped (Fig. 26).

128. Geometrical Construction of the Fig.
Maltese Cross Stop-Work. In order to con-

25

struct, graphically, this stop-work, we will suppose that the dis-
tance 0 0' between the centers of the barrel
and of the maltese cross wheel is known
(Fig. 27). We divide this distance into five
equal parts, and from the center 0, with a
radius equal to three of these divisions, one
describes a circumference, which is repeated
a second time from the point 0' as center.
From this last center we further describe a

new circle passing through the center of the barrel, and we divide

this last circumference into five equal parts. In order to get the

end of the finger in one of the openings of the maltese cross, the

division is commenced at the point l'; for other cases we will
commence to divide at the point 0 or any other intermediate
point.

The circumference of the finger is described with a radius

equal to half of the distance 0 0'; from the points i', 2', 3' and 5' we

1827
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Ing. 27

will trace with the same radius the arcs A C, A' C', etc., the arms
of the cross. The intersections C A', etc., will, consequently,

determine the size of the openings, the straight sides of which

are drawn parallel to each other and at equal distances from the

center 0'.
The essential conditions to be fulfilled in making the end of

the finger are the solidity of the piece and the free action of the

mechanism. We prefer to represent it by means of two arcs of
circles : one vi n, whose length equals a semi-circumference, and
the other n k, whose center is found almost on the point of the
shoulder of the finger.

Practically, the end of the finger k 1 should be slightly smaller

than the corresponding opening of the other piece, that is to say,

there should exist a certain play, to assure the free action of the
mechanism ; this play will be easily obtained by taking off the sharp

corners k and 1 of the finger.
It is also to be recommended, in practice, to make the full

tooth of the maltese cross with a radius 0' D longer than the
radius 0' C of the cut-out teeth, in order to cause the stoppage
a little before the line of centers. It is, moreover, necessary to
slightly round off the corners A, C, A', C', etc., of the teeth of

the wheel.
(TO OE CONT1(111W)
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, whieli will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the im,st isoniph•te reatke

over written ou this subject, being wider in sta.'s, and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

III 114.k a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining iive 1. 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy I the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, $1.50 (Os. ad.)

(Continued. Part XXI. Begun in March, 1903)

Very often students will first sketch the design on the article

and then study only the accuracy of the letters. As previously

stated, while the accuracy of the letters is the principal point, yet

we must give due consideration to the size and proportion of
 the

letters and thd relation of the same to the space alloted to the

word.
At Fig. 86 we illustrate a few scrolls, which can be used to

advantage with script words and initials in engraving ornamental

script. As has been previously mentioned, the author is not

in favor of engraving words or initials very fancy. Simplicity

and accuracy should be the aim of all artists in engraving. Great

Fig. 86

care should be exercised to avoid so elaborating the letters or

elaborating the space around the letters as to detract the
 attention

from the word or initials, bearing in mind at all times 
that the

initial or word should stand out boldly and that whatever 
orna-

mental work is done should be executed so delicately, that 
it will

appear to be in the background.
Engraving coffin plates in script is one of the

puzzling features of the art of engraving for a be-

ginner. Students in the art will sometimes see

an engraver engrave a coffin plate in very heavy

script, or see a plate that has been engraved in very heavy 
script,

and wonder how the artist succeeded in cutting such heavy 
strokes.

We would say that this work is done with a flat-faced graver, 
ground

as has been described. All the shade strokes are cut with a flat

graver. The object of using the flat graver for such heavy s
hade

strokes is that the angle on the front of the graver is 
at right

angles to the blade, which enables the operator to cut a wi
de stroke

with less depth than he would be able to with a square 
graver,

because, in the latter case the square graver front is grou
nd back

on an angle, thereby making it necessary to turn the graver 
over

to the right farther to make a shade than in the case of the 
flat-face

graver. Some engravers cannot use a flat-faced graver for 
cutting

the hair lines. For the benefit of those who are troubled 
in this

way, we would state that there would be no objection 
to their

using the square graver for the hair lines. Cutting bright cut on

the metals of which coffin plates are made is usually difficult,

Engraving
Coffin Plates
in Script

1529

unless one knows the secret, if it is a secret. The method of

polishing the graver for any bright cutting is the same. In cutting

bright cut on Britannia metal, after the graver has been care
fully

polished it should be lubricated by wetting it between the lips at each

insertion, which will be sufficient to cause the graver to cut bright

cut, while, if such lubricating were not resorted to, it matters not

how well the graver might be polished, it would not cut bright, o
wing

to the fact that the metal is so soft that the molecules will pull

apart and adhere to the cutting edge of the graver. This method

of lubricating is sufficient to produce the effect and is the most

expeditious. It is, therefore, recommended instead of dipping the

point of the graver in turpentine or any other lubricant.

In laying out the work on coffin plates, the de-

signing wax or transfer wax, previously mentioned,

is used by pressing the finger on the wax and

then transferring it from the finger to the plate,

which will deaden the surface of the coffin plate so that a mark

with a hard-rubber marker or even a piece of pegwood properly

sharpened will show very plainly. This is the most expeditious

manner of sketching letters on a polished plate. Some, however,

use Chinese white or gamboge and design it with a soft pencil.

This method requires more time in preparation and the results are

more hazardous to the polished surface than by using wax and

being cautious in reference to scratching the plate by roughly

handling it. There will be little trouble experienced in scratching

a plate, providing the engraver uses all the precautions necessary
,

the principal one being, in sketching through transfer wax, to see

that the thumb nail of the right hand, which answers as a fu
lcrum

or a guide for the graver, is reasonably short and also that the 
end

of the thumb is free from any grit or dirt that would scratch a

highly-polished surface. The thumb acting as a guide, is the one

part of the hand that comes in contact with the surface of the

plate, and if that member is free from grit and the nail is short

enough not to come in contact with the plate, we are quite sure 
to

avoid scratching the same.
As to the style of rule to use for guide lines, a celluloid rul

e

6" or 8" long is best. Celluloid can be purchased at drug stores

in strips of any desired length, and can be cut as wanted. 
The

advantage of a celluloid rule is that it is flexible and can be bent to

correspond with the surface of the plate. This rule is also useful

in designing on a child's drinking cup or any round surface l
ike a

napkin ring. Of course, the rule for these small pieces would

necessarily have to be smaller, but the flexibility of the rule makes

it valuable for such work and the engraver should supply 
himself

with several different lengths and widths.

The style of engraving coffin plates in script used

by a great many undertakers is to engrave the date
of birth above the name and the date of death

below. In this case both dates should be the

same height and style. A rapid means of sketching such a

date and avoiding the necessity of making guide lines, but 
with a

guide to make sure it is in the center of the plate, is to use a cellu-

loid rule, previously described, with a hole cut in the center 
of it,

as shown at Fig. 87. If the rule should be exactly the same

length as the coffin plate, then the ends of the rule should be even

with the ends of the coffin plate. If the plate is a little longer,

the rule should by an equal amount fall short of comi
ng to the

end of the plate on each side. Or if the plate is shorter than the

rule the opposite principle should apply. In each case we would

be sure that the little hole cut in the center would be in the 
center

of the plate. Now, the figures are sketched in this hole on to the

plate, using the top and bottom of said hole for guide lines, 
which

will insure great accu-
racy as to each letter
and the date at the top
and at the bottom
After the student has Fig. 87

practiced coffin-plate
engraving to some extent, he will find that he can, by pl

acing this

celluloid rule on the plate so that the top of it would 
suffice for the

lower-case guide line of the script, sketch the line witho
ut the aid

of the top guide lines, and with sufficient accuracy. 
Of course, it

would be impossible to add the loop at the bottom 
of the lower-

case guide line, such as is necessary for a G or a Y, 
but the top of

the letter could be made and then when the rule is 
lifted from the

plate such loops could be added.

(To BE CONTINUED)

Laying Out
the Work

The Style
of Engraving
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would your employer pay you if you were a first-class engraver?
You will see the advantage of knowing how to engrave in the
next month or so. Better make up your mind to learn how. We
can teach you and it won't take long.
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makers, Engravers and Opticians was
never so great as it is to-day and they
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men. There is not a Horological College
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Workshop Notes

THE KEYSTONE

Subscribers visiting inquiries 
answered in this departmect

must send name and 
address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. N
o attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications.
 Questions will be answered in the

order in which they ar
e received.

An INDEX to the qu
estions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompan
ies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to pr
eserve these indexes, nod, before

mailing questions,to refer to 
them,as similar questions may have

been answered in prev
ious issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject 
covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on 
which the information may be found.

"While."—Kindly let me know the name of

the white liquid used by engr
avers to dull the pol-

ished surface of an article and 
enable them to draw

on it.—Chinese white is the 
medium to employ.

Its use is described in "The 
Art of Engraving"

(price $1.50) as follows : The st
udent should sup-

ply himself with a small bottle or 
brick of Chinese

white, which can be obtained at a
ny art store.

This Chinese white is used by we
tting the finger

and rubbing on the white and thus 
transferring it

to the metal upon which he de
sires to engrave, by

rubbing a thin coating over the same. This white

dries almost instantaneously and l
eaves a pure

white surface, upon which any design can
 be drawn

with a pencil, after which it can be 
scratched on

with a stylus or engraved directly 
through the

Chinese white and then washed off. This method

of designing is very useful for protecti
ng the surface

of some metals, and is mo.it desirab
le as a means

of designing on satin finished surfaces.

"Photog No. 2."—I wish you would tell us

again how photos are put on watch dials. I saw
 it

Keystone a number of years ago, and would

fike you to republish same.—As It has been
 some

years since we touched on this matter, w
e will

comply with our correspondent's request. 
There

are quite a number of processes for doing this 
kind

of work. One of the first to be used wa
s con-

ducted by taking a positive picture on a collod
ion

film, the film resting on an albumen or gela
tin

coating on glass. The collodion film (after " 
fix-

ing ") was loosened by soaking from the glass, a
nd

then floated on the dial, where it was allowed
.to

dry. Another process, the paper for which, with

full directions, can be procured from any large

photographers' supply house, is Eastman's transfer-

rotype. A third process, which, no doubt, will

prove an easy one to a workman who has had ex-

perience at enameling, is that known among pho-

tographers as the " dusting-in " process. This is

conducted as follows : First, take a good negative

of the actual size of the picture desired ; then pro-

cure a piece of plate glass of suitable size and,

after carefully cleaning it, rub the surface with

powdered talc, but do not leave any of the dust on

the plate. Now prepare a solution as follows:

Select, pure clean bits of gum arabic, to weigh 6o

grains ; glucose, 45 grains ; glycerine, to minims;

bichromate of potash, 30 grains ; distilled water, 2

ounces. Mix these ingredients, warm, and filter

through clean muslin. Flow a film of this mixture

on the plate glass and allow it to dry in the dark.

This surface is now exposed under the negative

previously mentioned, for the proper length of

time, which, as a rule, is only to be arrived at by

experiment ; after which, the coated glass is taken

into the cellar or some such place where the air is
moist (meanwhile insuring that it is carefully pre-
served from the action of light), under which con-
ditions it absorbs moisture proportionate to the
action of the light. The portions screened from
the light receive the most moisture, and are conse-
quently the best fitted to take and hold any dry
powder brushed over the surface. The parts of
the surface where the light has had full force will
not holrl any dust. For the purpose we are con-
sidering, the best dust is dial-painters' black, a
species of intensely black glass ground to an im-
palpable powder and used dry. This substance is
carefully brushed over the face of the print with a
soft camel's-hair brush, and all particles except
those held by the " tacky " surface carefully re-
moved. In transferring the picture, we flow over
it a coating of tough collodion and allow it to dry,
then separate the collodion film from the glass and
wash away the coat of gum, etc We now place
the positive picture where we desire it, with the
collodion side out (if it is a watch cap, the cap is
first coated with transparent enamel). On heating

in a muffle the collodion burns away, and the black

enamel pigment fuses and incorporates itself with

the transparent glaze on the cap.

"Two Balances."—(1) Would like to know

how to poise balances with four timing screws, two

only, and none. Which to turn in regulating.—

In poising a balance, the first thing to do is to note
where the regulator is, as that will determine the

method we must use to poise it. For example, if

the regulator is pushed over to the "fast" side,

then we want to add weight to the balance in

poising it ; if it is over to the "slow" side, we want

to reduce the Weight of the balance. Say, a balance

contains four timing screws and the regulator is

over to the " fast " side : to poise the balance we

remove the hairspring (leaving the roller table on),

place it on a poising tool and note where the

balance stops, and the two timing screws that are

nearest to the top—which will be the light side of

the wheel. These two screws we want to give a

quarter of a turn out, or as much of a turn as is

necessary, so that the wheel will not stop rolling on

the poising tool twice at the same place. In doing

this we not only poise the wheel but we can regulate

the watch with the regulator nearer the center of the

index. If a watch loses time, then we turn the two

timing screws which hang down in, which will cause

the watch to run a little faster, and at the same time

we poise the wheel. A balance that contains but two
timing screws is treated the same way, unless it is

badly out of poise, when we must poise it the same

as we would a wheel that contains no timing

screws ; that is, by adding weight, putting a

balance washer under the screw that stands up (the

light part of the wheel), or removing the screw on

the part of the balance that is heavy and under-

cutting it to reduce the weight. In regulating a

watch, the same idea is carried out ; that is, if a

watch should lose time and contains timing screws,

we can give these screws a quarter turn or a half

turn in, which will cause the watch to run faster,

or turn them out to make it run slower. In either

case you must be careful to turn each timing screw

in or out, as the case may be, the same part of a

revolution, or you will throw the watch out of

poise : see answer to " Timing," page 1615, Octo-

ber, 1904, KEYSTONE.
(2) In turnin,g new staffs, which end should be

turned first f—Thisis merely a matter of preference;

most workmen turn the upper part of the staff first.

"Ben Bolt."—(1) Is there such a thing as

predetermining the isochronism of a balance wheel

outside 0/a running test 7—No, this is impossible

for any watchmaker to do, except in case of a

manufacturer who has experimented with balances

and has found that a wheel of a certain diameter,

of a certain thickness and of a certain amount of

steel in proportion to the brass used in the wheel,

gives the desired result ; but for a watchmaker to

send to a material house for a balance wheel—

no matter what make—when he receives it there

is no way to tell, by examination or any ot
her

method, how the balance will act in adjusting the

watch, except by an actual running test.

(2) Don't stop works prolong the life of a

mainspring P—Stop work prolongs the life of a

mainspring in one way only ; it does not allow the
mainspring to be strained when winding.

(3) Is not a thin, wide mainspring preferable

to a thick one, and more lasting ? Yes, a 
thin,

wide mainspring will not only last longer but w
ill

retain its amount of pull and does the same wo
rk

with less tension.
(4) Isn't a light lever better than a heavy

one? The lighter a lever is the better, provide
d it

is not so light as to be springy.
(5) Isn't the square or cci-nered balance spring

stud superior to the round one on account of 
its

going back to its position without any work or 
care

on the part of the repairer or adjuster ?—l
n the

hands of an inexperienced workman the square
 or

cornered stud is the best, for the reason the 
hair-

spring will go back to its original place, but 
when

the hairspring is bent or out of shape it 
has no

advantage, for it then takes an experienced 
work-

man to determine its true position and ma
ke the

correction.
(6) Isn't a safety barrel better than a saf

ety

pinion construction, mentioning superiority 
of the

barrel with safety pinion ?—Yes ; there ar
e times
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when the safety pinion does not work 
at the in-

stant the mainspring breaks. This will cause a

jar on the train, and in some cases does
 damage to

the train, and if the barrel is thin the strain will

disfigure or injure it. While this does not happen

with the safety barrel, it being made of steel
, there

is very little chance of its being bent o
ut of true

when a spring breaks, nor is the train 
subject to

any jar, it being free and independent of
 the train.

(7) Will sapphire pallets wear better tha
n ruby

pallets with a steel escape whee/P—The 
ruby pallet

Stone is superior for the reason it has a 
natural

affinity to retain oil better than any ot
her stone.

This is the reason most fine-made watche
s con-

tain ruby pallets.
(8) What is the object of an inverted end

 stone?

—With the inverted end stone the right amo
unt of

oil placed between the cap jewel and hole
 jewel

will he retained a longet period than an end
 stone

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

that is perfectly flat and can be shaken from
 its

position with great difficulty. Fig. z represents

an inverted end stone which you will note 
does

not allow the oil to spread, as it does in Fig
. 2,

a flat end stone.
(p) What causes the oil to draw 

away from

the pivot of the balance and get on the inner p
er-

iphery ot the setting P—Too much oil or the la
w of

"Puzzler. "—A customer brought his watch to

me to have it cleaned. I cleaned it and put it

together ; nothing was wrong. In about two weeks

he brought it back and complained that in &ming

the stein backwards it was tight. I looked thro
ugh

it and could find nothing at all wrong. It is an

18-size, three-quarter plate and the stem fastens

with a screw in the movement. There is nothin,g-

out of place and the winding, so long as it is

turned forward, is perfect.—The whole trouble

with the winding is that you did not oil the winding

wheels. The winding pinion in this watch is com-

posed of two pieces : one part connects with the

wheel that winds the mainspring, the other part

(when the pendant is pulled out) connects with the

dial wheels. Both of these parts have ratchet

teeth that connect with each other, which makes

the clicking sound when the stem is turned ba
ck-

wards. These teeth are the ones that should be

oiled in every instance.

"Overbankers."—I have had a lot of trouble

lately with watches overbanking, and some hav
ing

two coils of the hairspring caught in the regula
tor

pins. As I have only been about two years at the

business I would like you to explain as clearly 
as

possible the cause and remedy for the samr. I have

tried adjusting the escapement, but as I don't

understand that part either, I can never seem to get

things right.—What you require is a thoro
ugh

knowledge of the escapement. The escapement

of a watch, which consists of the escape wheel,

pallets, roller action and safety action, is something

that few watchmakers understand ; and this is

what we call the heart of a watch, and it must be in

perfect condition if we desire good results. To

answer your question in full would require several

pages. The book, " Watch and Clock Escape-

ments," covers the subject in full, and not o
nly

the lever escapement but also the cylinder 
and

chronometer. It can be had from this office on

receipt of price, $1.5o. It is thorough and prac-

tical in every sense of the word, and should be in

the hands of every watchmaker.

"Weight."—Does increasing the weight of a

clock pendulum cause it to run slower f'—'1 his 
will

depend upon where the weight is added. Say,a cl
ock

contains a round pendulum ball : now if we add

weight to the bottom of the ball, the clock 
will

lose time, for the extra weight will act the sa
me

as if we lowered the ball ; and if we add to the
 top

it will gain, the same as if we raised the ball.
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New Electric Chronometer for
Timing Automobiles

HE Mors Company, of Paris, has
lately brought out an ingenious elec-
tric chronometer apparatus which is

intended to replace the ordinary method of
timing races by the stop-watch. It is espe-
cially designed for automobile records, where
the need of an accurate method has been felt

for some time past. The
A Double device consists essentially of
Instrument two instruments, one of

which is placed at the start
and the other at the finish, with a single wire
running between them. The instrument at
the receiving station unrolls a band of paper
like that of a telegraph apparatus. When
the start takes place a current is sent through
the line, thus causing a needle point to be
brought momentarily against the paper and
to make a dot. When the automobile comes
to the finish, a second dot is made, and the
time of the run is deduced from the length
of the paper which has been unrolled. The
apparatus, which was designed by M. Pottier,
is illustrated in our engravings. In Fig. i is
seen the complete outfit. On the left is the
apparatus at the starting end, which consists
mainly of the device for making the contact.
This is accomplished by means of a wire
stretched across the course in a suitable
manner and attached to a contact device for
sending a current through the line. When
the front wheels of the car pass over the
wire, it is stretched and operates the contact,
registering the moment of the start in the
receiver. At the other end of the course is
a similar wire which registers the exact
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Moment of the fin-
ish. The receiving
apparatus is seen
on the right. The
horizontal box of
this apparatus, seen
ill Fig. r, acts as a
table and is similar
to that of the appa-
ratus at the start.
Both contain a call
bell and telephone
outfit for signaling
between the sta-
tions. The chrono-
meter apparatus is
contained in a port-
able case which is
placed upon the
horizontal box.

The details of
the chronometer are
shown in Fig. 2,
which shows the
receiving apparatus in the vertical box. A
clockwork mechanism draws a band of paper
from the drum on the right by means of a
set of rollers. The paper passes through a
slot in the cubical brass piece. The band
can be punctured from below by a needle
which is mounted on a lever. The lever is
operated by the solenoid A, Fig. 2, and is
controlled by a spring and a pair of thumb
screws above the solenoid. A chronometer
contained in the box sends current impulses
through the solenoid A at intervals of one-
fifth second, and the needle point thus punc-
tures the paper from below. When the band
unrolls normally the space between the

dots is about a quarter of
an inch, which represents

November, 1904

Fig. 2

The Registering Part of the Mors Timing Apparatus

Fig. 1
The Complete Timing Apparatus. The 'Horizontal Boxes Contain Telephones and

the Contact Device for Making and Breaking the Electrical Circuit
when the Machine Crosses the Line

the time of one-fifth second.
The passage of the car is
registered by the upper sole-
noid E It contains a core
which is held up by a spring.
On the lower end of the core
is a long needle which passes
through a hole in the cubical
piece and comes just over
the band. When current is
sent through the solenoid F
the needle makes a puncture
in the paper, which registers
the time of the start. The
paper continues to unroll
while the car is being timed,
and the time of the finish is
registered by a second punc-
ture. The exact time from
start to finish is obtained by
counting the number of
spaces and fractions which

have been unrolled between the two punc-
tures. The position of the dots representing
the start and finish can be easily estimated to
within one-twentieth of a space, and as each
space represents one-fifth second, the time
can be accurately registered to within Th of
a second. Besides all this, the band forms a
permanent record of the time. Although
the unrolling of the band is not absolutely
uniform, the spaces between the dots are
practically alike, and the error due to this
cause is negligible.

M. Pottier has devised an
ingenious apparatus for
measuring the exact position
of the dots showing the start

and finish. This ingenious and compact
device gives a rapid reading of the time
between the two punctures, and is one of the
essential features in making such a system
practical. The Mors apparatus can be also
operated by contacts made by hand at the
start and finish. In the competitive tests of
automatic chronometer apparatus, which were
held on the road near Paris, the present
device carried off the first honors, as it was
considered the best for practical use.

—The Scientific American.

An Ingenious
Device

Blowpipe Metal Welding
At 13irminghain, England, a special blowpipe

for the seamless welding of steel, iron and other
metals has been exhibited. The heat is produced
by the burning of acetylene with oxygen, and is so
intense that the welded joints show no trace of
their welding. The separate gasses pass from
cylinders through valves which reduce the initial
pressure in the cylinder to about seven pounds on
the blowpipe. The united gasses are then ignited
and though the heat zone is only about one-eighth
of an inch in length it melts the metal quickly.

EMPIRE No. 12 EMPIRE No. 20
 mees ionn.
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We Make Seventeen Patterns of Empire 
Clocks

'

We Make Four Patterns of
Orchid Clocks

Our new catalogue No.

TOURAINE
Mahogany with Marqueterie

TORY
Mahogany with Marqueterie

We Make Twelve Patterns of
Fine Cabinet Clocks

646 was mailed October ist. Dealers who have not received

it can obtain a copy upon application

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
51 Maiden Lane, New York70 Wabash Ave., Chicago



Anniversary Trade-Mark Registered

Colonial Mantel Regulator
No. 2

Mahogany and Gilded Bronze Case

1834

Anniversary Trade-Mark Registered

Parlor Mantel Regulator
No. 1

Mexh:an onyx and Gilded Bronze Case

Height Width Porcelain Dial
x6 in. 8 in. 4 in.

,p,tilvvitiatoollvvuxtqtn,...1,:yuktivuv,\

Height Width Porcelain Dial
x31, in. to% in. 4

Anniversary .1-1.:ide-Mark Registered

B. 13. Globe Case on Brass
(New)

Wood Center Base. also on Italian Marble Base

Height
I2% in.

Width Porcelain Dial
7 in. 234 ill.
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ii ii iversary CIOCKS TIZI:iestAraer(:‘

have now been on the American market over four years, and
have proven their merit as reliable timekeepers, as well as
profitable merchandise to the progressive jeweler.

Nothing seems to please a bride more than to find an
" Anniversary Clock " among her wedding gifts—she can wind
her faithful clock on the anniversary of that eventful day and
remember the generous giver.

Sells at sight to anyone seeking a reliable and beautiful
timepiece..

All " Anniversary Clocks " are plainly marked with the regis-
tered trade-mark. Beware of imitations.

Twenty patterns. Catalogue and prices on application.

THE BOWLER & BURDICK CO.
Cleveland, OhioSole Agents for the "Anniversary Clock"

TWENTIETH CENTURY CLOCKS
morlaMeormn•

CHIPPENDALE

WILLARD CLOCK

BRACKET CLOCK
(Hand-Tooled Leather)

Why Twentieth Century Clocks

Appeal to High-Class Trade

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

I. Correct, Refined, Artistic in Design
2. Skillfully, Practically, Properly Executed
3. Highest Grade Movements
4. Characterized by an Individuality which

Appeals to the Purchaser

An unusual and most comprehensive offering in Clocks in COL( )NIAL, ARTS AN I) CRAFTS, GOTHIC, ROCOCO,
CHIPPENDALE, SHERATON and other styles illustrated in our catalogue. Our latest production, Bracket Clocks, in

Hand-Tooled Illuminated Leathers, promises to be the most attractive 
clock ever offered to the trade. All Cases and

Movements sold under absolute guarantee.

BLOCK 37
VARIED INDUSTRIES BLDG.
WORLD'S FAIR, ST. LOUIS

GEO. W. SMITH 0 CO INC.ft,

3907 Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.



he New Haven Clock Co.
New Haven, Conn.,

HIGHEST HONORS, ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION

K CASES Originators and Patentees of

MANTEL MISSIONS anD TATTOO INTER-
MITTENT ALARM CLOCKS

GRAND PRIZE
AWARDED THE

Send for catalogue and see what the

furniture trade are buying.

No such line has been offered to the

jewelry trade heretofore.

Latest Designs in

Mahogany and  
Antique Oak iari Clocks Hall 1 Mantel Clocks

-0.:)>>>>>10,200111011P •

TWO NEW PARKER ALARM CLOCKS
No. 107. PARKER SHUT=OFF

LONG ALARM CLOCK

The lowest-priced Shut-off Alarm Clock on the market. The
movement is identical with all the high-grade Parker Alarm Clocks.
,None of the salient features missing. Movement can be removed
from the case within a few seconds.

No. Io8. INTERMITTENT
PARKER ALARM CLOCK

Salient features of construction predominate. Most simple
and direct " shut-off," which can be operated in the dark. Press
the button, alarm stops instantly.

THE, SHUT=OFF Air THE SHUT-OFF Der'

ROTARY HAMMER
1'10 •••■,.

DUST=PROOF ROTARY HAMMER

If your jobber will not supply •ou, ‘vrite us for prices and catalogue

Cut Half size
DUST-PROOF

MINNEAPOLIS

Height, 91 inches I 2-inch Etched Metal Dial
Width, 25 inches Moon Phases

Eight-Day, Half-Hour Strike, Cathedral Gong
List, $166.75

Fitted to order with our " Westminster Chime " Movement
at an extra list of $69.50

There IS no TATTOO but the NEW HAVEN TATTOO

III Il e " U. & D." Exhibit, St. Louis

0
statements regarding the superiority of the " Elite ''

I tall and Mantel Clocks have been verified by the Jury
of Awards at St. Louis. The award of the Grand Prize

is certainly most gratifying to us, and the points of superiority
certainly ought to interest every jeweler and dealer in fine
clocks. All described in our Clock Catalogue K VIII (with
supplements), which may be had for the asking.

BAWO & DOTTER
26 to 34 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK

Fine China, Glass, Statuary, Bronzes, Brie-a-Brar
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Tbe CUCKOO
A Little Paper Issued A/Dza and Then By The AMERICAN
CUCKOO CLOCK CO., Fairmount Ave., Randolph and
Fifth Streets, PhiLidelphia, to spread news abouts its products

NOVEMBER, 1904

W HEN you buy watches, or chains, or rings, you
know who made them, who is responsible, and

will make right anything that goes wrong. When
you buy imported Cuckoo Clocks, you don't know
anything of the sort. The man who made them in
Germany knew they vere " never coming back ; "
the commission man xvho merely turns them over to
you as he receives them, doesn't assume any responsi-
bility, doesn't even want to repair a broken clock ;
so once the clock is in your store, vou must depend
on yourself entirely, and bear any 1( ss yourself.

We do business on a different hind of plan. We
t load you up with clocks, and then wash (un-

hands of any further responsibility. We are right here
on the ground all the time, ready to make good
every part of the guarantee that goes with each clock.

And to save ourselves as much trouble as
possible, we make the clocks good in the first place.

When an importer runs out of a particular clock it may takehim three months to get another supply. We can make up the
clock within a couple of days. That's a good thing to know when
you want Christmas orders filled.

A Free Booklet to Help you
Sell our Cuckoo Clocks

ThE
CVCK00
CLCK

WE reproduce here in miniature the
cover page of a booklet we have

just prepared to help you sell our
Cuckoo Clocks. The booklet itself is
33, x 6 inches, and its sixteen pages
contain excellent reproductions of
some seventeen of our best - liked
clocks, with descriptions ; besides an
introduction which dwells on the desir-
ability of owning a Cuckoo Clock and
on some reasons why ours are best.
If anything will sell Cuckoo Clocks
'this booklet will, particularly if distrib-
uted for the holiday season. Our
Cuckoo Clocks appeal strongly to the
seeker for unique Christmas gifts and
this booklet will help you to many
profitable sales.

Send for a copy of the booklet
and our proposition.

A Folder About the Den Clock
for Retail Distribution: Free

Read our ad. about this folder in last month's KEYSTONE.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia

\ thorough grounding in horology both in theory
and practice is an essential of every xvatch Nvorker of
to-day.

Railroad watch inspection and the universal need
of almost absolute accuracy in timepieces make thorough
competency imperative. "r() this end two books
essential. One is

WATCH AND CLOCK
ESCAPEMENTS

the new standard treatise on the lever, cylinder and
chronomenter escapements. " I cheerfully recommend

your new book in every detail

of its contents, • says Prof.

H. A. Stone, of the Stone

School of Watchmaking, St.

Paul, and so say all teachers.

Price, $ .5o.

The companion book on high-grade watch work,
as railroads demand, issuch

THE WATCH
ADJUSTER'S MANUAL
,ycrywhere recognized as the standard authority on
watch repairing and adjustment—a complete guide in
tcljusting watches for isochronism position, heat and
cold. It is really a risk to undertake railroad or
other high-grade watch work without this book.
Pric(!, $2.50.

Published by

THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

IA

Nu. 47

FACTORY AND OFFICES

THE

Annual Wind Clock Co.
IIICOrporal.AI 0101

Middletown, Conn.
Ca'

Clocks and Clock Movements
No, 12 That Run One Year on One Winding

MANTEL CLOCKS
HALL CLOCKS

WALL CLOCKS

No. 48

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Each Clock ( ;uaranteed to Keep Accurate Timc

No Electricity

PHILIP KATZ Si CO. 14 Maiden Lane
New York Agents

NO, 51No. 3

Cut No.

No. 13 Wall

2

MARINE MOVEMENT AND PENDULUM

0
No. 70
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WESTERN ALARM CLOCKS
America " Alarm F. VV." Alarm " Strenuous " Long Alarm

4-inc1 1 Nickel-Plated Case. Our must
popular cluck

Height, 5 inches. Width, 3q inches
Long- and extremely loud ring. dunible and

substantial alarm

Catalog-tie illustrating our lull line of Alarm
Clocks, (iold-Plated Clocks, etc., and our
American Stem=Wind Watch will be sent
to dealers on request.

41,-inch Nickel-Plated Case
Will ring live minutes continuously

TI-IE WESTERN CLOCK MPG. CO.
Vriclary and Main Office

ILA SALLE, ILL,.

•

SESSIONS CLOCKS
Superior Finish Reasonable Prices

Substantial Movements Excellent Timekeepers

We have made EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS to our factories and largely increased our facilities.
We call your attention to the extra QUALITY and to the VARIETY of DESIGNS in our

1\1ARB IZED CLOCK which N\ (. believe are the BEST on the MARKET. Write for Catalog-tie.

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO
Successors to

WELCH MFG. CO.

Manufacturers of if:1a,:nFOacffoi—es. Forestville, Connecticut, U.S.A.MARBLEIZED WOOD, OAK MANTEL
(la OFFICE CLOCKS New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane

IE.:Astern Office El rid Salearoorms

S1.45.3 Maiden Lune, NEW V011-21:
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Methods of Suspending the

Pendulum

Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the 
French ofJ. LAVA)VRIC,

Director of the Closes National School of Horol-
ogy, in La France Horlogerie.

N our clocks and pendules the pendu-

lum is independent of the escapement,

but the invention of the fork by

means of which this independence is secured

dates only from the seventeenth century.

The first pendulums to which this dis-

covery was applied were suspended by simple

strings, which were replaced later in small

mantel pendules by silk threads, and in

certain clocks by catgut. These, on account

of their hygrometricity, did not afford good

result S.
Silk Thread Suspension. The suspension

by a silk thread (Fig. 1) is employed when

Fig. 1

the pendulum is light—not exceeding a

weight of too grams. The adjustment is

effected by lengthening or shortening the

suspension thread, of which the extremity is

rolled around a rod

(Fig. 2) terminated by

a knob, and held by

the anchor bridge. By

shortening the thread

the pendulum goes

faster, and by length.

ening the thread it is

retarded. The knob,

or screw nut, is turned

from left to right to

accelerate the move-

ment, and from right

to left, that is, u n -

screwed, to retard it.

Cycloid. In old clocks, in which the

pendulum made a wide sweep, the suspension

thread of silk was at times quite long, and

placed between two metallic blades bent in

the form of a cycloid (Figs. 3, 4). This

name is given to the curve A, B, C, Fig. 5,

engendered by one of the points of a roller,

A, D, E, moving along a straight line, A, C,

without sliding.
This curve has remarkable properties:

(I) Several bodies abandoned at different

heights in the inside of a cyloid reach the

vertical at the same time; (2) the developer

Fig 2
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of a cycloid is itself a cyloid. A, B, C is the

developer of the two semi-cycloids 0, A

and 0, C.
With an ordinary pendulum the curve

described is only an arc of a circle, a part of
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describes a cycloid, effects its vibrations in

times not varying, whatever may be the

extent of the arcs. Such a pendulum will be

a perfect regulator. Huyghens, the cele-

brated Dutch physicist and astronomer had,

therefore, the ingenious idea of causing

the pendulum to describe a cycloid by

placing the point of attachment of the

suspension between two branches

(cheeks) of a cycloid (Figs. 3, 4) de-

scribed with a diameter equal to half of

the length of the pendulum (Fig. 5).

During the swing of the pendulum

the silk thread will adhere to the cycloid

cheeks, and the extremity of the pen-

dulum describe a cycloid, since, as I

have said, the developer of a cycloid is

itself a cycloid.

Either on account of the difficulty

of tracing the curve exactly, or on

account of the failure of adherence of

the silk thread to the cycloidal cheeks,

or on account of the lengthening or

shortening of this long suspension under the

influence of varied temperatures, Huyghens

did not obtain the expected results from his

invention. Still, it had shown that when the

course of a pendulum is limited to four or

five degrees, the arc of the circle described

corresponds, for all practical purposes, with a

cycloid. The ascertaining of this fact marks

an epoch in the progress of chronometry.

The discovery could not be utilized with

the verge escapement, the only one known

at that time, requiring a large sweep for the

pendulum. But, for the purpose of its appli-

cation, inventive genius was quickly directed

to the search for an escapement with which

the excursion of the pendulum might be

restricted.
The clock anchor escape-

ment, in which the oscillation of

the pendulum is reduced to four

or five degrees in extent is, there-

fore, the result of the discovery of

Huyghens. It was invented by

an English clock-

maker, Hooke,

and modified

later by Graham,

whose name it

bears.
Spring Sus-

pension. Hooke

employed in his clock the

heavy pendulum and omitted

the cycloidal cheeks. He

also constructed, about 168o,

the suspension with a spring

blade long and flexible

(Fig.6).

This invention, contemporary with that

of the fork, which permitted of rendering the

(Continued on page 1843)

the circumference, and in order that such

oscillations should be isochronous, that is,

the same duration, they must have

amplitude. Now, on account

of the unequal tension of the

mainspring, of the thickening

of the oils, of the irregularity

of the escape wheel, etc., it

is impossible that they should

be equal. Consequently,

the times in which the revo-

lutions of the pendulum are

accomplished are unequal.

Such a pendulum cannot,

therefore, be a perfect regu-

lator. If, on the contrary,

the curve described by the

pendulum is a cycloid, the

oscillations may be irregular

in their extent and be accom-

plished in equal times. As

has been said, several bodies left to

selves at different heights on the inside

of
the same

Fig. 4

them-
of

*****
-* • •••

Fig. 5

a cycloid arrive at the vertical at the same

time. Consequently, the pendulum which

Fig. 13
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Methods of Suspending the
Pendulum

(Continued from page 184.1

escapement piece independent of the weight

of the bob, was introduced into France

about 1695.
Knife-Edge Suspenion. Ferdinand M.

Berthoud, in his " Essai sur Horlogerie,"

ill 1763, recommends the knife

suspension(Figs. 7, 8, 9). Various

experiments seemed to him to

prove that a pendulum left to

itself, and re-

moved a certain

number of de-

grees from the

vertical, would

travel for a

longer time with

such a suspen-

sion than with a spring

suspension. He concluded,

therefore, that it must be

superior. Seven years later

he, himself, recognized the error and aban-

doned the knife-edge suspension, which,

under the weight of the bob,

had the serious defect of deter-

iorating rapidly.

Double - Blade Suspension.

About 1740 Julian Leroy, the

French horologist, completed

Hooke's invention by constructing, for the

purpose of avoiding the undulations of the

bob during the excursions of the

pendulum, the suspension with two

blades instead of one (Fig. to).

It would be easy to avoid

these undulations in a different way

by applying to the balance a mass

of spherical form, while the lenticular form is

employed. But in proceeding in this way a

less inconvenience would be avoided by

creating one more serious, resulting from the

resistance of the air, which is much more

manifest on a spherical mass than on a lenti-

cular mass.
Fig. I I represents in natural size a

(1nble-blade suspension for a seconds regu-

lator. The blades ought

not to exceed a length of

three millimeters. The

double - blade suspension

has itself received various

modifications.
Brocot Suspension. In

this, which is met with

quite frequently, the blades

// (Figs. 12, 13) are placed

in a clamp /5 mounted on a

screw V. The latter carries at its upper part

a horizontal wheel, R, which governs a second

vertical wheel, R', fixed at the extremity of

•

,\

Fig 8

Fig.

I.   o

'flIt

Fig. 10

Fig, 11

a rod 7' terminated by a square. This rod

passes through the plates and its square ends

at the dial. With the aid of a watch key

placed on the square

the pendulum can be

regulated is.atdedwithout ha V-ing 

turb the
pedestal.
On turning
the square
from left to

right, the wheel R', pressed on

the rod 7', impels the wheel R,

and consequently causes the screw

riveted on the latter to turn.

The screw itself causes the descent of the

clamp it and shortens the suspension blade.
Thus, the motion of the pendulum will be

accelerated. The contrary effect is produced

by turning in the opposite direction.

Fork Slide. The slide (Fig. 14) repre-

sented of natural size for the seconds regu-
lator is a contri-
vance arranged
on the rod of the
pendulum and
held by a screw
V. It is com-
posed of a cylin-
drical rod, 7',
mounted on a

screw, S, which

Fig. 14 penetrates t h e
cleft of the fork.

The screw S permits of moving the fork to

the right or to the left for adjustment. The

only inconvenience of the slide is to raise the

center of oscillation insensibly.

Slide With Movable Arm. In the magni-

ficent Leroy equation clock in the museum

Fig. 12

t  

Fig. 1:

11111 1111,

1_21)__.  12&e.ri  

c Iluov B1111

0 1-7.1 
Fig. ir

of the Closes School of Horology, the cylin-

drical rod 7' of the preceding slide is replaced

by a movable arm B, Fig. 15, pivoting

1843

between two bridges mounted on a slide C,

itself fixed on the pendulum. The screw

allows of moving this arm, and consequently

the anchor, with reference to the position of

the pendulum.
Calland Fork. The fork perfected by

M. Calland (Fig. 16) also forms a slide. It

is composed of an arm, B, fixed horizontally

on the anchor. At the extremity of this arm

is a screw, V, pressed on the extremity of a

spring, R, bearing a roller, G, motinted on

Pivots. This piece rests on the extremity of

a lever, L, fixed on the pendulum. On

screwing, or unscrewing, the piece G, resting

on the lever of the pendulum, allows of dis-

placing the anchor and regulating the drops.

This fork has the serious inconvenience

of being able to be applied only to a single

beat escapement. One of the teeth of the

escape wheel sliding over one of the inclined

planes will necessarily impel the pendulum.

But on the return of the pendulum, the

second impulse will produce no useful effect.

Arm of the Fork. The fork ought to have

as little play as possible, either with the rod of

the pendulum if it is engaged directly with

the latter, or with the rod of the slide. It is

known that the fork is at times active and at

times passive; active when the impulse is

communicated to the pendulum, passive when

on the termination of the impulse the pen-

dulum brings back the fork and the locking

se' 
At this moment the escape wheelceases.

gsaccelerated in velocity over that of the

pendulum communicates it to the anchor,

and consequently to the fork, which impels

the pendulum anew. All play between the

notch of the fork and the rod of the pendu-

lum would produce backlash to the detriment

of the lift or impulsion. For this reason

various ekperts have suppressed the fork in

their regulators, notably

Winner], by attaching the

®
anchor directly to the pen-

  dulum in the Graham es-

cL capement or the pin-wheel

escapement.

Circular Clock. This clock also dates

from the time of Huyghens. Ic affords the

continuous movement vslurhiic allowsngh 
intervals 

o nvalsof f itiemae-

exceedingly short.
It is known that

ordinary clocks and

watches subjected to

an alternating course

of going and of stop.

scarcely permit of esti-

mating periods of time
of less than a second

or the fifth of a second.
In a clock with

conical pendulum the

(Onstiftugd ox page 14.5)

Fig. 16
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Methods of Suspending the
Pendulum

- —

(Continued front page 1843)

escapement is omitted. The train is com-

posed of a barrel and several wheels. On

the prolongation of the upper pivot of the

last pinion placed vertically, is fixed a forked

pidce, through which passes the extremity of

the pendulum suspended above in the axis of

the pinion itself. When the train is under

action the lift of the last pinion impels the

pendulum and causes it to describe a circle

called nalen oscillation.oscillation
s of a conical pendulum

are accomplished in a time double of those

of an ordinary pendulum of the same length;

that is, they correspond to two oscillations of

the latter, the going and the return.
In the ordinary pendulum, when the

vibration exceeds four or five degrees, it
takes more time for its accomplishment.
The opposite takes place in the case of the
conical pendulum. Where the vibration
increases in amplitude, the pendulum is
shortened and takes less time for its excursion.

A conical pendulum (Fig. 7) composed
of a metallic ball, B, fixed at the extremity

of a very small rod, A, B, may be
considered, without giving rise to
.tlo much error, as a simple pen-
dulum, and its length vertically
will be C, D. The length of a
pendulum, as known, is measured
from the point of suspension to
the center of oscillation. If this
pendulum is removed from the
vertical (Fig. 8), its length be-
comes the distance, A, E, from

Fig.

11D the point of suspension A to the
horizontal line B h passing through
the center of the ball B. In Fig.

18, in which the divergence of the pendulum
is purposely exaggerated, its length is dimin-
ished by the extent E D
and, in consequence, the
clock, will gain mate-
rially. These explana-
tions will be sufficient to
show how the irregu-
larities of the motive
force may influence the
movement of a conical
pendulum. But a sus-
pension well established
may obviate this incon-
venience to a consider-
able extent. Certain
scientists and artists even affirm that it is pos-
sible to attain as perfect an adjustment as
with an ordinary pendulum.

Modes of Suspension of a Conical Pendu-
lum. Three modes of suspension have been

Fig. 18

Kli7 STONE

hitherto employed for the conical pendulum:
(I) The knife suspension; (2) suspension
by a simple round steel wire; (3) the four
blades suspension.

Knife Suspension. This kind
of suspension has the inconvenience
noticed previously for the ordinary
pendulum and may be considered
as abandoned.

Steel Wire Suspension. The
suspension vvith steel wire, due to
M. Ballimann, has been employed
by the inventor, who gives it a
length equal to that of the pendu-
lum itself, causing it to describe
cones of to° or 15°. Other con-
structors have adopted a shorter
wire in order to impart more rigidity
to the pendulum rod. Fig. 19
represents a steel wire suspension
of natural size.

Four Blades Suspension. This
suspension was contrived by M. M.
Cuel & Roze, father and son. It
has the solidity desirable. The
four blades are arranged at the
same height. It offers better con-
ditions of concentricity in the oscillations
than the preceding, in which the effect of
torsion is to be feared.

In his 11Vmoire sur le Pendule Conique,

M. Redier holds: (i) That the conical
pendulum is an excellent regulator; (2) that,

suspended by four spring blades, it conforms
well to the conditions of concentrity; (3)
that, to insure this concentricity, there should
be no hesitation in describing circles of some
extent, without however, exceeding 6° or 8°.

Fig. 19

Fig 20 Fig. 21

Conclusion. Whatever may be the kind

selected, the suspension should be established

with as much care as possible, in order to

give the greatest liberty to the pendulum.

Otherwise, all adjustment would be impos-

sible. It should be remembered that a

pendulum of mediocre movement may still

give good results if the suspension is well

arranged, while the course of a regulator

will be quite unsatisfactory if the suspension

is defective.
The methods of suspending the pendulum

herein described comprise the principles of

all those that have been in general use.

s.:

Railroad Watch Inspection

L. K. Gillett, of Topeka, Kans.,

assistant-inspector of watches on the Santa

Fe system, is the author of the following

interesting interview published in the daily

press. Said Mr. Gillett:

' The Santa Fe system is the only railroad in

the United States that maintains an inspection

department with men at its head who have regular

salaried men to look after the work of the depart-

ment. The other railroads insist upon their

employees carrying reliable timepieces, and they

also have them inspected, but merely by some

watchmaker in each locality who is employed to

do the work. If these men say that the watch of a

certain employee is all right, the officials take that

as final.
The Santa Fe system, however, has recognized

the advisability of making a personal inspection of

timepieces carried by men in responsible positions,

and this has prompted them to establish a depart-

ment to look after this work. II. R. Montgomery,

of Topeka, Kans., is at the head of the department

and holds the title of general watch inspector.

Of course, our company maintains local inspec-

tors at every point where trainmen make their

headquarters. These men are usually Jewelers.

They make monthly reports to the head of the

department, and in this way the company is

acquainted with conditions everywhere along their

lines.
But in addition to this, I, as Mr. Montgomery's

assistant, make a general inspection every two

years. If I find an employee carrying a watch that

is not a standard timepiece I require him to secure

one that is.
The tests are very severe. Seventy-two hours

is the test limit, and if a watch varies six seconds

during that time it is not considered standard. and

cannot be used by an employee on duty. Tests are

made in three different positions—that is, face

downward, face upwards, and on side. These

three positions are calculated to determine if there
is a weak point about the timepiece, and if there is

a variation over the limit in any one of them the

piece is regarded as unfit for railroad service. I

carry a number of standard watches with me, and

these I loan to employees while their timepieces are

being tested.
It often happens that watches inspected are

found to be slightly out of order, which accounts

for their being below the requirements. When

this is the case they are ordered repaired by the

local inspector and then again tested by myself.

I am the only traveling inspector of the Santa

Fe system, and toy duties keep me upon the road

all the time. It takes nearly two years to complete

the inspection over all the various lines of the

company. I began my present trip last January,

going westward to El Paso. From El Paso I

began the work on the Gulf, Colorado and Santa

Fe system. My work takes me from Chicago to

the Pacific coast, and I have a vast number of

places to visit between the two points.

History on the Floor of Congress

A congressman once declared in an address to
the House:
" As Daniel Webster says in his great diction-

ary —"
" It was Noah who wrote the dictionary,"

whispered a colleague, who sat at the next desk.

" Noah, nothing," replied the speaker. " Noah

built the ark."
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Workshop Notes

T H E

Subscribers wishing Inquiries answered in ails department

must send name and addrees—not for
 publication, hut as an

evidence of good faith. No attention 
will be paid to anony-

mous communications. 
Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

'Sun Time."—Pozu is sun lime obtained at

any Mace in the 9oth meridi
an? Is it the same

everywhere in the 9oth meridian? For instance,

when it is 9 a. m. standard at Cleveland, 
Toledo,

Chica4To and St. Louis, would correct sun lime at

all' these places be 9.28 a. vi. ? I wish t
o know

how roma sun lime is reckoned in a
ny meridian

in ccnnection with stan
dard time.—Correct sun

time s obtained by figuring four minutes to each de-

grec from Greenwich. In the case of standard time

you have undoubtedly been confus
ed from the fact

that the cities named all lie in that standar
d-time-

section known as " Central," which comprises 
all

territory between an Irregular line drawn from

Detroit, Mich., to Charleston, S. C., and another

irregular line drawn from Bismarck, N. Dak., to

the mouth of the Rio Grande. Where it is 9 A. M.

Standard time in this time-section, all time in

which is reckoned as being that of the 9oth me-

ridian, it is 9.28 a. m. only at points on the 83d

meridian. There are four of these time-sections

in the United States, and they were devised

chiefly for the convenience of railroads, as follows:

Eastern, wherein time is reckoned as that of the

75th meridian ; Central, reckoned as 'that of the

9oth meridian ; Mountain, reckoned as that of the

105th meridian, and Pacific, reckoned as that of

the 120th meridian. As you will see, each time-

section comprises 15° or I hour of time. Thus, at

12 o'clock Eastern time, it is II o'clock Central ;

ro o'clock Mountain, and 9 o'clock Pacific.

"Bad Tools."—I have magnetism in my tools.

Can I gel rid of it and save my tools, and /zow Y—

You can of course get rid of the magnetism, and

you should do so at once. The smaller tools may

be demagnetized with the aid of any of the

demagnetizers now on the market (you will find

several described on the advertising pages of THE

KEYSTONE) or the helix that has been described in

this department several times. For the larger

tools that cannot be so treated, probably your best

plan would be to have the work done by a local

electrician who has access to an alternating-current

dynamo, or powerful motor. All that is necessary

is to hold the tool being treated near to one of the

poles and gradually draw it away. Extraordinary

care must be used in the operation, however, for if

the operator touches any part of the machine he

would have the full strength of the current sent

through him. Test the tools carefully after de-

magnetizing, in order to assure yourself that it has

been thorough. This is a duty you owe not only to

yourself, but to those who entrust the care of their

timepieces to you. At the present time, with

electricity so common, in every form and every

locality, every workman should have some kind of

a de.magnetizer at hand, and test all movements

coming into his care.

" Compass."—Please let me know how to test

watches for magnetism. I do not seem to be able
to locate it in the ordinary way with compass.—

Testing with a small compass is about as good a
way as any for detecting magnetism, but inasmuch
as you experience trouble in employing this meth-
od, perhaps the following will be better for you to

employ : Take a piece of perfectly soft iron (not

steel) binding wire, about one-half inch long, and
say No. 20 to 24, tie a fine silk fibre around the mid-
dle of it and fix the other end of the fibre in a slit
In a stick of pegwood. This " tester" will swing

freely, and will point in any direction indifferently,
iso long as it is not influenced by a magnet. But f

there is a magnet in the vicinity acting upon it, the

tester will point towards the magnet. Turn it

away, and if it swings back and points in the same

direction as before, move it in the direction it

points, and you will find where the magnet is. If

It ceases to point, when you move it so, you are

going the wrong way, and should move in the
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Opposite direction ; when you get it close to the
magnet, it will be drawn bodily towards it, and, if

allowed to touch, will stick to it. To test a watch,
hold it around the rim of the case, or open the
case and hold it over the suspected piece. Re-
member that magnetism acts through the case,
glass, etc., as well as through air. If there is no
magnetism present, it will not be attracted nor
" point ; " if there is, it will point, and will be
attracted to the magnetized piece. You can thus
test a balance or a watch without taking it apart.
It is well to make two of these, so that you can
discover if either of them has become slightly
magnetized, as in that case they will attract each
other and stick together. They should then be
heated red-hot to remove the magnetism, and
again suspended, without bending, hardening or
working at them in any way. When in proper
order, they will not attract each other at all.

"Opalescent No. 2." — I have been looking
through your back numbers for information re-

garding the restoration and polishing of opals, but

have been unable to find any. Can you help me

out F—The information you desire has been pub-

lished in this department. See replies to "Opal-

escent," page 1565, December, 1902, and " Res-
toration," page 1567, same issue.

"Anibrino."—Can the cement you recom-

mended for meerschaum in last month's issue be

be used for amber? I have an amber pipe stem to

be repaired and wish to use a cement or a band.—

The cement you refer to would not be suitable for

amber. A very good cement for such work is that

known as " Liquid Amber," which you can obtain

from a material house. It would be advisable to

use a band on the stem if your customer does not

object, as it will make a much stronger job. Some

workmen use the linseed oil method of cementing

amber. This is done by first smearing the parts to

be united with linseed oil, then cover the balance

of the article with paper, loosely put on. Hold

the article over a small flame until the oiled por-

tions have become sticky, then press firmly together

and hold until nearly cold. This plan is sometimes

objectionable, owing to the fact that it is necessary

to repolish the amber around the joint.

"Engraver."—Inial is the composition of the

acid used for etching on steel, also that used on

copper and on silver f—For etching on steel or iron,

take 2 drams each of sulphate of alumina and muri-

ate of soda and i ozs. of strong acetic acid, and

mix thoroughly. For very soft steel a mixture of

3 ozs. of warm water, 4 grains of tartaric acid 
and

4 drops of nitric or sulphuric acid may be us
ed.

For copper, use pure nitric acid with one-third of

water added. For silver, use same solution as for

copper.

".Primary."—Can you give us any information

concerning the primary cell invented by Bronsfield,

some years ago?—This cell consists of an in
ner

porous pot containing nitric acid and a carbon

pole, and of an outer vessel containing sodium

hydrate in solution and a metal pole, preferably

zinc. Experiments show that the best results are

obtained by using nitric acid of a maximum con-

ductivity (that is, a thirty-one per cent. solution),

and a sodium hydrate solution of maximum con-

ductivity, or a strength slightly below this (that is,

a solution from twelve to fifteen per cent.). Us
ing

these solutions of zinc and carbon gives an open-

circuit voltage of 2.6 ; and on closed-circuit, the

voltage falls off but slowly. A cell containing one-

half liter of dilute nitric acid and one and one-h
alf

liters of the sodium hydrate, with a zinc pl
ate

having an area of 300 square centimeters, was

short-circuited through an ammeter, the resistance

of the entire circuit being o.6 ohm. The resista
nce

of the cell was 0,51 ohm. When the circuit 
was

first closed, the voltage was 2.55 and the curr
ent

4.18 amperes. At the end of one hour the voltage

had fallen to 1.6o and the current to 2.61. At the

end of six hours, the voltage had fallen to 
Litt and

the current to 1.75 amperes. Other acids may be

used, some of them giving higher e
lectromotive

forces, but a shorter life. The highest voltage is

given with aluminum or magnesium in 
chromic

acid, the open-circuit voltage being 2.8.

"Oil." —Please state the cause and remedy for

oil turning red in watches that been only three

months in use after cleaning. I use Hub oil—There

are several reasons for this happening to the oil.

One reason is that the pivot holes were not cl
ean

(not properly pegged out) ; poor oil is another

reason. But the most probable cause for the oil on

the pivots turning red is that you forgot to oil the

watch or did not give the pivots enough oil, which

caused them to run dry and the pivots and holes

to turn red ; and in a great many cases the pivots

will be cut. The fault may lie in the oil, it may be

too old, or not of good quality. We do not recall

ever having heard of the oil you mention.

"Gilder."—(2) I have on hand some 1.0 karat

and some fine gold solution that has been standing

for a long time and in which there is considerable

sediment. If I filter it, is there any gold in the dirt?

—There is such lin infinitesimal quanity of gold

in the sediment, after filtering, that it need not be

considered. The last trace of the gold could be

recovered by washing the sediment with a little

water, while it is in the filtering paper, letting the

small quantity of water necessary filter into the

solution.
(2) When my work comes from the bath it is

not very bright, but needs scratch brushing. Is

this as it should be f —It is not exactly as it should

be, as a solution for bright gilding should give a

bright deposit. We cannot say juR what causes

the dull deposit in your case ; to be atle to do so,

it would be necessary for us to know the full detail

of processes you employ. However, as you get

the desired result with a little scratch brushing, it

will probably make no material difference.

"Attractive."—Will you please explain how
certain alarm window attractions are made I

saw in a jewelry store window a common alarm

clock with a coil spi Mg attached and an o-size
watch hanging to the spring that worked up and
down.—There is nothing new about this, it is

simply an old-style clock that has been on the
market for some years and no doubt the wholesale
clock house that you deal with can supply you with
one. In place of the watch being attached to the
spring, there was originally a small china figure.

These figures are made, or have been made, to

jump up and down and others to swing back and
forth.

"Sulphuric."—I can't get my silver while by
boiling it in sulphuric acid pickle. Where is the
trouble 7—The solution you use has in all proba-
bility become contaminated, most likely with
copper. If you use a ten per cent. solution and
keep it clean, we do not think you will experience
any further trouble.

"Enamel No. 2."—How to lap and polish
enamel; what kind of laps are necessaly and what
should they be charged with ?—In lapping enamel,
as in all other like processes, the first thing to do
is to grind the surface flat with a metal lap, using

some abrasive that cuts faster than tripoli or putty
powder, such as the finer grades of carborundum
powder, for instance, and then polish with a wood

lap and putty powder. Water should be used
with the laps in both instances, as all kinds of
enamels and precious stones, except the diamond,
are best cut and polished by employing water with
the abrasive material. The polishing of enamel is
one of those jobs that require quite a little expe-

rience before the best results are obtained.
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Assaying by Cupellation

THE KEYSTONE

Article No. 49 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of TIIE KEYSTONE.

E will now resume the process of assay
by cupellation. This mode of assay-

  ing gold or silver is based upon the
feeble affinity which these metals have for
oxygen in comparison with copper, tin and
other so-called base metals ; and on the ten-.
dency which the latter metals have to oxidize
rapidly in contact with lead at a high tempera-
ture, and sink with it into any porous earthy
vessel while in a thin, glassy or Nitri form

state. Such porous
vessel is the cupel of
the assayer. The lead
added to the silver or
gold to be assayed
serves chiefly to dis-
solve the oxidized cop-
per, whence it appears
that the quantity of
lead requisite for silver
assays ought to be di-
rectly proportional to
the quantity which the
silver and copper would
separately require. It
has been found by ex-
periment that sixteen
parts of lead are quite
sufficient to pass one
part of copper through
the cupel, and that
three-tenths parts of
lead presents the most
suitable proportion for
passing one of silver.
The process of cupel-
lation is very complex,
and one which requires
long practice and deli-
cate trials to guide the
factory results.

We do not recommend

cut from each ingot after melting and assayed
by cupel. The quantity usually cut from an
ingot is i gramme = 15.432 grains troy.
In English assay the " test " was made from
12 grains troy. Where an alloy consists of
gold, copper and silver, enough lead is added
to carry the copper into the cupel. That is,
the fused lead oxidizes and forms a glass
which dissolves the copper, also in a state of
oxidization, and carries them into the porous
cupel, leaving the gold in a button of great
purity in the shallow recess of tile cupel.

At the instant all alloy is drawn off from
the gold it assumes a state of great brilliancy,
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It comes in the form of thin sheets and also
granulated, and is worth about fifty cents per
pound. For all practical purposes of the
workshop the wet assay processes we have
described are much to be preferred. We
will next consider a very common alloy, or
rather mixture, which bothers jewelers a
good deal. We allude to dental gold scrap
which contains platinum.

To assay such an alloy we must take
advantage of a property which platinum has
of dissolving in nitric acid when alloyed with
silver. To make the separation and get the
platinum out of the composition, we alloy the

gold scrap with silver
to fully two-thirds its
weight. We then roll
the alloy extremely
thin, or granulate it,
and subject it to the
action of nitric acid,
which dissolves the sil-
ver and platinum, leav-
ing the gold as a black
powder, which can be
washed with water,
mixed with carbonate
of potash and fused to
a button, or can be
employed for making
gilding solution by dis-
solving in aqua regia.
The silver can be sepa-
rated from the plati-
num by driving off the
acid by heat, adding
carbonate of potash
and fusing to a button
of metallic silver and
platinum, which is
again rolled out thin
and placed in sulphuric
acid and boiled, which

dissolves the silver, leaving the platinum in
fine powder, which can be dissolved in aqua
regia and used for oxidizing.

[TO BE CONTINUED1
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operator to satis-

the dry assay
process to inexperienced workmen as a desir-
able one for practical use in the workshop
except for trial of quality ; as for instance, in
a big manufactory where they are daily
working up a large quantity of gold, these
test assays by cupellation keep check on the
average quality of the gold manufactured.
For instance, a watch case factory melts daily
too ounces of gold alloyed to to K. and 14 K.
ingots. The " mixer " would add the proper
quantity of silver and copper to produce the
desired alloy, but in melting more than the
average amount of copper was in the process
burned out and the alloy would really be
richer in gold than was necessary.

The checks kept on the workman would
show a loss between the stock room and
product. So as a check a small portion is

A Curious Silver Box found in the ruins of Pompeii

which is unmistakable to even the inexperi-
enced eye. As we stated in former article,
it is highly important that the muffle in which
the cupels are placed should admit free access
of air to the melted metal during the process
of assaying. To those who would seek to
make themselves proficient in the process of
dry assay of gold and silver, we would recom-
mend a careful perusal of the article on
this subject in the last edition of " The
Assayer's Guide," by Oscar M. Lieber, price
$1.50. The small number of our readers
interested would scarcely justify an extensive
exposé of the process.

We have given a good deal of space
recently to the description of furnaces and
muffles because we considered them of great
importance to the working jeweler other than
for the mere dry assay of gold and silver
The lead employed in the process of cupella-
tion is very pure and entirely free of silver.

A Hen in a Jeweler's Shop

A stolid-looking couple, whose appearance
suggested that they came from the country, found
their way into a jeweler's shop in the Rue le
Courbe, in Paris. Awkwardly explaining that
they were about to be married, they asked to see
some wedding rings and a number of plain orna-
ments. The girl was carrying a basket on her
arm, from which suddenly, and with much cackling,
a lively young pullet somehow escaped. Forth-
with there was a rare to-do, and before the lard
was secured the place was almost topsy-turvy, the
jeweler entering heartily into the fun. Soon after-
ward the couple purchased a wedding ring and a
coffee pot and left the shop. The jeweler and his
assistants were some time putting things straight,
but then found first one and then another article
had disappeared. They then came to the conclu-
sion that the rustic couple were a pair of smart
thieves who, as far as can be ascertained, managed
to get away with something like p000 worth ot
property during the chicken hunt.

T HANKS
To ye of the Trade

and. all to whom our
thankin g's due.

at this Qod time 
e."1

y'ear- and re-
member that in the

rush of the Holiday
season m any Rings
stamped'H3 will be in
great, demand—
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A PROGRESSIVE JEWELRY HOUSE

The Leading Supply House for the Retail Jewelers of the Great Southwest
--Its Stock, Plant. Equipment and System

A
S the second city in Missouri in population and business importance,
and the third of the Louisiana province, Kansas City has already
become one of the most important members of the circle of
American commercial communities. That this same comnmnityhas helped to make a good deal of interesting history as well asshow a marvelous growth in a little over a half century is a fact well-knownto all, and we could find no better individual instance of the energy, enter-prise and intelligence responsible for this magnificent result than is furnishedby a brief story oi the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., the well-knownmanufacturing and wholesale jewelry firm, of that city.

Private Offices

This firm was founded by Simeon D. Mills, who located in Kansas City,
in 1882, without other resources than a strong determination to succeed, good
health, a thorough knowledge of his business and poo.00 of borrowed
money. He immediately set to work at the bench, and hustled for the
repairing of the Kansas City jewelers. The business grew, and in 1886 was
incorporated under the laws of the State of Missouri as the S. D. Mills
jewelry Company. Incorporation added to the success of the concern, and
In 1888 it was found necessary to increase its capital. Mr. Mills remained at
the head of the business until his death, in January, I89o. The house
continued under the same name until early in 1892, when Geo. H. Edwards
and Henry F. Sloane, the active stockholders, bought out the estate of
S. D. Mills, and became the virtual owners of the business. Believing that
it is a good thing to do business in the name of the proprietors, they
changed the title of the corporation to the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.

On January 17, 1892, the entire plant of the concern was destroyed by
fire, but by noon the next day half the force was at work in the shop of one
of their competitors. A week later they opened for business in new
quarters, Mr. Sloane having gone to New York in the meantime, where he

View Showing l'art of Jewelry Department

purchased an entire
outfit, bringing with
him on his return as
much as possible of
his purchases.

Since the organi-
zation of the Edwards
& Sloane Jewelry
Co., the business,
always successful,
has steadily im-
proved. The junior
members of the firm
are : E. B. Wiser,
H. W. Porter, L. H.
Ludwig and N. R.
Fuller, who we re
taken into the firm in
1900, the company
realizing the advan-
tage of having young
blood on whom they
could depend to
shoulder part of the
added responsibility incident to a large and rapidly growing businessThe Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co. moved into their present quarters inthe Gumbel Building on August 1, 1904, where they occupy the entiresecond floor, which is 8o feet front by i lo feet long, giving them about 7500
square feet of space.

The floor was made and fitted up especially for them and their needs,there being a fine large vault with specially designed steel fixtures, shelvingand safety deposit drawers.
The main section, which contains the Jewelry Department, the MaterialDepartment and the Private Offices, is finished in quarter-sawed oak tomatch the furniture and fixtures. The floor is of Italian mosaic tile and infront of the main entrance is worked in red tiles the well-known trade-mark

of the firm. A double brass railing serves to separate the offices anddepartments from the main part of the room.
Walking through the passage at the south end of the safes you enterthe factory part and here it is apparent why the firm selected these quartersfor their future and permanent home. Every workman is sitting in a full

and glorious north light, which pours in from windows, each of which is
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Gumbel Building

Bookkeeping and Accounting Department

fourteen feet long. It is said that the light is the best of any jewelry
concern in the country, their being practically 190 feet of windows on the
two sides of the floor. A passenger elevator as well as a freight elevator
opens up in their place of business. The building is constructed of steel
and cement, and is the first and the finest of its kind in Kansas City. The
floors are made of eight-inch concrete, which is poured in and around steel
meshes and cables laid on false floors which are afterwards removed, le.,ving
the floor without a splinter of wood in it, thus making the building Absu.
lutely fire-proof.

The business now consists of three large departments : Jewelry, Tools
and l‘laterial, and Manufacturing ; three separate businesses one mighi say.
all run independently, yet in unison and with a view to the most efl,cirin
service to their patrons, all fully realizing that a customer served ■sath
promptness and satisfaction is one of the best assets and a perpetual w
tisement. Each of these departments has at its head a member of the hue,
who gives his entire attention to the management of it.

The Jewelry Department, which was added to the business in 1892,
carrying at that time nothing but Rings, Diamonds and Chains, has heel?
developed until it comprises one of the largest and best-assorted genera,
stocks in the country. "The Red Book," or jewelry catalogue, issued In
connection with this department and known so well by all the western
jewelers, is one of the handsomest and most convenient books sent out by.
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Material Department

lobbing house in any line. It shows a well-assorted line of watches, Dia-
monds, Rings, Charms, Jewelry and such goods as %%111 be carried on hand
at all times, until the next hook is issued. The completeness and method
in this department shows the excellence of the management. Noble R.
Fuller looks after the Jewelry, Diamonds, Rings, Silverware, Clocks, etc.,
while G. H. Edwards gives his personal attention to the Watches.

The Tool and Material Department is the most interesting as well as
the most necessary department to the watchmaker. When the firm decided
to add this department to the business in tgoo, they realized that they must
have not as good a stock and as good help as any ill the market, but the
best stock and the bot help, in order to get the confidence and support of
the western watchmakers and jewelers. All this has been accomplished and
is now clearly in evidence.

Factory, Showing Part of Machinery

This department issues a catalogue which is separate and distinct from
the jowelry catalogue, " The Red Book." It is known in the trade as the
" E. S. Tool and Material " and contains 512 pages, showing everything
ne(;,:sary to a jeweler in the tool, material and finding lines. The manage-
mew of this department is ably looked after by Leo H. Ludwig.

The• manufacturing department, which is looked after by Mr. Sloane, is.a
marv us its system and thoroughness. Indeed, there are few factories in
this ...untry devoted to trade repairing and special manufacturing-, the

this. Perfect light, most modern machinery and expert workmen
are ...!,ong the things which go to make this an up-to-date workshop. Here
are mployed a large force of experts who do jewelry repairing, engraving,
enameling, chain renewing, optical repairing, stone cutting, stone setting,
silveivare repairing, watch case making and repairing, gold, silver and
nick •; plating, refining, assaying, etc. Medals, jewels, rings of all kinds,
fine diamond mountings, raised colored gold monograms, silver monog-ranss,
clas, pins and emblem goods of every description are among the products
of tli;s factory.

The making of class and fraternal pins, presentation metals, Elks,
Eagle and Masonic rings, charms, etc., is also one of the specialties which
ha.s ;Jowls to very large proportions. All of the work, such as df:st.ening,
die t lining and sinking, melting, rolling, enameling, plating and finishing,
alo done in the factory.
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The Accounting or Bookkeeping Deparunent is not the least to. be
considered, either by a firm or its customers. Here the proverbial saying,
"As steady and accurate as a bookkeeper " must be maintained And to
maintain this, the firm has felt it wise policy to have nothing but the best,
latest and most up-to-date appliances for the rapid and accurate handling of
this kind of work.

A department that has enlisted the thought and attention ot every one
connected with the firm, in bringing it up to its present efficiency, is the
Shipping Department, which is a marvel of system. So thoroughly system-
atized is the department that the shipping clerks can sit at their desk and
without moving from their seats, tell you at what minute such and such an
order arrived ; how many departments the order went to ; when they will be

; what tune the train leaves, what express ; whether it goes by mail,
registered mail, freight or express, and in fact tell you the complete history
of an order.

The fundamental principle of the business policy of this house is
thorough satisfaction to the customer. This is evidenced in the care with
which the stocks are selected, the reliability of the lines handled ancl the
immense supplies which permit the promptest filling of orders. The busi-
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Factory, Showing Some of the Workers

ness done is exclusively wholesale, and in this the interests of the retail trade
are also consulted. Skillful buying not only ensures the right character of
goods, but also the lowest possible figure at which such goods can be sold.
Every advantage in price, every economy is shared with the patrons of
the house.

The working of the three departments in unison is a great advantage to
customers. All orders are handled promptly, and whether the orders come
to one or all three departments they are filled in one shipment, accurately
and satisfactorily. The house has been aptly named " a universal provider
for the trade," and this in truth it is. It enables the retailer to furnish not
only eyerything in goods which Isis patrons may need, but also all repair
work of whatever kind, and he can even accept manufacturing contracts for
class pins, society emblems or other local requirement, knowing full well
that the work will be well and quickly done for him in the manufacturing
department of this well-equipped establishment. There is probably no
house of its kind in the United States so closely in touch with its trade. Its
I atrons know from experience that their intert.sts are paramount, and they
have learned to appreciate its helpfulness.

Never did the firm have so large or so varied stocks assembled as they
have for this holiday season. All the departments have been equipped and
prepared to handle the largest holiday business in the history of the house,
and all patrons, old and new, can rely on thorough service and satisfaction.

—Adv.

Shipping Department I
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A New Electric Clock

ASO \ IC Brooches for Women's wear should profit-
ably interest Jewelers having patrons among the

Masonic fraternity ; also . made for Elk and Eagle frater-

nities. We make a specialty of Emblem goods for Ladies'
wear ; Ilso full line of Elk, Eagle and Masonic Rings and.
Charms.

SEN t) FOR MEMORANDUM PACKAGES OF ARTISTIC AND PLEASING

EFFECTS IN THESE LINES

THE XILLER JEWELRY CO.
LION BUILDING

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Makers of Fine Gold Jewelry

Dealers in Diamonds and Precious Stones

THE KEYSTONE

!LLE electricity has so largely been

adopted as a motor in modern machinery,

large and small, and is so rapidly super-

seding old-time appliances, is it not a

strange that the old-fashioned weights and

spring, with the attendant winding a
pparatus, still

con-;titute the moving power i
n most clocks turned

out at the present time ? 
In other words, in this

branch of industry are we not still follow
ing in the

footsteps of a century ago?

To be in keeping with the times, the 
modern

clock should be an electric clock—a
 clock which

requires no winding and no attention for 
periods

of a year or more.

The electric clock shown and invented by

George S. Tif-

fany, of 30 Rose

Street, New

York City, pos-

sesses several

unique features.

It is extremely

simple in con-

struction, the

working parts

consisting main-

ly of an electro-

magnet, a piv-

oted armature,

a pawl mounted

on the armature

and engaging a

single ratchet

wheel, to the

arbor of which

is attached the

minute hand.

The ordinary

train of wheels is

dispensed with.
A slow-beat

torsional pendu-
lum carrying a
contact arm
momentarily
closes the circuit
of the electro-
magnet and a
battery, at regu-
lar intervals determined by the beat of the pendu-

lum. The armature, moving in response to the

influence of the magnet, propels the ratchet wheel

and hands. As the pendulum has no mechanical

\v 'k to perform in operating the clock, and conse-

Tiently no frictional loads, it is obvious that it can

1,i form its functions as a periodic time interval

(I ice in a most perfect manner.

Varying frictional loads, which in the move-

n at of a clock of the ordinary type would seriously

•ct its operation, are of comparatively small

.mrtance in this clock. It is evident therefore

th• a clock upon this principle may be crudely

c. ,,I.,:tructed, yet be capable of keeping good time.

The action of the clock is very similar to that

o■ a secondary clock controlled by an independent
poidulum. A number of these clocks may be

0. -rated in synchronism by removing the pendu-

lums from all but one clock, and using this as a

m;:ster clock with the others connected properly

In circuit. The current consumption is very small.

One dry cell will operate the clock for months.

In recent years there have been many very

worthy efforts made to apply electricity to time-

keeping, and with not a little success. Each new

achievement in this line is eagerly investigated by

the trade, and the clock here illustrated shows an

ingenuity that will further arouse the interest of the

jewelers.

An American's Adventure with
Korean Money

Robert L. Dunn, Collier's special war photo-

grapher in Korea, wrestled with many hardships

and obstacles in his march from Seoul to Ping.

Yang. Some of them he expected and tried to

forestall. Others he met as they befell. A recent

issue of Collier's showed a peculiar photograph

with Mr. Dunn in the background, the picture

conveying the impression that he was examining a

huge heap of sausage, possibly procured as an

addition to his field commissary.
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paign of weeks. But he told Kurita to go out and

find change for one hundred and fifty dollars, and

be quick about it.

The forenoon passed and no Kurita returned.

He was needed for a dozen urgent errands, and the

afterncon was nearly spent, before Mr. Dunn be-

came uneasy, impatient, then alarmed. The inter-

preter must have absconded, and all the foreign

correspondents in sight vere rounded up as a

searching party. It was useless to notify the native

police, and the photographer and his friends did

not delay for official justice to be awakened from

its slumbers. Just as the expedition was starting

forth, one of the hotel boys came running up the

street, beckoning to Mr. Dunn, and shouting

breathlessly: " Come, look, see, master. Kurita

no can do. Have got, but no can do."
The boy led

the way to a
courtyard in the
rear of the hotel,

where the hap-
less Kurita
yelled for joy as

he sighted the
party

"Plenty

money, got him

cheap," was the
interpreter's
greeting. "What

you wanchee me

do now?"
In the words

of Mr. Dunn, as

he wrote about

it in a letter to
the office:
" It took me

only an instant

to realize that I

was the proud
owner of what

looked like a

whole city block

of real money—

money enough

to sink a ship,

money piled in

heaps and

heaps, money

enough, you would think, to last a spendt
hrift a

million years."
Kurita had filled the order, and coolies had

been staggering under their burdens of " cas
h "

from every corner of Seoul to the courtyard 
since

early morning. " I had the money all right," s
ays

Mr. Dunn, " but what could I do with it ? I could

not carry it, and nothing short of an army co
uld

move it. We paced around the edge of the 
heap

and measured sixty-odd feet of circumference,

while the average height was at least three f
eet."

Mr. Dunn was ready and eager to take the

field, so that nothing else could be done than to take

a few strings of " cash " for immediate wants, 
and

leave the mountain where it lay until its owner

should come again to Seoul. Kurita was author-

ized to employ a guard of worthy and brave m
en,

of strictest integrity, and a score of them, st
anding

watches in relays, hovered around the concentra
ted

opulence when Collier's photographer and his in
ter-

preter hurried away to the front. They returned

two weeks later, to find that many strings of " cas
h "

had evaporated, although the guards swore b
y a

million-odd saints and devils of the Korean myth
ol-

ogy that not one copper coin was lacking.

BY COURTESY OF THE SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN A New Elect ric Clock

As a matter of fact, however, the photogr
apher

was helplessly surveying a mountain of 
money

three feet high, sixty feet around the base. 
It was

Korean currency, copper coins, in string
s of a

thousand each, the kind of disk, with a 
square

hole punched out of the middle, which wa
s first

used in China, and a few hundred or thou
sand

years later borrowed for the fiscal system 
of the

Hermit Kingdom. From fifteen to thirty of
 these

" cash " are required to equal the va
lue of an

American cent. A string of a thousand will
 weigh

several pounds, a dollar's worth will make 
a load

for a strong man.
Mr. Dunn had no intention of stripping Seo

ul

of its small change when he gave the fat
al order to

Kurita, his interpreter. He was making 
ready his

outfit for the advance, and it occurred to 
him that

a supply of native money would be 
indispensable,

inasmuch as a good deal of forage and 
other sup-

plies must be obtained along the way. In 
addition,

Kurita assured his master that many nece
ssaries on

their list could be had only in districts further
 north,

and that " plenty of money " must he packed
 along.

"Plenty of money" meant at least two o
r three

hundred dollars to the American bound on 
a cam-
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A SHOW CASE FOR

MARK RINGS FREE 
THAT RETAIL FOR 25 AND 50 CENTS

No. 683

No. 675

No. 658

(CUT DOES NOT DO CASE JUSTICE)

Dimensions of Case-4 feet long, 27 inches wide, 42 inc
hes high

No. 679

No. 691
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This beautiful Show Case, including Electric Light Attachment, is 
furnished Free to the purchaser of a certain quantity

of the well-known rQ--) Rings. Full particulars will be sent of this great offer on application. W
e also put up our rings in

small tricl large i trays to meet the needs of all dealers.

ALSO FREE. To help you in building up your ring trade, w
e will send Free upon receipt of Your Request,

a liberal quantity of artistic advertising booklets for distribution 
in your locality. We will print your name on these booklets,

and no other name will appear on them.

A NEW LINE. We are now 
offering a tine line of Gold Front Scarf Pins. We make a large variety of d

esigns

and finish them in Rose and Green Gold, mounted 
with all kinds of imitation stones. These

pi .5 can be retailed for so cents, at a good profit, and are popul
ar sellers. In appearance they compare with solid gold goods

•inted with precious stones. A dozen Pins come mou
nted on a velvet-lined, leather, upright case, that sets the goods off in

an attractive manner.

The F. H. Sadler Co.,
Our goods are sold by the Leading Jobbers

Manufacturers of .Jewelry

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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EARLIEST DEVICES FOR TIME-MEASUREMENT—THE EVOLUTION

OF CLOCKS AND WATCHES—MANY CURIOUS TIMEPIECES

THE SIGN OFA GOOD
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and the ring itself
are inseparable

OITZ EVS0 '01,1a'
82-84 FULTON STREET
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OROLOGISTS and all who are interested

in old and curious timepieces will wel-

come the second edition of F. J. Britten's

well-known work, "Old Clocks and

Watches and their Makers." The new
 work is a

wonderfully complete historical and descriptive

account of the different styles of clocks a
nd watches

of the past in England and e
lsewhere, the story of

the timepieces being supplemented
 by a list of

10,000 makers with dates and character o
f product.

This second edition is much enlarged, 
containing

733 pages and some 700 illustrations, mostly fr
om

photographs, and is imported by Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York. The price is $7.50.

The history of. timekeeping

Earliest Timekeeping as told in this volume is ve
ry

Devices interesting. The sun dial

was possibly the earliest de-

vice for measuring time. Then apparently came

the clepsydra or water clock. Popular legend

attributes to King Alfred the invention of the water

clock, but long before his time the water clock

was in use by the Egyptians, and in Judea, Baby-

lon, Chaldea and Phoenicia. The contrivances for

measuring time by means of water are thus

described :

They appear to have consisted each of a basin

filled with water and exposed in some niche or

corner of a public place. At the extreme end of

the vessel was a spout or tap, from which trickled

the liquid drop by drop into a receiver having on

its inside marks for indicating the hours of the day

and night. In parts of Southern India was used a

thin copper bowl about five inches in diameter,

and rather deeper than half a sphere, having a very

small hole at the bottom. The bowl, placed in a

vessel containing water, and floating thereon,

gradually filled. At the expiration of an arranged

interval it sank, and a boy or another watcher then

struck a gong and thus announced the time. It

sinks after the lapse of forty-five minutes with

tolerable accuracy, but the time varies with the

temperature of the water.

It was possible by the introduction of a cylinder

containing a floating piston, which worked on a

cog wheel, to indicate the hours. The clepsydra

was introduced into Greece by Plato, and was used

by the Romans. The King of Persia is said to

have presented Charlmagne with a water clock of

bronze, inlaid with gold. Water clocks were used

up to the seventeenth century. Even with the

introduction of the pendulum, water served " as

the motor, and the pendulum as a regulator."

The Japanese and Chinese use a

Primitive Oriental primitive timekeeper,made with

a wick about two feet in length,

which takes a certain time to

consume. Knots are tied at intervals which give

some indication of the time. There is the record
of a lamp timekeeper which was placed in the

bedchamber of the French King in 1622. Mr. Britten

writes that these lamp timekeepers may still be

found in outlying places in Germany and Holland.

The sand glass is of the most remote antiquity.

Timekeeper

To this day "a sand glass is used in the House of

Commons to measure certain intervals, and in

comparatively recent times it was not uncommon

to see a preacher, as he began his discourse, turn

a sand glass in the pulpit." The author says that

it would be guesswork to accept any of the stories

concerning the introduction of clocks, as we under-

stand them to-day. Examining the origin of the

word "clock," Mr. Britten writes:

The word "clock," whether derived from the

Saxon " clugga," the Teutonic " glocke," the

Latin, "glocio," or the French, "cloche," signified

" a bell," and there is reason to suppose that many

of the early efforts consisted merely of a bell

sounded at regular intervals by hand, the instant of

ringing being determined by a sun dial or a sand

glass. In monasteries prayers were recited at

certain fixed hours of the night as well as of the

day, and as the monks were not always unfettered

by sleep at the needful moment, the horloge or

alarm was probably invented to rouse the drowsy

religieux to a due sense of their duties. In the

" Rule " of the monks of Citeaux, drawn up about

1120, and quoted by Calmet, the duty prescribed

to the sacristan was to so adjust the abbey clock

that it would strike and awaken the monks for

matins. Durandus, in the thirteenth century,

alluded to the clock as one of the essential features

of a church. Dante, who was born in 1265, and

died in 1321, mentions an " orlogia," which struck

the hours ; and Chaucer, who was born in 1328,

and died in 1400, speaks of the cock crowing as

regularly as clock in abbey horloge.

Before dials were thought of

there were what were called

" Jacks." These were figures

which, by means of. mechanical

devices, struck bells. It seems to be fairly authentic

that prior to 1298 there was a clock at St. Paul's

Cathedral with such figures, and they were called

" Paul's Jacks." Later came the dial, but that

great authority, Violet le Duc, writes that he find
s

no indications of dials on the walls of the chur
ches

even up to the twelfth century. The "jacks"

were of all kinds, and were in vogue for centuries.

There is an illustration of a portable clock of 
the

sixteenth century where the figure strikes the hour
s

with a hammer held in his hands, and kicks out

the half and quarter hours with his feet.

The fourteenth century was distinguished by

the introduction of the peculiar class of 
clocks

which, besides indicating the flight of time, w
ere

furnished with mechanism for other purposes. 
One

of the earliest of this kind was described by 
Violet

le Duc as having been given about the year
 134o to

the monastery of Cluny by the Abbot Pi
erre de

Chastelux. In addition to its indications of the

phases of the moon, the movements of t
he sun,

etc., the clock had a quantity of little figures wh
ich

acted various scenes, as " The Mystery
 of the

Resurrection," " Death," etc. The hours were

announced by a cock, which fluttered its wings

and crowed twice. At the same time an 
angel

opened a door and saluted the Virgin Ma
ry, the

Holy Ghost descended on her head in the
 form of

a dove, God, the Father, gave her His 
benediction,

a musical carillon chimed, animals s
hook their

wings and moved their eyes ; at last the 
clock

struck and all retreated within.

(1857)

Origin of
the Dial

Strange to say, there seems to be a precedent

in the crowing of the cock in the cuckoo invaria-

bly found in certain Swiss clocks. Such marion-

ette horology exhibited in sacred places is cer-

tainly not in conformity with the tastes of to-day.

The author describes the three clocks of Stras-

burg. The first was constructed in 1352, the

second in 1547, and the third and last in 1838.

Portable clocks are much older than is generally

supposed. They are mentioned as having been

made in the fourteenth century. In the corridor of

Windsor Castle there is a clock which is said to

have been presented by Henry VIII to Anne

Boleyn. It is some four inches square and ten

inches high. Once it was a part of Horace Wal-

pole's collection at Strawberry Hill. It was prob-

ably of foreign make.
The chapter on " Portable

The First Portable Timekeepers " begins with the

name of a maker—Peter Hen-

lein, or Heile, a clockmaker, of

Nuremberg, who was born in 1480. About the

year 1500 he used a long ribbon of steel tightly

coiled around a central spindle, to maintain the

motion of the mechanism. Mr. Britten writes that

the earliest watches are scarcely to be distinguished

from small table clocks.

Timekeepers

The case was a cylindrical box, generally of
metal, chased and gilt, usually with a hinged lid
on one side to inclose the dial, the lid being
engraved and, as a rule, pierced with an aperture
over each hour, through which the position of the
hand might be seen. Most of the watches were
provided with a bell, on which, in some cases, the
hours were sounded in regular progression.

In the Elizabethan age, with its extravagance

of dress, came many varieties of timekeepers.

Rock crystal and other stones were often converted

into cases which were cut in the form of crosses,

stars, shells and other extraordinary fancies, while

the dials and mounts were occasionally enriched

with colored enamels. The most elegant of these

costly toys emanated from France, Blois being dis-

tinguished as an early seat of manufacture. There

were many clocks of the fifteenth century, which

are finely designed. Occasionally grotesque con-

trivances were put on the clocks, as a • Bacchus

sitting astride of a cask, and when the hours struck

lie lifted a cup to his mouth and seemingly took a

drink. There is a clock representing the flagella-

tion of Jesus Christ. As the hour strikes the

Prisoner is belabored by the soldiers, their weapons

rising and falling with each sound of the bell. An

Adam and Eve clock has its peculiarities. The

two figures are supposedly in the Garden of Eden.

As the hours are struck " Eve turns and presents

an apple to Adam, who appears to hesitate, and

then retires, refusing the gift. Abundance of foliage

and fruit is spread over the three trees or columns

supporting the dials, while a huge serpent gazing

menacingly at Adam is twined around the central

trunk, and indicates the hour with its tail."

•
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REVISED PRICES 
According to Keystone Key

NEW TRENTON MOVEMENTS
No. 130
7 Jewels

■■•■•••••,

••• 
LR,,)

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line
escapement, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance.
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, safetypinion, screw bankings, exposed polished steelwinding wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Price, $7.00

Hunting and Open-Face, Pendant-Setting.
Nameless. Engraved Monogram "T. W. Co."Fitting all standard 16 size pendant-setting cases.

No. 135
II Jewels

No. 1.35. Bridge Modal, 16 Size, II Jewels

damaskeened, quick ti•ain, straight line
escapement, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, safetypinion, screw bankings, exposed polished steelwinding wheels, dust band, depressed center andseconds, white enamel dial with in nnogr it tit" T. W. Co." 

Price, $8.50

TRENTON WATCH ES
*T.Wco

Moderate in Price. Thoroughly well finished.

ir' 
•

.•-.':

No.315. "FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered brogues hairspring, quicktrain, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enameldial with depressed second and red marginal figures.Stern-wind and levered. Price, $6.00

37t', e:s

No. 200. " RELIANCE." 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
P1 nion, screw ban kings, straight line lever escapement,
ltardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, dust band, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed IWC0111i S. Lever set I hit;

Hunting only. Price, $6.00

Price=List furnished on application.

Manufactured
and guaranteed

by the

No. .300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel dainaskeened, cut expansion balance, safetypinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quicktrain, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamelJill With depressed second and red marginal figures.stem-wind and lever set. Price, $5.00

All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY
TRENTON, N. J., U.S.A.

We will forward the retail jewelers, upon application, a neat metal advertising sign, suitable to hang up in the store.

November, 1904. 11-

An Extra Thin American
Movement

Art, Nu. 44 of the serial entitled " Clean ing_and Restoring,"
gnu iii the April, 1901, issue of Tit KEYSTON E.

F the reader thinks it would be desi-

rable to make his movement thinner

than would be possible with the form

of barrel shown at Fig. I of our last issue, we

show at Fig. I of our present issue a modifi-

cation of the form of barrel we have been

discussing in which the central bearings n m

are suppressed and the only bearings pro-

vided for the barrel are outside; that is, in

the main plate, and against the cap which

holds the barrel in its sink. In the present

cut, the dotted lines e f represent the upper

and lower surfaces of the main plate F.

This plate F is recessed

A New Form of to receive the barrel, the

hollow cylindrical surface

of the plate receiving the

cylindrical surface g of the barrel with tolera-

ble accuracy, as this bearing determines the

side shake of the barrel. The teeth n of the

barrel are both winding teeth, and ratchet

teeth need not be like the Howard barrel,

Mainspring Barrel

A
KAI 

.8

Fig. 1

wolf teeth, because plain spur gear of about

84 or 90 diametrical pitch is amply strong

for the purpose. The teeth n will slide or

run in the recess d, without any tendency to

cut. It is understood that the barrel B is

made of steel.
The cover B' of the barrel B snaps in at

S. The arbor nut D is recessed at c to re-

ceive the flange U attached—or rather. is an

integral portion of the barrel cover This

flange and recess are only made loose fits,

as their only functions are to temporarily

hold the arbor nut in place, while the screw

C' on the arbor Cis run into place. To make

this matter better understood, let us suppose

we are putting in a new mainspring. We

place the spring in the recess of the barrel

as usual, then place the arbor nut so its re-

cess will receive the flange C, which will hold

the nut in the center of the barrel, until the

cover B' is snapped into place.
, The main wheel A is supposed to be in its

place in the watch, as shown. The barrel is

now placed in its recess in the main plate,

the arbor C entering the nut D, when the

barrel and spring are revolved, carrying the

nut D down firm to the shoulder t. The

plate G is now put in place and

secured by two opposite screws which enter

the main plate. The pivots a b now rest in

KEYSTONM

their respective jewels, the lower one at,

the upper one being in a bridge which will

be shown in a subsequent cut As stated

above, the arbor nut D runs free of the

flange c of the barrel, in the normal. working

of the main wheel.
In winding, the barrel is revolved, wind-

ing the mainspring around the arbor nut D,

and it is entirely impossible for the breakage

of a mainspring to give any shock to the

arbor C, and consequently the jewels to the

pivot a 6 are as safe as any in the watch.

This statement would, of course, not be true

if stop wheels were employed ; but with the

friction stop we recently described, it is true.

Let us look over our movement as far as we

have gone—true, we have only the main

wheel of our train ready for work, but this

is the best possible condition for action. The

full elastic force of the mainspring is applied

in the best possible manner.

As we have already shown, with the ordi-

nary going-barrel movement, the entire weight

of the barrel has to be started and stopped

ten times a second, and the worst factor of

the problem is when the mainspring is giving

back its lowest efficiency, the outer coils are

in contact with the barrel, and the entire

dead weight of the barrel and exhausted

mainspring have to be moved by the elastic

force of the mainspring reduced to its point

of least efficiency. On the other hand, the

movement provided with the outside winding

barrel, only has to start and stop the main

wheel and arbor, the mainspring and barrel

being practically unaffected. The mode of

connecting the stein-wind train to the teeth

n of the barrel, will be subsequently

considered.

Stem Winding
Work

We will now digress from

further description of the new

model movement, to take

up and consider the form of

the teeth of wheels best adapted for stem-

wind train works, or stem-wind train as some

term them. When stein-wind works were

first introduced, a great deal of annoyance

was experienced in getting wheels that would

stand to do the work ; but in this day very

little trouble in that way is met with. One

mistake was very universally made in the

stem-wind train of American watches, which

was to employ bevel gear.

Such gear has to be depthed very care-

fully, or there will constantly be trouble with

it, and even after careful inspection, any extra

strain is likely to cause a slip. The most

practical stem wind seems to be one most

easily obtained by using spur gear and a

crown wheel winding pinion, the crown

wheel being actuated by the stem-winding

arbor. In such stem-wind train, the impor-

tant points are to have the teeth of the train

tolerably coarse and pitching the crown

I 859

pinion and the first flat wheel, so the teeth

only come in contract on the line of centers.

This matter will be duly considered in our

next article in this series.
[TO BE CONTINUED]

Lost Bank Book

There is hardly one of the thousands of de-
positors in the savings banks but will be interested
to know that the Supreme Court of Massachusetts
has just decided a case that might at any time
be paralleled in his experience. It all arose over a
lost bank book, and the finding of the court is in
the interests of the people.

The case in point was this : In 1894 died John
H. Webber, of Cambridge, leaving to his credit in
the Cambridge Savings Bank the sum of $1744.
But the bank book disappeared, and the bank
refused to pay the money to the administrator of
Webber's estate, on the ground that its by-laws
contained this provision:
" No person shall receive any part of his

principal or interest without producing the original
book, that such payments may be entered therein,
unless it be proved to the satisfaction of the trus-
tees or the treasurer that such book shall have
been lost or destroyed, in which case a legal dis-
charge shall be given."

The institution further held that no evidence
of the loss or destruction of the book had been
furnished, and the administrator went to the courts
to get his money. It has been awarded him, the
Supreme Bench ruling that a savings bank has not
the power to make itself or its officers the arbiters
as to whether a depositor's book was destroyed or
lost.

A Ten-Hour Clock

Tlik ten-hour clock saves time and labor in
computing the time of the employees in a Phila-
delphia factory. It was made from an ordinary
timekeeper, the only difference being the new
dial, which was painted on white paper and
pasted over the one already there, and the ratio
between the hour and minute hands changed
from 12 to xo. The clock then read in hours and
tenths of hours. When work starts in the morn-
ing (in this shop it is 7 o'clock) both hands point
straight up at " o." When the whistle blows the
clock is started. At noon, when the whistle blows,
the clock Is stopped with the hands pointing at 5
o'clock.

The special function is the ease with which
the time spent on any job can be figured. Railway
and Locomofive Engineering says:

"Under the timekeeping system employed
the men are instructed to enter on their time cards
the number past which the short hand stands, and
to the right of this, the number past which the
long hand stands. These numbers, side by side,
are entered on a time card when a job is begun,
and immediately above them two other numbers
are placed when the job is finished. For example,
a job is begun at 8.15 A. M. The time entered, as
shown by the ten-hour clock, is r, 2, and if the !ob
be completed at 345 P. M. the time as shown by
the clock is 8, o. The difference between these is
6, 8 or 6 hours and eight-tenths, or 6.8 hours. This
time paid for at 274 cents per hour, gives the sim-
ple operation in multiplication 6.8 X .275 = $1.87.
" The clock can be used as it stands for any

length of hours or length of shifts. It is possible
to arrange the starting and stopping mechanism of
the clock so that the act of blowing whistle will
start and stop the clock. The use of this device
simplifies the timekeeper's work and 'eliminates
much of the liability to error which exists with
methods usually employed."
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HIGH-CLASS FANS
Make suitable Birthday, Wedding and Christmas Gifts and are used extensively at dances, parties and the

theater. We show a few of our 300 styles that we imported direct.

No. 10230 Carved real ebony sticks ; black silk gauze ettomine insertion and black spangles to match  
No. 10326 Cabinet Fan ; fine quality silk gauze, heavily steel spangled, with white or black bone sticks
No. 10773 Empire Fan ,• hand painted on fine quality of silk, gilt spangles and gilt carved wood sticks
No. 10777 Pompadour Fan • amber colored celluloid sticks, two subjects of hand paintings, steel spangles
No. 10318 Empire Fan ; all applique and lace insertion, carved bone sticks
No. 10319 Silk Gauze Fan ; handsome embroidered insertion and carved bone sticks

$3  00 each
6  00 each
3  00 each
3  75 each
3  00 each
3  50 each

No. 10306 Empire Fan ; real mother-of-pearl sticks, fine silk, beautifully full steel spangled, real Duchess lace edge $9  00 eachNo. 10305 Real white mother-of-pearl sticks, white paintings on fine silk gauze, steel spangled, lace edge . . . . • . ...... . . . . 7.50 eachNo. 10340 Pompadour Fan ; carved bone sticks, inlaid with steel spangles, double silk gauze, steel spangled design, iridescent pearl silk effect 6.00 eachNo. 10338 Handsomely carved bone sticks, steel inlaid ; hand painted in two subjects, steel spangles
No. 10273 Carved sticks, beautiful lace insertion and edge on double-faced silk gauze, steel spangled 

5  00 each
3  75 each

No. 10926 Ostrich Feather Fan ; amber colored celluloid sticks ; in white only  
No. 10774 New White Maribow Feather Fan ; mirror in front stick ,• fancy painting on feathers
No. 10747 Peacock Fan in beautiful green feather combination ; shell colored celluloid sticks 

$11.0000 each

No. 10767 Handsome White Maribow Feather Fan with steel spangles and silver wood inlaid sticks 
2  25 each

No. 10927 Real white motlier-of-pearl sticks, with genuine Ostrich feathers 
1  25 each
5  00 each

We show a large variety in fans in similar styles at $2.25, $4.50, $6.00, $7.50, $8 SO, $10.50, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00, $18.00, $21.00, $24.00, $27.00 and $30.00
a dozen up to $175.00 a dozen

Every up-to-date jeweler should show a line. Never out of style, always in demand

KuNSTADTER BROTHERS,
Write for our circulars—always something new

Manufacturers, Importers and Jobbers of

Jewelry, Novelties, Fans, Hair Ornaments
Leather Goods, etc.

238-240 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Schemes for Attracting Trade

A4( 
)DERN competition is responsible for

many interesting schemes for attracting

trade, and the experiences of those
 who make

use of them are instructive.
 For instance,

merchants who use contests to draw patron-

age find that those which ap
peal to children

are much more successful and prof
itable than

those which are confined to adults. 
A very

successful contest for boys was conducte
d

recently by Tull & Gibbs, dealers in 
furni-

ture, carpets and draperies, in Portland,

Oregon. Emmett C. Brown, who has

charge of the advertising of the firm 
and

managed the scheme, tells about it as foll
ows :

During the latter part of June we exhib-

ited in one of our front windows twe
nty-five

prizes consisting of bicycles, foot-bal
ls, foot-

ball suits, punching bags, rifles, c
ameras,

base-balls, base-ball mits and base-ball 
bats.

With these were several large show card
s

stating that these prizes were to be d
istribu-

ted to the Junior Salesmen on the 1st
 of Au-

gust, that the twenty-five boys bringing 
us

the most business between the 1st of 
July

and the 1st of August, were to receive 
those

prizes and that all boys were invited to 
be-

come Junior Salesmen.

T NT this same window we exhibited a cellu-
loid button with the inscription, " Jun-

ior Salesman, Tull & Gibbs. Your credit is

good ; make your own terms." To every

boy who entered this contest we gave one 
of

these buttons and a supply of Junior Sale
s-

man cards, with the following inscription,

" Looking for Business for Tull & G
ibbs,

complete house furnishers. Junior Salesman

No —. Furniture, Carpets, Draperies,

Bedding, Crockery, Hardware, Stoves an
d

Pictures. Bring this card with you and the

Junior Salesman gets credit for amount of

sale." On the back of card was space for

name of customer and amount of sale.

The boys were instructed to solicit bus-

iness among their friends and acquaint-

ances, presenting these cards to all the peo-

ple they called upon ; requesting that when

they visited our store they would bring these

cards and hand them to the salesmen who

waited upon them. The salesmen would

enter the names of customers and amounts

of sales on the back of the cards which

would then be handed into the office with

the sales tickets. After each amount had

been verified and checked by one of our

accountants, the amount of the sale would be

placed to the boy's credit in a book kept for

that purpose. .

On the 31st of July these sales totaled

nearly $5,000.00, the boy winning the first

prize having brought in about $800.00 worth

of business. Of course, a good deal of this

business might have come to us unsolicited,

but quite a bit of it we are certain was due

to the Junior Salesmen. About 400 started

out to solicit business, but I should say that

not more than 30% were in interest. W
e

spent very little money in advertising this

scheme, relying upon our window display

and the advertising it would receive by the

boys among themselves.

On the whole, I should think it possesses

sufficient merit to recommend itself to any

retail house in need of a stimulant for 
its

retail trade. The programme might be

varied and little girls used to create an 
inter-

est among their friends and relatives fo
r the

store.

THE Hub, of Los Angeles, Cal., recentl
y

used the schetne of giving to custom-

ers one day's sales. The date is selected

and a slip with the date on is deposi
ted in a

bank or safety deposit box. On a certain

date the slip is taken out and the da
te on it

announced. All persons holding sales slips

for that day may come to the 
store and

receive their money back on the p
resentation

of the sales slips.

The following gift scheme is of inter
est.

The paragraph quoted is from a recent

advertisement of Steffler, Leonard & 
West,

Rainoul, Ill.:

It is our purpose to enable every 
person

in this part of the country to secu
re all their

Christmas gifts free of cost. Every cus-

tomer Who buys 25 cents' worth of 
goods at

this store between now and De
cember i will

get a Christmas gift check for 
i cent, good

in trade in holiday goods. 
These checks

will be taken the same as cas
h in payment

for any holiday goods during 
the month of

December. Commence and save your 
checks

now, as Christmas will soon be 
here and

there will be hundreds of nice things in

every department of this great store which

will be absolutely free with the 
gift checks.

(1861)

Work of Merchants' Associations

The good work of local merchants'

associations is very much in evidence now-a-

days. The merchants of Havelock, Nebr.,

recently issued posters and notices to the

effect that hereafter credit will be allowed

only on the basis of a thirty-day limit. Early

in the spring the question of putting some

kind of a check upon the abuses of unlimited

credit was taken up and the need of some-

thing more businesslike was agreed upon.

It was decided however not to issue notices

until the business men had " gotten to-

gether " in support of the rule and until the

people generally had been given time to

adjust their affairs to meet the new system.

We read that Danville, Ill., merchants

have formed a combination with a member-

ship fee of $to, and $to payable monthly.

A manager has been employed who has a

certain territory to cover of from fifty to

seventy-five miles in extent, the object being

to so advertise and represent the business of

Danville that the trade of that territory may

be secured.

HE merchants of Muscatine, Iowa, have

recently perfected an organization to

promote business interests and bring trade

to the city. It is the intention of the asso-

ciation to refund railroad fares to out-of-town

customers during the season of fall pur-

chases. Fare rebates will be based upon a

sliding scale, the amount of fare refunded

being governed by the amount of the pur-

chase. Roughly speaking, the rebate will

equal about ten per cent. of the amount of

the purchase.
These purchases do not have to be

made at any one store, but can be divided

up among all the merchants in the asso-

ciation if desired. Cards are provided bear-

ing the names of all of the members of the

association. One of these is given the cus-

tomer in the store where he begins pur-

chasing and the amount of his purchase at

each store is entered upon the card.

When the customer has finished his

purchases, the card is delivered to the sec-

retary of the association, who checks up the

amounts and issues the amount of railroad

fare to which the purchaser is entitled. The

card is then filed and the fare refunded is

charged up to the merchants.
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ESTABLISHED 1854

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.
DIAMONDS, PEARLS

MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY

92 TO 98 STATE STREET

23-25 LOOIJERSGRACHT, AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

CHICAGO

INCORPORATED 1893

OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
io Ligne, u Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS

PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEnt MERITS SEND FOR PRICE–LIST

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1. CROSS & BEGUELIN
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 

j AGENTS
SELLING 

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Nt)Velllber, 1904 THE

Letters from the Trade
Readers are requested to send for publication

new ideas on any subject, techni
cal or mercantile,

of general interest to the
 trade. As this page is for

the use of individual readers, we do not hold

ourselves responsible for the views expressed.

Editor The Keystone.

Negligence in Storekeeping

ED. KEYSTONE :—I notice in visiting other

towns and stores that the jewelers often negle
ct

their show windows, and I frequently see tarn
ished

jewelry in show cases. They should read the

article on page 1425, of the September KEYSTONE,

entitled " Cleaning all the Time."

For valuable information to the retail jeweler

and interesting items for the trade, your pa
per is

way ahead of anything printed. A good artic
le

once in a while on " How to Build up and Protect

Home Trade " would he a good thing for all of us.

Yours truly,

Seward, Nebr, J. A. DOWDING.

Illustrations and Prices

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would suggest td get your

advertisers to use more cuts of aptual goods and

give prices, as this is a big help to those buyers

who cannot go to market often. All your articles

are good, but I am especially interested in the

advertisements—as a buyer, I cannot see too many

new styles.
Yours truly,

Brownsville, Tenn. C. R. HOTCHKISS.

Separating American Barrels

ED. KEYSTONE :—We notice your reply to

" Barrel," on page 1615, October KEYSTONE.

Following are instructions for separating Waltham

sapphire jeweled main wheels, barrels and barrel

arbors : Remember in the first place that the bar-

rel arbors of Waltham 19, 21 and 23 jeweled 18

and 16 size movements are made in two parts.

The lower parts with small pivots screw into the

main wheel arbors. Fitting a female bench key to

the large upper square of main arbor, or returning

and screwing the winding wheel to the same square

and then holding either the key or winding wheel

in one hand, will admit of turning the steel barrel

ill the opposite direction and thus separate the

various members.
Yours truly, R. & A.

Setting a Fusee Watch—Cleaning

Clam Shells

ED. KEYSTONE WW1 to suggest a method

of setting and unsetting a fusee watch, which, I

think, is better than that recommended by you in

the Worksl-op Notes Department of the July issue

“f THE KEYSTONE. My plan follows: Fix to the

■vinding square of the fusee a pin vise ; remove
the dial, unscrew the bridge and take out the third

wheel, holding on to the vise all the time. Then

put the bridge again in position, leaving out the

wheel and you can let the chain and spring down

at will.
On looking over the Workshop Notes of your

November, 1903, issue, I also note your directio
ns

for properly cleaning clam shells. I think you will

K EYSTON 
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find that putting them in spirits of salts will have

the desired effect, as it will burn off all the outside,

leaving the shell like mother-of-pearl.

Yours faithfully,

Glenterrie, Melbourne, Australia. E. J. 1101..LAND.

The 'Clock" on the Stocking

ED. Ki.vsTONE :—Nov that every dainty stock-

ing is furnished with several " clocks," I think it

would be interesting to learn how the word

"clocks" came to be applied to these peculiar

ornamentations. THE KEYSTONE man is so partial

to clocks generally, that I don't think he could be

indifferent to this variety.
Yours truly, " KATAPHORIC."

[We plead guilty to the soft impeachment, but

know of no very plausible explanation for this

application of the word " clock." The Century

dictionary tell us that the first clocks were bell-

shaped ; that the first stocking ornamentations

were bell-shaped, and, therefore, probably, the

word " clock " as a trade term, came about in th
at

way. Beatrice, the pretty vixen in Thackeray's

" Henry Esmond," speaks of the silver clocks 
on

her red stockings. That was in Queen Anne's

time, so the clock on the sock is by no means a

modern innovation. Come to think of it, does

" Hickory, Dickery, Dock ; the mouse ran up 
the

clock " refer to the timekeeper in the hall, or do
es

it explain the origin of the chair-mounting prope
n-

sity of the lady of the house when the little rode
nt

is around ? Anyhow, it is a question of philology

rather than horology.—ED.]

The Best at Any Price

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have been taking trad
e

journals for twenty-five years, but THE KEYSTO
NE

is the best journal I have ever seen at any 
price.

The only fault I find is that you make it too b
ig for

the price, I do not see how you can do it 
for a

dollar. Enclosed, find one dollar to renew my sub-

scription, as I do not want to miss one nu
mber.

Yours truly,
GEORGE HARTLEY.Provo City, Utah.

Points in Watch Work

ED. kEvsTUNE :—Referring to your answers

in " Workshop Notes," i occasiona
lly feel like dis-

agreeing with you. For instance, the rivet on the

balance staff should be turned off instea
d of the

hub. The oil should be placed in oil 
sink in bal-

ance hole jewel and coated in with 
fine pointed

pegwood instead of placing between jewels.

Yours truly, J. G. MU,.

[Our friend must remember that whe
n we

receive a question as to how a piece of wor
k should

be done it isnot always from an experi
enced work-

man, and the answer must be of such a
 nature that

a novice can do the work as well and 
with as little

risk to the piece he is handling as an
 experienced

workman would. In reply to the first question we

would say that it is a matter of prefere
nce depend-

ing on how much experience the work
man has had

in the use of the graver and lathe. 
To turn the

rivet from the staff to remove it from the
 wheel is

all right for an experienced workman
, but an in-

experienced workman will do more dama
ge to the

hole in the wheel than the extra time 
it will take

for him to turn off the hub.
Question No. 2 can best be answered by ask-

ing why is it that the hole jewel and c
ap jewel do

not come together, but have a small 
space left

between them ? This space is for oil. It is impos-

sible to fill this space by putting the o
il in the cup

of the hole jewel. We are afraid tha
t our friend

has many watches that he has repaired whose bal-

ance pivots are running on a dry cap jewel. TO

the best of our knowledge, there is no authority

on watch work who does not recommend and prac-

tice in general work the placing of a little oil on

the cap jewel before putting the jewel in place,

besides putting a little in the recess of the lewel.

See answer to " Ben Bolt," on page 1831.—ED.]

Net Prices in Advertisements

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would suggest that you do
not publish net prices with the ads.; you print

so many articles that are very interesting to those

outside of the jewelry trade which we like to show

to our friends, and your book is so attractive they

will look over the advertisements.

Yours truly,

Healdsburg, Cal. LOUIS C. KOBERG.

Some Curious Replies to Want Ads.

Among the floods of replies which come to

those who insert small want ads. in this journal

there will naturally be found an occasional epis-

tolary curio. Tallmadge & Dalton, Auburn, N. Y.,

favor us with the following application for a posi-

tion, lately received by them:

DEER SUR
i write to ask you if i can git a jobb duin

ingravin at your stoor, i never tooke no lessuns

butt i seen a feller ingravin a kofin plate wonce

and watched him doin it. he didnt no i waz lookin

but i ketched on too how it vvuz dun. it is ded

easie and cums naturel too me. i ingraved a name

on a gurls bracelut and she cud reed it like a buk

aftur lookin at it 2se. i kin doo better now. have

been pratcyin on tin. i wood be willin to cum fur

15 dollers a weak too begin. i do my ingravin

with a ten pennie nate it is just as gud as eny

other tool.
Yours trooly,

Derby, Conn. SAM SNIDER.

It is said that opportunity knocks once (" Ise"

as Sam might say) at every man's door, and

Samuel Cellini Snider certainly took advantage of

the occasion. We also have before us an. interest-

ing application for a position received by W. H.

Dodd, of Caddo, Ind. Ter. TIT applicant in this
case was an M. D., on his own confession, but he

evidently discovered after studying pathology that

his " spear," as Samantha Allen would say, was in

a watch and clock hospital. Harken unto his

medical qualifications for the watch sanitarium :

DEAR SIR :—I see by your ad. that you want

a first-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. I

am the man. Have twenty years' experience at

the bench ; am now forty years old, energetic, full

of life and a good-looker. Take well with the

people. I have a very fine set of tools and a good

line of material. Tools new, just been used since

January 5, 1904. The finest set of tools in 

and I know how to use them to perfection. I will

start with you at $25 per week. Write me at once

where you are located, and if I want to go to your

town I will go at once. My work is my best refer-

ence. Although I can give you the best of refer-

ence if your place suits me. I am also a graduate

optician and M. D. I am a man worth having in

your house. If you need a good man you will

write me at once, as you well know good men are

very seldom out of a job. I am not broke and

have to go to work, but work is the only source of

happineis for me.

This medico-optical horologist has some rea-

son to find fault with an unappreciative world if his

own estimate of his qualifications and looks he

correct. For our young readers, generally, the

letter is a good object lesson on how not to teply

to a want ad.
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The show Window

HE show window, always one of the primary essentials of successful
retailing, becomes an indispensable adjunct at the holiday season.
Then, indeed, it is, or it should be, the ideal silent salesman, the
quiet stimulator of demand, the voiceless but forceful appeal to

the gift-buying spirit ; a delight to the eye and an encouragement to the
heart. It is by no
means too early to
discuss the holi-
day trims, for the
weeks are passing,
a n d opportunities
for thinking, plan-
ning and preparing
are passing with
them. Before busi-
ness has begun to
rush is the time for
perfecting arrange-
ments, deciding
upon the character
and variety of the
displays, the lines
to be exhibited and
the manner of exe-
cution. Every show
window has a cer-
tain latent force as a
sale-maker. The
problem is to draw
this forth—develop
it, increase it. Even
thus early the jewel-
er or one of his
assistants should
map out a scheme of decoration, outline a number of designs, start in upon
the work of execution, sustain interest in his displays for some weeks to
come, and then when the season is at its height make one grand effort to
grip the attention and interest of shoppers and hold it until the season has
begun to wane.

November, 1904

indeed an expense but a very necessary feature of retail merchandising,
And surely there is an obscure corner on some floor of every establishment
which may be converted into a workshop of the kind mentioned. For the
average jewelry store a little apartment capable of accommodating a work
bench, a table for puffing and covering of frame work ; some shelving and a
number of lockers--these latter to be used for holding draperies—cheese
cloth, prepared puffing and such other material as is liable to be easily soiled
or damaged. A rack may also be fixed to hold curtain poles, bendable
strips, etc. Thus it will be seen that the workroom has a special economic

value in itself by
reason of the means
which it affords of
preserving the va-
rious trimmings and
accessories of win-
dow work which
would otherwise
deteriorate so
quickly as to need
constant renewal.
Jewelers who may
be altering their
store fronts should
see that the work is
done in a manner
that w ill give a
maximum value to
the displays that are
to be made after-
wards.

As to what con-
stitutes the ideal
make of show win-
dow opinions differ,
This, of course, is
largely a matter of
individual taste,and
is moreover subject

in a measure to the trend of architectural and mechanical evolution. The
most experienced trimmers, however, believe that a window of right-angle
construction is undoubtedly the best, and should it be large enough for two
lights of plate glass the center sash should be of T-shaped 'steel,. as narrow
as is consistent with safety. For all practical trims in windows of this
character lights ten feet wide and nine feet high are large enough and are in
good proportion. Larger lights present an element of danger in several
ways, which it is well to avoid. There is danger of wind pressure from the
outside, and of the building settling, to avoid which the light ought to have
plenty of play all around, and to rest on rubber at the bottom. There is
also the jar and the air pressure, caused by rapidly closing doors. In sone
windows this danger is quite, pronounced, and, of course, the larger the

light the more easily
is it broken. Large
lights should not he
set in hard-drying
putty, but ill one that
retains its elasticity
for a considerable
time, and the glass
should have all the
lateral freedom pos-
sible. The windows
next to the vestibule
with side light from
front back to store
door are usually a
source of annoyance

which cannot well be
avoided. However,

if the store door is

placed in line with

the window backing,

it will not be SO
tr011bieSOMe to the

trimmer, particularly

if the angle of the

side light is small or

large. The side light

(Continued on page 1873)

NVintlow Display or George E. Shaw, Putnam, cmm.

In the matter of preparing for holiday displays the deco-
The Necessary rator can scarcely begin too early, and the first thing he
Tools should do is to provide himself, if he has not already

done so, with an outfit of tools and appliances necessary in
draping. No doubt there is much in the jewelry workman's kit that will
serve a double purpose, but it is better to have a special set of tools, not
necessarily costly, for window work. This suggests the necessity for a
small workshop es-
pecially devoted to
the preparation of
window displays and
the storage of fix-
tures, trimming
tools, puffing and all
other show window
accessories. A
storage and work
room of this charac-
ter may seem an un-
necessary and ex-
pensive adjunct to
a jewelry store, but
it is not. Of course,
the larger the store
the more infinitesi-
mal does the ex-
pense become. But
the latent sale-mak-
ing power of the
window and its im-
mense advertising
value are such as to
make a decorator's
work room not

11 EART I; SA-wags. :.

Window Display of J. K Mieks Co., Elkhart, Ind.

You cannot afford to refit your store without considering

or obtaining prices on the cases shown below.

A REVOLUTION IN JEWELERS' CASES!

Patented
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Our 'American Beauty" All-Plate Cases

The Fixture Climax!

They solve the two great problems in display

fixtures of their kind :
First ; they afford the greatest possible display

of your goods, owing to the entire absence of wood

or nickel corner posts ;
Second ; they have no holes whatever drilled

through the plates, as is the case with " bored''

cases. In consequence
n
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This case is conceded to be the most practical, sub-

stantial and beautiful all-glass case ever placed on the

market. It is shipped " knocked down," taking only a

first-class freight rate. We guarantee safe delivery. It

is easily set Up and as rigid as a stone wall. Only the

finest material in every particular used : Crystal French

Plate glass throughout ; German mirror doors on ball-

bearings and metal tracks ; polished plate glass shelves,

supported on our improved nickel-plated, key-hole,

adjustable brackets. Bottom of case lined with felt.

Safety stops are used to prevent slamming of the doors

of the case. When set up and the clamps keyed into

place it is without a peer.
DIMEN,SIONS : 42 high by 26 inches wide. Hand-

saotner so-inch marble base. Choice of green-veined and

white, white and green striped, dark and light Tennessee
nti 

Italian. 

(
,i‘r's h.icle also with receding base, oval and roundcorm) 

For elegance of design, service-

ahleness and guarantee of satisfac-

tion, there is none equal.

THEY CAN'T CRACK

as latter so often do, wrecking themselves by reason

of their own inherent imperfection.
Strains, settling of floors, jarring and throwing

your weight heavily against them cannot injure them.

everlasting.
Tahe "American Beauty

"
cases are

This case is built 42 inches high over all and 26 inches 
wide. The table is 20 inches high, and

the case 22 inches. The glass is all plate ; the mirrors 
in rear are also of plate. Doors either run sick-

ways on our improved ball-bearing sheaves and metal 
track, or are constructed to slide up and down.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE FOR FURTHER 
PARTICULARS

1...
This reward will be paid for infor-
mation leading to the conviction of
tiny person or persons, infringing the
several letters patent covering these
Lases.

$500 REWARD Grand Rapids Show Case Co
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating- to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly 1,,,Ikhed, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same %yowl as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

Dim ENSIONS —Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The c,,nstruction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented %vith egg- and (Lir!.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by •

'Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I teot 4 inches deep
tI Ho", ,lide up, fastened te Tholen's steel chains and weights. ln,ide of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made ,hip in I he knock down.

$58.00. Worth $70.00Net price,

U111011 ShOW CaSC CO 0 FACTORY-56-66 Frank St. and 424-428 Maxwell St.

105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
\\lam it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES
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No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of --,tore Furniture to suit the demand ot the h 'cation, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and k%.ttit :aid ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your iii I i idual taste.

WRITE US : WE'LL

\

For 43 y( ars
Wm. 'Clem an

Co. ltave
helil the ret ,
for High Art

Jewel( rs'
Store Fixtures
MADE
ORDER,

from {dims nd
specificath as

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experient cd
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or syggestions.

Delka Tv guaranteed within t time it takes the sluggish, old-tinie dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN C./ CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

I S (

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES
We make a Specialty of

Fitting Up-to-Date
Jewelry Stores

with High-Grade Fixtures and Show Cases

Store of Perry & Stone, New London, Conn.

Gurney Bros., Brockton, lass.
Thos. J. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass.
F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Mass.
Harry Raynes, Lowell, Mass.
Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, Mass.

References:

Our fixtures are our best advertisement

Write us before buying-

W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Houghton & Dutton, Boston, Mass.

J. & G H. Bliss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry & Stone, New London, Conn.

Klee & Groh, Rochester, N. Y.

J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.

Address Defiarhnent B

W. S. Qdencer, Watertown, N. Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. M. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. T. Achenbach, Glens Falls, N. Y.

111111111111111111

Our No. 450

Jeweler's Wall Case

111111111iiiii
1111111111111111111

Standard dimensions—base 30 inches high, 28 inches

\vidc ; top case, 66 inches high, r8 inches deep. Lift or

slic ling doors. Material and workmanship guaranteed to be

strictly first class in every respect.

No. 250

Busy Salesman Show Case

,

Standard dimensions-42 Or 44 inches high, 26 or

28 inches wide ; made with best double-strength, polished

plate glass throughout ; wood or plate-glass shelves. You

will find our line of fixtures well made and well finished,

and at the right price.

The Bryan Show Case Works
Bryan, Ohio
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Our No. 4, Oak. List, $25.00 Our No. 2, in Oak. List, $20.00 Our No. 7. List, $16.40

--=

All our Curtain-Top Benches open this way

Our No. 6, in Oak. List, $12.75
Our No. 5. List, $9.35

always the most popular of the

can be bought at the ,..1-fra-special price of

Our No. 1, in Oak. List $10.75
Our No. 9. List, $8.60

Our Latest No. 10, in Oak. List $33.00

[ 

el■•■••■,

List Price of No. 1 Bottle Rack, $1.50

7,TA/44p ,,. #04.1x XAX A NXIX III ArAIZZi7i;i1Z-4-11'
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Compact (Bass Cabinet, in Oak. List, $6 00 List Pr ce of No. 2 Bottle Rack, $1.80 Our Lens Cabinet. List, $4 50

'

\Crz.
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for a little while, until the stock on hand

number of the other patterns yet unsold, so tha
t all the patterns

may " run out " at the same time. (We are 
closing out

branch of our business to make needed factory room

increased product of New York Standard 
Watches.)

There's easily

100 per cent. profit

in this No. 10 at the reduced price, as 
thousands of them have

been retailed at $25 before they were o
ffered at the extra-special

figure. But there are not many left.

Come along I There's danger in delay!

is reduced

Mainspring Cabinet. List, $2.25 Optical Cabinet. List, $9 00 Jewelry Repair Case. List. $8.35 Material Case. List, $1.40

this

We sell these clocks direct to the Retail 
Jeweler.

These are some of our latest cuts, taken from photographs. We will be glad to furnish them to jobbers free of charge.
Our benches and cabinets are the best that can be made for the money. We are especially equipped for making benches,
have been at it for nearly a quarter of a century, and have taken lessons from the past. All our goods bear our name-plate,
which stands for quality. We sell to jobbers only, but will be glad to send our catalogue to watchmakers upon request.

JESSEN & ROSBERG, 405 West Kinzie Street, Chicago



has been awarded at the St. Louis Exposition to

Ociutinc 161ach forc6t

I 1- yuu have not received it, we will cheerfully send a copy on application

Jewelers! If you order Cuckoo Clocks, see that
you get the same with the trade mark.
They are the BEST.

For sale at all Wholesale Clock and Jewelry Houses

1[440112111111111

Coffee Set. Quadruple Plate, Butler 'inil', lilliony Handle on Pot. Pairpoint Plate.

Sec our 1905 Catalogue, Over 500 illustrations of Silver-Plated Ware

Full line of our clocks exhibited in German Government Section in Liberal Arts Building, St. Louis

Webster's
Adjustable Soldering Block

( Patented Dec. 8, 1903)

No Jeweler or Optician can afford to be Triithout it
The best device ever placed on the market for holding spectacle frames and

many odd jobs of jewelry repairing without pins or binding wire. The two
sections of the block can be brought to any desired distance apart or any angle
from go° to 180°.

Holds rimless bridges perfectly
Can be adjusted quickly
Frames do not have to be trued before repairing
No pins or binding necessary
Holds joint in perfect contact without pressure, so there is no

danger of springing apart when heated
Uses less heat than any other adjustable soldering device

Price with Pads for Holding Spectacle Frames, . . . $1.75
" complete with both the Spectacle and Jewelry Pads, 2.00

Your money will be promptly returned if the block is not perfectly satisfactory. If your
jobber has not got them we will send by mail upon receipt of price and ro cents in postage.

Sterling Silver

Cut Glass

Umbrellas

Canes

Mirrors

Frames

Pedestals

Leather

Toilet Ware

etc., etc.

Clocks

Bronzes

Art Goods

Pictures

Flatware

Pearl Goods

Carvers

Plated Ware

Garters

Suspenders

etc., etc.

No. 1559. Vase

ITand-painted China.
Iris decoration, with brown

and yellow tint. Height, 14
luck List $6.00

inir 1905 ratalogue—l2
shaii -page 98.

No. 5032. Imported Tubular Uong Cabinet

Eight-day, quarter strike on two tubular gongs. 
Height, 14' inches ; width,

11 Inches ; dial, 4.%2' inches. Finished in walnut. List $24.30

Exact reproduction of Tubular Chime. ITall-cloek 
tone. An en t irely new idea.

See. page 69, our 1905 Catalogue, for a full line.

No. 30. Stein

Weathered oak. French gray trimmings and

metal lined. List $10.50
Something entirely new ; sells at sight. See

our Catalogue, page 148.

ST. LOUIS CLOCK AND SILVERWARE COMPANY
616 Locust Street, 

BLt wv eenetnh Six andtasnd 
S L. Louis, Mo.
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CRYSTAL REGULATORS
Polished Brass and Rich Gold. Brazilian Onyx Base and Top

RADIANT LAUREATE COSMO

GRIFFIN

23 Fore Street
London, E. C.

CHANCELLOR CAVALIER

ANSONIA CLOCK CO.
99 John Street, New York 90-94 Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Ill.
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I Continued from page 1864)

of the small angle may
 be treated as if at a right angle, or the large angle

light may be " boxed " off so as to make
 a small triangular window, useful

for many things and capable of
 being made quite attractive. It is the angle

between these two points that causes the trouble
. The depth of the window

should be eight feet, making the vestibule of li
ke depth. The rear of the

window should be closed in air-

tight from floor to ceiling, paneled

to the height of store fixtures 
(but

not less than seven feet from the

window floor), with glass above to

ceiling. The back and sides of the

inside window should have a false

backing of soft wood to the height

of the partition outside. The floor

should be double, the upper one of

soft wood, ten or twelve inches

wide and ma tched, but not

" beaded," after the manner of

"ceiling." A good, soft wood

floor is the greatest convenience;

yellow pine or semi-hard wood is a

bugbear, since a pin cannot be

driven into it. The door should be

at an inner corner of the partition

or in the center ; the usual position

near the door is objectionable.

The door should be carried to the

height of the partition, and a cor-

responding door in the glass parti-

tion above—say of one light—is a

great help. The front window,

above the nine-foot light of plate

glass, should be of prisms, throw-

ing all the light that strikes them

back into the store. What diffused

light there is at that height will be

ample for all requirements in day time. Above the 
prisms should be a wide

sash, about two by six, for the purpose of ventilati
ng the window. It does

not look out of place, as the awning covers it, and if
 too small would entirely

preclude the possibility of thorough ventilation, except by means of a

suction fan, which is, of course, expensive. The window floor should be

twelve to eighteen inches above sidewalk, making the "
 point of view " and

" vanishing point " some four and a half feet 
above the window floor,

apparently bringing the floor trim into closer proximity
 to the observer.

The setting for a Thanksgiving display shown o
n this

A Thanksgiving page is reproduced from the Merchants's Rec
ord, and

was designed by George J. Cowan, who desc
ribes his

idea as follows : There are four different featu
res to this

First, the turkey made of wheat ; second, the 
mammoth artificial

with

1873

The head is covered with bright red calico and eyes 
painted on, while the

body, wings and tail are covered with wheat or oats—
as can be seen in the

drawing, thus producing what appears to be a turkey m
ade entirely of wheat.

The large pumpkin should be procured from some 
papier-mache works,

and the word "Thanksgiving" cut out on one side, th
e letters to be backed

with some colored transparent paper and electric light
s enclosed. This

pumpkin could be made by an ingenious trimmer, but
 if it means too much

work, could be eliminated.

The pillars of plenty are only half round, and the 
flat or back side

placed against the background.

NVhen finished these are kalso-

mined white, and all raised parts

IVIndow Display of A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich.

Window,

design.
pumpkin
t h e word

"Thanksgiv-
ing" cut out,
and electric
lights inside ;
third, the four
large horns of
plenty, and
fourth, the frieze
of bundles of
wheat, seem-
ingly supported
by these pillars
or horns of
plenty. Taking

UI) the construc-
tion of each fea-
tu re in turn
brings us first to
the turkey of
wheat. The
frame work is
made of wood.

II
of;;;

;0■'

of papier-mache touched up with

gilt, while the lower half of the

pillar is gilded if so preferred. The

border or frieze of wheat is merely

bundles of wheat tacked against

the background, as shown in de-

sign, with a rope of wheat to finish

off the lower part of border. This

rope is composed of wheat held

together by being wrapped in green

ribbons, and should be about the

thickness of one's arm.
The ventilating

The Ventilating box or chamber

is one of the

most important

parts of window construction, the

most effective arrangement for

which will be found in practically

a second floor under the window

floor, leaving an air space of at

least six inches. One foot in the

rear should be reserved for electric

wire trap or conduit. The box, of

course, must be perfectly tight,

Chamber

and must open into the street, with

a good inlet, say ten by twelve

inches at least. For modern win-

dows the inlet should be covered with two different gage
s of wire netting,

one for strength, the other mosquito-wire netting. There should also be a

slide door in front of all, fairly tight, for use in foggy weat
her. The floor of

the window should now be pierced with inch holes nine inch
es apart every

way, as far back as the box extends, the first holes close 
to the glass. The

two by six top sash to have ventilators cut through as large a
s possible, say

two and a half by nine inches and nine inches apart. A
 sliding board on

the inside, pierced in like manner, will close the openings 
when required.

This system of ventilating will be found to work well.
 It keeps the

window cool in summer and works perfectly in very low te
mperature, except

when the thermometer bobs up and down just above and
 below 32° with a

very humid atmosphere, and then drops suddenly. In that case it will

deposit a light hoar frost on the glass, which will most li
kely clear itself, or

the sun will do

so the moment

i t strikes the
window. If the

a.x. 4. 
weather is

111P, watched and
the slides closed
as soon as it be-

comes humid,

even this will
not h a ppe n.
The lighting is

best effected by
using the over-

head glass re-
flector with 16

C. p. lamps, one
foot apart and
placed behind
the two by six
sash, leaving
two or three
inches between

it and reflector.
— -

Thanksgiving Window Design for grain-growing 
sections
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The New Novelty
Automobile
Cigar Cutters

Sterling and German Silver

.5LJE

Complete line of Cigarette and Card Cases, Match Boxes, Coin Holders, Needle
Cases, Purses, Pocket Knives, Cigar Cutters, and all the
novelties in Sterling and German Silver

Full line Sterling Handle Scissors, all shape blades
Bracelets, Bead Necks, Back Combs, Hat Pins, Sash Pins,
Scarf Pins, Brooches, Etc., Etc.

Headquarters for Souvenir Spoons
Send for Samples

Closed

Codding Heilborn Co., North Attleboro, Mass.
New York
C. Van Ness

I I Maiden Lane

DIM 1L-M.

Chicago
U. S. Titus

88 Monroe St.

COME TO THE
ST. LOUIS

WORLD'S FAIR

ELC2a.51,_41EELJ-aw072-' rerE

San Francisco
C. Van Ness & Co.
115 Kearny St.

And when you do come, make your headquarters
at our office, where you can receive your mail and
attend to your correspondence. You are welcome
here, and we will do all in our power to make
your visit a pleasant one.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.
Manufacturers' Agents

Repiescriting NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.
WATSON & NEWELL CO.

614 1...ocu.st titt

ST. LOUIS, NIO.

MI• s■s•ss„

.00-3 THESE ELECTRO -PLATING SALTS ARE
PREPARATIONS 10914411E E CONTAINING

,..,01111BTALAND CHEMICALS IN ACCURATE PRO.
).PORTION PRODUCING AritIVIIIi'ZiAL-3CORRECT

missoLvEr, INWATER: THE BATH IS RTONCE
RERDY FOR VSE:WORKED vt-rw EITHER DYNAMO onAx.EiATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS. 4

a

b6o9ro6.4

SOME OF THE SALTS Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, !Ionian, 1.1 or IS K., Ned, Ouinen, ()IdGuinea Green, tiainea Rose, lold Dip, Silver Salts, Ereneh v 1.111111i%01., I) \ 1.11

OUR 
SALTS 

ELECTRO-PLATING Dark Green Gold m Orange Rose GoldFOR

(Antique (ire(n) (Orange Yellow)are the leading shades now extensively used for Ringle and double coloring. Directions for doing thiskind of work Willi order. ()ar Elect i'o-Flating Salts an. tint %•ersally used. iVrite for circular.
U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St.. NEW YORK

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

,11•1.

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden L'ile
Watches 

NEW YORK

100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

November, 1904 TI-IE

Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable 
items of

news for this department

Arkansas

Frederick Wm. Haury, the well-known

jeweler, of Helena, has remodeled his store 
and

increased its depth by eight feet. He has had it

newly papered and painted, and a new front

installed. The outside has also been handsomely

painted and new, heavy, plate-glass wall and show

cases installed. Jeweler Haury holds a three

years' lease of this store. He reports that the

prospects for a bounteous cotton crop are encour-

aging and he hopes to enjoy a large and profitable

holiday trade.
" Joseph P. Angell, of Pine Bluff, has a novel

plan for building up city store blocks," says the

.1liumfaclurer's Record, "by which the entire

block could be used for working out a general

plan, the lot lines radiating from a court yard in

the center of the block, instead of running on lat-

eral lines, as by the ordinary plan of to-day.

Either square or circular blocks are proposed.

Very ingenious arguments are used by the

patentee to demonstrate that his plan has advan-

tages from many standpoints, one of which is

protection, by means of an observation tower built

in the center of the block, from fire and burglary."

Delaware

J. G. Bridgewater, head of the firm of J. G.

Bridgewater & Son, New Castle, died recently

after a long and painful illness. The remains were

laid at rest in the Episcopal cemetery, borne there

by six nephews of deceased. The late Mr. Bridge-

water was born in England on October 17, 1844.

He learned the trade of watchmaker in Yorkshire,

and there carried on a successful business for

some years. In 1885 he came to this country and

settled in New Castle. Up to the time of his

demise he had been regulator of the town

clock. The business will be continued by a son

who, together with a widow and two other child-

ren, survive him.

District of Columbia

Lovers of the artistic and unique in fine jewelry

art pieces and silverware were attracted to the

opening on Monday, October 3d, of Shaw &

Brown's new jewelry store, at tiio F Street,

Washington. In a laudatory notice of the event,

the Washington Times says : " Mr. Shaw, who

has been connected with the jewelry business in

Washington for several years, is well known as an

expert in his line, and a leader in raising the

standard of appreciation in jewelry and precious

Metals. Mr. Brown, the junior member of the

firm, will be pleasantly remembered by the

Patrons of the late Shaw & Berry Company. The

new store has been remodeled and furnished after

original designs of the firm, and forms a fitting

setting for the rich and brilliant stock."

Georgia

Ries and Armstrong is the name of a new

jewelry firm that has been opened at Macon.

F. C. Ries, of this firm, was formerly with J. H. &

W. W. Williams, of Macon, for twenty-one years.

Guy Armstrong, the other partner, was with the

late Mr. Becland for twelve years. The new con-

cern carries a complete line of sterling silver, cut

glass, clocks, watches and optical goods.

K E YSTONE

Indian Territory

John Mazier, of South McAlester, returned

last month from a business trip in the East, in the

interest of his winding indicator for mainsprings

in watches. Mr. Mazier has been granted a patent

on the device by the patent office at Washington
.

Its simple construction is applicable to any Ameri-

can watch movement without changing the general

construction of the movement.

Fred. McIntyre, of South McAlester, will visit

the Eastern market during the month of Novem-

ber, in interest of the watch movements con-

structed by himself and Mr. DeLong, of the same

city. It is the intention of these gentlemen to

interest Eastern capital in the manufacture of the

watch, or sell to one of the large manufacturers of

waft movements. The model of the watch is

not changed being on the full plate model, but

having a mainspring indicator attached, also a

different staff and regulator from the class gen-

erally employed. Mr. McIntyre is confident of

the success of the watch, and has several thousand

dollars' worth of stock already subscribed should

his plans fail in the way of a sale in the Eas
tern

market.
R. Roseborough has opened a jewelry store at

Muskogee. At the present time Mr. Roseborough

has very pleasant quarters in the City Drug St
ore,

but will remain there only temporarily until a m
ore

suitable location can be had.

Mrs. Michael Miesch, Jr., wife of the popular

jeweler at Muskogee, has been seriously ill, but a
t

the present time is greatly improved.

Kansas

F. M. Truby, of Coffeyville, has returned

from a visit to the St. Louis World's Fair and
 the

Eastern markets.

Killum Jewelry Company, of Pittsburg, have

been appointed watch inspectors for the Kan
sas

City Southern Railway in Pittsburg.

H. L. Morrison and wife, of Pittsburg, have

returned from a visit to the World's Fair at 
St.

Louis.
Minnesota

Anton Searurn, a recent

Stone's School of Watchmaking,

opened up business at McIntosh.

graduate of
St. Paul, has

Missouri

E. W. Goldsberry, of Ash Grove, has sold 
his

jewelry and optical business to F. A. Cro
wder, of

Columbus, Kans., who has removed the s
tock to

the last-named town, and there opened a 
hand-

some jewelry store.

C. E. Range, of Trenton, has been 
making

improvements in his store so that he may be b
etter

able to take care of the fine holiday business

which he is expecting this season.

Nebraska

The firm of Wills & Spaulding, jewelers,

Tecumseh, has been dissolved by mutual 
consent

of the partners. George Wills has retired and the

business will hereafter be continued by J. W.

Spaulding, who will collect its outstanding ac-

counts and discharge its outstanding in
debtedness.

New York

W. S. Taylor, of Utica, enjoys the unique

distinction of having been in the jewelry 
business

in that city for fifty-three years. Jeweler Taylor

recently issued a small folder in which he 
recalls

the civic and industrial conditions tha
t existed in

1875

Utica when he began business there. He
 gives a

list of mayors of the city from 1853 to 190
2-.3 and

says : " Under the administration of these
 officials

for fifty-three years I have kept in close to
uch with

the improvements and prosperity of Utica, and

now enter upon my fifty-fourth year of 
business

life. With energy undiminished, with experience

unparalleled, and with an increasing desire to

fairly and honorably meet the wants of my

many patrons."

Oklahoma

B. E. Pollock, of the Pollock Jewelry Com-

pany, of Oklahoma City, is generally regarded a
s

a crack fisherman in that vicinity. On a re
cent

fishing trip in company with A. E. Bennett and

B. E. Chapman, missionary for the Elgin Nationa
l

watch Company, a fine string of bass were landed
.

However, the trip was not without incidents of a

thrilling nature, as Mr. Pollock had the misfortun
e

to fall into the stream with almost fatal results.

He was rescued by his companions after a 
des-

perate effort.
J. R. Brookwalter, of Oklahoma City, has a

patent pending in the patent office at Washing
ton,

a device for fastening the dial on American w
atch

movements. From the general description given

of the device and the confidence in the mind 
of

the patentee, it promises to revolutionize this

particular part of the watch industry. Mr. Brook-

waiter's intentions are of presenting it to the

manufacturers of watch movements as soon as the

patent is granted.
W. H. Wilkins, of El Reno, has established

himself in the jewelry business in that city after a

short period of rest.

H. 0. Bailey, of Shawnee, has moved into

new quarters in that City and has a very attra
ctive

place of • business. Mr. Bailey was recently ap-

pointed the official watch inspector for the R
ock

Island Railroad System in Shawnee.

McIntyre Brothers is the style of a new

jewelry firm in Shawnee. These gentlemen have

a very neat, attractive store and stock, and bid 
fair

for their share of the patronage in that city.

Pennsylvania

F. E. Forrest, a watchmaker from Canada,

who has been with R. F. Duvall, Ronceverte
,

while the latter was recovering from the effects o
f

a broken leg, has accepted a position with W.
 W.

Howe, of Clearfield.

South Carolina

Bruns & Black is the name of a new jewelry

firm that has been opened at Greenwood.

Vermont

Frederick N. Squire, the well-known jeweler,

of Bennington, died at his home on North Street
,

on October 2d. He had been ill for a long time

and his death was not unexpected. Mr. Squire

was in his seventy-third year. He was born in

Bennington, in a house that stood on the site of the

one he died in. He was a son of Newell Squire,

for a number of years one of Bennington's leading

business men. In May, 1854, Mr. Squire estab-

lished himself in business at Bennington. He

was known as one of the best musicians in

Bennington county ; for years he was at the head

of musical organizations there, besides being for 
a

quarter of a century leader of the choir of St
.

Peter's church. For a number of years he was

also a vestryman of that church, and was one

of the oldest members of Mt. Anthony Lodge,

F. & A. M.
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Art in the Forbidden Land

The Metal Workers of Thibet —The Dominauce 
of

Ecclesiasticism -Interesting Examples of
Oriental Silverware

--- -

The art of the East generally,

and of India in particular, has of

tilWirlagovreepleoPrpo.uplual
 

Many artistic craftsmen here have

late years found an ever-increas-

in the West, writes an oriental

paid it the tribute of the sincerest flattery,

directly and indirectly. So accustomed are

we now to the wonderful blending of bright

colors, to the subdued harmony, and the

graceful forms and intricate designs of the

orientals, that perhaps we hardly realize all

we owe artistically to the great continent.

There is still, however, one Asiatic country

the art of which is little known, for the simple

reason that comparatively few visit even its

borders. This is the Forbidden Land, and

those who have visited it find the natives

extremely reluctant to part with their vessels

and instruments, most of which have religious

uses and significance. Owing to this diffi-

culty few representative collections have been

made in the past, and it is probable that so

long as the political situation remains unal-

tered still fewer will be made in the future.

Thus it comes about that

The Metal Work while the brass work of
Jaipur and Benares, the
silver work of Burmah,

the wood carving of Kashmir are familiar to

most art lovers, the unique and beautiful

metal work of Thibet remains veiled like a

purdah woman, on whose face only the men of her

own household may gaze. It would scarcely be

an exaggeration to say that nine out of ten culti-

vated people are unaware of its very existence.

Yet it well repays attention. With its rarity, its

symbolism, or its antiquity I am not here con-

cerned, but with its intrinsic excellence and quality

of beauty. This seems to entitle it to a place of its

own among the art of the nations. I shall not do

more than allude to the curious rock carvings,

though they are of infinite interest to the antiquarian;

or to the wall paintings in the temples, remarkable

more as allegories reflecting the mind of the peo-

ple than as works of art, and reveal-
ing in most cases strong Chinese in-

fluence. Neither shall I dwell here
upon the exquisite silk hangings
found in Thibet, which are, of
course, in no sense Thibetan, but
have for innumerable generations
been imported from China and

treasured in the Lamaserais ; but I
shall confine myself to the metal •

,wrah)irbketaonn.ly, which I believe to
be unique and characteristically

Indian Art

of Thibet

CHICAGO, io3 State Street

I can say that

Ingenious Blending neither in Lit-
of Metals tie (Western)

Thibet, nor on
the Sikkim or Southern Thibetan

frontier, have I ever seen an ugly
or ungraceful vessel. Grotesque

soate of them undoubtedly are, as

might be expected in a race imbued
with a fantastic demonology, and
in whose temples grinning deaths'
heads and skulls play a prominent

part ; but the sense of proportion

and the instinct for form are never, in my experi-

ence, absent. First, one notices the almost inva-

riable habit of blending two or more metals—

copper, brass and silver being used freely together

and with extraordinarily good effect. To restrict

himself to one metal only would appear to the

Thibetan modeler a deliberate throwing away of

the rich color combinations that lie ready to his

hand. The main body of whatever object he is

fashioning will commonly be of copper (except in

vidual charm to every touch. Each dent recalls a

blow of the hammer wielded by skillful fingers.

In the same way slight irregularities of pattern

occurring occasionally are infinitely more attractive

than the faultless exactitude of vessels turned out

in indifferent number by automatic wheels.
Yet a third point of special in-

terest in Thibetan designs is

their ecclesiasticism, natural

enough in a country where the

priesthood is the government, the chief land-

owner and the educational body. It is not

merely by their use of shapes and symbols

which we ourselves are accustomed to asso-

ciate with religious significance, such as the

miter, different forms of the cross, etc., though

this, no doubt, in itself is a most singular

coincidence, if- it is no more ; but the gravity

and sobriety of their curves and outlines and

the wealth of ornament where ornament is

required, are almost Gothic in their character,

and certainly realize an ordered ecclesiastical

ideal rather than a secular or pagan concep-

tion. As in the time of the renaissance, the

church in Europe was infinitely the wealthiest

and most influential patron of the arts, with

the result that an enormous proportion of the

genius of the age was expended solely on

religious subjects, so in Thibetan pictures it is

extremely rare to come across one in which

the scene depicted is not either definitely and

historically religious, or at all events, designed

to be allegorical of some ethical truth. And

this influence naturally permeates all through

a simple and primitive people, and affects the

imagination of the craftsman hammering out

his beer jug or tea urn, as well as that of the

decorator engaged in beautifying sacred instru-

ments for the temple.

Sterling Silver Indian "Swami" Ware

Caf6-au-lait Set, Richly Chased Repouss6 Work, Comprising 12-inch
Salver, Coffet-Pot, Sugar Basin and Tongs, and Cream Jug

the case of sacred images), but the ornament with

which he enriches it will be of silver, or brass, or

both, or sometimes silver-washed tin or iron. This

brings us to a second point wherein the artists of

Thibet differ markedly from those, of India—I

mean the appreciation they show for what may be

called the value of blank spaces, the power of a

bare, unadorned surface. to throw up the ornament

in high relief. It must be remembered that plain.

ness is not baldness, for the very plainest surface

is characterized by the beauty and interest of hand-

workmanship, so different from the smooth mo-

notony of machine-made vessels, lending an indi.

History of Rope

It is not an uncommon thing in this age of

advancement in industrial and engineering matters

for the present-day engineer to assume that he

knows much more than his ancient brother, and

while this is true in many things, it frequently hap-

pens that an invention or appliance commonly

believed to belong to modern times is found to

have been known and used cen-

turies ago.
Ropes made of various kinds

of fiber and leather are of very an-
cient date. Ropes made of palm
have been found in Egypt in the
tombs of Beni-Hassan (about 3000
B. C.), and on the walls of these
tombs is also shown the process of
preparing hemp. In a tomb at
Thebes, of the time of Thotmes III
(about 1600 B. C.), is a group rep-
resenting the process of twisting
thongs. The Bible tells us that
Samson was bound with ropes, and
that the spies sent by Joshua into
Jericho were let down in a basket,
presumably by means of a rope.

At Nimrod, Assyria, a carved
slab showing the siege of a castle
was found, on which a soldier was
represented in the act of cutting a
rope to which a bucket for drawing
water from a well outside the castle
walls was attached. Although the
Assyrians practiced the art of wire
beating, no evidence was found to
indicate that they used wire for
making rope. The excavations at
Pompeii have, however, brought to
light a piece of bronze wire rope
15 ft. long and I" in circumference.

—Mines and Minerals.
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An American Product in Oriental Pattern

A Magnificent Toilet Set of Silver, Richly Gold Plated, Burmese Effects 
with Small Disks of

Colored Enamels
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A PERSONAL MESSAGE
If we could call on every reader of this paper it would be a very

simple task to convince you, and all the rest, that, laying aside the
question of economy,

The RIIII arbor Gasoline Lighting SON
is the most perfect method that has yet been devised for lighting stores and
offices. The light is white, clear and steady, without change or flicker.

It is clean and easy to take care of. Absolutely no grease, dirt or odor.
But the crowning feature is its economy. Although it is better and brighter

than gas, acetylene or electricity, it is much cheaper than any of them. 600 candle-
power lights for a month cost'S 40 cents. Higher power lights in proportion.

•
Will You Act as Our Agent?

Write for special introductory offer ; it will certainly interest you. We
can use a number of the right kind of agents who want to represent a
profitable, money-making line. Many of our agents make as high as
$250.00 and $300.0o a month. Write for our booklet.

Superior Manufacturing Co.,
257 Second Street,

Ann Arbor, Mich.
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The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

Established 1900 JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

THOMAS McWILLIAMS
MANUFACTURES

Jewelers' Rolls, Presses, Shears,
Drops, Sand Blasts, Automatic
Solder Cutters, Ingot Moulds,
Patent Drop Lifts and Pearl

Workers' Machinery

THOS. McWILLIAMS, Saccessoro to 
McWilliams Mfg. Co.

237 Eddy Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

1 ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK DONE AND SPECIAL
TOOLS AND MACHINERY MADE TO ORDER

November, 1904

Newsy Notes from South Africa

;From the special correspondent of THE KEYSTONE)

As every American jeweler

Slight Improvement must be interested in this

wonderful land of gold and

diamonds, it is gratifying to

report that the pronounced post-bellum depression

is seemingly drawing to a close. At this writing

there are indications that trade is at last gradually

improving. So gradually, however, as to be

almost imperceptible. There is a general tendency

to believe that the worst of the period of depres
sion

is over, and r'nost merchants report a slight increase

in business. This betterment may be credited

chiefly to two factors—namely, to continued pro-

gress made by the mining industry and the deple-

tion of the large stocks with which the commercial

world in South Africa was flooded after the war,

both through the sales by the military of surplus

stores, and particularly by

the excessive orders sent

home by merchants, whose

views as to the recuperative

powers of the country in

point of time have proved

to have been too optimistic.

Now the normal appears to

have again been reached,

and a steadily-increasing

betterment ma y be e x-

pected.
Statistics of gold pro-

duction are most 'encourag-

ing. The revised figures of

the production of gold at the

Rand for September give

the output as 312,286 ounces,

against 312,277 ounces in

August, 1904, and 276,197

ounces in September, 1903.

The gold product is in fact

increasing by leaps and

bounds. For 1900, the first

year of the Boer war, the

output for the year was

only 161,004 ounces ; for

1901, 238,993 ounces; for 1902, 1,704,414 ounces;

in Trade

the industry forward by rapid strides, provided, of

course, that no further trouble is experienced in

regard to labor.
When the late republics were

Resources of the annexed by Great Britain it was

generally conceded that im-

portant mineral developments

would follow. Sensational stories were circulated

about hidden gold and diamond fields which Mr.

Kruger and his regime knew of but were unwilling

to develop. The Pretoria district was particularly

mentioned in this connection. It was said that

there was untold wealth lying around Pretoria

which the aged president would not allow to be

tapped. To some extent these surmises appear to

have been true. At any rate rich diamond mines

have been discovered there since the British occu-

pation of the territory, and there appears to be a

great future before them from the way in which the

output has increased. During the month of July

the yield of the Pretoria District Diamond Co.,

Transvaal

lows : 98,190 loads treated, yielding 83,537rt

carats. These returns demonstrate an increase of

16,530( carats over those for the previous month,

and 76463 carats over May. A marked improve-

ment in the yield per ton is also demonstrated.

The average for the half year ended June 3oth, was

.728 carat per load, and for June alone .62 carat,

whilst for July it is seen to have been .85 carat per

load. Upon the basis of 27s. per carat the value of

the July output may be put down at about $564,000.

Work on the forthcoming Cape

Exhibition in Town Exhibition is progressing

rapidly at this writing. The

opening date is November 26th,

and the promoters are confident that by that date

everything will be in order. The railway depart-

ment is co-operating towards making the event a

success by offering very much reduced fares, and

it is hoped that, in spite of the prevailing depres-

sion, the show will attract great numbers of people

from all over South Africa. Locally, stands are

apparently being eagerly

taken up, and British, colo-

nial and foreign firms will

be well represented.

Cape Town

Premier Diamond Mine, showing i
ncline whore the blue ground is hauled

for 1903, 2,963,749 ounces, and for nine months

of 1904, 2,747,616 ounces, foreshadowing about

three and a half millions ounces for this year.

Great interest has lately been taken in pros-

pecting for gold in the Orange River Colony, and

it is said that at last a new Rand has been discov-

ered. It is, in fact, reported that the Witwaters-

rand formation, carrying the precious metal, has

been found. Su far no details are at hand.

An important experiment has

New Process of just been proceeding at one of

the mines with tube mills, and

from this sufficient data have

been gathered to justify the conclusion that the

Capacity of prevailing stamp mills can be doubled

at a comparatively trifling cost, while at the same

time it may reasonably be expected that the extrac-

tion of the gold contents of the rock will be slightly

improved. That is to say, each stamp can be

made to crush twice the number of tons per diem

it now crushes, and each ton of rock can be made

to yield up a little more of the gold it contains than

heretofore. The new process marks a great ad-

vance in the mechanical treatment of ore, astonish-

ing results having been obtained with the tube

mills which in a few months must considerably

accelerate the speed of gold production and send

Treating Ore

• .-.....-• • ........

The above cut represents the Polishing Bench built by McWilliams Mfg. Co. in 1873

Ltd., was 1466 carats, or 16.6 carats per load. 
The

quality of the deposit showed great impr
ovement,

and a big increase upon the returns is expe
cted.

Since the returns were made a diamond 
of 197

carats, of good quality, has been found.

The discovery of diamonds at

Diamond Pretoria led to all kinds of

Discoveries rumors as to the action the

De Beers Co. proposed to take

in view of the new competitor with 
Kimberley.

A statement emanated from Pretoria to 
the effect

that the output of the Premier diamond min
e, in

that district, for the next five years has been
 pur-

chased by the Kimberley diamond syndicate 
for

255. per carat. At Kimberley itself nothing is

known of the alleged transaction, which 
appears to

have no foundation. It is considered very unlikely

that any such contract would be entered 
into, see-

ing that the diamond syndicate would 
certainly

require a guarantee that the output would be
 con-

trolled for the period mentioned.

I have in previous letters mentioned the 
dis-

covery of diamonds in the district of Hay,
 near

Kimberley. The mine was discovered by B. Pe
iser,

was proclaimed a mine by the Cape 
Government,

and is known as the Peiser Diamond Min
e.

The results of work done by the Premier 
Dia-

mond Mining Co., Ltd., during July were 
as fol-

Mainspring Don'ts

Don't expect main-

springs to plow through too

much dirt.
Don't expect a watch

that needs cleaning or other

repairs to run satisfactorily

by merely putting in a new

mainspring.
Don't expect a main-

spring to always endure ex-

treme changes in tempera-

ture, or electrical disturb-

ances, straightening at full

length or neglect from lack

of cleaning and oiling.
Don't put mainsprings

in barrels with the fingers

and expect them to be flat.

This method usually injures

the springs, gives them a cylindrical form and

thereby increases the friction in the barrels.

Don't fail to provide yourself with the best

mainspring winder that can be obtained. See that

the hooks on all arbors of the winder are no

longer than the thickness of the thinnest spring,

and thus avoid kinking, and therefore unnecessary

breaking of mainsprings.

Don't use a mainspring that is too long, be-

cause it fills the barrel and prevents that part, or

the main wheel, from making the required number

of revolutions, consequently the watch will not

run as it should after each winding.

Don't bend the inner or outer ends of main-

springs with flat-nosed pliers, but provide yourself

with specially made round-nosed pliers which will

give a circular form to these parts, prevent short

bends, contract the inner coils and thus secure a

closer fit to barrel arbors without injuring the

springs.
Don't expect other than properly-fitted flat

mainsprings with rounded edges to produce the

least friction in barrels, allow the greatest amount

of power to the train, and give the best results as

to time, service, etc.

Don't use a mainspring that is too strong,

because it will set, increase the percentage of

breakage and injure the watch.
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Xmpmneoe Baoc=ea,
A History of Japanese Tonne Mallan,::
Some TypicaIl eipecintens of the Art ot The
Unique Ifdeas of Japanese Art -WolrliCTI

THE historic achievements of the Japa-
nese in their titanic struggle with Russia
have lent a peculiar interest to the arts

and crafts of this truly wonderful people. The
world is now beginning to discover that some
of their achievements in peace are quite as
wonderful in their way as their recent triumphs
in war. The Japanese have always been noted
for their ingenuity and tireless persistence as
craftsmen, and probably in no branch of
craftsmanship is this more evident than in
bronze working. The story of Japanese
bronzes was very entertainingly told by Ran-
dolph I. Geare, of the National Museum,
Washington, D. C., in a recent issue of
The Craftsman, to which magazine we are
Indebted for the use of the illustrations
shown herewith. Metallurgy seems to be a
Japanese specialty and their skill in this art is

well known. Other specialties of this
people are lacquer ware and silks.

The bronze used by
the Japanese in early
times was either of
Chinese or Korean

origin, and from these peoples they
derived much of their knowledge of
things artistic. Five kinds of bronze
were then recognized : Karakane,
made of copper and tin ; Skakudo,
of copper, silver and gold ; Shi-
buichi, containing five to fifty per
cent. of silver to copper ; Shirichiu
(brass), from twenty-five to fifty per
cent. of zinc to copper ; and Seido,
composed of copper, lead and tin.

Prior to the Christian era, Ja-
pan imported bronze mirrors and

other objects from
China and Korea ;
but bronze composed of
metal from Japanese ores
was probably not made
much earlier than the end
of the seventh century,
A. D. The descendants of
Koreans, mingling with the
Japanese, were among the
first native bronze manufac-
turers. Swords and arrow-
heads were the first articles
made by these craftsmen,
and later, objects of enor-
mous size were cast, such as
the colossal image called
Yakusi Nioria in the temple
of Yakushi, at Nara, made
about 700 A. D., and be-
lieved to be the work of the
Korean monk Giogi ; the
great bell in the grounds of
the Todai temple at Nara,
which measured thirteen feet
six inches high ; the gigantic
image of Rochana, in the
same temple, fifty-three feet
high and said to contain five
hundred pounds of gold,
sixteen thousand eight hun-
dred twenty-seven pounds
of tin, nineteen hundred

History of
Bronze-Making
in Japan

The story of Jiuriya (Young Thunder), the Bandit

November, 1904

1854 WALTHAM WATCHES
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Symbol of good government and ,ocial peace

fifty-four pounds of mercury, and nine hun-
dred eighty-six thousand and eighty pounds
of copper, a truly wonderful work ot art.

Japan was shaken by revolutions from
1200 to 1600 A. D., during which time
bronze images and bells continued to be
made, but it was not until the Tokugawa
period (16o3—r868), during which Japan
was ruled in the name of the emperors by
Shoguns of the Yokugawa family, that bronz,
making received its greatest impetus, and it
is to the Shoguns, the Daimios and othel
ruling bodies that credit should be given for
the spread of the industry.

During the earlier years ol
Japan Inspired the period mentioned, Japa-by Korean

nese Workmanship artists were fired with
zeal by contact with objects

of Korean workmanship ; although long be-
fore bronzes were brought from that country,
specimens had existed in Japan, and, in onc
of the temples, there are preserved to this
day two bronzes of the early part of thc
fourteenth century, which were copied front
a Chinese form of vase with peony scrolls
in relief.

Until well into the sixteenth century,
bronze-casting, with other applied arts, was
used almost entirely for religious purposes ;
but later. through foreign agencies, it was
equally applied to secular uses. From that

(Continued on page 1889)

The history of the

AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY is the

history of watch manufacturing in America.

Half a century ago this Company introduced

a new principle in the construction of watch

movements, and has ever since applied the

most advanced methods, producing always the

best watches in the world. The AMERICAN

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY has built within its

own walls the marvelous machinery employed

in making the 12,000,000 Waltham watch

movements now in use.
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SOLID GOLD
In watch cases, as in all else, solid gold is so associated with
dainty femininity that the jeweler naturally expects the
extreme of beauty and exclusiveness in the smaller sizes.

Anticipating- an unusually large demand this year for

Men's Solid Gold Cases
we are now showing a line in these goods which will be a pleasant surprise to our patrons. In
beauty of shape, refinement of decoration, richness and grace they represent the very extreme of
skill in case designing and construction. A few of these cases will give tone to any case stock.

We have now assembled immense assortments of Elgin, Waltham and Hamiltun Movements
and all the standard makes and varieties of Cases

H. 0. HUR1LBURT & SONS

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

THIMBLES—Gold and Silver
The Automatic

Eyeglass or Pencil
Holder

IMITATION MUST BE
VERY GOOD, OR IT IS

NO IMITATION"

Our imilalions are so good and accurate that a

most rigid inspection is necessary to distinguish them

from the genuine. They have the same character of

distinct individuality as the high-priced platinum-set

diamond goods.
Each piece is made with the same touch of ex-

cellence as the genuine. They are worn without fear

of detection, and appeal to the most fastidious and

scrutinizing person.

The mountings are Sterling Silver and finished

ill I]. K. gold.

Write for Illustrations and Prices

FISHILL, NESSLER & COMPANY
Silversmiths and Jewelers

Office and Works 
Salesroom 

CIA-F3-11..V0‘.NEIN NTORK 556 Broadway
79-85 Crosby Street

MAKERS AND PATENTEES OF THE "BREAKLESS" BAR PINS

Gebhardt Bros•, Cincinnati, 
Lion Building

Ohl°

DESIGNS FURNISHED UPON APPLICATION

SEND FOR SELECTION ON APPROVAL
Prompt and special attention given to repairing of all kinds.

Makers of over 300 patterns of ring mountings which will enable

you to get a good selection of the latest patterns of to
-day, at the best

market price. Any goods under 14 K. will have to be made to order.

GIVE US A TRIAL
I 41 14:I 1.7,1

and be co nv inced that we are The Ring

Mounting Manufacturers of the Middle West

Es3ANLISHED 1832 VICTORY AUTOMATIC CATCH

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

Exact Size

EASIEST APPLIED

No Points to Solder on

Exact Size

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

CINCINNATI, U.S.A.

37 A N D 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND F.-13 CATALOGUE " E "

\, 11 NOT OPEN
WITHOUT

AH) OF FINGERS

Exact Size

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from burn-

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular. 149 163

New Model, made in Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

NO DANGER
of Enamel Breaking

on Frail Pins
When Catch is Used

Samples on application

Patentees and Makers of

The Victory Button Back and Attachments
Makers of

Diamond Mountings, Class Pins and Badges

Mgr 3 Points
Through many years of experience we find that " three

points" revolving cm button back to be the most practical.

They lock the buttonhole, hold the button in position and

distribute the pressure equally upon surface of button, no
matter how frail or small the button may be.

Samples and price-list on application.

Ask your Jobber for " Victory " Attachments

Full Cot

1!
Threads

FROTECI'S ENAMEL ON

LIGHT STOCK .\ S STII A I

IS DISTRIBUTED EQUALLY

UPON THE nurrox

DKr

Special
0
Size

ONE TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

Samples on application

NOTICE—Victory Button Back
has full cut threads throughout.
Sold on its merits.



THE "VELVET"
ADJUSTABLE BRACELET

Patented May 19th, 1903

FITS ANY SIZE OF WRIST

No\ lobcr, I p

Comfort, Comeliness and Security
Simple in its parts and stroiv- in construction, it is

durable and not liable to get out of order. Made in
rolled-gold plate and sterling silver. l'hin r vith
signet or locket top.

Mason, Howard & Co.
New York Office

180 Broadway
Manufacturers Factory

Attleboro. Mass.

Floral " Birth Month Spoons
No. tfooth Flower No. .Nlotith Flower1164 January . . Snowdrop  1 170 'July • Daisy   71165 February . Carnation 2 171 August . . Pond Lily . . .   5
1166 March . . . Violet   3 172 September. Poppy  9
1167 April  Easter Lily 4 173 October Cosmos   10
1168 May . . . • Lily of Valley . 5 174 November . Chrysanthemum   11
1169 June . . . . Rose   6 175 December Holly   ..12

NOTE—The spoons are noinlwretlwi the back from 1 to 12, corre,ponding to the months
of the year, to make It ennvenient for inexperienced clerks to dlsti rigs lab the spoons with-
out having to commit the ltst to memory.

Cuts shown arc t wo-thirds tilZe

R. Blackinton & Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

Factory

North Attleboro, Mass.New York Office
No. 3 Maiden Lane

Jeath of Hayden W. Wheeler

Following so closely the death of N. H.Whit
e,

the trade of New York City
 were greatly shocked

a few days ago to learn of the death 
of Hayden W.

Wheeler, one of the oldest and most 
prominent

men in the wholesale

jewelry trade. His death

occurred on the morning •

of October 28th, at his

residence in Brooklyn.

Deceased had been ail-

ing for a number of

months past, but it was

not until about two weeks

ago that his illness took

a serious turn.

Mr. Wheeler was

born in Lafayette, Onon-

daga County, N. Y., in

1827. He made his start

in business as clerk in a

dry goods store in Man •-

lius, a town only a few

miles away. He later

engaged with others in

the nursery business,

from which he withdrew

in 1852 and went to New

York to travel for Chas.

E. Hale, who a year pre-

viously had founded the

present business con-

ducted in the name of

Hayden W. Wheeler &

Co. Mr. Wheeler trav-

eled successfully for five

years, when he was given

an interest in the firm,

and the name was

changed in 1857 to Chas.

E. Hale & Co. He was

succeeded on the road

by Lewis A. Parsons,

who later was given an

interest in the firm, and

tH firm-name, in 1867,

, changed to Wheeler, Parsons & Co. In 1877

•nry Hayes was admitted to the firm, and

the name was changed to Wheeler, Parsons &

Hayes. In 1888 Mr. Parsons and Mr. Hayes re-

tired, and Mr. Wheeler continued the firm under

the name of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., admitting

young men as partners from time to time. At the

time of his death, Mr. Wheeler had as partners

Hayden H. Butts, Oliver G. Fessenden, Walter

N. Walker, and his son, Willard H. Wheeler.

The business through the successive changes

has been conducted in its long career virtually in

one location, 2 and 4 Maiden Lane. At first only

a small room, in what was then known as t
he

Howard Building, was occupied, and these 
quar-

ters enlarged from time to time as the growing

business demanded. While the present building, at

2 Maiden Lane, was being built, the firm occupied

quarters for a year at 15 Maiden Lane,

Mr. Wheeler had been a resident of Brooklyn

ever since his coming to the metropolis, and had

been actively engaged in the cause of education in

that city. He was a member of the Board of

HAYDEN W. WHEELER

Education from Mt to 1884, serving on v
arious

important committees during that time. Since

1877 he had been trustee of one of Brooklyn'
s best

schools, the Adelphi Academy, and for a number 
of

years had been treasurer of the board of man
agers.

When the new academy was built, years ago,

Chas. Pratt, who gave a large sum for its 
construc-

tion, did so on condition that Mr. Wheeler 
should

have full directions,of the new building 
to which

the money was donated. He was likewise 
actively

connected with Plymouth Church, and was
 presi-

dent of the board of trustees. He was a 
continuous

member of this church since his coming to 
Brook-

lyn, and had intimate intercourse with 
its famous

preachers, Henry Ward Beecher, Lyman 
Abbott

and Dr. Hillis, the present pastor. Mr. Wheeler

was also a member of the Union League, of Brook-

lyn, and the Downtown Association, of New

York City.

He leaves a widow and four children, two sons

and two daughters. One son, Willard H. Wheeler,

is a member of the firm of which his father was

head ; and the other son, Frank L. Wheeler, is a

resident of Seattle, Wash.

His funeral was held on

October 31st, from his late

residence, 274 Washing-

ton Avenue, and inter-

ment was made at Green-

wood Cemetery.

Mr. Wheeler was a

man of strong individu-

ality, very conservative

yet progressive in adapt-

ing himself and his busi-

ness to the changes in

the times and methods

of doing business. This

is well illustrated by his

admitting from time time

young men into partner-

ship, and thus infusing

new blood into the busi-

ness. He was a man of

great determination, and

once his mind was made

up, nothing could change

it. He was very delib-

erate in forming

conclusions, and em-

inently just and fair in all

his dealings with his

customers and his em-

ployees. Outside of his

traveling salesmen, very

few changes were made

in his working force, and

these were advanced from

time to time as their ser

vices warranted it. While

he did not attain great

wealth, Mr. Wheeler was

very well-to-do, and his

business career has been

eminently successful from the start. His house has

for many years rankcd among the very first

wholesale jewelry firms of this country.

From the year 1852 to the present time, Mr.

Wheeler has been personally connected with the

watch and jewelry business, and has always been

very active in any public trade movement, having

freely given his time and attention to any action

for the betterment of the trade ; and we recall that

before American watch movements were made, it

was chiefly through his efforts that Swiss move-

ments were so modeled as to fit American cases.

Many, indeed, were his services to the trade.
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DORST &Co. 
THE-SPECIAL
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JEWELERS
• FOR-THE •

RETAIL
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• TO OUR •
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T
HANKSGIVING AND TIMEKEEPING go together.

There can be no sincerity in the one without appreciation of 
the other. A watch

reminds us that there is something to be thankful for every 
second of every day.

New England watches are timekeepers and trinkets 
combined—satisfying every esthetic

taste and every practical need. Made in many sizes and countless styles for boys,

girls, men and women—the most decorative and useful of holiday gifts, selling

more readily than anything you can put in your windows or 
show cases.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, Waterbury, 
Conn.

87 Maiden Lane, New York 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
Spreckels Building, San Francisco
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BOXES THAT TALK

Nev and

different

Cost

110 more

Order from

Henry Paulson
& Co.

156 Wabash Ave.

Chicago

for you ; that are a compliment to your name and prestige ; that ex!Ires
the hig-hest character and excellence.

Our recent

No. 5 Catalog

is a

com pactness

No. 91. BROOCH
Pei' 111■Z011 5) 25, net.

No. 91. 1/ -dze Watch, Kr doz., Het, -1,,
No. 95. 11 ,ize Wand), per doz. net lo

Pitch your imagination to the highest type of beauty and your

No. 92. 3fAnclutsitt fiNn
Per dozen $9.25, net.

No. 93. RE,' I: I I 01 i
,I; 110.

N 11 I. Pill, per doz., . S10.25 No. !Ps. 1,11 ".■ -1,W, 111, 1o/ , 11.1
o 1..1; notion, per 1111%., net . 10. 2O Nii. 99. ,rod, 1.1 r do?,

THE ONYX AND MOTHER-OF-PEARL BOXmost beautiful ideal cannot exceed the exquisite effects of

of

I Der, 190.4 THE KEYSTONE

newness

Henry Paulson
& Co.

156 Wabash Ave,

Chicago

ShOW11

One of the seven patrons of husbandry, proceeding on an er
rand of mercy

THE DOMED TOP JEVVELPY BOX

The Domed or Embossed Top (our goo line ) stands alone ; it represents the highest type of paper boxes in the jeweler's art. Of French gray,

o

white edges. Designs solidly pressed through with hot dies. Cost is practically the same as regular. Prices include printing.No. 410. Telescopic boxes, 6 in nest. Sizes 1 t 6, assorted   Per gross, printed,
TELESCOPE BOXES MAY BE HAD SEPARATELY

10 takes No. 30 or 36 link or brooch card. Card with inscription, sot hi gold, eh..
be retained by your customer 110 1 1. tits right in the box. . . . Per gross, pri
11. Flat scarf pin box. Size 3A, x TV, x I j„ inch deep. . . . . .

Takes regular scarf pin card and a very handy size for other goods.
Per Oross Printed, NetNo. Pio Novelty or 01111 11 11j11 1.01X, large, siZI, of regular No. 603 . . . . . • • . . . $3.25:Co lot. Stairf pin box, small, size of regular No. (i97  

No. 1112. 1 'clrOC spoon box, size of regular No. 099 . . . 
3.00
3.75No. 404. Half-dozen tea spoon box, teas, size of No. 678,2 5  25

, may thits
toed,

3  00

The Moreen Silverware Box
for Attractive Display

A fine net, watered silk in assorted colors. No
imitation paper but relli clerh box. Nioreen
Is a tine ribbed watered silk ine delight fill
Still pleasing elf-,i. Lined throughout with
cloth ; no paper. Positively the best value
ever offered in Si1verwate Boxes. cosIs
little more than imitation paper. Cut shows
top and front view.

Per dozen
No. 400. For 0 tett spoons . . . . $4.5(1, net
No. 400F. Holds 6 tea spoons, fiat for

display   9.00,
For 1 sugar spoonNo. 401.  '1.75 "

No. 902. For 12 tea spoons ..... 5.nn,
No. 403. For Stable spoons .....
No. 404. For 12 table spoons   7.5u, tt
No. 405. For 1 pie knife . . . . 5.75, "
No. 406. For 1 child's set or 3 piece

set   8.25, "
' No. 407 For S forks . • • • ,   6.50, "
No. 408. For 12 forks . . . . .   7.50, "
No. 409, For 6 coffeespottils (for 12 -

fee spoon, No. 424 i ;.;:., "
No. 4091'. Holds 6 coif' s• peens hut, for

display   6.75, ''

No. 405. Single lea 51)0011 box, size of regular No.
No..1(17. )11tilittio ring box, size of regular No. o I  
No. 411s. Large ring laix, size or regular No. :11  
NO. 409. Thimble box, size of regular Nos. 51 ,,r
No. 411. nal phi 111.1,111. liOX . . . ....
No. 4113. Long Itto itil, or novelly box, 1111 ., inches 'long, A', ilia,
No. -112. Pen 11,1 1 1,111011  

No. 412. ogle dt.s.ort ■11O011 I■11x, iz., 8 inches long, 2 i ojIles with,  No. Al A. lialr-dozori 1,io(i.s, size 5111110 115 above  
N.,..115. Slug le table spoon hox, size inches long, 21 , indies wide  

Al6. 11:01-dozoo tablespoon boxes, size same as above 

Per Gross, Printed, Net

Order the Moreen Silverware Box and 11 eve
the Latest and Prettiest

No. 410. For 1 butter knife  
Per tlozen

No. 413, For 6 fruit knifes  

$64:2050, net
No. 411. For 6 knifes  

No, A16. For 6 knives and 6 forks .   47.:‘',(11,' "

No, .114. For 1 berry spoon .... 5 ,o,
No. 415. For 1 butter knife and 1

sugar shell  

No. 417. For large sonp ladle

No. -120. For cream ladle  

limo,
12 00,No. 418. For oyster ladle 

No. 419. For gravy iiiille

N.,. -121. For comb and brush . .
No. 422. For comb, brush and icill'01. 12.00,
No, 423. For 24 !deco, 6 Ini 1% es, 6

fork's, 8 tea and 6 table

No. 424. For 12 oyster forks, fill), or 
.1.ol, .

colfee spoons . . . . 12.00,
No. 425. For small soup or oyster

ladle  
No. 426. l'or 5-piece toilet set . . . 2122 5000:
No. 427. For salad set
No. 428. For carving set  

12  00, "
15.75, "

Orders for One Dozen or More Printed in
Blue Without Extra Charge

HENRY PAULSON & CO., 156 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO
W13 STAND AT TM HEAD, UNAPPROACHEO BY ANY FOR SATISFACTORY SERVICE

Yapanene Dhconzes
(Continued from page 1880)

time on, flower vases, censers for tea clubs,

and objects for general use were made in

large numbers ; but it is only comparatively

recently that bronzes were so artistically pro-

duced as to rival the beautifully-chiseled work

of the silversmiths.

The Tokugawa period, then, was syn-

chronous with the artistic age of bronze in

Japan ; the decorations varying from simple

examples of flowers, etc., to the most intri-

cate designs representing Buddhistic motifs.

Some of the objects extensively made were

lamps, lanterns, screens, panels, vases, bells,

holy-water fonts and other forms. Pure gold

was often used, and the era of Japanese art

Was fairly begun. It was about this time, too,

as already hinted, that bronze wares began to

include almost everything relating to personal

ad■)rnment, beside statues for temple decora-
tion, gigantic figures for the gables of build-

ings, etc., and a host of lesser objects, such

as mirrors, medicine boxes, tobacco pouches,

pipes, cases for writing implements, and even

hairpins, beside many other things designed

for the use of cultured people.
Japanese history abounds in

the most curious and fasci-

of Ideas nating myths, legends and

fanciful conceits, and many

of these have been excellently portrayed and

preserved through the medium of bronzes.

History Fruittuf

Thus the figure of a cock

standing On a drum, typi-

fied good government and a

peaceful state of society.

Therefore, it became custo-

mary to station a drum on a

stand in front of the magis-

trate's office. Any one who

had been maltreated could,

by beating on the drum,

secure attention and receive

proper redress. A long in-

terval of peace has caused

the drum, as seen in our illus-

tration, to be neglected and

overgrown with vines, rust

has corroded it, and a large

piece has fallen away, afford-

ing an entrance to a mother

hen, who is quietly reposing

inside with her little brood.

The conversion of a

desperate bandit into a use-

ful citizen is typified in

bronze through the story of

Jiariya, or Young Thunder,

who, in his youth, became

chief of a band of robbers. He

and his men started out one

day to rob an old man named

Senso Dojin, who had lived in the mountains

for many centuries and whose real body was in

the form of a frog. When

Jiariya met the old man, the

latter undertook to teach him

the secrets of the spirits of

the mountain-how to con-

trol the elements, how to

govern frogs and other ani-

mals. Jiariya, having learned

his lesson, repented of his

evil life and left the old man,

determined never again to

rob the poor. He was later

appointed Daimio of Idzu

and thus became an im-

portant public official.

Among the mythical

animals of Japan was a crea-

ture resembling a reindeer,

and a famous bronze-caster

conceived the idea of depict-

ing in bronze one of the

seven patrons of husbandry,

starting out on an errand

of mercy, mounted on an

animal of this legendary

species, as shown in the

accompanying illustration.

The casting of this unique

figure was the more re-

markable in that it was

executed entirely in pure

gold.

Artistic
Incense-Burners

The Japanese artists lav-

ished their greatest skill on

the ornamentation of the

incense-burner, or Koro, and fancy led one

or more of them to cast such objects in

connection with their favorite bird, the crane.

A striking example of this idea consists of

three cranes artistically grouped on a rock,

the wings of the tallest forming a cover of the

Koro, which, being hollow, affords an exit

for the smoke of the incense throogh the

bird's mouth.
The myths of the Japaneee abound in

illustrations of the prowess of their deities.

Many of these have been perpetuated in

bronze, and such tributes to their majesty

were believed by the faithful to be efficacious

in attracting their divine favor. For ex-

ample, Shoki, a god endowed with enormous

strength, is represented in bronze as engaged

in the act of destroying two of the horde of

demons who brought sickness and all kinds of

ills upon the people. It is easy to imagine

that castings of this character found no lack

of admirers.
Inkparably associated with this work of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is the

name of Jiyemon Yasuteru, a member of the

celebrated Nakaya family. He is commonly

credited with being among the first of these

artists who conceived the idea of decorating

(Continued on page 'Sp)

Incense-burner or Koro, the cover of which is formed by 
the wings of the tallest

bird, while the smoke escapes through its mouth
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The Horological School of
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

It has been well said:
" We can only be valued
as we make ourselves
valuable," While this
is true in all cases, there
is no place where it can
be applied with more
emphasis than when
speaking of those who
are to become our future

c. Iturgess, Ili. D., horologists. This is a
rapid age. Timepieces
more than anything else

must be perfect. A variation of but fifteen
seconds per week is allowed in our vast
system of railroad service.

To obtain these almost perfect results
requires a class of workmen far above the
average, people that cannot only clean a
watch as it should be done, but can make
any part of a fine or complicated timepiece
if occasion should require. Only " top-
notchers " succeed.

To-day, more than ever
Training Wins before in the world's history,

the man with the best pre-
paration for his work wins. Something more
is demanded than mere willingness to work.
There is need of a skilled hand and a trained
intelligence, such as a young man can obtain
only from the instruction of those equipped
with special knowledge and experience.
There is probably no place in the world
where preparation for watchmaking, jewelry,
engraving and optics can be gained so quickly
and thoroughly as at the Horological Depart-
ment of Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria,
Illinois. A skill can be acquired at this
school in a few weeks which it would require
years to secure as an apprentice. The work
of the school goes on summer and winter.
There are no vacations. This is a great
advantage. Students may enter at any time.
Since instruction is individual, not in classes,
each one gets along as rapidly as his own ability
will allow. After some weeks or months he
leaves the school master of his trade, ready to

conduct an independent
business or to command
greatly increased pay if
he prefers to work for
someone else.

The students of
Bradley Horological
School are its best adver-
tisers. Ask one who
has been there what
they think of it. All
over the country you
will find men who have
been trained here. An

interesting map was prepared for the school's
exhibit at St. Louis. A red dot was placed
upon a wall map of the United States for
every student who has attended the Horo-
logical Department of Bradley Institute.
Practically every state and territory and many
foreign countries are represented. Each
student is assigned to the state from which
he came and several of the states are com-
pletely covered, so large is the number of
students they have sent.

I)irc,t f the luslitule

A. Teed Westlake ."
Dean and Instructor in

in Engraving

Horology Hall

K NTS T ONE

Horology Hall, with its tall,
stone clock tower keeps
guard over the whole green

stretch of the Bradley campus. It is a build-
ing of infinite resource and perfect construc-
tion. The lighting facilities so necessary in
the delicate work done by the students, can-
not be excelled; the mechanical equipment is
the most complete and comprehensive in the
world; the arrangement of the rooms is per-
fectly adapted to the requirements of the
purposes to which they are dedicated.

In its corps of instructors
The Faculty the school is even more for-

tunate. Men of the most
thorough and practical experience are at
the head of each department; men who
through experience have gained an accurate
knowledge of the value
of training eye, brain
and hand to act in uni-
son. But teaching is
no less an art than watch-
making; a man whose
mind is preoccupied with
his own work or his busi-
ness cannot instruct most
successfully; hence, the
instructors are relieved
of all duties except the Grant Hood

Instructor in Finishingtask of teaching- and and Drawing
helfiing the students
under their care ; they make it their business
first to know all worth knowing about their
departments, and then to study and devise
the best methods of imparting knowledge
and skill to their students.

To visit the different depart-
An Exquisite Trade 'Dents of the school is to

gain an entirely new view of
the science of watchmaking. The wonderful
Piece of mechanism which, hidden in its
polished case of gold, regulates with softly-
beating pulse every movement of our lives,
contains all that is vital in the principles of me-
chanics: strength and durability, delicacy and
fineness of construction, exquisite perfection
of finish—all are there in the highest degree.
The perfectly poised spring, so fine and deli-
cate as to he all but invisible; the tiny cogs,
as carefully cut and polished as jewels; the
still tinier screws, whose threads are finer
than the finest hair, and the dainty mountings
of the jewels themselves—all this requires
the highest art.

A trained watchmaker not only has at his
command a trade which is at a premium all
over the world, but a cunning of hand, a keen-
ness of eye, a quickness of perception and a
knowledge of practical mechanics which will
enable him to succeed at anything to which
he might turn his attention.

This is a fact which even the
A School to Match most

casual
examination of the meth-
ods employed at the Brad-
ley Horological School
makes plain at once. On
the lower or ground floor
of the building is taught
what is called the "A, B,
C,, of the craft. Here
the pupil learns filing (the
foundation of all mechan-
ical work), the making of J. A. Miner

Instructoein Watchwork

small tools, such as drills,
countersinks, jewel gra-
vers, burnishers, screw
taps, etc. ; the use of grind-
ing materials, tempering,
coloring and polishing.

In the next depart-
ment, on the main floor of
the building, is taught all
kinds of lathe work, first
done on a scale of two or Fred. J. Salmi

Instructor in Jewelrythree to one, and then and Clock Repairingworked down to the very
smallest scale. Each pupil must show a certainnumber of pieces of this work perfectly donebefore he can pass on to the next department,in which all kinds of escapement work is
taught, including the designing, calculating
and actual construction of the different escape-
ments. After this the student is put to work
on regular watch movements, all the work
finished becoming his own property.

On the third floor of the big building is
the finishing department, where the student is
taught both the theoretical and practical science
of the higher grades of watchmaking, engrav-
ing, jewel setting, and all sorts of fine jeweler's
work, repairing and supplying broken or
missing parts, and all the finer detail of the
watchmaker's art. Here also clockmaking is
taught, and the repairing of all forms of
clocks, including calendar and French clocks.

In connection with this de.
Lectures partment, lectures are given

in the airy lecture room on
the third floor in all the different branches of
study. These lectures are given by different
members of the faculty every week. All of
them are illustrated either with charts or
stereopticon, and are a most interesting and
valuable part of the course. As all tools and
equipments are furnished to the pupils, a
spacious material room on the second floor is
necessary for the accommodation of the var-
ious materials used in
draughting, designing,
etc. From the basement
of the great building to
the top floor all the ap-
pointments are fresh, up
to date and wholly com-
plete in every detail.

The faculty of Brad-
ley Horological School
consists of Dr. T. C.
Burgess, Director of the e. ii. Brohst, M. D.
Institute ; A. Teed
Westlake, Dean of the
Horological Department and Instructor in
Engraving and Optics ; Grant Hood, Instructor
in Finishing, Repairing and Drawing; J. A.
Miner, Instructor in Filing, Turning and
Watchwork ; Fred. J. Bahni, Instructor in
jewelry and Repairing; C. H. Brobst, M. P.,
Oculist and Aurist, Lecturer on Optics.

All the instructors are men whose wide
scientific and theoretical knowledge has been
supplemented by practical experience in the
branches they teach, and by years of expe-
rience as teachers. The success they have
made is shown by the fact that each year the
enrollment exceeds that of the preceding one.
It is the gospel of good work that is taught at
Bradley—of good work and honest endeavor
—through whose sound tenets the conscien-
tious student may work out his life's salvation.

—Adv.

November, 1904

Lecturer on Optks

N, k,rober, 1904

apane5e Bronzes

(Continued front page i8u))

br, , Les with designs in high relief ; 
selecting

fit ,rs, birds, etc., for their medium of artistic

eN 'ession. One

of i he casts be-

lo ,ing to this

class represents

two Ho-hos—the

Japanese phoenix

—birds of surpass-

ing beauty, with

very brilliant tail

feathers. These

birds were closely

connected w i t li

the 'destiny of Ja-

pan, and were be-

lieved to visit the

earth only as the
forerunners of

some important

national event, or

to announce the
appearance of a

great leader of the
people. They

rested only on the

choicest trees, ate

only the seeds of

the bamboo, and

quenched their

thirst only from

the sweetest

springs. Owing

to the national
importance of the

Flo-ho, it has been
selected as worthy
of representation

in embroidery on

the Mikado's state
robes. Baskets of
flowers, too, have
found much favor

for reproduction in
bronze, with foli-

age and flowers
reproduced in gilt
:ind silver.

In the latter
half of the seventeenth century one of

most skillful of Japanese bronze-workers was

a woman, by name Kame, of whom it is said

that the fine surface of her bronze and the

clear sharpness of her castings attracted so

much attention that her methods were re-

garded as a new departure.

In the eighteenth century, such men as

Seimin and his five pupils produced many

brilliant pieces of bronze modeled in high

relief. It was he who made special use of

gold-colored bronze in preference to any

other alloy. He also gave particular atten-

tion to modeling tortoises, while Karne was

noted for her censers, shaped like quails ;

and Toun, who was also one of Seimin's

pupils, for his finely-modeled dragons.

foreigners, who for the most part were as

well satisfied with a lower grade of work.

This condition of affairs soon gave rise

to a class of inferior workmen, who flooded

the market with cheap imitations, such as

can be seen in any of the numerous so-called
Orient*1 shops.

In conclusion

it may be of in-

terest to offer a

brief description

of the method of

casting bronzes
employed at the

presentiln)a. time in

Japan.
The materials

used in the prepa-

ration of the molds

are vegetable sub-
stances : beeswax,

resin, clay, river
sand, chopped rice

straw and rice
husks. The core,

or piece around

which the metal

is to be poured, is
generally solid,

when small pieces

are to be made ;

and, in other
cases, hollow.

The hollow core

is open, either at

one or both ends,
generally at the

latter. When the

core has been
completed a n d
dried, the object

is modeled upon it

in wax of the pro-

per composition.

The wax model is

then coated with
successive thin

layers of fire-clay
applied with a
brush until the

crust is thick
enough to allow
coarser clay layers

to be applied ; this being necessary to give

the desired strength to the mold. The mold

is then dried very slowly, the core removed

and the wax melted out by a charcoal fire.

The mold now being ready for the operation

of casting, the molten bronze is poured from

ladles into the openings. This is kept up until

the mold is filled, and during its continuance

finely-powdered rice bran is sprinkled on the

metal. The mold is allowed to stand several

hours before breaking it off from the casting.

-

Bronze ornament, in which the Japanese plum tree 
forms the sides of the basket, supporting a 

nightingale and his mate

Bronze-making is liable to be regarded

as one of the more or less ancient arts which

have deteriorated in excellence with the

passing years ; but this is not true, for less

than thirty years ago some of the finest

bronzes ever made in Japan were produced

by a company of experts under the leader-

ship of two brothers, Oshima Katsujiro and

Oshima Yasutaro. However, their work

was too delicate and costly for the market,

which was forced to supply the wants of
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EMBLEM SIGNET RINGS
with Raised Gold Interchangeable Letters or Emblems

enameled in their respective colors

Something new
for the Fall

trade

Send
for selection

Reverse view
showing screw-pin
running through

the posts of
initial or emblem.

Send for

my

Catalogue of

Rings

and Lockets

CHARLES M. LEVY go William Street
)INnufacturer of

Fine Gold Rings and Lockets
(near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK
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New Goods an Inventions

I So,l,

fhe illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is
perm ,ent feature of Tux KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thor y posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally

W€11 ,ted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
beach For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
iustrteflth in this department.]

New Eyeglass Mounting

, me of the latest improvements in eyeglasses is the 'So Easy " mount-
ing, 'town in the accompanying illustration. This mounting is made by the

Julius King Optical Co., 2 and 4 Maiden Lane, New York, and embodies

many desirable features. The bridge is rigid and is set angularly so as to

A New Package Tie

A new convenience for the store-
keeper and one that is especially

appropriate for jewelry packages, is

Reis' advertising tape for tying

neat, smart bundles. This is a

closely-woven tape designed to su-

persede the ordinary string. It is

woven in white with a narrow red

border and is also supplied in the

various other colors. It is made by

G. Reis & Bro., 640 Broadway, New York City. On it will be printed the

dealer's name and address four to ten times every yard throughout the

entire tape length, and also a suitable store motto if desired. The illustra-

tion herewith shows the tape in the fulfillment of its function. For sealed

valuable packages it is superior to string in that it is difficult to substitute and

impossible to cut or stretch it or to tie it a second time without leaving evi-

dence of interference. It looks and ties packages as well as ribbon, is made

as narrow as one-sixteenth of an inch and the makers state that it is so strong

and tight—so snug a tie for bundles of all kinds—that people notice it at once,

often use it themselves afterwards and are thus constantly reminded of the

store from which it came.

''ATErrtt-0

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

VIICIRON&CONSTilillti
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

4vpi4 E Fto
i

,

rcr
00
NS TAN
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in Quality Durability
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

9672

9673

9674

Tortoise Combs with Solid Gold and Pearl Mountings, 6'1 2 , 3 48 .00 a dozen. 9674, $39.00 a dozen. 9673, $36.00 a dozen
above are a few samples of a cotnpletc line of

BACK and SIDE COMBS
Prices are such as to make them ready sellers.

6205
Gold, 830.00 per dozen
Silver, 9.00

Two Special Good Sellers in

Emblem Buttons
W(. carry fi good selling lint! of Elk andEagle, gold and Plated Lapel Buttons, LocketsSlid Charms.

JULES ASCHEIM
37 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

8735
Silver,

69.00 per Mac ,

rest on the nose when the eyeglass is in position. Bonsebur scroll anchor

guards are used in this mounting and are pivoted so that they wholly con-

form to the shape of the nose. The spiral spring controlling the pressure

of the guards is so simple that it cannot possibly get out of order. This

mounting is made only in solid gold. It is neat and inconspicuous in

appearance and fits the nose comfortably and securely.

Artificial Foliage for Store Decoration

The growing popu-

larity of flowers and foli- •

age, natural or artificial, as

store embellishments, and

the near approach of the

Christmas season, give an

especial timeliness to a

unique line of imported

artificial foliage that is being offered to the trade by Frank Netschert, m

Barclay Street, New York. This line consists of folding garlands of

American oak leaves in which the splendid yellowish and reddish hues

characteristic of autumn are very ingeniously simulated, the leaves especially

being appropriate for decorative purposes just now. These garlands are

ten feet long and eight inches wide. They are very profuse in appearance,

beautifying in effect and resemble almost to identity the rich and variegated

leafage of the oak in the declining year.

New Safety Cigar Lighter

A device that will no doubt prove a boon

to yachtsmen, automobilists, huntsmen and

th,: smoking public, is the Matchless cigar

litter, shown in our illustration. This de-

vi, • is made by the Matchless Cigar Lighter

ll . Co., 16 John Street; New York City. It

sists practically of four parts : One adjust-

al e tinder fuse, made from chemically pre-

p: ed perfumed fibre ; a small mineral block,

n1 de by a secret process from mountain coal

01 1 seashore sand ; a friction wheel of extra

Ii, ,.clened steel, which is operated by a lever

a, ,l motor wheel ; and an outer ornamental

c,,,ing of gun metal, silver or gold. This

Ii hter is a convenient, sure and safe substi-

t; • for matches. The fuse is completely

. ,red and extinguished when not in use, and

ft m is no greasy or oily substance to soil

clothing or emit an objectionable odor.

New Gift-Fans
In the illustration herewith is shown,

one of a new line of imported fans that are

very appropriate as wedding, birthday or

Christmas gifts and are therefore especially

seasonable at this time. These fans are sup-

plied to the trade by Kunstadter Brothers,

238-240 Adams Street, Chicago. They em-

brace a wide range, both as to style and

quality. Some are made in black silk

gauze with ettomine insertion and suitable

spangles ; others are of all lace, others of

ostrich feathers, and so on. The sticks are

of mother-of-pearl, celluloid, carved bone,

carved wood and silver wood inlaid. Every

shape and quality has its own attraction;

the lace patterns are exceedingly pretty,

while the soft profusion of the ostrich feather

varieties,as shown in the cut, is very pleasing.

Combination Hand and Roller Remover

A recent acquisition to the me-

chanical equipment of the jeweler's

workshop is the new combination

hand and roller remover, shown in

the accompanying illustration, which

is being furnished to the trade by

Hammel, Riglander & Co., NewYork.

It is said to be thoroughly practical

in its work, and the simplicity of its

construction makes it easy to operate.

For hand removing the outer tube is

pushed down ; the jaws are opened

by means of a spring-plunger and by

releasing same the jaws will close

under the hands. By giving the large

nut half a turn, the hands are re-

moved without risk of their flying off

and being lost, and leather pads

fastened to the legs preclude injury

to dials. With this remover, too, the

pressure is transferred from the center

of the dial, which, of course, is its

weakest spot. For removing the

roller with this device, the outer tube

must be pushed back, and, as in

hand removing, the jaws are opened

by means of the spring plunger ; the

pivot of the staff is placed in the

counter-sunk hole which lies in the cross-piece or bridge. Then a half turn

of the large nut screw will remove the most obstinate roller.

(Continued on frage 1895)
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FREE to DEALERS
"BRISTOL"

New Goods an Inventions

Calendar for 1905, on condition that the coupon below is properly filled
out and mailed to us attached to your business letter-head.

This beautiful outing scene is lithographed in ten colors and will be
admired by all who see it in your office, store or home.

Send in your name at once and we will place you on our list ; the
calendar will be mailed about December fifteenth.

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bristol, Conn., U.S.A.

Do you sell Fishing Tackle?  

Do you handle the " BRISTOL " Steel Fishing Rods?  

Name  

Address

(Continued from page 18931
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Another New Eyeglass Guard

he improvement of the eyeglass continues to occupy the attention of

juyetors. In the accompanying illustration is shown a new eyeglass

mouilting, known as the " Cawood." This mounting is a patented inven-

tion ind is supplied to the trade by the Swigart Optical Co., Toled
o, Ohio.

It I made exclusively in to K. and 14 K. gold and has many points of

(Cut this out, attach to your letter-head and mail to The Horton Mfg.

The 'Pelton" Electric Furnace
Ouaranteed and Manufactured by Pelton & Crane, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

For enameling purposes this furnace
stands at the top and is in daily use in
some of the largest shops in the cotyntry.
It is also an ideal furnace for all who
have small dies, steel hubs,. springs,
pins, etc., to harden or temper. Abso-
lute control of temperature. No burn-
outs. No smoke. No dust. Thorough
heat insulation and economy. Write
for full particulars.

1-1U01-11 E. KIN()
Sole Agent for the United States

2.30-236 Aciamm. St., CHICACIO, ILL., U.S.A.
Special Agents for New England States, J. :rant llawkes & Co., Providence, R. I.

Mr. Jeweler: Your Store Should be
"The Talk of the Town"

Ii
/

You could easily make it so
by installing

Aisenstein
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS

Co., Bristol, Conn.)

excellence, notably its neat appearance and perfection of fit. The bridge

spring lies flush on the nose and supports the main weight of the lens,

thereby preventing tipping of the glasses. Both bridge spring and guards

are interchangeable, and the nose guards can be adjusted to any angle. 
The

countersunk and draw-lock shoulder of the guard, combined with the flush-

fitting stud flange, prevents the post screws from working loose and pierc-

ing the cuticle of the nose. The mounting is well finished, 
comfortable to

wear and durable in workmanship.

& Woronock
22 Eldridge St.

New York City
N.Y.

Annual Wind Clock

An invention of interest to horologists is the annual

wind clock, in other words, the clock that runs a year

with one winding. This ingenious timepiece, which is

shown herewith, is made by the Annual Wind Clock Co.,

Middletown, Conn. It embodies in its mechanism two

main wheels, studs, on which fits a pinion key con-

necting with the winding ratchet wheels, the pinion key

having 12 teeth and engaging with the ratchet wheel

of 30 teeth. By rotating the pinion key to the left, it in

turn will rotate the winding ratchet wheel to the right,

the latter being held by the pawls when the key is re-

leased. The escapement consists of an i8-size expansion

balance wheel, such as is used in high-grade watches ; a

hairspring, pallet and escape wheel mounted on a plate

and made detachable therefrom. The escape-wheel

pinion is extended through the plate by means of a

potence and connects with another wheel. In winding,

the key must first be placed on the small stud in the back of the clock,

then connected with the main winding wheel and turned to the right 
thirty-

eight times. The clock will then run a year and keep accurate time.

Another Eyeglass Improvement

A device which merits the attention of the optical trade, is the Bons
chur

post lock, shown herewith, for eyeglass frames, mountings or guards. This

simple device, which is made by Bonschur & Holmes, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

New Store-Lighting
System

In the accompanying illus-

tration is represented an inter-

esting apparatus for store

lighting. With this contri-

vance is produced an illumi-

nant known as hydro-carbon

gas, composed of 96 per cent.

air and 4 per cent. gasoline.

The air-light system, as this is

called, gives a soft, brilliant

light, closely akin to sunlight.

The White Manufacturing Co.,

Chicago Ridge, Ill., who make

this apparatus, claim that it

produces the most effective

and economical store light.

One gallon of gasoline when

•passed through the White

patent generator will produce

a single light equal to 500

candle power, for a period of

twenty-four hours ; or it will

operate four lights of soo

candle power each for six

hours.

has been still further perfected since first placed on the market. It 
is neat and

inconspicuous in appearance, comfortable to wear, and being rigid, 
obviates

vibration or forward slipping. Its greatest commendation is probably that

it obviates loose post screws with their many attendant 
annoyances, for the

locking-shoulder device entirely prevents this loosening.

An Ingenious Bench Tool

Another useful addition to the equipment of the bench worker is 
found

in the new roller jewel setter, invented by W. D. Smith
, 1857 Stout Street,

Denver, Colo. This tool, as will be seen from our illustration, is of an

PAT. APCD

White's Hydro-Carbon
Air Lighting System

941 air, 61 gas, 50 to 801 saving in cost over regular gas orelectric light, 25% cheaper than kerosene. No smoke, no odor, aperfect light. If you will introduce it in your town as an adver-tising proposition we will insure you a profit on each system sold.Get ahead of your competitor. Write to-day with dimensions ofyour place, and we will quote you interesting price.

The White Manufacturing Company
Chicago Ridge, Illinois

All kinds of Gasoline Lamps, Acetylene and Gasoline Machines for stores,hotels, restaurants or the home, public buildings, city
plants, as well as for cooking and heating.

AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE

We sell a Sterling Silver Snap Watch, 13 Lignc,
Sterling Silver Pin and Velvet Chatelaine Bm ,
all complete,

$2.00
less 5% for cash

New Flatware Pattern

The accompanying teaspoon illustration shows a new 
pattern of flatware

hich will attract attention by reason of its pleasing 
contrast with the many

itterns showing more pronounced deco-

tive effects. This new design is styled

" Franklin," and is the product of the

owle Mfg. Company, Newburyport,

)lass. Its grace of outline and rich sim-

plicity make it appeal forcibly to people of

fined taste and will also increase its

i,alability as a staple pattern for perma-

'lent family use.

entirely original design, not merely an improvement on tools 
of a similar

character. It is made of brass, nickel plated, and the property of c
onduct-

ing heat possessed by this metal is taken advantage of in 
its operation, the

flame being directed at that part of the tool numbered I I, thus softening

the shellac sufficiently without danger of heating the ta
ble, etc. A glance

at the illustration will readily show the experienced 
workman that, owing to

its peculiar construction, this tool can be readily adapted 
to many other jobs.

(Continued on itage 1905)



jeweler vs.
Bookmaker

otRAgg
Samuel Abeloff, 54 Maiden
Lane, is a loser to the extent of
$1800 worth of diamond jewelry
through a number of trruisac-

tions which he had with a man named Benjamin
Moses, whose usual occupation is said to be that
of a bookmaker, and whose residence is given as
246 East I12th Street, this city. The jeweler is not
the only one whose relations with Moses proved
costly, for the latter has been accused by a Brook-
lyn hotelkeeper of passing worthless checks for
$200. It appears that Moses first visited feweler
Abeloff's store early in July and presented an in-
troductory letter from a friend and customer of the
house in whom the jeweler had entire confidence.
Moses requested some cluster diamond rings,
saying that he knew a person ready to purchase
them. The goods were given to him on memo-
randum, and in a couple of days he returned saying
that the alleged prospective buyer preferred a soli-
taire. Taking with him a second instalment with-
out having returned the first, he departed. The
value of all the goods, so far, was $360. A few
days subsequently he reappeared, and in the course
°Lan intimate talk with the jeweler said that he
could dispose of a considerable quantity of jewelry
had he the kind of goods desired. Strangely
enough, another selection was entrusted to him,
the value of which was $1485, a stipulation being
made that he should pay up according as the
goods were disposed of. It should be stated that
for each instalment of goods Moses signed a re-
ceipt. He again left with his valuable package of
jewelry, but as he was not showing up in due time
the jeweler put a detective on his trail, with the
result that Moses was arrested at a race-track in
Buffalo. He was brought back to this city, and
from the Tombs Police Court wrote a letter beg-
ging the jeweler not to have him imprisoned and
promising to pay up after he obtained employ-
ment. He was held in $15oo bail. When arraigned
in court this was raised to $25oo, the prisoner was
remanded to the Tombs in default and the case
adjourned.

The appeal of Neresheimer &
Of Interest Co., of this city, from the de-

cision of the Circuit Court in
the drilled-pearl case, involves

two questions of much interest to importers.
First, whether the government has a right to
increase the duty on an importation after the
importor has paid thereon regularly-levied duty
and in the usual course of trade disposed of all or
any portion of the imported merchandise ; and,
secondly, whether the drilling and selecting of
pearls and their assortment in a plush case raises
them from the class known as pearls in their
natural condition to that known as pearls strung.

Bartens & Rice, 328 Fifth Ave.,
were recently instrumental in
recovering a jewel case contain-
ing diamonds valued at $700o,
the property of a Plattsburg,

N. Y., lady. The case was lost while the owner
was en route between Troy and this city, on board
one of the Hudson River boats. It was not until
several hours after she left the boat that
the lady missed the gems. She immediately noti-
fied the police, the office of her hotel and the
jewelry firm. The latter concern made investiga-
tions on the boat and found that the steward had
discovered the goods in the stateroom, and turned
them over to the property office for safekeeping.

to Importers

Jewelers Aid
in Recovering
Valuables

ety©
The owner handsomely rewarded him. Bartens &
Rice are likewise interested in finding a single
pearl valued at Stow, which was one of a pair of
earrings the property of a prominent politician's
wife and which was lost in a theater. The jewelry
firm has offered a reward of $300 for the recovery
of the pearl.

Jeweler Got

On a charge of passing worth-
less checks Henry A. Weill,

Bogus Check whose address is given as 135
Boerum Street, Brooklyn, was

arrested recently. Weill, it is alleged, bought a
watch at the jewelry store of Louis Nemensohn,
156 Boerutn Place, Brooklyn, giving in payment a
$20 check and receiving $18 in change, agreeing to
pay the remainder in instalments. Next day he is
said to have returned and bought more jewelry,
giving another check supposed to be worth $12.
Both checks proved worthless, and as bogus
checks were being passed rather frequently about
that time, the police are reported to have concluded
that this was the person from whom they emanated.

The volume of importations of
Record-Breaking diamonds and precious stones

at this port for the recent month
of September was the largest

for any similar period on record. The statistics
compiled by General George W. Mindil, chief
jewelry examiner at the public stores here, show
that in the aggregate the importations for last
September, amounted to $2,192,603.16, composed
of uncut stones to the amount of $1,174,550.49, and
of cut stones valued at $1,018,053.66. Hitherto the
record of September imports were those for that
period in 1902, the figures for which, however, fall
short of those for September, 1904, by $230,000.
The importations of cut stones last September fell
short of those for 1902 and 1903 by $216,998 and
$81,806 respectively, but there was an extraordinary
preponderance of uncut stones, suggestive of bene-
fits to the United States arising out of the condi-
tions prevalent in the European diamond centers.
The annexed table shows the classified importa-
tions for the month of September of the past five
years. It will be noticed that the volume of
imported uncut stones for September, 1904, is not
only larger than any of its predecessors but is the
only one which passes the million-dollar mark :
Sept. Cut. Uncut. Total.1904. . $r,o18,053.66 $1,174,550.49 $2,192,603.161903 . . 1,099,860.03 862,524.91 1,962,384.941902 . . 1,235,051.67 818,473.05 2,053,524.721901 . . 978,61L97 384,345.50 1,362,957.471900 • • 754,930.76 202,799.30 957,730.06

The Board of United States
General Appraisers recently
handed down a decision which
affirms that cut or pierced Tas-
manian shells are manufactures

of shell and not dutiable as jewelry under the
tariff act. This decision reverses the classification
of these goods by the collector at Honolulu, H. I.,
as jewelry, on their importation by the Hawaii and
South Sea Curio Co. These shells are the product
of a mollusk of the whelk family, half an inch or
less in length. Viewed by transmitted light, they
are reddish pink in hue, and present a lustrous
appearance, iridescent in character, in which the
colors purple, green and yellow predominate. The
shells are so fragile that when pressed between the
fingers they readily collapse, breaking into minute
fragments. The merchandise was described by
the local appraiser as "Tasmanian shell necklaces,"

(5896)

Diamond Imports

Tasmanian Shells
not Dutiable
as Jewelry

and returned as "jewelry.' Duty was asse sed
thereon at the rate of 6o per cent. ad valormi,
under Par. 434, Act of July 24, 1897. The impor-
ters sought classification of the articles and ascss.
ment of duty thereon at 35 per cent. ad valor-m
under the provision of Par. 450 for manufactLres
of shell or for shells cut or otherwise manufactui
The board's decision was as follows " The shells
in question, having been pierced or cut, would
seem to be included within the terms of Par. 450,
We find that they are not commonly known as
jewelry, and sustain the claims in the protests that
they are dutiable at 35 per cent. ad valorem. The
collector's decision is reversed in each case."

The October meeting of the
The Jewelers' executive committee of the

Jewelers' League of New York,
was held at the league's offices

on October 4th. The following members of the
executive committee were present: Chnirman
Van Deventer, President Street, Vice-Presidents
Fessenden, Lissauer and Karsch; Messrs. Hodenpyl
and Sloan and Secretary Marsellus. Three re-
quests for change of beneficiaries were received
and granted. A number of applications were
received from persons residing in New York City,
Sag Harbor, N. Y., and Philadelphia, Pa., and
the applicants duly admitted to membership. It
is interesting to note that the present reserve fund
of the league amounts to over $298,000. Owing
to the date for the next regular meeting of the
executive committee falling on election day, the
meeting will therefore be held on November Nth.

Ignatz Fried, 51 Maiden Lane,
Errand Boy recently caused the arrest of a

fourteen-year-old boy, named
Bodin, who was employed at

Mr. Fried's jewelry factory as an errand boy. One
afternoon recently Bodin was given a package of
jewelry, valued at $579, with orders to deliver it to
a certain customer. The boy accepted the com-
mission but did not afterwards return. At 9 P. M.
the police located him in a newsboys' lodging
house on the lower East Side, but on seeing the
officers he fled. Some two hours afterwards he
was found hiding Leneath a table on the third floor
of an adjacent house. He was in no way crest-
fallen when placed under arrest, nor did he mani-
fest any consciousness of the gravity of his offence.
A good deal of the jewelry he had pawned, and
the money thus realized he had spent lavishly.
A portion of the goods were recovered from pawn-
brokers and the adventurous messenger held for
examination.

League

Didn't Return

Striking Diamond
Cutters Resumu
Work

The strike of the diamond cut-
ters in the factory of Edward
Van Dam, lot Beekman Street,
which had been in operation for
several weeks, terminated at the

beginning of last month, when the entire working
Force returned to business. It is stated that the
settlement was brought about by a compromise
under the provisions of which the employees will
receive an advance of 20 per cent. in wages. Re-
garding the real cause of the dispute reports are
ambiguous ; it is said that 20 per cent. increase
was the condition stipulated by the workers, but
Mr. Van Dam claimed, and no doubt with reason,
that the schedule as originally presented to him
involved an advance of 30 per cent., to which
terms he refused to agree. On the eve of a prom-
ising Christmas season, it is well that the matter
has been satisfactorily adjusted.

1896a

" t:ternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity,
is the just price of success." S. 0. B.

Our chains sell. The United States Assay has demonstrated the fact that there is more

gold on them for the money than any other make. Therefore it will pay you to dress your

windows for the Holiday trade with a large variety of these chains. You can have no

greater drawing card.
If you desire we will send you one of our 19 x 23 inches, beautifully embossed signs,

which will assist you in your decorating.

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
Factory, Attleboro, Mass.New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane
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Showing IV. Green & Co.'s No. 4, 1-5 h. p. Direct-Current Motor, with 't =Buffing /1.11,1 Polishing 11titellinent, in position. Also Drilling, Emery and 7 -Grinding Chucks mut spholo, u,ed in connection with our 1-5 h. p. Atotors.

Showing W. Green &
Co.'s No. 5, 1-5 11. p.
Alternating Motor, w ith
Grinding Attachment
in position.

Also Drilling,Grind-
ing Chucks, Spindles
and Pulley Attach-
ments used ill COO-
nection with our 1-5
h. I). M411111S.
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Showing W. I ireen & Co.'s No. 6, 1 ,, to 1 11. p, Direct-Current Motor, with Bulling, Crinding and Turning aAttachments ill position. Also Drill Chuck and various Spindles, etc., used in cunnection with our Direct IDand Alternating-( urrent )10tors.

7

Type No. 5

Pittsburg, Pa., ()et. 12, 1004.W. Green & Co., 6 Nlaiden Lane, Ncw York.
Gentlemen :-The Elect lie :NI. .tor N...1 I. m11'-

0111180(1 of you about nine or len 1111111, ig ,, lis
indeed been a comfort and a &easel,. doing itswork perfectly. Very respectful]),

IIENNE.

TY Po No. 6

Showing W. Green A ro.'s N. 7,
I. to 1 h. p. Alternating-Current
Mot or, with Buffing, Grinding and
Turning Attachments in position.

ID

0

0.

so.

BE UP TO DATE ! ! Save Time,
Patience and Money and Purchase
the W. Green & Co. Electric Lathe
Motor for $30.50, worth $100.00

Don't wait, but buy it now. Money willingly refunded if not a,
represented and found unsatisfac tory

For general use,our Motors have no equal at any pi ice

Porfootioll Il Elootric Motor Lathos !!
For Watchmakers, Jewelers, Opticians, Silversmiths, Dentists, Machinists, Sim.tricians, Brass Workers, Glass and Diamond Cutters and Polishers, ModelMakers, Cutlery Mfrs., and for all other trades and purposes

"Nothing better can be made  ; absolutely dust=proof, air and water tight,
and fully warranted."

With reasonable care these motors will last, in constant use, for 20 years.(Speed, 1200 to 3000 revolutions per minute, as desired )

The W. Green 0 Co.'s " IMPROVED " Combination Polishing, Buff.ing, Grinding, Drilling, Sawing and Turning Electric Lathe M ot ors(6 Lathes in one, at price of one.)

Net Price-List of Our Latest Improved Motors. Model for
Alternating

orse 905H 
p

current N,t,. tit i r $1. 4.4.172t ... csto, ,,

50.00 No. 7. 73.50115 " 200
" 60.00 " 85.00

', 55.50 ,' 78.0002 " 110
115 " 220 14, " -.

" 65.50 " 95.0052 " 110 1-2, " " 75.00 " 115.00115 " 220 1.2, " " 80.50 " 120.00
115 " '220 3-4, "
52 " 110 3.4, " " 85.00 " 130.00

" 90.50 " 135.0052' 110 I, • " 115.00 " 165.00115 " 220 1, o
" 125.00 " 185.00500 1.4, " 64

44 
. ....... :: 7625..5000500 1-3, "

500 1.2, " 44
" 88.00500000 31:4, ,

.1 
64 

" 95.00 -
  " 125.00

-
Automatic underloatl release starting I i No IS Mr I., to 1 IL p. Direct-1 t 

price, 
irri,,itMotors 

$4.00Latest automatic underload release ,..11111i111.4 IiirN allii cold roller No. 12, Mr I , to1 Ii. ii., with eontbilial ion ,pccd ,,,,,h,,,,,• ,,,,,,•,,,.,1 i',,, ,,,,,,, raria t,j,.,i,,.,.,I,,
enable the operator 011'11 mill:ill. Illo 1,1“1,11. 141:111y •10.4•41 ,lesill.11, . . , price, $10.00No...E.-W.- supply a specially 1,1.1.1,11.1•41 4.44111111,1111(i 1.“1. 11,, Its a mimic:0,W ,I1 liftW. Green Sc Co.'s Nos. 4 and 5 Motors. I me tilling iir 1110 grease C411,, N4 lii histfor 6 months. " Do not use vase!' ii..." Price, SOc. per can.

EXTRA ATTACHMENTS For 1-511. p. For 1-4 to 1 h.p.Special A djii...1 Milo Solid Brass Single \1■31411• l'11111 1S M ill, 1.:1110.
;111,11.1■11)0111, fill. W401111,1' 1 11•11011 I.:1111,. Dynamo,

11jit". 11,p, , :SJ Ctilli. PIIIICy . • • • .....
A,I.ill,1;11114. 1 1111,k, ,Villi 1,11111. :m..111,1,111, Mr cleaning, grind-

ing Or Milling inside of ritin,, tubes, etc.
Adjust:11de Drill Chucks, with Lathe :ittaeliment
Adjustable saw t 'hock, wit li 1.11t he mt,whintatt
Sparc chucks, with Latin. nit:whims!
Extra tool rest, complete
Set, of extra hanger, 111.1 11111, (...- iiriiiilst(ne ete

Voltage.
52 to 110
115 " 220
52" 110

1,.5, jijeluding .-1 ”1,%-,1■ Ic :01j11::1:11110 elitoilis, No. 4. $30.50
1-5, " ri '" " 35.001.4, with long adjust:LIM. ',phones, grinding

and tool re,' attachments   No 6
1-4, same (les, ri ;a ion

$1.75
3.50

$4 .00
7.01)

1.50 4.00
3.00

1.50 
47:0004)1.50

We carry a large assort moot of hest quality Grindstones, made especially 45to.:8111111 our

\VITT-I electric power circuit now hi almost every community the trade have an oppottl.:11(1)ity t..

Complete set ia not yolto■ Ir .h. nod Bars to fit . . 3.00

Motors. Prices moderate and sent on eradication.

WO% much to their advantage an electric motor, tor .I i I log, butting, polishing, it,,. 'Iconsequently be interested in the motors here illustrated, s hieli are Sped/1113' 1111111e 011
11111•111,Se and fully warranted in every respect. In Ow ,01,11111.11.,11 4,1 the Itiotors all p.iireemitions for the durability 111.1111i III:101111V and III.' protect ion of III,' 61114.1.111111 have been I Ion.
HIV wearing parts are well made and are interchange:11d,.. The chucks tire held by a lock Hidhich is quickly adjusted. .\ mom:tile lubrication is provided for. '1'he motor C011$11111e8 imdc.a (01...6.fe working conditions about as mind' current a, 11111. 111-1•atulle power lamp. d .....1-..nrrest motors are supplied for any voltaue from 0 to the eiterualing-eurrentfor :HIV voltage Nom 52 to 220, and 0.r any frequency II,, II I 11. 125 eyeles per second.

ordering be sure and slate horse power, current, voltage, and c- ciesrequired. All our alternating-current motors are self starting. Alter,. Ilv -l.111.1,111 11111t1/1S are only made with one speed, hut WI' Slipply a Three (3) Cone I Ilvyfor variable speeds, speeially admit ed II) Our Alternating-Current 3lotors for attachments toDynamos, bails, here more limit one speed is required.

Durham, N. C., Aug. 26, 1904
W. Green & CO.,

6 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.
Gentlemen :-In reply to yours

of the 24th inst. in regard to motor
purchased from you, we wish to say
that we are perfectly satisfied with
it, and would not dispense with it
for double the price it cost. We
have it attached to the regulai
electric light. socket, and the current
Is 104 voltage. NVe remain,

Yours truly,
H. MAHLER'S SONS,

SPECIAL. NOT
The strength of'

adjustable ',witch or
II , c;iti he attache.
utely guaranteed,
:ilways ready for him

Willi all 1-5 h.
extra charge, whicl
111111 Shilling hex, et
Ill -list . Aherne. i
with 1010 speed.

NVe supply eithe
heavy chucks, ch.., a

our 1-5 h. l.
and the 1-3, 1-2, 3-1 a
large Silver Water I 'i

Bufling, Tit
Direct -cii rre t 1.1

as it, is possible h I

our tlireet-eurrent tin-dors can be
rcgulatIo. atlaclosi to Os, 1,1,11411. 11

1 is mil. 1,,i11111,. II/ allt “Ediwtry
1111.1.cre,1•4, do 11111 1111,10101 01 1,111,6
11.4lial. 11,4,, III) 1)111111.r :14 lill,11114•111 Ii
1. N%■• ilic11111,
starling hos ,ti. li.g111:111,1. 1111114'

c., 1111,4,1111ely lircessary 1.101' 141 1
ug-current motor. do not require

instantly reduced by aid of 4I
I any reasonable power desire..
.c1 ch.-light socket, and are abs),
you r order. " Our motors al

eing
it ,..tarting hox Or regulator, n

lied 141 1111. 1110tOr. FIli 4.414111;1h
11. 1411'1,i-current motor.,

starting boxes, being only msi.

r light or heavy chucks and spindles for our 1-5 h. p. motors. TII.,, hest for general use, excepting for I tental work.
os are powerful enough for t Ile so, Ill or ally ordinary size workshoplid 1 h. p. fer the largest end heaviest work usually required-such

Wititer,, fee Serviee, etc.; also for heavy Polishing, Critelli ,
etc.

idol-, are absolutely noiseless, and the alternating as near noisele-

W. GREEN 0 CO
Type No. 7

Manufacturers
" anD Exporte,s

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
N. B.--We solicit correspondence for further particulars if necessary, and list of 100unsolicited testimonials from the most reliable sources, the originals of which we have 00file. They should give sufficient assurance that there is absolutely no risk or speculationIn ordering our motors. W. GREEN fic

New Milcstonc in Chain Manufacture
r

w,,evv,18.4.m0sMia04141104.8011111.

/'1-;ANDKERCHIEF HOLDER
BRACELET

g 1902

Directions for Use

With the bracelet on the left arm.
I trim the iimiter or the handkerchief
I etween the wiros of the bracelet
I nto 1.111, 4.1111.1114111i4111S.

T11 1,1114, e the handkerchief, pull
It hulk of the hanillnirellief down
gently with the right hand.
Indispensable for holding ladies'

wrist-bags, purses, muffs, fans, ole.
Pass the purse-chain or mulf-coi.il
between the wires of the lice el.
l'ass around twice, so weight of to-

tide will rest on both the wires.

* II i H Registered
THE AMERICAN HALL MARK

Makers or Gold Filled Chains and Lockets

Be sure to see our new designs and patented Watch
Protector. It overcomes all fob fasteners

,

•  ;„•7.•-:„.',..

HAMILTON CI HAMILTON, JR.
BRANCH OFFICES

New York City, 3 Maiden Lane
Chicago, UI. , 402 Stewart Building
San Francisco, 307 Claus Spreckels Building

Works: Providence, R. I.
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AND

The Bassett Chain Still Leads
All The Rest!

The following was the result of the August assays as shown in " The Goldsmith and Silversmith"

1-10 Gold Filled Watch Chains, Minus Bar and Swivel
No.

I 6o
162
163
161

164

175

I 73

174
I 85

186

Cost

$2.00

2.54

2.41/2

2.50

2.35

2.59

3'58

2.63

...111MIN■

lr,,s \\*eight
I) rut! Ounces

.33
.68
.61
.8i
.65
.89
.63
.81
.83

Fineness
Gold 1000ths

IS
Go
4934
40g

30%,

22%

45
29

29

Value of Gold

$ .31

.66
.70
.51
.58
.40160
.41
.59
.49
.5o

N.

1-4 Gold Filled Watch Chains, Minus Bar and Swivel

187
188
189

$4.50
4.75
5.25

;n■ss Filitqwss
( /Juices Gold 100uths

.58
.39
.57

125/2
125g.
133%

Value of Gold

$1.51
.99
I.57

4111111!.

This list of United States Government assays was made, of course, without reference to whom it would hit or benefit.NI - MUER 163 WAS A CHAIN MADE BY THE BASSETT JEWELRY COMPANY and the figures show that itcontained more gold than the chains of any ■)f the other nine makes that were tested, while the price was less than that of allexcept one on the list, and that was the clmin containing the least gold of any in the bunch.As for the 14 GOLD FILLED CHAINS, No. is; was also a Bassett Chain. The reader can see the result of bothassays for himself.

DO WE NEED TO SAY ANY MoRE TO ANY LEVEL-HEADED RETAIL JEWELER?

The Bassett Jewelry Company
The Manufacturers' Building, Providence, R. I.

Manufacturers of Chains and Jewelry
WE SELL DIRECT TO RETAIL TRADE ONLY

Now is the Time to Stock Up for Your Holiday Trade

Ri tag Boxes

I Stud Boxes •

Drop Earring Boxes

Watch Boxes .

IMITATION MOROCCO 130XES
In Deep Wed C;oIor

Dozen

$2.5o Screw Earring Boxes

2.50 Lace Pin

2.5o Scarf ‘.

3.00 Cuff Button

z.1
Dozen

$2.50 Link Button Boxes

2.50 Locket Boxes .

2.50 Brooch

2.50 Velvet Ring Boxes, with

JEVVELEIRS' PAPER 130XES
Gross

Dozen

$2.50

2.50

2.50

Hinge 3.50

Gross Gross

White Ring, Smallest Size,

64 " Sinai 
46

Medium „

Large 6

Th m ble

Scarf Pin .

Pen Holder .

$2.50

2.75

3.00

3.25

3.00

2.25

3.00

White Butter Knife

i Sugar Shell .

Coffee Spoon

Single Tea Spoon.

" Dessert Spoon

" Table

" for six Spoons

•

•

$4-50

4.50

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

5.00

White for six Dessert Spoons

ii " " Table 44

Hat Pin .

Hair „ .

Pocket Book

Nested, 1=6, Plain Covers

„ 1.6, Telescope Covers

$6.00

7.00

4.00

3.50

4-00

1.25

1.75

THE CELEBRATED V & I) WATCH GLASSES AT RIGHT PRICES
Height 3

Height 4

Height 5

Height 6

Height 7

e
Height 8

Fac-simile of Our Label

41111111111111111.111.1111
PARALLEL,

LENTILLE

PATENT GENEVA

AN■1011111111■111k
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE

THICK MI-CONCAVE

Genevas, . . . $2.00 per gross Patent Oenevas, . . $4.50 per gross

PRICE LIST 
Thick Mi Concaves,
Parallels, . . .

. 2.75
4.50 " "

Extra Thick Mi-Concaves,
Lentilles, . . . .

5.50 " "
7.50 " "

Flat Lunettes, . . 1.50 " " High Lunettes, . . 1.50 " "

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION

REGENT BRAND Specialties are Still in the Lead

SINSPAW4

iss;z0."111Aw1
No...zso3_
!VMMOMPRIMMpg

Price, $1.50 Per fiross
" .15 " Dozen

Price, $10.50 Per Oross This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with

1.00 " Dozen your first order for 1 Oross Regent Mainsprings
-Price, $2.00 Per tiross
" .20 " Dozen

Price, $1.00 Per Gross
" .10 " Dozen

A Full Stock of Watchmakers' TOOLS of 
Every Description

Orders Filled From Any Cutalogue

Send for a sample of the PLATO CLOCK. The wonder of the New Century! No hands; no dial. Price, $6.00 list. Discount to the trade

CROSS BEGLIELIN•Impirtt;rels;IEEKohtehoisao:ndiA)Mi,En julficctarkerys:
1T Maiden Lane, New York



NEW, NOBBY HOLIDAY SPECIALS Read Prices
an d Descriptions

These goods are just a trifle larger than illustrations

Our establishment is taxed to the limit with the largest assortment ,■1 Nobby Jew,lry i•ver shown in this market.Our Hand-Carved Ivory Hat Pins, Brooches, together with our beautiful Chatelaines which we herein illustrate, hasalready become a popular item for the fall season.
Km, K54, 1<55, K56 are commonly voiced as the most gorgeous Hat Pins that have as yet been produced at amedium price.
The leading papers on styles for women, claim that hand-carved ivory is at its height, and the numbers whichwe herewith illustrate are dainty designs of excellent workmanship at prices t, 'mkt. tliem sellers.Any merchant will do well to consider us with his wants in Gold Beads, Dainty Neck Chains, Carmen Bracelets,inexpensive Cuff Buttons, and the line in general. We aim to give such values to our patrons that they will considerus for their wants from time to time.

K
K1. Ladies' Safety Chatelaine, I.1 K. Pilled, warranted 15 years . . 92c. K16. flenuine Ivory Ifand-Parved Eagle   38c.2. " 

II
I.1 K. " 15 " , . 90c. KI7. lii,se Gold, 1ill.,(1si•iii•r Pit., ...lid 1.:1,1;   16c.K3. " 1.1 K. i . . 68c. KI8. iiald Filled, lirighi l'..1i.l..•.i s..ilif Pin   31c.K4. " o H K. " II 

i5 " . . 71c. KI9.
 31c.K5. Gold Filled, Steel stem, 2n-year flat Phi   31c. K20. 4. ii it ii

. . 31c.K6. " •' 20 " 1 iennine stag Hat Pin . . . . 63c. K2I. " " I ir....i. :Ind li.,i. ii..1d, Slid Back, latest ellbet . 25c.K7. " " (.Id Front 0ignel Hat Pin   39c. K22, solid It Nhowiling, Vim. Pc:irl, Orientai . . . . . . . . . 31c.KS. " " " "   39c. K23. I , hold, Po, finish, le,,,I effect   44c.K9. " " direen Finish, Fird Quality Pearl. French . . . 45c. 1(24. io K, Solid Gold t hrinighiati, giant weight   60c.K10. " •' '' and lii,se (Mid, latest abet   33c. IC25.K54. " " '• " " " Genuine Slag   50c. K26. 12 K. " " "K5 5. " " Hill' Opal . . ..50c. K27. 12 assorted sizes, Brilliants or Pearls, set in titer] ''''''''''''''' $16.(')3c8.K56. " " . 50c. heavily gold-platedK14. Genuine Ivory Hand-Parved Horse Head   38c.K15. " " Dog Dead 38c. Single Pins at individual prices.
NET PRICES 

6  00

DEPENDABLE WHOLESALERSCALVIN CLAUER COMPANY, 
I51-153 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

3295. 1 01 gold,
wart:toted

■ cal s.
Tivo-idoino•

1.11111 ;IS I'.

genuine i
eagle inlaid.
Sery

()111Y $2.15

3222. 1 10 gold
wEl rranted
211

'IlE 

years.
tillietnie

tioliett
'20 imitation
diamond-set

eagle, vtit.y
"t1iY $2.90

xa. 170

No,

No. 2745l.; Palm Plants

Inches
Leaves High Each

Plants 5 36 8 .40
7 36 .50

II 10 45 1.011

Dozen
$3.20
5.40
9.00

Palm Tree, Potted

No. 2205 Palm Tree, 8 feet. high, 15 leaves.
Each, $3.00

Palm Tree, 12 feet high, 18 leaves.
Each, $4.50

Palm Tree, 14 feet high, 24 leaves.
Each, $5.50

No. 2994. Smilax

Per dozen yards, 60 cents; per gross, Km

10 -19
1111 1%

No. 2281. Clematis
with 3 large flowers, per dozen, $1.80

No. 2700. Holly Wreath, 15 inches diameter, per dozen,
91300 ; each, 60 rents.

No. 2701. Holly Wreath, 15 inches diameter, per dozen,
$3.00 ; each, 30 emits.

No. 2702. 11011y ‘Vreath, 12 inches diameter, per dozen,
$1 ; each, 20 cents.,

No. 2707. Holly Wreath, 24 inehes diameter, each, $2.50

Chrysanthemum Sprays
GT088

■•■:, \ sprays $1 2(1 $9.00
2539. " 1.so
2539E. " 6.00

No. 2582. Holly Spray

5 berries and 5 leaves.

Per dozen, 30 cents

No. 2280b. Rol l■ ite, 24 berries and 24 leaves, I

No. 2880. " 18 " " 18 "

Ni. 22SOn. " 12 " " 12 "

Folding Xmas Bells

6 inches diameter. Each, 15e.
9 II "

12 " It 
" 755.

II
lee.
2oe
;to,

Frank lloischoli
34 Barclay St.

NEW YORK

Ask for

Illustrated

Catalogue

No. 2

No. 2145. Rose Bush
and American Beauty

Roses
2.1 11111110 Ii igh in any

eider EIS While, pink, bine
ill 'Ill. I 51.50
No. 21 11. Willi 3 roses of

cheaper g mac, Ina very
attractive. Each, $1.00

5/X■SiNan

.111•■11110

THE CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT (Patented)

7

5

10

84

- 5-PLAIN TAILSTOCK

2-SCREW TAILSTOCK

3-Swing Rest JEWELING CALIPER

SLIDE REST4-

"

0_7101

REPLACING

5-PIVOT POLISHER

6-ROUNDING-UP TOOL

7-FILING FIXTURE

8-MILLING FIXTURE

9-RUSTY PINION POLISHER

555-PROFILING FIXTURE

55-TURRET HEAD

52-TABLE REST

Has 30 advantages over all others that can be bought.

Fitted to any American, Imitation American or English Lathe. 
Can be fitted to one, two, three or more Lathes.

Replaces Attachments that cost $200.00 and some not made. 
Small parts (not shown), furnished in fine Morocco 

Case.

PRICE, $40.00. STRICTLY NET

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, 
Mass.Send for Catalogue, etc.



AMONG YIEWELRY
We are now approaching the season when

ev ry jeweler finds it necessary to advertise more

.,1 r.ss, and this fact must be kept in mind by the

ill Nidual advertiser. When all the jewelers in

ir town are advertising in probably the same

joernal, special pains should be taken to give in-

di iduality to your advertisements, so as to secure

DVE )Alma& 5
as much attention as possible. We here show a

number of advertisements which have at least the

merit of being " something different." The de-

signs have been selected from various sources,

some of the border illustrations being from German

newspapers. Our brother craftsmen in Germany

are noted for their progressiveness, and are liberal

advertisers, though the illustrations used by them

have not yet reached the degree of refinement

seen in this country. In the illustrations here shown

the ideas are excellent, though the execution is

somewhat crude. One merit of these illustrations

is aptness to the subject. Each picture conveys an

idea of the nature of the advertisement.

No. 386 N. ;;S.1

No. 376, Onyx

No. 382 No, 380

No, 385 No. 387

SEE Tills JOINT?
The only five-jointed helmet on the market. Cannot wabble,work loose or break apart.

High-Grade 14 K. Hand-Made
Knights Templar Consistory Charms
Send for a selection whenever you have a call for some-thing belief- than you carry in stock.

Wendell & Company
New York or Chicago

Our Emblem Rings :In' different from the other kind.They are Li. K., 6 and 8 dwl., with center emblem raisedand side emblems cut in bas-relief, finely modeled midenameled. They sell well because they really are niceand the prices reasonable. Our little catalogue tells allabout them. Selections sent.

No. 51

No. 379. Onyx No. 383

teautifut
1Ring Settinos

We have a line of gold rings of manifold

designs. Beautiful plain gold, light-weight

round wire rings ; ornamented gold and

plain gold bands, etc., set with rich white

diamonds and—but you must see them to

appreciate their tone. Prices from Illso up.

Also an immense variety of low-priced

settings, very suitable as gifts.

JORKINS & CO.
Broad Street

Cut Glass an
Dishes

to give the Thankgiving
and Christmas dinner table
a tone. Every perquisite
of the table—best quality,
moderate prices. Greatest
variety of styles and pat-
terns ever shown in this city

No. 391 No 361. 1;.

Our Gift Harvest

No. 65

Our Holiday Stock of gift jewelry awaits

your inspection. You will wonder at its variety,

its freshness and its scope. It bristles with sug-

gestions of correct, "givable " things—gifts to

suit all tastes, all purses and all circumstances.

Watches from the dainty, diminutive timepiece

of novel design to the finest standard makes.
Diamonds in every size and every variety of

cutting. Pins, rings, brooches, etc , likewise.

Should you contemplate gift-purchasing—and

during the next few weeks who will not?—drop

in. Our goods will satisfy you ; so will our prices.
Alsted-Kasten

Co.
MILWAUKEE

N. (3I

This store is the
Mecca of gift hunt-
ers. Once within its
portals they realize
that they have
found a place where
problem of what to
give is solved. We
make visitors wel-
come. Th e y are
free to look around
to their heart's con-
tent, and buy or not
IS it sults them.
Bring your visiting
friends to the gift
store.

•

(1896 i)

(Continued on /urge ISO k)

THE
RAYS THAT
FASCIENATE -
The pure, glinting ray of the Diamond

has always fascinated femininity. We

have in stock a fine selection of LADIES'

and GENTLEMEN'S GOLD RINGS, ar-

tistically wrought and set with genuine
DIAMONDS. These goods are attracting
no little attention on account of the beauty
of the designs, the handsome cutting and
soft, rich radiance of the settings and the

very moderate prices ; these range from

6114.80 to $328. AS GIFT GOODS THESE

COME PRETTY NEAR THE IDEAL.

DOBBIIN 501.1
THE PEOPLE'S JEWELERS

Washington Street
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... 4P.  .. ..
PLATINUM HONG IEWE',RY DVERTITSERS

r rr re r•,r -

Sheet and Wire in all forms

Special grades of stock for Manufacturing Jewelers
PURC.HASeD

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners and Smelters

Work—NEWARK, N. J.
New York Office : 120 Liberty Street

1%.

THE COMB HOUSE
We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS in T4 K., I() K.,
Sterling Gilt and Gold Filled. Also all kinds of Plain,
Real and Imitation Tortoise Shell Combs

Selection Packages sent to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

41 Union Square, New York
Repair Work a Specialty l';tctory, Lorimer Si. and Throop Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OUR NEW SCHOOL ROOM. Full Class of Twelve Pupils.wizrrE us Al' ONCE. For we are now making appointments and assigning placvs Iienter for Winter Course NIonilay, January 2, 1905.
yrortrlo•letror .1 lei /Pd. M. L. LANDIS, iio Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

Are You Prepared for the Holiday Rush?
We can materially aid you in making THIS your RECORD SEASON, we HAVE thcFACILITIES to do so in ALL LINES.
Having anticipated the constant rise in diamonds, we made our IMPORTATIONS earlylast January, and can NOW SAVE you the difference in TWO 5 per cent. ADVANCES—thisa very important matter which you should take advantage of. Selections sent on application.

WATCHES AND WATCH CASES
A FULL LINE of JEWEL SERIES, ARTISTIC DESICNS

Also 0, 6, 12 and 16 size CASES

In DIAMOND MOUNTED Goods We Take the " Lead "
DIAMOND BROOCHES, SCARF PINS, SLEEVE BUTTONS, RINGS, Etc., in most original andexclusive designs, Splendid Sellers and Attractive Prices are the Inducements \ ve can offer you.

Nrir SAVE MONEY, SAVE, TIME, md order your MONEY MAKERS 11-ni1 iis.

NEW ENGLANI) WATCHES, a complete stock, also the celebrated "Skeleton" Watch

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturer
and Importer, 536=538 Callal St., New Orleans, La.

HAIL TO
THE STORK!

L4&' congratulate you on the birth of the
baby at your home, and wish it long life

and happiness. We also wish to join in

your happiness by presenting baby with a

solid gold ring free, providing you will be

so kind as to bring baby to our store, when

convenient, to have the ring fitted. It iN

our intention to present a solid gold .ring to

every baby hereafter born in Johnstown and

Cambria County. We wish all Cambria

County babies to wear our rings.

Yours very respectful/i'

Rothstein Lipmann Bros.
Johnstown

DAZZLING
DIAMONDS
Money invested in poor jewelry
is money wasted. Money invested
in good jewelry is money well
invested. Why not buy a dia-
mond Aside from their beauty
and their deserved popularity as
ornaments, diamonds are a safe
and sensible investment. They
are always stable in value. You
can get your money out of them
at a moment's notice. Buy dia-
monds and buy them of us. The
prices range from $5 to $500.

J. KLEM, Rochester

'TIME IS MONEY
says the proverb ; more so now than ever. If you
want a new watch—an accurate-to-the-second
timekeeper, that will wear long and well—call on
us. We have every kind in stock except bad ones,
and at prices to suit all.

you have a watch or any article of
jewelry that needs repairing bring

Imre. OUR IMPAIR DEPART-
MENT is working along as smoothly
as ever-more work, of course, but
more people to do it, and do it well,
too. ()or repairing is always " worth
while." OlIr work is good and our
pile.- wail take OW good out of it.

MURDSTONE 0 GRIMBY
Watch and Jewelry Specialists Bank Street

Diamond Jewelry'
GIFTS FOR BRIDES –exquisite pieces. in new as

well as favorite mounts.
Fashion just now favors platinum for mountings—it

enhances the brilliance of the gem, while gold softens
the radiance. We mount them both ways.

Some of the most novel creations are paved diamond
hearts, three sizes brooches in half a dozen patterns
graceful fleur-de-lis: horse-shoes for good luck: sunbursts;
bar pins, in every size and varying patterns, and new
moons in as great variety.

Columbia Street Goodman Bros.

IfllaY3 ia GLaso Sezaun
If you wish to see the greatest variety of designs

and best quality at cheapest rates, call on us.
Complete new line for holiday purchasers.

Mono Feirguzon, Union 5ccpaaTe

(i896k )
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is the geographical distributing point of the great Trans-
Mississippi country as well as the great Southwest. We
can offer the Western and Southwestern jeweler prompt
shipping facilities that are absolutely beyond the reach of
our competitors. Our prices are right. Our stock of
Diamonds was selected to meet Western requirements.
We have the goods. Our leadership in this line is not a
claim but an actuality. If you are in business for every
cent of net profit there is in it, you will surely order your
Diamonds from us.

Meyeao Yewe,rcy Co pmny
inny-A§ CAty, Mo.

THE ETERNAL QUESTION
of every Retailer is,
What make of Gold Filled Chains will really wear best?

THE PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.'S
Our designs in Gold Filled Fobs, Lorgnette and Vest Chains are second to none, and our

goods mean the whole chain 1-10 GOLD FILLED when delivered to you.
Every chain is guaranteed and will assay full weight as represented by us.

No. 622

Our Marguerite Bracelets,
acknowledged by all as the only
practical, adjustable bracelet on
the market, are made in Gold
Filled, Sterling Silver and Jo K.
Gold, and are found in the show
cases and in the show windows
of every progressive jeweler.

Gold Filled

No. 633

Order all goods through your jobber. Cuts for advertising purposes furnished on request.
We make no claims that we cannot prove.

THE PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.
II John Street, New York

Salesrooms ", 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
112 Kearny Street, San Francisco

100 Stewart Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

November, 1904

Items of Interest

THE KEYSTONE

H. D. Dunning, who was in business at Tre-
mont, Nebr., for seventeen years, died on October
13th at Laramie, Wyo.

Oliver H. Browning, a recent graduate of
Stone's School of Watchmaking, St. Paul, Minn.,
has opened up business in Boyd, Wis.

C. C. Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kans., has
added a great improvement to his store in the
shape of thirty-inch French plate-glass windows
with prism lights above.

The partnership between John W. Weiland
and Albert Ward, in the firm of Ward & Weiland,
New Lexington, Ohio, has been dissolved, Mr.
Weiland having purchased Mr. Ward's interest.

W. H. Hill, the jeweler and optician, of
Punxsutawney, Pa., has recently been appointed
official watch inspector on the Pittsburg 'division
of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway.

The engagement of Samuel Harris, president
of the Guarantee Jewelry Co. and senior member
of Harris & Papier, both firms of Pittsburg, Pa.,
to Miss Anna Hirsh, daughter of B. Hirsh, has
been announced.

A recent fire in Port Huron, Mich., resulted in
ruining the jewelry stock of W. R. Austin, of that
place. It was principally to water and smoke that
the damage was due. The loss was partially
covered by insurance.

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., of Providence,
R. I., have made an addition to the quick-selling
trade novelties in the shape of a patent fob catch
for the protection of the watch. The device is
simple and effective, and will appeal to watch
wearers.

Charles E. Rose, of Telluride, Colo., desires
that in all communications to him the form,
" Charles E. Rose, the jeweler," be used, so as to
obviate as far as may be the possibility of con-
fusing him with a local ironworker of a similar
patronymic.

Mrs. Arthur N. Hull and Miss Lillian Hull,
wife and daughter of Arthur N. Hull, southern
representative of T. G. Hawkes & Co., cut glass
manufacturers, Corning, N. Y., recently sailed on
board the Hamburg-American liner Prince Oscar
for a year's stay in Rome.

L. Witsenhausen, 39 Maiden Lane, New York,
is furnishing to the trade the beautiful fabric
" Moreen silk," which is so admirably adapted for
window decoration and the display of jewelry, cut
glass, etc. The silk can be had in all colors—
white, black, cream, pink, blue and cardinal.

E. W. Bliss & Co., manufacturers of presses,
dies and special machinery, Brooklyn, N. Y., were
awarded the grand prize and a gold medal for
tools and machines exhibited at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition at St. Louis. The awards
were granted for superiority of workmanship,
smoothness of action, ingenuity of design and
high quality.

The Armstrong Jewelry Co., of Brownwood,
Texas, were "at home" to friends on Saturday,
October 22d, with a " presidential reception." A
number of neatly engraved invitations were issued
for the occasion, and these were numerously re-
sponded to. An interesting programme of music
was discoursed and appropriate souvenirs were
presented to the visitors.

The Sessions Clock Co., of Forestville, Conn.,
have issued a handsome catalogue, profusely illus-
trated, printed on enameled paper and so conve-
nient in size that it can be easily carried in an
inside pocket. • Every page is illustrated and
about one-half of the cuts are in beautiful rich
colors, which strikingly portray the new varieties
of clocks manufactured by this company. Concise
descriptions are given, prices are tabulated with
clearness and order, and the general arrangement
is methodical and intelligent.

A. 0. Hutterly, of Washington, D. C., has
been selected as clockwinder to the Postmaster-
General. For many years it has been the custom
of the various executive departments to buy high-
priced clocks and hang them in every room where
clerks are employed. The Postmaster-General has
140 of these clocks. Mr. Hutterly is expected to
keep these clocks running correctly for one year.

J. E. Marsden, president of the Quaker City
Cut Glass Company, Philadelphia, spent ten days
at the St. Louis fair in the early part of October
getting acguainted with the jewelers who called at
the firm's hoe exhibit in the Varied Industries Build-
ing at the fair. Mr. Marsden was enjoying his visit to
the exposition and the West very much, and
thought the big show wonderfully impressive and
fascinating.

Henry Paulson & Co., 156 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, have issued a catalogue illustrating and
describing their various lines of velvet, onyx and
mother-of-pearl jewelry boxes, jewelers' supplies,
optical goods, show cases, display fixtures and
other store requisites. Prices are quoted on all
these articles, the illustrations are abundant and
the descriptive matter contains a great deal of
useful information for the jeweler.

A. W. Lee has bought the jewelry stores of
Clark Long, and C. T. Mulkey, of Britt, Iowa.
W. A. Lee, formerly of Fonda, Iowa, will join
with him and . they will consolidate the two re-
cently purchased businesses and run them in hand-
some quarters under the name of Lee Bros. W. A.
Lee is a graduate of the Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology and Otology, and he will have
charge of the new firm's optical department.

Chas. S. Stifft, the well-known jeweler, of
Little Rock, Ark., and Mrs. Stifft, spent a week in
St. Louis the early part of October enjoying the
delights of the big exposition. Mr. Stifft, when
met in one of the jobbing houses, told THE KEY-
STONE man that this was the fourth visit to the fair,
and that he found it more fascinating each visit.
He said there might be more beautiful pictures in
some other world, but that there were certainly
none in this.

J. Harvell & Son, 309 State Street, Litchfield,
Ill., recently circulated an attractive mailing card,
exploiting their diamond department. It was af an
orange tint, and on its address side was a cut of a
large diamond ring, the center of which was re-
served for a name and address. The other side
contained two cuts, one of a marriage ceremony
and another of a diamond setting, the remaining
space being devoted to an interesting talk on the
value and beauty of diamonds.

Louis G. Addor, who has been in the jewelry
business at Sedalia, Mo., for thirty-one years, re-
cently disposed of his stock, safe and fixtures to
Charles H. Bard, another jeweler, of Sedalia, who
is closing out the stock at the old premises and
will afterwards remove what is left of it, together
with the fixtures, etc., to his own location. Mr.
Addor will enter Mr. Bard's employment as watch-
maker and salesman. During his thirty-one con-
secutive years in business at Sedalia, Mr. Addor
made numerous friends and established a valuable
reputation as a first-class watchmaker.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Com-
pany's new fall catalogue, thirteenth annual issue,
of 325 large, handsome pages is now ready. In
attractiveness it maintains the high standard estab-
lished by the house. Its pages are replete with
illustrations and descriptions of the different lines
of goods handled by this f.irm. The leading features
the new book presents to the ieweler who is on the
lookout for profitable, quick-selling holiday goods,
may be noted by an enumeration of the many de-
partments. There are separate departments of the
big volume devoted to clocks, bronzes and bric-a-
brac, silverware, table cutlery, fancy goods, gold
pens, leather goods, umbrellas and canes, thimbles,
match boxes and other novelties, besides a long
list of miscellaneous goods. Jewelers in the
western, southern and southwestern territory who
have not already received this book should request
it from the above firm in time to order their holi-
day lines. They will gladly send it to you free of
expense.
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I. J. Sharick, of Juneau, Alaska, enjoys the
distinction of being the eldest of five brothers, all
of whom are engaged in the jewelry business. The
other four are P. F. and W. A. Sharick, of Ash-
land, Ohio ; Oren L. Sharick, who conducts a
store at Shelby, Ohio, and R. P. Sharick, now in
Chicago. The two last named learned the business
from P. F. Sharick, while he and W. A. Sharick
are both pupils of the eldest brother. This interest-
ing quintette also have a nephew, a graduate of
P. F. Sharick's store, who is the proprietor of a
jewelry business at Mineral City, Ohio.

Manning, Bowman & Co., Meriden, Conn.,
have issued Catalogue No. 40, which is an in-
teresting compilation printed on enameled paper
throughout and elaborately illustrated. It deals
with various articles of household ware such as
chafing dishes, coffee percolators, table kettles;
coffee, tea and hot water urns, waiters, seamless
" ivory " enameled ware, English jet decorated
ware, etc. Goods in both of these latter categories
are illustrated in handsome colors. The book con-
tains in all 156 pages, including a pretty frontispiece
in the shape of a picture of the company's works.
Prices and particulars of all goods are given clearly,
and an index facilitates reference. The goods
described are furnished on request to regular
dealers.

Edward Holbrook, president of the Gorham
Mfg. Co., is the purchaser of the property at i-
'9 Maiden Lane, New York City, recently sold by
Herbert A. Sherman. The Gorham Mfg. Co.
have a store adjoining this property, and if satis-
factory arrangements can be made with the occu-
pying tenants in the meantime, the company will
begin the erection of a new building on the site of
the recently acquired premises in May next. Other-
wise a delay until 1907 may be entailed. The aggre-
gate cost of the several pieces of property is nearly
$1,000,000, and about $2,000,000 more will have
been expended by the time the contemplated
building has been completed. The structure will
extend from Maiden Lane to John Street, and
will be especially adapted for jewelry stores
and offices.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association was held in Masonic Hall,
Providence, R. I., on the evening of October 22d.
There was a large attendance, and all through the
proceedings evidences of increased interest in the
association were manifest. A supper was partaken
of at 7 o'clock, after which President Henry G.
Thresher called the meeting to order. Reports
showed a membership of 300 and revealed satisfac-
tory growth generally. John M. Buffinton, chairman
of the nominating committee, submitted the follow-
ing as nominees for office for the ensuing year, all of
whom were unanimously elected : President, Henry
G. Thresher; vice-presidents, Albert A. Bushee, At-
tleboro ; Theodore W. Foster, Providence ; George
K. Webster, North Attleboro ; treasurer, William
P. Chapin ; secretary, Charles E. Hancock, Provi-
dence ; directors, Roswell C. Smith, Frank B.
Reynolds, J. Perry Carpenter, William A. Copeland,
Frank T. Pearce and John M. Buffinton, all of
Providence, and Charles M. Robbins, of Attleboro.
The president appointed the following committees:
Advisory—William A. Copeland, John M. Buffin-
ton, Theodore W. Foster, Arthur 0. Ostby, Ros-
well C. Smith, William P. Chapin, Harry Cutler,
Albert A. Bushee, Charles M. Robbins, J. T. In-
man, George K. Webster, Charles T. Paye, C. A.
Whiting, Frank T. Pearce, J. P. Burlingame,
E. Crees, George H. Holmes, Alfred K. Potter,
E. L. Spencer, W. W. Williams, F. S. Gilbert,
Walter B. Ballou and Everett I. Rogers. Audit-
ing—Ralph S. Hamilton and George H. Cahoon.
A number of speeches were delivered, including
one by Theodore W. Foster, who extolled the ad-
vantages of the School of Design. Two amend-
ments were made to the by-laws, one fixing the
third Friday in October as the date for the stock-
holders' annual meeting, another making the third
Friday in February the date for the winter banquet,
and the third Friday in June the date for the sum-
mer outing.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.
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SOLID SILVER "SWAMI" WARE

5868. litwide

b776. Pin Cushion and Trielm

5844. Buckle

C'igaret le Box, 7 inches

,Ok11111111

I arasul Lai:11.., 9 in,lu s. "Swami" or " Floral" designs

57q,4 Powdrr Box

5790, Clothes Brush

57so. Pin Tray

5SIS. 'Reversible
Half Pog 31,1,111

5812. Pilot, I raum, Cabinet size

I ',It, Moda!lions

5818. Pepper Muffineer

5808. Inkstand, crystal mounted bottles

P. ORR & SONS
Manufacturing Jewelers
Gold and Silversmiths

Madras, India "Swami" Cigarette Case
Ladies Curd Case, mune design
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Jurors who Judged the Trade
Exhibits at the St. Louis

Exposition

In harmony with the world-wide scope
of the St. Louis Exposition, the jurors whose
duty it was to judge the relative merits of
the exhibits, were selected from men of
entineitce in their various lines in the dif-
ferent countries of the world. The illustra-
tion here shown is a reproduction of. the
official photograph of the members of the
jury who passed on the merits of the exhibits
of watch, clocks, jewelry, silverware, sta-
tionery and kindred lines. The identity of
the jurors as indicated by the numbers on
the picture is as follows :

(I) J. C. Grogan, Pittsburg., the chair-
man; (2) Milan H. Hurlburt, the chief of
the department of manufactures of the ex-
position; (3) Alfred G. Stein, of Patek,
Philippe & Co., who is secretary of the jury.

KlYSTONIE1

The other members are (4) Geo. E. Ball,
Providence, R. I. ; (5) Elie Weill, Paris,
France; (6) A. B. Lambert, St. Louis, Mo.;
(7) Gustave Herz, Vienna, Austria; (8) J. J.
Ardeshir, India; (9) R. D. Williams, Albany,
N. Y.; ( to) G. Henry, Paris, France; (II)
W. B. Frost, Providence, R. I. ; (12) P. J.
Herpel, St. Louis, Mo.; ( is) Geo. H. Haz-
litt, Chicago, Ill. ; (14) S. Geijsbeek, St.
Louis, Mo.; (15) H. Reisinger, Germany;
(16) Prof. R. Rucklin, Germany; (17)
Theodore Neuhaus, Cincinnati, Ohio; (18)
A. 0. Lange, Germany; (i9) H. P. Alsted,
Milwaukee, Wis. ; (20) Paul A. Zelling,
Germany; (21) H. B. Burrows, Cleveland,
Ohio; (22) P. Horti, United States; (23)
J.Vion Papin, St. Louis, Mo.; (24) G. Spera,
Italy; (25) D. Percebois, China; (26) L. J.
Mulford, New York; (27 ) Prof. S. Omura,
Japan; (28) Interpreter, Japan; .(29) Inter-
preter, France; (3c) Sidney Hebert, Paris,
France; (31) F. Rannaz, Paris, France.

The jurors not seen in the group,. owing

to unavoidable absence when the picture was
taken, were Franz Taeschiner, Germany;
B. Thorpe, Philadelphia; Marcel Estieu,
Siam, and J. V. Papin and C. M. Kingsbury,
United States.

The jurors devoted much time and
earnestness to the performance of their
official duties, their awards being so maul-.
festly fair that no expression of dissatisfaction
was heard. Selected as they were from all
parts of the world, there was remarkable
harmony of Views, and the social intercourse
engendered was pleasant in the extreme.

The foreign jurors, though forced to
admit that in the matter of horological and
jewelry exhibits the St. Louis Exposition fell
behind the last World's Fair, at Paris, were
most favorably impressed with the big show
in its entirety. Its scenic and architectural
beauty were accorded unstinted eulogy and
they marveled much at the immense ma-
chinery displays, paying just tribute to the
magnitudinous ideas of the Americans.

Jurors who Judged the Exhibits of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred 'frades at the St. Louis Exposition
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OW that American educationalists are awake to the import-
ance, or rather necessity of technical teaching, much may
be learned from Ge,.-many, where technical instruction has

been brought to wonderful perfection. As our readers are chiefly
interested in horology we present for
their information and edification the
curriculum at one of the leading Ger-
man schools offering instruction in the
manufacture of docks and watches.
This school is situated in Furtwangen,
Baden, and was established in the year
1887. On the basis of its experience
of twenty-six years it has developed an
organization and framed a curriculum
worthy of close attention.

The course of study

A Comprehensive occupies three years.
Curriculum Theoretical instruction

is given in the morn-
ing and practical instruction in the after-
noon. The school offers a training for clockmakers, watchmakers
and electrical engineers. The first year of theoretical instruction is
the same for all three classes of students. In the second and third
years the work is specialized for clockmakers and watchmakers in
one group and electrical engineers in another. Practical instruction
.is necessarily different for each of the three classes of students.

The studies for each year and the number of hours a week
devoted to each study are as follows :

First year : Arithmetic, 4 ; geometry, stereometry and trigo-
nometry, 2 ; experimental physics, i ; study of materials, i ;
geometrical drawing, 5 ; projection and descriptive geometry, 4 ;
free-hand drawing, 2 ; German, 2 ; business correspondence, 2 ;
business forms, 2 ; total number of hours, 25.

Second year, for all classes : Arithmetric, geometry and
stereometry, 3 ; technology and tool study, i ; experimental
physics, i ; mechanics, 3 ; bookkeeping and exchange, r.

Third year, for clock and watchmakers : Construction of
clocks and watches, i ; technology and tool study, r ; theoretical
explanation of constructive work, 4. The practical instruction in
the several classes is
as follows:

Second year, for clockmakers : Construction of escapement
wheels and models ; construction of completed clock works out of
raw materials ; practice in setting of stones. Thirty-eight hours a
week are devoted to this work. For watchmakers ; construction
of escapement wheels ; construction of complete works out of raw
materials ; practice in the setting of stones. This work occupies
38 hours a week.

A German Ito

First year, for
clockmakers : Prac-
tice in working on dif-
ferent materials with
files, lathes and drills ;
construction of sim-
pler cutting and meas-
uring instruments ;
construction of sim-
pler parts of clocks.
This work consumes
36 hours a week.

For watchmak-
ers : Practice in use
of file, drill and scarp-
ers ; construction of
parts of watches in
simple method. This
work also consumes
36 hours a week.

rological School

Third year, for clockmakers : Con-
struction of complete clocks, with pen-
dulums and striking works ; ccostruc-
tion of astronomical regulators ; con-
struction of clocks for special purposes,
of clocks for registration, and of chro-
noscopes, electrical hand systems and
electrical clocks. Fifty hours a week
are devoted to this work. For watch-
makers: Construction of complicated
watches ; repair of simple and compli-
cated watches. Fifty hours a week are
devoted to this work.

The tuition fee is 25
Nominal
Tuition Fee

marks ($5.95) a year,
payable semi-annually.

Practically all tools and raw materials are supplied by the school.
As a result, all clocks, watches and other apparatus constructed in
the school are the property of the institution, and may be sold on
its own account. As the students in the second and third year of
work turn out products of excellent quality the school has been able
to obtain a small income from this source.

The Value of Earnestness

We live in an age of earnestness. Business men are in earnest
and want assistants who are also in earnest. Competition is keen and
requires careful methods. The young man who goes at his daily
duties with earnestness is the one who will make himself more
quickly noticed by his superiors, and the one who will not long
remain unrewarded. On the other hand, to one who takes up his
work for the day with his mind on some anticipated pleasure of the
evening, or some other thing having no connection with the work
at hand, will soon find his abilities unappreciated, and as a result,
can neither expect promotion nor a good position. Business men

are demanding wide
awake assistants—

Glashutte, the town in which above School is situated

men who have thc
best interests of theit
employer at heart,
and go at their work
with the same zeal
and earnestness they
would put forth if the
business were their
own and its success
depended upon their
daily efforts. The
young man who is in
earnest is the one who
will keep a careful eye
on the needs of his
position. No better
advice could be given
any young man than
that he be in earnest
in everything.
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N many respects the most wonderful of all ships are the
giant gold hunters which are now playing havoc with
many a beautiful landscape on the Pacific slope. They are

among the latest triumphs of man's relentless ingenuity when gold
is the object. By way of explanation it may be stated that in the
course of ages many rivers, both in Western America and Eastern
Asia, having torrential sources in mountain ranges, have washed

down great quantities of fine gold to the valleys. As many of

those streams have repeatedly changed their courses, prospect
drilling discloses the presence of gold particles in varying quantities
over wide areas. The sub-stratum, just above bed rock, is often
particularly rich in yellow sands. It has long been known that
numbers of valleys are built on gold deposits, and herculean efforts
and much capital have been expended to secure the valued metal ;
but the engineering problems hitherto could not be solved. The
presence of seepage water and of the subterranean lakes and rivers

made progress impossible. It was like attempting to dig up the

bottom of a sea.
Now complete triumph has been secured over
obstacles that have for years baffled the most
resourceful engineers. Instead of making vain
efforts to expel the water from the field of opera-

tions, the big ships dig a lake bed, bank up shores, and then

launch themselves in the artificial .sea. The water, which was

formerly an element that could not be overcome, has now become
indispensable. The operators even go up the valleys, tap rivers

and convey in flumes additional water to float their fleets.

Soil that assays no more than twelve, twenty and thirty cents

a cubic yard can be worked at a great profit by the ships. Here-

tofore the presence of gold in small quantities under orchards and
other fields offered little inducement to mine operators, for the cost
of extraction would equal if not exceed the returns, even in the few
instances where the engineering problems were not insurmountable.
Now, on the Pacific Coast, olive, Jrange, peach and pomegranate
orchards, fields of wheat and barley, and rich pasture plains, and in
a few instances even villages and cities, are passing into the maw of
these mechanical monsters. Literally, valleys are being turned
upside down. The soil on which forage grass, fruits and cereals
grew is buried to a depth of twenty, thirty and even fifty feet. On
top of it, in vast irregular heaps, are tumbled acres of worthless rock.

The desolation wrought by war cannot be compared with the
wreckage of fertile valleys caused by a cruise of these gold-hunting
leviathans. Lands laid waste by armies blossom again when peace
returns. Over the wide paths traversed by the new mining
squadrons not a vine, a tree, a bush or a blade of grass will ever
grow. They will remain for all ages as barren as a granite quarry
or a street of cobblestones.

Curious
Artificial Seas

(1897)

Increased
Gold Supply
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All this means an almost incomputable addition to
the gold supply of the world. It also menaces
large portions of the choicest agricultural sections
of the earth. Nor can anything now arrest the

advance of the squadrons. The lure is irresistible and the desolation
certain. The only circumstance that could in the remote future
check the destruction of fertile areas would be an over-supply of
gold, so that its purchasing power would be greatly diminished.
Before that day arrives many of the most prolific alluvial plains in
the world will be converted into deserts.

These gold ships are the culminating effort of more than fifty
years of ingenious experiment, inspired by promise of bewildering
fortune. They are acknowledged to be the highest achievement
of mining engineering genius. In appearance they are formidable.
Take the ancient ark as it is popularly pictured, combine it with a
river or estuary dredger, add a large section of modern battleship,
half a score of hoisting cranes, pile drivers, steam hammers and
battering rams, and some conception can be had of what one of
these wonderful gold ships is like.

A great steel ladder extends in front of the vessel, like an
inverted bowsprit. Up and down the ladder march in endless
procession bucket-shaped plows with mouths of forged manganese
steel. The chain that carries them will support a weight of five
hundred tons. These keen-edged scoops will cut through solid
rock. A marine engine drives them with irresistible force. They
delve into the banks ahead of the ship, literally eating up the land.
Gorged with rock and sand, the buckets mount the ladder again,
and along a huge gantry are carried back to a rotating cylindrical
screen, into which they discharge their contents at the rate of
thirteen buckets a minute. Each one of these steel carriers contains
five cubic feet of earth, so that an amount of material equal to the
contents of three dump carts is poured every minute of the day
and night into the whirling cylinder.

Five thousand gallons of water a minute are simul-
taneously forced into the revolving mass. The
screens make twenty revolutions every minute.
All the principles of mining employed in pans,

cradles, long toms, sluices, grizzlies and amalgam plates are
combined in the winnowing process. Tables fitted with eccentric
cams, to hold down coverings of cocoanut matting and expanded
metal, catch the gold particles. Riffles containing mercury, and
amalgam plates are also used ; but the cocoanut meshes are
depended upon to catch most of the gold. These mats are
frequently put through a process of washing in a tank, and the
sediment which collects in the bottom is run through a centrifugal
amalgamating machine. The amalgam is then heated, the quick-
silver expelled and the fine gold remains. All this is done by
machinery.

Mining Methods
Extraordinary
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STERLING SILVER PENCIL HOLDER
The daintiest and most useful pencil holder

yet made, and in the most convenient shape—
nearly fiat, in reality an oval flat.

Retail price—
Plain . . .
Chased
Decorated Pattern, 2.00

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT Ci CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers and

Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES

General Agents of PAUL. e. wIRT

EMBOSSED namll IILLUMIINATED
STEEL ME 2TATIIONERY
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One dozen
Pearl
Holders, assorted
sizes, put up on elegant trays,

is a leading feature in our busin(, -;

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS, 85 SPRAGUE STREET,
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 MAIDEN LANE

F. T. PEARCE & CO
Pencils,

Makers of Gold Pens, Holders,
Toothpicks, Cigar Piercers,

Fountain and Stylo=
graphic
PensPROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Te C.g.Braxmar Co.
Manufacturing &niers

N9I0 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.
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A SPECIALTY.
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THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. I , plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,
given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and dis-

k... count to I he trade.
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Vs. 

tioltalate.

NO. 3.
All makes of Fountain Pens and Gold Pens Repaired
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Ask your jobber for
the' RIVAL " Pen

All pens are 14K. gold,
Every pcn warranted.
Members of Nat I ii ii

Association of Manufacturers of

D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.
Office and ':tvtol

45 John St., New York City

JOHN HOLLAND FOUNTAIN PENSTh
.at ely improved with a PATENTED FEEDING DEVICE
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Stationery Stocks for the Holidays
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TH November come the holidays,
and if the jeweler-stationer has not
completed his preparations for the

greatest trade season of the year he should do
so immediately. There is no time when so
much business can be done or such good
profits obtained as during the next five weeks,
especially as the holiday season this year
promises to be quite equal to any of its pre-
decessors. Under the favorable circumstances
buying should be at least fairly liberal, and a
careful watch should be kept
so that none of the favorite
numbers shall have been de-
pleted when most needed.

As has been previously
pointed out, the tendency of
taste now is toward richness
and excellence in quality.
There are, of course, large
quantities of cheap goods
sold, but they go chiefly to a
cheap class of trade. The
business is not as profitable.
as on the better grades of
goods, principally because
the margin for the dealer is
less. It requires much space
to accommodate this class of
trade, and unless there is
some extraordinary reason for
it the average jeweler-sta-
tioner will best serve his own
interests if he refuses to cater
to such custom. It seems
like a business blunder to
refuse to handle goods which
people are buying possibly
in the store across the way, and it is really a
matter for your own good judgment. If you
think it would be no injury to your jewelry
business, which, after all, is or should be, the
most important consideration, such goods
may be kept in stock. But there is grave
danger that this would be indiscreet. Your
side lines should be such as will contribute
to your jewelry business. That is, the goods
placed in your store as side lines should be
of a character in keeping with your jewelry
business and calculated to attract additional
customers. It is to be feared that low-priced
stationery goods would not help in this way.

The opening holiday is
Thanksgiving, and while
there will then be less de-
mand for stationery than at

the Christmas holidays, there are nevertheless
invitations, etc., to be written, and these will
require special stationery. You can advertise

Depmzmen
this class of goods and probably secure some
business in that way. The market will be
only limited at best, and whether it can be
increased depends, of course, upon your way
of presenting the goods, and upon the social
and financial status of your community.
Comparatively few issue invitations for
Thanksgiving, but such as do naturally prefer
paper of a quality befitting the occasion.
Window displays can profitably be begun
this month, and it goes without saying that
they ought to be of a character that will
emphasize the quality and appropriateness of
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tints and a liberal proportion of pure white
will form the most attractive collection, and
a stock made up of such ought to prove a
profitable assortment.

By the last of the month you should
devote at least one counter to your stationery
business, and upon that counter display the
same goods as • are shown in the window.
Never allow prospective customers to think
that the goods in the window and the goods
in the store are not identical, otherwise they
will attribute deception to you, and the con-
sequences of this are obvious. Suppose in

buying your fall stock you
have found a new tint that
you think will please certain
persons among your custom-
ers, and that you wish to send
samples to some of them.
Upon these samples the price
ought to be plainly marked,
and in case you have several
sizes or styles of stationery,
it would be well to send a
sheet of each. You may de-
vote one box of your stock
to this purpose: There is
almost a certainty that you
will secure increased orders
from your old customers and
many orders from new ones.

Many of your women
customers will readily make
suggestions as to what style
they prefer. Hints and pref-
erences thus expressed should
then be noted with a view to
future stock buying. Such
suggestions are especially val-
uable at this holiday season,

and whenever women customers are in the

store it will flatter them to request their

opinion of different varieties of goods. It is

always worth while to obtain the opinions of

those who can see your stock from the out-

side, and who know what pleases them and

their friends.
The main proposition at this season is to

get ready for the liberal business which is

coming. Therefore, devote your attention to

that. Get into shape as quickly as possible.

Get your displays ready so that they will be

advertising your business. Get to work on

your newspaper announcements, and make

them attractive and pithy. Impress on your

patrons that your stock is of the rich, stylish

kind that reflects good taste and refinement.

We will all sacrifice a little to be well

thought of, and the feminine purse readily

responds to the exactions of fashion. Now

at least sentiment supersedes economy.

111111111 1 111111 
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A Window Display of School Supplies designed by " Druggist's Circular"

Specials for

Thanksgiving

the goods shown. Much of the success of

this form of advertising depends upon under-
standing the tastes of the public and then

acting upon them. Make your displays as

neat and as salient as possible to the end

that the public may be made aware that in

style and quality your stationery side line is

on a par with your jewelry stock. But take

care that your side line is not exploited even

to the partial exclusion of your merchandise

proper.

Buying for

Holiday Trade

In making your selections
for the holiday trade, buy
only whites or subdued col-
ors. There is a richness in

low-toned tints which is obtainable in no other

hue. There is a strong disposition on the

part of a good many dealers to put in flashy

colors and high-keyed tints, but in your case

it would be useless and might work against

you in other directions. The low key in

(1899)
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Reis' Advertising Tape
Makes Gay Parcels for the Holidays
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Nor are they simply brightly colored and attractive—
they're strong, neat and snug, and with every one that
goes forth the store's name and address are displayed in a
conspicuous manner, dignified and effective. The entire
length, a striking type line, your story is printed, four to
ten times every yard.

Reis' Advertising Tape is woven as narrow as one-six-
teenth of an inch.

It makes smart bundles that do some clever talking.
Costs a bit more than string—it's worth more.
If you want more advertising for less money, you'll

have to steal it.
Samples talk. Send for some.
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G. Reis ,r, 640 Broadway
Corner Bleecker Street0 Bro. 441232k• New York City
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Holiday Papeteries

NOTHING, perhaps, stimulates to greater
zeal than does success. Successful

during the fall and holiday seasons of last
year even beyond their optimistic expecta-
tions, the manufacturers of papeteries, says
the American Stationer, have for the corre-
sponding season this year gone in with a will
to beat all previous records, and they have
eminently succeeded.

Occupying a high place, if, indeed, not
the principal place already, among stationers'
holiday goods, the holiday papeteries of this
year have features sufficient to strengthen
their position very much. Even of the less
expensive numbers many are decidedly hand-
some and showy, and the high-priced ones
are all of this character, making an ensemble
of beautiful goods that will serve to brighten
and tone up the general display of general
holiday goods.

With lines of such strength,
Handsome Boxes papeteries are sure to ap-
f or Gifts peal to the purchasing

public much more than
they ever have before. Simply writing paper
would undoubtedly appeal to few as being
suitable for gift purposes, but enclosed in the
type of boxes offered this year, especially,
the case is decidedly changed. This season's
goods are bound to compel attention even
from people whom they have not previously
interested, and most dealers have already
shown their belief in this assertion by making
full and adequate preparations for a very
largely increased demand.

Inasmuch as so great importance attaches
to the form of the holiday papeteries much
attention has been given this year to making
them of a type that will be suitable for some
useful purpose after the paper has been used.
At the head of such goods undoubtedly
stands the writing cabinet or outfit. This
comes in a number of different shapes and
in various woods and leathers, and may be
had to retail at a few dollars and up to as
high as $15.00.

Somewhat less expensive, but not less
showy, is a large line of boxes that after
the paper has been taken out, may be
used for handkerchiefs, gloves, ties, collars
and cuffs, jewelry, etc. These may be had
in wood and leather, and in tapestry and
highly-lithographed paper coverings.

The tapestry coverings de-
serve more than passing
mention. Extremely popu-
lar already for a wide variety

of decorative purposes, it is not strange that
they should have been employed so much
more largely this year in papeterie making.
The rich, but subdued, Oriental coloring re-
inforced with the delicate tints of the paper

Tapestry
Papeteries

and the ribbon ties and bows, made a show-
ing that attracts those that are versed in
artistic combinations as well as those that are
not. While the price asked for some of
these tapestry papeteries seems high, it is
never above a range where enterprising small
dealers can afford to be interested, and it is
good value in every case.

Considerable attention has also been
given this year to making the boxes covered
with lithographed paper as artistic and showy
as possible, and yet holding the price range
down to a normal figure. Surprising success
has attended these endeavors and some re-
markably good bargains are available.

As was to be expected, novelties are
very much in evidence in these lines. These
always acid to the effectiveness of the dis-
plays. In the past years, too, it has been
experienced that they can be handled to
advantage not only as show pieces, but for
actual sales as well. This has led to the
creation of a large number of lower-priced
novelties, many of them so pleasing and so
cheap that the manufacturers expect to have
great difficulty in filling all the orders for
them.

The line of picture box
Picture Box covers executed by famous
Covers artists and suitable for passe-

partouting, has ' come into
additional prominence. Some of last year's
assortments, which became extremely popu-
lar, are shown again and many new ones
have been added thereto. All of these are.
reported in active demand.

The filler for the boxes in the higher-
priced lines is almost exclusively some variety
of fabric-surface paper, and this is true also
of the greater number of cheaper boxes. In
the latter, however, linen, bond and parch-
ment papers are occasionally used.

The envelope most largely used is that
having some variety of the wallet flap of
essentially the same style and character as
that used in the spring. Some of the lead-
ing manufacturers are showing the long,
wedged-shape flap as well.

There is abundant material for effective
advertising in these new lines. It is a mis-
fortune that people generally are somewhat
indifferent as to the character of the writing
paper they use, and one object of every
advertisement should be to overcome this
indifference. There are many people who
claim a high degree of refinement in manners
and in dress, etc., yet do not seem to realize
what is expected of them in the important
matter of stationery. It will mean business
for the jeweler-stationer to educate them to a
higher standard, and the most favorable time
is the holiday season when purchasers are
especially disposed to be liberal and dis-
criminating.

French Script Becoming Fashionable

It is reported in the stationery world
that the old English letters in both the
shaded and solid styles, as well as the Roman
in the same styles, which have been the most
stylish letters for all forms of social engrav-
ing for some years past, will be superseded
shortly by a new letter, entitled French
script. Tiffany, the well-known New York
engraver, put out samples of this letter re-
cently, and it is said to have met with imme-
diate favor.

The new letter is a slanting one, which
looks very pretty, especially in a wedding
invitation or announcement where considera-
ble appears on the page.

Changes in the style of letter are to be
expected about so frequently. and often
nothing save the desire for something differ-
ent from old forms prompts the change. In
this case, however, the .change is said to
have been prompted by an interesting reason.

Every one acquainted with the situation
knows that old English and Roman engraving
has been very much cheapened since it at-
tained considerable popularity. It is under-
stood, too, that this cheaper work is not due
to any reduction in the cost of producing
the work by hand, but means that mechani-
cal processes are now frequently employed
which resemble real hand engraving so
closely that few but the initiated can detect
the difference. Those who appreciate the
art in engraving have long looked with dis-
pleasure on the commercial instinct which
has led to the adoption of this cheaper pro-
cess and the new style has been brought out,
it is said, in an endeavor to circumvent it.

Whether French script will long con-
tinue limited solely within the field of hand
engraving or whether it, too, shortly will be
imitated and cheapened by some mechanical
process, cannot be told at present. Some
profess to believe that it will follow early in
the path of its predecessors, while others
enthusiastically state mechanical processes
will never be able to imitate it successfully.

There is much profitable business in the
plate engraving branch of the stationery busi-
ness, and in this specialty at least the jeweler
should have an advantage even over the
regular stationer. Being an accomplished
engraver he can execute the work in an
economic and satisfactory manner, and in so
doing he is incidentally advertising the
engraving department of his jewelry business,
a highly profitable annex at this season. We
have frequently told our readers how to
arrange and conduct a plate-engraving de-
partment, how to store the plates for cus-
tomers and how to care for them. Consid-
erable attention must be paid to this matter,
for no side line can be expected to run itself.
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'OVE MBE R–DECE MBE R, the jeweler's busy season,
into which must be crowded practically a third of the year's
business, is the time of all times to make your strongest
possible bid for trade.

Goods must be pushed—and there isn't anything that
you can push with greater certainty of having your efforts
well repaid than Simmons Watch Chains.

Simmons Chains are pre-eminently goods for " fine
trade "—the sort that the jeweler instinctively brings for-
ward when a customer wants something above the ordi-
nary, something which has all the desirable qualities and
no doubtful ones.

They're goods that you can buy with safety and
sell with confidence—and with _profit.

Show a good line of them, then, in your cases and window, and mention
them in your ads.—not because they're Simmons Chains but simply because it's
business policy to let people know that you carry goods that are known, and of
absolutely dependable quality.

One advantage in carrying the Simmons line that shouldn't be overlooked, is
the point of prompt delivery on re-orders. There's scarcely a jobbing house in
the country that doesn't carry a representative assortment.

n't forget the Simmons Chain Window-
Dressing Contest and the Posterette

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
NEW VORK OFFICE, 9-13 MAIDEN LANE CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 STATE STREET
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Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Alabama has never been so
Unusual prosperous as at this time,
Prosperity and the prosperity is confined

Tulle 1(1174YSTOINE

to no one class. The busi-
ness men are in good shape because the farmers
and laborers have been able to pay all debts,
and the industries are busy because of a liberal
run of trade. The danger of a strike of the coal
miners in the Birmingham District has practi-
cally passed away, and almost all of the local
industries are running again, with many new
ones in blast and getting ready to start. Iron
has taken a turn upward and kindred products
are bringing increasing prices with developing
demand. The Ensley Steel Mill, of the Tennes-
see Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, has
solved the problem of perfect open-hearth steel,
and the plant, with the large rail mill, is running
steadily. All this, with the enormous cotton
crop and the fact that farmers are living at
home, gives the State a financial standing it has
never had in its history.

Birmingham being in the
Business Boom midst of the industrial sec-
in Birmingham tion, its conditions are a kind

of business barometer in that
section. The city is full of life. Every line of
business is picking up. Merchants who cut
down their force of clerks some weeks ago are
reinstalling them and looking for more. Jewel-
ers are getting a large increase in trade, and
already the outlook for holiday buying has
opened up. The midwinter holidays are the
most generally observed of any in the South,
and more presents are given then than at any
other. To meet this demand the jewelers are
stocking up on silver and cut glass. Anticipa-
tion of good business has also resulted in laying
in a good stock of diamonds, and many sales are
reported. Every store has been brightening up
for the fall trade, and all have laid in good
stocks.

Some weeks ago F. W. Brom-
Trade berg repaired and overhauled
Notes his big store in Birmingham,

and has placed all of his stock
where it will be best seen. Besides his watch
sales, which are big, Mr. Bromberg reports a
fine trade in cut glass and silver, and of these
he is making fine displays. Abbott Brothers
have been getting in shape for their fall and
winter trade, and have brightened and replen-
ished their stock. They have one of the largest
and most beautiful stores in Alabama. The
Jobe-Rose Company has burnished up all along
the line, and has one of the prettiest stores in
the city of Birmingham. Calhoun Jewelry Com-
pany is making its Birmingham store look fine
with new goods and paint, while the old stand-
by, P. H. Linnehan, is keeping pace with the
procession, wherever it goes. A. S. Smith has
enlarged his store and stock, Brandes has
brightened up and J. Lowinsohn has added
more goods, and finer ones, to the enormous
stock he has always carried. All in all, the out-
look for fall business in Birmingham is for the
largest trade ever had.

Montgomery is in line in a prosperity way.
The LeBron Jewelry Company is moving into
a handsome new store with a large stock just
bought in the East; Weiss has added several
new features, besides many staples, and Ruth
& Son are showing a large stock. Ike Loeb is
prepared for the biggest trade in his history,
and J. Davidson has crowded his little store
with salable goods. Many new features have
been added by the Pepperman Jewelry Com-
pany, among them a revolving show window
that has attracted wide attention. Montgomery
is getting a large trade in ten-cent cotton, which
is giving the city an enormous volume of money.
Much of it is surplus, and the farmers and
others who come to town are able to spend
liberally for luxuries.

L. P. Hebard has enlarged his jewelry store
at Sheffield and put in a new stock.

F. A. Howe, Jr., has now a fine store in
Huntsville, having finished a general overhaul-
ing.

J. T. Crisman, a well-to-do jeweler of Annis-
ton, has struck a good flow of oil in a well he
owns in Kansas. He and his family control
large tracts of the lands in the neighborhood.

Apsey & Co., at Greensboro, have just laid
in a stock of stationery and pictures, the junior
member of the firm going East to buy the stock.

J. J. Morris has moved to the handsome
Page block in Elba to fit up a new jewelry stock.

E. Clayton has opened a small stock and
repair bench in the post office building at Gun-
tersville.

Stephens Jewelry Company, at Anniston,
has made repairs and put in every convenience
for optical work.

The Bank Jewelry Store at Eufaula has been
handsomely fitted up for the fall business.

J. B. Whitlock, for J. H. Whitlock, at
Eufaula, has returned from New York, where
he bought new stocks of jewelry. He made
many additions to the optical department, being
an expert optician.

Goods taken from the store of C. B. Sar-
gent, at Cullman, some weeks ago, were sent
back later, packed in a box. They came from
St. Louis and no one knows who sent them.
In the box was an unsigned note, which stated
that two boys were passing through town with-
out money, and they broke in to get something
which could be turned into money. They had
secured work and it was not necessary to use
stolen goods.

Kansas City Letter

Kansas City's week of fall fes-
The Fall tivities has come and gone.
Festivities The first week in October has

been for eighteen years a gala
time for Kansas City and the people of its
neighboring territory, and the season of festivity
just closed was probably the best that has ever
been given here. The big Priests of Pallas elec-
trical pageant was the most beautiful one that
the Priests have ever given, and all of the biz
balls and the other public events of the week
were exceptionally successful. The quality of
entertainment this season was the best yet, and,
in spite of the strong counter attraction in the
World's Fair, the city was full of visitors for the
week of the festival. Kansas City has enter-
tained larger crowds, but the one this year was
far larger than the merchants expected to see.

The Kansas City wholesale
Local Whole- houses h ve all been wearing
sale Trade their company look since

early in the summer, for all
of the big dealers say that they have never
entertained so many visitors as they have this
year. Kansas City is on the way to the World's
Fair for most people coming from the great
Southwest, and as all World's Fair tickets have
stopover privileges the town is always full of
visitors. Those who have any business with any
of the jobbing houses of course improve the
opportunity to call upon them, and, as a result,
most of the big stores are busy entertaining
visitors all the time. The proportion of out-of-
town people in Kansas City has been unusually
large this summer, and the World's Fair, in-
stead of hurting business here, has in some ways
benefited it.

One characteristic of business in the sum-
mer and early fall has been its spasmodic nature.
A week of dulness is followed by a week of un-
usual activity, but the average has been fully
equal to that of last year, and last year was a
prosperous one.

The fall seems to be a general moving time
for several of the big jewelry firms, a few of
which have had to secure larger quarters. The
C. B. Norton Jewelry Company is now comfort-
ably settled in its new home at 1013 and tot5
Grand Avenue. The new quarters are very well
arranged and attractive in appearance.

The Meyer Jewelry Company, the well-
known manufacturing jewelers, are looking for
another location with more room.

It is likely that there will be several new re-
tail jewelry firms in Kansas City shortly, for
representatives have been here looking over the
ground. Mr. May, of Schaul & May, Atlanta,
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Ga., was in Kansas City last month looking for
a location.

J. R. Mercer has gone to New York to buy
goods for the holiday trade.

Walter Starcke, of Junction City, Kans.,
came to Kansas City to attend the Priests of
Pallas ball.

Mrs. I. Sachs, wife of I. Sachs, of the Sachs
Optical Company, of Washington, D. C., is in
Kansas City visiting her brother, L. Meyer, and
Mrs. Meyer. Mr. and Mrs. Meyer are to leave
shortly for the World's Fair.

Miss Ferne Abbott, cashier for Gurney &
Ware, is spending some time at the World's
Fair in St. Louis.

Mr. Dorst, of Dorst & Co., is here from
Cincinnati, looking after the interests of his new
manufacturing jewelry establishment here. Mr.
Dorst is more than pleased with Kansas City,
and is highly gratified at securing a location in
this city.

E. L. Donaldson, of Edwards & Sloane's
traveling force, was married Thursday, October
5th, to Miss Henrietta Studebaker, of Mystic,
La. Miss Studebaker was in Kansas City at-
tending the festivities and Lad no idea of being
married while here, but the plans for the mar-
riage were hastily arrang d, and the young bride
remained in Kansas City as Mrs. Donaldson.
Mr. Donaldson is one of the most widely known
and best liked of the younger traveling men
going out of Kansas City, and will probably find
his next trip a succession of congratulations, in
which THE KEYSTONE joins.

Ives L. Lake, of the Chicago office of the
American Waltham Watch Company, was in
Kansas City last month calling on the whole-
sale dealers.

P. H. Seewald, of Amarillo, Tex., was in
Kansas City buying goods last month. Mr.
Seewald is of a well-known family of jewelers,
members of which have jewelry stores in Tiffin,
Ohio; East Las Vegas, N. Mex.; Hudson, Mich.,
and Amarillo, Tex.

Tom Roe, of Pratt, Kans., was a Carnival-
week visitor to Kansas City.

T. S. Terry and wife, of Downs, Kans., were
in Kansas City taking in the festivities.

William F. Walsh, polisher for the Meyer
Jewelry Company, is still ill at the hospital,
where he has been for several weeks.

F. W. Meyer, riP5 Main Street, is attending
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Reuling, of Wymore,
Nebr., were among those in Kansas City for
festival week.

While Miss Sarah Kersten, of Meyer's, was
leaning out of the window, one day last month,
her waist caught fire from a blow-pipe flame,
which was setting on a table in front of the
window. Miss Emma Fricke, who was near
Miss Kersten at the time, rushed to her assist-
ance, and the two young women manaczed to ex-
tinguish the flames. Miss Kersten was unin-
jured, and the only bad result of the adventure
was a fright for both and a burned waist for
Miss Kersten.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who came
to Kansas City for festival week, and who visited
the wholesale houses while here, were C. A.
Ball, Hennessy, Okla.; E. B. Van Ness, Mound
City, Kans.; R. H. Marehouse, Topeka, Kans.;
L. Hoffman, Leavenworth, Kans.; Bert Hollen-
beck, Spring Hill, Kans.; C. B. Libbey, Wier
City, Kans.; A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.;
T. S. Terry, Downs, Kans.; F. M. Dillon,
Bonner Springs, Kans.; A. D. Morrison, Bill-
ings, Okla.; Emanuel Smith, Billings, Okla.;
Otto Burklund, Ossawatomie, Kans.; Frank
Kossell, Pittsburg, Kans.; F. C. Calhoun, Paw-
nee City, Kans.; Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans.;
Charles Sands, Kirksville, Mo.; G. W. Fort,
Stafford, Kans.; L. C. Kesling, Osborne, Kans.;
H. Ackerman, Maryville, Kans.; A. J. Kibler,
Wellsville, Kans.; W. H. Schreckengost, Platts-
burg, Mo.; F. M. Sparks, Shelbina, Mo.; I. E.
Griffin, Elk City, Kans.; Joseph Kershnell, Hale,
Mo.; L. G. Trower, Cameta, Ind. T.; F. Kolstad,
Pleasant Hill, Mo.; Mr. Rinehart, of Rinehart &
Slagle, Smith Center, Kans.; Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Conklin, Chanute, Kans.; Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Hall, Mankato, Kans.; Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Deming, Concordia, Kans., and Miss Violet
Hunt, Lebo, Kans.
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Seamless Gold Filled Chains

Vest Chains

Lorgnettes

Dickens Chains

Pony Chains

Locket Chains

Ladies' Chatelaines

Fobs

Lockets

Neck Chains

Bead Necks

Ladies' Fobs

All D & C goods sold with full guarantee

Philadelphia Leads the Country
on Catalogue Work

The proof of this assertion is the orders we have booked from various
sections of the country in competition with printers of other cities.

Our facilities for handling big contracts have also placed Philadelphia away ahead
of all other cities in Directory Work, the large telephone books of this and
several other cities being products of our establishment.

In Magazine Work we are also well to the fore. This journal, THE KEYSTONI •
is a specimen of our handicraft. Is it good enough for you?

Write us your wants—no matter how large or how small—and we will be glad to give you an estimate.
We have a plant completely equipped to do every branch of the PRINTING and BINDING arts, and
do it quickly and well.

GEO. F. LASHER
147 to 151 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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New Goods an Inventions

KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1895)

An Improved Form of Tweezer
These new tweezers, a sample of which is shown in our illustration, are

11.111(1-made from flexible sheet steel bodies and curved so as to give them

convex and concave faces, thus adding to their strength and giving them a
better hold than the old form. Henry Zimmern & CO., Inc., New York, are

the sole agents for this improved tool, known as the " Convex and Concave

Patent Tweezer."

An interesting
and useful device is
the new patented
key-ring invented
by Fred. G. Van-
core, of Colebrook,
N. H., and shown
ill the illustration
herewith. This
article embodies a
ring and slot de-
vice simple to operate, strong and durable, which allows the keys to be

easily attached and detached and also holds them securely on the key-ring.

The illustration shows the manner of attaching the key to or detaching it

from the key-ring. Fig. C is the key-ring, consisting of a flexible metal

wire split at one point, the ends B being bent to a half circle capable of

meeting and forming a circle large enough to allow ring. A to work in it

freely. A is a double ring of metal wire, the larger ring of which works in

the slot B, and the smaller, if desired, may be attached to the key-chain.

New Key-Ring

"1111111111111111111111111111111111

A Valuable Improvement in Charms

An interesting improvement in the construction

of Knights Templar charms is represented in the

accompanying illustration. The improvement in this

instance lies in the helmet, which is a five-jointed one,

the only one of its kind on the market. This feature

precludes wobbling or breaking apart. These devices

are made by Wendell & Company, New York City

and Chicago, who make a specialty of emblem goods. The novelty of the

designs and constructive perfection give the charms a striking individuality.

New Soldering Block

A new device of interest to bench workers is an adjustable soldering

block, which is equally efficient in jewelry repairing and optical work. This

block is manufactured by Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H. Its two sec-

tions can be placed at any desired distance apart or at ant angle from go to

18o degrees. It holds rimless bridges perfectly, can be adjusted quickly

and necessitates no pins or binding. It holds the joint in perfect contact

without pressure, so that there is no danger of springing apart when heated.

Other merits claimed for this block are that it obviates the necessity for

truing frames before repairing and needs comparatively little heat.

• Big Silver Watches for Filipino Chiefs
A Washington jewelry establishment has _just filled an order, given by

the State Department, for six big silver watches. These timepieces are

intended for presentation, in the name of the President of the United States,

to half a dozen chiefs of tribes away down in the Philippine archipelago in

commemoration of the signing of the treaties. The watch cases are elabo.

rately engraved and the gifts will undoubtedly make a big hit with the 
native

recipients. Each is suitably inscribed, setting forth that it is a present from

the President of the United States to the ruler whose name appear
s thereon

in bold script, and each case is provided with an exceptionally fine 
movement.
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BOOK NOTICES

" Pewter Plate"

A most interesting volume for the jeweler and art metalworker is the

handsome 300-page work entitled " Pewter Plate," by H. J. L. J. Masse, M.A.

The book is a valuable compilation of information gathered from many

sources as to the alloy itself, its history and composition, its use both in the

home and the church, the methods of its ornamentation, its gradual decay

and partial revival. To illustrate many of the points raised, special photo-

graphs were made of objects mostly in private collections, but many in

museums. There are valuable chapters on the composition of pewter,

methods of manufacture, the cleaning and repair of pewter articles, the

ornamentation of pewter, pewter marks, etc. The book makes quite an

impressive volume, the binding, paper and illustration all being high class.

It is published by the Macmillan Company, New York, and can be had

from THE KEYSTONE office on receipt of the publishers' price, $7.00.

" Sportsman Joe"

The teaching of history through the medium of the novel is a popular

form of instruction, as the myriad readers of historical novelists from

Scott to our own Churchill will gladly testify. But it is rare to find such a

branch of knowledge as out-door sports included in this attractive form.

The reader of " Sportsman Joe " will not only be entertained by an interest-

ing and healthful story, but will find its perusal a very complete course of

study in camp life and the pleasures of forest, lake and field. All devotees

of the rod and gun and all those who aspire to the enthusiastic handling of

same have an intellectual treat in store for them in this instructive book by

Edwyn Sandys, the well-known novelist and authority on sports afield.

" Sportsman Joe " is published by the Macmillan Company, New York,

and the price is $L5o.

" God's Good Man"

One of the latest additions to the store of fiction is a 500-page novel

entitled " God's Good Man," by Marie Corelli. The authoress describes

the work as a " simple love story," and this is quite sufficient to know about

the book before perusing it. The hero in this instance is an English country

parson, or " passon," as some of his parishoners called him ; and as a

parson's love is a subject dear to the curiosity if not to the hearts of the

reading public, the book is likely to prove a very popular one. The story is

told in the familiar style of Miss Corelli, and the circumstances are suf-

ficiently unique and the treatment sufficiently unconventional to make it

different from most love stories. The book is published by Dodd, Mead &

Company, New York, and the price is $1.50.

" Scientific American Reference Book"

A unique work of reference is the " Scientific American Reference

Book." Its scope and practical utility are best explained by the fact that it

is the remit of the queries of three generations of readers and correspon-

dents of the Scientific American. It deals with matters of interest to

everybody and is finely illustrated. For the purposes of this book informa-

tion has been drawn from over one ton of government reports alone. The

chapter relating to patents, trade-marks and copyrights is a thorough one

and aims to give inventors proper legal aid. The chapter on manufactures

deals with most interesting figures, admirably presented for reference. The

chapter dealing with mechanical movements contains nearly three hundred

illustrations. Weights and measures occupy a considerable section of the

book, and are indispensable for purposes of reference. It contains the very

latest information on every subject treated, a good illustration of this being

the chapter on wireless telegraphy. In all, it has 516 pages, profusely illus-

trated, and six colored plates. It is published by Munn & Co., New York,

and can be had from this office on receipt of publishers' price, p.50.

Possibilities of Calcium

Prof. J. W. Richards, of Lehigh University, points out that although

calcium is the metal next to iron in natural abundance, chemists and

metallurgists are only just beginning to appreciate its possibilities. The ore

costs but a few cents a ton for quarrying, since it occurs in inexhaustible

quantity, as pure calcium carbonate in limestone, chalk and marble, and

the production of the metal is the special task of the electro-chemist. At

temperatures above red heat calcium is the strongest metallic base, and

Professor Richards believes that by its use many problems may find their

solution, such as the complete deoxidation of remelted metals and the

Juction of rare elements.
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charges and time by buying your goods from a
jobber and importer that can supply all your
wants in the

JEWELRY LINE

Our stock of WATCHES is complete.
Will furnish an Elgin, Waltham or any other
make of MOVEMENT with every case.

DIAMOND GOODS 

We can meet and undersell all competition, be-

cause we are satisfied with small profits.

Give us a Trial Order 

Morris Rosenbloom 0 Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
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With the advent of autumn business has
grown decidedly better, as had been predicted
by those acquainted with conditions from the
Missouri River to the Pacific Coast. All danger
of frost damaging the corn having passed, the
farmers realize that they have been unusually
successful this season, in spite of some slight
damage to wheat. The corn crop, as a whole,
is all that could be desired. It will probably not
exceed the crop of last year in bushels, but in
quality it is far superior and will grade high.
The high prices now obtainable will assure the
farmers a higher average price than ever before.

The change in the situation was immediately
reflected in the demands of the buyers. They
came to Omaha in great numbers during the
Ak-Sar-Ben festivities and looked over the fall
stocks, and either placed orders at that time or
sent them in shortly after their arrival home.
These orders indicate that the dealers are ex-
pecting a good season, in spite of all the pessi-
mism which prevailed during the spring and
summer. The State was never in better con-
dition, and the improvement that will be noted
when the gold of the East begins to come in
payment for the corn crop will soon render
business conditions roseate.

Farther west there seems to be the same
excellent prospects. Mr. Shook, of the Shook
Manufacturing Company, who has arrived home
from an extended trip to the Pacific Coast, re-
ports conditions in Oregon, Washington, Idaho
and Utah most satisfactory. The people are all
looking forward to a prosperous year.

J. A. Cusen, a second-hand dealer, of Chey-
enne, Wyo., was recently the victim of a
clever swindle. Mr. Cusen wished to put in a
stock of second-hand jewelry, and placed an
order for $300 with the "Orangeburg, N. Y.,
Second-Hand Jewelry Company." A package
arrived from the East and Cusen paid $3oo on
it at the Pacific Express Company's office, it
being sent C. 0. D. When he opened the pack-
age he discovered only a large block of wood
encased in a tin box and tightly soldered. He
demanded his money back, but the money had
been sent East to the company designated.
Cusen has employed attorneys to recover the
money from the express company and to prose-
cute the swindlers, if they can be captured.
Cusen states that he has a catalogue issued by
the Orangeburg Jewelry Company, out of which
lie ordered his goods.

A man giving his name as George Hennessy
was arrested here recently with $2oo worth of
jewelry in his possession. Under pressure, he
broke down and confessed he had robbed a
jewelry store at Hawarden, Nebr. As there is
no such town in the State, tne police applied to
the police of Hawarden, Iowa, for information.
They learned that Jeweler J. A. Emmerson, of
that place, had been robbed several months ago.
Mr. Emmerson, accompanied by the Hawarden
city marshal, came to Omaha and identified the
goods. Hennessy was taken to Hawarden,
where he will be prosecuted on the charge of
burglary.

William Smith and Charles Jennings, who
confessed, in Des Moines, to the theft of $10,000
worth of diamonds from 0. Cohen last June,
have been sentenced to fourteen years each in
the Iowa penitentiary. Cohen's safe was robbed
by cracksmen, who blew it up with dynamite.
The robbers fled to Chicago, but were captured
in that city.

William Smith, who has been a student at
the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute,

is now employed by the Reichenberg-Smith
Company.

A. A. Gordon, a student at the Omaha
Horological and Optical Institute, has accepted
a position with Jeweler Gordon, of Braymer,
Mo. L. E. O'Hara, of Cripple Creek, Colo., has
accepted a position with W. C. Flatow, of this
city. Mr. O'Hara has been attending the
Omaha Horological and Optical Institute. New
students at the Omaha Horological and Optical
Institute are: K. M. Saunders, Davenport,
Iowa, and Mr. Johnson, Alliance, Nebr.

Phil Roche has discontinued his jewelry
business at Glenns Ferry, Idaho.

Ira L. Morgan, a jeweler at Malvern, Iowa,
was recently married to an estimable young lady
of Harlan, Iowa.

H. W. Howard, formerly of Lusk, Wyo.,
has declared his intention of going into the
jewelry business at Fairfield, Nebr:

A. Mendelberg furnished a diamond pendant
for Miss Ada Kirkendall, who was queen of Ak-
Sar-Ben this fall. He also furnished the silver
cup given as a prize for local roadsters at the
horse show.

San Francisco Letter

Walter A. Green, of the well-known firm of
Carrau & Green, 220 Sutter Street, this city,
was married to Miss Blanche D. Goldman at
the residence of the bride's parents, 2100 Van
Ness Avenue, on Sunday, October i6th, by the
Rev. Jacob Voorsanger. The bride and groom
spent their honeymoon in southern California,
and are now stopping at the St. Francis Hotel,
San Francisco. As soon as the holidays are
over Mr. and Mrs. Green will make an extended
trip to Europe. THE KEYSTONE joins their
many friends in wishing the young couple a
happy and prosperous life.

C. J. Auger, the enterprising Kearny Street
jeweler, has remodeled his store and installed a
fine new set of glass showcases framed in oak.
The walls have been entirely covered with plate-
glass mirrors, which give the store the appear-
ance of being entirely of crystal.

Crouch Brothers, the London jewelers, is
the latest addition to the retail jewelry fraternity
in Los Angeles, having opened a new store on
Broadway, near Seventh Street. We feel safe
in saying they will meet with success if the fit-
ting-up of their establishment is any indication
of their business ability.

A. I. Hall & Son are making preparations
to move their offices to their new location on
the top floors of the new building on the corner
of Third and Mission Streets, and expect to be-
gin heir migration as soon as the holiday rush
is over.

Otto Schwenecke, whose smiling counte-
nance greeted Nordman Brothers' material cus-
tomers for a number of years, has left his old
friends and gone in business with A. A. Handle,
the retail jeweler, of Oakland, Cal.

C. W. Wickersham, who conducts a retail
jewelry store in Bakersfield, Cal., called upon
his friends in the trade recently, and incidentally
purchased goods to carry him over the holidays.

A. C. Cooper, traveling representative for
M. Schussler & Co., is receiving the congratu-
lations of his many friends upon the arrival of
Roger, Jr., and we are pleased to say the young
man and his mother are enjoying good health.

R. Wickersham, the Oakland retail jeweler,
is fitting up a new store at 1228 Broadway, and
expects to occupy same shortly after the holi-
days. The new quarters will be a big improve-
ment over his old quarters.

S. Nordlinger's new store, on South Spring
Street, Los Angeles, is almost ready for his
stock. We must commend Mi. Nordlinger
upon his new location, which is right in the
center of the business district and near the
Angelus Hotel. From the style of the fixtures
and showcases installed in the new store, it
would be a hard task to show an improvement
over the taste displayed in the fittings of this
new palace of delight.

We are pleased to see that Roland Jacobs
is able to be ..round again after the serious acci-
dent that he met with on July 4th, and the
Alphonse Judis Company's office force are
pleased to again have his able assistance during
the busy season. Roland is receiving the con-
gratulations of his many friends upon his com-
plete recovery, and THE KEYSTONE joins the
throng.

J. Pembroke, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt's
traveling brigade, returned from his Eastern
trip very much flattered at the reception ac-
corded him at the different manufacturing estab-
lishments in Elgin, Philadelphia, etc.

Julius Wise, of the firm of J. S. Lehrberger
& Co., is making his maiden trip through the
Northwest. Mr. Wise has shaped things in his
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old territory so that some of the other travelers
for this firm will be able to call upon his cus-
tomers while he is away on this two-months'
trip. This house is reaching out for more busi-
ness, and we feel that Mr. Wise will make as
many new friends in his new territory as he has
in his old.

Warner Brothers have opened their new
store on the corner of Third and Jessie Streets,
this city, and are receiving the congratulations
of the trade upon its fine appearance.

Mr. Melrose, manager of Vanderslice & Co.,
retail jewelers, of Sutter Street, San Francisco,
returned from his Eastern purchasing trip look-
ing the picture of health.

A. Huguenin, after many disappointments,
has opened his new store on the corner of
Grant Avenue and Sutter Street, and its appear-
ance improves the whole neighborhood, as con-
siderable taste has been displayed in fitting it
up. We feel safe in saying that, owing to
scarcity of desirable stores in this location, the
old shacks in this vicinity will be replaced, in the
near future, by fine new office buildings, and
Mr. Huguenin will reap the benefit of his fore-
sight in selecting his location.

A. Fleissner, of Fleissner & Marshall, the
Geary Street jewelers, is now a proud papa, and
the young lady and her mother are progressing
nicely. Of course Gus is receiving congratula-
tions upon the arrival of the little Miss.

The Baldwin Jewelry Company's new store
on the corner of Market and Taylor Streets is
open for business, and retailers who contem-
plate refurnishing their stores would do well to
look over this sample of up-to-date furnishing.

James Cook's jewelry store, at 1712 Market
Street, was burglarized on September 20th. It
seems Mr. Cook has made it a practice to lock
his store door every day at 12 o'clock, noon,
and reopen it at 1, after returning from lunch.
On this particular day he found his store upset,
the floor being covered with a large quantity of
the cheaper goods. The thief must have been
an experienced one, as he took only the best of
the visible stock. After a hurried search, Mr.
Cook found that fourteen solid gold watches,
seventeen ladies' gold watches, a quantity of
filled timepieces and about one hundred and
fifty rings and brooches were missing, besides
all of the ready money in the cash drawer.
Fortunately Mr. Cook kept his valuable diamond
rings in his safes. The thief presumably
walked into the store after using a pass key,
and helped himself to its contents.

We regret to announce the sudden death of
Herman C. Hotfilter, who conducted for many
years, in Sacramento, one of the oldest jewelry
stores in that section. Mr. Hotfilter was 54
years of age, and leaves many friends.

W. F. Wooster, of Suisun, Cal., one of the
leading retail jewelers of this thriving section,
was married recently, and he and his bride spent
their honeymoon in San Francisco, and were
entertained by their friends in the trade.

G. C. Wilkins, the retail jeweler, of Red
Bluff, was in town on a purchasing trip during
the I. 0. 0. F. Convention.

A. Bollack, who formerly represented the
Standard Optical Company as traveling sales-
man, has opened a new office at 738 Mission
Street, San Francisco, and will represent several
Eastern manufacturing houses, calling upon the
trade as far East as Kansas City.

H. D. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Haden-
feldt, is making his annual fall trip, calling upon
his trade throughout the Pacific Northwest.

J. J. Wilson, one of Dunsmuir's retail jewel-
ers, called upon his friends in the trade last
month and selected a small line of staples to
sell this fall.

Leon Nordman, of Nordinan Brothers, is
around again after a slight accident which oc-
curred recently. He was confined to the house
for only three days.

Alfred Eisenberg, of A. Eisenberg & Co.,
is rapidly recovering his health, and spends a
nart of each day in the office taking care of the
firm's growing diamond business.

Harry B. Oberlin, retail jeweler, of Fresno,
California, visited this city recently and made
extensive purchases for the holiday trade. He
looks forward to a very busy season, as pros-
pects are very good in his section.
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One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturing

To Order
Our Specialty

State your wants

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO., Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CH I CAGO , I LL.

The Famous 'Ever-Ready" Plato Clock
NO HANDS A REVOLUTION IN COMPUTING TIME NO DIAL

LJ
Design No. 1 $6.00

The "Plato" tells the time at a glance, and no mistakes are possible.
The only simple and certain method
of ascertaining correct time.

These clocks are

wound, set and

regulated the

same as any

watch or clock.

AN IRRESISTIBLE
WINDOW ATTRACTION
FOR THE JEWELER

Design No. 2.

Upper plates rep-

resent the hour.

Lower plates rep-

rent the minutes.

Changes .every

minute.

Design No. 3. $7.00

The plates are of
the finest finish
and most beauti-
ful colors,and can
be furnished in
red, white, blue.
When ordering,
be sure to specify
just what colors
are desired.

These clocks will keep as perfect time as the present dial clock, only the highest class
of workmanship and material being employed in their manufacture. Will last indefinitely.

SIMPLE FOR DISCOUNTS, APPLY TO JOBBERS, OR TO

A MOST
APPROPRIATE
CHRISTMAS,
WEDDING OR
HOLIDAY GIFT

Design No. 4. $8.00

ACCURATE

American Electrical Novelty and Manufacturing Co.
CIIICAGO-184 Lake Street 304-314 Hudson Street, NEW YORK BOSTON -- .35 Kingston Street
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The Drummer as a Guardian
Angel

Parable of Two Partners that Needed each Other—
The Knight of the Grip as Mediator

I IE following is a drummer's story. It
has a nibral for partners and reveals yet
another way in which the traveling man,
he of much wit and many resources, can

be of service to the trade :
Once upon a time there flourished in the near

East or the far West, or maybe it was in the lan-
guorous South, the bustling firm of Getup & Go.
Go loved work so much that he grudged the time
it took to munch his noonday roll, and Getup
would rather thumb samples than fish for trout.
And Getup & Go won signal success, and their
bank account grew plump as a turkey before
Thanksgiving. "A model pair," folks would say,
pointing to the partners sauntering along arm in
arm, " just like two brothers."

But Getup had a mind of his own, and so had
Go, and when two masterful minds clash they
make a railroad collision seem like a meeting of
feather pillows. Getup said " Yes," and Go
answered " No," and Go affirmed " This is it,"
and Getup retorted " You're 'way off." And
thing went from bltd to worse, until Getup would
look at Go without seeing him, and Go would be
lost in contemplation of Getup's cravat, but totally
unaware that there was anything above it.

Getup never.referred to Go by name any mote,
nor did Go mention Getup's. When either was
asked where the other was, he simply jerked his
thumb over his shoulder and went on with what
he was doing. In lieu of remarks they exchanged
unsigned slips of paper sent by the boy, and if
both chanced to stay in the same room together
for thirty seconds, the fire in the stove went out
and the water faucet froze.

Odd to relate, however, the business of Getup
& Go went right on prospering. Men simply
trooped into the shop, and, finding what they
wanted, would tell their friends, who would troop
there, too. And Getup & Go continued to dwell
together-apart and. be enemy-friends. But you
can't live in a refrigerator and be happy, unless
you're a polar bear.
" Let's part," said Getup, one summer morn-

ing, when the atmosphere of the place became so
chilly that frost glistened on the windows and
icicles hung from the ceiling. " Done," said Go,
and they went their separate ways.

Now Getup was a regular glutton for work and
a man of admirable taste, but he knew as little of
the details of business as a steeple-climber does of
mining coal. He set up shop for himself and fitted
it charmingly, and had goods made up according
to his own designs ; and visitors, glancing about
in delight, would exclaim, " Bully boy, Getup, you
have 'em all beaten a mile."

But Getup left his books to an old fogy,
who used nine different kinds of spectacles, wore
paper collars, and blew his nose explosively every
thirty seconds. The haughty clerks stood around
in stained-glass attitudes, while Getup was in his
office looking at samples, and they got all sorts of
fancy prices for $2.75 worth of work a week.
Getup, dear old Getup, simply had no head for
the routine of business, and. they bled him until
he looked like a man who had gone through
three wars and been in a trolley accident on top
of it.

True, Getup did a rushing business ; for, as
already told, he was a man of taste who knew how
to pick goods. But, all the mcney that went into
the bank during the week came out in a lump on
pay-day, and Getup found himself lunching at a
" watch-your-hat-and-coat " place and letting his
beard grow to save the price of shaving. The last
drop of bitterness was added to his cup when he
had to borrow carfare one rainy night from his
chief clerk. Then his tortured soul cried out in
anguish.

Meanwhile, Go was faring no better. He, too,
had opened a shop ; but the clerks didn't do the
bronzed-statue act. Oh, no ; they worked at ex-
press train speed from the time the key was turned
in the lock mornings until it was turned again
evenings. Go was the first to come and the last
to leave, and to see him transfix a dilatory clerk
with his stony glare was something to remember.
Alas, however, though a capital organizer and a
keen business man, Go had no eye for color and
no appreciation of fashion and fitness. Whenever
a manufacturer had a lot of nightmares that he
made up from odds and ends bought in an un-
guarded moment, guileless Go would be his target.
In time, Go's shop became the acknowledged
haven for all the flotsam and jetsam of the market,
for the has-beens, never-was and never-could-bes.
Go still got down at eight every morning and con-
tinued to rule his clerks with an iron hand, but his
smile was wanner, his hair thinner at the temples,
and his step less springy.

Now, there was a jolly salesman who knew
both Getup and Go and was fond of each, for they
were likeable chaps with all their ways. And this
salesman, comfortably ensconced in an armchair
in the lobby of the Eagle House, swore under his
breath and allowed that it was a blankety-blank
shame that two genuine fine fellows like Getup
and Go should be swimming separately against
the tide, when together they could be floating with
it. " Ridiculous," exclaimed the jolly salesman,
savagely chewing his perfecto and scowling at a
gawky bell boy until he squirmed in his chair.
" Scandalous," he muttered, growing exploSive as
his indignation mounted. And the jolly sales-
man resolved, hand on heart and eye upturned,
that he wouldn't rest until he again beheld a
shingle atop a shop bearing the inscription,
" Getup & Go."

And by the next morning's post Getup got a
note inviting him to come to the Eagle House on a
matter of pressing importance, and Go got a like
note. Adroit manceuvring prevented the two from
meeting until they were face to face in an upstairs
room. Then the jolly salesman entered quietly,
closed the door, locked it, and said with murderous
intensity :
" Now, boys, get together, or by Jimmy I'll

thrash you both." Getup retreated and Go held
off, and there was much backing and side-stepping
on the part of each, while the jolly salesman
coaxed and blustered and his vocabulary became
as van -colored as a rainbow. But at last Getup
said, with a bit of a quaver in his voice : " Why,
Go, you've lost flesh tremendously," and Go re-
marked wistfully, " Old man, you've shrunk con-
siderably yourself," and the jolly salesman softly
shut the door after getting on the other side
of it.

And to-day the shingle of " Getup & Go,"
spick and span in a fresh coat of gilt, hangs in the
old place, and there's a jolly salesman going about
whose favorite maxim runs, " Whom common
sense hath joined together, let not bull-headedness
put asunder."
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A Serviceable Catalogue
A very impressive compilation in size, con-

tents and typography is the 1905 illustrated cata-
logue issued by Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago,
the front cover of which is shown herewith in
reduced size. It numbers 816 pages and its dimen-
sions are 12X934 inches approximately. It is
bound in a cover of stiff, durable cloth, and printed
mostly in black ink. There are, however, a num-
ber of pages lithographed in colors inserted in the

"."-- 'Az'

'63 1905

A ilflotrateti Catalogue
firnj.7iffen k Co.

tfiicago, 1111.
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INDEX INSIDE FRONT COVER

sections respectively devoted to silverware, watches
and clocks—the illustrations in the two latter being
very finely executed in beautiful rich colors. Two
lithographed pages of watch cases, embossed on a
dark rich background, are also exceptionally at-
tractive. In addition to this high-class work, there
is an abundance of ordinary illustrations, all clean-
cut and admirably interpretative of the text. The
book is all-embracing in its scope, containing
everything that the modern jeweler carries in stock;
there is besides, an optical section replete with all
the materials and accessories incident to the work
of the refractionist ; while a number of pages,
devoted to cameras and photographic materials,
form an interesting collateral feature. The descrip-
tions of goods are clear and concise, and prices
and reference numbers are quoted with a regularity
and care that greatly facilitate reference.

Not Exchangeable
" I hear you have a little sister at your house,"

said a Chicago grocer to a small boy.
" Yes, sir," said Johnny.
" Do you like that?" was queried.
" I wish it was a boy," said Johnny, "so I

could play marbles with him, an' baseball."
"Well," said the storekeeper, "why don't

you exchange your little sister for a boy?"
Johnny reflected for a minute, then he said

rather sorrowfully : " We can't now. It's too late.
We've used her four days."

Proof Positive
Sunday School Superintendent : "Who led

the children of Israel into Canaan ? Will one of
the smaller boys answer?"

No reply.
Superintendent (somewhat sternly): " Can no

one tell ? Little boy on that seat next to the aisle,
who led the children of Israel into Canaan ? "

Little Boy (badly frightened) : " It wasn't me.
I—I just moved yere last week f'm Mizzcury."
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A well-posted jeweler is one who has diligently reviewed and
studied the contents of the principal catalogues of the

big houses of the various jewelry centers

Have you requested a copy of our new 1905
Catalogue ? It will be ready for your holiday
wants at the right and proper time—November 1.
Here are a few of the reasons why you should
use a postal card to do so:

Because

Because

Because

Because

it is a Catalogue crowded from cover to cover, not with cheap
goods, but with dependable merchandise truthfully and fully
described—each line starting with the smallest-cost article
that will give satisfaction.

it is a Catalogue that shows all the new things in Jewelry,
Novelties, Sterling Silver, Cut Glass, Silver Hollowware,
Silver Flatware, Clocks, Umbrellas and Canes—the latest
and best in all these lines.

it is a Catalogue that will show the complete lines of move-
ments made by the Elgin, Waltham, New England, New York
Standard and United States Watch Companies, and a full line
of the standard makes of Solid Gold and Gold Filled Cases.

it is t Catalogue that will prove a time and money saver to
you. It will likewise prove a ready, handy reference book of
what all goods are—what they should be and what they
should cost. It lists, illustrates and prices the widest range
of goods handled by the retail jeweler.

All jewelry catalogues are meritorious.
to each of the catalogue houses for a copy
mines what to buy and where to buy it.
new Catalogue, which you are welcome to

For this reason the wide-awake jeweler sends
of their latest book, then compares and deter-
We court this kind of comparison for our

if you will but ask for it.

OSKAMP, NOLTING & COMPANY
Mammoth Wholesale Jewelers

413, 415 and 417 Elm Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

November, 1904

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The carnival recently held in
Carnival this city gave a considerable

boom to trade in all lines.
Cheap rates were operative

on the railroads for the great fete, and these
were availed of by throngs of visitors from the
surrounding towns and districts. It has been
estimated that the Kaliph parade was watched
by no less than room° people. This parade,
by the way, was a most spectacular affair and
included twenty-five of the most beautifully
decorated floats ever seen on the streets of
Dallas. Large numbers of jewelers took ad-
vantage of the cheap traveling facilities to visit
this market for fall and holiday goods and, in-
cidentally, to enjoy the sights at the Fair. Buy-
ing was unusually animated, and the utmost
confidence was everywhere in evidence regard-
ing the immediate outlook for business. A
slight shortage in crops is the only cause for
doubt, but this is not by any means serious, and
moreover, prices of wheat and cotton are high.
On the whole, the prospects for a satisfactory
fall and holiday trade could scarcely be more
encouraging.

W. B. Dutton, of Weatherford, accompanied
by his wife, was in Dallas recently.

F. H. Frey, watchmaker for N. C. Hall,
Fort Worth, has just recovered from a sick
spell.

Chas. Sorg, formerly with Morgan & Haw-
ley Co., has lately been on the sick list for
about two weeks.

Will Ely, of the firm of Ely & Sons, of
Sherman, was a welcome visitor to Dallas re-
cently.

W. A. Peck, the well-known jeweler of
Denison, was a welcome visitor during, the
carnival.

Chas. Ragsdale, of Brownwood, recently
made a trip to St. Louis, where he took in the
sights at the big Exposition.

W. H. Sherrill, of Royse, was in Dallas
during the carnival, making some selections for
fall and holiday trade.

E. Elmore, of Pilot Point, was in Dallas
recently. Mr. Elmore is suffering in one of
his legs from the effects of a fall sustained sev-
eral years ago. He was here for medical treat-
ment, with a view to obviating the need for an
operation.

J. R. Cromer and wife, of Cromer Bros.,
Fort Worth, recently returned from a trip to
St. Louis.

A. M. Kelley, of Jefferson, was in St. Louis
recently, visiting the World's Fair.

E. Johnson, of St. Joe, was in Dallas re-
cently, combining pleasure with business. He
enjoyed the sights at the carnival.

E. Mitchell, of Pittsburg, spent several days
in Dallas recently.

A. S. Fonville, of Wichita Falls, was in
Dallas, taking in the sights at our carnival. He
thinks holiday business in his part of the coun-
try will be very good.

S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, was in
Dallas recently.

W. J. York, of Bonham, was a welcome
buyer ill this city recently.

M. W. Walker, of Waxahachie, was in Dal-
las recently, attending some special business.

Wm. Louwein, of the firm of A. Louwein
& Bro., Belleville, spent several days in Dallas

Booms Trade
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recently on his way to St. Louis, where he ex-
pects to take in all the sights on the Pike and
elsewhere.

John Fisher, the oldest manufacturing
jeweler in Dallas, has moved his shop to the
fourth floor of a building at 301 Main Street.

G. C. Newton, of the firm of G. C. Newton
& Son, Waxahachie, was in Dallas recently. He
reports business very good in his section.

Fred. Studer, of Waco, made a flying trip
to Dallas recently, staying with us a few hours.

M. A. Lesser, of Fort Worth, was in Dallas
last month, in quest of a good workman.

R. C. Everts, of Weatherford, Okla., brother
to A. A. Everts, of this city, was here, visiting
friends and relatives and attending to some
business.

C. C. Anderson, who has been located at
Hartshorn, Ind. Ter., for a number of years, has
removed to Haileyville, Ind. Ter.

W. N. McCurdy, who was formerly in busi-
ness at Lockhart, is now located at Granger,
where he has opened up a drug store in con-
nection with his jewelry business and expects
to do a large trade.

F. E. Brasfield, formerly of Gainesville, was
in Dallas recently, making some purchases.

J. W. Williams, formerly of Dallas, has gone
to Fort Worth, where he has opened a manu-
facturing shop.

Mrs. M. W. Armstrong, of the Armstrong
Jewelry Company, of Brownwood, came up to
spend several days in Dallas during the carnival,
and while here made a number of purchases for
their holiday trade.

J. P. Majors, of Colorado City, was a wel-
come visitor and purchaser in this city last
month.

J. 0. Baker, of Collinsville, was in Dallas
recently, making some nice selections for his
fall and holiday business, as he expects a satis-
factory trade during the next few months.

L. E. Miller, of Goldthwaite, was a wel-
come visitor and purchaser in Dallas recently.
He made quite a nice selection of fall and holi-
day goods and expects to do a nice business
during these seasons.

H. S. Leffler, better known as Capt. Leffler,
formerly of Roy & Leffler, Fort Worth, which
concern went out of business some time ago,
has formed a partnership with a friend and has
opened up business in Gainesville. The name
of the new firm is The Gainesville Jewelry Com-
pany. Capt. Leffler expects to do well, as
Gainesville is his old home.

F. E. Brasfield, of Gainesville, who had
been working for his father for some time, has
resigned his position and is now in business for
himself.

G. 0. Penn, who has been manager of J.
E. Mitchell Company's store in Fort Worth, has
resigned his position and accepted one with
Morgan & Hawley Co., of this city, as manager
of their retail store.

Max Roy has accepted a position with J. E.
Mitchell Company, of Fort Worth, as salesman.

J. F. Clark, of Abilene, after spending some
time in St. Louis, looking over the stocks and
taking in the sights at the Fair, has returned
home very much pleased with his trip.

T. J. Dantzler, the leading jeweler of Corsi-
cana, was one of our many visitors and pur-
chasers during the carnival.

The firm of Stone & Hitchcock, Caldwell,
was represented in Dallas recently by H. Hitch-
cock, who came to buy holiday stock. He was
well pleased with his visit and enjoyed the
carnival.

C. F. Kleine. of San Antonio, has recently
returned from the St. Louis Exposition, well
pleased with his trip,
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J. J. Howard, who has been working for E.
A. Kujawski, of Fort Worth, for some time,
has accepted a position with G. E. Cromer, of
that city.

J. P. Bolding, of Terrell, was a welcome
visitor to this city recently.

R. L. Coston, of Fort Worth, returned last
month from an Eastern trip, where he attended
to some special business. Since his return he
has fixed up a very nice manufacturing jeweler's
office.

C. H. Noyes, of Paris, was one of the many
representatives from the Lone Star State that
attended the St. Louis Fair last month, and he
combined business with pleasure.

J. A. Harris, of Waxahachie, has returned
from St. Louis, where he visited the Fair.

A. E. Kujawski, of Fort Worth, was a wel-
come visitor and purchaser in this market re-
cently. He reports that after the new year the
building he now occupies will be removed and
a nice two-story brick structure built in its
place.

L. S. Smith, of Bowie, was one of the many
visitors during our carnival.

H. H. Hawley, of the firm of Morgan &
Hawley Co., has been on the sick list for some
time.

J. M. Boyd, traveling salesman for W. S.
Shuttles & Son, spent several days in this city
during the carnival.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, made a flying trip to
Dallas last month.

Additional visitors to this city, last month,
were: G. L. Peeler, Campbell; J. N. Bucher,
Hillsboro; W. E. Wilson, Navasota; W. H.
Gumm, Van Altyne; W. A. Peck, Denison; W.
H. Sherrell, Royse; J. W. Pittman, Cleburne;
Capt. Leffler, Gainesville; Fred. Studer, Waco;
R. L. Russell, Farmersville; R L. Coston, Fort
Worth; W. C. Ballew, Fort Worth; Jim Wal-
ton, Fort Worth; Will Hazel, Farmersville;
Horace Gotcher, Farmersville, and E. Bur-
roughs, Wagoner, Ind. Ter.

Artistic Monogram Engraving

An Education and Practical Guide for the Engraver
who Aims at Perfection

A proper beginning is half the work.
A poor way to learn monogram-making

is to begin by copying clumsy patterns.
Accustom yourself to style at the start

and refinement of taste in lettering will
grow pn you.
The best practical guide in artistic letter

engraving is "Hornikel's Engraver's Text-
Book." The sixty-one page plates of this
unique portfolio show every form of letter,
cipher and inscription for all manner of ar-
ticles which the jeweler may be called on to
engrave—Watches, Lockets, Spoons, Trays,
Tea Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases, Lov-
ing, Prize and Presentation Cups, Seal
Rings and Fobs.
There are all kinds of monograms, plain

and ornamented Ribbon, Drop and Block—
to suit all kinds of customers. There's skill
of the highest order and an experience of
25 years in the most exclusive jewelry stores
in the country back of this unique work.
None like it has ever been attempted ; no
other can take its place. Price, $6.00.

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
103 State Street, Chicago.

E. F. HORNIKEL
1410 Champlain Building, Chicago.

— Adv.
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Our Beautiful

"Companionate"

One of the uses it is
.1.clapted for is illus-
trated. It holds coin
in change, both Nick-
els and Dimes ; also,
Mirror in cover.

You will hear more of it

SEND FOR SELECTION

P. J. CUMMINGS CO•, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

The Study of
Refraction from a
New Viewpoint

The latest and in many respects the

most remarkable book on eye refrac-

tion so far published, is now ready,

It is entitled

The Principles of Refraction
Based on the Laws of Conjugate Foci

By SWAN M. BURNETT, M. D.

This notable work heralds a new departure

in the study of eye refraction which it greatly

simplifies and reduces to an exact science,

removing every vestige of empiricism or guess-

Nvork. Thoroughly scientific in treatment it will

Ippeal especially to opticians of scientific attain-

ments. The author is one of the most eminent

of living oculists and the illustrations vere

executed by Chas. F. Prentice, M. H., the well-

known expert on mathematical optics.

Bound in cloth- -72 pages-24 illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on

receipt of price, $1.00 ■4s. 2(1.)

Published by TH E KEYSTONE

19th and Brown Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

November, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

The Romance of Secret Inven-
tions

-111M-•
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EFORE the days of patents the only way
to make sure that an invention would re-
main the property of its original owner
was to keep it secret, where this could be

done without forcing it to remain in disuse. Even
at the present day many processes and formulx
are kept from public knowledge in this way, the
inventor preferring not to apply for a patent. If
the history of secret processes could be written,
writes a contributor to The Technical World, it
would form a romantic and fascinating book, and
one of the most interesting sections would be that
which dealt with the many attempts to steal the
secrets from their jealous owners. He goes on
to say:

A Watchmaker's

The scene of one of these
stories is laid in the wild

Invention moorland country around
Sheffield, England, where a

watchmaker named Huntsman had built a factory
for making steel by a process of his own invention.
The secret was a very valuable one, for it was the
only process by which steel could be made of uni-
form quality throughout ; but Huntsman had little
fear that any of his rivals would discover it, for he
employed only sworn and picked workmen, and
the portals of his factory were almost as strictly
guarded against strangers as the doors of a bullion
vault.

However, one bitterly cold wintry night, when
the wind was shrieking over the neighboring moor,
driving the snow in wild eddies before it, a tat-
tered, shivering tramp presented himself at the
door of the works and pitifully craved permission
to warm his frozen bones at the furnace fires. For
a long time he pleaded in vain ; the doorkeeper
was obdurate ; but finally importunity and the
pathetic aspect of the man won the day, and the
tramp was admitted to the warmth, only to fling
himself on the floor in utter exhaustion and to fall
asleep.

The rascal, however, was sleeping with one
eye open, and with that eye he was craftily watch-
ing the men at their work, with the result that when
an hour later he left the place with words of grati-
tude, he took Huntsman's secret with him.

Another interesting story takes
us to the neighborhood of Tem-
ple Bar, in London, and to the
shop of a chemist who was the

only man in England that knew the secret of the
manufacture of citric acid. So jealous was he of
his invention that he would share it with no one,
but worked alone in the laboratory over his shop
in Fleet Street.

One evening, however, when his processes were
well advanced, he locked up his laboratory and
left the premises for a time, assured that no one
could possibly gain admittance during his absence.
But he bargained without a certain uninvited guest
who worked his way down the chimney into the
laboratory and made such good use of his time
that when he re-emerged from the chimney he
had the manufacture of citric acid at his fingers'
ends.

It was in a similar way that the manufacture of
tinplate became possible in England—the secret
being one which no person had been able to wrest
from its owners in Holland for half a century.
But there was a bold and crafty Cornishman, one
James Sherman, who made up his mind to dis-

cover it any at cost. Going over to Holland, he

A Stolen
Invention

found his way into the factory at great personal
risk and brought the secret back safely.

These are but a few of the little romances of
successful secret-stealing, and who shall tell the
number of attempts that have failed, or even how
many lives that have been lost in the attempting?
Men will risk much to fathom such a secret as that
of the monks of the Grande Chartreuse, who make
the well-known liqueur of that name, for which a
sum of Sio,000,000 has been refused point blank;
but the secret has defied all discovery.

Among scores of secret pro-
cesses, just as carefully guarded,

Dresden China is that which has given to the
world the exquisitely beautiful

Dresden china. It is said that not even a king may
enter the guarded walls of the factory at Meissen,
where the porcelain is made, with the solitary ex-
ception of the King of Saxony himself ; and every
workman is under a solemn oath, to which the
severest penalties are attached, never to breathe a
word of what goes on within the factory.

Then there is the romance of inventions that
have been absolutely lost to the world, of which
one example must suffice. An American inventor
named Ford, after long years of unremitting labor,
had a method of treating ore without smelting and
at a very small cost. So valuable was the discovery
considered, that fabulous offers were made to Ford
for the secret ; but, as ill-luck would have it, on
the very day on which he had arranged to part
with it in exchange, it is said, for an annuity of
$100,000, he was struck down ,by apoplexy, and
his secret died with him.

Secret of

What is a Patent?

From the legal point of view, according to a
recent address delivered by Samuel G. McMeen,
at Lewis Institute, Chicago, a patent, as issued by
the United States, is nothing more nor less than a
memorandum of a bargain between the inventor
as one individual and the people of the country as
another. What is the subject-matter of this bar-
gain ? This is how Mr. McMeen explains it :

This bargain is to the effect that
because the inventor furnishes

and the Public to the people a more or less
useful product of his brain, they

in their turn guarantee to pay him for his effort.
The payment is not made in a definite sum of
money, but in an arrangement whereby he may
enjoy for seventeen years all the profits coming
from the use of the thing he has produced. Rights
to these profits he may sell or rent to others, or
make such disposition as he likes ; but from the
time of the making of the bargain the thing be-
longs to the people. At the end of the seventeen
years the inventor has no further claim on his pro-
duction, and it belongs thereafter wholly to the
people, having been bought and paid for.

In a sense, the price paid by the people is set
by the inventor. It may be very large or very
small, depending on the excellence of the inven-
tion or on the caprice of the people. Examples
will come to mind of inventions most trivial, so far
as real usefulness is concerned, but which give the
inventor large financial return. There are other
examples of inventions which were epoch-making,
but because they were too soon for the minds of
the people, brought no financial return. It may be
that if they had been invented later, so that the
period of monopoly had coincided with the period
welcome, the reward might have been propor-
tionate to the excellence of the conception.

The Inventor

Worth of
Patent Laws
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The industrial greatness of this
nation is in a large measure due
to the existence of good patent
law and to the encouragement

which has been given to inventors by its operation.
The inventive ability of a people lies not alone in
its facility in finding ingenious ways of setting
things together to achieve results, but also in its
wisdom to see clearly industrial and social needs.
In the instance of the inventor who produced the
cranberry sorter, every one in the cranberry indus-
try knew the need of sorting, so that cranberries
for market would contain no soft ones. It required
a mental aptitude to see an immediate possibility
of invention in the circumstance that when cran-
berries were spilled down the back steps only the
sound ones hopped from step to step, the soft ones
stopping early.

It is not true that a patent granted by the
United States may be renewed. A reissue is not
an arrangement by which an expiring patent may
be given new life, but only an arrangement whereby
a necessary correction may be accomplished. In
other countries there are periods of patent life
which, by proper action, may be extended some-
what, as in the case of a copyright in this coun-
try ; but in each case there is an ultimate time
beyond which the term of the patent cannot be
extended.

Foreign Applica.

An applicant may not secure a
patent in this country if his in-

tions for Patents vention has been in actual pub-
lic use for two years or more be-

fore he makes his application. Interesting questions
sometimes arise as to whether the use has been
really public, or might not have been wholly for
the purpose of testing the efficiency of the inven-
tion by a continued test. A form of sidewalk
which had been in use for two years was held not
to vitiate the rights of the applicant because,
although distinctly in public use, the excellence of
its form could only be proven to the inventor by
actual trial, and could not be considered to be a
final test unless continued for a considerable time.
In another instance, of an article of wearing appa-
rel distinctly not public in its use, a period of two
years was held wholly to vitiate the rights of the
applicant, because very much less than two years
should have sufficed to enable him to decide
whether the invention was or was not in a proper
form for filing his application.

Ventilated Eyeshade

The ordinary type of eyeshade possesses the
serious defects of improper ventilation. It is
arranged to fit closely to the eye, and its shape is
such as to catch and hold the heated air which
drifts therein. This pocket of hot air is very
annoying to the eyes, and causes them to burn and
smart. The heat also affects the head, producing
a dull, stupefying headache. These ill effects are
avoided in the new eyeshade, since ample pro-
vision is made to permit the heated air to escape.
The eyeshade is spaced from the forehead by
means of a flexible ribbon, secured along its upper,
inner edge. This ribbon is sinuously disposed on
the eyeshade ; that is, it is looped, instead of lying
flat thereon, and these loops bear against the fore-
head, causing the eyeshade to stand out a distance
of about a quarter of an inch, thus forming a large
ventilation passage for the heated air.

"No suggestions ; The Keystone is first class."
—James C. Britton, Jeweler, St. Clair, Michigan.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPE
ec RETINO5COPE

is an instrument of precision which so simplifies Ophthalmoscopy and Retinoscopy that it places these two
valuable methods of gaining knowledge as to the eye's actual condition within the reach of every refractionist,
without the months and months of practice which has always been necessary to acquire the art. There areno additions or deductions from the findings in Retinoscopy. No dark room needed. The retina may beviewed by parents or other friends of the patient as well as by the operator. It is a time-saver and a money-maker. There are now over fifteen hundred in use throughout the civilized world, and all are giving
satisfaction. Write for illustrated booklet at once.

Our facilities for turning out Optical J Work accurately and promptly are unsurpassed ; our shops are
equipped with the latest improved machinery and our workmen the best that can be obtained.

Write for our two-hundred-page illustrated catalogue to-day.

GENEVA OPTICAL CO.
CAHN OPTICAL CO., San Francisco, Cal.BLOM, OPTICAL. CO., Boston, Mass.MONTRF.AL OPTICAL CO., Montreal, Canada St. Louis.COHEN BROS., Toronto and Winnipeg, CanadaARTHUR COCKS Et CO., Sydney, AustraliaCiENEVA OPTICAL CO., Beneva, N.Y.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Relation Between Presbyopia and
the Range of Accommodation—

A Simple and Convenient
Formula

The following article appeared in The
OplithaMtic Record a few weeks ago, and is
from the pen of a well-known ophthalmolo-
gist, Dr. F. B. Eaton, of San Francisco, Cal.
Our criticisms will be made at the end:

Outside the covers of text-books there is need
of some practical methods of quickly and accu-
rately determining the reading lenses for pres-
byopes, who often, from conditions of general
environment and occupation, require lenses quite
different from those indicated by ocular physiology
--as, for instance, their age. The empirical selec-
tion of reading and occupation glasses is often un-
trustworthy.

Text-book " rules" and routine methods have,
it is to be regretted, many lamb-like followers.

Among the conditions modifying the regular
physiologic recession of the near point may be
mentioned the following:

I. Nerve fatigue (so-called neurasthenia) from
defective metabolism, malnutrition, deficient sleep,
excesses, etc.

2. Anisometropia.
3. Hysteria.
4. Convergence excess.
5. Convergence insufficiency.

1Nhen the patient's health is excellent and
habits correct I have found Landolt's rule (see
" The Refraction and Accommodation of the Eye,"

P. 339) to work well—i. e., one-third of the range
of accommodation (all errors of refraction being
corrected) must be kept in reserve.

For instance : An emmetrope, aged fifty, has
2 1). of accommodation. To read comfortably at
3 I). (13 inches) he is lacking one diopter, to which
we must add 5.3 of 2 D., or .66 D., making his
reading lens + 1.66 D.

If a patient of the same age has 1.50 I). of
hyperopia we, of course, add this amount to the
lens just found, making the lens + 3.16 D., or
practically 1- 3 D., or + 3.25 D.

To expedite this process of selection, I have
worked out a simple formula, thus : Analytically it
is, where p = the punctum proximum, and I the

lens to be added for presbyopia : —P)

That is, the difference between the reading point
in diopters, 3 D., and the punctum proximum,
+ the punctum proximum divided by 3 = the lens.

Clearing the equation, 9 —321) = I. Conversely, by

transposing, —9-2-31 ptIllaUM proximum. 1Ve sim-

ply deduct from 9, twice the punctum proximum
and divide by 3. This calculation takes but a few
moments.
givesT:he sabove case of an emmetrope, aged fifty,

9 — 2 -I- 8,-1.66 D.
Where neurasthenia, hysteria and convergence

anomalies are present the case must, of course, be
treated individually, and the lenses may have to
be weaker or stronger than indicated by the for-
mula, and it is needless to state that in the great
majority of cases as complete cycloplegia as is
possible is the keystone to success.

In closing, I wish particularly to recommend
the routine and careful use of the admirable " re-

fraction ruler " of Dr. A. E. Prince for the estima-
tion of the range of accommodation.

The reviewer must say that he cannot
see how the process of selecting the reading
lens for presbyopia can be expedited by the
doctor's formula. If Landolt's rule, that
one-third of the range of accommodation
must be kept in reserve, is remembered it is
just as easy to say, "Add to the difference
between 3 and the actually existing accom-
modation one-third of the latter and you
have the dioptric power of the required read-
ing lens." Of course, the accommodation
must be measured with the full correction
before the eyes of the patient. But the re-
viewer is afraid that this method is nothing
but another of the text-book rules and
routine methods which the doctor regrets
have so many lamb-like followers. For how
can he always say that the patient should
read at 13 inches from the eyes ? Many
patients will feel comfortable only if they
read at a greater or less distance. The doc-
tor further asserts that as complete cyclo-
plegia as is possible is the keystone to suc-
cess. Now there can be no doubt that the
near point, which plays such an important
part in the doctor's formula, can be deter-
mined only without a mydriatic and there-
fore a mydriatic plays no part in it. But it
will be said that the mydriatic was required
for the refraction. Now the reviewer ventures
to say that whoever cannot determine the re-
fraction successfully in a person with pres-
byopia without the use of a mydriatic, ought
not to consider himself a skillful refractionist.
Sapienti sat!

Suggestions as to Postmydriatic
Refraction Tests

Not long ago we published in THE
KEYSTONE Dr. Gould's sixty-eight reasons
why glasses failed to give relief. The same
author has now added ten reasons more,
which we reprint here from the Annals of
Ophthalmology. We will not enter into a
discussion of that paper, but we must call
attention to point 8, which refers to the well-
understood difference in refraction of the
central parts of the cornea and of those more
peripherally located. The doctor only re-
marks in regard to this point that the test
with the pin-hole disk brings this out in case
of doubt. Now this is a serious mistake.
What can the pin-hole disk teach us about
the refraction of the eye? Why, nothing!
The pin-hole will correct any refraction, and
that is the reason why it is used in some
doubtful cases to determine whether the re-
duced visual acuity is due to an error of
refraction or to other causes which cannot be
remedied by glasses. It is therefore impos-
sible to get at the difference in the refraction
between the peripheral and the central parts
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of the cornea by means of the pin-hole test.
To determine this difference, one ought to
employ some of the means described by
Tscherning in his " Physiologic Optics"
(Chapter VII). What Dr. Gould probably
means, however, is a disk with a hole about
the size of the ordinary pupil. This is fre-
quently employed by refractionists who use
a mydriatic. But there is no assurance that
the artificial pupil stands just in front of the
natural pupil, and therefore one can never
be sure whether the refraction of the proper
parts of the cornea and crystalline has been
determined:

The reasons why " glasses fail to give relief"
are many, and I have elsewhere formulated sixty-
eight. When my patients go to other oculists I am
always anxious to secure the records of work done
and prescriptions ordered by them, so that I may
learn what my mistakes have been, and thus be on
my guard in future cases. Nothing is so instructive
to the physicion and helpful to the patient as the
willingness to correct one's own errors, " relax
one's own accommodation " and gain guidance
and rules for future use. In studying my own case
records and those of patients u Ito have been treated
by other oculists, I constantly come upon the fact
that we have in the past paid too scant attention to
the postmydriatic tests before prescribing glasses.
Many oculists indeed do not make such tests, but
prescribe while the eyes are still under the cyclo-
plegic. One well-known oculist writes me that he
does not use a cycloplegic at all, because he finds
such wide, frequent and contradictory changes
between the results that he can do better without
the cycloplegic. This seems to me a profound
error.

The differences between the refraction under
cycloplegia and that after the accommodation-
paralysis has passed off, are indeed marked, fre-
quent, and even contradictory, and I estimate that
these differences will be found in from Jo to 20 per
cent. of cases. They may possibly be due:

I. To the kind cf cycloplegic used.—The
stronger and more lasting ones, I judge, cause the
greatest difference. Homatropin and cocain (com-
bined) are the least liable to cause them.

2. To the method qf purity of the
drug, etc.—Used in the office for one hour prior to
the tests, about every seven minutes, seems to me
to give the best resits.

3. To the time at which the tests are made.—
They should be made at the height of the physio-
logic effect of the drug, not before or after.

4. To the hyperemia caused by the drug, the
differences in physiologic conditions due to it, etc.—
These may readily cause changes in corneal curves,
tensions in muscles, etc.

To these causes may be added the following:
5. To the inclination (y. /he axes of vision

when the tests arc made.—Most of our looking,
and especially all straining work—reading, wri;ing,
sewing, etc., is done with the axes directed down-
ward. Our tests in the oculists' offices, under
cycloplegia, are usually made with the 20-foot
cards on a level with the eyes. I have seen oculists'
offices in which the cards were even considerably
higher, making the axes incline upward. It seems
evident that the muscular tensions in looking on a
level or downward may frequently be so different
as to change corneal curves, etc. When in con-
junction with the next cause, as practically this
factor must be taken, we have a possible source of
changes of high importance.

6. To the fact of whether the test is made at
the zoloot or the 4-Inch distance.—The muscular
tensions are certainly different in the two locations
of the object fixed upon, and this, especially it- cc-
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operation with the preceding cause, may result in
marked changes of astigmatic axes or amounts, etc.

7. To the fact per se of paralysis of the ciliary
muscles and conversely of Me full exercise of ac-
commodation without cycloplegia.—A different re-
sult, sometimes existing, seems to be ascribable to
the direct influence of active or paralyzed accom-
modation, the mechanism being difficult to
understand.

8. To Me well-understood difference in refrac-
tion of Me central parts of the cornea and of those
more peripherally located —The test with the pin-
hole disk brings this out in cases of doubt.

9. To the influence of binocular fusion.—
There is sometimes a change of the axes of astig-
matism when both eyes are in function from that
made with the monocular test.

10. Torticollis, or Tilted Head ; a twisted
and tilted position of the head may be caused by a
displacement of the axis of astigmatism of the
dominant eye.—I have discovered about thirty-five
such cases among my patients during the past four
months, in many of which there was secondary
spinal curvature, all demonstrably clue to an axis
of astigmatism in the right eye from 100 to 20° out
of symmetry. When the head was perfectly erect
the misplaced axis was manifest. In the erect
position the patient was " unable to see " with the
axis chosen when the head was inclined to the
former habitual position and vice versa.

The practical lesson I have drawn from these
ten considerations is that in cases of doubt, or
failure to relieve eyestrain reflexes, and in all cases
of unsymmetric astigmatism, retests should be
made, under cycloplegia and with great care ; but
especially as regards the postmydriatic tests with
the accommodation spurred to its utmost ; with
near-tests in the reading position ; in the case of
canted or twisted heads ; and with both eyes open
at near and distance.

These ten reasons should have been added to
the sixty-eight already enumerated, making
seventy-eight in all, " why glasses failed to give
relief."

On Radium Rays and their Action on
Normal and Blind Eyes

Some time ago Prof. London, of St.
Petersburg, read a paper in which he claimed
that in radium there was a hope for the
blind. At the instance of the German gov-
ernment Prof. Greef, of Berlin, undertook a
series of experiments with radium, in order
to investigate these claims. Lately, Dr.
Greef published his results in the Deutsche
Med. Woch. They disprove the claims of
Prof. London and are as follows:

Radium has two kinds of luminous actions—
first, a kind of fluorescence in other objects, and
second, the regular radium rays. A paper screen,
impregnated with barium-platinum-cyanide, is
especially adapted, to show this fluorescence, after
being approached to radium. But the light, ema-
nating from this paper, is common light, not radium
light, and is intercepted by all opaque objects.

The direct action of the radium rays on the
eye is entirely different. After adaptation of the
retina to absolute darkness, it perceived, at a dis-
tance of to cm. from 0.02 radium, enclosed in a
leather pocket, a diffuse green, intense shine.
These rays could not be projected by the eye, i. e.,
it was not possible to say, whether they came from
above, below, right or left, since they penetrate all
tissues of the eye from all sides, no matter whether
the radium was held on the side, on the forehead,
or temple over the bone, whether the eye was
closed or covered by the hand or by an opaque
object. Even the bones of the hand could be
perceived as shadows. The radium rays penetrate
all objects we know, and in this differ from the X
rays and in that they can be perceived by the eye
at once, X rays only after certain preparations.
The action of radium on the eye is explained by

Himstedt and Nagel by fluorescence of lens and
vitreous perceived by the retina. G— ascer-
tained this fluorescence in the isolated cornea, lens,
vitreous and retina of fresh pigs' eyes. The chief
point is, however, that radium does not bleach
retinas, containing visual purple in the dark, so
that a direct action of light on the retina can be
excluded. G—'s experiments had no detrimental
influence on the skit or eyes.

The patients of Prof. London were not amau-
rotic, 1. e., the cones and rods of the retina must
have been preserved, otherwise no perception of
light could have taken place. They saw shadows
of opaque objects, held before a screen of barium-
platinum-cyanide, which had become fluorescent
by radium. The same would have been obtained
if the object had been held before a translucent
screen, illuminated by a kerosene oil lamp. Ex-
periments showed that these opaque objects could
not be differentiated in direct radium rays, since
they were also penOrated by the latter. If the
entrance of light into the eye, with normal retina,
is prevented by opacities of the anterior segment,
the latter can be penetrated by X-rays and radium
rays. But these rays are not refrangible. Even if
the lens is well preserved, the radium rays with
pictures of the outer world are not focused to
small pictures on the retina, but pass in a straight
direction unimpeded through the eye and the hand,
and create only a diffuse perception of light through
fluorescence, nothing else. Therefore, the hopes
for the blind from radium, aroused by Prof. Lon-
don, are null and void.

Eyestrain as a Cause of Headache and
Other Nervous Symptoms

In a late number of the Lancet, Dr.
Simeon Snell discusses the subject of eye-
strain and summarizes his views in the fol-
lowing conclusions, everyone of which the
reviewer regards as correct, excepting the
fourth, which postulates the absolute necessity
of a mydriatic for purposes of refraction :

1. That eyestrain is the cause of a large pro-
portion of headaches, often of a very aggravated
character. 2. That various other neuroses are
met with in association with headache, and among
these may be mentioned the following : mental de-
pression, nausea, indigestion, vomiting, insomnia,
giddiness, choreiform movements of the eyelids
and face, etc. 3. That relief is afforded to these con-
ditions by correcting the error of refraction, which
can he ascertained only after careful examination.
4. That for such examination a mydriatic is abso-
lutely essential. 5. That frequently no complaint
is made of defect of vision. 6. That the ametropia
is frequently of low degree, 61.2 per cent. of my
cases needing .75 D. cyl. and weaker. 7. That a
cylinder of .25 D. is of great value. 8. That aniso-
metropia is frequently present and requires proper
adjustment. 9. That in a certain number of cases
the muscle balance is faulty and necessitates the
prescribing of prisms.

Eyestrain as a Factor in the Produc-
tion of Lateral Curvature of

the Spine
Great progress has been made in the

last twenty years in ophthalmology in show-
ing the widely-spread influence of eyestrain
upon other morbid processes of the human
body. It is probable that many investigators
in this field of delicate research have gone
too far and have mistaken an accidental coin-
cidence for a causal connection. But it be-
hooves us to carefully listen to these exposi-
tions, because it is only if every possible
view is carefuly considered that we are able
to approach a little nearer to truth. Lately,
different ophthalmologists have proposed the
view that there may be a close connection
between eyestrain and curvature of the spine.
We have alluded already in these columns
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of THE KEYSTONE to the article of Dr. G. M.
Gould, of Philadelphia, and we now refer to
an article in the Boston Medical and Surgical
journal, by Dr. H. Kilburn, who in a pre-
liminary communication on this subject dis-
cusses the subject rather cautiously. He says:

Every ophthalmologist is familiar with the
fact that astigmatic patients, when one or both
axes are oblique, and patients having vertical
heterophoria, are apt to tilt the head to one side in
order to obtain clearer vision. Also, there have
been reported some cases of torticollis in which
there have been a marked improvement in attitude
after correction of the refractive error and in relief
of any existing vertical heterophoria. It has been
my lot to see a number of cases of lateral curva-
ture of the spine in which the eyestrain seemed to
me to play a part in producing the condition. In
two of these cases there was a progressive myopia,
and not only did relief from eyestrain seem to
cause a marked improvement in attitude, but,
when the curvature had been corrected by appro-
priate exercises, the myopia stopped increasing.
Also, in one of these two cases the vision improved
to an unusual degree after correction of the spinal
curvature and improvement of the general nutri-
tion. The cases are too few in number to permit
of dogmatizing on the subject ; but I think that the
results justify my belief that there is, in some cases,
at least a connection between eyestrain and spinal
curvature.

The author then briefly describes three
cases which he considers as typical and in
which the eyestrain has acted as an indirect
factor in the production of spinal curvature
by inducing a faulty attitude. He believes
that when the curvature has become estab-
lished, the stooping position causes the
patient to bring his eyes too near to the desk,
so that soon an increase of myopia becomes
apparent. This conclusion is quite in harmony
with that of Dr. Scholder, of Germany, who,
in his paper on the spinal curvature of school
children, establishes a close relationship be-
tween myopia and spinal curvature, and who
bases his conclusions upon an examination of
2314 school children, 571 of whom suffered
from spinal curvature.

A New Series of Test Types for the
Determination of the Visual Power of

Myopes at their Near Point

It is a clinical fact that can be easily ex-
plained by the theory of refraction that a
myopic eye receives larger images of objects
at the distance of its far point than a similar
emmetropic eye which is accomodated for
the same distance. From this necessarily
follows that a series of test types which is so
constructed that each set forms exactly an
angle of five minutes for the emmetropic
eye, accommodated for the particular dis-
tance, will be too large for the myopic eye
which has its far point at the same distance.
We need, therefore, a series of test letters
for the determination of the visual acuity of
myopes at their far point. This want has
been supplied lately by Prof. W. Koster,
who at the twenty-fourth meeting of the
Ophthalmological Society of the Netherlands,
exhibited such a series of .test types. These
consist of a number of very small optotypes,
which are reduced by photographic methods
from a set of test letters. They are arranged
in three groups. To the left are triangular
figures, in the center the letters, and to the
right numbers. The reason for selecting
these special forms of types the speaker

(Continued on page 1921)
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A Case of Refractive Error Diagnosed as Cataract

The case we have to present for con-
sideration on this occasion is an interesting
one, that points a moral not only in the
diagnosis between disease and refractive
error, but in the technique of the examina-
tion of doubtful cases.

Mr. J. W. L., aged thirty-eight years,
has been advised to consult us by the optician
who fitted him with glasses, on account of
cataract in the left eye. This gentleman
whom we know to he a competent optome-
rist, sends this note with patient, in which he
says he has fitted right eye with — .5o cyl.
axis t8o°, and left eye because of cataract,
is fitted indifferently with a weak convex
sphere.

We will glance at this patient's eyes,
but we look in vain for any noticeable evi-
dence of cataract. A casual examination shows
that the pupil of the left eye is just as bright
and black as that of the right eye. This at
once disproves the diagnosis of cataract, be-
cause in this disease, if at all advanced, the
pupil becomes white or whitish gray. This
grayish appearance is so diagnostic of cata-
ract, that sometimes opticians (and the
laity, too) class leucoma (a gray opacity of
the cornea) as cataract, a mistake which
every intelligent man will want to avoid.

As cataract is a condition which you will
not uncommonly meet in your practice, it is
proper that you should have a well-defined
idea of just what it is and how you will
determine its presence.

Cataract is an opacity of the cystaliine
lens. It is not a tumor or growth of any
kind, but it is simply a condition in which
the crystalline lens loses its transparency and
becomes opaque. The lens instead of being
transparent as in health, becomes translucent.
Remember, this milky appearance is in the
lens, not in the cornea; it is behind the iris,
not in front of it. When an eye presents
this gray color, don't hastily conclude that
the patient is suffering from cataract. Ex-
amine the eye closely, and if you find this
milky appearance located in the corneal
tissue, the case is one of leucoma, which is
a very different thing from cataract.

If you find the cornea of normal trans-
parency, which you can determine by simply
looking at it, or still better, by oblique illu-
mination, and if the milky appearance occu-
pies the pupil and back of the iris, the trouble
is undoubtedly cataract.

In order to demonstrate this, I will ask
the patient to be seated on a chair beside the
light, and I take a strong convex lens from
the trial case and krusing the light on the
anterior portion of the eye, we see the cornea
:Ind aqueous are transparent and the pupil
free from opacity.

If the cataract is complete, it will be
readily recognized in the manner I have out-
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lined. In incipient cataract before the whole
lens has become affected, the partial opacity
is best detected by the ophthalmoscope,
using a strong convex lens in the sight hole
and holding the instrument about the focal
distance of this lens from the eye.

I will rotate a 6 D. lens into the
aperture of my ophthalmoscope, and ap-
proaching to about 63 inches, I find a
perfect red reflex, unobstructed by the
slightest opacity. I will ask you gentlemen
to step forward in turn and see for yourselves
that the reflex is perfect. This completely
disposes of the diagnosis of cataract, but so
far we have shed no light on the cause of the
impaired vision.

We ask the patient how long his eye
has been so bad, and he tells us that it has
been so to his certain knowledge for fifteen
years, and perhaps longer. It has caused
him no great inconvenience, and he assumed
that nothing could be done for it.

We place the black rubber disk over
right eye and direct patient's attention to the
card of test letters. He can see there is
something there, but he cannot see that it is
a card, much less discern any marks on it.

Will some of you who are following this
clinic, tell me what should be the first step in
the examination of this eye in order to deter-
mine its optical condition ? "The use of the
pin-hole test," you reply ; yes, that is cor-
rect. In this way we can quickly determine
whether or not any vision is present, and if
so, whether it will respond to our test lenses.

The pin-hole disk is placed in trial frame
before the eye, and patient begins to name
the larger letters : he commences at the top
and names the letters on the first four lines.
This corresponds to a visual acuity of E-a, and
we will make a note to this effect in our
record book. We now know that there must
be a considerable error of refraction present,
and that by its measurement we must be able
to improve vision at least to an equal amount.

Before commencing our test with trial
lenses, we will ask the patient to step over to
the ophthalmometer table and see what light
this instrument will throw upon the case.
First, you must focus the instrument so as to
secure the sharpest possible reflection. Then
approach the mires until they barely touch
each other in the horizontal position. Now,
we will slowly rotate the instrument and note
the result.

As the instrument is turned the mires
at once begin to overlap each other, until as
the vertical meridian is reached, there is an
overlapping of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 steps; yes, six
full steps. What does this indicate ? It
shows a corneal astigmatism of 6 D., the
curvature of the vertical meridian exceeding
the horizontal by that amount ; or the hori-
zontal falling below the normal curvature
to an equal extent.

Now, how shall we classify this astigma-
tism? It is either hypermetropic astigmatism
in the horizontal meridian, or myopic astig-
matism in the vertical meridian, or a combi-
nation of both.

We will now proceed with our trial-case
examination. As the case seems so over-
whelmingly one of astigmatism, we will try
first a cylinder instead of a sphere, as we
usually do ; but we will not depart from our
rule of always trying convex first. As the
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astigmatism is evidently of high degree, it
seems useless to try a weak lens, and so we
will commence with a 3 D. cylinder, which,
according to the indications of the ophthal-
mometer, we place in trial frame with axis
vertical.

The patient says this affords no improve-
ment; in fact, makes vision worse if anything.
We feel disappointed because the pin-hole
showed that vision could be improved, and
as the ophthalmometer revealed such a high
degree of corneal astigmatism, we assumed
the'correction of the latter would cause the
looked-for improvement in vision.

However, before discarding this lens we
will rotate it,, and as we do so, we are rather
surprised to find that vision begins to im-
prove, reaching its best point when axis is
horizontal.

This shows a case of astigmatism against
the rule; whereas, the reading of the ophthal-
mometer showed astigmatism with the rule.
But the latter measures only the corneal
astigmatism, while the lens corrects the total
defect, which is made up of both corneal and
lenticular astigmatism. Therefore, we must
conclude that the defect in the crystalline
lens not only neutralizes that in the cornea,
but turns it in the other direction.

Now, I would not for an instant belittle
the value of the ophthalmometer, I would
not part with mine, and I would advise all of
you that can afford it to procure one; but at
the same time we must admit that in many
cases its readings are not to be depended
upon, and this particular case is one of them.

As the patient notices a decided improve-
ment in vision with the convex cylinder, and
as he unhesitatingly prefers the axis in the
horizontal position, we feel that we have at
last struck the right track, which we must
follow to its best results.

We therefore gradually increase the
strength of the cylinder producing still greater
improvement, until finally we reach 6 D.
cyl. axis 1800, which is the strongest patient
will accept, and with which the larger letters
on test card are now readable.

As vision is not yet up to the standard
set by the pin-hole, we know that we have
not reached the proper correction and we
must make still further effort. With the
thought that perhaps the astigmatism is not
fully corrected, we will try a concave cylin-
der over this convex with its axis at right
angles, commencing with a — i D. Patient
says the addition of this lens affords a marked
improvement, and we increase its strength
until we reach — 6 D. cyl.

We now have in the trial frame + 6 D.
cyl. axis 1800 0 — 6 D. cyl. axis 900, and we
will ask the patient to name letters on lowest
line he can see. He says CBLOTG;
you will recognize this as the No. 30 line,
half of the letters being incorrectly named.
We will make note in our record book that
with the cross-cylinder correction V. ? ??,
the interrogation points denoting that three
of the letters were in doubt. Now, gentle-
men, this is a pretty good result for an eye
that was diagnosed cataractous and given up
as practically blind.

But our difficulties are not yet over by
any means : it is one thing to correct a high
degree of defect, and it is another thing to
get the patient to wear such a lens in a case

(Continued on page 1921)
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where the other eye is so nearly normal.
And, by the way, we must ascertain its acute-
ness of vision and its correcting lens, if any.
We find that V = -14} almost, some of the
letters being in doubt. After trying convex
spheres and cylinders, we find that - .25 D.
cyl. axis 200, affords the greatest acuteness
of vision, and makes every letter of the No.
20 line perfectly plain.

We try the two eyes together, each with
its correction, but patient says that objects
are doubled and the glasses are so confusing
that he could not wear them. We must,
therefore, reduce the strength of the left
lens, and after several trials patient seems to
be able to bear

0. D., - .25 cyl. axis 20°
0. S., + 4 cyl. axis 180° - 4 cyl. axis 90°,

and this is the prescription we will give him
for constant wear.

For near vision, patient must have full
correction, and hence we will give him
another prescription, as follows:

0. D., Frosted
0. S., + 6 D. cyl. axis 180° C -- 6 D. cyl. axis 90°

With this cross cylinder left eye is able
to read the finest print, but because of the
fact that there has never been a perfect image
formed in this eye, the sensibility of the retina
is blunted. This we will endeavor to over-
come by directing patient to use these glasses
" for exercise" about fifteen or twenty min-
utes each day, selecting print that is not too
small.

We will advise this gentleman that he
must have patience, that there will be some
difficulty in the use of both pairs of glasses,
but that the restoration of the sight of this
heretofore useless eye is worth all the trouble
he may be caused.

Window-glass, Civilization and
Eyesight

Few people realizy what an influence upon
health and civilization has been the invention, and
the cheapening of the process of manufacture of
window-glass. Few, also, know how recently this
has come. Down to the last generation the win-
dow-tax was one of the measures by which
European governments helped themselves out of
financial difficulties, and at the same time effec-
tually cursed their people. Up to the last few
centuries the nothern European house of our ances-
tors was gloomy, windowless, one-roomed, its only
light, at least in winter, being derived from a hole
in the roof for the escape of the smoke, and from
the dull glow of a little charcoal fire on the open
hearth, aided perhaps by the rushlights or diplights
whereby one could avoid stumbling over another.
When glass windows came into more general but
still restricted use by the common people in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the few rich con-
structed a " solarium," one room to which the sun-
shine was admitted, but the other room or rooms
of the house long continued so dark that reading
and writing were impossible. Civilization, as we
understand it, which so largely comes from reading

and writing, was therefore impossible before the
general use of the window-glass. The influence
of the dim light also caused many diseases of the
eyes, of which we are now happily rid. An acute
observer, a man now living, thus writes of the times,
so recent, that he can remember them :

Seventy years ago the evenings were wasted in
a million houses of the poor. After sundown the
household lived in gloom. Children who could
read, read as I did, by the flickering light of the
fire, which often limited for life the power of see-
ing Now the pauper reads by a better light than
the squire did in days when squires were county
gods. Now, old men see years after the period
when their forefathers were blind.

-American Medicine.

Changes in Cylinders in Distance and
Reading Prescriptions

There are certain transpositions some-
times made in writing prescriptions, which
are not always, apparently, well understood.
The mistakes which occur in such cases are
often due, also, to carelessness in putting the
prescription on paper, rather than to an actual
misunderstanding of the subject. Take, for
instance, a prescription like this, for distance:

R., - .50 cyl., axis 18o°
L., - .5o cyl., axis 180°

Then we will say + .5o is added for reading.
This gives the reading prescription:

R., .50 - 0 .50 cyl., axis 180°
L., .50 C - c .50 cyl., axis 80°

Now it is evident that this can be transposed
to read:

R., + .50 cyl., axis 90°
L., + .5o cyl., axis 90°

and give exactly the same result. But it
sometimes happens that a prescription will
be written out:

Distance, R., - .50 cyl., axis 180°
L., - .50 cyl., axis 180°

ReR., - .50 cyl., axis 90°ading, L., - .50 cyl., axis 90°

Now, a very cursory glance will show
that this could not be correct. The reading
focus is obtained by adding a certain amount
of convex spherical power to the distance
focus; and it is plain to be seen that no plus
spherical will turn one concave plane cylinder
into another concave plane cylinder.

The same result may be obtained in
sphero-cylinders, and the same mistake is
sometimes made in writing them out. Thus:

R., + .5o C - 1 cyl., axis I8o°
L., + .50 -I cyl., axis 18o°

Add + I. sph. for reading, equals:

R., + 1.50 0 -•-• I cyl., axis 1800
L., + 1.50 C -I cyl., axis r8o°

which can, of course, be transposed into

R., .50 0 + I cyl., axis 90°
L., .50 0 + I cyl., axis 90°

But when, as not infrequently happens, a
formula like this is written out with concave
cylinders, axis 900 in the reading part, the
result, optically, is simplyBnroonn.s,eiolsner.own Idea.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page 1917)

promised to give in a later paper. At the
meeting the doctor dwelled only on the
determination of the vision of myopes with-
out correcting glasses. The test types are
made in 13 different sizes, so selected that
they ought to be read by a myope with nor-
mal visual acuity, the myopia corresponding
to 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, to, I 1, 12,14,
16, 18 and 20 D. On one side of the types
there are printed the numbers, indicating
the distance at which each print ought to
be read.

These different sets of type allow us to
determine the degree of myopia without the
use of correcting lenses. All we have to do
is to find that print which is the smallest that
the myope can first read distinctly when the
test types are gradually brought from a more
distant to the far point of the eye. The number
at one side tells at once the amount of myopia
expressed in dioptries. The test types are
photographed on glass, fixed in a strong frame,
which is attached to a handle, and the read-
ing is done against a bright background,
preferably a clear sky. Attached to the
frame there is a bar which indicates the dis-
tance of the type from the eye.

Should a myope have a reduced visual
acuity we may proceed as follows: If, for
example, a myope of 20 D. reads at this far
point, of 5 cm., only that line of letters which
a myope of 8 D. with normal visual acuity
would read at 12.5 cm., then he is said to
have a visual acuity of =-281)-, which is the
same as If, however, the 20 D. patient
can read at this far point only the print for
4 D. , then his visual acuity or T2ir . Should
the test indicate a far point of 8.3 cm., that
is a myopia of 12 D., while at this same dis-
tance the patient can read only the print for
6 D., then his visual acuity -= Toy.

An Explanation
En. KEvs.roNE :-in the article " How to Test

Eyes and Fit Glasses " in the November, 1903,
issue, is a part I would to have explained. In test-
ing for myopia, where minus spheres are used, why
do we steal away from .50 to i diopter when it
sometimes reduces vision from ff to 4 ?

Yours truly, " H. B. D."

(The reason why we often deduct from .50 to
I D. Lrom the full correction in myopia lies in the
difficulty which the patient experiences in his near
sight with his full correction. There are many
patients, indeed, who feel perfectly comfortable
even in their near work with the full correction ;
and in these cases, of course, no deduction need
be made. Many patients, however, when they wear
their full correction complain of a glare and of pain-
ful sensations after reading. They feel greatly re-
lieved by the weaker lenses, although their far
sight has been reduced. It would be better, there-
fore, to make the statement in that article less
dogmatic and to say : "And where minus spheres
are used and the patient complains of difficulty in
reading and near work, take away from .50 to i D.
from each eye in the glasses given, even though
vision is reduced to hand sometimes less."-ED.]
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY
kContinued. Part VII)

This serial is the well-known exposition of the principles of oplithalmoseopy anti the
practical use of the ophthalmoscope, which forms one of the chapters in Dr. Tscherning's
celebrated treatise, " Physiologic Optics," which can be had front this office on receipt of the
price, 82.50 (ins. 5t1.)

The explanation of this fact, which has given rise to a lively
discussion, is quite simple. As the lamp (or its image formed by
the mirror) is far from the observed eye, there is formed in the
emmetropic eye a small, pretty distinct retinal image of the flame
(Fig. 138, A). As all the light is concentrated on this small image,
it is quite bright and, although it is small, it nevertheless fills the
field because the latter is also very small, as it is easy to see by
using the construction we have given for the ophthalmoscopic field.

DTi

Fig. 138

The thick circle indicates the limits of the skiascopic field : A, in an eta tuetropic eye; B, in a
strongly ametropic eye. The square in A represents the image of the flame ; in

.B, it changes into a large spot composed of circles of diffusion 

The right border of the ocular glow corresponds with the border of
the retinal image of the flame. In the ametropic eye the field is
large, and the retinal image is displaced by a diffusion spot, much
larger and consequently not so bright. Each point of the distinct
retinal image is replaced by a circle of diffusion of the same form as
the pupil of the observed eye; as the latter is generally round, the
spot also takes on a round form (Fig. 138, B) more pronounced
in proportion as the ametropia is greater. It is easy to prove the
exactness of this explanation: if we use as luminous source a very
long, bright line, the border of the ocular glow remains straight,
even in the case of str-ng ametropia, because the superposition
of the circles of diffusion cannot then produce a round form.
Likewise, if we give the pupil a triangular form, by placing a sten-
opaic opening of this form before the eye of the observed person,
the shadow retains also its rectilinear border, for the supposition
of triangular diffusion spots cannot give a round form to the
diffusion spot.

But in neither case does the observer see a distinct image,
because his eye is accommodated for the pupillary plane of the
observed eye, while the image which he observes is in front of (M)
or behind (H) this plane. And as it is not focused for the image,
the latter is seen vaguely, each point being represented by a circle
of diffusion, the border of which, as always, corresponds with the
border of the pupil of the observer.

THEORY OF LEROY.—The explanation which Leroy has given
of skiascopy, and which is widely accepted, especially in Germany,
is in thorough agreement with that of Parent, which I have just
explained. Let a (Fig. 139) be an illuminated point of the retina

Patient
Fig. 139

Observer

of the observed eye, supposed to be myopic, and a' its image.
From the observed eye then starts the luminous cone 6 a' e,
which the part a' m o enters the observing eye. This eye sees
luminous the part of the pupil which sends rays to it, that is, the
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part b p; while ft c is dark because the rays which come from this
part are intercepted by the iris of the observer. This Leroy some-
what subtly expressed by saying that the shadow is produced by
the iris of the observer. We can imagine the pupil of the observer
projected through a' on the pupil of the observed person (Fig. 140,
A); the past of this latter which it would cover would appear

Fig. 140

luminous. In regard to the theory of Parent, we would say that
the observer sees the point a but dimly, that is to say as a diffusion
circle, the border of which, as we know, corresponds to the border
of the pupil of the observed eye.

The two theories are therefore two different ways of saying the
same thing. But were the curved form of the shadow explained
by the form of the pupil of the observer it would be wrong, because
the phenomena do not change if the observer looks through a
triangular aperture placed in front of his pupil. The form of the
pupil of the observer plays no part, for in reality it is not a luminous
point which is found on the retina, as the theory of Leroy supposes,
but an image of the flame of which a d (Fig. 139) is a section.
The border of the image which we use is, therefore, a straight line
perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and it would be necessary
to repeat the construction of Leroy for each point of this straight
line. We would thus obtain a series of projections of the pupil of
the observer, which would delimit the part of the pupil of the
observed eye which appears luminous (Fig. 140, 13). It is easy
to see that the form of each diffusion circle has no influence on the
form of the border of the shadow.

PARACENTRAL SHADOW.—When one is near correction, one
often sees the shadow move irregularly. bazos has described a

Patient Fig. 141—Theory of the Paraceutral Shadow

paracentral shadow: a part of the pupil, near the center, appears
dark, while the borders are still illuminated. This phenomenon
indicates that the refraction is not the same everywhere in the pupil;
it frequently makes impossible a very exact determination of the
refraction.

Here is the explanation of the paracentral shadow. Let us
suppose an eye emmetropic, but with a strong spherical aberration
so that the peripheral parts of the pupil may be myopic. The rays
coming from a luminous point of the retina would then have the
direction indicated on Fig. 141. An eye, the pupil of which would
be at P, would receive rays x and 3, and would see luminous the
parts corresponding with the pupil, while at 2 the pupil would
appear dark, since the ray 2 Wfltild not enter the pupil. The
observing eye would, therefore, see a bright center separated from
equally bright borders by a dark ring. If P be displaced a little
downwards, it would receive all the rays drawn on the figure, but
some on the other half would not enter it, which %vould give the
phenomenon of paracentral shadow.

ITHE 104131
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? DID You EVER NOTICE?
that there is an Ophthalmometer in the office of almost every successful refractionist?
Doesn't that mean something to you ? Doesn't it make you wonder if an Ophthalmometer
wouldn't enable you to do so much better work that as a result your business would be
increased? Think it over.

THE C. I. OPHTHALMOMETER
Nvill show the meridians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea of an eye, and thus
places the axis of the cylinder used to correct the astigmatism. It also gives other informa-
tion valuable to the refractionist.
Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Nov. I, 1904

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,__ _

Address,

For Sale by all Jobbers

DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW

November, 1904 T H E

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will he answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will he
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable its to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"IL 0. S." -Gentleman, aged Mirty-five, occupa-
tion watchmaker and t jeweler. Headache left
eye, nasal side, since childhood. Many doctors,
but no relief Seven years ago I made the first
examination of eyes. 0. D., :; .50 sth.
0. S., ; .75 sph. Wore Mis corrraioa
two years, less headache, general improvement
in health. Another examination Men showed
0. D., ; .75 sph. 0 + .25 ax. go°
0. S., sph. +. 50 eye. ax. qo°
Wore above correction three years, head-
ache less frequent, examination Men showed
0. D., ; spit. C' + .25 cyl. ax. qo°
a s., + 1.50 sph. c .5° cyl. ax.
Right hyperphoria, 2°. Exophoria, 15°. Wore
thts correction until this spring.. Did not cor-
rect muscular trouble. This spring had much
fine engraving to do, and read much evenings,
eyes commenced to pain and would get blood-
shot. Examination four months ago : 0. D., I ;
4- 1.25 sph. C + .25 cyl. ax. cio° 4. 0. S,
± 2.5o sph. C + .50 cyl. ax. 99° Punctum
prox., 7;4" ; with correction, 5W/. Right
hyperphoria, 3°. Exophoria, distance, /9°. Al
reading point, 30°. Can at limes lel the left eye
swing slowly outwards, causing crossed diplo-
pia, the image of the left eve being on the right
hand side and a little higher than the image
of the right eye. Then can draw it back
slowly and fuse the two images, Has worn
the last correction with great .comfort since
spring-, although doing fine work and much
reading. Would you advise doing anything
for muscular trouble under these circum-
stances?

When the correction of the refractive error
affords entire comfort, it is customary to ignore
any existing muscular insufficiency, and yet in this
case it is possible that sooner or later it will require
attention for the reason that the convergence and
accommodation are not acting in harmony.• In
this case of compound hypermetropic astigmatism,
if the convergence bore its usual relation to the
accommodation, we would find esophoria, in which
event, as the convex lenses were increased in
strength, the esophoria would become less. But
as exophoria is present instead, the case becomes
complicated, and the increase of convex lenses
that is called for, tends to aggravate the exophoria,
as shown by the 30° present at the reading point.
We think it would be well to make some effort to
lessen the exophoria by strengthening the function
of convergence by exercise with prisms, bases out.

"J. P B."-We have a /Salient who has extreme
high degree of myopia. Kindly tell us how
measles can bring about such a high defect,
and in what way is cause brought about.
Patient claims affliction took place aftei
disease.

Hypermetropia is regarded as an imperfectly
developed condition, and is the normal type of
eye in the lower animals and in savages. The
myopic eye is an over-developed eye, and there
can be little doubt that the work to which the eyes
are subjected by the requirements of civilization,
promotes their increased growth. Yet at the same
time the excessive length of the highly myopic eye
results from stretching or distension of the ocular
coats rather than from overgrowth.

In measles the eyes are inflamed, and after
recovery from the disease they are left weak. This
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.may be termed the pre-disposing cause. Such a
child is sent to school where the prolonged use of
the eyes in study not only during the day, but
oftentimes at night by insufficient light and under
unfavorable conditions, is conducive to the devel-
opment of myopia, due to the bulging backward
of the fundus of the eye as a result of the unnatural
strain upon the accommodation and convergence.
The latter is the exciting cause.

"A. C. 1V"--What is Me best method to find the
focal length of a lens in inches when the
dioptric in known

This question brings to mind the fact that
there are two systems of numbering lenses, the
old inch system and the newer. dioptric system :
the former indicates the focal length of the lens,
and the latter its dioptric power. The unit of the
dioptric system is a tens of t D., which has a focal
length of one meter. A meter is equal in round
numbers to forty English inches, from which fact
is deduced the following rules of transposition :

The inch number being known, divide into
forty, and the result will be the value in diopters.

The dioptric number being known, divide
into forty, and the result will be the value in inches.
For example twenty inches equal 2 D. (twenty
divided into forty equals two) ; 4 D. equals ten
inches (four divided into forty equals ten.)

A i I). lens has a focal length of forty inches ;
a 2 D. lens being twice as strong, its focal length
is shortened to twenty inches ; a 4 D. lens being
four times as strong has a focal length of ten inches.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

" & L."-Within the last four months I have
had three cases-one a lady of twenty, the
others were over forty-where the retinoscope
would give from 1.5o to 3 D. hypermetropia
with ig 0. C, with glasses ov, but with
Maddox rod find exophoria affront 1.50 to /2°.
I followed the ,general rule of a weaker

correction, which in Me case of the older
patients was al Me e.tpense of vision. Have
had some ,t;ood results with prism exercise,
but lately sial/)m a se/ of Dr. Well's charts to
be used with ordinary stereoscope. 01- course
I know the most antique books on ophthal-
mology speak on stimulating convergence 71'ith
the stereoscope. These charts run in series.
Can you give me a general idea how they can
be used to advantage? Would they be of benefit
in the cases of exophoria I speak of?

When one finds a case as I did a few days
ago-a man of twenty-four with 1.25, ac-
cepted, 0. U, has 12° exophoria, and occasion-
ally troubled with diplopia. Is it not possible
that the extra strain put on Me interm would,
through induction over the third pair of nerves,
cover much hyperopia, even were it fully cor-
rected the exophoria would appear greater?
What would be the best course to pursue?

In cases like these one must be guided by the
symptoms of which the patient complains. If the
convex spheres afford relief, that is, if the exo-
phoria gives rise to no unpleasant symptoms, the
tendency to divergence may be disregarded. The
existence of heterophoria does not always call for
correction. If relief is not otherwise obtainable,
then the exophoria must receive special attention.
If the patient is young and the accommodation
vigorous, the proper plan is to lessen the strength
of the convex spheres, and thus lead to a restor-
ation of the harmony that should exist between
the accommodation and convergence. If patient
is in the forty's the convex spheres must be strong
enough to correct the hypermetropia and afford
good vision ; and then the exophoria treated by
prisms, bases out, for occasional wear for exercise ;
and by prisms, bases in, for constant wear for
relief,correcting not more than half the insufficiency.
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"E. C K." - How can I tell when to, and when not
to, put on prisms, and when to correct, and
when not to correct, the total hypermetropia.
That criticism in recent KEYSTONE.: by corre-
spondent was well taken, for many of us were
wondering why you did not totally correct it.
It is just Mese things we want to know, as
MOSi anyone can find total error ; but the
question is, what part of it to correct and not
to? How are toric lenses made, and how do
yOu measure them by gage or neutralize them
with lest lenses in hyperinetropia ? With exo-
phoria do you totally correct the hypermetropia
or no!, and correct part of the exophoria?

117hat books are the best to study to ol.'ain
information on Me nervous system in its rela-
tion to glass filling ? Are these new insbw-
melds that are on the market jiir irtinoscopy
a great advantage over the ordinary way?

No hard and fast rules can be laid down for
the management of these cases. In answer to the
question as to when to, and when not to, put on
prisms we are inclined to advise not to put them
on if you can possibly get along without them.
There are no two cases of eye trouble that can be
treated exactly alike. If two patients had the
same degree of hypermetropia, complicated with
the same amount of exophoria, they would prob-
ably be affected differently, they would probably
present different symptoms, and they would call
for different treatment. The cases must be indi-
vidualized, and they must be treated through
changes of lenses : watching the effect of stronger
or weaker convex spheres, of stronger and weaker
prisms, or no prisms at all. If the optometrist is
a man of judgment and experience, by following
these lines he will soon be able to handle his cases
intelligently.

Toric lenses are ground on specially prepared
moulds, and present two curvatures on the same
surface. They are measured and neutralized the
same as ordinary sphero-cylinders. Ranney, on
" Eyestrain" is a book that lays great stress on
the nervous affections resulting from uncorrected
ametropia.

"E. NS."-Thung lady, sixteen years of age, has
never worn glasses. R. V. L. V. less Man
YtT. - /.50 = 44. With both eyes she sees
well as long as she holds her head still, but
when she moves she sees double, especially
when she turns hei head to the right or looks
up. I cannot jind any astigmatism either with
trial case or relinoscope. Ought I to prescribe
full correction P What can I do to overcome
double vision. Patient's mother Minks the
left eye was strained when she was len years
old, with whooping cough.

III cases like this where one eye is normal and
the other with greatly impaired vision, there is
always difficulty in getting the eyes accustomed to
the glasses. In fact, the patient in most cases does
not want to wear glasses, because with both eyes
open vision is perfect (on account of the good eye),
and the glasses instead of helping it, make it
worse. This young lady's vision in all probability
is monocular, that is, she uses only her good eye,
and the image formed in the other eye being indi-
stinct is ignored. When a correcting lens is placed
in front of the ametropic eye, the formation of a
perfect image on the retina is then possible. If
the muscles are properly balanced so that the .
image is formed exactly on the macula in each
eye, and if the image of the L. E. is as good as
that of R. E. the brain will have no trouble in
fusing them into one. But the probabilities are
that the left eye, not having actively participated
in the act of vision, tends to deviate from parallel-
ism, and that the image formed in this eye is not
quite as perfect as that of the right eye ; and there-
fore the attempt to restore binocular vision is
attended with discomfort. And, besides, as the
left eye turns from side to side, the prismatic effect
of the lens is brought into action, thus favoring
the production of diplopia.

We would advise a test of the muscular equi-
librium, placing the Maddox rod over the left eye,
which has been first corrected, and if heterophoria
is discovered, a prism may be combined with the
concave sphere. We would not reduce this sphere
unless comfort cannot otherwise be obtained.
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Solid Line Broken,
Showing Cylinder.
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Axis sail Prism Finder.
THE HAMILTON AXIS AND PRISM
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Cylinder. Also the power and direction of
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1 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

What Do We Teach?

Ultimately the Examination of the

Eyes for Glasses ; but first we teach

the structure and function of the eye,

physical and physiological Optics, and

a thoroligh study of Lenses ; following

which in detail the various refractive

errors and muscular anomalies. The

student is then ready to study and put

III practice the proper methods of ex-

amination, by which he is enabled to

detect any dioptric defect, any mus-

cular imbalance, or any pathological

lesion. This includes the Trial Case,

Ophthalmoscope, Retinoscope, Oph-

thalmometer, Phorometer and other

instruments. Finally the prescription

for lenses, embracing Mechanical

Optics and Frame Fitting.

Attendant Courses
It takes but few words for this run-

ning description of what we teach, but
the Course covers a vast field. How-
ever, it has been so systematized that
the earnest student (who already per-
haps has a knowledge of some of these
matters) can complete the work in
One Month's attendance.

For younger men who want the
best Course obtainable, we recom-
mend our Three-Months' and Six-
Months' Courses, which include all
the foregoing, but much more thor-
oughly,and in addition many more sub-
jects, both elementary and advanced.

Also Special and Post-Graduate
Courses arranged to suit the needs
and desires of each student.

Correspondence Course
We have always given special atten-

tion to our Correspondence Course,
which having been undeniably first is
also admittedly best.

It Interested, send So. for our Announcement containing " The Key to Success In Optometry"
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The Ophthalmoscopic Exami-
nation of the Macula

Paper read before the Colorado Ophthalmological Society by
EDWARD JACKSON, AL I).

.T.
Egu

I I E interest awakened in this subject by
the magnificent demonstrations with the
Thorner ophthalmoscope, make it espe-
cially appropriate for discussion at the
present time. There is danger that in the

new enthusiasm it may be forgotten that the region
of the macula can be seen without widely dilating
the pupil, flooding the eye with a powerful light,
carefully adjusting the patient's head to a fixed
position and looking through an elaborate and
expensive instrument. Without questioning the
splendor of the general view of the macular
region, which may be obtained with the demon-
strating ophthalmoscope, especially that of Thorner,
or the importance of being able to exhibit partic-
ular fundus changes to those who are not expert
ophthalmoscopists, it seems worth while to call
attention to what can be done in studying the
macula with the ordinary hand ophthalmoscope,
and to the best ways to meet the peculiar difficul-
ties that have to be overcome when making the
examination through the undilated pupil.

These difficulties arise from the corneal reflex
and the physiological contraction of the pupil
caused by strong illumination of the retina. If the
little image of the lamp flame reflected from the
patient's cornea could be perfectly focused upon
the observer's retina, it would be so small that it
would not seriously interfere with the ophthalmo-
scopic examination, as indeed it does not by the
indirect method. But in the direct examination it
cannot be so focused ; and the circle of diffusion
that it forms is so brilliant, as compared with the
fundus illumination, that the details of the macula
cannot be seen through it. The ophthalmoscopic
examination by the direct method, the best for
studying details of the macula, must be made by
looking to one side of this reflex. To do this the
reflex must be made as small as possible by reduc-
ing the size of the sight-hole.

With the surgeon's eye at 25 or
To Reduce the 30 nun. from the eye of the
Corneal Reflex patient, if it were not for the

smaller sight-hole, the apparent
size of the light reflex on the patient's cornea would
be about the size of the surgeon's pupil. If the
pupils of surgeon and patient were of the same
size, the light reflex would just cover the patient's
pupil. If, as is common under the conditions of
the opthahnoscopic examination, the surgeon's
pupil ‘'ere the larger, the light reflex would
more than cover the pupil of the patient.

This may be understood by examination of
Figs. I and 2. Fig. x represents the surgeon's eye,
having its anterior focus at A. ( 15.5 mm. in front
of the anterior focal plane, or 13.5 mm. in front of
the cornea.) Rays diverging from this anterior
focus will be parallel in the vitreous and fall upon es.
the retina, forming a circle of diffusion having the
diameter R Sequal to the diameter of the pupil.

If, however, the rays come from a point twice
as far from the eye as its anterior focus (29 mm. in
front of the cornea), they will tend in the vitreous
toward a focus twice as far back from the posterior
principal plane of refraction, as is the posterior
focus of the eye ; and the pencil of rays reaching
the retina at the posterior focus would have half
the diameter of the pupil.

Thus, in Fig. 2, suppose the small corneal
image of the light flame which causes the reflex to
be situated (as it is approximately when making
the direct ophthalmoscopic examination) at P,
twice as far from the eye as A, the anterior focus.
Then RS, the diameter of the circle of diffusion,
will be half the diameter of the pupil. This circle
of diffusion, projected outwards upon the patient's
eye, will have an apparent size about double that
of the circle at R S, because the distance of P
from II the nodal point, is just about double the
distance of Nfrom the retina at It' S. That is, the
circle projected at P would be about the same size
as the surgeon's pupil.

The Visible 
Diminishing the size of the
sight-hole diminishes propo

Phenomena 
r-

tionately the circle of diffusion.
It does not diminish the circle

of diffusion quite so rapidly, as contraction of the
surgeon's pupil would diminish it. The sight-hole
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is one-fifth to one-third nearer the corneal reflex
than is the surgeon's pupil. Hence the circle of
diffusion admitted by it will be one-fifth to one-
third larger than the sight-hole. Under the usual
conditions of examination the corneal reflex will
appear one-fifth to one-third larger than the sight-
hole through which it is viewed.

The size of the patient's pupil and the size of
the sight-hole in the mirror determine the difficulty
of seeing past the conical reflex to examine the
region of the macula. With the sight-hole 1.5 mm.
in diameter, the apparent size of the corneal reflex
need not be more than 2 mm. The majority of
eyes examined in a good dark room with rather
feeble illumination will show pupils of 3.5 or more
in diameter, even when the light is reflected upon
the center of the macula.

With a sight-hole of 1.5 to 2 mm. one can
study the region of the macula and recognize the
important details of the ophthalmoscopic picture in

Fig. 1

a large majority of eyes. With a sight-hole of
3.5 or 4 mm., such as Loring adopted for his oph-
thalmoscope, the recognition of details in the
macula with the undiluted pupil, becomes more
difficult. And with a larger sight-hole still it
would be quite impossible were it not for the
principle of the half mirror to be presently referred
to. The larger sight-hole was chosen by Loring,
not to facilitate the examination of the fundus
oculi, but to increase the accuracy of the ophthal-
moscope as an instrument for measuring refraction.

The ordinary ophthalmoscopic
The Half Mirror mirror throws into the patient's

eye a pencil of rays as large
as the pupil, less the part lost on account of the
sight-hole. But the Thorner ophthalmoscope
and the electric light ophthalmoscope of NVolf,
Suker and De Zeng employ a mirror which
is intended to throw light into only one-half
of the patient's pupil, while the sturgeon's eye
placed behind the edge of the mirror receives
light only through the other half of the pupil.
By this arrangement the corneal reflex is made
to cover only the half of the pupil which the sur-
geon does not look through. Something of the
same effect may be gotten with the ordinary oph-
thalmosco having a large sight-hole; by holding
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to that of the patient's pupil. But when the dis-
tance between the eyes is twice as great, about as
close as it can be in practice, the visible portion of
the retina will be half the diameter of the patient's
pupil.

The contraction of the pupil when the macula
is strongly illuminated, lessens the portion of that
region visible at any one time. On this account
the visible field at the macula may have only one-
half the diameter, one-fourth the area of the por-
tion visible when the optic disk is looked at. This
makes it necessary when examining the macula to
bring one's eyes just as close as possible to the
patient's pupil. It also limits the strength of the
light that can be used to illuminate the retina. A
very strong light reduces the pupil so much as
to greatly diminish the visible area, even when the
surgeon's eye is brought as close as possible to
the patient's.

As compared with other per-
Illumination tions of the eye-ground the
of the Retina region of the macula is of de-

cidedly darker color. The physi-
ological peculiarities and the pathological changes
of appearance that it presents are usually minute
and difficult to discover. Hence strong illumina-
tion would be of especial assistance in examining
this part of the fundus. The chief conditions of
strong illumination are excluded by the necessity
for keeping the pupil as large as possible. Still
some important things can be done to improve the
retinal illumination.

The contraction of the pupil depends upon the
total light entering both eyes. By making the
examination in a thoroughly darkened room, with
the patient facing a black wall, much light that
would help to contract the pupil 1611 be excluded,
allowing more of the light that furnishes useful
illumination to be thrown on the retina. Then the
light that does enter the eye must be concentrated
tvholly on the part of the retina to be examined.
To do this the mirror must have such a focal length
that all the light it reflects through the pupil will
all fall within the visible area. When there is neces-
sity for a particularly strong illumination, it may
be concentrated on a small part of the visible area.

The mirror which will give the
Facts About the greatest concentration of light
Mirror on the retina, will be the one

that accurately focuses on the
retina the light from the source used. In a relaxed
emmetropic eye parallel rays will be focused on
the retina, and the lamp flame will need to be
placed at the principal focus of the ophthalmoscope
mirror to render tilt rays parallel. For an eye
with 2 D. of hyperopia the rays must be rendered
2 D. convergent. To do this with a mirror having
a focal distance of eight inches, the lamp flame
should be placed thirteen inches from it.

To get the best illumination of the retina it
might be supposed that quite a series of mirrors
of different focal lengths would be required. But
variations in the distance of the source of light
may be supplemented by lenses placed in front of
the eye. These will, in effect, change the refrac-
tion to suit the mirror used. This expedient is
of especial value in cases of high myopia, in
which the light would otherwise be diffused over
a wide region extending beyond the visible field.

When instead of inspection under strong illu-
mination of a minute portion of the retina, one
wishes to make a general survey of the visible

area, the same means, the appropriate placing of
the source of light, the use of a lens in a trial
frame before the eye, may be employed to secure
the needed circle of diffusion—just as large as the
visible field of the retina.

The region of the macula can
Summary usually be examined with the

ordinary ophtha 1 m oscope
thniugh the undiluted pupil, if the instrument be
used to the best advantage. The corneal reflex
can be so reduced as to allow the sturgeon to see
through the pupil alongside of it—by making the
sight-hole small, x.5.mm.in diameter, by holding the
sight-hole so that one edge of it is in front of the
center of the surgeon's pupil, or by using the half
mirror. The visible field can be enlarged by get-
ting close to the patient's pupil and excluding all
unnecessary light.

The illumination of the retina can be rendered
brilliant at a certain point, or diffused equally over
the whole visible field—by adjustment of the
source of light at the proper distance from the
mirror, and by placing the right lens in a trial
frame before the patient's eye.

Fig. 2

the instrument to one side so that the edge of the
sight-hole tvill come in front of the center of the
surgeon's pupil. Doing this one sees the corneal
reflex removed to one side, and reduced so as to
allow details of the fundus to be easily seen beside
it. Were it not for the (often unconscious) adop-
tion of this plan it would generally be impossible
to examine the macula with the ordinary Loring
ophthalmoscope. But even used in this way the
mirror with a large sight-hole is inferior to both the
one with a small sight-hole and to the half mirror.

The portion of the fundus visi-
The Visible Field ble at any one time by the direct

method of examination, depends
upon the nearness of the surgeon's eye to the
patient's pupil and the size of that pupil. If the
surgeon could bring his own nodal point to the
anterior focus of the patient's eye, the visible field
would include a circle just the diameter of the
patient's pupil. This is illustrated by Fig. I, by
taking it to represent the patient's eye. If the
surgeon could place his own anterior nodal point
at A, the part of the patient's retina visible to him
would be a circle having the diameter R Sequal
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THE TIME IS NOW HERE
when you should be placing your orders for

OPERA GLASSES 

Our Glasses are
the different

kind.

Exclusive styles
that sell.

We import very
large quantities,
which enables
us to give you

Rock-Bottom
Prices.

If you would increase your profits handle our line of OPERA GLASSES.
They are the kind that sell themselves. DO NOT DELAY, but send your orders
to us at once while our assortment is complete. Our travelers have the full line.
Look them over when they call. Catalog on request.

Globe Optical Company
The I House of New England 403 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

The PEERLESS mounting

The mounting without screw,.
Made out of one piece of metal.

This mounting is filling a long-felt want and
answers the demand for a skeleton eyeglass that
ISN'T always

GETTING LOOSE

HAVING THE SCREWS COME OUT

WABBLING

and the thousand and one other things that eye-
glass wearers have had to complain about in the

Past. We carry a full line of them. Try one on
your next 1,3 e

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Prudential Building

The Only Exclusively Wholysale
Optical House in the South

ATLANTA, OA.

IT'S THE PAD
THAT MAKES THE U. S. GUARD A SUCCESS

Ask your next patient to smile, frown or raise his brow.
Note how the upper skin of the nose moves much more
than the lower.

Now try on a U. S. Guard and have your patient do
the same thing over again. Watch the pad compensate for
the motion of the upper skin—the motion that causes all
other guards to slip.

Loosen up the spring. It will surprise you to see how
little pressure is needed.

Such a trial will surely convince you that the

U. S. GUARD IS THE BEST GUARD MADE

and will make it your favorite guard.

If you want to gain the everlasting gratitude of
your spectacle wearers, give them U. S. TEMPLES.
Better than cables, and cost no more.

Up-to-date jobbers can supply
your wants. From one pair
to any amount of either U. S.
Guards or Temples.

BORSCH & CO.
103 Adams St.
CHICAGO

Breezy Ae©o of a Hunting Trip by a Prominent Heunber of the Optical
Trade ot The IfeRilowstone Park and Jackson's Holle Scemic Marvels

[The following interesting account of a recent hunting trip and the
several scenic views shown are furnished by John H. Hardin, vice-
president of F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago. Mr. Hardin, who is well known
to the optical trade, is an enthusiastic sportsman who delights in the
pleasure and excitement of the chase.
He is a skillful and daring hunter of
wild game, and an ardent devotee of all
the healthful pastimes of forest, field
and stream.—ED.]

FOR those of us whose life-work
consists in the routine, responsi-

bilities and strife of business, there can
be no more pleasurable and healthful
change or relaxation than that afforded
by a hunting trip in the game-land wilds
of our country with a few congenial
companions. In almost all sections of
this broad land there is, it is true, more
or less tempting territory for the hunter,
but for the real hunter's paradise, where
myriad factors combine to idealize the
ecstacy of the chase, we commend the
great wonderland in Wyoming, wherein
it was our good fortune to pass most of
the hunting season of last fall.

For a trip of this
character much pre-
paration is necessary,
but the pleasurable

anticipations make the work congenial. In our case ample preparations
were made, and equipped with an outfit consisting of fourteen horses and
three wagons, two of which were four-horse teams—one of the latter being
used exclusively for the carrying of feed for the fourteen horses—our party
of four made its departure for Livingston, Mont., a point on the Northern
Pacific Railroad, and took the Park Branch Line for Gardner. Gardner is
located on the northern boundary of the Yellowstone National Park and is
the gateway to the largest game preserve
in the world.

The roads from Gardner to Jackson's
Lake are made and kept up by the gov-
ernment and are the best it is possible to
make in that mountain region. In the
years 1902 and 1903 over $400,000 was
spent in making new roads, lowering
grades and repairing. A great many ot
lie roads are macadamized.

The Jackson's Lake
The Jackson's country, which is the

sportsman's paradise
for large game, lies

only a few miles south of the Yellowstone
National Park in Wyoming and is right in

the heart of the Rocky Mountains at an
altitude of about 7500 feet.

Our purpose is not so much to make

this an article on the Yellowstone National
Park as a description of the natural beau-
ties and attractions of the region lying
south of there and curiously named the
Jackson's Hole District, which is little
known to visitors beyond the glimpses that
they get of the three Grand Tetons from
a favorable point of vantage within the
park. The three GI-and Tetons are land-

marks for all of that part of the country.

They rise almost perpendicular to a

height of 7275 feet above the level of

Jackson's Lake, making a total height of

over 14,000 feet above sea level. The three

grand snow-capped peaks seem to stand

Off for the
Chase

guard over the surrounding territory, and rising, as they do, fairly out
of the bottom of the lake, form one of the most imposing and mag-
nificent spectacles to the visitor to that Nv(mderful country.

When making our
plans to visit that
country, we were told
that it was the only

place where elk, our prospective prize,
could be found in large numbers. The
rolling hills, which form the eastern
shore of Jackson's Lake, are covered
with green and dead timber, with open
parks here and there and clumps of
quaking asp trees. Here we found the
elk in great numbers, and at that time
of the year they gather in bands, in
which our party saw from one hundred
to three hundred elk—to us a sorrowful
suggestion that in this beautiful valley
they were making their last stand against
the progress of civilization, unless the
government should take some radical
measures in the near future by extending
the limits of Yellowstone National Park
to take in this great game country and
prevent the extinction of the large game.
Elk, as well as antelope and buffalo,
were originally prairie animals, but civili-

zation has driven them to the mountains for safety. It was not an unusual
experience for our party to be greeted daily from every side, as the
nights began to get colder, with the " whistling " of the male elk, which
inspired each one of the party with the true life of a sportsman and sent the
blood coursing through his veins with eagerness for the hunt.

In hunting, many times did we have to run up bill and down dale, over
fallen timber and over creeks, trying to overtake one of these monarchs of

the plains. Not being accustomed to the
high altitude, some of us would be forced
to give up the chase through sheer exhaus-
tion and we would start to return to our
horses, when nearby, in some clump of
green timber, we would hear the old
familiar call. Instantly we were on the
alert, ready to run another race. We for-
get that we are tired, and are again on
our mettle—we will not give up so long as
we hear that peculiar, thrilling trumpet—
we will do anything for one good chance,
be it a long shot or one at close range;
and when we do at last stand victor over
our prey we feel recompensed a thousand
times over, and in looking back over the
events of the day we are forced to feel that
it was not such hard work after all. This
is not only the experience of our party, but
of those who have gone before.

In the same country are a number of
antelope, but they are disappearing very
fast. It was not the good fortune of our
party to see any of them in places where
we could get a shot at them outside of the
Yellowstone Park. Mountain lion are
plentiful and, with the bear, are increasing
every year and proving a detriment to the
life of game in that country, which
they kill.

Our trip was made to Jackson's Lake
the first part of October and we re-
mained throughout the entire month.
This covers the best part of the hunting

The Hunting Party

Lake Country

The Home
of the Elk

Government Bridge, Gibbon River, Yellowstone Park

(5928a)
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season, which opens on the 15th of September and closes on the 15th
of November.

Our experience in camp life was eminently comfortable in every way.
The outfit consisted of high wall-tents, separated so that we had sleeping
tents, dining tents and kitchen. Sleeping bags, into which we crawled
every night, protected us from the rigid atmosphere, which, without excep-
tion, during the entire
trip caused water to
freeze from one-half to
one inch thick in every
vessel during the night.
Slow we encountered
up to the depth of our
axles, retarding- progress
so that on our journey
to the hunting country
there were days that we
could scarcely cover six
miles ; progress being
practically impossible
after the crust of the
snow had been melted.

No enthusiast on
large game hunting can
feel that his experience
has been complete until
after enjoying one of
these most thoroughly-
equipped and pleasant
trips after the big game
in this grand and pic-
turesque country.

As to fishing, the
lakes throughout that
country abound in trout
of the different varieties,
the government having
stocked the waters in
the Yellowstone Park,
where fishing is open to disciples of Isaak Walton the
year round. The fish shown in the illustration were
all taken out of a lake inside the park, known as Lewis
Lake, where our party enjoyed practically virgin fishing,
it never having had a boat on its surface before members
of our party placed one there.

The incidental feature of this outing,
Yellowstone Park which made the hunting trip truly

memorable, was the never-to-be-
forgotten journey through that great wonderland of
nature, Yellowstone Park. From Gardiner Cation to
Mammoth Hot Springs and on through the Golden
Gate we gazed on wonders that time cannot erase from
the memory : the wonderful hot springs, with pools of
water exquisitely colored and flowing over the variegated
terraces ; the weird Hoodoo Country ; the majestic Bun-
sen Peak ; the sparkling cascade at the head of Kingman
Pass ; the tall cliffs, tawny and terrible, from which hung
the road through the Golden Gate, like eyebrows on the
mountain face, and numberless other incomparable natural
marvels.

On one side of the road rose the hills, clothed with
thick forests of pine. On the other side was the valley of
Obsidian Creek, and far beyond that the great Gallatin
Mountain Range, with peaks shining in ebony and white
under the rays of the morning sun. The quietness rivaled that of a Sabbath
in the country. One listened in vain for the shriek of a locomotive, the
tread of the multitude and the nerve-racking clatter of carts and wagons.
Far and near was a primitive wilderness of 3300 square miles, containing
neither city, town, factory nor railroad. Not a desecrating hand or sound
was permitted in this wonderland of the curious, the beautiful and the
majestic, where unrivaled lakes, streams, waterfalls, forests, springs,
geysers, cafions aud mountains abound.

In the valley was Beaver Lake, with the remains of the old dams. At
the foot of the lake, on the left-hand side of the road, rose the far-famed
" Mountain of Glass," or Obsidian Cliff, a mass of volcanic glass, black and
glistening, the relic of some ancient lava flood. It stood silent and cold,
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woo feet in width and ncarly 400 feet high. We passed the fearsome
Roaring Mountain, which gives out a thrilling roar as if some terrible
monster of prehistoric times had its lair there. Columns of steam add to
the hidden terror of this mountain. But this is a land of contrasts, and
after crossing Roaring Mountain a vision of exceeding beauty met our gaze.
The Twin Lakes nestled by the roadside between the mountains, like " blue

lochs cradled in mountain arms." The sky never rivaled
the color of these little lakes. The water showed rarest
shades of blue and green, and seemed to change in shade
every moment.

Less beautiful and more foreboding sights soon
appeared. Hot springs in depressed basins, steaming
and boiling, with smell of sulpher, marked the way
onward. On the right-hand side of the road was the
Devil's Frying Pan ; the Tea Kettle had been passed a
few minutes before. The Frying Pan was a large area of
shallow water, boiling hot, spitting, spluttering and pop-
ping like hot grease in a skillet. The odor was familiar
to one who had hunted lost hens' nests in boyhood. Stale
eggs certainly were the bill of fare for the devil that
morning. Just beyond was a big pool of boiling, splash-
ing water resembling steaming soapsuds. This was
termed the Devil's Wash Tub. The devil seems to have
a first mortgage on that region. Already the Devil's
Slide, Thumb, Kitchen and Tea Kettle had been seen ;
and, besides his Frying Pan and Wash Tub, his Ink Put
and Elbow were to appear. If the tourist needed any
further suggestion of satanic ownership, he could go out
of his way only a few miles and find Hell Roaring Creek!

Two miles farther on
was the Norris Geyser
Basin. A great tract of
low land, with white
crust streaked with red,
was covered with rising
columns of steam, and
girdled with ghastly
trees, once living things,
but now dead and robed
in mantles of white de-
posit. Just beyond the
border line of death were
living trees, but await-
ing the gritn messenger
and white shrouds in im-
pressive solemnity. The
basin contained many
curious geysers, steam
vents and hot springs.

We now passed
through the valley of the
Gibbon, and were all
eagerness to see the next
great sight, the Grand
Cafion of the Yellow-
stone. Soon we reached
Cascade Creek where it
forms the Crystal Falls,
three in number, falling
downward 129 feet in
gleaming pillars of white.
But their beauty soon
was forgotten in the first
view of the Grand

Callon. The deep abyss was indescribable. It was a vision of awful mighti-
ness and transcending beauty. Flood, ice, wind, and snow had transformed
that great chasm into a gallery of unrivaled art. The cation was over 1200
feet deep, and the distance across was nearly one-half mile. For over four
miles the walls were shaded, illumined and colored in every conceivable
tint. The colors formed a multitude rioting and anarchistic ; but, somehow,
the beholder was persuaded that the divinest art was before him in unrivaled
excellence. The prevailing colors were shades of terra-cotta, forming a
great mosaic of white, orange, yellow, brown, green and gray. When the
sun shone unclouded, the sides of the cation gleamed like walls of brilliantly-
hued stone. In the bottom of the cation ran the Yellowstone River, a
narrow green ribbon fringed with lace. At the head of the cation the

A Catch in Lewis Lake,
Yellowstone Park

ma/1,0 

Gibbon Falls, Yellowstone Park
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Great Falls of the Yellowstone plunged, in unbroken leap, 310 feet down-
wara. Their solemn roar was in harmony with the wild and lonely majesty
everywhere visible.

This majestic wonder, the Grand Cafion, almost defies description.
Its walls on one side are 2000 feet. and on the other side there is a gradual
descent half way down of
sliding cinnabar and other
delicately-tinted chalky forma-
tions, broken at intervals by
towering pinnacles of mineral
rock, which stand out in bold
relief against the brilliant
back2;round. These pinnacles
take on many fantastic forms,
inspiring the delusion that
one is looking down upon the
decaying splendors of antique
architecture. From the base
of these solemn sentinels the
descent to the water line is as
abrupt as from surface to tor-
rent on the opposite side. Far
below winds the foaming cur-
rent of white-crested wavelets
spread out like a silvery band.
Though the channel is 16o
feet wide, it appears no larger
than a brook. The whole
volume of water breaks over
a ledge, in the center of which
stands a huge black bowlder
which divides the waters for a
few feet, and again uniting
they fall 37o feet. Showers
of spray are sent up, which
when touched by the sunlight
look like innumerable and
varied-colored jewels.
Another falls above the main
waterfall, is of considerable height and great
beauty, and above are a series of cascades.
Tower Falls are so named on account of a mass
of stone, about too feet from the verge of the
precipice. The water below falls over a ledge about
150 feet high, and falls in solid sheets. Belcher River
drains the southwestern part of the park. Madison,
another tributary of the Missouri, has its source
at the confluence of the Gibbon and Fire Hole
rivers in the western part. In the northwest is the
Gardiner River, a branch of the Yellowstone. Yel-
lowstone Lake, the largest body of water in the
park, is said to have 300 miles of shore line, but it
never has been fully explored. It certainly is the
gem of the lakes, set as it is in a series of mountain
peaks, with pine-clad slopes and snow-crowned sum-
mits. The monotony of its crested waves is broken
by a verdure-clad island, Frank Island, giving it the
appearance in summer of an emerald in a setting of
brilliants.

We have previously referred briefly to the most
noted feature of the park, the geysers. These merit
more particular description. There are three geyser
basins located in the valley of the Fire Hole River,
at an average altitude of 7000 feet above the sea
level : Upper Geyser, Middle Geyser, and Lower Geyser. The Upper,
or Great Geyser basin, is the most active. Her are located the great
spouters conspicuous among which are the Giant, Giantess, Castle, Saw
Mill, Bee Hive, Lion, Grand Cornet and Cub, and last, but by no means
least, Old Faithful. They are all appropriately named. The Giant and
Giantess are so called on account of the immense size of their craters and
the force cf their action ; the Bee Hive and Castle because of the peculiar
formation of their cones ; the Saw Mill and Lion from the roaring noise
they make when in a state of activity ; and Old Faithful on account of the
regular discharges of steam and water at intervals of 64 minutes. One
can rely absolutely on Old Faithful giving an exhibition every hour and
four minutes. The stated intervals of activity have not varied in the

•
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memory of the oldest visitor to the park. Other geysers are variable in their
action ; all are subject to changes. The Bee Hive is becoming more active
every season. It gives an exhibition two or three times every 24 hours
The Giant and Giantess and Castle cannot always be relied upon, but they
make a magnificent display when in action. The Giant averages an exhibi-

tion about every six days and the Giantess about every
eleven days. Near the main cone of the Giant Geyser
is a small fissure, which seems to do for the Giant what
an escape pipe does for a large boiler. When the
chambers of the main crater become fully charged,
short puffs of steam come hissing through this fissure.
The grandeur of the spectacle which follows passes de-
scription. The interior forces seem to combine in
making a display of power. Accompanying a stunning
shock, caused by the volume of steam escaping, a
column of water about ter. feet in circumference is
thrown up to a considerable height, and emits a dense
cloud of steam, so that it is difficult to see what appears
in the center to be a massive marble pillar. But the
steam soon floats away and a column of great beauty
stands revealed in all its grandeur. In a few seconds
comes another change, the column is shattered, the law
of gravity asserts itself, and the great body of water
which went up in a grand column falls in showers of
spray. The greater part of the water retuens to the
crater, and the overflow is carried off by Fire Hole
River.

The laws of the State of Wyoming allowed each
member of the party two elk, two bears, antelope,

goats and sheep. As indicating
the success of the party
on the main object of its
trip, each carried away its full
quota of elk, and one'or two
secured all the law would allow
them of deer, which could be
used for supplying the camp
with fresh meat daily.

It does not take an en-
thusiast to enjoy the beauties
of this country, with its wind-
ing rivers, mirror-like lakes
and picturesque mountain
chains, for their impression
upon the eye is so great that
the sensation of viewing these
natural sights compares with
an exhibition of paintings or
beautiful pictures brought sys-
tematically and automatically
before the eyes.

Members of our party have
had the question of expenses
of such a trip, lasting thirty
days, inquired about, and were
greatly surprised at the state-
ment in turn that with this
very complete outfit, the best
of food which can be pro-
cured, and the most care-
ful attention of service and
guides, the expenses did not
run over an average of po a
day, including all railroad

transportation, etc., for over moo miles there and back. To the busy city man
such an outing as this has benefits apparent to all those who by rigid business
cares are confined to the limits of private office, salesroom or counter,
receiving benefits lasting in many cases, as in some of our party' s, over a
period of the entire year.

Our chief conductor, it is needless to say, is a man thoroughly experi-
enced in this class of work, making his headquarters in that part of the
country, and fully alive to the interests of his patrons. Without such a
superintendent it can readily be seen how the best laid plans for such a trip
would become a failure.

Food, many a delightful meal, prepared by an old army cook, of
grouse, partridge, elk meat, ducks and geese, met an appreciative appetite.
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Trophies of the Chase

Lewis Itiver and Falls, Yellowstone Park
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Eyes and Eyelids
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Murine is an Eye Insurance.
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" There is always one by which the rest are measured."

MURINE has no rival. It is a class in itself.
Gone to success on the wave of good opinion of both laity and the profession.
Conservative opticians, at first backward, now rate MURINE among their greatest aids.

MURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normal condition preparatoryto its proper measurement for glasses, hence its value to the optical profession
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The Ryer Method of Correcting
Astigmatism

Suggestions by A. E. BLACKMAN, Castle Forbes Bay,
Huon, Tasmania

N regard to the interesting method of
correcting astigmatism devised by
Mr. E. Le Roy Ryer and explained

in a recent issue of THE KEYSTONE, I wish to
call attention to what seems to me an error
in the matter of explaining the broken line
appearance. Should not this phenomena be
attributed rather to the cylin-
der quantity present, in view
of the well-known effect of
holding a cylinder over a
straight line and looking part-
ly through and partly beyond
the cylinder?

Now, a cylinder does not
break a line, when it occupies
the whole field of view ; it is
only by seeing part of the
line through and part without
the cylinder that we get sepa-
ration of those parts. A prism
does the same, but this latter
produces none of the effects
described as does the former.

The explan-
ation, in my
opinion, is as
follows : The

ellipses of diffusion, when a
cylinder is used, produced by
the incorrect focusing of the
rays from the luminous points
of the little white squares,
only produce the same degree
of whiteness, as exists in the
squares, when the over-lap-
ping of the diffusion ellipses
is such as to produce the
same quantity of light per
unit of area. The total amount
of light in each ellipse is only
equal to that coming from each
retically nothing), but the overlapping of an
infinity of such may produce a quantity of
light per unit of area either equal to, greater
than or less than the primary quantity per
unit of area, i. e., the intensity of light may
bear any proportion to that of the primary
surface, it merely depending upon the law of
quantities. The total quantity of light upon
the secondary surface cannot exceed that
upon the primary.

When the lines of maximum and mini-
mum refraction (in an algebraical sense),
which are necessarily at right angles, are

Parallel to the sides of the squares, i. e.,
when the axis of the cylinder is parallel with
either set of bars, then the duller margin of
the squares and the part of the black made

A Possible
Explanation

K IE S T 1■1

gray by the spreading of the ellipses of diffu-
sion, are obviously parallel with the sides of
the squares or bars and consequently merely
alter the general blackness of the bars of the
diagram without distorting them as far as
their straightness is concerned. See Fig. 2.

When the cylinder is turned
to an angle, the lines of

Broken Lines maximum and minimum re-
fraction no longer crosses the

squares parallel to the sides and therefore
the lines of luminous points vary in length as

Phenomenon of

1924g-

lens and vary somewhat with different people.
When the axis of the cylinder is at 43°
to the black bars, Figs. 3 and 4, we have
the greatest elongation of the squares, be-
cause we have the longest luminous lines
across the squares, i. e., the diagonals, and
also the greatest diffusion addition, because
the major axes of the diffusion ellipses are
then parallel to those greatest luminous lines
across the white squares. The diffusion
ellipses cut into the black lines so as to leave
the blackest portions also towards a diagonal

direction and broken between
each row of squares.

The black lines look
broken and each piece turned
toward the diagonal direction.
and when the cylinder is fur-
ther turned this effect lessens
till all looks straight again,
when the axis of the cylinder
is parallel with the bars, Fig.
2. I am,

Yours obediently,

A. E. BLACKMAN.

Fig. 1.—The Crossed Bar Diagram Fig. 2.—As seen with a Strong
Cylinder, axis parallel wills

one set of bars

3.—An effect produced by a Cylinder,
axis 45°

Fig. 4.—An effect produced by a sphere
Lint! cylinder, axis 45°

The breaking of a line by a prism or cylinder is due to a (Mange of the axes of the
pencils, whereas these effects are almost entirely the result of diffusion.

point (theo- we proceed across the squares for
tions of refraction.

Luminous lines are 'elongated both by
change of axes of pencils of concentration
(through the principle of minor pencils),
and by the diffusion ellipses : the brightest
part of the elongated line after refraction
depends upon the length of the primary
lines, but the added partially luminous por-
tions are together equal to the length of the
particular axis of the ellipse of diffusion,
which is parallel to the orignal luminous
line. Of course, there is no clean line of
difference between the brightest and the
other parts of a line at its extremities. They
shade into one another. We often see faint
lines, showing sudden changes, but these are
due to the construction of the crystalline

both direc-

Useful Additions to
Optician's Outfit

An optical benchworker
suggests that every optician's
outfit should comprise,
amongst other things, a bottle
of methylated spirit, a few
camelhair or other soft brush-
es of various sizes, and sonic,
old linen. The methylated,
spirit is conveniently kept in
a stoppered bottle, and the
brushes should always be
kept clean and ready for use
by washing in spirit. Dis-
carded handkerchiefs supply
the linen excellently, as they
are very soft from wear.
Lenses which require re-

mounting in new frames should be washed in
water and afterwards rubbed with a piece of
the material partly saturated with the liquid,
a brilliant surface resulting when they are
wiped dry. Cement bifocals may be cleansed
also, and quite a fresh appearance imparted
to the edge of the reading lens.

The methylated spirit is also useful in
quite a different way. All such optical appli-
ances as cameras, opera glasses and tele-
scopes are blacked on the inside, so that
light shall not be reflected from the inner
surfaces. The methylated spirit mixed with
lamp-black is an excellent composition for a
dull black surface. The lamp-black is in the
form of a powder, and must be well mixed
with the liquid, so as to form a paint quite
free from lumps.
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Does Left-Handed Mean Left-Eyed?

A
t

RE you right-handed or left-handed ? Or is it that you are
neither, but really right-eyed or left-eyed instead ? In a
remarkable article published in Science, a scientific monthly,

Dr. George M. Gould makes the remarkable statement that he has
proved to his own satisfaction that the eye, and not the hand or the
foot, is the governing power in facile movement. He requests the
aid of left-handed persons, however, in completing his observations.

For the purposes of investigation Dr. Gould found
excellent subjects in two sisters, one left-handed
and the other right. Miss Ella Knight, the left-
handed sister, seems to be unquestionably left-

eyed, and the doctor tells us that every normal physical movement
made by her proves that fact. When she plays upon the piano,
when she sews, or writes, or runs, skates, plays golf, fences or
dances, it is shown unmistakably. When she bowls, sweeps or
engages in any task or sport involving precision in sight or manipu-
lation she is either aided or hindered as
the case may be by her left-eyedness

Why left-eyedness should prove
detrimental to her in performing upon
the piano is quite clear. When the
harp grew into the dulcimer, and the
dulcimer into the piano, the execution
of the most difficult part, the melody,
was assigned to the right-hand side of
the keyboard, and the easier task—that
of the accompaniment—was assigned to
the left hand.

Therefore, Miss Knight is obliged
to read with her left eye and execute
with her right hand music arranged
especially to be read with the right eye
and executed, of course, by the right
hand. Miss Knight is a very apt pupil
in vocal music, but as a pianist she is
not a brilliant success. Her optical
defect. if such it may be termed, appears
to afford a creditable explanation of the facts. The contrary is true
of Miss Knight's penmanship. Being left-eyed seems to have

proved an aid to her. Although she was always
taught to write with her right hand, really being
forced until recently to do so, she now executes
with speed and ease much better penmanship with

the left hand than she ever was able to execute with her right.
That the compulsion of left-eyed persons to write with their

right hand is cruel, and that ambidexterity should be discouraged
rather than stimulated, as suggested by Dr. Oscar H. Allis in a
recent scientific paper, is seemingly proved by the striking example
of a well-known millionaire who is unable to collect his thoughts
while trying to write with his right band. " If I were a king,"
wrote Dr. Allis, " I would compel all of my subjects to teach their
children ambidexterity."

" It is my opinion," writes Dr. Gould in Science,
A Peculiar " that ambidexterity should be discouraged. If a

child prefers to use his left hand to the right he
will probably be afforded greater celerity and

unity by reason of the three organs' dominating action being in one
side of the brain. Perhaps, by some exceptional condition of
development, the location of the center of speech in the right side
of the brain is the ultimate cause both of left-handedness and of
left-eyedness.

Interesting
Investigations

1929

" I have never seen any but bad results from attempts to train
children to use the right hand instead of the left when they exhibit
a tendency for the former. Moreover, the attempt is never suc-
cessful. The best results attained are poor, and are only awkward
mixtures of the two forms, which yield confusion and indecision
throughout the subsequent life of the victim.
" A strikingly evil result of this special training is exhibited in

a naturally left-handed man, who, by arduous and continuous
training during his childhood, was compelled to write with his
right hand. In all other acts he is left-handed, but he cannot use
his left hand for writing. He has always " hated " writing. The
mere act of executing penmanship distresses him. Neither is he
able to display orignality of thought while engaged in writing.
" For the purpose of reducing his original thoughts to paper

he is compelled to rely upon a stenographer for the manual labor.
When dictating his ideas flow with great rapidity. If he tries to
plan and write at the same time, there is a positive inhibition of
thought, and he must make sketches, epitomes, copyings in a

painful and most unsatisfactory manner.

‘A Peculiar Case ‘e sOtinneg ocf he cases omf olesftt- 
eh; teedr

ness that has come under
my care is that of a man who is left-
handed in billiard-playing and in most
occupations. Asked to see if his cue
was straight, he brought it before the
nose with both eyes open, and thus
' sighted ' along it. Asked to sight
more accurately, he finally brought it
opposite the right eye and closed his
left. Asked to observe if two tables
were exactly of the same height, he again
sighted with his right eye, shutting the
left. And he wrote with his right hand.
" These acts at first seemed to be

incongruous, but they were all explained
by the fact that his right arm had been
broken when he was twelve years of
age, and the right-handed acts since

then performed with the left have been compelled because of
permanent injury to the right arm.
" Writing being largely a finger movement, and especially an

intellectual act, was continued with the right hand. It has been
domonstrated by pathology that the intellectual act of writing
proves the location of the speech center to be in the side of the
brain opposite the hand used, although for all other usually right-
handed acts the left may be preferred.
" The chief centers most inter-related in writing and thinking

are harmonized to better advantage when in one side of the brain.
Right-handed persons are, I believe, naturally right-eyed, and the
left-handed are left-eyed. There is little doubt as to the first, but I
have found it difficult to get data concerning a sufficient number of
left-handed persons.

"Another striking case is that of a carpenter who is
Other left-eyed. During his youth parents and teachers

tried to make hint right-handed by tying his left
hand behind him. As a carpenter he is obliged to

use tools—the plane, a vise, etc., made for the right-handed, but
he is always awkward when thus compelled to work. After planing
a board thus held in a vise, he goes to the other end of it in order
to sight down it with his left eye.
" With this eye he is an excellent judge onevels and straight

lines. He steps off with the left foot first. The most remarkable
(Continued on page 1931)

Diagram illustrating the dil
encounters. In her case the weaker r
part of the work, while the strong lef

ilealties the left-eyed piano player
ight hand tnust do the more difficult
t hand has the easier part to execute.

An Aid to
Penmanship

Combination
Peculiar Cases
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Does Left-Hamoled P6Ierch Left-Eyee11?

(Conitnued from page 1919)

thing about this case is that, although the man is a good hunter
and ' an excellent shot,' he, from some unexplained reason, puts
the butt of the rifle against his right shoulder. But he does not
sight with his right eye
" He leans his head sufficiently to bring the left eye in the line

of the sights, and with this eye only he takes his aim. He chooses
highly crooked or angled gun-stocks, because of this necessity.
The left-eyed, I suspect, will always be found to have some excep-
tional habits, or vestiges of habits, still unconquered by the out-
numbering and preponderant right-handed ancestry.
" A third case is that of a man who has been left-handed

from infancy in the use of all instru-
ments, knife and billiard cue, gun, hoe,
etc. But so much was he trained and
forced to use the right hand in child-
hood and youth in writing with pen
and ink that he now habitually writes
with that hand, if using pen and ink.
If using a pencil, chalk, etc., he is
equally expert with the left, and usually
prefers it.
" The fact of right-eyedness

left-eyedness has, it seems to me, much
greater significance than the similar
conditions pertaining to the hands, but
so far as I can learn, nobody has even
thought of it, much less discussed its
many suggestive implications. Indeed,
I question if right-handedness or left-
handedness is not the simple result of
the ocular one-sidedness which pre-
existed, and made necessary the para-
mount use of the one or the other hand.
" Both conditions, moreover, seem

to me probably the simple result of the
usual location of the speech center in
the left brain. So far I see no reason
for the center of speech being in the

brain.
"Precision in running,
fighting, defense, manipulation,
enemies and signs probably developed early in the
history of the human savage, and victory in the

struggle for existence even so early would depend generally far
more on accuracy and perfection of vision than upon manual dex-
terity. I have not been able to conclude as to the existence of
right or left-eyedness in animals.
" The demonstration is apparent in the right-handedness of

archers, and those using weapons of battle, especially in gunners.
All military regulations require the musket to be brought to the
right shoulder in being aimed or fired. These and many other
right-handed uses and customs, of course, presuppose and make
necessary right-eyedness. In mechanical occupations all tools are
made for the right-handed.
" Locomotive engineers sit on the right-hand side of the engine;

that this is because of right-eyedness is proved by the fact that the
throttle is manipulated by the left hand, the other and more expert
and stronger one being unused during the run.'
" But if right-eyed, the engineer is able to see the track and

signals more proficiently from the right side of the boiler than from

or

left side of the

The Cases of
Engineers

1931

the left. The great mystery and the long-discussed problem of the
varying usages of the drivers of wagons and carriages, in passing
on the right or left, will be explained, I suspect, by right-eyedness.
" That those afoot always pass to the right, even though the

carriages in the same street pass to the left, is explained by the fact
that the field of vision in front and the choice of directions is better
under the circumstances than it would be with the right-eyed
passing to the left. The danger of collision of vehicles makes
passing to the left the preferable and safer plan.
" Only the theory of right-eyedness can explain why the diffi-

cult fingering of a violin was given to the more inexpert left
hand, and the simpler and easier use of the bow to the more dex-
trous right hand. The advantage which comes from the greater
ability of the violin student to see the motions and positions of the

fingers with the right eye was uncon-
sciously recognized and applied.
" The left hand and the neck of

the instrument in this position are seen
at an angle and, therefore, more cor-
rectly than would be possible were the
right hand used for fingering, and the
neck of the violin placed directly in
the line of the axis of vision of the
right eye.

QUESTIONS FOR
LEFT-HANDED PEOPLE

In his effort to secure more data to support
his discovery, Dr. Gould has framed these
questions for left-handed people to answer:

1. Name, or at least initials, residence, sex,
age and occupation?

2. Is the left-handedness complete or only for
some of the acts usually performed with
the right hand by right-handed persons?

3. Is the left-handedness the result of acci-
dent to the right hand or arm, or did it
exist from infancy?

4. With which eye is a gun sighted, a board
or yard-stick proved straight, or a table
level, etc. ?

With which eye, without glasses, is the
vision of letters across a room in a good
light the clearest ? (Alternately covering
either eye, not closing it.)

6. If glasses are worn for distant vision, the
oculist's prescription, and the relative
sharpness of vision of each eye with the
glasses?

5.

distant vision of that does not give

A Shoemaker's
Observation

" In shooting a gun
the more expert hand
is used for the simple
task of pulling the

trigger, while the weaker and more
awkward left is obliged to perform the
all important tasks of supporting and
directing the barrel upon the mark.
The right eye compels also this reversal
of what would otherwise be the natural
and unconsciously preferred custom.
Any number of similar examples of the
influence of right-eyedness in every
phase of our life will come to mind,
and the explanation of a multitude of
incongruities and peculiarities, either
observed or hitherto unsuspected, will
be brought to light. There is hardly
any act or custom, personal or social,

evidence of the influence of right-eyedness."
That persons are left-footed or right-footed is proved by two

unsuspected circumstances. Edward E. Allen, principal of the
Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction of the Blind, is authority
for the statement that the blind identify persons by their tread, and
that the distinct and unmistakable left-footedness of certain indi-
viduals makes them and their presence instantly known to all the
blind who may be within hearing distance of their distinctively
left-footed tread.

A prominent shoemaker who is a close student of his art,
stumbled upon corroboration of this scientific fact by noting the
manner in which left-handed men wear out their shoes.
" People who are left-handed," he observes, " are also left-

footed. When I see the sole of a left shoe worn through, the sole
of the right shoe being yet good, I know that the shoes are owned
by a left-handed and left-footed and, usually, a near-sighted person.
I do not know why this condition should exist, but there are but
few exceptions to the rule. I have figured out that a left-handed
person treads more heavily on the left side than on the right, for the
reason that the muscles on that side are more strongly developed."
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Has the Brain a Photographic
Function?

Paper read by JOHN BARTLETT before the Photographic
Society of Philadelphia

HE study of the phenomena of vision,
although it has no direct bearing on pho-
tography, is not altogether foreign to it.
Some considerations, therefore, of a

peculiar sort of visual impression connected with
personal experience, may be of interest if they are
not of special value to the photographer who may
have a scientific turn of mind.

The impressions upon the nerve-fibres of the
retina, of whatever nature they may be, bear a very
close analogy to those upon the sensitive film.

A picture is certainly formed there, which
endures for an appreciable time, but whether this
picture is directly impressed upon the cerebral sub-
stance, resulting in what we call conscious vision—
cannot as yet be determined.

Impressions once made and
Reproduction of seemingly obliterated, may be

redeveloped, as we, photogra-
phically, say, by the stimulus of

some corporeal disturbance, in much of their origi-
nal vividness and reality, but it would be a difficult
question to determine, whether in the revolution of
the cerebral photograph, an image is again im-
pressed on the retina resulting in vision, by a
reverse or reflex action.

The writer sees no reason why the nervous
matter of the retina, as part of or in direct com-
munication with the brain, should not facilitate the
flow of the nervous current to itself.

I suppose most of us have had personal experi-
ence of the sort of appearances known as ocular
spectra, produced by the impression of a strong
light on the retina, and which force themselves
sometimes very obnoxiously upon us, even when
we endeavor to shut our eyes against them. How-
ever, when they are moderate in their action they
become an enjoyable study, passing through many
singular and beautiful phases, and presenting a
highly orderly and harmonious arrangement of
form and color.

The seat of these spectra is undoubtedly the
retina itself, but whether they originate there or are
reflexly propagated thither from the brain would
be hard to say. Light or some extraneous disturb-
ing force, it would seem is necessary to act first
upon the sensitive end of the optic nerve, but are
we to attribute their production to molecular dis-
turbance in the retina itself, or is the retinal stimulus
the exciting cause for the cerebration?

Might we presume to say that
their production is part of that
photographic process by which
light acts chemically upon the

retinal substance, and that there is a gradual restora-
tion of that organ to its normal state of resensitive-
ness by the fading out of the pictorial impression?
It is from this belief that I think my personal
experience may be of some interest to photo-
graphers if not to any one else.

But how are these impressions made upon the
retina? Are they projected from something with-
out or are they mentally evolved? The pheno-
mena, which I am about to describe, are seen as
things in space like any other material things, but
are they visual externalities? Are they not really
objects in the mind's eye though actually on the
retina? I do not mean purely subjective and

Brain Impressions

Interesting
Experiences

visionary, but real products of the brain or pictures
made by the brain.

There are certain peculiarities about these
spectra which make them essentially different from
visions or hallucinations. Often they have definite
geometric outlines, and freGuently form intricate

Human Brain, seen from above

patterns like the figures on a turkish rug. The lines
are somewhat dark on a light ground, and some-
times the reverse ; negatives and positives of the
same pattern. Sometimes they are very complex
and most beautifully graduated in color.

They change from instant to instant and do
not admit of a very close study, even sufficient to
depict them rapidly—else they might be quite a
boon to any one designing patterns for the carpet
trade ; however, they always change on a system-
atic principle and seem to have a law governing
their formation not unlike the systems of crystalli-
zation, each succeeding one being a variety or
modification of its predecessor.

They have a sort of fixed axis about which
the transformations take place. It seems as

Human Brain, seen from below

though the agency, whatever it may be, had a very

definite plan and a consciousness of what it is

doing, however much concealed from our know-

ledge. This definiteness is an evidence, I think,

that they are not the product of disturbed nervous
condition of the percipient. There is no co-ordin-

ation of action in hallucinations.

Nature of the
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These pictures are not repro-
ductions of objects recently

Pictures seen, or probably ever seen
before—memory pictures—but

are quite novel in their structure and unexpected
in their plan of presentation, and might, as I have
said, be advantageously employed, could they be
detained long enough to catch their fleeting
beauty, for no effort of the will, at least not in my
experience, can fix them. But this fugitiveness
does not preclude them being observed and de-
scribed pro tanto in general terms.

They have an uncontrollable freedom of their
own will and seem to take a sort of malicious
advantage of it in changing the combinations. I
have frequently tried to fix their shapes by an
effort of the will, but they ever changed " into
something far more rare • and strange " than my
imagination had power of conjuring up. They
appear to be painted on dark space or on light
space by some invisible dextrous artistic hand.

I shall not dwell longer on this part of the
subject, though I know I could make it most inter-
esting by more accurate description, my purpose
being merely to direct attention to a particular
phase of the phenomena which some might be
inclined to call hypnotic vision and dismiss the
subject with a sneer—and who can answer a
sneer?

These impressions about which I shall speak
are not so vivid or eye-hurting in their manifesta-
tions as the ocular spectra, but may be studied
with quite as much wide-awake observation.

Indeed when they present themselves as they
frequently do quite unexpectedly and wholly inde-
pendent of the will power, they cannot be distin-
guished from actual visual impressions, and the
beholder may believe that he sees them. And
does he not?

Though independent of the will they do not
persist long, yet endure longer than the geo-
metric figures, dissolving slowly like dissolving
views in the magic lantern. I have frequently
tried to make the presentations take forms accor-
dant to my fancy, but no—like Glendower I might
summon up spirits from the " vasty deep," but
they would not come when I did call them. They
presented something always entirely different from
my desire, something so unexpected, so delightful,
that I suppose the desire to revel in the enjoyment
of them weakened the power of the will to control
their formation. Like the ocular spectra patterns
some invisible ingenious painter seemed to be
embodying them.

Most people are not aware,

Seeing in the Dark until they question their experi-
ence, that they possess more or

less the power of seeing forms and faces in the
dark, not in absolute darkness, but when a faint
halation of light is present.

People not by any means visionary have told
me of the possession of this faculty—for it is a
faculty—and in many cases a source of amusement
and delight when one is in perfect health and
buoyancy of spirits, but under depression of mind
their occurrence might be unwished for on account
of their incongruity to the mental state. "The
mind in grief," as Shakespeare says, " being best
pleased with grief's society." For these images
are sometimes of a most humorous character,
never in my personal experience of a hideous
nature nor in any way approaching the visions
which Swedenborg regales us with. But they are
so persistent, so self-willed, so obtrusive at times.
that one is tempted to say, " Take any shape but
that I " Though produced involuntarily, they

(Continued on page 1935)
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continue long enough in a definite shape and
relation, and can in a measure be studied from
different points of view, each angle of view,
strange to say, like a real object, changing prop-
erly the play of light and shade most beautifully.

The vision of landscape (I ought not to say
vision but rather presentation) is not as frequent in
occurrence as the sight of faces and forms, but the
landscape is always more distinct and seemingly
more real, though subdued in a soft peculiar light,
" a light that was never on sea or land."

The contemplation of these
Visions in scenes is most delightful, the

play of light and shade varying
with every shifting of the eye,

that is they have both linear and aerial perspec-
tive. It is this peculiarity which would persuade
us that they are real. It is only that judgment
coming quickly to our aid tell us—I was going to
say—that they are the unsubstantial fabrics of a
dream, but these impressions are waking impres-
sions, not dreams. Call them waking dreams if
you will, but account for them otherwise than by
referring them to a proximate cause.

Had I power of the poet I might delight you
with a description of some of these wonderful
pictures which have occasionally presented them-
selves, and had I the skill to portray I might shine
as an ideal painter. Unfortunately I have not the
faculty and art divine, but I think the great paint-
ers must have possessed something akin to this
faculty, coupled with the gift to hold and fix the
impressions. I remember reading that Goethe
speaks of his delight in experience of an identical
kind.

So intensely, on one occasion at twilight, was
a landscape presented to my view over a hazy
background of meadow land, that at first I thought
I was looking at a mirage—

" So pure the sky, so quiet was the air,
So like so very like was day to day.
But when I looked, no image still was there,
It trembled and it softly passed away."

This quotation is from Wordsworth, and I
believe he wrote from actual experience of this
sensorial visual faculty.

I am perfectly willing to admit
that the imagination may in-
terpret forms in themselves
indefinite as the expressions of

realities ; for even the most prosaic amongst us
can see faces in casual blots, or pictures in clouds
and in the fire. But no such explanation is applic-
able here. These are involuntary impressions in
which definite regularity and actual coherence and
relations of parts predominate. The imagination
is not called in to supplement or to eliminate
parts, so as to isolate the image from its surround-
ings.

It is obvious that a regular geometric pattern
or a coherent structure of pictorial intent cannot
be suggested to the imagination by forms having
no regularity so that the question will force itself
upon us, how to explain this strange sensorial
vision.

What a maze we would get into if we should
attempt to explain the connection between bodily
and mental. or spiritual organism, but what a won-
derful study it does open.

Waking Dreams

Work of the
Imagination

Is there some intelligence working upon our
organism distinct from that of our own person-
ality, whether external or resident in us? But this.
explanation might be objected to as ontological
and outside experimental science. Or can the
phenomena be explained in purely physical terms,
as a quasi-image formed on the retina by the
sympathy of the nerve-fibres with the brain, and
their impressions delivered back to the sensorium
as that of a reality?

Or another solution is suggested. Has the
sensorium the power to combine symmetrically
separate elements independent of the will to the
formation of definite new patterns or scenes, or
are these impressions nothing but the revivication
of dormant hereditary concepts?

To produce a definite regular
symmetric arrangement of lines,
angles, lights and shades, and a
disposition of colors for the
formation of distinct patterns,

or pictures subject to geometric rules and in
accordance with the artistic laws of harmonious
color and composition, seems to imply a conscious

Production of
Symmetrical
Figures

producer which the ontologist would call the
spiritual essence, or the psychologist mental cere-
bration. The one referring the cause to some
super-sensual agent, the other to molecular chem-
ical action of cerebral corpuscles.

But with any explanation we must acknowl-
edge that every event has a cause. Yet if the
human will is subject to what appear to us the
caprices of a more powerful will, the question of
man's responsibility for his actions or credit for
his mental achievements, comes in to be accounted
for.

We do not feel specially elated with the con-
sciousness that we may be nothing but inspired
idiots after all. Philosophers as well as theo-
logians have generally maintained that man is a
moral agent and that he has perfect freedom of
the will, else he becomes a mere conscious huto-
maton controlled by an overpowering and arbi-
trary environment.

But what determines the will to a choice?
Especially is the question involved when there is
no predisposing bias to determine the direction of
choice. The mind is a wonderful mysterious
entity we are almost justified in calling a spiritual
essence, but the impact resulting in visual per-
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ception (I mean here ordinary visual perception)
is a physical manifestation and as much a molecu-
lar disturbance, whether external or internal and
reflex in its action, as the impact of light upon a
sensitive plate.

The whole subject is one worthy of a study
from a physical standpoint by one more capable of
investigation than the writer, and should not be
summarily dismissed with the proffered salutary
injunction to the narrator.

" A solemn air and the best comforter
To an unsettled fancy cure thy brains
Now useless boiled within thy skull!
There stand, for you are spell-stopped."

The reading of the paper was
followed by an interesting dis-
cussion, of which the following
is part :

Mr. Elliott inquired if these visions were seen
in the daytime, and if projected into space. Mr.
Bartlett said they were seen in the daytime,
generally in a dim light, and the visions were out-
side of himself. He had heard of other cases
where persons possessed this faculty.

Dr. Robinson said that the experiences de-
scribed by Mr. Bartlett were all well-known facts.
They were probably caused by irritation of the
visual center, and sometimes by migraine—that is,
a headache which affects only one-half of the
brain.

Dr. Sartain said that the subject under dis-
cussion was most interesting. The conditions
mentioned by Mr. Bartlett no doubt arose from
over-stimulation of the optic nerve. It was well
known that the eye was stimulated by certain
colors, such as yellow and red. One of his
patients was subject to visions in the nature of a
kaleidoscopic stream of broken glass. Another
saw a stream of bayonets, all of the same form.

In speaking of the tricks performed by the
noted Hindoo jugglers, he questioned whether the
spectators really saw what they thought appeared
before them, or whether the whole thing was a
species of hypnotism. He had seen it stated that
in cases where photographs had been taken ,of
these performances, no record of the occurrence
appeared on the negative.

Mr. Samuel Sartain spoke of William Blake,
an English artist, who possessed the power to call
up the image of Edward the Third, Robert Bruce
and others, and painted their portraits from these
images.

Dr. Mitchell doubted whether hypnotism could
account for all the remarkable tricks performed by
the jugglers. NVe are not all affected alike by
hypnotism, and he thought that the cases men-
tioned, where photographs had been taken, were
not well authenticated. It was a well-known fact
in law that no two statements by witnesses of an
occurrence were alike. Allowance had to be
made for the individual temperament and the
health of the observer, which rendered it very
difficult to get facts.

Mr. Abbott said he had witnessed perform-
ances of jugglers in Morocco, in the middle of the
market-place, where it was very difficult for hypno-
tism to have the effect mentioned, as it was
almost impossible to hypnotize the whole com-
munity.

Pertinent
Discussion

"I would not miss The Keystone for many
times Me price. It is the Rock of Gthralter to
the jewelry and optical trades."—G. W Burst,
Jeweler and Optician, Warrenton, Virginia.
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eyestrain as a Cause of Migraine

By W. A. SHOEMAKER, M.D., in the Ophthalmic Record

Migraine is a neurosis, characterized by severe

attacks of headache, usually unilateral, coming on

in paroxysms which are frequently periodic. With

the pain in the head are associated generally nausea

and vomiting, and sometimes ocular symptoms, as

photophobia, blurring of vision, bright lights,

scotoma, scintillans, hemianopsia, and transient

amblyopia. Since the time of Hypocrates this

train of symptoms, with many others which at

times go with it, have been described by many

writers both lay and medical, the former being

chiefly persons who have been subject to attacks.

As to the pathology, Thos. M. Leszynsky, in

the " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sci-

ences," Vol. IV, page 551, says : "The pathology

is still obscure. The prevailing and most plausible

theory is that the attacks are due to periodical dis-

charges of nerve force originating in the cerebral

cortex or in the sensory centers, involving princi-

pally the intracranial branches of the trigeminus

and the pneumogastric nerves. According to a

recent mechanical ' theory, the attack is produced

by an acute transient closure of the foramen of

Monro* and a consecutive swelling of the brain

(Spitzer)."
The assigned causes of this dis-

The Causes of ease have been as numerous as

Migraine the remedies which have been

given for the relief of its dis-

tressing symptoms. There can be no doubt, how-

ever, but that heredity plays a very important role.

It is more commonly direct than in almost any

other neurosis, and is more likely to be transmitted

by or through the mother. Females are more fre-

quently affected than males. It begins early in

life, some cases as early as the fifth or sixth year.

Church and Peterson say that thirty per cent. of

the cases begin between the fifth and tenth years

of age. This is probably too high a percentage,

but a majority of the cases begin with puberty or

shortly thereafter. Among the many causes of

the attacks mentioned by writers in text-books are

indigestion and intestinal autotoxxmia,

constipation, errors in diet, mental overwork,

anxiety, excessive fatigue or exhaustion from any

cause, menstruation, emotional excitement, dental

caries and naso-pharyngeal diseases. Eyestrain is

also given as one of the so-called reflex causes by

many of the writers, but very few, if any of them,

give it the attention which I think it should receive.

Barthalow, A. A. Stevens, Taylor, Anders and

Osier merely refer to it as a possible cause in some

cases. H. C. Hood, in " Pepper's System of

Practice," gives it more space. In discussing

migraine, he says : " Peripheral irritation, such as

eyestrain, may greatly aggravate the disorder and

must be carefully prevented" Church and Peter-

son say : " The cases beginning in early child-

hood very frequently follow the first systematic

use of the eyes for near vision, as in school work.

Eyestrain, arising from accommodative or mus-

cular asthenopia, is certainly competent to excite

migrainous attacks in those predisposed." Fuchs

and Noyes make no mention of it. Charles A.

Oliver, in " Norris and Oliver's System of Diseases

of the Eye," says : "In many cases migraine has

one of its main causes in ocular disturbance, and

can frequently be benefited by attention that is

directed toward the visual apparatus." Miles

*This small passage lies at the base of the brain a
nd estab-

lishes a communication between the lateral ventricl
es of the

brain and the third ventricle.
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Standish, in the same system, after mentioning

causes which may precipitate an attack of migraine,

says : " Last, but not least, ocular fatigue. There

would seem to be no reason why attacks of

migraine should not be precipitated by the same

,ocular strains that precipitate epileptic convul-

sions, but my experience leads me to think that

refractive strain is a much more fruitful cause of

attacks of migraine than abnormaliities of the

ocular muscles." De Schweinitz, in discussing

heterophoria, gives among the general symptoms,

headache as the prominent one, and says : "It

may be a typical migraine." He seems to think

muscular unbalance a much more common cause

of migraine than ametropia. Gorge M. Gould

attaches very little importance to the heterophorias,

but believes that it is due to ametropia, especially

the low degrees, and goes far in advance of other

writers on the subject, holding that migraine in all

its forms is caused by eyestrain. He reviews the

medical literature on the subject and claims that

it, as well as the writings of famous literateurs who

have suffered with the disease, points to eyestrain

as the cause, if we but read the symptoms aright.

I have, from the beginning of

Several my career as oculist, made it a

point to examine very carefully

the refraction and muscular

balance or unbalance of every case of migraine

that came under my observation, with a view of

discovering what could be accomplished towards

its relief by correcting all abnormalities that might

exist. From my records I select three cases which

have been under observation for a period of years,

and give them as illustrative cases to show that

many cases of migraine may be cured or relieved

by properly correcting the ametropia.

Case I. A physician, aged thirty-five, con-

sulted me in April, 1896, giving the following

history : Father suffered from migraine until the

age of fifty, when the attacks ceased. Mother has

always suffered from it, and still does at the age of

eighty. At about the age of ten he began having

attacks of sick headache at intervals of a week

or two and lasting three or four days. The

pain was more severe in the left temple, but in-

volved the right, as well as the occiput. Nausea

and vomiting always occured.

Being a constant sufferer, and unable to pursue

his studies with any comfort or satisfaction, and

finding no relief from internal medication, he con-

sulted an oculist in 1885, who prescribed a weak

spherical for reading, without benefit. In 1889

he consulted another oculist, who prescribed

- .75 D. C. ax. 105° for 0. D., and - .25 D. 
C.

ax. 75° for 0. S. for constant use. These he wore

from that time until he consulted me, with the

result that he was able to use his eyes as much as

he desired. His headaches occurred at intervals

of months instead of weeks, and were much
 less

severe. I found no change in his refraction, and

advised him to continue wearing the same gl
asses.

V. 0. D. = il w. correction

V. 0. S. = w. correction

In speaking to him a few days ago, he told 
me

he was still wearing the same glasses an
d that he

had sick headache only occasionally.

Case 2. Mrs. X., age fifty-seven, consulted 
me

November 23, 1897, giving a history as fol
lows:

Began having a headache at the age of ten. 
Using

eyes for sewing or study would bring on 
an attack

of pains in forehead and eyes, with na
usea and

vomiting, usually lasting one day. At the a
ge of

forty-eight she began wearing glasses, and 
since

then has had very little headache. She 
consulted

Illustrated Cases
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me on account of a chronic purulent dacryocystitis

on left side, of five years' standing, and a chronic

catarrhal conjunctivitis of twelve years' duration,

which became aggravated if she used her eyes for

near work. No headache nor pain in eyes. Had

been wearing the following glasses : 0. D. + .75

D. S. C + .25 D. C. ax. 9o°, 0. S. + .25 D. S. C

.25 D. C. ax. 135° with + 3 D. S. added for

reading.
V. 0. D. w. correction =

V. 0. s. = +, w. correction
A test of the extrinsic muscles showed adduc-

tion 18 abduction 13. Stevens phorometer showed

an exophoria ranging from 53e to 7°.

Under treatment the dacryocystitis and the

conjunctivitis improved, but every time she at.

tempted to read for even a few minutes her left

eye would get red and water. I then combined a

2° prism, base in, with the glasses she had been

wearing, which gave her considerable relief ; but

after wearing them for several years and still not

being able to use her left eye as much as she

wished, without its getting red, I decided to tenot-

omize her left external rectus, repeated tests hav-

ing convinced me that it was the muscle at fault.

This was done in February, 1900. Immediately

after the operation the phorometer showed an

exophoria of Since that time she has occa-

sional attacks of acute catarrhal conjunctivitis, but

she can use her eyes as much as she cares to, with-

out its producing the old symptoms in her left eye.

This case would seem to show that the ametropia

and not the heterophoria was causing the migraine,

inasmuch as it was relieved as soon as she began

wearing the proper glasses.

Case 3. Miss X., age thirty-two, a daughter of

Case 2, consulted me in June, 1898, giving this

history : Began having migraine at the age of

seventeen. Using her eyes at near work always

brought on an attack lasting from one-half to two

days. Began wearing glasses at the age of nine-

teen, which gave her complete relief, provided she

did not use her eyes too much. Six weeks before

consulting me she had left off her glasses for an

hour and a half, which brought on a severe head-

ache, since which time she had not been comfort-

able. Was wearing 0. D. + 1.12 D. S., 0. S. +

1.12 D. C. ax. 120°.

V. 0. D. -= f, w. + 1.25 D. S. C ± .75 D.
C. ax. 90°. =-

V. 0. S. = w. .75 D. S. C 1.50 D. C.

ax. Ito°
The muscle tests showed adduction 31, abduc-

tion 9. The phorometer indicated orthophoria. I

gave her the full correction, since which she has

been able to use her eyes with comfort as much as

she cares to, and has no sick headaches.

Pain Killed by Light

After three years of patient research Professor

Redard, of Geneva, assisted by Professor Emery,

has discovered a new anesthetic which promises t
o

revolutionize the practice of dentistry.

Finding that the nervous system is influenced

by colored light, the professor experimented with

each hue in turn, and soon perceived that blue has

an extraordinary soothing effect on the nerves.

Putting this discovery to practical use, he now

shuts up a patient in a dark room and exposes his

eyes to a blue light of sixteen-candle power for

three minutes, causing him to lose all sense of

pain, although at the same time retaining his

senses. A tooth may then be painlessly extracted

with none of the after effects on the system which

sometimes follow ether or chloroform.
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AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of Dr. Agnew) is the best,
simplest and most effective preparation ever
compounded, for inflammation of the eyes or eye-
lids, Conjunctivitis, Blepharitis or scaly eye-
lids, burning, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs and
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
success of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-be) eye specialists and
" home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyritun that has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is known,
except by the advertisers, but the many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on its merits.

A handsome Show Case with your order for three dozen bottles. Also your special label onbottles if six dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. Price, 81.83per dozen, 819.50 per gross. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 711 Boyiston St., Boston, Mass.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY? Any substance or preparation used with the view of curing orallaying morbid action. As it would require many of the valuable pages of THE KEYSTONE ICpublish the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German Eye 1Vater, I referdealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different parts of the country, sellingthis remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy Is NOT for sale in drug stores,but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.
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L. Manasse Co.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians,

88 Madison Street,
Tribune Building, Chicago.

Send us your orders and prescription work. We will fill
them at once at the right price.
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Strabismus, or Squint
Latent and Fixed, a Supplement to " The Errors of Refraction"

By FRANCIS VALK, M. D.
Professor of Diseases of the Rye, New York Post-Graduate School and Hospital, etc.

8°. Net, $1.75. (By mail, $i go)

A practical treatise on the tendency to deviation or fixed deviationof the visual lines from that of the slightest degree to that of extremefixed squint.
This work is " strictly up to date," and the subject is presented inthe most practical manner as regards diagnosis and treatment. It is is-sued as a supplement to the " Errors of Refraction," by the same author.

New York G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS London
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The illustrations represent a number of the. various
designs of eyeglass guards now furnished with B. L. S.
(A new series will appear in next issue.)
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40-43 " New Brown"
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An Improved Scale for Deter-
mining Muscular Insuf-

ficiencies

HAROLD BAILEY, M. D., in the Annals of Ophthalmology

The time and inconvenience attendant
upon the measurement of both manifest and
latent muscular defects, were the chief factors
which prompted me in endeavoring to pro-
duce a scale which would prove at once an
accurate as well as a rapid method for de-
termining the insufficiencies of the ocular
muscles. I have endeavored at the same
time to make it convenient of adjustment as
well as ornamental.

The scale consists, in sub-

What the Scale stance, of four arms, two
horizontal and two-vertical,
radiating from

a common center in which is an
aperture, the size of which is
controlled at the will of the
operator by an iris diaphragm
with a scale at the margin
marked off in 5, to, 15, zo
and 25 mm. Behind the iris
diaphragm and concealed
from view is an electric light
globe provided with a drop
cord for attachment to an
electric light socket. The
light is provided with a
black asbestos chimney with
an aperture corresponding to
the opening in the scale.
The background of the
entire scale is black. The
width of each arm is to cm.

The length of each horizontal arm is 90 Cm.;
of each vertical arm, 6o cm. The scale is
marked off for use at a distance of six meters
and for a distance of one meter. At six
meters distance the large figures are used,
being arranged at intervals of 6 cm. The
scale for use at one meter distance is marked
off in cm. The large figures on the left
arm are in white and numbered below the
line; on the right arm in red and numbered
above the line. The large figures on the
upper arm are in white and to the left of the
line; on the lower arm in red and to the right
of the line. The small figures on the left
arm are in red and numbered above the line;
on the right arm in white and below the line.
Those on the upper arm are in red and to
the right of the line; on the lower arm in
white and to the left of the line. For use at
one meter is constructed a small brass rod,
A-B, one meter in length, one end of which
fits socket, C, to the right and above the his

diaphragm, while to the other end is attached

a plate to rest against the patient's 'forehead.

Consista of
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The apparatus is fastened to the wall of the
consultation room by means of screws. Such
is a brief description of the scale as now
constructed. For those who do not have
the required distance of six meters, a slight
alteration in the measurement of the large
scale could easily be made to conform to any
distance desired.

I have found this scale to
Use of the have a wide range of useful-
Scale ness both in subjective and

objective measurements of
muscular insufficiencies.

With the patient sitting at a distance of
six meters with a Maddox rod in front of one
eye, that figure on the large scale which is
nearest to the point at which the line of light
crosses the scale, indicates at once the num-
ber of prism diopters of insufficiency existing,

proximate idea as to the degree. For ex-
ample—if the squint is approximately one of
25 degrees, the patient is directed to fix the
sight on number 25, which will throw the
reflection near to the center of the cornea.
If not quite central, have him fix the adja-
cent numbers in order until reflection is ex-
actly in the center of the cornea, when the
number at which he is looking will be the
exact measurement of his squint recorded in
prism diopters (allowance having been made
for the angle gamma). Any squint existing
in the vertical meridian can be calculated in
the same manner by using the vertical arms
of the scale.

Whether the squint is concomitant or
not, is determined by the patient turning
his head first to one side and then to the
other, fixing the light the while.

In a similar manner in
cases of ocular palsies, the
scale can be used in place of
the old candle method, for
determining which is the para-
lyzed muscle. The patient's
head is turned in different
directions to bring into use
the different muscles instead
of moving the candle up,
down, in and out as in the old
method. A red glass is placed
over one eye, a green glass
over the other, the position
and relation of the two lights
in the different fields of fixa-
tion show the directions of
greatest and least diplopia.

The secondary deviation
of a squint may be measured

by covering the good eye and causing the
patient to fix with the squinting eye that
figure which will cause the light reflection to
fall on the center of the cornea of the good
eye when that eye is quickly uncovered.

I have not, as yet, had occasion to use
this scale for testing eccentric fixation, but it
can be readily utilized for this purpose. By
finding first the angle gamma of the good
eye, then the angle gamma of the squinting
eye, and by subtracting the one from the
other we have the amount of eccentric fixa-
tion measured in prism diopters and the posi-
tion of the false macula thereby determined.

This description covers pretty thoroughly,
I believe, the field of usefulness of the scale. I
consider it an improvement over the old forms
of tangent scale in that the measurements are
graded for a distance of six meters and are re-
corded in prism diopters. The scale is provided
with vertical as well as horizontal arms; the use
of one meter rod is superior to the string in that
the position of the patient's head remains more
stationary; the iris diaphragm and electric
light make it easier to operate, and the cor-
neal reflection is more distinct.

The scale as shown in our illustration
was constructed by F. A. Hardy & Co.,
Chicago.
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and at the same time gives to the surgeon an
idea of the strength of prism to be inserted
in front of the other eye to produce approxi-
mate muscle balance. The figures being
marked in red and white on oposite arms of
the scale, enable the patient to describe with
great conciseness the exact position of the
line of light.

In cases where the insufficiency is mani-
fest and an actual squint exists, its degree
can be quickly and accurately measured by
means of the smaller figures. The patient
is seated with eyes exactly opposite the cen-
tral opening in the scale. The meter rod,
A-B, is inserted into socket C, the plate A,
at the opposite end of the rod, resting
against the patient's forehead. The smallest
size aperture is used in order to show the
corneal reflection with greater distinctness.
The surgeon sits between the patient and
scale with his head below the line of the
patient's sight. As the patient fixes the
light, the corneal reflection shows at once
which is the squinting eye and gives an ap-
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An Improved Scale for Deter-
mining Muscular Insuf-

ficiencies

HAROLD BAILEY, M. II., In the Annals of Ophthalmology

The time and inconvenience attendant
upon the measurement of both manifest and
latent muscular defects, were the chief factors
which prompted me in endeavoring to pro-
duce a scale which would prove at once an
accurate as well as a rapid method for de-
termining the insufficiencies of the ocular
muscles. I have endeavored at the same
time to make it convenient of adjustment as
well as ornamental.

The scale consists, in sub-
stance, of four arms, two
horizontal and two. vertical,
radiating from

a common center in which is an
aperture, the size of which is
controlled at the will of the
operator by an iris diaphragm
with a scale at the margin
marked off in 5, to, 15, 20
and 25 mm. Behind the iris
diaphragm and concealed
from view is an electric light
globe provided with a drop
cord for attachment to an
electric light socket. The
light is provided with a
black asbestos chimney with
an aperture corresponding to
the opening in the scale.
The background of the

What the Scale
Consists of

entire scale is black. The
width of each arm is to cm.
The length of each horizontal arm is 90 cm.;
of each vertical arm, 6o cm. The scale is
marked off for use at a distance of six meters
and for a distance of one meter. At six
meters distance the large figures are used,
being arranged at intervals of 6 cm. The
scale for use at one meter distance is marked
off in cm. The large figures on the left
arm are in white and numbered below the
line; on the right arm in red and numbered
above the line. The large figures on the
upper arm are in ‘vhite and to the left of the
line; on the lower arm in red and to the right
of the line. The small figures on the left
arm are in red and numbered above the line;
Oil the right arm in white and below the line.
Those on the upper arm are in red and to
the right of the line; on the lower arm in
white and to the left of the line. For use at
one meter is constructed a small brass rod,
A-B, one meter in length, one end of which
fits socket, C, to the right and above the ii!s
diaphragm, while to the other end is attached

a plate to rest against the patient's .forehead.
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The apparatus is f. i.i I d I u I to the wall of the
consultation room by int :ins of screws. Such
is a brief description of the scale as now
constructed. For those who do not have
the required distance of six meters, a slight
alteration in the measurement of the large
scale could easily be made to conform to any
distance desired.

I have found this scale to
Use of the have a wide range of useful-
Scale both in subjective and

objective measurements of
muscular insufficiencies.

With the patient sitting at a distance of
six meters with a Maddox rod in front of one
eye, that figure on the large scale which is
nearest to the point at which the line of light
crosses the scale, indicates at once the num-
ber of prism diopters of insufficiency existing,
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proximate idea as to the degree. For ex-
ample—if the squint is approximately one of
25 degrees, the patient is directed to fix the
sight on number 25, which will throw the
reflection near to the center of the cornea.
If not quite central, have him fix the adja-
cent numbers in order until reflection is ex-
actly in the center of the cornea, when the
number at which he is looking will be the
exact measurement of his squint recorded in
prism diopters (allowance having been made
for the angle gamma). Any squint existing
in the vertical meridian can be calculated in
the same manner by using the vertical arms
of the scale.

Whether the squint is concomitant or
not, is determined by the patient turtling
his head first to one side and then to the
other, fixing the light the while.

In a similar manner in
cases of ocular palsies, the
scale can be used in place of
the old candle method, for
determining which is the para-
lyzed muscle. The patient's
head is turned in different
directions to bring into use
the different muscles instead
of moving the candle up,
down, in and out as in the old
method. A red glass is placed
over one eye, a green glass
over the other, the position
and relation of the two lights
in the different fields of tixa-
don show the directions of
greatest and least diplopia.

The secondary deviation
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and at the same thlle gives to the surgeon an
idea of the strength of prism to be inserted
in front of the other eye to produce approxi-
mate muscle balance. The figures being
marked in red and white on oposite arms of
the scale, enable the patient to describe with
great conciseness the exact position of the
line of light.

In cases where the insufficiency is mani-
fest and an actual squint exists, its degree
can be quickly and accurately measured by
means of the smaller figures. The patient
is seated with eyes exactly opposite the cen-
tral opening in the scale. The meter rod,
A-B, is inserted into socket C, the plate .-I,
at the opposite end of the rod, resting
against the patient's forehead. The smallest
size aperture is used ill order to show the
corneal reflection with greater distinctness.
The surgeon sits between the patient and
scale with his head below the line of the
patient's sight. As the patient fixes the
light, the corneal reflection shows at once
which is the squinting eye and gives an ap-

of a squint may be measured
by covering the good eye and causing the
patient to fix with the squinting eye that
figure which will cause the light reflection to
fall on the center of the cornea of the good
eye when that eye is quickly unc(■vcrud.

I have not, as yet, had occasion to use
this scale for testing eccentric fixation, but it
can be readily utilized for this purpose. By
finding first the angle gamma of the good
eve, then the angle gamma of the squinting
eve, and by subtracting the one from the
other we have the itmount of eccentric fixa-
tion measured in prism (Hooters and the posi-
tion of the false macula tlicrcbv determined.

This description covers pretty thoroughly,
I believe, the field of usefulness of the scale. I
consider it an improvement over the old forms
of tangent scale in that the mcasurt ments are
graded for a distance of six meters and are re-
corded in prism diopters. The scale is provided
with vertical as well as horizontal arms; the use
of one meter rod is superior to the string in that
the position of the patient's head remains more
stationary; the iris diaphragm and electric
light make it easier to operate, and the cor-
neal reflection is more distinct.

The scale as shown in our illustration
was constructed by F. A. Hardy & Co.,
Chicago.



DeZeng's Luminous Ophthalmoscope and Luminous Retinoscope
The eye is the barometer of health, whose indications are seen with the ophthalmoscope alone. As the sight,

or even the life of a patient may depend upon the early knowledge of a diseased physical condition shown at first
only in the eye, it is the duty of every optician to learn to use the ophthalmoscope and to read these danger
signals correctly. This he can easily do with our ophthalmoscope and text-book containing all the fully-colored
plates with descriptive notes attached.

Of the many known methods for fitting glasses to the eye objectively, Retinoscopy is by far the most practical
and accurate of them all. As the science of Retinoscopy is based upon the study of the luminous pupil, light is
the all-important factor in producing the phenomena from which the deductions are made.

The exceedingly bright and beautiful retinal reflex which the Luminous Retinoscope presents to view because
of its intense illumination, justly places it in the foremost position among all of the instruments used in the practice
of Retinoscopy. It gives the exact character and amount of the refractive error in a moment and does not fatigue
or annoy the patient. It is very simple and easy to use.

The United States Government, after the most rigid and scientific tests, has purchased the De Zeng instru-
ments for use by both the Army and Navy, and has already equipped the Military and Naval Hospitals with them
in many parts of the country. This is a great endorsement, as the Government will have only the very best of

everything used in the Medical and Surgical Department. As further evidence of the superiority of these two
instruments, we submit the names of the following individual users of them, from among more than one thousand
Oculists and Opticians who employ them daily in their work :

Luminous
Ophthalmoscope

a. Field of view obtained with Ordinary Ophthalmoscope
b. Field of view obtained with Luminouo Ophthalmoscope

Dr. James Thorington,
Dr. H. Bert Ellis,
Dr. Geo. M. Gould,
Dr. H. V. Wurdemann,
Dr. L. Webster Fox,
Dr. Frank C. Todd,
Dr. S. Lewis Ziegler,
Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa,
Dr. T. W. Moore,
Dr. J. B. Emerson,
Dr. A. A. Hubbell,
Dr. Edward Stieren,
Dr. Hasket Derby,
Mr. John C. Eberhardt,
Mr. Chas. F. Prentice,
Mr. Alexander Martin,
Mr. F. A. Bates,
Mr. Briggs S. Palmer,
Mr. C. B. Tousley,

Philadelphia.
Los Angeles.
Philadelphia.
Milwaukee.

Philadelphia.
Minneapolis.
Philadelphia.
New York.

Huntington, W. Va.
New York.

Buffalo.
Pittsburg.

Boston.
Dayton, Ohio.

New York.
Philadelphia.
New York.

Boston
Fort Atkinson, Wis.

Send direct to us or to your jobber for fully illustrated descriptive literature, containing the net cash prices
of the instruments, electric batteries, controllers, etc., for lighting them.

Full printed instructions for using accompany every outfit, making all very simple and entirely satisfactory.
AGENTS—abbe Optical Co., Boston ; Julius King Optical Co., New York ; F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago ; California Optical Co., San Francisco;

Empire Optical Co., Toronto ; Raphael, Wheway & Redfern, end A. I. Staley & Co., London ; Arthur Cocks & Co., Australia.

Luminous Itetinoscope

DE ZENO OPTICAL COMPANY 13 21 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Try a
Rex
Guard
on your next

THE ACME LENS DRILL

We have made
a specialty of opti-
cal machinery, and
the result of this
special work is
better brought out
in the Acme Lens
Drill than in any
other of our
machines.

They are more ad-
justable than any
other guard.

-They are made in
SANITARY style
only

F. A.
Hardy ET:'
Co.
Denver, Cob.

Besides having
made a specialty
of machinery, we

are manufacturers

of Spectacles and

Eyeglasses in all

metals.

Patented March 26, 1902

Write us for circulars of our machines and try a sample order of our other goods

THE STANDARD OPTICAL CO., Manufacturers
(ieneva, N. V., U.S.A.
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Rhode Island Society of Optometry

The Rhode Island Society of Optometry held
its first monthly meeting since the vacation period
in Slocum Post Hall, Providence, on Monday
evening, October 3d. In the absence of President
Walter Blake, First Vice-president W. J. Davis
presided. Frederick Lewis Blair, secretary of the
society, was married a short time ago to Miss
Frances Proud Amrey, of Providence, and the
couple had been spending their honeymoon in
California. In the absence of Mr. Blair, G. Frederic
Beane, of Providence, acted as secretary.

The efforts of Messrs. F. L. Blair and W. T.

Wilson, of Providence, and T. H. Tarbox, of Paw-
tucket, in their capacity as a committee of arrange-

ments for the very successful outing held on August

12th, were the subject of deserved praise. Various

methods of increasing the membership of the

society and of stimulating interest in its activities

were suggested. A committee of five, consisting

of Messrs. W. T. Wilson, H. D. Murray and

G. Frederic Beane, of Providence ; J. A. Master-

ton, of Pawtucket, and H. Fellman, of Woon-

socket, were appointed to prepare for a banquet

to be held during the winter and also to promote

the good of the society. The committee organized

and elected W. T. Wilson chairman, and G.
Frederic Beane secretary.

It is the intention of this committee to outdo,

if possible, the committee that arranged for the

outing, which proved so very successful. It may

confidently be expected, therefore, that the pro-

jected feast will be a notable success. When next

the society assembles it will be to hold the annual

meeting and elect officers. A committee to nomi-

nate officers was appointed, as follows : President

Walter Blake, Dr. J. F. Dodge, Messrs. A. McDon-

ald, F. F. Neff, Providence, and J. H. Tarbox, of

Pawtucket. Brief and interesting addresses were

made by Messrs. Dodge, Murray and Wilson, of

Providence ; Mr. Fellman, of Woonsocket, and

others.

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians was held at the

Institute of Technology on Tuesday evening,

October t8th. The principal feature of this re-

union was the first of Prof. W. J. Drisko's lectures

on " Light." The professor dealt in turn with the

nature of light-wave motion and light waves,

velocity and propagation of light waves and photo-

metry. The lecturer's exposition of these pheno-

mena was thorough and lucid, and it was followed

by the members with considerable interest. Miss

Fannie Gassett, of Boston, was elected to associate

and William E. Whitcomb, also of Boston, to active

membership. The association has issued the fol-

lowing circular regarding the minimum price-list:

At the September meeting of the association
it was voted to adopt the minimum price-list as
drawn up by the committee, with the exception of
the clause on the last page relating to discounts,
and to recommend that the members of the asso-
ciation use the list for a few months more, after
which further trial it would again be brought up
for revision.

The association urges its members and all
others using the price-list to endeavor to spread its
use by calling on the neighboring opticians, both
refracting and dispensing, and talking it up.

Remember that this is a minimum price-list
and its adoption by the association does not mean
that the members who have been getting 75 cents
for frameless splis. are now to drop to 50 cents.
In fact, most of the users of the list get more for
frameless lenses than for frame lenses, so the frame
price was taken as the minimum price. Extra
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copies of the list may be had of the secretary,
Geo. A. Barron, 3 Winter Street, Boston, or of
F. A. Barber, Manchester, N. H.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

The Pennsylvania Optical Society held its

ninth annual meeting at the Continental Hotel,

Philadelphia, on the evening of October iith, with

President Martin in the chair, and a goodly number
of members pres-
ent from different
parts of the State.

The minutes of
the executive corn-
mittee showed a
lot of work done
in forwarding the
cause of the profes-
sion generally. The
optical library, au-
thorized at the last
annual meeting,has
been purchased
and catalogued,and
lists sent to the

members so they can borrow the books for study

and reference. Many of the -members have already

availed themselves of this privilege.

A very satisfactory quiz class was held, and in

the May meeting Mr. Martin very ably explained

the appearance of the eye in different diseases,

illustrated both by lantern slides and by living

subjects. There was also a practical demonstra-

tion of De Zeng's ophthalmoscope and retinoscope.

The report of the treasurer showed a very sat-

isfactory financial condition.
Mr. Martin, having been president ever since

the founding of the association, over eight years

ago, positively declined to serve again, so a suc-

cessor had to be selected. The following were

selected to serve as officers for the ensuing year:

President, H. E. Herman, Williamsport ; vice-

president, J. F. Brinkerhcff, West Philadelphia ;

second vice-president, J. C. McAllister, Media;

secretary, C. A. Longstreth, Bryn Mawr ; treas-

urer, H. F. Freeman, West Chester ; executive

committee, W. J. Burns, A. D. McClenaghen and

R. A. Tollinger ; auditors, W. F. McCaffrey and

R. A. Tollinger.
The retiring president and his successor both

made short addresses outlining the course of

action which they thought would best advance the

interests of the organization.

A rising vote of thanks was passed to the

retiring president for his untiring efforts for the

association during the past eight years. A corn-

mittee, consisting of Mr. Martin, Mr. Brinkerhoff

and Mr. Longstreth, was appointed to confer with

all the other opticians of Philadelphia, both refract-

ing and dispensing, and see whether an arrange-

ment could not be made by which all would agree

on a minimum price-list. The meeting then

adjourned.

H. E. Herman

New York City Optical Society

Tha Optical Society of the City of New York

held its second meeting for the season on Wednes-

day evening, October 12th, in Parlor 16 of the

Fifth Avenue Hotel. There were about thirty

members present. At the business session John E.

Meyer, of the room committee, presented a report

to the effect that the committee had not yet found

a meeting place wholly suitable. The committee

was given an extension of time with power to

lease a room as soon as a suitable one offered.

J. E. R. Gonzales was elected to membership.
A report was received from the committee in

charge of the last banquet ; the success of this

function was such that possibly another one may

be forthcoming. Secretary R. M. Lockwood de-

livered a lecture on " Retinoscopy," and at its con-
clusion President E. Le Roy Ryer opened a question

box. " Of what Value to Muscles is Exercise by

Prisms? " was one of the questions which evoked

considerable discussion. A clinic, conducted by

the president, closed the proceedings.

A Joke on the Photographer

A mischievous young lady of scientific

proclivities, who attended a meeting of men of

science, and who was addicted to practical joking,

listened attentively to observations on some strange

properties of quinine, and having carefully noted

the discussion that followed, reasoned within her-

self thus : If solution of quinine can make invisi-

ble marks on paper, which will come out black on

a photograph, it ought to do the same when

applied to the skin. So she procured some of this

solution, and upon her fair brow she painted with

it a death's head and cross bones. These, of

course, were invisible to the human vision. Thus

prepared she went to a photographer to have her

portrait taken. All went right until the operator

went in to develop the plate, when she soon heard

an altercation between the photographer and the

attendant boy, in which it was evident that the

latter was being charged with having coated an

old or dirty plate.
A second negative was taken, with this result,

that the operator, after bestowing a puzzled,

affrighted look at the lady, rushed downstairs to

the principal of the establishment. Both returned

to the dark-room, and a third negative was taken,

when it became evident that intense excitement

was being produced in the dark room. After an

excuse to the lady about there being electricity in

the atmosphere which had affected the chemicals,

she was requested to sit once more.

Scarcely had the plate been developed when

both photographer and assistant rushed out from

the darkroom, pale and excited, and explained

that on the brow of the sitter, in each negative,

was emblazoned the insignia of the King of Ter-

rors. The negatives were produced, leaving no

doubt of the fact. What was to be done?

The sitter hinted something about not being

disposed to be made a fool of by one who she

was satisfied was a spirit photographer, and that

she, for one, would not allow herself to become

the victim of such absurdity. This upset the

equanimity of the photographer, who expressed

his earnest conviction that she was an emissary

and personal friend of the enemy of mankind.

" I shall look in again to-morrow," said the

lady in her sweetest tones, " if you promise not to

play any of your silly ghost tricks upon me."

" Not for ten thousand worlds," said the artist,

" shall you ever set foot within my studio again."

" Oh," she laughingly said, " I shall drop in

through the roof and visit you some day when you

are disengaged" ; and with that she departed.

" I knew it," gasped the photographer. "I

felt a sulphurous odor the moment I came near

her. Send immediately for my friend, the Rev.

—, and get him to offer prayer, and free the

studio from the evil influences remaining after a

visitation from one whose feet, although clad in

boots, are probably cloven."
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Imitation VIENNA BRONZES

The styles here shown are truly
artistic, being handpainted in
natural colors, and close imita-
tions of the genuine Vienna
Bronzes, which cost many times
as much.

A GLASS
WITH A GUARANTEE

NOT AN IMITATION

NOT A SUBSTITUTE 

BUT

A glass of intrinsic value and sold on its

m en i ts.
The BA LLAND make of Opera and Field

Glasses is superior to any other make on the

American market.
They are made specially and exclusively for

us and conform to our specifications and em-

body our personal ideas, formed after many

years of experience in handling Opera Glasses.

The feature of a good glass, backed by

firms having a reputation for handling only the

best of goods, combined with a medium sell-

ing price, is important to the dealer.
We solicit your trial order for some of

these glasses, feeling sure that they will so

please both you and your customers as to

persuade you to carry a stock of them.

F. A. Hardy & Co. D. V. Brown
Chicago, Ill. Philadelphia, Pa.

11004
List, $4.00 per dozen 15601

List

$12.00 per dozen

These illustrations, being crude and so much reduced in size, and lacking
coloring, do not give an adequate impression of the line. It will be to your
interest to call upon us, or write for a sample line of our best sellers from which
to make up your order.

The R. Hoehn Co.
I. MAYER 6c CO., Proprietors

Manufacturers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, Etc.

80 and 82 Charnber.s St., New York

Write for our Novelty Catalogue "A"

$3.00 Premium
Our rotating dial $3.00 pre-

mium, shown in this notice, adds

a new attachment to our cabinet

that many of the most rapid

working and most expert opti-

cians consider indispensable.

Ours is the most artistic and

best cabinet made. We have

sold ten times as many as all

others put together, and we

are bound to furnish the best

subjective eye. test made and at a

Any one who is ever going to buy a

8.#0299.9.19

Rotating Dial

popular price.

cabinet should

order now. Furnished by any jobber. In any

ind of wood, $1o.00. Write us for full infor-

mation.

BROWN 0 BURPEE
Manchester, N. H., U.S.A.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

11A RIZ) I'. 1 11 /1.M ICS, Preaidellt, Ites Moines, Iowa.
E. L. .1: t. s, secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Ilrris annually. Next meeting to be held at Minnea-
polis itt

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

hos. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, N. P., Master.
coL. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

Loudon, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. IV, Dr Nst tot BE, I. It. O. A., President.
J. II. SuTel,t Fr, 1. I L S.1,. , B. O. A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Loudon, IV., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Alont real.
T. 11. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

11. I. i II.4■ii, B. Cl. A., President.
A A. C. I,s, B. O. A., Secretary, Sythicy, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

JottN C. EBERHARDT, PreSidellt.
C. S. 11Aler, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

N I I., nDY, President, Boston, Mass.
it. A. It ,r11.,N, Secretary, 3 Wilder St., Boston, Mass.

'Alms third Tuesday of each tnonth,'except. July and

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. PreSide111, Rochester, AD1111.
K. C. ROBERTS, Seeridary, Ited. IV ihg, Ilitm.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

IT. E. InuotAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.

C. A. LoNtisTawril, Secretary, 228 Market St.., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1890)

13. B. CLARK, Prcsitletil, Rochester, N. Y.
Itounit F. Wil.1.1.k MS, Seereiary, -155 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. .1 EN 1: INS, Presi1111111, Richmond, Ind.
M iss IlAttoAer't J. EttISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1890)

P. SenoLLint, President, Ilaneock, Stich.

E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western A venue,

Muskegon, Minh.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. 11. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.

.1. IlrIlAsrrits, secretary, cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

IIEOID.114 A. 'Relit:Rs, ChiettgO, Ill.

0. J. HA1.11E, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

(•ur4s. II. Wool), President, Oakland, Cal.

Wti.LIAM E. it ESS, Secy., 005 Kearny St., Sail Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WArrs, President., Eugeite, oregon.

C. L. BAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1890)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, PIT,111,111, Seattle, Wash
.

LEAN DER Burr, Secretary, 713 First Ave., Seattle, W
ash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. IVIIITE, President, Concord, N. II.
W. E. By limn, Secretary, 'Manchester, N. II.

Meets thIrtl Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-

toolbar and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECK, PreSilleIlt, Mil watt tee.

I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAttLER, PraSIdelli, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

.9. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.

C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 N Battle,. Ave., Minneapolis, 
Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

It. E. Muitooett, President, Portland, Maine
.

ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

H. Coox, President, Knoxville, Teuu.
GEO, R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. 13. Emelt, President, Denver, Colo.
R. II. Boum., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.11.01 ArMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Deuver,co1o.

Kansas Association of Opticians :1901)

Tnomns Gowx:s LOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REE e, Secretary and ticasi, rt. r, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. It. 11.,i- ii, President, Jefferson City, Mo.
ELM AR I I. SC11311.1a, Secy. atilt Treas., 011S11ingI00, MO.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. IN'Avy llor it., President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. 1111 11 AN A N, Seerelary, Rie1111101111, Va.

Next sitecting ill Richmond, February, 1905.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. IVALLIts, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EuwiN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, 01110.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. M. lamEN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. 11. BowEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUNDBERO, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

0130. F. AertA3tATB, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. IIARTittAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLI:of II. Farrz, President, Sioux Falls, S. Pak.
D. 0. (141.91337, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

D. R. BESKOW, President, I ; reenville, Texas.
J. Al. CaAwvonn, Secretary, I /eilison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)

NVAL'out BLAKE, P1TSidellt, Providence, It. I.
Fitniunticx LitAvis BLA I it, Secretary, care O'Gorman Com-

pany, Providence, R. 1.

Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

NV. E. AVERY, President, Cniiindlia, S. C.
M. It. Amu:, Secret:0.y, Colombia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (19)14)

R. DB SInsLE, President.
P. O. Slot:NT, Secretary, ear. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. C. Vol.SOM, President, 28 11'1101qt:ill St., Atlanta, Ga.
I'. 11. Kir000.i., Secretary, ca.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
( Dispensing Opticians)

1;. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
MUNDOEFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

II. C W Pre,idclit, Sy EtellSe, N. Y.
JA311.S 11.1 ".1,1 , Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wcdoesday of January, March, Slay, July,

September and NI,,,Initer,

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. 1.9.Rov lOrEa, President.
R.M.LOCKWOOD, Rec. See., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July

and August.
Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. littsTott, President, Rochester, N. Y.

HENRY C. :MELEE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club • (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEWC011113, President, State and Adam's Ste., Chicago, Ill.

0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, 111.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.

F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines
, Ont.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. STRUMS, President.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 405 MainStreet, Buflalo,N.Y,

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES 0. HOLCOMB, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First 

Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

ORION H. Ilttaav, President, Pueblo, C010.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Melts, President.
J. A. MoAvor, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.
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American Association of Opticians

SSINCE the last annual convention of theAmerican Association of Opticians there

has been an attempt in certain quarters to

picture the association in a dying condition,

and an appeal that something heroic be done

to put into it the elixir of life that would

prolong its existence. This tentative agita-

tion elicited a number of criticisms, and if all

of these are to be believed, the association

has been a good deal of a failure from the

start and now faces a somewhat hopeless

future. Some of these critics think that a

special meeting of the association should be

called, and even insist that one be held. It

is encouraging to note that the originator of

the idea to call a special meeting promises

to attend, admitting that although a charter

member he has never attended a meeting as

yet, even when it was held in his own State

within a few hours' ride. Seriously, this is

the greatest need of the association, the at-

tendance of its members at the annual

convention.
After a casual survey of these criticisms

it appears, as usual in such cases, they are

mostly from those who have never been

actively engaged in the work of the associa-

tion. Thinking that perhaps they should

demonstrate that they were open to sugges-

tions from the members and were willing to

do anything needed in the interests of the

association, the officers have sent out a circu-

lar letter to the members, asking a number

of pertinent questions as to whether any

changes were desired in the present consti-

tution and by-laws. The answers to these

questions will disclose to the officers what

the feelings of the members are, and may be

a guide as to what is the best course to pur-

sue in the future. It will be found that the

present constitution and by-laws cannot be

set aside as hastily as some of the critics seem

think. Changes of the constitution, as pro-

vided for in article 6, " must be proposed at

a general meeting of the association at least

one year previous to being enacted," the

notice of the amendment to be mailed to

each member "at least three months previous

to the regular annual meeting." It will

therefore be seen that a special meeting, even

if properly called, as provided for by the by-

laws, would be powerless to make any radical

changes and therefore would accomplish little

more than to discuss plans for the future.

IT might be timely to state in th
is connec-

tion, that scarcely any attempt was made

at the last meeting to carry on the meeting

as called for by the constitution and by-laws.

The present constitution, which provides that

business of the annual meeting be largely

conducted by the House of Delegates, has

(Continued on page 1945)
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never had a fair trial. A beginning in this
direction was made at the Atlantic City meet-
ing in 1903, where two sections, that of the
refracting opticians and jobbers and manufac-
turers, held a session and elected representa-
tives to the House of Delegates, and where
some effort was made at following out the
new constitution and by-laws which had been
enacted at the previous meeting at Boston.
It can readily be understood that very little
respect for the supreme authority of the
association—its constitution—can be expected
if it is to be thus lightly set aside and ignored
by the executive officers. It strikes us that
what is needed is, not so much criticism on
what has gone before, but the determination
of every member to put his shoulder to the
wheel and assist the present officers to make

the next meeting more successful than the
last. We believe it would have been wise

had a more central location been selected for

the next meeting place, but there is a suffi-

ciently large membership to call out a good
representative meeting if the proper spirit is

aroused and the harping critics and chronic
complainers relegated to the rear. The in-

fluence of the association has undoubtedly

been weakened by the imprudent actions of

some of its past executives, but there is no

reason why it cannot be successful under its

present constitution and officers if all hands

will turn to and give their earnest support

and co-operation.

Illinois Optical Society

The sixth.annual meeting of the Illinois Opti-

cal Society was held in Hall 210 Masonic Temple,

Chicago, on November 2d. Reduced railroad

rates were operative and this helped to swell the
attendance. The first session was opened at 9A. m.,

when the meeting was called to order and the min-

utes formally read. The reports of the treasurer

and secretary, respectively, were also read, and

then followed the president's address. Applica-

tions for membership were received and reports

were forthcoming from the committee on revision

of constitution and by-laws and the legislative

committee. A paper was read by Frederick W.

Moore, on " Legislation," after which a discussion

on this subject followed and brought the morning

Session to a close.
Upon reassembling, the unfinished business

was cleared up and new business disposed of.

Gustavus Kahn read a paper on "Adaptation of

Glasses for Varied Avocations ;" Prof. Geo. A.

Rogers also read a paper, and Dr. Earl J. Brown

delivered an illustrated lecture on the " Eye," intro-

ducing many new and interesting features. In the

evening a banquet was held at the Palmer House,

Geo. W. McFatrich officiating as toastmaster.

This function passed off under delightful circum-

stances and was thoroughly enjoyed. The officers

of the society are to be congratulated upon the

success of the reunion both in its business and

social features. The following entertainment cotn-
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mittee are also deserving of praise for the manner
in which they acquitted themselves : Mrs. J. T.
Brayton, Mrs. A. G. Larson, Geo. A. Rogers,
H. Borsch, 0. J. Halbe, W. C. Sommer, W. F.
Newcomb, E. S. Fowler.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, October iith.
President H. M. Bestor called the meeting to
order with ten members present. The minutes of
the last meeting, l)eld September 20th, were read
and approved. B. B. Clark reported for the com-
mittee appointed at the last meeting to draw up a
code of ethics, and stated that considerable work
had been done by the committee along this line,
but they thought it best to go slowly and have the
matter discussed further among all the members.
Mr. Arrington moved that the report lay on the
table until the next meeting ; this motion was
seconded by Mr. Kirstein, and carried.

The question box was opened by the secretary
and the few queries therein contained were dis-
cussed by the members, after which the meeting
adjourned.

California State Association of
Optometrists

The regular quarterly meeting of the Cali-
fornia State Association of Optometrists was held-in

the California Hotel, San Francisco, on October

3d. President Charles H. Wood occupied the

chair and called the meeting to order. The min-

utes were read and adopted, and the alterations

and amendments to the constitution and by-laws

were submitted to the meeting and adopted. Louis

Kuttner gave notice that he would make a motion

to add a section to the foregoing to the effect that

a " fee be charged for examination."
The committee on membership, which is still

at work, reported progress. Applications for

membership were received from the following:

Peter Wahlstad, Oakland, Cal.; Mrs. M. H.

Handle, Berkeley, Cal.; Frank C. Worrell, Los

Angeles, Cal. Ballots on these applications will

be taken at the next regular meeting, which will be

held in February, 1905.
The financial secretary's report was submitted

and showed a balance on hand amounting to

$96.13. A number of bills were submitted and

warrants therefor drawn on the treasurer. The

president appointed Messrs. John Rinner, H. W.

Clark and E. A. Petar, as an auditing committee

to examine the books of the financial secretary

and treasurer for the year.
The question, " Shall the optometrist charge

a fee for his services?" was again brought up for

discussion, and it seemed to be the general opinion

that the matter be left to the discretion of the in-

dividual practitioner and that as a member of the

association it should not be made obligatory on

him to charge a fee. No definite action was taken

in the matter, however. Owing to lack of time, a

number of papers that were to have been read

were necessarily omitted. In view of this, the

president suggested that meetings be held at the

business places of different members at stated

times, and that members bring papers or give

lectures on subjects appertaining to higher optics.

So far, comparatively few papers have been read

or lectures delivered at meetings of the association

on subjects that have a vital interest for the profes-

sion. It was urged that the association should
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bestir itself in this matter and leave business affairs
to the board of directors, as provided for in the
constitution.

It was also suggested that members should
occasionally meet around the social board, partake
of a suitable repast and discuss subjects pertinent
to the aims of the profession.

The Optical Trade in Europe

D. V. Brown, the well-known manufacturing
and wholesale optician, of Philadelphia, Pa., re-
cently returned from a trip to Europe where he
devoted some time and attention to an investi-
gation of the optical trade as it is conducted in

the Old World.
Speaking of his
experiences in this
line, Mr. Brown
said: "While our
trans-Atlantic
friends are well
accomplished on
the arts of traffic
and money - mak-
ing, their ways
differ in many re-
spects from ours.
The mode of dis-
tribution is on the
same principle as
ours ; the manu-
facturer sells to

the jobber and the jobber carries the stock
and distributes it to the retail trade. We found
that the retailer carries a much larger and
more varied stock than we do, consisting of com-
plete spectacles of many different kinds in steel,
gold filled and solid gold. As a rule, they do not
take kindly to soft-metal goods, such as aluminum
and German silver. The trade does not seem to
be confined to the eye specialist and optician so
exclusively as it is in America, but the jeweler and
hardware merchant come in for their share. The
optician is much more of a merchant than he is in
America, carrying in his stock not only spectacles
and eyeglasses, but a full line of opera and field
glasses, barometers, thermometers, etc., which
make his store look more commercial than the

American. This applies not only to England, but
on the continent as well.

"We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Wolf,
of The Optician, and he is truly a gentleman of

advanced ideas and is working hard to instill in

his readers' minds the importance of adopting ad-
vanced and improved ideas in optics.

"The styles of spectacles and eyeglasses used

abroad are clumsy compared to ours. They use

largely for an eyeglass the clumsy bar spring with

a heavy frame, also a great many straight temple

spectacles. In riding-bow frame they use almost

exclusively the cable temple. Frameless goods

are not used at all. This seems to be the present

condition, but the trade will change ; the demand

for American goods will soon be universal and

American ideas as to neatness in workmanship
and fitting will be copied, resulting in comfort and

satisfaction to the wearer. A large amount of the

goods used are of German manufaclure, and the

prices, from the factory, are fully as high as the

American product. Prices are not so stable with

the retail trade as they should be, and the cutting

of prices among the trade seems to disturb the

confidence that should exist among the shop-

keepers."

D. V. Brown
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Minnesota State Optical Society

The annual meeting of this society was held

on October i ith and 12th in the Commercial Club

Rooms, St. Paul, Minn. The proceedings of the

first day were opened by the reading of a paper by

H. M. Hitchcock, entitled "The Physiology of

Ametropia." This paper was written by Albert

Meyer, of Minneapolis, who was unavoidably ab-

sent. This was followed by a question box, con-

ducted by L. L. deMars, Which brought forth many

interesting questions, which were ably handled and

discussed. This was followed by a lecture by Dr.

Chalmers Prentice, of Chicago, on " The Profes-

sion of Optometry." The business meeting was

called to order at 2 P. M. on October 12th. The

minutes of previous meetings were read and

approved, and then President Chalmers de-

livered his formal address, in the course of which

he said:

" As we are passing another milestone in our

history, it is fitting that we should briefly review

the work of the year that has passed. Our mem-

bership shows a good increase. The attendance
at the June meeting
held in Minneapo-
lis showed a gain

of about 75 per
cent. over the pre-

vious convention.
This gain in attend-

ance and interest in
the work is very
gratifying to the
officers of the so-
ciety. It shows ap-
preciation of their

efforts in making
the conventions at-
tractive to optome-

trists. The mem-

bership committee also has been largely instru-

mental in so presenting the character and aims of

the society, that much credit is due to them for the

substantial gain in members. The treasury has a

comfortable balance, notwithstanding enlarged ex-

penditures for the good of the society.

" The Minnesota State Optical Association

has always believed in higher education.' It

was primarily the object in organizing the society,

and is the policy it has ever since pursued.

We have left no opportunity unimproved, nor

spared reasonable expense in securing the very

highest talent for lectures. It has been our aim to

make the conventions helpful to all who attend, by

illustrated lectures, clinics and discussions of the

numerous and sometimes difficult problems met

by optometrists in their practice. We thus hav
e

the benefit of the experience of those who hav
e

been successful in their work, and who occupy

advanced positions in the work of optometrists

and oculists. Let me ask you members of this

association who have kept in touch with the

society, by attending its meetings regularly, are

you not better refractionists, have you not a better

grasp of the science of optics, have you not bette
r

equipped offices, and do you not enjoy your work

more than before you became members? The old

proverb is true, that ' Iron sharpeneth iron.' I

have found that refractionists who are deficient i
n

the points I have mentioned, were generally 
those

not associated with any optical society. Every

optometrist in Minnesota should unite with the

State society. He is indebted to it for securin
g

the first optical legislation ever passed in any 
State.

President Chalmers
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The enforcement of the law has been acomplished

by the board of optometry, most of whom are

active members with us.
" The course of lectures by Prof. C. S. Fried-

man, of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-

mology and Otology, Chicago, were amongst the

most important yet given to our members. The

attendance and interest showed that in inviting

this able lecturer the board had made a fortunate

choice. These lectures and the progress in gene-

ral of that meeting were considered of so much

value that the society unanimously decided to have

all the proceedings published in pamphlet form

for distribution amongst the membership, so that

those who were not in attendance would receive a

benefit as well as those present at the convention,

and that all might have it as a reference.

" Our past has been one of creditable progress

and bright with success. We have made our in-

fluence largely felt in elevating the science of opto-

metry and given it a more professional standing.

Let it be our ambition to make the record of the

coming year better than any preceding one, by

attending regularly all of the society's meetings.

Be enthusiastic as a member, for we receive from

anything largely as we put into it of ourselves.

Be an earnest student ; take the leading optical

journals, secure the latest books, write papers and

take part in discussions. When successful in a

case that was difficult, report it and encourage us

by giving your experience. Don't remain at home

and think there is nothing further you can learn, for

frequently this results in careless and unsuccessful

work. One new thought gained by mingling with

other refractionists, will often more than repay you

in your practice for the time and money expended.

Minnesota's State Society, whose record for aggres-

sive and successful efforts in optical legislation

and education is enviable, must not slacken its

pace.
"Amendments to our laws regulating the prac-

tice of optometry should receive further considera-

tion and action. This society may posssibly be

the agency that shall yet obtain such recognition

for refractionists that the first department of opto-

metry established in a State university shall be in

Minnesota. This would at once place optometrists

on a very high professional plane.

" The coming year will be the most important

as yet in our history. The attention of optometrists

throughout the world will be turned toward Min-

nesota. The American Association, having ac-

cepted our invitation, will hold its next convention

in Minneapolis. This will, I believe, greatly

awaken in Minnesota optometrists, not members

of our association, a desire to unite with us. It

will also bring more forcibly to the public mind

the achievements and progress of modern opto-

metry, and result in a more marked recognition of

the value of our work and increased demand for

our services. The meeting of the American Asso-

ciation, while bringing to us its privileges and

opportunities, calls for special effort on the part of

our own society, and every refractionist in this

State, at least, should join hands with us in making

that convention the banner gathering in its history.

If all who are engaged in refraction work in Min-

nesota alone should attend, it would make as

large, if not a larger gathering than that in Mil-

waukee. Let us do it and show that our State is

fully alive to its opportunities."

The reading of the president's address was

followed by reports of secretary and treasurer,

showing a cash balance in the treasury of $354.25.

These reports were received with enthusiasm, as
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expenditures of over $300 had been incurred

by the last meeting, making a very favorable

showing.

The motion of F. W. Harper for this associa-

tion " to affiliate with the American Association of

Opticians " was unanimously carried. C. A. Snell

then offered a motion for the appointment of

a committee of three to prepare a "code of ethics,"

and this also was adopted. Geo. B. Johnston

moved that a committee of three be appointed to

" prepare a minimum schedule of prices," and the

motion was carried. J. W. Brown moved that a

reception committee of ten members be appointed

for duty at the meeting of the American Associa-

tion ; carried. The following officers were then

elected for the ensuing year : President, J. M.

Chalmers, Lake City (re-elected); first vice-presi-

dent, I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings ; second vice-

president, Miss Mary Fargeman, Fergus Falls ;

seeretary, C. A. Snell, Minneapolis (re-elected);

treasurer, L. L. deMars, Minneapolis (re-elected);

member board directors, J.Wm. Brown, Ortonville.

This closed the afternoon session. The evening

session was called to order at 8.15, the president

resigning the chair in favor of Vice-President

Radabaugh, who acknowledged the compliment

in a few bright remarks, in which he advised all

the younger members and a number of the older

ones to benefit by his experience, that the only

way to get to the front was to push ahead and get

there. This was followed by a number of musical

selections by the Minnesota Male Quartette ; after

which Dr. Prentice gave his second lecture, fol-

lowed by more music. Dr. Prentice was, on mo-

tion of H. M. Hitchcock, elected an honorary

member of this association. After a vote of thanks

to the Commercial Club for the use of their room,

the meeting adjourned.
Several of the active members were unable to

be present owing to engagements at the world's

fair.
The association paid its lady members a com-

pliment by electing one of the few to office.

President Chalmer's re-election was a foregone

conclusion, as all were of one mind.

The attendance was very good, considering

that no special railroad rates were offered. The

committee had every reason to expect special rates

when time of meeting was set, but were disap-

pointed in St. Paul's semi-centennial celebration

being called off.

Chicago Optical Society

A meeting of the Chicago Optical Society was

held in the rooms of the Jewelers' Club on Thurs-

day, October 6th. Prior to taking up practical

business a supper was partaken of. At the conclu-

sion of which, President W. F. Newcomb called

the members to order.
Minutes were approved as read. 0. J. Halbe

was appointed to make arrangements with the

Jewelers' Club in regard to renting permanent

quarters for the society to meet in. The applica-

tion for membership of Robt. P. Sutcliffe was read,

and it was moved and carried that the usual pro-

cedure be dispensed with and that he be elected a

member. It was moved and carried that B.

McNulty be elected as an honorary member. A

heart to heart talk took place on the cases that

came up for discussion, and this proved quite a

success. It was forcibly brought out that no matter

how skilled a person may be, if he does not get

the history of the case, he is likely to fall into

great error.
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To the Members of the A. A. 0.

THE following circular and queries have
been mailed to the members of the

American Association of Opticians by Presi-

dent H. P. Holmes. It is to be hoped that

the members will answer the questions care-

fully and thus aid the president in his efforts

to strengthen the organization.

To the Members and Friends:

You have no doubt noticed the agitation

now in progress regarding the future of the

A. A. O.
The new officers are glad to see the

members interesting themselves in the wel-

fare of the association. If we can get every-

body to agitate a little, we will be sure of

a rousing meeting at Minneapolis next

year.
This circular and list of questions to be

voted upon, will give everyone an opportu-

nity to express his views. We want a vote

from every one of the members, whether in

good standing or not. If this. is done, the

officers can formulate a policy that will be in

conformity with the views of the majority,

and no one can say he had no voice in the

matter.
Those who attended the Milwaukee

convention do not feel that the A. A O. is

dead nor that it is seriously ill. All we need

to make the association a grand success, is

to have those attend who stay at home and

worry over our future. We would rather

have you come and find fault than not to

come at all.
The officers are making every effort to

advance the interests of harmony among the

present members, and to induce those not

already members to identify themselves with

us at once. You will be kept posted as to

what is being done, and nothing will be

sprung without fair warning.

Organization is the life of every profes-

sion; it is considered necessary to the life

and well-being of every calling. National,

State and local bodies must eventually be

maintained.
If you believe in the organization and

like the plan of the A. A. 0., lend us a hand

now; we want to make it better and more

powerful. If you like organization (and

you certainly do), but don't like the plan

of the A. A. 0., now is your time to be

heard.
We are organized and have, we hope,

passed through the experimental stage. The

changes we make now ought to be of a per-

manent nature.
Express yourself on the accompanying

questions and make any suggestions that, in

your judgment, will tend to keep all the

old members and bring into the fold all
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our brothers who are not now identified

with us.
Make our annual meeting time your

vacation time and attend our conventions.

Questions

No. r. Should this association be gov-

erned by the present constitution and by-

laws, or should a more simple one, abolishing

the House of Delegates, be adopted; and if

the latter be adopted, how can the affiliating

State societies be represented?

No. 2. Should all important questions

be voted on by mail, and, if so, where

should the line be drawn between important

and unimportant questions?

No. 3. Should officers be elected by

mail?
No. 4. Should it be necessary, as under

the present by-laws, for a candidate to be in

the room at election time in order to be

elected to office?
No. 5. Do you believe that it should

be necessary for a person to be a member of

the State association of the State in which

he lives in order to become a member of

the A. A. 0.?
No. 6. Shall the board of regents be

abolished, and, if so, who shall look after

the educational interests, and how?

No. 7. Shall it be the policy of the

A. A. 0. to limit the organization to refract-

ing opticians or optometrists, or should it

embrace every department of the optical

business, such as dispensers, jobbers, manu-

facturers, educators, etc.?

No. 8. What suggestions can you offer

to induce all State associations to affiliate?

Address all communications to H. P.

Holmes, president, Des Moines, Iowa.

Kentucky Optical Society

Tfie third semi-annual meeting of the Ken-

tucky State Optical Asssociation was held in Win-

chester on Tuesday, October t8th. It was the

largest and most enthusiastic meeting which the

association has held so far, and the interest shown

by those present in the papers read and in the pro-

ceedings generally, was very gratifying to the

officers. Regular routine business was transacted

and a number of papers read as follows : " The

Future of the Association," by J. M. Innen, of

Louisville ; " Heterophoria and the Optometrist,"

by W. T. Eisenschmidt, of Newport ; " Code of

Ethics," by S. S. Van Hoy, of Campbellsville.

All these discourses were practical and interesting

and were closely followed by the members present.

Then followed the questions, which were all

answered by L. J. Bachus, of Louisville, with a

paper, which was full of good sound sense. A

banquet was afterwards held at the Court View

Hotel. The next meeting of the society will be

held in Lexington on the third Tuesday of April,

1905.
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Children and Glasses

An experienced optician says : It is a very

debatable point as to what is the precise age at

which a child may commence to wear glasses, and

in this case much again depends upon the wearer.

The constitution and temperament of the child

should be considered, and the greatest regard paid

to its personal safety and immunity from risk of

accident whilst wearing the glasses. Some child-

ren may safely commence with spectacles at the

age of three years, whilst others would be in grave

danger of injury before the age of five or six.

These juvenile cases are always relegated to an
oculist by those careful opticians who are too jeal-

ous alike of the welfare of their customers and of
their own reputations to run any risks.

Examiner of the Waste-Baskets

" Examiner of the Waste-Baskets "—such is

the title conferred on two women at the Treasury

Department. The women are classed as experts,

and their duties are reckoned important.

From nine to four o'clock each day, except

Sunday, they may be found in the big gray-brown

building. Hour by hour they go carefully through

the big piles of waste paper dumped out for their

inspection from the hundreds of baskets, which

are supposed to catch the litter of officials and

cleks, from Secretary Shaw down.
It is the word " supposed" that gives these

experts employment. Too often a paper of value

slips inadvertently into the baskets, and were it
not for the watchful eyes of these women it would

find its way into the furnace.
The necessity for employees of this kind will

be realized at once, when it is known that drafts,

vouchers and bonds worth anywhere from one
dollar up to ten thousand dollars, and even more,

are handed about as if they were of no more value
than so much cambric. Frequently, carelessness
permits one of these slips of paper, representing
many hundreds and even thousands of dollars, to
fall into a waste-basket.

Until the adoption of the present system of
examination, all mishaps of this sort were past
immediate correction. While they did not always
result in the actual loss of the face value of each
paper, they invariably caused a great deal of
trouble and annoyance.

Banks that ordered shipment of notes failed to
get their money until weeks after the time it should
have been delivered. Then, too, the disappear-
ance of an important draft or voucher created
suspicion as to the honesty of employees.

Every basket in the building is numbered, a
tag telling in what room and to what clerk it be-
longs. Each employee has two such baskets,
which are used on alternate days.

The general orders throughout the department
are that no scrap of paper shall be thrown into a
basket without being first torn into halves. So the
examiners are on the lookout for official-looking
documents, and especially for papers that have not
been torn. All papers of this description are laid
aside after being labeled with the number of the
basket from which they are taken.

It frequently happens that much of the stuff
picked out in this way is of no value, but not long
ago one of the women engaged on this work found
a ten-thousand-dollar bond.

'Make The Keystone more optical and less to
the jeweler' s interest. Articles interested in:
optical."—R. F. Wade, Optician, Linwood, Ky.
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OPERA GLASSES
A Complete Line for the Holiday Trade

Our BEST QUALITY comprises The Audemair,

Flammarion, Lemaire, Premier, Colmont and Iris

In MEDIUM-
PRICED,
Mourlon, Chevalier,
Lameilleure,
Vendome.

Best construction.
Most graceful and
artistic styles

AUDEM AIR
and

LEMAIRE
PATENT
FOCUSING
OPERA
GLASS

The Handle is
Telescopic
Folding and
Attached,

ittcl does not
take up more
space t han
the usual
opera glass.

Simple in construction and very
durable, from $10.80 to $14.40
each
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PEARL

Audemair and
Larneilleure

Duchess and
Marquis

Oriental, White,
Smoked,Topaz,

Chocolate

Also with Pearl
Slides

Pearl
Opera Glasses

from
$1.85 up

OPERA
I GLASS

HOLDERS

2540

ATTACHED HANDLE OPERA GLASSES

Pearl, Aluminum,

Limoges, Enamel

and Leather

ovz
1.14,k811cLA1_01,4E-;
GMF/ADe.CL"FUL'''
E'LEGANT AND
CON\PENIENT

11ADE. BY

SPEI■frE RS 15 WidenlAtte N.Y,

  1'034

MOROCCO, in Black,
Nickeled and Gold-
Plated Tubes and
Trimmings.

In Ductless and Marquis
Styles

$1.00 up

SKELETON VEST
POCKET, in
Fine Lenses

$3.50 up

The SPENCER
Patent

Kid-Covered
Clamp that

will not deface

Also the im-
proved

MACK Patent

At reduced
prices
in Pearl, like
cut, $2.50, net

Gold Filled
Sterling Silver
Aluminum
Silver-Plated

Also the NEW
Flat Folding

Vest Pocket
and

Chatelaine

kindly favor us
-with your order
at an early date,
while the assort-
ment is complete

LORGNETTES 
to $30.00. Gold Filled IA To K. stock in Roman,

\'('1- and the new-style Gun 1\ letal, which is so fashionable

IN GREAT VARIETY at the present time, from $3.00 to $6.50 each.

Also a full line of Gun-Metal Lorgnette Chains, Plain and with 
Fancy Stones

THE SPENCER OPTICAL CO., No. 12 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

MELO
is S. distilled product carefully prepared under the personal supervision

according to his pre,cript ion, I N4,1 N.111.1C'S eminent oculist ; made
from chemically pore ilogreolient, by di,t illation, crystallization and
dceamtation. Compose(1 (of mineral oLl veg(.1:11.1(, compounds and acts us a

wonderful tonic to the various Ionic, „r the
Its action is ant isept te, asiring,nt :Ind antispasmodic. It is not only

antiseptic, but mutest lad ii ill its action making the coats or the eye aseptic

and destroys the propagation of germ life.

Eyeneed is a harmless remedy and permanent cure for all inflamed and

irritated conditions of the eyes where the surgeon's knife is not necessary.

Eyeneed is not an eye water but an eye remedy that has been used
exclusively in all the leading Hospitals and Eye Infirmaries of New York.

Endorsed by the medical profession everywhere as safe and reliable.

Eyeneed cures Sore Eyes.

Your jobber will supply you or we will send it direct, prepaid, for $3.00

per dozen. Sample free with testimonials.

M. E. STERN
•

MANUFACTURINO OPTICIAN

Quick Accurate a Work
36 and 38 John Street

New York City

The Subjective Method
of testing with the

Monitor ilefracior
au l Nampo

The most complete and
scientific instrument for
Refraction work, as well
as for Retinoscopy.

For prices and pamphlets,
write to the manufacturers.

Reinhard Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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Concaucafing a Phostogoaphfic
Depan-emerchi

''''' I IERE are certain " side lines " from which a satisfactory profit will

T accrue with little effort. But a photographic department is not
one of these. To intelligently conduct a photographic department,

.'  which means to profitably conduct it, the department must be in
the care of a photographer—a man who can talk pictures and take pictures.
No matter to what extent photography may be the vogue, it is gross folly to
suppose that photographic supplies are going to sell to advantage by simply
being in stock.

The eye of the up-to-date amateur photographer is
A Photographer focused on a very high point of excellence in everything,

and it is not profitable to disappoint him at the photo-
graphic department. Members of the hit or miss guild

in photography will overlook inexperience or disinterest in this department,

because they are not of the class to expect it, but neither are they sufficiently

strong in numbers to support the department. The merchant who displays

cameras and other
photographic mate-
terial having little or
no practical knowl-
ledge of photogra-
phy is simply kind-
ling a desire among
amateur photogra-
phers for something
better, a desire
which later will be
answered by some
more progressive
competitor who sets
to work and learns
how to properly Slip-
ply their wants for
bot h information
and supplies.

Amateurs buy
the prepared photo-
graphic solutions of
plate and paper
manufacturers be-
cause they believe
them to be the out-
growth of experi-
ence. These man-
uf act ar er s offer
palpable evidence
of the fact that they
are familiar with the
practical side of pho-
tography. And to
make a photo-
graphic department
a profitable invest-
ment, that is just
what the merchant must do. It is confidence that helps to make one man's

goods preferred to those of another. It is to establish confidence as an

optometrist that the optician prominently displays his diploma and certificates

of competency. He could never hope to effect the same purpose by an

exhibition of spectacles. And a stock of cameras, with their picture-taking

adjuncts, however extensive or elaborate, will never prove a profitable

undertaking if confidence in the ability of the depat tment's manager cannot

be assured. By ability is here meant a knowledge of practical photography

equal to the troubles of the beginner and helpful to the more advanced

amateur.

in Charge
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photography stands the manager of this department in good stead. He is
able to create enthusiasm to keep it active, and to profit by it all the time.

The sagacious manager of a photographic department will keep just a
little ahead of the amateur in everything. He will lead him on. Beginning
with the sale of small cameras he will, after a time, lay in a stock of larger,
more elaborate instruments, and call attention to the advantages of improved
apparatus to the possessors of the cheaper instruments. If the owner of a
camera producing a 4 x 5 picture can be induced to purchase a 5 x 7
instrument, the photographer will be obliged to invest in larger trays,
printing frames, etc., and the profit from the sale of larger plates, paper, etc.,
will be well worth striving for. It might pay to devote some attention to
the sale or exchange of second-hand cameras in good condition.

The jeweler or optician with a photographic department
will keep in advance of the amateur by fitting up a most
complete dark room, to which the amateur is given
access, and supplying it with every convenience from the

regular stock of the department. In the dark room there should be a work
table with a solid top, with drawers and closets for the reception of " tools,"
each drawer and closet labeled ; a low stool, a sink of ample proportions, a

ruby light of the
most approved type;
on the floor oilcloth
or linoleum, which
is easily cleaned
w h en anything is
spilled, and a good-
sized sponge hang-
ing at the sink for
this purpose ; many
graduates and fun-
nels of various sizes,
glass, porcelain and
hard rubber trays,
washing boxes, dry-
ing racks, etc. All

bottles for solutions
should be glass stop-
pered. The more
thorough and up-to
date the equipment
of this dark room,
the mine certain will
the amateur be to
want one of the same
kind ; and to make
t h e department a
real success his in-
terest and enthusi-
asm must be stimu-
lated in every possi-
ble way, one of the
surest ways being
through the dark
room—if he is al-
lowed to see what a
really praiseworthy
dark room should
in their natural sur-

A Dark Room
Necessary

• 
"Iii`44.-:^1f4114616. 16.1,)ipee.---,.

-

-

• .

A Magnificent Floral Clock

In a previous issue of this Journal we gave a brief desert pl boo of the beautiful floral clock in the West Princes Street Gardens,
Edinburgh, Sem land. This clock, a photograph of which is reproduced in our illustration, was consi meted by JamoLs Ritchie 8c
Son, of that oily, and is prominently located in the gardens. The design of this small, but charmingly triangular, bit of ground
hue been entirely eltanced this year. The angles have been tilled with a great variety of low-groz ing plants, I he hole repre-
senting an exco.11ent piece or mosaic work. Thc clock itself has a diameter of about I weIVI. ret— lhe hour 11111111.111IS being (olearly
picked out iii Luolden feather mut echeveria—and while last year the arrangement admit ted otil !lie " hour " hand la.i rig used,
the " nohow." band II:1, h.,11 all,1011 I ii. year as a result of the lowering of the gnat lot loy sow, Ii ye iiiches. cbwk \VI/1'k is
bodged in tile base iii lite ininititnent, and has a lateral driving shaft to the center el II, dial lied. l'tiiljiiiItiI aiming sl rangers

in the idly, some 114,0,1 1,.11 la,I y..ar :IN tit whether lite Clock Was really working. This year the movement of the "minute"
hand will remove that iLiiliiii. The clock keeps good time, being useful as well :Ls ornamental, and has become one of the
most interesting sights of the picturesque Scot t b.11 capital.

There is no line of merchandise about which more clues-

Information tions are asked than about photographic supplies ; and

there are no questions more profitable to answer. Every

step in photography suggests a question to the amateur.

About every success and every failure there is something he would like

to know. In no other department of the store is there this inimitable

opportunity for development. Patrons do not feel under the same obligation

to any other department of the store. Nor are they attracted toward other

lines with the same enthusiasm. And that is just where ability in practical

Always Wanted

be. Things can be introduced to the amateur here

roundings, where they appeal to him with a force and persistence impossible

on the show case or counter. Space devoted to a dark room is well

invested, and with proper management, money spent in its equipment and

maintenance should yield a good profit. But a poorly equipped and illy

kept dark room is just as much to the disadvantage of the photographic

department as a model one is to its interest. Once let the young photogra-

pher feel himself in advance of the department and its prestige is lost, its

profit gone. Keep in advance of the amateur by exhibiting a new developer

occasionally or a new combination of those that are well established.

Display these in the show cases and show windows and put them in the

dark room. Amateurs must experiment, and the material should be supplied

with which they may do so. It is profitable to the department.

Display new and fancy mounts as they come into the

market. Do not stock the fancy ones heavily, but secure

enough to give variety to the stock carried, and to let

patrons see that you are keeping in touch with the supply

houses and offering the latest novelties. To have these mounts show to

advantage photographs should be mounted on some of them.

Display the
New Mounts
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Are You an Expert Optician?

Our Complete Course in Refraction, including Degree,

"Doctor of Optics, for $7.50. Lists for Next Class

close November 22d. Class Begins November 28th

We are not contented simply to make our students opticians. We mak
e them

EXPERT opticians.

We drill them upon every subject connected with the science of fitting glas
ses.

We cover the ground so thoroughly and so practically and go over each point
 so

many times that the student cannot help but understand it.

We take up every possible complication of defective eyesight and discuss it from

every standpoint.

We teach the student just what to do in any case that may come to him in 
his

practice.

We not only teach him how to do the work, but teach him why.

We make him competent to fit eyes understandingly, systematically and skillfu
lly.

We guarantee to make our students better opticians than any of their compe
titors

if they follow our instructions.

Our 64-page prospectus, "How to Become a Good Optician," tells all about us and

our system of teaching by mail.

It tells why we can give our regular twenty-five dollar scholarship and our high
est

degree diploma, for seven dollars and fifty cents.

It contains testimonials from pleased students all over the United States and

Canada and the English-speaking Nvorld—students who have taken our cour
se and

written us letters in praise of our system.

It will only take a minute to send us your name and address on a postal and
 it

will bring this book by return mail.

Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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President Holmes Replies to the Critics

In regard to the series of questions sent to the

members of the American Association of Opticians

and printed on page 1949 of this issue, President

Holmes informs us that he has received a number

of responses and hopes to receive many more. In

regard to the criticisms of the association from

certain quarters, Mr. Holmes writes as follows:

"The new president of the A. A. 0. is re-

ceiving some left-handed compliments because

he has not rushed into print with a cut-and-dried

policy for the new year. Unfortunately, the present

incumbent was not aware that he would be presi-

dent of the association until after the election at

Milwaukee.
" The critics also have considerable to say

about a one-man policy. This is one of the things

the writer is trying to avoid. The list of questions

recently sent out was intended to bring out the

ideas and wishes of the membership as to future

plans. The answers to these ques-

tions and accompanying sugges-

tions are arriving, and it looks

reasonable that a policy can be

framed with these suggestions as

a basis that will be more in hat-

mony with the wishes of the asso-

ciation than any policy that could

be sprung on the spur of the

moment at a called meeting.

which would be attended by only

a very few of the members and

without any knowledge of the

wishes of the majority.
'Is it not better to go a little

slow until we know just what we

want ? One critic has considera-

ble to say about a 'split' and tells

what did the splitting. Candidly,

we were not aware of any split.

He appears to deplore the split,

yet he is the only who has be-

come noticeably busy with his

hatchet. Let us take plenty of

time in finding what is needed,

then discuss it thoroughly at

the Minneapolis convention and make changes that

will be permanent in their nature. The greatest

mistake we could possibly make would be to rush

in now and try to remodel and reorganize without

something definite to work upon.

" This is particularly true of a called or special

meeting where a very small percentage of the

membership would be represented. It has been

claimed that the association was without a head.

It might be well to say here, that that which is try-

ing to take the place of a head is keeping cool and

going slowly, trying to find just what the associa-

tion needs ; and when a policy has been decided

upon, it is to be hoped that this policy will meet

with the approval of the membership and the sup-

port of all the publications interested in and of

interest to the profession."

assured of useful vision, that will outlast the re-
mainder of their lives, by properly adjusted glasses.
As a rule, the danger of the extraction will out-

weigh the benefits conferred, for these persons will

be at least appreciative of the improved vision
that may be obtained. 2. Extreme myopes of

elderly or middle age, in whose eyes extensive
pathologic changes have taken place. Here the

operation is virtually contra-indicated, and only

exceptional and imperative reasons should lead to
its being undertaken. The dangers of extraction
are very great. 3. Extreme myopes between the
ages of ten and twenty-five. The prophylactic

value of the operation is very high, for without it

the patient is almost surely doomed to a purblind
middle and old age. The operation can be very
safely and painlessly done by cautiously repeated

discissions. Vision is usually at once greatly im-

proved as to kind and degree. Length of time is
not to be considered in comparison with the horror
of destroying a healthy, useful eye in an attempt
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Optical Notes

jS E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

have enriched their line by a new guard which

they designate Shur-On Guard No. 7. This guard

is said to excel in ease of adjustment.

.0 The Spencer Optical Company, of New

York, have introduced a novelty to the trade in the

shape of lorgnettes of gun metal with chains to

match. These and a new line of opera glasses and

opera-glass holders of unique designs are such

stuck as is especially adapted for holiday trade.

.0 The New England Optical Co. is the name

of a Boston, Mass., concern that has recently been

incorporated with a capital stock of $3o,000. The

president of the company is W. T. Almy, New

Bedford, Mass.; the treasurer, Fred. A. Barber,

Manchester, N. H., and, in addition to the fore-

going, the directors are as follows : H. G. Wells
and Annie E. Barber, Newton,
Mass., and H. E. Murdock, Port-

land, Me.

.0 Edgar A. Brown, of the
firm of McIntire, Magee & Brown,
manufacturing and wholesale op-
ticians, of Philadelphia, Pa., has
gone to Sotithbridge, Mass., on a

business and hunting trip.

.0 The De Zeng Optical

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., was
recently honored with orders from
the United States and Canadian

governments for De Zeng lumi-
nous ophthalmoscopes and lumi-

nous retinoscopes for use in the

government hospitals.

.0 P. Blakiston's Son & Co.
have issued the third edition of
Thorington's well-known work,
" Refraction and How to Refract."
In this edition the text has been
carefully revised and fifteen new
illustrations added, with a descrip-
tion of several instruments of late

invention. A copy of the new edition can be had

from the office on receipt of publishers' price, $1.50.

.0 John A. Elkins, 440 Massachusetts Avenue,

Indianapolis, Ind., has installed an optical depart-

ment in his jewelry store.

.0 The name of Alfred E. Bender, optician,

Philadelphia, Pa., on a spectacle case, was recently

the means of establishing the identity of a man

who had been run down and mangled by a train

at West Manayunk.

.0 A. S. Haskins, of St. Johnsbury, Vt., has

enlarged his optical quarters and installed some of

the newest appliances for sight testing. He has

also equipped his manufacturing department with

grinding machines, drills and cutters.

.0 The Standard Optical Co., of Geneva,

N. Y., have recently secured the services of C. G.

Quimby, who has recently been connected with

the American Optical Company. Mr. Quimby has

the reputation of being an expert mechanic in the

optical line, and will hold a responsible position

with the Standard Company.

Free sample pages of lessons and lectures

of Correspondence Course in Optics will be

mailed to readers of THE KEYSTONE on appli-

cation to the National College of Optics, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa. —Adv.

Removal of Lens in High Myopia

Bruns says there are three classes of myopes

for whose benefit this operation may be considered:

I. Extreme myopes of elderly or middle-age in

whom the pathologic changes do not exceed the

production of conus. In these the operation is

unnecessary, except for particular reasons ; such

as the relief of recurring attacks of pain with in-

jection of the eye, a condition that renders exist-

ence more or less miserable. They can usually be

An Optician of the Sixteenth Century

to improve vision, or obviate a danger that the

patient may never live to encounter. One eye only

should be operated on at a time, and a long inter-

val should elapse before the second eye is operated

on, so that every opportunity may be afforded to

judge of the degree and permanency of the result.

New Organization in Great Britain

A meeting was recently held in London for the

purpose of organizing the opticians of Great Britain

into a new organization. The Institute of Opti-

cians is the name of the new body, which is based

upon the same footing as the many well-known

institutes connected with other professions. Its

objects will be both protective and educational.

Speaking of the proposed institute, a prominent

British optician said : " The great need for a pro-

tective organization is more apparent every day.

Parliamentary action will he taken sooner or later,

and it becomes more than ever necessary, in view

of the opposition from certain quarters, that some-

thing shold be done to arouse greater interest and

stir up and arouse opticians generally. Despite
the energy, time and expense to which some
members of the industry have put themselves to
strengthen the bonds of fellowship and to assist in
the work of education of opticians, the optical
trade has failed to respond in anything like the
measure which might have been expected of them."
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Awarded GRAND PRIZE, World's Fair, SI. Louis

WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR
Officially adopted by the NAVY DEPARTMENT as the "Standard"

and now used on every U. S. battleship and cruiser—also used
in the Army, Lighthouse Service and other Departments of the
Government.
UNEQUALED for the tourist, yachtsman, sportsman, etc.
Ask your Jobber for them. NN'rite for the booklet.

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio

5415015015g901905015043g5~54150199

The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology

Masonic 'temple,

rhe Home of the College

Masonic Temple

CHICAGO
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES

Life Scholarship, $25 Includes Correspondence and Attendance
often as desired. Enter at any time.

There is always a standard in schools by which all others are measured.
The Northern Illinois is the standard by which optical colleges are measured.

Courses as

Our regular Winter night course commences
Monday, January 9, 1905. G. W. McFATRICH, M. D., Secretary

If you have not received a copy of our Illus-
trated Announcement, write for it. Masonic Temple, Chicago

06060604S0604S0606060606060606
F C
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Established

Do you wear a turn-down collar? If

The Improved Separable
Collar Button

It keeps a man good-natured and saves
linen. In adjusting it you never 1111188
collar or break the button hole.

It's the Only. Try it
IMPROVED SEPARLEmade on the same AB STUDS

principle.
It pleases both man and W01117111.

Yottr Jobber sells them. If not, write

0. W. YOUNG 6c CO.
MANUFACTURERS

126 State Street, Chicago
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and Cases
Cases Always in

688 Broadway
Below Fourth

Avenue
42d Streets

Stock

Street

G.F.Walsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlatIne,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

andliwIta
( ate* to take
American B. if.
Movements ray

epeelalty.
OLD CASES

MADE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
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A Hew Ellecrric Cliock

It is the usual practice in clocks driven or wound by electricity
to arrange the pendulum to make the electric contact at regular
intervals ; but heretofore great difficulty has been found in keeping
the contact points bright and clean, owing to excessive sparking
on breaking the circuit. The clock which we illustrate herewith
is so designed as to entirely overcome this defect, and, fur-
thermore, is so constructed as to reduce
friction of the parts to a minimum—a prime
requisite in all electric clocks. As a result of
embodying these two features in this movement,
but little current is requited to operate it, two
small dry cells being amply sufficient to keep
the clock running for three years without
renewal. This interesting timepiece is the work
of a German inventor, but all the patent rights
on it in the United States and Canada have
-been secured by W. H. Hays & Co., New
York.

The improved electric clock, as described by the Scientific
American, comprises an electro-magnet, between the poles of which
an armature is pivoted to swing. A pawl attached to this armature
engages a ratchet wheel connected with the gear train of the clock,
and a spiral spring attached to the armature near one end serves to
draw it slowly out of line with the magnet poles, thus operating the
clock movement. The latter may be regulated either by a balance
wheel or a pendulum escapement, as desired. Electric contact is
made at the end of every six minutes, the current serving to ener-
gize the magnet and draw the armature back to horizontal position.
againt the tension of the spiral spring. The contact is made by
means of a very efficient arrangement which is shown in our detail
view. One terminal, E, consists of a metal segment which is
carried on a plate, F, secured to the armature. The other ter-
minal, D, consists of a pin which is secured to a swinging arm,
A. Fastened to this arm, but insulated therefrom, is a flat spring,
provided at its free end with a head, or a cam, B, adapted to
engage a pin, C, on the plate, F. The
ends of the cam, B, are beveled as illus-
trated, so that when the armature moves
away from the poles, the cam will ride over
the pin, C, lifting the contact pin, .D, out
of engagement with the segment, E.
When the pin, C, passes the inner end of
the cam, the pin, D, will drop onto the
segment, B, completing the circuit through
the magnet coils and causing the armature
to swing back, and the cam then riding
under the pin, C, will press the terminal,
D, down against the segment, E, insuring
a perfect contact. During the fraction of
second which is taken up by the armature
in swinging to horizontal position, the
clock movement is actuated by a second
spring, not shown in our illustration, which
is put under tension by the movement of
the armature. The striking mechanism of
the clock is actuated by another spring
which is wound up by the movement of
the clock hands. The form of the man-
spring, that which acts on the armature, is
quite novel in construction. Due to its
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rapidly as the usual type of clock spring, particularly since its
extension is very slight compared to its length. By means of a
thumb-screw adjustment at its lower end, its tension may be very
accurately regulated.

Separating Me2a1s as if b y NimafiC
Gold, silver, copper and lead that have rested in the same ore

since the world began, separate themselves at one of the unique
exhibits at the World's Fair, and, seemingly,
of their own volition, before the eyes of the
visitor, run in mysterious fashion to compart-
ments that man has prepared for them. This
may be seen in Utah's great exhibit in the Palace
of Mines and Metallurgy: The machine where
this transformation of the metal takes place is
called the " new concentrator," and it repre-
sents the latest machinery for mining. The
machine is a practical thing, and was installed
at a cost of $20,000. It stands thirty feet
in the air, is built of steel and copper and

seems to be endowed with intelligence in classifying ore. It
appears to exert power over the metals, and in compliance wit', its
wishes the particles separate and scamper helter-skelter to the places
prepared for them.

The most spectacular part of the machine is a table over the
inclined surface of which the crushed ore passes, and in the passage
the metals separate and form a rainbow of color that is very
beautiful.

The surface of the table is covered with a dull-colored
linoleum. Small cleats of wood, a quarter of an inch high, are
nailed on the surface lengthwise. The table is shaken at the rate
of 240 strokes a minute.

The dull-colored sand reaches the table through a tube from
the last separator and is spilled on an upper corner. A stream of
water comes through the same pipe. The vibrations of the table
carry the sand diagonally across it. The water that accompanies
the sand accelerates its journey. The heavier metal clings more

tightly to the water-covered linoleum and
is carried the length of the table. The
sand from which all the metal has been
freed is light in comparison and takes a
shorter course and is thrown into a vat and
carried away as waste.

It is around this table that the visitors
linger and marvel. The upper edge of
the table appears to be covered with a
wide ribbon. This is a series of streaks
of the metals as they align themselves.
The gold, being the heaviest, forms the
outer edge. Its rich yellow tinge stands
out in, relief against the gray of the silver,
the next heaviest metal. Then comes a
strip of brown copper and a strip of black
lead. There are other metals mingled
with these four metals and they combine to
make a beautiful screen as they are par-
tially held in suspension in the film of water
that covers the table.

The " concentrates," as the product
is called, is placed in small glass phials
and is given free to visitors, and there are
always plenty around while the machine

Positive Contact

spiral form it does not lose its elasticity as

for Electric Clock

Clock Wound Every Six Nfinutes by Electricity is in operation.
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These ruts arc 'nor full size.

Genuine Gun Metal Novelties
at About One=Third Less Than Others Ask

No. 209. MATCH BOX with Sterling Silver 
Dog Head, Ruby Eyes

PLAIN GUN METAL MATCH BOX (Extra 
Value) . .

No. 253. COIN HOLDER . . . . .

COIN HOLDER, set with Pearls or Turquoise

No. 301. GUN METAL KNIFE . .

No. 291. CIGAR CUTTER . .

CIGAR CUTTER, set with Pearls or Turquoise
 .

No. 237. CIGARETTE CASE with Sterling Sil
ver Figures

PLAIN auN METAL CIGARETTE CASE .

No. 312. HAT PIN set with Turquoise . .

$1.25 each
.75 "
.95 "
1.37 "
.75
.67
1.00
3.90
2.50
.75

Al

.1

41

41

We are the direct importers of a full line of Gun Metal Novelties,
 such as Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,

Coin Holders, Bon-Bon Boxes, Knives, Pencils, Cigar Cutters, 
Hat Pins, Lockets, Tablets, Chains with and

without crystals, and numerous other novelties. We will be pleased to sen
d you a sample line for your selection.

Manufacturers and Importers of

E. (Se J. BASS, JEWELRY and NOVELTIES, 573-575 Broadway, Near Prince Street, NEW YORK

INGLOMMI!

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical School in the world ,lict
students serve a regular apprenticeship mi

bench and in office. All instructions are

tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. :\

correspondent tiourses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN

Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up-to-date. Try us.

EBFN tiAtIZEW
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

nta; a a.

SOIVIETHING NEVV

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely indestruo
ible. Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS 
AND

CAPS, plain and colored. Send fiv
e two-cent

stamps for beautiful sample dial and 
pricc-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY

It 5 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Nowadays
trade goes to the best=equipped man

An up-to-date Optical Department in connection with your business (whether you
 be

clerk or proprietor) will enable you to command the trade that com
es to your store.

WE WILL MAKE OF YOU AN EXPERT AND EFFICIENT OPTIC
IAN and

enable you to test and fit eyes with absolute accuracy-and all t
his without One hour's

neglact of your regular work ; for the reason that our course i
s entirely by correspondence

1101 is SIMPLE, SCIENTIFIC, THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL.

A regular $25.00 Course for only $8.00 (52,00 down and $1.00 a
week for the balance). Diploma and degree, " Doctor of Optics," on

completion of coarse.

For full part iculars-write TO-DAY

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
Oldest and Leading Correspondence DETROIT, MICH.
Optical College in the world

Best

A merican-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND

HOLE JEWELS Doz.

Balance Stall's, gray finish . . $1.00
Balance Staffs, polished, fine
finished 

I lole Jewels, Gartieis * . ' . * . ' . ' 11..0200
Hole Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, tine finish . . . 1.50

Genuine Roller Jewels at eats-_

lope prices. Imperial Mainsprings, $1.00 per

dozen. B. P. 0. E. Elks Alum i ii II Ill Card Cases,

handsomely engraved, seta post it On receipt.

of $1.00 each. Mail orders solii•itml.

atsall'w

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.

J. F.MeEwas, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

ENGRAVING &
PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE

--HIGH CLASS

PRINTERS & ENGRAVERS
.5END FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

A SCHEME THAT WORKS

Distribute one of the new and

practical Ely Vision Provers to

every family within your center

of trade.

It tells them when they have out-

grown their glasses. Defective vision

quickly proved. .

Send two two-cent stamps for

samples and prices, or purchase

through your jobber.

Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Conn.

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The \ 21-pnge Illw.trated 1tlO,b, " llnw

to in a W.to It maker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

November, 19o4 THE KEYSTONE

Sun Dials Again in Fashion

Timekeepers that Were Famous in English History
-Indicators of Time in Ancient Churchyards

TN dials having come again into fashion,

they are seen everywhere, says Chambers'

Journal, and very often wrongly placed.

Elegant designs, too, are the modern

ones, and a large place of business in London is

kept almost wholly occupied in making new models

to attract the eye and appeal to the imagination.

A large quantity of the stones of Christ's Hospital

and old Kew Bridge were bought and have been

carved into nice pedestals with a historic flavor.

In the old days no church was without its sun
dial. Old St. Cuthbert's, in Edinburgh, for ex-

ample, has a dial on the original tower to which

the new building was added.

In many old country towns the dial has for

centuries occupied a prominent place on the church

or in the kirkyard. It was the standard time-

keeper. But one farmer's wife in Yorkshire has a

series of grooves on the stone flag of her house

door, and has always the correct time under her

eye-when the sun shines.
A pretty new dial decorates

Some Famous Inverleith Park, Edinburgh, and

this is a very useful addition to

public places and gardens. Lord

Haddington has a very handsome sun dial of

massive design in his gardens at Tyringhame.

Lord Ilchester has a variety of dials so placed that

he can tell the the time on the glass of his bedroom

window without getting out of bed. At Sandring-

ham there is a fine dial engraved on a slab of slate

and built into the walls of the house. The mottoes

chosen by the King and Queen are : " My time is

in Thy hand " and " Let others tell of storms and

showers, I' ll only count your sunny hours." A huge

stone dial, six feet square, is on the wall of the Old

Tile House, in Buckinghamshire.

" Begone about your business " was inscribed

on the dial of the old brick house which stood in

Inner Temple Terrace, London ; and the present

old sun clock in Pump Court has marked the dis-

appearing hours for over three centuries. While

various cathedrals, such as Ripon Minster, have

very old dials, singular to say, St. Paul's, London,

has none, but as clocks were just appearing when

Wren designed his masterpiece, it is probable that

the old time had to give place to the new.

That unsavory locality known as Seven

Dials derived its name from a large

stone dial which stood in the

center of the square with streets

branching off. A splendid example

of Inigo Jones' architecture stood for

years in the middle of the new

square, at Lincoln's Inn, with the

proud motto, " Let your ,light so

shine before men," and the irony of

fate was exemplified when it was

removed to make room for a large

flaring gas lamp.
Glamis Castle has

Historic Dial of an elaborate dial,
a tall pillar with
four lions erect

and back to back, bearing the plate.

A coronet surmounts all. Doubtless

when Macbeth was thane of Glamis

he would eye some sun clock when

he wanted to know how the time

passed. Lord Glasgow has an ancient

time plate standing to feet 4 inches

Sun Dials

Glamis Castle

high, and bearing date 1707, and Lord Rosebery

has a pleasing dial at Dalmeny.

What is said to be the most costly sun dial

ever erected was one in pyramidal form, set up in

the year 1669 by order of Charles II, facing the

banqueting house at Whitehall. Its inventor was

a Jesuit and professor of mathematics at Liege.

This tall pyramid contained no fewer than 271

different dials. Some showed the hours according

to the Jewish, Babylonian, Italian and astronomical

ways of counting, while others displayed tables

pertaining to astronomy, geography, astrology,

etc. There were portraits on glass of the King

and Queen, the Duke of York and Prince Rupert.

The cost of this royal toy was enormous, and for

repairing it on one occasion the bill came to X5oo.

Skibo Castle has a very ancient sun clock,

although Mr. Carnegie personally prefers his house-

hold to be regulated by Greenwich time.

The Duke of Sutherland had a very expensive

dial erected quite recently in the gardens at Chorley

Wood, Surrey.
Quite unique has been the idea of the Duke of

Newcastle. In his house at Clumber he has a

pedestal on which are two iron hoops, about a yard

in diameter, placed transversely, one inside the

other, with a rod across the middle. In the center

is a knob which, when the sun shines, throws its

shadow on the figures that are marked in gold on

the hoops, so that a very attractive time clock is

produced.
Another departure from the conventional stone

pedestal is on the lonely island of St. Marys, one

of the Scilly group. An old cannon is stuck up-

ward with a dial plate fixed acro is its mouth.
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An obelisk at Rome, which was

Dials in brought from Egypt by the Em-

peror Augustus, has been set up

as a gnomon. On the pavement

around it are lines marked in bronze, and for over

a century Romans have glanced at the " hour

o'clock " as they proceeded on their way.

There was ingenuity on the part of the French

gunner at Paris, who had charge of the gun for

proclaiming the hour of noon. He so arranged

the dial that the hour of noon concentrated the

rays of the sun through a burning glass on the

powder at the cannon's touch hole, and the time

gun was thus fired.
Perhaps the present method oi firing by elec-

tricity, at Edinburgh Castle, is the more reliable,

for on some days the sun is obscured by clouds.

Holyrood Palace has a beautiful dial, due to

the unhappy Charles I. It is called Queen Mary's,

but the Mary referred to was Henrietta Maria.

For hewing the stone alone an Edinburgh mason

was paid £408.
In the beautiful cemetery at Marylebone is an

unfinished dial, whose shaft was from a design by

Mr. Gilbert, R. A. It is dedicated to the wife of

Joseph Hatton. One well-known man has gone

so far as to have a beautifully-carved sun clock

erected on the marble stone which covers his

family burying place-a constant reminder, truly,

of the passage of days.
To get a pretty sun dial is not a.

The Dials costly thing to-day. A brass
of To-day horizontal plate with carefully-

adjusted gnomon, but without

equation table or pedestal, can be had 8 inches in

diamet,:a. for ‘2 5S. A vertical dial 3 feet by 2 feet

6 inches, with bright gun-metal gnomon, and with

all lines and figures cut and gilt in, would probably

cost £30. This is of Portland stone, with mottoes,

and similar to that at Sandringham. Between

these prices there is wide choice.

Each purchaser has his own ideas as to a

pedestal should he not wish to fix his clock to the

house or garden rail. The multipartite dial is

much too elaborate an article for the ordinary man.

It bears on its brass face divisions showing the

difference of time between the place where it is

erected and other places on the globe, such as

Jerusalem, Moscow, Cairo, Yokohama.

In setting up a dial care has to be taken that it

is correct as regards latitude. That is to say, a plate

and gnomon set for London or Glasgow would

only be good for places twenty to thirty miles

in it radius from these cities.

If the shadow is noted against

the time given on a good watch it

will be found that that is the easiest

way to get a sun clock fixed. When

the incorporation of clockmakers

was instituted by charter in 1631,

they had jurisdiction not only over

clocks, but also over sun dials, and

had authority to search for and break

all bad and unreliable dials.

There must have been many an

error in the years that have elapsed

since it was first known how to

calculate the flight of time by the

sun, for we read that King Ahaz had

a sun clock, and it was in 742 B. C.

that he reigned over Judah.

The revival of the sun dial is an

interesting development in the world

of horology, for not unlikely the

inventive ingenuity of to-day will be

able to devise many improvements.

Ancient Rome

A Curious Form of Sun Dial



John F. Turner

Auctioneer
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JEWELRY

BRIC-A-BRAC

OBJECTS D'ART

Facts and Figures
Not a lot of gush and dead references, are what the

jeweler of the present time looks for in the auctioneer of

to-day, to show his

STRENGTH AND STANDING

"Dead-Stock"
Experts

If your efforts to make money are hampered because your capital
is tied up in dead stock—chestnuts that you can't move, we can help
you. We can clear your shelves of stale goods, and fill your safe
with the cash proceeds, netting you a substantial profit. We court
investigation of us and of our work. The following letter from a
jeweler who, before employing us, thoroughly investigated the meth-
ods and results of many leading auctioneers, speaks for itself:

For the past eight weeks I have been selling Jewelry and Fine Art

from the World's Fair exhibits, in the Art Rooms of S. Kitani, 176

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

SALES CONDUCTED IN ANY PART OF THE UNITED STATES

AND CANADA

As an auctioneer, I do nothing but distinctive,

high-class work. I have conducted most all the

large sales from New York City to San Francisco,

Cal. Am now filling dates for fall and winter

sales. If interested, write for booklet.

Write him regarding profits and my ability.

My methods are honest and on business principles. I

personally conduct all sales and furnish, without extra cost, a

first-class assistant auctioneer.

Every sale a success. Every sale a profit sale. All

Write for terms.correspondence confidential.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1103

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
The Auctioneer who never has had a failure

Norwich, Conn., Sept. 24, 1904.
MITCHELL & TILLOTSON :

I am pleased to say to all who are thinking of having an auction sale to
Clean out their old stock that I cannot imagine how anyone can take more
interest than you do in cleaning out the old goods. Surely you sold for
us some goods that had been in our store for thirty or more years, and in
many cases we were extremely surprised at the prices received.
Nobody could have had a greater dread of an audtion than we did

before the sale, and now I could go through another unhesitatingly.
Best of all is the impression held by the public after the sale. I think

that such a sale honestly concluded, as you conduit your sales, helps the
reputation of the firm for whom you sell.

I only hope we may be able to secure your services whenever we get
ready for another auction.

GEO. W. CROSS,
Manager for J. & G. H. Bliss.

Auctioneer of
Widest
Experience

WILBV & WELLER
America's Premier Auctioneers

to the Jewelry Trade

20 Years' Experience

This is the best season to have an auction. As we cannot fill
many more engagements, write for our booklet NOW.

Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' and
Art Goods
Auctioneers

37
Maiden Lane

New York

Acquainted with
every method
known to
the business.
Positively
guaranteeing the
results of sale to
please you.
Reference
furnished from
jewelers
all over the
United States.
The larger and
better your stock
the more
successful I will
make the sale.

H. J. WILBY

A man thinks and at once becomes the master of those that do not.
Are you going to have an Auction Sale? If so, you must think of the

Auctioneer who will make it a success. NVe can do so and make you a

handsome profit. Auction sales properly conducted bring future custom

and build up a profitable trade. Our motto is success. You secure the

services of two up-to-date auctioneers at the price of one. Terms and

references for the asking.

Western address Canadian address Eastern address

ILLINOIS JEWELRY CO. 69% Woodbine Ave. I. OLLENDORFF CO.

180 E. Madison St. Toronto, Ont. 54 Maiden Lane

Chicago, III. New York

ARE YOU IN NEED OF AN AUCTIONEER

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY SALE?

D. 0. HERNDON
506 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.Phone, 2345 Main

If

M. J. WELL.ER

so, you had better write me at once. Remember, I make a

specialty of Bankrupt Stocks, having a system that is better than the best.

Correspondence private.

BEST OF REFERENCES

F. STARKWEATHER, Niles, Michigan



I()60 My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all

First—In making large
profits.

Second.—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

any person expect or

A. L. Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Phones 5 Central, 1610I Automatic, 8929

VERY IMPORTANT
Jewelers, (lo not have

a sale for the sole ben-

efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or

your goods may be

slaughtered. There-

fore, by all means em-

ploy some one who

will guarantee to make
money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you

value your interests.

A Message From America's Most
Successful Auctioneer

HELLO!

Is this HARDING, the Auctioneer ? Say, Harding, we are

thinking of holding an Auction, and we want to get a man who

can sell our Stock, which is all high-grade goods. We want

the auctioneer to guarantee us against any loss on stock and

who will protect our reputation. Will you do this?

HELLO!

This is HARDING talking. My CLIENTS' interest and good

name are alike protected by me. I not only guarantee a

Successful Sale, but also that you will stand just as high in the

community as a result of the AUCTION, and that your business

subsequent to the sale will be better than before. AUCTIONS

as conducted by me are business building, as well as money

making. As a proof of this, I can give you the names of many

jewelers, both in the United States and Canada, for whom I

have conducted from one to three sales. Trusting that I may

conduct your sale, good-by.

Address R. M. HARDING 156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
9 PACIFIC COAST OFFICF.-2o6 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

The 'Money Getters'
Are Now Ready for You

Remember
These I I
Cold
Facts • •

We guarantee you
against loss ; your repu-
tation remains the same
after we finish ; you se-
cure the services of two
reliable and sober auc-
tioneers at the cost of one.

We never misrepresent the quality
and you can always depend on
us to fill our engagements.
We will make your sale, and

will positively guarantee that
our new method will produce
the required results. We refer
reliable jewelers to the following
firms whom we have served;
their verdict should say, "we
are your auctioneers."

A. WORCESTER

Mermod &Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. G. Call, Waynesburg, Pa. (2 sales)
Hess & Stager, Jacksonville, Fla. (2 sales)
Mrs. Ellen Mercer, Birminghatn, Ala.
H. S. Lilius, Hattiesburg, Miss. (2 sales)
A. M. Cook, Laurel, Miss. (2 sales)
Schaal & May, Atlanta, Ga.
A. M. Nelson, Colorado City, COO.
V. D. Morris dc Co., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. (2 sales)
A. S. Harsbbarger, Girard, Ill.
Frank Hooper, Denver, Cob.
Rosenblatt & Co., Greensboro, N. C.
A. L. Desbouillons, Savannah, Ga.
Laurel Jewelry Co., Laurel, Miss.
J. P. Bader, Clarksdale, Miss.
Joe Freelander, Memphis, Tenn.

The above are only a few ef our more recent sales.

Wire or write any time for date and terms

Worcester Cladore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Pine Street, St. Louis, No.
11. E. GLENDORE

Give Us a Trial!
MIR

Our methods of manufacture

No 228 
are the most modern and up to

. 
date.

Our rings are honest in quality, original and attractive in design,
of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

Nu. 73

WE INVITE A TRIAL. ORDER—

Klein Brothers Co.,
Mmmfauturcrs,4

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Something New
osii SCREW ll[c [A,

FoR ItRS
TIMING AND POISING BALANCE

111

BEFORE AFTER

PRICE va$

on hairspring,
Staff without
to be without

Marsh Screw Undercutter
Is the best tool on the market for Timing and Poising
Balances. Each tool has two separate cutters which
are made to use on either end. The larger size
cutter for 12, 16 and 18 size balances, the small size
for.6 and o size balances. Each tool is well made,
and cutters are finely tempered, and do fine work,
just the same as in watch factories. By removing
cutter in this tool, it is very convenient for staking

or putting the same in beat. Rollers can be staked on Balance
any danger of breaking jewel pin. No watchmaker can afford
it, as it will save much valuable time. Directions with each tool.

Price, 75 cents
For sale by the jobbing Trade

CHAS. MARSH, Elgin, Ill.

Well, Mr. Jeweler how about it, are you going to keep right on

paying interest on borrowed money, still going

to keep those old shop-worn goods in the cases, when they are not only eating up money

but detracting from the new goods ? I can put you in a position to pay off your debt,

I can sell your old goods for you, without giving them away, either, and do it without

hurting your business. Eleven years' experience in this one particular line, with the

jewelers all over the United States and Canada, puts me in a position where I can say

with all confidence, that I can make a successful sale for you without doing your business

a particle of harm ; in fact, will do it good.

One reason for my remarkable success is that I am a practical jeweler and

watchmaker, the only one in the business, I believe, and this gives me a decided

advantage over other men, in the fact that I am thoroughly conversant with every

detail of the jewelry business and know what I am talking about when I get up to sell a

piece of goods. I keep up with the times and always try to be a little ahead, and the

amount of business I have demonstrates the fact that I am fairly successful, to say the

least. I make no extravagant statements, but if you will write me your circumstances,

I will give you a conservative estimate of what I can do for you, and, if you will write

to people I have sold for, you will find that P. E. Pope pretty nearly backs up every-

thing he says. Write me anyway, just for fun, you may get something out of it, and

you will certainly get no harm, but, in the meantime, if you want to sell cheap or fake

goods, don't send for me, I am not in that business. My business is to make a square

sale for square people, and I will be glad to hand you a list of references in your part of

the country, wherever it is.
Better write at once, as my time is already pretty well filled out.

P. E. POPE
Expert Jewelry and Art Goods Auctioneer

Canadian Address, Cobourg, Ont. Home Address,Fond du Lac, Wis.
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STATE CAPITOL

Engraved Souvenir Spoons
Buildings engraved in bowls

$4.03 per dozen

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence. R. I.

%.1.77 4400 'VW .71116k..,

)1/4, JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
solicited by

4 9
C. B. RICHARD & CO.

Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers
31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Stop and Think
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity lust

PATENTED J.. 20, 1004 because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this—

easy to adjust, will not soil or spoil your cuff, are strong and durable and look neat.
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We also

manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in five countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

IGNAZ STRAUSS ge co Manufacturers

Factories at Vienna, Park, Kobe, New l'ork Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
Factory, 1636-38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
Those watches that should

be ready will be an ad. for you
if sent to Craft. 210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

W. H. Craft

USE SANGER'S M.1

EMERY RING BUFFS
IF YOU ONCE DO, YOU ALWAYS WILL
25e. set-15e. All jobbers
per dozen and tool
for lt(111l Y houses
t tonal
shells

The Crohn

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION. LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on set,. lion to reliable
manufam it ring jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

Patent Safety Guard

or Scarf Pius, ;Ands and Lace
PIE.. The most lintel lea I and only ad-
justable one Invented PrIce,$1 50 per doz. For
saleby all wholmmt.• Mwelersandmaterialhouses.
Sampleby mai I...2) : 'i o III K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROHNoik...s. i ,.,i...4881 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

WATCHMAN'S CLOCK
The Imperial Latest Improved

Accepted by insurance underwriters
everywhere. A portable watch that
cannot bc tampered with.
Paper dials and supplies for every

watchman's clock on the market.
Further particulars Write to

K. NANZ & CO.
127 Duane St. NEW YORK

Tortoise Shell
The Genuine

Trade-Sark.

New style Combs and llair Ornaments are continually being made under the dictation of fashion.
Shell Combs repaired and repolished and made practically new.

Special Work made to order.

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer

fievjOALLilli angga_flaillo
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

J. BULOVA CO.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. 3,

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE. WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFAkCTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings.
Can be applied to

any ring.
Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Bark. For hard soldering
Can lie applied to ally button.

4

Jewelers' Show Cases

Our Small ROSEWOOD MOULDING
STEEL LINED CASE

We Challenge the World to Produce a
Better Case

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
208-210 West Lake St.

CHICAGO

Makers of all Kinds of

Jewelers' Fixtures
Write for illustrated circular

OUR MOTTO: The Best Of Everything

Makers of

TOWER an STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

Toy KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est 18-12 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Sliver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem. Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in (Mid and Silver

for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin

71 Nassau St, New York City
NEW HOUSE Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES :

Fine E. D. SWISS and American Main-
springs

Fine Clock Catgut
Fine Line of Swis. and American Crowns,

Stems, Howe and Case Springs

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Eine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

s,n,1 fur catalogue NEW YORK
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KNOW

That it is troublesome to enter your guaran-
teed watch work in a book.
To scratch the job number in the case.
To index the work.
To have your customer doubt your word

when he comes again and you tell him that the
guarantee has expired, or that it is on some

other part of the watch than that which needs
repairing this time.

Enirie's Watch Guarantee Blanks have blank

spaces for filling in with the description of the

watch (case number, movement number, etc.),

the work that has been done and period of

guarantee.
The conditions of guarantee are printed in

as follows:
" If, with careful usage, these parts get out

of order in the time mentioned, I (or we) prom-

ise to repair said parts again upon presentation

If this certificate, free of charge. But no parts

I ot lien, mentioned are warranted, nor will

any claims be allowed except on presenta-

tion of this certificate."
Books of 200 blanks, 81.00. Books of 300

blanks, 61.50. Books of 500 blanks, 62.25.
Order from your jobber, or from

HARRY EMRIE, Cincinnati, Ohio

1963

WATCHMAKING
AND ENGRAVING

Prospectus.

These branches we teach thor-
oughly ; have been teaching them
over ten years. If you want to
become a first-class Watchmaker,
Engraver or Optician, send for our

See ad. in this issue, on page 1830.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY

.F. Schuler, Prinoipti Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia

LOWS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor I (Established iF92 )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

463°. Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS!

Bought from stI.cks. New as from fac-
tories. SI•lid for catalogue

A large assor11111.III 1Ir 1114.11tInited VV1111.11(14

Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Best Atnerican-made Jewels, 50 ets. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired tor the Trade

All A mericau Stalk fitted at 50 cents.

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

New York

Manufacturers Attention
Try my improved

PATENT SAND BLAST

For Cleanliness, Perfect Work and Rapidity

of Action, it is without equal

This invention, while new, has been readily

accepted as a necessity by many leading menu-

fiteturing jewelers and silversmiths.

We will ship on 10 days' trial.

Write us and we will furnish you a list of

manufacturers using our machine.

THEO. A. SIPPEL
205 McWhorter St., Newark, N. J.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG

Watchmaker to the Trade
Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty

I give close,personal attent ion to is sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Pri,e-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

B. ROBERT 6: CO.

Watch Case Makers and Repairers
Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine-Turning, Engraving

Prompt at given out-of-ioWli customers

75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
Front Be i !ding. Top Floor

TRY THEM ! Wells Perfect Self-Conforming
.cuut ofIrdoniin 1fOrolf.ntRinidg ti Al iclej dl I Ss

tt Oe er
twice as thick as on back. Ask
vial'. jobber for them, or I Will
send prepaid at once (only on
receipt of price), 1 doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled. $2.00;1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75;1 doz. metal. astd sizes.

85c. For samples, one small and one medium
large size gold filled and One metal adjuster, 50e.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

HORACE E. PINE
ENG RAVI NO, STA :11 P :Lint STENCIL WORKS

Office and Store, 19 East State Street

Factory,rear No. 21, adjoinin g,TRENTON, N.J.



1064 J. 0 H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles an Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and .NIanti facture', of

Tall% 
aImprovedces 

Polishing Materials

95 John Street, NEW YORK

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
III

bowls. 63.00 per dos.

CHAS. A. SIAM L, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Blowers Blow-Pipes

J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.

maii"fae- Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnaceshirers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Furnaces Send for Catalog A

made to order. 157 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

Permanent $1
Photographs
on Watches
Ivory Miniatures

$7.50 up
An work guaranteed

CHAS. ROSE
108 Fulton Street

New York

Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
Most all work rei limed same day received.

Our work is all right, our pekes are all right.
A trial will emit-h., you.
Send for our new priiie-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
17 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn,

I CARRY THE MOST EXCLUSIVE LINE

OF FRENCH AND VIENNA

FANS
AND NOVELTIES

FOR THE JEWELRY TRADE THIS

COUNTRY

LOUIS STEINER
IMPORTER

520=522 Broadway, NEW YORK

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

Instructions hi Watch and Jewelry
Repairing, Engraving and Optics.
Individual instruction.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
to fit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
tuition for the first year, and we pay
them a small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

To insure insertion money must an-
 pany all orders for advertisements,
and CO py mina reach us lint later than
the 25th of each  U. for insert  in
the following month's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS In postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send IS cents (special issues 25
cents) If they desire a copy 1)f the paper
In whirl, their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender lInh heallino, ONE CENT per word, for first

twenty-live IVOrds. Additional eor.l.ippl athertinemeede,
niuku CENTS per word. Nu odserlisement Inseried
for I.ss than 25 rents.

RY graduate ticrractionist, with trial ease, oph-
u thalmoscope and retinoscope ; also watch-
maker, haviug tools and three years' exp. In
watch factory. F. IV. Putman, 385 Moody St.,
Waltham Mass.

11/110 wants a first-class mfg. jeweler and stone
" setter? State particulars and salary, or I
will positively not answer. " I. 492," care
Keystone.

iF you want a first-class workman, watch-
1 maker, engraver, optieian, salesman, etc.;
can act as manager. Salary, $25 to $43O per
week. Write, " W 491," care Keystone.

RY first-class watchmaker. engraver ; under-
" stands optics. Own tools. eau hard solder.
Address, " M 490," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and salesman, 25 years' exp.
" Permanent position with first-class house
in California. Has all tools. Now employed.
Address, "1)507," care Keystone.

WY watchmaker, engraver and optometrist.

• 

Have full set of tools anti instruments. Can
give best of refs. Age 21. " C 600," care Key-
stone.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fair engraver;

• 

working at a large Eastern store. Full set
of tools, including rounding-off and wheel-cut-
ting tools. Wants a position in the West, Cali-
fornia or Colorado pref. "N 488,"care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, thoroughly competent, reli-
t' able and steady, wants position where accu-
rate work is :•■131,. iiiirti,ulars and
wages first letier. " I • 503: cal, Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver, with full
set of tools, desires positioe Inc Dec. 15th.

Address, " 11. 504," care Keystone.

A FIRST-CLASS, thorough watchmaker, wants
It engagement by Jan. 1st, e it II tirst-class
house, who desire thorough work, and a loan of
strict ability at taking in work and managing
department. Also do ordinary engraving. Ref.,
present employer. Rocky Mountain or Pacific
Coast city pref. Address, " G 505," cure Key-
stone.

AS watchmaker, jeweler, optician, salesman.
a Have had long exp. in all these lines. ( itutu
take entire management of general jewelry busi-
ness. Nothing less than $20 per week consid-
ered. "1) 470," care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman, for either general Joll-
a bing Jewelers' line, optical line or specialty.
Salary, u125 per week. " D 471," care Keystone.

(11tADUATE optician, with best refs., speaking

• 

English, Spanish and French. Good all-
around shop man. Wants position with relia-
ble house. Southern locality pref. "II 461,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver. Can also
" do jewelry jobbing. Have lathe and tools.
Desire a steady position after Dec. 1st. Address,
J. N. Chapman, 2612 N. 17th SL, Phila., Pa.

RY Al watchmaker, jeweler and optician, plain
LI engraver. Full set of tools, optical histru-
ments. 15 years' exp. Gilt-edge refs. Want place
In city where there is medical school. Louis-
ville, Ky., pref. " Watchmaker," 741 So. Wyo-
zning St., Butte, Mont..

POSITION as watchmaker and jeweler, by
I young man with good refs. Age 24. Single.
H. W. Spung, 1027 Hunter St., Columbus, Ohio.

ENGRAVER, young man, 19, wants position as
IL letter and monogram engraver and learn
jewelry business in Ohio or near. Landis School
of Eugraving, Detroit, Mich.

SITUATIONS WANTED

RV Nov. 15th, or before, position by watch-
" maker and engraver, 4 years' exp. Single.
Good habits. Best of ref. West Central State
pref. It. C. Dierdorff, 1Vaterloo, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, thorough and experienced,
" desires to make change. West pref. $25 per
vreek. Best ref. Address, Sidney Smith, Salt
Lake City, Utah. (General delivery).

RIGHEST-GRADE watchmaker, optician and
II fair engraver. A life's exp. and best of
refs. No stnall town need apply. Tools and
trial case. C. R. Shanar, Knox, Pa.

VOUNG man in charge of optical store desires
1 rOffitiOn, with chance for advancement,
with large tirm. "31 460," care Keystone.

posinoN as salesman in jobbing house, in
I tool and material department. 28 years old.
12 years' exp. as watchmaker, Desires to quit
bench. $18 a week to start. Al refs. Address,
"K 458," care Keystone.

pOSITION as optician and salesman, 28 years
old. 12 years' exp. 3 courses in optics. $20a

week. Al refs. Address "K 459," care Keystone.

posiTioN by experienced letter and mono-
1 gram engraver and salesman. Only first-
class houses desiring an artist need write. Best
refs. and mamples. " C 462," care Keystone.

AT once, good watchmaker, engraver and sales-
n man ; understand optics. Age 27. Single.
Neat appearance. Good habits. Fine tools.
Give bank recommendations. City of 5000 or
more pref., In Central States. Must be perma-
nent position. Weber Frazee, Osage, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, engraver wishes steady posi-
" 1'011 by Dec. 1st. Southern State pref. Will
go West if position satisfactory. No bad habits. .
Strictly temperance. Full set tools. " 0 463,"
care Keystone.

POSITION by steady man as general letter and
I monogram engraver ; excellent ref. Address,
C. L. Shaw, Meadville, Pa.

RY experienced refraction 1st and salesman. 31

• 

years old. Have test case and tools. Would
consider position with first-class jeweler. Best
refs. "B 465," care Keystone.

I ETTER and monogram engraver wishes posi-
" tion. Also do spoon work. Furnish hest ref.
Will send sample. G. A. Goodman, 333 West
Michigan Street, Duluth, Minn.

'WATCHMAKER, by a young man, 8 years'
" exp., capable of doing railroad and all high-
grade work. Gilt-edge refs. Geo. Cochron,
Marion, Ky.

IlY young man as watchmaker, clock and en-

• 

graver. Have done plain jewelry repairing
and stone setting. Good refs. "Watchmaker,"
271 Flat 11 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

EXPERT refractionist and Al watchmaker ;
It can do good job work; will take charge of
optical department and assist at bench and store
work. Have full set of tools and optical instru-
ments. Capable of teaching optometry. Salary,
$20 per week. 14 years' exp. 32 years old.
Married. Good habits and good appearance.
Ref, Ad., Heber Bldg, room 6, Marion, Ohio.

I DESIRE a good window location for bench
I work, or will take a position. Have tools
and lathe. G. A. Messer, East Alstead, N.

HY experienced, all-around man, in retail store,
U permanent position in or about New York
City. Good salesman, watchmaker, jeweler and
optician. $20 per week. " 474," care Keystone.

YOUNG, man wants a permanent position as
I engraver. Has had some practical exp. Will
furnish samples and refs. Address, J. W.
Hamilton, 102-104 Gen. Street, Auburn, N. Y,

RY first-class watchmaker, Al on railroad
I) watches. Competent to take charge of repair
department. Fine set tools. Permanent place
desired. Good refs. Address, " 476," care
Keystone.

QITUATION by competent young lady, as en-
u gayer and saleslady. Address, Miss Daisy
Harris, room 42-69 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

EXPERIENCED engraver wants position by
IA Nov. lot to Nov. 15th. " H 481," care Key-
stone.

VOUNG married man, age 21, its good en-
1 graver. 1 year's exp. under watchmaker in
town of 2000. Wishes chance to complete trade.
Address, " M," box 45, Warren, Ind.

VATCHMAKER,engraver,salesmati, with ownlathe and tools. Single. Age 25. Speaks
English and German, Write, Krenzien Bros.,
Jewelers, Bradley, S. Dak.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wishes position
" in New England or Eastern New York.
First-class refs. as to character and ability.
Philip G. Howe, Keene, N.

WATCHMAKER and engraver desires steady
It position by lice. 5th. Good habits. Al ref.
" H 475," care Keystone.

JAN. 1st—Watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.
U Have good set tools. Good habits. Nebr.
or close-by pref. "P 482," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

LADY salesman or buyer, 18 years' exp. Com-
" potent to take In repair work, regulate
watches. Only first-class jewelers willing to
pay good wages need reply. Mrs. John Hawkins,
Mason City, Iowa.

RECRETARY and treasurer, with excellent
U exp. and refs., desires position as office man-
ager for large jewelry establishment. "G 489,"
care Keystone.

CLOCKSMITII seeks position with jeweler
"A in good locality, to finish watchsmithing
at fair wages. Am 29. Good character. Ad-
dress, Box 267, Rising Sun, Ind.

WANTED, position by young married man as
" watchmaker, engraver and jeweler. Not
afraid of work. Iowa pref. Have all my own
tools. Address, W. L. Wilkinson, Arthur, Iowa.

YOUNG lady wants position as assistant watch-
' maker in good establishment. Fannie H.
Barron, Wadsworth, Medina Co., Ohio.

RY young man as watchmaker, jeweler and
U plain engraver, Own tools. Can speak Ger-
man. Can give ref. Age 23. Pref. Middle West.
Address, R. H. Schulze, Jefferson, Iowa.

ExPERIENCED refractionist, with optical
outfit, is open for proposition to manage op-

tical department on per cent, or salary. South-
west pref. V. W. Grumman, Zanesville, Ohio.

QITUATION wanted by good watchmaker, gen-

• 

eral repairer. Can engrave some. Good set
of tools. Good refs. C. G. Williams, Esther-
ville, Iowa.

pOSITION as watchmaker. Do plain eligray-

• 

ing. Can give best of ref. 4 years' exp. at
the bench. Attended Bradley 1 year Open for
position immediately. Salary moderate. Box
160, Flushing, Ohio.

VOUNG mail with good habits. 23,;', years' exp.
1 flt CIOCiC thin I jewelry repairing.
Can give best of ref. Box I. Effingham, Ill.

VOUNG man, 31, with 15 years' exp. on optical
I work—frame and frameless mfg. to prescrip-
tion work—wishes position. Capable running
shop. All-around work and also adjusting, etc.
For further particulars address, " A 519," care
Keystone.

VINE watchmaker, with fine tools, wishes a

• 

change at once. Age 28 ; 12 years' exp. in
large places. Ad.," L. L. B.," Pilot Point ,Texas.

PERMANENT position wanted by first-class

• 

watchmaker and jewelry repairer. Over 21
years' exp.; age 36. Box 101,W illiamson,W. Va.

WATCHMAKER,  engraver and jeweler. Best
" of refs. Will go anywhere. C. 31. Lindsey,
204 E. Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

AlWATCHMAKER, engraver and optometrist.Oregon, Washington or Caltfornia pref.
Can give refs. Frank 11. Catlin, Alden, Iowa.

WANTED, position to travel in all Southern
" States for large watch and jewelry house.
Am wet and favorably known in that section.
"51," 176 Dodge Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

WATCH, clock repairer and optician. Forty.
" 20 years at own bench. $10 per week and
board. Wm. F. Newell, Schuyler Lake, N. Y.

AS first-class watchmaker and engraver, with
a all first-class tools and ref. Good, reliable
and permanent position. Con start immediately.
"F 522," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, specialist on railroadand complicated watches, wants permanent
position with first-class lion. Good engraver
and graduate optician. Best of ref. Salary,
$100 per month. Ad., " I' 521," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEA DING T. RE E GENTS PER WORD

"ALAMOS') aidesman well acquainted with retail

• 

trade. Zech. A. Oppenheimer, 68 Nassau
Street, New York.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician. Fine
" position to right man. E. U. Kemmerer,
1Vilkesbarre, Pa,

A TRAVELING man to cover Southern, Cen-
n tral and Middle West States, to carry a first-
class line of watches and jewelry, by a well-
known jobbing house. Only such who Into,
some established trade will be considered. Ap-
ply, " 5 508," care Keystone.

TWO more workmen needed, good watchmaker
I and engraver ; also jeweler for trade shop.
Growing town of 4500, Western Missouri. Busi-
ness increasing and need more help. Address,
"E 496," care Keystone.

WANTED at once, reliable watchtnaker anti
,v jeweler and help wait on trade. Neat ap-
pearance. Permanent position to first-class tune.
State salary and exp. in first letter. " W 493,"
care Keystone.

pRACTICAL, experienced watchmaker (not
school man ), able optician, with tools, instru-

ments, to come without delay. Write full par-
ticulars. Town, 3000. Salary, $14 to $16. Ad-
dress, Krause, Greenville, Ili.

HELP WANTED

WANTED, walclntnnaker and jeweler at once, or
IT by Dec. 1, 1901 Permanent position. F. D.
Hobb, Dyersburg, Tenn.

IN Kentucky, good watchmaker with tools,
1 hard solderer. Al refs. ;old photo. $15.
Permanent position to the right man. Address,
" K 510," care Keystone.

TIIOROUGH watchmaker, Jewelry repairer
I and plain engraver. Seed photo., refs., state
wages first letter. Cole & Co., Jewell, Iowa.

LT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
a engraver. Steady position and good pay to
the right man. State refs. and salary in first
letter. Ad., P. 0. box 1042, Schenectady, N. Y.

A WATCHMAKER, optician and Jeweler.
a Steady position. Address, Box 303, New-
port, R. I.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker for fine railroad
watches. Plain engraving. Graduate opti-

cian pref. Good salesman, capable of taking
charge. Only reliable, steady man, with best
refs., need apply. State salary. W. M. James,
Breckenridge, Minn.

WANTED, engraver and optician and salesman
" at once, or by Dec. 1st. Permanent posi-
tion. F. D. Robb, Dyersburg, Tenn.

WANTED, Dec. 1st, or at once, watchmaker,
" engraver, jeweler and optician. Pertnanent
position. Good salary. I:. D. Hebb, Dyers-
burg, Tenn.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
I Steady aud reliable man. Send ref. and sam-
ple of engraving. A permanent position. State
salary. S. Spitz, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

AT once good jeweler, plain engraver, capable
waiting on nice trade. Good habits. Ref.

Steady position. State wages expected. The
Tower Jewelry Co., Springfield, Mo.

WANTED, man to do general jewelry jobbing
" and competent to work on French clocks,
engraver pref. State what you can .do and
wages asked. E. R. Mason, 69 Court Street,
Binghamton, N. Y.

ROOD engraver. State exp., etc., first letter.
U E. Abrecht, 143 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

ROOD watch repairer and jeweler. Single. Free
U window, light, heat. All you can make on
repairs, and percentage on cash sales. Good
new town, fine chance ; at once. McGruer Bros.,
Hampden, N. Dak.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
Al engraver. Temperate and reliable. Will
pay $20 per week to start. Position permanent.

Age, ref. and salary in first letter. S. J.Rivoire,
Monroe, La.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver at
n once. $25 week. Job permanent. Address,
H. R. Murray, Iluntsville, Ala.

IVANTED, good watchmaker, used to wait 
on

customers, and wenn( g a permanent situa-
tion. State wages required first letter. Can
work for wages, or C0111111iSS1011, or both. Swede
or Norwegian pref. W. II. Evans, Red Oak,

Iowa.

WANTED, 6 good letter engravers, from Dec.

" 5th to 25th. $40 per week and upwards for
first-class, rapid workincu. Baird-North Co.,
Salem, Mass.

WATCHMAKER, who can hard solder. Per-
" tnanent position. $12 week. Ref. A. Barrick,

570 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

AT once, good watchmaker, optician and en-
Li graver. Strictly honest. Only first-class man

need apply. Send refs., photo. and sample of
engraving in first letter. Position permanent

to right party. 0. Willis Whipple & Co., 184

Essex Street, Salem, Mass,

pIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver. Good
I salary for first-class man. Position perma-

nent. Send sample of engraving and copy of

ref. J. Levinski, Waco, Texas.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician. Single.

" State salary. Send ref. first letter. W. L.
Fredeking, Hinton, West. Va.

(100D, practical watchmaker, one who can en-

14 grave pref. Must have full set of tools and

good refs. Write salary required in first letter.
Address, Chas. Ettinger, 112 Ontario Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.

YOUNG watchmaker, about 5 years' exp. Tools
furnished. Must have good ref. Good sittt-

ation for the right man. Town of 3000. Wages,

$12 to start. McLaughlin & Lillie,North East,Pa.

A FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver. Must
n be thorough in both. Good, permanent posi-
tion to the right man. G. Hauserman, 214
Main, Paterson, N. J.

AVATCHMAKER and engraver. Permanent Ito-
" sition. Good salary. Write at (owe to Louis
Lippman, 1410 Eleventh Avenue, Altoona, Pa.

ENGRAVER and repairer. Permanent pos1-
E1 tion. flood salary. Write at once to Louis
Lippman, 1410 Eleventh Avenue, Altoona, Pa.

HELP WANTED

YOUNG man who is a good engraver, one who
I is willing to make himself generally useful
about the store. Write salary wanted, if have
a full set of tools and refs. Address, Chas.
Ettinger, 112 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

AT once, competent young man for engraving,
Ii jewelry jobbing and clockwork. Good salary.
Permanent. C. C. Bradley &Co., Batavia, N.Y.

EXPERIENCED surface grinder. Must giveref. State exp. and salary expected to start.
Address, "M 466," care Keystone.

WANTED, mall to travel Southern States. Ad-
" dress, Henry Roder, 238 Chartres Street,
New Orleans.

1ATC1IMAKER, jeweler. Good habits. Refs.
" Steady work. Expense of living light. Town
of 700. }rank M. Douglass, Red Creek, N. Y.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, per-
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maneut position. Good salary to first-class
man. Send sample of engraving and copy of
refs. J. Levinskt, Waco, Texas.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, all-around man.
" Good, permanent position for right man.
Give full particulars in first letter. S. C. Not-
zinger, Archbold, Ohio.

YOUNG man to finish. Good wages. Permit-
' neut. " C 517," care Keystone.

AGENTS for attractive side line. Liberal com-
a mission. Iroquois Glass Works, 511 Wash-
ington Street, Buffalo.

QTEADY position for right man. $12 to $15 a
U week for good watchmaker and plain en-
graver. Send sample of engraving, refs. first
letter. Would like photo. Uller, Tidioute, Pa.

IAN. 1st, first-class watchmaker, fair engraver.
State wages, exp., where worked, etc. Send

photo., sam pie engraving, recommendations
first letter. First-class store. Nebraska. "H 518,"
care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED retail salesman for fine china,
Li silverware, etc., in a jewelry store. Apply,
with refs., J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, or salesman
" and engraver. State exp., refs. and salary
expected. J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala.

AT once, assistant watchmaker and clock m-
il pairer, who understands optics pref. Pleas-
ant appearance and willing to wait on trade.
Position permanent. Ref. in first letter. Salary,
$12 to $15 per week. Address, A. H. Furstnow,
Fond du Lac, Wis.

A GOOD, reliable, general workman, one who
II does jewelry, watch work, repairs clocks
and does it little engraving. Permanent posi-
tion. State salary wanted. Address, John C.
Pierik, jeweler, Springfield, III.

APRIL 1st, $18 per week, in good Ohio city,
It watchmaker, ,jeweler, assistant salesman,
engraver pref. (no optician), all-around man,
to open store, etc. Must be especially thor-
ough, also rapid on watch and jewelry repairing
and a good salestnau. A steady, desirable place
for a man that sults. Address, J. S. Voss &Sons,
Soave Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED, engraver with some exp., for Dec.
'I Address, C. 11. Williams, 215 Empire Bldg.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. New England
" man. Best of habits. Good wages. II. B.
Locke, Amesbury, Mass.

WORKMAN to cut wheels. P. C. Engle, Lima,
It Ohio.

TRAVELING salesman for 1903, by a lending
Chicago wholesale jewelry house, to call on

regular jewelers only. Must be experienced,
energetic and have Al refs. Want good man at
good salary ; no commissions. Address, in con-
fidence, stating age and particulars, " Henry
Parsons & Company," room 601 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.

VOUNti man, well recommended, capable of
light watch work and jewelry repairing.

Call in person, or address Lyn Thomas, 409
Market Street, Wilmington, Del.

EIRST-CLASS jeweler and registered pharma-

u chit for Iowa. Vill give a good man steady
employment at good wages. Cozad & Freetnan,
Prairie City, Iowa.

AT once, good watchmaker ; one that can en-
grave. Address, Box 205, Cartersville, Ga.

AT once, a good, experienced watchtnaker, en-
Li graver, who can do jewelry jobbing. Steady,

reliable position guaranteed to the right party.

Wages, *18 per week. Good, reliable refs.

wanted. Address, A. Rabinowitz, Stamford,

Conn.

TRA VCI.ERS wanted—two first-class travelers.

I No applications considered unless you have

been traveling continitusly for past 2 or 3 years

and can make good sales. Chas. L. Trout. & Co.,

15 "aiden Lane, New York.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

EVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry.
LI watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepstnelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Stinson' St., Philadelphia.

JEWELRY business with good repair trade, or
u interest, by practical watchmaker, East or
South. " B 406," care Keystone.

lENVELRY and optical business in or near
u New England States. Address, " X 501,"
care Keystone.

1 I: SIZE hunting, stem-wind Howard move-
'ii ment, new or second-hand, antedating "old
model." J. It. Sprague, Newport News, Va.

MEW Century or Frauds engraving machine.
O Must be late model and in perfect condition.
Send sample engraving in first reply. Chas.
Simanton, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

WANTED, goods to sell on commission. Have
" a fair business, but lack capital. Can give
ample security. Address, J. S. Shertnan, Mar-
cellus, Mich. Ref.: Exchange Bank.

(APIITHALMOMETER—C. T. or Hardy 20th
u Century. In good condition. State lowest
cash price. Address, Frank S. Story, care
Pitts-Khuball Co., Boston.

flPTICAL specialty to handle. Ant refraction-
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ist, with office up stairs. Want novelty (to
sell or give away) that I can advertise so as to
draw trade. " N 478," care Keystone.

QECOND-HAND jeweler's 8-foot wall case.
I) E. L. Boucher, Clarion, Iowa.

PARTNER in a well-established jewelry store
in a progressive Southern city of 25,000.

Repairs, $1500 per annum. About $3000 cash or
good stock required. State ability, age, etc.
"K 456," care Keystone.

QLIDE rest and face plate for Webster-Whit-
" comb lathe. Must be in good order and cheap.
Address, A. Brown, 110 Honore St., Chicago.

WANTED, partner in jewelry and real estate
" business. " C 514," care Keystone.

A MATERIAL man with $3500 cash, to take
is half interest in a catalogue material house.
A man with exp. pref. Address, "John Smith,"
care of L. L. Boyle, 103 State Street, Chicago.

VOCATION for watchmaker and jeweler ; Iowa
84 or Minnesota. " S 506," care Keystone.

WANT to buy one street clock—Seth Thomas
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or other good make—two 8-foot show cases
and tables. Will pay cash for same. Stinson
& Berg, Camden, Ark.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

$8011(1 WILL buy n good retail jewelry store.
uu No competition. Pays $4000 yearly.

Can be increased by right man. Expenses rea-
sonable. Very fine anti mild climate. Will
stttud full investigation. Good reasons for sell-
ing. Do not answer unless you mean business.
"II 485," care Keystone.

THE only jewelry store and repair shop in the
I wonderful Wenatchee Valley. A full line
of watches, clocks, jewelry and optical goods.
Must sell at once, as other business calls my
attention. Answer quick if you are looking
for a snap. C. T. Clingenpeel, Cashmere, 1Vash.

ROOD jewelry stock, very reasonable. Will.
U Barker, Sanborn, Iowa.

PESIRE to retire. Business established 1889.
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Will sell fixtures alone if necessary, and
dispose of stock on the road. Repairing, $125
to $150 monthly ; yearly profits $2000 to $5000;
fixtures alone, $2500. Complete, ii5,000 ; invoice,
$18,000. Branch store, $1500 ; it would be a
good stand for man satisfied with $20 a week to
start. Box 96, Wilmington, Del

PROSPEROUS jewelry ai,,l opt ical business in
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California. Pop., 25,000 111111 growing ; best
location, fine climate ; tine store room and show
window. Splendid opportu n ity. Invoice alien t
$6000. Can reduce by Jan. 1st, if purchaser
desires. Good reasons for selling. "P 41$,"
care Keystone.

ARE 
you looking for an opening in a live city?

I have a splendid location in this city. Pop.,
20,000, Established 10 years ; low rent ; splen-
dud business. Offer the plate-glass fixtures,
material, sotne optical goods, etc., very cheap.
Throw in the good will. Who wants it? Paul
C. Puls, Eau Claire, Wis.

MALL stock and fixtures for $150 ; worth
U double. Bench work, $200 to SOO per month.
Rent low. New York City, Good chance for
practical watchmaker. Address, "It 487," care
Keystone.

PESIRABLE jewelry business in growing town.
IL Stock and fixtures, $3500. Can reduce. Frank
Clement, Barton Landing, Vt.

I965

FOR SA LE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

QTOCK and fixtures ; invoice, 64000 ; can re-
u dime to $1000. Railroad division watch
inspector. Other business. Must sell at once.
Cash. Lon. Speer, Argentine, Kans.

IF you need the benefits of a very dry, bright,
I mild and even climate and have $10,000, I can
sell you it business that pays over $4000 yearly,
and can be increased. Want to sell after first of
the year. " 11 486," care Keystone.

plIANCE to buy leading jewelry and optical
I) business in good Wisconsin town. Pop., 3000.
A flue chance for a man with $4000 cash.
" F 494," care Keystone.

1EWELRY store in Northern Ohio town of
" 1500 inhabitants in the gas and oil belt. Stock
Invoices about $2000. Reason for selling, other
business. Taken now will have Christmas trade.
" C 509," care Keystone.

RENCII, regulator, sign, trial case, tools and
U material. Good town of 2000. One jewelry
store. One other workman. Plenty of work.
Weak eyes, reason for selling. "31 497," care
Keystone.

flPTICAL college, with 20,000 type-written les-
u sous. Incorporated. Nets $100 per month.
Graduates in every State, Europe and South
America. Address, " S 477," care Keystone.

'JEWELRY and optical business in exception-
ti ally prosperous Ohio town of 2000. Invoice
about $1200. Good reasons for selling. Fine
opportunity. " II 511," care Keystone.

A GOOD opportunity if taken at once, to pur-
il Chase tirst-class jewelry and optical business
in Northwest Iowa town of 3000. Business es-
tablished 13 years. Stock invoices $3000 to
$3500. Going west for my health. Will stay
over holidays if needed. "F $12," care Key-
stone.

QTOCK ofjewelry and fixtures ; invoice, $1500.
U Elegant opening. Pop., 18,000. Established
31 years. Selling on account of death of hus-
band. Address, Sire. G. R. Bang°, Mansfield,
Ohio.

WANT a young man to take my bench. Only
" workman in town of 2000. Good opportu-
nity for beginner. Will sell cheap. Good loca-
tion. Cheap rent. Going west. H. C. Cox,
Providence, Ky.

EINE, small brick room, nice fixtures and only
u stock in Baxter—perhaps best small town in
Iowa. Will sell, rent or take partner. W. S.
Johnson, Baxter, Iowa.

(IN account of owner's death, old-established
✓ jewelry lousiness in Northern New York,
with large farming trade in neighborhood. An-
nual sales and repairs about $5000. Energetic
party can largely increase this. Stock anti fix-
tures invoice about $1700. Business always paid
well. Bargain for cash purchaser. Address,
Julia Zetzsehe, Sodas, N. V.

AFTER Jan. 1, 1905, I will sell my fixtures and
it stock, consisting of watches, clocks, jewelry,
silverware, cut glass and musical instruments.
F. E. Lenhart, .Argyle, Minn.

$50REWARD if not. as represented. I am go-ing out of business soon as I can find some
one who wants a good thing. A jewelry and
optical business in Central Iowa has paid a net
cash profit of over $3500 for several years, in an
up-to-date town of 1700 inhabitants. Stock and
fixtures about $3500. Can reduce to $1500 part
cash, balance on easy terms if desired. Estab-
lished 1884. Draws good trade front adjoining
towns. Someone is going to get this business.
If you want a good thing, make a hustle. Do
not write unless you mean business. New stock
and new fixtures. R. R. watch inspector. G. E.
Boyce, Waterloo, Iowa.

A FIRST-CLASS retail jewelry store for sale in
" Northern Michigan. Owner desires to live
on his farm. Stock inventories about $4500. $2000
cash told balance on reasonable time. Enquire
for particulars of H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago,I11.

$2500—ONLY jewelry store in Illinois man-ufacturing city of 3000. Low rent.
Over $4000 business last year. Bench work
average, $75. At invoice. On account of other
business. Address, Norris, Mister & Co., Chi-
cago.

I HAVE a general stock of watches, clocks,
I jewelry, silverware, optical goods, repairing
material, regulator, Moseley lathe, polishing
lathe, work bench, foot wheel, tools, etc., guar-
anteed to invoice over $3500. Tile first certified
check for 81750 gets all, but will not divide it.
S. E. Donahue, P. 0. box 653, Seattle, Wash.

JEWELRY business with large established re-
ti pair trade. Also dealer in small musical
merchandise, optical goods. One of the best-
paying businesses in St. 1.01118 on the invest-
ment. Must Bell on account of health. Wm. W.
Scudder, 905 North Vandeventer Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo.

Si FOR fine established jewelry business.
uuu Can reduce. Best location. Must change

climate. Emil Schwenke, New Richland, Minn.

(Continued on page 1966)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Continued from page 19651
IEWELRY store, close to Boston. Manuel' &

Swain, Tremont 'Temple, Boston, Mass.

$401111 STOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry,. sta-uu tionery, chinaware, glassware, notions,
etc. Bench work, $50 per month. Christmas
sales, 61500 to $11300. Brick store, 25 x 60. Rent,
$15. Established 1880. S. Rhodes,Ulysses, Nebr.

PROPERTY near Buffalo, worth $12,000 ; con-
I stoutly growiligin value. Take one-half in
goods, balance long time. " B 513," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store in the best county seat in
U Ohio. Will bear investigation. "F 479,"
care Keystone.

$3000STOCK and fixtures in Minnesota townof 6500 pop. " C 480," care Keystone.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, doing
Li a big repair business, in one of the best col-
lege towns in the State of Maine. Reason, un-
able to give personal attention. "F 468," care
Keystone.

A RARE chance—fine jewelry store for sale in
II fine lumbering and manufacturing town of
1000. Fine farms and farming country all
around ; no competition. Big Christmas and
winter trade—fine chance to make money this
winter. Have other business. Take quick;
easy terms. Address, A. Wagner, Edgar, Wis.

(1NLY jeweler and workman in town of 1000
Inhabitants. Fine opportunity for optician

and watchmaker with small capital. Snap.
Investigate at once if you want opening. C. A.
Davis, Fairmont, Nebr.

(WE of the best-paying jewelry stores in South-
," western Minnesota. Pop. 2500 ; county
seat. Stock and fix tures can be reduced to
about $4000. Sales last year $6000 ; bench work
131200. Good crops this year and outlook good
for fall trade. One other jeweler in town.
Good reason for selling. Will sell anytime
between DOW and Jan. 1, 1905. C. H. Johnson.
Marshall, Minn.

HUY half interest in good-paying jewelry and
LI optical store and take active mangement.
Take possession now ; get benefit of never fail-
ing holiday trade. Established 20 years. Watch
Inspector. Elegant city, nearly 100,000 people.
Other interests keep owner away. Invoice
actual wholesale price. No bonus. About $5000
required. Write for particulars and refs.
Address, "II 464," care keystone.

VIRST-CLASS stock and fixtures, $2500, in
I growing Southern town of 6000. Cleared
$1000 last year. Ad., " It 457 " care Keystone.

BEST 
opportunity for the right man. Fixtures,

jewelry, optical business at county seat.
New town and county. Address, Leon E. Miner,
Foley, Minn.

A BARGAIN. Jewelry stock, jeweler's safe,
11 new trays and watchmaker's bench. Owner
dead. Ad., Mrs. Fred Oles, Friendship, N. Y.

IEWELRY store and optical parlors, Stock
I' $2000. Pop. 30,000. Optical trade $4000.
Address, P. 0. Box 550, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

A WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, since
LI 1870. The owner wishes to retire from busi-
ness. Good sales and a good run of bench work.
For further particulars, H. C. Smith, North
Amherst, Ohio.

RMALL jewelry stock, *very reasonable. P. H.
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Hohberger, Gilmore City, Iowa.

(1NLY jewelry store and repair shop in booming
U town. Will retire from business-37 years
at it. Fixtures fine, almost new. Sell with or
without stock. 000. A rare opportunity.
J. P. A rnolds, Belle Fourche, Black Hills, S. Dak.

TEWELRY store to make room for the mann-
," facture of our patent "Get Up" electric
alarm clock. Will sell complete stock, up-to-
date fixtures and safe. Will invoice at $3000.
To be removed, or will move the manufacture
of clocks elsewhere. This is a good thing either
way. Darche, 830 S. Halsted Street, Chicago.

A SPLENDID chance for a good, bright ener-
Al getic party. A first-class jewelry and optical
store, Southern Wisconsin, well-established in
city of 2500 ; best location. Invoice of stock,
$3000 ; fixtures, $750 ; only 2 stores. Reason for
selling, falling health. This is a rare oppor-
tunity. Don't Investigate unless meaning busi-
ness and have the ready cash. No chronic "ad.
answerers" need bother. " B 515," care
Keystone.

PENCH work $100 to $140 a month. Can reduce
✓ stock by Jan. let to about $500. Keep bench
and tools. Rent, $2.50 a week. Snap for good
man. Other business. 510 South Avenue,
Rochester, N. Y.

TEWELRY store in town of 1000 inhabitants in
Ii Northern Illinois. Fine farming country;
good trade. Stock and fixtures invoice about
$1100. To good workman, with first-class ref.,
will give good terms. Have run store 11 years.
Address, " D 520," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSiNESS.S

QTOCK, fixtures, etc., invoicing about 52010•,
1-1 $500 can stand for a year. l'op. 1000 ; several
industrial plants. Big CropS this fall. Geo. I.,.
Speer, Apache, Okla.

QPLENDID business in good Wisconsin town.
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Bench work runs over $1000 per year ; sales
$5000. Established 20 years. Address, " C 495,"
care Keystone.

QPLENDID chance for good watchmaker, opti-
U clan to step into 34 years established trade.
2500 pop. Collis & Thomas, Pendleton, Ind.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUi PM ENT

AN Eaton-Glover engraving machine, in good
Al condition, for $30. Address, Harry McNamee,
1406 Market Street, Wheeling, W. Va.

RACINE boat motor, new this spring, in good
I, order, complete, with spark coil, circulating
pump, muffler, etc.; also reversible speed pro-
peller. First check of $30 takes them. C. H.
Gros, Cuba, N. Y.

TRAVELING jeweler's case : Deep, 9 ; long,
a 14; wide, 8 inches-8 trays—in good condi-
tion. Also Fay's improved optometer. Address,
" V 483," care Keystone.

VNGRAVING machine, Eaton-Engle, 3 fonts
o type. Used but little, good as new ; cost $75.
First draft for $35 takes it, f. o. b., Elkton, Ky.
Address, J. B. Settle, Elkton, Ky.

LOT Dennison's black walnut stack trays; nickel
U display rack with 4 trays ; Comfort watch
glass case ; Hartford typew ri ter ; half price.
F. L. Parkhurst, Fitchburg, Mass.

pEYSTONES from Mit.v, 1889, to date. Highest
It offer. C. H. Gros, Cuba, N. Y.

NEW Cent ury engraving m acid ne, latest model,in first-class condition. Address, Relit. Steel,
Hatnmouton, N. J.

MEW, genuine No. 2 Moseley face plate, nickel
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plated, counter stand and speed wheel, step-
ping device, 27 wire chucks, $15 takes all. Also
new oak bench made to order; foot wheel (Web-
ster); crystal cabinet, big bargain. Retiring. For
cuts, description and particulars, address, Robt.
Fischer, Berlin, Wis.

-MONEY, genuine 1862 Confederate ; KEY-
iv- STONES, 1898 to 1904; typewriters. Address,
Box 744, El Reno, Okla. Ter.

141IFTY copies of Tun KEYSTONE and other
✓ optical journals. A. R. Patten, Torrington,
Conn.

JE ZENG refractometer, good as new. $20 takes
I, it. Address, Geo. H. Clark, Daytona, Fla.

MO. 1124 Geneva ophthalmoscope and retino-
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scope combined ; Hardy adjustable table
and stools. Has been used two months. L. E.
Gibson, Richford, Vt.

I, R. THOMAS motor cycle, fine condition.
v. Sell cheap. Byron Churchill, Oneida, N.Y.

THE latest model of Geneva retinoscope and
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oplithahnoseope combined. Highest price
takes it. Cost $90. 21 %V. Ohio Street, Indian-
apolis, Ind,

TWO 6-foot show cases, with stand ; 1 watch-
' maker's bench. 1'. G. Myers, Iowa City,Iowa.

QETH THOMAS regulator, polishing lathe,
U jeweler's trial case. Address, Ed. 13. Fauske,
Panora, Iowa.

pOMPLETE set of watchmaker's tools, includ-
u ing American lathe and attachments, walnut
folding-top bench, engraving block, gravers,
etc.; good as new. Ad., " Y 473," care Keystone.

92 DOZEN A. 0. Co. first quality lenses, in
original boxes ; 1 dozen pairs each, pcx.

and pm 0 and 1 eye frame, and 0 eye frameless,
0.12 to 5.00 D. Wholesale price, $118.90 ; will
sell lot for $65. Will send C. 0. D., with privi-
lege of examination, on receipt of $2 to cover
express charges. Reason for selling, have gone
out of business. Raymond Optical Co., 2438 N.
Thirty-first Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

VINE oak regulator ; 82 Inches high, glass sides,
✓ 8-day, brass weight, dead-beat escapement,
sweep second, retaining power, 12-inch dial,
gridiron compensating pendulum ; good as new.
have no use for it—$35 cash buys ; cost $120.
A. T. Breese, Mt. Gilead, Ohio. 

EDISON concert grand phonograph and 30 up-to-date records. Leslie E. Carl, Deposit, N. Y.

TRIAL case, Be Zeng luminous ophthalmoscope,
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oak case for batteries ; Loring's opthalino-
scope, lens measure, Eales & Tabois anatomical
chart and holder. F. V. Hoffman, 114 S. Avon
Street, Rockford, Ill.

TWO small Creigleith grindstones cheap. For
I particulars, apply McIntire, Magee & Brown,
723 Sansom, Philadelphia,

F--)n SALE OR EXCHANGE
N. ER HIS 10,01 G THREE C N'SEES w-no

VEW Rivet t slide rest and ii Iciol-eutter cheap.
11 Or will untie for good trial case. Box 48,
Remington, ind.

MO. 3A folding kodak, with carrving case and
ii developing machine. Want 13rown optical
bracket. Address, " Z 502," care Keystone.

I HAVE Eastern real estate ; no income, but
growing in value. Would trade for mer-

chandise. Will consider goods any kind or
condition if not over-priced. A chalice to turn
slow sellers or old styles into live real estate.
Value, $7500 to $9000. "1' 472," care Keystone,

f1ENEVA retinoscope, G G model. Trade for
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No. 4 Victor talking machine or Hardy 20th
Century ophthalmometer. D. J. Kramer, Salida,
Colo.

QTOCK jewelry, china, etc. Invoice, $4000.
Practically no opposition. Also modern new

residence, $3500. Would take good farm on
deal. Lock box 36, Afton, Iowa.

pRAND new 38 Smith & Wesson hammerless
I) revolver for material or anything could use.
Box 981, Springfield, Mass.

PINE De Zeng refractometer, with case, for
I Geneva ophthalmoscope and retinoscope
combined. 182, Deepwater, Mo.

VINE regulator, pin escapement, sweep second,
I for engraving machine. E. B. Steele, l'helps,
N. Y.

aENEVA retinoscope, viola, claronet, disk
graphophone, 40 10-inch records, 1 fine chro-

nograph watch. 11' an t oph t hal inometer, wall
ease, engraving machine, regulator. J. W.
Shirley, Bloomfield, Ky.

tr,Ati WORTH ofjewelry and seine tools. Make
(Puuu offer. Write Mr list. Box 562, Lanark,111.

110ZEN first-class new razors ; sell for $3 to $3.50
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each. Trade 1 or more for watch material
or anything can use. Box 981, Springfield, Mass.

•

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PE R WORD

MOSELEY makes for mederato money the

• 

thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.

TO the right party, with ami opportunity

• 

will be given to iTIVOSt ill :111 old-established
wholesale and manufacturing optical business
earning large dividends. Can take either of 3
positions, viz.: foreman of shops, traveling
salesman or in office charge of mail order
department. Address, " C 469," care Keystone.

I WOULD like to know the address of L. H.
I Covert. Can tell him of something to his
advantage. Anyone knowing his address will
confer a favor by sending it to Chas. E. Gold-
smith, Virginia City, Mont.

VXPERIENCED manufacturer, owning fully-
JJ equipped power jewelry plant, will negotiate
with responsible jewelry house toward combin-
ing business interests for mutual advantage.
"R 516," care Keystone.

OR rent, part of one side of good-paying drug
1 store for jewelry. Best town in Northwestern
Iowa ; pop.' 3500. Only 2 small jewelry stocks
in town. Have best corner and best show
window in city. Size of room, 24x 80. For full
particulars, address " H 467," care Keystone.

(1PTICAL location. A grand opportunity now
L offered expert optician to locate in my store.
Must be at the top professionally ; sober, agree-
able, hard worker. Useless for others to con-
sider. Pop. 60,000. F. M. Powers, jeweler,
Youngstown, Ohio. 

1101t exchange—All jobbers Will exchange the
L thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informa-
1,' tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

LIREE sample pages of lessons and lectures of
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Correspondence Course in Optics will be
mailed to readers of The Keystone, on applica-
tion to The National College of Optics, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

HAVE you tried Wells' perfect gold filled ring
11 adjusters? 

WANTED-17o supply Moseley billies to an on-
" limited number of the men mmlj the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Yottr jobber will send
new list.

A LIFE scholarship in our college, including di-
ll ploma and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 1952, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics. 

It HOLIDAY GIFTS" is the name of a new
II 8-page booklet (with 2-color cover) which

we are getting out for retail jewelers for their
holiday advertising. A trade-drawer and
money-maker. Sample copy and prices sent on
request. Order now ; send to-clay. G. W.
Taylor & Co., printers, Pittsburg, Kans.

l3USINESS NOTICES
ONCE H THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WOAD

0.1.1..k by Moseley lathes with
1' work men who desi re t horoug 11 1 y reliable
lathes Mr moderate money. Your jobber for
new list.

you are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
I your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

PLGIN Horological School, the oldest and mostLi practical school for watchmakers. Send for
catalogue to Elgin Horological School, Elgin,I11.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
II changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth,S1.1 vers ni it ItsiBldg.,Chicago,111.

HAVE you tried Wells' perfect gold filled ring
II adjusters? 

A TTENTION!—Watehmakers who are using
LI cheap, inferior balance staffs should try
those made in Omaha. Equal to any watch
factory product. From $1 to $3 per dozen.
Once tried, always used. Tarbox & Gordon.

QEND Americium, watches to Julius E. Baker,
U Iowa Falls, Iowa, watchmaker to the trade.
80 years' exp. 

TO watchmakers—Why send repairs at all to
jobbers and others having work indifferently

done at first-class prices, when you can have it
done by a competent workman, where, on a
single job alone you can save the express
charges, as you well know? For prices, etc.,
send direct to N. Langford, watchmaker of 20
years' standing, 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York.

nOLD and silver-platingoat in fi nisi) ,engravi ng,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

WHEN you get that new lathe try a Moseley
I' and you will have a thoroughly reliable
lathe and for moderate money.

(TINSENG.—You can make money if you start
3, a ginseng garden this fall. You have room
in your gardens to grow this plant. Can be
grown almost anywhere. Fresh seed now ready
for delivery. 0. IL Pitkin, the Columbus and
Main Street Jeweler, Galion, Ohio.

HAVE you tried Wells' perfect gold filled ring
II adjusters? 

(IN receipt of 25 cents in stamps we will send to
u any address 100 hairsprings of different sizes
and strengths, suitable for American clocks and
watches. We have a large job lot of these
springs bought with the stock formerly owned
by A. J. Logan. Address, Randall & Stickney,
248 Ash Street, Waltham, Mass.

WONDER sawdust puts bright lusteron jewelry.
" Has no equal for cleaning diamonds. Sold
by jobbers and C. N. Brown, jeweler, Winston,
N. C. 25c. per quart. " C. N. Brown. I find
your sawdust superior to all others."—E. F.
Park, jeweler.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need
" repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadswortb,Silveramiths'Blcig.,Chicago,I11.

I PAY cash for watch materials, gold coins,
cases, etc. Box 981, Springfield, Mass.

I EARN engraving at home. We will give you
iu a complete course in engraving for $5.00.
Send $1.00 for tools and practice plates, and pay
the balance 25 cents per week. The DeSehns
Engraving School, Attica, Ind. 

wE buy second-hand marine chronometers, nomatter how badly broken. Send descrip-
tion and price. Repairing our specialty. Ad.,
P. 0. box 73, Edgar, Nebr.

tOOK like diamonds I Six rings in special
ii tray, gentlemen's or ladies', $3.00. Guaranteed
sellers or money returned. II E. Thomas
& Co., jewelers' specialists, Wilmington, Del.
Only have leaders, not a general line. A postal
or business card will place you on our mailing
list.

IF it's a Moseley it's all right.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving andOptical Institute desires to call attention to
the advantages to be derived from a course of
instructions in our institute. Our standard of
teaching is the highest. Our methods mire the
latest and most up to date. Students have actual
practice from the very first day they are with
us, and the instructious are entirely individual.
If you would be convinced call and see the work
we are doing and our equipments. The work of
our graduates, which speaks for itself, is the
highest testimonial any institution can oiler
Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox and Gordon

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

y

SITUATIONS WANTED

VOUNG man, 24 years' exp., desires position in
I Southeru Texas, Arizona, New Mexico pref.
Salary $18. Full set of tools. Especially good
on watch work. Employer retiring. Address,
"S 523," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

ii i: ZENG refractomeier, cheap. Ailtlress, iluX
498, Ludlow, Vt.

Display advs., $2.50 per Inch per column.

Smallest am,y. inserted, one inch

PEARLS FI300 RU Gars H

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CHAS. S. CROSSNIA.NT .Sc CO.
3 Maiden Lane New York
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
  Established 1880 

LN: 
" The Engraving School_ That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We- will improve the skill of
Ally engraver one hundred per cent. and
ini.ke him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. send for handsome illnstrated prospec-
tus. PAGE.DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

LON BARNHART, springfield, Ohio

S
Illanenettirer of Fine

Watch & Spectacle
Electric IllmminInnled rind
No.-11fiminot..d. —urn,ble, Elegant and Attractive
seal- SIGNS ON BART11-11

Send for Catalogue

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel a nil Pinion Cuf-
f log, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
. .i',/ and prop, p'II done by an
e.'Pert• A. JETTE

Ethiblishmi 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

ON RECEIPT OF THREE DOL-
LARS I WILL MAIL POSTAGE
PREPAID, TO ANY ADDRESS,

6000 GUMMED LABELS,
THIS SIZE, ANY WORDING.

L. C. OLDHAM
MANUFACTURER OF

GUMMED LABELS
230 W, PENN STREET

BELL 'PHONE GERMANTOWN, PA.

THE KIND ALL SUCCESSFUL JEWELERS USE

COMPARE
When you write to any Witt elimakers'
School for a circular, investigate all
schools and find out all you can before
you enter 011e. If you do that we are
confident of the result ;mild there will be
no regrets for you. Circulars free.

Canagian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

High-Clam

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind yott call your OW

L. E. WINSLOW
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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A SOURCE OF MOH
Buy your diamonds at the

" fountain head." Don't wait

until the prices have been raised

(or the quality lowered) by mid-

dlemen getting profits out of it.

We are actual diamond cut-

ters cutting factory, 1327-1329

Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn.

No one can produce the

finished stone for less money

than we can—the few who

can equal us sell exclusively

to the jobbers.

J. R. Wood 0
Sons

Diamond Cutters
2 Maiden Lane
New York

If you are going to equip yourself so that
your trade will be satisfied with the service
you give them in their holiday purchases,
you must have a New Century Machine.

This is a fact.
Without the New Century there are going to be delays in

engraving the goods you sell.
It has happened every year since you have been in business.

And it's time you got in line with your convictions that you

need a New Century and it's time you placed your order.

You should do it now.
Three minutes' time and the order will be on the way to us.

After we've had the order for three minutes your machine will

be ready for shipment.
The m VUUr machine in store will save you time, worry and

kicking customers.
It will save money fm- you.
It will not only enable you to please your present trade but

will advertise your store.
It will bring you new trade.
But the important thing now is to send in your order.

You must act at once.
Doing it NOW settles the engraving problem for you forever.

Do it NOW.

rcilE EATON ra E
SAYRE, PA.

Co.

EmKport Office-1106-110 5imth Avenue, New Yolt-k

Canadian Representative. P. W. ELLIS 6 CO.. Toronto. Canada
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NICK'S

PROCLAMATION
To the Retail Jewelers of

the United States and Canada,
Greeting:

You are hereby appointed to act in my
stead in distributing among the millions of

writers, who require the best writing instrument,

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
With this one article, I have in years past brought more

happiness, comfort and complete satisfaction than with any
other Holiday gift which it is my privilege to distribute.

You are, therefore, recommended to put forth every energy in pro-
moting the sale of this most worthy article, and to exercise the greatest care

in serving all your friends and customers, assuring each purchaser of your
personal guarantee which will be protected by none other than the leading Fountaii.

Pen Manufacturers of the world,

L. E. WATERMAN COMPANY
173 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

BOSTON MONTREAL CHICAGO
Beware of imitations. If yau are not selling this line write us for illustrated booklet and trade circulars

'
e.

COPYRIGHT 904
BY B.THORPE PUBLISHLR

i9 'r 8, BROWN S,..? Mu%

SAN FRANCISCO

Vol. 25 December, 1904
-- 

-
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NICK'S
PROCLAMATION

To the Retail Jewelers Of
the l'nited .States and Canada,

tireeting :
You are hereby appointed to act in my

stead in distributing among the millions of
writers, who require the best writing instrument,

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
With this one article, I have in years past brought more

happiness, comfort and complete satisfaction than with any
other Holiday gift which it is my privilege to distribute.

You are, therefore, recommended to put forth every energy in pro.
looting the sale of this most worthy article, and to exercise the greatest care

Ill serving all your friends and customers, assuring each purchaser of your
personal guarantee.which will be protected by none other than the leading Fountaii.

Pen Manufact iim.s of the world,

■^4..•

L. E. WATERMAN COMPANY
173 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

BoS I oN MONTREAL CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
belva;e i linit..tt ten,. It y nt ate not selling tins line write us for illustiated Inediiet and tiade eircula
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Wise

Dealers

Set Store

by the

ELGIN

The wide-awake dealer knows the value of a good
stock of Elgin Watches. He knows that they are
a good criterion by which to have the public
judge his store.
He knows that Elgin customers are satisfied cus-
tomers and that satisfied customers are the very
foundation of successful business. The

ELGIN WATCH
is the World's Standard Timekeeper

See Jobbers' List for prices or write the Company

11 Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers
and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U.S.A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 206 Kearny St.
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Acetylene

Effect of mixing with air. Acetylene, 773
Alligation

Changing quality of gold. Alligation
No. 2, 95

Aluminum
Fully considered. Aluminum, 613

Amber
Cement for. Ambrino, 1847

Angular Motion.
In detached levers. Angular Motion, 775

Annealing
Of steel. Anneal, 613

Assaying
Gold and silver. Assay, 615

Balance Staff
Removing broken. Wheel, 1253

Balance Staffs
Drawing temper. Drilling, 1103
Tempering of. Staffs, 1103
Which end turned first. Two Balances,

1831
Balance Wheel

How to true. Round, 1101
Increasing swing. Balance Wheel, 1613
Poising a. Poising Tool, 1104

Balance Wheels
Truing of. Minutes, 1255

Battery
Broils&Id cell. Primary, 1847
Single-field cell. Battery, 1615

Beaded Settings
How made. Bender, 421

Bifocal Lenses
Cementing. Bifocal, 1253
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Which are correct? Bending, 93

Birthstones
Which are correct ? Bending, 97

Bluestone Slips.
For polishing. English, 247

Brass
Finishing in colors. Brass, 1421

Brazing
Cast Iron. Brazer, 421

Burnishing
Process explained. Burnish, 1423

Bushings
Metal to use. Crutch, 93

Butler Finish
What is it? Butler, 2063

Cannon Pinion
To keep from moving. Cannon, 775

Cast Iron
Brazing of. Brazer, 421

Cement
Removing from balance after pivoting.

Watch, 1101
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Method of doing. Chaser, 943
Chinese White

Method of using. White, 1831
Clocks

Cause of bad rate. Rarely, 1103
Cause of variable rate. Variable, 775
Faults in French. Train, 1255
Faults in traveling. Traveling, 911
Methods of cleaning. Cleaning, 1101
Putting In beat. Betiding, 93
Repairing Grandfather. Grandfather,

1421
Result of increasing weight of peadulum

bob. Weight, 1831
Timing 400-day. Four hundred, 1253
Why they run dry. Running, 773

Clocks, Cuckoo
Repairing bellows. Cuckoo, 941
Locating faults in. Two Cuckoos, 775

Clock Dials
Making luminous. Luminous, 245

Cloak Springs.
Cleaning. Watch, 1101

Close" Plating
Process explained. Close, 201:4

Coins
How to clean. Specimen, 95

Contact
For electric clocks. Electric, 93

Copper
Ntethod of bronzing. Agib, 1615

Crutch
Length from pallet staff to pendulum rod

acting point. Crutch, 93
Cuts for Printing

How made Process, 2063
Cylinder

Reason for grooving. Cylinder, 1103
Taking measurements for new. Balance

Wheel, 3613

Damaskeening
On nickel movements. Fancy, 1255

Demagnetizer
For alternating current. Demagnetizer,

423
Demagnetizing

Pointers on. Magnet, 775

Dials
Putting new name on. Dialer, 1253
Removing name. Dialer, 1253

Diamonds
Heat they will stand. Stemwind, 615
History of celebrated. Celebrated, 1421

Diemaking
Faults in. Anneal, 613

Electricity
Detecting in watches, Elec., 95

Emery Wheels
Method of making. Emery Wheels, 1423

Enamel
Formula for red. Low Grade, 2063

Enamel
Lapping and polishing. Enamel No. 2,

1847
Enameling

Process described. Enamel No. 2, 943
Engraving

Using thumb as guide. Engraver, 943
Escapement

Description of visible. Visible, 423
Escapements

Defective. Several, 1253
Difference between circular and equidis-

tant. Staff's, 1103
Obtaining knowledge of. Lever, 943
Remedy for defective. Escapements, Ilu

Etching
On steel. Engraver, 1847

Ferroilx
A new brazing compound. Brazer, 421

Firecoat
Prevention of.. Firecout, 1253
Removal of. Firecont, 1253

Fire Extinguisher
Chemicals in. Extinguisher, 95

Flashlight Powder
Remarks on making. Flashlight, 1421

Freeing Tool
Synonym of. Fly Pinion, 1423

French Gray
Production of. French Gray, 423

Frosting
On silverware. Frosting, 717

Gold
How to alloy. Alligation No. 2, 95
Recovering from solutions. Gilder, 1847
Removing mercury. Mercurial, 2063

Gold Leaf
Putting on sign. Gold Leaf, 943

Gravity Escapement
Books about. Crutch, 911

Gun Metal
What it is. Rings, 615

Gun Metal Finish
Production of imitation. Gunner, 943

Hairsprings
Selecting proper. Nlinutes, 1255
Stoek of necessary. Spring Stock, 247

Impression Wax
Formula 1.01. NVIIX, 247

Jewelry
Books on Menu factliri lig. Rouge, 1421

Jewel Settings
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Indicates hypennetropia, L. G. C. 803
With myopia, 0. 0. 971

Exophoria
V. H. 971 ; H. O. S. 1925; K. A L. 1925

External Rectus
Paralysis of, A. D. B. 2091

Far Point
W. H. McQ. 1465

Fogging System in Astigmatism
J. C. C. 641

Fogging to Relax Ciliary Spasm
II. K. I). 1669

Flashes of Light
L. F. A. 1465

Floating Spot
A. II. C. 1465

Galvanism in Muscle Weakness
L. G. C. 803

Half Vision
C. H. 971

Headache
G. II. D. 1293; H. K. D. 1669; H. 0.(1.

1925
From eyes, II. M. H. 1293

Hemianopsia
C. H. 971

Hemorrhage of Retina
C. H. 971

Heterophoria
Does not always call for correction,

• C. E. K. 1131
Hypennet ropia

Cause of convergent strabismus, L. E. C.
121 ; '1'. It. 1669

Causes deficiency of accommodation,
J. A. IL 1669

Convex lenses net to,be omitted, F. II. IC.
103 •

Indicated by features of face and size of
eyes, W. S. A Co., 971

Manifest, F. II. K. 803
Overcome by accommodation, H. A M.

1131
Stronger glasses for reading, M. A M.

1131
Shown by retinoscope, J. H. D. 1669;

K. A L. 1925
Hyperphoria

C. J. M. 803 ; V. IT. 971
Right, IL 0. S. 1925
One eye base down, other base tip, K. E. C.

1131
In high degrees tenotomy, K. E. C. 1131

Hysteria Affecting Eyes
G. D. 1293

Illumination
Increases as light approaches mirror,

E. C. K. 1131
Inch System of Numbering Lenses

A. C. W. 1925
Iris

Adhesion of, C. H. 1465
Iritis

Effect of on vision; J. IL N.121

Lachrymal Obstruction
C. J. M. 808

Lachrymation
Due to strain, J. A. H. 1293

La Grippe
Cause of paralysis of ciliary muscle,

IV. R. S. 641 "

Lenses
Decentering of, W. H. 111°Q. 1298
Systems of numbering,,, A. C. W. 1925
Time for changing, W. IL McQ. 1293

Light
Position of in skiascopy, J. A. H. 1465

Maddox Rod
F. 11. K. 803; V. H. 971 ; N. C. II. 1293 ; K.

A L. 1925 ; E. N. S. 1925 ; A. D. B. 2091
As a muscle test, F. E. A. 641
In esophoria, L. G. C. 803

Measles as Cause of Myopia
J. P. B. 1925

Metric System of Numbering Test Letters
H. J. 283

Microp(halMOS
W. S. A Co. 971

Mirror
To increase distance of test card,W. R. S.

641
Mixed Astigmatism

II. K. I). 1669
Monocular Vision

L. E. C. 121 ; E. N. S. 1925
Muscle Volitautes

L. E. A. 1465
Myopia

G. W. AL 803
Anti presbyopia, G. H. W. 803
And astigmatism, L. R. E. 1131 ; 0. 0. 971
Caused by measles, J. P. II. 1925
False, due to spasm, H. K. D. 1660
Of low degree, J. A. IL 1293
Glasses must not be too strong, L.R. E. 1131
High113, g

1
lasses reduced for reading, L. H. H.

Precluded when V. =it F. C. 2091
Rule for determining reading glasses,

G. M. W. 803 ; L. It. E. 1131

Near Point
W. II. McQ. 1465; J. A. L. 1669
Depends on amplitude of accommodation,

M. & M. 1131
Nerve

Sixth cranial, A. D. B. 2091

0
Ophthalmia Neonatoru in

W. S. A Co. 971
Obstruction Lachrymal Canal

C. J. M. 803
Ophthalmoscope

Direct and indirect methods, II. M. R. 641
In (lefec( i re vision, .7. 11. I). 1669
In in•coularities of refracting media,

W. K. B. 473
Ophthalmometer

Prisms in, E. C. K. 971
Optic Disk

Changes of in age, T. L. 473

Paralysis
Of external rectus, A. D. B. 2091
Of ciliary muscle, W. R. S. 641

Paralytic Strabismus, A. D. B. 2091
Perimeter

To determine scotomata, L. F. A. 1465
Pin-hole

In defective vision J. H. D. 1669
Disk to determ iine f vision is susceptible

of improvement, G. 1V. M. 803
Presbyopia

And astigmatism ,W. A. J. 473; E. C. K. 971
And myopia, G. M. W. 803

Prisms
In esophoria, F. II. K. 803 ; L. G. C. 803;

N. C. H. 1293
For correction of diplopia, E. H. B. 283
If in same position over both eyes, cannot

correct hyperphoria, C. .1". M. 803
Glass and quartz, E. C. K. 971
To be prescribed with caution, C.E.K. 1131
Only after other lenses fail, K. E. C. 1131
Vertical cans° disturbance of vision,

K. E. C. 1131
'l'o strengthen convergence, H. 0. S. 1925
When to be used, E. C. K. 1925

Prismatic Power as Developed by Decentration,
1V. II. AleQ. 1293

Phorometer as a Muscle Test •

F. E. A. 641
Pupil

Exclusion of, J. 11. N. 121
Occlusion of, J. II. N. 121

Pupils
Variation in size of, G. H. D. 1293

Quartz
For making prisms of ophthalmometer,

E. C. K. 971

Range of Accommodation
W. H. McQ. 1465

Reading Glasses in Myopia
G. M. W. 803; L. It. E. 1181

Retina
Detachment of, C. H. 971
Function impaired in old age, J. E. 13. 473
Hemorrhage of, C. H. 971

(1972)

Retinoscope
T. C. 2091
In astigmatism, M. A M. 1131
Plane, J. 0. H. 1465
Shows hypermetropia, J. II. D. 1669 •

K. A L. 1925
To measure refraction, H. H. It, 1293 ;

G. W. M. 803
Refraction of observer not taken into

account, H. M. R. 641
Vision of observer must be good, IL M. R.

641 ; A. S. 121
Retinoscopy

Allowance to be made for distance of test,
. E. C. K. 1131
Position of light, C. E. K. 1131
Source of illumination, E. C, K. 1131

Strabismus
Concomitant or paralytic, A. D. B. 2091
Convergent, T. It. 1669
Convergent, curable by convex lenses,

L. E. C. 121
Convergent, cured by convex lenses,

T. R. 1669
Divergent, L. E. C. 121 ; C. D. S. 283
Divergent more disfiguring than conver-

gent, C. D. S. 283
Difference from heterophoria, L. E. C. 121
Operation for cosmetic reasons, C. D. S. 283
Prevention of diplopia, L. E. C. 121
Should be referred to an oculist, L. E. C.

121
Hysterical, G. H. D. 1293

Scotoma
L. F. A. 1465

Sight of Eye Impaired
T. It. 1669

Sixth Cranial Nerve
A. D. B. 2091

Snellen's Test Letters
11. J. 283

Skiascopy
A Nand burner in, .1. A. H. 1465
Chimney in, J. A. 1465
Electric light in, .1. A. 11. 1465
Position of light, J. A. H. 1465
Welsh:tell mantle, J. A. II. 1465
Only method to determine refraction in

ehildren, T. R. 1669
Spasm

Of Aecommedation, H. K. D. 1669
Relaxed by fogging, H. K. D. 1669

Spot
Floating, A. H. C. 1465
Before eye, L. F. A. 1465

Squint
Will spherical lenses correct? T. R. 1669

Squinting Eye, Sight linpaired
'r. It. 1669

Stenopaic Slit in Astigmatism
C. E. K. 1131

Stereoscope to Stimulate Convergence
K. & L. 1925

Strain Causes Lachrytuation
J. A. H. 1293

Synechia
C. M. 1465

Synchisis Mutinous,
C. M. 1465

Test Cards
With reversed letters for use with mirror,

W. R. S. 641
Distance of can be doubled by mirror,

W. R. S. 641
Test Letters

Of. nellen, II. J. 283
Metric system of numbering, II. J. 283

Tenotomy
In esophoria, L. (3. C. 803
In hyperphoria, K. E. C. 1131

Toric Lenses
E. C. K. 1925

Transposition of Lenses
F. J. S. 473

Transposition of Inches into Diopters
J. W. H. 473 ; A. C. W. 1925

V
Vision

Acuteness of, how determined,A MC. 1465
At 20 feet, G. W. M. 803
Binocular, F. E. A. 641
Binocular, cultivation'of, L. H. C. 121
Clear requires focus to be on retina, C.E.E.

2091
Defective, use of pin-hole, J. II. I). 1669
Of ;# precludes myopia, 1. C. 2091
Of 15 Indicates astigmatism, A. E. 13. 971
Monocular, C. D. S. 283 ; L. E. C. 121 ;

E. N. S. 1925
Limited to half of object, C. H. 971.
No better thou a mist, W. S. A Co. 971
Normal contra-indicates serious disease,

L. F. A. 1465
Normal contra-indicates concave lenses,

C. D. S. '283
Visual Field, Contraction of in Hysteria

G. H. D. 1293

Water, not to be Applied to Conjunctiva
C. H. 1465

Welsbach Mantle for Skiascopy
J. A. II. 1465

INIK THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO. r&B.,„ 

loo Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.

Sizc

A Pew Sa.rnplea from Our L.,i ne of Mirror

334-s 5 RI LLIANTS

Ilr'11.40041

305a DRILLIANTS.

SCARF PINS

5,51 GREEN

551 5.5051
.553 G RE EN

•

27
PLAIN

POLISHED

554 GREEN
553 5.5051 554 5.5051

a PENDANT BRILLIANTS
PEARL,AND SAPPHIRE. DOUBLET

3015

PAIRS

NIL-LI A N1r5

3096 PEARLS
314-7 BRILLIANTS

LOCKETS 2 PICTURES.

BRILLIANTS.

SCAPI PINS

555 GREEN
655 R. 505

556 GREEN
53 S R. 5091.

SEGO ROSE
PEARLS.
3261 ROSE
BRILLIANTS.

557 GREEN
557 R,RosE.

2.239 503E.
2 29,1:: t; TERLING GRAY,

214.9 ROSE.
1150 NO STONES.

2344- ROSE.
2E+5 ROSE SMALLER.
2.247 STERLING GRAY.

2395 ROMAN
BRILLIANTS.

24-47 SATIN
BRILLIANT

254-9 SATIN
BRILLIAN-rs

Jut a Small Selection from Our ixtenaive Line of 
Gold Filled Jewelry

Vest Chains
Bracelets
Lockets

Pins
Earrings
Brooches

Pendants
Barrettes
Crosses

Scarf Pins
Hat Pins
Baby Pins

Pad Locks
Ribbon Chains
Fob Chains

Hair Chain Mountings
Toilet Manicure Sets
Desk and Sewing Sets
Useful Silver Novelties
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The
Statement

The
Argument

The
Application

United States Movements are most

desirable stock for the Jeweler.

United States Movements are made

with extraordinary care and are carefully

inspected before they are shipped from

the factory. As the result of these pro-

visions, the movements are uniformly

satisfactory as timekeepers and no com-

plaints come back to the dealer from the

wearer. Grade for grade, they are easily

equal in structural value to the makes

which cost more ; and they are trouble-

savers, because they leave the factory

right in every way.

But further : While they are as good,

or better, than any other make, grade for

grade, they cost less. Consequently, the

Jeweler has an extra profit in selling

them at the same price as their equals

in other makes. Again : Their grade

descriptions are not familiar knowledge

on the part of a considerable body of the

buying public, so that the Jeweler has

lee-way in fixing his profits on a move-

ment that is not everywhere met with.

The Jeweler who is not as yet familiar

with United Stales Movements would

do well to get a little line of them from

his Jobber so that he may examine them,

try them and comfiare them with corres-

ponding grades in other makes. He will

be convinced that they are equal value

with these other makes ; and then the

question of better MA/ in selling them

will guide him in the direction of his

best interests.

United States
Watch Co.

of Waltham, Mass.

We are ready on the jump

for your 'rush" order in this hurry-up

time. Order by mail—telegraph

telephone and your wants will be

filled accurately and promptly.

The Non-Retailing Co.
Jobbers in Watches and Chains Lancaster, Pa.

1975

• •

\ •

2 Tulpstraat
AMSTERDAM

ISIANLIPACTURBR.S op

ESTABLISHED 1866

•

\

\ •

•

12 MAIDEN LANE (one Hight up)
P. O. Box 1625 NEW YORK

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Gold and Filled Watch Cases Elgin and Waltham Movements
Gold and Plated Jewelry New England Watches

ImPowreRs op

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS 
I- Loo

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELERS

Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers Our goods are insured while in transit



THE PRESENT TIME
What is better for a present than a reliable Lathe or an Attachment for the one you already

have ? We carry all of the standard Lathes and Attachments in very great variety and sell

them at bottom prices. Let us know in which of the Lathes we list below you are interested,
and permit us to quote you a special price on the outfit. Bear in mind we warrant every Lathe
or Attachment we sell, as we will not handle other than reliable tools. Correspondence
solicited and prompf.ly answered.

Webster=Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . 40.25
" 22 " . 44.00
" 42 " 59.00

From these prices there is a cash discount
which we will quote on request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
over.

Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 . 40.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
further reduction in list price. The name
" Moseley " stands for the very highest
grade iu watchmakers' tools.

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete
$21.15 net cash

14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and
Belting

There is no better lathe sold for the price
than our " Gem." Every one is warranted
true or you can have your money back.

IIIIIWWUII
Geneva Lathe Outfit Complete

$15.00 net cash
Packed in wood box same as Clem Lathe

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting

Our Geneva lathes are strictly first quality
and have index and latch.

If you had a hole in your pocket
and was losing money through it,
you would soon sew up the hole.

If you are not getting accurate valuations on your

old gold and silver, you are losing money.
Why not send it where you are certain to get

accurate valuations and prompt returns?
Let us tell you why it will be to your interest to

send your Old Gold, Silver,
Sweeps, etc., to us.

" The man who looks for
facts " will be the one who is
most interested in this advertise-
ment.

Fact One—
We are the largest buyers of Old Gold and

Silver in the country.

Fact Two—
Our plant at 58th & Throop Sts. is the largest and best equipped.

Fact Three—
All consignments of old gold are valued by a member of the firm,

the same day as received.

Fact Four—
Returns are made same day as received. We hold your shipment

intact. If you are not satisfied with the size of the check, return it and
we will send your consignment back at our expense.

Fact Five—
The large quantities of gold we value and our long experience

(established 1867) make it absolutely certain that our valuation will be
correct.

SWEEPINGS

GOLDSMITH BROS.I,
'07

Fact Six—
Our large blast furnaces and up-to-date plant enable us to make

returns for sweepings within 5 days of receipt.

Fact Seven—
Make us a trial shipment and we know you will be satisfied.

Foot-Wheel No. 1
Each, $2.15 net

Countershaft No. 9 Countershaft No. I 2
N. P., each, $2.58 net N. P., each 94c. net

SEND US YOUR ORDERS 

for tools and materials if you want them properly and promptly filled. With
our large and complete stock and ample facilities we are in position to give you the
service and prices that will meet with your approval. We are exceptionally well
equipped for small material orders, having a number of watchmakers for this branch
of our business. Every order, no matter how small, has our immediate care.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Sweep Smelters
Refiners c/a Assayers

Offices, 63 au D 65 Washington St.
Works, Fifty-Eighth an Throop Sts.

Chicago, Ill.
We are paying so cents an ounce for Old Silver

4
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

Ni'. 238 No. 240
Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 232. Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 233. Genuine Eagle Claws

No. 231
Genuine Eagle Claw

No. 57
Lapel Button

Genuine
Eagle Claw

No. 58
Lapel Button

No. 56. Lapel Button No. 236 No. 43 No. 237. Seal No. 55. Lapel Button

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P. O. E.
Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen 

employed when not

busy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if yo

u have a fastidious

customer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for u
s to send you an assort-

ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

fa, 57 Washington St., CHICAGO 

We sell these goods only

to Retail JewelersWENDELL & CO 93,95 wo 97 William St., NEW YORK

PRESENTATION JEWELS, MEDALS AND BADGES MADE TO ORDER IN GOLD AND SILVER

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS

No. 276 No. :177

No. 246

GENUINE ELK TEETH

No. 299 No. 245 No. 291 No. 249 No. 289 No. 262 No. 298 No. 293

1 979

W
E make the only line of high-grade college seals, flags and

buttons on the market and sell them exclusively to the

Retail Jewelry Trade.

Jewelers in college towns who have discontinued selling flags

on account of dry goods, clothing and furnishing goods stores

competition, will find it will pay them to carry our goods in stock.

Your customers will readily appreciate the superior workman-

ship, finish and artistic merit, as the tendency heretofore has been

to cheapen the quality and price of college goods.

The trade has our positive assurance that the standard of the

goods and our policy of dealing direct with retail jewelers only, will

be strictly maintained.

Jewelers outside of college towns carrying a large or small

assorted stock of our college goods have the privilege of exchanging

any of the pieces that are unsalable or shop-worn, if not damaged,

for other college goods.

Orders for single pieces are also solicited from Retailers who

carry no stock.

Special Flags made to order for Academies, Seminaries, Busi-

ness Colleges, Public Schools, etc.

WENDELL 0
The Special Manufacturers for

93, 95 and 97 William Street

COMPANY
the Retail Jewelry Trade

57 Washington Street

NEW YORK CHICAGO

LIST PRICES:
Large Flags, Sterling Silver, each, $22:oo

Medium Flags, Sterling Silver, " .r5
" " " Gilt, r.ro

Small Flags, Sterling Sily,erant,

Seals, with ring for fob charm, or
with joint, pin and catch for
brooch, Sterling Silver, . . each $2.20

Seal Charms or Brooches, Ster-
Hog Silver Rose Gold Finish, " 2.70

Silver Mounted Leather Fobs, " I 30
Gold Filled " 

44 
1.50

to K Gold " II .6 
" 12 oo

Initial Lapel Button or Scarf Pin, " .50
44 it tt it 46 Gilt, II .66

Finest quality enamel used on all college goods to produce the colors absolutely correct

TRADL ca> MARK

Special Flags made to order in sizes illustrated at low prices
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Goods
Shipped

the Same
Day.

. 
This is the very last moment

—the final opportunity on Christmas goods.

If you are running short anywhere, or if your
stock shows symptoms of being thin in spots, send

us a memorandum of what you want, and we will
ship the goods the day your order reaches us.

We are prepared to give you the quickest kind of service
—at the same time making careful selections so as to give

you perfect satisfaction.

Remember that we are headquarters for Diamonds, Watches,
Clocks, Silverware, Bronzes, 1847 Flatware, Cut Glass and Gold

and Plated Jewelry of every description.

Consult our 1905 Catalogue for details and prices.

ALBERT BROTHERS
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

N. E. Cor. 4th 0 Plum Streets, CINCINNATI, OHIO

CC

1904
No Wel1=Informed Jeweler

Doubts the desirability of

I 98 I

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRADE MARK M. B. BRYANT Csc CO.

kla,,e2C"
•

' 

WINTER

MADE IT

WHICH

SIGNIFIES

IT IS

RIGHT.

"Winter" is not the cheapest, but " Winter ' goods are right.

If you want the best at prices that are right, write "Winter" for

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate fixtures, cases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures, tables, chairs, desks,
specialties, etc. Illustrated fully, described
and listed in so plain a manner that you can
make your own plans and estimate the cost
of your fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 26 cents

We do not claim to be the largest in the world, but we 
are proud of our factory, our reputation

and our line. We do claim to make the best, at prices that are
 right. Not how much, not how

cheap, but how good. Ask our customers. If you want good, practical, substantial, ahead-of-the-

times fixtures, write us.

M. WINTER LUMBER COMPANY
Established 1865 SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

• SALES AGENTS
Finlay-Dicks & Co., New Orelans, La., Sales Agents for Missi

ssippi,

Louisiana and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, 

Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Ter. and Ind. Ter,

R. H. Birdsall, Room No. 7 Hamilton Building, 131 
Third Street,

Portland. Oregon. Sales Agent for Oregon and Washington.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

SANS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.5o
Generator (B) • • . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . • 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

Hand Piece

Generator. Size, 83111
high, Oi" diam.

MOSELEY
Has been spending his time for many years
in making MOSELEY Lathes as good as
Lathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-
ture and no expense is spared to make
Everything about them Right.

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes
are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains-
taking, systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every' n
eed of

the Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a ve
ry complete assort-

ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,

accurate and therefore Profitable Work.
Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

HIM TOOLDEPTHING TOOL MCIV

Pr,
 
ie, 3 Ams, 8,3:N

THE BEST TOOLS MONEY CAN BUY
HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

AlF61). HY

HAROINGE BROS.

NEW-STYLE
FACE PLATe

Price, $8.00

Old-Style Plate
Changed, $2.00

Write for No. 5 Catalogue

14
AR Di rig&
PIVOT

POLISHER 

.Ya SIZE

HARDINGB
PIVOT POLISHER

Price, 830.00
Send shoo to insure good lit

HARDINGE BROS

Webster
Whitoomb

FLAT and ROUND-FACE
WIRE CHUCKS

I'rice, each, 70 cents

•1 1034-1036 LiNcoLN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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" Clear the decks for action ! " Christmas is just
ahead. Hurry your Old Gold and Silver to us so
that you do not carry any " dead weight" in your
stock and the cash will come handy in making
the best discount on your bills. The cash will go
to you at once, if our estimate of the value of your
metal is satisfactory; otherwise the metal goes back
to you prepaid. Let us serve you; you'll find our
service prompt, reliable, satisfactory in all ways.

T. B. HAGSTOZ Co., Ltd.
Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

709 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

Branch Office

13-15 Franklin St.

Newark, N. J.

Works

Riverside

N. J.

SAL,

II,

,,f1f4gsusi0;*
'r7:q1011,1■*1`

THE SHOW CASE TO BUY

dna ia;

Illuminated Show Case
(John Petz, Patentee)

Quality through and through, with durability, style and individuality
combined with every feature of excellence wished for, and sold at a price
that is right.

Show cases for the interior and exterior— 'all, pillar and vestibule—
built to adorn the store and to create quick sales and more sales.

Write to-day for more facts about " Quick Sales " Show Cases.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Dept. C

"SHOWCASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS

482 to 490 Fort Street, West

Canadian Branch, Windsor, Ont Detroit, U.S.A.
JOHN I'mrz, Pres. and SU pt. HERBERT MALOTT, Secy. and Treas.

P. S.—We have several second-hand Jewelers' Show Cases for sale, cheap. 'Bargains.
Write to-day.

Make Your Own Gas
FROM GASOLINE

One quart lasts 18 hours, giving 100 candle power light in our

Brilliant Gas Lamps
Anyone can use them ; are better than kerosene, electricity or gas, and
can be run for less than half the expense.

15 CENTS A MONTH AV IS THEERAGE COST

Write for our K. S. Catalog. it tells all about them and our
systems. Over 125,000 Brilliants sold during the last six years.

EVERY LAMP GUARANTEED

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

100 Candle Power

No. 6-F Automaton Blowpipe
For light
soldering.

The flame can be
instantly changed
front a needle point
to a large finish
flame. A slight
movement of the
hand does it.

Price by mail, $2.00

THE " B. D. M. CO.'S" ORIGINAL No. 6.P
AUTOMATON BLOWPIPE IS SUBSTANTIALLY
MADE AND CORRECTLY PROPORTIONED TO GIVE BEST RESULTS.
Order direct, or specify " B. D. M. Co.'s " 1V ben ordering through your dealer.

Write for catalogue " 11-k." illustrating (i as and Gasoline Gas Furnaces and
Blowpipes, Foot Blowers, etc.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
587 & 589 Main St. Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

ARE YOU PREPARED

to show and deliver the right class of EMBLEM Jewelry

for the holiday trade? If you haven't FOX'S EMBLEMS

then you are not prepared. A full line of ELK, EAGLE

and MASONIC Emblems in the latest designs always on

hand. If your JOBBER cannot supply you, WRITE US

for a selection package for the holidays.

TEADE

[CIX EMBLEMS

MARK
The Gustave Fox Co.

1983

TRADE

CI X EMBLEMS

NARK

Manufacturing Jewelers 14 and 16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Webster's
ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK

(Patented Dec. 8, 1003

Showing Jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

As used for holding hat or stick pins

The best adjustable solder-

ing- device ever placed on the

market—not because I sav so

but because a fair trail will con-

vince you that it is so.

It- after thirty days' trial you

are not. satisfied with the block

your money will be returned.

Sent by mail upon receipt of

price and I o cents t( r postage.

Price with pads for Holding
Spectacle Frames, . . . $1.75

Price complete with both the
Spectacle and Jewelry Pads, $2.00

Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H.

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No. 41
Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

kVe make a specialty of fitting LJI'-T0-1):\ TE jewelry

Stores with HIGH-GRAI 11'. Fixtures and Show Cases.

Our Fixtures are our best advertisement.

Write us before buying.

J. W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
..hich-ess Department It ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ItF,FEItENCEs

Gurney Bros., Brockton, NI LIPS.
Thos. .1. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass.
F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel low & Co., Salem, Mass.
Harry Baynes, Lowell, Mass.
Jordan, Marsh A Co., Boston, Mass.
Houghton At Dutton, Boston, Nfa,s,
J. dt G. H. Bliss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry A St ole, New 1.011(1011, Conti.
Klee & Groh, Rochester, N. Y.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N.Y.
W. S. Quencer,1Vatertown, N. Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. B. Henschel A Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y.
w. Acheubach, Glens Falls, N. Y.
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A HOLIDAY SUGGESTION
In the burry and bustle of the Holiday Trade, the
busy man has little time to buy new tools, but he has
time to use our

Perfect Ring Stretcher)
and with good results, if handled properly and at the
right time. Responsible houses can have one on ap-
proval, either direct or through your Tool Jobber. Watch
our ad. for next month.
Send for our illustrated catalogue.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co., Manufacturers
1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment, Waltham
REPLACING

Tailstock.
2.- -Screw Tailstock.
3.—Swing Rest.

Jeweling Caliper.

4. —Slide Rest.
5.-- Pivot Polisher.
6.— Filing Fixture.
7. Rounding-up Tool.
8.-- Milling Fixture.
9.—Rusty Pinion Polisher.
lo. Profiling Fixture.
TI.. Turret Head.
I 2.—Table Rest.

7

And beside, it has thirty new and distinct features.

Fitted to any American, Imitation American or English lathe

$40.00, Strictly Net

0111010111,
ii111,011

As a JEWELING CALIPER it has the following advantages
1st. Being indexed at the back, jeweling can be done at any taper.
2d. Has a micrometer feed so you can tell by thousandths of an inch the depth of a hole or shoulder you are cutting, or the length of shoulder you arecutting on jewel setting.
3d. Has a rear crank feed, with which a steady feed is to be had ; this prevents the breaking of many jeweling cutters. By the turn of a screw you havea sliding feed.
4th. Has three gage fingers where other makes have only two.
5th. Is fitted with the Clement outside and inside cutter, the many advantages of which are explained in catalogue.6th. The spindle may be made stationary at any point.
7th. The spindle guide is a sliding fit without shake ; no other make can claim this.
8th. Fingers are forwarded or drawn back by thumb screw, key or screw driver. You use whichever you like.9th. The cross feed is so constructed that there is positively no lost motion , it is, therefore, of some value
roth. If you ever change make of lathe—you swap shoes with us. If you wish to use It on two makes of lathes—$2 50 for an extra shoe. We fit it to any lathe made

over all other makes:

1854 WALTHAM WATCHES 1904

Comparative diagram showing increase in the number of
Waltham Watches in use from sIs.,54 to 1904

128,889 IN USE 1864
375 IN USE 1854
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Tecember Spectate

All colors. $6.00 per dozen up

DECEMBER, CHRISTMAS COMES WITH SNOW;
REMEMBER TO GIVE US A SHOW;
IF YOU DON'T WANT US TO FREEZE,
KEEP US WARM WITH ORDERS, PLEASE.

Comb No. 20

$3.00
To K. Gold Trimmings,
plain or bead top ; side
combs to match

8547 8548 8514

$1.70 net $1.88 net $2.54 net

Good quality opals in 10 K. substantial mountings

SIGNET RINGS

a Specialty

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51=53 Maiden Lane

avvaspitle*e.

CASHIER THAT OHMS NO MI
ALLOW US TO INTRODUCE

THE GREATEST MONEY-SAVER IN THE WORLD

IT EARNS 100`k PER ANNUM

00 Size
Far superior to pre-

vious imports

In velvet box with
I)1! to match

$4.00 net

Selection packages
upon request

Manufacturing and
Wholesak Jewelers
Importers of Specialtics

laWrite us fbr a suggestion on the dressing of your show windowf

"Green's ImperiaSafety Guar(.
Protection against loss and theft. Latest, Simplest, Neatest, Best

FOR SCARF PINS, STUDS, HAT PINS, BROOCHES, ETC.

I
S
 .
L
O
V
X
3
 1
r
1
3
 

Style No, 79
Gold-Plated

Price, 80c. per
dozen

Per gross,

C
U
T
 
E
X
A
C
T
 
S
I
Z
E
 

Style No. SO
Gun Metal

Price, $1.00
per dozen

Per gross

$8.00 $10.00

" Instantly adjusted by one turn of screw

WILL FIT ANY • SIZE PIN
POR SAMPLE' DOZEN BY MAIL ADD 4c. FOR POSTADE

1Vizunuftac:.turert4

W. Green & Co.,6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

30.

Silver Polish int-
%.”..•• per dwt.

IS THE BEST

for Jewelers to handle—it is a
quick seller and positiv ely

superior to any known polish on the
market. The patent cap used on jar for

CANDO_ is made to perfection.
We call special attention to the im-

portance of a package for Silver Polish
that can be RESEALED after it is
once opened.

Samples sent when requested. Correspondence solicited.

PAUL MPG. CO.,
Boston, Nict.ss.

395. 34; dwts.

A "NATIONAL" gives a printed
record of each transaction and tells
which clerk made it.

You can leave your store at any time,
return at any time, and tell at a glance:

What cash sales were made.

What money was paid out.

What payments on account were
received.

What charge sales were made.

Whether any money was changed.

WHICH CLERK took part in each
of these transactions.

CUT OFF HERE AND MAIL TO UN TODAY.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., DAYTON, OHIO
I own a store. Please

explain what kind of a register is best suited for
my business. This does not obligate me to buy.

THE KEYSTONE

Name 

Address 

No. of Clerks

We make 10 Karat 10 K. Rings

TRADE MARS.

DAMM C BLOCK, Buffalo, N. Y.

13% dwts.

75c. per dwt.

5.15. •.!.!, Iwts.

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER_
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Soutliwe.st Corner

Halsey an Mtirshaill Sta.

Newark, N. J.



Steady, now!
During the next three weeks the hurried buyer

will forget quality and buy whatever looks right, if
the price suits. You can now sell 'most any sort of
poor Filled Case, if only its externals please the eye.

But—after Christmas?

The hurry will be over on December 25th, and
the hurried buyer will calm down into a critical
examiner.

There's future profit or loss for you in that sale
if the critical examiner finds you sold him the right
kind, or the wrong kind, in his hurried buying. He
did not think long in buying ; he does the thinking
now. And you will suffer from his long thinking, if
you took advantage of his hurry to sell him a pretty
outside that may, possibly, wear two years but is
"guaranteed " for twenty or twenty-five years.

Honest, now : Don't you wish he would not

examine the make or Filled Case, if it was other
than a Jas. Koss? And don't you hope he will

remember that you particularly said, when you sold

it, that it was a Boss, when such is the fact ? Isn't

there a comfortable after-sense of security in every

sale of a Boss case, and a creepy fear, after the sale

of the other kinds?

The Christmas season is a great time to make

or mar reputations—not on the spot, but in that

after-time when buyers examine, inquire and think

things over.

So be slow to sell poor stuff quickly, in these

busy days. It isn't to-day's penny but to-morrow's

dollar that you are after.

Who sells the Boss case gets to-morrow's dollar.

And he buys peace of mind when he sells.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
t9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia
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Get a Divorce
if you combine sentiment and business.
Your trade belongs to the House which
gives the most for the least money.
Compare our prices of stones with other
houses. Send us a trial order of stones
and give us a. trial on repairing.

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.
We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.
We Make Rings Smaller for . 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly

Send us all your repairing. All goods
repaired and shipped same day as received.

Terms on stones and repairing, July 1,
1905,

1 2 3 4
0000

5 7 9 9 to II 12 13 14- 15 16
0 00000000000

17 18 19 20

0 0 0 0

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10

. 
a0
00
t.
--
.3
or
at
. 

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
 

8 m/m 6o. 1-6 4o. 3 m/n3 Sc.
11-15 4 m/m 70. 7-8 5c. 4 na/m 14c.
16-20 5 m/In Sc. 9 7c. 5 mln3 19c.
21-25 6 mim O. 10 9c. 6 in/m 39c.
26-30 7 m/m 12c. 11 12c. 7 mlin 60c.
31-35 8 m/m 160. 12-15 20o. 8 m/m 91c.
36-40 9 Wm 20e. 16-17 27o. 9 m/m $1.41
41-44 10 m/n3 26o. 18-21 35c.

22-23 450.
24-26 70c.
27-29 84o.
30-31 $1.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

Order your stone stock from us. The
above prices are for single stones ordered or
used in repairing. Ten per cent. off in quan-
tities of six dozen or over.

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Beecher Building, Buffalo, N.Y.

'40

42. 41 40

38 38 37 36 

36 34 33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

is the geographical distributing point of the great Trans-
Mississippi country as well as the great Southwest. We
can offer the Western and Southwestern jeweler prompt
shipping facilities that are absolutely beyond the reach of
our competitors. Our prices are right. Our stock of
Diamonds was selected to meet Western requirements.
We have the goods. Our leadership in this line is not a
claim but an actuality. If you are in business for every
cent of net profit there is in it, you will surely order your
Diamonds from us.

eyelr TeweLrey Company
Kanaza Cnty, Mo.

LiMMON■■=ffimi
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FREE to DEALERS:
" BRISTOL"

Calendar for 1905, on condition that the coupon below is properly filled

out and mailed to us attached to your business letter-head.
This beautiful outing scene is lithographed in ten colors ul will be

admired by all who see it in your office, store or home.
Send in your name at once and we will place you on our list ; the

calendar will be mailed about December fifteenth.

Tim HORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Xst,nie

Bristol, Conn., U.S.A.

Do you sell Fishing Tackle?  

Do you handle the " BRISTOL " Steel Fishing Rods?  

Name  

Address  

(Cut this out, attach to your letter-head and mail to The Horton Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.)

Aisenstein & Woronock
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS

22 Eldridge St.

New York City
N.Y.

We sell a Sterling Silver Snap Watch, 13 Ligne,
Sterling Silver Pin and Velvet Chatelaine Box,
all complete,

$2.00
less 57; for cash

When making your fall purchases, ask your jobber for the
best known and most artistic

LOCKETS
made by

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.

7524
Fairy of the Stars, green

and rose finish

Providence, R. I.
Fifty Years Established

None genuine without
trade-mark

stamped inside

7517
Chestnut color head,

white face

Our lockets are made in every size, shape and style in vogue. In 14 karat
and to karat gold, sterling silver, gold shell, fine rolled-plate, qualities
always guaranteed to be as represented.

BEWARE of GOLD and FILLED lockets, that do not bear the
maker's mark.

The M gold shell lockets are particularly desirable, for monograms, as
they can be engraved without cutting through the gold.

Our new fancy Art Nouveau, green and rose gold finish lockets, both
for ladies and gents., are great sellers.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET



Patent

Hand-Made Tweezers
These patent tweezers are made

from flexible sheet steel bodies, curved

SO as to give them convex and concave

faces, thus making them stronger than

any other tweezer in the market. The

concave faces give a better hold and

prevent slipping.

Henry Zimmern & Co., Inc.
SOLE AGENTS

60 John Street, NEW YORK
Ask your jobber for the Convex and Concave

Patent Tweezer

. e T. JUL 1Q9-

No. 110

No. 1111

No. 112

No. 113. Non.trIugnetic.-..

,,,,,d1,1\111\1111

No. 114. Diamond

11111

No. 115

,tl.l11 10FJ101

No. 116

for a Christmas Gift
The Rosary in Fine Jewels

In Pure Stone, mounted in 14
karat gold — Amethyst,
topaz, garnet, crystal, onyx,
turquoise.

Prices—Sio.00, $12,00, $14.00
each.

In Imitation Stone, mounted
in rolled-gold plate. Fine
colors — Clear -cut facets,
uniform size. Amethyst,
Topaz, Garnet, Emerald,
Crystal, Turquoise, Opal,
Moonstone.

Prices—$2.00, $2.50, $3.50,
$4.00, $5.00 each.

Selection package on application

Our list includes—Chalices, Ciboria, Ostensoria,

Crucifixes, Candlesticks, Candelabra, Pulpits,

Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails.

Memorial Tablets

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island Medal, Pope Pius X

In sterling silver
75c. each

Silver Plating
and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair .)tiz, 
broken 

oi   article emiel   teticleorgerwsaannreelair:ier,lemwaking   new parts to match the old ones

any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Save,We Replate Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb company
CH

/429 Wabash Ave.

CAGOA. N. SPERRY, Manager

PRO isi VIVW of the )1;1111 Boon)

We Achieved Our Success, Making Others Successful
You can also become successful by taking a course in the St. Louis

Watchmaking School, where Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and
Optics are taught by expert artisans as instructors. Send for our new
catalogue to-day.
ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, 5815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

SENT you a catalog a few weeks ago and have been watching earnestly

for the return. I have taken more than usual interest in this catalogue

because I personally labored over it, that it might show the most complete

line, priced according to exact value, that has ever been laid down before the

jewelry trade.

The goods are perfectly pictured and catalogued with infinite care so that

selection and ordering is only a matter of minutes.

I am so much interested in your careful inspection of my goods that I urge

you to take the book up NOW, go through it, and send me an order.

Order blank and return envelope are in the catalog.

I want to fill the order this week.

TRADE MARK

STANDS FOR MERIT

M. J. AVERBECK
19 Maiden Lane, New York

1985

Salem, Mass., Nov. 17, 1904.
Dear Sir : We are in need of a

first-class engraver for the month
of December. Must be a good
and quick workman. We are
willing to pay from $45.00 to
$6o.00 per week for such a man.

Yours very truly,
Die. W. E. Baird North Co.

This letter was

received by one of

our students. It

shows how scarce

good engravers are.

We can fit you to hold such i position.

There is no institution. in this country that

teaches the art of engravi n g morc

thoroughly, practically, and in t shorter

space of time, than \ ye do.

Send for our Engraving Prospectus.

It proves this assertion, ti-i(1 gives you

fu 11 i n fon n ati On.

1300
DOLLARS
PER YEAR

This is not an
unusual salary for
a first-class work-
man.

NI an v earn
much more— why
not von ?

We can teach you watchmaking-, engraving and

optics. \\re have been doing- it for over tell years.

just think ! A few months, and a few dollars

spent at our college will make you t first-class work-

man, capable of accepting- iftcl holding a good-

paying position.
Send for our Prospectus. It will givc you full

infiwmation
The time you want to enter is the first NVeek

in _limitary, I9o5. licttcr writ to-day for us to

save vou a bench, as we take only a limited number

II students.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia

ESTABLISHED 1894
F. W. SCHU1.ER, Principal
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Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

 10■1•

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied
customers that will be most convincing. Give us
a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN @ DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. I.

Ii111111" HIT TYH°EUMARK
when you offer our goods for sale to your customers. We havean exceptionally fine line of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES,CLOCKS, JEWELRY, etc., for your HOLIDAY TRADE.

Our Special

13 Ligne

Snap 0. F.

Silver Watch

$1.75
Net

Goods sent tor selection if desired.
We carry a complete stock of WATCH-
MAKERS' TOOLS, MATERIALS,
JEWELERS' SUPPLIES and OPTI-
CAL GOODS.

Sole agents for the REI.IANCE Brand
Balance Staffs and Jewels.

Korones Bros.
38 Chrystie Street, New York

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) l'atid.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) liat'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I. 2 and 3, I74 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
solid Gold. Ned.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
SALESROOMS

103 State Street
Chicago
51-53 Malden Lone
New York

59th and VVallace Streta

Manufacturers Chicago

Jewelers' Supplies of Every Description GOLD AND SILVER
SOLDERS

THE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.
WhIERE I LAUGI1

Manufacturers of

Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

The Nobs Safety Catch
l'at. June 27, 1904

Absolutely prevents loss by accident
or theft

THis IS IT ACTUAL SIZE

All pins can now be worn with no fear of loss

Be sure you get the NOBS CATCH
It has no equal

Price, 1$1.50 per dozen

THE WAY THE LADIES
USE IT

THE WAY THE MEN USE IT
OPEN CLOSED

A NOBS SAFETY CATCH
bee saved me mon worry and has many times saved my valuahle

pin. The same might loesaiol 11i. any lady woaring a
valuable hat pin, olasp or brooch.

POINTS IN FAVOR OF THE NOBS CATCH

Ist—can iw applied to Scarf, Clasp or lint Pins from the side
without Imiking for the point of the pin.

2d—W' ill not injure the fingers from contact with the point of
the pia as others do.

3d—Will not aerate,' or damage the pin.
4th—No breaking of nails in attaching or detaching.
5th—Is adjusted quick us a whilt.
6th—No screw to get out of order.
7th—Intrable and simple in operation.
8th —Solves the problem of simplicity and security combined.

Adjusted Quick as
a Wink

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MSAIUYACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

1. H.Walbridge & Co.. 337 Broad-
way, New York City,agents tor Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, line': Horn, ete. The

Bottle Openers ;.,,,,,„„g„,;..,„,,tilliditeilitlota(1,11,i=a(lorustloilsinhzit(i)if,01,,,t:..1i.list 1,,,i, ilti
In e appreciated for the table. Send for Catalogue.

Made by GOODNOW & JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTON
Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to manufacture this article

 1 . JEWELRY

Catalogue to the Jobbing and Manufacturing TradeSpecial Articles manufactured
Badges, Medals, Class Pins, Flag Pins and Society Emblems in Gold. Silver Rolled-Plate and Bronze
Enameling in Colors for the trade

IF YOU WANT THAT FULLY SATISFIED FEELING SEND US YOUR NEXT PACKAGE

REPAIRING JEWELRY

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., No. JO N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

STICKERS FOR THE ASKINO



1988 Our 700-page Catalogue and Supplements will be sent free upon application

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
Our Motto : Accuracy and Dispatch SAW!, SWARTCHILD

Exclusive Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House
Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

.1. G. SWARTCHIM) E. G. SW A IITC1111.1) W. G. SWARTcIll LI Established 1870

We offer an excellent opportunity to purchase Useful and Helpful Holiday Presents
REDUCED PRICES on genuine American Lathes Price-List of the Moseley Lathe

and Attachments
2 Chuck Combination—Lathe Complete with Tailstock

and with Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, 6 %-inch
cement Chucks, 2 Centers, Chuck Block, Box for
Chuck Block and Belting   $:30 eh

2 Chuck Combination with 8 Vire Chucks  
2 Chuck Combination with 10 I% ire chucks 80.1 o
2 Chuck Combination with 15 W i re ( 'hocks 10 ■fl
2 Chuck Combination with 20 W i re Chiteks II 
2 Chuck Combi net ion with 30 With Chucks  
2 Chuck Combinatimi with 40 '11 Ire Chucks ..... CO. n

If SWINGINii HAND REST instead of REGULAR
desired. add $1,00 to above prices.

8

MOS

LESS THAN HALF SIZE

-

Price-List of Combinations of Webster-Whitcomb Lathes
Lathe, which ineludes Taper Chuck, Serew Chuck, 6 1 -inch Cement Chucks and 9 feet Round Belting. . . . . Price, $29.00
Lathe, as first described above, and 1, Wire and 2 Wheel Chucks (10 Chucks)   ,. 35.00
Lathe, as first described above, and 10 Wire Chucks (12 Chucks)   " :36. 0))
Lathe, as first described above, and 15 Wire Chucks (17 Chucks)   '' 40.25
Lathe, as first described above, and 20 Wire Chucks (22 Chucks)   " 44.00

Cut is yt size Sharpened and Ready for uso
SET OF GRAVERS IN BOX

2 square, 3 flat, 1 lozenge, 1 knife, 1 onglette, 9 half-round, 2 lining.
Sets of 12 in Black B'alnut Box, Velvet lined. $3.00

SOMETHING NEW

Sternau's
Butlers' Trays

Solid Mahoga.ny; inlaid, fancy center;
electro-plated, nickel-silver rim.
Made in three sizes, 16, 20

and 25 inches

These trays are fashioned after Louis XV period and are exceedingly handsome and serviceable.

They are essential, for serving i` Five O'clock Tea," or for use with chocolate sets, or chafing dish outfits,

serving wine, etc.
The trays are exceptionally appropriate for the Holiday Trade.

Write us for catalogue and prices.

Factories—BROOKLYN, N. Y.

S. STERNAU & Co.
204 Church Street, cor. Thomas, NEW YORK

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

I
11, .r[1ti 17,1'
I T7

II 11111'111111

1!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!

ut.,.roAtEr111' '00tWe

cot rim size
" OUR PERFECT ' COMBINATION BEZEL,

WHEEL AND PLATE CHUCK

Will hold any NiZI! Of case bezel, watch on
clock wheel or other large work. It takes the
place of a lull set of ten wheel chucks.

Alounted on taper elittel: 0) lit all lathes.

0. Fl 7,4 Price reduced III   7811

Engraving Block

ea.

mmtioniurnio titt'sasnalitiiimainnemmattanammatanst

Engraving Block Attachments

DUPLEX ENGRAVING BI.00K. Price, $6.00

THE K. & D. SPECIAL STAKING TOOL
No. 000. K. & D. special, 60 punches and 10 stumps, complet,
No. 081. E. & D. special, 50 punches and 14 stumps, complete  

  Price,
" 7.50

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Winter Course will Open
Monday, January 2, 1905

WRITE US AT ONCE. For we are now making

apiatintments and assigning places for pupils to enter for

Winter Course, Monday, January 2, 1905.

We do not accept more than I welve pupils at one t

devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction awl

Advancement.
Our methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a New System in the Art of Cutting and

Designing, which enables a pupil, Ind endowed with

artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by tak i uig a Course With Us.

M L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

.411■ese■m■smelm•

for

Pelton" Electric Furnace
Enameling or Hardening of Steel Tools, Dies, etc.

Guaranteed and Manufactured by

PELTON & CRANE,
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

With this furnace you reduce the cost
of manufacturing and attain results which

you cannot obtain with ally other furnace,
the controlling lever regulating the heat
at the desired temperature.

SENT ON TRIAL

For particulars address,

HUGH E. KING, Gen. Agent
230 Adams St., Chicago, III., U.S.A.
Special Agents—J. Grant Ifawkes & Co., Provi-

dence, It. I. F. W. Gessweiu, New York.
The Fairbanks Co., Paterson N. J.

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods for this season and our

samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NO We

want you to get next to some of these money-makers, and get acquainted

with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all kinds. 

DORAN, BAGNALL COMPANY
EstabEshed 1870 Successors to Young, Bagnall E8 Co.

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK, 194 Broadway

Manufacturers of
Fine Rolled-Gold Plat: and Sterling Silver

Chains, BraceIets and Wovelties

CHICAGO, 67 Wabash Avenue SAN FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Street
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Rivett Lathes
Made in 2 Styles

The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.
Rivett Lathe No. 2 4 • 6
for Watchmakers

4 4 with bed of Cast Iron, same as
other makers use, at a lower price.

Ask Your Dealer for it
SEND FOR CATALOG

Mr. Edward Rivett, in his recent trip to St. Louis, Chicago, Toronto, etc.,
wa,, delighted to find that the best students in the best schools were using the
Rivett Lathe.

One student in particular, after only two years study, was finishing one of
the finest watches Mr. Rivett ever saw. Everything, including the escape wheel,
had been cut on the Rivett Lathe.

Briglitcln

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Maass., U.S.A.

Established 38 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing
Old English and Swiss Cases Changed to Fit American Stem-

Wind Movements.
Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.

Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

R F FORE

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City

ol FT II it

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIAL
\Ve keep in stock

English
German , Hall Clock

)Seth Thomas Movements

nad of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER
mAl • OWDELIRS Promptly

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
MANUFACTURERS' AOHNITS

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia

'FRA OK-MARK I 991

Patented "PRINCESS" Interchangeable Rings
Made
in

Eight,
Ten,

Fourteen
and

Eighteen
Twenty-
Fourths
Fine

Over
100

Patterns
of

Styles,
'Weights

and
Sizes

COMPLETE OUTFITS, six shanks and eighteen tops, with tray and cover, for FIFTY-SIX DOLLARS and upwards,
catalogue price

oew ,,. ,a'f • • '1111Nit 91B1\195p_s pRINCE, 1 , ss

Correct position for hand and tool when removing top of the new
Interchangeable Princess Ring

foil\ NCEes

NEW PATENT

N2 7089
$14.50

Gold Top

N27063 NEW PAT
$24.50

Gold Top
Six Diamonds

NEW PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE
Either Lever back Patent or New Patent can be

applied to any pattern of Shank

With and Without DIAMONDS

Oval
Bent

Onyx and
Gold
Tops
All

Initials
and any
Society
Emblem

LOCKETS IN

SOLID GOLD
With Any Society Emblem

With DIAMONDS
N28066 CLOSED N2 8066 OPEN and Without

$22.50 $22.50

Please order by the Number of any Wholesale House
PRICES GIVEN or direct of the

ARE
SUBJECT TO Princess Ring ManufacturersNo 4-366

N2 4368 BACK USUAL IStNN,(_l t SHERI:11.1.1

$350.00 $350.00
CATALOGUE 21 and 23 Maiden Lane, New York

Five Brilliants
DISCOUNTS Hayes Building

Look for the TRADE-MARK on all Charms To be shipped through any Wholesale House desired
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, Tea Sets,
,Candelabra,

(Trays, etc.,
Stamped
MADE ADD

GUARANTEED sr

The Christmas Advertising Campaign 
In a publication devoted to advertising, a writer offers suggestions asto the best goods to be used in Christmas Advertising, and says:

" Silverware is a favorite line and one that will yieldlarge returns if properly pushed during the holidayseason. Few are the hamlets in which the name andfame of Rogers 1847 silverware has not penetrated."
Every -dealer knows that the

"  1847 ROG ERS BROS."
line of silverware is one for which there is a steady demand, but all ofthem do not appreciate how largely they can increase their sales by alittle extra effort during the holiday season. Not alone have weadvertised it largely throughout the year, using every issue of the mostpopular publications, but at this time to make your sales particularlyprofitable, nearly 450 weekly and monthly publications with an actualcirculation of almost 13,000,000 copies each month are being used.

The returns will be particularly gratifying to the dealers who havewhat the buyers want—our goods—the kind that more than half thepeople of the United States are now buying and using.

Was It a Silver Christmas?
you give or receive gifts of silver ? If you did,*

and the selections bear
—644OUR TRADE MARKS HERE SHOWN Ccr'''

you are assured that they are the
best that money can procure.—gifts
I ehind which stands a reputation
of half a century of excellence.

Spoons,
Knives,

Forks, etc,
mitoativii

" 1 847
ROCERs
BROS."

"1847 ROG E RS BROS.
"Silver Plate that Wears"

is so pleasing in design, so tine in finish and workman-ship, so well known for its quality, that you will suretydesire additional pieces, which your local dealer (1111supply. See that each piece hears one of the abovetrade marks. Write for our 'catalogue " A-28," whichwill aid you in making selections. 
MERrDRN

BRITANNIA 00.
Meriden, Corm.

/International silver)
\ Co., Successor. /

New York Chicago
Hamilton,
Canada.

77s,
'Vintage

rig),

While the line is particularly salable duringthe holiday season, an active demand, the resultof fifty years of careful manufacturing, stimu-lated by continuous advertising, is assuredthroughout the year. No fear, therefore, needbe entertained of overstocking, the line being
practically staple.

The factory in Meriden, with its variousbranches at New York, Chicago, San Franciscoand Hamilton, Canada, as well as leading jobbers,will supply dealers at prevailing quotations.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.. Successor to

Meriden Britannia Co.
Meriden, Conn.

Note our After-the-Holidays Advertisement,
which will appear in all leading January magazines

'

).
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Index to Volume XXV Of
THE KEYSTONE

THE Index to the contents of Volume XXV
of THE KEYSTONE, embracing the twelve

numbers for 1904, will be found inserted next
to the front cover of this issue. We would
impress on all our readers the advisability of
carefully preserving these annual indexes;
which are, in truth, the key to an almost in-
exhaustible storehouse of practical and reli-
able information on every conceivable subject
of interest to the trade. The indexes are
compiled with great care, and the Alphabeti-
cal arrangement makes reference to any sub-
ject on which information is desired the work
of a moment. For instance, should you de-
site a special show-window design, refer to
" Show Window " in the " S " list and you
will there find in all likelihood several ideas
to suit your purpose. Should you at any
time want a ready-made advertisement for a
newspaper, an advertising booklet or a circu-
lar, you will find it in the same way. In
fact, there is scarcely a difficulty that can
arise on which our readers may not obtain
enlightenment by using the indexes for one
or more years back.

It will be noticed that " Workshop
Notes" and " Optical Questions and An-
swers" are indexed separately and arranged
alphabetically according to the subject covered
in each answer, and we would ask subscribers
before mailing questions to refer to these in-
dexes, as similar questions have not unlikely
been answered in previous issues.

Suits that Interest the Trade

N old subject of legal dispute has been
given renewed interest for the trade by

an unexpected decision of a Justice of the
Peace, of Omaha, Nebr. The circumstances,
as reported by our Omaha correspondent,
are as follows : " Suit was brought by Mr.
and Mrs. Rudolph Workuff, colored, against
T. L. Combs & Co., of Omaha, for $45, the
value placed on a watch which they left with
the defendant company for repair. As is
customary, they were given a check as a
receipt. Several days afterward a white
woman called at the store, presented the

check and %vas given the watch by one of the
employees. Later, the same day, Workuff
Nisited the store and asked. for the watch.
He was informed that it had been given to a
white woman who had presented the check.
Workuff then explained that the check had
been lost by his wife, who at the same time
lost a pocketbook containing money. He
left the store, but returned later and said he
had consulted a lawyer, and was informed
that he could recover damages for the loss of
the Nvatch. He asked for a settlement and
when this was refused he began suit."

URING the trial, a number of jewelers
testified that the check system was in

vogue among jewelers everywhere, and that
the jeweler was forced to rely solely on the
check as a means of identification. They
stated that frequently watches are called for
by others than those who have been given
the checks. A decision adverse to T. L.
Combs & Co. was rendered, however, and
the company immediately appealed the case
to the District Court.

Speaking of the decision S. W. Lind-
say, the Omaha jeweler, said to our corre-
spondent : " The check is the only protection
the jeweler has. \Vhen it is presented be is
bound to honor it. It often happens that the
employee to whom the watch or other article
is delivered, is not in the store when the
owner calls. The only means of identifica-
tion is the check. If every person who pre-
sented a check were called upon to bring
along some one to identify him or her, an
absurd situation would be created. If the
check be lost, it seems only just that the
loser should stand the loss, in case the watch
or article has been delivered to the wrong
person." This is a very reasonable view of
the case, and we do not see how the higher
courts can decide otherwise.

ANOTHER law point of interest to the
trade, and one in which our advice has

been frequently solicited, has been decided
in Ohio. The suit was brought by Elgin &
Ewing, of Kent, Ohio, against E. D. Davis,
and the circumstances, as reported by our
Cleveland correspondent, are as follows;
Some time ago Mr. Davis sold his store,
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good will, etc., to Elgin & Ewing, and the
agreement contained a clause stipulating that
he, Davis, forfeit $500 if he should again
enter business in the town. Later, Mr.
Davis decided to reopen in the jewelry busi-
ness in Kent, and, in accordance with the
agreement, tendered the forfeit of $500 to
Elgin & Ewing. The offer was refused by
the latter, who then decided to ask the
courts for an injunction restraining Davis
from again entering the jewelry business in
their town. The injunction was granted by
the Common Pleas Court, sustained by the
Circuit Court and finally confirmed by the
Supreme Court. As agreements of the
character described above are by no means
infrequent, it will be well for the jewelers to
make note of the decision.

Another Centennial Exposition
HEpI  wonderful story of the exploration
and development of a vast section of

our country will be spectacularly retold in
the international exposition to be held next
year in the city of Portland, Ore. The ex-
position, which will be known as the Lewis
and Clark Centennial and Oriental Fair, will
commemorate the one hundredth anniversary
of the exploration of the Oregon country by
an expedition planned by President Jefferson
and commanded by Captains Meriweather
Lewis and William Clark, which country
comprises all of the present States of Oregon,
Washington and Idaho, and parts of Mon-
tana and Wyoming, an area of 300,000
square miles. The Centennial Exposition is
designed to demonstrate the wonderful
progress of the Pacific seaboard, and
will represent an expenditure of about
$5,0o0,000, when the gates are officially
opened on June I, 1905. Of this amount
the United States government has appro-
priated for its buildings and exhibits the sum
of $475,000; the Oregon State Legislature
has appropriated $5oo,000, and the citizens
of Portland have subscribed and paid in a
similar sum. The exposition will occupy 402
acres ata location within twenty minutes' ride
by electric car from the center of the city of
Portland. Arrangements have been made
with the transportation companies That ex-
hibits, which were displayed at the St. Louis
Exposition, may be shipped to Portland
through the opportunity offered by the free
return freight rates established on goods sent
to St. Louis.

The rich Oregon country is to-day an
important and most promising part of T11 E
KEYSTONE constituency, and we feel confi-
dent that its centennial celebration will be
worthy its present greatness and glorious
future.

KEYSTONE

The Jewelers as Inventors
E doubt whether there is any other
single trade which has given to the

world so vast a wealth of useful invention as the
jewelry trade. Nor is the reason far to seek.
. The fine mechanical training and instincts of
the accomplished watch and jewelry worker
especially fit him for effective effort in the
inventive field, and it is quite reasonable to
suppose that his genius and skill should
evolve some of the most noted miracle-work-
ing machines of the industrial world. We
question, indeed, whether there is really
anything more marvelous in automatic
machinery than many of the intricate, but
incredibly accurate, devices in use in the
large American watch factories. We remem-
ber with what amazement the lay public
watched one remarkable sample of automatic
watchmaking machinery at the World's
Columbian Exposition in Chicago, a pecu-
liarly inexplicable little mechanical wizard,
which had eyes to see and fingers to handle
the invisible or microscopic. One marvel-
ing spectator exclaimed in astonishment,
" How human it is !" " So human," replied
the attendant, "that it actually breathes,"
explaining how its microscopic operations
and wonderful accuracy were made possible
by the use of compressed air as motive
power.

But the watch worker does not by any
means limit his inventive efforts to his own
specialties. It was only recently that we
announced the invention by a jeweler of a
device for telegraphing illustrations with the
same ease and celerity as the written word.
We have now before us a photograph of a
view in Dryden, N. Y., showing the street
lamps 'fitted with Mason's automatic gas
lighting attachment, invented by C. F.
Mason, a jeweler and subscriber, of that city.
On page 2075 of this issue will be found a
description of an ingenious signal system,
invented by another subscriber ; a system,
too, which may obviate in a great measure
the now too numerous railroad catastrophes.
Indeed, we might prolong this list indefinitely.

Advertising and Politics

THERE are those who fear that the future
of the perfervid spellbinder is seriously

threatened by that irresistible and all-per-
vading modern force—advertising. During
the recent presidential campaign our readers
probably noticed that, apart from the usual
party literature and newspaper advocacy,
much high-priced advertising space in the
literary magazines was devoted to the ex-
ploitation of party policies and candidates.
But probably the most interesting connection
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between advertising and the political cam-
paigning was found in Massachusetts, where
William L. Douglas, the pioneer and per-
sistent shoe advertiser, was the democratic
candidate for governor. In that State Presi.
dent Roosevelt received a plurality of 8o,000,
while Governor Donglas, of opposite politi-
cal faith, was elected by 35,000 plurality. In
explaining this somewhat anomalous result,
Mr. Douglas summed up the causes of his
triumph thus : " Publicity and a real issue.
Advertising made my business pay, and I
used it to the limit in arousing and directing
the sentiment which I knew to be widespread
on the subject which was our chief issue."
The business advertisements of the new
governor have made his features, his name
and his shoes familiar to every reader in the
country, and have brought him business
success which is measured by millions.
Little wonder that he had faith in advertising
as a political agency, and here, too, his faith
was vindicated by results. The object lesson
will be taken to heart in the world of politics.
We are a cool, thinking people, and the
printed logical argument will, no doubt, have
a much more salutary effect than mere verbal
pyrotechnics or emotional oratory.

Popularity of Cut Glass Ware

AN evolutionary feature of the trade which
will be very profitably emphasized

during the present month is the growing
popularity of cut glass ware. But a few
years have passed since cut glass was a
comparative rarity as a staple portion of a
jeweler's stock. To-day no jeweler would
claim comprehensiveness for his holiday
assortments without a liberal display of this
beautiful ware. This condition is a natural
result of the wonderful development in the
American cut glass industry in the past ten
years, and the natural adaptability of the
goods as a side line for the jeweler. Cut
glass occupies but little space, is magnificent
for display purposes, having the richness
and brilliancy associated with the exclusive
specialties of the jeweler, and it is as free
from intrinsic deterioriation as diamonds
themselves. But, most important of all, it
can now be sold at a price which places it
within easy reach of the masses, and this fact
together with its prestige and beauty has
made it one of the most popular gifts. Its
growing sway in this regard is evidenced in
its greater prominence among wedding gifts,
and the same will undoubtedly be true of
Christmas presents this season. It was
shrewd business on the part of the jewelers
to appropriate to themselves this specialty,
as each season promises a richer reward from
its proper handling.
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WE are indebted to Chas. H. Kittrell,
the well-known jeweler of Dublin, Ga.,

for the photograph here reproduced. The
picture furnishes material evidence of the
prosperity now being enjoyed by the cotton
belt in Georgia, a prosperity which Mr. Kit-
trell tells us "is reflected in the liberal trading
in all lines." The South seems, in truth, to
have come to the enjoyment of the luxurious
birthright predestined for it by its soil,
climate and natural resources. In the words
of Richard H. Edmonds, editor of the
Manufacturers' Record, of Baltimore, "Opti-
mism reigns throughout the South. The
pessimist has been relegated to the rear, or,
rather, he has been transformed by the

$457,000,000 in 188o and $917,000,000 in
1890, has increased to over $1,600,000,000.

ADD to manufactures and agriculture the
output of the mines of the South and

we have a total of about $3,500,000,000 a
year at present, as against $1,100,000,000 in
188o In that period population has in-
creased about 6c per cent. • while agricul-
tural, miniing and manufactured products
have trebled in output. In 1880 the South
mined 0,000,000 tons of coal; last year it
mined 66,000,000 tons, which was 50 per
cent. more than the entire bituminous coal
output of the United States in 1880.

The South will produce this year nearly
3,500,000 tons of pig iron, against 3,700,000

selves and of boundless wealth creating pos-
sibilities in their country, have dispelled the
hopelessness and the gloom of the past and
thrilled the people with a quickening sense
of their own power and of the illimitable
possibilities which stretch before them."

Our Southern correspondents seem to
have excellent reason for their roseate views
of the situation and prospects.

"Just from the Farla."—By con rt esy of Jeweler (has. II. I: iltrell, Ga.
A 25.bale load of the big cotton crop which is expected to realize i650,000,000 for the South this year. Photographed

on a side street in Dublin, Oa.

abounding prosperity into an enthusiastic
optimist."

HE reason for this universal optimism is
not far to seek. With cotton at about

present prices, the cotton crop will yield to
the South about $65o,000,000 a year. While
its cotton is thus in value double the value ol
the crop of 1898, which was the largest ever
raised, its grain crops are showing up equally
well compared with the past, and its fruits
and trucking and other diversified farming
interests are telling the same good story.

The cotton crop of the South last year,
including the seed, was reported by the
United States Agricultural Department as
worth to the farmers $660,5oo,000, whereas
in 1880 the total amount of all agricultural
products of the South was $66o,000,000. A
late as 1890 the total amount of Southern
agricultural products was $773,000,000,
while this year it will exceed $1,700,000,000.
During the same time the value of manufac-
tured products, which amounted to only

in the United States twenty-four years ago.
At that time the South had $21,000,000 in-
vested in cotton mills, which consumed 225,-
000 bales annually; now the South has $200,-
000,000 invested in cotton mills, consuming
2,000,000 bales a year. The value of its
lumber products has increased from $39, 000, -
000 in 1880. to $2oo,oco,000, and its rail-
roads from 20,000 miles to nearly 65,000
miles.

PrO again quote Mr. Edmonds, the accom-plished exponent of Southern industrial
and railroad interests: " Infinitely greater in
its improtance for the future of the South
than all that has been accomplished, is the
experience and backbone gained by the
manufacturer and the operative, by the land
owner and the banker, and.by the people of
every class, rich and poor, learned and un-
learned. This experience, this backbone
which was so much needed after the long
struggle of war reconstruction and poverty,
this knowledge of inherent strength in them-

The Diamond as a Business Barometer

AN unmistakable indication of the pros-
perity of the country and confidence in

its continuance is found in the record-break-
ing imports of diamonds for the month of
October, the latest month for which the

official figures are available. The
aggregate imports for the single
month reached the enormous
total of $3,045,355, as against
$1,515,312 in October, 1903, and
$2,418,979 in October, 1902. As
the prices of diamonds have been
advanced no less than half a dozen
times within two years, the im-
port figures are suggestive of the
growing popularity of the gem
and the growing wealth and lib-
erality of the public. It is ex-
pected that the sales of diamonds
this season will foot up an enor-
mous total, and there is no more
satisfactory stock to handle than
the hypnotizing sparklers. The
rising market and the certainty of
the maintenance of the price
eliminate risk on the part of the
retailer, while their immunity
from deterioration and exemp-

tion from fashion's erratic despotism make
them peculiarly desirable as staple goods.
The public idea that diamonds are a
good investment, is also a favoring factor
in their sale.

But even more remarkable than the total
imports are the imports of uncut stones.
Every advance in the imports of diamonds
in the rough, tells of the progress in the
diamond-cutting industry in this country,
and considered from this point of view the
October figures are most remarkable. The
total imports of uncut stones for the month
was $1,035,557, against $493,602 for Octo-
ber, 1903, an increase of over too per cent
These figures, taken in connection with the
recent material advances in the wages of
diamond cutters, speak well for the pros-
perity, present dimensions. and promising
future of the cutting industry in the United
States. As further evidence of the prosperity
of the industry, we recall the fact that some
weeks ago the diamond cutters had their
wages advanced 20 per cent.



E. Howard & Co. frratthes
The only watch

for such as

want the best,
is the 1903

\lodel Howard,
fitting regular
12 and 16 size

cases.

18 (liwifi

Fine ruby jewels in raised gold settings; double roller
escapement ; steel escape wheel ; exposed pallets ; compensatingbalance; accurately adjusted to temperature, isoehronisin andlive positions, and carefully timed ; patent Breguet hairspring ;
micrometric regulator ; exposed winding wheels and gold train ;line glass enamel hand-painted dial.

Loolo.at the Howard Booklet to see how a flqe watch should be cased
and the case engraved.

IF no other

movement is

every detail of

construction so

perfect, or are

so many

modern features

included.

14(.1.5K

Gold Case

Makers
Hayden H frrheeler & Co.

2 Wadden Lane, New York Telephone, 8 Cortland/

22 61.5K

18 IWK'

livery ring

is stamped

with these

our

registered

Trade-Marks

14 ElviK

.1;(14

In three essential features are
the Wheeler rings superior to
all other makes. The shapes
are the latest, the finish perfect
and the quality is guaranteed
plump and always plump.

Price, size and weight details are fully described in
our Ring Book. Send for it.

Ring

Makers

Seamless Plain Gold Rings

1996
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Commercial Aspect of Christmastide

THE Christmas season, with its established

custom of gift-giving and liberal spend-

ing, is so material a blessing to the jeweler

that he would be guilty of a grievous sin of

omission against his business if he neglected

any expedient which would stimulate the

benevolent spirit of the season or add to the

fruitfulness of the opportunity. It is some-

times said that the real spirit of Christmas-

tide is being lost in the materialism of the

time, but the greater universality of Christ-

mas observance does not bear out this view.

True, the Christmas of the twentieth century

may be considered from a dual standpoint,

one spiritual, the other commercial ; but

these two viewpoints are neither antagonistic

nor irreconcilable. On the contrary, they

are entirely harmonious. No one can reason-

ably maintain that the benevolence and

human charity embodied in the religious

spirit of the festival are perverted in being

transformed into actual giving by commer-

cial enterprise. It is a divine dictum that

works count, not intentions, and modern

commercialism has done much to convert the

sentimental symbolism of Christmas into

actual good deeds, and with material benefit

to all humanity. We might say with spiritual

benefit also, for a sacrifice is chastening and

actual giving is a tonic to our better nature.

THOUGH gift-giving is simultaneous in

its origin with Christmas itself, and hal-

lowed as such, the gradual extension and

present universality of the custom are due

mainly to commercial enterprise and adver-

tising. And self-interest dictates that the

business world strive for the maintenance of

the custom. If no special preparation were

made by the stores at this time, if the deco-

ration, illumination and special stock displays

were eliminated, if all advertising of gift

jewelry were suspended, Christmas would

immediately lose its commercial significance

and the jeweler his holiday harvest. It is

therefore a duty which the merchant owes to

his business to signalize the approach of the

season with a display of extra energy, extra

stock and extra enterprise ; to herald its

coming in newspaper and market place; to

proclaim above all the seasonable doctrine of

liberal giving! The commercial and spiritual

do not always blend satisfactorily, but while

Christmas shall remain a season of giving, it

will retain at least one hallowed bond with

that first natal day of Christianity, when the

wise men saluted their new-born Redeemer

" bearing gifts.''

It is said that what we do not have to

strive for is but half appreciated, and it may

be that the holiday season is so much a gift

of fate that some of the jewelers fail to real-
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ize the greatness of the opportunity. They

know that trade will come to them in unusual

volume anyhow, and argue that now at least

there is no reason for special effort or expen-

diture. Fatal business philosophy, this.

Even in the holidays you can't reap without

sowing. There is a big crop to be garnered,

but its bulk will depend on the care, foresight

and wakefulness of the husbandman.

Store Help for the Holidays

THE holiday season has been aptly named

" the jewelers' harvest-time." It is,

in truth, a time to reap rather than to sow.

It is the crystallization of the year's planning

in one grand harvest of sales. It is for this

reason that the holidays furnish the supreme

test of capable salemanship, as well as the

supreme opportunity for the ambitious sales-

man. It is the habit of Christmas shoppers

to make investigating expeditions among the

stores, partly for curiosity, partly to assist

them in making a satisfactory selection and

partly to compare prices and quality. What-

ever the motive in visiting the store, their

presence is the salesman's opportunity. He

must always take it for granted that the

ultimate object of their peregrinations is to

make purchases, and, all else equal, the store

with the most competent clerks will capture

the sales.
The jeweler who is wont to reinforce his

holiday help by one or more assistants,

should keep. in mind that in selling jewelry

capability in salesmanship is especially neces-

sary and valuable. Many of those who visit

jewelry stores in quest of gifts, have no defi-

nite idea of the particular article which would

suit their purchase.. Some will readily con-

fess their ignorance Of the latest styles; their

inability to judge of quality. This throws

much responsibility on t he salesman, and

whether he makes •the sale or not, will de-

pend mainly on the first impression made by

him on the customer. Confidence in the

store was, no doubt, responsible for the

customer's visit ; but this may be nullified

by an unfavorable impression made by the

salesperson.

JT is necessary, in the 
first place, that the

I rospective purchaser sh
ould promptly

realize that the clerk has in abundance the

knowledge which he himself lacks. This

gift of " assuming a virtue, even if he have

it not," is a, fine thing in a salesman. He

must give the customer the impression that

he knows all about the goods he handles; that

he is an authority on style ; that he has the

requisite culture and good taste to give relia-

ble advice on such a matter as gift-selection.

Such knowledge, reinforced by courtesy and

earnestness, may generally be relied on to

capture the good will, confidence and cash of

the customer.
A recent personal experiece may prove

instructive in this connection. A lady

entered a jewelry story and halted very in-

terestedly at the case of set rings. She

pointed out several rings and asked the

price. Before giving the information in each

case, the clerk had to open the case, remove

the ring and examine the price ticket. To

our mind, this was well calculated to leave

an unfavorable impression. The inference

would seem to be that the clerk knew little

of the goods except what the price ticket

revealed, or, that knowing, he feared to risk

an opinion lest his price would differ from

the possibly arbitrary figures on the ticket.

Iii. answering questiOns of this character it is

unwise, of course, to trust to guesswork, but

one diligently spent half hour would have

thoroughly posted this clerk on the prices.

He could then answer off-hand, " the price

of this ring is $6o," or " or the price of that

ring is $120," verifying his reply by the

price ticket, if necessary. This would save

time, show that he knew his own goods and

leave a favorable impression on the Customer.

DURING the next few weeks many jewelers

will find it necessary to employ extra

help, and we would earnestly impress on

them the advisability of thoroughly posting

the newcomers on all matters on which in-

are likely to be made. Only too

frequently in these Christmas days do we see

incompetent clerks pick up some article

pointed out by a customer and hail the pro-

prietor or a brother clerk to discover its

value or some other information in connec-

tion with it. It would be a misuse of language

to call such a clerk a salesperson, although

his ignorance is generally the fault of the.
proprietor.

For the extra clerk who has earnestness

and capability, this Christmas service may

furnish the opportunity of a lifetime. In the

department .stores the little army of extras

are carefully watched by the management,

with a view to selecting for permanent em

ployment those who display .especial ability

and industry. The same is true of the more

shrewdly managed of the 'smaller stores.

The survival of the fittest holds in the matter

of employment as in nature, and the faithful,

willing, competent clerk need have little fear

of a want of work or appreciation. By way

of conclusion, we may add that all symptoms

are favorable for a remunerative holiday

trade, and to the merchant, clerk and work-

man, alike, we wish a prosperous and happy

yuletide.



ARTISTIC DESIGNS, FINE

DETAILS, CORRECT STYLES,

ATTRACTIVE VALUES, are

some of the strong points of

CROWN HALL CLOCKS.

In the making of CROWN

HALL CLOCK CASES, the

standard that we adhere to is

the best that we can produce,

and the best that we can

make, is the best that can be

made. Our workmanship has

stood the test.

Our famous CROWN MOVE-

MENTS are the PERFECTION
of quality, construction and

finish. All our movements

fitted with either fine gongs

or tubular bells.

Our CROWN SYMPHONY

TUBES (patented) are SUPE-

RIOR to any tubular bells on
the market to-day in point of

sweetness of tone and carry=

ing power. Every set cor-

rectly tuned to concert pitch.

New catalogue and price-list

upon request.

Suggestions for Christmas Advertisements

In preparing these samples we have kept in mind the limitations of 
the small country printing office, in order that they may be of

practical use to all jewelers. The " rule borders " here shown will be found in the equipment of 
nearly all printing offices ; and if all do

not have the type faces as in the samples they can find 
satisfactory substitutes.

Because of our limited space we have omitted cuts and white-space " 
display." These advertisements should be given larger space

and " display " than here shown, to attract attention at this busy 
season when many other advertisers are also seeking notice. These

samples are thus merely suggestions.

1 50c. to $5
I  have just unpacked the CUTI-
ningest lot of little things in

Sterling Silver

which you'll say are " just the
thing " for an inexpensive gift.
You'd best call at once to

look them over —for these
very fetching novelties will be
snapped up quickly.

Smith ,
22 Main Street

Inexpensive
Diamond Jewelry

If the bit of jewelry has a real
diamond in it, the gift will seem
twice as precious in Her eyes.

14/e have a very interesting col-
lection of dainty pieces set with
small diamonds which will sur-

prise you with their little price.
And think of Her joy—and

Her gratitude!

(Put here two dozer, or
more of suitable items in
your stock. Keep the col-
umn to the width of this
line of type.)

would plea se mother.

I am showing a very Ileau-

tiful colloction, in wide range

of prices. There's a piece

here will please YOU.

have something to
meet every taste, to fit
every hand, to match
every nurse,in my un-
equaled stock of

RINGS

Ring?
Locket?
Watch Fob?
Brooch?
Best "Style"?
Right Price?

Get it at Smith's!
Smith, 22 Main St.

We have been awarded by
the International Jurors at
St. IAmis World's Fair TWO
GOLI) MEDALS and ONE
SILVER MEDA , as highest
awards for most perfect con-
struction, finish and design ot
our Cases, Movements and
Tubular Bells. The lasting gift—the gift that brings the

giver to mind every day—the gift that
combines beauty with utility beyond
every other form of wearable thing.

If you had not thought of a Watch as
the gift, let me show you my stock of
beauties to help your conclusions.

Office, Showrooms and Factory loi1-toi5 Plum Street CINCINNATI, 01110

Had you thought of a CLOCK?
There's no more acceptable gift.

Our stock is splendidly provided

in CLOCKS for the hall, dining-

room, parlor, boudoir—and kitchen.

All styles, all qualities, all prices.

Who will you make happy with one?

SMITH, 22 Main Street
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New Fads in Jewelry Wearing For this reason : that it destroys, or conceals
rather, the contour, the pretty curve of the chin.

" Pearls lead all other stones in
the newer earring designs, and
seldom or never are they corn-
blued with anything but a small

diamond. Black, white or pink pearls are worn in
this way, even though not another pearl is seen on
the neck or the corsage.

"Solitaire diamonds are now mounted as
drops, in preference to wearing them as screws,
and the same can be said of other stones ; but so
far, the New York women with the best stocked
jewel cases seldom wear other than white stones in
their ears. What they may do later is hard to say.
" The crown setting in brooches or corsage

ornaments is one of the most favored with Ameri-
can women just now. In England it is not con-
sidered good form for any but the nobility or the
descendants of royalty to wear jewelry of that
design.
" Last summer when I was in London I

escorted by appointment a distinguished looking
American woman to look at a collection of jewelry
which was to be offered at a private sale. Later,
I met Sir \Villiam Streeter, the Bond Street jeweler,
who remarked:
" ' I am puzzled to place the lady who was

with you this morning, and yet I thought I could
recognize all the members of the nobility at sight.'
" ' She is an American,' I told him.

. " 'Ah," was his only comment.
" He was puzzled solely because the American

wore at her throat a miniature crown of diamonds.
" This crown setting is carried out in the cor-

sage ornaments of imposing size as well as in hair
decorations of the expensive quality. In fact, it is
seldom used except with the handsomest stones.
" One of the new touches given to corsage

ornaments of conventional form is the addition of
flexible ends or drops made of large pearls,
emeralds or other stones—not a fringe of drops,
but just two ends. The effect is very graceful.

"Substantial brooches mounted
in the compact style so popular

Good Demand a hundred years or so ago, are
quite in demand by women

who can afford to buy an unlimited number of
stones and crowd them together, and the modern
setting for these has two rows of smaller stones
eecircling a central mound of larger ones.
" It is by this mark—two outer rows of stones

instead of one row—that the newer finger rings
can also be told. Look at this, for example."

The ring in question was a superb emerald,
bordered with two rows of small diamonds.
Another ring had a square amethyst surrounded in
the same fashion with two rows of fine pearls.
" Speaking of rings," continued the jeweler,

" reminds me that broad settings are much favored
now ; that is, a setting which spreads on the sides
over the ring and the finger, rather than the high
narrow design formerly so much liked.
" But perhaps the one article of jewelry over

which the smart woman is holding the most in-
teresting conferences just now is her necklace, for
the reason that never before were there so many
varieties from which to choose, and never before
was it necessary to have so many. There are neck-
laces and necklaces—some for evening wear, others
for afternoon.
" To make a selection of single strands of

pearls and diamonds is easy enough, but up-to-date
necklaces are not confined to that pattern. The
trouble is to choose from longer and shorter group-
ings of precious stones, interposed between beau-

Earrings, Jeweled Crosses and Serpent Necklaces
PopularityPopularity of Pearls Mourning Jewelry of Pearls

IT II the opera season now at its height,
jewel cases are again out of safety deposit
vaults, and specialists who keep in touch
with the fashion makers of Paris and

London are holding confidential consultations with
the smartest women of New York—women who
think nothing of having their handsomest jewels
reset every year.

Not, as one of the jewel specialists explained
the other day, that the fashions in jewels are
always precisely the same on both sides of the
water. It often happens that jeweled novelties
favored in the European capitals by the smartest
women are rejected by the New Yorker ; and, on
the other hand, the American woman of fashion
often creates a vogue for a design which a Lon-
doner will have none of.
" For instance," said the specialist, " take the

matter of earrings.
" According to the most authentic fashion

news, long drop earrings are meeting with the
highest favor in English society. Women, young,
old and middle aged, are affecting them over there.

" Now, as every connoisseur of
what is becoming knows, there
is no piece of jewelry which
adorns or disfigures to the same

extent as the earring. The American woman of
fashion found it out long ago, and for that reason
the long drop earring is not likely to have any
vogue whatever in New York.
" It certainly has not at the present moment.

Earrings are decidedly in again—in to stay for
some time, I believe—but the setting most de-
manded by the younger of the fashionable leaders
—and they it is who really set the fashions—is a
short drop, preferably a pearl.
" This time last year there was something of a

demand for screw earrings, but that has given
place to the short drops, surmounted by one small
stone which presses close to the ear. The size of
the drop depends, or ought to depend, altogether
on the style of the wearer's face and the size and
shape of her ear.
" Some women ought never to wear earrings,

as, for example, when the ears stand out a bit from
the head or the lobe is long and thick. In that
case, to adorn them with a large, round pair of
pearls, say, will inevitably call attention to their
defects and also make the face appear much
broader.
" The other day I sent for a customer who was

anxious to get a pair of perfectly matched black
pearl earrings. Not long ago I managed to cap-
ture two pearls of that sort in London. They
formerly belonged to the Duchess of Teck. Well,
I mounted them and then sent for my customer,
who came in promptly, bringing her husband with
her.

"They were both in raptures over the beauty
of the stones, and made no objections to the price.
Then the lady took off her veil and tried them on.

"She looked at herself critically in the mirror,
then at me, then at her husband, and we all looked
at each other without saying a word. The matter
was, the earrings were not all becoming. They
were too big, too broad, as she found by trying a
pair of smaller, pear-shaped pearls which suited
her perfectly.
" \\'hy is the long drop earring not becoming ?

Earrings as
Jewelry

Brooches in
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Wilily carved fragments of gold, in turn enameled
in all sorts of tints, the whole made into a band or
flat chain, widening out into a succession of orna-
ments which almost cover the front of a corsage.
It is in these necklaces that the newest designs are
noticed.
" In one well-knomi establishment near Mur-

ray Hill is a collection Jf these novelties, which
includes hundreds of different combinations of
jewels,. dozens of designs which have just made
their appearance, and many of which are marvels
of beauty.

The Serpent
Necklace

" The popularity of Oriental
colors has revived interest in
the serpent necklace and brace-
let brought into fashion some

years ago by Mrs. James Brown Potter, when she
was playing in London. On one occasion when
the actress attended an entertainment given by a
fashionable Londoner she wore a dress of black
lace cut décolleté and with one long sleeve. On
her neck lay a serpent necklace of shaded green,
with brilliant head and eyes ; on her bare arm was
a serpent bracelet, and as she raised her gown to
make a court courtesy to the Prince of Wales, now
King Edward, a third serpent was disclosed coiled
around one ankle.

"The fashion, it is said, never took to any
great extent in England, but some well-known
New York women took to wearing a jeweled ser-
pent bracelet and a necklace to match. In London
the fashion is being revived this season, and in
New York a few of the ultra fashionable are in-
cluding among their necklaces one of the serpent
vaaiety, which, however, will be worn more with
a high gown over the collar than for full dress."

The craze for necklaces, by the way, has not
driven out the lorgnette chains, which, on the con-
trary, are more in demand than ever. One Fifth
Avenue jeweler says that coral lorgnette chains are
more worn now than they have ever been in his
recollection, anti that a favored design is made of
round, perfectly smooth coral beads about the size
of a pea, separated by a roundelle—a small cut
crystal bead.

Another very popular chain is
made of jewels separated by
links of enameled gold. One
of this season's caprices in

lorgnons is made with a very short handle, which,
like the entire frame, is of platinum, sprinkled with
diamond dust, small diarnonds or larger ones,
according to the taste and financial status of the
purchaser.

"Jeweled crosses, some of them nearly, or
quite, four inches long, are one of the new fads
which the New York fashionable woman threatens
to work overtime," said the jeweler, and he sent
for a tray, which contained some of the newest
examples of what is being ordered.

Some were of diamonds only, but the majority
were of colored stones ranging from one-eighth to.
one-quarter of an inch in diameter and set close
together—sunk in most cases into the setting.

The gayer and more stylish the woman, the
larger her cross is apt to be, he says, and the
more costlier. A small fortune is invested in one
of these trifles, which is hung always from a very
slender gold chain.

Women who are in half-mourning order a
cross made of amethyst, because of its lavender
hue. Plain gold crosses are also worn by high
church women, who before the custom of wearing
jeweled crosses came up, never dreamed of ex-
pressing their religious sentiments in this way.

—New York Sun

Rich Chain
Novelties

2001

We have made special preparations to take care of HURRY
ORDERS for presentation pieces, Punch Sets, Candelabra, Lamps,
Vases, Water, Whiskey and Cordial Sets, etc., etc. Our endeavor will
be to get the goods off the day order is received.

T1HLL' Do BERGEN C
38 MUMMY sto, New Yoirk

11101PULAR=
1PRICE
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IN JANUARY WE WILL OFFER TWO
NEW PATTERNS. RAJAH AND ORIOLE.
GOOD JUDGES HAVE PRONOUNCED
THEM WINNERS.

A .1\1e1:13-
n-Et-m as

MAYFLOWER FOOTED PUNCH BOWL
No. I. 14 INCH

HAWICE8
CUT

LASSjj ,11,10,1.111d.nalhat.'

From the crude material
to the finished product is
made by them, thus insur-
ing to the purchaser per-
fectness in the glass itself,
which, together with the
infinite care taken in the
cutting of each piece, has
secured its sale among the
leading dealers in this and
other countries. Cut glass
and Hawkes cut glass is
different : Hawkes cut
glass is unique. Hawkes
cut glass invariably bears
this trade-mark
engraved on each
piece, without fk
which none is HAVIKES

genuine.

TRADE MARK

T. G. Hawkes
& CO.

Corning, N. Y.

Grand Prize Awarded
l'aris Exposition
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g.Vc‘74/k tb4 ‘60., "Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere"

As the season advances " hurry "
orders will be many ; it is from the
large and well-assorted stocks that these orders
will be most quickly filled. VVe are maintain-
ing stock and are prepared to care well for
your wants.

T. B. Clark Sc. Co., Inc.
Represented
J. D. Dithridge, 25 West Broadway, New YorkJ. A. Young, 115 Kearny St., San FranciscoH. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin St., Boston

RICHNESS IN

Honesdale, Pa.

)10..
041,4454,4_,,
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2 1 1 . Bowl and ft.
Orloff

In this cut glass season remem-

ber that there are just as great

differences in quality in cut glass

ware as in any other line of goods.

Our holiday assortments comprise

the finest quality and most artistic

cuttings, and at prices that admit

of an unusually big profit. Swell

your holiday sales by a complete

line of these goods.

8,/

BEVERLY
BOWL

Price, 57.00

According to Keystone Key

CUT GLASS

( )II r I Ioliday Supplies of all kinds

are the largest and most select in the

hundred-year history of our house.

We are prepared to supply promptly

every demand of the trade in watches
—movements and cases.

We are agents for Rogers & Bro.

celebrated Star * brand of silver-

plated flatware, and are showing the

most complete line ever assembled.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.
4 South Tenth Street

Egginton's
Celebrated Cut Glass

" ROMAN 0 JUG AND TUMBLER

Acknowledged to be the most beautiful, brilliant and superior line on the market
to-day. Designs original, finish unsurpassed. Carried by best dealers.

Manufactured by

Look for trade-marl: engraved on each piece

THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO.
P. S.—Send for Illustrations and Prices

Special $ r oo. Assortment

Inc. Oct. It, '99

CORNING, N. Y.



Address all communications to Hew 'Yet-lls. Salleoroomfl
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made a great hit, and is still selling. ..An immense and beautiful

1-11-3 HEART and center of a commerci
al enterprise is its product. In

the long run the measure of success is 
the measure of the quality of

• this product. In the field of CUT GLASS the creati
ons of this house

cover a range as wide as the quality is 
high. ot Organizations,

like individuals, have their specialties. To t
his the house of DORFLINGER is

no exception. Among the classifications of its produc
ts TABLEWARE stands

pre=eminent. The richness and brilliancy of design and effect, with their

irresistible appeal to the eye, simplify the pro
blem of salesmanship.

is our latest, It is GREAT, having a

distinctive style and artistic merit that is

making it a winner for the Wedding and

holiday Trade.

New and entirely original goods.

Write us, we have something interesting to say.

1 [ ---•
WhonA )1)0\ New Ifou-Ds., by mE.E. means stop mt OUT stolre, Orotund

nom-, 2 BARCLAIr STREET

C. DORFLINGER & SONS 
36 Murray Street

New York

Pacific Coast Agent : A. I. Hall & Son Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts

645 Market St., San Francisco Temple Building, Montreal

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION

CRYSTAL 
I

UP-TO-DATE BEA.UTRIFUL

Office at Factory, New Bedford, Mass.

No. 5553. Nut or Fruit Bowl
Design patented

We will loan you

PHOTOGRAPH BOOKS
of our complete lines
on application

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street, New York City
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal,
Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.

Factories, etc.

No. 1167 \\ hip Cream Set, Prudence

New and Original Patterns

Superior Finish, Moderate Prices

Promptness ill Shipping

line, particularly adapted for your

TRY IT



The GRAND PRIZE
for CUT GLASS at the

St. Louis Exposition
Was Awarded to the

QUAKER CITY CUT GLASS Co.
of Philadelphia

ir
HIS GRAND PRIZE was one of the most
coveted at the Fair. It involved competition
with the leading cut glass works of America and
Europe. It was awarded after conscientious

experts had gone deeper into the making of cut glass than
was done at any other Exposition ever held.

The Quaker City Cut Glass Works won it by showing
the finest workmanship, the newest shapes and the most
beautiful designs in cut glass ever brought together in one
display. Its success is the culmination of years of earnest
effort to produce the best cut glass that art and skill could
conceive. We believed we had accomplished our purpose.
The Judges at St. Louis agreed with us when they said that

Quaker City Cut Glass Surpassed

This cut glass is made in the largest cut
glass works in the world. It is sold by leading
dealers everywhere. Each piece of Quaker
City Cut Glass bears this trade-mark :

Further information concerning it can be had by addressing

'THIS VASE was one of the features of the Ex-
. hibit. It stands 5 feet 7 1 inches high and
weighs more than 200 pounds. It is the largest
piece of cut glass in the world. Value S:1000.

How Cup o Sz.u.ceira
Are M©

N old legend states that we owe the origin

of the word " ceramics" to a young

Greek god, one Keramos or Ceramos,

who was a son of Bacchus and Ariadne.

As an inventor of this fictile art he made the keras,

or drinking cup utilized by the gods, in which

Bacchus so often indulged, and later on he de-

vised a burial urn of surpassing beauty, so con-

trived as to hold his mother's ashes. From his

name sprung the word ceramics, which signifies

cover-decoration.
The first pottery, we are told, was made by

the Egyptians ; their sacred river, the Nile, giving

a never-failing supply of a pure and plastic clay,

which proved most excellent for the purpose.

Naturally, these wares were rude in composition,

yet on simple, artistic lines. As they were un-

glazed, they had to be sun-dried or sun-baked with

decorations emblematic and dignified in their

nature. Many of these colorings were in tones of

dull red, gray, blue, green and violet.
From this fountain-head the

Leadership of craze spread all over Europe,

China and Japan north and south. Finally, the
art in pottery traveled to the

great centers of Assyria and Babylon, making its

way into India, where splendid and rare specimens

were produced, excelling all others. About that

time China and Japan vied with each other in cera-

mical productions, both countries asserting that

each alone had the supremacy, although China is

believed to have deserved the first claim.

An interesting although horrible story is told

of how in that ancient flowery land, a certain kind

of porcelain was demanded by a cruel emperor,

much to the dismay of the potters. After many

months of hardships and trials, one more despair-

ing than the rest threw himself into the burning

furnace, and lo the kiln at last satisfied the impe-

rial whim. From that time the martyred China-

man became the god of the potteries. This led to

his worship, and images of him were shown by

hundreds on many pieces of their most beautiful

porcelains. As the art advanced, every country

had potteries at some tinie or another, where dif-

ferent sorts of porcelains became a manufacture.

In continental Europe, royal personages gave their

aid to the support of factories and did much for

their benefit. On the craze spread, from land to

land, until, in 1745, the first natural porcelain in

the United States was made at the " Pott-works"

in South Carolina. In the eighteenth century pot-

teries were well established in Connecticut, New

Jersey and Pennsylvania, one porcelain factory

being in operation ill 1770, where cups and saucers

were made, far excelling those of the English towns

of " Bowe and Stratford."
The processes of manufacture

Processes of as pursued in a modern pottery

Manufacture are as follows : The ingredients

are first procured in a raw state

and afterward converted into a fine pulverized

powder, which is carefully kept pure white and free

from particles of any sort. The first operation

consists of mixing this material well in proper pro-

portions, then throwing it into deep, dark-looking

vats, from which it emerges a thick, cream-like

mass called " slip." This liquid drips gently and

very slowly through fine muslin, and when evenly
thickened is ready for the " caster."

Its next appearance is made at the clay-shop,
where all forms are modeled and cast. From the
clay model a "block mould" in two well-fitting
portions is made of plaster of paris. From this a
" case " is made which furnishes as many moulds
as required, the modeler taking care that sufficient
space is left for shrinkage, as many forms will warp
in the fire. In most of these pieces, extra stands
and rings are made to hold their shape when in
the kiln.

The caster binds together the two portions of
the mould ; the potter sets it upon his wheel, to
which he gives a deft turn, and pours in the slip.
If the piece he is making is to be small and thin,
he leaves the slip in the mould but a moment,
then quickly pours out all that not adhered to it;
a thicker article requires a proportionately longer
time. The sponge-like article absorbs the water
in the slip, leaving a shell of clay,which, as it dries,
shrinks away from the mould but retains its shape.
This is the " embryo ware," which is sent to the
drying-room until this clay-like shell is hard and
firm enough to be handlud. When dry and firm,
each piece of this " green ware " is removed from
the wheel, superflous edges are trimmed, and parts
requiring it are cemented by the slip, and when all

is ready, they are ranged on a long board and

carried down-stairs to the " kiln shed." The ware
is now ready for the great transformation scene
afforded by the white calcined heat of the kiln.

At this stage of the proceedings

Processes in there are the " placing," the

the Kiln " packing " and " firing " of the
kiln. In the firing of china, all

depends on the skill of the workman who attends

to the furnace and who guards so carefully the

china within. As one approaches these red brick

crematories, one very quickly sees the care neces-

sary in adjusting the ware. No two pieces should

touch each other. They are carefully piled in long

clay boxes used for the purpose, which are called

" seggars" or " saggars." When put in the kiln

they are deposited on a bed of sand to ensure

safety to the delicate chinaware. A strip of moist

clay is laid around the base of the saggar and is

placed against the side of the kiln. Another sag-

gar is set on the first one and then piled up one

above the other until it reaches the roof, so that

row after row of saggars fill the great opening.

When the furnace is full, the door is plastered up

and the fire started.
The kiln is shaped like a funnel, is sixteen feet

high and bound with iron hoops or girdles to give

greater strength when the furnace becomes red-

hot. Very often the fire is lit after the sun goes

down, and is at its height in the small hours of the

morning. Two workmen take turns in watching,

and are relieved by others when dawn approaches,

as it takes twenty-four hours, and even longer at

times, to accomplish their purpose.
From the outside of the pottery

Results of grounds the kiln, when in full

Kilning blast, presents a splendidly pic-

turesque sight. The flames, as

the kiln increases in heat, ascend higher and

higher, lighting up the sky, showing a brilliant

scene as well as a lurid one. After many hours,
the kiln has done its duty, and the coals are raked
out, the hose turned on, and the work is finished.
The next object of interest is the drawing of the
kiln, and as each piece of the beautiful white ware
comes to light we are astonished to find a lovely
translucent piece of porcelain that is perfect in all
its details and a delight to the eye.

The "biscuit," for so it is called, when
properly baked, is placed on waiters and carried
to the " biscuit-ware room." Each piece is min-
utely examined, rubbed down with sandstone, pol-
ished with sandpaper and sent to the dripping-
room, carefully put in a special solution, and then
left on the rack to dry. Generally a second firing
has to be given, and those perfectly sound and
without blemish are sent to the " white-ware
room," while the imperfect ones are ruthlessly
broken up, showing what a loss daily occurs to
those interested in this commercial industry. The
decoration of the ware is an art by itself.

Mrs. Roosevelt aims to complete a collection of
the china used in the executive mansion from the
time of George Washington to the present, while
she is in the White House. Mrs. Harrison
began the work with the finding of a fruit bowl
among the rubbish of the White House attic when
exploring one day for treasures. The bowl proved
to have survived Dolly Madison's day, having, with
several other pieces, escaped destruction when the
White House was burned by the British during the
war of 1812. The bowl, supported on a tall,
graceful pedestal, is employed by Mrs. Roosevelt
as a fern dish. A cup and saucer that belonged to
Dolly Madison has been added to the collection
by Mrs. Roosevelt.

China used during the early administrations
was scattered for various reasons. In those days
little value was put on old furnishings, and many
of the discarded fittings of the White House were
sold at auction from time to time. Some of the
Presidents provided their own china and took
it with them when their retirement from public
life took place.

Besides the beautiful set of china furnished by
Mrs. Roosevelt since she became the first lady of
the land, china from no less than eight admistra-
tions is in use there now. The only Presidents to
order complete sets of china for use on State occa-
sions were Lincoln, Grant, Hayes, Harrison and
Roosevelt. Others provided pieces as they were
wanted.

The china purchased by President Lincoln
was decorated with a red border and the
seal of the United States. The set bought by
President Grant is in white and yellow, with an
American wild flower on each piece. The set
added by President Harrison has a distinctly
American design — Indian corn and goldenrod
serving as motives for its decoration. The
Roosevelt china is Wedgewood and bears a
colonial device in gold and the obverse the great
seal of the United States in bright colors with
minor appropriate decorations.
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The Truth as to the
Diamond Situation

Production and Price Prospects

DIAMONDS AS HOLIDAY STOCK

The advantage of connections with a thor-

oughly reliable jobbing house is especially apparent

in the matter of diamonds. To-day, diamonds share

with watches the honor of being the mainstay of

the jeweler's stock. They are peculiarly safe

stock to handle, as they sell well, insure a good

profit, will not deteriorate or get shop-worn and

actually increase in value even in the show case.

Then there is the fundamental fact of the innate

love of humanity for the diamond—the natural

yearning, even passion for its possession.

In buying diamond stock from us we wish the

jewelers to keep in mind that their interests are as

scrupulously cared for as our own. Whatever

advice we give is founded on actual knowledge—

the inside information that our standing in the

diamond markets gives us. A few months ago

when the newspapers printed sensational articles

with such headings as " Marvelous Product of the

new Premier Diamond Mine," " Probable Break in

the Diamond Market," " Precious Stones no longer

Precious " and such imaginary myths, we informed

our patrons that another advance in the price of

the stones was imminent and that prompt pur-

chasing was advisable. Many made us happy and

did a good stroke of business by acting on our

advice. The advance soon followed. We con-

gratulated those who anticipated it, advising them

at the same time that the end was not yet and that

another advance was an early probability. A

cablegram from London, dated October 6th, an-

nounced this further advance of 5 per cent.—the

sixth since February, 1903 ! To the professional

man " knowledge is power ; " to the business man

it is money.

.+1

Our patrons need not take their knowledge

of the diamond market from the newspapers.
They know us and have faith in us. We made
extensive diamond purchases for holiday trade

before several of the latest advances went into
effect. Our patrons will get the advantage of this
early purchasing. The fundamental principle of

our business is that our patrons' interests are ours
and we share with them, to the full, whatever ad-

vantage changes in price gives to us. We don't
use market fluctuations to take advantage of the

trade. We don't gamble with the reputation that

it has taken over a quarter of a century to build

up. In this as in our stock rests your security.

A Paramount Consideration
in Holiday Buying 1

6

6 4

fyi)

In buying holiday stock your first care
should be to so regulate purchases that the
passing of the holidays will not find you
handicapped to any extent with unsalable stock.
This timely thought will at once suggest that
the two absolutely safe lines to invest in early
and liberally, are

Diamonds and Watches 
These goods—the best holiday sellers—will

be just as valuable the day after Christmas as
the day before. They are the basis of the
jeweler's stock in January as in December,
and in view of the bright holiday prospects
and possible scarcity, prompt and liberal pur-
chasing is imperative.

Our leadership in these specialties is
known to all ; and every jeweler appreciates
the advantages of tieing to such a house as
ours in this season of unusual needs and
unforeseen exigencies.
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The committee on export of
To Develop the Jewelers' Exchange Depart-

ment of the Maiden Lane Safe
Deposit Co., 170 Broadway, this

city, has been disseminating information regarding
facilities offered to active members for developing

an export trade. Among the literature issued in
furtherance of this project are a number of rules

and recommendations designed to simplify and
accellerate the execution of export orders. The
advantages offered by the department are : That
when orders are received at headquarters for more

than one subscriber, to collect the goods, pack

them in bulk and make one shipment of all orders

received simultaneously, the expense of such pack-

ing to be borne pro rata by the shippers. That

the Jewelers' Exchange shall undertake to obtain

the financial ratings of desirable foreign buyers.

That for the benefit of foreign buyers, who expe-

rience great annoyances from both a waste of time

and from falling into the hands of irresponsible
merchants, to have permanent exhibits of wares of

members in show cases placed in the Jewelers'

Exchange rooms.

Export Trade

On November r6th, John E.

An Octogenarian Shepard, 170 Broadway, one of
the most widely-known mem-
bers of the local trade, cele-

brated his eightieth birthday. This octogenarian

jeweler is the son of John Shepard, of Hartford,

Conn., who in 1812 came to New York and estab-

lished a factory on Ann Street. The son began his

career in the jewelry trade in 1841 with Benjamin

W. Clapp, and in the years that followed was con-

nected with various other concerns. In 1866 he
engaged in partnership with A. M. Hayes under

the firm-name of Alex. M. Hayes & Co., at 23

Maiden Lane, and 1872 he established the firm of

Shepard, Le Boutillier & Co., ro Maiden Lane, in

which his partners were Thomas Le Boutillier and

Charles E. Bride. Upon the dissolution of this

concern in 1877 Mr. Shepard and Silas Stewart
formed a partnership under the name of Stewart &
Shepard, 2 Maiden Lane, and from this enterprise
the subject of this notice retired in 1880 and founded
a business for himself at 13 Maiden Lane, from
which address he subsequently removed to his
present quarters on Broadway. Mr. Shepard is

known as the dean of the down-town jewelry
district. His long business career in the metropolis
has stored his memory with many an interesting
reminiscence. Upon attaining his eightieth year
he was made the recipient of numerous congratu-

lations.

Jeweler

Robert B. Armstrong, Assistant-
Duty on Secretary of the Treasury, has

instructed the Collector of Cus-
toms at New York to distinguish

between cut glass and pressed glass ormaments,
and to assess the latter at forty-five per cent.

instead of at sixty per cent, ad valorem. The

issuance of this order was the outcome of a protest

entered by the Merchants' Association, of New

Jet Ornaments

York, against the assessment of all jet ornaments,
those of pressed glass as well as those of cut glass,
on the sixty per cent. basis. Mr. Armstrong says
in his instructions : " Referring to department's
letter of August 5th, last, directing you to classify
for duty buckles, slides, cabochons, pins and other
ornaments used for millinery purposes, composed
of glass and metal, glass in imitation of jet, which
has been cut and forms the component material of
chief value, as dutiable at the rate of sixty per
cent. ad valorem, under Par. leo of the Tariff Act

of July 24, 1897, under the enumeration of articles

of which glass cut is the component material of
chief value, and not at the rate of sixty per cent. as

jewelry under Par. 434, I have to advise you that
said instructions are intended to modify depart-

ment's instructions of July 28th, last, wherein you

were directed to assess imitation jet ornaments for

duty at the rate of sixty per cent. ad valorem as

jewelry. A distinction should therefore be made

in the classification of merchandise of this char-

acter. Jet ornaments, of which cut glass is the

component material of chief value, should be clas-

sified under Par. 100 at sixty per cent. ad valorem,

while jet ornaments of which pressed glass is the

component material of chief value, should be clas-

sified at forty-five per cent. ad valorem, the depart-

ment abandoning the contention that either of the

two classes are dutiable as jewelry under Par. 434

as heretofore assessed, under the instructions of

July 28th, last."

Death of
J. L. Kurtz

The death of Joseph Lawrence
Kurtz, well-known in the Maiden
Lane district as a watchmaker
and repairer, occurred last

month, from pneumonia, after an illness of ten

days. Deceased was born in Pennyslvania in 1861,

and for nineteen years had been in business for

himself in this city. Previously he was employed

by Lambert Bros., New York. From his youth he

was a mechanic of skill, and his long, practical

experience in the trade familiarized him, to a

remarkable degree, with the most intricate prob-

lems in jewelry making.
A customer recently left the

Girl Restores jewelry store of Black, Starr &
Frost, 436 Fifth Avenue, after
purchasing $8000 worth of

gems, and drove to a department store. She was

overwhelmed upon arriving there to find that she

had lost the valuables, and immediately returned

to the jewelry store and reported the loss. The

insertion of an advertisement by the firm embody-

ing an offer of reward resulted in the restoration of

the gems by a little shop-girl, who found them

lying in the street.
Wm. A. Horton, who had been

Death of a diamond broker in this city
for many years, died on Novem-
ber 1st, at his home in White

Plains, N. Y. Death was the result of a complica-

Valuable Gems

Wm. A. Horton

and J. Driecer. For some years prior to his

demise he was in business for himself, his office

having been with A. S. Gardner & Co., 7 Maiden

Lane, this city.

Jewelers' Security

The regular monthly meeting
of the executive committee of

Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alli-
ance was held on November

rth, the following members being present : Chair-

man Butts, President Sloan, Vice-presidents Wood

and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary

Noyes and Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown and

Stern, of the committee. The following new mem-

bers were admitted:

J.P.Buechele,Dubuque,Iowa.
B. H. Kellogg, Clinton, Ind.
Alva Snider, Beloit, Wis.
Avery D.Smith,Cedar Rapids,

Nebr.
D. S. Davies, Oriskany Falls,

N. Y.
.T. F. Bony, Cumming, Ga.
Theo. Hasebriuk & Co., $t.

Louis. Mo.
Dr. R. 0. Hosse,Wheaton,
H. W. Stimpson & Co., Craw-

ford, N. J.
L. F'. NVeick & Co., Newark,

N. J.
Norman C. Austead, Fair-

field, Iowa.
Milton Baer, Washington,

D. C.
Chas. A. Cooley, Boston,

Mass.
Kendall & Smith, Inc., Pasa-

dena, Cal.
Towle Manfg. Co., New York

City.
Cooper Diamond Cutting and

Polishing Industry of
America, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Crawford Jewelry Co., Tem-
ple, Tex.

Jos. Goodman & Sou., Mem-
phis, 'len,,.

Jos. Hirschfield, Selma, Al,,.
Gus. J. Kray, San Antonio,

Tex.
R. D. Lewis, Boyne City,

Mich.
Edmond E. Robert,New York

City.
Walter 11. Smith,Oxford,N. V.
John F. Bees, Salt Lake City,

Utah.
C. I'. Coyne, Cleveland, Ohio.
.T. L. Sievert, Richmond, Ind.
The Kratzer Jewelry I'm,

Peru, Ind.
I:. F. Jakeman, Norfolk, Vs.
A.W. Blakely, Minto, N. Pak.
Isidor Guntzburger, New

York City.
Elisha L. Thayer & Bro.,

Rockford, iii.
E. J. Hyde Jewelry Co., Spo-

kane, Wash.
New Racket Store Co., La

Porte City, Iowa.

The importations of diamonds and precious
stones at the port of New York for the recent
month of October not only eclipsed those for any
similar period on record, but were greater than
those for any single month in the history of the
public stores with the solitary exception of May,
1891. The increase is all the more significant, too,
following as it does the uniformly upward tendency
of diamond imports for some months back. The
figures for last September were the highest ever
recorded for that month, but with the one excep-
tion noted, the October volume so overshadows
all previous showing, including those which belong
to periods when the country was even more pros-
perous than at present, seems unmistakably to indi-
cate an enduring stability in present business con-
ditions. The aggregate figures for the month were
$3,045,355, made up of cut stones and pearls to the
value of $2,009,798.20, and uncut to the value of
$1,035,557.37. The increase in the value of uncut
stones was $541,554.52, making the total more than
double of that for 1903, while the increase in the
value of cut stones over that for October, 1903,
was almost $t,000,o0o. According to the statistics
prepared by General George W. Mindil, chief
jewelry examiner at this port, the classified impor-
tations for the month of October of the past five
years are as follows:

tion of diseases. Mr. Horton had just passed mid-

dle life, having been born at White Plains in 1850.

He became connected with the diamond firm of

L. B. Citroen & Co. at the age of twenty-two, and

had afterwards been successively with Morris Weil

(20II)

Oct.
1904
1903
1902
1901
1900

. .
• .
• •
. .
. .

Cut. Uncut.
$2,009,798.20 $1,035,557.37
1,021,709.87 493,602.85
1,734,806.31 684,173.39
1,186,742.44 271,072.20
868, 142.52 171,566.20

(COntinned on page zoly)

Total.
$3,045,355.57
1,515,312.72
2,418,279.70
1,457,814.64
1,039,708.72
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If We Can Make Your Work Easier, We Can
Make It More Profitable

The way we help you to sell diamonds easily is this : We make it possible for you to grade the diamond

you.buy instantly without hesitation, without loss and without error, and to guarantee that grading by our

official diamond certificate, which protects your customer and protects you.

We divide all diamonds into twenty grades. We send you a chart indicating the grades. We mark

each stone on the diamond paper or on the tag with its grade number or letter. Then a glance at the

chart shows the guaranteed grade.

We buy diamonds to the best advantage. In the diamond market cash is all powerful. We pay cash

and if there are any bargains floating around we get them. You can prove our low prices by comparing

them with the prices of others. You can prove the satisfaction of our diamond grading chart by trying it.

If these two things were not so, we could not afford to insist on them. If they are so, you cannot

afford to ignore them.

HENRY GINNEL 0 COMPANY
Watches and Diamonds 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Established 1835

AMOMMENE

"A Triumph in 

Watch Case Construction"
is how one enthusiast described our
new line of

Solid Gold
Cases

All the factors that go to make the
perfect watch case are skillfully com-
bined in these cases—daintiness of
shape, grace of outline, refinement of
decoration, richness of color, extra

1204 solidity and constructive strength.
" As perfect as it is possible to make
them "—so say the trade.

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one
of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of
any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVELY

9=11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

THE CORNING CUT GLASS C 
Our product surpasses all in

Richness of Cutting
Originality and Beauty

of Design
Brilliancy of Polish

Assortment C
22 pieces, $30.00

will be sent on approval
See illustration of assortment in November

advertisement

(No Corning-made blanks used)

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
Howell Building Corning, N. Y.

December, 1904

Duty on

New York Letter

(Continued from Page 2011)

The protest of Benedict & War-

ner, of this city, against the

Rock Crystal assessment of 50 per cent. ad

valorem duty on manufactures

of rock crystal, was sustained by the board of

United States general appraisers. These crystals

are painted intaglios, and the importers claimed

that they were assessable at TO per cent. under

Par. 435, which specifically refers to precious

stones, advanced in condition or value from their

natural state by cleaving, splitting, cutting or

other process. The general appraisers reached the

conclusion that the words " or other process "

under this paragraph includes the process of paint-

ing or coating applied to precious stones.

Attempts to swindle a number

of jewelry manufacturers and

by Mail diamond importers by means

of forged orders were revealed

recently, when warnings to the trade were sent out

by the Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade

and the Jewelers' Protective Union. Among those

who received the fraudulent orders were Alfred H.

Smith & Co., 170 Broadway, and Cross & Begue-

lin, 17 Maiden Lane. All the orders purported to

come from Charles A. Shourds, Jr., a retail jeweler

at Atlantic City, N. J. Generally the writer said

that he was almost out of diamonds, and if the

receiver would send him a lot for inspection he

would make his selections and return all that he

did not desire. The goods were to be shipped by

mail, but always under one or another pretext to

some address other than the regular place of busi-

ness of the ostensible purchaser. The order re-

ceived by Alfred H. Smith & Co. asked that a

quantity of diamonds be sent to Mr. Shourds at

box 536 in the post office in Atlantic City. The

firm was not suspicious of the order, but sent the

stones to Mr. Shourds' store instead of to the post

office box. He promptly sent word that he had

not ordered any diamonds and asked why they

were sent to him. The trade was at once

notified of the fraud, and shipments, which one or

two firms were about to make, were stopped.

The Gorham Mfg. Co.'s show

window, at 21 Maiden Lane,

giving Display was recently the cynosure for

passing pedestrians. It con-

tained an unique and seasonable display, which

consisted of a dinner set in French gray finish, in-

chiding a soup tureen, fish serving sets, entree

servers, salad, roast, ice cream, coffee, chafing dish

and wine sets, in conjunction with a turkey of

portly dimensions, forcefully suggestive of Thanks-

giving luxury. The turkey was beautifully mounted

and gracefully poised in the midst of a silver plate.

The shoplifting industry is being

made the object of a deter-

Shoplifters mined effort by a combination

of twenty-one or more impor-

tant drygoods stores of this city. A number of the

proprietors and managers gathered recently to

discuss the methods and manners of the shoplifter.

They shocked and surprised themselves by the

results of their conference. They found that the

value of goods stolen from stores in this city was

about half a million dollars a year. The members

of the jewelry trade, always special objects of the

shoplifting fraternity, will no doubt be interested

in the methods by which the general dealers intend

to stem the tide of thieving. It seemed to the

THE

Tried to Swindle

Unique Thanks.

Alliance Against

KYSTONIE

proprietors of the department stores that it was

worth while to spend an amount of money, equiva-

lent, if necessary, to the tremendous sum of these

stealings to curb the evil. It was decided that it

was the best plan to centralize and systematize the

prosecution of shoplifters and other robbers of

department stores. Former City Magistrate Went-

worth was retained as the counsel of the associa-

tion. The first application of the new plan was

made on November 17th, in the Court of Special

Sessions, when Minnie Roemerman was charged

with stealing $5.04 worth of stuff from an uptown

Broadway store. Mr. Wentworth .appeared as

counsel of the store, and after the evidence was in,

Mr. Wentworth, addressing the court, said :

Owing to the abuse of the tender-hearted im-
pulses of the Justices of the Court of Special Ses-

sions, the shoplifting evil has become so serious

that the department-store firms of the city have
become very deeply concerned. This large body
of responsible merchants feels that the time has

come to demand the protection of the State and
the county. I am here to-day, not to ask for a
vindictive sentence against this young woman, but

to agk of you now and hereafter, as a measure of
protection to these heavy taxpayers and law-

abiding citizens who have been so grossly abused,

to make an example of each and every thief who is

brought here from a department store and whose
guilt is proved to your entire satisfaction.

Justice Zeller replied to Mr. Wentworth, say-

ing that he wus very glad to have the matter put

before the court in the light in which Mr. Went-

worth had displayed it. He was quite sure that

nothing short of sentences of imprisonment would

have a deterrent on the many women and few men

who made it a practice to plunder department

stores. Justices Hinsdale and Wyatt agreed with

Magistrate Zeller. Justice Wyatt, after a consulta-

tion, announced that in the opinion of the court it

would not be fair to make Minnie Roernerman

stand the brunt of the newly-awakened feeling of

the justices against shoplifters. Therefore, a sen-

tence of fifteen days' imprisonment was imposed.

But the court gave full notice that the next convic-

tion of any prisoner for a similar offence would be

followed by a thirty-days' sentence.
January 12th is the date

Twenty-four Karat selected by the dinner corn-

Club's Approaching mittee of the Twenty-four

Banquet Karat Club for the holding of

the fourth annual banquet of

that organization, and the scene of the feast will be

the Hotel Astor in Long Acre Square. At a re-

cent meeting of the club the work of making the

necessary arrangements was begun. A banquet

committee was formed consisting of the following:

C. F. Brinck, chairman ; Col. J. L. Shepherd, A.

Rutherford, Leo. VVormser, W. I. Rosenfeld and

James R. Gleason. At this meeting, also, a report

on the Bath Beach outing and clambake held

during last summer was submitted by the com-

mittee which had charge of that function, and the

following were admitted to membership : H. B.

Billings, of Chester Billings & Son, New York ;

H. A. Bodenheimer, of Bodenheimer & Jaskow,

New York ; Geo. W. Hutchison, of Hutchison &

Heustis. Providence, R. I.; L. P. White, Philadel-

phia, and Benjamin F. Griscom, of Bippart, Gris-

coin & Osborn, Newark, N. J. The committee

having charge of the arrangements for the banquet

has been divided into four sub-committees, all of

which have 'special functions and are progressing

satisfactorily with the task of perfecting prelimi-

naries. From present indications and the past

achievements of the club, the forthcoming feast

will be a memorable one for choite regalement,

good fellowship and good cheer.

Death of Gen.

2013

A well-known figure passed
away recently in the person .

Louis P. di Cesnola of Gen. Louis P. di Cesnola,

director of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. His death will be deplored by

the trade, for the reason that he encouraged and

patronized all artistic developments in the produc-

tion of jewelry. Deceased was born in Rivola,

Piedmont, Italy, seventy-two years ago and came

to America in 186o. He served through the Civil

War and was afterwards appointed consul to Lar-

nica, Island of Cypress, in which capacity he con-

tinued from 1865 to '1867: During this time he

superintended the excavation of the. Cypriote

antiquities and assembled the collection at

present in the Metropolitan Museiiih which,

by the way, formed the nucleus 01f the art

works, antiquities and curios therein displayed.

In 1877 he. became secretary of the museum,

and two years later .was made its director.

He was instrumental in making the gold room an

especially notable feature Of the museum. Among

his literary works were a book on Cypress and

numerous pamphlets on art subjects. He was dis-

tinguished by various honors from the Congress of

the United States and from the King of Italy. His

funeral services were held on November 24th at

St. Patrick's Cathedral, the pall bearers, being the

Italian Ambassador, Signor Mayor des Planches,

J. P. Morgan, D. 0. Mills, Whitelaw Reid, Charles

Stewart Smith, A. T. Mason, William L. Andrews,

Gen. Horatio C. King, Gen. Lockman, Dr. E. T.

Keyes, Jr.; Samuel L. Riker, Frederick W. Rhine-

lander, Carl Schurz and Dr. Savini.

Charles Rose, dealer in miniatures, has re-

moved from 108 Fulton Street to 9-13 Maiden Lane.

The new address is right in the heart of the whole-

sale jewelry district and much more -conveniently

located than the old, which w.as several blocks

away.
Mrs. Mary C. Ga Nun obtained a verdict for

$35,030 in the New Supreme Court, on November

12th, against the New York, New Ilaven & Hart-
ford Railroad, as compensation for the loss of.

her husband, Stephen M. Ga Nun, formerly of

Ga Nun & Parsons, who was killed in the'collision

which occurred on the above railroad in January,

1902. It was in this disaster, too, that Oscar Meyro-

witz, of the Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., lost his life ; his

family obtained a verdict for $2o,000.
At the regular monthly meeting of the direc-

tors of the 'Jewelers' Association and Board of
,

Trade, which was held November loth, the follow-

ing firms were admitted to membership in the

association : Ledos Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., and

Manasseh Levy & Co., New York.
The members of the New York Credit Men's

Association have received copies of the report Of

the committees of that body. The report speaks

of the success of the legislative committee in
having the desired amendments to the " bulk
sales" bill passed after an agitation of two years.

A copy of the new legal provision accompanies

each report. The officers of the associkion are

Malcolm Graham, Jr., president ; Aaron Natim-

burg, vice-president ; Edward E. Huber, treasurer,

H. J. Sayers, secretary.
S. Sternau & Co., metalware manufacturers,

195 Plymouth Street, Brooklyn, have leased aj
additional factory at the corner of Bridge'and John

Streets, a location that adjoins their present'estab-

lishment. The acquisition of these premises will
practically afford twice the firm's present manitc-

turing facilities. When completely equipped, it
will be one of the handsomest and most modern

factories of its size and character in the city.

(Continued on page 205)
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All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions
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PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL
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EDMOND E. ROBERT SELLING I CROSS & BEGUELINAGENTS )
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

609m. $9.50 8060. $9.50

6 good sellers
in Pendants
and Brooches,
Real Pearls an
Genuine Dia-
mond Centers

1285. $3.50 1265. $3.00 1287. $3.50 1349. $6.00, y‘i, C. 2275. $6.50. A C.
The prices for the above brooches and diamond rings,are fbr 10 R. and sghite snappy diamonds. 14 K. at a smalldifference in price. Brooches without diamond centers si.r,o less. Terms 5f6 10, 3% 30 or net 60 days, to dealer a withsatisfactory ratings. We manufacture and sell direct to ths retail trade.
We are pleased to send selection packages to rated dealers. Write for our catalogue
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4199. $8.00

100.5-110

2311 $9.50. A C.

2159. $7.50

2278. $9.50. C.

S. Frackman, Manufacturing Jeweler
51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

THORNTON BROS.
Manufacturers of

Emblem Charms, Pins and Buttons
in Golcl and tine Rolled-Plate

SOLID GOLD SIDE, ENGRAVED, and DIAMOND LOCKETS

;90,i5e-

Factory and Office

101 Sabin St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Look out for our 1905 Catalogue

about December 25, 1904 New York Office

21 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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The Jewelers' Bowling League of
New York

The bowling tournament which is in progress
at the Universal Academy, 271 Washington Street,
Brooklyn, under the auspices of the Jewelers'
Bowling League, continues to be fruitful of excellent
contests and keen interest. Some fine scores have
been made during the past few weeks, and with
the progress of the games, and the systematically
continuous competition, there is evident in the
players generally a simultaneous improvement in
form. The teams of the Julius King Optical Co.,
C. F. Wood & Co., Tiffany & Co., Avery & Brown
and of the Dennison Mfg. Co. have thus far dis-
played much skill and dexterity. But the games
have yet long to run, and while a few teams are
holding uniformly good places, the relative standing
of all may be said to be in constant transposition,
thereby sustaining interest in the games and stimu-
lating the zeal of the participants. The following
games have been played since our last report:

October 25th-Nissen and Lewis Cos. vs. Tiffany
& Co.:

Meyer . . 122 134 134 Brower . . 149 124 183
Hutten . . 149 125 124 Knapp . . 132 162 149
Ruefer . . 18o 160 125 Martin . . 567 150 145
Conner . . 125 170 159 Thayer . . 158 162 170
Knopf . . Ito 174 143 Hem'gway 549 18i 185

- - -
Totals . 686 763 685 Totals . 753 779 832

October 26th-A. H. Smith
Flallou:

Gruner . . 125 142 177
Greason . 152 145 131
Neely . . . 103 127 125
Frazee . . 120 164 126
Capouilliez 16! 161 146

739 705Totals . 661

& Co. vs. Udall &

Daub . . . 134 203 139
Kirby . . • 122 140 129
Miller . . . 160 113 145
Graham . 85 139 142
Bush . . . 126 136 155

Totals . 627 731 710

October 27th-Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. Avery &
Brown:

Ilgen . . . 115 754 109
Benjamin . 96 104 84
Eggens . 104 91 119
Dean . . . 138 130 145
Tickell . . 180 167 139

- -
Totals . 633 646 596

October 28th-Dennison
Mfg. Co.:

Seymour . 148
Hough . . i44
Carroll . 138
Godine . 164
Townley . 132

Totals . 726

161 124

227 148
132 158

141 138
750 186

811 754

Blid'hofer . 149 149 147
Cochran . 728 136 140
Krauss . . 156 161 133
Brown . . 166 117 168
Woodland 138 159 145

Totals . 737 722 733

Mfg. Co. vs. Gorham

Cook . . . 737 130 139
Pinover . . 129 769 134
Smith . . . 171 96 106
Seigman . 123 130 136
Stone . . . 126 98 !or

Totals . 686 623 616

November 1st-Elgin National Watch Co. vs. King
Optical Co.:

Lane . . . 119 129 122 Gorkum . 742 182 114
Clark . . . 168 105 151 B. W. King 104 i65 III

Newman . 118 117 93 W.G. King 118 171 709
Maylowe • 110 124 709 Regenhard 141 171 162
Whitney . 178 156 123 Holker . . 787 175 188

Totals . 693 631 598 Totals . 692 864 684

November 2d-Keystone and Crescent Co.'s vs.
Jos. Fahys & Co.:

Flinn . . 116 71 .
Schierloh . . . . 102
Pearsall . . 114 177 140
Taylor . . 121 135 160
Brinck . . 729 132 109
Roll . . . 18t 197 159

- 

-
Totals . 666 712 670

Lobouseur 91 160 142
Haines . . 122 133 150
Talbot . . 116 202 139
Ketcham . 171 107 198
Martens . . 156 157 176

Totals . 661 759 805

November 3d-L. E. Waterman Co. vs. Nissen and
Lewis Cos.:

Khoastrnbeurrn. : 1 726 0 32 17902 159 Knopf . . 144 156 107T 

032
lain 129 117 

Hutten . . 97 124 128
Liddell . . 746 747 18 Meyer . . 157 109 ;69
Chamb 

)
167 Conner . . II9 107

6 

Ferns . . . i49 733 152 Ruefer . . 145 746 214
- -

Totals . 7o6 719 718 Totals . 6-6-2 672 778

November 4th-C. F.Wood & Co. vs. A. H. Smith
& Co.:

LMBun:Wfor°Munford 
1od 7g61 114536 117282 Gruner . . 730 160 156

  • • 90 90 90
Pelletreau . 112 91 Neely . . . 82 8i 104
Knox . . . 167 195 tot Frazee . . 126 13! 709
W.G.Wood 213 779 162 Capouilliez 140 146 16o
E. E. Wood . . . 173

- -
Totals . 779 764 796 Totals . 577

November 9th-Avery & Brown
atives B. A.:

Blind'hofer 142 144 736
Cochran . 139 155 126
McAleer . 92 136 108
Krauss . . 148 188 129
Brown . . 154 142 163

- - -
Totals . 675 765 662

Lowe.
Drake

Tonry
Horn .

608 619

vs. Represent-

. . 129
• • 99
• • 90
.
. . 166

Totals . 590

November loth-Tiffany & Co. vs. Udall &
Brower . . 193 139 181
Knapp . . 770 155 775
Martin . . 103 149 1.58
Thayer . . 173 732 733
Hem'gway 147 138 197

Totals . 786 773 844

118 98
114 160

90 90
109 130
178 106
- -
609 584

Ballou :
Bush . . 147 139 127
Kirby . . . 144 705 114
Graham . 130 107 .
Thompson . . . . 96
Miller . . 754 135 176
Datib . . 146 190 168

Totals . 721 676 681

November rIth-Dennison
Optical Co.:

Seymour . 153 190
Hough . . 147 743
Carroll . 121 144
Godine . 166 127
Townley 130 176

- -
Totals 717 780

Mfg. Co. vs. King

158 Regenhard 166 161 143
129 Warren . . 124 113 113
138 Gorkum . 200 185 179
173 Reast . . . 141 120 163
164 Holker . . 162 201 156

762 Totals . 793 780 754

November isth-Aikin,
Fahys & Co.

Ilgen . . . 142 151 140
Benjamin . 114 112 IOI
Brainerd . 87 705 1o6
Dean . . . 128 138 758
Tickell . 135 140 752

- - -
Totals . 606 646 657

Lambert & Co. vs. Jos.

Labouseur 139 146
Haines . . 155 125
Talbot . . 155 158
Ketcham . 130 109
Martens . . 745 135

- -
Totals . 724 673

November 16th-Elgin National
Keystone and Crescent Cos.:

Lane . .
Maylone
Black . .

Whitney

. 125 134 710

. 109 134 116

. 122 108 74
• 90 90 90
• 115 144 143

Totals . 561 610 533

Watch

Brinck
Streeter
Flinn  
Shierloh
Taylor .
Pearsall •
Roll . .

• 

139
• 

110

Co.

. 116

. 153

. 161

Totals . 679

158
144
130

155
175

762

VS.

165 722

•

75 •
  705
124 xto
127 88
180 175
- -
671 600

November 17th-C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Nissen and
Lewis Cos.:

B.Wood . 156 138 151 Knopf . . 734 147 724
Munford . 156 715 175 Hutten . . 151 123 135
Knox . . . 774 191 136 Meyer . . 164 150 148
W.G.Wood 166 199 191 Conner . . 127 156 145
E. E. Wood 195 180 163 Ruefer . . 764 157 769

, - - -
Totals . 847 823 816 Totals . 740 727 721

November t8th-L. E. Waterman Co. vs. Repre-
sentatives B. A.:

Kastner . . 764 153 14$
Thorburn . 1o8 156 13o
Liddell . . '3Nnuoen 7419 :3148 178642

Ferris . . . 164 176 II

Totals . 698 757 732

Bliss . . . 99 121 155
Froth'ham 129 146 770
Drake . . too 125 704
Cook . . . 132 128 III
Horn . • 128 144 154- -

Totals . 588 664 694

Standing of the Clubs
Per-

Won Lost centage

C. F. Wood & CO.   15 .
Avery & Brown  12
Tiffany it Co.   10 .2
11ennlson Mfg. Co.   9 3
Jos. Fahys & Co.   11 4
Julius King Optical Co. 10 5
L. E Waterman Co 10 5
Alum, Lambert & Co.   5 7
Keystone and Crescent Co,. 5 10
Gorham Mfg. Co.   4 11
Nissen and Lewis Cos.   3 9
A. H. Smith & Co. . . . .   3 9
Representatives Bowling Ass'n.   2 13
Elgin National Watch Co. . . .   2 13
Udall & Ballou   1 11

1.000
1.000
.$33
.750
.73:1
.666
.666
.417
.33:1
.266
.250
.250
.133
.133
.083

'High
Score
847
765
844
$11
$05
864
$03
746
739
739
77S
747
700

731

20 I 5

New York Letter

(Continued from page 2m3)

A famous expert, says the Sun,
The Craze of this city, gave it as his opin-
for Pearls ion in a recent talk that this

winter would show the greatest
vogue for pearls ever known. " It will naturally
send up the price of pearls," he said, " for no im-
portant new pearl banks are being discovered, and
even before this present craze the demand was
greater than the supply. American women are
unquestionably responsible for this special fad for
pearls. But, for that matter, my experience is that
American women have always specialized more or
less with pearls. They have been alert and almost
reckless buyers at all the great Continental sales of
famous pearls and have for some years past counted
in their safes coronets and necklaces from royal
collections worth fabulous sums. Naturally, the
women who own the most valuable collections
would not like to have prices quoted on their
jewels, but it is safe to say that $200,0oo is no longer
considered at all an unusual price to pay for a rope
of pearls, and at least half a dozen New York
women wear strings of assorted pearls that are
worth fully half a million. These most valuable
strings are never picked up ready made, as it,were,
except at famous royal European sales. They are
collected year by year all over the world, as women
travel by motor or yacht from land to land, and are
added sometimes one, sometimes five or six at a
time, to lengthen the rope. The adding of a single
unusual new pearl will occasionally mean making
over the entire necklace in order that the gem may
be placed where its size or color or contour is most
harmonious. You have no idea of the great num-
ber of women who are on the still hunt for pearls,
watching for them in a large way to swell collec-
tions and in a small way as safe investments for
money they don't want to leave idle in the bank or
to get nervous over in Wall Street."

A cablegram received here
last month announced that,

Louis Tannenbaum on November 12th, Louis
Tannenbaum, a brother of

Lippman Tannenbaum, of L. Tannenbaum & Co.,
this city, had died in London. Deceased had
been a dealer in colored stones and diamonds at
104 Hatton Garden, London, for forty years. For
some time past, however, he had not been actively
engaged in business affairs, although operating his
establishment as in former years and giving it such
attention as his health permitted. He leaves a
widow and three children, and besides the brother
mentioned above, is also survived by a sister in
this city, Mrs. Caroline Oppenheim.

Henry Taylor, for more than
forty years a manufacturing

Henry Taylor jeweler in this city, died ot
pneumonia, on November 15th,

after an illness of one week, at the age of sixty-six
years. Mr. Taylor's factory was located at 25 East
Twentieth Street, Manhattan. The business was
established by his father, and was conducted under
the firm-name of Taylor & Son. The founder died
in 1894, after which it conducted by the son re-
cently deceased. The latter is survived by a widow
and a daughter.

F. C. Walter, with the L. K Waterman Co.,
joined the army of Benedicts last month. His
brother employees signalized the happy event by a
very suitable presentation, the gift being specially
designed to convey an appropriate idea of matri-
monial bliss and obligation.

Death of

Death of
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Trade
Conditions
and Prospects

The general impression here

is that business is improving

in both retail and wholesale

lines, and that there will be a

brisk trade until after the holidays. With Christ-

mas only a month off it is but natural that the

jewelry and optical trades should enjoy prosperity.

This is the harvest season for the jewelers. The

farmers all over Chicago's territory, save in

some localities in the Northwest, have money

this year. So the Western public should be

good buyers of holiday merchandise all

through December. The South, likewise the

Southwest, has been enjoying an unusual de-

gree of prosperity for the past two years, and

it seems that this will not only continue, but

will increase. The farmers and planters have

harvested abundant crops, which are bringing

high prices, and consequently they have plenty

of money to invest in Christmas presents. The

Southern jewelers are getting their full share

of this prosperity, and there is no reason in

the world why their holiday trade this season

should not be a record-breaker. If there is

any kick coming it is on the too good weather.

As long as the temperature is mild and the

sun is bright, it is hard to realize that this is

the beginning of the holiday season. But alto-

gether the outlook is promising, and our Chi-

cago people are expecting most busy times

from now until Christmas.
These are bright and con-

tented days in the corn belt.

The Middle West is taking

stock of its year's returns

and estimating what it will have to spend dur-

ing the holiday season. The crops of this year

have turned out even better than expected.

Prices are good for farm products. A very

large quantity of grain and corn has already

been marketed, which has placed heavy

amounts of money in circulation. This import-

ant feature, it is believed, will make an active

buying season during December all over the

plains country. A review of the situation will

be of interest at this point. This plains region,

despite its riches ill minerals and gas, is essen-

tially a farm section. Its prosperity depends on

the products of the fields, and every movement

in business life in the towns is conditioned on

The
Agricultural
Inventory

what the farmers think, and how great is their

profits on their season's work. The past sea-

son has been one of surprises, and the sur-

prises were not unpleasant. The wheat yield

was threatened with something like annihila-

tion in the wet, cold weather of early harvest

time, but it was finally so benefited by the fair

weather which followed that a yield approach-

ing an average was gathered. The price was

high, and the farmers have been hurrying their

crops to market this fall. Corn, in the mean-

time, has been matured by a warm autumn

with many summerlike days, and has made a

good average crop—far better than was ex-

pected in the earlier fall weeks. This condition

is true of most of the Southern plains region
,

meaning Iowa, Southern Nebraska, Kansas,

Missouri, Oklahoma and Indian Territory. A

fair yield of nearly every crop with a high

price; little demand for money; increased bank

deposits—that is the story. The Kansas bank

returns, published recently, showed $110,000,-

000 on deposit, the largest ever known in the

State's history. Deposits in 1896 were $32,000,-

000. This is only one instance of what has hap-

pened in the Middle West.

World's Fair and 
But there is another side to
this bright picture. Return-

Christmas jug travelers from this ter-
Trade ritory report that a conserv-

ative estimate of the visitors from the States of

Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma

and Indian Territory to the St. Louis World's

Fair would be 4,000,000. Estimating the average

expense of each person at the low sum of $40

each means $160,000,000. That this is a vast

sum for the people of this territory to spend

there can be no doubt. In a majority of cases

our traveling men friends argue that persons

who have visited the Fair used money that

otherwise would have been spent for merchan-

dise, and that the same people will now feel

too poor to spend much for holiday gifts. They

believe that thousands of young men have de-

nied themselves a watch or diamond that they

might attend the Fair; that thousands of farm-

ers have already spent their "Christmas

money'' at the Exposition, and that they will

cut their gift-giving down wherever they can.

These statements will undoubtedly prove true

in a good many individual cases, but we are

inclined to believe that, as a rule, the people

who visited the Fair could well afford it on

account of the bountiful harvests in these

States, and that they will likely feel more lib-

eral in their gift-buying than usual. Their

splendid crop conditions will certainly warrant

this view. We cannot help but believe that the

jewelers and opticians in the above territory,
as well as all over the Middle West, the South
and the Southwest, will enjoy a fine December
business. The only exception to this rule will
be in the Northwest, where the harvest has
been streaked—crops good in some localities

and poor in others. This is the only fly in the

2017

ointment of the present highly pleasing trade
outlook in Chicago's territory.

The National Association of
The New Chicago Merchants and Travelers has
Commercial changed its name to the
Association Chicago Commercial Associa-

tion, or rather has been
merged or extended into this larger, broader
organization. The National Association of
Merchants and Travelers for nearly ten years
has done splendid work for the Chicago mar-
ket. Contrary to the desire of its organizers
and backers, its benefits have been restricted
largely to the interests centering about the
wholesale jewelry, optical, crockery and dry
goods trades. Gratifying as the results of the
association's work have been, they could not
be all that Chicago needs without the combined
efforts of her every wholesale interest. This
support has been finally secured, and it is not
too much to say that never in the history of
Chicago has a more united, harmonious, sen-
sible and determined effort been made to bring
to this city all the business to which its com-
mercial advantages entitle it. Plans are already
afoot for an adequate setting forth of the ad-
vantages of Chicago as a trading center, and
all lines are showing their interest. The offi-
cers are the same as elected at the recent an-
nual meeting of the National Association of
Merchants and Travelers, as follows: President,
John G. Shedd, Marshall Field & Co.; First
Vice-President, E. M. Skinner, Wilson Bros.;
Second Vice-President, R. C. Hall, The Duck
Brand Co.; Third Vice-President, A. A.
Sprague zd, Sprague, Warner & Co.; General
Treasurer, Edwin Sherman, Guthman, Car-
penter & Telling; General Secretary, John H.
Hardin, F. A. Hardy & Co.

The public inauguration of this new organi-
zation took place last night at the Auditorium,
where nearly seven hundred men of affairs in
the different wholesale and manufacturing in-
dustries in Chicago sat down to an informal
dinner. It proved to be an enthusiastic and
memorable occasion. Every man present
seemed more than ever determined to make
Chicago better known to the country as a great
trading center. There can be no doubt but that
the interest and spirit manifested will have
much to do with the future of the new asso-
ciation and the future of Chicago.

The following list of addresses, which were
ably and magnificently handled, will show the
trend of the banquet: "Chicago—The Present
and Future," Mayor Harrison; "Chicago—The
Great Central Market," A. M. Compton; "Chi-
cago—Its Responsibility," George F. Stone;
"Chicago—What It Call Accomplish," Rev. R.
A. White. All the speakers were well qualified
to do justice to their subjects, and the ovations
epitomized ill a brilliant way the greatness of
the Western metropolis.

Personal Mention

George T. Smith, business man and capi-
talist, and for a number of years a member of
the Board of Directors of the Elgin National
Watch Company, is dead. He died at his home
ill Chicago on the evening of November 13th,
at the age of 55 years. Mr. Smith was quite a
wealthy man. He was a large operator on the
Chicago Board of Trade, dealing extensively in
grain. He was one of the leaders in the bull
campaign in wheat last January, which netted
him a large amount of money. He invested
extensively in Chicago corporations and was
a director in the following concerns: A. Booth
& Co., Calumet and Chicago Canal and Dock
Company, Chicago City Railway Company,
First National Bank and National Safe Deposit
Company.

C. H. Knights and family enjoyed a week
at the St. Louis World's Fair early in the
month.

G. V. Dickinson, General Agent of the
Elgin National Watch Company, has taken a
house in Highland Park and moved his home
from the South Side in Chicago to this delight-
ful suburb on the North Shore.

John C. Bradley, manager of the watch de-
partment at J. W. Forsinger's, has been seri-
ously ill at his home in this city the past two
weeks, suffering from typhoid pneumonia. The

(Continued on page 2019)
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We are pleased to announce to the trade
that we have just celebrated our GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARY.

We thank the members of the trade for their
kindly consideration in the past.

Our aim is to keep up the reputation this house
has enjoyed for so many years past and to make it
so lasting that it shall remain with us for many
years to come.

We are makers of Fine Jewelry ; Importers of
Diamonds, Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and other
Precious Stones. We try in every way to deserve
your confidence and patronage.

December, 1904
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last news from his bedside was that h
e was not

out of danger, but that he was on 
the mend

slowlyTheodore Kuehl, of George Kuehl & 
Co.,

has just returned from an Eastern
 business

trip.
Miss Florine Kaiser, daughter of Sol K

ais-

er, of Louis Strasburger's Son & 
Co., carried

off the yellow ribbon for ladies' sad
dle horse

at the Horse Show last month.

Samuel Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.
,

and Mrs. Swartchild go East the middle
 of De-

cember for a two weeks' trip. They wi
ll visit

New York, Philadelphia and other Eastern

cities before they return.
E. A. Dayton, of E. A. Dayton & Co.

,

mourns the loss of an honored father, wh
ose

death, at a ripe old age, occurred at St
erling,

Ill., 
G. V. 

ply.
ickinson, General Agent of the

Elgin National Watch Company, has rece
ntly re-

turned from a business trip to the Northw
est.

Charles L. Dingler, formerly of Spokane
,

Wash., is now with C. D. Peacock, this city.

R. Wallace Doig, practicing optician, 
for

several years past with Jeweler Henry Schroe-

der, 468 Milwaukee Avenue, this city, has 
suc-

ceeded to the retail optical business fo
rmerly

carried on by William C. Sommer, in R
oom

6of Columbus Memorial Building,known a
s the

Optical Department of Hymen, Berg &
 Co.

Mr. Doig is classed among the clever men
 of

his profession, and will doubtless meet 
with

the success he well deserves in his new con
nec-

tion. Mr. Sommer, as announced last mo
nth,

left for his new field in Springfield, Ill., wh
ere

he will be connected with John C. Pierik,
 the

well-known jeweler-optician of that place.

Morris Berg, of Hymen, Berg & Co., retail,

is lying at his home in this city criticall
y ill

with pneumonia. Mr. Berg was not expecte
d

to live over Sunday, as he was very low 
all

that day. The latest tidings from his sick

room are that he is on the mend, though no
t

yet out of danger.
Ben Sandfelder, Chicago and Western rep-

resentative of McRae & Keeler, the widely-

known Attleboro manufacturers, leaves to-

nq-luoarrrtoelArsr.for a two weeks' visit to factory head-

Harry E. Farquharson, the well-known

Eastern manufacturers' agent, leaves to-day

for Attleboro and Providence for a two week
s

stay at the factories he represents in the West-

ern territory.
President Hulburd, of the Chicago Jewel-

ers' Association, is authority for the announce-

ment that the association will hold its annua
l

dinner and banquet some evening in January,

the exact date to be announced later. The

banquet committee has the arrangements wel
l

in hand, and the affair promises to be fully u
p

to the usual high standard.

Gossip Among the Trade

Applications for seats in the night schoo
l

at the Northern Illinois College of Ophthal
-

mology and Otology, which begins the 9th 
of

January, 1903, are coming in very rapidly. Th
e

outlook for this session is flattering and bid
s

fair to be the largest night class in the histor
y

of the college. The faculty are making a stren
-

t ousecffourrtsteo. give a most interesting and pro
f-

itable
A clerk connected with the Chicago Post-

office recently found a package containing tw
o

boxes of 0 size gold cases in the lobby of on
e

of our large office buildings. The cases are

entirely new, and will be turned over to th
e

owner upon proper identification. They can be

found by inquiry of Albert Jampolis, or C. F.

Nagl, custodian of the Chicago Post-office.

Bothofthesegentlemen are located in th
e

post-office building. 
Spaulding & Company, since November

isth, have been open until 6 P. M., and will

continue so until after Christmas in order to ac
-

commodate holiday shoppers. Their reg
ular

closing hour throughout the year is 3.30 P. M
.

The Arts and Crafts department of the Chi-

cago Art Institute have been holding an 
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bition during November in the Woman's Tem-

ple. Their jewelry work has attracted a great

deal of attention for its elegance and origi-

nality in design.
An early morning fire, November 23d, made

sad havoc of the Murine Eye Remedy Corn-

pany's headquarters, on the third floor of the

building at Michigan Avenue and Randolph

Street. The Northern Illinois College of Oph-

thalmology and Otology, who occupy the front

part of the same floor, are sufferers from smoke

and water. They figure their damage at about

$8000. Both the Murine Company and the

college were fully insured. The school held

its regular morning session at 9 A. M. the

same morning in the Masonic Temple. Man-

ager Hall, of the Murine Company, said that

they were filling orders as usual, but that they

likely would not be so prompt as heretofore

for a few days, but that they expected to be i
n

ship-shape again within a week or so.

News from the Trade

Chas. F. Tryon, formerly in the retail jew-

elry business at West Superior, Wis., but who

sold out about three years ago, has bought out

Jeweler G. W. Turton, at Wabasha, Minn., an
d

is making extensive improvements in the stor
e,

which he will have completed in time for the

holiday trade. Mr. Tryon spent several days

in the Chicago market recently selecting his

holiday lines. Mr. Tryon is well known here,

and was welcomed back in the trade by his

many friends.
The following out-of-town jewelers and

watchmakers have been guests of the Elgin

National Watch Company on different days

during November, looking through their fac-

tory at Elgin: J. M. Kaden, Grand Haven,

Mich.; Chas. A. Whited, Ratoon, N. Mex.; Ju-

lius Jaffe, Bessemer, Ala.; R. L. Dockeray,Min
-

neapolis, Minn.; Fred Olnhause, of Olnhause

& Smith, Celina, Ohio; Chris. Bergsvik, Ya
nk-

ton, S. Dak., accompanied by his son; J. J. Hunt
.

of Cothran & Hunt, Covington, Tenn.; Mr. an
d

Mrs. C. Liebenow, Manitowoc, Wis., and 0.

Blackburn, watchmaker with Weld & Sons,

Minneapolis, Minn.
News has reached the trade here that Mr.

and Mrs. E. R. Moses, of Great Bend, Ka
ns.,

recently celebrated their silver wedding at their

home in Great Bend, surrounded by a larg
e

company of friends and neighbors. Mr. Mose
s

is the head of the E. R. Moses Mercan
tile

Company, who have jewelry stocks at bot
h

Great Bend and Hoisington. He is still a

comparatively young man, and THE KEYSTON
E

hopes to be able to announce the celebra
tion of

his golden wedding, twenty-five years henc
e.

A. H. Vivian is now looking after the Chi
-

cago city trade and nearby towns for the 
Cal-

vin Clauer Company.
A. T. Westlake, dean of the Horologica

l

Department of the Bradley Polytechnic In
sti-

tute, Peoria, Ill., spent a few days in tow
n early

in the month attending the annual meeti
ng and

banquet of the Illinois Optical Society and

calling on his many friends in the jewelry 
and

optical trades. Mr. Westlake was a con
genial

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while h
ere.

Jeweler S. T. Morrison, of Iowa City, Iowa
,

has just added elegant cut-glass and 
optical

rooms to his store and stocked them
 up in

modern style. He has also increased his 
line

of sterling silver goods.
Chas. M. Powell is just opening a new j

ew-

elry store in Polo, Ill.
L. R. Wright, of Fonda, Iowa, has rece

ntly

moved into a larger store room and adde
d a

fine line of china and cut-glass to his 
already

attractive stock.
W. G. Wilkinson has lately moved f

rom

Yale, Iowa, to Fonda, in the same State
.

The following are some of the recent g
rad-

uates of the Northern Illinois College: S
amuel

S.- Graves, Chicago; Mrs. Emma Weed
, Day-

ton, Ohio; C. J. Petterson, Chicago; N
ed El-

don, Ogden, Utah; Dr. Jacob Gordon
, Ho-

boken, N. J.; Chas. F. McGrath, Lowell, 
Mass.;

H. J. Kelly, Trenton, N. J.; L. A. 
Shogren,

Oshkosh, Wis.; Mabel M. Fields, LeRo
y, Ill.;

Fred Wade Wolf, Peoria, Ill., and 
Ezra F.

Eaton, St. Louis, Mo. The following st
udents

recently matriculated at the same college
 for

a course in Optics: John Choal, Ch
icago; C. L.
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Andrews, Winnipeg, Canada; Fred A. Richter,

Chicago; John M. Bewley, Republic, Washing-

ton; A. F. Warhanik, Chicago; A. L. Waite,

Pocatello, Idaho; H. L. Emmerick, Milwaukee,

Wis., and W. F. Aydelotte, of Steward, Ill.

B. Lewin, wholesale, Buffalo, N. Y., was in

town for a day or two last week calling on the

manufacturing trade.
Charley H. Hanson, formerly in the retail

jewelry business at Tama, Iowa, has bought

the John R. Hawkins stock at Mason City,

Iowa, and has made extensive improvements

in the store by putting in new fixtures and re-

decorating it. Mr. Hanson spent several days

in the Chicago market early in November se-

lecting his holiday lines. He was a pleasant

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while in town,

and said that he was buying liberally, and pro-

posed to give the citizens of Mason City an up-

to-date jewelry establishment in every particu-

lar.
C. P. Keeler, of the widely-known manufac-

turing firm of McRae & Keeler, Attleboro,

Mass., spent several days in town recently, ac-

companied by Mrs. Keeler. Ben Sandfelder,

the Western agent of the firm, was showing

him around among the trade. Mr. and Mrs.

Keeler went to St. Louis from here, where

they expect to spend a week enjoying the de-

lights of the World's Fair.
R. U. Hendrix, the veteran jeweler of St.

Joseph, Mo., having reached the age of 70

years, and having accumulated a respectable

fortune, has decided to retire. He is holding

an auction sale, and expects to close out his

business entirely by the opening of the New

Year.
Robert G. Bonestell, Pacific Coast agent of

the Crescent Watch Case Company, and Mrs.

Bonestell, were here for a few days last week

en route home from an Eastern trip. They left

here for St. Louis, where they expected to

spend a week doing the Fair, when they will

return to their home in San Francisco.
Lewis Finkelstein, the well-known whole-

saler of St. Paul, Minn., was in town for a

few days last week calling on the manufactur-

ers. Mr. Finkelstein believes that there will be

a fairly good holiday trade among the dealers

throughout the Northwest this season, as the

indications point that way.
George Goldberg, for several years past

Western representative of W. & S. Blackinton

among the jobbing trade, is now with the Un-

termeyer-Robbins Company, of New York, and

will hereafter show their line of rings in his

old territory.
Moses Benzinger, the late President of the

Brunswick-Balke Company, Chicago, who died

suddenly last month at French Lick Springs,

Ind., was in the retail jewelry business at one

time in Louisville, Ky. Forty years ago he was
an apprentice in the store of Wolf & Doeringer,

and will be remembered by the old-timers. Mr.

Benzinger was a successful business man and

left quite a fortune.
News has reached the trade here that A. R.

Huebsch, of St. Charles, Minn., moved into his

new store last month and now has everything

in apple-pie order for the holiday trade. At the

same time news comes that Jeweler Huebscl)

on November 2d joined the ranks of the bene-

diets, after being a bachelor for thirty-seven

years.
Jeweler Fred A. Marean, of Belvidere, Ill.,

celebrated his removal into his new store room

November rgth by giving a swell opening,

which was largely attended by the citizens of

that town and surrounding country. The new

establishment was made most attractive by an

elegant display of holiday goods, music and

flowers. Souvenirs were presented to the la-

dies and the occasion was voted an entire suc-

cess. Mr. Marean has been quite successful in

building up a nice business at Belvidere and is

deserving of all the compliments showered

upon him on his opening day.
A. H. Elson, well known among the trade

in Iowa, is now looking after that State for the

Calvin Clauer Company.

Out-of-Town Visitors

H. E. Kinnear, of Marion, Ind., was a holi-
day buyer in this market early in the week

selecting holiday lines.

(Continued on page 2021)
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

are accepted.
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
value of old metal received.
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

4W2P

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any

means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

December, 1904
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57 1Vashington St.,
Chicago.
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Ezra Nuckolls, of Eldora, Iowa, one of the

pioneer and widely and favorably known jewel-

ers of the Hawkeye State, spent two days here

early in the week selecting goods for his 
holi-

day trade.
J. J. Lange, of Racine, Wis., was in Chicago

recently purchasing new fixtures to fit up his

store in time for the holiday season.

F. F. Buren, of Tampico, Ill., was here re-

cently buying stock for a new store he has

opened in that town.

Victor S. Maurseth, jeweler-optician, Grand

Rapids, Wis., spent several days in town the

early part of the month selecting his lines for

the Christmas trade. Mr. Maurseth called at

KEYSTONE headquarters and said that dealers in

his section were looking for a fairly good 
holi-

day business, and that he was buying acc
ord-

ingly.
Theodore E. Schleuder, of Albert Lea,

Minn., was here for several days last week

looking over the market for his holiday lines.

C. R. Derleth, of East St. Louis, was a

welcome trade caller in this market last week.

R. L. Marshall, of Elizabethtown, Ky., spent

a few days in Chicago last week selecting

goods for his Christmas trade.
J. A. Seekatz, of Hoopeston, Ill., spent a

day in this market early in November bu
ying

his holiday goods.
C. A. McGregor, of Pontiac, Ill., was here

recently looking over the market in search of

the latest holiday novelties.
N. C. Larson, of Batavia, Ill., was among

the many holiday buyers in this market 
re-

cently.
C. T. Manahan, of What Cheer, Iowa, was

in Chicago the early part of the month se
lect-

ing his holiday bills.
C. B. Graves, of Howarden, Iowa, was a

visiting buyer in this market early in Novem-

ber selecting his holiday bills.
Charles Winner, of Perry, Iowa, spent a

few days in this market the early part of
 the

month buying his Christmas bills.
A. J. Green, of Mound City, Mo., was amon

g

the throng of visiting buyers in Chicago 
the

early part of the month buying Christmas

goods.
R. B. Stinger, of Chicago, Ohio, spent a fe

w

days in this market recently selecting his 
holi-

day lines. He thought the outlook in his 
sec-

tion as most excellent for a fine holiday 
trade.

Ferguson & Craig, of Champaign, Ill., were

recently represented in this market by Mr.

Craig, who was on the outlook for new things

for the holiday trade.
Seth Laraway, son of Jeweler Laraway, of

Glenwood, Iowa, was a trade caller in town re-

cently.
George W. Teed and wife were guests at

the Palmer House for several days the early

part of the month. Mr. Teed is well known in

this market as the head of the drug and jew-

elry firm of George W. Teed & Son, Webster

City, Iowa, and was here on his holiday buy-

ing trip. He was making liberal purchases in

anticipation of a lively Christmas trade. Mr.

and Mrs. Teed journeyed from here to St.

Louis, where they expected to spend a week

looking over the World's Fair.
Ernest Eimer, the well-known optician of

Muskegon, Mich., who formerly conducted a

jewelry store in connection with his optical

business, was in town several days the early

part of the month calling on his old friends

in the trade and attending the annual meeting

of the Illinois Optical Society.
yv. A. Foley, jeweler-optician, Chicago

Heights, 111., and Mrs. Foley, were in town at-

tending the annual meeting and banquet of the

Illinois Optical Society on November 2d.

visiting buyer in this market selecting his holi-

d a• Wlines.

Koch, of Palmyra, Mo., was a recent

Keith & McChesney, of Iowa City, Iowa,

were represented in this market recently by 0.

R. Keith, who was on the lookout for the

latest novelties for the firm's holiday trade.

D. C. Spaulding, of Wabasha, Minn., and

Mrs. Spaulding spent several days in the mar-

ket the early part of the month selecting goods

to meet the requirements of his holiday trade.

Mr. Spaulding and wife were pleasant callers

at KEYSTONE headquarters while in town.
W. E. Crellin, of Chillicothe, Mo., spent a

few days in Chicago early in November select-
ing his holiday lines.

S. H. Avey & Company, of Auburn, Nebr.,

were represented in this market the early

part of the month by Mr. Avey, the head of

the firm, who was selecting goods for their

Christmas trade.
John Reed, of Humboldt, Iowa, spent sev-

eral days in Chicago recently making holiday

purchases.
C. B. Curtis, of Valisca, Iowa, was a buyer

in this market early in November on the look-

out for novelties for his holiday trade.
R. J. Litschert, of Winchester, Ind., was a

recent buyer in this market, spending several

days here buying his holiday stock.
John F. O'Connell, of Atlantic, Iowa, man-

ager of the P. F. O'Connell Company, spent

several days in town the early part of the

month selecting holiday lines for the home

store.
P. Landfield & Son, of Crystal Falls, Mich.,

were recently represented in the Chicago mar-

ket by J. P. Landfield, the junior member of

the firm, who was scanning the market for the

latest holiday novelties.
L. 0. Gale, of Mitchell, S. Dak., spent a few

days in this market recently selecting goods

for his holiday trade.
H. W. Klope, of Neilsville, Wis., was a wel-

come buyer in this market early in the month

selecting lines for his holiday business.
A. E. Kentner. of Painesville, Ohio, spent

several days in Chicago recently combining

pleasure with attending to his holiday buying.

C. A. Snell, the well and favorably known

optometrist and optician of Minneapolis, was

in Chicago for several days the early part of

the month calling on his friends in the trade

and enjoying the sights of the Western me-

tropolis. Mr. Snell read a paper before the

Illinois Optical Society, at their annual meet-

ing, on the "Workings of the Optometry Law

in Minnesota," which was well received by the

Society.
C. W. Kiser, of Newton, Ill., spent a day in

this market recently in search of novelties for

his holiday trade. He was a pleasant caller at

KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay in town

C. C. Burkart, jeweler-optician, Dixon, Ill.,

spent several days in the market early in the

month selecting his holiday lines. Mr. Burk-

art said he was looking for fully as good holi-

day business this year as last and was buying

accordingly.
John H. Ellis, the widely known optician of

South Bend, hid., was here November 2d, at-

tending the annual meeting of the Illinois Op-

tical Society and calling on his friends in the

optical trade.
Mrs. K. C. Pedersen, wife of Jeweler Peder-

sen, of Warsaw, Ill., spent several days in the

Chicago market the early part of the month

selecting novelties for their Christmas trade.

Guy H. Day, of Mazon, Ill., was in town re-

cently looking over the market for late things

for his holiday trade.
Albert R. Mills, practicing optician, Strea-

tor, Ill., was here for a day recently on a holi-

day purchasing trip.
Powell Bros., of Great Falls, Mont., were

represented in this market recently by the

senior member of the firm, who was here se-

lecting lines for their Christmas trade.

W. D. Haines, of Gilman City, Mo., was

represented in this market recently by Mr.

Parker, who was here on a holiday purchasing

trip.
George Thoma, of Three Rivers, Mich.,

spent a day in this market recently buying

goods for his Christmas trade.
Tom Hollister, of Freeport, Ill., was a vis-

iting buyer in the Chicago market recently on

the lookout for late things for his holiday

trade.
H. W. Butzine, of Port Washington, Wis..

spent a few days in Chicago last week sel
ect-

ing his holiday lines.
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J. B. Johnson, of Goodland, Ind., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week select-

ing goods for his holiday trade.
G. G. Case, of Jackson, Mich., was a wel-

come buyer in the Chicago market selecting

his holiday lines.
Demmel & Thesler, of Waterloo, Iowa, were

represented in the Chicago market by Mr.

Demme] last week, who was here on a holiday

buying trip. Mr. Demmel brought the news

that C. 0. Balliet, the well-known Iowa jewel-

er whom their firm succeeded about a year

ago, is a very sick man, and not expected to

survive his present attack. Mr. Balliet is well

and favorably known in this market, and his

many friends here will sincerely regret his

serious illness.
W. S. Still, of Delevan, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market recently selecting goods

for his holiday trade.
Frank LeBron, Jr., of Keokuk, Iowa, son

of Jeweler LeBron, was in Chicago this week

scanning the market for late holiday novelties.

Jeweler A. H. Smith, of Truro; Nova Sco-

tia, accompanied by his son, W. D. Smith,

spent a few days in Chicago recently on a

sightseeing trip. Young Mr. Smith is a stu-

dent at the Canadian Horological School. Both

gentlemen were guests of the Elgin National

Watch Company on a tour of their big watch

plant at Elgin for a day while here.
C. I. Josephson, of Moline, Ill., was a wel-

come visiting buyer here this week scanning

the market for late holiday novelties.

J. G. Raine, the well-known jeweler of Crip-

ple Creek, Colo., is spending a few days in the

Chicago market this week buying goods for

his holiday trade.
Nicholas Michels, of 1-Tubbell, Mich., spent

a week in Chicago the early part of the month

on his wedding trip. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbell

were combining pleasure with their holiday

buying.
Leo LeBron, of L. M. LeBron & Son, Ga-

lena, Ill., was here early in the month calling

on his friends and doing some holiday buying.

Edward H. Thielens, the well-known en-

graver to the trade, is dead. His sudden death

on the morning of November nth was quite a

shock to the jewelry colony in the Columbus

Memorial Building, where Mr. Thielens has

had his office for over eight years, and where

he has been a familiar figure all that time. He

dropped dead, while entering the building on

the above morning, from heart trouble, which

he had been a sufferer from for a number of

years. Mr. Thielens was a quiet, hard-working

man, highly esteemed by all who knew him

and quite successful in his line. A wife and

three grown daughters survive him.

F. A. Hardy and John H. Hardin, of F. A.

Hardy & Co., and their families, had a narrow

escape in a railroad wreck on the morning of

November 12th while en route home from a

few days' visit to the St. Louis World's 
Fair.

They were on the Wabash limited, which was

derailed just as it was rounding the sharp curve

leading to the Merchant& Bridge in North St.

Louis. The engine leaped from the rails and

turned over on its back. The baggage car also

turned over on its side and two chair cars

were partly wrecked, but the observation 
car,

where Mr. Hardy and Mr. Hardin and their

families were located, did not leave the rails,

fortunately, and they escaped serious injury.

But they were shaken up pretty badly, and Mr.

Hardin tells us that it was a scary time with

them all for about two minutes.

W. A. Fulton, well known in the trade from

his former connection with A. C. Becken and

as proprietor of the National Jobbing C
om-

pany, a mail order business which he conduct-

ed in the Trude Building, died at his hom
e in

this city November 8th at the age of 46 years.

Mr. Fulton suffered from a complication 
of

troubles and was ill for over fifteen weeks. A

wife and two children survive him.

W. H. Vogell, Chicago manager for Alfred

H. Smith & Co., will have the sincere sympa-

thy of the entire trade in the recent death of

his son, a bright and promising young New

York business man, who died after a short ill-

ness from pneumonia.
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Get YOUR Share of the Big Advertising Result. If you have66 World Brand" NOW, send this coupon at once:
) the Advertising Manager World Brand Silverware, American Silver Co., Bristol, Conn.

TAKE NOTICE that my store carries World
Brand Silverware and is entitled to the full co-operation
of your advertising department. Refer to me all in-
quiries in my vicinity, with whom you correspond
concerning World Brand Silverware.

1•11111•1111110

Read this carefully.
Understand it clearly.
This "World Brand" offer,

advertised to thirteen mil=
lion readers, leads custom=
ers direct to the retail store.

" World Brand " Silver is not sold direct to consumers orby mail-order houses.
The whole of our advertising effort is to lead customers tothe store that carries " World Brand."
This sample spoon is made up especially for that purpose.Even on this souvenir sample, delivered through the retailer,we credit the retailer with his full profit-6o per cent. of price,

equivalent to 150 per cent. profit on cost.
This is so costly that it almost amounts to free sampling.No other silver company in the world has ever used methodsso costly, or so thorough, to draw the individual reader to the

retail counter.

See that YOUR store appears on our
files to get the benefit of this thorough
advertising co=operation.

You can have a Factory Shipment of " World
Brand " Silverware as small as $25 or even Po.

You have a World Brand " Silver Catalogue
Supplement, describing these special assortments, show-
ing the actual " costs-you " prices—all the usual corn-
plex Silver Discounts done away with.

It is on your desk now.
Turn it up.
Send in your oidur to=day.

Sales Manager

"World Brand"
The American Silver Co.

Bristol, Conn.

" World Brand " Silverware costs you no more than Stand-ard Plate. It is plated 50 per cent. heavier than Standard. Weteach every inquirer just what this means.
When customers understand that "World Brand" is platedso per cent. heavier than Standard, they readily pay a better

price. This means that " World Brand " gives you a better
profit.

The American Silver Co. is absolutely independent of every other
Silver Company in the world

Approximately my present stock of World Brawl consists of

My last order was dated 

Name of wholesaler who filled it 

His address 

My name  

My address  

Advertised to 12,950,000
, FOR CHRISTMAS

This Exquisite
"World Brand"
ILEX Pattern
Sugar Shell
Full "World Brand " quality—
plated with 50 per cent. more
silver than standard.

Your money back,
of course,
if you ask for it.

This is the mark of
"World Brand"

Quality

•
•onto•nrus°4

.Ao.t.o.sjetoc

Readers

yours for 25c+ and your
promise to go to a store
and examine 4 4 World
Brand" Silverware.

,

k , ,..ir 4:-.. ,t,,,,,,,,44,,..e=-Ardw.
i Without the promise, you cannotIgo,ii: buy this sugar shell at any price

Our one object in making this offer is to put into your
hands one sample of World Brand beauty, quality and
value, and to get you to go to see the World Brand Silver
shown in a retail store. Write a note like this:
"To The American Silver Co., Bristol, Conn., makers Of WORLD BRAND SilverI enclose 25 cents, and I pr ice that if you send me the name of the dealer
nearest me. I will examine World Brand Silverware at his counter, and compareIts beauty, its quality, its art, its value, with every other make of table Silverware.For this promise and remittance send me the World Brand Sugar Shell, IlexPattern, as described In your advertisement. My name . . . My address . . .My dealer's name is   His address is . . . . It is a . . . . store (JewelryStore, Department Store, Dry Goods Store, Hardware or General Store)."

Send at once. Do not delay. Only a certain number of
these Sugar Shells have been struck off. The money
does not pay the cost of the Shell. Every one of
these pieces that we send out means an expense to
us, but we feel well repaid if we have your promise
to examine World Brand Silver at a retail store.
World Brand costs more than the regular
"Standard" silver. Those acquainted
with the merits of World Brand

, cheerfully pay the difference.

This
illustration
shows
the exact size

It you have not yet received
Margaret Hubbard Ayers New Book

The Etiquette of Entertaining
(the entire 1st edition of whir-A is controlled by us)

mention it, and if your
request comes before the
first edition is exhausted

we will send you a copy free

We add to the hook some exquisite ex-
amples of "World Brand" Art, of interest
and value to every woman of refinement,

" WORLD BRAND,"
The American Silver Co., Bristol, Conn.

December Delineator, z,000,000 copies, 5,000,000 readersDecember Designer, 270,000 copies, 1,350,000 readersDecember New Idea Woman's Magazine, 220,000 copies, s,too,000 readers
This offer is also advertised in

Butterick Fashion Sheets, 3,5oo,000 copies
Standard Fashion Sheets, 2,000,000 copies
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Omaha and the West

Trade Conditions The continued mild weather
throughout the West during the

month of November had a rather reactionary effect

upon business. The farmers remained in their

fields working hard and did not often visit the

markets. As a result the demand for goods slack-

ened and introduced an element of doubt and

timidity among the country dealers. The anti-

election uncertainty also had something to do with

the dullness during the first part of November.

The effect of this check in trade has been felt by

the wholesalers who, however, do not anticipate

any great loss as a result. They believe the season

will close well. The retailers are expecting a

sudden and extensive demand. Indeed, holiday

buyers are already busy, and although the pur-

chases have not yet been numerous the interest

shown indicates large sales later.

M. C. L. Shook, of the Shook Mfg. Co., who

has just returned from the Pacific coast, reports
conditions in that section as very satisfactory.

Four attachments were recently issued on the

goods of Charles Ditto, a jeweler at Ashland, Nebr.,

Ditto having disappeared. When he left he stated

that he was going to his former home at Davey,

Nebr., where his mother was ill. Inquiry revealed

that he did not visit Davey and no trace of him

could be found. The creditors who attached the

goods are the National Bank of Ashland, W. N.

Becker and J. B. Brownell, of Ashland, and Lapp

& Flershem, of Chicago. The amount of the four

attachments is $349.50. Other creditors are

mourning the departure of Ditto.
Albert Edholm, the jeweler, who has been in

business at 107 North Sixteenth Street for fifteen

years, has leased the corner of the new Neville

Block at Sixteenth and Harney Streets, three blocks

south. He expects to occupy his new store on

New Year's Day. He has leased two rooms, one

opening on Sixteenth Street and the other on Harney

Street. He will enlarge his stock, and on the

Harney Street side will have an art room. Mr.

Edholm has announced his intention of having one

of the most modern and complete jewelry stores

ill the West. This will be another move in the

present trend of business toward the southern part

of the city.
Four trays of gold rings, some of which were

set with valuable stones, five gold and ten silver

watches, were stolen from the store of the Union

Mercantile Company, 318 South Fifteenth Street,

recently. The burglars entered the store by cutting

a pane of glass from a rear window. In all, the

property amounted to too.
A thief recently shattered a display window in

the store of Jeweler Charles H. Wray, at Lincoln,

and secured seventy-five dollars' worth of rings
and jewelry.

R. C. Cotton has bought the ,ewelry stock of

J. L. Carpenter at Table Rock.
C. A. Davis, the jeweler, at Fairmount, Nebr.,

will remove his stock to York January 1st.

B. S. Wells has bought a new store at Merna

and will open a jewelry business.
Show & Harper, of Sidney, Nebr., have sold

their jewelry store to Dr. Potter, of Corning.

B. C. Martin, formerly a student at the Omaha

Horological and Optical Institute, has gone to

Braynton, Nebr., to open a jewelry store.

R. L. Lemist, who has been attending the

Omaha Horological and Optical Institue, has

returned to Osmond, Nebr., where he will re-open

a jewelry store. A few months ago Mr. Lemist's

store at Osmond was burned out.
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J. Engles, of Red Cloud, Nebr., has bought
Tom Penman's jewelry store.

Roy Huston has left here to open up a branch
jewelry store for M. G. Shirk, of Spearfish, S. Dak.
At what point the store will be opened has not
been announced.

Kirby Saunders, of Davenport, Iowa, is a new
student at the Omaha Horological and Optical
Institute. Other new students are Guy W. Scott,
of Tetmore, Kans., and C. S. Jarrett, of Herring-
ton, Kans.

E. A. Dayton, formerly in business here, and
now a wholesaler in Chicago, was in the city
recently after a visit to Nebraska customers.

J. C. McElhinney, of the jewelry firm of
McElhinney & Petersen, Lyons, Nebr., has been
elected to the legislature.

Henry Copley, of this city, has remodeled and
handsomely decorated his store.

T. L. Combs & Co. have placed in their show

window a handsome electric canopy.
The Mawhinney & Ryan Co. are the makers

of the handsome silver loving cup which the

Fontanellex Club, of this city, has presented to

John M. Thurston, former United States Senator

from Nebraska.
The Shook Mfg. Co. has re-opened its watch

repairing department with W. H. Valhowe in

charge. Mr. Valhowe comes from Cleveland, Ohio,

where he was with the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

W. L. Morris, a jeweler, of Florence, Colo., has

been elected assessor on the Republican ticket.

Burglars recently entered the store of Jeweler

H. Geffen, at Bingham, Utah, and stole too worth

of watches, cases and rings.

Influence of Weights on Clock
Pendulums

An English jeweler gives the following inter-

esting experience on the influence of weights on

clock pendulums :
I have two regulators, one a very high grade,

jeweled regulator, pinions of sixteen, dead-beat

escapement, mercurial pendulum, with its weights

falling in extreme corner of case, far removed

from pendulum. The other an ordinary center

seconds one, pinions of eight, dead-beat escape-

ment, pallets embracing ten teeth, with an ellipti-

cal weight, falling in front of pendulum, which is a

wood rod and lead bob, two-inch diameter, twelve

inches long, made of rolled sheet lead.

The ordinary clock was set up beside the

other, some two yards away on a concrete floor,

and well fixed. I succeeded in regulating it so

closely that for about four days the beats of the

two clocks remained perfectly coincident. From

the fourth day to the sixth I noticed the latter

gradually losing (amounting to 1.75 seconds), and

simply thought this was. one of the weaknesses to

which common clocks are heir.

To my surprise, however, after the sixth day,

I found it had ceased losing, and although the

beats were then not quite coincident, kept exactly

in the same place for another five days, when it

again commenced to lose, and lost exactly the

same amount as before during the time the weight

was passing the pendulum. This recurred for

about six weeks, and during this period I was care-

ful to compare the rate of the best regulator, with

frequent sidereal transits, which I took, and found

that this had its usual weekly rate, of — 1.5 seconds.

The weight of this clock was five inches long,

nearly as heavy as the pendulum bob, and worked

within one-quarter inch of it. How much was
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due to mutual attraction or to confined air space T

cannot say, but one thing I am certain, that in this

case the line and weight did not act as a pendulum,

but kept perfectly still when passing the bob. I

took the time of vibration of these at different

points afterwards, and found it not suitable for

sympathetic vibrations.
These results go to prove, 1st, that any regu-

lator that is good enough to have maintaining

power should have the weight removed from

pendulum ; 2d, to show what a close rate even a

common clock, if constructed on good lines, will

sometimes keep.
The temperature, I may add, was fairly con-

stant in the shop for the whole time.

Facts About Shellac

Recent advances in the price of shellac, due

partly to its use in electrical works and in making

gramophone records, have led to the collection of

facts about its production. Lac is an incrustation

on the branches of certain trees in India caused by

insects. It is found throughout India, but is most

abundant in the Central Provinces, Bengal and

Assam. It is collected by natives, who break off

the incrusted branches. The gatherers and local

dealers sell it in the form of " stick lac " to manu-

facturers, who turn it into the shellac or " button

lac" of commerce. Nearly the whole of the ship-

ment takes place from Calcutta, and the chief

markets are the United States and Great Britain.

In India lac is made into bracelets, rings, beads

and other ornaments.

The Art of Salesmanship

A skillful salesman may succeed in selling

people goods they do not like. He may even in-

duce them to buy articles they have no use for.

He may thus succeed in disposing of goods that

are not in demand, and may even get rid of stock

that would otherwise be unsalable. But this in any

case is a doubtful policy, and in many instances is

a positive injury to the merchant who practices it

or allows it to be practiced. The customer who is

" talked " into buying goods that do not please

him, or that he does not need, is not likely to be

satisfied with the transaction when he has time to

think it over. It pays a merchant to suit his patrons,

for satisfied customers are the foundation of busi-

ness success.

The Old Peterborough Clock

The oldest working clock in Great Britain is

that of the Peterborough Cathedral, which dates

from 1320, and is conceded to have been made by

a monastic clockmaker. It is the only clock now

known that is wound up over an old wooden

wheel, which is some twelve feet in circumference,

carrying a cable about 300 feet in length, with a

leaden weight of three hundred-weight attached.

The cable has to be wound up daily. The gong is

the great tenor bell of the cathedral, which weighs

thirty-two hundred-weight, and is struck hourly by

an eighty-pound hammer. The clock is not fitted

with a dial, but the time is indicated on the main

wheel of the escapement, which goes round once

in two hours,

"The Keystone is the best journal of its kind
I have found. I consider it worth five dollars to
every jeweler and optician."—.W. T. Kellogg,
Jeweler, Ithaca, New York.
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Father Time's Advertisement

VER three hundred years ago, in Pisa, a
student of the university sat by an open
window dialing, a mathematical diversion
of the age. He was a young man and

comely, and, as the lute lying near him indicated,
his turn of mind was not confined entirely to the
compasses twirled so dextrously between his
fingers, nor to the arcs and quadrants and geome-
trical figures penciled upon the drawing board
over his lap.

In one corner of the room the slanting rays of
the afternoon sun glistened upon a mass of steel
springs, cog-wheels and other mechanical devices.
At length the lad left his compasses, crossed the
room, and from the mass selected the material for
a stile, to be cut into shape on the morrow.

Laying this upon the sill of the window, he
picked up his lute and throwing one knee over the
other sounded the first low note of an air then
most popular in Florence.

Before it died a sunbeam sprang to the dark
wall of the room and danced there to it accompa-
niment. Steps sounded on the stone flags without
the window, and a long slender blade of a shadow
lay for a moment upon the floor.

The youth sprang to the casement. His eye
swept the empty court, and resting on the houses
of his neighbors wandered off to where the Tower
of Pisa leaned forward to kiss the smiling Italian
sky. For a moment the beautiful filigree held his
eye in artistic admiration—then again the step, this
time within the room, and again the sunbeam, this
time blinding his eyes, and a kindly voice saying,
"Peace, my son!"

And an old man stood before him. His head
was covered with a Tuscan peasant's cap, from
which escaped locks, whiter than Alpine snows.

His dress also was that of a peasant, and he
rested his venerable body upon a scythe, the
shining, whetted blade of which argued the keen-
ness of its steel.
" I am a man of few words," said the seer.

" You have some fame ; you are known beyond
Pisa."
" I play the lute," replied the boy, modestly,

meeting the piercing gaze of the old man resolutely.
" Bah ! Fools play the lute, and if you play it

the better, you are the bigger fool."
The youth would have interrupted, his eyes

flashing fires of indignation, but the old man waved
him majestically aside.

"We'll have no lutes to-day. You are a
mathematician, an inventor, a maker of dials. I
have for you a task. Listen !"
" You have for me a task," broke in the young

man, spiritedly, "and who are you that thus gives
tasks to me ?—the Duke of Tuscany, perhaps, out
for a masquerade."

His well-modeled lips drew back in an ironical
smile that had in it much good humor at last.

The old man started quickly forward, as one
unused to opposition. In his eyes was the fury of
prehistoric monsters.
" The Duke of Tuscany," he hissed, " com-

pared to me is as the juice of a grape, to the oceans
of the world—as a second, to a million centuries.
" Neither empire nor nation, pope nor king

measures power with me. I am the ruler of the
earth and of the stars. I hold in my hand the heat
of all the suns, and at my word they shall become
as cold as the chill mountains of the moon, over
which I have long since spread a pall of ice and
death.
" The works of the scholar, the sway of dynas-

ties, the lives of peasants, the movements of
armies, the flow of rivers, the thunderings of vol-
canoes—all, all depend on me."
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The old man's face was flushed with pride andtriumph, and his eyes flashed brighter than thesunlight on the long blade of his scythe.
"And yet," he continued, fiercely, "you donot recognize my sway. At times you are re-

minded, and then you forget—you always forget.
Not you alone, but your Duke of Tuscany, your
kings and pope, and all your kind throughout theearth.
" But as I am your master, you and yours, and

they and theirs, though your names are carried
down through centuries of posterity, shall be ever
reminded of the old man with the scythe."

The seer ran his shriveled thumb along the
heel of the blade, chuckling fearfully :
" It is a good blade, a good blade."
The youth shivered and shrank back from eyes

that blazed balefully in cavernous sockets, and
which watched him narrowly.

"Some day—not yet," said the old man,
glancing meaningly at the scythe. " Not till you
have finished my task. Then, when your dark
ringlets have turned to gray—when honors lie thick
upon you, when you are blind and ready—then,
and not till then."

The youth sat down wearily upon the bench,
his eyes held hypnotically by those of the seer.
" I will do, father, that which you would have

me."
The craftiness left the face of the old man, and

a kindly look overspread his features, which had

The Leaning Tower of Pisa

the remarkable capacity of delineating every pas-
sion and emotion known to man and beast.

He rested his scythe against the wall of the
room,and drew from its corner a three-legged stool,
upon which he sat.

He removed his cap and leaned towards the
youth with an air of the most earnest consultation.
" I have told you of my power," he began,

" which is over all men, and of my scythe, which
severs alike the lives of the great and of the
humble. With it I have scratched the canons of
the continents ; mountains have crumbled beneath
the persistence of its edge and the power of my
arm. Its point has hallowed out the greatest of
the valleys.
" With its handle, in the dead of night, my

dread knock is given upon the house door, and on
the morrow, the mark of the scythe is upon the
brow of the dead within.

"All must mark my passing, for I am life and
death to all. None must forget me, for in that is
the strangling of ambition, the blighting of careers
and the death of souls.
" Construct for me, oh, young inventor, a

representative that shall become an omnipresent
reminder for all the race. Build for me an adver-
tisement that shall be adapted for large or small
display—that shall command attention indoors and
out. Let it attract people by its motion and by the
beauty or clamor of its sounds • so that when it is
seen or heard all shall say : It is the old man's
advertisement, and he is passing, passing, passing.
We must hurry, for even now his sharp scythe,
perhaps is poised above us.'
" With it shall astronomers, the wise men of

the world, gage the eclipses of the sun and moon.
" It shall be present at the hour of birth, and

as the new-born babe is laid upon its mother's
breast, she will look upon the old man's advertise-
ment as on a token. What will it bring her child
will be her anxious thought, for both she and the
babe shall watch it down the bounding years until
at last—the scythe.
" It shall be present at the hour of death to

gage the last few breaths, and to mark the falling
of the scythe ; and when this has fallen, all eyes
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will be fixed upon the old man's advertisement.
Then shall they know my power in all the majesty
of its finality.

"This thing that thou shall make, 0 youth.
shall be the company of the murderer. It shall
free the innocent and convict the guilty, and as the
condemned watch its fearful sway, they shall be-
come mad with its contemplation, for it shall speed
them on, on toward the scaffold and—the scythe.

"Lovers will scan it with ecstasy, for it shall
bring them to the trysting place, 'mid blooming
flowers and sweetly singing birds, and ere the tryst
is o'er it shall remind them of me, and that 1, not
Love, am master after all."

The old man spoke softly at the last, and the
youth was carried eastward to where a maid of
Florence sat at her embroidery, but the vision
faded, and the old man rose.
" You will construct the device," he said,

emphatically, "and you shall have the Duke of
Tuscany for your patron.
" You shall become great throughout Italy

and the world, and your name shall go down with
the philosophers of the ages.
" You will be known as a benefactor of your

kind, and shall frequent high places, even to the
palace of the pope. I bid you God-speed, my son.
Farewell."

The youth was alone. For some moments he
sat and pondered on the old man's words.

Without, the sun was sinking behind the
'houses of his neighbor, when the youth, seeking
the twilight air, wandered past the cathedral of Pisa.
A recently familiar form was outlined in the dark-
ling entrance, and an imperious gesture drew him
quickly toward it.

It had beeri the old man's form and the old
man's beckoning arm, but the youth entered the
doorway alone, and never again in life did his eyes
rest upon that fretful figure.

Seating himself, he began studying the move-
tnents of a chandelier that swayed from the classic
ceiling of the cathedral.

It was becoming so dark that the beautiful
mural decorations of Michael Angelo, which earlier
in the day would have held his attention, failed to
arouse his artistic temperament.

But the chandelier ! From side to side it
swung with even motion, now increasing its oscil-
lations, and now diminishing the size of the arcs
that it described.

Strangely fascinated, the mathematical mind
of the youth began timing these descriptions, until
his calculations were cut short by an excited voice
in his ear:
" That is it ! That is it ! You have the key,

my son. But my task is far too great for one
mortal to finish in his lifetime, even granted it is a
long one, which yours shall be, as I have promised.
Go, now, and may peace be with thee."

And it was even as the old man had said.
The youth gave to the world the secret of the

chandelier, and in time the old man's advertise-
ment was constructed—some say by the youth's
son—others, by a Hollander. It is to-day the most
popular advertisement that appears. To the young
it has little significance, except as a personal con-
venience ; to the old, it appears with all the por-
tent of its real meaning. It is a talisman, which
each time it is looked upon hastens the observer
on to the completion of his task, or to the folly of
the moment, but always to the descending and
fatal blade of the old man's scythe.

Napoleon studied this advertisement ever with
the utmost care. It carried Newton and Darwin
across the borderland in the midst of their quest for
knowledge. Cecil Rhodes chafingly saw it bring
him to the end, with his empire yet unbuilded.
America watched it with bated breath, while the
scythe ruthlessly cut down the lives of Lincoln,
Garfield and McKinley. It marked the gatherings
at courts and banquets. It is the arbiter in the
sports of kings. In college and counting room it
governs the beginning and the end of tasks.
Standing, for the old man, in large and small
display, this advertisement has done what he said
it should do, and to the young inventor, Galileo,
came the honors and the profits.

The iidvertisement Just a moment, please.
Pray tell me the time of day. Half-past three, did
you say? The advertisement ? Ah, yes ! I beg
your pardon ; you have just looked at it.

—Geo. R. Craw, in Profitable Advertising.
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It's the wise dealer who carries stock
enough of New England watches to fill

the Christmas tree demands and make the right
kind of a window display. Wire your orders if
it's too late to send by mail.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

87 Maiden Lane, New York 181 Wabash Ave., Chicago Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco
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Meriden

Manning, Bowman & Company, Connecticut

Nickel and Silver Plate

No. 264 CHAFING DISH

Nickel or Silver Plated

"IVORY" ENAMELED FOOD PAN

l'alented I\ lay V, 1899

C'an be used ill any of our 3-pinl Chafing
Dishes.

The grealesu improvemeill ever made in a
Chafing. Dish. Pore, elean, durable. It, is so
eole.4 rueled tiro l'an • 1.111111. ill

Willi lilt' I V.,r.‘ ItiSii. Till' 11111 rim

being 111211.11,1111, e■oliph•h clmiiipg nisi] In, the

Chafing Dishes (Electric and Alcohol)

"Meteor" Coffee Percolators
Table Kettles, Tea Ware, Baking Dishes, Etc.

Prize Trophies, Solid Copper with English Pewter Mountings

New York
Chicago

San Francisco

No. 260 CHAFING DISH

Nickel or Silver Plated

" M. & B." CHAFING DISH ALCOHOL

Tids " .%10,1.1" is ei it ilIIY prepared nir nse in Alcohol
1,21n1t,. I•nenualed fill' 11,1 under Chafing Dishes, Coiree Per,
e.,Intor,, It. I I should Iii. ill thl. SIOCI■ ,f ill lirst-elass dealers.

New Catalogue No. 40 K Now Ready

THE SIMPLEX

WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from burn-

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

THIMBLES—Gold and Silver

144 142

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD &, STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 Ano 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

SEND FCR CATALOGUE " E "

149

The Automatic
Eyeglass or Pencil

Holder

New Model, made in Gold, Silver.
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

Quarter Century
ilverw are

MSB MSB

TRADE MARK

1904

15 20

Guaranteed to 1929

quality, and as to beauty and neatness of design
 the ware will speak for

itself. Our No. 30 Catalogue illustrates and fully describes this line of

flatware. Write for OUR FOUR NEW CATALOGUES, s
hipped

EXPRESS PAID.

QUARTER CENTURY SILVERWARE is
 second to none in

Works and Main Office, EAST SYRACUSE, N
. Y.

el Chicago Office, 109=11 I Wabash 
Ave.

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.

New York Office, 400 Broadway

wear for 25 Years



Just completed
for holiday
trade, new line
of Small Pierced
Goods at mod-
erate prices,
including

(
Bon-Bon Baskets
Bon-Bon Spoons
Cheese Holders ) MacLaren
Cheese Scoops i 

all sizes

Worcestershire Holders
Tobasco Holders
Pin Cushions
Pin Trays
Pill Stands-Pyramid
Coasters

\ Tumbler Coasters

ROGER Wi LIAAMS Si INER Co.
SALESROOM: FACTORY:

560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 101 SABIN STREET, PROVIDENCE: R. 1-

l Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity,
is the just price of success."-s. O. B.

No. 2280b. Holly Vine, 24 berries and 24 lea yes, per dozen yards, $2.00
No. 2880. " " 18 " " 18 " " " " 1.20

N. 2280a. " •' 12 " " 12 " " " .79

No, 2583. Holly Bouquet of 3 sprays in a bouquet;
per dozen bouquets, $1.20. Per dozen single
sprays, 40e.

No. 2583A. Holly sprays of 5 berries and 4 leaves,
per dozen, 85c.

You cannot fail to make a hi( by taking up my
new line of Holly Sprays, Wreaths, Pots, etc.

No. 2700. Holly Wreath, 15 inches diameter, per dozen,
$6.00 ; each, 60 (mus.

No. 2701. Holly Wreath, 15 inches diameter, per dozen,
83.00; each, :6) cents.

No. 2702. Holly Wri•atli, 12 inches diameter, per dozen,
81.80 ; each, 20 ccills.

No. 2707. Holly W1,111), 24 inches diameter, each, 82.50

Ask for
Illustrated
Xmas

Supplement
No. 22

6 inches diameter. Each, 15e.
9 0 • " 85c.
12 " " 75c.

.gr
No. 2994. Smilax

Per dozen yards, 60 cents; per gross, $6.00

No. 2281. Clematis
With 3 large flowers, per dozen, 51.8o

Chrysanthemum Sprays
No. 1,0z)•))
2539A. Sprays i.20 09.00
2539. " los
2539E. "

)1111111111$11111101#

N. 210011. Holly
Spray, in clay pot ;
per dozen, 72e.; per
100, $5.00. A charm-
ing novelty for young
and old.

No. 2140. Rose Bush
and American Beauty

Roses
24 'Nelms high in :my

eoorloterd.as Mue
ltcli $1.00

No. 2143. With 3 roses of
cheaper grade, but very
attractive. Each, $1.00

We are coming out with the largest variety of absolutely new designs in lockets, fobs and
chains of every description, that we have ever shown to the trade in a single season.

Retailers, ask your jobber for these goods. They will bring you business.
If you desire we will send you one of our beautifully embossed 19" x 23" signs.

New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane Factory, Attleboro, Mass.



to hear a suggestion concerning

an ideal Christmas Gift
Ch Vill return to you

)1-(1(1- 1 ollce one or more of thc

No.10 "Standard" Electric Clocks

Hang it conspicuously in your store and direc

attention to it as the fit Gift from

Wife to Husband, for Office or Store

Husband to Wife, for Hall or Library

Chi/dren to Parents, for Hall or Library

Member to Church, for Meeting Room

Brother to Order, for Meeting- Room

PVi/s to Teacher, for School Room

Class to Sunday School

The substantial reason for your urging thi

Gift upon buyers is for the firofit that is in it

for what are left of them can be had at

the extra-special price of $12.50

We sell these direct to the Retailer.

Wifli Christmas Yle'ar at. band - and.
R3 Rings in ihe slum) ca ses - everyibing•

poinis to a most successful season. We
are ready for rash 'orders-should your

stock need replenishipe;--
Heiniz Brothers Ring- Makers

BUFFALONV 



THE indications are the holiday trade will be

a good one ; are you prepared to fully take

advantage of it ? It is not too late to stock

up on some of our ' SELLERS.' We were never

in better shape to take care of all orders than we are

this month. If there is anything you want, write, wire

or 'phone us. The goods go by return express.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

ELK and EAGLE Goods
a Specialty

9 Maiden Lane, New York

cSiIver VIate („1 11:14-

HIGH=GRADE SIL,VERVVAIRE

i[to[chfioira, 411

No. 1112. Waiter

Our complete new Hollow an Flatware Catalogues now being mailed to the trade. Send its your MAIL ORDER

-7=111:91M--
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Providence and Attleboro

Among the successful candi-

Jewelers in dates at the recent elections in

Politics Providence are quite a number

of jewelers. The jewelry busi-

ness is so characteristic of the industrial activities

of the city that its influence pervades every depart-

ment of social and civic life. It is suggestive of

healthy municipal conditions to find men of such

standing and integrity as those mentioned below

taking an active part in the public life of their city.

Among those now in office are : Geo. H. Grant,

who was elected to the board of aldermen from

the Sixth Ward ; George W. Parks, who repre-

sents the First Ward in the common council;

Roswell C. Smith, who was again elected to the

council from the Fifth Ward ; Frank B. Reynolds,

who is councilman from the Sixth Ward, and E.

Merle Bixby, who will continue as a member of

the common council.

Mr. Sweet's

Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F.

Simmons Co., Attleboro, has

Princely Munificence again come to the aid of the

library project, which about

two and a half years ago had an origin in his public

spirit. As has been already reported in these col-

umns, Mr. Sweet presented to the town a plot of

land on one of its main streets, on condition that a

library building costing at least $25,000 be erected

thereon within three years of the date of donation.

In addition he gave $2000 as a cash subscription,

and the movement to raise the required amount by

popular local contribution was immediately inau-

gurated. When about $15,000 had been realized

the movement seemed to flag somewhat, and at

this time three members of the local jewelry trade

gave a notable display of generosity by subscribing

over again. They are : J. L. Sweet, mentioned

above, who gave $3000 in addition to his original

land and cash donation ; Fred. A. Watson, of the

Watson & Newell Co., who subscribed $5000, and

Harold E. Sweet, also of the R. F. Simmons Co.,

who gave $800 in addition to $2oo previously sub-

scribed by him. These sums were further increased

by a contribution of $181 from the employees of

the Watson & Newell Co., while a modest business

man, who refused to let his identity be disclosed,

gave the generous sum of $5ooa. It should also

be stated that Mrs. J. L. Sweet, wife of the original

donor, gave $1000 also. Some weeks ago it

developed that a building of a size and architec-

tural character befitting the site and the town would

cost $50,000, and at this stage a meeting was called.

More than two-thirds of the time limit had then

elapsed, and the subscriptions to date, exclusive of

the Sweet donations, amounted to $32,000. Mr.

Sweet, who was present at the meeting, expressed

disappointment at the tardy progress of the move-

ment, which, however, he said only served to

stimulate his anxiety for its success ; in proof

whereof he subscribed $90oo more, on condition

that the remaining half of the needed $18,000 would

be forthcoming within the time limit. The princely

munificence of Mr. Sweet should inspire such a

measure of emulation as will place the success

of this worthy object beyond peradventure.

Allen, McNerney & Co. is the new name of the

Attleboro firm hitherto known as Allen, Smith &

Thurston Co., and which was recently reorganized.

The partners in the new firm are Walter B. Allen,
of the original concern, and James McNerney, by

whom the buildings of the late Henry A. Thurston

were jointly purchased. The firm will make a

general line of jewelry with combs and hair orna-

ments as special features.

KEYSTONe

Henry Clay Simmons, who had

Death of been identified with the jewelry

business in Providence for many

years, died some weeks ago of

heart disease, by which ailment he had been

troubled for some time previous to his demise.

Mr. Simmons was born in Clayville, Conn., and

had attained his sixty-seventh year. When a small

boy he came with his parents to Providence, and

his first step in life was to be apprenticed in a

jewelry factory on Westminster Street. He subse-

quently purchased a business for himself on Dor-

rance Street. He later formed a business partner-

ship with Walter Jenks, but at the outbreak of the

Civil War he returned to Connecticut, and joining

a regiment from that State served with it through-

out the conflict. At the cessation of hostilities he

came back to Providence, where he spent the

remainder of his career.
The marriage of Miss Beatrice

Hixon, daughter of Edgar Le
, A Fashionable Roy Hixon, of the R.F. Simmons

Co., Attleboro, to Harry Wil-

liams Fisher, of the New York

office of E. I. Franklin & Co., North Attleboro,

took place recently in Grace Church, in the last-

named town, Rev. Mr. Osgood, rector, officiating.

This was a social event of note, and was attended

by numerous guests from a distance. The brides-

maids were Miss Marion Whiting, daughter of the

late Frank M. Whiting, and Miss Elizabeth Hunt.

Fred. M. Cook, of the New York office of Whiting

& Davis, was best man, and the ushers were:

G. Percy Clap, New York representative of Daggett

& Clap Co.; Daniel M. Chisholm, of the Bugbee &

Niles Co.; Edwin H. Cummings, with 3. F. Sturdy's

Sons, and R. Blackinton, Jr. A reception was held

at the home of the bride's parents, after which the

newly-married couple left on their honeymoon.

They will make their home in New York City.

The Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi-

Saturday Half- dence, recently issued notice

that it would continue through-

out the year and until further

notice, to close its works at 12 o' clock noon on

Saturdays under the same arrangements as were

in effect during the past summer, and without any

loss of pay to employees. As stated by Superin-

tendent Lawton, these arrangements are:

That employees making fifty-five hours or full
time up to Saturday noon are paid for sixty hours,

or a full week.
It has been the custom of the company for a

number of years to close the works during July

and August at noon on Saturdays. A few years
ago the time was extended to embrace a part of

September, and during the last two years the period

has been from May 1st until the second Saturday

in September.
It has been the policy of the company to so

regulate its output as to enable the works to run

full time throughout the year, and with the excep-

tion of the panic year of 1893, short time has been

almost unknown.
Every effort has been made to encourage full

time on the part of the employees, believing it to

be an essential factor in a plant embracing indus-

tries so varied and yet dependent one upon another.

To encourage the regular and punctual attendance

of employees, for many years a bonus in time has

been offered those completing a full week, and as

the working hours have been gradually decreased

this bonus has been increased, in order that the

earning capacity of the employee should not be

impaired. In making the radical change indicated

by the above announcement it has been deemed

wise to follow the same plan.

Substantial additions have been made to the

plant in recent years, to accommodate the rapidly-

increasing force, which at present approximates

2000.

H. C. Simmons

Marriage

Holidays

2033

The Chas. M. Robbins Co., of Attleboro, has

been awarded a gold medal by the Louisiana Pur-

chase Exposition Co. for the best display of society

emblems and fraternity badges.

Louis Kranz recently sold to Walter P. Kranz

and Thomas H. Hennessey the die-cutting busi-

ness which he conducted in Providence for so

many years. The new proprietors intend to re-

move the plant to 102 Friendship Street, where the

business will be continued under the name of

Kranz & Co.

Philadelphia Letter

The Jewelers' The rooms of the Philadelphia

Club Entertains Jewelers' Club were hospitable

headquarters for the members

of the local trade on the night of presidential elec-

tion. Nor were the visitors in want of entertain-

ment, for pending the arrival of the election returns,

and subsequent thereto, the hours were whiled

away with feasting and pleasantries. A generous

repast and copious refreshments were served, and

there was an informal entertainment, consisting of

vaudeville performances by members of the club,

a number of whom are noted as accomplished

entertainers. The club also gave an enjoyable

smoker on the evening of November r5th. It was

attended by many jewelers and salesmen from

out of town.

Death of

The death of Samuel Dank-

worth, one of the oldest jewel-

Samuel Dankworth ers in Philadelphia, occurred

on November 8th, at his home,

2521 North Thirty-first Street. The deceased jeweler

had reached his sixty-third year, and hia death was

due to cancer of the liver. He was a native of this

city, and at early age entered the establishment

conducted by James McKeever, one of the pioneers

of the jewelry trade in Philadelphia, whose busi-

ness was then located at 105 South Second Street.

After the proprietor's death the business was con-

ducted by William Dittus, and when he passed

away Mr. Dankworth succeeded to it. About

twelve years ago he retired, after being in business

on his own account for half a century. At that

time his son, C. R. Dankworth, succeeded to the

proprietorship, and three years ago he removed

from the old location to 725 Sansom Street. The

late Mr. Dankworth was a workman of consider-

able skill, and during his long career became con-

versant with many intricate problems in repair

work. The funeral services were attended by a

number of local wholesale dealers.
The sudden death of Edward

Death of Edward Howard Williams, of 4941 Ger-

mantown Avenue, removes a

well-known and much-esteemed

member of the local trade. Mr. Williams had

gone to Atlantic City upon the advice of his doctor

for change of air. His sojourn there was to be a

short one, however, for on November 9th he was

attacked with heart disease and suddenly suc-

cumbed.
Mrs. Sarah C. Caldwell, widow of the late

James E. Caldwell, who founded the well-known

retail jewelry firm of J. E. Caldwell & Co., died

last month at her home, in Germantown, at the

ripe old age of eighty-one years. Her two surviv-

ing sons are J. Albert Caldwell and Clarence G.

Caldwell, the former of whom is senior member of

J. E. Caldwell & Co. In addition three daughters

survive her.
The United States Mint, in this city, is engaged

in making about 40,000 medals which are to be

awarded to exhibitors at the St. Louis exposition.

Howard Williams



HOLLY W EAT11 W ITII BERRIES
No. 91900. 12 in. (Ham. Each, .25 ; per doz. 2.50
No. 91902. 15 " " " .50 ; " " 5.00
No. 91903. 18 " " " 1.00 ; " " 10.00
No. 91904. 20 " " " 1.50; " " 15.00
No. 91905. 24 " " " 2.50 ; " " 26.00

No. 61121. CHRYSANTHEMUM
SPRAY

No. 91121. 18 in. long. Doz., $2.40
No. 91122. 24 " " 3.00
No, 91120. 14 " " 1.50
Chrysanthemums can be had in

surly of their natural colors.
I also have paper chrysanthe-

mums in any color. Dozen, 40c.;
gross, 84.20.

HOLLY AND MISTLETOE
For your CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

Nu. 01007. HOLLY VINE
No. 91006. Holly Vine, 12 green and white-edged leaves, and 12 berries I.,

yard. Per dozen yards, 75e.; per gross yards, 87.50.
No. 91007. Holly Vine, 18 green and white-edgetl leaves, and 18 berries to

yard. Per dozen yards, 81.15; per gross yards, 811.50.
No. 91009. Holly Vine, 24 green and white-edged leaves, and 24 berries to

yard. Per dozen yards, 81.50 ; per gross yards, 815.00.
My Holly Vines and Sprays are simply beautiful. A sample leaf

will easily convince you. Write for same

No. 91814. PALM PLANT
(Unpotted)

No. In. high Leaves Each Doz.
91800 24 3 5 .18 81.75
91805 36 4 .25 2.50
91809 36 5 .40 4.00
91814 42 6 .50 5.00
91818 42 7 .65 6.50
91822 48 10 1.25 12.50
91827 60 12 2.00 20.00

No. 91777. HOLLY BASKET
Each . . $1.50. Per dozen . . $15.00
For a complete assortment of hang-

ing baskets see my new catalogue.

Don't delay your ordef

wi

k /...■••
sate"

01-464,
altir,... ia_/

A

No. 91158

MISTLETOE
SPRAY

Per dozen,81.20;
gross, 812.00

My New Catalogue
No. 9, containing
latest novelties, is
at your disposal.

No. 91184. H o 11 y Spray, 1.1
inches long, very flue, pe
dozen sprays, 62.40,

No. 91185. 11 olly Spray, I
leaves and berries to spray,
dozen, 80e.; gross, b3.00.

No. 91136. II olly Spray,
leaves and berries to spray,
dozen, 40c.; gross, 84.00.

No. 91137. Holly Spray, It
leaves and berries to spray,
dozen, 80c.; gross, 68.00.

187=189 Stsutli Clark Stit

Chicago

These lockets are of the new style of art work, finished in rose and green gold.
They are selling heavily for the holiday trade more so than any of the other jeweled

gifts for women or men.
They arc set with regular cut brilliant white diamonds hold two photos.

BUY THESE LOCKETS THEY WILL, SELL THEMSELVES.

DE 99, $6.75 each

DE 95, $8.00 each

Price net

less 6% discount

DE 88, $6.75 each
DE 100, $6.75 each

Will ship order

day received.

This shows the actual size of lockets. They are being worn largely on fobs as well as pendants.

M. J. AVERBECK
Nineteen Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Cleveland an Northern Ohio

Business
Conditions

The eleckion has had a very
marked eftect on business con-

ditions in this section, and

among the steel industries it is more apparent than

in other lines. The placing of large orders is now

all assured fact. The business for the dealers in

luxuries has been fully equal to the volume done

during the same month last year. There is every

prospect of a fine holiday trade. Jobbers, espe-

cially, reporting a brisk demand.

L. M. Sigler, of the Sigler Bros. Co., is able to be

out after a severe illness of several weeks' duration.

Frank J. Martin, manager of the porcelain and

fine arts department of the Cowell & Hubbard

Co., recently spent a week in the East, buying the

latest novelties in imported goods.

Burt Ramsay & Co., who for a number of

years have conducted a jewelry business in the

Colonial Arcade, have leased the corner store

room of the old Prudential Trust Co.'s premises

and have opened there with a line of popular-

priced jewelry. The old store in the Colonial

Arcade will be continued under the management

of A. D. Weed, who for the past six years has

been with the Bowler & Burdick Co.

Phil. Cohen, who for a number of years past

has been located at the corner of High and Ontario

Streets, has moved to the Schofield Building, and

now occupies half of the store room of Becker &

Thomas, umbrella dealers.

Capt. R. E. Burdick and family have been

entertaining his daughter, who was one of the

charming brides of last year.
Clarence Little, formerly in the wholesale de-

partment of the Sigler Co., is now with the Bowler

& Burdick Co., in a similar capacity.

Richard 0. Carter, whose engagement was

announced last month, was married Monday,

November 21st, in this city, to Miss Katharine

Taylor Dodge, one of Cleveland's beautiful young

women.
Jack Hubbard, who was on the optical force

of J. P. Johnston, Colonial Arcade, and who re-

signed last month to enter other lilies of trade, is

back again at the same old stand.

Chas. B. Fishel, optician, 157 Arcade, is

mourning the death of a brother, whose disap-

pearance and subsequent death caused a sensation

ill New York recently. Deceased was a student

and at the time of his disappearance had a large

amount of money on his person, to obtain which

he was undoubtedly murdered.
J. W. Best, formerly with the Hardy & Hayes

Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has joined the staff of the Sigler

Bros. Co.
Mr. Skori, watchmaker for C. W. Smith, Col-

linwood, now wears a pleasant smile, as his wife

and son have joined him again in their newly.

adopted country.
M. B. Einig, the well-known watchmaker,

spent a week at the St. Louis Fair recently. Mr.

Einig enjoyed a ride in one of the "flying

machines."
Harry Wheedon and Sam. Munzesheimer,

plate and die makers to the trade, have removed

from 143 Euclid Avenue to the new Ellastone

Building at the corner of Prospect and Sheriff

Streets.
A large real estate transaction was put through

last month by C. C. Sigler, who sold to the city
his former block on Wood Street for $62,5oo. This
is one of many pieces of real estate that are being

acquired by the city for the new city hall.

KEYSTONE

W. J. Hollis, Norwalk, Ohio, died last month
from a stroke of apoplexy. He was sixty years
old and was actively engaged at his trade when
death came. For fifteen years he was actively

engaged in Norwalk, and preceding that time at

Bellevue, Ohio.
Mr. Wilcox and wife, of Akron, Ohio, were in

the city last month.
The Wingate-Nusbaum Co. furnished the

prizes for the Stranalian restaurant contest. A

large 30-day clock was placed in the window and

those who guess the nearest time of actual running

with one winding, will be awarded the silver arti-

cles also on display.
The following jewelers from various parts of

the State were in town last month : E. D. Kendig,

Elyria ; E. E. Critz, Elyria ; C. F. Gardner, New-

ton Falls ; J. R. Kimpton, Oberlin ; John Burn,

Lodi ; E. J. G. Lovett, Willoughby ; Ed. Nolf,

Wadsworth ; H. S. Sumner, Akron ; Harry Downs

and family, Bellevue ; A. H. Coleman, Massillon;

0. G. Carter, New London ; F. H. DeWitt, Port

Clinton ; W. C. Fisher, Lorain ; T. Ackley, War-

ren ; C. D. Young, Delaware ; F. H. Pitkin,

Andover.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Trade Conditions With the passing of the elec-
tion, Kansas City and the

great Southwest is settling down to its knitting

quietly enough and preparing for the annual holi-

day time when everybody spends money. The

election and the world's fair have had some effect

upon business, but yet not so much as might have

been supposed. In nearly every case business for

the past month or six weeks has been fully equal

to that at the corresponding time last year. Just

at this season things are always looking up, and

both the wholesale and retail houses report good

trade, which is growing all the time. This growth

will probably continue through the holidays and

well into January, which is always a good month

in Kansas City. Both wholesale and retail dealers

are preparing to take care of a big holiday trade,

and if present indications mean anything, there

will be a great deal to do to supply holiday goods

to the people of this always prosperous section of

the country.

One Jeweler's

" Our holiday business began a

few days after election," said

Views one of Kansas City's biggest

retail jewelry dealers the other

day. "We have prepared to handle an immense

holiday trade, and I have laid in a stock of the

very finest goods that can be bought, believing

that the taste for that which is truly good, which

was so pronounced last year, will continue. Last

season and the season before, we discovered that

the most expensive goods were what people

wanted, and that second-class material could

hardly be sold at any price. Big sales are already

numerous, and diamonds continue to sell fast,

although really fine ones grow higher every day."

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Merry have returned from

a visit to the St. Louis world's fair.

Albert Nabstedt, engraver with Gurney &

Ware, is suffering with typhoid fever at St. Joseph's

hospital. Mr. Nabstedt has been in Kansas City

a short time, having come here from Davenport,

Iowa.
J. B. Hayden, of Topeka, Kans., was in Kansas

City last month for the first time since his recovery

Irons a siege of typhoid fever.

2035

Dr. S. W. Lane and wife are back from a visit

to the St. Louis world's fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Meyer have returned, after

spending two weeks at Colorado Springs.

L. Megede, of Richmond, Mo., was in Kansas

City buying holiday goods last month.
Clifford,the eleven-year-old son of Jeweler C. C.

Stevenson, of Pittsburg, Kansas, came very near

being killed at 'Frisco depot in that place, Novem-

ber 4th, by trunks which fell off of a truck wagon

that was carelessly being drawn by baggagemen.

The boy's foot was caught and several bones in it

broken. A number of other people narrowly

escaped injury at the time. Young Stevenson has

made gratifying progress toward recovery ; he is

UI) and about again.
Jacob Dorst, head of the manufacturing firm

of Dorst & Co., has returned to his home in Cin-

cinnati after having spent two months in Kansas

City, much to his delight and pleasure. Mr. Dorst

is greatly pleased with the Southwestern metro-

polis, and believes Kansas City has a brilliant and

promising future. He left for home November

35th, with the expectation of spending a week in

St. Louis looking over the world's fair and visiting

some of his old friends in the trade.
George Kreuger, formerly with Dorst &

Company, Cincinnati, and recently with Duhme

Brothers & Company, of the same city, is now

with Dorst & Company, Kansas City.
The Meyer Jewelry Company, after an ineffect-

ual search for four months for new quarters, has

decided to remain at its present location, and to

increase its space by an additional building back of

the present premises. The Meyer Company now

occupies the entire second floor of the building at

fot8 Main Street, and has been there for many

years. The enlarging of the firm's business made

an expansion of quarters necessary, and failing to

find a suitable location, Mr. Meyer decided to

make the floor space of his factory a third larger
by building in the rear of the present structure.

The new addition will be a big, light room ex-

clusively for the use of the engravers and watch-

makers. The Meyer Jewelry Compaiiy will, how-

ever, increase its working force immediately by

the addition of six jewelers and two engravers.
L. E. Willett, of Hiawatha, Kans., visited the

Kansas City wholesale houses last week.

J. R. Mercer has just made one of the most

unique and valuable rings ever prepared by a

Kansas City jeweler. The ring is set with three

diamonds. The central stone is a perfect bluish-

white stone, and on either side is a perfect pendant-

shaped canary diamond. The canary diamonds

are perfectly matched, and each stone in the ring

is flawless and perfect.
William F. Walsh, of the Meyer Jewelry

Company, is still at the Agnew Hospital, where he

is suffering with typhoid fever.
Among the out-of-town jewelers and opticians

who visited the Kansas City wholesale houses re-

cently were ; J. A. Haworth, Aurora, Nebr.; W. T.

Brown, Sterling, Kans.; J. B. Hampton, Colby,

Kans.; A. J. Carruth, Herrington, Kans.; L. 1).

Willett, Hiawatha, Kans.; L. Hoffman, Leaven-

worth, Rails.; Mr. Herthel, Claflin, Kans.; W. W.

Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; J. N. Conegys, Ash

Grove, Mo.; F. C. Clahoun, Pawnee City, Nebr.;

B. H. Beattie, Woodward, Okla. Ter.; Walter

Sperling, Seneca, Kans.; T. W. Roe, Pratt, Kans.;

J. D. Keenhel, Hale, Mo.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior

Springs, Mo.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; F. M.

Dillon, Bonner Springs, Rails.; A. Rosenfield,
Leavenworth, Kans ; J. C. Armstrong, Ottawa,

Kans.; C. B. Libbey, Weir City, Kans.
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

W111?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, (HYING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
I, the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

0/1r,

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality and Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Rz ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

UMBRELLAS
MANUFACTURED

AND

DESIGNED

EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE

JEWELRY TRADE
EMBRACING

Quality, Style, Finis

GUARANTEE TO PLEASE ON

APPROVAL ORDERS

KREIS & HUBBARD
MANUVAC'TURE:RS

252 Pra.nIclin Street

CHICAGO

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, aay size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work.

Address

Catalogue on application.

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.

DLTember, 19( ).]

Improved
Conditions

Cincinnati Letter

Trade is picking up rapidly since

the presidential election, and

everything indicates that a heavy

holiday business will be transacted. The change

was noted two days after the election when visiting

jewelers began to arrive from all points of the

compass. Their orders were of a liberal nature,

and almost all of them announced that they look

for a busy season.
A sensational scene occurred

A Mysterious recently in the jewelry store of

Thief the Clemens Oskamp Co., at
h

Tiometbf ly-gowned woman was caught in the act of
417 Vine Street, when a fas-

stealing a pair of very valuable diamond cuff but-

tons. She broke down ancl confessed, giving as

her name that of a prominent society woman,

well known on both sides of the river. The clerks

in the store were staggered, and immediate steps

were taken by the firm, on account of the promi-

nence of the family named. to hush the matter up.

The store was fairly crowded with a Saturday after-

noon trade, when a well-dressed woman, wearing

costly jewels, entered. She looked at some jewelry

and made some purchases. While she was engaged

apparently in looking over some other articles,

Fred. Basson, clerk, who was waiting upon her,

discovered that a pair of diamond cuff buttons he

had noted but a moment before on a tray, had in

some manner disappeared. He looked around on

the floor near the woman's feet, and finally sus-

picions were aroused and he charged the woman

with taking the diamonds. She indignantly denied

the accusation and denounced the clerk in unmeas-

ured terms. The scene attracted the attention of

other patrons of the store. During the argument,

however, the clerk shook the woman's sleeve and

out dropped the missing jewels. The woman's

face changed color and then she broke down and

burst into tears, confessing her attempt to steal the

jewels. The firm thought of handing her over to

the police, and headquarters' detectives were sent

to the store. But in the meantime the woman told

her name, and it was one that the firm knew well

Oil account of her prominence in society.

A New 
The foundation ruins of the old

Highland House, at the brow

of Mt. Adams, east of the in-

cline house, are to be removed

and on the site of this once famous landmark a

large plant will be erected by the Sterling Glass

Company. This is one of the industries brought to

Cincinnati through the efforts of the industrial

bureau. Through negotiations conducted by Hiram

Mathers, a portion of the property, 50 by 205 feet,

has passed from the Cincinnati Traction Company

to the concern that has now its place of business on

Opera Place. The site is directly opposite the

buildings of the Rookwood Pottery, and the archi-

tecture of the new plant will be in keeping with

that of the famous pottery buildings. Architects

are designing an artistic structure of two floors,

embracing 20,000 feet of floor space. A feature of

the building will be a large room in which the

product of the company will be displayed. It is

the intention of the company to have not only its

show rooms but its factory open to the public.

With the erection of this building the site of the

old Highland House, that for years in early Cin-

cinnati was the mecca of pleasure seekers, passes

into history. For a decade the old ruins have

been the only reminder of the large dance hall,

theater and broad verandas of this scene of former

Cut-Glass Plant
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gaiety. Within three months from the time the

ground is broken it is expected the building will

be ready for occupancy. It is to be built of con-

crete and glass. The investment will involve thou-

sands of dollars.
J. M..Veirs, who has been in business in Mans-

field, Ohio, a number of years, recently sold out

and will open a new store at Columbus. He was

here a few weeks ago, purchasing fixtures and

stock for his new store.
C. M. Wallace, of Huntington, W. Va., made

a flying trip to Cincinnati to select a lot of holiday

goods. •
J. F. Krohme, an old Cincinnati boy, formerly

a salesman with Albert Brothers, who went to

Clarksburg, Va., and opened a retail store, was

married October 29th, to one of Clarksburg's

popular young ladies. Mr. Khrome's business has

prospered and he is considered one of the substan-

tial men of the town.
Mrs. Lily Langtry, actress, without appearing

in court herself, or without her deposition being

read, was awarded a $50 verdict against the Duhme

Jewelry Company about the middle of October.

The suit resulted from her manager leaving a $50

deposit at the Duhme store last December, when

he secured several sample articles to be shown

Mrs. Langtry, who was at a hotel. When the

goods were returned without her accepting any of

the pieces, the company refused to give up her

deposit. It was claimed in court by the company's

attorney that the money was in part payment for

some of the goods.
W. P. Hanford, who, with his wife, has been

stopping at the Emery Hotel, was arranged in the

Police Court, November 15th, on a charge by

Herman Keck, of the Herman Keck Manufacturing

Company, jewelers, that while employed by the

company as a salesman he sold samples and

appropriated the proceeds, amounting to $407.50.

Hanford said at police headquarters he thought the

matter had been settled, and that lie will be able

to explain when the case comes to trial.

C. G. Schlenker, who paid an extended visit

to his parents and his old home at Eaton, Ohio,

recently passed through the city on his way back

to Hickman, Ky.
As a mark of appreciation for an address

delivered at the dedication of the new Cincinnati

Law School Building, about a year ago, a beautiful

Rookwood vase has been shipped to Sir Frederic

Pollock, of Oxford College, England. The vase

is the work of the most skilled artists and bears an

inscription from the donors and the faculty of the

law school.
John. Echert, trustee in bankruptcy for creditors

of Lehr, Cantor & Company, wholesale jewelers,

in the Bell Block, has sold out the assets for $305.

Creditors have proven up claims aggregating $9000

before Referee Morrison R. Waite. No trace has

been found of Lehr, for whom a warrant of arrest

was sworn out by his partner.

While playing cards with his family, Oscar

Lowenstein, aged thirty-four years, died suddenly

at his home, 609 Barr Street, late in October. He

stated that he felt sleepy and retired. A few

moments later his heavy breathing startled his

wife, who called in a physician, but Lowenstein

died without regaining conciousness. Death

is believed to have been due to a cerebral

hemorrhage.
A. G. Pape, representing Albert Brothers

returned the latter part of October from a successful

trip through Pennsylvania.

E. Swigart spent the latter part of October

fishing on the lakes of Michigan.
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McWaters & Crane is the name of a new firm
that has started business in Somerset, Ky. Both
members were here recently, buying fixtures and
stock.

F. J. Longden, with Albert Brothers, after
taking in Kentucky and Tennessee for three weeks,
reported the most successful trip of his several
years' experience.

George Nagel, who conducted a retail store at
Bremen and Liberty Streets, has moved into larger
and handsomer quarters at Bremen and Race
Streets.r t

IslaCharles Gebhardt has recovered from an attack
o typhoid fever which kept him confined at his

ee 

home for more than a month.
Joseph Reinstatler, who has been connected

with E. & J. Swigart for a number of years, opened
a handsome store at Clark and Baymiller Streets,
November 1st.

W. L. Willis, a jeweler, of Crewe, Va., was
married to Miss Ruth Herring, also of that place,
the last of October, and passed through Cincin-
nati, accompanied by his bride, on his wedding
trip. They spent several weeks at St. Louis.

J. Jaffe, of Bessemer, Ala., spent several days
among the jobbers.

Frank Emmerling, of Hillsboro, vino, after
spending three months in Europe, recently passed
through the city on his way home.

While on his way to St. Louis, to visit the fair,
Grant Luzader, of Pennsboro, W. Va., stopped
over ill this city long enough to leave several nice

brother of S. S. Sherwood,
orde 

J. H. 
uHltlistillieerwtroadode:

jeweler, at Ewing, Ky., recently completed a
course in the horological college at St. Louis, and
passed through this city on his way home. He
will become associated with the business which his
brother has established.

The jury of awards for decora-
tinivespeol etctetirtyi gat ptilei ece sw ofrrlodm' s fa 

the
ir ,An Artist

Rookwood display, chose E. T.

Honored

I Itirley's fish decorations, for which Ile received a
gold medal. It is a great honor for the talented
young Cincinnatian, as he has made this branch of
art a special study, and the pieces were selected

from hundreds of, others in competition. Mr.

Hurley has also been made a member of the

Society of Western Artists, whose exhibit at the

Art Museum opened Saturday, November 12th,

and was patronized by a large throng of art enthu-

siasts and students. There were fewer canvases

hung than at former exhibitions.
Among the visiting jewelers during the past

month were the following : Ohio—J. H. Drake,
Lebanon ; Edward Israel, Harrison ; J. M. Veirs,
Mansfield ; Frank Emmerling, Hillsboro ; Peter
Starkes, Manchester; E. Sensenbrenner, Circleville;
W. M. Northrop, North Baltimore ; A. M. Stamm,
Williamsburg ; J. W. Ruop, Greenville; J. B. Trone,
West Manchester ; A. J. Wahlraub, Dayton ; Fred.
E. Ende, New Bremen ; B. Zimmerman, Bain-
bridge ; G. H. Hansgen, Bethel ; John Hessel-
brock, College Corner. Kentucky—R. H. Moss,
Owensboro ; McWaters & Crane, Somerset ; C. G.
Schlenker, Hickman ; Victor Bogart, Lexington ;
J. G. Daum, Augusta ; H. 0. Rolise, Cynthiana ;
S. S. Sherwood and J. H. Sherwood, Ewing;
Charles Hammond, Vanceburg. Tennessee—J. P.
Jones, Paris ; B. J. Dillard, Lebanon. West Vir-
ginia—C. M. Wallace, Huntington ; Grant Luzader,
Pennsboro. Virginia—W. L. Willis, Crewe ; J. F.
Krohme, Clarksburg. Indiana—F. C. Shelton,
Shelbyville ; H. Reisinger, Lawrenceburg ; A. R.
Grove, Bluffton. Alabama—J. Jaffe, Bessemer.
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The Holiday Season

No. A, $3.00

Chatelaine Fob, 14 K. Gold
Filled, Polished and Carved.
Signet Safety Catch and Brooch.

Is Here

fOrd,

Crops as a whole have been excellent and are bringing good
prices. This will improve all industries. The jewelry business in
particular, in our opinion, will be better than ever ; you will need
more goods than you now have, and we will be pleased to receive
all (we are modest) or a share of your business. Now, as well as
in the future, we would advise you to buy as early as possible, so
as to avoid the holiday rush. Our stock is now complete in every
department.

Send us your orders and we will give them prompt and
careful attention. Please remember our name and address.

41111111WPAI.1141i

No. 13, $2.63
Chatelaine Fob, 14 K.

Gold Filled, Polished and
Carved. Signet Seal and
Brooch.

OTTO YOUNG & CO.

No. C, $2.25

Chatelaine Fob, 14 K. Gold
Filled, Polished and Carved.
Signet Safety Catch and Brooch.

No. E, $2.00

Chatelaine Brooch,
14 K. Gold Filled,
Polished and Carved;
Concave Head,

-"Mir-

149 to 153 State Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Wholesale Only)

We carry at all times a complete stock of Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Optical Goods,
Canes, Umbre,llas, Pens and Holders, Tools, Material, etc.

Have you received our

1905 General Catalogue 
111(l )111 I()04

Tool and Material Book

The best books of the kind ever issued. If they
have not reached you, and you are a regular Jeweler,
please advise us. You ought to have them and use them.

They will make money for you

All goods shown are up to date. Quality is exactly as
represented, and prices rock bottom.

Goods shown on this page are subject to catalogue discounts

No. D, $1.25
Chatelaine Brooch,

14 K. Gold Filled;
Polished Hearts. Rose
Gold, Bright Cut.

No. F, $1.88

Chatelain(
Brooch, 14 K. Gold
Filled, Polished
and Carved. Sig-
net Brooch.

December, 19°5 THE

News from the Northwest

Everyone in this favored section is preparing

for a good holiday business, as every condition

is favorable. Crops have safely matured, been

housed, and a good part taken to the market, as

the prevailing prices have been very tempting. The

weather has been propitious for the farmer to get

his fall plowing well in hand and prepare for

winter. Many predict the best holiday business

for years. Dealers are laying in good supplies and

are not afraid of there being no demand. The

increase in business the past four months has more

than offset the falling off the earliest part of the

year. Elections are over and all are perfectly

willing to admit that present prosperous conditions

must continue for some time. Travelers from this

section report the situation very satisfactory. Job-

bers say collections are improving, and the retailer

smiles as his sales increase. Surely there was good

reason for a hearty Thanksgiving.

Word has been received in St. Paul of the

accidental death of Francis M. Finch, formerly of

the firm of Myers & Finch, at one time the largest

retail jewelers in the Northwest, at Seattle, Wash.

Mr. Finch was a veteran of the civil war, and had

quite a few guns and revolvers as relics, and while

cleaning these it is presumed one was discharged

accidentally, the ball entering his stomach, causing

his death. After leaving St. Paul, Mr. Finch spent

several years in Chicago with some of the best

stores, and later moved to Washington. His

many friends join THE KEYSTONE in extending sym-

pathy to his bereaved widow and daughter.

N. J. Nelson, of S. Perlman, Washburn, Wis.,

has returned from a two-weeks' visit to his old

home, Christine, N. Dak.

F. M. Smith has opened a trade repair shop at

308 Chamber of Commerce, St. Paul, Minn.

Bolsta & Allen succeed A. L. Bolsta, at Orton-

ville, Minn.
John Hanson, of Hanson & Catherwood, Park

River, N. Dak., died November 15th. The busi-

ness will be continued by Thomas Catherwood.

Frank A. Ubel, St. Paul, Minn., has moved his

store to 478 Wabasha Street, where he now has a

very pretty store room. He added an optical

parlor, which he claims to be one of the prettiest

and most up-to-date in the twin cities. The growth

of his business is something he is justly proud of,

and shows what push and persistence will do.

A. 0. Tostenson, of F. H. Towne, Sisseton

S. Dak., visited the twin city jobbers last month,

looking for pointers.
Edward 0. Olson, Minneapolis, has repapered

and painted his store, preparatory to a good holi-

day business.
Abe Cohen, St. Paul is having an auction

sale preparatory to moving to his new store, Janu-

ary 1st.
C. A. Snell, secretary of the Minnesota State

Optical Association, attended the Illinois meeting

last month to explain the workings of the Minne-

sota law.
Ed. H. Cross, Kenmare, N. Dak., reports the

arrival of a " new partner." Eddie is tickled all

over, and says mother and child are doing fine.

THE KEYSTONE extends hearty congratulations.

Caminsky Bros., ifir East Seventh Street,

St. Paul, have discontinued business.
Mary Elaine Sweet, sister of F. B. Sweet,

Marshall, Minn., died October 20th, after a very

short illness. Miss Sweet was connected with her

brother's business, being an optometrist and en-

graver of more than average ability, of very pleas-

K EYSTON

ant disposition and had very many friends in the

trade who join us in extending sympathy to the

bereaved family in this sudden call of a life of

bright promise for the future.

Jesse Foot, for the past nine years confidential

clerk with M. L. Finklestein, St. Paul, has been

just as pleasant since the election as before, having

been elected county treasurer over the most popular

man on the Democratic ticket by a majority of 576.

Jesse says his friends did the work, and we are

pleased to notice that the trade worked for him to

a man, showing his popularity with those who

know him well.
Ben. Anderson, Kindred, N. Dak., reports the

arrival of a new jeweler last month.

John F. Lawrence, of Bullard Bros., St. Paul,

enjoyed a very successful hunting trip in North

Dakota last month. John says a little vacation

well spent is good for us.

A. D. Schwab, Billings, Mont., spent a few

days in the twin cities last month, buying new

fixtures and a stock for his new store, which will

be one of the brightest in his section.

John Berres, Lakeville, Minn., has moved to

New Market.
J. S. Cohen, formerly in the jobbing business

in St. Paul, has opened a retail store at 156 East

Seventh Street.
J. J. Moore, Gardiner, Mont., has returned

from a three-weeks' visit to the world's fair.

Jos. J. Pfister, St. Paul, is taking in the world's

fair at St. Louis.
Thos. Chesterman, lately at Summit, S. Dak.,

is now with S. C. Hone, Osceola, Wis.

Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

run in from his trip to go to Augusta, Wis., to vote.

Carl Slocum, of S. H. Clausin & Co., Minne-

apolis, spent a few days at home last month, and

is now out on his northern trip. Carl says business

is excellent.
The Anchor Silver Plate Co., St. Paul, pre-

sented a loving cup to the St. Paul Commercial

Club, to be donated to the Minneapolis Commer-

cial Club at the love feast held at St. Paul, Novem-

ber loth.
Bullard Bros., St. Paul, have erected a new

Howard street clock in front of their store.

D. D. Sullivan, Fargo, N. Dak., had his store

burglarized last month ; loss about $500.

Frank L. Grace, Stillwater, Minn., is now with

A. I. Shapira & Bro., St. Paul, Minn.

Harry Miller, Pembina, N. Dak., had his store

destroyed by fire last month.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, are now sending

their new catalogue to the trade. It contains 56o

pages, and is up to date in every respect. Some

Ito pages are devoted to watchmakers' and 
jewel-

ers' tools, 342 pages to watch materials, 46 page
s

to jewelers' findings, the balance to the necessarie
s

of all jewelry stores. They will be pleased to send

a copy to any Northwestern jeweler they have 
acci-

dentally missed, upon request, if they will mention

THE KEYSTONE.
C. A. Snell, Minneapolis. the popular young

secretary of the Minnesota State Optical Associa
-

tion, reports the arrival of a young optometrist,

October 23d. He should be an enthusiast on

optics.
L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn., is now nicely

situated in his new store.

W. D. Funk, Amboy, Minn., has discontinued

business. E. A. Tiffany will reopen the store

there.
Fred. Ohm, Jr., for the past three years with

F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., is now with B
ullard

Bros., St. Paul.
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George E. Bierlein, Bryant, S. Dak., was mar-

ried at Britton, S. Dak., to Miss Bessie Jones.

THE KEYSTONE congratulates the happy young

couple.
Visitors to twin city jobbers the past month

were : A. D. Schwab, Billings, Mont.; J. H.

Roettger, Torah, Minn.; W. J. Iliffe, Forsythe,

Mimi.; E. C. Gross, Litchfield, Minn.; L. 0. Gale,

Mitchell, S. Dak.; George W. Turton, Wabasha.

Minn.; I. M. Radebaugh, Hastings, Minn.; N. J.

Nelson, Washburn, Wis.; J. R. Alexander, Tracy,

Mimi.; Harry Burnham, Austin, Minn.; A. 0.

Ostenson, Sisseton, S. Dak.; F. H. Kahle, Belle

Plaine, Minn.; D. C. Spaulding, Wabasha, Minn.;

J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,Wis.; J. J. Moore, Gardiner,

Mont.; S. C. Hone, Osceola, Wis.; F. Willman,

Stillwater, Minn.; John Morton, Northfield, Minn.;

I. D. Allen, Cooperstown, N. Dak.; W. M. Follet,

Sandstone, Minn.; J. H. Eggers, Plainview, Minn.

American Mineral Riches

The latest report to the British Home Office

on the mineral production of the world shows that

the United States stands second to the British

empire in the production of gold, but far ahead in

the production of silver, copper and lead. In

copper our superiority is the greatest, more than

one-half of the world's entire supply coming from

mines in the United States. This country also

stands first in the amount of coal produced, and

Great Britain is second in the list. In the produc-

tion of zinc Germany stands first and the United

States second.

Christmas Harvest for Letter
Engravers

A Busy Season at the Bench—Climax of the Craze
for Monograms—Wealth in Artistic Lettering

Be-monogramed gifts are the
fad of the season.

Practically everything in gold or
silver will have initials or cyphers.

Have you competent letter
engravers ? And if competent are
they equal to the wealth of work?

Here's one way to save their
time, double their product and
ensure satisfaction :

Procure a copy of the great
masterpiece on artistic letter en-
graving, " Hornikel's Engraver's
Text Book."

This unique portfolio consists
of sixty-one page plates, 12 x
inches, showing every form of
letter, cypher and
inscription for all
manner of articles.

There are all styles of mono-
grams—ribbon, drop, block, etc.,
—and they are shown in their

most artistic form on Watches,
Lockets, Spoons, Trays, Tea
Sets, Cigarette and Match Cases,
Loving, Prize and Presentation
Cups, Seal Rings and Fobs, etc.

Customers can make their
selections in a moment and the
work promptly executed obviating

all possibility of dissatisfaction.
The price of the book is $6.00

and it will cover its cost in a day
or two in a busy season like this.

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
103 State Street, Chicago.

E. F. HORNIKEL
1410 Champlain Building, Chicago. —A dr.
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A FEAST FOR FALL BUYERS
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\Ve invite the attention of all Jewelers to our mag-
nificent new fall stocks in

WATCHES
DIAMONDS
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE

Everything the Jeweler needs for fitll and holiday trade

We handle
only reliable

goods—such as
will help your
business and

safeguard your
reputation.

Our central
location means
easy access,

prompt service,
economy in

freight charges,
satisfaction in
everything

GEO. B. BARRETT CO 347 FIFTH
•11

rrITTSBUWHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND IMPORTERS

.1■1■11.4.4

AVENUE

RG, PA.

C. T. CUNY AND COMPANY
78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL

Especially equipped for the

execution of Holiday orders.

Engraving, Jewelry Manufac-

turing and Repairing at lowest

prices for first-class workman-

ship. POSITIVELY NO

DELAYS. NO RED TAPE.

Straight, honest, quick system.

WE CHALLENGE THE SEVEREST TESTS. Send us a Trial Job

SNOW CASES
FOR 40 YEARS

Have been imitated but never equaled. They are made by experi-
enced workmen -of the best materials—and are sold at the right prices.
Our catalogue shows just the case you need for the proper display of
your lioliday goods. Ask us for our catalogue and prices of the best
show cases on earth—AND ORDER NOW TO INSURE PROMPT
DELIVERIES.

John Phillips (Sc Co., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich. Established 1864 Windsor, Ont.

MAKERS OF SHOW CASES TO MEN WHO KNOW

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF OUTSIDE METAL CASES

75C. is not the price to you,
but the price at which this
clock can be profitably
retailed.

We've had a pretty hard time to keep up with
the orders for these new Den Clocks. Reason
enough. They've made good, and over all the
land dealers are stirring things up by selling these
handsome little clocks for 75c. Look at the illus-
tration again—think of a windowfull of these clocks
with a 75c. price card. Wouldn't that make a lot
of people step into your store pretty lively? Send
for the Den Clock Folder if you want details.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia.
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

Local Trade
Conditions

The manufacturing and whole-

sale trade in Pittsburg are much

puzzled just now over the un-

certain attitude of the trade sur-

rounding this territory, and the somewhat unusual

conditions confronting the dealers. We are already

well advanced in the holiday season, and results so

far have been disappainting. Stock buying has been

conducted on a conservative basis, and the baro-

meter of suburban and small town trade has all

pointed to a slower movement of goods than last

year. It is true that there is considerable activity

noticeable in the general field, but it is far below

what could reasonably be expected.

Several causes of this state of affairs are given

by the larger dealers. They say that while the

general condition of the buying public has vastly

improved this fall, confidence in its permanency is

lacking. The stock market advances have been

measured up carefully, and are believed to be a

fairly good omen of trade, but the recovery of

confidence in commercial 'circles is slow to re-

spond, and trade it seems must wait. There is

nothing so aptly describing the actual conditions

as the case of the sick man getting out of bed

after a severe illness. It takes time for him to get

his balance and his strength back, and the same is

true of shaken confidence. The feeling in manu-

facturing and industrial circles generally is far

more optimistic than in the merchandising fields.

Bankers are reporting money far more easy, and

hundreds of mills have resumed operations all

over this territory during the past six weeks or

more. In view of this, even the most conservative

of dealers admit that a sudden change for the

better might come at any time.
Notwithstanding the conditions

Demand for mentioned above, there has
Gift Goods been fairly active buying for

weddings and social events of

note during the past month. Of course a generous

portion of this business went to New York, but

good reports show that some of the Pittsburg

dealers were handsomely treated by the gift

buyers for the social events. The importations of

art goods for this season have been practically all

displayed, and the public have become accustomed

to the new designs and novelties. Heeren Brothers

& Co. say that the demand for silverware has been

promising, and stocks have been moving better

than in other lines. This house too has just been

awarded a contract to supply five hundred badges

for the hats of the conductors and motormen of

the Manila traction lines in the Philippines, and

will soon ship them to the far East. The badges

are of the Heeren metal, which has become quite

famous now, 'and is found in almost every nation

of the civilized world.
Despite the unseasonable con-

servatism, there is unbounded

activity noted among the Pitts-

burg jewelers in the matter of

preparation for the holiday trade. The only

apparent difference between this year and last is
the absence of new shops which sprang up just

before the season opened and disappeared at its

close. This year the inducements seem to be

lacking for such mush-room enterprises. The
older houses are putting their best foot forward

however, and show it in their handsome displays.

Some of the smaller dealers are adopting the

trading-stamp inducement for trade this season,

which is somewhat of a novelty in the jewelry

Holiday
Peparations

trade. Cut glass is appearing in generous quanti-
ties and in many new forms, and this line of goods

has taken a strong hold of the local business

centers. It is superceding silver in so many

instances that it is causing comment even among

the trade.
With the approach of the Christ. 

Daring Thieves mas season, there is the usual
alarm over the work of the

thief and burglar, and some desperate efforts have

been made to rob some of the local trade. In

spite of the precaution taken, the ever present

crafty crook is on hand when least expected, and

takes startling chances, indicating how insecure

the best of stores are in such times. Many reports

of their work have come in, but above them all

was the experience of an Allegheny dealer, who

will long remember his unpleasant experience. On

October 24th, a trio of noted thieves made a

desperate attempt to rob the store of August

Loch, at 'Federal and West Diamond Streets,

Allegheny. They were Harry Wilson, alias

" Sheeny " Harry, an unknown woman and a

third man. " Sheeny " Harry entered the store

with the woman and asked to see some gold

chains. The clerk, Clark Stewart, showed a tray

of them, and the crook number three came in and

wanted his watch regulated at once. The clerk

suspected something and referred the third

visitor to the watch repairer on the other side of

the store. He managed to get the tray of chains

back into the case and get one held by "Sheeney "

Harry from him before the three visitors made a

break for the door. A struggle followed, and the

clerk was knocked down and the three rushed out.

The woman was caught but fought so fiercely that
the poor clerk torn and bleeding, was not able to

hold his own. In addition the other crooks came

to the woman's rescue, and beat the clerk brutally.

The entire struggle was in broad daylight, and on

a crowded street. The police were absent and

several hundred people who witnessed the struggle

were unable to tell which was the offender. The

ultimate end of the struggle was that one was

arrested and the other two escaped. The entire

affair has vividly emphasized the truth of the

utter incapacity of the Allegheny police and

the lack of adequate protection given the local

jewelers.
Geo. B. Barrett Co. report a probable scarcity

in the supply of high-grade watches, and advise

the trade to take this probability into consideration.

Reports of the salesmen from this house on the

road at this time and particularly through Eastern

Ohio, indicate that small dealers are preparing

with caution for the Christmas buying ; indeed, so

much so that it may result in a great rush for

supplies later on.
A glance over the displays made in a number

of the larger stores in the two cities at this time,

shows how the local trade has awakened to the

popular demand for the amethyst for almost every

known ornamental purpose. It has been placed

in the rarest of stocks and in the highest grades of

goods. Most of the dealers say that this stone

promises to be the popular fad of the present

season, for the call for them has been unprece-

dented and shows no signs of declining. There is

also a noticeable bringing forward of other than

the high hall clocks that were so conspicuous a

year ago. In addition to them there are now

clocks of lesser dimensions, of simpler design,

and these are meeting with popular approval.

Bronzes are holding an important place in the

stocks, and are being pushed forward with con-

siderable energy.
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Trade
Conditions

The trade has opened very

promisingly in the jewelry line

in Dallas. There is no special

rush or eagerness on the part of the buying public

to begin early and have the first selection of stocks,

but at the same time there is on all sides a tone of

settled business that has given a strong backbone

to the general situation and made trade more

buoyant. In the out-of-town and suburban dis-

tricts trade has been quite brisk, and prospects for

the holidays are generally encouraging.

Miss Mamie Malone, who ha S been working

for S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, for some time,

has resigned her position and will go to Caddo,

bid. Ter., where she will take charge of the jewelry

department of her brother's recently-purchased

drug and jewelry store.
• A. Rosebrough, of Georgetown, is now located

at Muskogee, Ind. Ter., where he is doing well,

but he expects to change his location shortly, as

the place now occupied by him is too small for his

growing business.
H. L. Dickson, of Smithville, paid Dallas a

visit recently, and seemed surprised at the progress

that the metropolitan city of Texas is making.

J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, made a flying trip

'Co Dallas recently.
J. M. Grogan, who has been in business in

Arlington for a number of years, has taken in a

partner, and the firm is now Grogan & Deal.

The firm of Johnson & Rather, of Huntsville,

Texas, was recently represented in our local

markets by Mr. Rather.
S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, was a wel-

come visitor and purchaser in this city recently.

J. W. Witt, of Milford, was in Dallas recently,

buying some goods for his fall business.

H. W. Taylor, of Rockwall, recently returned

from St. Louis, where he surveyed the wonders of

the great fair.
R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, spent two days

in Dallas recently, making‘some purchases to meet

a growing demand.
J. E. Copeland, of Palestine, enjoyed a recent

visit to the St. Louis fair.
C. B. Pittman, the well-known jeweler, of

Ennis, paid a visit to Dallas recently.

L. M. Frey, who for a number of years has

been located in Henrietta, has removed to Wichita

Falls, where he is doing well.
G. E. More, of Denton, was a welcome visitor

to this market recently.
P. W. Denney, of Springtown, was a welcome

visitor and buyer in the local markets recently.

W. T. Gilliam has charge of E. Burroughs'

business at Wagoner, Ind.Ter., while Mr. Burroughs

is on the sick list. The latter was in Dallas recently

consulting with physicians.
B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, Texas, was in

Dallas recently, making some purchases for his

home stock. He expects to do quite a liberal

holiday business.
W. E. Brown, of Boyd, was recently a pur-

chaser in the local market.
P. H. Seawall, of Amorillo, recently returned

from the world's fair, and was delighted with

his trip.
L. B. Moore, accompanied by his daughter,

Miss Luella Moore, was in Dallas recently.

J. S. Owsley, recently in the employ of Halton

& Owsley, of Chickashaw, Ind. Ter., has resigned

his position and returned to Lexington, Okla. Ter.,

where he will again embark in the jewelry business.



NOVELTIES FOR THE WEST
FROM INDIA

Solid Silver Indian "Swami" Ware

5666, Bamboo and " Swami " Afternoon Tea Service,
In best. Morocco case

5756. Carved Coconnut-Shell Sugar Bowl,
mounted in silver, gilt lined

5652. Handsome flat-chased design, Snake border,
in fitted teakwood cases

5670. " Swami " Afternoon Tea Service, in best
Morocco case

5708. Afternoon Tea Spoons, set of six with Tongs,
in boot Morocco case

Handsome Tea Set, beautifully chased and embossed

P. ORR & SONS
Manufacturing Jewelers
Gold and Silversmiths

MADRAS, INDIA

SAMPLE PARCELS SENT

THROUGH YOUR BANKERS

5730. Knife, Fork and Spoon

5710. "Swann" Sugar tahi d 'el Jug, with Tonga,
in est A oroceu ease
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San Francisco Letter

Jeweler Thomas B. Clark and family, Los

Angeles, have returned from a trip to the St. Louis

exposition, and Mr. Clark is hard at work again in

his South Spring Street store. He was much im-

pressed with the exposition, and states that a visit

to it is a valuable education in itself.

R. G. Bonestell and family have returned to

this city from their Eastern trp, after an absence of

three months, and Bob is again in charge of the

Crescent Watch Case Co.'s Pacific Coast office.

Capo, Hohusen & Co have succeeded A. W.

Crawford, at Tucson, Ariz., and have made some

alterations in the store. They purchased an entire

new stock and expect a prosperous holiday trade.

Wickersham, Wrenn & Staples, the retail

jewelers, of Bakersfield, are installed in their

newly-furnished store, and from the increased busi-

ness they are doing it is evident that the outlay in

expense was warranted. Their present quarters

give them much extra floor space, enabling them to

handle their growing trade to better advantage.

S. Nordlinger 8c Son, the Los Angeles retail

jewelers, opened their new South Spring Street

store on November 14th, and the new stock and

fixtures make a very impressive showing. One of

the notable new features of this store is its cut-

glass room, which outshines any department of its

kind in the far West.
Mr. Griffin, head watchmaker for Thomas B.

Clark, retailer, South Spring Street, Los Angeles,

has returned from his trip to the exposition, at

St. Louis, where he enjoyed a delightful vacation.

The home of Chas. E. Davis, of Great Falls,

Mont., was visited by the stork last month. It is a

boy, and we are pleased to report that Master Davis

and his mother are doing nicely. This is the third

boy, and Charlie is thinking of changing the firm

name to Chas. E. Davis & Sons.
Andy Armer, of Armer & Weinshenk, has

returned from his Eastern trip, and is hard at work

again. In this expedition he combined business

and pleasure, and his firm will no doubt reap the

benefit in an increased demand for their new lines.

Louis Freund, of the New York jobbing house
of Henry Freund & Bro., paid the trade upon the
Coast his annual fall visit recently, and left for
home well pleased with his sojourn.

G. B. Heinbach, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in Hollister, was among the out-of-town
buyers in this market recently, selecting stock.

Owing to increased business, Rothschild &
I ladenfeldt are looking for suitable help, both in
their factory and office. This house is gradually
forging ahead, and from now on will be a factor
in the wholesale and manufacturing branches.

A. Feldenheimer, of the California Jewelry
Co., 134 Sutter Street, has returned from an ex-
tensive trip through the Southwest, where he found
business very satisfactory.

H. Wachhorst Co., of Sacramento, have pre-
sented their street clock to the town of Washing-
ton, Cal., and it will be installed in the cupola of
the new court house of that place as soon as the
new building is finished.

H. Z. Kimes, formerly in the San Francisco
office of The Keystone Watch Case Co. , has accepted
a position in the Geary Street store of Radke & Co.

F. W. willett, the Watsonville retail jeweler,
is now in his new, up-to-date store in the Ford
Block, on upper Main Street, and is reaping good
results from his timely move.

The Baldwin Jewelry Company's new store
In the James Flood Building (the old Baldwin

Theater site) is now open to the public, after many

unforeseen delays. This establishment ranks
among the finest stores on the Coast.

Peter Hoy, the retail jeweler, of 907 Market
Street, who resides at 1105 Laguna Street, this city,
recently recovered a lot of jewelry, comprising a

solitaire diamond ring, a turquoise and diamond

cluster ring, a gold nugget scarf pin and a horse-
shoe pearl pin that were stolen from his residence
some weeks previous. The thief, Mrs. Grace
Squires, an old offender, was caught red-handed.

She had at least $3000 worth of plunder when the
police seized her. This she had accumulated in
her researches among other people's rooms.

Bing Koon, junior member of the Chinese
watchmaking firm of Bing Kee & Bros., sailed for
China recently to visit his family in Canton. Bing

expects to be away store about twelve months.
H. Jasper Smith, who represents The Keystone

Watch Case Co. in Johannesburg, South Africa,

recently passed through San Francisco, after spend-
ing a delightful visit to the company's factory in

Philadelphia. Mr. Smith was very much im-

pressed with the activity displayed among the
manufacturers throughout the States, as his last

previous visit to America was during the dull times

of 1894.
Radke & Co., the progressive retail jewelers,

of Sutter Street, this city, have opened a handsome

new store at 65 Geary Street. This new branch

will enable them to properly handle their rapidly-

growing trade, as they found the counter space of

their Sutter Street store too small last holiday sea-

son to accommodate all their patrons.
Ray Bosler, formerly in the employ of Shreve

& Co., in San Francisco, has accepted a position in

his home city, Los Angeles, in S. Nordlinger &

Sons' new store, where he has charge of the gold

jewelry department.
Miss Cohen, daughter of D. Cohen, retail

jeweler, 1014 Market Street, this city, was married

on Sunday, November 20th, to Charles Levy. THE

KEYSTONE representative extends his felicitations.

C. J. Hill, the Lodi retail jeweler, was among

the out-of-town buyers in this market recently,

selecting novelties for the holidays. Miss Hill

accompanied her father, and displayed good taste

and good judgment in selecting ready sellers.

Julius Lang, who formerly managed the watch

department of Levin & Ellis' Market Street store,

is to open a new store of his own on Powell Street,

near Market, about December 1st. He has been

buying largely and will be able to make a very

good display. THE KEYSTONE wishes Mr. Lang

success in his new venture.
Genial Frank Dobrowsky, of Redding, Cal.,

spent a very pleasant vacation, calling upon his

friends in the wholesale district recently, and re-

turned greatly benefited by the change.

Hyman Fredericks recently returned from his

trip to Europe, after an absence of several months.

Mrs. Fredericks and her niece accompanied him,

and their sojourn abroad was a most delightful one.

Upon returning, Mr. Hyman immediately started

to call upon his many customers in this section.

A Water Candlestick
A glass of water makes a fine emergency can-

dlestick. Weight one end of the candle with a

nail just large enough to hold the candle in the

water so that the water touches its top edge, but

does not touch the wick, and then light the candle.

It will burn until the last vestige of wick is gone,

and the flame will not flicker. The melted tallow

that runs down serves to hold the candle stationary.
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Fortunes in Precious Gems
The desire for jewels and the extravagantly

splendid displays now made by women who delight

in such manifestations of wealth are two of the

main characteristics of the power dress exercises

over women in this luxurious age, says the London

Daily Mail.
A million sovereigns sounds like an incredibly

huge sum of money to sink in precious stones, but

the gem caskets of some of our great ladies repre-

sent that value very closely, and is actually touched

in a few notable instances.
Quite moderately wealthy young married

women do not consider their catalogue of jewels

complete without two .or three tiaras, a string of

pearls capable of being measured by the yard, a

stomacher brilliantly ablaze with gems, a dog

collar, and numerous necklets, rings of various

colors to match various gems, to say nothing of

aigrettes of diamonds, bracelets, brooches and

little ornaments by the hundred.
The extravagance this craving for gems leads

to is excused by some people on the score that

precious stones are a sound investment, while the

dealers in imitation gems truthfully aver that it

fosters their trade.
A very quaint fashion from old times is the

agrafe of brilliants, an ornament resembling a bdw

and bands of diamonds, duplicated many times so

as to trim a dress from the decolletage to the hem

of the skirt. The ornaments graduate in size, so

that at the foot of the dress they are much larger

than they are at the waist, thereby producing a

very elegant effect. These necessarily are rarely

to be seen in real stones, but sets of them are being

sought in old French paste, which produces as

brilliant an effect as real diamonds, and can scarcely

be detected from them by the eyes of even experts.

Ornaments of this calibre are found upon

quaint Old World dresses, made with the corsage

a pante, and the full, simple skirt of bygone times.

One ordered the other day for a woman, whose

vogue is the picturesque, was made of cloud gray

satin and was quite untrimmed, save for the agrafes

and a berthe and elbow flounces of rich old lace.

Juliet nets of diamonds and pearls are so much

more beautiful than those of colored stones that

they are likely to last longer than the rest of their

kind in the favor of the wealthy woman. A new

net is made of gold lattice work, fastened where

the lattice crosses with rosettes of diamonds, and

all around the edge festooned with a glittering

fringe of the same precious stones.

Very lovely aigrettes, composed of a pair of

diamond leaves, the edges of which meet in the

center, are being made purposely to be worn with

the Marie Stuart coiffure, which dips in the center

of the brow and causes a semi-conventional orna-

ment of this kind to look unusually charming.

The jewelers have been very busy lately inventing

new ornaments or fresh ways of wearing old ones.

How to make use of very long ropes of pearls,

since it became less fashionable than it was a few

years ago to wind them round and around the

throat, has been a problem to the wealthy possessor

of such baubles that has at last been answered.

A string of pearls twisted twice around the

throat and then looped in front on the low corsage,

with fastenings here and there composed of jeweled

brooches is, comparatively speaking, an old tale.

The latest adaptation of this idea is to festoon the

jewels at the back of the corsage as well as in the

front. In some cases a complete berthe of splendid

gems is provided by means of one long necklace

of gems, or two or three worn at the same time.
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GOLD CANES
THE REMPE CLOCK

Sterling Silver
Umbrella Handles

It Goes Without Winding

Williirer107(r)Ter.eriTerigrliK6) A letter upon which corn-
ment is unnecessary:

We are prepared to fill all orders. Send for catalogue

Our line of

Sterling-Mounted

Cut Glass

will interest you

Send for photographs

p. j. HOKE
JEWELER AND DIAMOND MERCHANT

Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Aug. 3o, 1904.

THE REMPE MANUFACTURING
CO., Danville, Pa.

Gentlemen :—I have sold and
rented electric clocks for the past six
years, and am pleased to say that the
timekeeping qualities of the Rempe
clock are better than those of any
clock I know of on the market.

I have put the clock up in corn-
petition with the Western Union and
have won out in four times out of five.

Yours very truly,
P. J. KOKE.

Are you selling and making
the big profit that these won-
derful clocks yield ? If not,
why not?

714 East 14t17 St.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE

New York
Makers of the Clock that Goes Without Winding Danville, Pa.
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St. Louis Letter

Business Fine
in the
World's Fair City

Business is excellent in the

World's Fair City, both among

the wholesale and retail houses

in the lines represented by THE

KEYSTONE. This is especially true among the

large down-town retail stores, who say they have

done a regular December business right through

November. One house informs your correspon-

dent that they have enjoyed a phenomenal busi-

ness since August xst and that their sales in Sep-

tember and October were right up to their usual

holiday business, and that November was still

better. The fact of the matter is, both our whole-

sale and retail houses, as a rule, are enjoying a

larger trade than they did at this time last year.

Business generally in St. Louis is remarkably good.

For this reason well-posted people here say that

our holiday trade should break all records. As an

indication that money is plentiful here, we need

only call attention to the fact that our bank clearings

for the third week in November were $68,000,coo,

which breaks the record. The increase over the

corresponding week last year was $15,000,000.

The weather during a greater part of November

has been ideal. It has brought nearly two million

visitors to the fair and the big show has been in

its glory. Perhaps the weather has been too fine

for seasonable trade. However this may be, the

outlook for a great holiday business in St. Louis

and the large territory tributary is certainly bright

and pleasing.
Jeweler A. H. Hoppe, Apalachicola, Fla.,

spent ten days in St. Louis last month, looking

over the fair and visiting with his old Missouri

friends.
John N. Burcher, of Hillsboro, Texas, was a

visiting buyer in St. Louis for a week last month,

viewing the fair and selectincc his fall bills.

Alvin Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry Com-

pany, returned the middle of last month from a ten-

clays' visit to the Eastern manufacturing centers.

C. H. Grjseke, of Trenton, Ill., was among

the large number of visiting buyers in this market

last month, selecting his fall lines and spending a

few days doing the World's Fair.

Jeweler George W. Killam, of Pittsburg, kans.,

spent a week in St. Louis last month, examining

the exposition and selecting his holiday bills.

E. E. Roberts, of Falls City, Nebr., was here

for several days last month, examining the World's

Fair and doing some holiday buying.

H. K. Herbert and Mrs. Herbert, of Eldorado,

Kans., were enjoying our fair for a week last

month, to their great delight and pleasure. Mr.

Herbert was also selecting his holiday lines and

was of the opinion that there would be a good

Christmas business this season throughout the

Sunflower State. - -

Loftis Brothers & Company, the well-known

Chicago installment jewelers, will open a St, Louis

store December 1st, on the-second floor of the

Carlton Building.
Hugh B. Rice, of San Antonio, Texas, spent a

week in St. Louis last month, looking over the

World's Fair and doing some holiday buying.

E. B. Lane, of Bisbee, Ariz., was among the

number of far Western jewelers who were in St.

Louis last month, looking-over the World's Fair.

Wm. R. Davis, of Springfield, Mo., was in St.

Louis on a holiday-buying trip last month. Mr.

Davis spent several days examining the wonders

of the. great Louisiana Purchase Exposition and

was delighted with our big show.

KEYSTONE

S. T. Schneider and Mrs. Schneider, of Bonne

Terre, Mo., were in the city for several days last

month, attending to their fall buying and enjoying

the sights at the World's Fair.
C. H. Schnack, of Alexandria, La., was among

the large number of Southern jewelers here last

month, selecting their fall bills and looking over

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Ben. C. Bowden, of Mayfield, Ky., was a vis-

iting buyer here last month, selecting his fall lines

and spending a few days doing the fair.

A. C. Pfaeffle, Denton, Texas, was in St. Louis

for a week last month, looking over the exposition

and selecting his fall bills.
Ernest Bowden, of Ripley, Tenn., spent ten

days in St. Louis last month, doing the fair and

attending to his fall buying. When seen in one of

our wholesale offices, Mr. Bowden said that his

section of the South was enjoying its full share of

prosperity, and that business generally was excel-

lent. He predicted a fine holiday business all over

the Southern country this season.

R. S. Gill, of Horner, La., was in St. Louis for

a week last month, enjoying the Louisiana Pur-

chase Exposition and attending to his holiday

buying.
Henry Freund, the widely-known and popular

New York traveler, was here for a few days last

month, taking in the fair and calling on his many

friends in the retail trade.
M. L. Greenstreet, of Owensville, Mo., was a

visiting buyer in this market last month, selecting

his fall lines and looking over the World's Fair.

J. D. Crane, of Gulfport, Miss., was among

the many Southern jewelers here for several days

last month making holiday purchases and visiting

the St. Louis World's Fair.

Jacob Bersche, of Waterloo, Ill., spent a num-

ber of days in St. Louis last month enjoying the

delights of our World's Fair and attending to his

holiday buying.
T. C. Woodman, of Greenfield, Ill., was here

for several days last month doing the fair and

selecting his holiday lines.

A. E. Zukschwerdt, of Tipton, Mo., was among

the many buyers in this market last month looking

over the World's Fair and making purchases of

holiday goods for the home store.

Albert Amant, of Chandlerville, Ill., spent

several days here last month enjoying the beauties

of the exposition and attending to his Christmas

buying.
Geo. Young, of Moberly, Mo., was among the

many visiting jewelers here last month who was

enjoying the last days of the fair while attending

to his holiday buying.

Ed. Steinmeyer, of Cape Girardeau, Mo., a

well-known figure in this market was here for

several days last month taking a last look at the

World's Fair and attending to his Christmas buying.

Olaf Schive, of Illiopolis, Ill., was a trade caller

here last month selecting his holiday bills. Mr.

Schive enjoyed the delights of the World's Fair

for several days before returning home.

C. W. Broca*, of Carmen, Okla., was among

the many Southwestern jewelers here for several

days last month doing the fair and selecting lines

for their holiday trade.

Wm. A. Johnson, of Perry Landing, Texas,

spent a week in St. Louis last month looking

over the World's Fair and attending to his Christ-

mas buying.
H. Young, of Walnut Springs, Texas, was a

welcome trade visitor here last month. Mr. Young

enjoyed our fair for a few days, as well as attending

to his holiday buying while in St. Louis.
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E. D. Mathews, of Baldwyn, Miss., was among

the large number of Southern jewelers here last

month looking over the World's Fair and attend-

ing to their holiday buying. Mr. Mathews was

delighted with our wonderful exposition, and

thought it of great educational benefit to the

people who have been so fortunate as to view it.

F. Denizet, of Perryville, Mo., was a World's

Fair visitor here for several days last month. Mr.

Denizet did some buying for his holiday trade

before leaving town.
C. G. McCord, Dublin, Texas, was among the

many jewelers here from the Lone Star State last

month looking over the fair and selecting their

holiday bills.
V. F. Cantwell, of Doniphan, Mo., spent

several days in this market last month visiting the

fair and selecting holiday goods for the home store.

Wm. T. Lambert, of Hot Springs, Ark., spent

several days in the city last month enjoying the

last days of our World's Fair and attending to his

Christmas buying.
J. Beilenson, of Helena, Ark., was in St. Louis

for several days last month looking over the

World's Fair and attending to his holiday buying.

Julius Wick, of Highland, Ill., was here last

month on a purchasing trip. Mr. Wick was select-

ing his holiday lines and taking a last look at the

great Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

F. Herold, of Jerseyville, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market last month selecting his holi-

day lines.
John Greaves, Rolla, Mo., was in town several

days last month taking a last look at the World's

Fair and selecting goods for his holiday trade.

E. G. McDill, of Sparta, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market last month stocking up for his

Christmas trade.
I. B. Morris, of Parry, Mo., spent a day or two

in town last month looking over the fair and at-

tending to his holiday buying.

Jos. Mazer, of South McAlester, Md. Ter., a

well-known and successful Southwestern jeweler,

spent ten days in town last month looking over

our fair and selecting lines for his holiday trade.

Mr. Mazer was buying liberally and said that they

were expecting a fine holiday business this year

in his section of the country.

A. Aeleson, of Dawson, Minn., spent a week

here last month enjoying the last days of our great

exposition. Mr. Aeleson also attended to his holi-

day buying.
The Gorham Manufacturing Company, of New

York, have been awarded seven gold and silver

medals at the St. Louis World's Fair for the ex-

cellence of their production in the various lines

exhibited by them.
October's bank clearings in St. Louis broke

the record, and it looks at this writing as if Novem-

ber will do likewise. Business in St. Louis is

booming.
The L. E. Waterman Company, of New York,

obtained a grand prize for Waterman's Ideal foun-

tain pen, at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

John Hutchinson, of Hutchinson Bros., Shreve-

port, La., accompanied by his family, spent a week

in St. Louis last month looking over our wonderful

exposition to their great delight and pleasnre. -

J. H. Frease, of Napoleon, Ohio, was among

the many jewelers here last month who was enjoy-

ing the delights of the last days of our great

World's Fair.
The Herschede Hall Clock Company, of Cin-

cinnati, were awarded two gold medals at the St.

Louis World's Fair for their movements and cases

and a silver medal for their tubes.

(Continued on page 2047)
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ARE BIG SELLERS
Your Christmas Stock is Not Complete

without a line of these beautiful gold front, stone set

LADIES' FOBS. Ask to see them

(

They are carried by all the leading jobbers

C. A. MARSH & CO., Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.

9527

A Line for the Jeweler's Holiday Trade

Finest grade of Celluloid, mounted with Sterling Silver, ornamented with Baroque Pearl,
Imported effects in Platinum and Diamond imitation. Plain and Bead trimmings.

New York Office --it Maiden Lane
C. C. Pickford Scofield d DeWyngaert, 48-5o Walnut St., NEWARK, N. J.

1,1466onro64 o
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK.

IMPORTIERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-H-13 Malden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK

100 Stale St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Bright Outlook 
Inasmuch as every line of trade

and enterprise is interested in

the upbuildmg of the country from which it is

hoped purchasers may be secured, it will not be

amiss to discuss here the outlook for the great

State of Alabama. For several months there was

a strike in the Birmingham district, which is 
hap-

pily over, and the outlook in that section is the

most promising in the history of the State. The

successful making of high-class steel at Ensley in

the Birmingham district, gives that section an

advantage that cannot be overcome by other com-

petitors, and the mill there is making steel rails

that are sold far ahead. Andrew Carnegie once

said that the successful making of steel rail gave

supremacy to any city, and attributed the pros-

perity of Pittsburg to that industry. Five million

dollars' worth of new industries have been set in

mJtion recently in Gadsden, besides the many

there before, and a number of others are expected.

The cotton crop has placed the State and the sec-

tion in the best of shape. Last year the crop sold

for a high price and the farmers saved money, be-

sides getting out of debt, and the good price of

this year has made them independent. There has

not been such good times among the country

people of the South in fifty years.
In the emancipation of the

farmer one may see the great

things for the future of all

classes. Time was when the

farmer had to buy what he and his family con-

sumed during the crop-growing period at an ex-

orbitant price. Not so now. Any farmer who

owns his own farm and has it stocked can borrow

all the money he needs for eight per cent. If he is

a renter, or if his place is encumbered so that his

ability to pay rests in his crop, he may have to pay

IIS much as twelve. The rate of interest is gaged

by the anticipation of the borrower, and it is a fact

that there are very few farmer obligations which

do not turn out profitably for the lender. In fact,

the reputable farmer meets his obligations of this

kind more regularly than any other class of bor-

rower. The change has greatly benefited him. In

the old days the farmers had to buy on credit at a

rate of interest, represented by the profit on the

goods, running as high as twenty-five per cent.

This was very oppressive. The farmer had to

rush his cotton to market and sell it for what he

could get for it to pay the store account. Now he

can hold it as thousands are doing this fall, and

get the high price that usually prevails after the

first of January. Commissioner of Agriculture

Poole has issued a circular letter to the Alabama

farmers to hold their cotton, and expresses the

belief that they will get fifteen cents for it before

the first of March ; twelve, anyhow. Hon. Harvey

Jordan, president of the National Farmers' Con-

gress, who lives in Georgia, has just given similar

advice. Fortunately, there are many thousands of

bales in the State of Alabama that will not be sold

until there is a rise in the price. The owners do

not need the money and are under no compulsion

to sell hastily.

Farmers are
in Clover

Water

There are now good prospects

that the river traffic is to receive

ansportation attention from Congress. At a

convention held in Montgomery

last month a movement was put on foot to get

$500,000 to make the Alabama River navigable

with six feet of water all the year around. Con-

gressman John H. Bankhead, ranking Democratic

KEYS' TONE

member of the rivers and harbors committee of the'

National House of Representatives, was at the

convention and said he believed he would be able

to get the money. He later told the representative

of THE KEYSTONE that he was surprised at the

estimate made, and felt sure that he would be able

to secure the appropriation. The business of the

river at this time, navigable half the year, is

$25,000,000, and the traffic would increase manifold

with all the year water. There were nearly half a

million bales shipped from towns and cities on the

river last year. Congressman Bankhead then met

a number of business men in Mobile and discussed

the project of deepening the outer bar at the

entrance to Mobile Bay. This will require $250,-

000, and he believes it can be secured. With these

two enterprises worked out, there will be no esti-

mating the progress that will come to Alabama,

for it will place the State in touch with deep water

at the Gulf of Mexico and nearer than any other

iron-making section to the Panama canal. Besides

this, the Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers on the
other side of the State will be open in a short time.

This gives the mineral section an opening to the

Gulf of Mexico which will mean an opportunity•

for almost unlimited development.

All this tends to show what is being done in

Alabama. It emphasizes the trade outlook and

the fact that many of the best business men of

the country are getting ready for it, is proof that

our own people are confident of the future. In

every city and town of the State new stores are

being built and old ones fitted up and enlarged.

Birmingham, Decatur, Gadsden, Montgomery and

Mobile are all pressed for store and house room.

Many good business men are seeking better quar-

ters. Every store in Birmingham has been bright-

ened up lately. This is especially true of the

jewelry trade. F. W. Bromberg has put in some

of the prettiest furniture ever seen in the South.

Immense mahogany cases line the walls, and hand-

some counters are in harmony. In Montgomery,

the LeBron Jewelry Co. is settled in its new store,

which is very handsomely fixtured. The Castle-

berry Optical Company has gone into the store

vacated by LeBron find furnished it as a modern

optical store. Ruth & Son have made a number

of changes, and rejoice in a pretty and well-

arranged store. The same may be said of all the

others in Montgomery. At Tuskaloosa, the educa-

tional center of the State, the Maxwell-Raiford Co.

has found it necessary to extend their quarters.

The Zadek Jewelry Company is one of the best

arranged stores in the South since recent improve-

ments. In short, everybody is getting ready for

the big business that is expected in a short time.

From the above it may be in-

ferred that the outlook for the

Trade Christmas holiday business is

the best ever known, and the

purchasing already begun indicates a run on high-

class goods. Some recent big weddings have ex-

panded the sales in the city. The Woodward-

Jemison nuptials, uniting two of the oldest and

richest families in Birmingham, resulted in the sale

of $to,000 worth of presents, mostly of cut glass

aud silver. There were two chests of silver and

many fine cut-glass combinations. Local jewelers

reaped the advantage of the sales in large measure.

Other weddings in prospect will make more sales

of good proportion. There have been a number

of sales of diamonds lately, indicating a big busi-

ness for the holidays.

L. P. Hebard is enlarging and extending his

jewelry carrying capacity at Sheffield. Being in a

railroad center, he enjoys a good trade in watches.

Christmas Holiday
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Mrs. A. S. Smith, of Birmingham, wife of the

owner of one of the large jewelry stores, lost a

fine diamond last month. It was suspected that it

was stolen by a negro servant.

The Louis V. Clark cup, given to the best

drilled squad of Alabama National Guard, has

been presented to the Mobile team. It was fur-

nished by the Zadek Jewelry Company, of Mobile,

and is now on exhibition in their window.

The Alabama Jewelry,Company, at Greenville,

is making everything look better in the store and

enlarging the stock.
W. C. Strickland has opened an optical store

at Dothan.

St. Louis Letter

(Continued on page 204$)

E. K. Kane, of Pinckneyville, Ill., was among

the many trade visitors in this market last month

selecting goods for their holiday trade.

The Quaker City Cut Glass Company, of Phila-

delphia, were awarded a gold and silver medal by

the jury of awards at the Louisiana Purchase Ex-

position for their cut glass exhibit.

Hubert Somborn, the well-known New York

traveler who now represents Hipp. Didisheim &

Brother, was in town for several days last month

calling on the trade in the interest of his firm.

J. A. Bricker, of Crockett, Texas, visited St.

Louis for several days last month looking over the

World's Fair and attending to his fall buying.

W. G. Leslie, of West Point, Miss.. was among

the many Southern jewelers who visited the

World's Fair last month and did their holiday

buying in this market.
H. Adolph, of Ironton, Mo., spent several

days in town last month enjoying the delights of

our World's Fair and attending to his holiday

buying at the same time.
Wm. H. Lynch, of Lincoln, Mo., enjoyed the

Exposition for several days last month and attended

to his holiday buying in this market.

C. J. Harper, of Dixon, Mo., was a trade caller

in this market early in the month, combining busi-

ness with pleasure while seeing the lVorld's Fair.

J. M. Hawley, of Greenville, Ill., spent a few

days in town looking over the Fair and doing some

buying for his Christmas trade.

Fred. Noterman, of Hillsboro, Ill., was in

town last month for a day or two doing some holi-

day buying and taking a last glimpse at the Fair.

Stephen Doerhoff, of St. Elizabeth, Mo., was

among the many visiting buyers in this market last

month looking over the Fair and doing some

holiday buying.
L. Lasky, of Alderson, Ind. Ter., spent several

days in St. Louis last month enjoying the delights

of a last glimpse at our wonderful Exposition.

Mr. Lasky was also selecting his holiday lines.

J. C. Wieser, of Roodhouse, Ill., was among

the many visiting jewelers here last month looking

over the Fair and selecting goods for his Christmas

trade
Hy. Croessman, of DuQuoin, Ill., was a visiting

buyer and World's Fair visitor for several days

last month.
Mike Lampert, the well-known representative

of Henry Zimmern & Company, New York, spent

several days in town during November taking a

last look at the World's Fair and calling on the
wholesale trade in the interest of his firm.

C. H. Robinette, of Conway, Ark., spent

several days in town last month viewing the

World's Fair and doing some holiday purchasing.
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Experience has taught us the art of being thoroughly prepai ed
for all emergencies.

Whatever may be the demands of the season, we have always On
hand the right kind of stock in such abundance as permits the
promptest filling of orders.

Our supplies and system make delay or disappointment impos.
sible—now or the day before Christmas.

A letter gets the same prompt attention as a personal order.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

ATTRACT THE PEOPLE

A clever window
display that will
command more
than passing in-
terest is the best
kind of Advertis-
ing.

SELL MORE GOODS

L Mammoth
Wedding

Ring

Van Pelt's

COPYRICiHTED
Electrotypes of above
for newspaper adver-
tising will be sent on
receipt of $1.00

will draw the crowds.
The diameter of this ring
is 12 inches ; the weight
3 pounds. It is made of
copper, heavily gold plat-
ed, burnished and lac-
quered. It is in exact pro-
portion to the latest style
Tiffany Wedding Ring.
Not an experiment, but a
success.

Price, $12.75, net cash
Send for testimonials and
catalogue of other adver-
tising rings to

C. H. VAN PELT
7 Maiden Lane

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Sole Western Agents
Silversmiths' Building, Chicago New York
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High-Giafi JOIRINSIN fixtures
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furni-

ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of
artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE
)rawings and estimates furnished frec.

Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty-first to Forty-second St., New York

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JuLits GROSSMANN, Dire
ctor of the Horological School, of Locie, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-Mechanical
School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by .4Amits ALLAN, JR., Charleston, 
5, C. Fortner pupil of the

Lock Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]
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CHAPTI,A III.

Wheel-Work.

129. Purposes of Wheel-Work. The wheels of a watch and of

a cl,)ck have a double duty to fulfil : first, to transmit the move-

ment arising from the motive power, from the first mobile down to

the escapement ; second, to reckon the num
ber of oscillations

accomplished by the balance wheel in a given time, indicating this

dine by means of hands on a spaced dial.

Since on the one hand the movement of the balance wheel is

a rapid one and on the other the motive force sh
ould only be

expended slowly, and, moreover, the wheels carrying the hands

should make certain numbers of turns, according to given rela-

tions, one understands that the wheel-work should be arr
anged in

such a manner as to multiply, progressively, the speed of
 the first

mobile. This is why we make the wheels gear into pinions, and

the numbers of teeth of these different mobiles shou
ld be exactly

deterfeitneuds.
further remark that in thus considerably increasing the

speed, we diminish in the same proportion the force trans
mitted to

the escape wheel.
Calculations of Trains.

130. Calculations of thz Number of Turns. Let us determine,

first, the relation which should exist between the nu
mber of turns

made by the moving bodies of a gearing and their number of

teeth, Knowing the number of teeth A in a wheel, and of leaves

in the pinion a, in which it gears, we have then to find th
e number

of rotations accomplished, n', by the pinion while the 
wheel makes

a number n.
Let us suppose a wheel A of 96 teeth gearing- in a pinion a of

12 eaves : since each tooth of the wheel drives one lea
f of the

pinion, it is evident that, while the pinion makes one 
rotation, as

many teeth of the wheel will have advanced as there are 
leaves in

the pillion. and, consequently, the pinion will make as ma
ny turns

as the number of times its leaves are contained in the teeth 
of the

wheel ; one will have, then,

, A 96 •- • -
a 12

If one wished to know the number of rotations 
completed by

the pinion, while the wheel makes any number of them, n 
4, for

instance, the number n' will become n turns greater and 
one could

place
A 96

n .= 4 x = 32 turns.
a 12(1)

The preceding equation can be presented under the form

fl A
(2) =

a

The numbers of tarns made by the two mobiles are then

mz,ersely proportional to their members of teeth.

131. Let us now consider a train of gearings formed of
 two

wheels and two pinions (Fig. 28), the wheel with A teeth 
gearing

the pinion of a leaves, on the axis of which is fastened a 
wheel

with B teeth gearing in a pinion with b leaves.

While the wheel 4 completed n rotations, B made n' 
and b

completed n".
The number of turns that the pinion a makes while the

wheel A makes a number n, is expressed by the formula (I)

A
W = a

On the other hand, the number of turns that the pinion b make
s

while the wheel 13 makes z',2 should be

fl
= —b- .

But since in this last formula

11 = a — ,
a

one can write, after replacing n' by its value,

A AR
(3) nf = n

— 
n

a X ab
or, further,

(4)
v" A B
n = ab

If, for example, a center wheel has 80 teeth, the pinion

of the third wheel TO leaves, the third wheel 75 teeth and the

fourth pinion io leaves, one
will find the number of turns
that this last pinion should
make while the center wheel
Ill tkes I, by replacing the
letters of the formula (3) by
their numerical N'zilues, then

n" = I X 8° X 75 .= 6o turns.
to X to

The fourth pinion, then,
makes 6o rotations while the
center wheel makes one. Since
the axis of the center wheel
carries the minute hand and the axis of the fourth wheel carries the

second hand, the movement will be executed, properly, according

to the accepted division of time.
If it were necessary to calculate the number of rotations of the

fourth pinion, while the center wheel made 24, one would place in

an analogous manner

lolg.

(2049)

80 >: 75
II" - 24 > ,); , , 

1440 turns.

132. One could determine, in like manner, for any number of

wheels and pinions, the relation of the numbers of turns of the last

pinion to those of the first wheel. This relation is always equal to

the quotient obtained by dividing the product of the numbers of

teeth in the wheels by the product of the number of leaves in the

Pillions. One can then establish, in a general manner

(5)
U" A C E -

a —b c d e  

Suppose, for example, WC wish to determine the number of

revolutions accomplished by an escape. pinion while the barrel makes

4, knowing that this barrel has 96 teeth, the center wheel also

96, the third wheel 90, the fourth wheel 80, and that all the pinions

have 12 leaves, except that of the escape, which has 8. We wo
uld

write the formula (5) under the form :

A n c
(6) n" =- ii -----

a b e d'

from whence, by replacing values,

12 , X 12 X 8 

v

19200 turns.

133. CaI" discu'la.--;ion

''.=

f9-26th Number:f Oscillations of the Balance.

It is generally customary to indicate the number of oscillations which

the balance wheel of a watch makes during one hour, that is, while

the center wheel, which carries the minute hand on its axis, makes

one
We have already called attention to the fact that in most

turn.34. 

of the escapements the action of each tooth of the wheel corres-

ponds to two oscillations of the balance (7I). Knowing then the

number of rotations which the escape wheel makes during one

hour, one will easily calculate the number of oscillations which the

balance executes during this same time, by multiplying the number

of turns of the escape wheel by twice the number of its teeth, an

operation which can be represented, designating the number of teeth

(Continued on page 2050
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1)o these prices interest you?

Old Gold, 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, io K., 40c. "
Old (Mid, 12 K., 48c.
Old Gold, 14 K., 56c.
Old Gold, 18 K., 72c.
Gold -Plated Scraps, 20 to

35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating), very

highest market price

No need to tell you that your old gold
and silver scraps and filings are valuable.

No need to tell you that they should be
disposed of in the most advantageous way.

Some need perhaps to tell you that it is
wise to send them to us.

It is wise because you are sure of get-
ting the highest market price; sure of getting
pay for full weight and sure of getting your
check just the moment we get the shipment.

Of course, if the size of the check
doesn't suit you, we 1\111 take it back and
return your consignment, charges prepaid.

Could anything be fairer than this?

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
67 and 69 Washington Street

Chicago, Ill.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL " CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 Inches high, I loot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside Of Me and
shelves lined with black felt. Mnde to ship In the knock down.

Net price. $58.00. Worth 570.00

Union Show Case Co.

11161111111111IMIIPIIIIIMiogw- 1,111M111111111111,11111111101111r"—

105 E. Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY---56-66 Frank St. and 424-428 Maxwell St.
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Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 2049)

of this last wheel by E and the number of oscillations by N, by

the formula
(7) N= 2 En".

If an escape wheel with x5 teeth makes, for example, Goo turns

while the center wheel makes x, we will obtain the number of oscil-

lations made by the balance by

N = 2 X 15 X 600 18000 oscillations.

135. If we designate by

B, the number of teeth of the center wheel,
C., di 41 

" " " " third
./), id 14 

" " fourth "
b, " " " leaves " " third pinion,
C, "
Li, " " " " " " escape "

we should have, according to the formula (5)

" " " " " fourth "

but since n

B CD
nt" n - — - •

b d

CD 
nIII =

b cd •

Replacing n" by this last value in the equation (7), we will
obtain the general formula

B CD2 E
(8) .N= b d '

a formula which enables us to calculate the number of oscillations

made by a balance wheel during one hour, knowing the numbers of

teeth of the different mobiles.
Suppose, for a numerical example, we desire to calculate the

number of oscillations of a balance, knowing that
13 = 64 C = 6o D 6o E

b= 8 c= 8 d= 6.
The application of the formula (8) will give

N — 
6

-
4 

-
X 60 X 60 X 2 X 15 18000 oscillations.

X 8 X 6 8 

136. Calculations of the Numbers of Teeth. Suppose now we
AV1S11 to calculate the numbers of teeth in the wheels and of leaves

in the pinions, the numbers of turns or of oscillations being known.

This question, the reverse of the preceding one, can have several
solutions ; in short, if one takes the equation

elf AB CD:=2
abcd'

in which the relation "-; alone may be known, and in which the

unknown quantities may be A,- 13, C, D and a, b, c, d, one sees

immediately that an unlimited number of values could satisfy this

relation ; the equation is, in fact, indeterminate and affords as many

unknown quantities as there are wheels and pinions.
In order to determine them, one chooses arbitrarily the value

of some of these unknown quantities, and, in order that the result
will contain no fractions, one chooses for numbers of leaves in the
pillions those employed in practical use.

These numbers are, generally, 6, 7 and 8 for the escape pinions,
8, to and 12 for the pinions of the third and fourth wheels, xo, 12
and 14 for the pinions of the center wheels.

The values a, 6, c, a' becoming, thus, known quantities, could
be transposed to the first member of the equation, which will be
written under the form

al101

abed= ABCD.

In order to solve this equation, it will suffice, then, to resolve
all the known numbers of the first member into their prime factors
and to form these factors into as many groups as there are unknown

quantities to be determined.
Let us take a numerical example, and suppose that the relation

in the above equation be
./.
= 4800.

We will then have A CD
4800= 

a b c a' ;

2(

let us choose the following numbers of leaves for the pinions :
a = to, b = io, c = io and d = 7,
we will place

4500X 10X 10X xox 7 =ABCD.

Resolving 4800 with its prime factors, we obtain

4800
2400

1200

600
300
50
75
25
5

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
5
5

4800 = 28 X 3 X 52
xo 2 X 5

and 7 is already a prime number.
One will have then the total product:

29 X 3 X 55 X 7 = 4800 X lox to X xo x7=ABCD,

with the factors of which we can form the following
groups:

..-=-_ 24 X 5 = 80 Of A =22 X 52 = ZOO
B = 24 X 5 =8o " B = 22 X 3 X 7 84
C = 3 X 52 = 75 " C = 24 X 5 = 8o

D = 2 X 5 X 7 7o " D = 2 X 2 = 50
etc., etc.

By employing other numbers of leaves' for the pinions, one can
multiply the solustoioxns 8.to xinfi715iitxy. 70As prioofx, cxoullod xhav7e.

4600 • = io X io X io X 7 
== 

Too 84 X 8o X so

137. When the relation c is fractional, one factors the nume-

rator and denominator separately, then cancels the common factors.
In a case where this elimination could not be effected, the problem
would become impossible with the number of leaves chosen, and it
would be necessary to replace them by others.

For example, let the formula be

nI 360
7

It is impossible to solve this case with two pinions of lo leaves,
for in

360 X 10 X Jo 25 X 32 X 55 
7 7

there exists no factor 7 in the numerator which could serve to elimi-
nate that of the denominator. On the other hand, if one chooses
the two numbers 14 and to, one will have

360 X i4 X to 25 X 35 X 52 )< 7 
7 7

and will be able to cancel the factor 7. One forms, then, two
groups with the figures which remain, and obtains, for example,

A = 24 X 5 = So
13 = 2 X 32 X 5 = go.

As proof, one will have correctly,

80 X 90 360
io X r4 — 7

138. Let the question be, now, to determine the numbers of
teeth in the wheels of a watch, whose balance should make 16200
oscillations per hour. The formula (8) gives

B CD2 E
16200 = — _ •

b c d '

let us choose for the pinions the following numbers of leaves :

b = 12, C = 10, d = 8;

since the number of teeth in the escape wheel varies only within
very narrow limits, we can further replace the letter E by the
figure 15, for example. This innuenbDerxis2, xin Ifsact, that which is very
generally used for watches of medium size. One will then have :

12 X to x 8

e

or, on transposing th known terms,

i6zool.6X2 2=X to X 8
BCD

2 X I5
ISO BE CONTINUED1



WE THANK THE JEWELERS
for their unqualified endorsement of our new production

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line
escapement, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety
pinion, screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or arabic white
enamel dial with monogram " T. W. co."

Price, $7.00

THE MONOGRAM

No. 135. Bridge Modal, 16 Size, 11 Jewels

Nickel .latnaskeened, quick train, straight. line
escapement, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance,
hardened :cid tempered breguet hairspring, safety
pillion, screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, depressed center and
seconds, white enamel dial with monogram
" T. W. Co." Price, $8.50

TRENTON WATCH
Moderate in Price. Thoroughly well finished

HEAR WHAT THE JEWELERS SAY
" I am now recommending your new

model 16 size as being the best cheap watch
in the world, and have proven true so far.
If you still continue to make them as you
are at present 3'011 Wiii no doubt have to
increase your output."

" I feel grateful that at hist 1110 retail
jeweler has found a watch that lie can allbrd
to offer and 11111, that %Olt not only give a
fair prelit hot a in int limn of troub'e."
" I Inue examined your No. 130a/111 135

Monogr:oil movements and ow very fat or-
ably N111111111'111. 1.111')' are Ivorth
the price asked."

"NVe think the Monogram movements are
the most beautifull and the best tiinepiee.s
011 1110 market to-day for I lie money."
" I handle a good many Fortuna's '

and ' Reliance.' I think t hem to hi lbe hest
oti the market for Ille price."

"I bought some if your watches from a
(lactic(' johher and Mittel them Very tiler
walebes."
"I have your movements in stock at

present, hut would say that they art( all
right and are good money makers."
" I have been selling pair watch move-

ments for over a yes r and they give on•
great sat isfaet ion."

I ata carrying your )looligralli oho,-
meld, :11111 find thrill good
" I it as Vel' 10 NoW York Zuol got some

Ill I our No. 130 and 136 movements. I ant
very niiieli pleased with theni and think
they will lie very good sellers."

I have loon buying your product from
11 Pitt...11(11.g jebbing house and lind them
I'll y satisfactory."
" We have been handling your new

movements since yon got them out, and can
say they aio the 10,1 movements for the
price that we have ever handled, and we sell
as many of these as all of (he others put
together. Vire have a line trade on them."
" have I handling your watches

for sonic (init.; in fact, tie pash them for
liii r popular-priced leaders."

" I keep on hand a line of Trenton move-
ments and I have Bold a good many of them,
and t hey have all given complete satisfac-
I ion. I ',ell them satisfaction guaranteed
I r motley refunded.' _Everybody is Solis-
iied tar, myself included"
" I lave always sold the ' Fortuna' move.

immt s and they give mite satisfaction."
" I handle your movements. l'he No.

I, a good seller. I ion pushing it. Ther.
good money ill i1."

" I handle lots of •10111 iloo and
find they give good sail:do,
" Will say thin I have handled your

Ii niches and 'mist say that your new styles
are as good as ally ot her for the sense pricy
it im,l its wool! IS some that cost more on the

1 market to-day."
" We haye sold your new movements

and they prove (I K''
"11'e think your Monogram movement

is O. K. 11'e have sold Trenton movements
it good many years and think y'otir nez
product it decided improvement."
" I sell quite it number of Trenton'a"

and I must say they give good satisfaction ;
better than one-half tile — or —I get. I
keep ' Fortuna' in stock all the time, as it
Is one of the best cheap 6 size movements
that I can get hold of
" I have already secured a few of your

'Alonograni movements, and !tin very intiell
pleased with S/1111C.
"I have been selling the Nionogram

movement for a year. They II( the pocket
and pocketbook of my customers. Splendid
I itnekeepers."
" I am DOW and have been handling

0.I r make of goods and can say thus far I
lisve only to tanninend Mon."

,1111 lee One of your watch
signs. 1 Is ill give it a permanent place and
Ii. ill also take tip your watches, I think you
are taking a step in the right direction in
your new movements. Wish you success."
" I have been handling your watches for

several years, and find (*hem worth the
1111/11Cy. I like them."
" I have your Monogram movements in

stock and find them excellent timekeepers.
I Imre been carrying one of your "Reliance"
movements for two years myself aud find it
to give good satisfaction. I am pushing
t he tittle of them."
"I think the Trenton watch is the best

watch made in the United States for the
money."
" I am selling your movements and find

that they are giving very good satisfaction."
" We are already selling your watches

and find thal they all give entire satisfac-
tion."
" I handle your product in considerable

quantities, with gratifying results."
" We have your Monogram movements

on sale and so far have proved satisfactory."
"I have sold a great many of your

watehes and consider lile111 it line Wflfeil
for 1111. money."

Order early from your ,lobber for the Holiday trade. Price-List, illustrating- our complete line, furnished on
application. All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

Menai') it
and guaranteed

by theTRENTON WATCH COMPANY
TRENTON, N. J., U.S.A.

We will forward the retail jewelers, upon application, a neat metal advertising sign, suitable to hang up in the store

December, 1904 THE KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one if the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will he con-

tinued monthly till completed.. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 61.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXII. Begun in March, go3)

In such sketching as we described in our last issue the writer

has found it advantageous to dispense with the designing wax,

using -simply the steel-pointed stylus and scratching on the

shade strokes only. Of course, great care must be observed in

forming the letters, as when once sketched on, the cutting must

be such as to cut said scratches entirely out, but they are sketched

on very delicately, not the full width of the stroke, but nearly so,
ill order that if a slight variation should be made it could be cor-
rected. We wouldn't recommend this method of designing to a

beginner. He can look forward to it after he has become suffi-

ciently skilled in designing.
A great many beginners experience some diffi-

Spacing Words culty in spacing their words so as to make them
and Letters begin and end an equal distance from the right and

the left ends of the plate. In other words, they

find it difficult to begin the first letter of a word so that they will

have ample room and not too much for the last letter. This can be

obviated by spacing before the letters are sketched on. By spacing,

as here referred to, we mean making little dots with the stylus on

the plate, leaving a space between each two dots for the letter or

the space between words, and going across the lower-case guide

line in this way spelling the word out, and then if the last letter

comes at the right point this spacing can be used, but if it should be

found to run short, allowance can be made in the sketching to make

the lines far enough apart or larger so as to take up the space left

short. Or if the word should be found to run over, the letters

should be set closer together or made smaller. A little experience

in spacing in this way will enable the student to space in a short

time without the aid of such preparatory exercises. The engraver

should be sufficiently skilled in this class of work to space by

words. By making three dots on the plate he would not vary

much from the space allotted to each word. While to the beginner

it might seem difficult to space by words, yet the experienced

engraver knows that it can be done with great accuracy, and in

practice must be done in order to accomplish the amount of work

in one day that the engraver is expected to do.

Some engravers prefer to make their script on

Script • 

in Scroll Shape 
coffin plates in scroll shape. A rapid method of

doing this is to make of celluloid a rule, as shown

at Fig. 88, with a hole cut through the center of

It in scroll shape, as here illustrated. In this case it would be

necessary to dispense with the guide line for the top of the lower-

case letters, having simply the top guide line of the capitals, and the

Fig. $S

base guide line which, as previously stated, would be sufficient

to one with some experience. By using this scroll, most coffin

plates being nearly the same size, it would be found possible to do

the work with greater accuracy and rapidity than if one should

attempt to make the scroll on each plate from the original sketch.

Of course, if this scroll should be a little too long, it would not

matter, as the first part of the name could begin at the right of the

2053

hole in the celluloid rule and end at the left of it. Any different

forms, like crescent shapes or ovals, that the engraver might deem

advisable to use, could be arranged in this way. However, the

names in script should either be straight or on a slight curve or

scroll shape as here mentioned.

After a plate has been engraved, either by scratching the name

on as above described, or by the use of the wax or even the Chinese

white, and after washing the same off with a brush, water and soap,

it is dried by patting it with a towel, not rubbing. After being

thoroughly dried with a soft towel in this way, any scratches that

may appear on the surface can be obliterated quickly, and the

original polish restored to the plate by the use of a pad, illustrated

at Fig. 89, which is made of cotton flannel with the flannel side out,

being filled with cotton or any other soft
material. It is held in the hand by
taking hold of the top where it is tied
together and rubbed vigorously.across the
surface of the plate, rouge having pre-
viously been applied to the under side.
The rubbing should all be done length-
wise of the plate, and the amount of pres-
sure downward on the pad should be
uniform, as the slightest variation of the pressure would change

the appearance of the polish, in other words, would make it

appear wavy. Of course, those who have access to high-speed

lathes could use the lathe for this purpose, but the ordinary foot

lathe we do not consider as practical as the hand buff, as the operator

finds it almost impossible to hold the plate against the buff with the

hand and operate the speed by foot power and maintain equal

pressure under the plate, which is necessary in order to secure a

high polish, especially on soft metal.

A coffin plate, owing to it being irregular, hollow

g
Turntable on the back and thin, is difficult to hold on a
for Holdin 
Coffin Plates, etc. regular sand-bag pad. A very useful device for

engraving coffin plates, shown at Fig. 90, is a

table about 6" in diameter on the top, and a base of suitable size

with a screw passing down through the center of the top to the base

to hold them together. The top of the table being perfectly flat is
covered with a piece of chamois.

  The object of using the chamois
is to make it soft for pieces of
ver other than coffin plates, and in
the case of coffin plates to cause
sufficient friction to hold the plate

Fig 90 firmly in place. The turning of
the article in hand quickly is one

of the necessities in order to do work with rapidity. If a coffin

plate is held on an ordinary pad (as a trial will prove), it will be

difficult to turn the plate around in making loops and curvatures, also

to reverse the plate when necessary to cut the up and down strokes.

A cross section of another style of turntable, very useful for a

great many pieces of silver, is shown at Fig. 91. This turntable

should be made with brass bear-
ings, as the articles used on it
would be of such weight that a
wood-bearing table would hardly
be of sufficient durability. The
top of the turntable is grooved
out, as shown at Fig. 91, to re-
ceive a ring pad, such as is fur-
nished with some blocks. Then
the pad is placed into these grooves
which hold it firmly in place,and
then with a chamois laid over
the top of it, such articles as a Water pitcher, ice or cream pitcher,

or any large piece of silver can be placed thereon and held very

firmly, even though they are rounding in form. The chamois will

also prevent the piece from being scratched, while if it was held on

the regular pad, even though it was covered with the chamois or

any soft material, the pressure downward necessary to do the

cutting would, when it was turned, mar or scratch the highly-

polished surface to some extent. When the turntable, as shown at

Fig. 91, is used, the article being engraved does not turn separately,

as the top of the turntable turns with it, there being sufficient fric-

tion between the article and the top of the table to cause the latter

to revolve on its bearings.

Fig 91

(TO BE CONTINURD)
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DIAMONDS!
WE ALWAYS LOOK AHEAD!

Anticipating an unusual rise in DIAMONDS we perfected our IMPORTA-
TIONS last February—we SAVE you THREE 5 per cent. advances. It IS to
your INTEREST to take advantage of this. WE are NOW ACKNOWL-
EDGED HEADQUARTERS in this LINE; convince yourself by ordering
selection packages; they stand comparison with any. This applies as well to our
stock of DIAMOND BROOCHES, RINGS, LOCKETS, SCARF PINS,
BUTTONS, etc. ARTISTIC DESIGNS and LOWEST PRICES for
best quality.

LEONARD KROWER,Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician
Importer and Exporter

536=538 Canal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious gift-buyers—pop-
ular styles for all.TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NFW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

A. di

December, t 904 THE

The Riefler Free Escapement

CCURACY of time is of the utmost import-

ance to astronomers insofar as they desire

a timepiece that has an absolutely even

rate. The dead-beat escapement by

Graham was a decided improvement over the old

recoiling one, and was therefore a great step for-

ward in the art of horology. The dead beat was

later followed by Dennison's gravity escapement;

these two escapements are the ones generally used

for astronomical clocks and have given excellent

results.
The gravity escapement was considered to be

as near perfection as possible, but the Riefler free

escapement is a decided improvement on it

as has been amply proven. It has been said

that the ideal pendulum is one that swings

perfectly free, without interference from

friction of a fork or wire in a slot or gravity

levers ; this is accomplished by the Riefler a

escapement. Reference to the cuts of the

top, front and side views will give a very

good idea of this escapement.
With this escapement the pen-

dulum swings perfectly free,

being connected with the clock

works solely through the sus-

pension spring from which it

receives its impulse ; this impulse being communi-

cated in the axis of oscillation and at the moment

when the pendulum swings through the dead point

(center of gravity). The impulse is imparted by

the escape wheels bending the pendulum spring a

little at each oscillation of the pendulum, which

produces a slight tension in the spring. This

tension-force of pendulum spring gives the pendu-

lum its impulse. As this bending takes place

around an axis, which is identical with the axis of

oscillation of the pendulum ; and, further, occurs

every time almost at the moment in which the

pendulum is swinging through the dead point or

center of gravity, we gain thereby perfect freedom

K EYS TONE

Description of
Parts
of Escapement

7', T, Figs. I and 2, iS a heavy
hanger of brass securely fas-

tened to the back plate of the

movement W by means of four

screws u u; the flat and highly

polished agate stones .PF, which are in a perfectly

horizontal plane and form together a bearing

between which is the opening for the suspension

spring F On this horizontal plane, or bearing,

is the axis a a of the verge or anchor A , of

which the knife edges C C form the axis. The

screws K A7 center the verge so that it engages

properly with the escape wheels H and R, these

screws are withdrawn slightly after the pendulum

has been hung in position so as to allow the verge

to act freely on the knife edges without friction on

How Impulse
is Given
to Pendulum

Fig. 1

of the pendulum and also this great advantage that

irregularities in the communication of force from

the train and escape wheels, and in the resistance

to escape can exert no detrimental influence on

the uniformity of the motion of the pendulum.

Fig. 2

the points of I?' K'. F F' is the suspension spring

resting on the frame or verge A Al and the springs

i, the axis of which coincides exactly with the

axis of motion of the verge.

The escape wheel is a double wheel composed

of an impulse wheel H and a somewhat larger

locking wheel R. 'rhe teeth ii and hf, on wheel

H, are cut tangent or ratchet-shaped, and cause

the lifting or impulse ; and the teeth r and on

the larger wheel R, cause the locking. Sand .9'

are the lifting and locking pallets of the verge or

anchor ; these are cylindrical and the front ends

are cut away to the center of their axes.

The verge receives its lifting motion on the

cylindrical part of the pallets from the teeth of

wheel H, and the locking is accomplished by the

teeth of wheel R resting on the flat (cut aw
ay)

parts of pallets.

Action of
Escapement

The action of the escapement is

as follows : Fig. x shows the

moment that the pendulum is

on or near the center of gravity,

the tooth r, of the locking wheel R, is locked 
on

die pallet S. If the pendulum swings in the direc-

tion of the arrow towards the left, then the 
sus-

pension spring 7 i, see Figs. 3, 4 and 5, being

vertical and taunt by the weight of pendul
um.

follows its swing and causes the verge A to swing

or turn on its knife edges owing to its being on 
the

same axis a a (see Fig, 2), and attached to 
same

to also follow the swing of the pendulum until 
the

pallet S has passed the tip of the locking tooth 
r,

2055

disengaging itself ; in accomplishing this the pen-

dulum has described an arc of about one-quarter of

a degree. By this time the cylindrical part of the

pallet SY has approached and been engaged by the

inclined plane of the tooth le , of ratchet or impulse

wheel H, up to the necessary nearness for play or

drop, and has been raised by the revolving of the

Fig. 3

escape wheels (the escape wheels revolve in the

direction of the arrow) until the locking tooth rl

of wheel R has engaged the flat face of the pallet

SY, the action of the tooth /il on the cylindrical

part of pallet S' raising or moving verge A to the

right, causing a slight bend in the suspension

spring through the axis a a to the right. This

bending of the spring has taken place before the

pendulum has made its full swing to the left, and

on its return swing to the right gives it a slight

impulse or motion to the right, the same operation

of the suspension spring carrying anchor A with it,

disengaging the pallet SI from the locking tooth rl

and receiving a new impulse through the tooth to

the left. It is very evident that these impulses are

very gentle and gradual, and makes really the ideal

escapement for fine pendulum clocks. I may say

that screws d, of Figs. 2 and 3, are used to clamp

F, secure so that the pendulum can be put on or

taken off with ease and has nothing to do with the

escapement.
The Riefler clocks which have

Rates of been installed in this country

have given very fine rates, better

than ever obtained by the old

form of escapements, notably the one at the Case

Observatory, Cleveland, Ohio, and at Georgetown

Riefler Clocks

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

University Observatory, Washington, D. C., and

at the U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D. C.

At the latter place they are testing three of these

clocks, the balance of five ; one to be kept at the

Observatory in Washington ; one at Mare Island

Navy Yard, California ; one at Sitka, Alaska;

one to be sent to Tutuila, Samoa ; and one to be

sent to Cavite, P. I. Some of these clocks have

given excellent results, and are running so fine as

not to vary on their rates over from one quarter to

(Continued on page 4057)
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DIAMONDS
LOOSE AND MOUNTED

JOS. NOTERMAN & CO.
509-511-513 RACE ST. CINCINNATI, OHIO

SELECTION PACKAGES SENT TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS

T. C. Ito rgess, Ph.D.
,irec1.11. .11.

A. 'feed Westlake
DrAn ;LEHI I t1,1

Cirant Hood
Io5oucior in Finkliiq

and Drawing

The Horological Department
and methods.
of BRADLEY INSTITUTE stands for the production of workmen of ability. ' Rather how good you can do than how quick. It is rational in all its assertions

command an advance.
If you are desirous of increasing your earning capacity, take a course of Watchwork, Jewelry and Engraving at Bradley, and you will. be in a positioo to

It is not only the oldest school of thi., kind in America, but the biggest, busiest and best.
Throughout the day, the students in this model school are employed in regular work receiving individual instruction, and thus making it practical, and on

several evenings of each week listen to theoretical lectures which give them a thorough technical knowledge of the several escapements, figuring of trains, etc.
Our optical course is most thorough and comprehensive, extending over a 

supplemented with an equipment second to none. 
period of three months, thus giving ample time for study and discussion,

INTe expect to reach the 150 mark, number of students, about February r5, 1905. Will you be one of them ? Five thousand five hundred have availed
themselves of this opportunity. Think it over and write for a catalogue, free for the asking ; a postal card will get it.

Address BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 'Dept. Ii., PEORIA, ILL.

J. A. miner
rastructur futVuieliwork

Fred. J. Bohm
tusi 1'IItr,t iii Jet■virv
and Clock Repairing

C. H. Brobst, M.D.
Lecturer Liu Opt ies

I)ecember, 1904 THe K E,YSTONE

Practical Lessons in Refining
Scrap

.I rtiele No. 50 of the serial 
entitled "ii,b1 Work ilia," begun in

the November, 1000, issue of '1m; KEYS 
I • ,N E.

I; have now described with sufficient

minuteness the process of refining

to enable any workman to refine any

scrap he may have, or work up any old g
old

he may purchase, and will now resu
me the

consideration of the mechanical details of

manufacture of various articles of gold sold

by jewelers.

It has been our aim from the first to

deal especially with the practical, and in

furtherance of this view let us imagine we

have a lot of old scrap gold we wish to work.

It consists of filings and odds and ends o
f a

thousand and one things which accumulate

in a jeweler's scrap box. Some plated goods

are among the lot—these should be put by

themselves. A large portion of the lot is

probably in shape for remelting; this sort of

stuff should be carefully picked out, as there

is no use of our wasting acid in treating what

is good enough without. Gold filings are

the worst of the batch to manage, and are

always sure to be in a bad state. The larger

particles of iron can be removed with a good

steel magnet, but our advise is not to carry

the magnet treatment too far. as the finer

particles of iron and steel had better be gotten

rid of with acid, as they carry with them

mechanically a noticeable quantity of gold.

For the acid treatment we

The Acid Treat- procure a Florence flask

with a flat bottom so we can

set it down. After weighing,

we put all the gold filings and plated goods

into the Florence flask, and add half their

weight of chemically pure nitric acid diluted

with half its bulk of water. We set the

flask in a sand bath and heat it up to stimu-

late the chemical action of the acid. This

treatment will get rid of most of the impuri-

ties; what we have now mostly to fear is lead

from soft solder. A second treatment with

nitric acid will usually free the remaining

gold from lead and iron.

In most cases our scrap will be. found in

good shape to work, but it is well to fuse it

into a button, using plain borax as a flux.

We can now test for quality by the touch-

stone and test needles. This testing is

important, inasmuch as in most instances

where the acid action we described above

has been vigorously carried out the quality

of the button will average above fourteen

karat, and will consequently need alloying to

bring it down to the quality desired. •

The practical working jeweler should

add about two per cent. of alloy in excess of

what is really demanded, from the fact that

gold in the process of working constantly

ment of Scrap

grows finer from the alloy burning out.

After the proper amount of alloy has been

added, the gold button should be melted in

a black lead crucible with a flux composed of

equal parts of fine charcoal and pulverized

sal ammoniac.

Preparing Char-
coal for Flux

Fine charcoal dust can be

purchased of the druggist,

but it can readily be pre-

pared by grating on a large-

sized grater such as are used for preparing

nutmegs for culinary purposes. The char-

coal dust and powdered sal ammoniac is

added just at the time the metals are in the

act of melting by folding the proper quantity

in a bit of tissue paper and dropping in the

crucible. This precaution is necessary, or

the rising gases and hot air from the fire

would blow the fine charcoal out of the

furnace. After the gold is melted it should

be thoroughly stirred with an iron rod heated

to bright redness to prevent the rod chilling

the gold.
The heat should be urged about as high

as it can and not injure the alloy. Perfect

fluidity is the point, in order to insure the

thorough incorporation of the metals. The

temperature should be allowed to run down

a little before pouring into the ingot mold,

as the proper temperature for pouring is as

low as the gold is fluid. Seizing the proper

moment for pouring seems to greatly influ-

ence the " grain " of the gold. To prepare

the ingot mold, oil it well with some heavy

oil like lard oil, or, as an old gold melter of

great experience used to do, heat up the

ingot mold so as to melt tallow, and use it

for a lubricant. When the gold is poured

the ingot rook! should be as hot as the hand

can bear to touch.

We should have said, when speaking of

the preparation of charcoal dust, that the

particles, as produced by the nutmeg grater,

will many of them be somewhat coarse, and

if carried into the ingot mold produce pits in

the ingot.
To remove the coarser particles sift

through a sieve made from rather fine lace.

We mean a plain mesh, without embroidery

or flower patterns. The coarser qualities of

millers' bolting cloth answer nicely. No flux

we have ever tried gives as good satisfactio
n

in the way of tough, well-working gold as
 the

mixture of sal ammoniac and charcoal dust.

As stated above, scrap gold treated with

acid as described will work all right, but 
in

case it does not, and there still remains s
ome

lead, we can have recourse to the corro
sive

sublimate process, which is conducted as

follows: Place the gold in a crucible and

remelt, using a flux composed of pulverized

charcoal 2 parts, corrosive sublimate I part.

The process is the same as with the char
coal

dust and sal ammoniac.

[To BIC CONTINVEDI
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The Riefler Free Escapement

(Continued from page ..055)

one second in a year. Let us explain this a little

further : say that the clock is losing or gaining /16

of a second per day, it will, if the conditions are

kept constant, keep right on losing or gaining the

same amount each day ; it will not lose yly one day

and gain -Ay. the next. It may gain Tih one day,

Th the next, Th the next, and then come back to
Tgr, and so on, and at the end of the year it will

not have gained or lost on its rate one-quarter to

three seconds per year. In order that these clocks

may run with such slight variations the best of

conditions are necessary. The temperature, of

course, should be kept as uniform as possible and,

of course, the clock being kept in an air-tight case

variations due to barometric conditions are avoided.

A description of these details has been given in

an article entitled, " A Wonderful Timepiece," in

the August issue of THE KEYSTONE, page 1201.

Some of these clocks have the new nickel-steel

pendulums, which are so finely compensated that

they will not vary from expansion or contraction

over Tvloly of a second per one degree Celsius, which

is ibout 2° F., in twenty-four hours.
This new alloy of thirty-six per

Nickel-Steel cent. nickel and sixty-four per

cent. steel is going to revolu-

tionize the tipekeeping of the

finer clocks, and will even greatly improve the

cheaper ones, owing to its having such a very low

co-efficient of expansion. Some of the samples of

this alloy have shown remarkably low co-efficients,

almost zero, but most of them have a slight co-

efficient of expansion of about Tuthiiff to Th"

and this can be readily compensated for, thus

making an ideal pendulum far superior to the old

styles of pendulums with their high co-efficients,

which required so much compensation. When we

consider that steel has a co-efficient of about

„ „ , which we usually have to correct with
mercury, and we do away with about o 01010 o o by

using the new alloy, leaving us only tooloi” to

correct, we just eliminate that much possible error.

This new alloy is the.invention of Chas. Ed. Guil-

laume, director of the International Bureau of

Standards, at Sevres, near Paris, France. In Ger-

many, France, Switzerland and this country various

physicists and horologists are making experiments

with this new alloy for chronometers and pocket

watches. This alloy is also being extensively used

for instruments of precision where the expansion

of the metal interferes with their, accuracy. The

American Bureau of Standards, at Washington, is

also making some experiments with this new alloy,

and will also have one of the Riefler clocks in the

near future.

for Pendulums

Bird's Nest of Watch Springs

A curious gift has been made to the Natural

History Museum of Soletta. This gift consists of

a bird's nest constructed entirely of steel. There

are a great many watchmakers at Soletta, and in

the vicinity of the workshops there are always the

remains of the old springs of watches which have

been cast aside.
Last summer a watchmaker discovered this

curious bird's nest, Which had been built in a tree

in his courtyard by a pair of water wagtails. It

measured ten centimeters in circumference and

was made solely of watch springs. When the birds

had fledged their brood the watchmaker secun
-o

their unique nest as an interesting proof of 11

intelligence of the birds in adapting anything which

comes within their reach.
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CLASS PINS AND BADGES
There's a lot of money in this kind of business for the Jeweler who is wide

awake and up-to-date. Every year outside agents go into hundreds of townsand take away large orders for School and College Class Pins, Badges and
Medals.

Get in touch with the scholars and capture these orders. Sell them Bastian'sPins and Badges—there's big money in it for you—and you can offer bettervalue for less money.

We make to order CLASS PINS, BADGES, MEDALS and
BUTTONS in either GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE or RIBBON

We advertise extensively ; we guarantee every pi]) we make ; we give large
discounts ; we get up special designs and furnish estimates free of charge ; we
protect the retailer and co-operate with him in every way.

Send for our new, large illustrated catalogue it's free

BASTIAN BROS., R 201 cSho uet Avenue

ter, N. Y.

111110, 
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PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS
WE HAVE JUST WHAT YOU NEED

CIGARETTE CASES, CARD CASES, MATCH BOXES, COIN HOLDERS,
PURSES, CIGAR CUTTERS, KEY RINGS, KEY CHAINS, EMERIES, TAPE
NEEDLES, and all the Novelties in Sterling and German Silver.

Full line STERLING HANDLE SCISSORS, all shape blades.

STERLING TRIMMED POCKET KNIVES, 2 and 3 and 4-blade.

Bracelets, Bead Necks, Back Combs, Hat Pins, Sash Pins, Scarf Pins, Brooches,
Neck Chains, etc., etc.

SEND FOR SAMPLES.

Headquarters for SOUVENIR SPOONS.

New York
C. Van Ness

1 1 Maiden Lane

CODDING & HEILBORN CO., North Attleboro, Mass.
Chicago

(1. S. Titus
88 Monroe St.

San Francisco
C. Van Ness Co.

1 I 5 Kearny St.

F)t •r(mber, 1(04

The Perfected Mainspring Barrel

Article No. 45 of the serial entitled "Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of Tii E KEYSTONE.

I IE barrel and main wheel described

in our last preceding article admits

of no stop work of the usual forms,

but the reader will remember we gave the

description of a slip stop work, which we

repeat at Fig. I of the present issue; the

open band A is made of spring steel and

inserted in the barrel by closing the ends at

b together, when it is easily a
placed in the barrel, the

screw head a serving as a . ,

mainspring hook, to which . )

the outer end of the main-

spring is attached. This
Fig t

system of stop work re-

lieves the stem wind train of undue force

and also the going train of the watch.

It is evident to any person

who thinks on the subject,

that with the ordinary wind-

ing mechanism, the full force

of the power applied to the stein is conveyed

to the escape wheel. True, this force is only

exerted for an instant, but *still it is a strain

to which the entire train is subjected, with-

out any reasonable demand for it. All horo-

logists must admit that the real limit to the

delicacy of a watch train, is one that will

stand handling by the person called upon to

clean and repair. As far as strength of parts

to do the work of timekeeping is concerned,

the present trains are many times as strong

and weighty as they need be. Where the

great wheel is jeweled, as in the case with

the train we have been considering, it is

evidently of great importance to save the

train from abnormal Strains; and the spring

stop shown at Fig. r does this in the most

satisfactory manner. We will now take up

the stem-wind mechanism, but before we do

so, will proceed to deal with general princi-

ples and endeavor to give our readers the

reason why we adopt a certain form and

arrangement for these parts. Probably there

has been more blind experimenting with the

gear of stem-wind wheels during the last

twenty years, of watchmaking, than all other

parts of a pocket watch. Let any person

who feels curious about such matters look

over the patent office official gazette and he

will find that fully one-half of the patents

issued, as relates to watches, have been for im-

provement in stem-winding mechanism. And

it is to be lamented that most of these inven-

tions had little relevancy to the really ineffi-

cient portions of such mechanism. The Swiss

wandered in the wilderness of experiment for

many years before they struck the truly prac-

tical lines on which to construct such parts.

Factors in the
Mainspring
Problem

H KEYSTONE,

The writer is well aware that English watch-

makers were early in the field in the con-

struction of keyless watches, and patented

many ingenious devices by which the " for-

ever lost and always busted " watch-key was

to be dispensed with. , But the conservatism

of the British purchasers was against innova-

tions, and watches employing keys for wind-

ing went into the pockets of purchasers, rich

and otherwise.

Improvements in
Stem-Winding
Works

One of the first troubles

encountered, as has been

already stated, in the con-

struction of stem-wind

watches, was to provide gear wheels which

would stand the stress put upon them. This

led to the use of the so-called "wolf-tooth "

gear, which a sort of epicycloidal tooth in-

tended to act but in one direction, which

direction was to produce the winding. Such

wheels will act in both directions, but not to

as good an advantage—but good enough to

effect the hand setting. To what particular

maker of watches we are indebted for this

form of tooth, the writer is unable to state;

he knows, however, that they were used in

the keyless watches of Patek & Philippe,

which firm was among the earliest makers.

It makes but little odds who introduced

them, as this form of tooth will soon disap-

pear in horological dentation. The form of

tooth favored by the writer is the ordinary

spur of either the involute or epicycloid

form. The bevel wheels first used by the

American factories are difficult to cut, as it

requires two separate cuts of the tool to each

tooth, and for this and other reasons the

writer would not recommend their use. The

first pair of wheels in the stem-wind train we

have adopted are shown at D C, Fig. 2.

The only trouble expe-

rienced in such gear, /

is to properly depth

it. The spur wheel 1)

has a pitch circle, two

pitch parts of an inch ,

less in diameter than a

circle passing through the extreme points of

the teeth. The pitch diameter of the crown

pinion C is in a smaller ratio, or about

pitch part of an inch. The idea with gear

wheels like those shown at Fig. 2, is the

teeth of C and D do not come in contact

until they reach the line of centers on the

line, and only continue to act for the space

of one tooth. A moment's thought will show

us that the crown pinion C, under such con-

ditions, has no tendency to lift the wheel D,

but has a slight disposition to draw D down-

ward, making but a negligible friction on the

main plate. There is but a slight tendency

to throw apart or separate by the act of

winding.

Fig. 2

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Superstition of the Opal

If the average person was asked his or her

opinion of opals, the reply would almost invariably

be of this nature : "Opals are certainly very beau-

tiful—but then, you know, it is so unlucky to wear

them, unless you happen to be born in October."
'The origin of a superstition is always hard to

find, and no exception can be made in the case of

the one concerning the opal. It is not at all unlikely

that the widespread feeling of distrust with which

the opal is regarded, originated with the narrative

of Donnerhugel in Sir Walter Scott's novel "Anne

of Geierstein." It will be remembered how the

mysterious and ill-fated Baroness Hermione in-

variably wore in her auburn tresses a golden clasp

which was ornamented with a superb opal. This

gem, which she never removed except for a few

moments while her hair was being combed, was

possessed of a peculiar quality. When the baroness

became animated the jewel displayed a twinkling

and flashing gleam which seemed to be emitted by

the gem itself and not produced in the usual man-

ner by the reflection of external light. When the

beautiful wearer was agitated by hasty or brief re-

sentment, dark red spots seemed to flash from the

mystic brooch as if it sympathized with its mis-

tress' emotions. The baroness was particularly

apprehensive when any water was brought near it,

and when, at the christening of her child, a drop

of holy water lighted on the opal it will be remem-

bered how the stone shot out a spark like a falling

star and instantly became lightless and colorless as

a common pebble. The baroness sank to the

ground with a cry of pain and was carried to her

chamber a dying woman. The mysterious lady,

who had appeared so suddenly, disappeared as

suddenly, for a few hours afterward nothing could

be seen of the late baroness except a handful of

light gray ashes.
It may be considered improbable that so pre-

valent a superstition should be based on such slen-

der grounds as a fairy tale in one of Sir Walter

Scott's novels, but such appears to be the case, as

it would be difficult to find an actual case where

the successive wearers of an opal have been

dogged with bad luck. Such stories are frequent,

but their origin, like that of so many ghost stories,

is probably entirely mythical.
It is possible, however, that the so-called ill

luck of the opal is due to the fact that the stone is

a soft one, and if exposed to constant friction is

liable to become loose and fall out. It is very

necessary that opals should be securely set, but,

whatever the setting, it is always advisable to give

the stones a careful scrutiny from time to time, and

not expose them to undue wear and tear. If this

is done, there seems to be no valid reason why the

opal should be regarded as bringing ill luck to the

wearer. Judging from history, the reverse seems

to be the case.
It is well known that the late Queen Victoria,

who was blessed with proverbial luck, was very

fond of these stones and presented each of her

daughters upon their marriage with a parure of

opals and diamonds. It cannot be said that these

marriages have been otherwise than fruitful and

prosperous. A lady in waiting once said to the

late queen : " I am surprised, your Majesty, that

you are so fond of opals, as they are known to be

so unlucky." The queen's reply was as follows:

" Queen Elizabeth always wore opals, and I have

always worn them, and we have always found them

lucky stones." The opal, too, is a favorite stone

in the German royal family. The ex-Empress Eu-

genie, on the contrary, steadily refused to wear
opals of any description, and her life was full of
vicissitudes and disaster.

If we go back to the times of the ancient

Romans, we find no trace whatever of any ill

repute attaching to the " °pains." The esteem

with which this stone was regarded by them was

very marked. " Of all precious stones," writes

Pliny, " the opal is the most difficult to describe,

since it combines in one gem the beauties of many

species—the fire of the carbuncle, the purple of the

amethyst, the green of the emerald and the yellow

of the topaz." We learn from this writer that the

Senator Nonius possessed a valuable ring, in the

center of which was set an opal about the size of a
hazel nut. This ring was coveted by Marc Antony,

and Nonius, sooner than lose his precious jewel,

escaped from the country, carrying the ring with

him as the sole relic of his fortune. He preferre
d

exile with his opal to living in Rome without it.
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ANNUAL WIND CLOCK CO.
'11111.ail.11 1901

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

)f

Clocks and Clock Movements

Height, 25 in.
Depth, 8 In, Dial, 7 in.

Width, 17 in.

That run one year with one winding

MARINE MOVEMENT AND PENDULUM

Guaranteed to run and keep accurate time.

•
—

i■cre)•(:

Height, 12 in.
Depth, 5 in. lijal, 1 in.

No electricity. Suitable for all purposes

111•Ith, a in.

BE PROGRESSIVE AND CARRY SOME IN STOCK

wRim POR CATALOGUE:

On a Solid
Foundation
your efforts for success should be based. You
can build such a foundation economically in no
other way than by taking a course of in-
struction in our school. Watchmakers and
Engravers have the pleasantest and best-
paying work. It is worth your best efforts to
become one of the best workmen. They are
in demand in "hard times " as well as in
prosperity. They make $20 to $25 per week
because they are worth it. Stop "drifting"
and begin to move toward better things.
Make your future secure ; allow us to train
you for success. Send for our catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking and Engraving

Jewelers send to us for graduates LANCASTER, PA.to fill the best positions.

New York ...Scileroom, 14 Malden Lane

HIGH-GRADE

JEWELER'S MACHINERY
Straight Side Watch Press No. 74 W.

Designed

especially for

operating

sub-presses

in the

manufacture

of Watches,

Clocks and

similar articles

produced in

large quantities

and requiring

great accuracy

and uniformity.

Send for

circular.

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 Adams Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A.

European Office : Clichy pres Paris, France

Distributing Agents for Chicago and Vicinity : Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St.,
Chicago, Ill.

Awarded Grand Prize and Gold Medal at St. Louis Exposition

December, 1904 THE

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anonv-
mous•communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues, These indexes are arranged
slphabetically, according to subJczt covered in each answer, and

toll the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Teeth and Leaves. "—Please give a rule for
calculating the number of teeth in the lost hour or
minute wheel, also a rule for calculating the num-

ber of teeth and leaves in any part in the train.
Would like an example of an 18 size movement,
eighteen thousand beats per hour. Please do not
refer me to old issues as my KEYSTONES were acci-
dentally destroyed—We will take up first a case
where the cannon pinon is lost. The hour wheel
has 40 teeth, minute wheel 36 teeth, and to leaves

in the pinion. Now, we know the hour wheel
makes one revolution in 12 hours ; therefore, if the
minute wheel pinion that gears into the hour wheel
has TO leaves, the minute wheel will make four
revolutions in 12 hours, because the to leaves gear
into the 40 teeth four times. Now, if the minute
wheel makes four revolutions in 12 hours, it will
take as many hours to make one revolution as the
number of revolutions it makes in four hours is
contained in 12 hours, which is three hours to
make one revolution. We know the cannon pinion
wants to make one revolution in one hour ; there-
fore, if the minute wheel has 36 teeth and makes
one revolution in three hours, We must have one-
third the number of teeth in the wheel that wants
to revolve once in one hour, which will be one-
third of 36, which is 12 leaves to the cannon pinion.
Take the same dial wheels and suppose we have
lost the hour wheel. Now, the cannon pinion has
12 leaves and the minute wheel 36 teeth, and to
leaves in the pinion. The cannon pinion revolves
once in one hour and contains 12 leaves, which
gear into the minute wheel (36 teeth). It will
take as many hours for the minute wheel to make
one revolution as the number of leaves in the
cannon pinion (12) gears into the number of teeth
in the minute wheel (36), which would be three
revolutions the cannon pillion would make to one
of the minute wheel ; therefore, the minute wheel
mikes one revolution in three hours, and in 12
hours would four revolutions. Now, to have a
wheel to make one revolution in 12 hours we must
have four times the number of teeth in the hour
wheel as there are leaves in the minute wheel
pinion, which would be 4 X to = 40 teeth the hour
wheel should have. For another example take a
case where the minute wheel is lost. We have a
(umon pinion with 12 leaves and one hour wheel
with 40 teeth. There are several ways to fino the
number of leaves and teeth in this missing wheel.
One way is to remember that in most all cases the
minute wheel does not contain as many teeth as the
hour wheel, and as a rule, makes one revolution in
three or four hours. Let us suppose in this case that
it makes one revolution in four hours. To do this,
It would have to have four times as many teeth as
the cannon pinion has leaves, which would be 4 X 12

= 48 teeth. Then if the minute wheel makes one
revolution in four hours, it will make three revolu-
tions in 12 hours, and as the _hour wheel has 40 teeth
and goes around once in 12 hours, we must have
as many leaves in the minute-wheel pinion as the
number of revolutions (three) the minute wheel
makes in 12 hours, contains in the number of teeth
the hour wheel has, which is 40. Now, we can see
th.it 40 ÷ 3 will not come out even, and, therefore,
will not do. So the minute wheel must go around
once in three hours, instead of once in four hours,
as the cannon pinion has 12 leaves. The minute
wheel would then have three times 12 or 36 teeth.
In this case the minute wheel makes one revolu-
tion in three hours, or four revolutions in 12 hours,
and as the hour wheel should make one revolution
in 12 hours, the minute-wheel pinion would have
lc) have as many leaves as the number of revolu-
tions the minute wheel makes in 12 hours contains
in the number of teeth in the hour wheel, which
would be 40 .÷ 4 =-- 10 leaves in the minute-wheel
pillion ; therefore, we would have the minute wheel
containing 36 teeth and to-leaf pinion. Take the
wheels and pinions of a watch train. Suppose the

KEYSTONE

center wheel has 64 teeth, third wheel 6o teeth and
8-leaf pinion, fourth wheel and pinion lost, escape-
wheel x5 teeth and 6-leaf pinion. The first thing to
do is to find out what beat the watch is. We do
this by counting the vibrations of the balance wheel
for one minute, counting the balance as it comes
one way. The different number of vibrations
balance wheels have for American, Swiss and
old English watches (except Waterbury), are
18,o0o, 16,200, 14,400 in one hour, or 3oo, 270, 240
ill OU e minute ; but this would be counting the
vibrations of the balance both ways. As that is
very nearly impossible for the average workmen to
do, we only count it going one way, which would
give us for an t8,000-beat-per-hour watch 150 in
one minute. Now, we know the balance takes 30
beats for the revolution of the escape-wheel, be-
cause there are 15 teeth in the escape-wheel, and
each tooth beats on each pallet stone, making 30
beats to one revolution. Suppose we have counted
this balance and it makes 150 beats in one minute.
we multiply this by two, because we only counted
the balance going one way, which gives us 300
beats in one minute. Now, if there are 30 beats to
one revolution of the escape wheel, and the balance
beats 300 in one minute, the escape-wheel must
make to revolutions in one minute (3oo 30 = to).
We now have our starting point. As we know
that the escape must go around to times in one
minute, and has 6 leaves in the pinion, and we
want a wheel to gear into it to go around once in
one minute, we must have to times the number of
leaves that are in the escape-wheel pinion, which
would be 6 X 10 = 6o teeth in the fourth wheel.
For the fourth-wheel pinion we start from the
center wheel. We know the center wheel *goes
around once in one hour, and has 64 teeth and
gears into the third-wheel pinion. The number of

leaves in the third-wheel pinion (8) divided into
the number of teeth in the center wheel (64) will

give us eight revolutions the third wheel makes in
one hour. If it makes eight revolutions in one
hour, the question is, how long does it take to
make one revolution ? It will take as long as the
number of revolutions it makes in one hour (8)

is contained in the number of minutes in the hour :

6o 8 = 7% minutes for the third wheel to make
one reyolution. Now, as we have already found
that the fourth wheel makes one revolution in one
minute, it will, therefore, have to go around seven
and one-half times to make the third wheel go
around once, and we would have to have as many.

leaves in the fourth-wheel pillion as the munber
revolutions it makes contains in the number of

teeth in the third wheel, which would be 6o 7%,
giving us 8 leaves in the fourth-wheel pinion.

Therefore, the lost fourth wheel would have to
have 6o teeth and 8 leaves. Any other wheel or

pinion can be figured in the same way for any

watch, no matter what beat it may be. There are

a few exceptions to the above rules, as there are

some watches that have different beats per hour

than we quoted. There are also some watches in

existence in which the fourth wheel goes around in

less time than a minute, and some it takes longer,

but these exceptions are few.

"Lid."—Can you tell us of some way how to

make lid of mainspring barrel slay in same when

former appears to be sprung slightly .P.--The proper

thing to use is a barrel-contracting tool. This tool

can be bought at any wholesale house. It contracts

the part of the barrel where the lid fits in, making

it virtually smaller at that point. If the edge of

the lid is not marred, this generally remedies the

trouble.

'Severat Springs."-11 hat is the best way and

apparatus needed to set- a balance and spring in a

watch so that it will run properly!' I have a

watch in which the spring has bee a damaged, and

as I have several springs, I would like to change

it, but I do not know which one of these would be

the better one, as some o/ them may be too strong

and some too weak. .1 would like you to inform

me in regard to this matter. I would like to know

how to set properly the balance of a watch when I

receive it without a spring.—To pick a hairspring

out for a watch and adjust it properly, requires

skill and experience. To give you full information

on this subject would occupy quite a large space,

so we would recommend to you the book " Watch

Adjuster's Manual," which covers the subject
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thoroughly, from the beginning to the end, for both
flat and breguet hairsprings, and the adjustment of
the same. This book can be had at this office on
receipt of price, $2 50.

" Nounter."—Will you kindly tell me how to
mount balance jewel in brass P—In February, 1904,
KEYSTONE, 011 page 245, in reply to " Querulous "
question No. 2, we give the description of a good
shaped burnisher and a proper seat for a jewel.
There is considerable manual dexterity required to
properly.burnish a jewel. There is also a good deal
of experience required to turn a jewel seat, which

must be the proper width and depth to
receive the jewel. At Fig. x we show
a piece of brass wire that we are set-
ting the jewel in, and at B the step
or sink on which the jewel rests. In
burnishing the jewel in, we allow the
burnisher to rest on the T-rest, and
touching the far side of the setting,
which will throw a bezel over the
jewel, revolving the lathe from you.
NiVe have now shown the jewel se-
curely set, and the next operation is

to face off the end of the wire at the line A, Fig. 2.
The face of the brass wire B should be dead flat,
leaving the convex face of the jewel
CTA-0- or Thu of an inch below the
surface of the brass, represented by
the line A. There are two objects in
having the jewel surface sunk below
the surface of the brass. First, to
prevent the surface of the end stone
from striking the hole jewel. Second,
to furnish oil space between the hole
and cap jewel to hold oil by capil-
lary attraction. The next operation
is to turn the wire to near the proper
size of the jewel setting, but at pres-
ent we leave the setting of the jewel
too large for the seat in the cock. The only
measurement we are to make now is the thickness
of the flange L, Fig. 3, which controls the end

shake of the staff. We next cut off
the setting at the line T. Our next
operation is to true up the brass
setting to coincide with the center
of the jewel hole. To do this we
provide a cement chuck, turned
dead flat on the end, as shown at
Fig. 4, where Crepresents the por-
tion of the cement chuck, and A
the cut off jewel setting. We heat
the cement chuck and rub on the
end a little shellac, then press the

Fig. 3 jewel setting into the soft shellac
with the pointed pegwood and

while the parts Cand A are
heated, perfectly center by
the hole in the jewel. The
main object of this is that
there are a great many
jewels that you will find
that the hole is not in the
center, and by waxing them
up in this manner we bring
the hole in the center of the
setting. The one thing that
now remains to be done is
to turn the setting to fit the
cock or potence. After removing the setting from
the cement chuck, it should be boiled in alcohol so
as to remove all the shellac from the jewel.

Fig 1

A

Fig. 2

Fig.

"Electrolter."—Can you give ine any informa-
tion regarding the electro-chemical equivalent of
silverr—Various careful attempts to determine tlu.
electro-chemical equivalent of silver give values
varying from 0.011156 (determined by Mascart) to
0.011195 (by Pellat and Leduc). The electrical
congress, held at St. Louis in September, con-.
sidered the matter of taking steps toward having
this value redetermined. In the meantime a de-
termination made by G. Van Dijk and J. Kunst
gives as a mean value of twenty-four measure-
ments, o.o111818, a value which is believed to be
accurate within one part in to,000. We doubt
very much that this value, determined by .two
such eminent authorities, will be improved upon,
though we du not know what action was taken by
the congress referred to.
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A FEW FACTS

It is a fact that we make " TH E
BEST" Fobs.

It is a fact that for style, finish and
quality they lead.

It is a fact that they are great sellers.

We also wish you to remember the
fact that we make a line of fine
Seamless Gold Filled Vest, Guard
and Neck Chains, Chatelaine Pins,
Bracelets and Lockets.

BATES & BACON
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office
9 Maiden Lane

Chicago Office
io3 State Street

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted

Non-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,
from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes
desired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines in
assorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
161.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add 10c.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

Established 19o0 JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

In.sist Upon Getting

The Special Year Long

The it

with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

Just as good " won't do

J. B. BECHTEL, & CO., Importera
Write for In Price Proposition

Immediate Delivery
725 8all..S0111 Strct, Philadelphia, Pa.

PeCentber, 1904 THE

Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for pub
lication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Worksh
op Notes

department for each year accompanies each Decen.ber number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information m
ay be found.

"Process."—Please tell me how to make an

ink which can be applied on zinc or copper with a

pen, and protect such parts from acid m etching.
I want to make cuts to print from.—Common
asphaltum varnish thinned with turpentine can be
employed as a " resist " for writing or drawing on

zinc. Copper is not much used in "process work,"

as such etched plates are called. Copper is to be
preferred for " half-tone" plates, as the etching in

this case is not deep. A drawing with diluted
asphaltum on zinc can be reinforced by dusting on

resin or gum mastic in fine powder, and heating

the zinc to melt the resin and combine the asphal-

tum and resin. Such writing or drawing is done
directly on the zinc, as all transfer processes are

more or less weak. Any printed matter, like that

from type or wood-cuts, can be transferred to zinc,

but such transfers have not body enough to stand

the acid used in etching. Such transfers can, how-

ever, be worked up with considerable success by a
skillful person. Take, in illustration, a wood-cut

printed on paper with printer's ink. The impres-

sion is dipped in alcohol which has been placed in

a bottle with a stick of caustic potash. The potash

has two effects : it robs the alcohol of some of the

water mixed with it, and also renders the mixture

intensely alkaline. Such print has the excess of
moisture taken off with blotting paper, and is then

spread face down on the zinc and subjected to

pressure. On removing the paper a perfect trans-

fer will be found on the zinc. The zinc employed

is pure sheet-zinc about TY thick and highly pol-

ished. After polishing, all traces of grease are re-

moved by potash or soda lye. The zinc plate is

next well rinsed with pure water, wiped dry, and

placed in a dish containing a dilute mixture (one
to forty) of nitric or sulphuric acid and water for a

few seconds, then again rinsed and wiped dry.

The zinc surface for the transfer should not now be

touched by the fingers, as the spots so touched will

take ink when rolled up. The transfer is made as

above directed. The zinc plate is now flooded

with water, and a lithographer's leather inking-

roller passed over the surface, when all the places

where the transfer exists will take ink. After the

water has dried, the surface of the zinc is dusted

with fine resin, which only adheres where the plate

has taken ink. The zinc plate is now heated, to
incorporate the resin and printing ink, after which

the plate is etched by a mixture of nitric acid one
part ; water, twelve parts. All the parts of the zinc
plate which are not intended to be etched, are var-
nished with asphaltum varnish or shellac dissolved

in alcohol. All transfer processes will give the

novice no end of bother, and often fail in the
hands of an expert. Pen drawings on zinc (made

reverse, so as to print right) can readily be etched
into very effective cuts for advertising and other
purposes. The zinc to employ is such as the photo-
engravers use ; it is about -IV thick, perfectly flat,
and polished on one side. The drawing is made
with alphaltum varnish thinned with turpentine, so
as to work free with a quill pen. As fast as the
drawing is made, the lines are dusted with fine
resin dust or powered dragons-blood. When the
drawing is complete, the plate is heated, to fuse
the powder into the asphaltum varnish. The back
and well up the sides of the zinc plate are now
painted over with thick asphaltum varnish or shel-
lac dissolved in alcohol, to protect these surfaces
from the etching acid. The zinc plate in now
placed in a glass or earthen vessel of dilute nitric
acid, and the acid allowed to act until all exposed
;surface is " bitten " to the depth of about .516n.
The plate is now removed, rinsed with water, and
" flirted ;" that • is, the plate is given a quick flirt
through the air to throw off all excess of water.
1 he zinc is now fanned with a fan, to dry the sur-

face. We must next " reinforce " the parts pro-
tected, by more resist. To do this we prepare an
inking cushion," made by tying a bit .of stiff
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cardboard the size of a silver dollar in the back of
an -old kid glove. The kid leather should be per-
fectly smooth and without threads or holes left
from stitches. Between the kid and cardboard
should be placed a layer of cotton wool, to give
convexity and elasticity to the cushion. The kid
leather is now tied in a bunch at the back, which
both serves to hold the parts in place and also fur-
nishes a handle. Some printer's good job ink is
spread on a pane of glass, and the inking cushion
patted into It until an even coating of printer's ink
can be given by dabbing or patting the surface of
the zinc. The asphaltum lines take the ink, while
the etched and still wet surface refuses to do so.
Here a situation obtains which demands the em-
ployment of good sense. In etching zinc or any
metal, the protected metal grows narrower as the
action of the acid proceeds ; that is, the acid
gradually undermines, so to speak, the protecting
coating. For this reason, the printer's ink should
be applied in such a manner as to not only cover
the face of the lines coated with asphaltum, but
also to extend to the vertical sides of the lines.
Such heavy inking will necessarily coat some of
the wide surfaces on which the acid has acted;
where such action takes place, the ink coating
should be scraped away. The applied printer's
ink should be dusted with resin and heated, as be-
fore. The zinc plate is again immersed in the
mixture of nitric acid and water, but there should
be now an extra percentage of acid added, making
the mixture about twice the strength used in the
first instance. The second etching is carried nearly
twice as deep as on the first occasion, in order to
produce a strong relief. To better understand the
process, let us make a condensed resume of the
proce§s we have described for drawing directly on
zinc for producing relief plates for letterpress print-
ing. The zinc plate is made perfectly flat and then
highly polished. On this surface a line drawing is
made with a quill pen and asphaltum varnish
thinned with turpentine. On the line drawing so
made is dusted fine resin, dragons-blood or pow-
dered gum mastic. The zinc plate is now heated,
to incorporate the. asphaltum and resin powder.
The back of the zinc is coated with shellac or
asphaltum varnish, to prevent the acid from acting
except on such parts of the zinc as are intention-
ally left bare. Dilute nitric acid is placed in a glass
or earthen vessel, and the zinc plate immersed.
Rock the plate to disengage gas bubbles. Con-
tinue the etching until the plate is bitten about 7.,VI
deep, at which time remove from bath, rinse well
and reinforce with printer's ink as directed. There
will still be some portions of .the plate not deep
enough to prevent the wide white spaces from
taking ink from the inking roller. The professional
engraver employs, for reducing such surfaces, a
device called a routing machine, which is a sort of
flat-faced rose drill which only cuts to a certain
depth. For the amateur and experimenter such
tool is not available, and recourse must be had to
a third etching, which is conducted as follows : All
the surfaces which are etched deep enough are
gone over with asphaltum or shellac varnish and a
brush. This coating should be perfectly dried,
when the zinc plate is put into a dish of stronger
acid—nitric acid, one part ; water, six parts. The
vessel containing such acid mixture should be
quite large, in order to hold sufficient fluid to pre-
vent the zinc plate from heating during the process
of etching.

'Low Grade."—(z) How can I reduce silver

to a low grade and have it soft.P—There are quite

a few of the special alloys on the market that can

be used for this purpose. You can obtain them
from the various refiners and assayers whose
announcements appear on our advertising pages.

If you do not use such alloys, it would probably

be best to employ 75 per cent. copper and 15 per

cent. fine zinc. The zinc must be pure, and we

would suggest sheet zinc, as such must be pure or

it will not roll.
(2) Give formula for making red and white

enamel.—The first attempts of an inexperienced
workman in making enamel are quite likely to

Pi' e failures, and it would seem that nowadays,
when they can be purchased at such a light cost, it

would be better to buy them. The following from
Cunynghame's " Art Enameling " (price $1.6o) will

give a good idea of the process : Soak a kilo-
gramme of powdered light potash flint in 300 cubic
centimeters of water, in which i gramme of chlo-
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ride of gold has been dissolved ; mix well. The
ordinary chloride used for photography does very
well. Add 250 gramtnes of minium, and Jo°
grammes of yellow uranate of soda, or, as it is
usually termed in trade, " orange oxide of ura-
nium." Add also 20 grammes of nitrate of potash
in powder. Put these all in a basin and mix them
well, and evaporate till they are dry. Then tritu-
rate them all together in a large mortar till they
are perfectly mixed. Heat a crucible in the furnace
till It is of a bright red, and then fill it with the
powder. Put on the lid and get up a sharp heat
for half an hour. The mixture first turns a light
opaque pinkish brown, then in about 15 minutes it
fuses into a clear canary yellow, which deepens
during the next fifteen minutes. It may be stirred
once, but stirring is apt to cause the lead to be re-
duced, and if the preliminary mixing has been well
done, it is not necessary. Then take out a speci-
men on the tip of a rod, let it cool and reheat it.
If on heating it appears orange, the operation is
near completion ; but the heat must be continued
till in about 35 to 40 minutes on reheating the glass
becomes of a blood red. The contents of the
crucible may now be poured, and will be of a
bright full canary yellow. The pieces may be used
in this way, and will turn red on firing, or else bits
may be held in the tongs in the muffle furnace till
the color comes, or put on bits of platinum and
reheated. But the critical moment must not be
lost, for if the operation be .continued too long,
the glass becomes of a light brown semi-opaque
tint, and it is then almost impossible to get it back
iigain. The tint will be fire-red. Instead of the
uranium, 2 per cent. of black protoxide of tin or
stannous oxide (Sno) may be added. In this case
the color, instead of being a fire-red, will be of a
more purple tone. A much longer period of heat-
ing is however required. These two colors are
most valuable for enameling. It may be a matter
of some surprise that so short a heating produces
the result. It seems however true that, though
alkalis take a long time to unite with silica, lead is
soon and easily dissolved in glass.

"No-curia"— Will you please inform me
what will remove mercury from gold rings or
jewehyP—Heat the article to a trifle over 600° F.
At this temperature the mercury will be dissipated
in vapor.

'"Window."—My show window has a backing
of dark wood and the roof is of the same wood.
Anyone looking in the window will see a reflection
of himself. Can this be overcome in any way P—
The glass in the show window will reflect an image
of a person standing in front of it when the outside
of the window is lighter than the inside. We do
not know of any way in which this can be avoided,
except by making the inside trimmings of a lighter
color—that is, have the interior lighter than the
exterior.

"Close."—Can you give me any information
concerning the process of " close" plating I.—The
process about which you inquire is one that is not
in use at the present time to any extent. It was
formerly used quite extensively in finishing carriage
trimmings, such as guards, hand rails, etc., and
was conducted in the following manner : The iron
rod of which the rail was made was first smoothed
by filing or grinding, then a thin sheet of lead was
wrapped around it, and around this was placed a
thin sheet of silver. The silver was heated during
the finishing process and thus a perfect joint was
obtained. It was then burnished, resulting in a
very neat and workmanlike job when the process
was properly carried out.

"Butler."—Will you kindly tell us what the
"Butler" finish is and how it is imparted to sit-
venvare Y—This finish, which is also sometimes
termed " hotel " finish, probably derives its name
from the fact that articles so finished resemble,
when new, those that have been in use for some
time, and through constant cleaning in the butler's
pantry assume a peculiar " soft" appearance. In
imparting this finish, the goods are not burnished,
but a soft brush is used, and afterwards they are
rubbed with a mixture of fine pumice and water.



Holiday Sellers. The large sales in November on the goods herein illustrated encourage us to advertise these
goods another month. The many duplicate orders from all sections of the country, demon-
strate that OUR GOODS show the BEST VALUES of any merchandise offered in this line.

WE SEND SELECTION PACKAGES TO RESPONSIBLE DEALERS READ PRICES AND DESCRIPTIONS

These goods are just a trifle larger than illustrations

Our establishment is taxed to the limit with the largest assortment of Nobby Jewelry ever shown in this market. Our fland-Carved Ivory
Hat Pins, Brooches, together with our beautillt1 Chatelaines which we herein illustrate, has already become a popular item for the fall season.

Kb, K54, K55, K5G arc commonly voiced as the most gorgeous Hat Pins that have as yet been produced at a medium price.
The leading papers on styles for women, claim that hand-carved ivory Is at its height, and the numbers which we herewith illustrate are dainty

designs of excellent worktnanship at prices to make them sellers.
Any merchant will do well to consider us with his wants in Gold Beads, Dainty Neck Chains, Carmen Braeelets, Inexpetisive Cuff But Ions

and the line in general. 1Ve aim to give such values to our patrons that they will consider us for their wants from time to time.

KI.
K2.

Ladies' Safety Chatelaine, 14 K. Filled, warranted 15 years .
" " " 14 K. " " 15 " .

. 92c.

. 90c.
KI6.
KI7.

Genuine Ivory Hand-Carved Eagle 
Hose Gold, Filled Scarf Pin, solid back  

38c.
I6c.IC3. " " 14 K. " 15 " . . 68c. K18. Gold Filled, Bright Polished Scarf Pin  31c.K4. '' o " 14 K. " " 15 " . . 7Ic. K19. " CI 41

  31c.K5. Gold Filled
' 

Steel Stem, 20-your Hat Pin . . . ......... 31c. K20. II 4 • 61 II 4 1 
. . .  31c.K6.

K7.
.,

ti 20 " Genuine Slug Hat Pin . . .
" " Gold Front Signet Hat Pin  

. 63c.
39c.

K2I.
K22.

" " Green and Rose Gold, Solid Back, latest elfeet  
Solid Gold Mounting, Fine Pearl, Oriental  

25c.
31c.KS. It II 11 41 II tl 16 .39c. K23. 14 Gold. Bose Finish, newest effect 44c.K9. " " Green Finish, First Quality Pearl. French . . . . 45c. K24. 10 K. Solid Gold thron,Fliont, good weight  60c.K10. " " " and Rose Gold, latest effect  33c. K26. " " " " II 64 60c.1(54. " " .• " " " (■entline Slug . 50c. K26. 12 K. " " Fine Opal  St 38K55.K56. "CI "

14

11 II II II II CI

II 41 .11 le CI II
50c.
50c.

K27. 12 assorted sizes Brilliants or Pearls, set in Sterling Silver,
heavily gold-plated  6 00KI4. Genuine Ivory Hand-Carved Horse Head  38c.

KI5. " " " " Dog Head  38c. Single Pins at individual prices.
NET PRICES

DEPENDABLE WHOLESALERSCALVIN CLAUER COMPANY, 151-153 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

3295. I III gold,
warranted
20 years.

TWopiet
locket, cones, .
genuine I v 0
eagle i nip i d .
very fine.
Only $2.15

.3222. 1/10 gold
warranted
20 years.
Two-piet it it

locket, coneave,
28 imitation
diamond-set

eagle, very fine.
Only $2.90
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Modern Regulation of Credit Giving

THE various associations of credit men
signalized the advent of the holiday

season by the dissemination of much valuable
literature on the subject of credit as viewed
by the wholesale houses. The chief lesson
intended to be taught by this literature is
that the wholesale business world is con-
stantly becoming more particular about
credits, and that integrity and character as
allies of capital are much more important
factors in obtaining credit than in years gone
by. Time was when a retail merchant's
credit was established when, having sufficient
means to handle the business in which he was
engaged, he paid his bills promptly. If he
discounted his bills his credit was " high."
Inquiries related mainly to the amount of
capital and whether or not his obligations
were discharged at maturity. Thus it was
that men who were disposed to take undue
advantage of a creditor and pursue a policy
not strictly in accord with honest teachings,
were rated as good risks merely because they
had sufficient capital and did not permit bills
to become delinquent.

During the past decade a change has
been taking place. Capital is still the first
consideration, but inquirers ask not only as to
the time when bills are paid but as to how
they are paid. Are they paid in full, or
does the merchant make deductions to which
he is not entitled ? Does he make demand
for allowances not due him ? Does he abide
by the terms of the contract ? Does he deduct
discounts after the discount period has passed?
Does he remit local checks on which heavy
collection charges are assessed against the
payee ? Year by year the disposition to
inquire into the dealer's reputation on these
points is growing. To be a good credit risk
he must be right in these respects.

CREDIT men wish the retail trade to keep
particularly in mind the fact that dis-

honesty or dereliction on the part of any
individual retailer is made known to the
wholesale trade generally through the medium
of the credit men's associations and other
organizations of the jobbers. They wish it
to be understood that the dealer who has
dealt unfairly with any of his creditors becomes
generally known as one to be watched. It
does not always follow that credit is actually

withheld from him, although that happens
to some well-rated men, but to be watched
means to be required to pay top prices ; to
be charged prices that will in some measure
absorb the unjust deductions if any are made.
It means to be ignored when it is within the
power of a creditor to put some of his cus-
tomers " on the ground floor ; " and to be
refused accommodation which may at some
time be required.

Suppressing an Advertising Nuisance

Pr LIE
" holding up " of local merchants

by the .exploiters of fake advertising
schemes has reached a stage where patience
ceases to be a virtue, and the would-be
philanthropic program makers, ticket-sellers,
religious periodical canvassers and all of
that ilk may soon find their occupation gone.
In many towns and cities the merchants
have formed combinations to protect them-
selves from this poorly disguised beggary
and imposition, and this is one of the many
benefits whch accrue from local organization.'
In the progressive state of Illinois especially
where this species of levy assumed oppres-
sive proportions, the merchants of many
towns have united to suppress the practice,
and with most satisfactory results. As a
sample of the form of agreement entered
into, we quote the following, recently adopted
by the merchants of Champaign County, Ill.:

" We, the undersigned, members of the Cham-
paign County Retail Merchants' Association, real-
izing that the various petitions and solicitations
for gifts and donations to fairs, bazaars, etc., the
purchase of tickets for balls and entertainments
and advertising schemes, have become burden-
some and should be suppressed, as they have suc-
cessfully been in the cities of Peoria, Galesburg,
Rockford, Springfield, Bloomington, Decatur,
Kankakee, Danville and many others, for the past
two years, do hereby agree not to give or donate,
either directly or indirectly, any money or merchan-
dise to fairs, bazaars, etc., not to purchase tickets
for balls, entertainments, etc., and to refuse to
advertise in the mediums which experience has
proved unprofitable and which are classified below,
said agreement to be in force for one year from
October I, 1904.

Programs of all kinds-viz.: Chautauqua, audi-
torium, race course, scoring cards, circus day,
field day, baseball season, football season, county
fair, labor day, special day celebration, and excur-
sion day programs of any kinds, foreign can-
vassers soliciting advertising of all kinds, hotel
registers, and bulletin placard advertising of all
kinds, advertising in directories of all kinds, all
religious and professional periodical advertising,
donation to church fairs, bazaars, suppers and
social benefits of all kinds, donation to contrst
prizes of all kinds, excepting such as are recom-
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mended by the advisory board, premium checks
of all kinds, trading stamps of every description,
ticket sellers for raffles, and lottery chances of all
kinds, fraternal societies, pleasure clubs, benefit
entertainments and ball ticket sellers of all kinds-
in fact, all ticket canvassers regardless of sex, class,
creed or social organization.

Any infringement on this agreement, unless by
special sanction of, and authorized by, the advisory
committee of the association, shall be subject to a
penalty and forfeit of ten dollars."

•
" The way to resume is to resume"

said Greeley. The way to suppress an
oppressive and vexatious nuisance, is to
suppress it. In suppressing this practice,
as above pointed out, there is no victim,
and all are the gainers.

Window Display Contests

THE recognized pre-eminence of the show
window as a means of advertising di-

rectly to the public gives much interest to the
window display contests now regularly con-
ducted by manufacturers in many lines of
business. A well-known chain manufacturing
concern has made such contests familiar to
the jewelry trade and profitable to many
individual jewelers. One of the leading
fountain pen manufacturing concerns has also
conducted quite successfully such contests.
A playing card company offers prizes every
year for the most attractive displays of its
products, and another contest of interest to
stationers was the recent offer by Collier's
Weekly of prizes for the best windows
in which this magazine was prominently
displayed.

These window display contests are highly
commendable for many reasons. They are
an effective spur to effort in artistic display,
and thus have an educational as well as a
business value. Prizes of Poo, $150, Poo
or even $50 are very substantial remuneration
for the successful contestants, and the unsuc-
cessful have the consolation of having devised
a trim which in all probability paid many
times over for the trouble and expense.
From the manufacturers' standpoint these
contests are especially effective, as they
mean a vast amount of publicity for their
product at comparatively little cost. They
can, therefore, well afford to be liberal in
their prize offers, and thus give a valuable
impetus to the great modern art of artistic
window display.
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Waltham Clock Co.
Waltham, Xass., U.S.A.

eMANUFACTURERS OF

MARBLE CLOCKS
HALL

OFFICE

and REGULATORS

HALL CLOCKS that Chime on Tubes,
Bells or Gongs

The Wm. C. Greene Co.
Manufacturers of

GOLD JEWELRY
tot Sabin St., Providence, R. I.

We will furnish you with any style, size,
finish and stone set.

New styles in Brooches, Scarf Pins, Link
Buttons, Neck Chains and Garters.

To Avoid Delays
Send your Holiday Orders to us

as our Complete Stock and our System
insure prompt shipment.

We prepay Express and Mail Charges on Regular Orders and
Return Charges on Memorandum Orders

Builders' Exchange
Charles and Lexington Streets

diwz-thy,..7a-oriffi

Baltimore, Md.

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
"Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.
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Special Christmas Windows
Letters rec :ved within the past few weeks convey a forceful lesson on

the advisability of keeping a complete file of THE KEYSTONE. SO many
matters of practical everyday utility to the jeweler have been fully coveeed
in past issues of our journal that a well kept file with the annual indexes
would be a most valuable reference encyclopedia on any subject relating to
the jewelry trade. We are occasionally taken to task by subscribers for
seeming omissions of seasonable subjects, the reason for the omission being
that these same subjects were covertd thoroughly in past issues, sometimes
of recent date. A Detroit subscriber writes : "As electricity is now in more
general use, I thought I might find in your November issue an article on the
electric lighting of the Christmas window." An Atlanta, Ga., subscriber
writes : " My workman tells me that you once told how to construct a
revolving Christmas tree. I would like very much to have this information."
Many letters of this character come to us, and in nearly all such cases the
information could be found in a few minutes if a file of THE KEYSTONE
were at hand. A very full description of how to construct an automatically
revolving Christmas tree, was published in THE KEYSTONE for December,
1899. The method of wiring we will repeat for goneral information.

Our Detroit correspondent has in mind, no doubt, the
Attractive devising of curious electrical effects, as the stores in his
Electrical Effects city are, of course, electrically lighted. Almost every

practical electrician will set about a job of this character
in his own peculiar way. All, however. will begin by having a switch run
in for special work. Any electrician will do this for you in an hour or so,
and it saves you from tapping your permanent wires, which should never be
done. Be sure to ascertain the voltage and amperes ; or, to be plainer, find
out how many rights your " cut-out" will carry. Before you begin work
you must have proper tools to work with and sufficient supplies to meet any
case of emergency. The following is a list of tools required : Pair of nip-
pers to cut and twist wire ; brace and bit ; screw driver ; an old pocket knife ;
burner (similar to that used by painters to burn off paint). The list of sup-
plies you should keep on hand is as follows : No. to or No. 12 insulated
wire ; insulating tape ; bushings ; clay bushings ; sockets ; lamps ; porcelain
knobs, solder. The quantity to purchase will be regulated by your needs.

- Perhaps we would better explain here the difference between arc and
incandescent wiring. If we had a row of arc lights to put up we could run

Fig. 1

our wires as in Fig. r. The current going to the first light passes through
to the next, and so on until it reaches the last light, when it returns to the
dynamo. With incandescents we run two wires parallel and make our con-

I 
Fig. 2

nections as in Fig. 2. This is called " multiple arc." Each lamp is indepen-
dent of the others, and if one "dies" the current passes through the others
uninterrupted.

Suppose you have a switch of i to volts, carrying sixteen
Electric Wiring or twenty lamps, and wish to run six lamps on a strip.

(This is figurative and only used to demonstrate, for you
can use any number up to the capacity of your switch.) You proceed as
follows : Lay out the place for each lamp. Bore two holes the size of bush-
ings and between each two lamps place two knobs, as in Fig. 3. Cut two

[000 o
0 0 0 o
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Fig. 3

pieces of wire long enough for all the lights, allowing enough extra to
knot each knob and for the last lamp, and also leaving enough to reach the
switch. Fasten the wire to the knobs nearest the last lamp, as in Fig. 4.
Stretch tightly to the next knob and repeat until the wire is all laid. For
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each lamp remove about one and one-half inches of insulation on each
wire. Take pieces of wire five inches long for connections, and remove
one and one-half inches of insulation from the ends
of each. Twist these ends tightly around your lead
wires, as in Fig. 5, and solder them. The simplest
%vay to solder is ti heat your exposed wires until
they are hot enough to melt the solder when it is
held against them.

When you have laid out your wires and marked
connections, then unloose the wires,
making cross connections and replace
them. It takes time, but it is easier and
is the proper way to work.

'hen the soldering is finished, take
your tape and carefully wrap each ex-
posed wire. Then through each hole
put a piece of bushing and run your
connections through the bushings. Run

the two ends through for the last lamp. No short wires are attached for
these, and your work should now appear as in Fig. 6.

Then you are ready for your lamps. Turn the strip over and fasten the

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

5 3 4
Fig. 6
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sockets in place, positive sides all on the same edge of your strip. Cut the
connecting wires the required length and remove one-half inch of insulation
from the ends. Loosen the brass screws, place the
ends of the wires under them and fasten down. Fig. 7
shows one side of socket connected. Attach brass
hoops and rubber rings and you are all ready for plac-
ing and connecting.

It is probably unnecessary to state that the same
principles above explained will enable one to place
lights in circles, horseshoes or any other designs that may be required. Once
you know how to wire a window, a great field of operations is open to you.

Fig. 7

Book Reviews
P. Blackinston's Son & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., have issued "The

Physician's Visiting List " for 19°5. It is a handsome leather-bound book
of convenient size, and so arranged as to furnish a complete record of visit-
ing dates, fees, etc., with space for miscellaneous memoranda. In the
beginning of the book are some twenty-four pages devoted to useful informa-
tion for handy reference—a calendar, dose table, poison antidotes, etc. The
price, as heretofore, is $1.00.

This firm have also issued "Accidents and Emergencies," a manual of
information on ready surgical treatment in the absence of a physician. This
book was written by Charles W. Dulles, M.D., and the fact that it is now in
its sixth edition amply attests its practical value. It gives concise and valu-
able directions for scores of emergencies. Drowning, accidents to the eye,
nose and ear, unconsciousness, burns, bJeakages, dislocations, hemorrhages,
etc., are all covered and remedial measures prescribed. The illustrations
are admirably interpretative of the text, and the chapters devoted to juvenile
ailments should alone entitle the book to a place in every household. The
book can be had from this office on receipt of publishers' price, $1.00.

The Book-Keeper Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich„ has issued a very use-
ful and interesting volume entitled "Some After-dinner Speeches, Anecdotes
and Toasts." This book is a compilation of some of the finest after-dinner
utterances of the most eminent orators in the United States. The speeches
vary with the occasions by which they were evoked and with the personali-
ties of the men by whom they were delivered, thus giving the book a pecu-
liar comprehensiveness. As a matter of course, it contains notable speci-
mens of rhetoric and pungent wit, with delightful dashes of anecdotal
humor. It is embellished by photographs of the men whose speeches it ,
contains, and appended to the volume are an amusing collection of funny
stories and toasts, sentimental and witty.

From the same publishers comes an exceptionally useful volume called
" Business Short Cuts by Experts." The compilers have modestly dedicated
it to the office men of America with the hope that these little hints and helps
wiill " make it easier." There is every evidence in the contents that it will
serve the purpose intended, for the book abounds in simple solutions
for the many problems met with in accounting, calculating, inventory taking,
correspondence, management, indexing, etc. Either book can be had from
this office on receipt of publishers' price, $1.00.
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New Double Fever Thermometer Case

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Exporters of

GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS AND
NOVELTIES
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THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash
A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,[...
given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and dis-
count to the trade. Nu. 6.

„..k or 
Mottled.

Plain 
Barrel, Large 

Cap.

Ask your folther for
the " RIVAL " Pen

All pens are 141C. gold.
Every pen warranted.
Members of National

.\ ,,ocial ion of Manufacturers of U.S.A.

cut%"`"D'bize. D. W. BEAUMEL & CO.

All makes of Fountain Pens and Gold Pens Reralred

0111, alloI 1.:101,1y

45 John St., New York City

JOHN HOLLAND FOUNTAIN PENS
Lately improved with a PATENTED FEEDING DEVICE

Also makers of
Gold Pens, Fine Pen Holders, Pencils,
Toothpicks, Thermometer Cases and Stylographic Pens.

THE JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN CO.
Established 1841 I 27-129 I. Fourth St., CINCINNA1 I
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Christmas Stationery Stock

The feature-in-chief of the jeweler-sta-
tioner's Christmas stock should be fancy
boxes of papeteries and correspondence
papers. These, if properly displayed, will
find a ready demand at this season. We
emphasize the matter of display because some
of the boxes this year are particularly hand-
some, and can be used for a variety of pur-
poses after the contents are exhausted. In
buying with this object in view it is well to
secure, wherever possible, the boxes upon
which the manufacturer's mark does not
show on the outside. A large proportion of
the better class of boxes are made in this
manner, and those that are not are made so
the trade-mark is as unobtrusive as possible.

utie uti

In arranging and displaying stock there
is an opportunity for the development of
individuality and artistic ability. One counter
in the store should be devoted to the sta-
tionery stock. It need not be very large,
but there should be sufficient room to display
samples of the entire line. The stock itself
can be kept out of sight. One of the largest
department stores in New York has reduced -
the display and storage of stock to a science.
All the display trays are covered with black
velvet, kept scrupulously clean. This brings
out the attractive features of the goods and
makes them as clear cut as it is possible
to have them. The jeweler might use to
advantage some such scheme as this, as the
trays would harmonize with those in which
his jewelry is displayed.

A window, or a part of a window, should
be utilized for an advertising display. This
can be as elaborate as may be, and in show-
ing the different varieties and finishes of
papers the manufacturers will assist by fur-
nishing large uncut sheets. These can be
arranged in many tasteful ways, and fre-
quently add immensely to the appearance of

KEYSTONE

the window. The additional expense would
not be large.

It is unnecessary to describe a window
display in detail. The main purpose of it is
to show the stock to the best advantage and
to advertise it at the same time. For window
announcements use tasteful placards, prefer-
ably white or some delicate color. Some of
the artistic tints which are shown in the
papers can be utilized in making the placards,
which should be small and plain, and have
the legends upon them short and pointed.
Give prices where desirable, but not other-
wise. It is always well, however, to attract
attention by stating prices. And frequently
it is an attraction to a new customer to know
what an article will cost when he enters your
store.

Have your sales force instructed so that
they understand the papers thoroughly. It
is a little difficult to sell goods which are not
understood. If you have one individual to
do the selling, see that he or she is thor-
oughly instructed, can explain all the good
qualities and indicate why one variety or
style is better than another for a particular
purpose. All the varieties shown can be
used to good advantage in some particular
direction, and it is well to have this pointed
out. It will often assist in selling larger
quantities.

6.4 uti

In advertising the goods it is sometimes
sufficient to make your stock known through
ihe newspapers, but all dealers who are up to
date in their methods of merchandising have
adopted the mailing system and have a
reasonably accurate list of their customers.
To these they mail neat notices of the arrival
of new goods. In the case of stationery it
would be a good thing to send out such
notices printed upon samples of the paper
your advertisement refers to. It would be a
graceful as well as a profitable way of calling
attention to its merit. Some dealers merely
enclose samples. Either way is good. The
sheet upon which the announcement was
printed might be one sample, the envelope
another, and slips of the other goods in
which a customer might possibly be inter-
ested could be enclosed.

The holiday season is the best of all to
sell stationery, but after all it should be a
season for the advertising and the building
up of business for the remainder of the year.
It is the steady business that is important.
One customer in the stationery department is
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as good as two for the store, because he or
she will very often buy something from the
other departments. This is so much gained
without extra expense or trouble in getting
the customer.

Ought a jeweler-stationer make any
pretensions to keeping an assortment of
stationery novelties ? Much depends upon
circumstances. More depends upon compe-
tition. If the town or village in which you
are located, or the portion of the large city
where your store is, has few or no such
stores, it will be advisable for you to put in
something. Naturally, as with stationery
itself, it should be high grade. The cheap
novelties that retail for practically nothing
are not what you want, but the high-grade
leather, gold, silver and bronze stock. The
bronzes which have come into such vogue
during recent years are well-known to the
jewelers, but the advisability of adding them
to the stationery stock may not be so well
appreciated. As a matter of fact, these
novelties are selling almost as freely as sta-
tionery itself. They are wanted everywhere.
All classes of people buy them. They are
naturally accompaniments of the jeweler's
stock, and after the particular season is over
when they are supposed to sell best, they
can be added to the regular stock without
appearing out of place.

The question of price becomes import-
ant because the better qualities are rather
expensive. Nevertheless we would advise
you as a jeweler to hold your stock up to
the highest possible point of quality and ask
fair prices for the goods you offer. In the
end you will win a more profitable trade
than your competitor who puts in a stock of
cheap imitations and sells them out at low
prices.

Music-Charmed Water

Interesting experiments showing the influence
of a tuning-fork on jets of water have recently
been made at the Royal College of Science in
Dublin.

A jet of falling water consists ordinarily of two
parts—a clear column and a troubled portion.
When the troubled part is photographed, with the
aid of the electric spark, it is seen to be composed
of a succession of drops following one another too
rapidly to be separately perceived by the eye.
These drops are irregular in size, shape and dis-
tance from one another. But if a vibrating tuning-
fork is placed in contact with the stand from which
the jet starts, the drops fall into order with beau-
tiful precision, a drop being cast off with each
vibration. Many remarkable effects can thus be
produced. A continuous jet may be thrown into
a form like that of a vibrating string.
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Wright Fountain Pens A High=Grade Pen for the Jewelry Traci
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No. 30,

No. 30111,

No. 20M,

No. coo,

$ 7.50 Dozen, Net

7.50

12.00

12.00

27.00

No. 83 F. C.T., 6o.00

This handsome Oak Show Case free with
$15.00 and $25.00 assortments.

Send for Catalogue

Wright Pen Co.
614 L.ocut St., St. 1_,ciui.s, M.

The" MODEL"
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, 81.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted with
a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge, for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples and prices. All makes repaired
and returned same day received. HERING & CO., 1749 John Street, New York.
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We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

Al,.ill kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs

Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.Repair Work a Specialty Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Visible Writer

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

OLIVER
TOevitriter Co.General Offices

Chicago, U.S.A.

The Oliver Record lics

Never Been Equaled

Walnut and Tenth Rs.

Philadelphitt

WHEN WRITINO TO AIDVERTISERS, KINDLY MENTION THE, KEYSTONE,
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The h a I) i t of gift-

giving is now so universal
that the question " what
to give ? " is a problem
to many. ForThis reason
the plan of advertising
" suggestions for gifts"
with prices is a very ex-
cellent one. It is difficult,
however, to make a mere
list of goods attractive in
a small .pace in a news-
paper, and consequently
when such lists are ad-
vertised there should be
some striking feature to
rivet attention on the
announcement. This
may be done by an
appropriate border or
other suitable illustra-
tion. We show herewith
a few samples of adver-
tisements in which lists
of goods are shown very
attractively. It is pleas-
ant here to pay tribute
to the general excellence
of the advertising now
used by the jewelers.

VERTIISRNG

FOR MEN.
Sifting Key Rings g .50 to 11 2.00
Sterling Stamp 3.00 to e.S5
Sterling Match BO.,  1.00 to 10.00
Sterling Pocket Flies ..... :••• ...... •• .73 to 1.00
Meador Paper 1.00 to 2.00

Sterling Cloth. Hair. s;u3 Military
Brushes. Ebony •nd Bile., .75 to MOO

Sterling Arts Trays  3.50 to 7.00
Sterling Ci.ar Ian to 2000
Sterling Shoving Seta • So to IS 00
Sterile. 11,12•■•   1.150 to se1.00
Sterling Mounted Suspenders 3 00 to 0 ao'
Sterlin• Pencil. IS to n oo

'1Worrittrigt.".".. -• IV2
C1g;;en%1 Inez 116:4 !? 20 to
Liquor In ...Coll. ettne.ilver. 10.00 io en..00
Slime Plated Collar Button Boa  .73 to 5.00
Silver Paper Culotte  Ot, to ft oo
Sliver   00
  100100 10f=c12:t.p.or"... .. . ....

C. Olaf and Silver ....smite .10

6.511r .. .. ... U.%
gond oold Curl 5.00 to MOO

Solid (1nraekile."7' .20 6°14 
to
 :35,00°.

Solid Ooin .... ...... 5.00 to 20.00

FOR WOMEN.
Steeling Hat Pl. 
Uterlin. Brooch •nd Belt Pine .. .1111* : re

11'0■••tetllorns,_leileerl). "C 
 to 

0Ae
Stora gleolveld. Bellmore. Pewter:LC':
Vueline and Puff Imre . .50 togr.:Ing comb. Book and Mirror 

o to
13=:Lrair, Flat, Cloth and Velvet

00,1mW. 0,15.0 LII titan I Loath.,
2,60 to

5.00

117.50

115.00
13.00

me to 7 SO

STORE OPEN EVENINGS UP TO CHRISTMAS,

As a rule their newspaper
announcements are taste-
ful and to the point, the
practical idea of trade.
bringing being seldom
lost sight of. Many of
the sample booklets
recently received by us
are handsomely compiled
and show that the mis-
taken policy of econo-
mizing i n advertising
matter no longer prevails.
Good paper, good press-
work and tasteful make-
up are the rule. A great
change for the better is
also noticeable in the
announcements mailed
to the public. The
stationery is of good
quality and stylish form,
frequently after the
orthodox fashion of
formal invitations. A
formal holiday invitation
to visit the store is now
mailed in season by most
of the more enterprising
class of jewelers.

Jewelry Gifts
for the Family Tree

ECONOMY
Buy Where Your Money Goes the Farthest, Thus

Giving Better Presents for the Least Money.

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS
IN OUR STORE.

Here Are a Few of Them.
14-k filled Brooches. finest goods made. only 6E00

Sterling Silver Stick Pkts. 01111utatil designs   35.
Sterling Silver Hat Pins ...  

Solid Gold Link Gull Buttons 
Bally Rings. Solid Gold 
Diamond Rings  115.00 and up

\ Lodi...Gentlemen'. Boys' .cl Girls' Watches. Gold. Silvsr. ns.,1
Kid Nickel. Lowest prices in the city.
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Hints on How to Make
Christmas Happy

Watches
Chains
Charms
Shaving Sets
Cigar Jars
Ash Trays
Desk Clocks
Brushes
Hand Glasses
Bracelets
Brooches
Hat Pins
Rings
Thimbles
Lockets
Perfume Bottles
Pens
Ink Stands
Desk Sets
Combs
Mirrors
Powder Boxes
Atomizers, etc.

Bliss & Morton, 47 Buller Street
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ShOW Cases

Al7exanifer II. JR evelills C.
Dayton, Rees, Eastman Sts. Si Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO

:Tit tifarttl. I" CT

( 4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
) 5 Show Cases and Tables, each

8 feet long:
2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

We can furnish you any quan-
tity of wall cases, show cases,
tables and screens immediately

Send list of each kind required and we
will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION
Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One to-
inch and one 12-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding upand balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, hot izontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN
66 inches high to top of rail, 7! inches
high over all, paneled below, glass above.
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Tales of the Road

THE

The Qualifications of the Traveling Salesman—
How to get Business and Keep it—Square

Dealing Imperative

Supremacy of Salesmanship is the business
Salesmanship the world. It is about all of

there is in the world of
business. Enter the door of a successful whole-
sale or manufacturing house and you stand on the
threshold of an establishment represented by
first-class salesmen. They are the steam—and
a big part of the engine, too—that makes business
move.

I saw in print t4e other day, the statement
that salesmanship is the " fourth profession." It is
not ; it is the first. The salesman when he starts
out to "get there," must turn more sharp corners,
" duck " through more alleys and face more cold,
stiff winds than any other worker I know of. He
must think quickly, yet use judgment ; he must
work hard and often long. He must coax one min-
ute and " stand out " the next. He must pursuade—
persuade the man he approaches that he needs his
goods, and make him buy them—yes, make him.
He is messenger boy, train dispatcher, department
buyer, credit man, actor, lawyer and politician—
all under one hat!

Rewards of

To the position of traveling
salesman attach indepen-

Successful Selling deuce, dignity, opportunity,
substantial reward. Many of

the tribe do not appreciate this ; those do so best
who in time try the " professional life." When
they do they usually go back to the road, happy to
get there again. Yet, were they permanently to
adopt a profession, say the law, they would make
better lawyers because they had been traveling
men. Were many professional men to try the road
they would go back to their first occupation, be-
cause forced to. The traveling man can tell you
why. I bought, a few days ago, a plaything for
my small boy. What do you suppose it was? A
toy train. I wish him to get used to it, for when
he grows up I am going to put him on the road
hustling trunks.

My boy will have a better chance for success at
this than at anything else. If he has the right sort of
stuff in him he will soon lay the foundation for a
life of success ; if he hasn't, I'll soon find it out.
As a traveling salesman he will succeed quickly or
not at all. In the latter event, I shall set him to
studying a profession. When he goes on the road
he may save a great part of his salary, for the firm
he will represent will pay his living expenses while
traveling for them. He will also have many leisure
hours, and even months, in which to study for a
profession, if he chooses; or, if he will, he may
spend his "out of season" months in foreign
travel or any phase of intellectual culture—and he
will have the money of his own earning to do it
with. Three to six or eight months is as much
time as most traveling men can profitably give to
selling goods on the road ; the rest is theirs to use
as they please.

Every man who goes on the road does not
succeed—not by any means I The road is no place
for drones ; there are a great many drops of the
honey of commerce waiting in the apple blossoms
along the road, but it takes the busy " worker " bee
to get it. The capable salesman may achieve great
success not only on the road but in any kind of
activity.

A Personal
Experience

KEYSTONe

Nineteen years ago, a boy of
fifteen, I quit picking worms off
tobacco plants and began to
work in a wholesale house, in

St. Louis, at five dollars a week—and I had an
even start with nearly every man ever connected
with the firm. The president of the firm to-day,
now also a bank president, and worth a million
dollars, was formerly a traveling man ; the old
vice-president of the house, who is now the head
of another firm in the same line, used to be a
traveling man ; the present vice-president and the
president's son-in-law was a traveling man when I
went with the firm ; one of the directors, who went
with the house since I did, was a traveling man.
Another who traveled for this firm is to-day vice-
president of a large wholesale dry-goods house.
One more saved enough i recently to go into the
wholesale business for himself. Out of the whole
lot of us six married daughters of wealthy parents,
and thirty or more, who keep on traveling, earn
by six months or less of road work from $12oo to
to goo° each year. One of the lot has done,
during his period of rest, what every one of his
fellow-salesmen had the chance to do—taken a de-
gree from a great university, obtained a license
(which he cannot afford to use) to practice law,
learned to read, write and speak with ease two
foreign languages, and got a smattering of three
others, and has traveled over a large part of the
world.

Just last night, on leaving the street car, an
old schoolboy friend told me that he was soon
going to try his hand on the road selling bonds.
He asked me if I could give him any pointers. I
said : " Work and be square—never come down
on a price ; make the price right in the beginning."
" Oh, I don't know about that," said he. I slapped
him on the breast and answered, " I do 1"

I would give every traveling man, every busi-
ness man, every man, this same advice. Say what
you will, a square deal is the only thing to give
your customer. You can do a little scaly work and
win out at it for a while, but when you get into the
stretch, unless you have played fair, the short
horses will beat you under the wire.

The best customer on my
order-book came to me be-

Square Dealing cause I once had a chance to
do a little crooked work—and

didn't. I had a customer who had been a loyal
one for many years. He would not even look at
another salesman's goods—and you know that it
is a whole lot of satisfaction to get into a town and
walk into a door where you know you are "solid."
The man on the road who doesn't appreciate and
care for a faithful customer isn't much.

My old customer, Herman, had a little trouble
with his head clerk. The clerk, Fred., got it into
his head that the business belonged to him, and he
tried to run it. But Herman wouldn't stand for
this sort of work and " called him down." The clerk
became " toppy," and Herman discharged him.

But still, Fred. had a fairly good standing in
the town and interested an old batchelor, a banker,
who had a nephew that he wanted to start in busi-
ness. He furnished Fred. and his nephew with
$10,000 cash capital ; the three formed a partner-
ship to open a new store and " buck " Herman.
Well, you know, it is not a bad thing to "stand
in" with the head clerk when you wish to do
business In an establishment. So I had always
treated Fred. right, and he liked me and had
confidence.

So, when I was in Herman's town to sell him
his usual bill, his clerk hailed me from across the
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street and came over to where I stood. He told
me that he had quit his old job and that he was
going to put in a new stock. I, of course, had to
tell him that I must stay with Herman, but that
out of appreciation of his past kindness to me I
would do the best I could to steer him right in my
line of goods. I gave him a personal letter to
another firm that I had been with before, and who,
I knew, would deal with him fairly.

Fred. went in to market. When in the city he
tried to buy some goods of my firm. He intended
to take these same goods and sell them for a lower
price than Herman had been getting, and thus cut
hard into Herman's trade. But the big manufac-
turers, you know, are awake to all these tricks,
and a first-class establishment will always protect
its customers. My house told Fred. that before
they could sell to him they would have to get my
sanction. They wired me about it, and I, of course,
had to be square with my faithful old friend, Her-
man. As I was near by, I wrote him by special
delivery, and laid the case before him. He, for
self-protection wired my house that he would
prefer that they should not sell to his old clerk
who was now going to become his competitor. In
fact, he said he would not stand for it.

The very next season things
came around so that Herman
went out of business, and then
I knew that I " was up against

it " in his town—my old customer gone out of
business ; Fred. not wanting, then, of course, to
buy of me. But I took my medicine and consoled
myself with the thought that a few grains of gold
would pan out in the wash. Up in a large town
above Herman's I had a customer, named Sam,
who had moved out from Colorado. Sam was
well fixed, but he had not secured the right loca-
tion. Say what you will, location has a whole lot
to do with business. Of course, a poor man would
not prosper in the busy streets of Cairo, but the
best sort of a hustler would starve to death doing
business on the Sahara. A big store in Sam's new
town failed. Sam had a chance to sell out the
stock at seventy-five cents on the dollar. He wished
to do so ; but, although he was well-to-do, he didn't
have the ready cash.

One night I called on Sam and he laid the case
before, me. He told me how sorry he was not to
get hold of the " snap." I put my wits together
quickly, and I said to him : "Sam, I believe I can
do you some good."

The next morning I went down to see a
banker, who was a brother-in-law of Herman's,
and who had made enough money merchandising
and out of wheat, down in Herman's old town, to
move up to the city and go into the banking busi-
ness. The banker knew all about the way that I
had treated his brother-in-law, and I felt that be-
cause I had been square with Herman he would
have confidence in anything I said to him I put
the case before the banker. I told him I knew
Sam to be well fixed, to have good credit, to be a
good rustler and strictly straight.

In a little while I brought Sam up to meet the
banker. The banker, immediately, upon my
recommendation, told Sam that he could have all
the money he needed—$16,000. The banker also
wired to the people who owned the stock—he was
well acquainted with them—and told them he
would vouch for Sam.

The deal went through all right, and Sam
now buys every cent's worth that he uses in my
line from me. He is the best customer I have. I
got him by being square.

—Charles N. Crewels" in The Saturday Evening Post.

Grasping an
Opportunity
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No. 157. Latest Design in Carmen Bracelet

No. 6229. Solderless Locket
Patented

No. 7994. New Chatelaine

Don't forget that we make a line of a 

Ladies' and Gents' Chains
Charms, Chatelaines, Bracelets

Lockets and Rings
No. 

7965 
Chatelaine Fob
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  "The Best in the World for the Money"

THE D. F. BRIGGS Co.
CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 STATE STREET

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 180 BROADWAY

Warranted for 20 Years
Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

our registered trade-mark are guaranteed to wear
for twenty- years in con stant use, and compriseRegistered

the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and
Belcher Rings; also a full line of Wedding Rings put
up in attractive display trays and boxes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

RHODE ISLAND RING CO4,, INC.

DM Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

A Jeweler's Notable Invention

0 the joint efforts of Jeweler C. G.
Otwell, of Laurel, Del., and Ira H.

  Melvin belongs the credit for a new
signal system, designed to obviate railroad
catastrophes. The name " Otmel," which
is the one chosen for this invention, is formed
by combining a portion of the respective
patronymics of the joint inventors. The
Otmel system is constructed on what is known
as the third-rail system, in which each engine
is equipped with a complete telephone and
signal alarm, with automatic incandescent
lights. Beneath each engine and connected
with the telephone in the cab is a " trailer "
which is in touch
at all times with
the third rail.
Whenever two
engines enter a
block or for any
reason approach
each other within
what may be set
down as the dan-
ger limit, a current
is generated in the
third rail, a circuit
established and an
alarm immedi-
ately sounded in
each cab ; the in-
candescent lights
flash and the en-
gineers in both
cabs are thus noti-
fied of their dan-
ger. By this alarm
current telephone
connection is also
established between the engineers of each
train, and they are enabled to converse, no
matter what the distance. The engineers
from their cabs are also brought in immediate
telephone connection with the nearest station
or block tower.

When an engineer passes a signal set
against him, the alarm in his cab will likewise
sound even if there isn' t another engine within
miles of him. The setting of the signal charges
the third rail so that when his engine strikes
it, a circuit is established with the alarm in
his cab. He is also immediately connected
with the tower or station operator. The cab
alarm heard, of course, by the fireman, makes
the notification doubly sure, as were the
engineer ill or dead the fireman would note
that he does not reply to the alarm signal.

There is additional precaution taken to
prevent disaster from causes such as open
bridge draws or switches. At each draw or
switch there is located an "actuator," which
notifies the approaching engineer of impend-

ing danger even before he can see a signal, or
if the signal lights are out, in just the same
manner as described above.

It must be understood here that under
this Otmel system the danger limit on any
line can be made any distance desired—a
mile, two miles or three miles, and tele-
phones, signals and all other equipments
made to conform to the distance established.
On the regularly-equipped track in the large
hall where the apparatus has been set up, are
two perfect locomotives in miniature, block
signals and sidings, all arranged to complete
a diminutive railroad six miles long, mile
posts being on a seal.: of four feet to the mile.
In a demonstration given by Messrs. Otwell

alarm kept on ringing until No. 92 was out of
the danger limit.

From any station a current.can be made
with any engine or with a dozen of them in
different directions for that matter. Thus is
the entire system of any road under complete
and intelligent control at all times.

If a locomotive jumps the track, a car
breaks an axle, or for any reason there is a
breakdown, no brakesman need rush back
for a mile to notify a following train. He
simply takes the metal handle with which all
flags will be equipped, lay it across the third
rail at a point beyond the break, if the track
be torn up or injured, and no engine can
approach within the scheduled " danger

limit " without in-
stant notification.
For over a year
Messrs. Otwell
and Melvin have
been quietly at
work on this sys-
tem. They have
proceeded step by
step, taking the
precaution to
cover each item
of their invention
with patents. The
few railroad ex-
perts who have
thus far examined
the plan pro-
nounce it a suc-
cess and predict
its adoption by
railroad corn-
panies.Crowd at the " Holiday Opening " of Moore Sc Graham, Meridian, Miss.

and Melvin before some newspaper men,
engine 92 was started and a signal set against
her. The engine tried to run past the signal
but instantly there was an alarm that could
be heard all over the building, an incandes-
cent red light flashed in the cab, and she was
halted. Four telephones located at different
points in the hall were in instant communica-
tion. And so sensitive was the track current
generated by the engine that a watch held to
one of the phones could be heard ticking on
the opposite side of the hall through the
receiver. No. 92 was backed, the signa set
for her to go ahead on a clear track, and
engine No. 8r, at the other end of the hall,
was started also and sent thundering down
towards No. 92 on the same track. Both
little engines rolled merrily along until they
had approached exactly within a " mile" of
each other when there was a janging in each
cab, the signal lights again flashed over the
engines and both were halted. Telephone
connection was again established, but the

Holiday Openings
The " Holiday Opening," if properly

managed, is an excellent way to advertise
the new Christmas stock. We show herewith
a view of the store of Moore & Graham,
Meridian, Miss., on the occasion of their
recent opening. This firm has an opening
each November, and the proprietors say
that as far as they can judge they have been
their best advertisement. A comprehensive
and brilliant stock is on display on these
occasions, a large orchestra discourses sweet
music, a profusion of plants and flowers are
among the decorative effects, and an abun-
dance of light adds to the brilliancy of the
scene. On all these occasions great crowds
have responded to the enterprise of the firm
and with excellent results in the way of
advertising. Such openings as the above
are now quite popular. They are generally
held twice a year, to introduce Easter stocks
and holiday stocks, both favorable periods
for special displays.
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Warranted for 20 Years 
Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

our registered trade-mark are guaranteed to wear
for twenty years in con stant use, and comprise
the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and
Belcher Rings also a full line of Wedding Rings put
up in attractive display trays and boxes.
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RHODE ISLAND RING CO INC.

101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

A Jeweler's Notable Invention

0 the joint efforts of Jeweler C. G.
OtweII, of Laurel, Del., and Ira H.

  Melvin belongs the credit for a new
signal system, designed to obviate railroad
catastrophes. The name " Otmel," which
is the one chosen for this invention, is formed
by combining a portion of the respective
patronymics of the joint inventors. The
Otmel system is constructed on what is known
as the third-rail system, in which each engine
is equipped with a complete telephone and
signal alarm, with automatic incandescent
lights. Beneath each engine and connected
with the telephone in the cab is a " trailer"
which is in touch
at all times with
the third rail.
Whenever two
engines enter a
block or for any
reason approach
each other within
what may be set
down as the dan-
ger limit, a current
is generated in the
third rail, a circuit
established and an
alarm immedi-
ately sounded in
each cab ; the in-
candescent lights
flash and the en-
gineers in both
cabs are thus noti-
fied of their dan-
ger. By this alarm
current telephone
connection is also
established between the engineers of each
train, and they are enabled to converse, no
matter what the distance. The engineers
from their cabs are also brought in immediate
telephone connection with the nearest station
or block tower.

When an engineer passes a signal set
against him, the alarm in his cab will likewise
sound even if there isn' t another engine within
miles of him. The setting of the signal charges
the third rail so that when his engine strikes
it, a circuit is established with the alarm in
his cab. He is also immediately connected
with the tower or station operator. The cab
alarm heard, of course, by the fireman, makes
the notification doubly sure, as were the
engineer ill or dead the fireman would note
that he does not reply to the alarm signal.

There is additional precaution taken to
prevent disaster from causes such as open
bridge draws or switches. At each draw or
switch there is located an "actuator," which
notifies the approaching engineer of impend-

ing danger even before he can see a signal, or
if the signal lights are out, in just the same
manner as described above.

It must be understood here that under
this Otmel system the danger limit on any
line can be made any distance desired—a
mile, two miles or three miles, and tele-
phones, signals and all other equipments
made to conform to the distance established.
On the regularly-equipped track in the large
hall where the apparatus has been set up, are
two perfect locomotives in miniature, block
signals and sidings, all arranged to complete
a diminutive railroad six miles long, mile
posts being on a scale of four feet to the mile.
In a demonstration given by Messrs. Otwell

alarm kept on ringing until No. 92 was out of
the danger limit.

From any station a current.can be made
with any engine or with a dozen of them in
different directions for that matter. Thus is
the entire system of any road under complete
and intelligent control at all times.

If a locomotive jumps the track, a car
breaks an axle, or for any reason there is a
breakdown, no brakesman need rush back
for a mile to notify a following train. He
simply takes the metal handle %%.itli which all
flags will be equipped, lay it across the third
rail at a point beyond the break, if the track
be torn up or injured, and no engine can
approach within the scheduled " danger

limit" without in-
stant notification.
For over a year
Messrs. 0 t w ell
and Melvin have
been quietly at
WI rk on this sys-
tt•in. They have
I Il ,ceeded step by
step, taking the
1) ca uti on to
Cl tver each item
of their invention
with patents. The
few railroad ex-
perts who have
thus far examined
the plan pro-
nounce it a suc-
cess and predict
its adoption by
railroad com-
panies.Crowd at the " Holiday Opening" of Moore & Graham, Meridian, Miss.

and Melvin before some newspaper men,
engine 92 was started and a signal set against
her. The engine tried to run past the signal
but instantly there was an alarm that could
be heard all over the building, an incandes-
cent red light flashed in the cab, and she was
halted. Four telephones located at different
points in the hall were in instant communica-
tion. And so sensitive was the track current
generated by the engine that a watch held to
one of the phones could be heard ticking on
the opposite side of the hall through the
receiver. No. 92 was backed, the signa set
for her to go ahead on a clear track, and
engine No. 8r, at the other end of the hall,
was started also and sent thundering down
towards No. 92 on the same track. Both
little engines rolled merrily along until they
had approached exactly within a "mile" of
each other when there was a janging in each
cab, the signal lights again flashed over the
engines and both were halted. Telephone
connection was again established, but the

Holiday Openings
The " Holiday Opening," if properly

managed, is an excellent way to advertise
the new Christmas stock. We show herewith
a view of the store of Moore & Graham,
Meridian, Miss., on the occasion of their
recent opening. This firm has an opening
each November, and the proprietors say
that as far as they can judge they have been
their best advertisement. A comprehensive
and brilliant stock is on display on these
occasions, a large orchestra discourses sweet
music, a profusion of plants and flowers are
among the decorative effects, and an abun-
dance of light adds to the brilliancy of the
scene. On all these occasions great crowds
have responded to the enterprise of the firm
and with excellent results in the way of
advertising. Such openings as the above
are now quite popular. They are generally
held twice a year, to introduce Easter stocks
and holiday stocks, both favorable periods
for special displays.
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Reis' Advertising Tape
Advertises to Buyers

" Least promiscuous advertising we ever saw," say those who know.
It stays as a reminder to people who have bought once, and going

among the shopping crowds advertises to people who are in the buy-
ing mood.

Simply a thin strip of woven tape glossed to a crisp, which ties neat,
snug parcels better than string—your store's name printed in a striking
type line four to ten times every yard.

Made in all smart shades, as narrow as one-sixteenth of an inch.
A gay business-bringer for the holidays.
Samples talk. Send for some.

G. Reis 0 Bro.
640 Broadway, corner Sieecker St., New York City

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL
ON EARTH
 NO SOLDER TO BREAK 

Made in two sizes, ladies and gents. Just
the thing for cheap Campaign Badges.
Price for either size in one hundred gross
lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots of
less than one hundred gross, 85c. per ,
gross, net, F. 0. B. Pawtucket.

GEO, H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office—I03 State Street

PLATINUM
Sheet and Wire in all forms

Special grades of stock for Manufacturing Jewelers
PLATINUM SCRAP PURCHASED

BAKER AND CO., iIN‘;-
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners and _smelters
Works NEWARK, N. J.

New York Office : 120 Liberty Street

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST T1ME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are: It will hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balancewheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches; also all cylinder balances. It gives youthe entire length of the pivot to.work ou ; it protects the part held from any chance injury.No more twisted hairsprings, bout balances or cracked rollers. II is impossible to remove ahairspring or roller without getting the balance out of true, which changes the rating of the
\vat* and causes the loss of much time to true up the balance again. All this is avoided by the'me of my chuck.

You can do a better Job with it in two minutes than you ever could in the old way.Once accustomed to its use, you will never be without it, and you will use it oftener  than anyether chuck you have.
PLEASE MENTION NAME OP LATHE WHEN ORDERING.
I reserve the right not to make these chucks for obsolete lathes for which there will be too,ifiall a demand.

Is your time worth anything? Then save it.
Read a few of the letters from satisfied customers:

R. F. Retvcs
MANUFACTURING JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

St. Louis, Mo., August 26, 1604.
Ma. CHAS. CULMAN, City.

Dear Sir :—After a month's use of one of
your Balance Chucks, during which time I have
used it quite often, it gives me great pleasure
to say that I have found it highly satisfactory,
and cheerfully recommend it to any watch-
maker. It does the work perfectly and is a
great time-saver.

Very respectfully, R. F. RszvEs.

JOHN DAYNES • SON.
JEWELES• AND OPTICIANS

Salt Lake City, Utah, August 2, 1904.
CULMAN St. Louis.
Dear Sir :—Our watchmaker says your

Balance Chuck is the finest thing that ever
happened. Respectfully,

JOHN DAYNES St SONS.

ROBERT TETLEY
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER

Farmington, Mo., Sept. 9, 1904.
C. CULMAN, St. Louis, MO,

Dear Sir :—The Balance Chuck I purchased
from you ill July has proved to be a very useful
tool, and is all you claim for it.

Yours truly, ROBERT TETLEY.

EVAN. OROTHEPI•
WATCHMAKERS. JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

Laurel, Miss., September 15, 1904.
Mit. C. CULMAN, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir :—We find your new Balance
Chuck a great time, worry and money saver.
We would not be without it for five times the
price. If you know of any other tool that
would save us as much as this one, please let
us know at once.

YOUTS respectfully, EVANS EROS.
(Watch Inspectors.)

Price, $3.50. Your money back if not sat istied—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial.
irder from your material .johlwr or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CULMAN, 316 IN. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
l000ets supplied by C.Culman, St.Louls, and Hammel, Riglander & Co., 35 Malden Lane, NewYork
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The Gifts in Convention

A Christmas Story

BY JOHN TWEEZER

It was at closing time one night in the begin-
ning of the holiday season, when Solomon Silver-
plate said, as he marked the price on the last piece
of goods from the big package, "There, Billy;
we've earned a good night's sleep ! We'll be
ready to-morrow for the rush—and I hope the
' rush ' will be on hand. There won't be much
more new stuff to come—we're about filled up.
And we've got the best assortment of Christmas
gifts in our line in town, sure !" He smiled com-
placently as he pulled on his overcoat and the two
went out into the night.

The key had scarcely turned in the lock when
from some obscure corner of the dimly-lit store
proceeded a " chk " which every sympathetic soul
in the clock brotherhood interpreted as a clock
sigh. Each piece of goods in the store turned an
inquiring eye and ear into the dark corner ; a long-
stemmed Vase was so curious to see and hear that,
stretching too far over the edge of its shelf, it lost
its balance and broke its neck on the floor. The
tragedy still further intensified the nervous tension
which the " chk " had excited ; the bird in the
Cuckoo Clock flapped its wings so hysterically that
it was lifted off its feet and tumbled in ignominious
confusion head foremost into the gaping mouth of
a Silver Pitcher. Only a stolid Bronze Bowl
seemed to be able to find voice ; and it asked, in
deep bass, " Is anything troubling anybody ?"

There was a mingled chorus of quick, short
gasps from the little pieces, sobs from others more
fully grown, and profound sighs from the big-
bodied ; whereat the phlegmatic Bronze Bowl
remarked:

"Seems as though something was troubling
everybody. Will the sufferer who remarked chk'
kindly deliver a little longer speech ? for I'm sure
he, or she, will find a sympathetic audience—it
may be that others will then be encouraged to
relieve their feelings, too. So please speak up,
you in the dark corner over there ; and amble out
here into the open where we can all see you. "

Every piece of goods turned expectantly to
the dark corner ; but a silvery feminine voice
answered, " 0, I'm so fluttered, really ; 'I never
addressed a company before. I'm only a little
French Clock, and it would be quite too embar-
rassing to me to take the center of the stage.
Really now, can't you excuse me? And you
know, most of you could not understand me at
any rate"—which was true, for she spoke in
French.

A tall, gold-headed Cane stepped gallantly over
to the corner and said, " Permit me, Madamoiselle,
to escort You ; and, if you like, you can keep your
hands before your face "—
" Let me go with her—I'll protect her from

staring eyes," said a Fan, spreading her lacey
shield before the shrinking beauty who blushed in
gilt.

"And let me translate for her," pleaded
a sparkling Engagement Ring, "for love you
know, speaks every language under the sun."

At this, each cluck clapped its hands in enthu-
siastic applause and (such as had them) stamped
their feet in approval ; while a madcap Nickel
Clock struck thirty-seven without stopping, ending
with a clatter from its alarm. There was an admir-
ing fraternal grin on every broad, white face in the
clock department.
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" A very striking incident," muttered a super-
cilious Coffee Put.
" Well, now, little lady," said the Bronze

Bowl, in a caressing voice, "what's your trouble?"
" I'm a-a-Christmas Gift !" And a torrent of

tears checked her further utterance, while sympa-
thetic wails were heard from all over the store,
mingled with groans of " Me, too!"
" Goodness sakes !" grunted the Foot Wheel,

" I can't see why you should all boo-boo at such a
fact ! I'd like to have the privilege which you
Gifts enjoy, of getting into other surroundings, for
a change. I wouldn't boo-hoo if my lot was a
Christmas Gift—well, hardly I"
" But, my whirling friend, you can't under-

stand our grief," blubbered a fat Vegetable Disn.
" Bless me if I can I " rejoined the Foot Wheel.

" Suppose you unburden yourselves to me and the
Work Bench—may be we can comfort you. We've
been here longer than any of you, have seen lots
of joy and a little gloom within these walls, and
our veteran hearts are very mellow to all suffering
among the young Goods. So let us see if we can
help. Come up front, all ye Gifts that have a
grievance."

At this, the Silverware came clattering into the
foreground, the solemn Bronze Figures marched
forward with ponderous steps, the Spectacles
brought their big eyes to see what transpired
and the Chains twisted themselves into all sorts
of contortions in hurrying to join the procession.
There was heard a smothered chorus of voices
begging release from the safe ; at which a
heavy Paper Weight hurled itself on the com-
bination lock, the doors flew open and the im-
prisoned victims joined the meeting. The pro-
cession from the safe was marshaled by the
honored old gentleman, B. W. Raymond ; two
chummy companions, P. S. Bartlett and G. M.
Wheeler, walked arm in arm ; at their heels came
a host of watches, of all conditions and disposi-
tions, some chattering a foreign jargon and walking
unsteadily. Behind them jangled a phalanx of
Cases, whose gay decorations Seemed out of keep-
ing with the general gloom ; some seemed a little
stiff in the joints from long confinement or need of
St. Jacob Kelley's Oil, but still had plenty of "snap"
in their constitutions. The Gold Cases sneered
contemptuously at their humble relatives, the
Nickel family ; and when James Boss climbed to
the highest point of view, maintaining his right
there by reason of his venerable age, his cousins in
the Filled line resented his capturing the vantage
point. The Jewelry contingent made a brave
showing ; and bringing up the end of the line, as of
too fine a strain to mingle with the plebian herd,
strutted a dozen supercilious Diamonds—magnifi-
cent aristocrats, supremely self-conscious of their
worth and station.

A Silver Candelabra waved its crooked arms
in signal that the procession should halt ; and the
Foot Wheel said, " Will the Regulator be good
enough to act as chairman of the meeting? We
can all rely on his sober judgment, for he's adjusted
to heat, cold and isochronism."

The Regulator hastily whispered to the Work
Bench, " Please give me a drop or two of oil to
whet my whistle '—I feel that I need a little

stimulant." Then stroking his face thoughtfully
with his minute hand, he spoke from his towering
eight feet of dignified case in slow and measured
words :
" Friends and fellow tickizens, I had the pleas-

ure, some years ago, of presiding over a similar
!fleeting in this store, when the Goods made a
protest against the business policy and practices of
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the Owner. The present meeting is to voice the
grievances of those among you who are specifically
known as Christmas Gifts—and it seems to em-
brace the entire population with exception of my
friends, Foot Wheel, Work Bench, the Show Case
family, our useful little Materials and Findings and
the Fixture kill. Now, will some one please give
expression to the concensus of opinion in respect of
your troubles?"

Instantly arose a babel of voices ; every piece
spoke at once, trying to out-voice the others ; a
Silveroid Case opened its mouth so wide as to
dislocate its joint, and it sullenly withdrew from
the meeting disgusted with life. The Regulator
knocked his pendulum on his case, appealing for
order ; and when quiet was restored he said,
" Now, one speaker at a time, please. In this
meeting every lady has a voice and a vote. I shall
therefore first call on Miss Pearl Ring to express
her feelings."

The blushing little lady, urged on by her
neighbors (and particularly by a gallant half-carat
Diamond who had long been opportuning the fair
creature for permission to " set" beside her
through life), thus began:
" I have no complaint whatever to make

against my present host, the Jeweler. He keeps
me clean, gives me good display and treats me in
every way with the highest respect. My fears are
for the future, when I shall have passed out of his
keeping. My worry (and I think the worry of
every piece here which is classified as a 'Christmas
Gift ') is that I'll get into the wrong hands. I
may be defeated in my ambitions—I may not be
permitted to work out my highest usefulness. I
dread the prospect of uncongenial surroundings.
I fear the failure of my mission in life, which is to
elevate and refine the person who is to wear me.
I weep for the prospective defeat of my true
destiny !"

A chorus of sympathetic wails went up from
the company. There was choked utterance of
" That's it I " from all over the store. Miss Pearl
Ring continued :
" No doubt I'll be worn by some rich woman—

possibly a woman whose only passport is her
vulgar heaps of money—who will simply add me
to the collection of others on her fat finger, indif-
ferent to my craving for the appreciation of an
artistic soul. I'll be lost in that motley collection,
and all my individuality will go for naught. I will
be rated only by my cost, in her dull fancy. Now,
could I have the disposal of my own future I would
circle the thin, white finger of that sweet-voiced
school teacher who looked at me yesterday with
longing eyes ; for her appreciation counted, Or I
would ask that some generous soul would make
me Christmas Gift to the old lady in the alley
whose later life has been continuous struggle with
poverty, but whose imaginings and dreams and
fancies have never lost their fine flavor since her
happier girlhood days. Alas I I'm a Christmas
Gift that will not find its right place !"
" And I," said a Cut-Glass Vase, " have

already been selected as a gift to Mrs. Jones, who
will not welcome me, for she has had her eye on
my neighbor, Bon-bon Tray who is set aside for
Mrs. Brown ; whereas, Mrs. Brown is hungering
for Cut Glass in her very soul. Fancy spending
the balance of my life in the glare of Mrs. Jones'
wrathful disappointment !"

"And I," tinkled a tiny Chatelaine Watch,
" am destined to be hung on the shoulder of a fool
girl who'll bounce me into convulsions and then
complain that I don't keep time. I'd sooner stay
here all my life with Messrs. Foot Wheel, Regu-

(Continued on page 2079)
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Manufacturers of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the market for the price

H. D. MERRITT COMPANY
  North Attleboro, Mass.
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains stands

behind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis-
factory chains made.

Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and
up-to-date process of manufacturing, enable us to give you superior goods.

We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold to
the customer will sell another.

Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said to
be as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.

INCORPORATED 1904

Our Motto: Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor

ari$1.04m,
FLAL-TWAllttlIC,

iigro too' t C UT CLAWS,
SCOlultADASTICAL. Goo

ORNiciLti GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

Y1101101011 & GOISTONTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

,011E Rob
41' 41( v

C°̂/sTAtvc
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in i Quality Durability
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

PICTURE FRAMES
ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS

Main Office

and
Works

St. Paul
Minn.

Learn to Engrave!
At a School where practical engraving is taught in all its

bratic hes.
At the School whose graduates are always in demand.At a School where instructions are given by and under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Richard 0. Randier, who is recognized as
foremost authority on Engraving ; who studied under the best
masters of Europe and America ; who is the founder of the firstexclusive Engraving School in this country, and is still at the
head of the Jewelers' School of Engraving, established in 188.9.
Terms and Catalogue on application. Correspondence solicited.

The Jewelers' School of Engraving suite 111Zilitsnioc Temple

PLATE ENGRAVING,5TEEL DIES,CRESTS,COAT—ARMS
FINE STATIONARY'

PRINTING,EMSOSSING,ILLAJMINATING
WEDDING INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS

SEND25CENTS CAI-LINO, AT HOMIL,BUSINES5 CARDS ETC.
,.. 

'R I C H AR.D DLER 8169 iii.TE..bi,..pLEV....ifiCAGc
ARTIBTIC,KETCH IIASONIC
o P7.0 v:RL'A."

"South Mr Demagiletizers

------- • -
SOUTH 0 END

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, 518.0D
For Alternating " 8X10

Agents for England
ORIMSHAWEc BAXTER
9 Goswell Road, London

carry stock

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MEG. CO., South Bend, led.
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Among the Trade

THE KEY- STONE

rhe trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

flhinois

John Jay Johnson, the Pittsfield jeweler, died
suddenly on November 7th. The news of his
sudden death was a shock to his many relatives
and friends. On returning from a business trip to
St Louis he complained of a slight cold and rheu-
matism, but was at his jewelry store as usual on
the 7th, and after a hearty supper that evening
seemed much better. At midnight his wife was
awakened by his heavy breathing ; she attempted
to arouse him, but without effect and he soon
passed away. The doctor was called, and a
coroner's jury attributed death to heart failure.
Mr. Johnston was fifty-eight years old and spent
practically the whole of his life in Pittsfield and its
vicinity. He served in the Civil War, and in 1868
was married to. Miss M. A. Harder, and she andsix children survive him.

Kansas
W. Lou Speer is about to remove from Argen-

tine to Olathe.
Kentucky

The marriage of Miss Mathilda Elizabeth
Kersting, daughter of Jeweler Henry F. and Mrs.
Kersting, 1743 W. Market Street, Louisville, to
Charles H. Bush was solemnized at St. Anthony's
Church, Louisville, on November Toth. THE
KEYSTONE unites with tilieir many friends in
extending the happy pair sincere felicitations.

Maryland
A recent issue of the Cumberland Evening

Times says : " To the surprise of the business
community generally, L. C. Roessler, one of Balti-
more Street's successful jewelers, has determined
to retire from business early in the year 1905. As
a natural consequence he will offer to people of
Cumberland and vicinity his stock at the lowest
possible price consistent with the excellent line of
goods carried. The stock during the holiday sea-
son will not, however, be a depleted one. Every
conceivable new thing in Mr. Roessler's particular
line will be handled. During Mr. Roessler's busi-
ness career of nearly a quarter of a century he has
conducted his enterprise in a manner that has won
for him the highest esteem from the buying public,
and whatever his future occupation may be or
wherever his lot may be cast, the many friends
made during his career in Cumberland will wish
him success. Mr. Roessler intends spending.some
months in Southern California before resuming
activities in the trade."

Massachusetts
W. E. Rose, who conducts a jewelry and opti-

cal business at Taunton, was with the Taunton
firm of E. D. Tisdale & Son for seventeen years, is
a graduate of the Philadelphia Optical College, and
Was also a student with H. L. De Zeng, inventor
of the luminous retinoscope.

Minnesota
Fred. Zimmerman, who has been located for

some time at Hammond, has recently moved to
Staples, where he will conduct a first-class jewelry
store.

New York
H. P. Danver, president of the C. M. Plarr

Mfg. Co., Buffalo, recently entertained the stock-
holders and employees of the firm and a few
jewelers at a supper. The feast was preceded and
succeeded by an enjoyable bowling game, the con-
testing teams being respectively captained by
Jewelers A. P. Cleverly, of Lockport, and J. S.
Jolls, of Fredonia. There were thirty-five guests
present, and the function was delightful in every
respect.

Ohio
After January r, 190,5, the firm of G. H. Follett

& Co., of Jeffersonville, will be known as G. H.
Follett. Mr. Follett made a modest beginning in

1900 and has succeeded in building up a very satis-
factory business. His store is neatly furnished and
his business methods progressive and intelligent.

Chas. J. Scholler recently resigned his position
with C. J. Hoenninger, Eighty-third Street andThird Avenue, New York City, and accepted aposition with J. D. Rowland. of Van Wert.

Pennsylvania
W. Irvin Hartenstine has purchased the busi-

ness of his father, A. Hartenstine, 206 High Street,
Pottstown, and will continue it at the same loca-
tion. This building was erected fifty-three years
ago, and has been occupied Os a watch and jewelry
establishment ever since. A. Hartenstine, who
has just relinquished it, had occupied it for thirty
consecutive years. He has been in poor health.for
several years and during the recent fall season
decided to retire from active business in the hope
of regaining his health. The son, who purchased
the concern, learned the business from his father,
and has an experience of ten years in the trade, so
that he enters upon this new enterprise well
equipped to continue the progress which has been
already made.

South Carolina
B. T. Grohmann, formerly of Washington, Pa.,

has purchased the jewelry business of J. T. Linler,
Aiken, and removed to the latter place.

Texas
Glen A. Coulson is opening a handsome

jewelry store at Greenville, where he will carry a
nice, up-to-date stock.

Washington
G. IV. Cline has moved his stock of goods

from St. Cloud, Minn., to Seattle.

The Story of the Kohinoor
In a recent speech in London, Lord Curzon, of

Kedleston, the Viceroy of India, referred to his
predecessors in the government of that empire as
men who worked between an earth like iron and
a sky like brass, laying the foundations of empire."
None worked more valiantly than the great pioneer
of material and moral progress, the Marquis of
Dalhousie, to whom is mainly due the unity of
the Indian empire. As governor-general, Lord
Dalhousie introduced the telegraph, built railways,
constructed canals, reduced postage and organized
departments of public instruction.

It is to Dalhousie that the English owe their
possession of the great Kohinoor diamond, a jewel
of famous history. In 1813, Runjeet-Singh, an
Indian potentate, extorted it from a political
refugee. After the second Sikh war in 1849, Lord
Dalhousie confiscated it on account of the heavy
debt owed to the East Indian Company by the
Lahore State.

Dalhousie s latest biographer, Sir William
Lee-Warner says that the company imagined it
was to become their property, but the governor-
general sent it to Queen Victoria. Those were
adventurous times, and it was only by great care
that the jewel reached its destination. For weeks
the governor-general wore it on his person night
and day.

The tassels of the armlet in which the diamond
was set had been cut off to diminish. its bulk, and
Lady Dalhousie had enclosed the armlet with its
jewel in a leather bag. This bag was sewed into
a cashmere belt lined with chamois, which Lord
Dalhousie wore constantly.

Two dogs, Baron and Bendar, were chained
to the governor-general's bed, so the safety of the
jewel was insured while he slept. As an addi-
tional precaution, no one, save his wife and one
near relative, knew its whereabouts, and it was
finally safely conveyed to Queen Victoria.

The Gifts in Convention

(Continued from page 2077)

lator and Fixtures, rather than be an unhappy
Gift, whose life will be at risk in every waking
moment of my giggly wearer's career !"

One after another the various Gift pieces recited
the cruel penalties of being a Gift from the Gift
point of view. Filially, the phlegmatic Bronze
Bowl wobbled into the foreground, and in a deep
gutteral voice gave this deliverance :
" Things seem lop-sided in this world. What's

sauce for the goose does not seem to be invariably
sauce for the gander. The Gift business is a profit-
able matter for the Jeweler. but is distinctly dis-
tasteful to the Gifts themselves. As we see it, the
whole wretched scheme is wrong and needs to be
reformed. As we see it, the Gift that would be
really welcome generally goes to the other girl or
fellow ; the wrong person gets the right thing in
the same instant that the right person gets the
wrong thing ; and a big lot of people who deserve
them get nothing of a Gift at all. I suppose there's
no hope for us as long as humanity consists princi-
pally of men, women and fpols—mostly fools. May
be we call educate intelligent horses and dogs to
buy Gifts—salvation for us seems to lie that way.
Heigh-ho !" And the fat Bronze Bowl rolled over
Oil its side and went to sleep.

The Regulator consulted with his orbicular
friend Foot Wheel. Then, rapping for order with
a Silver Ladle, he said, in a voice thick with
articulate tears:
" My dear Gifts, you have the simpest deep-

athy—I mean the deepest sympathy (my feelings
interfere with my speech)—of all of us who are not
Gifts. We have always heretofore looked upon
you with envy ; henceforth we shall be content
with our limitations. As for a remedy for your
grievances, we can find none. I can only suggest
that you cultivate a spirit of Christian—or Giftian
—resignation. But you can utter a protest to ' the
sorry scheme of things ' ; you can give visible testi-
mony of your discontent. I advise that each of
you now and hereafter turn your backs upon the
human creatures who come to inspect you—those
possessed of the true gift instinct will find you
behind your disguise. So, all back to your places!"

There was a rustle as each piece turned to its
neighbor ill whispered comment ; then a smile
here and there which broke into a laugh ; then a
pattering of applause which ripened into a volley ;
then cheer upon cheer as the Gifts hurried back to
their places in safe, show case and shelf. The
Clocks turned face to the wall, and their uninter-
esting backs were in view •, the Rings stood on
their heads, the Brooches lay on their stomachs
and all the Diamonds buried their sparkle in the
velvet, while the Silver pieces twisted their fronts
away from the light. A spirit of reckless, un-beau-
tifying possessed every Gift, big and little ; each
undertook to go beyond his neighbor in making
himself or herself unattractive ; the determination
of all, as a Mirror remarked, was to " put his worst
side foremost " ; and the result was a very night-
mare of topsy-turvy.

And thus the Gifts expressed their protest
against the present practices in gift-giving ; and
thus they mutely asked for a recognition of the
Gift's point of view.

When SolOmon Silverplate entered the store
in the morning he stood aghast. He asked Billy
why he did it ; but Billy declared himself innocent,
and proved it. He examined the locks on the
doors and windows—undoubtedly no one had been
in the store since the two left it last night. He
again surveyed the store, but with a vacant eye—
his wits would not work. He leaned weakly
against the show case and whispered a long-drawn,

• Well—P ll—be—durned ! "
And from a corner, where a little French

Clock stood with its face to the wall, came a tri-
umphant

"Chk !"
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A Personal Message
If we could call on every reader of this paper it would be a very simple task

to convince you and all the rest, that, laying aside the question of economy,

The Ann Arbor
Gasoline Lighting System

is the most perfect method that has yet been devised for lighting stores and offices. The light iswhite, clear and steady, without change or flicker.
It is clean and easy to take care of. Absolutely no grease, dirt or odor.
But the crowning feature is its economy. Although it is better and brighter than gas, acetylene

or electricity, it is much cheaper than any of them. 600-candle power light for a month costs
40 ceats. Higher power lights in proportion.

WILL YOU ACT AS OUR AGENT?
1Nrite for special introductory offer ; it will certainly interest you. We can

use a number of the right kind of agents who want to represent a profitable,
money-making line. Many of our agents make as high as $25o.00 and $300.00
a month. Write for our booklet.

L.

SUPERIOR MANUFACTURING CO..
257 Second Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Umbrella Handles
and Accessories

IN CONJUNCTION WITH OUR GOLD AND STERLING UMBRELLA HANDLES, WE HAVEMADE FOR THIS SEASON, TO MATCH THE HANDLES

" Tip Cups" " Rings and Buttons " " Ferrule Covers"
(Tie Clasps)

SHOWN BY PROMINENT UMBRELLA MAKERS. IF YOUR UMBRELLA MAKER CANNOTSUPPLY YOU, WRITE US. Our Trade-Mark, %N.J. B. 6, CO., on all our Goods
Our goods are warranted to give satisfaction. The reason—we make our

W. J. BRAITSCH & CO.
396=8 Broadway Established 1887

own gold rolled-plate

NEW YORK

lEstrthIli8114..tt.1 1856

VOGELEY 0 LACKMAN
Manufacturers of

French Mirror Plates
EVERY CoIESSC1tn.1'ioN1

239 to 259 Union Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

High-grade Mirrors for Gold and
Finest Convex and Concave

for Clock

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Silver Mounting our Specialty
Mirrors. Beveled Plates
Cases

A TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED

AN EAGLE CHARM that sells at
all seasons of the year

No. 400. (leonine Eagle Claw

Made in
14 K. only

WRITE

FOR

PRICES

Patented
Aug. 18, 1903

No. 403. Genuine Eagle Claw
t7 Diamonds in Wings

E. SCHMALZ 0 SON, Manufacturing Jewelers
501-502-503 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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A Jeweler's Views on Advertising

It has been our privilege to frequently
reproduce in this department samples of
newspaper advertisements written and used
by Chas. E. Rose, of Telluride, Colo. Mr.
Rose is saturated with the spirit of publicity
and is an advertising evangelist of much
force. He not only advertises well himself,
but wishes all the merchants in his town to
do so, knowing full well that proper publicity
is a town builder as well as a business
builder. The worthy efforts of Mr. Rose to

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

• • " If you buy it of Rose, its all right " •
••
Go
Fillledd
Chains•

• Watch Chains for men and• boys. Curb chains, trace link,•
• Boston link, square link, Cali-
• fornia link, ship's cable chains,• engraved trace link, two-strand•
• curb chains with slides and
• tips with Solid Gold Slides.•
• Dickens vest chains, and pony
• vest chains for the boy. We 1

1
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
• "If you buy it of Hose, it's all right "•
•

I Ladies'
: Stick
Pins

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New flower
Baroque Pearls, Bars with
Brilliants, Bars with Pearls,
Hearts, Horse Shoes, Roman
Bars, Cupid and other unique
designs. Prices

spread the light are well exemplified in the
following article from his pen, which is
reprinted from the San Miguel Examiner, of
Telluride, Cob.:

The Durango Democrat, in
Poor commenting on an article in
Advertising the Exammer, headed, " Buy

Goods at Home," offers some
very sensible and timely arguments, adding:
" How many merchants in towns like Durango,
Telluride, Ouray and Silverton advertise properly?
Not i per cent. They stick a card in the paper to
the effect that Jim Crow runs a hardware store
next to the alley on Podunk Street, and let it run
for year in and year out without a change, or even
an attractive feature to cause the reading public to
look at the space. Many do not advertise at all,
saying that it does not pay in a small town."

The " I per cent.' business man then, that
knows how to advertise properly, furnishing the
reading public with bright, attractive business-
bringing advertisements, Is all right in that respect,
but the Democrat fails to offer any suggestions for
the benefit of the 99 per cent. of business men that

KEYSTONE,

do not know how to advertise properly, or do notadvertise at all—some of the latter, perhaps, be-cause they do not know how. It is a well-knownfact that but few business men, not only in thesmaller towns, but in the larger cities as well, donot know how to advertise properly—and they donot pretend to. •
It was stated a few years ago that that princeof business men, John Wanamaker, paid hisadvertising manager many thousands a year forwriting his advertisements, and it is needless tosay that the same advertisement did not appearthe second time.

Advertisement writing, al-Writing though in its infancy, is aAdvertisements branch of business, as much so
as selling groceries, meat, hard-ware or any other line of merchandise. It has beenstated that " poets are born—not made." The

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
• " if you buy it of hose, it's all right" ••
• -
•

Cups•
:and•
:Saucers••

Our new arrivals in Hand-
• Painted China include a num-•
• ber of Cups and Saucers, both•
• in the coffee and tea size, also
•
• the after-dinner size. Decora-
•
• 

tions are in Chrysanthemums,

• 

Roses, Lilacs, Pansies, with •
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• If  you buy It of Rose, it's all right"•
•
•

Got••
: 

• 

Some
Babies• •

• or one baby at your house , •
•
• We have a number of article-, ••• for the baby that are really •• •• useful. " Baby Spoons " are •
• among them. Baby Spoons •• •• with the bent handle, in sterling •• •• silver, some with plain bowls, •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

advertisement writer is also born—in the usual
way—but advertisement writing is also a study, a
school from which one never graduates—none of
its students ever being satisfied that they have
learned it all, although many have, within a very
few years, climbed from the bottom round of the
ladder to positions with large mercantile houses,
at magnificent salaries, some up into the thousands
of dollars per year.

Then is there no "balm in Gilead," no salva-
tion, as it were, for the " 99 per cent." of business
men that do not know how to advertise properly?
There surely is.

There are a few advertising
Teachers of schools in which advertisement
Advertising writing is taught, and many of

their students have secured
lucrative positions, as numerous testimonials
verify. While the principal of the advertising
school does not pretend to develop a professional
advertisement writer out of " any old thing," any
more than do law or medical colleges, he does
propose to develop the material that is in any
student, by study and application, as in any other
profession.
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Then there are professional advertisementwriters that will, for a reasonable amount, takeentire charge of any business man's advertising ;others that will furnish fifty, one hundred or anynumber of advertisements for any line of business,either with or without illustrating, for a nominalsum, so that any business man, if he is really desir-ous of securing good advertisements, can do so ata small expense.
Then there are a number of bound volumes,

treating solely on advertising and advertisement
writing, some of which are very complete and of
great value to any business man.

Then there are the weekly and monthly trade
journals, some of which every business man can
and should subscribe for, many of them con-taining departments of advertising, reproduc-
ing many excelleut advertisements in their lineof business.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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I Watch
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shows a variety of styles and
sizes in Open Face and Hunt-
ing Case Watches, in plain
and engraved cases. For a
strong and serviceable watch
we recommend our 17-jeweled
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• 
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"If you buy it of Hose. Re all right•

Solid
Gold
: Thimbles

to fit all ladies' fingers. Me-
dium and extra weights. Thim-
bles with plain bands,Thimbles
with engraved bands, Thimbles
with fancy borders. Solid Gold
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ciated and one that will last.
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The sample advertisements shown on
this page convey a good idea of Mr. Rose's
distinctive method of advertising. To econo-
mize in space we reproduce only the upper
halves of the announcements ; the lower por-
tions in each case were devoted to descriptive
detail and prices. " A distinctive style, one
thing at a time and changed daily " is
Mr. Rose's advertising creed. Previous to
the election he invited the school children to
visit his store on a particular day, and each
one was presented with a button of his
favorite candidate. The Democratic and
Republican pupils were marched to the
store in two separate bodies under juvenile
marshals. This is an illustration of how he
takes advantage of every opportunity to
spread the fame of his store.
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Treatment of Myopia
Not long ago l'rofessor J. Hirschberg,

of Berlin, Germany, delivered a lecture on
myopia in which he did not confine himself
to the mere treatment of this refractive error,
but also discussed its pathology and compli-
cations. He looks upon the ordinary form
of myopia as due to an hereditary predis-
position of the eyes to become lengthened
under the prolonged influence of close work,
and believes that the increase of myopia can
and should be checked by the application of
hygienic principles during school life. He
does not recognize the existence of essentially
different kinds of axial myopia, and lie further
expresses the opinion, so much at variance
with the preconceived ideas of most of our
American ophthalmologists, that spasm of
accommodation seldom, if ever, occurs in
myopic eyes so that there is very little need
for the employment of mydriatics. He gives
the full correction for distance in myopia
of from .75 to 3 D. to be worn constantly.
In myopia of higher degrees he advises full,
or nearly full, correction for distance and
weaker glasses for near work, but thinks that
glasses stronger than 9 D. should not be
worn constantly under any circumstances.
Since changes in the fundus and vitreous
humor are not of inflammatory origin, the
author condemns their treatment by bleeding
and recommends especially rest and tonics.
Hirschberg is not very enthusiastic with
regard to the treatment of myopia by removal
of the crystalline lens and advises that cases
for this operation should be carefully selected.

The Consequences of Ophthalmic
Errors

Frequently attention has been called by
ophthalmic writers to the fact that over in
Europe the intimate connection of optical
anomalies with the general nervous system
and the great importance of correcting these
errors is not properly recognized. That there
are, however, a few men now in Europe who
clearly see the importance of this subject is
shown by an article in the new American
monthly, called Ofihthalmology. This article
is written by Professor Dr. W. Schoen, of
Germany, who is widely known by his book
on functional diseases of the eye. He agrees
with the views of the American writers, but
emphasizes the fact that he came to the same
conclusions by starting from anatomical
investigations. He says, " Before I knew
that ophthalmic errors occasioned megrim,
neurasthenia and headache by exertion of the
accommodation, I knew the anatomic changes
produced thereby on the optic nerve in the

crystalline lens and on the retina or chorioid,
and, vice versa, he who, on observing a case,
finds that the nervous trouble orginates from
an ophthalmic error will most certainly find
in the same patient these anatomic signs,
either all three united or at least one or two
of them." The bulk of the paper is devoted
to the description of cases in which the cor-
rection of hyperphoria by prisms worked like
a stroke with a magic wand. In one case
the correction of the hypermetropia and the
hyperphoria cured even several attacks of
glaucoma so that even after more than eight
years the visual acuity is still above it. No
iridectomy had to be performed.

X-Ray Eyes
That there have been some people who

had a wonderful power of sight, so that, in
the words of their admirers, they could see
through a brick wall, must be admitted. But
that feat of vision is nothing to the X-ray
eyes of little Leo Brett who, according to the
London Daily Exfiress, is the son of a Boston
surgeon, and from the age of twenty months
has been endowed with the wondrous faculty
of looking through human bodies and closed
doors. This miraculous gift was first dis-
covered when the child detected the presence
of a skeleton which was concealed in his
father's cupboard. One day, a nurse in
Boston Union General Hospital, stopped the
child, who was walking through the wards at
his father's side, and asked him to look
through her, as she was not feeling well.
Leo said. he saw a sore spot in her lungs
" which looked as if a mouse had gnawn it."
In three months the poor woman was dead
with phthisis. Not everybody, of course,
can have such eyesight, but we would wish
the London paper paper had at least suffi-
cient sight to enable it to look through such
stories as that of its Boston correspondent.

The Accommodative Asthenopia of
Donders

In his "Accommodation and Refraction
of the Eye " Donders well sums up his theory
of the intimate connection between asthenopia
and hypermetropia when he says, " It will
have been evident to the reader that the
phenomena of asthenopia proceed from
nothing else than from fatigue of the muscular
system of accommodation " (page 265).
Lately Dr. Bull, in the Ann. d' ocul., states
his conviction that the existence Donder's
accommodative asthenopia has not been
proven in his experience. He argues that if
Donder's views were correct the asthenopic
symptoms should be more pronounced in
hypermetropia of high degrees when the
ciliary muscle is most strained, while he
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found the severest forms of asthenopia in the
low degree of hypermetropia. He thereforeattributes the asthenopia to insufficiency ofthe muscles.

Although it cannot be denied that
asthenopia may be caused also by muscular
difficulties, as Donders himself admits whenhe places Graefe's muscular asthenopia beside
his accommodative asthenopia, there also
can be no doubt that ciliary strain is still the
most important cause of asthenopia. If Dr.Bull found many persons who, in spite oftheir high hypermetropia, did not complainof asthenopia this cannot be adduced as proofagainst the theory that excessive accommo-
dative efforts cause asthenopic symptoms.
Donders, himself, gives the reason for thisfact when, page 264, he says: " I am con-
vinced that the asthenopic person who states
that he experiences no trouble in ordinary
life, and that he sees well at a distance, inturn relaxes his accommodation and is onlythus prevented from fatigue." Indeed, therecan be no doubt that the higher hyperme-
tropes, on account of the great strain, do notkeep up their accommodal.ion all the time,and thus show less asthenopia than the lowerdegrees who constantly keep up their accom-
modation in the interest of distinct vision.

Hyperphoria
In the Ofihthalmoscope Dr. W. A.Brailey states that in his experience a lighthyperphoria beyond the reading distance, asit can be found by the Maddox test, willusually be borne without any difficulty. Thishe found very different, however, if the

hyperphoria exists for near work. In these
cases he gives a vertical prism, although thetrouble usually lies with the superior oblique
muscle, and there is present also some lateralphoria. To determine the exact amount ofthe hyperphoria the author recommends
measuring the vertical distance between thedouble images, if the vertical prism is first
held with the base up and then with the base
down. Frequently he has observed a differ-
ence between these two distances which was
like the distance itself, so that the two dis-
tances were to each other as two to one.

On Uniocular Supremacy in Binocular
Vision

Not long ago, in the Munch. Med.
Wochenschfi, Dr. Rosenbach and Dr. Hirschin separate papers discussed the observation
that even if the two eyes had the same visual
power, one eye was usually preferred for
aiming. Rosenbach found that when the
vision of the two eyes is approximately equal,
and a person is directed to hold his finger in
the middle line the finger is held before the

(Continued on page 2085)
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right eye, that is, the right eye aims. Hirsch,
however, found that the statement of Rosen-
bach was true only when he used the finger
of the right hand, but that the left eye aimed
as soon as he used the left eye in the experi-
ment. In this country the question was
discussed some years ago by men like G. M.
Gould and others. The method here used
was somewhat different, but in the opinion
of the reviewer somewhat easier. It consisted
in quickly holding up a ring or a plus or
minus .25 D. lens in such a manner that a
small distant object, like a flame, appeared
in the middle of the ring. Tested in that
manner it was found that some people always
aim with the right and some with the left eye,
no matter which hand was used in the experi-
ment. Some people, however, would aim
with either eye, according to the hand used.
It is seen, therefore, that the American
experiments were more comprehensive than
those by the German investigators, who cer-
tainly would have been benefited by looking
through the American literature on the subject.

Hereditary Nystagmus

The etiology of those peculiar involun-
tary movements of the eyes, which are called
nystagmus, is still quite obscure. That it is
sometimes hereditary is shown by the case of
Ernest Clarke, who reports a remarkable
family history regarding nystagmus. No
female person in the family suffered from
nystagmus, but the eldest female transmitted it
to her male offspring, and also, through her
eldest daughter, to the male grandchildren,
and so on. This peculiar phenomenon
could be traced back for five generations.

A Study on the Etiology of Squint

Last year, in Denmark, Dr. Jensen
studied many hospital cases in order to
investigate the causation of squint. He
comes to the conclusion that heredity is the
most important factor in the etiology of squint,
as he observed its existence in seventy per
cent. of his cases. However, what is inher-
ited is not the squint itself, but the difficulty,
and often lack of ability, to acquire binocular
vision and learning to move both eyes to the
correct position. When the tendency to
fusion does not exist, it depends upon external
conditions whether the eyes remain straight,
or converge or diverge. The amblyopia,
accompanying squint, is neither the result
nor the cause of the squint. It is a symptom
accessory to the squint, and depends upon
the fact that the unused eye remains at the
stage of development in which it was at birth.
A low degree of amblyopia, with preservation
of the power of central fixation, occurs when
the squint is alternating, or when an alter-
nating squint later becomes unilateral. The
hereditary defect may be absolute or relative.
In the latter case squint need not necessarily
occur, but its development is favored by

particular factors such as temporary weak-
ening of the accommodation, acquired irregu-
larities of the refracting surfaces, hyper-
metropia and the like.

Dr. Jackson's Ophthalmic Year-Book
When a man, who has done much orig-

inal work himself in a special field of science,
goes to the trouble of collecting in one volume
all the advances made in the last year we
may expect a valuable digest. And as such,
indeed, the new " Ophthalmic Year-Book"
of the well-known Dr. Edward Jackson, of
Denver, must be regarded. In a volume of
about 250 pages the doctor not only gives a
list of the more important literature appearing
during the year 1903, but also a critical
digest of the most important contributions in
that time. We recommend this Year-Book
heartily to anyone who desires some help in
separating the real grain from the chaff in
the immense literature of ophthalmology.
To give some idea of the thoroughness and
the critical capacity of the author we reprint
here the chapter on " Concomitant Squint " :

From recent studies of this sub-
The Fusion ject the fact that a real cure is
Faculty possible only at a very early

age, stands out more and more
clearly. The normal development of the fusion
sense has been studied by Worth. He finds that
from earliest infancy the light reflex and fixation
reflex are present. When two or three weeks old
most infants will fix the ophthalmoscopic mirror
steadily for several seconds with either eye ; but
will not converge both visual axes accurately to it.
At five or six weeks the child will usually be found
to fix the mirror with both eyes. During the
earlier months of life the movements of the eyes
are uncertain, and deviations are liable to occur in
the horizontal plane from very slight causes. From
the first the eyes are pretty well co-ordinated as to
the vertical movements. By five or six months
there is evidence of a desire for binocular fusion.
When a prism is slipped before one eye, it may be
seen to move in such a way as to avoid diplopia.
Between twelve and eighteen months some infants
will show their dislike of the diplopia, when a
vertical prism is slipped before the eye, by " screw-
ing up the eyes and twisting the head."

Worth believes that in practically all cases the
faculty of binocular fusion is developed before the
age of six years, or is not developed at all ; and in
a large proportion of children it is developed at a
very much earlier period. Defect of the fusion
faculty he regards as the essential characteristic
of comitant squint. In convergent squint (esotropia)
the only other essential condition is the excessive
convergence of the visual axes. But we commonly
find: Suppression of vision in the unused eye ; in
rare instances congenital amblyopia ; very often
acquired amblyopia in the deviating eye ; and
usually a refractive error.

As bearing on the innocence of the ocular
muscles in the matter of squint, Worth notes that
among 1523 cases of esotropia, the abduction of
each eye separately was perfect in eighty-one per
cent. The cases in which abduction was deficient
were almost invariably of long standing. Squint
may cause abnormality of the ocular muscles ; but
abnormality of the muscles practically never causes
squint. We must see through the obvious symptom
of a contracted muscle to its cause, excessive inner-
vation, uncontrolled by binocular fusion.

The importance of binocular fusion is the key-
note of Worth's work. As might be supposed
from the period at which binocular fusion should
develop, the lack of it is revealed by the beginning
of convergent squint before six years of age, in
more than ninety-two per cent. of the cases. It
begins before four years in about seventy-five per
cent., and before three years in the majority of
cases. The most important practical deductions from
these facts will be discussed under " Treatment."
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Worth emphasizes the importance of the fusion
sense by statistics of 157 younger brothers and
sisters of " squinters," that he has tested with his
amblyoscope. He 'found the fusion faculty well
developed in 106 ; of these not one subsequently
squinted. Of thirty-seven noted as doubtful, six
had since squinted. Of fourteen children in whom
the fusion faculty was very deficient, eight subse-
quently developed constant squint.

In his appreciation of the fusion sense Worth
does not stand alone. But he has illustrated its
importance by some new facts, and has done more
than others to turn it to practical account in
treatment.

Worth takes the position that it
Amblyopia of
Squint 

is generally acquired. That
before the squint occurs the
deviating eye has good vision,

or at least capacity for its development. While
admitting the occurrence of congenital amplyopia,
he finds it unusual and comparatively unimportant.
He gives statistics which tend to show that the
amplyopia is worse the longer the squint has con-
tinued. He also reports cases where the squint
has been permanently transferred from one eye to
the other, and presumably the visual ability of the
two eyes reversed, by use of the originally deviating
eye. These cases are very suggestive of the
acquirement of amblyopia, but are really not so
conclusive as cases that have been previously
reported by others.

The acuteness of vision in very young children,
Worth tests with a series of five ivory balls, varying
in diameter from 34 to i34 inches. The child is
first allowed to handle them, with both eyes open.
Then one eye is covered by a pad, or cotton placed
behind its glass, and the child is asked to pick up
the balls as, one by one, beginning with the largest,
they are thrown on the floor to a distance of six or
seven yards. By the way the child runs for it, one
may judge whether he sees the ball from the start,
or is only loking for it.

The share which ametropia has
Ametropia and in the causation of squint is
Squint Token of rather slightingly by

Worth, although the first step
in the treatment of all his cases is the correction of
the ametropia. Its influence is also invoked to
bring about a transfer of the deviation in the
interests of vision in the poorer eye, by the use of
atropine in the fixing eye.

He has been led into error by poorly chosen
control statistics. He even found a series of cases
which he relies on for comparison in which the
proportion of eyes having less than 2 D. of hyper-
opia was lower among non-squinters than among
squinters. Evidently his statistics for non-squinting
eyes were drawn from a clinic where only compar-
atively high degrees of hyperopia appeared or
were measured. In 1889 I published some statistics
of the static refraction of the eye, in the " Trans-
actions of the American Ophthalmological Society."
They included 1616 hyperopic eyes, probably
representing approximately the frequency of the
different degrees of hyperopia in the community.
Let us compare these with Worth's statistics of the
hyperopia in his 1384 cases of monolateral squint.

Hyperopia of not over 2 D.
" " 2 to 4 D.
" " 4 to 6 D.
" " not over 6 1).

In the Community. Having Con.
(Jackson) 8(1111st. (Worth)
80 per cent. 10 per cent.
16 " " 37 16 11

3 11 (I 36 11 11

1 IA 1.1 Id

Of my cases 851 had not over i D. of hyperopia,
and 765 had over x I). of hyperopia. A clear
majority having less than i 1). of hyperopia seems
to furnish six per cent. of the cases of convergent
squint. A minority of the community having more
than i D. of hyperopia furnishes ninety-four per
cent. of convergent squint. Or, taking another
phase of it, four per cent. of the community who
have over four diopters of hyperopia furnish forty-
five per cent. of the convergent squints.

The actual facts are doubtless more striking
than this. My statistics probably show an unduly
high proportion of high degrees of hyperopia.
Ellis, among 867 hyperopic eyes, found 6o3 had
not over x D. of hyperopia. Then, too, my statis-
tics are based on the average of the most and least
hyperopic meridians ; while Worth's are based
alone on the least hyperopic meridian of the fixing
(usually the better) eye. The fallacy of a false
standard of comparison needs only to be pointed
out. Who will seriously claim that the average

(Conlinneei on page 208)
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Compound Hypermetropic Astigmatism and Pres-

byopia, Showing when Cyliaders May and
Should be Omitted From Reading Glasses

Mrs. Elizabeth B., aged sixty-six years,
complains that sight is dim, eyes water, and
lids are sometimes agglutinated in the morn-
ings. We ask her if she has ever worn
glasses. She replies that she has, and hands
us her glasses, which we find by neutraliza-
tion to be + 2.5o D. for distance, and + 4.50
D. for reading.

We request her to be seated, and on
directing her attention to the test card hang-
ing at twenty feet, she tells us she is unable
to name any of the letters.

In accordance with established custom
we commence the examination with convex
lenses, starting with + D. This at once
improves vision and makes the larger letters
readable. We increase ± .5o D. at a time
until we reach + 2.5o D., with which she
can name a few of the letters on the No. 20
line. An additional ± .50 D. affords no
further improvement, in fact, she thinks
makes it worse.

We will now try a + .50 D. cyl. over
the ± 2.50 D. S., which we place in the
trial frame in the position customary for con-
vex cylinders, viz., with axis at 900. This
she at once rejects, but before we remove
the lens we will try the effect of rotation.
As we turn it slowly around she tells us there
is some improvement, which reaches its
maximum when axis is horizontal. The
addition of this cylinder enables her to read
all the letters on the No. zo line, and we will
make the following note in our record book :

0. D. with 4- 2.50 D. S. .p cyl.
axis 1800. Vision ft.

We remove the cylinder in order to
give her an opportunity to compare vision
without it and with it, and she unhesitatingly
states that she can see much better with it.
We will now proceed to examine the other
eye in the same way, and we find that it
accepts the same combination, which there-
fore represents the refractive error in each
eye. For reading we find, after a few trials,
that + 5 D. S. is the best with which she
gets the clearest vision at fourteen inches.
The addition of the cylinders that were
accepted for distance affords no improvement,
in fact, patient says she can read better with-
out them.

Now, why should this cylinder be re-
jected ? If astigmatism exists, is it not proper
to correct it in any glasses that may be placed
before the eyes, both for reading and dis-
tance ? This has always been the teaching,
and the majority of us in our practice, and
perhaps I may say all of us, have followed
this custom. I shall not attempt to deny
the soundness of this as a general principle,
but I will point out to you the class of cases
in which we must make an exception, and
this lady will serve as our text for that
purpose.

In the first place, I want to say that the
majority of persons who furnish these excep-
tions to the general rule are those who have
reached or passed middle age ; in other
words, presbyopes who, in addition have
both curvature and axial ametropia. Such
persons require a sphere and cylinder for
general vision, the axis of the latter being
horizontal, and in addition a somewhat strong
spherical lens for near vision.

There must be a good optical reason for
this departure from custom, and we will, there-
fore, give some consideration to the matter.
All of you are aware of the fact that when
rays of light pass through a convex sphere
they are converged to a point, in such cases
it being understood that the light strikes the
lens at right angles to its surface. But per-
haps you are not so thoroughly familiar with
the fact that when the rays of light pass
obliquely through the lens, they are not all
converged to a point. A tilting of the lens,
or an obliquity of the rays, introduces a cylin-
drical effect, and then the light rays are acted
on as if passing thorugh a sphero-cylindrical
lens held with its surface at right angles to
the rays.

Let us see if we can prove the truth of
this assertion. I will take a — 2 D. lens and
place it in the trial frame before the right eye
and the opaque disk before the left eye. I
place the trial frame on my face and hold a
-I- 2 p. lens before my right eye. The con
vex lens neutralizes the concave, and my
sight is the same as with the naked eye. I
look at the card of radiating lines, and they
all look equally black and plain.

Now, I will begin to tilt the convex lens
vertically, moving the upper part of this lens
away from the concave ; in other words,
tilting the lens on its horizontal axis. As I
do so I notice the horizontal lines lose a little
in clearness, the vertical remaining as plain
as before. The more I tilt the lens the dimmer
the horizontal lines become, and not only the
horizontal but the oblique lines, until finally

I they are all blurred and indistinct, except
only the vertical, which still retain their
original clearness.

As the convex lens is tilted around its
horizontal axis the converging power of the
vertical meridian is increased, while that of
the horizontal meridian is but little affected.
The refractive power of the lens is now the
same as if a convex cylinder had been placed
before the sphere with its axis horizontal.
Therefore, the rays of light passing- through
the vertical meridian are brought to a focus
sooner than those passing through the hori-
zontal meridian. In other words, the focal
distance of the vertical meridian is less than
that of the horizontal.

How do these facts apply to the lines as
we have just seen them ? It will be remem-
bered that the distinctness of the vertical
lines depends upon the proper curvature of
the horizontal meridian of the eye, while the
horizontal lines bear the same relation to the
vertical meridian of the eye. Therefore, as
the refractive power of the vertical meridian
of the lens is increased by tilting, the horizon-
tal lines are brought to a focus before reach-
ing my retina, and are consequently blurred
and indistinct, while the vertical lines passing
through the horizontal meridian (which is
not affected by the tilting) retain their origi-
nal clearness.
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Now, let us see what we have—a convex
sphero-cylinder, with the axis of the latter at
1800, or as applied to my eye, an artificial
myopic astigmatism with the rule, the excess
of curvature being vertically. The next ques-
tion that occurs, how can it be neutralized or
corrected ? Obviously, in the sphero-cylin-
drical combination, the cylindrical effect is
neutralized by a concave cylinder with axis
in same position, viz., horizontal ; while the
artificial myopic astigmatism is corrected
by the same form of cylinder and in sanie
position.

Now, I will repeat my experiment and
make use of this correcting cylinder. As I
tilt the convex sphere and notice that the
horizontal lines have become indistinct, I
hold a — .50 D. cyl. axis 1800 in front of
the convex lens, and in vertical position—
that is, parallel to the concave sphere in the
trial frame. This at once corrects the arti-
ficial astigmatism, clears the lines and make
them all equally black and distinct.

If I tilt the convex lens more I will need
stronger and stronger concave cylinders to
neutralize the increased convex effect of the
vertical meridian and maintain the lines
equally clear. As there is nothing like prac-
tical demonstration, I will ask you, gentle-
men, to try this experiment for yourselves,
so that you can see the added cylindric effect
caused by the tilting of the sphere, and the
neutralization of the same by a correspond-
ing concave cylinder. Those of you who are
not emmetropic will need to put in the trial
frame your own correction, and then proceed
as I have indicated.

Now, what is the lesson to be learned
from this, and what application can we make
of it in our practice?

In the first place every person who wears
convex lenses for reading, or writing, or
sewing, develops a cylindrical addition to
their lenses more or less marked according to
their strength and the degree of obliquity of
the visual axis. The stronger the lenses and
the greater the obliquity the more marked
the cylindric effect.

In the second place, in cases of low
degree of astigmatism, in which the axis of
the correcting cylinder is horizontal, the
latter may he omitted from the reading
glasses because the same effect is produced
by the obliquity of the rays passing through
the sphere, and if the cylinder was retained
the astigmatism would be over corrected. I
will repeat that this does not apply to lenses
for constant wear in persons under forty years
of age, nor to simple cylinders with axis
vertical, but the principle is applicable to
persons over forty, who are, therefore, pres-
byopic, and whose distant vision calls ior a
convex sphero-cylinder axis horizontal, or
even simple cylinders axis horizontal.

This patient is a typical case for the
application of this principle. The + 5 D.
spherical lenses which she requires for near
use will produce a cylindrical effect at least
equal to her astigmatism at distance. It has
been estimated that a if D. sphere, as
usually worn for reading, produces a cylin-
drical effect of .125 D., and this would afford
in our case an added cylinder of .62 D. or
an eighth diopter more than we really need.
We will, therefore, prescribe for this lady :

R. and L., ± 2.50 D. S. C ± .50 D.
cyl. axis 11300 for distance and general wear,

(Continued on page 2o5ai
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and R. and L., ± 5 D. S. for reading, in
the knowledge that the latter pair as used for
reading, even though simple spheres, will
afford Just as much cylindric power as those
for distance, which are ground both spherical
and cylindrical.

I have no hesitation in advising you to
follow these suggestions in your practice
when you meet cases similar to this one
under consideration to-day. If the astigma-
tism is of low degree the cylinder may be
omitted entirely as in this lady's case. If
the astigmatism is of higher degree the cylin-
der may be reduced in accordance with the
estimate given you a few moments ago, viz.,
— .25 D. for each 2 D. of spherical power.
You thus under-correct the astigmatism by
cylinders, which is then made up by the
increased converging power of the vertical
meridian of the tilted spherical lens, or rather
the lens remaining straight by the oblique
direction of the visual axes.

For sake of illustration, if we have an
eye that requires + i D. S. ̂  .i5 D. cyl.
axis 1800 for distance, and an additional
+ I D. for reading, we would prescribe
-I- 2 D. S. for reading, omitting the cylinder,
but securing the effect of the same by the
oblique direction of the visual axes in reading.

If we had a patient whose error of refrac-
tion was represented by + 2 D. S. ̂  D.
cyl. axis 1800, with 2 D. of presbyopia ill
addition, we would prescribe for reading,
± 4 D. S. C + .5o axis 1800, correcting
half of the astigmatism by the cylinder, and
getting the correction of the other half by
the increase in power of the .vertical meridian
of the shpere.

In my remarks about this case, and in
the illustrations I have used, I have referred
particularly to convex lenses, but you will
see that the same principles apply to con-
caves, viz., the increase in power of the ver-
tical meridian of a spherical lens when the
rays of light pass through it obliquely.

While I have spoken only of horizontal
and vertical meridians and axes, I might say
that those cases may be included where the
meridians are within io° of these cardinal
lines.

Before closing our clinics for to-day per-
haps I ought to say that if the person wears
spectacles and the temples are purposely bent
angular, so as to give the lenses the proper
degree of obliquity, then of course, the con-
ditions are changed and the cylindrical effect
of the lenses is not made apparent. Also
with the users of eyeglasses, which are so
frequently worn with the tops of the lenses
tilted forward, these remarks do not apply.
In these cases the tilting of the lens places it
at right angles to the visual axis and corrects
any tendency to cylindrical effect, while in
the experiments to which we called your
attention a few moments ago, when the visual
axis is directed straight forward to distance,
the tilting of the lens produces an obliquity
of the rays.

I feel that I have presented to-day for
your consideration some thoughts that are
perhaps new to many of you, and which all
of you can think over with profit. These

suggestions do not have a wide range of
application, as this class of cases forms only
a small proportion of the total with which
you have to deal, but they will surely be of
advantage in properly selected cases, and
may enable you to understand your failure
to give satisfaction in some cases where the
cause of the trouble was obscure, and help
you to a more scientific and comfortable cor-
rection than would be possible by an opto-
metrist who was ignorant of the principles
which I have attempted to make clear.

Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

(Continued from page 2085)

degree of hyperopia in non-squinting hyperopic
eyes in the community at large is over 4 D., as the
average was in the fixing eye of Worth's cases of
monolateral convergent squint ? If there is any
one thing that Worth's statistics do establish it is
the connection of the higher degrees (above 2 D.)
of hyperopia with convergent squint.

To measure the degree of squint Worth uses
the corneal reflex. He employs a " deviometer,"
which consists essentially of a horizontal arm that
can be swung either way, carrying a slide with a
white spot towards which the child is induced to
look. An electric lamp opposite the pivot of the
arm can be flashed on or off, to give the corneal
reflex. The surgeon watches the cornea from just
above the electric light ; and a tangent scale on
the back of the arm indicates the amount of
deviation.

From years of widespread inte-
Treatment rest in disorders of the ocular
of Convergent movements, much writing about
Strabismus them, much experimenting with

operations, and more advocacy
than use of orthoptic training, there begins to
emerge a definite, rational line of treatment that
can be applied with certainty of cure in curable
cases, and with certainty of improvement in cases
not capable of complete cure. This treatment has
been most definitely formulated and extensively
used by Worth. But Hartridge, Black, Hale and
others who have written on the subject within the
past year, and the larger number of surgeons who
participated in the discussions which their papers
opened, substantially agree to the essential features
of Worth's plan of treatment.

For a complete cure the power of binocular
fusion must be developed or capable of develop-
ment. The treatment must be begun at an age
when the fusion faculty is still developing. This is
always before six years, generally earlier than four;
unless binocular fusion has been developed at an
earlier age, and the squint has commenced
subsequently.

The first thing to be attained is the correction
of the ametropia present. This must be measured
under atropine, by skiascopy. If at the first
attempt the child's fixation is so poor that accuracy
in such measurement is impossible, the best cor-
rection practicable must be made, and this revised
whenever further improvement is possible.

Next, the deviating eye must be brought into
use. To effect this it may be necessary to cover
the fixing eye continuously with a pad, so secured
that the child cannot remove it. Often it is only
necessary to continue the use of atropine in the
fixing eye while allowing the deviating eye to
recover from it. By many weeks or months'
dependence on it, the worse eye may be brought
back to its power of central fixation, if this had
been lost, and its visual ability developed.

Training of the fusion faculty is then to be
undertaken. In commencing this the two eves
must be brought as nearly as possible to visual
equality by the better illumination of the image
presented to the more defective eye. The first
step is to secure simultaneous vision with the two
eyes. For this purpose dissimilar objects are pre-
sented to them ; as a bird before one, a cage before
the other ; or a circle to one, a cross to the other.

When these can readily be recognized simul-
taneously, and with some variations of relative
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illumination, actual fusion of images is to be
attempted. For this purpose we employ figuresthat have most parts common to both ; but each of
which is defective in some respect, the one differing
from the other. When the attempt at fusion is
successful the complete figure, including all theparts represented in both the half images, will be
seen. The next step is to keep this figure completeand single when the inclination of the visual axes
is varied, by changing the adjustment of the instru-
ment. When binocular fusion can be maintained
in spite of a variation of several degrees in the
relative direction of the half images, the final step
is taken by means of pictures which combined
together give the effect of relief or depth.

In this course of training, Worth and Black
depend on the amblyoscope. The heteroscope, or
fusion tubes of Priestley Smith, I have found ser-
viceable up to the last stage in the process, when
the ordinary stereoscope and stereoscopic slides
may be employed. The training must be closely
supervised or carried out entirely by the surgeon.
Tact, time and patience are required for it. But
only the most intelligent application of the methods
of fusion training will give the desired results.
The lessons may be repeated one, two or three
times a week.

All this development of the faculty of binocular
fusion may go on without any change in the degree
of squint. The wearilik of correcting lenses, with
the use of the defective eye, may have lessened the
deviation, or removed it altogether for a portion of
the time, before fusion training commenced. In
such a case fusion training will probably lead to
the habitual use of binocular vision, and complete
the cure.

[NOTE.—Dr. Jackson's book can be had from
THE KEYSTONE on receipt of publishers' price,
$2.00.] •

American Association of Opticians
The following explanatory circular has been

mailed to the officers and members of the State
optical societies by the president and secretary of
the national organization :

In answer to the many inquiries made of the
officers of the American Association of Opticians
as to the correct interpretation and working of
Section 4, of the new by-laws of said association,
referring to the dues and fees of affiliating socie-ties, the board of directors have authorized the
following circular. To wit :

That any state optical society or associationaffiliating with the American Association shall payto the said association fifty cents ($0.5o) for each
member of said state society or association in good
standing at the time said affiliation is made. The
said state society or association shall be creditedwith one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) for each ofits members who are members in good standing
and have paid the annual dues. for the current
year in the American Association at the time of
affiliation.

The fifty cents per capita affiliation fee includesthe dues for the current fiscal year, which ends
October ist.

It is hoped that the full import of the affiliating
plan, which was adopted by the association at the
Milwaukee convention, will be apparent to all the
members of the optical organizations, and that
your society will be among the affiliating bodies
with official representation in the House of Dele-
gates at the next convention.

The object of uniting the optical organizations
into one solid body is, that we may better individ-
ualize our profession, enforcing a higher standard
of optical education among the members of the
calling, and to establish our position in the eyes of
the public as well as the favorable influence it will
have upon public sentiment. Let us all join hands
and come together at Minneapolis in good round
numbers. Respectfully yours,

HARRY P. HOLMES, Pres.
ED. L. JONES, SeC'y.

P. S.—The attention of the presidents and
secretaries of state and territorial associations iscalled to the fact that each society which is in affilia-
tion with the American Association of Opticians
shall elect at each annual meeting one delegate for
each twenty-five members, or fraction thereof, and
may also elect an equal number of alternates.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered In this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered to
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

'E. iJf R."-111an, about sixty-four, rig-hi eye was
hurt some years ago; has been Weathig for
six years (for distance) - • 2.25 iy/. axis 120°,
vision about fg. I filled hint with a -I- eyl.
2.50 axis 115° combined with - cyl. ,2 (1.11S
13o°, which make the vision vety near or
about !),. Now he can see voy befier,
he says, than he saw through any lens he:/Ore.
He wears Me lens without any inconvenience
with the exception that when looking a/ a
thing vertical, say Me corner of a lie, it
is out of pMmb. Now lean make everyfiting
look right and plumb by changing Me plus
cylinder from /15° to 900, but this blurs the
lens so that if is entirely out of the question.
I can also straig-hten it with a better result,
although somewhat blurred, by turning the
plus cylinder to it.c three (axis 1/5°1 and
adding a third ey/inder, • / axis 300, but I
do not Mink this would prove bendicial.

I have nal made any muscle test. Should
there be aro' Alm/dm/(s Mere would it tend to
have this eitCrt ? Changing of the minus cyl-
inder does no/ seem to have any other
than to blur the vision.

If the hypermetropic meridian in this case, that
is, the meridian of least curvature, is at 25°, calling
for the axis of the correcting convex cylinder to be
placed at I is°, then the myopic meridian or meri-
dian of greatest curvature, must be at 115°, calling
for the axis of the concave cylinder to be placed at
25°. Or if the proper position of the concave cyl-
inder is at I800, then the axis of the convex cylinder
should be at 900. At this age it is difficult for an
eye to become accustomed to a new cylindrical
correction. Inasmuch as such cross-cylinders will
probably be transposed to sphero-cylinders, we
would suggest that our correspondent place these
two combinations in the trial frame : - 2 D. sph.
C 4.5o cyl. axis 115° and + 2.50 I ). spit. C -
4.50 D. cyl. 18o°. Try first one then the other,
rotating cylinder in each to meridian of best vision,
and thus it will be possible to choose the proper
sphero-cylinder. Some distortion in shape of
objects is to be expected until eyes become accus-
tomed to new combinations. Perhaps the concave
element is too strong ; make it as weak as possible.

" 7'. W. /If "- Kindly Worm me through your col-
umns if the following combination can be
ground in a solid bifocal R. E. + 6.50
D. S. reading, C; 25 D. S. distance ; I.. If.
-I- 8 D. S. C --I- 6.75 D. S. distance. the old
style, and whether the segment will be on
the top or bottom? .1 think the former.

The former could be more easily ground, as
the stronger convex surface needed for reading
could be reduced to the desired strength for dis-
tance by grinding on it the necessary concave
curve.

But the disadvantages of this form of bifocal
are so obvious and numerous that we are sur-
prised that anyone should contemplate ordering
them. The patient is not supposed to know any-
thing about lenses, and places his confidence in
the optometrist, who would not he justified in
furnishing solid bifocals of the old style, even
though the patient in his ignorance of these matters
should ask for them.

We notice that R. E. is increased 2.25 D. for
reading, while L. E. is increased only 1.25 D.;
perhaps this is an error in copying.
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"7: C."-A watchmaker, thirty-three years old,
got the following- lenses, which were quite
correct as shown by the Geneva retinoscope.
R. - .50 0- .5o cyl. axis /65° ; L. E.,
- .25 :7; - .50 cyl. axis go°. A month later
he had no ash:ma/ism and now uses - .75 for
each eye for distance. Can you give any
reason for the astigmatism disappearing ?

A record of the acuteness of vision is such a
simple matter, and so easily ascertained, that we
are at a loss to understand why it is missing in the
history of so many cases that are sent for our
advice. No matter how accurate the retinoscopic
examination may be, the history of the case is
incomplete without a record of the visual acuity
afforded by the lenses that are indicated by such
examination. The retinoscope measures the
refraction of the eye, but gives us no information
of the integrity of the retina or the ability of the
optic nerve to carry a perfect impression to the *
brain. In this case we should have before us the
visual acuteness of naked eye, and the improvement
afforded first by the sphero-cylindrical combination,
and later by the spherical correction. The amount
of astigmatism may be varied by changes in curva-
ture of cornea caused by pressure of lids, and by
contraction of ciliary muscle. The fact that patient
now uses - .75 D. sph. does not positively prove
that the astigmatism (if such really existed) has
disappeared. In some cases the visual acuity
would be the same with - .D. sph., or with
- .50 D. sph. C - .25 cyl. axis 90°, or with - .25
D. sph. C - .5o D. cyl. axis 9o°, so that perhaps
after all these eyes have not actually changed very
much.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

" A. .D. B."-Lady, aged fifty-five, comes with her
son, who is a physician complains that her
right eye has suddenly turned in, and she now
sees double. Has been wearing - 1.50 1). for
the last two 'team for elislance, but there doesn't
seem to be any improvement with her lenses on
over naked eye. %he physician came to find
out if glasses will help her, and what the cause
is. It takes a 200 prism to bring the red streak
of Maddox rod in center of flame. I told the
physician that it was a paralysis of the e.rternal
red/ muscle or the nerve that supplies it He
thinks it is a paralysis of the et-lernal reeli
flue to hemorrhages back of Me reli na, although
by making an ophthalmoscopic examination I
caula see no hemorrhages.

In any case of strabismus it is necessary to
determine if it is concomitant or paralytic. This
can easily be done by %vatching the eye as it
attempts to fix an object that is moved from one
side to the other. If the squint be concomitant
the affected eye follows the good eye in all of its
movements, the amount of strabismus remaining
the same. In paralytic squint the right eye will be
able to follow the left as it turns to the left, but
will be incapable of following it in a movement
towards the right. This case is. probably para-
lytic, and if so there will be an inability to turn the
eye towards the right beyond the median line.

The cause of this condition is probably a
lesion that affects the trunk of the sixth cranial
nerve which supplies the external rectus muscle.
There may be swelling of some of the adjacent struc-
tures thus pressing on the nerve, or hemorrhage.
The latter occurring along the course of the nerve
would be extra-ocular, not intra-ocular, and hence
would not be discoverable by the ophthalmoscope.

Again, we note a failure to record the acute-
ness of vision, • and hence we are unable to offer
any advice as to the optical management of the
case, except that if the concave lenses she is wear-
ing afford no improvement in vision over the naked
eye, they should be discarded.

A case of this kind does not lie within the
province of the optometrist, and hence should be
promptly referred to a medical man for treatment.
The writer at the present time has a similar case
under his care, in which he is using galvanism to
the affected muscle, and prescribing iodide of
potassium internally. In addition he grasps the
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ball with the forceps over the insertion of the
external rectus muscle and forcibly rotates eyeoutwards.

"F. C."-Gentionan, age thirly-six, never wore
glasses trcz'ionsly. Complained ofbring unableto see distinctly close to, while having an
abnormally good distance vision, I: both
eyes. Tried convex lenses, as per ,ltanual
instructions, which were promptly rejected.
Near point lo inches. Tried + D. to bring
vision to S inches. Result, vision blurred.
On placing - D. in iron/ of eye, sighl
became perfect tV P S inches to
though E P was no beller will, the - i D.
than without it. Now, I cannot understand
what was /he /rouble. Myopia of -
would have I P indistinct, and the same
remark would apply, I Mink, to spasm of ace.alien/ said he had always had this trouble
from a child, lhoui,rh as years we'ill on it was
slow/I, improving, pointing to myopia. Occu-
pation, litriner. No astigmatism ; no muscular
insufficiency. It' 'as I correct in supplying
glasses? What was the trouble?
Our correspondent is very much in error if hethinks the indications in this case point to myopia.A vision of which is still better than normal,

absolutely precludes even the slightest degree of
myopia. Normal distant vision, with impaired
near vision, indicates an insufficiency of accommo-dation, which may be due to presbyopia. hyperme-tropia or paralysis of the ciliary muscle. On accountof his age the first is excluded in this case, and
inasmuch as there is a near point of to inches, it is
scarcely probable there is any paralysis ; hence we
are inclined to regard the case as one of hyperme-
tropia. In a case like this, where acuteness ofvision is normal, it is bad practice to use concave
lenses. Glasses are needed apparently only for
reading, and they should be convex or none at all.
The indications are positive for convex lenses, andif of the proper strength (perhaps + .5o D. or

I D.) they must surely be of benefit. As patienthas never worn glasses, they must be weak to
commence with.

"C. E. E."-Please explain the.filllowing case in
The Keystone: Age, sir years, mak ;
sees fairly Well cill, //h• oral //au convex
lenses NO. 18. II /Mout glasses, when looking
at a single vertical black line, he sees three
parallel lines. The /7co outer fines are an
eighth of an inch apart, Wu/ entTally are not
quite so black as the central or original
It is the same when the line is horizontal or
circular, he sees three parallel lines. Ii ?,en
looking at printed matter, each letter is re-
pealed at the right and kit, above and below it,
making the printing blurred and indistinct as
if three letters Were Prilded a,, tin .ca ,,u'
L'y using glasses the jalse images are cleared
away. Thinks he could read without glasses
if il 7cas not fin- Me fidse images. He cannot
Si'(' a bright spot or dot without glasses, but
sees. a slar with twelve rat's or points, and
about in diameter. He sees well without
glasses at ,lis/ince of six fret or ove,.
kVe are told patient sees well without glasses

at distance of six feet or more, but this gives us no
definite idea of the acuteness of vision. As we
have so often stated before, we want a record of
the vision expressed in the usual fraction, showing
the distance of test card from patient and the size
type which is readable ; this and this alone can
give us an intelligent conception of the condition
of vision.

In order to produce clear vision, the rays of
light must focus on retina ; otherwise, if they strike
the retina before they have come to a focus, or if
too soon and strike retina after they have diverged,
we have the so-called diffusion circles, as a result
of which vision is blurred and indistinct. In this
case the extra lines, the additional letters and the
pointed appearance of the light, are all due to the
fact that the retina is not in focus and that it re-
ceives diffusion circles instead of sharply defined
images. In such conditions a contracted pupil by
shutting off peripheral rays, lessens the diffusion
circles and improves vision, but the removal of
these appearances calls for a careful correction of
the refraction.
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QA Favorite
Toilet c_Accessory-

Restores Normal Conditions and Natural
Brilliancy to a Tired and Faded Eye

Of VHaolrunee ianstahne Eye Tonic

A Panacea for Weak,
Red, Inflamed, and Itching

Eyes and Eyelids

(After a "record breaker" in your
touring car Murine

is an Eye Insurance
Strong Winds and Dust cause

II ritation, Granulation and Ulceration
Murine soothes and quickly cures

Bewitchingly costumed
In costliest gown,

For the social event
At the west end of town, .

The " finishing touch"
To the toilet is seen

In the act above pictured,
" Two-drops " of MURINE.

MURINE rapidly reduces an inflamed eye to its normal condition preparatory
to its proper measurement for glasses, hence its value to the optical profession
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Fitting Eyeglasses

T H E

The Question of Security and Comfort—Fitting
Odd-shaped Noses -Troublesome Cases

HERE is a tendency on the part of many
people to look upon the fitting of eye-
glasses as though it were something
magical, or as though it required super-

human talents of some sort to accomplish it. As
a matter of fact the problems connected with it,
like most other practical questions, can be solved
by the application of a little patience and common
sense. Of course, experience counts for a great
deal in this, as in everything else that we do, but it
takes comparatively little practice to give satis-
factory results in most cases.

The matter of fitting eyeglasses naturally falls
into two divisions, as it were : The first, that of
making the glasses stay on the face ; the second,
that of making them comfortable. Of course, in
practice, these two are closely related ; at the same
time, the first does not always necessarily include
the second.

Skill in
Glass-Fitting

It is conceded, nowaddys, .that
glasses can be " made to stay
on" almost any nose. The
principle on which to work is

that of obtaining as nearly as possible an equal
amount of pressure on all parts of the guard. If
the pressure is greater at one particular point on
the guard, the other portions of the guard, scarcely
touching the skin, will move one way or another
as the head is moved, and presently the glasses
will work themselves off the nose. At the same
time, we must bear in mind that the lenses are to
be kept perfectly horizontal, in order that the
proper effect of the lenses may be obtained. In
order to obtain the proper position of both the
guards and lenses, we can adopt the following
simple plan : Place the glasses on the nose, and
then take hold of the lenses and hold them in a
horizontal position, observing what position the
guards then occupy with regard to the sides of the
nose. Say, for instance, that when the glasses are
first placed on the nose, the lenses droop on each
side. We raise the lenses until they are horizontal ;
this causes the guards to separate, so that they no
longer touch the nose, and we will observe that
the distance between the skin and the guard is
considerably greater at the bottom than it is at the
top. Then we bend the guards so that they are
parallel to the curves of the sides of the nose, as
we hold the lenses horizontal, and when we allow
the guards to rest on the nose, the lenses will still
remain in the proper position. Sometimes—in
fact, frequently—the two sides of the nose are not
shaped alike ; then it becomes necessary to bend
each guard separately until it is parallel with the
surface which it is to touch.

Another consideration of a good
The Shape of deal of importance is that of the

prominence of the nose. Per-
haps a diagram may make this

clearer. If the bridge is very prominent, the sides
of the nose will be nearly parallel, thus :

the Nose

Here we are supposed to be looking,down on
the nose directly from above. But if the bridge is
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flat, the sides of the nose will make an obtuse
angle, thus 3

.Now it is evident that the blades of the guards
must be made to conform to the angle of the nose
in this respect, as well as in a vertical direction;
for if, with a flat nose, the guards are set nearly at
right angles with the eyeglass, they will only touch
the skin along one edge, and the pressure will be
insufficient to keep them on the face. Thus :

Here the two short lines represent the guards,
seen from above, and it will be seen that they only
take hold along one edge. Whereas, if they are
bent out to a more " flaring " angle, they will take
hold throughout their width, and the proper
amount of pressure will be secured to keep the
glasses on the face. Thus:

It is frequently necessary, in fitting the guards
to the nose, to bend the blade of the guard in
several places in order to conform to the irregu-
larities of the surface. In many people the bridge
of the nose is narrow, while just below it there is
a sort of bony " hump." It is necessary in such a
case to curve the guards towards each other at the
top, in order to take hold of the thin part of the
nose. Otherwise, the " hump " will spread the
guards so far apart that they will not grip the upper
portion of the nose at all, and the glasses will be
top-heavy and simply tilt forward and fall off.

Another consideration is the
material of the bearing surface.
It used to be that many people
thought they could not wear

eyeglasses without cork guards. But the public
has at last found out how easily cork guards slip
off the nose, and have learned that almost any one
can wear shell guards with comfort, if they are
properly adjusted or, still better, the " all-metal "
guards which are coming so rapidly into favor.
The great problem, as was said before, is to secure
an equal amount of pressure all over the guard.
There is plenty of bearing surface on the guard to
support the weight of the eyeglass—only all the
surface must take part of the work.

One of the first things to bear in mind when
adjusting eyeglasses is that it takes a surprisingly
small amount of pressure to keep the glasses in
place, as a rule. The first temptation is to give a
good " grip " to the spring, in order that it may
clasp the nose well. But we must not forget that
the sides of the nose slope towards each other, so
that when the pressure of the spring becomes very
great, the glasses will simply jump forward and off
the nose. And even if they stay on the face, the
pressure on the skin will soon become so painful
that the wearer will not be able to endure it for
more than a few minutes at a time.

The same precautions which
Making Glasses are used with reference to having

the curve of the guard conform
to the curve of the nose, in

order to make the glasses stay on the face, apply
equally in making the glasses comfortable to the

The Bearing
Surface

Comfortable
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wearer. The necessary pressure, which amounts
to very little when properly distributed, will cause
great discomfort and soreness if it is all concen-
trated on one or two points by the failure of the
guards to follow the shape of the nose.

Another thing to be borne in mind is not to
have the covering of the guard in such a condition
as to hurt the skin. The use of cork guards is no
longer general ; while they are easy at first, they
soon become offensive owing to their collecting
the perspiration, and in course of time become
really poisonous to the skin. Shell guards, on the
other hand, can be made entirely comfortable by
proper adjustment, but it must be remembered
that they are made with the maximum degree of
roughness on the surface ; so that it is very often
necessary to file them down considerably before
they can be worn with ease. But better than the
shell guards, again, are the various " all-metal "
guards. These cannot collect the dust and.per-
spiration in any way, and so are easily kept clean ;
and while there is a limit to the degree to which
shell guards may be bent, owing to the ease with
which the shell cracks, the all-metal guard can be
bent to any extent without danger.

Then, again, one great source of discomfort in
wearing eyeglasses comes from the eyelashes
brushing the lenses. This can be obviated, in
most cases, by the use of long arm guards, like the
A. 0. C. No. 5, or in extreme cases, offset studs
may be put on which will throw the lenses away
from the eyes without the necessity of altering the
rest of the mounting. For those who have a ten-
dency to look under the lenses there are guards in
the various styles, with the shanks attached at the
lower part of the blade in order to lower the entire
mounting.

But it will sometimes happen
Troublesome Cases —after everything has been

done that patience and skill
could suggest, and the fit of the eyeglass is quite
perfect—that the patient still insists that there is
something wrong somewhere. It is in a case like
this that success, as we stated at the start, depends
largely upon " manner." There is the customer
who is sure that the glasses will not stay on, and
who has to be convinced by a course of experi-
ments, conducted with the greatest politeness
imaginable, that he can't shake them off if he tries.
Then there is the party who knows that the glasses
are cutting into his flesh, and who has to be shown,
without hurting his feelings, that he is not so tender
as he imagined. And worst of all is the patient
who, after he has been accurately fitted, persists
in trying to wear them on any other part of the
nose rather than the right place. It is strange that
in such a case it is so hard to convince the wearer
that the man who invented the guard in the first
place, and the man whose business it is to fit them,
ought naturally to know where they are intended
to be worn. The only method to conquer such a
prejudice is by the use of the " 3 P's"—patience,
perseverance and politeness. These three, joined
with skill and experience, will usually succeed in
making glasses stay comfortably on any one who
has a nose. —Brown's Own Idea.

All Articles Valuable
ED. KEYSTONE :—It is hard to tell which

articles in your journal I am most interested in, as
each article is most valuable, although I think
articles like " Clinics in Optometry " are especially
valuable on account of their form, each clinic be-
ing complete in itself, as well as for the contents.
Sioux City, Iowa. W. F. VAN SHREEVEN.



Kachoo Guards

ODD NAME?

OH! NO

THEY CAN'T SNEEZE
'EM OFF!

The best cold weather guard made.
And if they can't sneeze 'em off, you
may rest assured they won't slip off in
warm weather—so the best guard for all
seasons is the

Ka-choo

Send for samples and prices to your
jobber or

McIntire, Magee & Brown
WHOLESALE AND PRESCRIPTION

OPTICIANS

723 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IT'S THE PAD
THAT MAKES THE U. S. GUARD A SUCCESS

Ask your next patient to smile, frown or raise his brow.
Note how the upper skin of the nose moves much more
than the tower.

Now try on a U. S. Guard and have your patient do
the same thing over again. Watch the pad compensate for
the motion of the upper skin—the motion that causes all
other guards to slip.

Loosen up the spring. It will surprise you to see how
little pressure is needed.

Such a trial will surely convince you that the

U. S. GUARD IS THE BEST GUARD MADE
:old will mak(. it your favorite guard.

If you want to gain the everlasting gratitude of
your spectacle wearers, give them U. S. TEMPLES.
Better than cables, and cost no more.

1j o-date jobbers can supply
your wants. From one _pair
to any amount of either U. S.
(ivards or Temples.

BORSCH & CO.
103 Adams St.

CHICAGO

Do You Want?

i Optical Work that is RIGHT
Mail Service that is PROMPT
Goods of the Best QUALITY
Prices that are Low
ft Work that Works

If so, we can accommodate you

Boston Optical Co 373 Washington Street
• •

Jewelers' Building Boston

Sole N. E. Agents for the famous Murine Eye Remedies
Our line of Opera Glasses now complete

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work'

YOU LEARN HERE the Theory and How to Conduct the Practice
YOU OET EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capable
of making a success in the practice

If interested, write for terms and outline of
A. H. BOWER, M. P. Course B. B. CLARKPresident seety.

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Clinical Possibilities of Scientific
Glass Fitting

[Extract frOM a paper read by CHALMERS PRENTICE, M.
at the fourth annual meeting of the Minnesota Association of
Opticians]

The work connected with the
The Brain function of vision is down deep

ill the base of the brain. We
do not see in the eye. It is

simply a mechanical instrument for focusing the
rays of light on its posterior part, called the retina.
These delicate impressions are conveyed over
nerve fibers to the gray matter cells in the outer
part of the posterior portion of the brain. It is
here in the back of the brain that vision takes
place that the photograph is printed. This is the
largest center in the entire nervous system. To
this we must also add the centers that govern the
movements and adjustment of the eye for far and
near vision. The center that governs the focusing
of the eye lies in the third ventricle ; the cells gov-
erning the converging of the eyes when they are
being used for reading, sewing or any other close
occupation are in the aqueduct of sylvius, while
those governing the external muscles that turn the
eye outward are in the floor of the fourth ventricle
of the brain, at its extreme base, and the top of the
spinal column.

All of the work for the adjustment of the eyes
takes place deep in the base of the brain, and con-
sidering all of these centers that are concerned in
vision, they occupy at least one-third of the gray
matter area of the entire brain.

The natural position of the eyes in a state of
perfect rest is distant vision. As the eye approaches
closer and closer to an observed object, it is neces-
sary gradually to increase its focus, which is clone
by work or strain in the gray matter cells in the
third ventricle. In approaching an object it is also
necessary for the eyes to converge towards each
other, that both may be fixed on the object simul-
taneously. This contraction of the internal muscles
is effected by work or strain in the aqueduct of
sylvius. Sometimes the eyes are converged for a
very near point and used for a long period in this
position, as in sewing, reading, etc. Then they
pull upon and establish a counter-strain in the
external rectus muscles.

In view of the location of these
The Strain in centers it is plain that there

must be a terrific strain in the
base of the brain at all times

during near vision. When the eyes are looking off
into the distance these strains are relieved. This
is what gives the brain and nervous system so
much rest in the out-of-door or open-air life. It is
a normal and natural function to be able to exert
these strains and use the eyes for near work, but it
is unnatural and abnormal to exert these strains
constantly, as is done in some indoor occupations.
It acts as a constant overdraft on life's fund of
energy, and detracts from the functicning power
of all other parts of the body.

Since women have abandoned their close
indoor work and have taken up out-door life and
sports, they are fast rising nearer and nearer to
the physical basis of men, and men who abandon
their out-of-door lives for indoor callings and close
occupations are becoming enfeebled and are
breaking down.

It is easy to see how these strains, continued
from day to day, may irritate, disturb and deprave
other nervous centers that preside over the different
functions of the body, and, naturally, when ana-

Center of Vision

Near Vision

tomical defects exist, these strains and their evil
consequences are much greater.

It is a long and well-known fact that irritation
of the fourth ventricle of the brain induces diabetes.
It is an old experiment in vivisection to artificially
induce irritation in the floor of the fourth ventricle
of animals, and this always induces an artificial
diabetes.

Some of the functions of the liver also receive
their motive force from the floor of the fourth ven-
tricle, as also do the rectus muscles of the eye.
Now, when there is a strain in these eye muscles
inducing irritation in their fourth ventricle cells, it
is only reasonable to suppose that this irritation
will be communicated to the adjacent cells gov-
erning other functions.

We have been wont in the
Probable Explanation Past to use the word reflex
of Reflex to account for certain dis-

eases in distant parts of the
body, originating from eyestrain and other local
points of irritation, but when we view these disor-
ders from the nerve centers we have a better
understanding of how one diseased condition of the
body may arise from another. Now for a moment
let us reconsider. The function of vision occupies
the largest gray matter area of the entire brain.
It is principally located in its most delicate centers,
and its cells are intermingled with other governing
functions in various parts of the body.

It is quite correct to call the human body a
a plant, the brain a power house, and the nerve
centers dynamos ; for it is in the nerve centers, as
in an electric dynamo, that a transformation of
energy takes place. It is here, in the human
dynamos, that the form of energy, known as nerve
force, first makes its appearance.

The dynamos governing the function of vision
are the largest in area of any in the human brain,
and the most extensively distributed. The con-
ductors from the dynamos to the eyes are very
large and capable of conducting much energy.
The distance between the eyes and their dynamos
is short, thus offering little resistance to the transit
of energy. Consequently it is an easy matter for
the eyes, even under an anatomical defect, to
Perfectly perform their functions of vision by using
an enormous share, more than their just proportion,
from the general fund of energy in the power house.
But there is a great waste of energy, and other
parts of the body suffer from the deficiency.

From the most minute cells to the largest
organs of a healthy body every part has a place in
the general economy, and a function to perform.
Each part is a motor or anatomical engine, which
is set in motion, whose function begins when they
receive their working power, and ceases when that
working power is withdrawn. Any alteration from
the normal nerve currents derived from the brain
will relatively disturb and alter the function of
a part.

What is

Disease?

Disease is not an entity, a thing,
a something that ghost-like
walks around and crawls into
people. It is perverted func-

tion. The energy supply is too much, or too little,
the voltage too high or too low, as it may also
be with the amperage in the energy supply. Cer-
tain symptoms of perverted functions are called
diabetes, others Bright's, others consumption,
others cancer, and so on through a long list of
pathology. A long-continued diverted function
physically alters and changes parts until organic
disease is the result. Natural secretions of organs
are put in check and abnormal secretions ensue,
such as uric acid and other poisonous secretions.
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Therefore, when the great central nervous system
is irritated and robbed of its power, by excessive
eyestrain, it is impossible to say what part of the
body may be made to suffer, and it is also impos-
sible to determine what relief may follow a correc-
tion of these visual defects. The true physician is
not only willing but anxious to bring to his support
all the aid the optometrist can lend.

In mentioning a few specific disorders do not
be misled with the idea that the relief of brain
strains through the eye is alone calculated as a
special treatment for these disorders, for this is
not true. This applicatian consists in a general
repairing and righting-up of the human power
house.

In a previous lecture I referred to the ner-
vous disease of widespread prevalence through-
out the world, known as alcoholism, or the strong
drink habit. This disease consists of a general
nervous irritability, specifically marked with a
strong craving for alcohol, which temporarily
relieves the nervous distress, but ultimately in-
creases the intensity of the disorder. The appetite
for strong drink is in some measure akin to the
diseased appetite for food.

It is a common evidence
among drinking men that

by Glasses after they have had a hearty
meal the desire for drink

ceases for a time, and I have sometimes wondered
if this craving for strong drink was not a misinter-
pretation of an appetite for food, either of which
appetites may be a disease. One of the first pre-
requisites necessary to a cure is a desire of the
patient to be relieved of the habit.

There are certain medical treatments for this
disease, the chief element of which is some form of
belladonna or hyoscyamus. The direct action of
these drugs is to paralyze some of the nerve centers
that govern vision. The pupil becomes dilated
and the power to focus for near points is lost. This
last fact led me to believe that latent hyperopia, or
eyestrain, had much to do in creating the drink
appetite.

Instead of using drugs I use fogs and prisms
to relax the eyestrain, and find they are equally
and more desirably effective. For local office test
I use plus glasses that reduce the vision to at least
1y- at 20 feet. I combine these with as much
prism, base in, as can be accommodated for at the
same distance. Under this combination I keep the
patient sitting for an hour or two, or more, during
which time they are frequently overcome with
sleep, so that it is necessary to awaken them.
During all of this time the evidence of the patient
is that the appetite for drink has ceased.

For use during treatment when not in the
office, they wear as much plus sphere as permits
them to see clearly at twelve, not above fifteen
inches, combined with the proper amount prism,
base in, as can be fused at twenty feet. The action
on the brain is that the focusing and converging
nerve centers are kept at rest, thus relieving the
prime origin of the nervous distress. The opto-
metrist can only direct. On the patient devolves
the responsibility of faithfully wearing glasses and
giving the effort his moral *support.

[The speaker then gave specific cases in which
drunkenness, epilepsy and violent hiccoughing
were cured by glasses.]

One of the principal effects of glasses is to
check the waste or loss of energy from useless
brain strength. This energy being needed for
functioning the other parts of the body, I have
often thought, and am now convinced, that if there
is a place that the conservation of energy is of
greater value, it is in the sick room, when vitality
is low and the various functions of the body are
crying out for their lost functioning power.

Curing Drunkenness
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GRAND PRIZE

World's Fair, St. Louis

The Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Warner & Swasey Prism Binocular

MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL SPECTACLES AND

RIMLESS EYE GLASSES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
ESTABLISHED 1870

The PEERLESS Mounting
.1 No. 2

The mounting without screws.
Made out of one piece of metal.

This mounting is filling a long-felt want and

answers the demand for a skeleton eyeglass that

ISN'T always

GETTING LOOSE

HAVING THE SCREWS COME OUT

WABBLING

and the thousand and one

glass wearers have had to

past. We carry a full line

your next

other things that eye-
complain about in the
of them. Try one on

iro K. Gold, per dozen pairs, $7.50

io K. Gold Filled, 4. 6 6 4 4 2.00 Less 6 per cent.

German Silver i, 6 6 4 6 1.00

Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 30C.;
German Silver, 15c.

Geo. Mayer & Co.
Martufac--turing Opticinms

134 S. Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa,
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Minnea-
polis in 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

Hon. ALBAN G. IL GIBBS, M. P., Master.
CoL. T. DAVIESI SEWELL, F. It. A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, K C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOMBE, F. B. 0. A. President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. H. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glat,gow.
D. L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

II. A. BARRACLOUGH, 13. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Cocas, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EBBE HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WitmlAms, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. H. JENKINS, l'resident, Richmond, Ind.
Miss MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1895)

P. SCHOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
B. M. BILLS, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. HESS, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

IL CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECK, Presidentt Milwaukee, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, romah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPI'ORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn,
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
Rotuma. B. SwisT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. CooK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
GEo. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sts.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. Firma, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H. CHAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welt on St., Den ver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)
THOMAS Gowant,OCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurcr, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. H. HATCH, PreSideat, JellerS011 City, MO.
ELMAR H. SCHMIDT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

w. WAYT ROYAL!, President, Martinsville, Va.
Joan W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Riehl11011(1,

Next meeting in Richmond, February, 1905.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. WALLu, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. M. Inmior, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)

E. P. SUMMER°, President, Fargo, N. Dak.
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. flak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)

GEO. F. APPLEGATE, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM H. Furrz, President, Sioux Falls, S. flak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

DR. R. BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CRAWFORD, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, l'rovidence, it. I.
G. FREDERIC BEANE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Columbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. DE MESLE, President,
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sta.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. Kirralitt, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)

(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. Mnvitowrrz, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

Central New YortOOptical Society (1890

H. C. WATTS, FreSidetit, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LERor RYER, President.
R.M.Locitwoon, Rec. See., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second and fourth Friday of each mouth.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY H. BESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRY C. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PEELER, President.
C. T. Evens, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEWCOMB, President, State and Adams Ste., Chicago,
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont,
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, President.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Builalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, PreSidellt.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. I)ETMERS, President.
F. LEE FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OBEN H. HENRY President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAmxs A. Howark Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Incas, President.
J. A. MoAvoY, secretary, Lowell, Mass.

Refracting Opticians and the Doctors

MEDICAL antagonism to refracting opti-
cians, which is largely past history

in the United States, is still in active exist-
ence in Great Britain, and we do the Ameri-
can doctors the honor to say that they are
much more tolerant in their views and more
reasonable in their criticisms than their British
brethren. The fact seems to be that medical
science in England has not yet realized to
the same extent as in this country the im-
portance of eyestrain in its relation to health
and disease, and glasses seem still to be re-
garded by many British doctors as wholly
mechanical, their far-reaching therapeutic
effects being so far largely ignored. The
more advanced stage of refractive science in
the United States as compared with Great
Britain, is well evidenced in the following
editorial from American Medicine, one of the
leading medical journals of this country :

Foreign oculists and journalists are fond of
contending that they fully recognize the value of
correcting ametropia, and do practically carry the
proceeding out. But at the same time they usually
let drop a remark showing that they neglect the
very conditio sine qua non of refraction. Thus
The Lancet some time since said that English
oculists corrected refractive errors, but held with
Donders that those of one diopter or less were in-
considerable. Before the last meeting of the Brit-
ish Medical Association one essayist stated that his
habit was to " fully correct the myopic error of
refraction found, but not to give cylinders under
one diopter unless they improved vision." To
most American oculists this statement contains a
sorry jumble of scientific blunders and practical
nonsense. It ignores the fact that any existing
astigmatism properly corrected does improve
vision ; it does not know that the great cause of
increasing myopia and eyestrain is precisely these
scorned low astigmatisms ; it ignores asymmetric
astigmatism ; it replaces a right optical correction
of the ametropia by an over-correction of the
myopia ; " it demonstrated," what is not at all so,
" that excessive convergence is the main factor in
causing progressive myopia," and, most atrocious
of all, no allowance for near work was allowed of
this over-corrected myopia and non-corrected astig-
matism. The "eyes-examined-free " optician, the
"optometrist," the "ophthalmic specialist in lenses
of the eye," the " refracting optician," etc., could
not all combined do worse than that. On what
grounds, therefore, can the contention of foreigners
be justified that refraction work should be limited
to physicians?

Like the bumble bee this editorial has a

little sting in its conclusion, but nevertheless

it reflects the more tolerant views of the

American oculist in regard to competent

refractionists, and reveals a deplorable degree

of backwardness in an important branch of

medical science by British doctors. We would

recommend forbearance under attack to the

aggressive British refractionists, for the anti-

optician agitation will ultimately redound to

the benefit of refractive science in Great

Britain, whether practiced by oculists or

opticians.

ONE novel result of the controversial bit-

terness between the British refrac-

tionists and doctors, has especial interest for

(continued on page 269g)
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Optical Legislation and How it Works
One of the most interesting papers readat the annual meeting of the Illinois OpticalSociety was that of Clifton A. Snell, secre-tary of the Minnesota Board of Optometry,on the subject, " Optical Legislation andHow it Works." In reviewing present con-ditions as they affect the progress of refrac-tive science and the educational handicapswhich impede advancement, Mr. Snell paida just tribute to the opticians for the greatthings accomplished by them with the limitedfacilities at their disposal. Coming to hissubject proper he said :

In considering what may be accomplished bylegislation, the interests of the public merit firstconsideration. Will the public derive any good?Will they not ? If all the refractionists in the Statewere required to inform themselves on all the
means obtainable
for diagnosing and
correcting all the
intricate errors of
vision, and to ac-
quaint themselves
with the reflex ac-
tion of eyestrains
on the vital organs
of the body, would
there not be more
general ability avail-
able for the relief of
suffering humanity?
The agitation itself
in time arouses pub-
lic interest and curi-
osity, and develops
uneasiness, so that
there is a greaterdisposition to take care of the eyes than was thecase previously. When the public learn, as theywill learn, to make a distinction between the manholding a certificate and the one who does not,and at the same time have learned that strainsupon the eye and pains resulting from eyestrainsdo not necessarily require medicines or medicaltreatment for their relief, they will seek the legal-ized refractionist with confidence in the result, anda ready willingness to render a fair compensationfor the time and skill they have utilized. Nor willit ever be necessary to make this fee exorbitant, ashas been the custom, and still is among a certainclass of eye professionalists. The person sufferingfrom eyestrain cannot go to the doctor and havethe eye enucleated, for he has only two to lose.Store teeth do very well for masticating food, butartificial eyes do not bring much vision. Nor canhe take a little dope and get relief, unless it is forthe purpose of making a temporary reduction ofinflammatory conditions. Yet how hard the gen-eral practitioner labors, and for what length oftime, to relieve indigestion, dyspepsia, torpid livers,headaches and other ailments ; and what bills arecontracted, small in detail, but in the aggregatereaching a frightful amount, while if the patientscould understand that corrected ametropia wouldsettle the whole matter, they would gladly place

their case in the optometrist's care, thus gainingfor him permanent business through the patient'sfamily, recommendation to friends and reliefPrompt and permanent for themselves.
So far as the refractionist is con-Ifow Legislation cerned, the legalizing process

Affects Opticians does not appear to do much for
him at first It imposes a licensefee upon him and gives him a certificate whichgrants him privileges which he was not restrainedfrom using previously, but it does put him upon acertain recognized plane and starts him toward 
ihigher levels which n turn creates an ever-increas-ing gulf between him and the superficial inquireror student of optical knowledge. I have beentold by several refractionists in my State that therehas been a perceptible increase in their businesssince they have had a certificate hanging on thewall. It is probable, indeed is a fact, that the lawin our State has stimulated a deeper study of thescience of optometry by a large majority of all the

refractionists. Experience has developed that
many of the ignorant and indifferent refractionists,

Clifton A. Snell

KY STONE

Many of whom perhaps secured their certificateillegally in the first place, are dropping out yearby year, and as there is no chance of the ignorantperson securing a certificate hereafter, all thathenceforth begin the practice of optometry inMinnesota will have a good theoretical knowledgeof the principles and laws of refraction. In ourState there was some criticism because so manysucceeded in securing a certificate, who neithermorally nor legally were entitled to the same, butthis could not easily be avoided for the reason thatthe board could not presume in certain individualcases that the party was other than what he repre-sented himself to be, in the absence of any evi-dence to the contrary. The board could presumeto judge that there would be some apply for a cer-tificate who ought not to have it, but to pick outthe one in the absence of any complaint wasanother matter. There were in our State somethinglike three hundred and sixty-five applicants forcertificates. We did, as a matter of fact, sift outabout thirty and refused to recognize them, andyet after all it does not appear to me to be goodpolicy to lay down too hard and fast a rule in thedisposal of such a matter.
When beginning to enforce theEnforcing operation of a law of such im-the Law portance, to my mind it is much
better to await the operation oftime to regulate such incidents, for time certainlywill make an equitable adjustment. In our State,at the end of the first year, there were twenty-twodropped out, and they were all, with possibly oneor two exceptions, those poorly qualified to dorefraction work, and again at the end of each yearthere have been about the same number dropped,while on the other hand many others have hadtheir ambition so aroused by the agitation, andpossibly the success of some of their friends, thatthey have been stimulated to work harder, and inconsequence have become more proficient andskillful in their work. One effect of this is to local-ize the work more, so that the traveling man isfinding it more difficult to hold the trade thanformerly, and especially is this true regarding aman in a new field, unless he begins in the lesspopulated districts. Fortunately a majority of ourboard were disposed to be fair and deal lenientlywith all disputed points at the beginning, but havegradually made an effort to increase the severity ofeach succeeding examination. Now, by thesemeans you may discover that if each succeedingboard keeps up with the progress of events, therewill develop in time a well-equipped corps ofefficient, practical, scientific optometrists. Whenthis state of affairs has been reached a worthy manwill not feel that he is disgracing himself by addinga title to his name if he chooses and is really enti-tled to it ; and it is quite conceivable, I think, thatthere will develop sooner or later a cognomen thatwill be generally recognized as fitting and distinctlyappropriate to the professional refractionist.

When the time is ripe for it, itUse of is conceivable that optometry
Mydriatics laws will include a clause per-

mitting those who are able to
pass a given examination the right to use mydri-
atics upon exceptional cases, and it is possible
to conceive that the schools, when more States
have laws and demand more of a candidate for a
permit to practice, will be obliged to take more
time and cover more ground and dig deeper into
mathematical and physiological optics, and when
this condition is reached there wiltalso be included
in the refractionist's studies a wider investigation
of the reflex action of eye troubles and the relation
of chronic diseases to weaknesses of the eye and
a low acuity of vision ; and so when the studies of
the refractionist have reached this stage and have
embraced all of these co-related branches of phe-
nomena affected by visual disturbances, the medical
man may not feel indisposed to comply with an-
other clause of a law of optometry which will make
it obligatory upon all persons desiring to practice
optometry to pass an examination before doing so,
which in its turn will make it necessary for them
also to spend a little more time on the study of
refraction, mathematical optics, etc.

To sum up, in brief, optometry laws will, by a
process of exclusion, gradually eliminate all per-
sons from practice who are mentally incapable of
mastering the more intricate problems of refraction,
leaving in the field a keen, alert class of men who,
through their skill and ability, will reduce the
aches and pains of humanity, due to ametropic
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conditions or muscular insufficiencies, to the mini-mum, which skill and ability will earn them areasonable competency, establish them in honorand respect in their neighborhood, develop placesof learning where a systematic course of study willprevail in all such branches as relate in any partic-ular to the eye—ametropia, diseases affecting theacuity of vision, and diseases induced or increasedby abnormal conditions of the eye, mathematicaloptics, etc.

Refracting Opticians and the Doctors
(Continued from tage 2097)

American opticians. Some years ago there
was placed on the market in this country a
peculiar bifurcated pneumatic bulb or suction
contrivance for the cure of all refractive
errors. It was a massage device which
would, it was alleged, lengthen or shorten
the eyeball and thus cure myopia or hyper-
metropia. THE KEYSTONE refused an adver-
tisement of this article at the time, and much
fault was 'found with other magazines for
giving publicity to the imposition. An echo
of this device came from across the Atlantic
when a Dr. Stephen Smith, of the Anti-
Vivisection Hospital, London, claimed that
he could cure errors of refraction by pres-
sure or massage. A refracting optician con-
troverted this claim and publicly agreed to
give $500 to any charity which the editor of
the London Daily Mail would name if Dr.
Smith could substantiate his claim. A friendly
physician was deputed by the optician to
consult with Dr. Smith as to the conditions
of the test, but the latter would only submit
to a test on his own terms, and these were of
such a character as to amount to a practical
refusal to accept the challenge. The result
was a triumph for the optician and a fatal
blow to the doctor's claims. There are ex-
ceptional cases undoubtedly where massage
will, for various reasons, give temporary
relief, but its usefulness as a permanent cure
for errors of refraction is, of course, entirely
mythical.

S may be inferred form the above, the
British refractionists are keeping well

abreast of the Americans in their advance
towards professionalism. Their latest organ-
ization is named "The Institute of Opticians,"
which is a trade society established not only
to educate and to help the optician in the
direction of progress, but also to " promote
or support any bill in Parliament directed to
the legal recognition of registered opticians,
to the limitation of the practice of sight test-
ing to a qualified person," and " to oppose
any proceedings or applications which may
seem calculated, directly or indirectly, to
prejudice the interests of the institute or of
the optical industry." It is expected that
parliamentary action will be taken in the near
future, and it is the part of wisdom to
strengthen the cause meantime by influential
organization.
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The Granite State Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held at the parlors of
Brown & Burpee, at Manchester, N. H., on the
evening of November t6th with President White in
the chair. After the routine business of the society
was transacted came the intellectual treat of the
evening, a paper by Dr. Willard D. Emery, osteo-
pathic physician of Manchester, his subject being
"Some Mechanical Causes for Eye Troubles."
Dr. Emery's thorough knowledge of anatomy
enabled him to give helpful information in regard
to the reflex troubles arising from eyestrain. His
paper was as follows:

Under this subject we will notMechanical Causes
of Eye Troubles into the details of diseases

of the eye and its appendages
but will confine ourselves to

disturbances of vision. This may be due to vas-
cular disturbance, varying from simple congestion
to complete atrophy of the optic nerve, or to inter-
ference with nerve innervation which we find
manifested in many different ways.

Of course, we are aware of the effects of
direct injury to the eye or head, but what I want
more particularly to call your attention to is the
effect on the eye, of osseous lesions (bony displace-
ments of the spinal vertebrae) and muscular con-
tractions along the same, more especially in the
cervical and upper dorsal regions. These are
mechanical obstructions to blood flow and nerve
life that do exist, and that they play a part in
causing pathological conditions of the eye the
osteopathic school of practice is demonstrating
every little while. In order to best see how this
may be brought about let us turn to the anatomy
of the parts involved.

The blood supply of the eye is
derived from the ophthalmic
artery, a branch of the cavernous
portion of the internal cartoicl.
It is drained by the ophthalmic

vein which connects with the angular vein on the
side of the nose with the cavernous sinus at the
base of the skull. This blood has its exit from the
cranial cavity through the internal jugular vein,
then to the heart by way of the subclavian and
innominate veins and superior vena cava. Some
blood is also returned by the superior and inferior
palpebral and facial veins to the internal jugular
which empties into same just below the angle of
the lower jaw.

The muscles that move the eyeball change the
focus, regulate the amount of light admitted to the
retina and protect the eye by control of the eyelids
are innervated by the third, or motor oculi ; fourth,
or pathetic ; sixth, or abducent ; and seventh, or
facial nerves of the central nervous system, and
also by fibres from the sympathetic system by way
of the lenticular ganglion.

The central nerves have their origin in the
medulla oblongata which, as Ranney says, " is the
chief nerve center of animal life," containing, as it
does, the respiratory vaso-motor, cardio-inhibitory
diabetic and a salivary center. I will not endeavor
to follow any of the nerve paths by which the eye and
its appendages may be affected, but will content
myself with calling your attention to a few facts that
we have demonstrated beyond the shadow of doubt.

Pressure in the back of the neck
on each side of the spinous pro-
cesses of the vertebrae causes
dilatation of the pupils. Relax-
ation of muscles, if contracted

about the angle of the jaw, relieves passive con-
gestion of the eye and its appendages. Excitation
of the third and fourth dorsal nerves causes dila-
tation of pupil, also excitation of the generative
organs produces a like effect. All this taken in
conjunction with the well-known fact that the
pupillary reflex is a definite test in affections of the
central nerve system leaves no room for doubt of
the existence of a very close nerve relations between
the eye and other parts of the body.

The pursuit of knowledge in any department
of science finds its reward in continual discoveries
of truth But it acquires a special zest from the
accidental discovery of a secret of nature when the
attention was being specially directed elsewhere.

Such experiences naturally occur most fre-
quently in such provinces of truth as have been

Blood Supply
of the Eye

Some Causes of
Eye Disturbance
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least explored and along lines of investigation that
are comparatively new. Hence it is that the theory
and practice of osteopathy offers an attractive field
for scientific inquiry.

These reflections were suggested
by a phenomenon observed in a
remit diagnosis of a clinic
patient. The right eye had been
painfully affected for some time,

and had been variously treated. Pressure upon
the cilio-spinal center between the second and third
dorsal vertebrae on the right side revealed decided
tenderness at that point and caused severe pain in
the diseased eye.

It is not surprising that disease of the eye
should affect the sympathetic nerve and, by that
path, the center known as cilio-spinal. But by
what sensory path could the influence of pressure
be carried to the eye ? We know of none. From
the first two dorsal nerves, which are identical
with the cilio-spinal center, sympathetic fibers are
distributed to the dilating muscular fibres of the
iris and, when stimulated, cause dilation of the
pupil. From the third dorsal nerve fibers are
distributed which regulate the calibre of the blood
vessels of the eye.

Uncle' the pressure either set of these fibres
may be affected. The first may be stimulated,
dilating the muscles of the iris so as to press upon
filaments of sensitive nerves ; or the pressure may
inhibit the vaso-constricting function of the other
nerve and, by dilating the arterioles, cause pressure
upon sensitive nerves ; or both causes may operate
and thus induce the pain.

The abundant supply of sensory
nerves to the ciliary muscle, iris
and cornea from the nasal branch
of the ophthalmic division of the
fifth nerve and the short ciliary

branches from the ciliary ganglion makes it con-
ceivable that any change of arterial pressure might
affect these nerves to the extent of causing pain.
This theory is supported by the fact that on the
first examination sharp pain was felt in the eye,
and that after several treatments this sensation
had given place to one of pressure and fullness.
It seems reasonable to conclude that there was no
inflammation, but congestion and partial paralysis
of the vaso-constrictor nerves.

Now if it is possible to affect the eye by manip-
ulations along the spine in different areas does it
not upon the face of it appear reasonable that
change in the relationship of any of the spinal
structures is, by either stimulation or inhibition of
nerve force, liable to affect the eye and in the same
manner that manipulation does, both factors acting
mechanically to either initiate or deaden nerve
energy ? That these changes in relationship do
exist can be readily demonstrated upon nearly
every case of eye trouble associated with general
ill health.

This is a thought I wish you would carry to a
conclusion. If we find it to be a fact, which I now
firmly believe it to be, will it not be possible to
locate the primary cause for some eye troubles far
distant from the eye itself ? Will not gastric and
intestinal disturbances, spinal curvatures, uterine
initiations have more significance than they do at
present?

Some Curious
Phenomena

Effects of
Arterial Pressure

New England Association of Opticians
The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held at the
Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass., Tuesday
evening, November 15th. Prof. W. J. Drisko de-
livered the second of his series of lectures on
" Light," treating of reflection, refraction and dis-
persion. In interest and instruction it well sus-
tained the high standard of his preceding address.

The following were elected to membership in
the association : Messrs. Leroy Allen Wylie, City
Hall Square, Lynn, Mass.; Frederick E. Chan-
dler, 131 Tremont Street, Boston ; Daniel A.
MacNivin, 352 Washington Street, Boston ; Henry
F. Bower, 352 Washington Street, Boston ; Thomas
B. Frost, City Hall, Chelsea ; William P. McEvoy,
373 Washington Street, Boston; James T. McEvoy,
373 Washington Street, Boston, and Miss Georgiana
N. Cashman, 93 Merrimac Street, Newburyport,
Mass., for associate membership.
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Chicago Optical Society

The monthly meeting of the Chicago Optical
Society was held on Thusday, November ioth, in
the rooms of the Jewelers' Club, 146 State Street.
A dinner was first partaken of, and then the mem-
bers proceeded to the transaction of the regular
business. President Newcomb called the meeting
to order, after which Frank P. Wallace and E. H.
Griffin were unanimously elected to membership.
There being no more business on the agenda, the
members adjourned to the parlors where, together
with a number of members of the Jewelers' Club,
they spent an enjoyable time awaiting the election
returns.

New York City Optical Society

The semi-monthly meeting of the Optical
Society of the City of New York was held in the
council room of the Lexington Assembly Rooms,
155 East Fifty-eighth Street, on November Nth.
This was the first gathering held by the society in
its new quarters, and it was a highly instructive
and enjoyable one. At 8.3o P. in. routine business
was begun. The membership application of
Randolph Elting, who was proposed by J. E.
Mayer, of Mayer & Elting, and who is a son of
Mr. Elting of that firm, was received and will be
acted upon at the society's first meeting in
December. The executive committee reported
that the present meeting place had been rented for
the coming year, the society having the privilege
of holding twenty-four meetings during the year,
the dates being the second and fourth Friday of
each month.

Secretary R. M. Lockwood spoke on color
blindness and color vision, and demonstrated that
combinations by means of colored glasses, when
two glasses of different color are placed one on
top of the other, are entirely different from those
obtained by mixing pigments or even by a rotary
disk color mixer. Therefore, he argued, the color
test by means of colored glasses is valueless. An
interesting feature of the proceedings was a demon-
stration of color blindness, the subject being one
of the members who suffers from this affection of
the sight. Small paper squares in 156 colors of
the rainbow were spread out on the table. The
subject was given one of these squares and then
told to select eight squares of similar color from
among the various shades on the table. The
results in a number of his trials showed that his
discernment for certain colors was nearly normal,
whereas he was entirely lacking in appreciation of
other colors.

Chas. W. Brandenburg, M. D., who was intro-
duced by the secretary, made an address in which
he congratulated the association, and urged the
members to bring in recruits so that the association
may be well represented when the new act comes
before the legislature. Continuing he said :
" Optics should, by all knowing men, be denomi-
nated as a science, and it is deplorable that there
are many so-called opticians who, through unscru-
pulous methods, bring the profession in general
into disrepute. This is not only the condition
prevalent in your field, but also in the medical
profession." Among other things the speaker
remarked that the "fitting of spectacles is not
the correcting of a disease, but mathematical
calculation."

President Ryer read a number of queries from
the " question box," and these furnished material
for discussion until eleven o'clock when the meeting
adjourned.
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Geneva Special Gold Frame No. 1136. Price, S21.60 per dozen. net

Geneva Special Gold Mounting No. 1129. Price, $19.80 per dozen, net

Geneva Special Gold Eyeglass Frame No. 1163. Price, $21.00 per dozen, net

May 1st we placed on the market our new special ro K. gold riding frame No. 1136. Following it July 1st with its companion
No. 1129 in a solid gold ro K. riding rimless mounting. The success of both the new frame and mounting has been phenomenal, proving
conclusively that the optical trade at large was ready to welcome a new line of solid gold goods bearing the name and reputation of the
Geneva Optical Co. Our addition to the special line October 1st is a new iO K. solid gold offset guard eyeglass frame No. 1163, good weight
and elegant finish, made in r, o and co eye size with Fox C shell guards and ring handle, with either hoop or oval reduced or full spring.

Price per dozen $21.00, net cash. Sample pairs postpaid, $1.90 each. Orders for less than one dozen, ro% additional. This frame
will also be sold without guards at $17.50 per dozen, or furnished with Anchor, Scroll, Lasso, Pivot, Kachoo, Aerated, Anatomical, U. S.,
Fan or Ely Guards at $17.50 per dozen, plus the price of guards desired. None of our specialties in gold frames are in the hands of jobbers
or wholesale opticians. Send orders direct to our Geneva Office.

GENEVA OPTICAL CO., Geneva, N. Y.
N. B.—" Geneva Ij Work is accurate" Our Oeneral Catalogue is yours for the asking
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Annual Meeting of the Illinois Optical
Society

The opticians of Illinois who attended the sixth
annual meeting of their State society, held in
Chicago, November 2d, were well repaid for the
time taken from their places of business. It was
one of the society's most successful meetings--
educational, helpful and interesting from the begin-
ning until the end of each session. It was no fault
of the entertainment committee if any member
went away feeling that he had not enjoyed the
meeting. The attendance was good, Chicago
being especially well represented, but as usual the
country members failed to turn out as they shocild,
though reduced railroad rates were in their fsvcsr.

Morning Session
The meeting opened at 9.30 A. M. vviih Presi-

dent Rogers in the chair, who delivered the opening
address. Prof. Rogers reviewed the work of the
society, calling attention to the good work for the
profession already accomplished and promising
still greater things for the future.

Reports of committees and officers were nen
in order. The president called for Treasurer L. L.
Boyle's report first. Mr. Boyle read his report
showing receipts of $198.00 for the first three quar-
ters of the year with $119.00 disbursements, leaving
a balance in the treasury of Wm°. His report
was approved later by A. F. Westlake, Earl J.
Brown and V. Sponberg, the auditing committee
appointed by the president.

Secretary Halbe next gave his report, which
touched on a number of matters emphasizing
united action upon the part of individual members
to increase the society's membership. Mr. Halbe
made a number of recommendations for the con-
sideration of the society.

The secretary presented the following list of
applicants for membership, all of whom were duly
elected : Ford A. Smith, Sterling ; Wm. D.
Harnist, Edwardsville ; Jas. E. Marsey, Troy;
Albert R. Hager, Manila, P. I.; Fred. W. Wolf,
Peoria ; Albert R. Mills, Streator ; Guy H. Day,
Mazon ; George M. Gill, Jas. T. Brayton, Wm. R.
Uhlemann, Victor H. Spongberg, Herman J.
Huber, E. E. Du Verger, Emil M. Heidkamp,

Wm. F. Cowell, M. Ehrlich, E. H. Griffin, John
Rose, Geo. A. Bangs, B. G. Burghbacker and

Albert E. Cooper, all of Chicago.

On motion the constitution and by-laws were
adopted as read, with the following correction:
instead of the word " expelled," the word " sus-

pended " is used, and also the suspended member
has the privilege of being reinstated when com-
plying with the requirements in each case.

The secretary thanked all, and especially Mrs.
J. T. Brayton, President Geo. A. Rogers, Geo. W.
McFatrich, M. D., secretary of the Northern Illinois
College, and Frederick Purdy for kind assistance
in the arrangements for the meeting and banquet.

Frederick W. Moore, of the Chicago Bar, read
an able and convincing paper on the "Legal
Aspects of Legislation," which was listened to
with marked attention by the society. Mr. Moore's
talk closed the morning session.

Afternoon Session

Secretary Halbe first had the floor and called
the society's attention to the fact that F. A. Hardy
& Co. and A. C. Becken, of Chicago, unsolicited
by the secretary, loaned for the use of those present
all instruments, test cards, etc., used in a first-class
refracting room.

Treasurer Boyle's motion that E. J. Brown,
M. D., of Chicago, and Walter Wyatt, M. D., of

Peoria, be made honorary members was unani-
mously adopted.

The annual election of officers was next taken
up. There seemed to be a unanimous feeling that
President Rogers should succeed himself. A
motion prevailed that the secretary cast a ballot
electing George A. Rogers to succeed himself as
president of the society. For the office of first
vice-president A. F. Westlake, of Peoria, and J. A.
Seekatz, of Hoopeston, were put in nomination.

President George A. Rogers

The ballot showed sixteen votes for Westlake and
three for Seekatz. Mr. Westlake was declared
elected.

A motion next prevailed that the secretary
cast a ballot electing Loren L. Boyle, of Chicago,
as second vice-president. For third vice-president
A. F. Pierce, of Milford, was chosen.

0. J. Halbe, of Chicago, was unanimously
elected to succeed himself.

A motion next prevailed that the secretary
cast a ballot electing L. L. Boyle to succeed
himself as treasurer.

The following board of directors was chosen:
A. R. Mills, Streator ; 0. C. Lamphear, Galesburg;
A. R. Chamberlain, Aurora ; W. C. Sommer,
Springfield ; C. C. Burkhart, Dixon ; A. E.Wueste-
man, Champaign.

Secretary 0. J. Millie

C. A. Snell, who is secretary of the Optometry
Board of Minnesota, read a paper on the workings
of optometry law in Minnesota Which was most
interesting and instructive. The paper will be
found in part on page 2099 of this issue. An
address by Chalmers Prentice, M. D., was on

" The Proper Adaptation of Glasses for Various
Avocations." A treat for those present was an
illustrated lecture on the eye by Earl J. Brown,

M. D. Gustavus Kahn, of Oshkosh, Wis., read a

paper on " Effect of Careless Frame Centering and

the Remedy," which was most instructive.
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Evening Session

The evening session was taken up by the
banquet at the Palmer House, which proved to be
a very enjc.yable affair. There were covers laid
for ro7, quite an increase over last year. After a
splendid dinner there were exercises as follows:

Greetings and Introduction of Toastmaster,
President George A. Rogers.

Toastmaster's Response . Geo. W. Maid rich, M. P.
Tenor Solo . . . . . . . . . William R. Uhlemann

(I. "Sing Me to Sleep" . . . . . . Greene
b. " Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes"

Jonson
"Our Profession " Chalmers Prentice, M. I).Violin Solo ..... . . . . Miss Ruth Dickey

"Andante Religiose," Thome
" Making People See Straight."

Rt. Rev. Samuel Fallows
Recitation--Selected . . . . . Miss Margaret Shea" Non-Professional View of Specks."

Frederick W. Moore
Vocal Solo . . . . ..... . Miss Mary Merklee

"Convonette," Meyer Helmond
Piano Solo   Miss Mabel Best

Waltz, Chopin

The following is a list of those who regis-
tered with the secretary as present at the meeting :

G. W. Cole, Bushnell.
Gustavus Kahn, uslikosh,Wis.
W. A. Foley, Chicago Heights.
Ernest Eimer, Muskegon,

Mich.
A. F. Westlake, Peoria.
Orril Booth, Knox, Ind.
Mary Nesbitt, Decatur.
Clifton A. Snell, Minneapolis,

MI on.
IV. A. Scheddell, Crown Point,

Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Seekatz,

Hoopeston.
G. II. Day, Mason.

Mrs. M. Fields, TA' Roy.
J. W. Mu trick, Cheney, Wash.
E. It. Cabanski, Seattle,Wash.
Mrs, Emma 1ted, Dayton, Ii.
Mrs. c. M. Cuttan, Seattle,

Wa,11.
Fred. W. Wolf, Peoria.
Frank II. Newton, New York

Ci t y.
G. F. Woodruff, Joliet.
F. C. Carr, Osceola.
G. W. Mizo, Whiting, Ind.
John H.Ellis,South
C. C. Burkart, Dixon.
A. Schellinger, Waukegan.

And the following, all of Chicago:
J. W. Dunlap
W. C. Deerfield
B. McNulty
G. IV. Bangs
E. H. Gritreil
II. Schroeder
Herman Iluber
.1. Forshrum
Mrs. H. Israelson
E. G. Trowbridge
.1. A. Lynch
J. S. Cherry
J. J. Fredman
H. H. Koerts
S. L. Sanford
Wallace Doig
Chalmers Prentice
Edward W. Cox
L. C. Potter
C. W. Pixley
W. D. Turner
E. J. Schwartz
Fred. .1. Meyer, Jr.
M. Ehrlich
M. S. Fleishman

B. T. Roberts
J. N. Procter
G. A. Henry
Fred, Purdy
F. E. Booth
J. A. Kirkpatrick
NV. C. Sommer
C. C. Allen
0. L. Perildedier
G. II. liazlitt
Wm. R. Uhlemann
N. C. Carmen
Whinier G. Bradfield
H. Guillaume
F. W. Moore
L. L. Boyle
L. Carr
D. Tantus
0. J. Halbe
V. H. Spongberg
A. H. Wilkes
G. H. Coonly
A. E. Cooper
E. A. Knight

Quebec Optical Association
The regular monthly meeting of the Quebec

Optical Association was held in Montreal on
November 2d, President DeMesle occupied the
chair and there was a fairly large attendance.
Seven new members were admitted to the asso-
ciation after the membership committee had
reported favorably upon their applications. In-
structions were given to the secretary to enroll all
the members with a view to affiliating with the
Canadian Association of Opticians in accordance
with the constitutional provision of that body and
the recent action which it took on this question.

Prof. Grant was tendered a vote of thanks for
his work in advancing the interests of the asso-
ciation at the previous meeting in Toronto. Mr.
Grant suitably replied, thanking the members for
their kindness and expressing the hope that the
bond thus established would be of lasting benefit
to the provincial and national associations, and
serve to strengthen optical interests throughout the
Dominion. The subject for discussion at the
next meeting will be : " A lady, twenty-four years
old, with hypermetropia of + 2 D. in each eye, as
exhibited by retinoscopy and fogging system, will
not accept glasses. What is the cause?"
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Stevens Quality
Gold Filled Optical Goods

Sold by us to the Jobbing Trade only

Given all care and attention to detail, using but one quality of
stock, thereby eliminating danger of a mixup in qualities.

Given inspection of each. individual article until the possibility of
passing an imperfect piece is a negative quantity.

Produced by better paid employees in a manufacturing establish-
ment which, we have been told, is the best of its kind, thus making it
possible for you, Mr. Retailer, to present to your customer with abso-
lute confidence of ultimate satisfaction a Frame, Eyeglass, Mounting
or Material.

We assume that you are an optician of good repute, that you have
spent years of painstaking care to place your business on a foundation
of merit, and that your inclinations are to give the best possible value
to your numerous customers. With the pride in your business you also
have the commercial instinct, and naturally and rightfully desire to
make money. You, no doubt, have found your most valuable asset a
satisfied clientage.

We assume that you are familiar with our line of goods, and that
the question has arisen with you, if, for the higher price which you pay
for them, you are getting a corresponding value. Here is where your
asset of clientage has a bearing on the case. Would you knowingly for
a moment consider a few cents per article in comparison with the
patronage of one of your customers? If you would you are not the
man to whom this article is addressed. We have given our whole atten-
tion to the best in the line, and the fact that we have not yet acquired
the library habit should be considered good evidence that our profits are
not exorbitant, and that Stevens Quality goods are a safe and good
investment for you.

STEVENS co COMPANY, Providence, R. I.
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Optical Society of the State of
New York

It has been announced by E. E. Arrington,
chairman of the legislative committee of the Optical
Society of the State of New York, that in 1905
another effort yvill be made to have passed into
law by the State Legislature " the New York State
Optometry Bill." The bill provides that the board
of regents shall appoint a board of five ex-
aminers in optometry ; that these examiners be
residents of this State, actually engaged in the
practice of optometry for five years, and members
of the Optical Society of the State of New York.
Further, that every persou desiring to commence
or to continue to practice optometry after January

ugo6, shall submit to examination before the
board to determine his qualifications therefor.
Every candidate successfully passing such exam-
ination shall be registered and given a certificate
from the board of examiners. Any person who
shall have been continuously engaged in the prac-
tice of optometry shall be entitled, upon submitting
proofs thereof, to receive a certificate of exemption
from examinations.

There is also a provision to the effect that no
person who does not hold a certificate of registra-
tion or of exemption. duly issued to him and filed
in a county clerk's office, shall, after January r,
1906, practic,e optometry in the State, and that any
person practicing contrary to this provision shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor.

The campaign for the enactment of the bill
will be in the hands of the following officers of the
society and legislative committee: President,
B. B. Clark, Rochester ; vice-president, P. A. Dil-
worth, New York ; secretary, R. F. Williams,
Buffalo ; treasurer,. F. E. Robbins, Elmira. Leg-
islative committee : E. E. Arrington, Rochester,
chairman ; Ben. V. Smith, Albany ; A. Jay Cross,
New York ; S. S. Stern, Kingston ; C. F. Prentice,
New York ; W. B. Guy, Saratoga ; A. Martin, New
York ; G. R. Bausch, Rochester.

New Jersey Optical Society
The regular quarterly meeting of the New

Jersey Optical Society was held at the Washington
Hotel, Jersey City, on Tuesday evening, November
15th, R. G. Smith, chairman of the executive corn-
mittee, presiding.

In accordance with the custom of the society,
social and business features were happily inter-
mingled. Secretary J. J. Hartman, who was chief
promoter of the fraternal spirit, made formal intro-
ductions, and when all present had been attuned
to the surroundings the chairman presented R. M.
Lockwood, who lectured on " How to Guard
Against Mistakes in Rapid Sight-Testing." E.
Le Roy Ryer, responding to a request, gave his
views on astigmatism, after which the question of
a uniform price-list was discussed.

F. C. Learning offered a motion to the effect
that a list be arranged by the secretary and sent
out to each member with instructions to consider
same and be prepared to discuss the matter at the
next business meeting. Owing to the informal
nature of this meeting action was deferred, Mr.
Learning withdrew his motion, suggested that the
executive committee take the matter in hand, and
in this the meeting acquiesced

A. Wenzel presented some interesting data
prepared from his own experiments concerning the
use of electricity in absorbing cataracts. Professor
Lockwood exhibited a device, inventecrby himself,
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for locating with accuracy the situation of the near
point, so essential in presbyopic cases. A discus-
sion took place regarding the next meeting place,
but the question was referred to the executive
committee. A vote of thanks was tendered Prof.
R. M. Lockwood and E. Le Roy Ryer, and the
fleeting then adjourned.

Those present included : R. G. Smith, J. J.
Hartman, F. C. Learning, A Wenzel, Nelson Y,
Hull, R. M. Lockwood, E. Le Roy Ryer, F. D.
Jackson, L. A. Rochat, F. Pickett, A. W. Wenzel,
E. Ellis, J. E. Jackel, C. Loup, J. S. Wheeler,
C. Dickerson, F. H. Hewlett, W. S. Gardner,
F. Goldblum, F. Kraft, W. Raegener.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
At the regular monthly meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the Pennsylvania Optical Society,
held on November 8, 1904, it was decided to hold
three special meetings of the association, one on
the second Tuesday of February to be a quiz, at
which various questions on optical subjects pro-
pounded by the members would be discussed;
another in April would be occupied by a lecture to
be delivered by some good optical instructor, and
the third, in June, to be devoted to papers prepared
and read by the members.

A committee was appointed to make the neces-
sary arrangements for a course of clinical lectures
on " Diseased Eyes, and How to Recognize Them"
to be delivered by some competent oculist, bring-
ing before the class each time patients with these
diseases in order that the opticians might have the
opportunity of seeing such cases, and thus knowing
when it was safer not to give their customers glasses
but refer them to an ophthalmologist for treatment.

The Minnesota State Board
The Minnesota State Board of Optometry will

meet at St. Paul on January 3, 4 and 5, 1905, to
transact routine business matters and to conduct an
examination of applicants for license to practice
optometry in the State of Minnesota.

Washington Optical Society
The Washington Association of Opticians held

its fifth annual meeting at the Washington, on
November 15th, where a banquet was tendered the
members by the president, H. Clay Eversole. The
meeting was called to order by the president, who
then delivered his annual address. Two applica-
tions for membership were presented, and the
applicants, Mrs. Emma Bell, of Everett, and
Thad. Ellis Child, of Olympia, were admitted.

John W. Davis, of San Francisco, a member
of the California Association of Optometrists, was
present, and made an interesting speech on " Leg-
islation for Opticians."

The board of directors were instructed to take
the necessary steps to incorporate ; also to attend
to the matter of getting a bill passed in the next
Legislature.

Several changes were made in the by-laws,
and the secretary was ordered to have them printed
as soon as possible. Also the minutes of the meet-
ing were ordered printed and to be sent out to
all opticians of the State, along with the reports of
the secretary ana treasurer.

The following officers wen; elected for the
ensuing year : President, H. Clay Eversole,
Seattle ; first vicepresident, T. C. Redfield, North
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Yakima • second vice-president, L. L. Berens,
Bellingham ; secretary, Leander Butt, Seattle;
treasurer, Charles G. Holcomb, Seattle ; board of
directors : L. E. Capps, Seattle ; H. A. Lembke,
Tacoma ; S. R. Peck, Seattle ; Alfred Butt, Ta-
coma ; Mark Wilzinski, Seattle.

A rising vote of thanks was tendered the presi-
dent, Mr. Eversole, for his untiring work for the
past year ; also for the banquet. A vote of thanks
was also tendered the board of directors, the secre-
tary and treasurer.

Queries from Argentina
The trade in many lands have learned of THE

KEYSTONE as a source of information on all mat-
ters optical. A case in point is the following letter
from the Argentine Republic, our reply to which
may be interesting to some in our own country.
This letter we translate from the Spanish as follows:

ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to submit to
your judgment an idea which I have to establish
an optical department, in order that I may be able
to practice refraction.

I. I have a room 4.4o x 2 meters, dark, without
window, and I require r.6o meters more in order
to have the necessary space. Do you think it is
possible to obtain results with this distance?

2. The light is from gas, because we do not
have electricity during the night. How many
candle power must the two burners be to light the
test card ? How many candle must the burner
be which is placed behind the patient's head?
Will it be necessary to have more burners in a room
so small? The test card which I intend to use will
be that of Snellen and Pray. Do you think they
will be sufficient?

3. I do not intend to use any other apparatus
at present. Please let me know how many lenses
the trial cases must have and the quantity of same
in order to be complete enough.

4. I also wish to know what glasses the patient
must use in order to see the longest distance, cor-
responding to six meters from the test card, and
also whether you believe these lenses must be used
for the near point, or only for the long distance. If
they are only for long distance, do you think it
possible to graduate them for reading at more than
re and with different type than that used in the
papers? Do you think it possible to obtain good
results in this way?

As soon as I can get experience to work in
that way, and when I see what results I can obtain,
then I may think of buying modern apparatus and
accessories.

Yours truly,
JUAN GARCIA & GARCIA.

SRI) Nicolas, Argentine Republic.

Ir. Many refractionists do satisfactory work at
a distance of 4 meters (13 feet); but they often
take off 0.25 D. from the correction found at 4
meters.

2. One Welsbach burner will do very well for
the illumination of the test letters, while an ordi-
nary burner will do very well over the head of the
patient for the illumination of the test lenses.
Snellen and Pray will do for testing.

3. One ought to have all plus and minus
spherical lenses, with an interval of 0.25 D. up to
4 D.; then up to 8 D., with an interval of 0.50 D.,
and the remaining lenses with an interval of i D.
one ought to have cylinders up to at least 4 D.,
with an interval of 0.25 D.

4. The glasses found at 4 meters, especially if
0.25 D.. is subtracted, will be correct for the dis-
tance. To test the glasses for reading, the ordinary
and finer print of the papers may be used. If the
Patient is below forty years, the glasses found for
distance will usually also be sufficient for reading.
—En.]

"Clinics in Optometiy" is, in my estimation,
the best of the many good features of The Key-
stone. To the optometrist eveiy one of them alone
is worth the yearly subscription price of the
journal."—Hugo 0. Schleuder, Optician, Spring-
field,
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OPERA GLASSES
A Complete Line for the Holiday Trade

Our BEST QUALITY comprises The Audemair,
Flammarion, Lemaire, Premier, Colmont and Iris

In MEDIUM-
PRICED,
Mourlon, Chevalier,
Lameilleure,
Vendome.

Best construction.
Most graceful and
artistic styles

ATTACHED HANDLE OPERA GLASSES

in Pearl, Aluminum,
Limoges, Enamel
and Leather

AUDEMAIR
and

LEMAIRE
PATENT
FOCUSING
OPERA
GLASS

The Handle is
Telescopic
Folding and
Attached,

;old does not
take up more
space than
the usual
opera glass.

Simple in construction and very
durable, from $10.80 to $14.40
each

PEARL
Audemair and
Lameilleure

Duchess and
Marquis

Oriental, White,
Smoked,Topaz,

Chocolate

Also with Pearl
Slides

Pearl
Opera Glasses

from
$1.85 up

fisk your>, dealer For ,
PS4JVCER'S
ATI], , A,Escopo,

, J? focuslAk -4.,,,,
1341,91 _ .

\*_*

li4QL
PRAcJicALONE-^
MADE.
GRflCIFUL
EN.LEGANT AND
CONVENIENT,,AAD E. BY
SPENICERS 12M.dCflLbe N.Y.

-...'4"11.1`0 34 

MOROCCO, in Black,
Nickeled and Gold-
Plated Tubes and
Trimmings.

In Duchess and Marquis
Styles

$1.00 up

SKELETON VEST
POCKET, hi case.
Fine Lenses

$3.50 up

LORGNETTES
IN GREAT VARIETY

OPERA
GLASS

HOLDERS
The SPENCER

Patent

Kid-Covered
Clamp that

will not deface

Also the im-
proved

MACK Patent

At reduced
prices
in Pearl, like
cut, $2.50, net

Gold Filled
Sterling Silver
Aluminum
Silver-Plated

Also the NEW
Flat Folding

Vest Pocket
and

Chatelaine

Kindly favor us
with your order
at an early date,
while the assort-
ment is complete

Solid Gold, 10 and 14 K., from $18.00 to $30.00. Gold Filled To K. stock in Roman,
Etruscan and Polished. Sterling Silv(.1- and the new-style Gun Metal, which is so fashionable
at the present time, from $3.00 to $6.50 each.

Also a full line of Gun-Metal Lorgnette Chains, Plain and with Fancy Stones

THE SPENCER OPTICAL CO., No. 12 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

The Great
German Eye Water

From the original prescription of the late Dr. Agnew

This wonderful remedy has been on the market for twenty-five
years, and is sold by thousands of Jewelers and Opticians through-
out the United States and Canada with great satisfaction. This
is the ONLY Eye Remedy from the formula of any eminent
oculist ever put upon the market. Its immediate effect in cases of
chronic or acute conjunctivitis, blepharitis or scaly eyelids, burn-
ing, smarting or itching of the eyes, or inflammation from any
cause, is phenomenal. It contains nothing poisonous, therefore
is perfectly harmless to use freely in any case.

This Eve Water WILL NOT prevent a person's eyes from
growing old, restore the sight of a person that is blind, or remove
cataracts, but it WILL CURE or prevent more diseases of the eyes
than any other preparation ever compounded.

Beware of imitations that. are in or perhaps injurious.
Remember, Dr. Aguew's portrait is on every box.

Price, $19.50 per gross; $1.63 per dozen
Customers' business card on each bottle if six dozen or more

are ordered. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

Ws F. CUSH1V114 N, 7z z Boylston StreetBOSTON, MASS.

THIS IS AN EYE WATER
ALL EYE WATERS OF ANY VALUE ARE EYE REMEDIES

WHAT IS A REMEDY ? Any substance or preparation used with the view of curing or
allaying morbid action. As it would require many of the valuable pages of THE K EYSTONE to
publish the testimonials received from dealers and users of The Great German Eye Water, I refer
dealers in optical goods to a few of the leading opticians in different _parts of the country, selling
this remedy, some of them for more than 20 years. This remedy is NOT for sale in drug stores,

but by the optical trade EXCLUSIVELY. NO COCAINE in this formula.

W. Guilbault, Biddeford, Me, Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha Nebr.
W. Folsom, Somersworth, N. H. J. S. Jenson & Sons, Salt Lake City, Utah.

. tr. W. W. Hutchins, Newport, VL Win. Wilson, Oakland, Cal.
1. M. Chapin, Springfield, Mass. It. W. Chamberlain, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Eastman & Co., -Providence, It. I. Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Montana.
F. Lyman, Bridgeport, Conn. C. L. Cooke, Clarksville,_ Tenn.
John Madill, Utica, N. Y. Dr. E. H. Armstrong, Jacksonville, Fla.
B. H. Brooke, Brooklyn, N. Y. The G. A. 11111111 Dia. & Optical Co., Aus-
August Kest, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. tin, Texas.
J. G. Corbett, Sharpsburg, Pa. W. I. Haynes, Liverpool, N. Y.
S. Engwiller, Mansfield, Ohio. H. Castleberg, Baltimore, Md.
Wm. Gros, Delphi, Ind. C. S. Hart, Lynn, Mass.
H. D. & C. H. Lockwood, Joliet, Ill. Mermod &Jaccard Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. L. P. Merar, Marinette, Wis. Oscar Muller, Panama.
Dr. A. C. Eaton, College Mound,Mo. And 1000 others.

The Following Jobbers in Optical Goods are Selling Agents for The Great German Eye Water:
I). V. Brown, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
Jos. Friedlander & Bro., 8 Maiden Lane, New York. Chinn-Beretta Optical Co., San Francisco, Cal.

John Scheidig & Co., 43 Maiden Lane, New York,
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Medical Criticisms of Optometrists
ED. KEYSTONE :—SO much of late has been

said about the mistakes of optometrists in fitting
glasses, that it may be opportune to note a few
mistakes in fitting glasses by medical men. As
our critics are generally the oculists, who think
they only have the right to prescribe glasses for
errors of refraction, this article is directed to them
in particular. Not that mistakes of oculists or
their careless fitting of glasses is any excuse for
the incompetent optometrist, but I maintain that
the trained optometrist is fully as competent, if not
more so, to prescribe glasses than the oculist. I,
of course, bar the results obtained from the so-.
called graduate optician of a two-weeks' course—
those who consider a diploma the making of an
optometrist. Still any optical course is only a
commencement. Books are cheap and knowledge
is to be found on every hand when sought by the
man willing to learn ; and the seeds sown by even
the poorest optical college may bear and have
borne sricthhe fruit.

doctors now oppose optometrists, so
they opposed homeopaths and osteopaths, and
even the dentists and pharmacists had their trials
until time proved that the scientific compounding
of drugs and the filling or making of teeth re-
quired qualifications especially adapted to each
profession.

No other profession has developed so rapidly
as optometry, and the reason is because the appli-
cation of lenses to correct errors of refraction is
almost an exact science. With our excellent
instruments and methods of working, about nine
out of ten cases properly fitted and handled are a
complete success. Can any other profession show
such a clean record?

All the broad-minded physicians throughout
the country realize that we are a factor and here to
stay. They will and do find it to their advantage
to work with us hand in hand. They will soon be
glad to lend their assistance so that we may have a
law in every State governing the practice of opto-
metry, and we can then weed out the incompetents
in ourn ranks.the

unwarranted attack on the optometrist
by F. W. Higgins, M. D., in the Medical Record,
where he enlarged on a few mistakes he found
made by opticians fitting glasses, I think inves-
tigation will prove that doctors make more mis-
takes than optometrists. A mistake in fitting
glasses may cause the patient the loss of a
dollar or two, but the mistake of the oculist or
physician may cause loss of sight, limb or life. As
he mentions the charlatans selling glasses adver-
tised to cure all diseases, I ask him to turn to the
daily papers and notice half of the space taken up
by human vultures, guaranteeing to cure every
known disease. Many of these men practice their
nefarious work under the guise of a medical
diploma.

In conclusion, I cite two cases which came
under my observation and care as an optometrist:

Case i. A patient, twenty-two years of age,
always had headache, indigestion, dizziness, and
his eyes would smart, water and burn. He con-
sulted one of the best oculists in this city, and his
eyes were put under atropine for one week. The
oculist told him he was disappointed not to find a
greater refractive error, and gave him a prescrip-
tion for + .25 S., O.U., to wear constantly. These he
had worn for six months with no relief whatever.
He consulted me on June 30, 1904. His vision was
a. Retinoscope gave myopic reflex. Ophthal-
mometer showed no corneal astigmatism. Fog-
ging with trial lenses failed to develop any latent
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hypermetropia. I gave him + 2 C 2° prism,
base in, both eyes to wear for all near work. and
as often through the day as he could and report in
a week. On July 6th he returned with the glasses
on, and said that while he couldn't see as well for
distance with them as without, his eyes felt good
and he had no headache. In the dark room the
retinoscope gave : R. E. + .5o C + .50 ax. 15°;
L. E., + .50 + C .50 ax. 3o0. These glasses he has
worn since with perfect comfort and with no return
of former symptoms. In this case atropine failed
to relax his accommodation. Why, I don't know.

Case 2. A lady, thirty years of age, was under
a physician's care for six months for strange ner-
vous symptoms. She had been unable to secure
more than four hours sleep out of twenty-four for
three months, and she harbored an idea that her
mind was affected. She would see visions in the
dark, but had no headache, just felt strange, and
lost flesh and appetite. As a last resort the doctor
sent her to my office to learn the condition of her
eyes. She had been a great student and reader
and often read late into the night. She was so
nervous that she could hardly sit in the chair. Her
vision was ig poor. Trail lenses failed to develop
hyperopia, but a — .50 lens made vision •38. I gave
her + I S. C prism, base in, 0. U., to use
for all near work, and four hours a day for a week.
At the end of the week she returned feeling very
much improved. Vision improved to ig good,
and she had been able to sleep very well. I in-
creased the sphere and prism with instructions to
wear another week. At the end of this time she
was a different woman. Retinoscope gave + 1.50,
vision ft. These she has worn constantly and
gained flesh. She is a sound, well woman, loud in
her praise and willing to pay any price I may ask.

Brothers, we are rapidly developing a noble
profession. We do not pose as healers. We
make the abnormal eye normal by properly fitting
glasses, and we don't in any way conflict with the
medical men. Truly yours,
Cleveland, Ohio. GEO. T. LEE.

P. S.—Since writing this I just had a patient
wearing + .25C + 1.5o ax. 900 O.U. The prescrip-
tion was given by a leading oculist, and no direc-
tions were on the prescription for the kind of
mounting. The lenses were in a poorly-fitting
adjustable E. G. frame P. D. g inch too wide as
they rested on the nose, and the axes of cyl. were
about 1200 R. and 600 in L. Vision, fl. It is need-
less to say these caused great dissatisfaction. I put
the same lenses in a proper spectacle frame which
gave vision H. To whom should we trace such
careless work?

Annual Meeting of the Rhode Island
Society of Optometry

The first annual meeting of the Rhode Island
Society of Optometry was held in Prescott Post
Hall, 124 Washington Street, Providence, R. I.,
November 7th, 1904, with President Walter Blake
presiding.

The regular business was transacted, and the
reports of the committees for the past year were
received and placed on file. The report of the
executive committee showed the society to be in
an excellent financial condition, finishing their first
year with a surplus in the treasury.

The banquet committee reported that the
banquet would be held in the the Wellington Hotel,
Providence, R. I., on the evening of January 2,
1905, at 7.30 P. M. The tickets are ready for sale
at $1.00, each, and any of the opticians in Rhode
Island wishing to attend, can secure tickets from
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the committee, which is composed of W. T. Wilson,
H. D. Murray and G. Frederick Beane, of Provi-
dence ; J. A. Masterton, of Pawtucket, or H.
Fellman, of Woonsocket.

The nominating committee brought in the
following list of officers, which were elected and
duly installed : Walter Blake. of Providence,
president ; W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket, first vice-
president ; J. F. Dodge. of Providence, second
vice-president ; T. H. Tarbox, of Pawtucket, third
vice-president ; H. Fellman, of Woonsocket, trea-
surer ; G. Frederick Beane, of Providence, secre-
tary ; F. S. Neff, of Providence, chairman executive
committee ; A. McDonald, of Providence, second
member executive committee ; J. A. Masterton,
of Pawtucket, third member executive committee.
After the election of the above officers each re-

President Walter Blake

sponded with a short address thanking the society
for the honor conferred upon them.

Owing to the admirable way the officers of last
year performed their duties nearly all have been
re-elected. The only changes are that Mr. Tarbox
has been elected third vice-president, Mr. Masterton
has been elected a member of the executive com-
mittee and Mr. Beane has succeeded F. L. Blair as
secretary.

At the lest meeting various ways of increasing
the interest and membership were discussed, two
of which have been adopted. Each member is
requested to bring in some question in relation to
optics, to be placed in a box and drawn out, and
discussed by all. Section r, Article 3, of the
by-laws, has been suspended for a period of three
months. This section is in relation to an applicant
having to pass an examination and pay an admission
fee of $3.00.

Any refracting optician in Rhode Island
wishing to become a member, if he will write to
the secretary, will be supplied with an application
blank.

H. Fellman, of Woonsocket, spoke in favor of
the society starting a library. The subject was
discussed, but no definite action was taken upon it.

During the past year great interest has been
shown by the members, and some very interesting
papers have been read by Mr. Wilson and Mr.
Murray, of Providence, and Mr. Davis, of Woon-
socket, all members of the society.

Everything taken into consideration it has
been a most successful year for the society, and
even a more successful future is predicted by the
members, who become more interested in the
workings of the society at each meeting.
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Masonic Temple,

The Homo of the College

The Northern Illinois College
of Ophthalmology
and Otology Masonic Ternpk

CHICAGO
The Leading Optical College of the World.
Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.
With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPTICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES

Life Scholarship, $25
Includes Correspondence and Attendance Courses as
often as desired. Enter at any time.

There is always a standard in schools by which all others are measured.
The Northern Illinois is the standard by which optical colleges are measured.

Our regular Winter night course commences
Monday, January 9,1905.

If you have not received a copy of our Illus-
trated Announcement, write for it.

O. W. McFATRICH, M. D., Secretary
Masonic Temple, Chicago
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THE NOSE GLASS that won't come off

SPRING SUCTION

Patented Nov. 15, 1904.

-Lk Work
for the trade

Send for

duplicating books

is fitted with the new

Spring Suction Guard

The only SPRING CLAMP
that does the work right

NO PINCHING

NO IRRITATION

Your jobber can supply it

Gold . . $8.50
Filled  2.50
Silver  I . 50

White Metal . 1.00

A:hi.g6151112?eira

1702 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOVELTIES
Imitation VIENNA BRONZES

The styles here shown are truly
artistic, being handpainted in
natural colors, and close imita-
tions of the genuine Vienna
Bronzes, which cost many times
as much.

11004
List, $4.00 per dozen

List

15601 $12.00per dozen

These illustrations, being crude and so much reduced in size, and lacking
coloring, do not give an adequate impression of the line. It will be to your
interest to call upon us, or write for a sample line of our best sellers from which
to make up your order.

The R. Hoehn Co.
I. MAYER & CO., Proprietors

Manufacturers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, Etc.

80 and 82 Churralber,s St., New York

Write for our Novelty Catalogue "A"
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Indoor Work for Photographers

The Camera in
Winter

The old convention, which
is repeated every year in the
photographic magazines, is
that the photographer puts

aside his camera when the leaves begin to fall,
and does not resume his activities until warm
weather tempts him forth again in the spring.
Undoubtedly there are numerous owners of
cameras, especially those who possess cheap
instruments which they use to take pictures
of vacation scenes, who are unable or unwill-
ing to give the time and courage required for
winter work. The walls of our exhibitions
and the pages of our magazines show, how-
ever, that outdoor work in winter is at present
by no means neglected, and the results of this
work are well worth the pains. There is no
doubt, nevertheless, that the pursuit of snow
pictures is a task requiring much energy, and
the less enthusiastic amateur is usually content
to confine his winter labor to working up the
results of the summer campaign.

This article, which is inten-
of ded for the beginner rather

than for the expert, will give
directions for some of the

simple things which are not always simple for
the beginner. In the first place there is the
matter of printing. When the tyro begins
to print from his own negatives, he naturally
turns to a printing-out paper. This is in-
evitable. The simplicity of working, the
visibility of the image, the sharpness of the
result, all appeal to him. He vigorously
makes prints from his negatives, tones them
in a combined bath, soaks them in water for
a while, and gives them to his friends. They
are pleased with the results, and so is he—
for a time. At the end of a few months he
finds that his prints have faded, and is told
that it is the fault of the paper, on which
permanent prints cannot be made. Possibly
not. Yet prints can be made on printing-out
papers, which if not absolutely permanent,
will last a number of years, even under poor
conditions of exposure to light. The fault
has been with the maker and not with the
paper. If he had toned with a gold solution,
fixed in plain hypo, and thoroughly washed
his prints, they would probably have lasted as
long as he cared for them.

He gets d:sgusted with the
process, however, and asks
some friend or dealer what
he shall use, and is told to

use a gaslight developing paper. The advice
is sound, and the examples shown him are
good, so he invests in a package of paper and
a tube of M. Q. and goes home to make some
beautiful black and white prints. He gets
into trouble immediately. The thing is very
easy when you know how, but the difficulties

The Matter
Printing

Things to Avoid
in Printing

of explaining in any way except by demon-
stration before the gasjet are very great. The
beginner cannot appreciate the necessity for
absolute, chemical cleanliness which exists.
He has developed plates, put his fingers into
hypo, and back into the developer, and it has
no effect on the negative, as far as he could
see. When he makes his Velox prints, he
finds mysterous stains and streaks and blotches
on them. His expert friend says that they
are hypo stains. The beginner protests that
he washed his hands carefully each time he
put them in the hypo. He forgets that once
or twice he wiped them on the towel without
washing them. That was sufficient A very
minute trace of hypo on the fingers is enough
to cause the mischief. It is absolutely es-
sential for the successful working of gaslight
papers that the maker shall not touch the hypo
with his fingers from the time he begins to
print until the last picture is fixed. It is
necessary to push the prints under the surface
of the hypo, and for this purpose a smooth
stick or glass rod should be used. This
should be long enough so that the end which
is held will not become wet with hypo. In
this way it is possible to keep the fingers
absolutely clean and avoid the most prolific
cause of stains.

The next most important
Washing the prints thing to do is to wash the

print free from developer
before putting it into hypo. If the print is
allowed to remain in a large quantity of clean
water for two or three minutes after develop-
ing and before fixing, there is no excess of
developer to discolor the hypo or the print.
Of course, to obtain this result it is necessary
to properly expose the picture. If it is over-
exposed, it will be necessary to hurry it from
the developer into the hypo, and give it only
a hasty rinse. If then it is not properly im-
mersed at once in the fixing bath, the devel-
oper will be oxidized rapidly in the thin film
of liquid caught between the print and the air,
and the result will be a patch of brown decom-
position products which will ruin the print.
Even if the individual prints are not stained,
the result of introducing developer into the
hypo with each of them is to discolor it to an
extent which may finally cause deterioration
of the purity of the whites of the paper.

In order to insure the permanency of the
prints, it is necessary to fix them well and
wash them well. The fixing should last at
least ten minutes, the prints being kept well
separated during this time. The washing
should last at least half an hour in running
water, with current enough to keep the prints
moving and well separated. If this is not
practicable, the prints may be washed by pass-
ing through twelve changes of water, leaving
in each about five minutes. The process may
be shortened by piling up the prints and
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squeezing out the water each time they are
changed from one wash water to the next. In
this way the water is removed as completely
as possible each time, and diffusion can take
place more rapidly in the next water.

It sometimes occurs, espec-
How to Obviate ially in cold weather, thatBlistering

when the prints are taken
from the hypo and placed in the wash water,
blisters form, spoiling result. One cause for
these is a considerable difference in tempera-
ture between the hypo and the water. This
may be remedied by keeping the hypo at
the temperature of the wash water. Another
possible cause is the use of too strong hypo.
The easiest way to remedy this is to use
hypo of a strength of not more than one to
four. If a batch of prints shows these blisters,
it may be put back in the hypo, when the
blisters will probably disappear. If then a
batch of hypo of half the strength of that
used to fix the prints is prepared, and they
are first changed to this and after a few min-
utes transferred to the water, they may be
saved. The diffusion of the strong hypo
solution does not take place so rapidly when
this is done, and the blisters will not form.

A mistake which is often made by users
of gaslight papers is employing too con-
trasty brands of paper. The soft-working
kinds are preferable for almost all negatives,
and give much more harmonious prints.
The so-called carbon brands, which give
prints of great contrast, are not suitable for
general use. Their special utility is the
making of passable prints from negatives
which are too thin to be printed on the
special papers.

Negatives for

It often happens that the
negatives which are em-

Printing ployed for printing on these
papers are far too dense in

certain portions to yield good prints. For
instance, it is very often the case that a full
exposure has been made on a landscape with
a cloud-covered sky, and that when the
development is complete, the clouds have
been buried. No possibility exists of properly
printing the clouds and the landscapes at
the same time by straight methods. Gas-
light papers are especially adapted for dodg-
ing, however. By masking the foreground
the clouds may be printed out, and then
enough exposure given to the whole nega-
tive to print the landscape. The usual
method is to take a piece of cardboard cut
roughly to the shape of the sky line. This
is placed on the front of the printing frame
and the exposure made to bring out the
clouds, moving the frame continually in front
of the source of light, so that no sharp line
of demarcation appears. The space between
the card and the negative assists in this
vignetting. The card is now removed, and

(Continued on page 2113)
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? DID You EVER NOTICE?
that there is an Ophthalmometer in the office of almost every successful refractionist?
Doesn't that mean something to you ? Doesn't it make you wonder if an Ophthalmometer
wouldn't enable you to do so much better work that as a result your business would be
increased ? Think it over.

THE C. 1. OPHTHALMOMETER
will show the meridians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea of an eye, and thus
places the axis of the cylinder used to correct the astigmatism. It also gives other informa-
tion valuable to the refractionist.
Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Dec, I, 1904

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,

Address,

For Sale by all Jobbers
DO NOT DELAY. DO IT NOW
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Clock-Dial Test for Heterophoria

By A. E. BLACKMAN, Castle Forbes Bay, Tasmania

NOWING that in cases of hetero-
phoria, it is generally necessary to
make several tests on different days

before coming to any definite conclusion as
to the amount of the defect, and especially

hyperphoria, I haveso with regard to
devised a simple
method particularly
applicable to this
latter muscular er-
ror, which enables
any one to test their
ocular condition in
this respect from
time to time without
necessitating a visit
to the optician.

When an
tician suspects
defect and the pa-
tient lives at a dis-
tance, he can explain
this method to him
and leave him to
make trials for him-
self, which he can
take account of and
send a report to the
optician, by which
the optician can
estimate the aver-
age amount of the
fault and prescribe
glasses accordingly.
It requires no special
appliance—all nec-
essary arrangements
are to be found at
hand in any home.

A clock-dial up-
right, such as it is
on an ordinary time-
piece, and a piece of
cardboard or even a newspaper, are all that
is required—no lenses, no prisms. From
the patient's statements, the optician can
reckon the amount of the defect and no
skill is demanded of the patient.

Our illustration shows the different
characteristic appearances of the clock dial
corresponding to all varieties of heteropho-
ria, when viewed in the following manner:

The person who is testing the muscular
balance of his eyes, stands up in front of the
clock dial and holds either a piece of card-
board, paper, wood or any other sheet of
opaque substance vertically between his nose
and the figures twelve and six on the dial.
The sheet should be a little broader than the
dial, and should be held so that each eye can

op-
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only see the one-half of the clock dial or a
little less than the half for greater certainty
of effect. This disassociates the muscles of
the eyes, and the appearance of the clock
dial will become distorted, unless the muscu-
lar balance is perfect.

If the dial appears like either of the
diagrams in row A, the balance is correct as
far as the vertical balance is concerned; e.,
there is no hyperphoria.

Diagrams of tb Clock-Dial Test for Heterophorla

If like those of row B , there is hyper-
phoria of the right eye, or cataphoria of the
left, the reverse is the case when like those
in row C. If the dial appears like any of those
in column t, there is correct balance in the
horizontal direction ; i. e., there is no exo-
phoria or esophoria. If like any in row 2,
there is esophoria; and if like any in row 3,
there is exophoria.

The optician asks the patient to tell him
the diameter of the dial, the distance from
the dial at which he made the experiment
and whether the is above or below the E,
whether it is on the same horizontal line as
the I, II, III, III!, V and from these statements
he can calculate the necessary prisms for
hyperphoria.
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The Northwestern Optical Association
- •

A meeting of the Northwestern Optical Asso-
ciation was held in the parlors of the Nicollet
Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., on the evening of
November 8, 1904. The session opened at 7 P. M.
and continued until 12.30 A. M. The opening
address by the president J. W. Grainger, outlining
the future work of the association, met with the
approval of all present. This was followed by a
discussion concerning affiliation with the A. A. 0.
A vote on same was taken,
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which was unanimous,
not to affiliate. But
it was the sense of the
association that should
the request be made
from the officers of
the A. A. 0. to aid in
making the meeting in
Minneapolis a success,
the members would
do all in their power
to render aid.

At the close of this
discussion followed the
discussion of the plan
of a college school of
optometry, within the
association, for the
advancement of the
members only. A mo-
tion was made to or-
ganize at once. A
board of regents, con-
sisting of five members
of the association was
then elected : Presi-
dent J. W. Grainger,
Dr. E. C. Roberts,
Prof. L. L. De Mars,
one oculist in Minne-
apolis and one in St.
Paul. This completed
the organization of the
school of optometry in
the association and a
committee was ap-
pointed to select the
text-books. The course
of study to be taken up
at the next meeting in
the time alloted to the
debates and discus-
sions will be "Accom-
modation."

Following this was
a discussion on the necessity of incorporating. After
a long discussion on the subject it was the unani-
mous sense of the members present to incorporate.
The course of study will be a three-years' course.
Each member who passes a most rigid examination
will be given the highest degree that can be granted
by a board of regents. In the study will be included
physiological optometry, physical optics, math-
ematics, trigonometry, geometry, diseases oi
the eye and appendages, and their relation to the
human health ; also nerves and nerve measure-
ment. Five new members were added to the roll.

The association now numbers nearly two
hundred, and many more contemplate applying
for admission. The optical college commences
with sixty registered optometrists, and four regular
meetings will be held each year.

At this meeting Dr. E C. Roberts gave an in-
structive talk on " How to Straighten Cross Eyes."
Prof. L. L. De Mars conducted a question quiz
formulated by himself.
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Are You an Expert Optician?
Our Complete Course in Refraction, including Degree,

"Doctor of Optics," for $7.50. Lists for Next Class
close December 29th. Class begins January 4th, 1905

We are not contented simply to make our students opticians. We make them

EXPERT opticians.

We drill them upon every subject connected with the science of fitting glasses.

We cover the ground so thoroughly and so practically and go over each point so

many times that the student cannot help but understand it.

We take up every possible complication of defective eyesight and discuss it from

every standpoint.

We teach the student just what to do in any case that may come to him in his

practice.

We not only teach him how to do the work, but teach him why.

We make him competent to fit eyes understandingly, systematically and skillfully.

We guarantee to make our students better opticians than any of their competitors

if they follow our instructions.

Our 64-page prospectus, "How to Become a Good Optician," tells all about us and

our system of teaching by mail.

It tells why we can give our regular twenty-five dollar scholarship and our highest

degree diploma, for seven dollars and fifty cents.

It contains • testimonials from pleased students all over the United States and

Canada and the English-speaking world—students who have taken our course and

written us letters in praise of our system.

It will only take a minute to send us your name and address on a postal and it

will bring this book by return mail.

Do it now.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Indoor Work for Photographers

(Continued pont page 2109)

the exposure for the landscape given. If
the handling of the card is skillfully done,
the result will be very much better than a
straight print from the negative. Very often
it is not necessary to use the card. If the
negative is inclined away from the light, and
the dense portion brought very close to it,
this part will receive a proportionately much
greater exposure, and some very difficult
negatives may be made to give perfectly
satisfactory prints.

In the usual way of drying prints, they
roll tip and remain obstinately curled when
dry. It is not possible to dry them face
down, for they stick to the support and are
spoiled, but if they are turned over when
about half dry, the curling will be minimized.
The dry prints may be flattened perfectly by
drawing them under the edge of a somewhat
blunt ruler two or three times in different
directions. Many more hints and wrinkles
in connection with the handling of these
papers might be given, but the limit of my
space has been reached, and they must be
postponed until another occasion.

—R.J. Francis, in Photo Era.

Optical Notes

,pt Dr. J. E. Masrow has opened an optical
business at 324 Main Street, Norfolk, Va., under
the business name of the Virginia Optical Parlors.

jt J. Hemsley Penny recently opened an
optical business at 715 Madison Avenue, New
York. Mr. Penny enjoys the esteem of a large
circle of friends in the trade. He was for a long
time with Clairmont & Co., opticians, 539 Fifth
Avenue, New York.

,tte The marriage of W. R. Donovan, the well-
known optometrist, of 4 Province Court, Boston,
Mass., to Mrs. H. L. Dunham, of Somerville, near
Boston, took place in Trinity Church, in that city,
on October 29th, the Rev. Mr. Travis officiating.
THE KEYSTONE joins with their many friends in
extending felicitations to the newly-wedded pair.

..+8 Wilbur Thompson, with the Globe Optical
Co., of Boston, Mass., accompanied by Mrs.
Thompson, visited New York and Philadelphia
last month, where they spent an enjoyable sojourn
calling on friends in the trade and seeing the vari-
ous points of interest. Mr. Thompson was show-
ing a new lens cutter that is claimed to have many
excellent points.

sts The Opticians' League of the State of New
York filed incorporation papers at Albany some
weeks ago. The directors of this body are : E. B.
Meyrowitz, Alexander Shaw, Theodore Mundorff,
Charles Lembke, Ferdinand Kreuter, of New
York City ; Charles L. Pilger, of Bloomfield, N. J.,
and J. B. Hoecker, Jr., of Brooklyn. The object
of the league, as stated in the incorporation papers,
is the improvement of the optical business from a
scientific as well as a commercial point of view.
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,At J. G. McMasters, secretary of the Iowa
State Association of Opticians, and who for five
years was with Ludy & Taylor, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. recently left for Los Angeles, Cal., where he
expects to open an optical business for himself.
B. M. Bills, of Vinton, Iowa, has been appointed
to fill Mr. McMaster's unexpired term in the secre-
taryship of the Iowa association.

.A1 The New England Optical Co., with stores
in Manchester and Nashua, N. H., and in Lowell,
Mass., publish a little paper entitled The Lens, for
the purpose of advertising their business. The
diminutive journal is bright, snappy and instructive,
and has all the essentials of an effective advertise-
ment. Its size is 84 x 6 inches, and its four pages
have interesting articles, paragraphs and illus.
trations.

48 Mr. Curran, who for the past three years
has been with the Bay State Optical Co., Attleboro,
Mass., as foreman, recently severed his connection
with that firm and has been succeeded by Charles
Billington, who for five years had been foreman for
the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Mr. Billington is not in unfamiliar surroundings, as
he was an ex-employee of the Bay State Optical
Co. when he joined the staff of the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co.

Cane-Handle Camera

A German inventor has recently pro-
duced a magazine camera, which is contained
within the handle of a cane.. Cane-handle
cameras were invented a dozen or more years
ago, and were designed especially for trav-
elers. However, they proved impracticable,

Cane-Randie Camera

owing to the fact that but a small supply of
plates or films could be carried at a time in
the cane. The camera illustrated uses rolls
of films, a number of which may be stored in
the hollow crook of the handle. The film
passes from its roller in the magazine over a
plate, which guides it in the focal plane for
exposure, and thence it is taken up on the
receiving spool in a chamber below. When
the entire film has been exposed upon the
receiving spool, the side face of the cane
handle is removed. The exposed film roll
is then taken out and a new one moved to
position for use immediately back of the
guide plate.
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Dispensing Opticians and Refraction
Work

When the optometry bill was before the
New York State legislature the medical
opposition made much of the fact that th6
dispensing opticians repudiated any right on
their part to practice refraction, urging this
as an argument against the vested right
claimed by the refracting opticians to so
practice. There are signs of weakening,
however, among the dispensing stalwarts,
as is evidenced in the following circular letter
issued by a New York dispensing house.

DEAR MADAM :—The eyes should be examined
at least once a year, unconscious changes often
occurring within a few months ; which, if not
promptly and properly treated, might result in
serious trouble.

But knowing that many persons hesitate to
visit private specialists frequently, while others do
not care to go to crowded hospitals, we have
equipped each of our stores with private examina-
tion rooms, in charge of our own eye physicians,
thus saving the patient much time, expense and
trouble.

These doctors use the " shadow test " and
other modern scientific appliances, and give expert
advice entirely without charge whether glasses are
required or not. This we do from purely business
motives, as it pays us better to give this excep-
tional service rather than adopt the system in vogue
of paying commissions to outside eye physicians.

You are cordially invited to visit us at your
convenience.

Very respectfully yours,

The flesh pots of the refracting Egypt
have evidently a flavor that is tempting, and
KEYSTONE readers have no fault to find with
the incipient apostasy from dispensing ortho-
doxy.

Utilizing the Eyelids to Improve
Vision Temporarily

The external coats of the eye, except in very
rare conditions, yield a little on pressure, and for
every change in the antero-posterior diameter of.3 mm., the refraction is altered by i D. These facts
he at the root of the following observations

The method described below I learned from a
patient, and it is a good instance of the devices
which patients employ to overcome their disabili-
ties. A boy, aged 57 years, with a myopia of one
and a half diopters, showed me that he could im-
prove his distant vision by putting his finger over
the external canthus and drawing the eyelids out-
wards. This observation I have abundantly con-firmed. At first I thought that the improvenient
was due to the cutting off of diffusion circles by
the upper eyelid, but further investigation showed
me that pressure was the chief cause.

Not only in low degrees of myopia is this
method of stretching the -lids by the finger useful,
but also in astigmatism " against the rule " whether
hypermetropic or myopic. By the stretching of
the lids the horizontal meridian of the cornea can
be flattened, and the improvement in vision in this
form of astigmatism is considerable. Anyone by
making himself astigmatic by a cylindrical lens can
vertify this observation. In hypermetropia and in
astigmatism " with the rule " stretching the lids
is worse

be that 
rse 
may 

h
anuseleasts.It this method will prove not

than 

merely of theoretical interest, but of some practical
value also when put in use in suitable cases, and
when lenses are not at hand and a momentary
glance with improved vision is desirable. Myopes
of low degree and patients with astigmatism
" against the rule" will, in my opinion, find the
little manceuvre above described much more ser-
viceable to them than approximation of the eyelids,
or tilting of the head to one side. The correction,
however, leaves something to be desired, chiefly
because the lid pressure produces a certain amount
of irregular astigmatism of the cornea, as shown by
the monoculardiphti accompanying it:—s.Dod,on,tp.,InTheolmhuh  03,0p,
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Illouilor Refractor
au(' SKlascope

The most complete and
scientific instrument for
Refraction work, as well
as for Retinoscopy.

For prices and pamphlets,
write to the manufacturers.

Reinhard Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
.i■1■11•In-

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard L Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

EBEN HARDY
Room 406 21 Bromfield St.. Boston

Telephone I:107 3 a.

VISION PROVERS ARE
TRADE GETTERS

Distribute one of the new and
practical Ely Vision Provers to
every family within your center
of trade.

It tells them when they have out-
grown their glasses. Defective vision
quickly proved.

Send two two-cent stamps for
,samples and prices, or purchase
through your jobber.

Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Conn.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 summer St., Boston, Mass.

The only Optical Sehool I I Ole ',whit where
students serve a regular appr,otit.eship on
bench and in office. All insl roct 6.1, are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole ourse. No
correspondent 1.1,111.SI'S. IbireSS,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

r----
F.C. KLEIN

F.C.KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street CHICAGO

team
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DIAMOND CUTTING
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Art kali 24-page I II est rated Book, " How
to be a Watchmaker " free STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe liti i Wing, St. Paul, Minn.

Established 58 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDERBUYERS OF
OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

• • 41. •••••■•

No. 228

Give Us a Trial!
Our methods of manufacture

are the most modern and up to
date.

Our rings are honest in quality, original and attractive in design,
of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

No. 78

No. 201

WE INVITE A TRIAL. ORDER

Klein Brothers Co., Inc.

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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New Goods and Inventions

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY

No. 19834

N:111111.111•Ill 1,1, and Jobbers in I neorporated

PIa1ers'ao ruillers' Supplies Motors afia Dunamos
l'roprietors or The " 0. 0. S. Rouge, the b1.-.1 111:1,1e for I ;01,1 and Silver Polishing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

I to you wear a I o ro-dow o collar? If so, try

The Improved Separable
Collar Button

It keeps a man good-moored and saves his
linen. In adjusting it you never muss the
collar or break the but ton hole.

It's the Only. Try it
IMPROVED SEPARABLE STUDS arc

made In) the same principle.
It pleases both man and woman.

Your Jobber sells them. If not, write to us.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
MANUFACTURERS

126 State Street, Chicago

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS.
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketeh and description may
quickly lisecrtain our opinion free w tether an
invention is probably patentable. Conimunicm
tIonsstrtetlycontidenthil. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Diunn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest cir-
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. I3 IS
year ; four niont lis, $1. Sold by all newsdealerm.

MUNN &Co 3616roadway, New York
Branch Office. kb F St., Washington, D.C.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss ituil American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
88 State Street Chicago

Scnd for Our Ncw Price • List

ENGRAVING &
PRINTING CO.
MILWAUKEE

New Lamp for Watch-
maker's Use

The accompanying illus-
tration shows a new design of
air-light portable lamp, made
especially for tchmakers'
bench use. It generates its
own gas, producing a soft
yet brilliant white light. It is
one of the quick-lighting type,
and is made with weighted
base and a font or bowl of one
quart capacity, which cannot
overflow like the ordinary
student lamp type. It can be
fitted with colored dome and
eye shade when so desired.
The lamp is made by the
White Manufacturing Corn-
pany, of Chicago Ridge, Ill.,
the makers of the well-known
hydro-carbon air-light systems.

New Silver Pocket-Knife

An article that would seem to
be especially seasonable at this time,
when all kinds of presentation nov-
elties are so much in demand, is the
pocket-knife shown in the accompa-
nying illustration. This knife is made
by Codding & Heilborn Co., North
Attleboro, Mass. It .is of sterling
silver, handsomely decorated, and at
one end is an ornamental hook by
which it can be attached to a tape
or chain, thus providing against los-
ing or mislaying it. The knife here
shown is provided with a cigar cut-
ting device, while another style has a
nail file, both necessary conveniences.
This company has enriched the holi-
day stocks of the season by many
other quick-selling novelties, which
appeal especially to gift purchasers.

New Outdoor Store Lamp
The advertising value of brilliant store light-

ing gives an especial interest to the new outdoor
lamp shown in the accompanying illustration.
This lamp is known as the Diamond Head Light,

and is made by the Brilliant Gas
mp Co., 42 State Street, Chi-

cago. The operating or burning
part of this lamp is entirely en-
closed and protected in a glass
case frame, making it absolutely
proof against wind and weather.
It is of diamond shape and bril-
liancy, neat and attractive in
appearance, strongly made, and
having four large lights of glass,
can be used for advertising as
well as lighting. The name or

business of a store can be painted on the glass,
making a very distinct and conspicuous sign. The
tank is removable, so that the lamp does not have
to be taken down for the purpose of filling or
pumping up. The maker i of the Diamond Head

PRINTERS ENGRAVERS]
-HIGII CLASS

4.
5END FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

•• ••••

. THESE ELECTRO■PLATING SALTS ARE
PREPARATIONS IxDft' F 

. 

CONTAINING
METAL/Din CHEMICALS 'Iry A.CCUAATE PRO.

"PORTION,PRODIT GING A'reingii11 CORRECT

1)155OLVEO 1NWRTER: THE BATH IsETONCEREADY FOR USE:WORKED vats EITHER DYNAMO ox4P‘RATTERY SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS.

T S
SOME OF THE SALTS: Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old English
Guinn:, (ireen, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts. French Gray Dip, Silver Ebonizer, ()sides, Etc.

SALTS FOR Dark Green Gold em Orange Rose GoldOUR ELECTRO-PLAIING

I Antique Green) (Orange Yellow)
are t he leading shad eq now extenSi VelV II svd for single and double coloring. Directions for doing this
kind ,if ,,,,.1; will, order. our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. 3. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hfischaame Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK
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Light state that it solves the problem of out-of-
door lighting with pressure gasoline lamps and
overcomes the difficulties met with in arc lamps.

A New Nose-Guard
Another addition has been made to the

already long list of nose-guards by the J. E.
Limeburner Co., of Philadelphia.
This new guard, an illustration of
which is here shown, comprises a

6' 2 blade portion, an attaching por-
tion and a uniting portion, form-
ing a spiral convolution and cross-
ing at the inner end of the blade
portion on the side away from the

nose. It is quite an ingenious device and has fea-
tures which will favorably commend it the trade.

Advertising Diamonds
In the advertising of the coming weeks

much attention will be given to the diamond,
and for excellent reason. Never before were
circumstances so favorable for the sale of the
King of Gems. The increasing prestige of
the stones, the steadily rising market, the
widely-accepted idea that diamonds are an
excellent investment—these influences com-
bined with the prevailing prosperity and the
gift-buying season furnish a market for dia-
monds that means a rare opportunity and
much profit for the jeweler. In advertising
your diamond stock there are a number of
arguments which may be used effectively,
and these are well summed up in the following
announcement, which occupied large space
in the Philadelphia daily papers. It was set
in large type, with prominent heading and
sub-headings and surrounded by a graceful
border:

PUT YOUR CHRISTMAS MONEY IN
DIAMONDS

It is not alone for mere show that kings
and queens invest large sums of money in
diamonds. History abounds with in-
stances where crown jewels have quickly
been converted into cash to meet a finan-
cial emergency.

When Napoleon came to the throne
the royal crowns of France were so stripped
of jewels that he was crowned first with a
simple laurel wreath of gold. But at once
he set to work reinvesting the country's
money in diamonds, even taking the
largest stone in the collection with him as
the best way of carrying the equivalent of
money to Waterloo.

When your husband smilingly opens a
little velvet-lined case Christmas morning
and presents you with a diamond or two,
there is as much shrewd bus;ness wit as
sentiment in the gift. He is husbanding
his resources as well as giving pleasure.
Making an investment that will not dete-
riorate, but which, under present condi-
tions of the market, may actually earn a
good rate of interest. Converting his
money into securities which can be recon-
verted into money again, if necessary, at
a moment's notice.

Buy Diamonds on a Rising Market

That means now. For several years
the De Beers syndicate has been advancing
the price. Not arbitrarily, but because
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the supply is constantly growing smaller
in proportion to the demand.

When stocks are bought to keep—not
to gamble with—they are bought on a
rising market, because it indicates a
healthy condition. They are good as an
investment. The diamond market has
steadily been rising for the past ten years.

Buy Diamonds Where Prices are Still Low

Not as low as they were ten years ago.
That would be impossible. But our stock
of diamonds was purchased before the
recent advances in cost went into effect,
and, as merchants are not brokers, we are
giving our customers the benefit of this
foresight. They were selected, as always,
by our diamond expert, Mr. Sackett, per-
sonally in the diamond markets and
purchased for cash at bottom prices.

They are sold with our usual guarantee,
which is as strong as the goverment stamp
on its gold coins.

Buy Diamonds Now

Diamond connoisseurs often search
years for a pal ticulAr stone. That stone
may be here now, and it may be gone a
few days before Christmas. Inspect our
diamonds now, and if pleased with a
certain stone you will be sure to have it
for Christmas.

These facts are given unreservedly to
our customers. Our plan is always to
take the public into our confidence, to give
expert advice on our goods where common
knowledge is not sufficient for satisfactory
purchasing.

Such was the special diamond adver-
tisement of one of the greatest merchants and
advertisers in this country. The jewelers
may find in it excellent material for their, less
pretentious announcements.

New Window Attractions
Among recent imports from

Mechanical Germany are some remarkably
Window clever mechanical window at-
Attractions tractions. Some of them are

very novel in their workings.
One of the most remarkable is a conjurer who
performs astonishing feats of magic. He stands
upon a stage and gives a very mystifying perform-
ance lasting several minutes. Another one is a
humorous character. It has two figures which go
through some dozen or more motions in a most
amusing manner. Then there are many other
kinds of clock-work window attractions, including
Santa Claus, clowns, T6deanincierrrosralogidraapnhiniisals.

one of the
The Mirrorograph dlaiffteesrteiwItilifrdoomw aniovvtehlitniegs ianndthaist

line heretofore produced. It is simply an automatic
ipicture machine which s operated by a flasher

attachment. To the observer in front of the window,
the mirrorograph seems to be an ordinary mirror,
such as is used in the background of any window.
Upon it there mysteriously appears a .,ign in
colors. This remains for a few moments and then
fades away as mysteriously as it came. In a min-
ute or two another sign or picture appears upon
another part of the mirror. This is followed by
others, which come and. go with no apparent
reason. Any kind of a picture can be shown on
the mirror. Photographs, colored signs or bulle-
tins show up with equal distinctness. As each
sign occupies only a portion of the mirror, any
number of signs may be displayed accordin to
the size of the glass. One, two or more signs
may be employed at a time ; these disappear and
one or more appear on some other portion of the
mirror. You can never tell what will be shown
next. It is this continual moving from corner to
corner and from top to bottom that holds the
attention of the public.
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SEE THIS JOINT?
The only five-jointed helmet on the market. Cannot wabble,
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High-Grade 14 K. Hand-Made
Knights Templar ei Consistory Charms
Send for a selection whenever you have a call for some-
thing better than you carry in stock.

Wendell & Company
New York or Chicago

Our Emblem Rings are different from the other kind.
They are 14 K., 6 mid 8 dwt., with center emblem raised
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enameled. They sell well because they really are nice
and the prices reasonable. Our little catalogue tells all
about them. Selections sent.
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John F. Carson has moved his business from
Mahaffey Pa. to Sykesville, Pa.

B. 0. Ringo, of Perry Okla. Ter., has an-
nounced that owing to ill-health he has discon-
tinued business.

Thomas Lovell, one of Cincinnati's well-known
retailers, has sold out to Harry Staggerman.
Mr. Lovell will retire from the jewelry business on
account of ill-health.

Ross I. Giddens, son of L. D. Giddens, the
Goldsboro, N. C. jeweler, recently returned from
a two-weeks' pleasure trip through the West, visit-
ing the St. Louis world's fair en route.

H. J. Wetten, formerly in the retail jewelry
business at Storm Lake, Iowa has embarked in
the jewelry business again, and has just opened up
a new store with entire new stock and fixtures at
Manson, Iowa.

J. G. Davenport, of Battle Creek, Mich., is
just opening up a handsome store in that town,
with new stock and new fixtures. Mr. Davenport
was formerly watchmaker for Jeweler C. C. Thoma,
of the same town.

The Sessions Clock Co., of Forestville, Conn.,
have learned that a man giving the name of Henry
Carter has been calling on the trade as their rep-
resentative and selling goods. They wish to notify
the jewelers that this individual is not connected
with them in any way, and has no authority to sell
go, ,ds for them.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass.,
recently filled an order from the University of
Rochester for a fine precision lathe outfit. thus
adding one more to the number of universities
now using the " Rivett " tools made by this con-
cern. This company has also filled several recent
orders for these tools from Japan.

Geo. T. Brodnax, retail jeweler, of Memphis,
Tenn., has issued a holiday catalogue and price-
list, an elaborate compilation which illustrates and
describes his various lines of jewelry and kindred
stocks. This catalogue is printed on enameled
paper and embraces 118 pages of rich half-tones
and concise descriptive matter. It is a handsome
specimen of the printer's art, whose value is rein-
'forced by a convenient order form and well-
arranged index.

Earl J. G. Lovett, jeweler and optician, Wil-
loughby, Ohio, recently issued a nicely printed
formal invitation to present and prospective cus-
tomers, requesting them to visit his store at their
convenience and inspect his various lines of Christ-
mas stock. The invitations were placed in small
envelopes, and the whole enclosed in envelopes of
larger size in the orthodox style, and then mailed.
Jeweler Lovett recommends this as a plan which
has brought results.

A. H. Revell, of the A. H. Revell Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, and Mrs. Revell, were among those who
occupied boxes at the annual football contest
between the rival teams of Annapolis and West-
point, held in Philadelphia, Pa., on November 26th.
Mr. and Mrs. Revell were the guests on the occasion
of Vice-President and Mrs. Fairbanks. These
annual contests are lent distinction by the presence
of the highest Government officials—civil, naval and
military—and an outpouring of society generally.

J. W. Goulding & Company, Port Huron,
Mich., whose store was destroyed by fire on Janu-
ary igth, of this year, recently issued a tastefully-

printed announcement to the effect that they have
rebuilt on a more elaborate scale than heretofore,
and are now ready for business in one of the hand-
somest and most m idernly-appointed mercantile
buildings in the Wolverine State. The firm held a
formal opening on November 17th, when numerous
visitors inspected the new premises for the first
time and admired the stocks on display. The style
of the invitations was especially tasteful.

Charles C. Crooks Co., one of the firms that
were burned out in the memorable fire at Balti-
more, Md , have become established in a new
store at the old location, 114 West Baltimore
Street, that city. " Home Again " and " First
Jewelry Store in the Burned District " are two
legends printed on the front cover of the tastefully-
illustrated booklet, in which the firm announces
its establishment. One cut printed in this booklet
shows the workmen digging in the ruins of the
former store for the buried safe.

The Quaker City Cut Glass Co., whose im-
mense plant is located at Sixtieth Street and Balti-
more Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., was awarded the
grand prize for its magnificent exhibit at the St.
Louis exposition. This well-deserved honor again
directs attention to the great progress being made
by the glass-cutting industry in this country. For-
merly the finest cut glass was made in Europe, but
to-day the American ware completely outclasses
the foreign product, and it is even said that the
most magnificent pieces on the tables of royalty
and wealth in Europe were fashioned in American
factories.

E. W. Reynolds, the well-known jeweler, of
Los Angeles, Cal., and his wife were recently
returning with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hart from
Pasadena in an automobile, when they collided
with a trolley car, and all, save Jeweler Reynolds,
were severely injured. The only other occupant
of the automobile was the chaffeur. When the
machine was running south along Main Street, Los
Angeles, over a recently-sprinkled pavement, he
lost control, and before he could stop he was
directly in front of the car. The motorman real-
ized that an accident was imminent and applied
his air, but too late to prevent a collision. Mrs.
Reynolds was sent to the Receiving Hospital,
where her injuries were attended, and later she
was removed to her home. Mr. and Mrs. Hart
were picked up bruised and dazed, and when
their injuries appeared serious they were sent to
the Emergency and General Hospital.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.

Progress in Catalogue Making
A factor in the business campaigning of the

season which is well worthy of notice is the distri-
bution of many unusually pretty catalogues.
Naturally, the goods themselves are their own best
advertisement, and the perfection now attained in
half-tone reproduction makes the modern illustrated
catalogue a thing of beauty, indeed. Numberless
samples of these pretty pictorial compilations have
come under our notice this season. A particularly
rich and effective one is the diamonds and diamond
jewelry catalogue of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.,
New York. In external beauty, convenience of
form, rich illustration and tasteful make-up it is
beyond criticism. The same may be said of the
" Blue Book of Watches for Ladies " issued by the
New England Watch Co., and the handsome
catalogue of the New Haven Clock Co.
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Another very attractive compilation is the
special jewelry catalogue of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., of Kansas City, Mo., which is in the
nature of a supplement to their well-known "Red
Boca," but specially beautified for the holidays.

A novel and attractive idea of suiting the book
to the picture is found in the inserted steel edge
knife catalogue of E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn., and the same is true of the
dainty flat and hollowware catalogue of The Stieff
Company, Baltimore, Md.

We notice that these catalogues bear 11w im-
print of Vechten Waring, the well-known jewelry
advertising specialist, of New York City.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

Increased activity in all branches of the
jewelry trade is very appareht in this section, and
the holiday activity has begun. Jobbers who had
been complaining just before the election, are now
feeling quite jubilant. A heavy and increasing
demand for staples prevails. The display windows
are filled with new and attractive stock, and an air
of genuine holiday activity permeates the business
districts.

Chas. S. Graves, of Bad Axe, Mich., was in this
market recently, making selections for the holi-
days. When away Mr. Graves depends largely
on his sister to care for his business. She is an
expert watchmaker, and fully equal to the duties
of the management.

W. W. Hicks, of Tecumseh, Mich., was a
visitor among the trade last month. Mr. Hicks is
quite ready for the rush, and looks for a heavy
holiday trade.

John T. Eddington, of Pontiac, Mich., made a
flying trip to this market recently. We regretted
to hear from Mr. Edclington that his wife had been
quite ill recently.

F. P. Huyck, of Swanton, Ohio, recently paid
his respects to the trade here. Mr. Huyck has
invented a patent electric motor for sewing
machines, in which he expects to interest local
parties.

Edw. Witson, formerly of Owosso, Mich., has
removed to Kenton, Ohio.

E. H. Pudrith, of the E. H. Pudrith Co., of
Detroit, was recently compelled to undergo an
operation. We are pleased to report that Mr.
Pudrith is again able to resume work.

W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, Mich., was
seen recently making purchases among the trade.

W. Mason, the well-known jeweler, of Mt.
Clemens, Mich., called upon the trade recently.

Pegg & Onweller, of Lyons, Mich., were
recently represented here by Mr. Pegg.

W. G. Knapp, Western representative for
A. Wittnauer, of New York, greeted many of his
old acquaintances in this section recently.

M. A. Deline, of Morenci, Mich., is making
regular trips to this market. He finds it an ex-
cellent one for his purposes.

Other buyers from this State who purchased
goods here last month were : E. S. Barnes, Roches-
ter ; E. H. Cressy, Saline ; Washington Snyder,
New Lathrop ; W. W. Switzer, Mt. Clemens;
Geo. E. Hopp, Kingston ; W. F. King, Adrian;
W. J. Bottomley, Brown City ; L. Roy Fuller,
Yale ; W. C. Graves, Vassar ; V. C. Morse,
Ithaca ; E. C. Newcombe, Big Rapids ; J. P. Glea-
son, Big Rapids ; H. I. Knapp, Traverse City;
E. J. Kiefer, Sault Ste Marie ; R. C. Allen, Harbor
Beach ; G. B. Peck, North Branch ; Sherk & Son,
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Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. w . Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

The most eventful and most talked of is the great auction

we are now making of Duhme Bros. stock at 138-140 East

Fourth Street, Cincinnati, this old • pioneer jewelry firm

having been established in 1835 and outside of Tiffany is prob-

ably the best known in the country. The stock is made up of

the very highest grade goods and the sale is attracting the

"blue book" trade of the city, who are daily thronging the

beautiful salesrooms in crowds and are anxious buyers. Some

auctioneers offered to make the sale at an absurd commission,

but the firm would not trust the sale of such high-grade goods

to salesmen without the proper credentials. Our references

speak for themselves ; a list that cannot be equaled by all the

others now engaged in the business combined,

 REFERENCES 

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur,Lanpliear &Co.,Galesburg,III.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
Davia Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C.
Harry McIntyre, South McAlester, I. T.

Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga.
The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.

More than 100 others, and the Jobbers front Maine to California.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every reference given above represents a successful sale made. We refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.

BRIGGS & DODD1P 
45 a a 47 Plymouth Place

CHICAGO, ILL.
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No. soo
Nickel, 0. F., 18 size, screw back and joint bezel.

E.T. and P. P.

No. 510
0. F . 18 size gold tilled, 20-rear guaranteed, screw

back and joint bezel. iforse and jockey.

VICTOR NIVOIS
A(ifiNT FOR

New York Standard Watch Co.'s

Chronographs
21=23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

The attention of the trade is called to a newly
patented Chronograph Watch, with 1-5 second,
start, stop and fly-back attachment, operating from
the stem, very simple in construction, and as
durable and accurate as the most expen=
sive imported chronograph.

This Chronograph Watch is manufactured by
the New York Standard Watch Company, thereby
insuring to the trade a perfeet and reliable time-
keeper, the accuracy of the 1-5 second, start, stop
and fly-back attachment being the special feature of
this watch.

These movements are cased in Nickel ; Sterling
Silver ; 0-year guaranteed ; 14 K., 20-year Gold
Filled, and 14 K. Solid Gold Cases, made by leading
manufacturers.

The EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICE of this
perfect timekeeper and Chronograph, in cases
FULLY GUARANTEED, brings this watch
within the reach of all classes.

All parts of the Watch and Chronograph
attachment are interchangeable, and can be
duplicated at once at small cost.

Full line of illustrations and price-list will be
sent on application.

If your jobber cannot supply these Watches,

write us and we will furnish you the names

of jobbers from whom they can be had

No. 504
0, F., 18 size, 10 year guaranteed, screw back

and joint bezel. k. T. and engraved.

No. 512
0. F., 18 size gold filled, 20-year, screw back

and Joint bezel. Horse and sulky



A. E. GREGORY
THE WIZARD OF THE HAMMER

THE MAN
WHO TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

High Class A uction Sales of Jewelry, Cu/ Glass,
Bric-a-Brac, Antiques, etc., My Specialty

A. E. GREGORY
jewelers' Auctioneer

829 EaSt soth Street, Chicago, III.
•

REFERENCES CHEERFULLY ALL CORRESPONDENCE
FURNISHED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business,
and a record of twenty-five successful years

as a Jewelry Auctioneer, qualifies me to
make your sale a success

Time booked solid to January 1st. Will be avail-
able for sales after that date. Write early

for terms, particulars, etc.

J. A. SINCLAIR

Common Sense Auction Talk
No class of merchants to-day are as badly handi-

capped as jewelers, 'owing to stock depreciating in
value, caused by changes in style, rendering the goods
unsalable and valueless.

Jewelers are further handicapped by the few and
far-between seasons in which their goods are in demand,
all of which has a tendency to cause financial embarrass-
ment at various times, and the accumulation of unde-
sirable and unsalable goods. That is Me Reason
Jewelry Auction Sales Have Come to Stay!

They are as essential to the jeweler as anti-season
reduction sales are to merchants carrying quick-
moving and more salable stocks.

The Success of an Honestly and Intelligently
Conducted Auction Sale is assured and always proves a
future trade-building enterprise.

A sale conducted along questionable lines is bound
to have the opposite effect.

With your future business interests at heart, your
plain duty is to employ none but thoroughly tried and
competent auctioneers and that is as essential as a
competent physician in the time of critical illness.

We are not the only competent jewelers' auctioneers in the United States, but that we are thoroughly reliable and competent is butvoicing the opinion of every jeweler for whom we have conducted sales.
We consider their endorsement of our methods and ability a better advertisement for us than printer's ink.We do not conduct sales on a commission basis, thus placing you at the mercy of the salesman, but instead will conduct your sale on aprofit-sharing plan, by which you are guaranteed against any loss.
To insure securing our service, write us well in advance of the time you desire to hold the sale.

J. E. GABRIEL

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential References Furnished on Application Write for Full Particulars

SINCLAIR & GABRIEL, Jewelers' Auctioneers
19os Broadway, Kansas City, U. S. A.

We Get the Money
in the Box

Remember We guarantee you
against loss ; your repu-%1 These tation remains the same

Cold after we finish ; you se-
cure the services of twoFacts • • reliable and sober auc-
tioneers at the cost of one.

We never misrepresent the quality
and you can always depend on
us to fill our engagements. ov
We will make your sale, and

will positively guarantee that
our new method will produce
the required results. We refer
reliable jewelers to the following
firms whom we have served ;
their verdict should say, " Wor-
cester & Glendore" by all means.• -•

F. A. woRcEs'iER
Mermed & Amer(' Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Ho.L. 0. Call, Waynesburg, Pa. (2 sales)
I less & stager, Jacksonville, Fla. (2 sales)11. S. Ulm, Hattiesburg, Miss. (2 sales)
A. M. Cook, Laurel, Miss. (2 sales)
V. 0. Morris & Co., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, (2 sales)A. L. DesboullIons, Savannah, Ga.
Laurel Jewelry Co., Laurel, 111iss.
J. P. Bader, Clarksdaie, Miss.

Just closed sale for Mr. Joe Freelander,
Memphis, Tenn., and are now selling for
.1. L. Sievert & Co., Richmond, Ind. (oursi xtil week.)
" WHO'S NEXT" for January and

February?
Wire or write at once.

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Amami
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11. E. (Ili:NI)ORE

There's a moral for you in
this hurried order from
E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Ind

"Send me at once one Keystone
Record Book of Watch Repairs. I
have used this style for years and
none other satisfies me."

Thousands of jewelers give the same testimony.
The book has space for i600 entries with printed
headings.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of

$ 1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Publ,shed by THE KEYSTONE
19th 3 Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

2 1 2 1
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"Dead-Stock"
Experts

If your efforts to make money are hampered because your capital
is tied up in dead stock—chestnuts that you can't move, we can help
you. We can clear your shelves of stale goods, and fill your safe
with the cash proceeds, netting you a substantial profit. We court
investigation of us and of our work. The following letter, compar-
ing our work with that of other leading auctioneers, speaks for itself:

Watertown, N. Y., Oct. 1st, 1904.
MESSRS. MITCHELL & TILLOTSON:
Gentlemen — In reference to my auction sale recently made by you

would my, that Watertown has had three other sales during the past four
years, all of which were decided successes, so much so that we supposed
we had witnessed the best efforts of the greatest auctioneers in the country.
We are satisfied however after going through a sale conducted by you,
that there are different degrees of success, and that you represent the best
'Me of it.
You have sold every piece of old goods in my stock, you have not mis-

represented the quality of anything, you have dealt with my customers
and myself with straightforward honesty, so that there is nothing in the
entire three weeks' sale that I feel ashamed of or have reason to apologize
for. We kept the cost of every article sold and find the profit on the
entire sale figures nearly thirty-three per cent.

am satisfied this you stand at the head of your profession and that
your work will be of great advantage to any jeweler who may engage
you to conduct his sale. Very respectfully yours,

W. S. QUENCER.

This is the best season to have an auction. As we cannot fill
many more engagements, write for our booklet NOW.

Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' and

Art Goods

Audioneers

37
Maiden Lane

New York



2 I 21 Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
Buildings engraved in bowls

$4.00 per dozen

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

47- 

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Stop and Think
Very often a man is tempted to use profanity just

PATiNT60 J. 26, 194 because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUTTONS that will avoid all this -
easy to adjust, will not soil or spoil cliff, are strong and durable and look neat.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold and in silver. We also
manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in five countries.

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

IGNAZ STRAUSS & CO., Manufacturers
Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
Factory, 1636-38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved ni,d guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
Those watches that should

be ready will be an ad. for you
if sent to Craft. 210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

W. H. Craft

J. BULOVA CO.
51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our palent fasten-
ing on all rings.
Can be applied to

any ring.
Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Bark. For hard soldering
Can be applied to any button.

M
I'M AFTER THE LAST MAN.

DO YOU USE
SANGER'S RING BUFFS?

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Send on sulcrt ion to reliable
mann fact u ri tig jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

Studs and LaceFor S rf Pius,
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justahie one invented. PrIce,$1.60 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Sam e by 1:11ai„1:251„ic;i..1.14180 Kat oolmtla,eild.e0On;L14a K n e. N1..2y5..
M.GROHN
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When writing to advertisers, kind0
mention The Keystone

WATCHMAN'S CLOCK
The Imperial Latest Improved

Accepted by insurance underwriters
everywhere. A portable watch that
cannot be tampered with.
Paper dials and supplies for every

watchman's clock on the market.
Fort her particulars write to

K. NANZ & CO.
127 Duane St. NEW YORK

Tortoise Shell
The Genuine

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer
Trsdr•Murk.

New style Combs find hair Ornaments are continually being made under the dictation of fashion.
Shell Combs repaired and repolislied and made practically new.

Special Work made to order.

Foot=Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

{High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK,

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED Olt 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all 2123

First —In making large
profits.

Second.—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can any person expect or
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

A. L. Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
Phones 5 Central, 1 610

Automatic, 8929

VERY IMPORTANT
J cwelers, do not have

a sale for the sole ben-
efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-
fore, by all means em-
ploy some one who
will guarantee to make
money for you.

J ew elers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.

No. 233 25 cell ts

No. 841 25 cents

No. 375 3.5 cents

Ad. Cuts for Jewelers and Opticians
sor Remember when planning your Holiday Advertising that w have over
1000 specially prepared cuts for advertising jewelry and optical goods and at
prices that merely cover the cost. We had them prepared as a trade convenience
to aid advertisers in getting the best return from their advertising. Send for
sheets of illustrations and prices.

THE KEYSTONE, loth & BROWN STS., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

No :04 2b cents
,to•

No. 345 25 cenis No. 412 35 cents No. 446 25 cents

No. 266 25 cents

No '261 25 cents

No. 207 25 cents
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TRY THEM! Wells Perfect Self-Conforming

Ring Adjuster, cut front 10 K.
gold filled stock. Gold iu free'
twice as thick as ou back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
seud prepaid at once (only on
receil)l of price), 1 doz. astd
sizes. gold filled. 52.00;1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.75:1 doz.metal.astd sizes,

85c. For samples, one small and one medium
large size gold filled and one metal adjuster, 50c.
Address Chester Wells, Jeweler,Meshoppen,Pa.

I CARRY THE MOST EXCLUSIVE LINE

OF FRENCH AND VIENNA

FANS
AND NOVELTIES

FOR THE JEWELRY TRADE IN THIS

COUNTRY

LOUIS STEINER
IMPORTER

520-522 Ilroadway, NEW YORK

Watchmaker's

Bench Lamp
A now invention, beet
and most practical for
watchmakers' use.

A Pure
White Light
of 100 candle power;
no smoke; no odor;

no trouble;

Price, $5.00
You can pay for this

Lamp from the extra
work you can do eve-
nings. Order through
your Jobber or direct ;

satisfaction guaranteed.

If you want your
store lighted with
the Best Hydro-
Carbon Air-Light
System, which is
simply perfect; send
dimensions ; height,

width, depth of your room, and we will
quote you interesting price.

The White
Manufacturing Company

Chicago Ridge, Illinois
All kinds of Gasoline Lamps, Acetylene and
Gasoline Machines for stores, hotels, restau-
rants or the home, public buildings, city
plants, as well as for cooking and heating.

AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED EVERYWHERE

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention rhe Keystone

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I gi, el; personal latent ion I o repairs sent me.
Promptiless my motto. Send for Iny printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

EMILE DREYER
Formerly wit Ii Tell A. 1;eguelin

71 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIA LT I

E. D. Extra Long 8-Dity Mainsprings
Fine assortment of SwissWatch Material

also
B & Cie Watch Glases

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU

loion■■
ELGIN HOROLOGICAL

SCHOOL
Instructions in Watch and Jewelry

Repairing, Engraving and Optics.
Individual instruction.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the benefit of those who wish
to fit themselves for the highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
tuition for the first. year, and we pay
them a small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL..

PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHS
ON WATCHES

Ivory Miniatures, $7.50 up
All work guaranteed

CHAS. ROSE
9, II, 13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

$1

This is a reduced view

of our

Monogram
Fob

We make baggage

check fobs, raised initial

fobs, engraved initial and

engraved Monogram

Fobs.

Send 35c. for sample

of our raised initial fob—

they sell well ; or drop

postal for our illustrated

catalogue, entitled " Pop-

ular Goods."

HORACE E. FINE
ENGIt A VINO, STAMP

and S'I'ENCIL WORKS

Office and Store,
19 East State Street

Factory, !ear No. 21, oh doing,

Trenton, N. J.

J. H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles ana Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and mac,' fal:tu rers if

nbtie 
Polishing Materials Assay 

Improved
Furnaces 

95 John Street, NEW YORK

HAIR CHAINSAND
RING BRAIDS

M41 CI -1ED AND MADE TO ORDER

GEO. SIEGFRIED,
78 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

SENO fOR ILLI/SIMITED P9/CE LIST

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Hlarine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 1889

A large stock of new
CIIRONOMETP.101 always on
liand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pai rho g, springing and
adjusting Chronome-
ters, also fine Watch
repairing forthetrade.

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

80 eeeee onto Ii. II. Heinrich

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

iI RUDOLPH NOEL
1>

.;11 
SL CO.4'1 I).+

4-• 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK j
4- Im
(I -+
-

t■I 
p iiiorters 

4

1 W iamonbo, 1)carlo 
I-)
t

-i-

(I4.- Precione
-{I ict11. ,Tocilliolprectotte anb 4

/1 1:,
_.! Imitation %tones 4
(I l'c4- Fine Series of Scientific
(I IN;+- RUBIES
(I l)
di
)(4.,,f.i.■,,ri.N,--74■77.,..iNT;747;■‘/4■7744774c x

ESTABLISHED 1858

0

GOLD and
SILVER SO L D E RS

All grades of Gold Solder from low karat to
22 karat. Used for 46 Years in our Factory.
(The largest and oldest Jewelers' Findings Fac-
tory in the United States.)

If it is good enough for um why not for any
repairer of jewelry who is looking for a solder
that, flows easily, has good color and holds well.

Order from your Jobber and Insist on
Getting the Brand

Samples will be furnished free
on application

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
103 State St., CHICAGO

Factory—Pawtucket, Rhode Island

SONIETI-IINCI NEW

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

A le.elipiely indestruc-
i W ill last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send live two-cent
stamp, Mr !want it'll I sample dial tool price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY

I 15 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

z6z Broadway 688 Broadway
Below Cortia toll Street Bch ov Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 4INI and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Begin January First
a course in this school. It
is just as easy to earn
$30.00 a week as Sto.00.
Be master of your trade.
Earn a good salary.

Write at once for catalogue.
It will pay you.

Rees Engraving School
Elmira, N.Y.

Steele Memorial Building

Do you know what should happen the
first week in January, 1905?

You should attend our College, receive the thorough, practical instructions that we are
giving our students, and thereby become a first-class workman and earn a good salary.
No trouble to get the position or the good salary if you are a thorough workman. We can
make one of you. Send for our Prospectus to-day. See ad. oil page 1985, this issue.

Address, THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. IF. Schuler, Principal Broad 6c Somerset Sts., Philadelphia

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia
(Second Floor ) (Established 1892 )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS.OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

par Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders

Best mr,
=̀4:=0.-American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS Doz.

0. Italatice Staffs, gray finish..$1.00
I
i 
;thitnve Staffs, polished, fine
i

i 
ished   1.25

Dole Jewels, Garnets . .  . 1.00
I I ele Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, fine finish . . . 1.50

Genuine Roller Jewels at cata-
logue prices Imperial Mainsprings, $1.00 per
(103011. It. O. E. Elks Aluminum Card Cases,
handsomely engrave■1, sent postpaid on receipt
of $1.00 each. Mail orders solicited.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. MeEwEff, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS!

Bought from stocks. New as front fac-
tories. Send for catalogue

I lance onoorioneril of 1161.011il ..111.11 1111/14.nw n I
Watch Material and Jewelry Supplies.
Bost American-made Jewels, 50 ets. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade

All American Stairs fitted at 50 cents.

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

New York

B. ROBERT & co.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine-Turning, Engraving

PropulA attention given out-of-town customers
75=77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Front Building. Top Floor

Souveoir
Spoon

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR

of any locality.
1111;1111M, 1.11groved In

03.60 per dor.
. PROVIDENCE, R. I

Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
Most all work returned same day received.

Our work is all right, our prices are all right.
A trial will convince you.
Send for our new price-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
17 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
NIonnforinrer of Floe siGN

Watch Sc Spectacle

FlerIrle Illuminated ond
N""-III""d"""i• Durable, Elegant and Attract i.e
13IEST SIGNS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue
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G.F.IYadmorth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
ChannIng Old

Englith and:inlet
C..,. to Woo

Amerlom 8. W.
Movements my

opeelolly.
OLD C A 8E8

MADE NEW
Silversmiths'
Building,
131.13 7
Wabash Asa.
CHICAGO

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Slaic ii Vino

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK
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Soft Soldering with Acids, Pastes and Fluids a Thing of the Past!!!
Practically as 1400.1 as hard solderiog :old without effort or expense. One bundle ■or slick

is sufficient rm. 200 connections or repairs.
Price, 20c. per bundle. Sample bundle by mail, 24c. For all trades and

For sale by all reliable wholesale and jobbing trade.

. -
PAT. 

APPLICE-VOrriw u.

F7-77 cpecu IdodOCR t,ur

Manufacturers,

W. GREEN 0 CO., 6 maiden Lane. New York, U.S.A.

Mechanical Purposes.

Is Rapid, Clean, Eco-
nomical, Practical,

Convenient, Always Ready.
Easy to use. Requires no Acids
of any Description.

Small Advertisements
No ad Vert iseint•iit inserted for less

than 25 cents.
111111er "Sititiotione Wanted,"

ONEC ENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Achill' al words and advertise-
ments, 'EMCEE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except ''Situations
AVanted,"T E E CENTS per word.

Name, m11[11404, Initials and abbre-
via thins  • t as words, and are charged
for lilt 11:111t Of the advertisement. No
display other than t Wo-lifie ii,iiltil letter,

To insure   eeeee 'ley  t ao
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy most reach os not later than
the 25th of each month for insertion in
Ihe following  th's issue.

If answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS iii postage stamps must he
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
ad vertieet  t ace pany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers 191110 are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.

Address,

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa,

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Under Ink hendIon, ONE 411,.5T per word, for firstnenly-lhe word!, it words oinI advertisement.,

IIIHEE CHATS per "ii" I. Ito solvorlItosont Interledfor Is.. limn 25 reol..

kilt° wants a first-class mfg. jeweler anti stone
" setter? State particulars anti salary, or I
will positively not answer. "L 492," care
Keystone.

VINE watchmaker, with fine tools, wishes aI change at once. Age 28 ; 12 years' exp. in
large places. Address, " Box 155," Pilot Point,
Texas.

IAN. 1st, by young man, 16 years' exp., who is
first-class watchmaker and engraver, and

experienced as manager of fine retail business,
a responsible position with first-class house,
either wholesale or retail. New England or
Pacific coast pref. "G 526," care Keystone. 

PERMANENT position by a watchmaker,
/1 jeweler and salesman ; 10 years' exp. in retail
store. Best of ref. None but these wishing
good man need answer. "G529," care Keystone.

VOUNG man, desire a position where there 18a
1 good chance to finish watchmaking. Can
do plain engraving, understand optics and some
watch work. West pref. "P538," care Keystone.

PI' first-class watchmaker ; rapid workman.
" Have the skill and experience for all com-
plicated work Permanent place desired ; refs.
Address, " 1) 536," care Keystone.

FOSITION by first-class watchmaker. Can dofine and complicated watch repairing; com-
petent to handle high-grade work, also make a
specialty of position timing and adjusting ; 15
years' exp.; neat appearance, sober habits ; age
29 ; can give .A1 ret. H. C. Ot well, 103 East
Tenth Street, Kansas City, Mo. 
tVANTED, position as watchmaker ; can do
" clock and jewelry repairing; also some en-
graving. Own bench and tools ; 24 years' old.
Box 922, Waterloo, Iowa. 

POSITION wanted as watchmaker, optician and
salesman. 28 years' old, 12 years' exp. at

the bench ;3 courses in optics. Mayo tools and
trial case; Al refs.; $20 a week. Address,
"K 534," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, jeweler, optician—
" graduate New York and Chicago. Young
man ; long exp.; all-around good man ; also
have drug exp.; good refs. No ',totals answered.
At liberty Jan. 1st. Address, " Eye Specialist,"
lock box 790, Hartford City, Ind. 

PY careful clock, watch and jewelry repairer to
03 commence Jan. 1st.; 3 years' exp. Own
tools and best of ref. .1. A. Manning, Green-
ville, Ill. 

IAN. 1st. Watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.
11 Have good set of tools ; good habits, good
ref. "Jeweler," care Russell dc Joselyn, Rock-
well City, Iowa.

VIRST-ChASS watchmaker, jeweler, optician ;
12 age 40 ; drug exp. Speak German ; all tools,
trial case; good salesman ; married. Address,
If. L. Fischer, Hubbard, Iowa.

REFRACTIONIST, splendid refs., desires
al place in New York City. Could take charge
of optical department ; 5 years' exp.; age 26.
" T 533," care Keystone.

FVIRST-CLASS watchmaker, 26 years' exp.,
wants position airier New Year. Pacific

coast pref. Paul Stark, box 233, Olympla,Wash.

A FTER Jan. 1st, hy watchmaker, aged 30, mar-
Li temperate and reliable, in New York
State town or small city. "D 531," care
Keystone.

MATERIAL man, competent to take full charge
111 of tool and material department, wishes
position. First-class ref.; state salary and
particulars. " X. Y. Z.," care Keystone.

DESIRE a good window location for bench
I work, or will take a position. MUM tools
and lathe. G. A. blesser, East Alstead, N. II.

2 1 25
SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG man, strictly temperate, 1 year's exp.,
1 to finish trade. Best refs.; wages low to
start. No " habits." Address, Box no, Sta. A,
Boone, Iowa.

FY young man, 19, permanent position by Jan.,B with chance to improve on watch work.
Two years' exp as aalesnian, jewelry, watch
work, bookkeeper. No bad habits; ast refs.
Will Cotham, Columbia, Tenn. 

AS watchmaker, 2 years' exp., good habits, want
11 exp. at bench and as salesman. Salary,
whatever I earn. Have good, full set of tools.
Can do some engraving. Address, " .1. AL,"
box 46, Willettville, Ohio. 

DESIRE good window location for bench work
or will take a position. Owu tools and lathe;

have drug exp. C. B. Stover, Versailles, Mo.

RITUATION wanted by a refracting optician ;
11 can do repairing and edge grinding ; climatic
of working alone ; refs. " 539," care Keystone.
RITUATION wanted by first-class watchmaker

with tools ; expert on complicated watches
and railroad work. E22 per week. "S 540,"
care Keystone.

PY good, all-around watchmaker, jeweler and
IP salesman. Have good set tools, geed habits;
Middle West pref. " P 544," care Keystone.
POSITION to finish trade tinder a competent
1 workman. Ilave had considerable exp.;
can furnish refs. Barrett I). Randall, 23 Lake
View l'k., Rochester, N. Y. 

POSITION wanted by a first-elass all-around
a optical workman. Good wages expected.
"G 545," care Keystone. 

VNGRAVER. First-class man on monogram
1.4 and letter engraving ; also sonic experience
In cutting for enamel and chasing. Wants
steady position by Jan. 1st. West pref. Address,
" Engraver," 747 l'ark Ave., Racine, Win.

YOUNG man, 23, 5 years' exp. retail stores,
a wishes position with wholesale jewelry or
material firm, with view to securing position as
traveling salesman. "8 547," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, thorough and experienced
" on railroad and complicated watches, de-
sires position about Jan. 1st with first-class
house who appreciate steady and reliable man,
capable managing repair department, ale°
graduate optician. Best ref.; West pref. "LB.,"
80 W. Third, South, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

POSITION as watchmaker, clock and jewelry
1 repairer; 6 years' exp.; single, own tools.
Refs. furnished ; South or West pref. J. M.
Young, Hutchins, Texas.

" 
young man of 18, have 3% years' exp. Can
do clock and jewelry work and ordinary

watch repairing. Address, A. Newburg, 184
Seventh Street, Oshkosh, Wis. - 

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician, mar-
" red, age 30, desires permanent posii ion
where first-class mechanic will be appreciated.
By Jan. 1st ; prefer Middle IVest. " Al 548,"
care Keystone.

11001) watchmaker, graduate optician, jeweler,
U salesman would nike window for repair re-
ceipts and commission, or position at nixed 620.
Strictly temperate, single, 33; tools and trial
ease. "B 551," care Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS, thorough watchmaker, good en-
r graver, wants position with first-class house
desiring thorough work and man of Mollify at
taking in work and managing department.
Ref., preseut employer. Reeky Alountain or
Pacific coast city pref. " G 549," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS optician, assistant watchninker
r and engraver, wants position in jewelry
store Jan. 1st. Have own optical ease and
engraving tools. Best ref.; state wages. Lock
box -117, I;reat Falls, Mont.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

WANTED, watchmaker and engraver at once.
" Permanent position. S. Wolfram, Darling-
ton, S. C. 

WANTED, young man with some knowledge
" of watchmaking and engraving to finiah
trade. Permanent position. S. Wolfram,
Darlington, S. C. 

ViTATCHM A K ER, sober and industrious. Good
" general work man •, Sent hern man preferred.
Answer at once. DuFeu & Co., Demopolis, Ala.

VXAMINER. Practical optician to examine
I' prescription work, neutralize lenses and in-
spect mountings, lit large establishment. "AI
527," care Keystone.
WANTED, at once or soon as can come, good
" watchmaker and engraver. ?dust be thor-
ough woi•k man, reliable and trustworthy. Send
refs., sample of engraving and wages required
first letter. Would like !photograph. A most
desirable position for the right kind of a man.
J R Roche At Co., Eastport, Maine.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.
I Steady and reliable man. Send ref. anti sam-
ple of engraving. A permanent. position. State
salary. S. Spitz, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler; one with drug
" cap. preferred. Good position to right man.
Dr. C. W. Gray, Nelsonville, Ohio.

(Continued on page 2,26)
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HELP WANTED

(Coat n ued from page 2125)

T 'once, a young. luau between the age of 18
11 and 21 years, who wishes to perfect himself
in watch work under a good workman ; some
knowledge of watch work, jewelry repairing
and engraving necessarv ; no lied habits, good
reference and not afraid of Work ; must own
tools ; salary, $10 per week to start. None ex-
cept those desiring a permanent position need
apply. Address, L. Rubenstein, Schenectady,
N. Y.

ri'XPERIENCED watchmaker and jeweler,with
11 lathe and tools. Engraver not necessary.
Permanent position ; $16.50 per week. (2. J.
Keil, Clinton, Mo. 

THE S. T. Little Jewelry Co., jewelers half-
1 century, Cumberland, Md., wants at once a
good jeweler-engraver. Send samples engrav-
ing, photograph and references. Salary, $15;
permanent. Total abstainers only.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and jeweler,
11 with tools. if engraver, preferred. Per-
manent, pleasant position. $25 per week to
right imam Send ref. Must be sober and pleas-
ant appearance. Gabriel & Fried, Mobile, Ala.

pALIFORNIA. Fine watchmaker, good at
U construction work, changing key to stem-
wind, and complicated watches. Not over 40.
Jcssop, San Diego, Cal. 

HONEST watchmaker that does trade work.
11 Rent free and work amounting to 00
monthly guaranteed. Address, S. E. A., 8
Mooney Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED, by a Maiden Lane jobbing house,
Ti salesmen with established trade, one in
New York State and other in Va., W. Va. and
Ohio. Address, " S 550," care Keystone.

11JATC1lMAKER. all-around exp. I. F. Bruce
77 (Arcade), 3569 'ot I ae roveg :, c wh ago.

VXCEPTIONAL oppurninity For watehmaker,
ii Jeweler and engraver, iv Ii some capital.
Permanent employ niflt and interest in the
business for right 111;11i. Fine Tennessee town.
" M 552," care Keystone.

aOOD watchmaker \rho can repair railroad
U watches. Single man pref. Permanent posi-
tion. State salary expected. L. J. Weiler,
Carbondale, Ill. 

WANTED, a first-class salesman, about Jan.
11 1st., in the optical line. Must be capable
of commanding a large trade. Spencer Optical
Co., New York City. 

THOROUGH watchmaker, engraver and sales-
1 man. Good salary and permanent position
to right man. Give exp. and ref. Must have
good habits. Ad., W. H. Mendham, Dawson,
Yukon Territory.

WANTED, watchmaker And optician. Good
77 wages. 0. C. Bath, Evart, Mich.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, jeweler and
It optician, who can also act as salesman when
necessary in a jewelry and loan business in
Chickasha, I. T. Only a reliable, steady and
sober person need applyouni one who can fur-
nish first-class ref. B. IV. Leaman, Chickasha,
Ind Ter.

VIRS'f-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver,
I at once. Responsible party ; ref. ; pewee-
neut position. Bentel Bros., Hamilton, Ohio.

AT once, watchmaker and jeweler, who can
It engrave mid wait on trade. Permanent,
pleasant employment. State salary and exp.
In first letter. Menace & l'atton Co., Spring-
field, Tenn.

EXPERIENCED traveler to sell tools, materialand jewelry ; must have establisned trade
and satisfactory references. F. W. Schmidt,
103 State Street, Chicago.

PXPERIENCED material stock man. Apply
1.4 with references, F. W. Schmidt, 103 State
Street, Chicago.

A GOOD, reliable workman on watches, clocks
11 and jewelry ; also, one who does engraving
and can act as salesman. State experience and
references. Permanent position. Harvey B.
Locke, Amesbury, Mass.

UNGRAVER who can do repairs on watches,
Li clocks, jewelry and can net as salesman.
Must be good workman and halve good habits.
Address, " L 558," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER—steady position to right
77 man. Send photo., refs. and what you can
do in first letter. Position open at once. All
letters will he answered. W. O. Weniger,
it Frankstown Ave.,East Liberty,Pittsburg,Pa.

WANTED, competent watchmaker and opal-
,' cian .Tan. 1st to 10th. Fair salary for right
man ; permanent position. C. W. Little, 74
('ortiamit Street, New York City..

• 

WANTED
UNDER THIS HE•DIND THREE CENTS PER WORD

VVERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry.
II watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail, Price not satis-
factory I will return all articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

WANTED.

SQWISS key movements, in good condition, 10to 25 each. Gold dollars, $1.50 each. Send
goods by mail or express, check sent same day.
Broadbent, 4 South 42d Street, Philadelphia. 

pIRST-CLASS watchmaker and optician, with
r good references. Must be competent to
take charge of a jewelry and optical business.
$80 per month to start. Permanent position
for a first-class man. D. D. Sullivan, Fargo,
N. flak.

TRAVELING man calling on the trade, to

• 

curry good side line silver-plated ware. 16
per cent. commission. Address The (isle Mf'g
Co., No. 119 West Willow Street, Syracuse, N.Y.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC DENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

flOOD jewelry stock, very reasonable. Will.
U Barker, Sanborn, Iowa.

AFTER Jan. 1, 1905, I will sell my fixtures and
11 stock, consisting of watches, clocks, jewelry,
silverware, cut glass and musical instruments.
F. E. Lenbart, Argyle, Minn.

$4000 STOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, sta-tionery, chinaware, glassware, notions,
etc. Bench work, $50 per month. Christmas
sales $1500 to $1800. Brick store, 25 x 60. Rent,
$15. Established 1880. S. Rhodes,Ulysses, Nebr.

PIRST-CLASS stock and fixtures, $2500, in
I rowing Southern town of 6000. Cleared
$1000 last year. Ad.," 11 457," care Keystone.

HESIRE to retire. Business established 1889.
11 Will sell tixtures alone if necessary, atm'
dispose of stock on the road. Repairing, $125
to *150 monthly ; yearly profits, $2000 to $5000 ;
II xtu res alone,$2500. Complete, $15,000 ; invoice,
$18,000. Branch stow 1500 ; it would be a
good stand for man satisfied with $20 a week to
start. Box 96, W Harlington, Del.

IEWELRY store in Southwestern Michigan,
U 30 years established. A rare chance for
young man. Half mile from summer resort,
1600 population, two railroads. Stock can be
reduced to $1000 in 30 days. Long lease store
room. Address, "T 555," care Keystone.

PROSPEROUS jewelry store, established 20
years ; did good business always. Very

good for good watchmaker. Can make $125 to
$150 a month easily, besides the sales which are
also very good. Want to move to New
York where my relatives live. " J 556," care
Keystone.

I OCATED in a healthy Southern city of about
U 80,000 inhabitants. Au old established bus-
iness, inventoryiug : stock, fresh and staple,
$15,000 ; fixtures, $3,000; tools, $500 ; total,
818,500. Will sell at a discount of 25 per cent.
for cash nod include good will. Don't write
tailless you mean business. "B 557," care
Keystone.

HEAL bargain for a good man. First-class
It jewelry and optical business in Penna. mfg.
town of 8000. Fine farming country and
summer resort. Railroads and electric cars.
Can reduce stock to $1000 by auction. Must
sell February 1st on account of other business.
"J 553," care Keystone.

()N account of bad health have decided to sell
I,, any prosperous jewelry and optical business.
Only store. Population 1200, 60 miles north of
St. Louis. Thickly settled farming section..
Right party can make $2000 a year, Refer to
bank of Lincoln Co., or Elsberry Banking Co.
Investigate at once. Write, T. L. Foley, Els-
berry, Mo.

MODERN optical parlors, well established.
01 Stock, paraphernalia, etc.. will cost you
$1650 cash. Big bargain, must sell before first
of year. Address, "Samuel Wilson, No. 43,"
Room 601 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

HEST opportunity in Ohio for druggist and

• 

jeweler. Step into a ready-made money
maker. No chances against you. Dividends
first Saturday night. 1500 people. Richest
farming section. $6500 in drugs, books, wall
paper, jewelry. Cleanest stock in state. Sales
$17,000. Net profits never below $4000. Will
not trade. Cash or security. Light wads do
not bother. " H 528," care Keystone.

POMPLETE stock of jewelry and fixtures In
V good shape, invoicing about $2200, good
location in Colorado. Liberal discount for
,cash. Chas. Wathen & Co., Denver, Colo.

:4 SMALL amount will purchase long estab-
11 Bathed business in second largest city in
Wisconsin, With capital to develop properly
Om business can he greatly increased. C. H.
B-iker, Superior, Wis.

A RARE opportunity. An established jewelry
11 business in a good, thriving, manufacturing
town, population 25,000. Reason for selling,
have other interests. Address, L. C. Roessler,
Cumberland, Md.

('LEAN jewelry stock and fixtures in beat

• 

town of 30,000 in Central Indiana gas belt.
On account of falling health moat leave by
January 1st. "0 541," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

HIAMOND cutting and polishing plant, corn-
u plete, conalsting of benches, sewing iota-
chines, motor lathe, tools, shafting, pulleys,
etc.; cheap. Address, "Suite 51," 19 Union
Square, New York City.

$8000 WILL buy a retail jewelry store and
loan office, in fast growing South-

western city of 25,000 pop. Fatale); health,
and party has enough to quit. An opportunity
seldom offered. Best location in city. Dia-
moods and watches a specialty. " G 546," care
Keystone.

TEIVELRY store in Central Ky. town of 2000.
Will reduce stock to suit purchaser. Will

sell fixtures and lease room, which has vault,
6 x 8 inside, for storing goods. Has been
jewelry stand for 23 years. III health reason for
selling. Address, Lock Box 258, Lancaster, Ky.

to 
January 1st, best paying jewelry and

optical business in Southern Ohio town of
7000. Will sell all or part of stock and fixtures
to suit. Fine opening. Reason, two stores.
" L 542," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Southern
I7 Ohio. Pop. 4000, manufacturing town, good
farming country, rent low. Invoice about
$1000; CRII be reduced. Good reasons for selling;
investigate. " IV 637," care Keystone.

DROSPEROUS jewelry and optical business 111
California. Pop. 25,000 and growing ; best

location, fine climate ; tine store room and show
window. Splendid opportunity. Invoice about
$6000. Can reduce by Jan. 1st, if purchaser
desires. Good reasons for selling. "P 415,"
care Keystone.

$700 BUYS jewelry stock, fixtures and toolsin thriving Otown. nly jeweler. Good
reasons for selling. Henry Wehrly, IVoodburn,
Indiana.

A GOOD retail jewelry business in manufac-
11 haring town 50 miles from Chicago ; cheap
rent ; doing good business ; stock will invoice
Deeember 1st $3000. Good opening for watch-
maker and optician. Reason for selling, have
other business on hand. Ad.," Louis Jones,"
Room 601 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

WELL-established Chicago trade repair bust-
y, uess doing $200 per month. A good work-
man can pay for it in 3 months' time. $300
cash buys it. I have other business to look
after, reason for selling. Ad.,"William Ennos,"
Room 601 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

(11.1)-established jewelry and optical store in
VI large town in Western Pennsylvania, and in
the best lousiness block. Reason for selling, ill
health. Last inventory $22,000, but can reduce.
Great chance for a hustler. "R 535," care
Keystone.

EA DING jewelry store in a beautiful, healthy
11 manufacturing city of 20,000. Up-to-date
and paying well. Ad., Box 203, Anniston, Alm

IV ELL-established and good-paying repair
stand In one of Chicago's best residence

districts 18 offered for sale on account of illness
of proprietor. Tools, tixtures and goodwill go
with It. A fine opportunity for a practical
num. For particulars address " Henry Reeves,"
Room 601 Columbus Memorial Bldg., Chicago.

A CHANCE of a lifetime to buy a jewelry bust-
11 ness in one of the largest cities of Illinois.
Business established 18 years and is profitable
and prosperous. Stock and fixtures invoice
about $30,000—can be reduced one-half or more.
The good will and location alone are worth a
good price, but on account of failing health the
business will be sold at invoice of stock and
fixtures, at less than most jobbers buy their
stook. Address, " Charles Burt & Co.," Room
601 CO1111111.1118 Memorial Building, Chicago.

VOR spot cash —a bargain. Jewelry, china andI book store. Big repair work ; good money-
maker. In a live town. Must he sold by next
February. If you mean business, write at once.
William Beatty, West Lebanon, Warren Co.,
Ind.

$500 CASH, $700 time, or $1000 cash, buys
elegant jewelry and fancv goods busi-

ness. Invoice $2000. Iiistablialwa 11 years, in
live Iowa city 1200. Must sell accouut failing
health, or could not make these terms. A snap.
Eisfelder, l'ostville, Iowa.

aood-paying leweiry business, Central Illinois;
U must go on account of health. Lock Box 89,
Lexington, Ill.

aFTE of the best general stores in Western
u Pennsylvania. We carry groceries, boots,
shoes, coal, etc. We do an immense business.
Good reasons for Belling. Address, I'. 0. Box
441, Butler, Pa.

PROSPEROUS jewelry balminess in best East-
, ern Illinois city. Capital required, $2,500.
If you mean business, aut., Box 72, Attica, Ind.

QTOCK R1111 fixtures in a growing Western

• 

IVashingtou town a rich farming and lum-
bering coulit ry. W ilI guarantee bench work
fifteen hundred a year. Sales good. Must sell
by January 15th a other business. Invoice
about $2000. " T 532," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

HEST jewelry stove in Certral States, in city
I, 4000, doing 87000 to $2000 business a year,
can be bought for about $.000. " D 528," care
Keystone.

IEWELRY stock in a good, thriving town of
1500 inhabitants. No competition. Address,

R. G. Renken, Parkersburg, Iowa.

(INLY jewelry store in Central Iowa town of
U 800, with tine repair trade. If you want it,
address, Box 86, Norway, Iowa.

R 
SALE

UNDER THIS HEAD THREE CENTS 

PER

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

MTH Century engraving machine for sale,
6.0U never used ,• $75. F. C. Bennett, 3 Northt
Main, Gloversville, N. Y.

STILL have on hand 3 Reinhard refractors,
I at most excellent instrument for doing quick
and accurate refracting. They are guaranteed
new and in perfect order. Regular price, $25;
my price, express prepaid,$20. Address, Robert
Turner, 517 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio. 

IEWELER'S lathe made by American Tool Co.
0 Swing, 113' inehes ; length of bed 12 Inches;
between centers, 12 inches. Also 12-inch transit
telescope, 1% inches diameter. level, etc. For
particulars and., C. B. Hibbard, Pulaski, N Y. 

HIEBOLD burglar and fire-proof safe for sale,
11 cheap. Ehlers & Co., 41 Maiden Lane, New
York.

PATON-ENGLE engraving machine, 2 sets
I:, alphabets, script, figures, emblems, etc.,
good as new. Have 2 reasons for selling. Cost
$85 when new ; my price, $50 cash. H. G.
Strawser, Weston, Ohio.

NEW Century engraving machine, full nickelplate ; 7 different styles of letters, scrolls,
etc.; for sale, cheap. E. P. Vandenburgh,
Haverstraw, N. Y.

aEVEVA prisoptometer; new, accurate and in
U perfect condition. First $10 takes it. M.
Brown, Addison, N. Y.

TWO walnut wall cases, 10 feet long, rising

• 

doors, plate glass. $75 each. Addrgss,
I. ()Hendee!' Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

TWO roll-top benches. 810 each. F. E. Wil-
1 lianas, Janesville, Wis.

PHEAP, for cash, 1 Webster-Whitcomb lathe,
u countershaft, foot-wheel ; one Franeis en-
graving machine. Theo. Kampf, Bryan, Ohio

HENCI I, lathe, Clement tool, foot-wheel, staking
11 tool and other tools. Guy W. Stacy, Mexico,
New York.

MOSELEY lathe, ring stretcher, watch and
III jewelry trays, watch notterials, etc., all in
good condition. For particulars address, L. H.
Schroeder, Amsterdam, N. Y.

VIOLONCELLO In good condition. A bargain.
V W. B. Blee, Miltomi, Pa.

aENEVA retinoscope and ophthalmoscope,
It with oil and gas-lighting attachment ; John-
ston optician's adjustable table. liest cash offer
takes them. Herman Sick,  Rich Hill, Mo.

QTARK'S " I)" lathe, new, with complete setU attachtnents ; watch sign, Sweeney cabinet,
2 benches and watch glasses. Will sell at a
sacrifice or take screw-cutting lathe in part pay-
ment. Wm. Trietel, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

411-FOOT oak show case, oval front, plush
lu trays. Assortment watches, chains, rings,
other jewelry. Ville condition. Inventory
about $500. Will take 50 per cent. L. M.
Newell, Schuyler Lake, N. Y.

VUMBER one Moseley lathe, 22 chucks. Box
It 107, Anacortes, Wash.

A SNAP. Up to date show cases, nearly new.It Four each : 10-ft. wall cases, 10-ft. counter
eases and tables ; two 5-ft. wall cases with
mirror back, for cut glass. They are in Iowa.
" P 554," care Keystone.

l'NGLE engraving machine. First check for
$15 takes it. Weintraub, 127 S. Seventh

Street, Philadelphia.

VIRE and burglar safe, only been used a shortI time, made specially for jeweler, with all
modern improvements, such as : cam binges,
wheel gear pressure bars ; all handsomely nickel
plated. Inside measure, 48 in. high, 31 in.
wide, 18 in. deep. Will sell for one half
original cost to quick buyer. Address, 0. A.
Spirey, 5827 Alder Street, E. E., Pittsburg, Pa.

TOB printing office, cost $275, complete for
0 $125, or part at half cost. Address, A. S.
Miller, Steele City, Nebr.

Q x 10 VIEW camera, 1 view, 1 portrait lensU and all appurtenances. Wholesale, $70.00,
will sell for $30.00. C. H. Miller, 774 E. 7th So.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

1EWELER's safe, about 5 feet high and 3 feet
11 wide, 2614 Girard Ave. Key, 2612 Girard
Ave. Further particulars, John G. Schmidt,
1234 Poplar Street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING CCCCC CENTS PER WORD

aENEVA retinoscope, good as new. FirstIt check over $50 takes it. Will exchange forsmall diamonds or watches. W. T. Jenkins,Waynesboro, Pa.

I HAVE Eastern real estate ; no income, but1 growing in value. Would trade for mer-chandise. Will consider goods any kind orcondition if not over-priced. A chance to turnslow sellers or old styles into live real estate.Value, $750010 $9000. " P 472," care Keystone.
fiNE Mon. Coutourier silver-plated alto swot-u phone, with case, in good condition. Forbass clarinet, or what hove you? C.Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn. 
flaTE 1900 model Eaton & Glover engravingmachine good as new ; 1 walnut regulator,78 inches, Gilbert movement. Clock is not wornto speak of; what have you to exchange. Corre-spond with J IV. Edmonds, Oberlin, Kans. 
pAMERA, King Poem Bausch it Lomb doublelenses, Victor shutter, size 5 x 7 ; threedouble plate holders, one set ampliscopes background, 5 x 7 ft. Leather carrying case ; cost$50. Will trade for set watchmaker's tools orEaton dc Glover engraving machine. J. A.Power, Owlugsville, Ky.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PE 5 WORD

MOSELEY makes for moderate latency the
171 thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes. 
A TTENTION!—Winchmakers who are usingIt cheap, inferior balance staffs should trythose mode in (haulm. Equal to any watchfactory product. From $1 to $3 per dozen.Once tried, always used. Tarbox A. Cordon.
POR exchange—All jobbers will exchange ther thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for amoderate amount of money.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for informa-nt tion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

WANTED—To supply Moseley lathes to an on-" limited number of the men at the benchwho have need for thoroughly reliable lathesfor moderate money. Your jobber will sendnew list.

A LIFE scholarship in our college, inchuling di-ploma and highest degree, for only $7.50. Seeour advertisement, page 2112, and write fir newprospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

giAsir paid for diamonds, watches, jewelry.Entire stocks bought. Weintraub, 127 S.Sevent Ii a:m.iso, Philadelphia.
q.r.% and pivoting a specialty. E. Selly, 1580 High Street, Auacostut, D. C. Up-to-dateshop.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
77 every kind of gold and silver. Refiner ofsweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clerk (established1870), 727 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, l's. Sendby mail or express ; prompt attention given.
APTICIANS be progressive and advertise Weki furnish for /12.00 net, express prepaid, alarge plate to print near test cards for gra-tuitous distibution ; also, sell distant testcharts, printed on good quality white enameledpaper, 50, 50c.; 100, 75c.; 500, $2.50. Expressprepaid. Type mathemat °ally correct. Sam-ples free. !habeas Optical Company, Chicago.
HAVE you an old English watch case you want
71 changed into American stem-wind? If so,send it to me, anti I will guarantee satisfaction.G. F. Wadawort lt, Sil versm it lam' Bid g. , Ch icago,111. 
WHEN you get that new lathe try a Moseley77 and you will have a thoroughly reliablelathe and for moderate money.
WHY not send me your watch cases that need77 repairing? Can replace any part of a case.G. F. IVadatworth,Sil varmints' Bldg. , Chicago,111. 
IF it's a Moseley it's all right.

00K like diamonds! Six rings in specialIt tray, gentlemen's or ladies',$3.00. Guaranteedsellers or money returned. H. E. Thomas& Co., jewelers' specialists, Wilmington, De!.Only have leaders, not a general line. A postalor business card will place you on our mailinglist.

WATCHMAKER for the trade, having someH leisure time, extra bench room and gondlight, would like to give instructions In watchrepairing or any branch of it. For terms andparticulars address, " B 530," care Keystone. 
aOLD and silver-pintlng,saciui fintsh,engraving,engine-turning, everything in the line ofwatch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-smiths' Building, Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES

15  EACH. 

 

Amer ic ankey movements, 18$.0 0.

foodLond tiontecnone
with order. Broadbent, _ gn Forty-secondStreet, Philadelphia.

PLGIN Horological School, the oldest and most
1.1 practical school for watchmakers. Send forcatalogue to Elgin Horological School, Eigin,111.
YOU are looking for a (pod, reliable firm to do1 your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Column-bus Memorial Building, Chicago 
QITUATIONS wanted by Moseley lathes withI3 workmen who desire thoroughly reliablelathes for moderate money. Your jobber fornew list.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and1 Optical Institute combines theory withactual work, which makes the most thoroughand complete course ever devised. There is noprofession open to the average young man thathas a greater assured future than this business.High salaries are paid men who know both thetheory and practice of the above profeasion.TVs an impossibility to graduate competentworkmen from an incompetent college of horol-ogy ; students must be under the care of in-structors who have had years of experience andare very efficient. As instructors we have nosuperiors. Write for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox itGordon.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

I f a customer:410111d bring you any DiamondJewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do notcare to buy them yourself, send them to
HAS. S. CROSS/NAN a CO.a Maiden L,Ellie NOVV York

where you CRII have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880  

LEARN
JE'WELERS

ENGRAVING
" The Engraving School That GraduatesExperts." A fascinating, high-salaried andeasily learned„trade, taught thoroughly andpract Malty by correspondence. Your instruc-tor is the foremost authority and masterworkman in the world. We will teach thebeginner better engraving by correspond-ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-prenticeship. We will improve the skill ofany engraver one hundred per cent. andmake him master of the trade. The demandfor onto potent engravers far exceeds the sup-ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, eta. care-
fittly and pram/pity 

, 
done by an

expert. A. JETTE
Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

Igli-C1 asta

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is tlw kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVERS
Many young workmen who desire aclass of instructions in watch work whichcannot be obtained elsewhere have en-gaged bench room with us for January,1905. WIII we retain a seat for you? Cir-culars free.

Canadian Horological institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King street
Toronto, Ont.
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DIAMONDS
at the Lwovvet Urice.s

We are in a position to sell diamonds at a lower price than you can buy
the same grade stones for elsewhere.

One reason why we can do this is because we are the only diamond
cutters who sell direct to the retailer.

Another reason is, our diamonds are sold in the most economical way—
no expensive traveling salesmen.

J. R. WOOD & SONS
Cutting Works

1327-1329 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn

DIAMOND cuTTERs

Office, 2 Maiden Lane, New York

There is still time to order the
New Century Engraving Machine
which you need this month more
than at any other time in the year.

You are getting busier every day.

With the increase of trade you will have more calls for

engraving.

This is the time for you to order your NEW CENTURY

Engraving Machine.

Look ahead and think of the stack of engraving you

will have to do, and do promptly; now—to-day—before it is

too late, you should place your order.

The money the NEW CENTURY Machine will make for you in the engraving

you can do on it and in the sales it will clinch, will pay for it in the next six weeks.

Our NEW CENTURY is good all the year

round, but at this season, of all others, you need it most.

You needn't pay all cash down if you don't want

to (though we make liberal discounts to the cash man.)

Our machines are shipped assembled, with fully

illustrated book of directions for using, and are fur-

nished complete with type and everything necessary for

handling your Holiday Engraving.

At this time we can ship promptly.

Don't delay and run the risk of late delivery.

Write or telegraph, but "get busy" and do it to-day.

Remember this is December.

1.

The Eaton & Glover Company
Sayre, Pa.



To You, and You, and You!
We want the last word with readers of THE

KEYSTCNE in this last number for 1904.

This last word is to speak our thanks to the

great body of The Trade which has been continu-

ously loyal to the Watch Cases stamped with a

and the measure of whose loyalty in the year that

is closing is the greatest volume of business in our
history.

Therefore this last word, to tell our gratitude

and appreciation ; and to promise, moreover, that

we shall endeavor to discharge the obligation which

this generous confidence puts upon us, by continu-

ous effort to make still be/ler the Watch Cases that

have always been ms.r.

So here's best wishes for the happiness and

prosperity of each one of the many thousands of

jewelers who sell the Keystone product, at Christmas-

time and after-time and all the time !

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

December, 1904


